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HOW TO MAKE CALLS FROM UNIVERSITY
TELEPHONES
Calls within the University (to all numbers beginning 333- or
332)
1. Listen for dial tone.
2. Dial the last five digits of the listed number. For example:
to call 333-9999, dial 3-9999.
Calls to the State Geological Survey
Dial 189, then the desired extension. For example: Dial 189-
XXX.
Calls to Champaign-Urbana
Dial 9, then the complete seven-digit number. For example:
To call 352-9981, dial 9-352-9981.
Long Distance Calls
For information pertaining to direct distance dialing for long
distance station-to-station calls, for calls to Chicago
and Springfield over the Tie Lines, and for Wide Area
Telephone Service calls to all other cities in Illinois over
the W.A.T.S. lines, please refer to pages 7, 8, and 9.
Conference Calls
For conference calls between one or more persons on the
campus or away from the campus, dial 3-1030 and give the
Operator the details of your call.
Service Calls
Information
For University numbers not in the staff section of the
Directory, dial for Operator.
For numbers of students not in the student section
Directory, dial 3-0920.
For general University information, dial 3-4666.
For local numbers not in the Champaign-Urbana directory,
dial 9, then 411.
Assistance in Making a Call
Within the University, dial for Operator.
Outside the University, dial 9, then for Operator.
Telephone Repair Service
Dial 9, then 352-9954.
Transfer of an Incoming Call
Depress button (Switchhook) in cradle of your telephone
for one second, and give the Operator the number, if
known, to which to transfer the call.
Changes or Additions to Your Telephone Service
For New Installations, Removals, Change of Location,
etc., of University Telephones Dial 3-1161.
TIE LINES TO CHICAGO AND SPRINGFIELD FOR
OFFICIAL UNIVERSITY BUSINESS CALLS ONLY
HOW TO USE THE TIE LINES
Calls to Medical Center and Chicago Circle
1. Listen for dial tone, then dial 175.
2. Listen for second dial tone, then dial the last four digits
of the telephone number of the party you are calling.
3. For example: To call 663-7127, dial 175 + 7127.
Calls to City of Chicago (Suburbs NOT included)
1. Listen for dial tone, then dial 175.
2. Listen for second dial tone, then dial 9 ar_. the seven-digit
Chicago telephone number of the party you are calling.
3. For example: To call 924-1212, dial 175 + 9 + 924-1212.
Calls to State of Illinois Capitol
1. Listen for dial tone, then dial 176.
2. Listen for second dial tone, then dial the four-digit
CENTREX number of the party you are calling.
3. For example: To call 525-7813, dial 176 + 7813.
Calls to City of Springfield
1. Listen for dial tone, then dial 176.
2. Listen for second dial tone,, then dial 9 and the seven-digit
Springfield telephone number of the party you are calling.
3. For example: To call 544-9981, dial 176 + 9 + 544-9981.
Information and Assistance When Number Is Not Known
1. For calls to Medical Center or Chicago Circle, dial 175 + 0.
2. For calls to State Capitol in Springfield, dial 176 + 0.
3. For information pertaining to all other numbers in cities
of Chicago and Springfield, consult page 9.
Note
Callers will receive a busy signal when all lines are in use.
WIDE AREA TELEPHONE SERVICE (W.A.T.S.) TO ILU-
NOIS CITIES (EXCEPT CHICAGO AND SPRINGFIELD) FOR
UNIVERSITY BUSINESS CALLS ONLY.
There is no toll charge for any call dialed to a point in Illinois,
if you follow the instructions below. The cost is included in the
basic service charge. Personal calls may not be placed over
the W.A.T.S. lines. Personal calls may he made from Uni-
versity phones by dialing 9, then for Operator and providing
her with the residence line phone number to which the call is
to be charged. (This is known as third number billing.)
The W.A.T.S. lines are NOT to be used for calls to Chicago
and Springfield. Tie Lines are available for toll-free calls to
these two cities. Instructions on how to use the Tie Lines are
printed above.
Illinois Bell Telephone Company tariffs prohibit
the users of W.A.T.S. lines and Tie Lines from
obtaining information by refusing to accept per-
son-to-person or collect calls for the purpose of
identiying the calling party and calling back on
a W.A.T.S. or Tie Line. (This practice is in clear
violation of Illinois Bell tariffs and can lead to
discontinuance of the service for the violation.)
HOW TO USE THE W.A.T.S.
Calls Within Area 217
1. Listen for dial tone, then dial 182.
2. The University Operator will require certain information
before connecting you to a W.A.T.S. line.
3. Dial 1, then the complete number you are calling. For
example: To call Decatur, Illinois, dial 182 + 1 + seven
digits of number.
Calls Elsewhere In Illinois (Other than Area 217)
1. Listen for dial tone, then dial 182.
2. The University Operator will require certain information
before connecting you to a W.A.T.S. line.
3. Dial 1, then the proper Area Code, then the complete num-
ber you are calling. For example: To call Peoria, Illinois,
dial 182 + 1 + 309 + seven digits of number.
If the telephone number of the party desired is not known, you
should obtain the number by dialing 9, then 1, then the Area
Code (if appropriate), then 555-1212.
You should then proceed with the instructions indicated above
for calls within Illinois.
Calls to Places in Illinois Which Can Not Be Dialed Direct
1. Listen for dial tone, then dial 182.
2. The University Operator will require certain information
before connecting you to a W.A.T.S. line.
3. Dial and place call with special Operator.
There is no charge for these calls.
Note
University Operators will continue to monitor calls made over
the W.A.T.S. lines. Your patience in securing and your cooper-
ation in the use of these lines, which are for official Univer-
sity business only, are solicited. Callers will receive a busy
signal when all lines are in use. Departments are reminded
that there is no charge for calls made over the W.A.T.S. lines.
Departments will be charged for calls made to Illinois cities
and elsewhere over long distance lines.
DIRECT DISTANCE DIALING FOR STATION-TO-STATION
CALLS
You can dial direct to most cities in the Uninted States and
Canada. A list of frequently called cities and their Area
Code appears on the introductory pages of the Champaign-
Urbana Telephone Directory. Area Codes for cities in Illinois
are listed on pages 9 and 10. Champaign-Urbana is located
in Area 217. If the place you want to call is not listed, dial
9, then for Operator and ask if the city can be dialed direct.
LONG DISTANCE CALLS (OUTSIDE ILLINOIS)
1. Listen for dial tone, then dial 9.
2. Dial 1.
3. Dial the proper Area Code.
4. Dial the complete number you are calling. For example:
To call New York City, dial 9 + 1 + 212 + seven digits of
number.
You will be charged for these calls.
WRONG NUMBERS REACHED ON ANY DIRECT DIALED
LONG DISTANCE CALL
1. If you reach a wrong number, ask what city you have
reached.
2. Immediately dial 9, then 0, and tell the Operator what
happened. You will not be charged for the call to the city
reached in error if this procedure is followed immediately.
D7 YOU DO NOT KNOW THE OUT-OF-TOWN NUMBER YOU
ARE CALLING
You can dial direct to Information Operators in many cities
across the United States. There is no charge for these calls.
The Information Number — 555-1212 — is the same in every
city that you can dial direct.
For Information in Area 217, dial 9, then dial 1, then 555-1212.
To call Information in a distant city, dial 9, then dial 1, then
the desired Area Code, then the standard Information
Number 555-1212.
A list of some United States and Canadian cities and their
Area Codes appears on the introductory pages of the
Champaign-Urbana Telephone Directory.
ANYONE . . . ANYWHERE . . . CAN CALL YOU DIRECT D7
THEY KNOW YOUR NUMBER.
Give your complete seven-figure individual telephone number
to everyone who calls you at the University. It will enable
them to reach you quickly.
It will be helpful to those who contact you if you include your
telephone number on letters and other material you mail.
Remind persons in distant cities that your Area Code is 217.
Remember, your telephone number is not 333-1000. This is the
University of Illinois Directory listed number.
AREA CODES IN ILLINOIS
The following is a list of Area Codes for cities in Illinois,
required.



































































































































































Extended Area Service (E.S.A.) is still available for official University business calls to the communities
listed below. Calls may continue to be made without charge to telephones located in these communities.

























Adm - Administration, Administrative
Aero - Aeronautical
Agr - Agricultural, Agriculture
Agron - Agronomy
AH - Altgeld Hall
An - Animal
Anthrop - Anthropology
Arch - Architectural, Architecture







Biol - Biology, Biological
Biophys - Biophysics, Biophysical
Bot- Botany
BRL - Burnsides Research Laboratory
Bur - Bureau
Bus - Business
CA - Chemistry Annex
CD - Child Development Laboratory
CEB - Civil Engineering Building
Cer - Ceramics
CFS - Central Food Stores





Coop - Cooperating, Cooperative
Coor - Coordinated, Coordinating
CRC - Children's Research Center
CSL - Coordinated Science Laboratory
DCL - Digital Computer Laboratory
Dept - Department
DGS - Division of General Studies
Dir - Director
Div - Division
DKH - David Kinley Hall
DMB - Dairy Manufactures Building
Dup - Duplicating
EB - English Building
EC - East Chemistry Building
Econ - Economic, Economics
Educ - Education, Educational
EEA - Electrical Engineering Annex
EEB - Electrical Engineering Building
EERL - Electrical Engineering Research Laboratory







EPGB - Educational Projects and Guidance Building
ERL - Engineering Research Laboratory
Exp - Experiment, Experimental
Ext - Extension
FAA - Fine and Applied Arts
FAB - Fine and Applied Arts Building
Flor - Floriculture
FSL - Forest Science Laboratory
GEL - Gaseous Electronics Laboratory
Gen - General, Genetics
Geog - Geography
Geol - Geology
Germ - German, Germanic
GH - Gregory Hall
Govt - Government
Grad - Graduate
GSRL - Geological Survey Research Laboratory
Gym - Gymnasium
HFL - Horticulture Field Laboratory
HH - Harker Hall




IBR - Institute of Boiler and Radiator Manufacturers
IH - mini Hall






IU - Elini Union
Jrn - Journalism
KAM - Krannert Art Museum
Lang - Language
LAR - Lincoln Avenue Residence
LAS - Liberal Arts and Sciences
LH - Lincoln Hall
Lib - Library
Librn - Librarian




MEB - Mechanical Engineering Building
Mech - Mechanical, Mechanics
Med - Medical, Medicine
MEL.*- Mechanical Engineering Laboratory
Met - Metallurgy
Mgmt - Management
MH - Mumford Hall
Mil - Military
Min - Mining
MMB - Metallurgy and Mining Building
MOG - Men's Old Gymnasium
MRH - Men's Residence Halls
MRL - Materials Research Laboratory
MS - Military Science
MTL - Machine Tool Lab
Munic - Municipal
NAEB - National Association of Educational Broadcasters
NEL - Nuclear Engineering Laboratory
NH - Natural History
]NHSL - Natural History Survey Laboratory
NL - i>(oyes Laboratory
NRB - Natural Resources Building
NRL - Nuclear Radiation Laboratory
Nutr - Nutrition
Ofc - Office
ONR - Office of Naval Research
PA - Practice Annex
Path - Pathology
PB - Physics Building
PE - Physical Education
PEM - Physical Education for Men
Pet - Petroleum




PP - Physical Plant
PPSB - Physical Plant Service Building
Prof - Professor




ROTC - Reserve Officers' Training Corps
SA - String Annex
San - Sanitary




SH - Stiven House
SMH - Smith Music Hall
SP - Stock Pavilion
Spec - Special
SSB - Student Services Building
Sta - Station
Stenog - Stenographer, Stenographic
Surv - Survey, Surveying
TA - Theory Annex
TAM - Theoretical and Applied Mechanics
TB - Transportation Building
Tchr - Teacher, Teaching
Tech - Technical, Technology
TH - Turner Hall
TL - Talbot Laboratory
Trans - Transmission, Transmitter
TV - Television '
UHS - University High School
Univ - University
UP - University Press
URH - University Residence Halls
USDA - United States Department of Agriculture
USGS - United States Geological Survey
VCLA - Veterinary Clinic, Large Animal
VCM - Veterinary Clinical Medicine
VCSA - Veterinary Clinic, Small Animal
Veg - Vegetable
Vet - Veterinary
VMB - Veterinary Medicine Building
Voc - Vocational
VPH - Veterinary Pathology and Hygiene
VPP - Veterinary Physiology and Pharmacology
WGym - Women's Gymnasium
WR - Water Resources Building
UNIVERSITY DIRECTORY
ABBOTT POWER PLANT, Engineer's Ofc 333-0723
Office 333-2082
Operator's Desk 333-1923
ACADEMIC YEAR INSTITUTE, Mathematics:
Director, W. M. Zaring, 303 A. H 333-2168
Office, Mrs. Judith Holt
,
304 A. H 333-2167
Associate Director, P. G. Braunfeld, 301 A. H 333-2042
ACCIDENT COMPENSATION:
Supervisor, M. N. Pike, 303 McKinley Hospital 333-1080
Office, Mrs. Helen Stutzman, 303 McKinley Hospital 333-1081
ACCOUNTANCY:
Head of Dept, E. J. DeMarls, 360 Com (W) 333-2451
Secy, Mrs. Mildred B. Brumfield, 360 Com (W) 333-0857
ACCOUNTING DIVISION, Bus Ofc, 279 Admin 333-0781
ACQUISITION DEPT, Library, 220a Lib 333-1056 or 333-1055
Librarian, Miss Helen M. Welch, 220a Lib ... , 333-1054
ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS:
Urbana-Champaign Campus:
Director, E. E. Oliver, 108 Adm 333-2033
Secy, Mrs. Eileen M. Chapman, 108 Adm 333-2034
Associate Director, C. E. Warwick, 108 Adm 333-3648
Secy, Mrs. Shirley A. Sanders, 108 Adm 333-3648
Assistant Directors,
F. A. Bridgewater, 116 Adm 333-2036
R. F. Corcoran, 180 Adm 333-3283
R. Dremuk, 126 Adm 333-0307
J. R. Payne, 69 Adm 333-0218
Assistants to the Director
Miss Dorothy B. Clark, 176 Adm 333-0215
G. R. Engelgau, 126 Adm 333-0308
J. T. Hashbarger, 180 Adm 333-1945
E. J. Smith, 100a Adm 333-0300
Director of Undergraduate Scholarship Program
E. T. Sanford, 707-107 S. Sixth, C 333-0100
Assistant Director of Undergraduate Scholarship Program
K. Gunji, 707-107 S. Sixth, C 333-0100
General Information; Mrs. Louise Jones, 176 Adm. 333-4339
Human Relations and Equal Opportunity, 180 Adm 333-2964
Mailing Unit, Mrs. Lucille I. Felgenhour, 10 Adm 333-0416
Personnel Records, F. A. Bridgewacer, 116 Adm 333-2036
Admissions:




Assistant Director, R. F. Corcoran, 180 Adm 333-3283
Central Processing Unit, W. E. Harms, 100a Adm 333-0413
Agriculture, Commerce and Business Administration
,
Education, Journalism and Communications, Law
E. J. Smith, 100a Adm 333-0300
Aviation, Engineering, Fine and Applied >rts,
Physical Education, Veterinary Medicine, 100a Adm. . . 333-0305
Liberal Arts and Sciences, P. L.Miller, 100a Adm 333-0303
Graduate and Foreign Admissions:
Assistant Director, R. Dremuk, 126 Adm 333-0307
Ofc, 100a Adm .333-0306
Advanced Placement, Mrs. Bertha B. Gorman, 75b Adm. .333-0221
C. P. A. Information, E. J. Smith, 100a Adm 333-0300
Entrance Examinations, E. J. "Smith, 100a Adm 333-0300
G.E.D. Testing (High School Level), N.R.O.T.C., amU
Paraplegic Admissions, 100a Adm 333-0305
Residency Information, G. R. Engelgau, 126 Adm 333-0308
Records, Registration, and Statistics:
Information, 69 Adm 333-0210
Assistant Director, J. R. Payne, 69 Adm 333-0218
Academic Records, Mrs. Myra Rucker, 69 Adm 333-0994
Advance Enrollment, Beginning Freshmen
G. R. Engelgau, 126 Adm 333-0308
Continuing Students, M. Zvillus, 69 Adm 333-2486
Enrollment Statistics and Registration Arrangements
O. D. Denhart, 69 Adm 333-0990
Extramural Registration and Records, Mrs. May L.
Sanders, 69 Adm 333-0214
Fee Assessments, Mrs. Vivian L. Wood, 69 Adm 333-4381
Office Publications, Miss Dorothy B. Clark, 176 Adm 333-0215
Pre-College Programs, G. R. Engelgau, 126 Adm 333-0308.
Residency Information, G. R. Engelgau, 126 Adm 333-0308
Selective Service Records, 69 Adm 333-0219
Transcripts and Certification, Mrs. Effie E. Hetishee, 69 Adm333-0216
School and University Articulation Assistant Director
J. T. Hashbarger, 180 Adm 333-1945
Undergraduate Scholarship Program:
Director, E. T. Sanford, 707-107 S Sixth, C 333-0100
Secy, Mrs. Neva L. Long, 707-107 S. Sixth, C 333-0101
Assistant Director, ''. Gunji, 707-107 S. Sixth, C 333-0100
University Dean of Admissions and Records:
Acting University Dean, E.E.Oliver, 409-348 E. Chalmers, C. . .333-2030
Secy, Miss Elizabeth L. Bailie, 409-348 E. Chalmers, C 333-2031
Assistant University Dean, L. F. Robinson, 409-359 E. Chal, C 333-1187
Asst Unlv Dean for Foreign and Graduate Admissions
R. Dremuk, 100a Adm 333-0306
Unlv Coordinator of School and College Relations; Chairman,
Illinois State Committee, Commission on Secondary Schools,
North Central Association, L. B. Fisher,
409-338 E. Chalmers, C 333-1122
Secy, Mrs. M. Aileen Wyninger, 409-338 E. Chalmers, C 333-1120
Assistant University Coordinator of School and College Relations;
Asst Chairman, Illinois State Committee, Commission on
Secondary Schools, North Central Association, J. S. Kemp
409-338 E. Chalmers, C 333-1121
Coordinator of University-Junior College Relations
E. F. Anderson, 409-348 E. Chalmers, C 333-2032
University Coordinator of Student Data System, L. E. Aukes
409-326 E. Chalmers, C 333-4947
University Director of Testing, J. Paraskevopoulos,
409 - 351 E. Chalmers, G 333-1171
ADVANCED STUDY, CENTER FOR:
Director, D. Pines, 912 W. Illinois, U 333-6729
Ofc, 912 W. Illinois, U 333-6749
ADVERTISING
Head of Dept, S. W. Dunn, 101 G. H 333-1603
Ofc, Mrs. Ruth McKnight, 103a G. H 333-1602
AERONAUTICAL AND ASTRONAUTICAL ENGINEERING:
Head of Dept, H. S. Stillwell, 101 T. B 333-2650
Secy, Miss Dorothy E . Nugent, 101 T. B 333-2651
Aerodynamics Lab, Aero Lab A 333-1104
Flow and Propulsion Lab, Airport 822-5238
Magnetohydrodynamics Lab, 106 Woodshop and Foundry 333-2593
Propulsion Lab, Aero Lab B 333-1104
Shock Tube Lab, Aero Lab B 333-1333
Shop, Aero Lab A 333-1104
Structures Lab, Aero Lab B 333-3826
AERONOMY LABORATORY, S. A. Bowhill, 312d EERL '. 333-4150
Ofc, Mrs. Belva Edwards, 312 EERL 333-4151
Aeronomy Field Station, Thomasboro 643-2020
Rocket Program, E. A. Mechtly, 312g EERL 333-4152
Technical Services, G. W. Henry, Jr., Aeronomy Lab 333-4156
Theoretical Program, C. F. Sechrist, Jr., 312g EERL 333-4153
Workshop, Aeronomy Lab 333-4157
AESTHETICS EDUCATION PROJECT, Curriculum Lab
1207 W. Stoughton, U 333-4490
AFRICAN STUDIES COMMITTEE:
Chairman, C. S. Alexande, 124 Davenport Hall 333-3546
Ofc, Mrs. Ann Edwards, 124 Davenport Hall 333-3546
AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS, Campus Ofc
Campus Director, R. W. Jugenheimer, 409-352 E. Chalmers, C 333-1990
Ofc, Mrs. Shirley R. Lovenguth, 409-352 E. Chalmers, C 333-1990
Assistant Directors:
Sierra Leone, O. N. Liming, 409-352 E. Chalmers, C 333-1990
India, T. A. McCowen, 409-352 E. Chalmers, C 333-1990
AGRICULTURAL COMMUNICATIONS:
Head of Ofc, H. Read, 330 Mumford HaU 333-1130
Ofc, Mrs. Patricia Fischer, 330 Mumford HaU .... 333-1130
English Advising, J. C. Steele, 64 Mumford Hall 333-4786
Instructional Resources, J. H. Behrens, 69 Mumford Hall 333-4780
Media Services, G. M. Broom, 330 Mumford Hall 333-1130
Teaching and Research, J. F. Evans, 66 Mumford Hall 333-4785
Visual Services, V. R. Stephen, 62 Mumford Hall 333-2404
AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS:
Head of Dept, H. G. Halcrow, 305a Mumford HaU 333-1810
Ofc, Mrs. Thelma S. O'Neil, 305 Mumford HaU 333-1811
Stenographic Room, Mrs. Norma E. Robinson, 304 Mumford H 333-2547
Extension, J. E. WUls, 312 Mumford HaU 333-1819
Instruction, R. J. Muttl, 309 Mumford HaU 333-1818
Agricultural Policy and Outlook, L. H. Simerl, 423 Mumford HaU . 333-0148
Farm Law, N. G. P. Krausz, 149 Bevier HaU 333-1829
Farm Management, Land Economics and Agricultural Finance:
Farm Bureau Farm Management Service, D. F. Wilken, 450 MH 333-0754
Farm Cost Accounts, A. G. MueUer, 450 Mumford HaU 333-0754
Marketing:
Farm Supplies, R. J. Mutti, 309 Mumford HaU 333-1818
Food Merchandising, G. M. England, 301a Mumford HaU 333-1812
Fruits and Vegetables, R. A. KeUy, 300a Mumford HaU 333-1823
Grain, T. A. Hieronymus, 310 Mumford HaU 333-3998
Livestock, E. E. Broadbent, 307c Mumford HaU 333-1827
Milk, R. W. Bartlett, 315 Mumford HaU 333-1820
Poultry, J- R. Roush, 425 Mumford Hall 333-1830
Prices and Statistics; V. I. West, 302a Mumford HaU 333-1814
Rural Recreation, E. H. Regnier, 300c Mumford HaU 333-1824
Rural Sociology, F. C. Fliegal, 417 Mumford HaU 333-2616
AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION, L. J. Phipps, 357 Education 333-0807
AGRICULTURAL ENGINEERING:
Head of Dept, F. B. Lanham, 241 Agr Eng 333-3570
Ofc, Mrs. Georgianna Noel, 245 Agr Eng 333-3571
Extension, 202 Agr Eng 333-3572
Farm Machinery, 101 Agr Eng 333-4948
Farm Structures and Housing, D. G. Jedele, 210 Agr Eng .333-2611
Rural Electrification, F. W. Andrew, 236 Agr Eng 333-0511
Soil and Water Conservation and Drainage, R. C. Hay,
206a Agr Eng 333-4949
Farm Machinery Design and Development, R. R. Yoerger,
107 Agr Eng 333-3000
Farm Structures and Hous ing, E. L. Hansen, 212 Agr Eng 333-2504
Rural Electrification, H. H. Beaty, 234 Agr Eng 333-1914
Shop, H. W. Hempler, Agr Eng .'.' 333-2734
Soil and Water Conservation and Drainage, B.A.Jones 208 Agr Eng 333-0944
AGRICULTURAL POLICY AND OUTLOOK, L. H. Simerl 423 MH. . . .333-0148
AGRICULTURE, COLLEGE OF
Dean, O. G. Bentley, 101 Mumford Hall 333-0460
Adm Secy, Mrs. Neva B. Millard, 101 Mumford HaU ...333-0460
Cooperative Extension:
Director; Associate Dean of College, J. B. Claar, 122 MH 333
Secy, Mrs. L. Katherine Darland, 122 Mumford Hall 333
Assistant Directors
H. W. Bean, 118 Mumford Hall 333
Miss Martha L. Dunlap, 528 Bevier Hall 333
W. D. Murphy, 120 Mumford Hall 333
H. Read, 330 Mumford Hall 333
M. S. Williams, 116 Mumford Hall 333
Experiment Station:
Director; Associate Dean of CoUege, M. B. RusseU, 109 MH. ..333
Secy, Mrs. Elinor A. Corley, 109 Mumford HaU 333
Assistant Directors
Z. J. Ordal, 109 Mumford HaU 333-
R. J. Webb, Dixon Springs Agr Center, Simpson 949
Assistant to Director, D. B. Bauling, 109 Mumford Hall 333-
International Programs:
Director; Assoc Dean of College, G. K. Brinegar, 113 MH 333
Secy, 113 Mumford Hall 333-
Resident Instruction:
Director; Assoc Dean of College, K. E. Gardner, 104 MH 333-
Secy, Miss Mary Svetez, 104 Mumford Hall 333
Student Records, 104 Mumford Hall 333-
Assistant Deans
C. D. Smith, 104 Mumford Hall 333
W. K. Wessels, 104 Mumford HaU 233
Accounting Ofc
Division Chief Accountant, D. A. GUlespie, 111 Mumford HaU . . . 333
Ofc, 111 Mumford HaU 333
General Accounting, R. E. Sullivan, 111 Mumford HaU 333
Payrolls and Appointments, Mrs. Eunice M. Mayhood, 111 MH . . .333
Communications, H. Read, 330 Mumford HaU 333
Ofc, Mrs. Patricia Fischer, 330 Mumford HaU 333
English Advising, J. C. Steele, 64 Mumford HaU 333
Instructional Resources, J. H. Behrens, 69 Mumford Hall 333
Media Services, G. M. Broom, 330 Mumford Hall 333
Teaching and Research, J. F. Evans, 66 Mumford Hall 333
Visual Services, V. R. Stephen, 62 Mumford HaU 333
Conference Room, 426 Mumford HaU 333
FUes, Miss Dorothy K. WaUer, 101 Mumford HaU 333-
Four H Club - Rural Youth, R.O. Lyon, 412 Mumford HaU 333-
Llbrary, D. A. Brown, 226 Mumford HaU 333-
MaUing Room, E. E. Lowry, 51 Mumford HaU 333-
Publicatlons
Conference Room, 426 Mumford Hall 333-
FUes, Miss Dorothy K. WaUer, 101 Mumford Hall 333-
Four-H Club - Rural Youth, R. O. Lyon, 412 Mumford Hall 333-
Llbrary, D. A. Brown, 226 Mumford HaU 333-
MaUing Room , E. E. Lowry, 51 Mumford Hall 333-
Publications, A. W. Janes, 123 Mumford Hall 333-
Ofc, Miss Mabel I. O'NeUl, 123 Mumford HaU 333-
Dupllcatlng Service, R. E. Smith, 58 Mumford Hall 333-
Rural CivU Defense, F. A. Painter, 329 Mumford HaU 333-
Rural Recreation, E. H. Regnier, 300c Mumford HaU 333-
Safety, O. L. Hogsett, 330 Mumford HaU 333-
Salesroom, 159 Davenport HaU 333-
Short Course Supervisor, W. K. Wessels, 104 Mumford HaU 333-
SoU Conservation, R. D. Walker, 113 Mumford Hall 333-
Vocational Agriculture Service, J. W. Matthews, 434 MH 333-
See also departmental listings.
AGRONOMY
Head of Dept, M. D. Thome, W-201 TH 333-
Ofc, Mrs. Barbara M. Turco, W-201 TH 333-
Assoclate Head of Dept, C. M. Brown, W-201 TH 333-
Admlnlstratlve Assistant, J. B. KeUy, W-201 TH 333-
Accounts
,
Mrs. Elvera Keen, W-201 TH 333-
Farm Crops:
Corn Breeding and Genetics, D. E. Alexander, S-110 TH 333-
Crop Extension, W. O. Scott, N-305 TH 333-
Crop Production, J. W. Pendleton, S-308 TH 333-
Forage Breeding, C. N. Hlttle, S-312 TH 333-
Forage Crop Extension, D. W. Graffis, W-301 TH 333-
Forage Production, D. A. Miller, S-310 TH 333-
Morphology, O. T. Bonnett, 129 Davenport HaU 333-
Physiology, R. H. Hagerman, 236 Davenport Hall 333-
SmaU Grains Breeding, C. M. Brown, 216 Davenport Hall . 333-
Soybean Genetics, H. H. Hadley, C-113 TH 333-
Teaching, A. W. Burger, N-115 TH 333-
Weed Extension, E. L. Knake, N-305 TH 333-
Weed Research, F. W. Slife, 232 Davenport Hall 333-
Greenhouse, Agron Greenhouse 333-
Service Laboratories:
Plant Analysis, T. R. Peck, W-511 TH 333-
SoU Testing, T. R. Peck, W-511 TH 333
Statistical, R. D. Self, W-501 TH 333
SoUs:
Chemistry, L. T. Kurtz, S-508 TH 333
Classification Extension, W. R. Oschwald, N-315 TH 333
Experiment Fields, J. W. Pendleton, S-308 TH 333
FertUity, L. F. Welch, S-316 TH 333
FertUity Extension, S. R. Aldrich, N-307 TH 333
Management Extension '.'. 333
Microbiology, J. E. Molina, N-312 TH 333
Mineralogy, A. H. Beavers, S-406 TH 333
Organic Matter, F. J. Stevenson, S-408 TH 333
Physics, A. Klute, S-216 TH 333
Survey Mapping and Reports, R. T. OdeU, N-405, TH 333
Testing Lab, T. R. Peck, W-511 TH 333
South Farm, M. G. Oldham, South Farm 333
AIR CONDITIONING AND REFRIGERATION INSTITUTE, 211 MEL ... 333
AIR FORCE AEROSPACE STUDIES:

























































































Adm Services Officer, Capt. R. J. Jaeckel, 226 Armory 333-1927
Commandant of Cadets, Maj. H. W. Thomas, Jr., 227 Armory 333-1927
Drill and Ceremonies Officer, Maj. H.W.Thomas, Jr. , 227 Armory 333-1927
Information Officer, Capt. R.J. Jaeckel, 226 Armory 333-1927
Sergeant Major-Adm, SM/Sgt J. H. Burton, 222 Armory 333-1927
Supply, T/Sgt C. M. Napier, 222 Armory 333-1927
AIRPORT, SAVOY, ILLINOIS:
Aeronautical and Astronautical Engineering Flow Lab 822-5238
Aeronautical and Astronautical Engineering Propulsion Lab 822-5238
Aircraft Maintenance Ofc 822-5532
Curriculum Ofc 822-5205
Caretaker 822-5887
Field Maintenance Ofc 822-5531
Garage 822-5511
Ong Airlines, Airport Ofc 822-5261
(pJeVafjonfjOfc 822-5238
Ozark Airlines, Airport Ofc 822-5271
Reservations 352-5291
ALLEN HALL (Women's Residence HaU) 1005 W. Gregory, U 333-0920
For residents' numbers, see the student section of this Directory
ALLERTON HOUSE:
Director, N. W. Johnson, 116 I H 333-2880
Resident Director, J. C. F. Depew, Box 72, MonticeUo 333-3287
ALLERTON PARK (See Robert AUerton Park)
ALPHA HOUSE, 1207 W. Springfield, U 344-0511
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION:
Executive Director, J. E. Vermette, 227 I. U 333-1474
Secy, Mrs. Betty Wise, 227 I. U 333-1472
Ofc, Mrs. Barbara Macintyre, 227 I. U 333-1471
Associate Directors
D. R. Dodds, 227 I. U 333-1471
L. D. Liay, 227 I. U 333-1471
Office Manager, Mrs. Clotllde H. Sion, 227 h U 333-1477
Bookkeeping, H. C. Church, 227 L U 333-1475
Editor, J. C. Sutton, 227 I. U 333-1473
Associate Editor, Miss Ruth E. Weinard, 227 L U 333-1473
Records Dept, 227 I. U 333-1476
Reunion Secretary, Mrs. Joyce A. Smith, 227 1. U 333-1471
AMBULANCE (to call an ambulance) 333-1212
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF SLAVIC STUDIES:
Secretary, R. T. Fisher, Jr. , 1207 W. Oregon, U 333-1244
Ofc, Mrs. Agnes W. Wilson, 1207 W. Oregon, U 333-1244 or 333-1258
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF UNIVERSITY PROFESSORS:
President, W. H. Franke, 219 L. I. R 333-2388
Vice-President, H. L. SchUler, 320D.K.H 333-4733
Secretary, W. H. Davis, 247 Law 333-1778
Treasurer, M. K. Brussel, 102 N. R. L 333-2200
AMERICAN BUSINESS WRITING ASSOCIATION:
Executive Director, F. W. Weeks, 317b D.K. H 333-2960
Editor, R. D. Gieselman, 304 D. K. H 333-2686
ANALOG COMPUTER LAB, 263 E. E. B. 333-1935
ANIMAL GENETICS, A. V. Nalbandov, 102 An. Gen 333-2900
Ofc, Mrs. E. Alberta McClara, 101 An. Gen 333-2900
Physiology Research Lab, A. V. Nalbandov, S. Fourth, C....... 333-0197
ANIMAL SCIENCE:
Head of Dept, D. E. Becker, 328 Mumford HaU 333-1045
Secy, Mrs. Beulah V. Dodd, 328 Mumford HaU 333-1044
Accounts, C. M. Taylor, 332 Mumford HaU 333-0124
,
Animal Genetics, A. V. Nalbandov, 102 An. Gen
Ofc, Mrs. E. Alberta McClara, 101 An. Gen
Physiology Research Lab, A. V. Nalbandov, S. Fourth, C
Beef Barns, St. Mary's Rd, C
Farms, St. Mary's Rd, C
Feed Purchase, W. W. Albert, 102 S. P
Feed Storage, S. Fourth, C
Glassblowing, 11 A.S. L
Horse Barn, St. Mary's Rd, C
Wasco (Counter Lab) St. Mary's Rd, C
Livestock Extension, H. G. RusseU, 326 Mumford HaU
Meats, 132a Davenport HaU
Ofc, Miss Carolyn Carter, 132 Davenport HaU
Abattoir, S. P
Lab, 132 Davenport Hall
243 A. S. L
Moorman Animal Breeding Research Farm, S Fourth, C
Nutritional Biochemistry, R. M. Forbes, 126 A.S. L
Ofc, Mrs. Alma E. White, 124 A. S. L
Poultry Division, H. M. Scott, 321 Mumford Hall
Extension, S. F. Ridlen, 322 Mumford Hall
Farm, St. Mary's Rd, U
Lab, 234 A. S. Li
Ruminant Division (Beef and Sheep) U. S. Garrigus, 103 S. P
Ofc, Miss Leah M. Dunn, 110 S. P
'Lab, 264 A. S. L
Salesroom, 159 Davenport Hall
Sheep Barns, St. Mary's Rd, C
Stock Pavilion Ofc, Miss Leah M. Dunn, 110 S. P
Swine Division, 319 Mumford Hall
Barns, S. First, C
Lab, 234 A. S. L
ANTENNA LAB, 400 E. E. B
ANTHROPOLOGY:
Head of Dept, E. M. Bruner, 109e Davenport HaU
Ofc, Mrs. Doris Read, 109d Davenport Hall
Archaeology Lab, 64a L. H
Highway Salvage Archaeology Project, 137c Davenport Hall
Honors Adviser, J. C. McGregor, 109b Davenport Hall
Illinois Archaeological Survey, C. J. Bareis, 137c Davenport HaU
Library, J. A. Walker, 100 Lib
Study of Cultural Regularities Project, J. H. Steward, 137k DH











































AQUATIC BIOLOGY, S. N. H. Surv, 271 N. R 333-6889 or 333
ARCHAEOLOGY LAB, Anthropology, 64a L. H 333
ARCHITECTURE:
Chairman of Dept, J. H. Swing, 106 Arch 333.
Assistant to Chairman of Dept, S. T. Lanford, 102 Arch 333-
Secy, Mrs. Barbara Schaede, 106 Arch 333-
Ofc, Mrs. Susan Stark, 106 Arch 333-
Architectural Construction, G. T. Clayton, 404 Arch 333 •
Architectural Design, F. D. Moyer, 201 Arch 333.
Architectural Engineering, E. F. Toth, 103 Arch 333-
Architectural History, A. K. Laing, 119 Arch 333-






Graduate Structures, S. J. Y. Tang, 117 Arch,
Library, Miss Marquerite S. Kaufman, 208 Arch
ARCHIVES, UNIVERSITY, M. J. Brichford, 19 Lib
ARMED FORCES R.O.T.C.
Coordinator, H. E. Carter, 112 E. B
Assistant Coordinator, J. W. Briscoe, 112 E. B. . . f
Air Force R. 6. T. C.
Prof of Aerospace Studies, Col. L. H. BaUweg, 224 Armory
Administrative Services Officer, Capt. R. J. Jaeckel,
226 Armory. 333
Commandant of Cadets, Maj. H.W. Thomas, Jr. , 227 Armory 333
Drill and Ceremonies Officer, Maj. H.W.Thomas, Jr.
227 Armory ! 333
Information Officer, Capt. R; J. Jaeckel, 226 Armory 333
Sergeant-Major-Administrative, SM/Sgt. J. H. Burton
222 Armory 333
Supply, T/Sgt. C. M. Napier, 222 Armory 333
Army R. O. T. C.
Prof of Military Science, Col. M. A. Goers, 107 Armory 333
Executive Officer, Lt Col B. B.Asbury, 110 Armory 333
Adjutant, Maj. L. G. Cinl, 113 Armory 333
Secy, Miss Mary E. Beach, 110 Armory 333
Sergeant Major, S/Maj. W. E. Flynn, 111 Armory 333
Secy, 111 Armory 333
Cadet Administration, Mrs. Elfrieda V. Staley, 113 Armory 333
Director of Instruction, Maj. D.A. Fisch, 205 Armory 333
Naval R.O.T.C.
Administrative Ofc, 239 Armory 333
Commanding Officer, Capt. J. C.Spitler, 236 Armory 333
Ofc, 239 Armory 333
Executive Officer, Comdr. R. W. Rogers, 238 Armory 333
Marine Ofc, 236b Armory 333
Naval Instructors' Ofc, 238, 240 Armory 333
Yeoman, YNC A. W. Cole, 239 Armory 333
ART
Head of Dept, J. R. Shipley, 139c F. A. B 333
Secy, Mrs. Helen E. Jordan, 139a F. A. B 333
Assistant Head of Dept, E. C. Wicks, 139b F. A. B 333
Art Education, H. A. Schultz, 116 F.A. B 333
Art History, E. C. Rae, 118 Arch 333
Crafts Studio, D. E. Frith, 152 N. E. L .333
Freehand Drawing for Architects, G. R. Bradshaw, 103a Surv 333
Graduate Studio, 26 E. Springfield, C 333
Graphic Design, R. Perlman, 138 F.A. B 333
Industrial Design, E. J. Zagorski, 128 F. A. B 333
Library, Miss Marquerite S. Kaufman, 208 Arch * . 333
Painting, W. F. Doolittle, 140 F.A. B 333
Sculpture, F. Gallo, 142 F.A. B 333
ART EDUCATION, H. A. Schultz, 116 F.A. B 333
ART HISTORY, E. C. Rae, 118 Arch 333
ARTS, VISUAL, EXTENSION IN, W. M. Johnson, 127 F.A.B 333
ASIAN LANGUAGES (See Linguistics)
ASIAN STUDIES CENTER:
Director, S. B. Levine, 1207 W. Oregon, U. (Leave of Absence 1967-68;
Acting Director, R. B. Crawford, 1207 W. Oregon, U. 333
Ofc, Mrs. Hertha B. Vandiver, 1207 W. Oregon, U 333
ASSEMBLY HALL:
Director, T. P. Parkinson, Assembly HaU „ . 333
Secy, Miss Mary C. Smith, Assembly Hall 333
Assistant Director, W, N. Hecht, Assembly HaU 333
Accountant, J. F. Moluf, Assembly Hall 333
Box Ofc, R. F. Morrill, Assembly Hall 333
Operations, D. W. Holmes, Assembly HaU 333
Publicity, H. J. Dotten, Assembly HaU 333
ASTRONOMY:
Head of Dept, G. C. McVittie, Observatory 333
Ofc, Miss Murle Edwards, Observatory 333
Honors Adviser, S. P. Wyatt, Observatory 333
Vermilion River Observatory (Radio Astronomy) DanviUe 446
ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION:
Director, E. E. Vance, 112 Assembly HaU 333
Assistant Director, R. Elio, 121 Assembly Hall 333
Secy, Mrs. Shirlee N. Chapman, 112 Assembly Hall 333
Business Manager, H. F. Thornes, 113 Assembly HaU 333
Secy, Mrs. Dorothy Damewood, 113 Assembly HaU 333
Asst. Business Manager, R. W. Sticklen, 113 Assembly Hall. .. 333
Supervisor of Payrolls & Inventory, G. E. Fender,
Assembly HaU 333
Coaches:
Baseball, L. P. Eilbracht, 123 Assembly HaU 333
Basketball, H. F. Schmidt, 123 Assembly Hall 333
Fencing, M. R. Garret, 104 Huff Gym 333
FootbaU, Head Coach, J. J. Valke, 123 Assembly Hall 333
Secy, Mrs. Judy O'NeUl, 123 Assembly HaU 333
Asst. Coaches, 123 Assembly Hall 333
Freshman Coach, J. C. Caroline, 123 Assembly Hall 333
Golf, R. S. Youngberg, 123 Assembly HaU 333
Gymnastics, C. P. Pond, 300 M. O. G 333
Swimming, A. B. Klingel, 113 Huff Gym 333
Tennis, D. B. Olson, 123 Assembly Hall 333
Track, R. C. Wright, 123 Assembly HaU 333

























































































Operations and Maintenance, Stadium 333-2303
Publicity Supervisor, C. M. Bellatti, 115 Assembly HaU 333-1390
Asst to Publicity Supervisor, D. R.Dodds, 115 Assembly Hall. .. 333-1392
Secy, Mrs. Esther M. Fletcher, 115 Assembly Hall 333-1391-
Stadium Garage 333-2303
Stadium Storeroom 333-2063
Ticket Manager, G. A. Legg, 100 Assembly Hall 333-3470 ±s
Trainer, R. L. Nicolette, Stadium 333-2279
ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCE LAB, J. E. Pearson, 401 T. B 333-3160
ATMOSPHERIC SCIENCES, State Water Surv, 263 W. R 333-4260
AUDIO-VISUAL AIDS, 704 S. Sixth, C 333-1360
AUDITING DIVISION, Bus. Ofc, 801 S. Wright, C 333-0900
AUTOMOBILE REGISTRATION, 101 N. Mathews, U 333-3530
AUXILIARY SERVICES:
Director, V. L. Kretschmer, 420 I. U 333-2920
Secy, 420 I. U 333-2921
Assistant to Director and Conference Coordinator,
Mrs. Alice S. Hurt, 420 I. U 333-3500
AVIATION, INSTITUTE OF:
Director, L. A. Bryan, 318 E. H 333-2411
Adm Secy, Mrs. Jean Wright, 318 E. H 333-2410
Aircraft Maintenance Engineer, F. L. Lancaster, Airport 822-5532
Chief Flight Instructor, J. W. Stonecipher, Airport 822-5237
Chief Curriculum Instructor, W. E. Ditzler, Airport 822-5204
Chief Ground Instructor, E. L. Haak, 317 E. H 333-6132
Supervising Engineer, N. C. Grimm, Airport 822-5531
B
BABCOCK HALL (Men's Residence HaU) 902 College Ct. , U 333-0920
For Residents' numbers see the student section of this directory.
BANDS:
Director, M. H. Hindsley, 144 Band 333-3026
Ofc, Mrs. ClaudineA . Hayes, 140 Band 333-3025
Assistant Directors, E. D. Kisinger, 132 Band 333-3027
G. M. Duker, 136 Band 333-3028
Library, J. E. Cranford, 157 Band 333-3029
BARNS (See Farms and Barns)
Ul-7
BARTON HALL (Women's Residence HaU) 1215 S. Fourth, C 333-0920
For residents' numbers see the student section of this Directory.
BEEF CATTLE (See Animal Science)
BETATRON OFC, 209 Phys. Res. Lab 333-3190
BICYCLE REGISTRATION, 101 N. Mathews, U 333-3530
BILLIARD ROOM, mini Union, Ground Floor, I. U 333-2526
BINDING DIVISION, Library, W. T. Henderson, 12 Lib 333-1997
BIOLOGICAL COMPUTER LAB, H.M. Von Foerster, 216 E.E.R.L. . 333-2654
W. R. Ashby, 346 E. E. B 333-4210
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCE, DIV OF GEN. STUDIES, 429 N. H 333-2039
BIOLOGY (See School of Life Sciences)
BIOLOGY LIBRARY, L. E. Bamber, 101 BurrUl HaU 333-3654
BIOPHYSICAL RESEARCH, 204 Bioeng. Res. Lab 333-1640
BIOPHYSICS, 300a N. L 333-1630
BLABDELL HALL (Women's Residence HaU) 902 CoUege Ct. , U 333-0920
For residents' numbers, see the student section of this directory.
BOARD OF TRUSTEES:
Secretary, E. W. Porter, 354 Adm 333-1920
Ofc, Miss Virginia Hendrix, 354 Adm 333-1921
BOOK CENTER, Miss Judith M. Verchota, 135 I. U. (N) 333-0437
BOOK REPAIR, Library, Miss Carolyn J. Gammon, 12 Lib 333-1269
BOOKSTACKS, Library, N. G. Wente, 203 Lib 333-0313
.BOOKSTORE, Ulini Union:
Manager, L. D. Eisenhauer, 715 S. Wright, C 333-2050
Assistant Managers
A. Barrowman, 715 S. Wright, C 333-2050
Miss Jane Mautz, 715 S. Wright, C 333-2050
R. L. Smith, 715 S. Wright, C 333-2050
Book Center, Miss Judith M. Verchota, 135 I. U. (N) 333-0437
BOTANY:
Head of Dept, J. B. Hanson, 297 MorriU Hall 333-3260
Ofc, Mrs. Evelyn V. Menges, 297 MorriU Hall 333-3261
Genetics Lab, 116 MorriU HaU 333-2919
Herbarium, Curator, G. N. Jones, 350 N. H 333-2522
Honors Adviser, L. C. Bliss, 133 MorriU HaU 333-0147
Library, L. E. Bamber, 101 BurriU HaU 333-3654
North Greenhouse 333-3058
Photosynthesis Lab, 283 MorriU HaU 333-1794
BOTANY, S. N. H. SURV, 385 N. R 333-6886 or 333-6887
BOTANY ANNEX, 1209 W. Springfield, U. 333-3828
BOWLING LANES, Ulini Union, B. N. Lippincott, Ground Floor, I.U . .333-2415
BROADCASTING DIVISION, Director F. E. Schooley, 227 G. H 333-0850
BROWSING ROOM, Ulini Union, Mrs. Anne Martel, 133 I.U. (N) 333-2475
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS DIVISION, Physical Plant, P. P. S. B 333-2501
BUREAU OF BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, 130 Com. Annex 333-2570
BUREAU OF COMMUNITY PLANNING, 1202 W. California, U 333-3020
BUREAU OF ECONOMIC AND BUSINESS RESEARCH, 408 D. K. H 333-2330
BUREAU OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH, 288 Educ 333-3022
BUREAU OF INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCH:
University Qfc, 409-240 E. Chalmers, C 333-3551
Urbana Ofc, 1011 W. Springfield, U 333-3554
BURSAR'S DIVISION, Bus. Ofc. , 125 Adm 333-2184
BUSEY HALL (Women's Residence HaU) 1111 W. Nevada, U 333-0920
For residents' numbers, see the student section of this directory.
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, GRADUATE SCHOOL OF:
Director, V. K. Zimmerman, 260 Com (W) 333-2747
Secy, Mrs. Judi A. Lee, 350 Com (W) 333-4241
Program Coordinator, R. M. Hill, 350 Com (W) 333-4240
BUSINESS AND TECHNICAL WRITING:
Acting Chairman, R. D. Gieselman, 304 D. K. H 333-2686
Ofc, Mrs. Louise Steele, 317b D. K. H 333-2960
BUSINESS EDUCATION:
Acting Head of Dept, E. J. DeMaris, 360 Com (W) 333-2451
Secy, Mrs. Mildred B. Brumfield, 360 Com (W) 333-0857
..333-0900
.333-3012
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, BUREAU OF: -,
Director, I. A. Cochrun, 131 Com. Annex
,,»,=,£




Vice President and Comptroller, H. O. Farber, 342 Adm "3-2400
Ofc, Miss Gladys L. Paul, 342 Adm 222'o^nn
Assistant ComptroUer, M. S. Kessler, 342 Adm
.,,„w
Assistant to the Comptroller, S. M. Stafford, 342 Adm HI'ItZ
Accountant, V. O. Greene, 342 Adm 222 if™
Safety Coordinator, J. Morris, 1203 W. Oregon, U 222 ,i?n
Supervisor of Insurance, J. R. GaUlvan, 208 Adm 222~2,in
Assistant Supervisor, J. B. Justus, 208 Adm 333-3110
Accounting Division: ..
Chief Accountant, L. M. Dahlenburg, 279 Adm 222n2oi
Secy, Mrs. Violet C. Gaschler, 279 Adm 222~n™i
Associate Chief Accountant, R. N. Parker, 279 Adm .333-0781
Supervising Accountants:
Inventory, Disbursements, Key Punch, C.O.Parvin, 245 Ad 333-0786
Data Processing, Miss Rita C. A. Peters, 279 Adm 222n2a7
Account Code System, J. A. Garza, 279 Adm *33-0781i
Accounts Receivable, Mrs. Esther B. Theilmann, 257 Adm.. .. -"3-0978
Files-Departmental Copies, Miss Sherry Brownfleld, 271 Adm. . "3-0783
Forms, Mrs. Marie E. Kemple, 247 Adm 222n™R
Inventory Supervisor, C. J. Culver, 245 Adm. ?„"„,«
Invoice and Travel Vouchers, Mrs. Ruth Bryant, 247 Adm ^-0785
Monthly Statements, M. L. Crowell, 279 Adm lllmJk
Stores Vouchers, Mrs. Audrey L. Orr, 247 Adm.•••• • "
Student Organization Records, Mrs. Glenda J. Hadley, 279 Adm 333-0014
University of Illinois Foundation Records, M.L.Jones, 279 Adm 333-0014
Auditing Division:
Auditor, W. J. Thorn, 801 S. Wright, C. 2,2~nqnn
Ofc, Mrs. Rita J. Gossett, 801 S. Wright, C « "0 °
Assistant Auditor, H. T. King, 801 S. Wright, C 333-0900
Assistant to Auditor, Systems, C. R. Nash, 801 S. Wright, C
Bursar's Division:
Bursar, C. C. DeLong, 125 Adm ?*
Ofc, 125 Adm • •
Assistant Bursar, R. W. Zimmer, 125 Adm 3.,
Cashiers, 100b Adm
Supervisor, J. C. Mahaffey, 125 Adm ???"2 *?2
Academic (monthly) Mrs. Hortense S. Johnson, 100b Adm
Deductions (Insurance, annuities, etc. )J. R. Carlson, 100b Ad 333-2183
Nonacademic (monthly) Mrs. Margaret C. Mehr, 100b Adm . .333-2182
Part-time Assistants and Fellows, Miss Helen J. Polk
100b Adm 333-2190
Student and Hourly (bi-weekly) Miss Mary I. Crowley,
100b Adm
Research Grants and Contracts: ,_
Assistant Bursar (Negotiations) W. M. Griffith, 168 Adm 333-2186
Information, 168 Adm «,l»«n
Accounting (Government) 162 Adm 33J-48BU
Student Accounts Receivable and Student Loans:




Credits and Collections, 100b Adm
,,, ,i an
Student Accounts Receivable, 100b Adm 22,"lala
Student Loan Information, 100b Adm 33d-4»4»
Purchasing Division: ,„, ,,.,,..
Director of Purchases, L. E. Elliott, 228 Adm „,,„?
Ofc, Mrs. BerniceE. Bothwell, 228 Adm ......... 333-3581
Asst Director of Purchases. G. W. Klnlngham. 228 Adm „,",„i
Purchasing Operatldns, J. W. Gomperts, 223 Adm.". 22, ,*a,
W. A. Klink, 228 Adm 333-3583
Buying Sections:
Foods, R. F. Hott, Central Food Stores 3JJ-14UB
Maintenance, Repair, and Operating Supplies,
M. M. Davis, 223 Adm H2"£E
R. Reuter, 223 Adm H?"i2l
H. B. Chew, 223 Adm 333-3591
Office Supplies and Furnishings
M. M. Matthews, 223 Adm 333-3586
R. A. Martin, 223 Adm llln^t
F. D. Garland, 223 Adm »"""
Mrs. Molly M. Shoaf, 223 Adm • • 333-U"t>
Science and Research
D. L. Hartman, 223 Adm ""•^1^
W. E. Crawford, 223 Adm 221252
R. F. BoreUi, 223 Adm 222122
M. L. Sapoznik, "3 Adm ............................. 333-^5
Transportation, W. H. Whetstone, 223 Adm 222"«al
Expediting, R. F. Canaday, 223 Adm 222~«qI
R. C. Jones, 223 Adm 222"252»
MUitary Property Custodian, Asst to W. E. Wells, 114 Armory 333-0137
Office Machine Repair, 223 Adm 333-3590
Stores, Central:
General Chemical Stores
L. E. Bailey, 55N.L 2221SX
R. L. Hardman, 55N.L „22~?£m
Office Supply Stores, L.W.WUliamson, Central Rec Whse .. .333-1040
Traffic - Accounts Payable: ,
Manager, W. H. Whetstone, 223 Adm 222 ««
Traffic - Routing, J. L. Kaiser, 223 Adm 222 «ol
Invoices, R. G. Drollinger, 223 Adm 333-3593
Continuous Orders - Payments, Mrs. Sarah F. Block
223 Adm ••••".
-llll™
CAMPUS MAIL, C. N. Taylor, 76 Adm 222"?=co
CAMPUS TOUR OFC, R. E. Lunsden, N. Entrance, I. U ??2.r??




Central Receiving Station, C. L. Hoch, Central Rec Whse
CAFETERIA, Home Economics, Miss Mildred Bonnell, 292, 297
292, 297 Bevier Hall • 2,, ,,,,
Mrs. Pauleta A. Hornaday, 299 Bevier Hall 22,na£,
CALENDAR, UNIVERSITY, 119 U. P • .AM rWKM
CAR REGISTRATION, 101 N. Mathews, U 333-3530
CARD DIVISION, Library, Mrs. Harriet L. Mason, 246a Lib 333-2348
CARR HALL (Men's Residence HaU) 902 College Ct. , U 333-0920
For residents' numbers, see the student section of this directory.
CASHIERS, Bus. Ofc, 100b Adm 2221?Io
CATALOG DEPT, Library, 246 Lib 222~22«
Librarian, Miss Betty M. E. Croft, 246d Lib 333-3285
.
CENTENNIAL, UNIVERSITY:
Director, F. H. Turner, 420f I.U • 222"222;
Secy, MissHazelA. Yates, 420fLU .....333-2921
CENTENNIAL COMMITTEE, GRADUATE COLLEGE:
Chairman, D. Pines, 912 W. Illinois, U 222"2,o?
Ofc, 912 W. Illinois, U 222"Son
Staff Associate, D. P. Eisenman, 110S.S.B 333-0480
CENTER FOR ADVANCED STUDY:
Director, D. Pines, 912 W. Illinois, U 222"li?o
Ofc, 912W. niinois, U 333-6749
CENTER FOR ASIAN STUDIES:
Director, S. B. Levine (On Leave of Absence 1967-68)
Acting Director, R. B. Crawford, 1207 W. Oregon, U. 333 -4850
Ofc, Mrs. Hertha B. Vandiver, 1207 W. Oregon, U 333-4850
CENTER FOR COMPARATIVE PSYCHOLINGUISTICS
C. E. Osgood, 120 G.H lll'TZn
1207 W. Oregon, U <mj-io*i
CENTER FOR HUMAN ECOLOGY:
Director, F. Sargent E, 1210 W. California, U 333-4178
CENTER FOR INSTRUCTIONAL RESEARCH AND CURRICULUM EVALUATION:
Director, J. T. Hastings, 270c Educ 222"2II?
Secy, Miss Lois M. WUliamson, 270d Educ 222~2Ioa
Associate Director, R. E. Stake, 270b Educ 333-0988
CENTER FOR INTERNATIONAL COMPARATIVE STUDIES:
Acting Chairman of Executive Comm, R. B. Crawford
1207-311 W Oregon U ••• 333-485U
CENTER FOR INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION AND RESEARCH IN ACCOUNTING:
Director, V. K. Zimmerman, 320 Com (W) 333-4545
CENTER FOR LATIN-AMERICAN STUDIES:
Acting Director, C. W. Deal, 1207 W. Oregon, U 333-31 82
Ofc, Mrs. Diana D. Poole, 1207 W. Oregon, U 222~2i22
Honors Adviser, J. Thompson, 1207 W. Oregon, U 333-318.2
CENTER FOR RUSSIAN LANGUAGE AND AREA STUDIES:
Director, R. T. Fisher, Jr. , 1207-305 W. Oregon, U 22212^
Ofc, Mrs. Marjorie Beauregard, 1207-305 W. Oregon, U 333-1244
CENTER FOR ZOONOSES RESEARCH:
Assistant Director, R. H. Kokernot, Vet Res Farm 222~22™
Ofc Mrs. Rosalind E. McKenzie, Vet Res Farm 333-3J in
CENTRAL ILLINOIS INSTRUCTIONAL TELEVISION ASSOCIATION
205 S. Goodwin, U •
CENTRAL OFFICE ON THE USE OF SPACE:
Director, H. D. Bareither, 409-226 E Chalmers, C 222 e«!!2
Secy Mrs. Mary V. Baldwin, 409-226 E. Chalmers, G ,333-6602
Associate Director, J. L. Schtlltnger, 409-226 E. Chalmers, C. . . 333-6601
Staff Associate, J. R. Cain, 409-226 E. Chalmers, G 333-6600
CENTRAL RECEIVING STATION, Purchasing Div. , Bus. Ofc
1325 1/2 S. Oak, C 333-1653
CERAMIC ENGINEERING:
Head of Dept, A. L. Friedberg, 204 Cer 333 -0965
Secy, Mrs. Mary Volden, 203 Cer 222"i„i
Dept Ofc, 203 Cer S5s-8341
Graduate Students. ?22 Ac*
Library, 212 Cer , Mrs. Linda M. Schwartz 22,c,4i
Nighttime Calls 222 ,nna
Storeroom, G. W. Conlee, 104 Cer 2,,n,ni
C. P.A. INFORMATION, 100a Adm jjj-ujui
CHANCELLOR'S OFC:
ChanceUor, J. W. Peltason, 112 E. B 333-6290
Secy, Mrs. Carolyn J. Higgs, 112 E.B • • 333-6292
Miss Mildred M. Luther, 112 E.B 222"2,q,
Appointments :""-" 22, rVc,r
Research Associate, L. J. Barker, 112 E. B 333-6296
Staff Associates
D. R. McClelland, 409 - 251 E. Chalmers, C 222«aiK
J. H. Smith, 409- 251 E. Chalmers, C 333-6815
Secy, Mrs. Janet H. Gravlln, 409 - 251 E. Chalmers, C . . . . .333-6814
Associate ChanceUor for Administration
J. W. Briscoe, 112 E.B 222~
fi=2?
Ofc, Mrs. Beverly J. Frederick, 112 E.B. o«"||SA
Instructional Resources, C. J. Mclntyre, 205 S.Goodwin, U 333-3370
International Programs, G. K. Brlnegar, 409-301 E Chalmers, C 333-6104
Student Covyiselingjerylce^ W.M. Gilbert^ 213 S.S B._. .^,. ...... •,.333-3700
Summei Session, Miss Mildred M. Luther, llz k. r> 333-b^aa
University Honors Program, R. R. Marsh, 1205 W. Oregon, U 333-0826
Vfce-ChanceUor for Academic Affairs, H. E. Carter, 112 E.B 333-6677
Ofc, Mrs. Mona F. Bail, 112 E. B 333-6678
Staff Asst, Miss Carolyn G. Burrell, 409-251 E. Chalmers, C. . .333-6816
CHARGED PARTICLE RESEARCH LAB, 405 M. M. B 333-0890
CHEMISTRY AND CHEMICAL ENGINEERING:
Head of Dept, H. S. Gutowsky, 108 N.L •• 333-0710
Ofc, Mrs. Elsie M. WUson, 110c N. L 333-0711
Asst to Head of Dept, W. R. Lowstuter, 110b N. L 333-0713
Associate Head of Dept, D. Y. Curtin, 354b E. C 222UI™
Analytical Chemistry, H. A. Laltlnen, 166 E. C 222 ™I=
Biochemistry, L. P. Hager, 401a E. C 222"2,;2
Business Manager, H. G. Poindexter, 105 N. L 333-1237
Chemical Engineering, J. W. Westwater, 113 E. C 222"22fI
General Chemistry, G. P. Halght, Jr. , 107 C. A 333-3015
Honors Advisers:
Chemistry, D. E. Applequist, 345b E. C 333-2356
Chemical Engineering, J. L. Hudson, 213 E. C 333-0275
Inorganic Chemistry, T. L. Brown, 456 N. L 222"2m!t
Library, Miss Ruth T. Power, 257 N. L 222"2323
Organic Chemistry, J. C. Martin, 245b E. C 333-0374
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Physical Chemistry, RJ A. Marcus, 174 N. L 333-0537
Placement Office, Mrs. Margaret N. Durham, 107 N. L 333-1050
Undergraduate Adviser, V. A. Bloomfield, 76 N. L 333-3374
CHIEF TELEPHONE OPERATOR/ Miss Stella A. Cameron
45 Clark Hall 333-0133
CHILD BEHAVIOR PRESCHOOL LAB, S. J. Bijou, 403 E. Healey, C. . .333-2256
CHILD DEVELOPMENT, Miss Queenie B. Mills, 210 C. D 333-0896
Ofc and Nursery School Information, Mrs. LaDema Esarey, 206CD333-3869
CHILDREN'S RESEARCH CENTER:
Research Director, H. C.Quay, 117C.R.C 333-4125
Secy, Mrs. Janolee A. Bates, 113 C. R. C 333-4125
Ofc, 113 C. R. C 333-4123
CHORAL OFC, S. H 333-0635
CIRCULATION DEPT. , Library, 203 Lib 333-2934
Associate Director, Public Services, R.W.Oram, 209 Lib 333-2079
Circulation Librarian, N. F. Nash, 203 Lib 333-2934
CITIZENS COMMITTEE, Director, G. H. Bargh, 364 Adm 333-3074
CIVIL DEFENSE, H. P. Schaudt, 420 I. U 333-0553
H. A. Combes, 420 I. U 333-0652




Head of Dept, N. M. Newmark, 1114a C. E. B 333-3813
Associate Head of Dept, J. D. Haltiwanger, 1116 C. E. B 333-3291
Adm Secy, Mrs. Doyne Proudfit, 1114 C. E.B 333-3814
Student Records, Mrs. Ann L. Thompson, 1109 C. E. B 333-3811
Dept Information, Mrs. Kathryn J. Davis, 1102 C. E.B 333-3815
Engineering Hall Suboffice, E. Danner, 205a E. H 333-3819
Ofc, Mrs. Marjorie Beasley, 205 E. H 333-3820
Research Contracts Administrator, D. E. McCuUey,
1203 C. E. B 333-3817
Concrete Lab, C. E. Kesler, 2129e C. E. B 333-3394
Drafting Ofc, E. E. Boatz, B112 C. E. B 333-6983
Duplicating Ofc, T. A. Percival, B114C. E.B 333-6925
Highway Pavements and Materials, M. Herrin, 111b T. L 333-0858
Ofc, Mrs. Margy Osterbur, 111 T. L 333-3921
Hydraulic Engineering, V. T. Chow, 3118 C. E.B 333-0107
Lab, W. H. C. MaxweU, 1007 Western, U 333-4935
Lab Ofc, Mrs. Joanne E. Garth, 1007 Western, U 333-0687
Instrumentation and Electronics, V. J. McDonald, 1243 C. E. B 333-6917
Machine Shop, O. H. Ray, 1135 C. E. B 333-6913
Pavement Test Track 333-3637
Photogramme'try and Geodesy, H. M. Karara, 210 Woodshop 333-4311
Ofc, Mrs. Nova L. Bouknight, 208 Woodshop 333-0174
Reference Room, Mrs. Martha J. Sani, B106 C. E. B 333-1516
Sanitary Engineering, R. S. Engelbrecht, 3230e C. E. B 333-3822
Lab, J. E. Matherly, 4123 C. E. B 333-0728
Soil Mechanics and Foundations, R. B. Peck, 2230b C. E. B 333-2542
Lab, R. E. Olson, 2207 C. E. B 333-6934
Rock Mechanics, D. U. Deere, 2230c C. E.B 333-2541
Stockroom, H. O. Stutzman, 1135 C. E. B 333-6913
Structural Dynamics, G. K. Sinnamon, 1106 C. E.B 333-3926
Lab, S. L. Paul 333-4911
Structural Engineering:
Concrete, C. P. Siess, 3129b C. E. B 333-3924
Metals, W. H. Munse, 2129b C. E. B 333-3925
Welding and Fatigue, J. E. Stallmeyer, 2118 C. E. B 333-3928
Surveying, M. O. Schmidt, 207 Woodshop 333-4304
Systems Lab, 211 E. H 333-2058
Traffic Engineering, J. E. Baerwald, 416 E. H 333-1270
Lab, W. Littlefield, 408 E. H 333-6809
CIVIL SERVICE SYSTEM:
Director, A. C. Marks, 1205 W. California, U. 333-3150
Administrative Officer, Miss Kathryn G. Hansen, 1205 W Calif, U. .333-3151
Technical Associates, R. W. Ivens, 1205 W. California, U 333-3152
Mrs. Jean E. Steppens, 605 S. Goodwin, U. 333-3155
CLARK HALL (Women's Residence Hall) 1215 S. Fourth, C 333-0920
For Residents' numbers, see the student section of this directory.
CLASSICAL AND EUROPEAN CULTURE MUSEUM, 484 L. H 333-2360
Director, O. H. Dodson, 484 L. H 333-2360
Ofc, Mrs. Anne M. Koscher, 484 L. H 333-2360
Commercial Artist-Preparator, L. King, 484 L. H 333-2360
CLASSICAL CIVILIZATION, 361 L. H 333-0138
CLASSICS:
Head of Dept, J. J. Bateman, 360 L. H 333-0138
Ofc, 361 L. H 333-0138
Library, Mrs. Suzanne M. Griffiths, 419a Lib 333-1124
CLASSROOM ASSIGNMENTS, Mrs. Linda L. Hawn, 243 Davenport H 333-1233
CLAY MINERALS RESEARCH, State Geol. Surv. , 129 N. R 189- 208
CLOTHING AND TEXTILES, Mrs. Ruth L. Galbraith, 243 Bevier Hall 333-3466
COAL RESEARCH, State Geol. Surv, 209 N. R 189- 260
COKING RESEARCH, State Geol. Surv, 366 N. R 189- 281
COMMENCEMENT COMMITTEE, Chairman, L. A. Bryan, 318 E.H. .333-2410
COMMERCE AND BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, COLLEGE OF:
Student Records, Mrs. Lois A. DaUas, 214D.K.H 333-2740
Acting Dean, V. K. Zimmerman, 260 Com (W) 333-2747
.Secy, Mrs. Maxine Zbinden, 260 Com (W) 333-2747
Assistant Deans, K. M. Rowland, 214 D. K. H 333-2740
S. M. Gillespie, 214 D. K. H 333-2740
Library, Miss Esther M. Clausen, 225 Lib 333-3619
Placement, J. L. Johnson, 101 D.K. H 333-2840
See also departmental listings.
COMMUNICATIONS GRADUATE PROGRAM
Chairman, T. Peterson, 119dG.H 333-2350
COMMUNICATIONS RESEARCH, INSTITUTE OF:
Director, H. S. Maclay, 1207 W. Oregon, U 333-1549
Ofc, Mrs. Linda Smith, 1207 W. Oregon, U 333-1549
14 G. H 333-2790
Center for Comparative Psycholinguistics, C. E.Osgood, 120 G. H. . 333-1259
1207 W. Oregon, U 333-1547
COMMUNITY PLANNING, BUREAU OF:
Director, J. M. Heikoff, 1202 W. California, U.. 333-3020
Ofc, Mrs. BrendaK. Nolan, 1202 W. California, U 333-3020
COMPARATIVE LAB, Psychology, L. I. O'Kelly, 129 N. Race, U 333-3482
COMPARATIVE LITERATURE GRADUATE PROGRAM
Chairman, F. Jost, 401 L. H 333-4987
COMPARATIVE PSYCHOLINGUISTICS, CENTER FOR
C. E. Osgood, 120 G. H ; i 333-1259
1207 W. Oregon, U 333-1547
COMPTROLLER'S OFC, 342 Adm. 333-2400
COMPUTER-BASED EDUCATION RESEARCH LAB
Director, D. L. Bitzer, 252aE.R.L 333-1138
Ofc, Mrs. Roberta Laughlin, 252a E. R. L 333-6210
Associate Director, D. O. Skaperdas, 272 E. R. L . . 333-1138
COMPUTER SCIENCE:
Departmental Information 333-6465
Departmental Business Manager, L. Whyte, 238 D. C. L 333-3278
Ofc, Mrs. Charlotte J. Brownfield, 238 D. C. L 333-6804
Laboratory Manager, S. J. Rankin, 236 D. C. L .-. 333-6530
Program Adm Asst, G. W. Michael, 236D.C.L 333-0028
Mailing Center, Mrs. Darleen K. Dalton, 234 D. C. L 333-6464
Head of Dept, J. R. Pasta, 252 D. C. L 333-3424
Secy, Mrs. Anna R. Ferris, 252 D. C.L : 333-3425
Associate Head of Dept, J. N. Snyder, 252 D. C. L 333-3426
Secy, Mrs. Betty J. Turner, 252 D. C.L 333-3427
ILLIAC 3, B. H. McCormick, 295 D. C. L 333-1115
Ofc, Miss Donna J. Williams, 297 D. C.L 333-6158
ILLIAC 4, D. L. Slotnick, 289 D. C. L 333-0925
Ofc, Mrs. Frieda M. Anderson, 287 D. C. L 333-6159
Circuit and Hardware Research, W. J. Poppelbaum, 230 D. C. L . . . . 333-0871
Ofc, Mrs. Jonnie K. Hudspath, 232 D. C. L 333-1878
Programming Research, C. W. Gear, 181 D. C. L 333-0195
Ofc, Mrs. Marguerite E. Dunlap, 179 D. C.L 333-6454
Computing Services - General Information 333-6133
Consultant on duty 333-6133
COMPUTER STATUS RECORDING 333-0760
In Charge of Service, H. G. Friedman, 177 D. C.L 333-4103
M. J. Foster, 175 D. C.L 333-6618
Mrs. Ramona R. Pogue, 187 D. C.L 333-4349
Ofc, Miss Sandra K. Claypool, 179 D. C. L 333-0969
Consulting Services, T. G. Allen, 171 D. C. L 333-6492
Operations, J. W. Knott, 194 D. C. L 333-6562
Computer Routing Ofc 333-6203
Keypunch Services, Mrs. Norma I. Jenkins, 168 D. C.L 333-2814
Keypunch Routing Ofc 333-6184
Library, Miss M. Catherine McGuire, 260 D. C. L 333-4741
Assistantships and Fellowships, J. E. Robertson, 271 D. C.L 333-1456
Secy, Miss Bonnie J. Malcor, 269 D. C. L 333-6374
Graduate Studies, J. N. Snyder, 252 D. C. L . t 333-3426
Secy, Mrs. Betty J. Turner, 252 D. C. L 333-3427
Undergraduate Studies, J. Nievergelt, 275 D. C.L 333-4219
Ofc, Mrs. Gayanne Carpenter, 252 D. C. L 333-4428
Computer Science Course Graders, 152 D. C. L 333-0643
Storeroom, V. B. Apke, 16 D. C. L 333-1514
CONCERT AND ENTERTAINMENT BOARD OFC, 274 I. U. (S) 333-0457
CONCRETE LAB, C. E. Kesler, 2129eC.E.B 333-3394
CONFERENCES AND SHORT COURSES, 116 I. H 333-2881
CONTROLLED ENVIRONMENT LAB, T. L 333-2838
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE (See Agriculture)
COORDINATED SCIENCE LAB:
Director, W. D. Compton, 287 C. S. L 333-2510
Adm Secy, Mrs. Rosalya F. Schmidt, 291C.S.L 333-2511
Asst to the Director, W. C. Prothe, 280 C. S. L 333-2515
Glass Shop, 151 C.S. L 333-3603
Library, 269 C.S. L 333-0746
Machine Shop, 108 C.S. L 333-3696
Special Projects Lab, 140 C. S. L 333-1710
Storeroom, 164 C. S. L 333-1799
COORDINATING PLACEMENT OFC
Coordinating Placement Officer, G. W. Peck, 2 S. S. B 333-0821
Secy, Mrs. Enid M. Weygandt, 2 S.S. B 333-2534
Asst Coordinating Placement Officer, J. R. Griffin, 2 S. S. B 333-0600
Placement Officer, Mrs. Syble E. Henderson, 2S.S.B 333-0820
CORRESPONDENCE COURSES:
Information, 104 I. H .333-1321
Head of Dept, D. W. Scotton, 104 I. H 333-1320
Chief Clerk, Mrs. Darlene T. White, 104 I. H 333-1321
Lessons and Examinations, 104 I. H 333-3016
CORROSION RESEARCH, State Water Surv. , 137 W. R 333-2214
COUNSELING SERVICE, STUDENT, 206 S.S. B 333-3704
COUNTY SCHOLARSHIP COMMITTEE OF ILLINOIS, 707-107 S 6th, C 333-1605
COURSES AND CURRICULA, EXECUTIVE VICE-PRESIDENT AND
PROVOST'S OFC
Assoc. Provost and Director of Instutional Studies,
M. L. Zeigler, 363 Adm 333-1562
Ofc, Mrs. L. Winifred Coatney, 363 Adm 333-1562
CRAFTS STUDIO, D. E. Frith, 152 N. E. L 333-4686
CREDIT UNION, 512 S. Third, C 333-0590 or 352-0414
Treasurer-Manager, G. A. Pickens, 512 S. Third, C 352-0414
333-0590, 333-0591
CRIPPLED CHILDREN, DIVISION OF SERVICES FOR, 602 S. Brdy U 365-3375
Nursing Consultant, B. Maxeiner, 602 S. Broadway, U 365-3375
Speech and Hearing Consultant, T. E. Borton, 602 S. Broadway, U . 365-3376
CURRICULUM LABORATORY:
Director, M. Beberman, 1210 W. Springfield, U 333-0150
Executive Asst to the Director, W. M. Golden,
1210 W. Springfield, U 333-0150
Secy, Miss Helen L. Howard, 1210 W. Springfield, U 333-0150
Aesthetics Education Project:
Coordinator, R. J. Colwell, 1207 W. Stoughton, U 333-4490
Secy, Mrs. Val P. Leemon, 1207 W. Stoughton, U 333-4490
English Curriculum Development Project:
Director, E. R. Levy, 1207 W. Stoughton, U 333-4491
Secy, Mrs. Phyllis Stout, 1207 W. Stoughton, U 333-4491
Mathematics Curriculum Development Project:
Director, Max Beberman, 1210 W. Springfield, U 333-0150
Exec Asst to the Dir, W. M. Golden, 1210 W Springfield, U. . .333-0150
Secy, Miss Helen L. Howard, 1210 W. Springfield, U 333-0150
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Social Studies Curriculum Development Project:
Director, Miss Ella C. Leppert, 215 U. H. S . . . 333-2845
Secy, Miss Helen Preston, 215 U. H.S 333-2845
University High School:
Acting Principal R. G. Carlier, 101 U. H.S 333-2870
Secy, Mrs. Florence Carson, 102 U. H.S 333-2870
D
DAILY ILLINL Basement (S) I. H 333-3730
DAIRY SCIENCE:
Head of Dept, G. W. Salisbury, 315 A. S. L 333-3462
Secy, Mrs. Marjorie Hildreth, 315 A. S. L 333-3463
Associate Head of Dept, K. E. Harshbarger, 315A.S.L ...333-1836
Accounts, R. Crandall, 315 A. S. L 333-3461
Bacteriology, M. P. Bryant, 458A.S.L ' 333-2090
Barns, Round, St. Mary's Rd, U 333-0582
South Lincoln Avenue, R. L. Shirley, S. Lincoln, U... 333-0472'
Biochemistry, H. P. Broquist, 350A.S.L 333-2469
Dairy Cattle Management, E. E. Ormiston, 215A.S. L 333-2625
Extension, J. G. Cash, 336A.S.L 333-2928
Feeding and Nutrition, K. E. Harshbarger, 315 A. S. L 333-1836
Laboratory, Round Barns 333-2296
Genetics, R. W. Touchberry, 215 A. S. L 333-2627
Physiology, 425 A. S. L 33S-0814
DAIRY TECHNOLOGY, 104 D. M. B 333-4441
Ofc, Mrs. Dorothy J. Brower, 104 D. M. B 333-4441
DANIELS HALL (Single Graduate Students' Residence Hall)
1010 W. Green, U 333-0920
For residents' numbers, see the student section of this directory.
DEAN OF MEN (See Division of Dean of Students -Student Programs and Serv)
DEAN OF STUDENTS, DIVISION OF:
Dean of Students' Ofc
Dean of Students, S. Millet, 310S.S.B 333-1300
Secy, Mrs. Dorothy I. Armstrong, 310S.S.B .'...333-1301
Administrative Aide, Miss Antoinette La Voie, 310S.S.B 333-1302
Assistant Dean, J. Scouffas, 310S.S.B 333-3853
Student Organizations and Activities, V. J. Hampton, 278LU.333-1190
Student Employment, J. R. Griffin, 1S.S.B 333-0600
Editor, Mrs. Elizabeth A. McKenzie, 310S.S. B 333-1309
Student Loans, A. M. Engels, 707-107 S. Sixth, C '. 333-1307
Student Personnel Ofc.
General Ofc, 130 S.S. B 333-0050
Dean of Student Personnel and Dean of Women,
Miss Miriam A. Shelden, 130 S.S. B 333-2121
Secy, Mrs. SaUy Gamboa, 130 S.S. B 333-2121
Chief Clerk, Mrs. Evelyn Buckley, 130 S. S. B 333-0050
Assoc Dean, Residence Hall Programs and Staff Training,
Miss Eunice M. Dowse, 130 S. S. B 333-0057
Asst Deans, Freshmen, Miss Rebecca J. Welch, 130 S.S. B 333-*00£j6
Married Students and Continuing Education of Women,
Miss Betty L. Hembrough, 346 S. S. B 333-3137
Mothers Assoc and General Advising, Mrs. Mary L.
Filbey, 130S.S.B 333-0050
Residence Halls Counseling and Assignments,
Miss Mary E. Harrison, 130 S.S. B 333-0055
Special Services, Miss Jean F. Hill, 130 S. S. B 333-0059
Asst to the Dean, Dads Association, S. W. Rahn, 420 S.S. B. ... 333-0613
Information Services, M. C. Pierce, 110 S.S. B 333-0480
Research and Married Students, Mrs. Anita L. Pisciotte
346 S. S. B 333-3137
General Advising, W. D. Hargis, 130 S.S. B 333-0050
Freshmen, D. A. Norden, 130S.S.B 333-0050
Peace Corps, B. E. Gates, 130S.S.B 333-0050
Selective Service, G. R. Broom, 130S.S.B 333-0050
J. B. Johnson, 130S.S.B 333-0050
Student Programs and Services:
Chairman, C. F. Firley, 110 S.S. B 333-0480
Secy, Mrs. Virginia J. Drake, 110 S.S. B 333-0480
Asst Deans, Fraternity and Interfraternity Council,
J. J. Goleash, 110S.S.B 333-0480
Men's Independent Association, S. C. Davis, 110S.S.B 333-0480
Men's Residence Halls Association, C. F. Firley, 110 S.S. B 333-0480
Organizations and Activities, V. J. Hampton, 278 I. U.(S)l . . . 333-1190
Residence Halls Programs; Assistant Director of
Housing, K. F. Ijams, M. R.H. Snack Bar 333-0940
Sorority and Panhellenic, Miss Barbara S. Metzner,
110 S. S. B 333-0054
Women's Independent Student Association and Social
Events, Mrs. Marlene L. Tousey, 110S.S.B 333-0058
Men's Residence Halls Staff Adviser, J. A. Unroe,
174 Weston Hall 333-0770
Staff Associate, D. P. Eisenman, 110S.S.B 333-0480
Assistants to the Dean, H. J. Frobish, 110 S. S. B 333-0480
Interfraternity Council, D. S. Bechtel, 110 S. S. B 333-0480
Panhellenic, Miss Claudia Eberle, 110 S.S. B 333-0480
DEAN OF WOMEN (See Division of Dean of Students -Student Personnel)
DELTA HOUSE, 903 W. Nevada, U 344-1931
DISCIPLINE COMMITTEE. 627 1/2 S. Wright, C 333-0249
DISSEMINATION INTERN PROJECT, Specie Eciucation
W. Simmons. 907 W. Nevada. U" , 333-6147
DIVISION OF GENERAL STUDIES:
Acting Head of Div, R. K. Applebee, 221 A. H 333-2918
Ofc, Mrs. Elizabeth W. Schultz, 221 A. H 333-2918
Honors Adviser, W. Draper, 121b A. H 333-6450
DDCON SPRINGS AGRICULTURAL CENTER:
Assistant Director, R. J. Webb, Simpson 949-2101.
Superintendent, Extension Programs, R.J. Webb, Simpson 949-2101
Ofc, Mrs. Charlotte R. Benard, Simpson 949-2101
DRAMATIC PRODUCTIONS:
Supervisor, J. W. Scott, 50 I. H 333-1791
Ofc, Mrs. Lucile S. Long, 50 L. H .• 333-1790
Business Ofc, L. D. Sweet, 50 L. H 333-1790
E
ECONOMIC AND BUSINESS RESEARCH, BUREAU OF:
Director, V L. Bassie, 408 D. K. H 333-2330
Secy, Mrs. Judith Halfman, 408 D. K. H 333-2330
ECONOMIC ENTOMOLOGY, S. N. H. Surv. , 163 N. R 333-6656 or 333-6657
ECONOMICS:
Chairman of Dept, M. Frankel, 330 Com (W) 333-0120
Secy, Mrs. Helen Godfrey, 330 Com (W) 333-0120
EDUCATION, COLLEGE OF:
Undergraduate Student Ofc, Mrs. Jeanette Bialeschki, 120 Educ. .. 333-2800
Graduate Student Ofc
Coordinator of Graduate Study, F. H. Finch, 110 Educ 333-0964
Secy, Mrs. Margaret Ford, 110 Educ 333-0964
Advanced Graduate Students, R. E. Pingry, 110 Educ 333-0963
Master's Degree Students, J. L. Cox, 110 Educ 333-0963
Secy, Mrs. Patsy M. Esworthy, 110 Educ 333-0963
Teach«r Certification, Miss Tiu Nonn, no Educ 333-2800
Educational Services, Council on Teacher Education,
R. E. Williams, 120 Educ 333-2802
Undergraduate Study:
Head of Undergraduate Counseling, M. S. Schwager, 120 Educ. . .333-2800
Student Records, Mrs. Mary S. Eilrich, 120 Educ 333-2800
Associate Deans:
Administration, J. M. Atkln, 110 Educ 333-0961
Secy, Mrs. Arlene L. Buhr, 110 Educ 333-0961
Instruction, C. M. Allen, 120 Educ 333-2801
Secy, Mrs. Jeanette Bialeschki, 120 Educ 333-2800
Dean, R. N. Evans, 110 Educ 333-0960
Secy, Miss Betty A. Richards, 110 Educ
,
333-0960
Administrative Asst, D. E. Burgin, 110 Educ 333-0961
Bureau of Educational Research, W. P. McLure, 288 Educ 333-3023
Center for Instructional Research and Curriculum Evaluation:
Director, J. T. Hastings, 270c Educ 333-3770
Secy, Miss Lois M. Williamson, 270d Educ 333-3771
Associate Director, R. E. Stake, 270b Educ 333-0988
Curriculum Laboratory, Director, M. Beberman, 102 U. H.S 333-2870
Elementary School Science Project, J. M. Atkln,
805 W. Pennsylvania, U 333-1846
Institute for Research on Exceptional Children,
W. P. Hurder, 210b Educ 333-0260
Library, J. A. Walker, 100 Lib 333-2305
Publications, Illinois Teacher, 342 Educ 333-2736
School Science Curriculum Project, R. Salinger, 805 W. Penn, U. . 333-4230
Stenographic Dept, Miss Ruth Gorrell, 370 Educ 333-3863
Student Teaching. L. W. Doollttle. 236 Kduc ._^. 333-4807
University High School, R. G. Carlier, i03U. H.S 333-<s870
See also departmental listings.
EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION AND SUPERVISION:
Chairman of Dept, F. M. Raubinger, 319 Educ 333-2155
Ofc, Mrs. Marcla Vedral, 317 Educ 333-2155
EDUCATIONAL PLACEMENT OFC
Director, J. M. Slater, 140 Educ 333-0740
Ofc, Mrs. Mary F. Mauk, 140 Educ 333-0740
College and University Placement Head, G. C. Kettelkamp
140 Educ 333-0743
Placement Consultants
K. E. Fiscus, 140 Educ 333-0740
T. Flanlgan, 140 Educ 333-0740
3, G,_Frltz, 140 Educ „ ...333-0740










J. B. Hastings, 140 Educ
.......T.T ........". 333-0740
G. Hubele, 140 Educ 333-07.40
T. L. McGreal, 140 Educ 333-0740
D. S. Monroe, 140 Educ 333-0740
J- N. Prince, 140 Educ 333-0740
EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY:
Chairman of Dept, R. S. Jones, 332 Educ 333-2245
Ofc, Miss Cleta A. Conerty, 334 Educ
"'
333-2245
EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH, BUREAU OF:
Director, W. P. McLure, 288 Educ 333-3023
Secy, Miss Vera Smith, 288 Educ " 333-3022
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING:
Head of Dept, E. C. Jordan, 158 E. E. B 333-2300
Ofc, Mrs. Marcia Peterman, 155 E. E. B
....!. 333-2301
Associate Head of Dept, W. E. Miller, 152E.E.B
.333-2302
Departmental Business Mgr, H. B. Lawler, 156E.E.B ...333-2810
Graduate Student Affairs, W. L. Emery, 154 E. E. B 333-0207
G. H. Fett, 154 E. E.B 333-0207
Undergraduate Student Affairs, G. R. Peirce, 147 E. E.B 333-4209
Laboratories:
Aeronomy, S. A. BowhUl, 312d EERL 333-4150
Ofc, Mrs. Belva Edwards, 312 EERL .'.333-4151
Aeronomy Field Station, Thomasboro
.643-2020
Rocket Program, E. A. Mechtly, 312g EERL 333-4152
Technical Services, G. W. Henry, Jr., Aeronomy Lab '.'.333-4156
Theoretical Program, C. F. Sechrist, Jr., 312g EERL 333-4153
Workshop, Aeronomy Lab 333-4157
Analog Computer, M. S. McVay, 263 E. E. B ..!.!!!!!! 333-1935
Antenna, G. Deschamps, 461 E. E. B 333-1202
J. D. Dyson, 451 E. E. B .'.'.'. 333-1201
Y. T. Lo, 441 E. E.B 333-1202
P. E. Mayes, 455 E. E.B 333-1200
R. Mittra, 447 E. E. B 333-1200
Biological Computer, H. Von Foerster, 216 E. E.R. L .333-2654
W. R. Ashby, 346 E. E. B 333-4210
Biophysical Research, W. J. Fry, 204 Bioeng. Res. Lab 333-1640
H. W. Ades, 304 Bioeng. Res. Lab 333-3440
Charged Particle, C. D. Hendricks, Jr., 405 M. M. B 333-0891
Electro-Optical, D. F. Holshouser, 215 E.E.R.L 333-1959
Electro-Physics, P. D. Coleman, 200g E. E. R. L 333-2765
Gaseous Electronics, L. Goldstein, 104 G. E. L 333-2480
J. T. Verdeyen, 110 E.E.R.L 333-1840
Ionospheric Research, K. C. Yeh, 60 E. E. B 333-2930
Geophysical Observatory, Urbana 333-0023
Moon Reflection, H. D. Webb, 372b E. E. B 333-4204
Danville Field Station, Danville 446-7616
Music and Electronics, J. W. Beauchamp, 329c E. E. B 333-2413
Radio Astronomy, J. JR. Dickel, 60 E. E. B 333-2931
G. W. Swenson, Jr. , 60 E. E. B 333-2930
Vermilion River Observatory, Danville 446-7373
Radiolocation, A. D. Bailey, 307 E. E. R. L 333-2310
E. W. Ernst, 301c, E. E.R.L 333-2310
W. W. Wood, 300c E. E.R.L .333-2310
Bondville Field Station, Bondville 863-5335
Monticello Road Field Station, Savoy 822-5696
Thomasboro Field Station, Thomasboro 643-2080
Semiconductor, J. Bardeen, 315 P. B 333-3618
P. Handler, 308 M. R. L 333-3827
Servomechanisms, B. C. Kuo, 345 E. E. B 333-4341
Solid State Device, N. Holonyak, 214 E. E. R. L 333-4149
Solid State Electronics, C. T. Sah, 202 E. E.R.L 333-2496
Service Areas:
Electronics Lab, R. T. Parks, 265 E. E. B „ 333-2173
Electro-Chemical Lab, E. D. Boose, 223 E. E.R.L 333-2107
Glass Shop, K. A. Kuehl, 224 E. E.R.L 333-2107
Machine Shop, C. M. Boley, 66 E. E.B
,
333-1954
Publications Ofc, R. B. Geist, 37 E. E. B 333-1159
Shipping and Receiving, L. C. Schneidt, 66dE.E.B 333-4905
Special Processes Lab, A. B. Wilson, 226 E. E. R. L 333-2107
Storeroom, D. D. Pritchard, 100 E. E.R.L 333-1916
ELECTRON MICROSCOPE FACILITY:




Instructor, R. S. Harmer, 97 Bevier Hall 333-2108
Ofc, Mrs. Olive L. Stayton, 97 Bevier Hall 333-2108
ELECTRO-OPTICAL LAB, 215 E. E. R. L 333-1959
ELECTRO-PHYSICS LAB, 200g E. E.R. L 333-2765
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION:
Chairman of Dept, T. Manolakes, 306a Educ 333-2560
Ofc, Miss Catherine Hamrick, 306 Educ 333-2560
Instructional Materials and Reading Center, 10-16 Educ 333-4577
Program Counseling, 311 Educ 333-1841
Science Lab, 4 Educ 333-1599
Student Teaching:
Head Supervisor, N. R. Dodl, 303 Educ 333-2561
Ofc, Mrs. Geraldine Evans, 304 Educ 333-2561
Supervisors, 390 Educ 333-3757
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL SCIENCE PROJECT, Education






If no answer, call 333-1212
POLICE 333-1212
EMPLOYMENT OFFICES:
Nonacademic Personnel, Placement Officers 333-2137
333-2138 or 333-2139
ENGINEERING, COLLEGE AND STATION:
Dean, W. L. Everitt, 106 E. H 333-2150
Secy, Miss Verna L. Finder, 106 E. H 333-2151
Director, Station, R. J. Martin, 106 E. H 333-2152
Associate Dean, H. L. Wakeland, 101 E. H 333-2282
Ofc, Miss Ramona L. Huber, 101 E. H 333-2281
Assistant Deans, D. R. Opperman, 101 E. H 333-2283
R. W. Bokenkamp, 101 E. H 333-2280
Associate Director, Station, J. J. Desmond, 106 E.H 333-2153
Assistant Director, Station, A. F. Graziano, 106 E. H 333-2152
Coordinator of Industrial Relations, M. E. Krasnow, 106 E. H 333-2153
Ofc, Mrs. Roberta Watermeier, 371d E. E. B 333-2601
Library, L. Coburn, 119 E. H 333-3576
Measurement Program (Instruments and Standards Lab),
Director, H. N. Hayward, 207 E. E. R. L 333-1943
Placement, Mrs. Pauline V. Chapman, 109 E.H 333-1960
Publications and Information, Director, R.A.Kingery, 112 E.H 333-1510
Document Center, Mrs. Lillian Hildreth, 208 E. H 333-1510
Illustrations and Design, D. C. Hunter, 210 E. H 333-3796
Printing,' B. Roberson, 212 E. H 333-1510
See also departmental listings.
ENGINEERING, EXTENSION IN, J. W. Seyler, 112 I. H 333-6634
ENGINEERING GEOLOGY, State Geol. Surv, 300 N. R 189- 266
ENGLISH:
Head of Dept, A. L. Altenbernd, 100 E. B 333-2390
Ofc, Mrs. MaryK. Peer, 100 E. B 333-2391
Business and Technical Writing, Acting Chairman,
R. D. Gieselman, 304 DKH 333-2686
Ofc, Mrs. Louise Steele, 317b DKH 333-2960
Curriculum Study Center, J. N. Hook, 1210 W. California, U. 333-0832
English as a Second Language, Miss Katharine O. Aston, 317 E.B. . 333-1506
English Major Advisers, Chairman, L. E. Berry, 111 E.B 333-4346
Ofc, Mrs. Marjorie Ridgley, 109 E.B 333-3251 or 333-4346
Executive Secretary, R. L. Schneider, 100 E. B 333-2392
Freshman Rhetoric, Chairman, C. Sanders, 100 E. B 333-2392
Ofc, Miss Doris Dresher, 100 E. B 333-2392
Graduate Students, Director, A. G. Holaday, 102 E.B 333-3646
Honor Advisers, Chairman, F. E. Hodgins, 203 E. B 333-2989
Library, Miss Eva F. Benton, 321 Lib 333-2220
Teacher Training Advisers, Chairman, J. N. Hook, 109 E. B 333-3251
Undergraduate Advisers, Chairman, J. A. Hamilton, 109 E. B 333-3251
Writing Clinic, A. C. Tillman, 907 S. Sixth, C 333-1656
ENGLISH CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT PROJECT,
Curriculum Lab, 1 207 W. Stoughton, U 333-4491
ENTOMOLOGY:
Head of Dept, C. W. Kearns, 201 Morrill Hall 333-0489
Ofc, Mrs. Ruth A. Plymire, 320 Morrill Hail 333-2911
Honors Adviser, J. H. Willis , 420c Morrill Hall 333-2454
Library, L. E. Bamber, 101 Burrill Hall 333-3654
ENTOMOLOGY, S.N. H. SURV:
Extension, 280 N. R 333-6650
Identification and Surveys, 287 N. R 333-6846 or 333-6847
Old Entomology Lab, N. H.S. L : 333-6659
Research, 163 N. R 333-6656 or 333-6657
ENTRANCE EXAMINATIONS, 100a Adm 333-0300
EVANS HALL (Women's Residence Hall) 1115 W. Nevada, U 333-0920
For residents' numbers, see the student section of this directory.
EXECUTIVE DEVELOPMENT CENTER:
Acting Director, R. V. MitcheU, 311 Com (W) 333-4552
Secy, Mrs. Janet Green, 309 Com (W) 333-4552
EXECUTIVE VICE-PRESIDENT AND PROVOST'S OFC
Executive Vice-President and Provost, L. H. Lanier, 349 Adm. .. .333-1560
Adm Asst, Miss Ruth M. Anderson, 349 Adm 333-1561
Associate Provost, D. C. Epperson, 363 Adm 333-1562
Associate Provost and Director of Institutional Studies,
M. L. Zeigler, 363 Adm 333-1562
Bureau of Institutional Research, G. J. Froehllch,
409-240 E. Chalmers, C 333-3550
Central Ofc on the Use of Space, H. D. Bareither, 226 L T .333-6602
Courses and Curricula, M. L. Zeigler, 363 Adm 333-1562
Statistical Service Unit, J. F. Chaney, 54 Adm 333-4820
University Dean of Admissions and Records, E. E. Oliver,
409-348 E. Chalmers, C 333-2030
EXERCISE THERAPY CLINIC, R. E. Shelton, 106M.O.G 333-3347
EXPERIENCED TEACHER FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM
Education, 805 W. Pennsylvania, U 333-6513
EXTENSION DIVISION, UNIVERSITY:
Dean, S. C. Robinson, 118 I. H 333-1460
Secy, Mrs. Marjorie F. Mosbarger, 118 I. H 333-1461
Associate Dean, G. C. Carter, 118 I. H 333-1462
Secy (Extension Payroll Info) Mrs. Virginia Stahl, 118 I. H . .333-1462
Civil Defense Instructors Training, G. C. Carter, 118 1. H ,333-1462
Radiological Monitoring, J. R. Morris, 117 I. H 333-4138
Shelter Management, J. P. Liggett, 117 I. H 333-4138
Conference Centers, N. W. Johnson, 116 I. H 333-2880
AUerton House, J. C. F. Depew, Box 72, Monticello 333-3287
Hott Memorial Center, J. C. F. Depew, Box 72, Monticello . . . 333-3287
Monticello 3942
Correspondence Courses:
Information, 104 I. H 333-1321
Head of Dept, D. W. Scotton, 104 I. H 333-1320
Chief Clerk, Mrs. Darlene T. White, 104 L H 333-1321
Lessons and Examinations, 104 I. H 333-3016
Duplicating Service, R. J. Silver, 209 Arcade 333-0605
Engineering, Extension in, J. W. Seyler, 112 I. H 333-6634
Extension Travel, D. Q. Reynolds, 118 I. H 333-1463
Extramural Classes, S. B. York, 101 I. H 333-3060
Ofc, 101 I. H 333-3061
Firemanship Training, W. J. Eckert, 103 I. H 333-3800
Graphic Arts Unit, M. Paris, 300 Arcade 333-0605
Information Services, Mrs. Helen S. Farlow, 208 Arcade 333-0517
International Affairs, Extension in, 119 1. H, J. T. Iversen 333-1465
Music, Extension in, D. J. Perrino, 608 S. Mathews, U 333-1580
Elementary and Junior High School Music Education,
R. E. Thomas, 608 S. Mathews, U 333-1581.
Illinois Summer Youth Music, R. L. Schaefer, 608 S. Mathews, 333-1581
Instructional Materials, J. A. O'Connor, 608 S. Mathews, U. .. .333-1581
Off-Campus Performances, A. L. Johnson, 608 S. Mathews, U. .333-1581
String Extension, T. J. Wisniewski, 608 S. Mathews, U 333-1581
D. L. MUler, 608 S. Mathews, U 333-1581
Police Training Institute, C. R. Taylor, 608 1/2 E. Green, C 333-2337
Ofc, 608 1/2 E. Green, C , 333-2338
Short Courses and Conferences, N. W. Johnson, 116 I. H 333-2880
Ofc, 116 I. H 333-2881
Speakers Bureau, H. W. Wecke, 120 I. H 333-1444
Special Programs and Research, H. W. Wecke, 120 I. H 333-1444
Visual Aids Service, T. H. Boardman, 704 S. Sixth, C .333-1362
Ofc, 704 S. Sixth, C 333-1362
Booking, 704 S. Sixth, C 333-1360
Visual Arts, Extension in, W. M. Johnson, 127 F. A. B 333-0419
Ofc, 127 F. A. B 333-0418
EXTENSION SERVICE, COOPERATIVE (See Agriculture)
EXTRAMURAi7CLASSES, 101 I.h .333-3061
JFARM CROPS:
Corn Breeing and Genetics, D. E. Alexander, S-110T.H 333-4254
Crop Extension, W. O. Scott, N-305 T. H 333-4424
Crop Production, J. W. Pendleton, S-308 T. H 333-4373
Forage Breeding, C. N. Hittle, S-312 T. H 333-4373
Forage Crop Extension, D. W. Graffis, W-301 T. H 333-4424.
Forage Production, D. A. Miller, S-310 T. H 333-4373
Morphology, O. T. Bonnett, 129 Davenport Hall 333-1277
Physiology, R. H. Hageman, 236 Davenport Hall 333-1277
Small Grains Breeding, C. M. Brown, 216 Davenport Hall 333-1277
Soybean Genetics, H. H. Hadley, C-113 T. H 333-4254
Teaching, A. W. Burger, N-115 T.H 333-4254
Weed Extension, E. L. Knake, N-305 T. H 333-4424
Weed Research, F. W. Slife, 232 Davenport HaU 333-1277
FARM LAW, N. G. P. Krausz, 149 Bevier HaU 333-1829
FARM MACHINERY DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT,
R. R. Yoerger, 107 Agr Eng '. 333-3000
FARM MANAGEMENT, LAND ECONOMICS, AND AGRICULTURAL FINANCE:
Extension, J. E. Wills, 312 Mumford HaU 333-1819
Farm Bureau Farm Management Serv, D. E. Wilken, 450 MH 333-0754
Farm Cost Accounts, A. G. Mueller, 450 Mumford HaU 333-0754
Instruction, R. J. Mutti, 309 Mumford Hall 333-1818
FARM STRUCTURES AND HOUSING, E. L. Hansen, 212 Agr Eng 333-2504
FARMS AND BARNS:
Agronomy Seed House, South Farm 333-2965
Animal Science, St. Mary's Rd, C 333-0347
Beef Cattle Barn, S. Fourth, C 333-0042
Dairy Cattle Barns, Round, St. Mary's Rd, U 333-0582
S. Lincoln. U 333-0472
Feed Storage, S. Fourth, C 333-
Horse Barn, St. Mary's Rd, C 333-
HorticultureFarm, Philo Rd, U 333-
Moorman Animal Breeding Research Farm, S. Fourth, C 333-
Poultry Farm, St. Mary's Rd, U 333-
Sheep Barn, St. Mary's Rd, C 333-
Swine Barns, S. First, C 333-
FATIGUE OF METALS, G. M. Sinclair, 321b T. L 333-
FEED PURCHASES, W. W. Albert, 102 S. P 333-
FEED STORAGE, S. Fourth, C 333-
FILM COUNCIL, Chairman, H. L. Mueller, 283 Armory 333-
FILTRATION PLANT 333-
If no answer call 333-
JTNANCE:
Head of Dept, P. M. Van Arsdell, 313 D. K. H 333-
Secy, Miss Jane Fetrow, 313 D. K. H 333-
FINE AND APPLIED ARTS, COLLEGE OF:
Dean, A. S. Weller, 110 Arch





















Associate Dean, R. P. Link, 110 Arch 333-
Libraries:
Urban Planning and Landscape Architecture,
Mrs. Mary A. Vance, 203 Mumford Hall 333-0424
Music, W. M. McClellan, 220 S.M. H 333-1173
Ricker Library of Art and Architecture,
Miss Marguerite S. Kaufman, 208 Arch 333-0224
See also departmental listings.
FIRE (to report a campus fire) 333-2424
FIREMANSHD? TRAINING, 103 I. H 333-3800
FIRST Am 333-2700
If no answer call .333-1212
FISHERIES RESEARCH, S. N. H. Surv, 271 N. R 333-6889 or 333-6890
FLAGG HALL (Women's Residence Hall) 1215 S. Fourth, C 333-0920
For residents' numbers, see the student section of this directory.
FLORICULTURE, J. B. Gartner, 100 Flor 333-2123
FOOD PROCESSING LAB, S. Wing, H. F. L 333-1870
FOOD SCIENCE:
Head of Dept, R. T. Milner, 567 Bevier Hall 333-0130
Secy, Mrs. Mary M. Ellis, 567 Bevier Hall 333-0130
Dairy Technology, 104 D.M.B 333-4441
Food Chemistry, B. R. L .,. 333-1874
Food Microbiology, 580 Bevier Hall .333-1931
Food Processing Lab, S. Wing, H. F. L 333-1870
FOODS AND NUTRITION, Miss Frances O. Van Duyne, 461 Bevier H. 333-1325
Ofc, Mrs. Lois M. Brownfield, 443 Bevier Hall 333-1326
FOODS RESEARCH LAB, Miss Frances O. Van Duyne, 486 Bevier H . 333-0892
FORBES HALL (Men's Residence Hall) E. Gregory, C 333-0920
For residents' numbers, see the student section of this directory.
FOREIGN STUDENT AFFAIRS OFC,
Director, B. L. Meyerson, 310 S. S. B 333-
Ofc, Mrs. Margaret A. Murphy, 310 S. S. B , 333-
Assistant Director, H. J. Caquelin, 310S.S.B 333-
Counselors, W. Rose, 310 S. S. B 333-
Miss Carole J. Van Osdol, 310 S. S. B 333-
FORESTRY:
Head of Dept, T. E. Avery, 222 Mumford Hall 333-
Secy, Miss Dorothy E. Hanke, 220 Mumford Hall 333-
Dendrology, R. W. Lorenz, 215 Mumford Hall 333-
Economics, I. I. Holland, 216 Mumford Hall 333-
Entomology, R. G. Rennels, 200a F.S. L 333-
Extension Forester, L. B. Culver, 211 Mumford Hall 333-
Secy, Mrs. Merrian K. Lourash, 219 Mumford Hall 333-
Farm Youth, W. F. Bulkley, 211 Mumford Hall 333-
Recreation, T. W. Curtin, 211 Mumford Hall 333-
Wood-Using Industries, R. A. Kundrot, 100a F. S. L 333-
Forest Management, T. R. Yocom, 202a F.S. L 333-
Forest Soils and Ecology, A. R. Gilmore, 399 Bevier Hall 333-
Genetics, J. J. Jokela, 203 F. S. L 333-
Graduate Assistants, 206 F. S. L 333-
Wood Technology-Utilization:
Lab, F. S. L 333-
Adhesives and Wood Anatomy, J. K. Guiher, 203a F.S. L 333-
Wood Properties and Preservation, C. S. Walters, 217 M. H 333-
FOUNDATION, UNIVERSITY:
Executive Director, J. C. Colvin, 224 I. U 333-
Adm Secy, Mrs. Zerla M. Young, 224 I. U 333-
Secretary, J. W. Skehen, 224 I. U 333-
Grants-in-Aid Project Director, J. G. Pace, 224 I. U 333-
Associate, B. A. Ingwersen, 224 I. U .333-
Special Representatives, V. Cullin, Illini Center, Chicago 663-
W. M. Edens, mini Center, Chicago 663-
FOUNDRY, 12 Foundry 333-
FOUR-H CLUB - RURAL YOUTH, R. O. Lyon, 412 Mumford Hall 333





Ofc (Summer Only) Monticello 762-
Caretaker, R. J. Dowdle Monticello 762-
Dining Hall Monticello
. . . 762
FREEHAND DRAWING FOR ARCHITECTS, G. R. Bradshaw, 103a Surv333
FRENCH:
Head of Dept, B. H. Mainous, 247a L. H 333
Ofc, Mrs. Mary E. Fleming, 246 L. H 333
Executive Secretary, F. W. Nachtmann, 248 L. H 333










































French Teacher Educ, S. L. Shinall, 247c L. H 333-2021
Honors Adviser, G. M. Savignon, 225 L. H 333-0046
Library, Miss Florence M. Harding, 425 Lib 333-0076
FRENCH HOUSE, 901 S. Lincoln, U 344-0385
G
GAMMA HOUSE, 307 E. Daniel, C 344-1779
GARAGES:
Athletic Association 333-2303
South and Car Pool 333-3910
State Geological Survey 189- 253
State Natural History Survey 333-6849
GARNER HALL (Men's Residence Hall) E. Gregory, C 333-0920
For residents' numbers, see the student section of this directory.
GASEOUS ELECTRONICS LAB, 104 G. E. L 333-2480
110 E. E. R. L .333-1840
GENERAL CHEMICAL STORES, Purchasing Div, Bus Ofc, 55 N. L.~. . 333-0815
GENERAL ENGINEERING:
Head of Dept, J. S. Dobrovolny, 115 T. B 333-2730
Secy, Mrs. Ethelmae Hale, 117 T. B : 333-2730
Atmospheric Science Lab, J. E. Pearson, 401 T.B 333-3160
Junior Engineering Technical Society, R. W. Dalrymple, 214 T.B. . 333-0726
Micro-Precision Lab, W. O. Smith, 605 S. Sixth, C 333-6189
GENERAL STUDIES DIVISION, 221 A. H .333-2918
GENETICS:
Animal Genetics, A. V. Nalbandov, 102 An Gen 333-2900
Botany, 116 Morrill Hall 333-2919
Plant Breeding, D. F. Dayton, 103a Veg Crops 333-1966
Plant Genetics, D. E. Alexander, S-108 T. H 333-4254
Zoology, 287 Morrill Hall 333-3431
GEOGRAPHY:
Head of Dept, J. Thompson, 222 Davenport Hall 333-1881
Ofc, Miss Gladys L. Hollingshead, 220 Davenport Hall 333-1880
Honors Advisers (Departmental and James Scholars)
J. D. Fellmann, 122 Davenport Hall 333-3135
Library, R. C. White, 418b Lib 333-0827
GEOLOGY:
Head of Dept, F. A. Donath, 253 N. H 333-3542
Ofc, Departmental and Graduate, Miss Rosa M. Nickell, 249 N. H . 333-3540
Undergraduate,. Miss Janice Nocholson, 206 N.H 333-2584
Honors Adviser, F. M. Wahl, 113 N.H 333-1963
Library, Mrs. Harriet W. Smith, 223 N.H 333-1266
Machine Shop, J. Bauerle, 117 N. H 333-4496
GERMANIC LANGUAGES AND LITERATURE:
Head of Dept, H. G. Haile, 371 L. H 333-1289
Ofc, Mrs. Herta V. Murrell, 371 L. H 333-1288
Executive Secretary, J. M. McClathery, 373 L.H 333-1288
Assistants' Ofc, 512 E. Chalmers, C 333-1312
German 101, 102, H. Knust, 407 L. H 333-1183
Honors Adviser, H. Stegemeier, 372 L. H. 333-2637
Library, Miss Florence M. Harding, 425 Lib 333-0076
GLASSBLOWING, Animal Science, 11 A. S. L 333-0787
GOLF COURSE PRO SHOP, Savoy 822-5613
GOVERNMENT AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS, INSTITUTE OF:
Director, S. K. Gove, 1201 W. Nevada, U 333-3340
Secy, Mrs. Jean M. Baker, 1201 W. Nevada, U 333-3340
GRADUATE COLLEGE:
Information, General, 330 Adm 333-0035
Theses, 306 Adm 333-6278
Adm Clerk, Mrs. Darlene Evans, 314 Adm 333-6808
Appointments Ofc, Mrs. Edith B. Reimann, 311c Adm 333-0038
Fellowship Ofc, Miss Dorothy B. Rickert, 305 Adm 333-0036
Publications, Mrs. Bonnie Noble, 304 Adm 333-4860
Research Board, Miss Eileene E. Foil, 338a Adm 333- 0037
Dean, D. Alpert, 338 Adm 333-0034
Ofc, Mrs. Donna Avolt, 338 Adm . 333-0034
Associate Deans:
Enrollment, Academic Programs, G. Hendrick, 320 Adm 333-0031
Fellowship, Graduate Student Affairs, V. I. West, 314b Adm ... 333-6807
Research Board, H. R. Snyder, 338c Adm 333-0037
University-College Programs, R. E. Wolverton, 338b Adm 333-4861
Staff Associate, R. W. Anderson, 311b Adm 333-0036
Assistant to the Dean, Mrs. Helen M. Hay, 330 Adm 333-0030
GRAPHIC DESIGN, R. Perlman, 138 F. A. B 333-1619







GROUNDWATER GEOLOGY, State Geol. Surv, 431 N. R 189- 221
GROUNDWATER HYDROLOGY, State Water Surv, 238 W. R 333-0239
GROUP EFFECTIVENESS RES. LAB, Psychology,
F. E. Fiedler, 909 W. Nevada, U 333-0500
H
HEALTH AND SAFETY EDUCATION:
Head of Dept, H. S. Hoyman, 114 Huff Gym 333-2307
Secy, Mrs. Violet Cosgrove,. 114 Huff Gym 333-2307
Health Education Lab Directory, W. H. Creswell, 118 Huff Gym. . . 333-0432
Safety Education Consultant, A. E. Florio, 212 Huff Gym 333-1139
Safety and Driver Education Lab Dir, W. J. Huffman, 400 Huff G. . 333-2106
Undergraduate Adviser for Men and Women, D. B. Stone, 212 HG. .333-0173
HEALTH SERVICE:
Director, O. S. Walters, 278 Health Center 333-2711
Secy, Mrs. Mona Bail, 278 Health Center 333-2712
Information, Health Center 333-2701
Associate Director, L. M. Hursh, 279 Health Center .333-2715
Appointment Desk, Health Center 333-2717
Administrator, Health Center and McKinley Hospital,
F. Fillingim, 102 McKinley Hospital 333-3263
Emergency Calls, Health Center 333-2700
Employee On-the-job Accidents:
Emergencies, Health Center 333-2700
Information, Health Center 333-2714
Environmental Health Division:
Head of Div, L. M. Hursh, 279 Health Center 333-2715
Secy, Mrs. Marilyn J. Lewis, 286 Health Center 333-2715
Sanitary Engineer, H. H. Koertge, 120 McKinley Hospital 333-2755
Sanitarian, G. Fella, 114 McKinley Hospital 333-2809
13
Health Sciences Division:
Head of Div, L. W. Akers, 280 Health Center 333-2820
Secy, 190 Health Center 333-2723
Mental Health Division:
Appointment Secy, 199 Health Center 333-2705
Assistant to the Director, H. Atwood, Health Center 333-2720
HEARING RESEARCH LAB, G. Z. Greenberg, 1001 W. Nevada, U 333-
HEATING REPAIRS 333-
HERBARIUM, Curator, G. N. Jones, 350 N. H 333-
HIGHWAY PAVEMENTS AND MATERIALS, M. Herrin, 111b T. L 333-
Ofc, Mrs. Margy Osterbur, 111 T. L 333-
HIGHWAY SALVAGE ARCHAEOLOGY PROJECT,
Anthropology, 137c Davenport Hall 333-
HIGHWAY TRAFFIC SAFETY CENTER, J. E. Baerwald, 418 E. H . . . 333-
HILL ANNEX, MUSIC, 1204 W. Nevada U 333-3544 or 333-
HBTORICAL SURVEY, Director, R. M. Sutton, la Lib 333-
HBTORY:
Chairman of Dept, C. C. Spence, 359 Armory 333-
Ofc, Mrs. Ruth H. Lewis, 359 Armory 333-
Honors Advisers, R. B. Crawford, 346 Armory 333-
B. D. Hill, 304 Armory 333-
Library, Mrs. Martha O. Friedman, 424 Lib ., 333-
HISTORY AND PHILOSOPHY OF EDUCATION:
Chairman of Dept, B. O. Smith, 368 Educ 333-
Ofc, Mrs. Carol A. MuUis, 369 Educ 333-
HOME ECONOMICS:
Head of Dept, Miss Janice M. Smith, 260 Bevier HaU 333-
Secy, Mrs. Nadine C. Askins, 260 Bevier Hall 333-
Accounts, Miss Dorothy E. Porter, 260g Bevier Hall 333-
Extension:
Asst Director, Miss Martha L. Dunlap, 528a Bevier Hall 333-
Ofc, Mrs. Mildred M. Lair, 528 Bevier HaU 333-
Clothing, Miss Esther E. Siemen, 539 Bevier Hall 333-
Family Economics, Miss Jeanne L. Hafstrom, 543 Bevier Hall. 333-
Family Life, Miss Lucile Pepoon, 561 Bevier Hall 333-
Foods and Nutrition, Miss Geraldine E. Acker, 533 Bevier HaU 333-
Four-H Club Work, Miss Arlene Wolfram, 557 Bevier HaU 333-
Health Education, 557 Bevier HaU 333-
Home Furnishings, Miss K. Virginia Seidel, 563 Bevier HaU. . . 333-
Home Management, Miss Dorothy A. Goss, 555 Bevier HaU 333-
Housing and Equipment, Miss Glenda Pifer, 535 Bevier HaU . . . .333-
Library, Mrs. Avis A. Ball, 314 Bevier HaU 333-
Student Records and Placement, Miss Margaret R. Goodyear
260e Bevier HaU 333-
Ofc, Mrs. Juanita L. DeWitt, 268 Bevier Hall 333-
Teaching and Research:
Cafeteria, Miss Mildred BonneU, 297 Bevier HaU „ 333-
Child Development, Miss Queenie B. MiUs, 210 C. D 333-
Clothing and Textiles, Mrs. Ruth L. Galbraith, 243 Bevier HaU 333-
Foods and Nutrition, Miss Frances O. Van Duyne, 461 Bevier H 333-
Foods Research Lab, Miss Frances O. Van Duyne, 486 Bevier. .333-
Home Economics Educ, Miss Elizabeth J. Simpson, 352 Educ, . . 333-
Home Management, Miss Margaret R. Goodyear, 260e Bevier H 333-
Home Management House, Miss M. Virginia Guthrie,
1202 W. Green, U 333-
Institution Management, Miss Mildred BonneU, 297 Bevier HaU 333-
Nutrition Research Lab, Miss Beula McKey, 448 Bevier HaU , . . 333-
Restaurant Management, Miss Mildred BonneU, 297 Bevier HaU 333
Spice Box, Mrs. Vera C. Crusius, 295 Bevier Hall 333-
HOME ECONOMICS EDUCATION, Miss Mary E. Mather, 354 Educ . . . 333
333-
HOME MANAGEMENT, Miss Margaret R. Goodyear, 260e Bevier HaU 333-
HOME MANAGEMENT HOUSE,
Miss M. Virginia Guthrie, 1202 W. Green, U 333-
HONORS DAY, Mrs. Bertha B. Gorman, 69 Adm 333-
HONORS PROGRAMS, UNIVERSITY:
Information:
Edmund J. James Scholars, Mrs. Carol S. Cox, 1205 W Ore, U . 333-
Honors Day, Mrs. Bertha B. Gorman, 69 Adm 333-
Off-Campus Awards, Mrs. Joyce Marsh, 1205 W. Oregon, U. . . ,333
Study Aborad, Mrs. Joyce Marsh, 1205 W. Oregon, U 333'
Director, R. R. Marsh, 1205 W. Oregon, U 333
Asst Directors, Mrs. M. Jean PhUlps, 1205 W. Oregon, U 333-
R. L. Schneider, 1205 W. Oregon, U 333
HOPKINS HALL (Men's Residence HaU) E. Gregory, C 333
For residents' numbers, see the student section of this directory.
HORSE BARN, St. Mary's Rd, C 333.
HORTICULTURE:
Head of Dept, C. J. Birkeland, 125 Mumford HaU 333
Secy, Miss Arlene A. Wakefield, 124 Mumford HaU 333
Accounts, Miss Carol DaUas, 124 Mumford HaU 333
Extension:
Beekeeping, E. R. Jaycox, 107d H. F. L 333
Floriculture, M. C. Carbonneau, 202 Flor 333
Fruits, 104 H. F. L 333
Landscape Design, W. R. Nelson, Jr. , 200 Flor 333
Turfgrasses, J. D. Butler, 202 Flor 333
Vegetable Crops, J. S. Vandemark, 208 Veg Crops 333
Farm Foreman, H. McGee, South Farm 333
Field Lab, 103 H. F. L 333
Floriculture, J. B. Gartner, 100 Flor 333
Ofc, Mrs. Marcia K. Wilson, 100 Flor 333
Greenhouse, D. C. Saupe 333
Plant Breeding, D. F. Dayton, 103a Veg Crops 333
Pomology, J. S. Titus, 102 H. F. L 333
Ofc, Mrs. Barbara Woodward, 103 H. F. L 333
Vegetable Crops, C. Y. Arnold, 201 Veg Crops 333
Ofc, Mrs. Nancy Slaton, 101 Veg Crops 333
HOSPITAL, McKMLEY, 1109 S. Lincoln, U 333


















































































Director, N. W. Johnson, 116 I. H 333-




General, 420 S. S. B 333
Single Men's Housing, 420 S.S. B 333
Single Women's Housing, 420 S.S.B 333
Apartment Housing, 420 S. S. B 333
Director, P. J. Doebel, 420 S. S. B .... 333
Ofc, Mrs. Dee W. Frame, 420 S. S. B 333
Business Ofc:
Business Manager, R. H. Suter, 420 S.S.B ....333-
Accounting, J. A. MiUer, 420 S. S. B 333-
D. J. Alberts, 420 S.S. B 333-
Equipment Inventory, S. K. Brpwnfield, Garner HaU 333-
Housing Operations and Assignments, C. J. Hubble, 420 S.S.B .333-
PayroUs, Mrs. Pearl C. Johnson, 420 S. S. B 333-
Family Housing:
Supervisor, S. J. Rebecca, 420 S.S.B 333-
Ofc, Mrs. Florence Kidder, 420 S.S.B 333-
Orchard Apartments Ofc, J. Ramson, Jr., 1842-A Orchard PI,U333-
Food Service:
Asst Director-Planning, O. E. Unger, 420 S.S. B 333-
Food Service Mgr, A. W. Strohkorb, C. F.S 333-
Asst to Food Service Mgr, C. F.S 333-
Manager of Snack Bars, P. C. Conlln, M. R.H. Snack Bar 333-
Manager of Vending Services, R. L. Hart, IU. St Res HaUs, 333-
Central Food Stores, Ofc, C. F. S 333-
Manager, K. S. VaUance, C.F.S 333-
Asst Mgr, F. E. Davis, C.F.S 333-
Accounting, J. L. Hayes, C. F. S 333-
Purchasing, R. F. Hott, C. F. S .333-
Test Kitchen, C. F.S 333-
Housing Information:
Asst Director, Special Projects, S. W. Rahn, 420 S.S.B 333
Asst Director, A. Kaufman, 420 S.S.B 333-
Coordinator of Women's Housing, 420 S.S.B 333-
Housing Consultants (Single Students), 420 S.S.B 333-
R. C. Ross, 420 S.S.B 333-
Apt Housing Consultants, A. L. Wilson, 420 S.S.B 333-
J. B. Smith, 420 S.S.B 333-
Maintenance and Construction:
Asst Director, V. C. Norman, 14 L. A. R 333-
Ofc, Mrs. Althea Stockwell, 14 L. A. R 333-
Residential and Service Operations:
Conference Coordinator, R. D. Barger, 420 S.S.B 333-
Uli-Bus, A. L. Wilson, 420 S. S. B .333-
University Telephone Service, A. L. WUson, 420 S.S.B 333-
Switchboard Chief Operator, Miss Stella A. Cameron,
45 Clark HaU 333-
Single Graduate Housing:
Supervisor, Daniels HaU, C. W. Shull, 1010 W Green, U 333-
Ofc, Mrs. Harriet Mahannah, 1010 W. Green, U 333-
Supv, Sherman HaU, C. W. Shull, 909 S. Fifth, C 333-
Ofc, Mrs. Evelyn R. Meyers, 909 S. Fifth, C 333-
Undergraduate Residence HaUs:
Asst Director, K. F. Hams, M. R. H. Snack Bar 333-
Counseling and Assignments, Women, Miss Mary E.
Harrison, 130 S.S.B 333-
Resident Staff Adv, J. A. Unroe, 174 Weston HaU 333-
Residential Housekeeping Coordinator, Mrs. Sharon Leman,
Snyder HaU 333-
Supv of Custodial Operations, R. R. Tucker, 1005 S. Gregory,U. 333-
Residence HaUs:
Switchboard (Information) 333-
For residents' numbers, see the student section of this directory.
AUen HaU:
Coordinator, Miss Jean KeUey, 1005 W Gregory, U 333-
Ofc, Mrs. Judith A. Taylor, 1005 W. Gregory, U 333-
Head Residents:
North, Miss SaUie Guy, 153 Allen HaU 332-
South, Mrs. PhyUis V. Greinwald, 145 AUen Hall 332-
Food Production Mgr, Mrs. Wilma L. Willis,
1005 W. Gregory, U 333-
Custodial Ofc, M. W. Schreifer, 1005 W. Gregory, U 333-
Maintenance Ofc, M. D. Dawson, 1005 W. Gregory, U 333-
Busey-Evans HaUs:
Coordinator, Miss Jean KeUey, 1005 W. Gregory, U 333-
Ofc, Mrs. Florence Briggs, 1115 W. Nevada, U 333-
Head Residents:
Busey Hall, Mrs. Catherine N. WeUs, 119 Busey HaU . . . 332-
Evans HaU, Mrs. Eleanor E. GrinneU, 135 Evans Hall . . . 332-
Food Production Mgr, J. Adkisson, 1111 W. Nevada, U 333-
Custodial Ofc, M. W. Schreifer, 1005 W. Gregory, U 333-
Maintenance Ofc, J. A. Cacioppo, 1111 W. Nevada, U 333-
Cooperative Houses:
Alpha House Director, Mrs. Carol Link, 1207 W Sprgfld, U. . 344-
Delta House Director, Mrs. Louise M. Carney,
903 W. Nevada, U 344-
French House Dir, Miss Angelica Shirley, 901 S. Lincoln, U. 344-
Gamma House Dir, Mrs. Roberta Jones, 307 E. Daniel, C...344-
Daniels HaU:
Ofc, Mrs. Harriet Mahannah, 1010 W. Green, U 333-
Resident Mgr, P. Forbrich, 1010 W. Green, U 332-
Maintenance Ofc, E. E. Durbin, 1010 W. Green, U 333-
Florida Avenue Residence Halls (Oglesby, Trelease);
Coordinator, L. L. Larson, 1001 S. College Ct. , U, 333-
Ofc. Miss Karen Hackett. 1001 S. College Ct. , U 333-
Head Residents:
Oglesby Hall, J. N. Alexander, 101 Oglesby Hall 332-
L. I. Crisant, 117 Oglesby Hall 332-
Trelease HaU, Miss Helen Hawkins, 101 Trelease HaU. . . 332-

















































































Food Production Mgr, Miss Olivia R. Magtira,
1001 S. College Ct. , U 333-0843
Custodial Ofc, H. O. Williams, 1001 S. College Ct. , U 333-0845
Maintenance Ofc, L. J. Clennon, 1001 S. College Ct. , U 333-0846
Fourth Street Residence Halls (Barton, Flagg, Lundgren, Noble):
Coordinator, Miss Jean Kelley, 1005 S. Gregoy, U 333-1100
Ofc, Mrs. Grace C. Prestin, 1215 S. Fourth, C 333-0420
Head Residents:
Clark, Barton, and Lundgren Halls,
Mrs. Anna Stacey, 100 Clark HaU 332-0007
Flagg Hall, Miss Laura Coleman, 305 Flagg Hall 332-0296
Noble HaU, Miss Frieda Seymour 104 Noble Hall 332-0364
Food Production Mgr, Miss Anastasia Christen, 1215 S 4th, C 333-1891
Custodial Ofc, W. P. Whelan, 1215 S. Fourth, C 333-0869
Maintenance Ofc, D. N. Reynolds, 1215 S. Fourth, C . i 333-0597
Gregory Drive Residence Halls (Forbes, Garner, Hopkins):
Coordinator, M. J. Archer, Garner HaU .333-1651
Ofc, Mrs. Patricia SneU, Garner HaU .....333-1651
Head Residents:
Forbes HaU, D. A. Ingold, 182 Forbes HaU 332-0916
Garner HaU, W. Johnson, 152 Garner HaU 332-0703
Hopkins HaU, W. A. Johnson, 102 Hopkins HaU 332-1163
Food Production Mgr, Mrs. Ladyne K. Dendy, Garner HaU. . 333-3670
Custodial Ofc, J. Lientz, Garner HaU 333-1393
Maintenance Ofc, R. E. Beyers, Garner HaU 233-1394
Ulinois Street Residence Halls (Towns end, WardaU):
Coordinator, L. L. Larson, 1010 W. niinois, U 333-4640
Ofc, Miss Sharen Slade, 1010 W. Ulinois, U 333-4640
Head Residents:
Townsend HaU, S. I. Bardige, 183 Townsend HaU 332-4046
T. P. Brown, 103 Townsend HaU 332-3986
WardaU HaU, Miss Sue Mims, 116 WardaU HaU 332-4309
Miss Diane Kilpatrick, 111 WardaU HaU 332-4308
Food Production Mgr, Mrs. Mary P. Wemhaner,
1010 W. IUinois, U 333-4630
Custodial Ofc, J. D. Carter, 1010 W. Ulinois, U 333-4633
Maintenance Ofc, H. L. Reiss, 1010 W. IUinois, U 333-4646
Lincoln Avenue Residence:
Coordinator, Miss Jean KeUey, 1005 W. Gregory, U 333-1100
Ofc, Mrs. Lois McCloud, 1005 S. Lincoln, U 333-0200
Head Residents:
North, Miss Mary E. Start, 155 L. A. R 332-2939
South, Miss June D. MitcheU, 146 L. A. R 332-2836
Food Production Manager, Miss Wilma L. WiUis
1005 S. Lincoln, U 333-0310
Custodial Ofc, M. W. Schrelfer, 1005 S. Lincoln, U. 333-3453
Maintenance Ofc, M. D. Dawson, 1005 W. Gregory, U 333-3452
Peabody Drive Residence Halls (Scott, Snyder, Weston):
Coordinator, D. H. Flach, Snyder HaU 333-2394
Ofc, Mrs. Betty Gordon, Snyder HaU 333-2394
Head Residents:
Scott HaU, G. F. Grammer, 102 Scott HaU 332-1406
Snyder HaU, A. D. Walker, 130 Snyder HaU 332-1647
Weston HaU, F. W. Kenzler, 152 Weston HaU ; . 1 332-1909
Food Production Mgr, Mrs. Lenora Morgan, Snyder HaU . . . 333-1290
Custodial Ofc, V. Minyard, Snyder HaU 333-1439
Maintenance Ofc, S. P. Warren, Snyder HaU 333-2344
Pennsylvania Avenue Residence Halls (Babcock, BlaisdeU, Carr,
Saunders):
Coordinator, L. L. Larson, 902 CoUege Ct. , U ..333-2950
Ofc, Mrs. Helen Brookey, 902 CoUege Ct. , U 333-2950
Head Residents:
Babcock HaU, W. F. McDonald, 129 Babcock HaU 332-3746
BlaisdeU HaU, Miss Judith Mecum, 129 BlaisdeU HaU 332-3476
Carr HaU, N. D. James, 129 Carr HaU 332-3881
Saunders HaU, Miss Marilyn Michal, 129, Saunders HaU. ..332-3611
Food Production Mgr, Mrs. Evelyn L. Whitson,
902 CoUege a. , U 333-2160
Custodial Ofc, J. J. Anders, 902 CoUege Ct. , U 333-2953
Maintenance Ofc, W. D. Moore, 902 CoUege Ct. , U 333-2645
Sherman HaU:
Ofc, Mrs. Evelyn R. Meyers, 909 S. Fifth, C. 333-2250
Resident Managers, Mrs. Nelle Stone, 909 S. Fifth, C 332-4635
E. C. Fleischli, 909 S. Fifth, C 332-4773
Maintenance Ofc, E. E. Durbin, 909 S. Fifth, C 333-2250
Talf-Van Doren Residence HaUs:
Coordinator, Miss Jean KeUey, 1005 S. Gregory, U SSS-llOO1
Ofc, Mrs. Grace C. Prestin, 1215 S. Fourth, C 333-0420
Head Residents:
Talf HaU, Miss Kathryn Aden, 9 Taft HaU 332-0572
Van Doren HaU, Mrs. Florence Ritchie, 9 Van Doren H . . 332-0456
Custodial Ofc, W. P. Whelan, 1215 S. Fourth, C 333-0869
Maintenance Ofc, D. N. Reynolds, 1215 S. Fourth, C 333-0597
HUMAN ECOLOGY, CENTER FOR:
Director, F. Sargent U, 1210 W. California, U 333-4178
HYDRAULIC ENGINEERING, V. T. Chow, 3118 C. E. B 333-0107
Lab, W. H. C. MaxweU, 1007 Western, U 333-4935
Lab Ofc, Mrs. Joanne Garth, 1007 Western, U 333-0687
HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS, State Water Surv, 53 W. R .333-2212
HYDRAULICS AND FLUID MECHANICS, W. M. Lansford, 219T.L.. 333-1835
HYDROLOGY, State Water Surv.
Head of Section, 245 W. R 333-0235
Evaporation and Transpiration, 240 W. R 333-0238
Groundwater Hydrology, 238 W. R 333-0239
Groundwater Information and Records, 252 W. R 333-0236
Reservoir Sedimentation, 242 W. R 333-0237
Surface Water Hydrology, 242 W. R 333-0237
I. B. R. RESEARCH RESIDENCE, 2103 Zuppke Dr. , U 367-3344
ICE RINK, 406 E. Armory, C'. , 344-1764
ILLI-BUS, A. L. WUson, 420 S. S. B ...'.' 333-2273
ILLINI GIRL SERVICE, 1203 W. Oregon, U 333-4752
ILLINI GROVE:
Monday through Friday (8:00 a. m. to 5:00 p. m. ) ...... 3^3-1230
Monday through Friday (after 5:00 p. m. ), Saturday and Sunday 333-2946
ILLINI PUBLISHING COMPANY:
General Manager, P. McMichael, Basement (S), I. H 333-3730
Ofc, Basement (s) L H 333-3730
Publications:
DaUy IUini, Advertising Copy Desk, Basement (S), I. H 333-3730
Circulation, Basement (S), LH 333-3730
Classified Advertising, Basement (S), I. H 333-3730
News and Editorial, Basement (S), L H 333-3730
Sports, Basement (S), I. H 333-3730
Ulio, Business Ofc, 298b I. U. (S)i 333-1284
Editorial Ofc, 205 Arcade 333-0535
Technograph, 248 E. E. B 333-1568
ILLINI UNION:
Director, E. F. Finder, 165 LU. (E) 333-0160
Ofc,, Mrs. Dorothy Hagner, 165 L U. (E) 333-0161
Asst Director, J. W. Corker, 165 I. U. (E) 333-3950
Asst to the Director, C. E. Wertz, 165 I. U. (E) 333-0693
Accountant, K. M. Clark, 165 LU. (E) .333-3955
BUliard Room, Ground Floor L U „ 333-2526
Book Center, Miss Judith M. Verchota, 135 I. U. (N) 533-0437
Bookstore, L. D. Eisenhauer, 715 S. Wright, C 333-2050'
Bowling Lanes, B. N. Lippincott, Ground Floor, I. U 333-2415
Browsing Room, Mrs. Anne S. Martel, 133 LU. (N) 333-2475
Campus Tour Ofc, R. E. Lumsden, 115 I. U. (N) 333-3668
Chief BuUding Operating Engineer, W. H. Baker, Sr. 115 I. U. (N). .333-3954
Duplicating and Sign Service, Mrs. Suzanne Feist, 125c I. U. (N). . .333-3068
Engine Room, Ground Floor, I. U 333-2114
Food Service:
Manager, Miss Marjorie S. Arkwright, 165 I. U. (E) 333-1140
Ofc, Mrs. Marilyn Rebecca, 165 LU. (E) 333-1141
Asst Managers, Miss Catherine E. Richards, 165 1. U. (E) 333-0126
Mrs. Vivian P. Larson, 165 I. U. (E) 333-2325
Main Kitchen, Ground Floor, I. U 333-0700
Production Mgr, Miss Hortensia Ramos, Ground Floor, I. U 333-0700
Guest Rooms:
Supervisor, M. W. Glenn, 125 I. U. (N) 333-1243
Reservations, 125 L U. (N) 333-1241
To contact guests 333-3030 or 344-1330
Information Ofc, R. E. Lumsden, 115 LU. (N) 333-4666
Lost and Found (open 8:00 a. m. to 5:00 p. m. Monday thru Friday)
115 L U. (N) , . 333-1629
Night Supervisor, R. L. McNabb, 165 I. U. (E) 333-0690
Personnel, J. W. Corker 333-3950
Ofc, Miss Marijo Luhrsen, 165 I. U. (E) 333-3951
Program Department:
Director, Mrs. Barbara L. Reed, 284 L U. (S) 333-3663
Ofc, Mrs. Sandra S. Bryant, 284 L U. (S) 333-3665
Asst Program Directors, Mrs. Susan K. CampbeU, 284 I. U. (S). 333-3666
Mrs. Penny J. Ditton, 284 I. U. (S)i .. 333-0445
K. D. Lawson, 284 I. U. (S). 333-3662
Ofc, Miss E. Rose Taube, 284 I. U. (S) 333-3664
Business Manager, K. D. Lawson, 284 LU. (S) 333-3662
Asst to Business Mgr, Miss Diana Brayman, 284 I. U. (S) 333-3661
Public Relations, Mrs. Mary B. Read, 165 I. U. (E) 333-0168
Receiving Room, Ground Floor, L U 333-3809
Receptionist, Mrs. Loretta J. Davis, 165 L U. (E) 333-0143,
Colonial Dining Room, 165 I. U. (E) 333-0690 :
Guest Rooms, 125 L U. (N) 333-1241
Meeting Rooms, 165 I. U. (E) 333-0690
Student Activities, IUini Union, 284 L U. (S) 333-3660
IUini Union Board Directors, 284 I. U. (S) 333-3661
,
Ticket Ofc, P. W. Utterback, 174 I. U. (W). . .^„ 333-1262
ILLINOIS ALUMNI NEWS, 227 I. U. ". . . .7 . " ~.~ . .
.
ILLINOIS ARCHAEOLOGICAL SURVEY, Anthropology,
137c Davenport HaU 333-1708
ILLINOIS HISTORICAL SURVEY, Director, R. M. Sutton, la Lib 333-1777
ILLINOIS TECHNOGRAPH, 248 E. E. B 333-1568
ILLIO, Business Ofc, 298b I. U. (S) : 333-1284
Editorial Ofc, 205 Arcade 333-0535
INDUSTRIAL ADMINISTRATION:
Acting Head of Dept, R. M. HiU, 350 Com (W) 333-4240
Secy, Mrs. Judi A. Lee, 350 Com (W) 333-4241
INDUSTRIAL DESIGN, E. J. Zagorski, 128 F. A. B 333-1459
INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION, R. M. Tomlinson, 344 Educ 333-2609
INDUSTRIAL MINERALS, State Geol. Surv, 309 N. R 189- 236
INFORMATION:
Administrative Telephone Numbers (numbers beginning 333-)
Dial for Operator
Student Telephone Numbers 333-0920
General University Information, N. Entrance, I. U 333-4666*-
Public Information Ofc, R. W. Evans, 131 Davenport House 333-1085
Student Activities Information, 278 I. U. (S) 333-1190
INSECT SURVEY, S.N.H. Surv, 287 N.R 333-6846 or 333-6847
INSTITUTIONAL MANAGEMENT, Miss MUdred BonneU,
297 Bevier HaU 333-2438
INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCH, BUREAU OF:
University Ofc:
Director, G. J. Froehlich, 409-240 E. Chalmers, C 333-3550
Ofc, Mrs. Donna Staley, 409-242 E. Chalmers, C .333-3551
Associate Director, F. L. Duff, 409-240 E. Chalmers, C 333-3552
Cost Analyses, C. N. Dold, 409-240 E. Chalmers, C .333-3551
Faculty Resources, A. W. Abdel-Salam, 409-274 E. Chalm. , C. 333-3551
Urbana Ofc.
Director, J. E. TerwiUiger, 1011 W. Springfield, U 333-3554
Ofc, 1011 W. Springfield, U 333-3554
Urbana Statistical Reports, J. H. Fund, 1011 W. SprgUd, U 333-3555
INSTRUCTIONAL RESEARCH AND CURRICULUM EVALUATION, CENTER FOR:
Director, J. T. Hastings, 270c Educ . . . .' 333-3770
Secy, Miss Lois M. Williamson, 270d Educ , . 333-3771






Director, C. J. Melntyre, 205 S. Goodwin, U 333-3370
Secy, Miss Susanne Sinnamon, 205 S. Goodwin, U^. 333-3370
Course Development Div. , Head, H. R. tJmock, 205 S. Goodw. , U . 333-3370
Instructional Materials Div. , Head, R. B. Lorenz, 407 E.H 333-3690
College of Education Lab, 37 Educ , . . . 333-0269
Engineering HaU Lab, 407 E. H 333-3690
Measurement and Research Div. Head, R. E. Spencer,
507 E. Daniel, C 333-3490
Television Div. , Head, R. C. Boston, 302 N. Goodwin, U 333-1070
INSTRUMENTS AND STANDARDS LAB, Engineering (See Measurement Prog.
)
INSURANCE, Bus. Ofc, 208 Adm 333-3110
INTERFRATERNITY COUNCIL, 266 I. U. (S) 333-3703
INTERNATIONAL AFFAIRS, Extension in, 119 I. H 533-1465
INTERNATIONAL AGRICULTURAL PROGRAMS:
Director, G. K. Brinegar, 113 M. H 333-6420
Secy, 113 M. H 333-6420
INTERNATIONAL COMPARATIVE STUDIES, CENTER FOR:
Acting Chairman of Executive Committee,
R. B. Crawford, 1207-311 W. Oregon, U ...333-4850
INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION AND RESEARCH IN ACCOUNTINGCENTER FOR
Director, V. K. Zimmerman, 320 Com (W) 333-4545
INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS:
Director, G. K. Brinegar, 409-301 E. Chalmers, C 333-6104
Secy, Mrs. Clarissa B. Barnes, 409-301 E. Chalmers, C. 333-6104'
A. I. D. Projects, Campus Ofc, R. W. Jugenheimer,
409-352 E. Chalmers, C 333-1990
Foreign Visitors Ofc.
Leader, R. C. Ross, 409-301 E. Chalmers, C 333-1992
Ofc, Mrs. RebaN. Corray, 409-301 E. Chalmers, C 333-1999
INTRAMURAL ACTIVITIES DIVISION:
Director, D. O. Matthews, 205 Huff Gym 333-3513
Secy, Mrs. Erlene B. Russell, 205 Huff Gym 333-3512
Men's Activities, Supervisor, R. J. McGuire, 204 Huff Gym 333-3511
Ofc, Mrs. Cindy Russell, 204 Huff Gym 333-3511
Co-Rec Activities, Supervisor, Mrs. Barbara L. HaU, 205 Huff G. 333-3510
INVENTORY SUPERVISOR, Bus. Ofc, C. J. Culver, 245 Adm 333-0786
IONOSPHERIC RESEARCH LAB, 60 E.E.B 333-2930
Geophysical Observatory, Urbana 333-0023
ITALIAN, 224 L. H 333-3391
JAMES SCHOLARS CENTER, 1205 W. Oregon, U 333-
JANITOR SERVICE 333-
JOURNALISM:
Head of Dept, J. W. Jensen, 120a G. H. 333-
Ofc, Mrs. Marilyn McKinney, 119 G.H 333-
JOURNALISM AND COMMUNICATIONS, COLLEGE OF:
Dean, T. Peterson, 119 G. H 333-
Ofc, Mrs. Julia P. Snyder, 119 G. H 333-
Asst to the Dean, W. W. Alfeld, 119 G. H 333-
Library, Miss Eleanor Blum, 122 G. H 333-
Photographic Lab, R. L. Hildwein, 13 G. H 333-
Placement, A. E. Strang, 117 G. H 333-
See also departmental listings.
JOURNALS:
Abstracts of English Studies, J. R. Squire, 508 S. Sixth, C .
.
Annals of Mathematical Statistics, Editor, D. L. Burkholder,
309 A. H . . . i 333
Ofc, Mrs. Carolyn J. Bloemker, 306 A. H .......333
Business Communication, R. D. Gieselman, 304 D.K. H 333
College Composition and Communication, J. R. Squire,
508 S. Sixth, C 352
College English, J. R. Squire, 508 S. Sixth, C 352
Comparative Literature Studies, Bus Ofc, 100 U. P 333
Editor, A. O. Aldridge, 383 L. H 333
Educational Theory, Mrs. Barbara Bergen, 230 Educ 333
Elementary English, J. R. Squire, 508 S. Sixth, C 352
English and Germanic Philology, Bus Ofc, 100 U. P 333
Board of Editors, J. Stillinger, 107 E. B 333
English Journal, J. R. Squire, 508 S. Sixth, C 352
Illinois Journal of Mathematics, Bus. Ofc, 100 U. P 333
Editor, Mrs. Carol Ash, 306 A. H .....333
International Journal of Accounting, Editor,
V. K. Zimmerman, 260d Com. (WX 333
Journal of Aesthetic Education, Bus. Ofc, 100 U. P 333
Editor, R. A. Smith, 288b Educ 333
Journal of Marketing Research, Editor, R. Ferber, 414 D. K. H 333
Asst to the Editor, Mrs. Judith Opacki, 432 D. K. H 333
Law Forum, J. H. McCord, 127 Law 333
Associate Editor, Mrs. Zelda T. Derber, 125 Law 333
Library Trends, Bus. Ofc, 100 U. P 333
Managing Editor, H. Goldhor, 329 Lib 333
Asst to the Editor, Mrs. Barbara L. Donagan, 435 Lib 333
Quarterly Review of Economics and Business, V L. Bassie
408 D. K. H 333







































KEY INVENTORY, P. P. S. B 333-4916
KRANNERT ART MUSEUM:
Director, A. S. Weller, 110 Arch 333
Associate Director, Mrs. Muriel B. Christison, 169K.A.M 333
Ofc, Mrs. Mary B. DeLong, 163 K. A. M .333
Assistant Curator, Miss Deborah A. Jones, 163 K. A. M 333






LABOR AND INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS, INSTITUTE OF:
Director, M. Wagner, 249 L. I. R :
Secy, Miss Mary L. Murray, 247 L. I. R i
Asst to the Director, Mrs. Elizabeth Levine, 205 L. I. R









Clerical Ofc, Miss Anice J. Duncan, 223 L. I. R 333-2386
Editorial Ofc, Mrs. Dorothy M: Wetzel, 125 L. I. R 333-1488
Extension Programs:
Coordinator, Management Programs, E.' C. Wolfe, 241 L.I. R. .333-0982
Coordinator, Labor Programs, P. L. Garman, 243 L.I. R 333-0980
Ofc, Mrs. Shirley Wilkins, 247 L. I. R 333-0980
Coordinator, Chicago Labor Programs, S. Rosen,
222 LaSalle Hotel, Chicago .' 663-2623
Library, P. A. Frey, 147L.I.R 333-2380
lOn-Campus Chairman, H. Folk, 119 L.I. R 333-1486
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE:
Chairman of Dept, W. G. Carnes, 205 Mumford Hall 333-0175
Ofc, Mrs. Elizabeth Saunders, 205 Mumford HaU 333-0176
Library, Mrs. Mary A. Vance, 203 Mumford HaU 333-0424
LANGUAGE LAB:
Coordinator, M. K. Myers, 214 L. H 333-1719
Ofc, Mrs. Rachel H. ManweU, 214 L. H 333-1719'
LARGE ANIMAL CLINIC, Vet Med 333-2000
LATIN, 361 L. H 333-0138.
LATIN-AMERICAN STUDIES CENTER:
Acting Director, C. W. Deal, 1207 W. Oregon, U 333-3182
Ofc, Mrs. Diana D. Poole, 1207 W. Oregon, U 333-3182
Honors Adviser, J. Thompson, 1207 W. Oregon, U 333-3182
LAW, COLLEGE OF:
Dean, J. E. Cribbet, 209 Law. 333-0930
Secy, Mrs. Rosemary Tucker, 209 Law 333-0931
Assistant Dean, E. J. Kionka, 209 Law 333-0932
Asst to the Dean, M. A. Hale, 209 Law 333-0932
Admissions and Records:
Adm Secy, Miss Marian H. Martin, 111 Law 333-1134
Student Records, Miss Margaret Wascher, 111 Law 333-1134
Law Forum, Editor, J. H. McCord, 127 Law 333-0104
Associate Editor, Mrs. Zelda T. Derber, 125 Law 333-0104
Library:
Librarian, Mrs. Bernita J. Davies, 104 Law. 333-2913
Associate Librarian, E. F. Hess, Jr. , 104 Law 333-2914
Circulation Desk, S. S. Y. Huang, 104 Law 333-2915
Foreign Law Materials, J. R. Pages, 104 Law 333-2008
Reference, D. D. WiUard, 104 Law 333-3244
LEGAL COUNSEL'S. OFC:
Legal Counsel, J. J. Costello, 258 Adm 333-0560
Associate Legal Counsel, J. W. Metzger, 258 Adm 333-0560
Adm Secy, Mrs. Mary N. Schumm, 258 Adm 333-0560
Asst Legal Counsels, E. L. Palmberg, 258 Adm 333-0560
W. Glockner, 258 Adm 333-0560
LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCES, COLLEGE OF:
Student Ofc (Student Records) Mrs. Betty B. Smith, 294 L. H 333-1705
Associate Dean (Students) T. C. Bloomer, 294 L. H 333-1700
Secy, Mrs. Jean M. Glass, 294 L. H 333-1700
Associate Deans, Program Development, R. K. Applebee, 294 L.H 333-0838
Undergraduate Affairs, R. A. Waller, 294 L.H. 333-1747
Asst Deans: S. D. Andersen, 294 L. H 333-4923
K. W. Broadrick, 294 L. H 333-1703
G. F. Hatch, 294 L. H 333-174*
R. B. Hinely, 294 L. H 333-6628
R. W. Holmes, 294 L. H 333-1748
P. J. MageUi, 294 L. H 333-1158 -
L. W. Olson, 294 L. H 333-1748
Assistants: Mrs. Artha Chamberlain, 294 L. H 333-6629
Mrs. Margaret F. Huang, 294 L. H 333-6629.
Mrs. Charlotte H. Sonnenfeld, 294 L. H 333-6629,
W. J. MuUen, 294 L. H 333-4923
Assistant to Dean, R. E. Martin, 294 L.H 333-1704
Honors Program, Executive Secy, S. D. Andersen, 294 L.H 333-4923
Dean, R. W. Rogers, 294 L.H 333-1350
Secy, Mrs. Amy E. Henschen, 288 L.H , 333-1351
Academic Appointments and Financial Records,
Miss LucUle N. EUis, 288a L. H 333-1352
LIBRARY:
Dean of Library Adm, R. B. Downs, 222 Lib 333-0790
Secy, Mrs. ClarabeUe Gunning, 222 Lib 333-0791
Adm Assistant, J. W. Heussman, 222 Lib 333-0792
Directors:
Public Services, L. W. White, 301 Lib 333-0317
Technical Depts. , R. L. Talmadge, 302 Lib 333-0318
Associate Director for Public Services, R. W. Oram, 203 Lib 333-2079
Personnel Librarian, R. F. DelzeU, 305 Lib 333-0319
Acquisition Dept, 220a Lib 333-1055 or333-1056
Librarian, Miss Helen M. Welch, 220a Lib 333-1054
Gifts and Exchanges, D. R. Briggs, 220a Lib 333-2875
Catalog Dept, 246 Lib ." 333-3399
Librarian, Miss Betty M. E. Croft, 246d Lib 333-3285
Card Division, Mrs. Harriet L. Mason, 246a Lib 333-2348
Circulation Dept, 203 Lib 333-2934
Assoc. Dir. , Public Services, R. W. Oram, 209 Lib 333-2079
Circulation Librarian, N. F. Nash, 203 Lib 333-2934
Bookstack Librarian, N. G. Wente, 203 Lib 333-0313
Circulation Desk, N. F. Nash, 203 Lib 333-2934
Extramural Loans, Miss Joan L. Hewitt, 203 Lib 333-3999
Interlibrary Lending, Miss Cecelia M. McCarthy, 203 Lib 333-3773
Departmental Libraries:
Agriculture, D. A. Brown, 226 Mumford HaU 333-2416
Architecture, Miss Marguerite S. Kaufman, 202 Arch 333-0224
Biology, L. E. Bamber, 101 BurriU Hall 333-3654
Ceramics, Mrs. Linda M. Schwartz, 212 Cer 333-4305
Chemistry, Miss Ruth T. Power, 257 N. L 333-3737
City Planning, Mrs. Mary A. Vance, 203 Mumford HaU 333-0424.
Classics, Mrs. Suzanne M. Griffiths, 419a Lib 333-1124J
Commerce, Miss Esther M. Clausen, 225 Lib 333-3619
Education and Social Sciences, J. A. Walker, 100 Lib 333-2305
Engineering, L. Coburn, 119 E. H 333-3576
English, Miss Eva F. Benton, 321 Lib 333-2220;
Geological Survey, Mrs. Grace A. Weaver, 469 N.R 189- 252
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Geology, Mrs. Harriet WT Smith," 223 N. H 333-1266
History and Philosophy, Mrs. Martha O. Friedman, 424 Lib 333-1091
Home Economics, Mrs. Avis A. Ball, 314 Bevler Hall 333-0748
IUini Union Browsing Room, Miss Anne S. Martel, 133 I. U. (N) 333-2475;
Journalism and Communications, Miss Eleanor Blum, 122 G. H. .333-2216!
Labor and Industrial Relations, 145 L. I. R 333-2380
Landscape Architecture, Mrs. Mary A. Vance, 203 M.H 333-0424
Law, Mrs. Bernita J. Davies, 104 Law 333-2913
Library Science, Miss Evelyn L. Johnson, 306 Lib 333-3804
Map and Geography, R. C. White, 418b Lib 333-0827
Mathematics, H. A. Messman, 216 A. H 333-0258
Modern Languages, Miss Florence A. Harding, 425 Lib 333-0076
Music, W. M. McClellan, 220S.M.H 333-1173
Natural History Survey, Mrs. Doris F. Dodds, 196 N.R 333-3240
Newspaper and Business Archives, I. Iben, 1 Lib 333-1509
Philosophy, Mrs. Martha O. Friedman, 424 Lib 333-1091
Physical Education, Miss M. Jean Lokke, 146 Lib 333-3615
Physics, Mrs. Bernice L. Hulsizer, 204 P. B 333-2101
Political Science, J. A. Walker, 100 Lib 333-2305
Psychology, J. A. Walker, 100 Lib 333-2305
Rare Book Room, Miss Marian Harman, 346 Lib 333-3777
Social Work, J. A. Walker, 100 Lib 333-2305
Sociology, J. A. Walker, 100 Lib .333-2305.
Undergraduate, J. E. Seifert, 101 Lib 333-3935
University Archives, M. J. Brichford, 19 Lib .333-0798
University High School, Mrs. Joan E. Irwin, 201 U. H. S 333-1589
Urbana Planning, See City Planning and Landscape Architecture.
Veterinary Medicine, Miss Marian T. Estep, 250 V. M 333-2193
Photographic Services, J. K. Aiken, 44 Lib 333-3569
Reference Dept, 200 Lib 333-2290
Librarian, T. E. Ratcliffe, 200 Lib 333-2291
Card Catalog Information, 203 Lib 333-3258
Periodical Section, 200 Lib 333-1900
Serials Dept, 220s Lib 333-4164
Librarian, W. H. Huff, 220s Lib 333-4163
Serials Acquisitions, 220s Lib 333-4164
Serials Cataloging, 220s Lib 333-3856
Serials Records, 220s Lib 333-0252
Binding Div, 12 Lib 333-1997
Librarian, W. T. Henderson, 12 Lib 333-1997
Book Repair, Miss Carolyn J. Gammon, 12 Lib 333-1269
Marking, Mrs. Phyllis Kelley, 12 Lib 333-1269
Documents Div. , J. M. Littlewood, 220d Lib 333-3441
Shipping and Receiving Room, C. K. Gifford, 22 Lib 333-1113
Special Languages Dept, 128 Lib 333-1349
Librarian, L. H. MiUer, 128 Lib . . 333-1348
Far Eastern Library, E. Wolff, 111 Lib 333-1501
South Asia Section, N. K. Aggarwal, lb Lib 333-2492
Slavic Cataloging Section, D. M. Shtohryn, 246 Lib 333-1340
LIBRARY RESEARCH CENTER, G. G. Garrison, 428 Lib 333-1980
LIBRARY SCIENCE, GRADUATE SCHOOL OF:
Director, H. Goldhor, 329 Lib 333-3280
Assistant Director, L. E. Bone, 329 Lib 333-3281
Adm Asst, Miss Helen I. Knights, 415 Lib i 333-0734
Library, Miss Evelyn L. Johnson, 306 Lib 333-3804
Library Research Center, G. G. Garrison, 428 Lib 333-1980
Publications Ofc, Mrs. Barbara Donagan, 435 Lib .333-1359
LIFE SCIENCES, SCHOOL OF:
Director, R. E. Kallio, 389 Morrill Hall 333-3044
135 Burrill Hall 333-1069
Ofc, Mrs. E. Kathleen Seeds, 387 Morrill Hall 333-3045
Business Ofc, J. K. Stanley, 391 Morrill Hall .333-3046
Biology Advisers:
Biology 110-111, R. S. Bader, 165 MorriU Hall 333-2293
D. J. Paolillo, 639 MorriU Hall 333-0346
Cell Biology, L. L. CampbeU, 131 Burrill Hall 333-1737
General Biology Majors, D. C. Eades, 455 MorriU Hall 333-0579
Honors Majors (Undergraduates) D. L. Nanney, 481 MorriU H. .333-2308
A. W. Ghent, 203 H. H 333-2209
Mrs. Judith H. WiUis, 420 MorriU Hall 333-2454
Teacher Training Biology, J. R. Larsen, 318c MorriU HaU 333-0835
Biology Shop, A. S. WUson, 59 BurriU HaU 333-0609
Instrument Lab, F. DiUey, 339 BurrUl HaU 333-2288
Library, L. E. Bamber, 101 BurriU HaU 333-3654
Natural History Museum:
Director, D. F. Hoffmeister, 438 N. H 333-2517
Asst to Director, Mrs. Dorothy M. Smith, 438 N.H 333-2517
Curator of Exhibits, H. Henriksen, 320 N. H 333-1149
Scientific Artist, C. H. Beiger, 94 Bevier HaU 333-2448
University Electron Microscope Facility:
Director, B. V. HaU, 104 Vivarium > 333-1611
84a Bevier HaU 333-0127
Instructor, R. S. Harmer, 97 Bevier HaU 333-2108
Ofc, Mrs. Olive L. Stayton, 97 Bevier HaU 333-2108
LINCOLN AVENUE RESIDENCE (Women's Res. HaU) 1005 S.Lincoln
1005 S. Lincoln, U 333-0920
For residents' numbers see the student section of this directory.
LINGUISTICS:
Head of Dept, R. B. Lees, 309j Davenport HaU 333-3563
Ofc, Mrs. MUdred Schalk, 309h Davenport HaU 333-3563 or 333-4166
LIVESTOCK EXTENSION, H. G. Rus.seU, 326 Mumford HaU 333-0013
LOST AND FOUND (open 8:00 a. m. to 5:00 p. m. Monday through
Friday) 115 I. U. (N) 333-1629
LUNDGREN HALL (Women's Residence HaU) 1215 S. Fourth, C 333-0920
For residents' numbers, see the student section of this directory.
M
MACHINE TOOL LAB, 217M.E.B... 333-0699
MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMICS LAB, 106 Woodshop and Foundry. . . 333-2593
MAIL, Campus, C. N. Taylor, 76 Adm .333-2029
MAILING SERVICE, University Press, 1002 W. Green, U 333-6101
MAP AND GEOGRAPHY LIBRARY, R. C. White, 418b Lit) 333-0827
MARKETING, AGRICULTURE:
Farm Supplies, R. J. Mutti, 309 Mumford HaU 333-1818
Food Merchandising, G. M. England, 301a Mumford HaU 333-1812
Fruits and Vegetables, R. A. KeUy, 300a Mumford Hall .... . . 333-1823
Grain, T. A. Hieronymus, 310 Mumford Hall .333-3998
Livestock, E. E. Broadbent, 307c Mumford HaU 333-1827
Milk, R. W. Bartlett, 315 Mumford HaU 333-1820
Poultry, J. R. Roush, 425 Mumford HaU 333-1830
MARKETING, COMMERCE:
Acting Head of Dept, D. G. Frederick, 340 Com. (W) 333-4650
Secy, Mrs. Helen S. McFarland, 340 Com. (W) 333-465Q
MATERIALS RESEARCH LAB:
Director, R. J. Maurer, 206 M. R. L 333-1370
Secy, Mrs. E. Ann Wells, 202 M. R. L
.
.333-1371
Associate Director, G. A. RusseU, 201 M.R.L ....333-1372
Business Manager, J. L. Pence, 262 M. R. L .333-1373
Purchasing Services, C. A. Burkhead, 264 M.R.L 333-1374
General Stores, R.K.Arnold, 241 M.R.L 333-1375
Shop Ofc, F. S. Wise, 148b M. R. L 333-1376
Glass Shop, A. F. Robbins, 135 M. R. L 333-X377
MATHEMATICS:
Head of Dept, P. T. Bateman, 273 A. H .333-3350
Ofc, Mrs. MarionS. Corzine, 273 A. H 333-3350
Executive Secretary, H. J. Miles, 273 A. H 333-3354
Academic Year Institute, W. Zaring, 303 A. H 333-2168
Freshman and Sophomore Courses, W. A. Ferguson, 274 A. H . . . . 333-3353
Library, H. A. Messman, 216 A. H 333-0258
Undergraduate and Honors Adviser, J. W. Peters, 267 A. H 333-3355
MATHEMATICS CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT PROJECT,
CURRICULUM LAB:
Director, M. Beberman, 1210 W. Springfield, U ...333-0150
Secy, Miss Helen L. Howard, 1210 W. Springfield, U 333-0150
Asst Director, M. W. Wolfe, 1210 W. Springfield, U 333-0150
Executive Asst to Director, W. M. Golden, 1210 W. Sprgfld, U 333-0150
MCKINLEY HOSPITAL:
Administrator, F. Fillingim, 102 McKinley Hospital 333-3263
Admission Secy, Miss Virginia F. Starwlat, McKinley Hospital 333-3263
Business Manager, C. E. Swinehart, McKinley Hospital 333-3263
Dietitian, Mrs. Perial Wicholas, McKinley Hospital 333-3263
Medical Lab Technologist, Mrs. Elaine Kuntzman, Health Center. . .333-2750
Medical Record Lib, Miss Charlotte Bossi, McKinley Hospital 333-3263
Physical Therapist, Mrs. Linda K. Cox, Health Center 333-2751
Supervising Nurse, McKinley Hospital 333-3263
X-Ray Technician, J. Carlson, Health Center 333-2752
MEASUREMENT PROGRAM (Instruments and Standards Lab), ENGINEERING:
Director, H. N. Hayward, 207 E. E. R. L 333-1943
Asst Director, W. O. Risley, 207 E. E. R. L 333-1943
Consultant, H. C. Roberts, 207 E. E. R. L 333-1943
Instrument Repair and Stockroom, 207 E. E. R. L 333-1941
MEATS DIVISION, 132a Davenport HaU 333-1684
Laboratories, 143 Davenport Hall 333-2068
243A.S.L 333-4459
Ofc, Miss Carolyn Carter, 132 Davenport HaU 333-1683
MECHANICAL AND INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING:
Head of Dept, H. H. Korst, 148 M. E. B 333-1175
Secy, Mrs. Delitha Feltz, 144 M. E. B 333-1176
Associate Head of Dept, S. Konzo, 152 M. E. B 333-2027
Registration Inf. , Graduate Students, S. Konzo, 144 M. E. B 333-1176
Undergraduate Students, J. W. Bayne, 142M.E.B 333-0755
I. B. R. Research Residence, W. S. Harris, 2103 Zuppke Dr, U . . . 367-3344
Instrument Room, 106 M. E. L 333-2041
Laboratories:
Calibration, M. Steidner, 101 M. E. L 333-1711
Electronics Shop, J. L. Link, 65 M. E. B . . 333-2815
Foundry, J. L. Leach, 12 Foundry 333-1779
Heat Transfer, 43 M. E. B 333-3069
Heat Treatment of Metals, S. Ramalingam, 114 M. E. B 333-0747
Internal Combustion Engine, W. L. Hull, 101M. E.B 333-0226
Machine Design, C. S. Larson, 362 M. E.B 333-1964
Machine Tool, K. J. Trigger, 217 M. E. B 333-0699
Physical Environment, B. A. Hertig, 119 M. E. L 333-3686
Power, E. F. Hebrank, 208 M. E. L 333-0867
Thermodynamics, S. L. Soo, 51 M. E. B 333-3288
Welding, M. B. Singer, 215 M. E. B 333-3499
MEN'S INDEPENDENT ASSOCIATION, 268 L U. (S) 333-0899
MEN'S RESIDENCE HALL ASSOCIATION, 37 Snyder HaU 333-1180
METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING, 201 M. M. B 333-1441
MICROBIOLOGY:
Head of Dept, L. L. CampbeU, 131 BurriU Hall 333-1737
Ofc, Mrs. Dorothy A. Retzolk, 131 BurriU HaU , 333-1737
Honors Adviser, Miss Joan McCamish, 221 BurriU HaU 333-2203
MICRO-PRECISION LAB, W. O. Smith, 605 S. Sixth, C , 333-6189
MIDWEST UNIVERSITIES CONSORTIUM FOR INTERNATIONAL ACTIVITIES, INC
Executive Director, R. Dangerfield, 409-309 E.' Chalmers, C 333-1994
333-1988
S,ecy, Mrs. EUen L. Rhode, 409-309 E. Chalmers, C 333-1994
333-1988
Assistant Director, P. J. Magelli, 409-309 E. Chalmers, C .333-1994
333-1988
MILITARY SCIENCE:
Prof of Military Science, Col. M. A. Goers, 107 Armory .' 333-1669
Executive Officer, Lt. Col. B. B. Asbury, 110 Armory 333-1551
Adjutant, Maj. L. G. Cini, 113 Armory 333-3418
Secy, Miss Mary E. Beach, 110 Armory 333-1551
Sergeant Major, S/Maj. W. E. Flynn, 111 Armory i .-, 333-1550
Secy, 111 Armory 333-1550
Cadet Administration, Mrs. Elfrieda V. Staley, 113 Armory :'333-3418
Director of Instruction, Maj. D. A. Fisch, 205 Armory. 333-3579
MINERAL BENEFICIATION, State Geol. Surv, 368 N. R 189- 291
MINERAL ECONOMICS, State Geol. Surv, 200 N. R 189- 264
MINING, METALLURGY, AND PETROLEUM ENGINEERING:
Head of Dept, C. A. Wert, 201 M. M. B 333-1440
Secy, Miss Marion M. Huber, 201 M. M. B 333-1441
Dept Business Ofc, A. F. Graziano, 203 M. M. B 333-1442
Machine Shop, 150 M. M. B .333-2909
Receiving Room, 216 M. M. B 333-1443
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MOON REFLECTIONS LAB, 372b E. E. B 333-
Field Station, Danville 446-
MOORMAN ANIMAL BREEDING RESEARCH FARM, S. Fourth, C 333-
MOTION PICTURE PRODUCTION CENTER, 1102 W. Main, U 333-
333-
Supervisor of Productions, B. L. Sims, 1102 W. Main, U 333-
333-
MOTOR VEHICLE DIVISION:
Supervisor, R. W. Meeker, 101 N. Mathews, U 333-
Ofc, Mrs. Rosemary J. Renfrew, 101 N. Mathews, U 333-
Asst Supervisor, D. H. Hoferkamp, 101 N. Mathews, U 333-
Automobile Registration, 101 N. Mathews, U 333-
MOTORCYCLE REGISTRATION, 101 N. Mathews. U 333-
MUSEUMS:
Art (Krannert) Director, A. S. Weller, 110 Arch 333-
Associate Director, Mrs. Muriel B. Chrlstlson, 169K.A.M 333-
Classical and European Culture, Dir, O. H. Dodson, 484 L. H 333-
Natural History Director, D. F. Hoffmeister, 438 N. H 333-
Asst to Director, Mrs. Dorothy M. Smith, 438 N. H 333-
435 N. H 333-
Curator of Exhibits, H. Henriksen, 320 N. H 333-
MUSIC, SCHOOL OF:
Director, D. A. Branigan, 100 S. M. H 333-
Secy, Miss Lillian Marr, 100 S. M. H 333'
Asst to the Director, A. M. Carter, 100 S. M. H 333-
Choral Ofc, S. H 333-
Extension in Music, Theory Annex 333-
Graduate Records, Mrs. Carolyn Dodd, 1203 W. Nevada, U 333-
Hill Annex, 1204 W. Nevada, U 333-3544 or 333-
Library, 220 S. M. H 333-
Librarian, W. M. McClellan, 220c S. M. H 333-
Disk Room, 220 S. M. H 333-
Music Communications, 1203 W. Nevada, U 333-
Practice Annex, 1205 1/2 W. Nevada, U 333-
Recording Facilities, 352 S. M. H 333-
String Annex, 1205 W. Nevada, U 333-
Theory Annex, 608 S. Mathews, U , 333'
MUSIC, EXTENSION IN, Theory Annex 333-






































NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF EDUCATIONAL BROADCASTERS:
Mgr of Tape Network, R. E. Underwood, Jr. , 59 E. Armory, C . . .333-0580,
NATURAL HISTORY MUSEUM, Dir, D. F. Hoffmeister, 438 N.H... .333.
NATURAL HISTORY MUSEUM, Dir, D. F. Hoffmeister, 438 N.H ... .333-2517
Asst to Director, Mrs. Dorothy M. Smith, 438 N. H 333-2517
435 N. H 333-6438
Ofc, Mrs. Arlene Webb, 438 N. H 333-2517
Curator of Exhibits, H. Henriksen, 320 N. H 333-1149
Herpetological Collections, 435 N. H 333-6438
Mammalogical Collections, 439 N. H 333-2517
NAVAL RESEARCH OFC:
Resident Representative, F. X. Finnigan, 605 S. Goodwin, U 333-2430
Secy, Miss Mary M. Scott, 605 S. Goodwin, U 333-2430
NAVAL SCIENCE:
Administrative Ofc, 239 Armory 333-1062
Commanding Officer, Capt. J. C. Spitler, 236 Armory 333-1061
Ofc, 239 Armory 333-1062
Executive Officer, Comdr. R. W. Rogers, 238 Armory 333-1061
Marine Ofc, 236b Armory '. 333-1063
Naval Instructors' Ofc, 238, 240 Armory 333-1063
Yeoman, YNC A. W. Yole, 239 Armory 333-1062
.NEUTRON ACTIVATION ANALYSIS, State Geol. Surv, 320 N.R 189- 229
NEWSPAPER LIBRARY AND BUSINESS ARCHIVES, I. Iben, 1 Lib . . . 333-1509
NOBLE HALL (Women's Residence Hall) 1215 S. Fourth, C 333-0920
For residents' numbers, see the student section of this directory.
NONACADEMIC PERSONNEL, CENTRAL OFC:
Director, O. S. Smith, 1 33 Davenport House 333-2590
Associate Director, R. E. Hartz, 627 1/2 S. Wright, C 333-4238
Assts to Director, E. S. SawteUe, 142 Davenport House 333-4915
B. J. Williams, 142 Davenport House 333-2789
L. J. Gordon, 627 1/2 S. Wright, C 333-4394
Publications Editor, Miss Jean E. Somers, 133 Davenport House.. 333-2788
Stenographic Bureau, 1203 W. Oregon, U 333-1601
NONACADEMIC PERSONNEL, URBANA OFC:
Manager, Urbana Personnel Serv, C. Gates, 112 Davenport Hse . . .333-3105
General Ofc, Davenport House 333-2141
Classification and Pay Adm, Supv, R. Barstead, Davenport Hse 333-2147
Employee Services and Dev. , Supv, W. J. Hylbert, Davenport Hse 333r6110
Training, R. Berkman, Davenport House 333-6199
Employment, Supervisor, D. W. Swift, Davenport House 333*3109
Placement Officers 333-2137, 333-2138 or 333-2139
Labor Relations, C. R. Dammers, Davenport House 333-3108
Records and Reports, Supv, Miss Grace Gifford, Davenport Hse. . . 333-2143
Visiting Nurse, Mrs. Lola Myers, 627 1/2 S. Wright, C 333-4395
NORTH CENTRAL ASSOCIATION OF COLLEGES AND SECONDARY SCHOOLS:
Chairman, Illinois State Committee, Commission on Secondary
Schools, L. B. Fisher, 409-338 Chalmers, C 333-1122
Asst Chairman, J. S. Kemp, 409-338 E. Chalmers, C 333-1120
NUCLEAR ENGINEERING:
Chairman of the Program, M. E. Wyman, 214 N. E. L 333-2295
Secy, Mrs. Carol M. Mathis, 216N.E.L 333-2295
Nuclear Reactor Lab, G. P. Beck 333-0866
NUCLEAR RADIATION LAB, (Cyclotron) 333-2200
NUTRITION, ANIMAL, R. M. Forbes, 120A.S.L 333-3132
Home Economics, J. W. Nordstrom, 439 Bevier HaU 333-1324
NUTRITION RESEARCH LAB, Miss Beula V. McKey, 448 Bevier H . . 333-2289
NUTRITIONAL BIOCHEMISTRY, R. M. Forbes, 126A.S.L 333-3130
Ofc, Mrs. Alma E. White, 124 A. S. L 333-3131
Storeroom, C. H. Anders, 118 A. S. L 333-3131
o
OBSERVATORY. 333-3090
OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY, Miss Beatrice D. Wade, 1207 W Ore, U. 333-2261
OFFICE MACHINE REPAIR, Purchasing Div. , Bus Ofc, 223 Adm 333-3590
OFFICE OF SPACE UTILIZATION:
Director, W. E. Stallman, 242 Davenport House 333-1234
Secy, Mrs. Barbara Smith, 243 Davenport House 333-1234
Asst Directors, W. W. Williams, 241 Davenport House 333-1231
E. C. Wahl, 331 Davenport House 333-1232
Asst to the Director, G. D. Schleef, 243 Davenport House 333-1232
D. A. Wack, 330 Davenport House 333-1232
R. L. Walker, 240 Davenport House 333-1233
Classrooms Assignments, Mrs. Linda L. Hawn, 237 Davenport H. .333-1233
Reservations, Mrs. Janice Tondini, 237 Davenport House 333-1230
OFFICE SUPPLY STOREROOM, Purchasing Div. , Bus Ofc, CRW 333-1040
OGLESBY HALL (Men's Residence HaU) 1001 College Ct. , U 333-0920
For residents' numbers, see the student section of this directory.
OIL AND GAS RESEARCH, State Geol. Surv, 238 N. R 189- 242
ONG AIRLINES, Airport Ofc 822-5261
OZARK AIR LINES, Airport Ofc 822-5271
Reservations 352-5291
PAINTING, Art, W. F. Doolittle, 140 F. A. B , 333-0642
PANHELLENIC, 299 I. U. (S) 333-1546
PAYROLL DEPT. , Bus Ofc:
Supervisor, J. C. Mahaffey, 100b Adm 333-2182
Academic (monthly) Mrs. Hortense S. Johnson, 100b Adm 333-2191
Deductions (Insurance, annuities, etc.) J. R. Carlson, 100b Adm. . .333-2183
Nonacademic (monthly) Mrs. Margaret C. Mehr, 100b Adm 333-2182
Part-time Assistants and FeUows, Miss Helen J. Polk, 100b Adm, .333-2190
Student and Hourly (bi-weekly) Miss Mary L Crowley, 100b Adm . . 333-3012
PEACE CORPS:
Information, G. W. Peck, 1 S.S. B 333-0821
W. K. Wessels, 104 Mumford HaU 333-3380
H. J. Wetzel, 414 Mumford HaU 333-0912
University Liaison, B. E. Gates, 130 S. S. B 333-0050
PERSONALITY AND GROUP ANALYSIS LAB,
R. B. CatteU, 907 S. Sixth, C 333-0519
PEST CONTROL SERVICE 333-0340
PETROLEUM ENGINEERING, 201 M. M. B. 333-1441
PETROLEUM ENGINEERING, State Geol. Surv, 425a N. R 189- 295
PHILOSOPHY:
Chairman of Dept, B. J. Diggs, 105 G. H 333-2889
Ofc, 105 G. H 333-2889
Honors Adviser, A. H. Donagan, 200a G. H 333-0271
Library, Mrs. Martha O. Friedman, 424 Lib 333-1091
PHOTOELASTIC RESEARCH, C. E. Taylor, 300 T. L 333-2659
PHOTOGRAMMETRY AND GEODESEY, H. M. Karara, 210 Woodshp, .333-4311
Ofc, Mrs. Mova Bouknight, 208 Woodshop 333-0174
Photogrammetric and Geodetic Research, 205 Woodshop 333-2436
PHOTOGRAPHIC LAB, Library, J. K. Aiken, 44 Lib 333-3569
PHOTOGRAPHIC SERVICE, 713 S. Wright, C 333-4677
To secure photographer 333-4670
PHOTOSYNTHESIS LAB. , Botany, 283 MorriU HaU 333-1794
PHYSICAL EDUCATION, COLLEGE OF:
Dean, K. J. McCristal, 107 Huff Gym 333-2131
Secy, Mrs. Leona F. Alexander, 107 Huff Gym 333-2131
Asst Deans, Academic Affairs, A. C. Moore, 106 Huff Gym 333-2129
Equipment and FacUities, R. J. KeUer, 110 Huff Gym 333-3268
Graduate Records, 121 Huff Gym 333-2460
Library, Miss M. Jean Lokke, 146 Lib 333-3615
Supply Room, C. F. Hale, 95 Huff Gym 333-3118
D. E. Eason, 109 M. O. G 333-3956
Swimming Pools, 113 Huff Gym 333-3099
204 M. O. G 333-3064
Undergraduate Student Records, Mrs. Ann Wade, 107 Huff Gym 333-2130
See also departmental listings.
PHYSICAL"EDUCATION FOR MEN:
Head of Dept, E. F. Zeigler, 121a Huff Gym 333-2460
Secy, Mrs. Naomi Vonesh, 121 Huff Gym 333-2460
Asst to Head of Dept, W. J. Penny, 121 Huff Gym 333-2460.
Secy, Mrs. MaryE. Scouffas, 121 Huff Gym 333-246Q
Undergraduate Professional Program, Director,
R. G. Wright, 120a Huff Gym 333-2461
Undergrad Advisers, W. Johnson, 119 Huff Gym 333-2462
E. F. Luck, 120 Huff Gym 333-2461
B. L. Rothermel, 120 Huff Gym . 333-2461
Secy, Mrs. Karen Vetuschi, 120 Huff Gym 333-2461
Basic Instruction Program, Director, J. E. Razor, 201 M.O.G. .. 333-1680
Asst to the Director, R. Case, 201 M.O. G 333-1680
Secy, Mrs. Ann S. Fottler, 201 M.O.G 333-1680
Exercise Therapy Clinic, Director, R. E. Shelton, 106 M.O.G 333-3347
Asst to the Director, L. O. Greninger, 106 M. O. G 333-3347
Oral History Research Ofc, Miss Marianna TrekeU, 116 Huff Gym . 333-3765
Secy, Miss Doreene K. Woodard, 116 Huff Gym 333-4932
Physical Fitness Rsch Lab, Director, T. K. Cureton, Jr.
,
213 Huff Gym 333-1730
Asst to the Director, R. H. Pohndorf, 305 Huff Gym 333-0204
Lab Supervisor, B. D. Franks, 305 Huff Gym 333.-0204
Asst Lab Supervisor, W. Kachadorian, 305 Huff Gym 333-0204
Lab Technician, Mrs. Betty Frey, 305 Huff Gym : 333^0204?
Secy, Mrs. LoLita Glddens, 213 Huff Gym 333-1731,
Sports Psychology Rsch Lab, Dir, A. W. Hubbard, 300 Huff Gym. . 333-2808
Secy, Mrs. Juanita Nogle, 300 Huff Gym j 333-2808'
PHYSICAL EDUCATION FOR WOMEN:
Head of Dept, Mrs. Alyce T. Cheska, 118 W. Gym 333-0470
Ofc, Mrs. Frances W. Hoffman, 117 W. Gym 333-0470
Basic Instruction Program, Miss Martha A. Aly, 127 W. Gym 333-3806
Ofc, Mrs. Janet R. McClellan, 127 W. Gym 333-3806
Dance Program, Miss Margaret Erlanger, 126a W. Gym 333-2228
Human Movement Research Lab, Miss "-live G. Young, 15 E. B 333-3096
Recreationsl Sports, Miss Karol A. Kahrs, 211 W. Gym 333-3877
Student Teacher Education, Miss Josephine Mancuso, 116 W.Gym. .333-3357
Swimming Pool Coordinator, Miss Marjorle M. Harris, 116 E. B . . ? 3 ?-2066
Ofc, Mrs. Theresa L. Guiney, 116 E. B 333-2066
Teacher Education, Miss Beulah J. Drom, 116 W. Gym 333-3357
1{
PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT UNIT,
! Director, B. A. Hertig, 119 M. E. L .-
PHYSICAL PLANT:
Director, C. S. Havens, 276 Adm .333
Secy, Mrs. Eileen P. Wilske, 276 Adm 333
Associate Director, V. L. Kretschmer, 276 Adm 333
Assts to the Director:
Finance, E. S. Sefcik, 276 Adm 333








D. C. Neville, 276 Adm
Director of Campus Development,
R. S. Chamberlin, 704 S. Sixth, C
Architectural Division:
Campus Architect, P. E. Dixon, 605 E. Green, C
Secy, Mrs. Eileen A. Wikoff, 605 E. Green, C 333-
Superintendent, R. R. Gilford, 605 E. Green, C 333
Chief Draftsman, J. K. Rigsby, 605 E. Green, C. 333
Buildings and Grounds Division:
Superintendent, J. Doak, P. P. S. B
Secy, Mrs. Mary A. Mason, P.P.S.B
Asst to Supt, L. G. Hernecheck, P.P.S.B
Accounting Section:
Accts, J. C. Ambrose, P. P. S. B
L. C. Lain, P.P.S.B
C. B. Roberts, P.P.S.B
Keys, P. P. S. B
Payrolls, Miss Edith J. McBride, P.P.S.B
Building Maintenance, Supt, R. F. Vogel, P.P.S.B.
Electrical Engineer, D. S. Parry, P.P.S.B
Structural Engineer, E. A. Cousins, P.P.S.B...
















Supervisor of Building Craftsmen, L. E. Douglass, P. P.S.E333-
Project Engineers, W. D. Greenwood, P.P.S.B 333-
R. L. Lee, P.P.S.B 333-
G. L. Purcell, P.P.S.B 333-
W. R. Swanson, P.P.S.B 333-
Building Inspectors, R. W. Jacobson, P.P.S.B 333-
J. G. Peters, P.P.S.B 333-
Department Job Orders 333-
Light Bulb Replacement 333-
Plumbing, Heating, and General Repairs - 333-
Operations, Supt, J. C. Gabbard, P.P.S.B 333-
Assts to Supt, J. T. Harroun, P. P.S. B 333-
R S. Hanson, P.P.S.B 333-
H. L. Thrush, P.P.S.B 333-
Auto Reservations and Car Pool 333-
Building Operations Technician, J. P. Beatty, P.P.S.B 333-
Horticulturist, H. R. Kemmerer, P. P. S. B .333-
Janitor Service, Truck Service, and Grounds Maintenance . . . 333-
Operations Engineer, R. M. Hoppe, P.P.S.B 333-
Project Engineer, J. H. Trail, P. P.S. B .- 333-
Public Functions, H. I. Haugaard, P.P.S.B 333-
Security and Traffic Supv, J. E. Blaze, 111 Serv Bldg Anx. . .333-
Asst Supervisor, V. A. Kroes, 115a Service Bldg Annex. .333-
University Mail Ofc, 74 Adm 333-
FIRE (to report a fire) 333-
POLICE (to call police) 333-
Projection Service 333-
RoutingOfc, J. E. Russell, P.P.S.B 333-
Mrs. Linda K. Herrenknecht, P.P.S.B 333-
Department Job Orders 333-
Repair and Truck Service 333-
Sanitatlon and Safety, Supt, H. L. White, P. P. S. B 333-
Pest Control and Fumigation 333-
Safety Codes: Water Supply and Treatment 333-
Fire Dept Training Officer, N. M. Lehman, Fire Station 333-
Storeroom:
Ofc, P.P.S.B ..333-
Chief Clerk, J. C. Fisher, P. P.S. B 333-
Stores Supervisor, Don L. Wolf, P. P. S. B 333-
Janltorial, Paint, Grounds, and Lumber Supplies, P.P.S.B 333-
Electrical and Metal Supplies, P. P. S. B 333-
Hardware, Plumbing, and Industrial Supplies, P. P. S. B 333-
Receiving, P.P.S.B 333-
Utilities Superintendent, G. V. Carlson, P.P.S.B 333-
Abbott Power Plant, Power Plant Mechanical Engineer
T. A. Bradbury 333-
Ofc 333-
Operator's Desk 333-
Drafting, L. G. Lariviere, P.P.S.B 333-
Electrical Distribution, Elec Engr, W. W. Hinshaw, P.P.S.B. .333-
B. W. Anderson, P.P.S.B. 333-
R. C. Murdock, P. P.S. a . .333-
Estimates, W. W. Hinshaw, P. P.S. B 333-
L. A. Corby, P.P.S.B 333-
.
_B. W. Andersn-v P t> S, B , .__._. . „_ 333-
Heating, Ventilating, and Air Conditioning, Mechanical
Engineers, G. P. Porter, P.P.S.B 333-
W. H. Lawyer, P.P.S.B ....333-
R. F. Olson, P.P.S.B 333-
Surveying, Civil Engineer, W.. E. Folts, P.P.S.B 333-
PHYSICS:
Head of Dept, G. M. Almy, 209 P. B 333-
Secy, Mrs. Bess G. Matteson, 211 P. B 333-
Graduate Student Appointments, Mrs. Velma Gadbury, 210 P. B. 333-
Business Manager, R. F. Flora, 205 P. B 333-
Purchasing Services, H. C. Gersbaugh, 203 P. B 333-
Library, Mrs. Bernice L. Hulsizer, 204 P. B 333-
Metals Storeroom, C. L. Sarver, 182 P. B 333-
Nuclear Radiation Lab (Cyclotron) N. R. L 333
Physics Research Lab (Betatron) 209 Physics Res Lab 333-
Physics, 101, 102, 106, 107, 108 Ofc, Miss Dorothy B. Coslet
233 P. B 333
Radiation Hazards Health Physicist, J. J. Steerman, 61 P. B 333






















































































Shop and Drafting Services, F. S. Wise, 104a P. B 333-1376
Storeroom, E. J. Early, 220a P. B 333-0142
Undergraduate Records, Mrs. Doris A. Davis, 231 P. B 333-3114
PHYSICS RESEARCH LAB (Betatron) Stadium Dr. , C 333-3190
PHYSIOLOGY AND BIOPHYSICS:
Head of Dept, C. L. Prosser, 524 BurrUl Hall 333-1734
Ofc, Mrs. Phyllis L. Mannering, 524 BurrUl Hall 333-1735
Financial Records, Mrs. Edythe Davis, 524 BurrUl HaU 333-1733
Honors Adviser, J. D. Anderson, 533 BurrUl HaU 333-1663
Biophysics, B. C. Abbott, 300c N. L 333-2582
Ofc, Mrs. Peggy E. Drennan, 300a N.L 333-1630
Storeroom, R. J. GiUogly, 453 BurrUl HaU 333-1285
PLACEMENT OFC, COORDINATING:
Coordinating Placement Officer, G. W. Peck, 2 S. S. B 333-0821
Secy, Mrs. Enid M. Weygandt, 2S.S.B 333-2534.
Asst Coordinating Placement Officer, J. R. Griffin, 2 S. S. B 333-0600
Placement Officer, Mrs. Syble E. Henderson, 2S.S.B 333-0820'
PLANT BREEDING, Agronomy, S-108 T. H . .' 333-4254
Horticulture, D. F. Dayton, 103a Veg Crops 333-1966
PLANT PATHOLOGY:
Head of Dept, W. M. Bever, 218 Mumford HaU 333-3170
Secy, Mrs. M. Arleah Dix, 218 Mumford HaU 333-3171
Ofc, 218 Mumford HaU 333-3172
PLANT PATHOLOGY, S.N.H. Surv, 385 N.R 333-6886 or 333-6887
PLANT PEST CONTROL, Supv, T. J. Lanier, 223 P.O. Bldg,. U 367-2370
PLUMBING REPAIRS 333-0340
POLICE (to call the campus police) 333-1212
POLICE TRAINING INSTITUTE, 608 1/2 E. Green, C 333-2338
POLITICAL SCIENCE:
Head of Dept, V. A. Thompson, 326 L. H 333-3880 1
Ofc, Mrs. Anita H. Worthington, 326 L. H * 333-3881
Honors Adviser, S. A. Douglas, 408 S. Goodwin, U 333-2956'
Library, J. A. Walker, 100 Lib 333-2305
POMOLOGY, J. S. Titus, 102 H. F. L 333-1521
PORTUGESE, 224 L. H 333-3391
POULTRY DIVISION, H. M. Scott, 321 Mumford HaU '. .1333-2444
Extension, S. F. Ridlen, 322 Mumford HaU 333-2207
Farm, St. Mary's Rd, U 333-3439
Laboratory, 234 A. S. L 333-4366
POWER LAB, M. E. L 333-0867
PRACTICE ANNEX, Music, 1205 1/2 W. Nevada, U 333-2471
PRESIDENT'S OFC
General Ofc, 364 Adm 333-3071
President, David D. Henry, 364 Adm 333-3070
Executive Asst to the President, G. H. Bargh, 364 Adm 333-3074
Asst to the President, C. E. Flynn, 137 Davenport House 333-0670
Adm Asst, Legislative Relations, W. H. Rice, 136 Davenport Hse. .333-1086
Citizens Committee, Director, G. H. Bargh, 364 Adm 333-3074
Appointments with the President, Miss Margaret R. Selin, 364 Adm 333-3071
Faculty Records, Miss Thelma I. Radwell, 364 Adm 333-3075
Research Associate, Miss LuciUe Turigliatto, 447 Adm 333-2174
Adm Secy, Mrs. Frances G. Dickman, 364 Adm 333 T3073
Staff Associate, W. K. WUliams, 447 Adm 333-1345
Staff Assts, J. L. NuttaU, 372 Adm 333-4109
Mrs. Shirley B. PfaUer, 364 Adm 333-3076
PRESS, UNIVERSITY:
Director, M. Muntyan, 115 U. P 333-0952
Secy, Mrs. Lois Buescher, 100 U. P 333-0950
Associate Director, D. Jackson, 124 U. P 333-0957
Business Manager, E. M. Edwards, 102a U. P 333-0950
Books and Journals:
Editor, D. Jackson, 124 U.P 333-0957
Production, Miss Mary Ruth Kelley, 135 U. P . . . , 333-0951
Sales, A. L. Steinberg, 101 U. P 333-0955
Promotion, Mrs. Isabel M. Slater, 102b U. P 333-0955
General University Publications:
Official Publications, Mrs. Helen S. Sutherland, 119 U.P 333-0953
Pamphlets and Research Bulletins, Mrs. Christie B. Schuetz
118 U. P 333-0954
Production, R. R. Day, 135 U.P 333-0951
Art and Design, H. L. Sterrett, 134 U. P 333-0956
MaUing Service:
Supervisor, R. L. Akers, 1002 W. Green, U 333-6102
Ofc, 1002 W. Green, U 333-6101
Printing Division:
Superintendent, R. C. Dalbey, 234 U. P 333-0427
Ofc, Mrs. Lillian A. Slavens, 234 U. P 333-0428
PRICES AND STATISTICS, V. I. West, 302a Mumford HaU 333-1814
PRINTING DIVISION, University Press, 234 U. P 333-0428
PROJECTION SERVICE 333-0340
PROVOST'S OFC, 349.Adm .333-1560
PSYCHOLOGICAL CLINIC, D. R. Peterson, 158C.R.C 333-0040
PSYCHOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT LAB,
J. <M. Hunt, 1003 W. Nevada, U 333-3545
PSYCHOLOGY:
Irformation:
General Information, 309 G. H 333-0631
Psychological Experiments, 309 G. H 333-0631




Graduate Records, Mrs. Marion Lindhjem, 309 G. H 333-2169
Business Ofc and Staff Records, Mrs. Edna Glass, 309 G. H 333-0630
ChUd Behavior Preschool Lab, S. W. Bijou, 403 E. Healey, C. 333-4369
Comparative Lab, L. I. O'KeUy, 129 N. Race, U ..333-3482
Department Shop, O. Richter, 186 Davenport HaU 333-2580
Group Effectiveness *Rsch Lab, F. E. Fiedler, 909W.Nev.,U 333-0500
Head of Dept, L. G. Humphreys, 309 G. H 333-0632
Secy to Head, Mrs. PhyUis Steward, 309 G. H 333-0632
Hearing Research Lab, G. Z. Greenberg 1001 W. Nevada, U 333-4198
Library, J. A. Walker, 100 Lib 3J3-230S
Personality and Group Analysis Lab, R. B. CatteU
907 S. Sixth, C 333-0519
Psychological Clinic, D. R. Peterson, 158C.R.C 333-0040
Psychological Development Lab, J. M. Hunt, 1003W.Nev.,U 333-3545
Teaching Assts. (Psychology 100 only) 425, 427 G. H 333-6121
Teaching Assistants' Ofc, 268 Davenport HaU 333-0081
19
PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEM SERVICE
PUBLIC INFORMATION:
University Director, C. E. Flynn, 137 Davenport House
Secy, Mrs. Helen H. Ogata, 139 Davenport House
Mrs. Yuki Llewellyn, 141 Davenport House
Director, Urbana-Champaign, R. W. Evans, 134 Davenport Hse.
Secy, Mrs. Diana G. Mitchell, 131 Davenport House
Asst Directors, M. R. Gagie, 122 Davenport House
E. M. Knoche, 121 Davenport House
A. R. Wildhagen, 122 Davenport House
Asst Editor, Mrs. Dolores M. Hanson, 141 Davenport House . .
.
Editorial Writer, J. Grady, 131 Davenport House
Press Room, Mrs. Henrietta Izard, 115a Davenport House
PUBLICATIONS:
Agricultural Experiment Station and Cooperative Extension
Service, 123 Mumford Hall















Business Management, Bureau of, 130 Com. Annex
Economic and Business Research, Bureau of, 408 D. K. H
Educational Research, Bureau of, 288 Educ ;
Engineering, 112 E. H
Government and Public Affairs, Institute of, 1201 W. Nevada, U . .
.
Home Economics Extension, 528 Bevier Hall
Labor and Industrial Relations, Institute of, 125. L. I. R
Press, University, 100 U. P .
Small Homes Council-Building Rsch Council, Mumford House ....
State Geological Survey, 139 N. R
State Natural History Survey, 172 N. R
State Water Survey, 153a W. R
See also Journals and Daily mini















'RADIATION HAZARDS HEALTH PHYSICIST, J. J. Steerman, 61 P. B .
.
If no answer call
RADIO AND TELEVISION:
Head of Dept, H. V. Cordier, 121b G. H
Ofc, Mrs. Lois B. Guiher, 119b G. H
RADIO ASTRONOMY LAB, 60 E. E. B
Vermilion River Observatory DanviUe ....
RADIOLOCATION LAB, 301 E.E.R.L „




Monticello Road Field Station Savoy
Thomasboro Field Station Thomasboro . .
RADIO STATION:
Director of Broadcasting, F. E. Schooley, 227 G. H
Chief Engineer, R. R. Beldon, 242' G. H
Educational Program Director, J. A. Regnell, 234 G. H
Music Director, K. L. Cutler, 231 G. H i
News Director, J. E. Cramer, 236 G. H '.
Studios, 228 G. H
Transmitter, S. First, C
RADIOCARBON LAB, R. F. Nystrom, 139 Davenport Hall
RAILWAY WHEEL LAB
RAILWAY WHEEL RESEARCH, H. R. Wetenkamp, 224 T. L
RARE BOOK ROOM, Miss Marian Harman, 346 Lib
RECORDING FACILITIES, 352 S. M. H
RECORDING SERVICE, Recording Engineer, 41 G. H
RECREATION AND PARK ADMINISTRATION:
Head of Dept, A. V. Sapora, 104 Huff Gym
Secy, Mrs. Nesbit Sieme, 104 Huff Gym
OOfc, 104 Huff Gym
Consultant in Psychology and Rsch, D. Bishop, 203 Huff Gym
Field Service, Chief, 1203 W. Oregon, U
Field Work Supv, Miss Martha L. Peters, 104 Huff Gym
IUini Union Liaison Officer, Mrs. Barbara L. Reed, 284 I. U. (S).
.
Outdoor Education-Recreation, H. E. Weaver, 104 Huff Gym. ....
Recreation Policy and Planning Rsch, E. H. Storey, 215 Armory.
.
Rehabilitation Recreation, Miss Martha Peters, 136b
Rehab-Educ Center
Undergraduate Program Director, C. E. Hartsoe, 104 Huff Gym .
Therapeutic Recreation, Miss M. Virginia Frye, 104 Huff Gym
Undergraduate Advisers, Miss M. Virginia Frye, 104 Huff Gym. .
M. R. Garret, 104 Huff Gym
Mrs. Adah D. Parker, 104 Huff Gym
Miss Martha Peters, 136b Rehab-Ed Ctr
H. E. Weaver, 104 Huff Gym
REFERENCE DEPT. Library, 200 Lib
Librarian, T. E. Ratcliffe, 200 Lib
Periodical Section, 200 Lib
REHABILITATION-EDUCATION SERVICES, DIVISION OF:
General Ofc and Information, Rehab Educ Center
Director, T. J. Nugent, Rehab Educ Center
Secy, Mrs. Carol Hackstadt, Rehab Educ Center
Asst to Dir. .Admissions, J. F. Konitzki, Rehab Educ Center. ..
Secy, Mrs. Leta M. Cox, Rehab Educ Center
Business Ofc, R. W. Dart, Rehab Educ Center
Counseling, F. D. Maglione, Rehab Educ Center
Equipment and Facilities, R. L. Wright, Rehab Educ Center
Federal-State Agency Functions, E. Nicholas, Rehab Educ Ctr
Medical Services, M. D. Kinzie, Rehab Educ Center
,
Occupational Therapy and Special Services, G. L. Fink, R.E. C. ..
Physical Therapy and Functional Training, C. D. Elmer, R. E.C..
Recreation and Athletics, S. Labanowich, Rehab Educ Center.




Office Machines, Purchasing Div. , Bus Ofc, 223 Adm
Plumbing, Heating, and General Repairs
Telephone Repairs ,
Telephone Changes in Service
RESEARCH ON EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN, INSTITUTE FOR:
Acting Director, W. P. Hurder, 210 Educ





































































Colonial Dining Room, 165 I. U. (E) •. 333-0690
Guest Rooms, 125 I. U. (N) 333-1241
Meeting Rooms, 165 I. U. (E) 333-0690
University:
Classroom Assignments, Mrs. Linda L. Hawn, 243 Davenpt Hse 333-1233
Illini Grove:
Monday through Friday (8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p. m. ) 333-1230
Monday through Friday (after 5:00 p. m. ) Saturday, Sunday 333-2946
University Buildings, Mrs. Janice Tondini, 237 Davenport Hse. .333-1230
University Club, 1201 W. Oregon, U 333-1714
R.O.T.C.
Air Force Ofc, 22 2 Armory
„ „ . „ . 333-1927.
Army Ofc
,
111 Armory 7... 333-1550
Navy Ofc, 239 Armory 333-1062
RESIDENCE HALLS (See Housing)
RESTAURANT MANAGEMENT, Miss Mildred Bonnell, 297 Bevier H. .333-2438
RETIREMENT SYSTEM:
Executive Director and Secy of Board, E. S. Gibala,
807 S. Lincoln, U 333-3860
Asst Secy, L. C. Goad, 807 S. Lincoln, U 333-3860
Accountant, J. J. Dickey, 807 S. Lincoln, U 333-3860
Accountant-Statistician, O. W. Millspaugh, 807 S. Lincoln, U 333-3860
Supervisor of Claims, C. W. Gordon, 807 S. Lincoln, U 333-3860
RHETORIC OFC, 100 E. B 333-2392
RICKER LIBRARY, Miss Marguerite S. Kaufman, 208 Arch 333-0224
ROBERT ALLERTON PARK:
Park Director, W. M. Keith, 205 Mumford Hall 333-4147
Asst Director, F. H. Root 333-3287
Monticello 3112
See also Allerton House.
ROLLING LOAD TESTING ROOM, Railway Wheel Lab 333-3797
ROUTING OFC, P. P. S. B 333-0340
RUMINANTS DIVISION (See Animal Science)
RURAL ELECTRIFICATION, H. H. Beaty, 234 Agr Eng .333-1914
RURAL RECREATION, E. H. Regnier, 300c Mumford Hall .333-1824
RURAL SOCIOLOGY, F. C. Fliegal, 417 Mumford Hall 333-2616
RUSSIAN, 260 L. H .333-0680
See also Slavic Languages and Literature.
RUSSIAN LANGUAGE AND AREA STUDIES CENTER:
Director, R. T. Fisher, Jr., 1207-305 W. Oregon, U 333-1244
Ofc, Mrs. Marjorie Beauregard, 1207-305 W. Oregon, U 333-1244
s
SAFETY COORDINATOR, OFC OF:
Safety Coordinator,
, J. Morris, 1203 W. Oregon, U 333-1106
Secy, Mrs. Beulah E. Zech, 1203 W. Oregon, U 333-1106
Field Safety Officer, J. C. Martin, 1203 W. Oregon, U 333-1106
Fire Inspection Officer, R. G. Jessup, 1203 W. Oregon, U 333-1106
Safety Inspector, C. B. Wingstrom, 1203 W. Oregon, U 333-1106
SAFETY EDUCATION (See Health and Safety Education)
SALESROOM, Agriculture, 159 Davenport Hall 333-3404
SANITARY ENGINEERING, R. S. Engelbrecht, 3230C.E.B 333-3822
Lab, J. E. Matherly, 4123 C. E. B 333-0728
SANITATION AND SAFETY, Superintendent, P.P.S.B 333-4111
SAUNDERS HALL (Women's Residence HaU) 902 College Ct. , U 333-0920
For residents' numbers, see the student section of this directory.
SCALE HOUSE, S. Fourth, C 333-0042
SCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION, 707-107 S. Sixth, C 333-0101
SCHOOL AND UNIVERSITY ARTICULATION, 180 Adm 333-1945
SCHOOL SCIENCE CURRICULUM PROJECT, Education
805 W. Pennsylvania, U 333-4230
SCOTT HALL (Men's Residence HaU) Peabody Dr. , C 333-0920
For residents' numbers, see the student section of this directory.
SECONDARY AND CONTINUING EDUCATION:
Chairman of Dept, R. W. Burnett, 395 Educ 333-0227
Ofc, Mrs. Linda S. Rawlings, 395 Educ 333-0227
SECRETARY OF THE UNIVERSITY:
Secretary, E. W. Porter, 354 Adm 333-3493
Ofc, Mrs. Sara M. Lieb, 354 Adm 333-3493
Asst Secretary, R. C. Wicklund, 354 Adm 333-0053
SECURITY OFC:
Security Officer, W. T. Morgan, 331S.S.B 333-3680
Secy, Mrs. Muriel Libby, 331 S. S. B 333-3680
Asst Security Officers, M. A. Irvin, 331 S.S. B .333-3680
R. D. Burch, 331 S.S. B 333-3680
Supervisor of Security and TraFJc.J'.'E. Blaze, 101 N. Mathews, U. . 333-1216
Supervisor of Motor Vehicle Div. , R. W. Meeker, 101 N. Mathw,U 333-3530
SELECTIVE SERVICE (See Division of Dean of Students -Student Personnel)
SEMICONDUCTOR LAB, 308 M. R. L ; 333-3827
SERIALS DEPT, Library, 220s Lib .333-4164
Librarian, W. H. Huff, 220s Lib 333-4163
SERVOMECHANEMS LAB, B. C. Kuo, 345 E. E. B 333-4341
SHEEP (See Animal Science)
SHERMAN HALL (Single Graduate Students' Res. Hall) 909 S. Fifth, C . 333-0920
For residents' numbers, see the student section of this directory.
SHORT COURSES AND CONFERENCES, 116 I. H 333-2881
SKATING RINK, 406 E. Armory, C 344-1764
SLAVIC LANGUAGES AND LITERATURES:
Head of Dept, C. L. Dawson, 260a L . H 333-0681
Ofc, Mrs. Mary K. Johnson, 260 L. H 333-0680
Honors Adviser, S. P. Hill, 266 L. H 333-3443
Library, Miss Florence M. Harding, 425 Lib 333-0076
SLAVIC STUDIES, AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF:
Secretary, R. T. Fisher, Jr., 1207 W. Oregon, U 333-1244
Ofc, Mrs. Agnes W. Wilson, 1207 W. Oregon, U. . .333-1244 or 333-1258
SMALL ANIMAL CLINIC, Vet Med 333-2980
SMALL HOMES COUNCIL-BUILDING RESEARCH COUNCIL:
Director, R. A. Jones, Mumford House 333-1800
Ofc, Mrs. Jeannette C. Montgomery, Mumford House. 333-1801
Editor, H. R. Spies, Mumford House 333-0358
Laboratory Ofc, 31 E. Armory, C 333-1911
Publications, Mumford House 333-1802
20
SNYDER HALL (Men's Residence Hall) Peabody Dr. , C 333-0920
For residents' numbers, see the student section of this directory.
SOCIAL STUDIES Curriculum Development Project, Curriculum Lab. .333-2845
SOCIAL WORK, JANE ADDAMS GRADUATE SCHOOL OF:
Director, M. P. Hale, 1207 W. Oregon, U 333-2260
Secy, Mrs. Stephanie O. Hammond, 1207 W. Oregon, U 333-2261
Admissions and Financial Records, Adm Secy,
Mrs. MaxineA. Mason, 1207 W. Oregon, U 333-2261
Library, J. A. Walker, 100 Lib 333-2305
SOCIOLOGY:
HeadofDept, D. Glaser, 346a L.H 333-1950
Ofc, Mrs. Marian Neef, 346 L.H 333-1951
Honors Adviser, M. Lewis, 230b Educ 333-1850
Library, J. A. Walker, 100 Lib 333-2305
Statistical Lab, 86 L. H • ^3-1742
Teaching Assistant^ 1204 W. Oregon, U . 333-2070
SOIL AND WATER"CONSERVATION AND DRAINAGE:
B. A. Jones, Jr. , 208 Agr Eng 333-0944
SOIL CONSERVATION SERVICE (See United States Dept. of Agriculture)
SOILS*
Chemistry, L. T. Kurtz, S-508T.H lll'f™
Classification Extension, W. R. Oschwald, N-315 T. H 333-4424
Experiment Fields, J. W. Pendleton, S-308 T. H 333~™73
Fertility, L. F. Welch, S-316 T. H „2"t!i?





Microbiology, J. E. Molina, N-312 T. H Hl'tlZ,
Mineralogy, A. H. Beavers, S-406T.H ^
_4"°
Organic Matter, F. J. Stevenson, S-408 T. H 32r4. °
Physics, A. Klute, S-216T.H •••'• 333 "43™
Survey Mapping and Reports, R. T. Odell, N-405T.H 333-3650
Testing Lab, T. R. Peck, W-511 T. H 333 "4:? ?!!
SOLID STATE DEVICE LAB, 214 E. E.R. L
„„, „1„?
SOLID STATE ELECTRONICS LAB, 202 E. E. R. L. 2,,?Scl
SOUTH FARM, M. G. Oldham, South Farm
,,,,o?n
SOUTH GARAGE AND CAR POOL ,^"„?i„
SOYBEAN LAB, R. L. Cooper, 160 Davenport Hall 344-0622
SPACE CENTRAL OFFICE ON THE USE OF:
Director, H. D. Bareither, 409-226 E. Chalmers, C 333-6602
Secy, Mrs. Mary V. Baldwin, 409-226 E. Chalmers, C 333-6602
Associate Director, J. L. SchiUinger, 409-226 E. Chalmers, C 333-6601
Staff Associate, J. R. Cain, 409-226 E. Chalmers, C 333-6600
SPACE UTILIZATION, OFFICE OF:
Director, W. E. Stallman, 242 Davenport House 333-1234
Secy, Mrs. Barbara Smith, 243 Davenport House 333-1234
Assistant Directors, W. W. Williams, 241 Davenport House .333-1231
E. C. Wahl, 331 Davenport House 333-1232
Assts to the Director, G. D. Schleef, 243 Davenport House 333-1232
D. A. Wack, 330 Davenport House 333-1232
R. L. Walker, 240 Davenport House 333-1233
Classrooms Assignments, Mrs. Linda L. Hawn, 237 Dav. Hse. 333-1233
Reservations, Mrs. Janice Tondini, 237 Davenport House 333-1230
SPANISH, ITALIAN, AND PORTUGUESE:
Head of Dept, W. H. Shoemaker, 226 L. H 333-3390
Ofc, Mrs. Judith Z. Rojas, 224 L.H 333-3391
Honors Adviser, W. C. Blaylock, 272 L. H 333-3363
Library, Miss Florence M. Harding, 425 Lib. 333-0076
SPEAKERS BUREAU, 120 I. H . 333-1444
SPECIAL EDUCATION:
Chairman of Dept, R. A. Henderson, 210f Educ 333-0262
Ofc, Mrs. Marie F. Broadrick, 220 Educ 333-0262
SPECIAL LANGUAGES DEPT, Library, 128 Lib 333-1349,
Librarian, L. H. Miller, 128 Lib 333-1348
Far Eastern Library, E. Wolff, 111 Lib 333-1501
South Asia Section, N. K. Aggarwal, 1-B Lib 333-2492
Slavic Cataloging Section, D. M. Shtohryn, 246 Lib 333-1340
SPECIAL PROGRAMS AND RESEARCH, Univ Ext Div, 120 I. H 333-1444
SPEECH AND HEARING CLINIC:
Director, J. J. O'Neill, 601 E. John, C 333-2230
Ofc, Miss Sharon Williams, 601 E. John, C 333-2231
Hearing Clinic, E. W. Stark, 336 I. H 333-3103
SPEECH:
Head of Dept, K. R. Wallace, 129 L. H 333-2683
Ofc, Mrs. Ruth S. Bowman, 131 L. H 333-2683
Debate Supervisor, J. W. Wenzel, 256 Armory 333-2370
Honors Adviser, R. D. Brooks, 276 Armory 333-1647
Speech and Hearing Clinic, J. J. O'Neill, 601 E. John, C 333-2230
Hearing Clinic, E. W. Stark, 336 I. H 333-3103
Speech Communication Lab, T. M. Scheidel, 279 Armory 333-1855
Speech Research Lab, W. R. Zemlin, 338 I. H 333-3050
SPEECH RESEARCH LAB, W. R. Zemlin, 338 I. H 333-3050
Ofc, Miss Carol J. Laube, 322 I. H 333-3050
SPICE BOX, Home Economics, Mrs. Vera C. Crusius, 295 Bevier H. 333-2024
STADIUM:
Dressing Room ™'";™
Equipment Rooms, East f,„"?X,?
West 333-1926
Garage, S. W. Tower • ••• 333-2303
Training Room • •••.• ^'"^12
STAR COURSE OFC, 274 I. U. (S) 333-0457
STATE CLIMATOLOGIST, U. S. Weather Bureau, 259 W.R ....333-2213
STATE GEOLOGICAL SURVEY 344-1481
Administrative:
Chief, J. C. Frye, 121 N. R • • 189-
Ofc, Mrs. Helen E. McMorris, 121 N. R J89-
Assistant Chief, H. E. Risser, 118 N. R 189
Ofc, Miss Mary M. Sullivan, 118 N.R 189
Administrative Engineer, R. J. Helfinstine, 111 N. R 189
Fiscal Asst to Chief, Miss Velda A. Millard, 105 N. R 189
Chemical:
Principal Chemist, G. C. Finger, 361 N.R 189
Ofc, Mrs. Ruth C. Lynge, 361 N. R ». 189
Analytical Chemicstry, N. F. Shimp, 337 N.R 189
Applied Research Lab, G.S.R.L 344-1483,
Chemical Engineering, H. W. Jackman, 366 N. R 189- 28T
Combustion, R. J. Helfinstine, G.S.R.L J89- 215
Coal Chemistry, G. R. Yohe, 322 N. R 189-239
Coking Research, H. W. Jackman, 366 N. R 189- 281
Mineral Beneficiation, H. P. Ehrlinger, 368 N.R 189- 291
Neutron Activation Analysis, R. R. Ruch, 320 N.R 189- 229
Physical Chemistry, J. Thomas, Jr., 221 N.R 189- 220
X-Ray Diffraction Analysis, J. Thomas, Jr. , 221 N. R .189- 220
Drafting Room, Mrs. Marie Martin, 113 N. R 189- 270
Editors, Mrs, Betty M. Lynch, 117 N.R 189- 271
Mrs. Carol A. Brandt, 409 N. R 189- 287
Educational Extension, D. L. Reinertsen, 100 N.R 189- 268
Garage, R. O. Ellis, N. R. Garage : . . . . 189- 253
Geological:
Principal Geologist, J. A. Simon, 213 N. R 189- 206.
Ofc, Mrs. Frances H. Alsterlund. 211 N.R .... ...... 189- 206
Clay Resources, W. A. White, 129b N.R . 189- "20«
Coal Resources, 209 N. R 189- 260
Engineering Geology, W. C. Smith, 300 N. R 189- 266
Environmental Geology, R. E. Bergstrom, 431 N.R 189- 221
Geophysical Exploration, M. B. Buhle, 433 N. R 189- 244
Groundwater Geology, R. E. Bergstrom, 431 N.R , 189- 221
Industrial Minerals, J. C. Bradbury, 309 N. R 189- 236
Oil and Gas, D. C. Bond; 238 N. R « 189- 242
Stratigraphy and Areal Geology, H. B. Willman, 266 N.R ..189- 276
Topographic Mapping, W. C. Smith, 300 N. R 189- 266
Information, Mrs. Peggy Schroeder, 139 N. R 189- 205
Library, Mrs. Lieselotte F. Haak, 469 N.R ,,189- 252
Mailing and Receiving Room, W. W. Nofftz, 136 N.R , 189- 216
Mineral Economics, H. E. Risser, 200 N. R 189- 264
Mineral Resources Records, Miss Vivian Gordon, 227 N. R 189- 219
Publications, 139 N. R 189- 205
STATE NATURAL HISTORY SURVEY 333-6880
Chief, G. Sprugel, Jr. , 179 N. R 333-6830 or 333-6831
Ofc, Mrs. AUice P. Campbell, 179 N. R . 333-6831
Asst to the Chief, R. O. Watson. 184 N. R 333-6832 or 333-6833
Animal Collections (See Faunistic Surveys and Insect Identification)
Applied Botany and Plant Pathology:
Plant Pathologist and Head, J. C. Carter, 387 N.R. 333-6886 or 333-
Ofc, Mrs. Betty Nelson, 385 N.R 333-
Collections and Identifications, R. A. Evers, 393 N. R 333-
Greenhouse and Ornamental Plant Diseases, J. L. Forsberg
383 N. R 333-
Shade and Forest Tree Diseases, J. C. Carter, 387 N.R 333-
Aquatic Biology:
Aquatic Biologist and Head, G. W. Bennett, 271 N. R 333-
333-
Ofc, Miss Mary F. Martin, 271 N.R 333
Commercial Fisheries and River Investigations,
W. C. Starrett, 271 N. R 333
Dingell-Johnson Cooperative Rsch, G. W. Bennett, 271 N.R. ... , 333
Experimental Fish Populations, D. H. Buck, 271 N. R . ,333
Fish Hybridization, W. F. Childers, 275 N. R 333
Game Fish Ecology, D. F. Hansen, 276 N. R 333
Lake Management, G. W. Bennett, 271 N. R ; 333
Pollution Investigations, R. C. Hiltibran, 273 N. R. 333
Stream Management, R. W. Larimore, 277 N. R 333
Botany (See Applied Botany and Plant Pathology)
Economic Entomology:
Entomologist and Head, W. H. Luckmann, 163 N.R. 333-6656 or 333
Ofc, Mrs. Sue Watkins, 163 N. R 333
Cereal Insects, R. Sechriest, 169 N. R 333
Demonstration and Education, H. B. Petty, 282 N. R 333
Greenhouse and Ornamental Plant Insects, J. E. Appleby,
165 N. R 333
Household and Domestic Animal Insects, R. D. Pausch,
N. H. S. L 333
Insect Pathology, J. V. Maddox, 68 N. R 333
Insecticide Residue Investigations, W. N. Bruce, 167 N.R 333
Meadow and Pasture Insects, E. J. Armbrust, 171 N. R , 333
Old Entomology Lab, R. D. Pausch, N. H.S. L 333
Orchard Insects, R. Meyer, 96 N. R 333
Vegetable Crop Insects, D. B. Broersma, 76 N.R 333
Faunistic Surveys and Insect Identification:
Principal Scientist and Head, H. H. Ross, 289 N.R. 333-6846 or 333
Ofc, Mrs. Bernice Sweeney, 287 N. R 333
General Identification, M. W. Sanderson, 295 N.R 333
General Zoological Collections, P. W. Smith, 91 N. R 333
Bees, Moths, and Butterflies, W. E. LaBerge, 296 N.R 333
Ticks and Mites, L. J. Stannard, 285 N. R 333
Fisheries Research' (See Squatic Biology)
Garage, R. O. Ellis, N. R. Garage 333
Greenhouse, J. B. Curtis, N.R. Greenhouse ..333
Inf6rmation, Miss Rhonda Beitz, 174 N. R 333
Insect Collections and Identification (See Faunistic Surveys and
Insect Identification)
Insect Control (See Economic Entomology)
Laboratory Building 333
Library, Mrs. Doris F. Dodds, 196 N. R .333
Photography (See Publications and Public Relations)
Plant Diseases (See Applied Botany and Plant Pathology)
Publications Distribution, J. W. Lusk, 172 N. R 333
Publications and Public Relations:
Technical Editor and Head, O. F. Glissendorf, 189 N.R 333
Photography, W. D. Zehr, 466 N. R. 333
STATE WATER SURVEY:
Chief, W. C. Ackermann, 155 W. R 333
Adm Ofc, Mrs. Joye M. Dutton, 153 W. R 333
L. A. Sticher, 154a W.R .333
Library, Miss Diane L. Fishman, 145 W.R 333
Shipping and Receiving, Gayle E. Mason, 34 W. R 333'
Statistical Unit, J. C. Neill, 163 W. R 333



















































Head of Section, G. E. Stout, 263W.R 333-4260
Data Processing, M. Clevenger, 62a W. R 333-4968
Hail Studies, S. A. Changnon, 271a W. R 333-4963
Meteorological Laboratory, Airport 333-4262
Precipitation Physics, R. G. Semonin, 59W.R 333-4967
Radar Meteorology, E. A. Mueller 333-4962
Rainfall Studies, F. A. Huff, 261W.R ..333-4261
Shop ••• • 333-6221
State Climatologist, U. S. Weather Bureau, W. L. Denmark
259 W. R • • • • 333-2213
Weather Records, O. Anderson, 62a W. R 333-4968
Chemistry:
Head of Section, T. E. Larson, 137 W.R 333-2214
Institutional Water Treatment, R. W. Lane, 138 W.R 333-4954
Laboratory, 229 W. R 333-0802
Research, F. W. Sollo, 128 W.R 333-2780
.iVatsr Analyses, L. M. Henley, 228 W. R . . . . 333-0802
Hydraulic Systems:
Head of Section, H. W. Humphreys, 53 W.R 333-2212
Res ervoir Development, Surface Water Resources
J. H. Dawes, 55 W. R 333-1495
Hydrology:
Head of Section, H. F. Smith, 245 W.R 333-0235
Evaporation and Transpiration, W. J. Roberts; 240 W. R 333-0238
Ground-Water Information and Records, W. H. Walker,
252 W. R 333-0236
Ground-Water Hydrology, R. J. Schicht, 238 W. R 333-0239
Reservoir Sedimentation, J. B. Stall, 242 W. R 333-0237
Surface Water Hydrology, J. B. StaU, 242 W. R 333-0237'
Northeast Illinois Study-Naperville, R. T. Sasman, Naperville. . 255-1077
Southwestern Illinois Study-Edwardsville, W. H. Baker, Jr.
Edwardsville. 692-3687
Water Quality:
Head of Section, R. L. Evans, Peoria 674-5725
STATISTICAL SERVICE UNIT:
Director, J. F. Chaney, 54 Adm 333-4820
Secy, Mrs. Betty C. McMullen, 54 Adm 333-4821
Ofc, 54 Adm 333-3840
Business Manager, C. M. Oehmke, 54 Adm 333-4830
Asst Directors:
Systems-Program Dev. and Production, C. R. Thomas, 54 Adm 333-4802
Operations, B. J. Meador, 54 Adm 333-4811
Research, K. W. Dickman, 707 S. Wright, C. 333-2170
STENOGRAPHIC BUREAU, 1203 W. Oregon, U 333-1601
mini Girl Service, 1203 W. Oregon, U .333-4752
STOCK PAVILION, OFC, Miss Leah M. Dunn, 110 S.P ........ .333-1780
STOREROOMS:
Betatron, Stadium Dr. , C. 333-0715
Ceramic Engineering, G. W. Conlee, 104 Cer 333-3009
Computer Science, V. B. Apke, 16 D.C.I .333-1514
Coordinated Science Lab, 164 C.S. L 333-1799
Feed Stores, S. Fourth, C 333-0042
General Chemical Stores, Purchasing Div. , Bus Ofc, 55N.L 333-0815
Nutritional Biochemistry, C. H. Anders, 118A.S. L 333-3131
Office Supply Stores, Purchasing Div. , Bus Ofc,
Central Receiving Warehouse 333-1040
Physical Plant, P. P. S. B 333-1150
Physics, E. J. Early, 220a P. B ..333-0142
Physiology and Biophysics, R. J. Gillogly, 453 Burrlll Hall 333-1285
Zoology, R. W. Hinton, 329 N.H. 333-2329
STRING ANNEX, Music, 1205 W. Nevada, U .333-1172
STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING:
Concrete, C. P. Siess, 3129b C. E.B. 333-3924
Metals, W. H. Munse, 2129b C. E.B. 333-3925
Welding and Fatigue, J. E. Stallmeyer, 2118 C. E.B 333-3928
STRUCTURAL MACHINE SHOP, O. H. Ray, 1135 C. E.B .....333-6913
STUDENT COUNSELING SERVICE:
Appointment Desk, 206 S.S. B 333-3705 or 333-3704
Director, W. M. Gilbert, 213 S.S. B 333-3700
Ofc, Mrs. Dorothy K. Frerichs, 215 S.S. B.... ...333-3701
Associate Director, T. N. Ewing, 212 S.S.B .......333-3719
Educational, Vocational, Psychological, and Marriage
Counseling, 206 S. S. B 333-3704
Faculty Counselors, 206 S.S. B 333-3705
Reading and Study Methods, B. B. Jackson, 219 S.S. B. . .-. 333-3707
Testing and Scoring Services, 249 S.S.B 333-3706.
Supervisor of Testing, W. K. WUlis, 247 S.S. B ........... 333-3708
STUDENT DISCIPLINE:
Senate Committee on Student Discipline Chairman,
O. G. Bentley, 101 Mumford Hall 333-0460
Subcommittee A on Undergraduate Student Discipline,
Chairman, A. Hill, 219 A. H 333-0885
Subcommittee B on Undergraduate Student Discipline,
Chairman, J. W. Leonard, 113 Com. (W) 333-4509
Subcommittees and Senate Committee, Secretary,
Mrs. Grace R. Meyers, 627 1/2 S. Wright, C 333-0249
Student Traffic Appeals Board, Secretary,
R. W. Meeker, 101 N. Mathews, U 333-3531
STUDENT EMPLOYMENT:
Director, J. R. Griffin, 1 S.S.B 333-0600
Ofc, 1 S. S. B 333-0601
Asst Director, Miss Cherie D. Lenz, 1 S.S.B ...333-0603
Chief Clerk, Mrs. Joyce K. Root, 1 S. S. B 333-0714
Payroll Authorizations, Mrs. Dottie Browning, 1 S.S.B 333-0714
STUDENT ENGLISH, COMMITTEE ON, Executive Secretary,
Mrs. Jessie P. Howard, 907 S. Sixth, C 333-2085
Ofc, Mrs. Wanda Giddings, 907 S. Sixth, C 333-2085
STUDENT LOANS, R. F. Wood, 100b Adm 333-2180
A. M. Engels, 707-107 S. Sixth, C 333-1307
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS AND ACTIVITIES:
V. J. Hampton, 278 I. U. (S) 333-1190
STUDENT SENATE, 270 I. U. (S) 333-0112
Travel Bureau, 298a I. U. (S) 333-2102
STUDENT TEACHING, Education, L. W. Doolittle, 236 Educ 233-4897
STUDENT TELEPHONE NUMBER INFORMATION 333-0920
SUMMER SESSIONS, Miss Mildred M. Luther, 112 E. B 333-6295
SURVEY RESEARCH LAB:
Director, R. Ferber, 411 D. K. H 333-4273
Ofc, Mrs. Margaret Greene, 414 D. K. H 333-4279
SURVEYING, M. O. Schmidt, 207 Woodshop 333-4304
Ofc, Mrs. Nova Bouknight, 208 Woodshop 333-0174
SWINE DIVISION, 319 Mumford Hall 333-2669
Barns, S. First, C 333-0153
Laboratory, 234 A. S. L .333-4366
T
TAFT HALL (Women's Residence Hall) 1215 S. Fourth, C 333-0920
For residents' numbers, see the student section of this directory.
TEACHER EDUCATION, URBANA-CHAMPAIGN COUNCIL ON:
Coordinator, C. M. Allen, 120 Educ 333-2801
Ofc, 120 Educ 333-2800
Counselors, M. Schwager, 120 Educ 333-2800
J. Wortman, 339 Educ 333-2607
Educational Placement, J. M. Slater, 120 Educ 333-0742
Educational Services, R. E. Williams, 120 Educ 333-2802
Student Teaching, L. W. Doolittle, 236 Educ 333-4897
TEChNOGRAPH OFC, 248 E. E. B 333-1568
TELEPHONE SERVICE:
Administrative Supv, A. L. Wilson, 420 S.S. B 233-2273
Accounting Ofc (telephones only) Mrs. Lois E. Overmyer,
420 S. S. B 333-2275
Chief Operator, Miss Stella A. Cameron, 45 Clark Hall 333-0133
Repair Service 352-9954
Changes or Additions in Telephone Service 333-1161
Student Telephone Number Information 333-0920
TELEVISION STATION:
Director of Broadcasting, F. E. Schooley, 227 G. H 333-0850
Asst Manager of Station, R. C. Boston, 1110 W. Main, U 333-1070
Studio, 302 N. Goodwin, U 333-1070
THEATRE:
Chairman of Dept, B. W. Hewitt, 260 Armory 333-2371
Ofc, Mrs. A. Elizabeth Hess, 261 Armory 333-2371
THEATRE, UNIVERSITY:
Director, J. W. Scott, 50 L.H 333-1791
Ofc, Mrs. Lucile S. Long, 50 L. H 333-1790
Bus. Ofc, L. D. Sweet, 50 L. H 333-1790
THEORETICAL AND APPLIED MECHANICS:
Head of Dept, T. J. Dolan, 212 T. L 333-2320
Secy, Mrs. Marilyn A. Wright, 212 T. L . . , 333-2321 1,
Administrative Associate, H. French, 213 T. L 333-2323
Concrete Lab, T. L 333-2838
Concrete Research, C. E. Kesler, 2129e C.E.B ..333-3394
Controlled Environment Lab, T. L 333-2838
Fatigue of Metals, G. M. Sinclair, 321b T. L 333-3173
Hydraulics and Fluid Mechanics Rsch, W. M. Lansford, 219 T. L. . 333-1835
Instrument Room, W. A. Carlson, 302g T. L 333-2636
Machine Shop, 319 T. L 333-3515
Photoelastic Research, C. E. Taylor, 300 T. L 333-2659
Railway Wheel Lab 333-3797
Railway Wheel Research, H. R. Wetenka.ap, 224 T. L 333-2313
Rolling Load Testing Room, Railway Wheel Lab 333-3797
THEORY ANNEX:
Extension in Music, 608 S. Mathews, U 333-1580
School of Music Studios, 608 S. Mathews, U 333-3635
TICKETS:
Assembly Hall Events, 101 Assembly Hall 333-3141
Athletic Events, 100 Assembly Hall 333-3470
All tickets except Athletic Events, Illini Union Ticket Ofc,
First Floor, I. U. (W) 333-1262
TOPOGRAPHIC MAPPING, State Geol. Surv , 300 N. R. 189- 266
TOWNSEND HALL (Men's Residence Hall) 1010 W. Illinois, U 333-0920
For residents' numbers, see the student section of this directory.
TRAFFIC ENGINEERING, J. E. Baerwald, 416 E. H 333-1270
Lab, W. Littlefield, 408 E. H 333-6809
TRELEASE HALL (Women's Residence Hall) 1001 College Ct. , U 333-0920
For residents' numbers, see the student section of this directory.
TRUSTEES, BOARD OF, Ofc, 354 Adm 333-1921
u
UNDERGRADUATE LIBRARY, J. E. Seifert, 101 Lib 333-3935
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE:
Agricultural Research Service:
Cereal Viruses, H. Jedlinski,, 248 Davenport Hall 333-1117
Corn Physiology, C. M. Wilson, 213 Davenport Hall 333-1277
Farm Electrification, H. B. Puckett, 226 Agr Eng 333-0808
Nematologlst (Soybeans) D. I. Edwards, 106f H. F. Lab 333-0583
Plant Pest Control, T. J. Lanier, 223P.O.Bldg, U 367-2370
Plant Physiologist, J. T. Woolley, 237 Davenport Hall 333-1277
Regional Soybean Lab, Dir. , R. L. Cooper, 160 DavenpoftTTali. 344-0622
Ofc, Miss Carolyn Younger, 160 Davenport Hall 344-0622
Soil Microorganisms (Soybeans) L. E. Gray, 243 Dvnpt Hall . 344-0622
Soil and Water Conservation, D. B. Peters, S-210 T. H 333-4370
Ofc, Mrs. Geraldine E. Miller, S-212 T. H 333-4370
Soybean Diseases, D. W. Chamberlain, 243 Davenport Hall 344-0622
Weeds, L. M. Wax, 215 Davenport Hall 333-1277
Soil Conservation Service:
State Conservtionist, L. H. Blnnie, 200 W. Church, C .356-3785
Ofc, Mrs. Marilyn Clark, 200 W. Church, C 356-3785
Asst State Conservationists: A. Hanson, 200 W. Church, C 356-3785
D. P. Overholt, 200 W. Church, C. .356-3785
Soil Scientist, G. O. Walker, N-511 T. H 333-2737
State Adm Officer, K. K. Neitzel, 200 W. Church, C 356-3785
State Conservation Engr, J. W. Haas, 200 W. Church, C 356-3785
State Soil Conservationist, C. E. Mick, 200 W. Church, C 356-3785
State Soil Scientist, L. E. Tyler, 200 W. Church, C 356-3785
Watershed Party Leader, P. J. Warrick, 200 W. Church, C 356-3785
UNIVERSITY CALENDAR, 119 U. P .333-0953
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UNIVERSITY CLUB:
Ofc, 1201 W. Oregon, U 333-1578
President, J. C. Mahaffey, 125 Adm 333-2182
House Chairman, Mrs. Dorthy Stevens, 305 Burkwood Ct. (W), C. . . 365-1848
Secretary, G. J. Froehllch, 409-240 E. Chalmers, C 333-3550
Treasurer, E. M. Snyder, 247 Adm 333-0785
House Residents, 1201 W. Oregon, U 333-1714
UNIVERSITY DEAN OF ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS OFC:
Actg University Dean, E. E. Oliver, 409-348 E. Chalmers, C 333-2030
Secy, Miss Elizabeth L. Bailie, 409-348 E. Chalmers, C 333-2031
See also Admissions and Records.
UNIVERSITY ELECTRON MICROSCOPE FACILITY:
Director, B. V. Hall, 104 Vivarium 333-1611
84a Bevier Hall 333-0127
Instructor, R. S. Harmer, 97 Bevier Hall 333-2108
Ofc, Mrs. Olive L. Stayton, 97 Bevier Hall 333-2108
UNIVERSITY EXTENSTION (See Extension)
UNIVERSITY FILM COUNCIL, Chairman, H. L. Mueller, 283 Armory 333-1864
UNIVERSITY HIGH SCHOOL:
Actg Principal, R. G. Carlier, 101 U. H.S 333-2870
Secy, Mrs. Florence Carson, 102 U. H.S 333-2870
English Ofc, E. R. Levy, 1207 W. Stoughton, U 333-4491
French Ofc, Mrs. Carol Unzicker, 219 U. H.S 333-1258
German Ofc. D. Pease, 306 U.H. S ,_, ,_^_, .^ 333-2848
Guidance Ofc, T. McNama.a, 104aU.H.S 333-2873
Latin Ofc, B. T. Bekiares, 102 U. H.S 333-2870
Library, Mrs. Joan E. Irwin, 201 U. H.S 333-1589
Mathematics Ofc, M. S. Wolfe, 1208 W. Springfield, U 333-0150
Physical Education Ofc, A. Crawford, 112 U.H.S 333-2846
Russian Ofc, Mrs. Constance Curtin, 209 U. H. S 333-2844
Science Ofc, J. A. Easley, Jr., 1208 W. Springfield, U 333-0150
Social Studies Ofc, Miss Ella C. Leppert, 215 U. H. & 333-2845
UNIVERSITY HONORS PROGRAMS:
Information:
Edmund J. James Scholars, Mrs. Carol S. Cox,
1205W. Oregon, U 333
Honors Day, Mrs. Bertha B. Gorman, 69 Adm 333
Off-Campus Awards, Mrs. Joyce Marsh, 1205 W. Oregon, U...333
Study Aborad, Mrs. Joyce Marsh, 1205 W. Oregon, U 333
Director, R. R. Marsh, 1205 W. Oregon, U 333
Asst Directors, Mrs. M. Jean Phillips, 1205 W. Oregon, U . ., 333
R. L. Schneider, 1205 W. Oregon, U 333
UNIVERSITY PRESS (See Press)
UNIVERSITY THEATRE:
Director, J. W. Scott, 50 L. H 333
Ofc, Mrs. Lucile S. Long, 50 L. H 333
Bus Ofc, L. D. Sweet, 50 L. H 333
URBAN PLANNING:
Chairman of Dept, W. I. Goodman, . 208 Mumford HaU 333
Ofc, Mrs. Judith A. Corray, 208 Mumford Hall 333
Library, Mrs. Mary A. Vance, 203 Mumford Hall 333














VAN DOREN HALL (Women's Residence Hall) 1215 S. Fourth, C . 333-
For residents' numbers, see the student section of this directory.
VEGETABLE CROPS, C. Y. Arnold, 201 Veg Crops 333-
VERMILION OBSERVATORY, Astronomy DanvUle. . . . 446-
VETERANS EDUCATIONAL BENEFITS, 707-107 S. Sixth, C 333-
VETERINARY BIOLOGICAL STRUCTURE:
Head of Dept, J. E. Lovell, 335 V. M 333-
VETERINARY CLINICAL MEDICINE:
Head of Dept, L. E. Boley, 103 S. A. C , , 333-
Ofc, Mrs. Blanche H. Hamilton, 104 S.A. C 333-
Ambulatory Clinic, S. A. C 333
Large Animal Clinicians,
G. W. Brandt, 219 L. A. C
O. Brodie, 116 S. A. C
Eagelman, 219 L. A. C
Erwin, 116 S.A. C
Garner, 219 L. A. C
Hardenbrook, 219 L. A. C






















J. P. Manning, 219 L. A. C
T. N. Monfort, 219 L.A.C
J. C. Thurmon, 116 S. A. C
Small Animal Clinicians,
D. F. Disque, 104c S.A. C 333-
L. C. Helper, 104 S. A. C . . 333-
C. D. Knecht, 104 S.A. C 333-
D. Mahslc1 104S.A.C 333-
A. G. Schiller, 204 S.A. C . ... 333-
R. Slusher, 109a S.A. C . 333-
E. Small, 104 S.A. C . . 333-
VETERINARY CLINICS:
Large Animal 333-
Small Animal .' 333-
VETERINARY MEDICINE, COLLEGE OF:
Dean, C. A. Brandly, 131 V. M 333
Secy, Miss Carrie McGreevy, 135 V. M 333
Accounting, Miss Doris M. Richards, 153 V. M 333
Diagnostic Service, G. W. Sherrick, 36 V.M 333
Editor, K. R. Kessler, 141 V.M 333
Extension, H. N. Becker, 163 V.M ...... 333
A. J. Koltvelt, 163 V. M 333
G. W. Meyerholz, 163 V. M 333
J. R. Pickard, 161 V.M 333
Information, Mrs. Margaret R. McWhorter, 155 V.M 333
Library, Miss Marian T. Estep, 250 V. M 333
.
See also departmental listings.
VETERINARY PATHOLOGY AND HYGIENE:
Head of Dept, L. E. Hanson, 137 V.M 333









































Bacteriology, M. Ristic, 225 V. M. Annex 333-2671
Clinical Pathology, R. E. Olsen, 40 V. M , 333-3116
Extension, J. R. Pickard, 161 V. M 333-2907
Immunology, D. Segre, 203 V.M.Annex 333-2349
Parasitology, N. D. Levine, 143 V. M 333-2766
Pathology, P. D. Beamer, 33 V. M 333-4858
Public Health, G. T. Woods, 63 V. M 333-0141
Virology, L. E. Hanson, 137 V. M 333-2449
VETERINARY PHYSIOLOGY AND PHARMACOLOGY:
Head of Dept, R. P. Link, 263 V. M 333-2506 or 333-1937
Secy, Mrs.* Virginia Mitchell, 259 V.M 333-2506
Pharmacology, W. G. Huber, 233 V. M 333-0353
Physiology, W. M. Newton, 239 V. M •. . 333-4758
Radiobiology, J. J. Anderson, 235 V. M 333-1109
A. R. Twardock, 235 V. M 333-1109
VETERINARY RESEARCH, 131 V.M 333-2760
VETERINARY RESEARCH FARM, S. Race St. Rd., U 333-1445
VICE-CHANCELLOR FOR ACADEMIC AFFAIRS, H. E. Carter,
H. E. Qarter, 112 E. B 333-6677
Ofc, Mrs. Mona F. Bail, 112 E. B 333-6678
Staff Assistant, Miss Carolyn G. Burrell, 409-251 E. Chalmers, C. .333-68T&.
VICE-PRESIDENT'S OFC:
Vice-President, E. L. Johnson, 377 Adm .333-3077
Ofc, Mrs. Dorothy L. McAndrews, 377 Adm 333-3078
VICE-PRESIDENT AND COMPTROLLER'S OFC:
Vice-President and Comptroller, H. O. Farber, 342 Adm 333-2400
Ofc, Miss Gladys L. Paul, 342 Adm 333-2400
Asst Comptroller, M. S. Kessler, 342 Adm 333-2400
Asst to the Comptroller, S. M. Stafford, 342 Adm 333-2400
Accountant, V. O. Greene, 342 Adm 333-2400
Safety Coordinator, J. Morris, 1203 W. Oregon, U ...333-1106
Supervisor of Insurance, J. R. Gallivan, 208 Adm 333-3110
Asst Supervisor, J. B. Justus,' 208 Adm 333-3110
VICE-PRESIDENT AND PROVOST'S OFC, Executive, 349 Adm 333-1560
VISUAL AIDS SERVICE, 704 S. Sixth, C 333-1360
VISUAL ARTS, EXTENSION IN, W. M. Johnson, 127 F.A.B 333-0419
VTVARIUM, Mrs. Ruth F. Bruckner, 202a Vivarium 333-1631
VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURE SERVICE, J. W. Matthews, 434 M. H . .333-3870
Ofc, Mrs. WiUadean McElwee, 434 Mumford HaU 333-3871
VOCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION:
Acting Chairman of Dept, Miss Elizabeth J. Simpson, 347a Educ. . .333-2839
Ofc, Mrs. Evelyn L. Stewart, 347 Educ 333-2839
w
WARDALL HALL (Women's Residence Hall) 1010 W. fllinois, U J333-0920
For residents' numbers, see the student section of this directory.
WATER ANALYSES, State Water Surv, 229 W.R 333-0802
WATER RESOURCES CENTER, Director, B. B. Ewing, 3220 C.E.B. 333-0536
WEATHER RECORDS, State Water Surv, 62a W.R 333-4968
WESTON HALL (Men's Residence HaU) Peabody Dr. , C 333-0920
For residents' numbers, see the student section of this directory.
WILL RADIO STATION, 228 G. H 333-0850
WILL TELEVISION STATION, 1110 W. Main, U 333-1070
WOMEN'S INDEPENDENT STUDENT ASSOCIATION, 297 I. U. (S) 333-0547
W P G U RADIO STATION, Weston HaU » 333-2016
WRITING CLINIC, A. C. TiUman, 907 S. Sixth, C 333-1656
z
ZOOLOGY:
Head of Dept, P. H. Silverman, 287 MorriU HaU 333-3430
Ofc, Mrs. EsteUe T. Mann, 287 MorriU HaU 333-3431
Administrative Asst, C. M. Flewelllng, 287 MorriU HaU 333-3432
Honors Adviser, P. S. Dawson, 171 MorriU HaU 333-4906
Library, L. E. Bamber, 101 BurrUl HaU 333-3654
Storeroom, R. W. Hinton, 329 N. H 333-2329
Vivarium, Mrs. Ruth F. Bruckner, 202a Vivarium 333-1631
ZOONOSES RESEARCH, CENTER FOR:
Asst Director, R. H. Kokernot, Vet Res Farm 333-3376
Ofc, Mrs. Rosalind McKenzie, Vet Res Farm 333-3376
UNIVERSITY OFFICIES IN. CHICAGO
CHICAGO CIRCLE
Location: University HaU - 601 S. Morgan St. , Chicago
Chicago Circle Center - 750 S. Halsted St. , Chicago
Mailing Address: P. O. Box 4348, Chicago 60680
Telephone Area Code: 312
PRESIDENT'S OFC:
David D. Henry, President of the University, 2800 Univ. Hall 663-3200
CHANCELLOR'S OFC:
Norman A. Parker, ChanceUor, 2800 University HaU 663 -3300
Harold W. Bailey, Assoc. ChanceUor, 2800 University HaU 663-3308
James B. Holderman, Assoc. Chancellor, 2800 University HaU 663-8606
James R. Woolwine, Adm Assistant, 2732 University HaU 663-8606
Harold N. Cooley, Asst Adm Dean, 2701 University HaU 663-3305
DEAN OF FACULTIES OFC:
Daniel C. McCluney, Jr., Dean of Faculties, 2800 Univ. Hall 663-3203
ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS:
Leslie W. Sandy, Director, 401 University Hall 663-2907
ARCHITECTURE AND ART, COLLEGE OF:
Leonard J. Currie, Dean, 287 Racine Avenue Bldg 663-3351
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, COLLEGE OF:
Robert W. French, Acting Dean, 2526 University HaU 663-2671
BUSINESS OFC:
James E. Osborn, Business Manager, 600 University HaU 663-2860
AUXILIARY SERVICES:





Warren O. Brown, Dean, 801 University Hall 663-3123
DEAN OF WOMEN:
' Agnes G. Tandberg, Dean, 829 University HaU 663-3136
EDUCATION, DIVISION OF:
Victor E. Ricks, Director, 1500 University Hall 663-3355
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ENGINEERING, COLLEGE OF:
David W. Levinson, Acting Dean, 2333 University Hall 663-3463
FINANCIAL AIDS:
Arthur J. Falls, Director, 809 University Hall 663-3123
FOREIGN STUDENT AFFAIRS:
Laurette Klrstein, Coordinator, 800 University Hall 663-3121
GRADUATE COLLEGE:
R. Curtis Retherford, Associate Dean, 1501 University HaU 663-3320
HEALTH SERVICE:
John E. Kysar, Director, 1130 University Hall 663-3393
LEGAL COUNSEL:
James E. Harmon, Associate Legal Counsel, 2700 Univ. HaU 663-2758
LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCES, COLLEGE OF:
Dean B. Doner, Dean, 1530 University HaU 663-3361
LIBRARY:
Louis A. Schultheiss, Acting Director, 1-334 Library 663-2716
MILITARY SCIENCE:
Major Robert P. Johnston, Commandant, 202 Roosevelt Rd Bldg. . . 663-3451
NONACADEMIC PERSONNEL OFC:
George F. McGregor, Associate Director, 707 University HaU ... . 663-2600
PHYSICAL EDUCATION, DIVISION OF:
Sheldon L. Fordham, Director, 607 Chicago Circle Center 663-2770
PLANT SERVICES:
Frank W. Houck, Director, 122 Services Bldg 663-7111
PUBLICATIONS:
MUdred Rose, Editor, 2722 University HaU 663-3324
PUBLIC INFORMATION:
Grover E. Shipton, Associate Director, 2733 University HaU 663-3456
SPACE UTILIZATION OFC:
Thomas A. Lothian, Director, 1208 University HaU 663-8600
STUDENT AFFAIRS:
Robert E. Corley, Dean, 828 University HaU 663-3100
STUDENT COUNSELING SERVICE:
Harold Klehr, Director, 1031 University Hall 663-3487
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS AND ACTIVITIES:
Seymour Raven, Director, 704 Chicago Circle Center 663-8676
UNIVERSITY HONORS PROGRAMS:
Nan McGehee, Director, 712 Chicago Circle Center 663-3453
MEDICAL CENTER
AU street address are Chicago 60612
MaUing address: P. O. Box 6998, Chicago 60680
Telephone Area Code: 312
PRESIDENT'S OFC:
David D. Henry, President of the University, 833 S. Wood St 663-7654
CHANCELLOR'S OFC:
Josephs. Begando, ChanceUor, 833 S. Wood St 663-7654
ADMISSIONS AND RECORDS:
Anthony J. Diekema, Director, 1853 W. Polk St 663-7690
ALUMNI ASSOCIATION:
Stuart M. Kaminsky, Associate Director, 1853 W. Polk St 663-7689
ASSOCIATED MEDICAL SCIENCES, SCHOOL OF:
Charles E. Richards, Director, 901 S. Wolcott Ave 663-3530
BUSINESS OFC:
David W. Bonham, Business Manager, 833 S. Wood St 663-7080
DEAN OF STUDENT AFFAIRS:
Maurice J. Galbraith, Dean, 1853 W. Polk St 663-7684
DEAN OF WOMEN:
Mary E. Reeves, Dean, 1853 W. Polk St 663-7696
DENTISTRY, COLLEGE OF:
Seymour H. Yale, Dean, 808 S. Wood St 663-7520
GRADUATE COLLEGE:
Milan V. Novak, Associate Dean, 1853 W. Polk St 663-7686
HEALTH SERVICE:
Marvin J. Colbert, Director, 840 S. Wood St 663-7420
ILLUSTRATION STUDIOS:
A. Hooker Goodwin, Head, 1853 W. Polk St 663-7337
Richard Bowman, Instructional Television Coordinator,
1853 W. Polk St 663-7018
Frederick Sharp, Principal Scientific Photographer, 833 S. Wood. . £63-6870.
LEGAL COUNSEL:
John J. Templin, Associate Legal Counsel, 833 S. Wood St 663-7762
LIBRARY:
WUma Troxel, Director, 1853 W. Polk St 663-7332
MEDICAL RESEARCH LABORATORY:
WiUiam C. Dolowy, Administrator, 1840 W. Taylor St 663-7040
MEDICINE, COLLEGE OF:
GranvUle A. Bennett, Dean, 1853 W. Polk St 663-3500'
NONACADEMIC PERSONNEL OFC:
George F. McGregor, Associate Director, 1819 W. Polk St 663-7575
NURSING, COLLEGE OF:
Mary K. MuUane, Dean, 808 S. Wood St 663-7566
PHARMACY, COLLEGE OF:
George L. Webster, Dean, 833 S. Wood . 663-7240
PHYSICAL PLANT:
Frank E. Hostettler, Associate Director, 715 S. Wood St 663-7141
Frank W. Houck, Supt of BuUdings and Grounds, 1140 S. Morgan.. 663-7111
PUBLIC INFORMATION:
Max I. Light, Associate Director, 833 S. Wood St 663-7680'
RESEARCH AND EDUCATIONAL HOSPITALS:
Donald J. Caseley, Medical Director, 840 S. Wood St 663-6801
RESEARCH RESOURCES LABORATORY:
John P. Marbarger, Director, 901 S. Wolcott Ave 663-7600
SAFETY OFC:
Raymond S. Stephens, Safety Officer, 715 S. Wood St 663-7411'
SERVICES FOR CRIPPLED CHILDREN, DIVISION OF:
. Edward F. Lis, Director, 808 S. Wood St 663-7546
SPACE UTILIZATION OFC:
James F. Pfister, Director, 721 S. Wood St 663-7*40
STATISTICAL SERVICE UNIT:
Ottle P. Carter, Assistant Director, 833 S. Wood St 663-7257
TUBERCULOSIS RESEARCH, INSTITUTION FOR:
Sol R. Rosenthal, Director, 1853 W. Polk St 663-7699
UNION AND HOUSING: ~
Clarence C. Levernez, Director, 828 S. Wolcott Ave 663-7777
ILLINI CENTER
Twentieth Floor, LaSaUe Hotel, Chicago 60602
GENERAL INFORMATION 663-7193
CHICAGO OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT:
Robert S. Holty 663-7193
ALUMNI PLACEMENT OFC:
Robert S. Holty, Placement Officer 663-7193
UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOB FOUNDATION:
Victor CuUin, Special Representative 663-7190
W. M. Edens, Special Representative 663-7190
ALUMNI ORGANIZATIONS:
Naomi Johnson, Alumni Representative 663-7193
UNIVERSITY CALENDAR
FIRST SEMESTER, 1967-68
AUG. 2, Wed: Latest date for foreign students who have not attended a coUege
or university in the United States to apply for admission in Sept. , 1967.
AUG. 30, Wed: Latest date for domestic students, or foreign students who
have attended a college or university in the United States, to apply for ad-
mission or readmission in September, 1967.
SEPT. 11, Mon. - SEPT. 18, Mon: New Student Program.
SEPT. 13, Wed., 2:30 - 5:00 p. m. : Preregistration (special permit required.
)
SEPT. 14, Thurs. - SEPT 16, Sat. to 12:00 noon: Registration of graduate
and undergraduate students.
SEPT. 16, Sat. , 8:00 - 12:00 noon: Registration of commuting teachers.
SEPT. 18, Mon
,
, 7:00 a. m. : Instruction begins.
SEPT. 18, Mon , 6:45 - 10:00 p. m. : QuaUfying examination in English (for
transfer students with eighty or more credit hours only.
)
SEPT. 24, Sun. , 2:00 p. m. : University New Year Convocation.
SEPT. 28, Thurs. , 5:00 p. m. : Latest date for fuU refund of tuition and fees
(except nonrefundable portion) if withdrawing from the University or re-
ducing program range.
SEPT. 30, Sat: FootbaU (Ulinois vs. Pittsburgh).
OCT. 7, Sat. : Chicago Campus Day (FootbaU: IUinois vs. Indiana).
OCT. 9, Mon. , 4:10 p. m. : Meeting of Urbana-Champaign Senate.
OCT. 13, Fri. : Centennial Year Homecoming Events (classes dismissed at
1:00 p.m.).
OCT. 14, Sat. : Homecoming (FootbaU: IUinois vs. Minnesota).
OCT. 16, Mon.: October graduation date (no Commencement exercises.)
OCT. 21, Sat. : Football (niinois vs. Notre Dame).
NOV. 4, Sat. : Dad's Day (FootbaU: IUinois vs. Purdue).
NOV. 6, Mon. : Earliest date for one-half credit if withdrawing from the
University for mUitary service (seven weeks completed).
NOV. 9, Thurs. , 5:00 p. m. : Midsemester grades due.
NOV. 10, Fri., 5:00 p.m.: Latest date for refund of one-half tuition and
fees (except nonrefundable portion) if withdrawing from the University dr
reducing program range.
NOV. 11, Sat.: Veterans Day Observance (classes dismissed 10:45 - 11:15 a.m.)
NOV. 11, Sat: FootbaU (IUinois vs. Michigan).
NOV. 13, Mon. , 4:10 p. m. : Meeting of Urbana-Champaign Senate.
NOV. 22, Wed. , 1:00 p. m. : Thanksgiving vacation begins.
NOV. 27, Mon. , 1:00 p. m. : Thanksgiving vacation ends, (tentative)
NOV. 29, Wed. - DEC. 6, Wed. : Advance enrollment advising for February,
1968, registration of continuing students.
NOV. 30, Thurs, 6:45 - 10:00 p. m. : Qualifying examination in English.
DEC. 3, Sun. : IUinois Day (State admitted to the Union, 1818).
DEC. 7, Thurs. , 6:45 - 10:00 p. m. : Qualifying examination in English.
DEC. 11. Mon. , 4:10 p. m. : Meeting of Urbana-Champaign Senate.
DEC. 12, Tues: Latest date to withdraw from the University without petitioning
for readmission.
DEC. 15, Fri. : Earliest date for Ml credit if withdrawing from the University
for mUitary service (twelve weeks completed.)
DEC. 22, Fri. , 1:00 p. m. (tentative) Christmas vacation begins.
JAN. 3, Wed. , 1:00 p. m. : Christmas vacation ends.
JAN. 4, Thurs. : Latest date for special examinations.
JAN. 13, Sat. : Last day of Instruction.
JAN. 15, Mon. - JAN 23, Tues. : Semester examinations.
JAN. 21, Sun. : Convocation for February graduates.
FEB. 12, Mon. , 4:10 p. m. : Meeting of Urbana-Champaign Senate.
FEB. 15, Thurs.: February graduation date (no Commencement exercises.
)
FEB. 15, Thurs. : Latest date for students currently enrolled to apply for
student teaching assignments in faU or spring semester, 1968-69.
SECOND SEMESTER, 1967-68
JAN. 29, Mon. - FEB 5, Mon. : New student program.
JAN. 31, Wed. , 2:30 - 5:00 p. m. : Preregistration (special permit required).
FEB. 1, Thurs. - FEB 3, Sat. , noon: Registration of graduate and undergraduat<
students.
FEB. 3, Sat., 8:00 a.m. - 12:00 noon: Registration of commuting teachers.
FEB. 5, Mon., 7:00 a.m.: Instruction begins.
FEB. 5, Mon.: Earliest date for special examinations.
FEB. 5, Mon. , 6:45 - 10:00 p. m. : Qualifying examination in English (for
transfer students with eighty or more credit hours only.
FEB. 12, Mon. , 4:10 p. m. : Meeting of Urbana-Champaign Senate.
FEB. 15, Thurs. : Latest date for students currently enrolled to apply for stu-
dent teaching assignments in faU or spring semester 1968-69.
FEB. 15, Thurs. : Graduation date (no Commencement exercises).
FEB. 15, Thurs. , 5:00 p. m. : Latest date for full refund of tuition and fees .
(except nonrefundable portion) if withdrawing from the University or reducing
program range.
MAR. 2, Sat. : University Day (University opened, 1868; not a holiday).
,MAR. 7, Thurs. : Centennial Events (classes dismissed entire day).
MAR. 11, Mon. : Centennial Events (classes dismissed 10:00 a. m. -12:00 noon).
MAR. 11, Mon. , 4:10 p. m. Meeting Of Urbana-Champaign Senate
MAR. 25, Mon. : Earliest oate for one-half credit if withdrawing from the
University for mUitary service (seven weeks completed.)
MAR. 28, Thurs. , 5:00 p. m. : Midsemester grades due.
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MAR. 29, Frl. , 5:00 p. m. : Latest date for refund on one-half tuition and fees
(except nonrefundable portion) if withdrawing from the University or reducing
program range.
APR. 1, Mon. , 4:10 p.m.: Meeting of Urbana-Champaign Senate.
APR. 6, Sat. , 12:00 noon: Spring Vacation begins.
APR. 15, Mon. , 1:00 p. m. : Spring Vacation ends.
APR. 18, Thurs., 6:45 - 10:00 p. m. : Qualifying examination in English.
APR. 24, Wed. - MAY 1, Wed. : Advance enrollment advising for September,
1968, registration of continuing students.
APR. 25, Thurs. , 6:45 - 10:00 p. m. : Qualifying examination in English.
MAY 3. Fri. - MAY 5, Sun. : Campus Mother's Day weekend.
MAY 3, Fri. , Honors DayJ(Classes Dismisseu At Noon-12:00)
MAY o, Mon.
,
5:00 p. m. : Latest date to withdraw from the University without
petitioning for readmission.
MAY 8, Wed. : Earliest date for full credit if withdrawing from the University
for military service (twelve weeks completed).
MAY 13, Mon. , 4:10 p. m. : Meeting of Urbana-Champaign Senate.
MAY 16, Thurs. : Latest date for special examinations.
MAY 23, Thurs. - MAY 24, Fri. : Registration for 1968 summer session off-
campus courses, College of Law, and registration staff, including payment
of tuition and fees.
MAY 25, Sat. : Last day of instruction.
MAY 27, Mon. - JUNE 5, Wed. : Semester examinations.
MAY 30, Thurs. : Memorial Day (holiday).
JUNE 3, Mon., 4:10 p.m.: Meeting of Urbana-Champaign Senate.
JUNE 15, Sat. : Commencement.
EIGHT-WEEK SUMMER SESSION, 1968
MAY 23, Thurs. - MAY 24, Fri. : Registration for 1968 summer session off-
campus courses, College of Law, and registration staff, including payment
of tuition and fees.
JUNE 3, Mon. , 4:10 p. m. : Meeting of Urbana-Champaign Senate.
JUNE 14, Fri. , 5:00 p. m. : Latest date for full refund of tuition and fees'
(except nonrefundable portion) if withdrawing from first five and one half
week College of Law term. (First five days.
)
JUNE 17, Mon. : Earliest date for special examinations.
JUNE 17, Mon. : Registration of summer session nondegree candidates, under-
graduate students, continuous graduate students, and new and readmitted
graduate students who nave been issued permits to enter by Friday, May 31,
except graduate institute participants. *
JUNE 18, Tues: Registration for summer session institutes and new and re-
admitted graduate students issued permits to enter after Friday, May 31.
JUNE 18, Tues. , 7:00 a. m. : Instruction begins.
JUNE 18, Tues. , -AUG 2, Fri. : Advance enrollment advising for September,
1968, registration of new students.
JUNE 18, Tues. , 6:45 - 10:00 p. m. : Qualifying examination in English (for
transfer students with eighty or more credit hours only.
)
JUNE 20, Thurs. , 5:00 p. m. : Latest date for full refund of tuition and fees
(except nonrefundable portion) if withdrawing from eleven-week College
of Law term (: First ten days).
JUNE 24, Mon. , 5:00 p. m. : Latest date for full refund of tuition and fees
(except nonrefundable portion) if withdrawing from the University or
reducing program range, except in College of Law.
JUNE 26, Wed. , 5:00 p. m. : Latest date for refund of one-half of tuition
and fees (except nonrefundable portion) if withdrawing from first five
and one half-week CoUege of Law session. (First fifteen days.
)
JULY 4, Thurs. : Independence Day (holiday).
JULY 11, Thurs., 6:45 - 10:00 p. m. : Qualifying examination in English.
JULY 15, Mon. : Beginning of second four-week courses.
JULY 16, Tues. , 5:00 p. m. : Latest date for refund on one-half tuition and
fees (except nonrefundable portion) if withdrawing from the University
or reducing program range, except in College of Law.
JULY 17, Wed. : Earliest date for one-half credit if withdrawing from the
University for military service (four weeks completed), except College
of Law.
JULY 22, Mon. , 5:00 p. m. : Latest date for refund of one-half of tuition and
fees (except nonrefundable portion) if withdrawing from eleven-week College of
Law term. (First six weeks.
)
JULY 23, Tues. , 5:00 p. m. : Latest date for full refund of tuition and fees
(except nonrefundable portion) if withdrawing from second five and one-
half-week College of Law term. (First five days.
)
JULY 25, Thurs. : Latest date to withdraw from the University without
petitioning for readmission.
JULY 29, Mon. : Latest date for special examinations.
JULY 31, Wed. : Latest date for foreign students who have not attended a
college or university in the United States to apply for admission in September,
1968.
JULY 31, Wed. : Earliest date for full credit if withdrawing from the Univer-
sity for military service (six weeks completed), except College of Law.
AUG. 2, Fri. , 5:00 p. m. : Latest date for refund of one-half tuition and fees
(except -nonrefundable portion) if withdrawing from second five and one-
• half-week CoUege of Law term. (First fifteen days.
)
AUG. 8, Thurs. : Last day of instruction.
AUG. 9, Fri. - AUG 10, Sat. : Summer session final examinations.
AUG. 12, Mon. - SEPT 7, Sat. : Corps of Engineers post-summer session
courses (four weeks).
AUG. 12, Mon. : August graduation date (no Commencement exercises).
AUG.-21, Wed.: Earliest date for special examinations.
AUG. 28, Wed. : Latest date for domestic students, or foreign students who
have attended a.coUege or university in the United States, to apply for
admission or readmission in September, 1968.
FIRST SEMESTER, 1968-69
JULY 31, Wed. : Latest date for foreign students who have not attended a
college or university in the United States to apply for admission in Septem-
ber, 1968. "
AUG. 28, Wed. : Latest date for domestic students, or foreign students who
have attended a college or university in the United States, to apply for ad-
mission or readmission in September, 1968.
SEPT. 9, Mon. - SEPT 16, Mon. : New student program.
SEPT. 11, Wed.
,
2:30 - 5:00 p. m. : Preregistration (special permit required.)
SEPT. 12, Thurs - SEPT 14, Sat. to 12:00 noon: Registration of graduate and
undergraduate students.
SEPT. 14, Sat. , 8:00 - 12:00 noon: Registration of commuting teachers. "
SEPT. 16, Mon., 7:00 a.m.: Instruction begins.
SEPT. 16, Mon. , 6:45 -10:00 p. m. : Qualifying examination in English (for
transfer students with eighty or more credit hours only).
SEPT. 19, Thurs. , 5:00 p. m. : Latest date for full refund of tuition and fees
(except nonrefundable portion) if withdrawing from the University or redu-
cing program range.
SEPT. 21, Sat.: Football (Illinois vs. Kansas).
SEPT. 28, Sat. : Chicago Campus Day (Football: Illinois vs. Missouri).
OCT. 14, Mon., 4:10 p.m.: Meeting of Urbana-Champaign Senate.
OCT. 15, Tues. : October graudation date (no Commencement exercises).
OCT. 26, Sat. : Homecoming (Football: Illinois vs. Ohio State).
NOV. 4, Mon.> : Earliest date for one-half credit if withdrawing from the
JJniversity for military service (seven weeks completed.)
NOV. T, Thurs., 5:U0 p. m. : MTdsemester grades due.
NOV. 8, Fri. , 5:00 p. m. : Latest date for refund of one-half tuition and fees
(except nonrefundable portion) if withdrawing from the University or re-
ducing program range.
NOV. n, Mon.: Veterans Day Observance (classes dismissed 10:45 - 11:15 a. m.)
NOV. 11, Mon. , 4:10 p. m. : Meeting of Urbana-Champaign Senate.
NOV. 16, Sat: Dad's Day (Football: Illinois vs. Northwestern).
NOV. 23, Sat. : Football (Illinois vs. Iowa).
NOV. 27, Wed. , 1:00 p. m. : Thanksgiving vacation begins.
DEC. 2, Mon; , 1:00 p. m. : Thanksgiving vacation ends.
DEC. 2, Mon. - DEC 9, Mon. : Advance enrollment advising for February, 1969,
,
registration of continuing students.
DEC. 3, Tues.: nilnois Day (State admitted to the Union, 1818).
DEC. 5, Thurs. , 6:45 - 10:00 p. m. : Qualifying examination in English.
DEC. 9, Mon. , 4:10 p. m. : Meeting of Urbana-Champaign Senate.
DEC. 11, Wed. : Latest date to withdraw from the University without petitioning
for readmission.
DEC. 12, Thurs, 6:45 - 10:00 p. m. : Qualifying examination in English.
DEC. 13, Fri. : . Earliest date for full credit if withdrawing from the University
,
for military service (twelve weeks completed).
DEC. 21, Sat. , 1:00 p. m. : Christmas vacation begins.
JAN. 2, Thurs., 1:00 p.m.: Christmas vacation ends.
.JAN. 2, Thurs: Latest date for special examinations.
'JAN. 11, Sat. : Last day of instruction.
JAN. 13, Mon. - JAN 21, Tues.: Semester examinations.
JAN 19, Sun. : Convocation for February graduates.
FEB. 10. , Mon. 4:10 p. m. : Meeting of Urbana-Champaign Senate.
FEB. 15, Sat. : February graduation date (no Commencement exercises).
FEB. 15, Sat. : Latest date for students currently enrolled to apply for student
teaching assignments in the fall or spring semester, 1969-1970.
BOARD OF TRUSTEES
MEMBERS ex OFFICIO
Otto Kerner, Governor of Illinois, Springfield 62706
Ray Page, Superintendent of Public Instruction* Springfield 62706
ELECTED MEMBERS
Term 1963-1969
Earl M. Hughes, 206 N. Hughes Road, Woodstock 60098
Wayne A. Johnston, 135 E. Eleventh Place, Chicago 60605
Timothy W. Swain, 912 Central Building, Peoria 61602
Term 1965-1971
Howard W. Clement, 38 S. Dearborn Street, Chicago 60603
Theodore A. Jones, 160 N. LaSalle Street, Chicago 60601
' Harold Pogue, 705 N. Oakland Avenue, Decatur 62525
Term 1967-1973
Donald R. Grimes, 131 S. Wabash Avenue, Chicago 60603
Ralph C. Hann, 1320 S. State Street, Springfield 62704
James A. Weatherly, 108 North Fourteenth Street, Murphysboro 62966
OFFICERS OF THE BOARD
Wayne A. Johnston, President, Chicago
EarlW. Porter, Secretary, Urbana
Herbert O. Farber, Comptroller, Urbana
R. R. Manchester, Treasurer, 38 S. Dearborn Street, Chicago 60603
ALL-UNIVERSITY BOARDS AND COMMITTEES
UNIVERSITY COUNCIL
David D. Henry, L. H. Lanier, G. M. Almy, Daniel Alpert, G. H. Bargh,
J. S. Begando, G. A. Bennett, O. G. Bentley, C. A. Brandly, L. A. Bryan,
H. E. Carter, D. 'J. Caseley, J. J. Costello, J. E. Cribbet, L. J. Currie,
D. B. Doner, R. B. Downs, R. N. Evans, W. L. Everitt, H. O. Farber,
C. E. Flynn, S. L. Fordham, R. W. French, S. K. Gove, M. P. Hale,
R'. L Hail, R. A. Harvey, C. S. Havens, E. L. Johnson, D. W. Levinson,
D. C. McCluney, Jr., K. J. McCristal, Mary K. Mullane* E. E. Oliver,
If.. A- Parker, J. W. Peltason, Theodore Peterson, E. W. Porter,
V. E. Ricks, S. C. Robinson, R. W. Rogers, G. W. Salisbury, O. S. Smith,
F. H. Turner, Martin Wagner, G. L. Webster, A. S. Weller, S. H. Yale,
V. K. Zimmerman.
Consultative Committee. David D. Henry, Chairman, O. G. Bentley, R. N.
Evans, D. C. McCluney, Jr. , R. W. Rogers, G. W. Salisbury, G. L. Web-
ster, F. H. Turner, Secretary.
SENATE COORDINATING COUNCIL
Chicago Circle. D. D. Hanson, Joseph Landin, D. W. Levinson.
Medical Center. Edna L. Anderson, Maury Massler, Irving Schulman.
.
.
Urbana-Champaign. B. J. Diggs, H. G. Halcrow, J. T. Hastings, J. W. Jensen,
E. M. Lyman, V. J. Stone.
COMMITTEE ON ADMISSIONS
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Chicago Circle. I. K. Feinstein, R. L. Hall, V. E. Ricks, A. S. Rouffa,
L. W. Sandy, ex officio.
Medical Center. D. A. Wallace, Chairman, A. J. Diekema.
Urbana-Champaign. George Hendrick, B. A. Jones, Jr. , E. E. Oliver,
ex officio, M. R> Sumption, H. L. Wakeland.
UNIVERSITY BOARDS AND COMMITTEES
Accident Compensation. J. J. Costello, Chairman, C. C. DeLong, J. E. Har-
mon, Adviser, G. W. Harper, M. D. Kinzie, Medical Adviser, John Morris,
Adviser, M. N. Pike, Secretary, O. S. Smith.
Accountancy (C. P. A.) J. N. Young, Chairman, C. A. Moyer, E. E. Oliver,
ex officio, E. J. Smith, Clerk, C. E. Warwick, Secretary.
Alumni Affairs. C. E. Flynn, Chairman, G. H. Bargh, J. C. Colvin, W. J.
Grove, J. B. Holderman, James Vermette.
Architectural and Engineering Service (Advisory). N. M. Newmark, Chairman,
H. O. Farber, C. S. Havens, A. K. Laing, N. A. Parker, A. R. Williams.
Art Objects. L. J. Currie, Chairman, John Entenza, A. H. Goodwin, Walter
Netsch, J. R. Shipley, James Speyer, S. D. Steiner, A. S. Weller, A. R.
Williams.
Athletic Association Board of Directors. C. H. Stotz, President, Louis
Boudreau, L. A. Bryan, C. C. Dadant, F. B. Lanham, Vice-President,
M. C. Norton, Treasurer, P. R. Shaffer, H. S. Stillwell, Secretary,
H. F. Thornes, Clerk.
Building Program. L. H. Lanier, Chairman, Daniel Alpert, J. S. Begando,
H. E. Carter, H. O. Farber, H. A. Laitinen, J. P. Marbarger, D. C.
McCluney, Jr. , N. A. Parker, J. W. Peltason.
Staff Consultants. H. D. Bareither, C. S. Havens.
Centennial (Executive). F. H. Turner, Chairman, G. M. Almy, R. G. Ander-
son, J. S. Begando, P. K. Bresee, R. B. Downs, Vice-Chairman, H. O.
Farber, C. E. Flynn, E. E. Oliver, Secretary, N. A. Parker, J. W.
Peltason.
Copyrights and Recordings. K. B. Henderson, Chairman, J. J. Costello,
ex officio, Miodrag Muntyan, ex officio, E. F. Scoles, J. R. Squire,
A. V. Wolf.
Council on University Relations in Chicago. C. E. Flynn, Chairman, J. S.
Begando, J. B. Claar, J. C. Colvin, J. J. Costello, D. D. Henry, ex
officio, H. O. Farber, R. W. French, Executive Director, C. S. Havens,
E. L. Johnson, L. H. Lanier, ex officio, N. A. Parker, J. W. Peltason,
S. C. Robinson, James Vermette.
Editorial Board of Review. Miodrag Muntyan, Chairman, ex officio, Adrian
Janes, D. M. Martin, E. B. McNeil, C. H. Shattuck, N. E. Smith,
E. F. Zeigler.
Fees. L. H. Lanier, Chairman, Daniel Alpert, J. S. Begando, H. O. Farber,
E. E. Oliver, N. A. Parker, J. W. Peltason.
Human Relations and Equal Opportunity. Theodore Peterson, Chairman,
C. L. Bell, Henry Jeffay, G. C. Giles, Jr. , E. K. Hudson, Oscar Miller,
M. H. Pitts, J. H. Smith, E. F. Zeigler.
Legislative Relations. H. O. Farber, Chairman, G. H. Bargh, T. W. Barker,
Jr., D. J. Caseley, J. J. Costello, C. E. Flynn, K. E. Gardner, S. K.
Gove, C. S. Havens, J. B. Holderman, W. P. McLure, W.H. Rice,
James Vermette.
Nonacademic Personnel. H. O. Farber, Chairman, H. W. Bailey, C. A.
Blomquist, J. W. Briscoe, J. J. Costello, C. S. Havens, Martin Wagner.
Nonrecurring Appropriations. L. H. Lanier, Chairman, J. S. Begando,
H. O. Farber, E. L. Johnson, N. A. Parker, J. W. Peltason.
University Budget. L. H. Lanier, Chairman, Daniel Alpert, J. S. Begando,
H. O. Farber, W. I. Goodman, W, J. Grove, M. S. Kessler, Staff
Associate, N. A. Parker, J. W. Peltason, W. F. Sager, M. L. Zeigler,
Staff Associate.
University Coordinating Committee of the Life Sciences. R. E. Kallio, Chair-
man, C. A. Blomquist, J. O. Corliss, H. O. Feinberg, Jack Gorski,
W. J. Grove, L. P. Hager, R. H. Kokernot, G. W. Salisbury, George
Sprugel, Jr.
University Council on Extension and Public Service. E. L. Johnson, Chair-
man, Daniel Alpert, D. J. Caseley, J. B.- Claar, L. J. Currie, R. W.
French, Wi L. Garrison. S. K. Gove, J. D. Haltiwanger, Secretary,
R. M. Hill, S. C. Robinson. J. M. Slater, Martin Wagner.
University Council on Federal Relations. D. D. Henry, Chairman, Daniel
Alpert, J. S.' Begando, O. G. Bentley, G. K. Brinegar, J. J. Costello,
C. C. DeLong, Staff Associate, H. O. Farber, W. L. Garrison, E. L.
Johnson, Vice-chairman, L. H. Lanier, N. M. Newmark, N. A. Parker,
J. W. Peltason, W. H. Rice, Staff Associate, J. R. Squire, W. K.
Williams, Staff Associate.
University Council on the Health Sciences and Professions. L. H. Lanier,
Chairman, Daniel Alpert, J. S. Begando, G. A. Bennett, C. A. Brandly,
H. E. Carter, D. J. Caseley, J. O. Corliss, W. L. Garrison, M. P.
Hale, W. P. Harder, R. E. Johnson, R. E. Kallio, R. H. Kokernot,
M. H. Lepper, Mary K. Mullane, N. A. Parker, J. W. Peltason, D. R.
Peterson, C. E. Richards, M. B. Russell, Gregorio Weber, G. L. Web-
ster, S. H. Yale.
University Council on International Education. E. L. Johnson, Chairman,
G. A. Bennett, G. K. Brinegar, Secretary, R. W. Burnett, R. B. Craw-
ford, J. E. Cribbet, Royden Dangerfield, C. W. Deal, R. B. Downs, R. T.
Fisher, Jr. , L. H. Lanier, ex officio, R. J. Martin, D. C. McCluney, Jr.
,
W. V. Whitehorn, V. K. Zimmerman.
University Council on Libraries. E. L. Johnson, Chairman, R. B. Downs,
Hans Frauenfelder, Hergert Goldhor, Lillian Oertel, Louis Schultheiss, Wilma
Troxel, S. A. Weiss.
University Council on School and College Relations. E. E. Oliver, Chairman,
A, J. Diekema, L. B. Fisher, Secretary, C. E. Flynn, L. W. Sandy, D. A.
Wallace, R. E. Wolverton.
University Council on Teacher Education. L. H. Lanier, Chairman, H. E.
Carter, D. B. Doner, R. N. Evans, D. C. McCluney, Jr., V. E. Ricks,
R. W. Rogers.
University Press Board. P. E. Yankwich, Chairman, Daniel Alpert, ex officio,
A. L. Altenbernd, R. D. Katz, Miodrag Muntyan, ex officio, I. D. Steiner,
A. V. Wolf, J. B. Wolf.
University Research Board. Daniel Alpert, Chairman, ex officio, H. G. Drick-
amer, Marvin Frankel, H. W. Hake, D. E. Mapother, A. V. Nalbandov,
N. M. Newmark, M. V. Novak, ex officio, R. C. Retherford, ex officio,
H. R. Snyder, ex officio, Secretary, Jack Stillinger, Sol Spiegelman.
Chicago Circle. R. C. Retherford, Chairman, J. H. Boyer, D. W. Levinson
W. J. Ottlng, R. V. Remini, R. L. Schiffman, Andrew SchUler, Mildred
Schwartz, E. B. Spiess, Victor Twersky, H. S. Upshaw.
Medical Center. M. V. Novak, Chairman, Verda James, E. R. Kirch, J. P.
Marbarger, E. E. Vicher.
Patents . R. J. Maurer, Chairman, J. C. Colvin, J. J. Costello, C. C.
DeLong, Secretary, R, T. Milner, J. R. Pasta, H. R. Snyder.
University Retirement (Advisory). Max Sappenfield, Chairman, H. O. Albers,
B. J. Babler, E. S. Glbala, Secretary, Thomas Halstengard, H. Mcintosh,
R. I. Mehr, H. Ray, J. W. Spence, J. N. Young.
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Voluntary Giving. C. E. Flynn, Chairman, J. C. Colvin, Secretary, H. O.
Farber, James Vermette.
UHBANA-CHAMPAIGN BOARDS AND COMMITTEES
SENATE COMMITTEES
Academic Freedom and Tenure . H. I. Schiller, Chairman, R. G. Bartle, D. C.
Baum. W. S. Opldttiwaite, W. H. McPherson, H. W- Norton, C. E._Osgood.
Athletics ana Recreation. L. A. Bryan, ex officio, C. W. Puffenbarger, Chairman,
S. B. (Jolaoerg, C. G. Knapp, D. O. Matthews, C. S. Walters, V. K.
Zimmerman.
Budget. W. I. Goodman, Chairman, W. E. Kappauf, H. A. Laitinen, R. V.
Mitchell, R. J. Mosborg, W. M. Newton, E. R. Swanson.
Educational Policy. C. A. Wert, Chairman, H. M. Hyman, Vice-Chairman,
E. E. Oliver, ex officio, Emerson Cammack, H. S. Gutowsky, Peter Hay,
B. L. Hicks, A. W. Hubbard, J. M. Hunt, D. L. Kemmerer, M. V. Klein,
F. B. Lanham, E. R. Leng, W. H. McPherson, T. E. Newland, Minerva
Pinnell.
Faculty Benefits, D. H. Skadden, Chairman, C. R. Blyth, Robert Ferber,
W. H. Franke, W. I. Goodman, C. A. Keener, Retired, N. P. G. Krausz,
J. H. McCord, L. R. Shaffer, J. N. Young.
Honorary Degrees. J. J. Campbell, Chairman, John Bardeen, Royall Brandts,
G. C. McVittie, F. J. Reiss, J. R. Shipley, L. E. Zierner.
Library. H. Frauenfelder, Chairman, G. M. Blair, R. B. Downs, ex offIcio,
David Gottlieb, H. D. Krause, R. M. McColley, Angelina R. Pietrangeli.
Memorial
..Resolutions. S. L. Tuckey, Chairman. A. G. Holaday, D. B. Lindsay.
Parliamentarians. H. G. Colin, Klcnara Murpnyr~
Student Affairs. Naomi W. Hunter, Chairman, H. O. Barthel, L. E.
Berry, V. A. Bloomfield, R. G. Conn, D. E. Frith, Bernard Karsh,
Hadley Read, Miriam A. Shelden, ex officio, Lorraine D. Trebilcock.
Student Discipline. O. G. Bently, Chairman, Daniel Alpert, C. A. Brandly,
J. E. Cribbet, Royden Dangerfield, R. N. Evans, W. L. Everitt, K. J.
McCristal, Stanton Millet, Theodore Peterson, R. W. Rogers, A. S.
Weller, V. K. Zimmerman.
Subcommittee A. Arno Hill, Chairman, Jacquetta Burnett, G. T. Clayton,
E.^ S: Luck, W.' E. Miller, J. C. Spitler. Student Representatives: G. M.
Cord, L. C. Rubin, Mary A. Westray.
Subcommittee B. J. W. Leonard, Chairman, G. S. Gilmore, Ruth E.
Lorbe, E. C. A. Runge, Student Representatives: Benita A. Blachman,
M. B. McElvaln, W. D. Snapp.
Student English. V. I. West, Chairman, J. J. DeBoer, D. E. Dulany,
J. F. Evans, D. P. Flanders, D. D. Jackson, J. W. Murdock, S. S.
Nagel, E. C. Rae, Charles Sanders, ex officio.
University Statutes and Senate Procedures. D. L. Nanney, Chairman,
C. T. Arlt, Peter Axel, S. K. Gove, R. D. Kaft, E. F. Scoles,
V. A. Thompson.
Urbana-Champalgn Academic Calendar. D. R. Opperman, Chairman, M. W.
Benfield, Jr., A. W. Burger, F. W. Foster, T. E. Newland, A. R.
Twardock, C. E. Warwick, ex officio.
GENERAL BOARDS AND COMMITTEES
Aerial Photography. T. H. Thornburn, Chairman, T. E. Avery, A. W.
Booth, L. A. Bryan, J. B. Fehrenbacher, H. M. Karara, W. M. Keith,
J. L. Tarr, H. R. Wanless, R. C. White.
Assembly Hall (Advisory). K. E. Gardner, Chairman, J. W. Scott, Vice-
Chairman, Mary Bliss, Rhona Berkowltz, W. J. Hall, Theodore Peterson,
Jeff Rifken.
Campus Information Services (Advisory). R. W. Evans, Chairman, J. E. Blaze,
P. J. Doebel, E. F. Finder, D. R. McClelland, E. E. Oliver, S. C. Robin-
son, John Scouffas, W. K. Wessels.
Campus Planning. H. A. Laitinen, Chairman, J. M. Atkin, L. E. Boley, R. J.
Martin, K. J. McCristal, C. A. Moyer, R. W. Rogers, M. B. Russell,
F. E. Schooley, H. R. Snyder, V. J. Stone, L. W. White.
Staff Consultants. R. S. Chamberlln, V. L. Kretschmer, D. C. Neville,
William Stallman.
Commencement. L. A. Bryan, Chairman, R. R. Marsh, Vice-Chairman, R. W.
Bokenkamp, K. W. Broadrick, G. T. Clayton, H. V. Cordier, Frances B.
Jenkins, D. R. McClelland, D. C. Neville, Miriam A. Shelden, R. M.
Sutton, Marlene L. Tousey, Frances O. Van Duyne.
Coordinating Placement Council. K. W. Broadrick, Pauline V. Chapman,
Margaret N. Durham, Margaret R. Goodyear, R. S. Holty, J. L. Johnson,
W. H. McPherson, A. C. Moore, Thomas Page, G. W. Peck, Secretary,
ex officio, Miriam A. Shelden, ex officio, J. M. Slater, James Vermette,
ex officio, Shirley H. Wattenberg, W. K. Wessels.
Council on Teacher Education. H. E. Carter, Chairman, Daniel Alpert, O. G.
Bentley, R. N. Evans, W. L. Everitt, Herbert Goldhor, K. J. McCristal,
R. W. Rogers, A. S. Weller, V. K. Zimmerman.
Faculty (Advisory). N. D. Levine, Chairman, C. H. Bowman, Milton Derber,
S. K. Gove, J. W. Jensen, R. E. Johnson, F. B. Lanham, D. J. Perrino,
V. J. Stone.
Fulbright Awards. R. L. Schneider, Chairman, E. H. Betts, D. A. Branigan,
S. E. Gray, R. H. Green, J. R. Gusfield, G. P. Haight, F. E. Hohn, Ruth
E. Lorbe, D. L. Nanny, Angelina R. Petrangeli, W. H. Shoemaker, R. M.
Sutton.
Historical Manuscripts and University Archives. G. W. White, Chairman,
M. J. Brichford, ex officio, D. A. Brown, R. B. Downs, ex officio, J. T.
Flanagan, R. E. Johnson, C. C. Spence, R. M. Sutton, L. W. White.
Honors Council. R. R. Marsh, Chairman, S. D. Andersen, J. J. Bateman,
L. A. Bryan, Richard Dremuk, Herbert Goldhor, L. E. Hanson, B. L. Hicks,
F. E. Hodgins, A. G. Holaday, A. H. Jensen, J. W. Jensen, J. O. Kopplin,
Harry Levy, Dorothy Litherland, R. E. Lott, B. H. Mainous, T. Manolakes,
B. L. Meyerson, D. R. Opperman, J. R. Payne, M. Jean Phillips, C. C.
Rae, R. L. Schneider, T. O. Sloan, C. D. Smith, V. I. West, E. F. Zeigler.
Housing Review. E. F. Scoles, Chairman, N. M. Bedford, R. L. Belford, R. A.
Eubanks, D. C. Kramer, S. W. Rahn, Secretary, ex officio, P. M. Weichsel.
Human Relations and Equal Opportunity. Theodore Peterson, Chairman, H. R.
Berk, Paul Brady, L. W. Doolittle, Marvin Frankel, P. 1. Garman, C. W.
Gates, ex officio, Jean F. Hill.'H. M. Johnson, R. D. Katz, Diana Pien,
C. B. Satterthwaite, J. H. Smith, V. J. Stone, Lorraine D. Trebilcock,
E. F. Zeigler.
Instructional Resources. W. A. Ferguson, Chairman, D. L. Bitzer, J. T.
Hastings, R. M. HiU, L. G. Humphreys, C. J. Mclntyre, ex officio,
C A. Wert.
Instructional Television and Broadcasting. D. E. Dulany, Jr. , Chairman,
William Johnson, C. J. Mclntyre, ex officio, D. W. Paden, Theodore Petersor
ex officio, F. E. Schooley, ex officio.
Intramural Activities (Advisory). Jim Buysse, Joe Franz, Roy Keller, D. O.
Matthews, ex officio, Linda J. Newton, Howard Nightingale, Richard Wax,
G. W. White, R. N. Wright.
James Lectures on Government. Victor Thompson, Chairman, Marvin Frankel,
E. G. Lewis.
Levis Loan Fund. Stanton Millet, Chairman, A. M. Engels, Miriam A. Shelden.
Military Affairs. J. W. Briscoe, Chairman, ex officio, L. H. Ballweg, T. C.
Bloomer, C. H. BoWman, H. E. Carter, ex officio, M. A. Goers, ex officio,
A. J. Hendron, Stanton Millet, ex officio, E. E. Oliver, ex officio, J. C.
Spitler, ex officio.
George A. Miller Endowment. H. E. Carter, Chairman, ex officio, G. B.
Evans, G. C. McVittiet David Pines, S. M. Stafford, ex officio.
Natural Disaster and Civil Defense V. L. Kretschmer, Chairman, A. B. Chilton,
H. A. Combes, ex officio, P. J. Doebel, R. W. Evans, J. W. Metzger,
H. P. Schaudt, ex officio, John Scouffas, J. C. Stallman, 0. S. Walters.
New Student Week. C. E. Warwick, Chairman, T. C. Bloomer, R. W. Bohl,
Dorothy B. Clark, C. F. Firley, Margaret Nefstead, D. A. Norden, Joseph
Page, Elin Richardson, Charles Sanders, Stuart Schumack, Sara Soder,
Lorraine D. Trebilcock, Rebecca Welch, W. K. Willis.
Nonacademic Personnel. J. E. Cribbet, Chairman, C. W. Gates, R. E. Kallio,
V. L. Kretschmer, R. J. Martin, R. N. Parker, M. B. Russell.
Nonrecurring Appropriations. H. E. Carter, Chairman, J. M. Atkin, L. E.
Boley, H. J. Brems, J. W. Jensen, R. E. Kallio, V. L. Kretschmer, ex
officio, R. P. Link, R. J. Martin, A. C. Moore, M. B. Russell, H. R.
Snyder, ex officio, S. M. Stafford, William Stallman, Consultant.
Overseas Projects. G. A. Brinegar, Chairman, P. D. Beamer, C. C. DeLong,
R. W. Gillespie, H. G. Halcrow, P. J. Magelli, R. J. Martin, T. A. McCowen,
Secretary, Barbara A. Yates.
Rhodes and Marshall Scholarships. Martin Wagner, Chairman, R. E. Johnson,
R. L. Schneider.
Safety and Fire Prevention. W. D. Compton, Chairman, P. M. Dauten, R. F.
Espenschied, A. E. Florio, C. W. Gates, G. W. Harper, E. F. Hebrank, L. M.
Hursh, ex officio, W. R. Lowstuter, John Morris, Secretary, ex officio,
E. L. Palmberg, ex officio, John Scouffas, H. L. White.
Student Activity Grants-in-Aid. K. E. Gardner, Chairman, Paul Bresee, L. A.
Bryan, A. M. Engels, Gardner Heidrick, Stanton Millet, ex officio, E. E.
Oliver, ex officio, E. T. Sanford, ex officio, J. W. Scott.
Student Rights (Advisory). V. J. Stone, Chairman, Norman Carlson, S. L. Davis,
S. W. Dunn, S. J. Fenves, Mary J. Klingle, R. M. Sutton, Lorraine D.
Trebilcock.
Student Traffic Appeals Board. Richard Adams, L. M. Hursh, N. N. Leiken,
Lois Kamis, Bruce Louderback, J. H. McCord, R. W. Meeker, ex officio,
Robert Moss, James Spicer, M. R. Thompson.
Transportation and Traffic. Ellis Danner, Chairman, J. E. Baerwald, ex officio,
. J. E. Blaze, ex officio, H. H. Bohlen, I. A. Cochrun, Craig Greenwood,
J. J. Henderson, K. F. Ijams, ex officio, R. L. Jones, W. E. Kappauf,
R. P. Link, Stuart Moring, D. C. Neville, ex officio, R. N. Parker, ex
officio, J. L. Pence, A. R. Wildhagen.
Undergraduate Scholarships. E. E. Oliver, Chairman, ex officio, C. B. Cox,
A. M. Engels, K. E. Gardner, Lester Ingle, William Johnson, W. H. Munse,
Minerva Pinnell, E. T. Sanford, ex officio, Miriam A. Shelden, ex officio.
United Fund (Campus). L. W. White, Chairman, T. C. Bloomer, Vice-Chairman,
R. W. Evans, Robert Franks, Alice S. Hurt.
University Film Council. H. L. Mueller, Chairman, T. H. Boardman, Marley
Cokliss, R. F. DelzeU, S. P. Hill, J. E. Miller, R. A. Nameth, Gay L.
Scnlachter, B._W. Scotton, B. L. Sims, J. E. Trulove.
Visiting Speakers* R. P. Link, Chairman, J. M. Holcomb, W. W. McMahon,
R. B. Peck, R. E. Williams, H. W. Wilson.
Woodrow Wilson Fellowships. A. G. Holaday, Chairman, D. C. Kramer,
Harry Levy, R. L. Schneider, C. P. Viens.
DIVISIONAL COMMITTEES
Humanities. B. J. Diggs, Chairman, A. L. Altenbernd, J. J. Bateman, D. A.
Branigan, C. L. Dawson, H. G. Haile, Francois Jost, B. H. Mainous, J. R.
Shipley, W. H. Shoemaker, C. C. Spence, J. D. Stubbs, Executive Secre-
tary, K. R. Wallace.
Life Sciences. R. E. Kallio, Chairman, L. L. Campbell, J. B. Hanson, C. W.
Kearns, C. L. Prosser, P. H. Silverman.
Spcial Sciences. J. A. Thompson, Chairman, E. M. Bruner, B. J. Diggs,
Betty Glad, Secretary, Daniel Glaser, M. P. Hale, L. G. Humphreys,
Marvin Frankel, C. Spence, V. A. Thompson, K. R. Wallace.
African Studies. C. S. Alexander, Chairman, A. V. Carozzi, J. F. Due,
Joseph Kastelic, C. Keller, E. G. Lewis, R. E. Mitchell, W. N. Thompson,
Barbara A. Yates.
Asian Studies. R. B. Crawford, Acting Director, B. B. Kling, Acting Asso-
ciate Director, P. D. Beamer, S. P. Cohen, N. G. Jacobs, R. W. Jugenheimerj
Bruno Nettl, D. W. Plath, Peter Schran, Ernst Wolff.
Latin-American Studies . C. W. Deal, Acting Director, G. H. Behague, Luis
Leal, H. O. Nourse, C. E. Nowell, E. C. Rae, S. C. Schmidt, R. E. Scott,
Mauricio Solaun, John Thompson, R. T. Zuidema.
Russian Language and Area Studies. R. T. Fisher, Jr. , Director, C. L. Daw-
son, Folke Dovring, J. D. Fellmann, J. F. Hough, P. B. Maggs, J. R. Millar,
L. H. Miller, D. B. Shiinkin, Alexander Vucinich.
BOARDS OF CONTROL
Athletic Council, R. G. Conn, P. E. Fess, Arno Hill, Paul Kent, J. G. Thomas,
S. B. Release.
Board of Fraternity Affairs. J. J. Goleash, ex officio, W. F. Hamilton, R. H.
Hoffman, W. M. Keith, ex officio, J. B. Knezovich, F. L. Nasca, K. F.
Slater, J. V. Wertsch, W. K. Wessels, W. K. Willis.
Board of Panhellenic Affairs. Judith P. Brickman, Donna S. Coughlan, Grace
J. Ewing, Nancy L. Goodman, Vivian P. Larson, Barbara Metzner, ex
officio, Kathleen M. Regan, Pamela J. Tate, Pauline A. Trelease, Helen
Wulc, ex officio.
Campus Chest Allocations and Advisory Board. H . J. Caquelin, Eunice M.
Dowse, M. R. Gagie, ex officio, Mary Hay, L. D. Liay, J. McVickar,
Lynne B. Russell, Mary A. Saferstein, G. Saipe, Beverly Sandler, Dianne
Schwarz, Susan J. Sharf, Joanell Voigt, Jacquelyn Weinberg.
Concert and Entertainment Board. J. C. Bailar, D. A. Branigan, ex officio,
A. M. Carter, ex officio, C. C. DeLong, ex officio, R. B. Downs, J. R.
Hopkins, Diane G. Kavelaras, J. G. LeBloch, R. W. Mayer, Ann McCull-
ough, J. A. Schick, Sandra K. Subject.
Illini Board of Control. R. L. Hildwein, R. H. Hoffman, J. R. Piatt, J. H.
Schacht, P. C. Schroeder, D. H. Skadden, J. C. Sutton, R. V. Switzer.
Illini Union Board. D. E. Akin, R. L. Black, Mary K. Bliss, R. I. Edelson,
E. F. Finder, ex officio, Pamela J. Foulks, Mary M. Hesse, R. A. Knox,
Linda E.- Leddy, Stasia L. Oertly, D. J. Perrino, Barbara Reed, ex
officio, A. L. Scott, R. F. Swanson, James Vermette, ex officio, R. D.
Victor, ...
Men's Independent Association. R. W. Bohl, R. W. Bokenkamp, M. J. Camp-
anella, S. C. Davis, ex officio, G. F. Rosenblum, T. Schwertfeger, G. C.
Stauber.
University Theatre Board. L. M. Dahlenburg, ex officio, W. M. Johnson,
Sharon L. Kouba, Ellen Look, C. W. Mendel, J. W. Scott, ex officio, Susan
Spalding, A. C. Tillman.
COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE
Administrative. O. G. Bentley, Chairman, T. E. Avery, D. E. Becker,, W. M.
Bever, C. J. Birkeland, C. A. Brandly, G. K. Brinegar, J. B. Claar,
K. E. Gardner, H. G. Halcrow, F. B. Lanham, W. H. Luckmanh, R. T.
Milner, Hadley Read, M. B. Russell, G. W. Salisbury, Janice M. Smith,
M. D. Thorne.
College Honors. A. H. Jensen, Chairman, D. E. Alexander, J. W. Gruebele,
BeulahA. Hunzicker, C. D. Smith, ex officio, S. L. Tuckey.
Courses and Curricula. Margaret R. Goodyear, Chairman, J. F. Evans, J. B.
Gartner, B. G. Harmon, C. N. Hittle, Secretary, D. R. Hunt, M. B.
Linn, J. R. Roush, C. D. Smith, ex officio, S. L. Spahr, M. P. Steinberg,
C. S. Walters.
Enrollment and Student Relations. D. R. Hunt, Chairman, Esther L. Brown,
L. P. Fettig, B. G. Harmon, R. G. Rennels, W. K. Wtssels, ex officio.
Faculty Executive. O. G. Bentley, ex officio, Chairman, W. M. Bever, U. S.
Garrigus, E. L. Hansen, K. E. Harshbarger, Joseph Kastelic, F. W.
Sllfe, W. N. Thompson, Joseph Tobias, Lorraine D. Trebilcock, C. S.
Walters, M. S. Williams.
Policy, Educational. B. A. Jones, Chairman, C. Y. Arnold, R. E. Brown,
Marilyn M. Dunsing, C. L. Folse, K. E. Gardner, ex officio, Margaret
R. Goodyear, D. R. Hunt, A. H. Jensen.
Policy, Extension. L. H. Simerl, Chairman, J. B. Claar, ex officio, D. G.
Jedele, H. G. Russell, W. O. Scott, K. Virginia Seidel.
Policy, International Agriculture. R. J. Mutti, Chairman, D. J. Bray, G. K.
Brinegar, ex officio, Ruth L. Galbraith, R. C. Hay, R. T. Odell.
Policy, Research. David Gottlieb, Chairman, H. P. Broquist, F. A. Kumme-
row, M. B. Russell, ex officio, E. R. Swanson, Frances O. Van Duyne.
INSTITUTE OF AVIATION
Executive. L. A. Bryan, Chairman, W. E. Ditzler, N. C. Grimm, E. L. Haak,
F. L. Lancaster, J. W. Stonecipher.
Courses and Curricula. W. E. Ditzler, Chairman, K. B. Anderson, E. L. Haak,
Cyrus Rohrer, Jr. , J. W. Stonecipher, W. D. Trulock.
Library. E. L. Haak, Chairman, R. L. Ayers, W. E. Garrelts, H. W. Linder,
F. B. Schaber.
Placement. J. R. Mylin, Chairman, R. L. Ayers, H. R. Elklns, T. H. Gordon.
Registration. J. W. Stonecipher, Chairman, K. B. Anderson, L. B. Applegate,
T. H. Bailey, Omer Benn, T. H. Gordon, E. L. Haak, Cyrus Rohrer, Jr.
,
Jean Wright.
Social. H. W. Linder, Chairman, Helen L. Colbert, H. T. Demeris, C. E. Horn,
Betty J. Kendrick, D. R. Kunde, Patricia L. McClellan, W. E. Schroeder,
P. E. Vetuschi, D. D. Zachay.
Student Relations. L. B. Applegate, Chairman, R. C. Brown, R. G. Clarke,
J. M. Craig, Jr., E. L. Haak, R. Ruelle.
COLLEGE OF COMMERCE AND BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Executive. V. K. Zimmerman, ex officio, Chairman, C. T. Arlt, Royall Brandis,
R. N. Corley, J. F. Due, H. W. Guthrie, R. I. Mehr.
Audio-Visual Aids. D. W. Paden, Chairman, D. H. Skadden, J. O. Weisenberg,
C. E. Zoerner.
Bureau of Business Management. F. M. Jones, Chairman, D. R. Day, J. W.
Leonard, R. D. Millican, K. W. Perry.
Bureau of Economic and Business Research. Paul Wells, Chairman, W. R.
Bryan, J. W. Deskins, A. J. Heins, J. A. Litterer, C..A. Moyer-.
Courses and Curricula. E. T. Cammack, Chairman, E. J. DeMaris, S. M.
Gillespie, ex officio, D. J. Laughhunn, F. L. Neumann, W. W.
McMahon, R. V. Mitchell.
Honors Program. C. M. Sprenkle, Chairman, D. P. Flanders, D. M.
Gardner, S. M. Gillespie, Dorothy A. Litherland, J. R. Pike, K. M.
Rowland.
Library. G. D. Brighton, Chairman, R. W. Harbeson, R. W. Mayer,
M. G. Sovereign, Esther M. Clausen.
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
Executive. J. M. Slater, Chairman, J. R. Burnett, R. N. Evans, ex-officio,
R. S. Jones, Theodore Manolakes, R. E. Pingry.
Building Program. J. M. Atkin, Chairman, Max Beberman, R. A. Hender-
son, R. S. Jones.
Colloquium. Jacquetta H. Burnett, Chairman, T. S. Baldwin, J. E. McBill,
D. B. Tyack.
Education International Programs. Barbara A. Yates, Chairman, Jacquetta
H. Burnett, R. W. Burnett, C. B. Cox, L. W. Doolittle, R. A. Henderson,
H. H. Lerch, W. F. Marquardt, Alan Peshkin, L. J. Phipps, R. E.
Spencer.
Graduate Programs. R. E. Stake, Chairman, F. H. Finch, ex-officio, K. B.
Henderson, H. H. Lerch, L. J. Phipps, Robert E. Pingry, ex-officio,
S. P. Quigley, T. J. Sergiovanni, W. O. Stanley.
Promotions in Rank and Pay. C. M. Allen, J. R. Burnett, R. N. Evans,
ex-officio, R. A. Henderson, R. S. Jones, Theodore Manolakes, R. E.
Pingry, J. M. Slater.
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COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
Executive, W. L. Everitt, Chairman, G. M. Almy, W. D. Compton, J. S.
Dobrovolny, T. J. Dolan, A. L. Friedberg, E. C. Jordan, Narbey Khacha-
turian, R. A. Kingery, H.H. Korst, F. B. Lanham, R. J. Martin, N. M.
Newmark, G. M. Sinclair, H. S. Stillwell, H. L. Wakeland, C. A. Wert,
J. W. Westwater.
Awards. L. E. Doyle, Chairman, R. L. Cook, C. A. Eckert, P. R. Egbert,
E. L. Hansen, R. A. Jewett, Vice-Chairman, P. G. Jones, A. I. Orms-
bee, T. J. Rowland, C. P. Siess, Albert Wattenberg.
Bi-University Institutional Liaison for Development (ad hoc). B. B. Ewing,
Chairman, A. P. Boresi, C. D. Hendricks, Jr. , H. H. Korst, R. J.
Martin, N. M. Newmark, G. M. Sinclair, H. S. Stillwell, C. A. Wert.
Building Plans and Allocations. R. J. Martin, Chairman, H. K. Birnbaum,
A. M. Clausing, J. J: Desmond, H. S. French, A. F. Graziano, Secre-
tary, R. W. McCloy, W. E. Miller, R. J. Mosborg, J. A. Nelson, D. C.
O'Bryant, W. C. Prothe, G. A. Russell.
Centennial Program (ad hoc). J. O. Smith, Chairman, G. M. Almy, Robert
Giertz, J. D. Haltiwanger, Rex Hinkle, R. A. Kingery, Seichi Knozo,
Mickey Mindock, W. E. Miller.
College Honors Council. J. O. Kopplin, Chairman, E. L. Broghamer, D. E.
Carlson, D. A. Hanson, D. S. Lieberman, G. E. Martin, D. R. Opperman,
A. I. Ormsbee, W. R. Perkins, M. Jean Phillips, M. A. Sozen, V. J.
Tennery, William Veatch, Albert Wattenberg, J. A. Seber (second semes-
ter), S. E. Wilkening, R. R. Yoerger (first semester).
College Policy and Development. G. M. Sinclair, Chairman, C. G. Bergeron,
D. H. Cooper, J. O. Curits, H. H. Hilton, Narbey Khachaturian, Secretary,
D. S. Lieberman, Y. K. Lin, D. H. Offner, J. E. Pearson, R. J. Placek,
R. A. Schmitz, R. O. Simmons, Nelson Wax.
Computer Facility Needs and Utilization. S. J. Fenves, Chairman, H. W.
Knoebel, M. S. McVay, .H. G. Slottow, W. F. Stoecker, Heinz Von Foerster.
Continuing Education. J. D. Haltiwanger, Chairman, A. W. Allen, W. F. Ber-
kow, C. E. Bond, C. E. Bowman, J. W. Briscoe, E. W. Ernst, T. J. Han-
ratty, M. E. Krasnow, David Lazarus, Marvin Metzger, J. C. Miles, J. W.
Seyler, Secretary, Nelson Wax.
Co-op Advisory. D. R. Opperman, Chairman, R. W. Bohl, E. L. Broghamer,
R. L. Cook, E. D. Ebert, J. L. Hudson, D. R. Hunt, D. E. Mapother,
M. S. McVay, R. J. Mosborg, J. W. Murdock, J. W. Seyler, A. R. Zak.
Engineering Overseas Program. R. J. Martin, Chairman, A. C. Anderson,
A. J. deWitte, S. J. Fenves, G. H. Fett, R. C. Hay, R. W. Jugenheimer,
ex-officio, H. L. Langhaar, J. L. Leach, R. W. McCloy, T. A. McCowen,
ex officio, F. M. Propst.
Engineering Technology Curriculum Advisory. J. S. Dobrovolny, Chairman,
D. S. Babb, F. G. Bauling, E. L. Broghamer, W. H. Bruckner, D. R.
Hunt, M. R. Karnes, R. N. Peacock, M. O. Schmidt, V. J. Tennery,
R. M. Tomlinson, C. F. Vail.
Graduate. W. J. Hall, Chairman, R. T. Chien, H. H. Hilton, Nick Holonyak,
R. J. Maurer, E. I. Radzimovsky, J. O. Smith, V. J. Tennery.
Highway Traffic Safety Center Coordinating. J. E. Baerwald, Chairman, J. A.
Adams, M. J. Colbert, Ellis Danner, A. E. Florio, Jeffrey O'Connell,
C. R. Taylor.
Junior College Liaison. H. L. Wakeland, Chairman, D. S. Babb, A. C. Bianchini,
E. L. Broghamer, B. J. Butler, M. S. Helm, H. H. Hilton, R. J. Mosborg,
T. A. Murrell, D. C. O'Bryant, R. O. Simmons, C. M. Wayman, T. A.
Willmore.
Library. W. H. Walker, Chairman, A. L. Addy, C. J. Altstetter, A. C.
Bianchini, C. E. Bond, Leonard Coburn, Paul Handler, B. A. Jones, Jr.,
R. A. Kingery, Raj Mittra, F. P. Preparata, S. R. Ray, A. E. Schei-
degger, Harrison Streeter, T. A. Willmore.
Open House and Exhibits. R. N. Wright, Chairman, James Clarno, M. H. Crothers
R. W. Dalrymple, C. J. W. Drablos, Robert Giertz, E. R. Holley, J. L. Hud-
son, L. J. Koester, B. O. Larson, D. R. Opperman, B. G. Ricketts, L. K.
Shirely, R. A. Strehlow, R. P. Strout, C. M. Wayman, T. A. Willmore.
Placement, Pauline Chapman, Chairman, R. L. Cook, E. J. Eckel, T. M.
Elsesser, Anthony Figueroa, Keith Hazelhorst, H. H. Hilton, D. R. Hunt,
G. E. Martin, Gemot Metze, W. E. Miller, W. A. Oliver, G. A. Russell,
D. G. Ryan, Francis Seyfarth.
Program. R. W. Bokenkamp, Chairman, A. W. Allen, J. W. Bayne, C. G.
Bergeron, R. W. Bohl, E. D. Ebert, A. G. Friederich, J. D. Haltiwanger,
M. S. Helm, J. L. Hudson, W. M. Lansford, M. S. McVay, R. J. Mosborg,
J. W. Murdock, G. R. Peirce, L. H. Sentman, H. J. Stapelton, H. L.
Wakeland, J. A. Weber, A. R. Zak.
Publications and Public Information. R. A. Kingery, Chairman, R. W. Bohl,
M. E. Clark, Leonard Coburn, J. O. Curtis, J. J. Desmond, C. A. Eckert,
P. K. Hudson, Robert Jones, M. V. Klein, Charles Ludmer, W. A. Oliver,
J. E. Pearson, W. C. Prothe, A. E. Scheidegger, K. J. Trigger, T. A.
WUlmore, S. M. Yen.
Scholarships. D. R. Opperman, Chairman, R. W. Bohl, R. W. Bokenkamp, R.W.
Burtness, A. J. Hendron, B. L. Hicks, B. A. Jones, H. W. Knoebel, L. S.
Lavatelli, G. E. Martin, J. A. Nelson, Francis Seyfarth, L. K. Shirely.
Social. A. F. Graziano, Chairman, R. W. Adkins, R. W. Bokenkamp, R. T.
Chien, G. A. Costello, E. H. Gaylord, J. S. Koehler, B. O. Larson, W. R.
Nave, R. R. Regl, V. J. Tennery.
Student-Faculty Liaison. H. L. Wakeland, Chairman, A. G. Bennett, R. W. Bohl,
R. L. Cook, D. L. Day, Alan Halpern, J. A. Henry, Robert Jones, R. A.
Kingery, P. E. Mast, Mickey Mindock, T. A. O'HaUoran, Paul Shapin,
Marvin Smollar, C. E. Taylor, M. R. Thompson, T. N. Trick, Grace Wilson.
Student Records and Petitions. H. L. Wakeland, Chairman, A. W. Allen, C. J.
Altstetter, H. O. Barthel, A. C. Bianchini, E. D. Ebert, A. V. Granato,
C. D. Greffe, M. S. Helm, Moreland Herrin, G. C. Shove.
Teaching Improvement. T. C. Hartley, Chairman, H. O. Barthel, R. F. Espen-
chied, E. H. Gaylord, P. W. Kock, R. E. Miller, D. H. Offner, R. N. Pea-
cock, B. G. Ricketts.
University-Industrial Relations Advisory. Nick Holonyak, Chairman, M. E.
Krasnow, Secretary, W. F. Berkow, W. D. Compton, J. D. Haltiwanger,
Paul Handler, Seichi Konzo, F. B. Lanham, David Lazarus, J. W. Seyler,
G. M. Sinclair.
DIVISION OF UNIVERSITY EXTENSION
Executive's Advisory. S. C. Robinson, ex officio, Chairman, N. W. Johnson,
D. J. Perrino.
Extension Teaching Faculty. W. M. Johnson, Chairman, J. C. F. Depew,
Helen S. Farlow, H. L. Gammill, J. T. Iversen, D. L. Miller, G. E.
Monigold, T. W. Sineath, C. R. Taylor.
Future Programs. S. B. York, Chairman, W. V. Brown, R. F. Casper,
N. W. Johnson, R. L. Johnston, L. A. Mayer, A. J. Proteau, Stanley
Rosen, H. H. Slayman, F. W. Steuernagel, H. W. Wecke, E. C. Wolfe.
Multi-Media Instruction. J. W. Seyler, Chairman, D. W. Scotton, H. W.
Wecke, S. B. York.
On-Campus Facilities. S. C. Robinson, ex officio, Chairman, T. H. Board-
man, G. C. Carter, H. M. Davison, W. J. Eckert, Helen S. Farlow,
N. W. Johnson, D. J. Perrino, C. R. Taylor.
Research, H. W. Wecke, Chairman, G. C. Carter, H. L. GammUl, N. W.
Johnson, L. A. Mayer, C. L. Roblee, J. F. Schaich, D. W. Scotton, R. L.
Ulrich, E. C. Wolfe.
Seminar. D. W. Scotton, Chairman, Helen S. Farlow, E. C. Kalb, J. P.
Liggett, J. R. Pickard, Lois Schultz.
"Staff Meetings. S. C. Robinson, Chairman, W. J. Eckert, R. L. Schaefer,
H. W. Wecke.
COLLEGE OF FINE AND APPLIED ARTS
Executive. A. S. WeUer, Chairman, D. A. Branigan, W. G. Carnes, W. I.
Goodman, J. M. Heikoff, Barnard Hewitt, M. H. Hindsley, R. A. Jones,
R. P. Link, J. R. Shipley, J. W. Swing.
Basic Design. C. A. Winkelhake, Chairman, L. F. Blair, Guido Francescato,
R. W. Sterkel, D. L. Walker, B. R. Works.
Bates Scholarship. A. S. WeUer, Chairman, W. G. Carnes, W. I. Goodman,
J. R. Shipley, J. W. Swing.
Building. A. S. Weller, Chairman, W. G. Carnes, W. I. Goodman, J. M.
Heikoff, R. A. Jones, S. T. Lanford, P. S. Pettinga, J. W. Scott, J. R.
Shipley.
College Honors Council. E. C. Rae, Chairman, Clara M. Behringer, A. M.
Carter, R. A. Jones, Scott Keyes, A. J. Rutledge, E. F. Toth, E. C.
Wicks.
Graduate Program. A. K. Lalng, Chairman, W. F. Doolittle, W. S. Gold-
thwaite, Barnard Hewitt, R. A. Jones, W. M. Keith, J. R. Voss.
Kate Neal Kinley Memorial Fellowship. A. S. WeUer, Chairman, D. A.
Branigan, J. R. Shipley.
Museum. A. S. Weller, Chairman, G. R. Bradshaw, Muriel B. Christison,
A. G. Henderson, Ann Perkins, G. L. Smith.
Schedule. R. P. Link, Chairman, L. F. Blair, A. M. Carter, G. M. Duker,
T. C. Hazlett, Barnard Hewitt, S. T. Lanford, E. C. Wicks.
Lorado Taft Lectureship. R. W. Sterkel, Chairman, P. E. DeTurk, Bruno
Nettl, J. E. Simon, J. R. Voss.
INSTITUTE OF GOVERNMENT AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS
Executive. S. K. Gove, ex officio, Chairman, Robert Fairbanks, Philip
Meranto, PhiUip Monypenny, Thomas Page, Joseph Pisciotte.
GRADUATE COLLEGE
Executive. Daniel Alpert, ex officio, Chairman, D. E. Applequist, E. M.
Bruner, R. W. Burnett, L. L. Campbell, Philip Dwinger, F. E. Fiedler,
Peter Hay, Nick Holonyak, Jr. , J. A. Litterer, R. T. Milner, M. V.
Novak, ex officio, D. G. Ravenhall, R. V. Remini, J. G. Replinger,
J. K. Simon.
Subcommittees: Courses and Curricula. F. E. Fiedler, Chairman, D. E.
Applequist, Philip Dwinger, Peter Hay, Nick Holonyak, Jr. , R. T. Milner,
J. G. Replinger.
Graduate Faculty. L. L. Campbell, Chairman, E. M. Bruner, R. W. Bur-
nett, J. A. Litterer, D. C. Ravenhall, R. V. Remini, J. K. Simon.
Center for Advanced Study Executive. Daniel Alpert, ex officio, Chairman, David
Pines, ex officio, Director, John Bardeen, J. L. Doob, H. G. Drickamer, C. E.
Osgood, E. I. Rabinowitch, Sol Spiegelman, J . H. Steward, Alexander Turyn.
niinois Journal of Mathematics. R. G. Bartle, Chairman, D. G. Bourgin, A. P.
Calderon, Peter Hilton, Hans Samelson, Michio Suzuki.
Journal of English and Germanic Philology. Jack Stillinger, Chairman, A. E.
Barker, P. M. Mitchell, E. A. Philippson, R. H. Green.
Natural Areas. S. C. Kendeigh, Chairman, L. C. Bliss, W. R. Boggess, J. B.
Fehrenbacher, W. R. Horsfall, J. A. Jackobs, G. N. Jones, H. H. Shoe-
maker, G. P. Waldbauer.
Radiation Hazards. A. O. Hanson, Chairman, J. S. AUen, John Doak, H. S.
Ducoff, L. E. EUiott, J. P. Hummel, R. F. Nystrom, J. J. Steerman,
O. S. Walters.
University Studies. Biological Monographs . H. M. Smith, Chairman, J. E.
Heath, R. B. Selander, J. R. Laughnan, H. H. Ross.
Monographs in Anthropology. J. H. Steward, Chairman, E. M. Bruner,- Louis
Schneider.
Monographs in the Medical Sciences. S. R. M. Reynolds, Chairman, H. R.
Catchpole, M. B. Engel,. E. R. Kirch, J.. P. Marbarger.
Studies in Language and Literature. B. A. Milligan, Chairman, J. J. Bateman,
J. R.' Frey, Philip Kolb.
Studies in the Social Sciences. R. W. Harbeson, Chairman, M. H„ Fisch,
R. W. Johannsen, R. E. Scott.
HEALTH SERVICE
Administrative. O. S. Walters, Chairman, L. W. Akers, B. L. Brown, Francis
Fillingim, L. M. Hursh.
Activities. Francis Fillingim, Chairman, Bernyce Bieganski, G. A. Fella,
H. B. Freese, R. L. Hass, Geraldine Swift, Esther Thudium.
Health Science. L. W. Akers, Chairman, E. W. Cavins, H. R. Miller, Dennis
Rasmussen, P. R. Stubing, H. I. Teigler, P. W. Yardy.
Library. P. R. Stubing, Chairman, Myron Boylson, Patricia F. Day, J. W.
McHarry, A. G. Nikelly.
Permits and Exemptions. M. D. Kinzie, Chairman, L. P. Brodt, E. W. Cavins,
J. H. Hopkins, Anne E. Van Dyke, P. W. Yardy, C. R. Young.
Professional Relations. J. H. Hopkins, Chairman, ,L. P. Brodt, B. L. Brown,
E. W. Cavins, P. W. Yardy, C. R. Young.
Research. L. M. Hursh, Chairman, B. L. Brown, E. W. Cavins, H. B.
Freese, R. J. Langsjoen.
Scientific Programs. H. R. Miller, Chairman, A. N. Bolz, T. A. Kiersch,
H. H. Koertge, F. P. Twohey.
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COLLEGE OF JOURNALISM AND COMMUNICATIONS
Executive. Theodore Peterson, Chairman, A. M. Barban, G. G. Hanson,
F. E. Schooley, Nancy Wiggins.
Admissions. W. W. Alfeld, Chairman, G. G. Hanson, Ronald Pyszka, J. A.
Regnell.
Alumni Relations. F. E. Schooley, Chairman, Eleanor Blum, R. L. Hildwein,
Nugent Wedding.
Courses and Curricula. H. J. Skornia, Chairman, A. M. Barban, T. H.
Guback.
Placement. A. E. Strang, Chairman, G. S. Graham, H. W. Lippold, H. W.
Sargent.
Scholarships and Awards. G. S. Gilmore, Chairman, J. E. Cramer,
H. W. Sargent.
INSTITUTE OF LABOR AND INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS
Executive. Martin Wagner, ex officio, Chairman, Milton Derber, W. H.
Franke, P. L. Garman, Bernard Karsh.
Colloquium. Melvin Bothbaum, Chairman, A. J. Harrison, W. H. McPher-
son.
Financial Aid. V. L. Stoikov, Chairman, W. H. Franke, C. L. Hulin, Milfred
Lieberthal.
Library. P. L. Garman, Chairman, W. E. Chalmers, Aaron Green.
On-Campus. Hugh Folk, Chairman, W. E. Chalmers, H. C. Triandis.
Ph. D. Advisory. Milton Derber, Chairman, P. T. Hartman, Bernard Karsh,
H. C. Triandis.
Placement. W. H. McPherson.
COLLEGE OF LAW
Executive. J. E. Crlbbet, ex officio, Chairman, P. H. Hay, V. J. Stone,
J. N. Young.
Appointments. W. R. LaFave, Chairman, Ralph Reisner, E. F. Scoles, V. J.
Stone.
Building. V. J. Stone, Chairman, M. A. Hale, H. D. Krause, J. N. Young.
Conference Programs. H. D. Krause, Chairman, E. J. Kionka, Jeffrey
O'Connell.
Curriculum. R. G. Conn, Chairman, K. S. Carlston, S. B. Goldberg, H. D.
Krause, J. N. Young.
Discipline. C. H. Bowman, Chairman, R. W. Findley, Ralph Reisner.
Equal Educational Opportunity. S. B. Goldberg, Chairman, E. J. Kionka,
P. H. Marshall, C. W. Quick.
Faculty-Student Lectures. J. H. McCord, Chairman, Herbert Semmel,
P. B. Maggs.
Graduate Study. P. H. Hay, Chairman, M. W. Benfield, Jr. , P. B. Maggs,
E. F. Scoles.
International Studies. Ralph Reisner, Chairman, P. H. Hay, V. J. Stone.
Judicial Clerkships. D. C. Baum, Chairman, M. A. Hale, J. E. Kennedy.
Law and Poverty. Herbert Semmel, Chairman, D. C. Baum, P. H. Mar-
shall, C. W. Quick.
Law Forum. J. H. McCord, Chairman, S. M. Mamer, P. H. Marshall,
Herbert Semmel.
Library. D. C. Baum, Chairman, E. J. Kionka, P. B. Maggs, B. J.
Davies, E. F. Hess.
Miller Professorship. K. S. Carlston, Chairman, F. K. Beutel, J. M. Flack-
ett, B. R. Burrus.
Moot Court. R. G. Conn, Chairman, M. A. Hale, J. E. Kennedy.
Recognition Day. C. H. Bowman, Chairman, R. K. Rushing, F. K. Beutel.
Scholarships and Admissions. E. F. Scoles, Chairman, M. W. Benfield, Jr.
,
E. J. Kionka.
Student Affairs. R. W. Findley, Chairman, D. C. Baum, C. H. Bowman,
C. W. Quick.
COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS AND SCIENCES
Executive. R. W. Rogers, ex officio, Chairman, A. L. Altenbernd, R. K.
Applebee, Secretary, Daniel Glaser, H. S. Gutowsky, L. G. Humphreys,
J. L. Laughnan, Irving Reiner, R. M. Sutton.
Admissions. R. A. Waller, Chairman, T. C. Bloomer, Executive Secretary,
Shirley M. Clark, M. H. Forster, Therald Moeller, Charles Sanders,
G. P. Waldbauer, P. M. Weichsel, J. S. Wiggins.
Courses and Curricula. J. D. FeUrnann, Chairman, J. A. Adams, J. M.
Clark, R. D. DeMoss, D. M. Henderson, R. B. Hinely, Executive Secre-
tary, A. G. Holaday, J. L. Love, R. L. Schneider.
Freshman-Sophomore Program. F. W. Nachtmann, Chairman, Z. B. Caro-
thers, H. C. Cole, Frank Costin, W. A. Ferguson, R. W. Holmes, Execu-
tive Secretary, R. J. Loftus, R. N. McCoUey.
General Education. R. W. Rogers, Chairman, R. K. Applebee, Executive
Secretary, D. Y. Curtin, F. A. Donath, J. R. Laughnan, Phillip Mony-
penny, D. B. Shimkin, P. H. Silverman, J. K. Simon, F. L. Will.
Health Related Education. R. K. Applebee, Chairman, R. S. Bader,
R. E. Johnson, D. R. Peterson, D. P. Rogers, G. J. Schroepfer,
H. M. Smith.
Honors Council. F. E. Hodgins, Chairman, S. D. Andersen, Executive
Secretary, D. E. Applequist, J. P. Clark, R. B. Crawford, A. H.
Donagan, K. T. Hill, R. R. Marsh, R. L. Schneider, Judith H. Willis.
Petitions and Records. Angelina R. Pietrangeli, Chairman, W. C. Blaylock,
P. S. Dawson, G. F. Hatch, Executive Secretary, D. A. Hill, S. P. Hill,
J. M. McGlathery, Ruth E. McGugan, T. L. Phillips, A. H. Rohn,
N. J. Rothman, G. D. Stucky, G. F. Summers, J. B. Trahern, J. D.
Wallace.
Policy and Development. J. H. D. Allen, Chairman, J. K. Simon, Vice-
chairman, Betty Glad, Jack Gorski, R. H. Green, W. W. Hay, Bernard
Karsh, H. O. Nourse, H. A. Osborn, P. S. Sypherd, R. A. Waller,
Secretary, P. E. Yankwich.
Student Advising, Enrollment, and Registration. Daniel Glaser, Chairman,
L. E. Berry, K. W. Broadrick, Executive Secretary, D. C. Eades, G. P.
Halght, R. L. Ince, Lester Ingle, D. T. Shannon.
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF LIBRARY SCIENCE
Executive. Herbert Goldhor, Chairman, Frances B. Jenkins, R. E. Stevens.
Curriculum. R. E. Stevens, Chairman, M. Alice Lohrer, Cora E. Thomassen.
Doctoral. Frances B. Jenkins, Chairman, D. E. .Carroll, G. G. Garrison.
Policy and Development. Cora E. Thomassen, Chairman, Kathryn L. Hen-
derson, Winifred C. Ladley.
Student Affairs. O. T. Field, Chairman, Evelyn L. Johnson, Winifred C.
Ladley.
COLLEGE OF PHYSICAL EDUCATION
Executive. K. J. McCristal, Chairman, Alyce T. Cheska, H. S. Hoyman,
William Johnson, R. J. Keller, D. O. Matthews, A. C. Moore, T. J.
Nugent, A. V. Sapora, E. H. Storey, E. F. Zeigler.
Alumni and Public Information. T. F. Krizan, Chairman, G. L. Fink, J. A.
Conley, Marjorle M. Harris, R. J. McGulre, A. C. Moore. Adah D.
Parker, W. J. Penny, R. C~Wright.
Faculty Advisory. K. J. McCristal, Chairman, Martha Aly, R. J. Keller,
T. F. Krizan, D. O. Matthews, A. C. Moore.
Faculty Programs. D. O. Matthews, Chairman, Helga Deutsch (Lectures).
G. L. Fink (Social), A. C. Moore, J. E. Razor, D. B. Stone, H._ E.
Weaver (Library). A
Student Rehabilitation Advisory. C. H. Patterson, Chairman, T. C. Bloomer,
R. F. Corcoran, Eunice M. Dowse, T. N. Ewing, Margaret R. Goodyear,
M. D. Kinzle, S. A. Kirk, T. J. Nugent, M. M. Ohlsen.
Undergraduate Courses and Curriculum. Martha Aly. . Chairman, A. E. Florlo
C. E. Hartsoe, PhyUls Hill, A. C. Moore, J. E^ Razor, R. S. Youngber.
Undergraduate Professional Program Directors. A. C. Moore, Chairman,
Beulah J. Drom, Margaret Erlanger, M. R. Garret, D. B. Stone, H. J.
VanderZwaag.
JANE ADDAMS GRADUATE SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK
Executive. M. P. Hale, ex officio, Chairman, Lela B. Costin, Jennette R.
Gruener, G. W. Magner, W. P. Simon, ex officio, Mary E. Sullivan, M. A
Taber, Narayan Vlswanathan.
Curriculum and Educational Policy. E. N. GuUerud, Chairman, R. J. Anderson,
Lela B. Costin, F. H. Itzin, Mildred S. Johnson, D. E. Lathrope, A. J.
Vattano.
COLLEGE OF VETERINARY MEDICINE
Executive. C. A. Brandly, Chairman, L. E. Boley, L. E. Hanson, W. G. Huber,
C. D.. Knecht, R. P. Link, J. E. Lovell, W. M. Newton.
Awards and Scholarships. A. H. Safanie, Chairman, D. F. Disque, R. P. Link,
H. E. Rhoades.
Committees. B. O. Brodie, R. C. Meyer, A. H. Safanie, Ralph Slusher, A. R.
Twardock.
Continuing Education. J. R. Pickard, Chairman, H. N. Becker, H. E. Garner,
; W. G. Huber, C. D. Knecht, A. J. Koltveit, G. W. Meyerholz, Joseph Simon.
Courses and Curriculum. B. O. Brodie, Chairman, L. E. Hanson, A. H. Killinger,
R. E. Olsen, L. E. St. Clair, A. R. Twardock.
Discipline. H. J. Hardenbrook, Chairman, J. B. Anderson, Ralph Slusher, and
four student members to be elected.
Laboratory Animal Science. W. M. Newton, Chairman, P. R. Fitzgerald, G. T-
Woods.
Preveterlnary Medical. W. M. Newton, Chairman, G. W. Brandt, M. T. Case,
L. C. Helper, H„ E. Garner, R. E. Olsen.
Publications. L. E,. St. Clair, Chairman, R. D. Hatch, Virginia Ivens, G. W. Myer-
holz, W. L. Myers, H. E. Reynolds, A. R. Twardock.
Student Affairs. J. C. Thurmon, Chairman, P. D. Beamer, J. P. Manning, and




The asterisk (*) precedes the iiames of persons who are married.
The plus (+) indicates persons not employed by the University but
by state and federal agencies and cooperating organizations.
All cities are in Illinois unless another state is indicated.
All addresses in Urbana have zip code 61801, those in Champaign 61820.
Telephone numbers for both Urbana and Champaign have area code 217.
For telephone calls within the University to all numbers beginning
with 333- or 332-, dial only the last five digits of the number listed.
* AARON, Carl B, Asst Farmer, Dixon Springs. .949-2101
* Agr Cntr, Simpson; Rt 1 Brwnfld 949-2372
* ABASHIAN, Alexander, PhD; Prof Physics ...333-4171
Phys, 433 PB; 2211 Pond,U 367-7971
* ABBASI, Abdulghafoor F, Res Asst, ME,CE ..333-3922
204 TL; 1010 W Green #325, U 332-2233
* ABBOTT, Bernard C, PhD, Prof & Head Dlv .. .333-2582
Biophys, 300c Noyes Lab & 42 Burrill Hall;
14 Montclair Road, U 344-5870
* ABBOTT, Hollis R, Janitor, PP, PPSB
102 Maple, Potomac 987-4315
ABBOTT, Jeanne, Tchr Asst, Soc, 1204 W Ore-333-2070
gon; 519 Sherman Hall, C 332-4757
ABBOTT, Ann M, BA, Instr, Classics,Lincoln.333-0664
360 B; 703 West Nevada, U 344-5039
ABDEL-SALAM, Ahmed W, MD, Bur Instl Res 333-3551
Assoc, Illini Tower; 403 Brair Lane, Apt 201,
C 352-7433
* ABDO, DaudA, MA, Linguistics Instr 333-6468
1116 W Illinois, Rm 2; 1104 W Springfld, U 344-0346
* ABDO, Salwa H, MA, Linguistics Asst 333-6468
1116 N Illinois, Rm 2; 1104 W Springfld, U 344-0346
* ABELL, Ellen L,Clk-Stenog II, Agr Econ 333-0148
423 MH; 110 S Dodson Dr,U 367-5648
ABELL, Steven, BS Asst Chem Eng, E Chem .
.
909 S 5th Street, C 332-4909
ABELL, Steven, BS Asst Chem & Chem Eng .. .333-3640
113 E Chem; 909 S 5th St, C 332-4909
ABENDROTH, Rosemarie, MA, Asst Engl, 206 Engl
Bldg; 57 E Chalmers, Apt 2,C 352-9180
ABERNATHY, Donna G, Typing Clk I Hsng Div 333-0843
Florida Ave Food Serv; RR l,Fithian 776-3845
* ABRAMS, Christine C, BA, Asst Engl
,
315 Engl
805 S Mattis Ave, C 359-4962
* ABRAMS, GeraldS, PhD, Res Asst, Phys 333-1559
408 PB; 805 S Mattis, C 359-4962
ACKER, Geraldine E,MS, Prof-Foods & Nutr ..333-1654
Home Econ Ext, 533 Bevier Hall; 605 West
Vermont, U 344-1269
+ACKERMANN, William C, BS, Chief, State .. .333-2210
WR; 701 Hamilton Dr,G 352-8664
ACKINS, Gary M (Patois), MS, Res Asst 333-6142
Computer Sci, 158 ERL; 403 S Coler,U
* ACKLIN, Rene, Clk Typist II, Bur Econ & Bus 333-2330
Res, 408 DKH; C06 S State,
C
359-3328
* ACTON, Buford E, Herdsman, Dairy Sci 333-0472
Lincoln Ave Dairy Barns; Collison 776-3215
*+ADAIR, Marian E, Meteorological Aide I,State 333-4968
Water Surv, 62 A WR; 17 Lange, Savoy 822-5643
ADAIR, Sharon K, BS, Grad Asst, Ofc of Stu. .332-3523
Personnel, Dn Wm, 316 Blaisdell H; 906 College
Court, U ' 332-3523
* ADAMI, Darl E, BA-, Clk-Typist III, Agr Econ333-3998
310 MH; 2 Juniper Dr, C 356-3046
ADAM, John R, MS, Res Asst, Elect Eng 333-0890
405 MM; 508 E Stoughton, Apt 208,C 352-8718
* ADAMS, Eula, Janitress, Hsng Div 359-3417
2712WKirby, C 359-3417
* ADAMS, Jack A, PhD, Prof Psych, 396B- ... 333-3138
Davenport Hall; 11 Shuman Cir,U 365-2130
* ADAMS, John C, BSA , MED, Res Asst, Vo- . 333-3036
Tech Ed & Voc Agr Serv, 351 Educ; 2104
White Street, Apt 98, C 352-0126
* ADAMS, Lorin K, Groundsman-PP, PPSB
1009 Poplar Lane, Monticello 2487
ADAMS, Mary L, Clk I, Vis Aids S, 704 S 6. .333-1432
2712WKirby, C 359-3417
ADAMS, Rena M, Financial Secy-TV S 333-1070
1110 W Main; 105 W McKinley Cir, Philo 684-5630
* ADAMS, Robert F, Chf Clk, Vis Aids S 333-1363
704 S 6th St; 1202 Joanne Lane.C 352-9207
ADAMS, Robert W, PhD, Res Assoc, Chem ..333-3764
Chem Eng, 450 NL; 1776 Valley Rd,C
ADAMS, Roger, PhD, Res Prof, Chem & Chemical
Eng Emeritus, 266 East Chemistry 333-2803
603 W Michigan Ave, U 344-5515
ADAMS, Suzanne, AB, Grad Asst, Ofc Stu
. .
332-0123
Personnel & Dn Wm, 118 Barton Hall;
1215 South Fourth, C 332-0123
* ADAMSTONE, Frank B, PhD, Prof Zool, Emeri 333-2286
491 Morrill Hall; 1113 W Charles St,C 352-2856
* ADDY, Alva L, PhD, Assoc Prof Mech Engr ..333-1126
25 MEB; 1806 Golfview Dr, U 365-2162
* ADELMAN, Bette O, Engl Asst, 208 Eng Bldg 333-2577
910 W White St, C 359-1256
* ADELMAN, Gary S, PhD, Asst Prof Engl, Engl333-4287
910 W White St, C 359-1256
* ADELMAN, William,AM
,
Asst Prof & Prgrm
.
.663-2623
Assoc, ILIR & Unlv Ext, Rm 222, LaSalle Hotel
10 N LaSalle St, Chicago; 303 Park Ave,Bensen-
ville 766-5074
ADEN, Kathryn M, BA , BS, Head Res, Ofc ..333-0572
Stu Personnel-Dean of Wm, 009 Taft Hall;
1215 South 4th St, C 332-0572
* ADES, Claire F, Tech Editor, Elec Eng, 307.
.
.333-3440
Biophys Rsch Lab, EEA; 508 E Sunnycrest Ct
Urbana 365-2768
* ADES, Harlow W, PhD, Prof, Elec Eng 333-3440
308 Biophys Res Lab, EEA; 508 E Sunnycrest Ct,
Urbana 365-2768
* ADES, Harlow W, PhD, Prof Elec Eng, Physio 333-3440
logy, Biophys & Psych, 308 Biophys Res Lab, EEA;
508 Sunnycrest Court, U 365-2768
* ADLER, Felix T, PhD, Prof Phys & NE, 407 PB 333-0875
20 G. H. Baker Dr, U 367-9855
* ADKINS, Richard W, PhD, Mech Eng, Assoc 333-4904
Prof, 264 MEB; 301 W Oregon, U 365-1083
* ADKISSON, James A, Food Serv, Adm II,'... '333-6575
Housing Div, Busey Evans Res Hall; 1809
Crescent Ave, C 352-6310
* ADLER, Felix T ,PhD, Prof of Phys & NE,P.
.
. 333-0875
407 PB; 20 G H Baker Dr, U 367-9855
ADLER, Thomas P;AB AM; Asst; Engl 333-297 6
225 EB; #309 1010 West Green St, U 332-2216
* AESCHLEMAN, Jacquelyn H; Coop Ext Serv
. .
.688-8228
Secy, 1716 N Unlv, Peoria; 3707 N Grand Blvd
Peoria, 688-7683
* AFIFI, Hamdy Hessien H; PhD, Lecturer, Econ333-2849
318 David Kinley; 1802-C Orchard Place, U 344-3809
AFRICK, Henry L, AB AM, Asst, Math 333-6216
315 YWCA; 909 W Illinois St, U 344-9765
* AFUSO, Chushin, MS, Res Asst, Dept of . . . 333-4751
Computer Sci, Rm 220, DCL; 2013-A Orchard U
344-1394
* AGANS, Donald L, Elevator Mech Forenan PP, PPSB
210 Prospect, Savoy 822-5690
* AGGARWAL, Indra, MA Lib Clerk II, 333-2492
Spec Lang, Lib, 1914 S Vine St, TJ 365-3252
* AGGARWAL, Narindar Kumar, MS, Asst Prof
.
.333-2492
Spec Lang, Lib, 1914 S Vine St, U 365-3252
*+AGASTE, Ramakant Pandurang, MS, Res Asst .344-1481
207 NR; 617 1/2 S Wright, C 352-0242
AGRAWAL, Vishwani Deo, ME, Res Asst, EE .333-1200
466 EE Bldg; 504 E Green St, C 359-4405
* AHART, John Cameron, PhD, Asst Prof 333-4272
Theatre, 274 Armory; 1704 S Race, U 344-0236
* AHEARN, Edward James, PhD, Post-Doctoral Fellow
Lib 450T; 1706 Valley Rd, C 352-9017
AHLSEN, Bevevley Mae, BS, Grad Asst, Ofc S Person
Dean of Women, 119 Lundgren; 1215 S 4th C
332-0228
AHMED, Bashir, BE, Res Asst, Min Met 344-1481
Pet Eng, 214 GSRL; 1010 W Green Apt 506, U
332-2298
AHMED, Mahmoud, MS, Res Asst, Botany . . . 333-0665
618 Morrill Hall; 1010 W Green #708, U 332-2364
AHRENS, Erich, BA , Assoc Prof Emeritus , Sociology
2804 E Main, U
* AIEX, Anoar, Licenciado, Spanish, Italian &. 333-1118
Portuguese; Cntr For Latin-American Studies
Armory 321; 4 Shuman Circle, U 367-8097
* AIKEN, James Allan, BA, Tchr Asst, Phil 333-6667
2 Gregory; 805 W Church St, U 367-5928
* AIKIN, John Keith, MS, Dir, Photographic 333-3569
Serv, 44 Lib; 304 Sunnycrest Ct W, U 367-6987
* AIRD, Pamela Be, Clerk-Typist II, Pyhsiol & .333-1735
Biophys, 524 Burrill; RR#2, U 367-5604
AIZAWA
,
Aileen K.H. , BS, Res Asst, 333-0150
Curriculum Lab, 1210 W Springfield, U; Apt 12, 408
N Prairie, C 352-5361
* AJZEN, leek, MA , Res Asst, Psych 333-2879
414 Gregory; 300 S Goodwin Ave, Apt 610, U
344-4107
* AKBAR, Syed S, PhD, Res Assoc, Zoology 333-2038
455 Morrill Hall
* AKERS, Gerald, Natural Sci Lab, Asst III 333-3116
Coll of VM, Rm 38 VMB; 501 Pfeffer Rd, U 367-0940
* AKERS, Loren Wesley, AM, MS, MD, Assoc. 333-2820
Prof of Health Sci, Head of Div of Health Sci, Assoc
Med Dir of State Unlv Retirement System, Room 280
Health Center; 8 Normandy Place, C 359-3362
* AKERS, Robert Leon, Supr Mailing Serv 333-6102
1002 W Green St, Mailing Center; 1013 W Church St
C 352-1993
30
* AKITT, Donald Paul, PhD, Asst Prof, Elec 333-2342
Eng, 200 EERL; #5 Canterbury Ct, C 356-1707
* ALBERS, Dick Johnson, Janitor, Housing Div..
RR, Penfield 595-2730
* ALBERT, Sharon Villines, BFA , MFA , Asst .. .333-0361;
Art, 11 Arch; 1005 S Oak, C 352-8573
* ALBERT, Waco, PhD, Asst Prof, AS, 102 SP. .333-1785
611 S Prairie, C 352-7116
* ALBERTS, Donald James, Chief Clerk, Housing Div.
..
.
420 Student Serv Bldg; 1212 Philo Rd, U 367-3512
* ALBERTS, Joseph Ortan, PhD, Prof, Path & Hygiene...,
Bayles Lake, Loda
ALBRECHT, Jean A , BFA, Commercial Artist IL333-4424
Agronomy, N 416 Turner; 113 W Pennsylvania, U
* ALBRIGHT, Fred Ronald, BS, Chem & Chem.
.
.333-3901
Eng, Asst, 426 E Chem; 701 W Church St, U
365-1771
* ALBRIGHT, William Graydon, MS-EE, Assoc. .333-4208
Prof Elec Eng, 321 Elec Eng; 312 S Prospect, C
356-3557
* ALCORN, Charles W. Jr, Elec, PP, PPSB
N Fifth St, St Joseph 469-7555
* ALCORN, Charles Wesley, Sr, Supervisor, Custodial,
PP, PPSB; 304 N Fourth St, St Joseph 469-4371
* ALDERSON, Roland, MS, Accountant III 333-090C
Auditing, 801 S Wright, 613 Breen Dr, C 359-1372 J
ALDRICH, Agnes Ann, Acctg Clerk I 333-1764
Housing Div, 420 Student Serv Bldg; 51 E Healey, C
* ALDRICH, Samuel Roy, PhD, Prof, Agron 333-4424
N-305 Turner; 2105 Zuppke Dr, U 367-8029
ALDRIDGE, Everett Gray, BS, Asst, An Sci.
.
.333-4366
234 ASL^Danniels Rm 527, U 332-2319
*.ALEAMONI,. Lawrence Massud, PhD, Res.'.
.
.333-3490
Asst Prof Instructional Resources, Asst Prof of Educ
Psych, 507 E Daniel; 1802 Bellamy Dr, C 352-8135
* ALEXANDER, AlvinEarl, Carpenter, Subforeman, PP,
PPSB, 1615 Normandy Dr, C, 356-5589
* ALEXANDER, Carl Adrian, Plumber, PP, PPSB
716 W Harvard, C 352-1650
* ALEXANDER, Charles Stevenson, PhD, Assoc .333-3546
Prof, Sr Staff Member, Cntr of Zoonoses Res,
Geography, 124 Davenport; 2010 Cureton Dr, U .
* ALEXANDER, Denton Eugene, PhD, Prof Plant .333-4254
Genetics, Agron, S-110 Turner; 701 W Pennsylvania;
Ave, U 344-6256
.
ALEXANDER, Eleanor Jane, Acctg Clerk II 822-523?
Inst of Aviation, Airport; RFD2, C 822-5629
* ALEXANDER, Harold Harman, BFA, MFA 333-1956
Assoc Prof of Housing & Home Furnishings, Home Ec
Rm 269, Bevier Hall; 806 W Pennsylvania, U
344-2024
ALEXANDER, James N, BA, Head Resident ...333-0846,
Oblesby Hall; Dean of Students-Housing Div,
Oglesby Counseling Ofc, URH 117 Oglesby, U
332-5073
ALEXANDER, John Allen, MM, Grad Asst 333-0633
Music, Stlven House, Rm 5; 1203 W Main, Apt 3C,li
* ALEXANDER, John David, MS, Asst Prof of .. .333-3656:
Pedology, Agron, N-207 Turner; 711 Haines Blvd, C 1
356-4649
* ALEXANDER, Leslie A, Herdsman, Dairy Sci
.
333-047T
S Lincoln Ave, Dairy Barns; RR 1, White Heath
687-5410
* ALEXANDER, Mary, Foods Lab Asst, Home Ec.333-223:
292 Bevier; 105 E Hill St, C 356-2363
ALEXANDER, Mary Ann, Clerk-Typist II 333-3505
Purchasing Div, Bus Ofc, 223 Adwin; 201 N Goodwin
Apt 2, U 367-0988
* ALEXANDER, Melancthon Herbert, MS
Assoc Prof of Dairy Husbandry, Diary Sci, Emeritus
1110 S New St, C 352-5054
ALEXANDER, Sue Ann, BS, Asst In Home Ec.333-0490
271 .Bevier 909 S Fifth, Rm 514, C 332-4752
ALEXANDER, Vivian Jean, Payroll Clerk III. . . 333-2191
Bursar's Div, Bus Ofc, 100b Adm Bldg; 148 W Wilsor
Bement 2801
ALFELD, William Woodrow, BS, MIA, Asst .. 333-2351
Prof of Jrn, Asst to the Dean, Jrn, Coll of Jrn & Com-
munications
,
119 Gregory; 509 E Green, C
* ALFORS, Douglas Sheldon, BA , Asst, Phil
Gregory Hall, Rm 219A; 705 W Elm Apt 6, U365-2574
* ALGER, Jo Ellen, Clerk-Typist II, Purchasing. 333-3507
Div, Bus Ofc, 223 Adm Bldg; Box 177, Fisher
897-5550
ALGER, Nelda Elizabeth, PhD, Asst Prof 333-4971
Zoology, 549 Morrill; 1418 Lincolnshire Dr, C
356-6584
ALGUERO - ANDERSON
ALGUERO, Manuel Salvador, MS, Tchr Asst . .333-1979
Sociology, 1204 W Oregon; 211 N Coler Ave, U
365-2279
• ALGUERO, Wendy Lee Freeman de, Stenog II, .333-4503
Economics, 146 Commerce W; 211 N Coler Ave, U
365-2279
ALI-AKBARIAN, Mohammad, PhD, Asst Prof . .333-6971
Civil Eng, 3206 CEB; 406 E Green, U 367-0044
> ALIG, Michael, Broadcasting Eng, TV Serv .. .333-1070
Ofc of Instructional Resources, 1110 W Main St;
Colony Grove, Mahomet 586-4985
ALISANDRELLI, Michael Joseph, Art Dlr 333-3690
Ofc of Instructional Resources, 405 Eng Hall,
105 E Green Apt 4A, C 359-3031
' ALKIRE, Ola Mae, Maid Housing Div
Box 91, Potomac 987-4081
ALLARD, Denise Patricia, BA , BEP, PE, Asst
212 W Gym, 909 S Fifth St, C 332-4688
' ALLEE, Gary Layton, MS, Res Asst, An Scl . .333-2557
318 Mumford Hall; 1820-D Orchard Place, U344-6376
ALLEGRE, Nicole Genevieve, BS, Res Asst ..333-6285
Computer Scl, 249 DCL; Rm 342 Daniels, 7070 W
Green, U
' ALLEN, Alfred William, MS, Prof, CE 333-2937
302 Cer Bldg; 1802 Pleasant, U 367-2947
i ALLEN, Charles Moore, EdD, Assoc Dean of .333-2800
Coll of Educ, Prof of Ed Adm & Supervision, Coor of
U-G Council of Tchr Ed, 120 Ed Bldg; 502 S Lynn St
C 356-3065
ALLEN, Edmond, Kitchen Laborer, Illlni Unlon333-0700
165 Illinl Union; 1103 E Washington, C 352-1398
' ALLEN, Elizabeth F, MS, Res Asst, Micro- . .333-2195
biology, 363 Burrill; 1208 California W, U
' ALLEN, Florence Beasley, Food Serv Adml. .. .333-4630
Housing Div, Illinois St Residence Hall; 1101-1
Falon Dr, Rantoul 892-8248
'
+ALLEN, Howard Erwin, Jr, Hyd Eng Tech 386-3239
US Geo Survey, Oak Park, 901 Lake St, Post Ofc
Bldg Oak Park; 1962 N 18 Ave, Melrose Park
345-4494
' ALLEN, Hubert Lee, MA, Instr, Classics. ... 333-2974
358 Lincoln Hall; 802 W White, C 352-4402
ALLEN, H. Kenneth, PhD, Prof, Economics
1501 W Univ Ave, C 352-5405
' ALLEN, James Sircom,' PhD, Prof of Physics . .333-2758
Physics, 131 PB; 5 Shuman Clr, U 367-3381
' ALLEN, Jerome, Painter Subforeman, PP, PPSB
1102 E Florida, U 367-1360
ALLEN, John Stanley, BS, Coll of Eng, Res.. 333-2153.
Asst, 371-D EE; 904 W Green, U 344-3039
ALLEN, Joseph Heatly Dulles, PhD, Prof 333-3628
Spanish, Italian, & Port, 221 LH; 1011 W William St
C 356-4941!
1 ALLEN, Joseph Howard, Janitor, Housing Div
505 S Coler, U 344-6678
ALLEN, Judith, Typing-Clerk IE, Adm & Rec. . .333-0994
69 Adm Bldg; 1622 W Clark, C 356-5181
ALLEN, Judith Carol, Routing Dispatcher I. . . .333-0340
PP, PPSB; RR 2, Bement 4122
ALLEN, Kathleen Sue, Personnel Asst in 333-0199
Non-academic Personnel Dept, 627 1/2 S Wright St;
403 E N Lane, Tuscola 253-3785
• ALLEN, Mabel M, Secy, Naval Sci Dept 333-1062
239 Armory; 111 W Pennsylvania, U
• ALLEN, Mary Margaret, Acctg Clerk I 333-4880
Bursar's Div, Bus Ofc, 162 Adm Bldg
ALLEN, Myrtle Carolyn, Clerk III, Sec Ofc . . 333-3530
Motor Vehicle Div, Serv Bldg Annex; 59 E
Springfield, C 352-1416
ALLEN, Nell Keith, BS, Res Asst, An Sci 333-1247
323 Mumford Hall; 1111 1/2 S 3 St, Apt 102, C
359-1402
ALLEN, Patricia Kay, Clerk-Typist IH, Adm.
.
333-0414
& Records, 177a Adm; 208 Coffeen St, Homer
896-2041
ALLEN, Prisctlla Brown, BA, MAT, Tchr Asst.333-1096
Education, 398 Education; 1909 Harding Dr, U
365-2419
ALLEN, Richard Clinton, AB, Asst, Secondary333-1027
Educ, 57 E Armory; 1367 Sherman Hall, C 332-5050
ALLEN, Rebecca Diane, Payroll Clerk I, PP. . .333-6480
PPSB; RFD 1, Newman 9837-2059
ALLEN, Robert F, Asst Steam Distribution Opr
PP, PPSB; 611 W Fourth, Homer 896-4793
ALLEN, Robert Randolph, PhD, Asst Prof, Eng
305 Eng Bldg; 1909 Harding Dr, U 365-2419
ALLEN, Roy Frederick, BA, Instr, Germanic . .333-1899
Lang & Lit, 409 Lincoln Hall; 1821 Valley Rd, Apt B
,
C 359-4918
ALLEN, Sammy Kaye, BA, Counselor, Dean of 333-4134
Men's Ofc & Housing Div, 280 Forbes Hall; 280
Forbes Hall, C 332-1003
ALLEN, Thomas Gregory, Computer Programmer333-6492
I, Dept of Computer Scl, 171 DCL; 818 W HU1, U
367-5063
ALLES, Wesley F, BS, Asst P Therapist 333-4609
Div of Rehab Educ, 176-A Rehab Cntr; 300 S Goodwin
Apt 507, U 344-3326
ALLHANDS, Jessie Voigt, MA, Instr, Math .. 333-2267
202 YWCA; 2211 Fletcher, U 367-1954
ALLHANDS, Lois A, Maftl, Housing Div
109 N Harrison, Box 265 688-2463
ALLHANDS, Tyler, MA, Instr, Math 333-2267
202 YWCA; 2211 Fletcher, U 367-1954
ALLIN, John Truman, MA, Asst, Zoolog" 333-4884
383 Morrill; 909 S Fifth St, #1261, C 332-5022
* ALLISON, Otis Harold, Janitor, PP , PPSB
RR 2, Homer 688-2578
* ALLRED, John Darrel, Janitor, PP, PPSB
112 S Lynn, U 367-3385
ALLRED, Willis Louis, BS, Res Eng, Chem ... 333-1720
& Chem Eng, 123 Noyes Lab; 707 Stratford, C
.
359-2332
ALLWORTH, Christopher, BA, Tchr Asst 333-6675
Music, Rm 1 Hill Annex; 28 Salonica Rd, Don Mills
York, Ontario, Canada 447-8004
ALMENDINGER, Rosemary, BS, Res Asst, An. 333-1334
Scl, 264 ASL; 406 W Oregon, U 367-7690
* ALMY, Gerald Marks, PhD, Pro#, Physics.
.. .333-3760
209 Physics Bldg; 509 South Rldgeway, C 352-2675
* ALORLDGE, Alfred Owen, PhD, DVP, Prof.... 333-0830
French(Comp Lit), 383 Lincoln Hall; 101 E Chalmers,
C 352-8360
* ALPERT, Daniel, PhD, Dean of Grad Coll 333-0034
Prof of Physics, Physics, 330 Adm Bldg; 402 W
Pennsylvania, U 344-1726
* ALSBERG, Jane Morrison, BA, Res Asst 333-6276
Computer Sci, 189 DCL; 5 Buena Vista Court, U
365-2171
* ALSBERG, Peter Allyn, MS, Res Asst 333-6275
Computer Sci, 169 DCL; S Buena Vista Court, U
365-2171
* ALSIP, Cecile, Head Cook, Housing Div ....333-4630
Illinois St Residence Hall; 204 E Lincoln, Ogden
582-7731
* ALSIP, Vivian Ilene, Agr Econ, Clerk-Stenog .333-1821
III, 311 Mumford Hall, Ogden 582-4380
+ALSTERLUND, (Mrs.) Frances, AB, Res Asst. 344-1481
State Geolglcal Survey, 211 Natural Resources Bldg
Sta A, Box 2102 (307 S State), C 359-1989
AL-TALIB, Nizar Majeed, MS, Tchr Asst 333-2460
PE, 120 Huff Gym; 1012 S First, Apt #3, C 359-1576
* ALTENBERND, A Lynn, PhD, Prof Eng, Eng. .. 333-2390
100 EB; 710 W Washington, U 344-6919
* ALTENSEY, Arlene, County Ext Secy 232-8810
Stephenson County, Coop Ext Serv, 1100 W Galena,
Freeport; R 4 Freeport 232-7292
ALTER, Sharon Zaye, AB, Grad Asst, Ofc of. .332-0322
Student Personnel & Dean of Women, URH-Flagg 405,
C 332-0322
* ALTHAUS, Eugene Edward, Electronic Tech.
.
333-1156
Computer Sci, 14 DCL; Box 31, Bondvllle 863-5511
* ALTHAUS, Francis Edward, Nat Scl Lab Asst .333-2090
III, Dairy Sci, 458 ASL; 2709 Lawndale, C 356-1102
* ALTHAUS, Gerald, Asst II, NSL, Micro- 333-0425
biology, 330 Burrill Hall; 308 E Washington, Philo
684-4180
* ALTSTETTER, Carl Joseph, ScD, Assoc Prof of.333-2536
Physical M, Min, Met, & Pet Eng, 302 MMB333-4484
362-MR1; 911 W Daiilel St, C 359-1886
ALUARES, Kenneth, BA, Res Asst, Psych
282 Davenport Hall; 2301 S First St 202, C 344-2172
* ALUMBAUGH, Carl Arthur, Electrician, PP, PPSB
214 Garfield, Georgetown 662-6918
ALWARDT, Bette Maureen, Clerk-Stenog II .. .333-0910
Coop Ext Serv, 414 Mumford Hall; 1112 S Arbor St
,
Apt 303 Cedar, C 352-0389
ALY, Martha Alile, MS, Asst Prof, PE 333-3806
127 W Gym; 2214 E Unlv, U 365-1537
* AMACHER, Warren, Printer, Illlni Pub Co ... 333-3730
Basement-Illlnl Hall; 210 E Market St, Farmer City
928-5401
* AMBERG, Arthur Allen, BS, Res Asst, Agr
..
.333-3495
Eng, 310 Aqr Eng; 2204 F Untv Ave. Apt 1, U
* AMBROSE, John Charles, Accountant II, PP. . .333-4909
PPSB; 1606 Parkhaven, C 356-9558
AMBROSIUS, James William, BA, Asst DGS
429 Natural History; 503 E Stoughton, C 356-9469
AMDOR, Bunney Jo, BS, Grad Asst, Speech . .333-0034
Ofc of Student Personnel & Dean of Women, Clark
Hall; 1215 S Fourth St, C 332-0034 '
* AMDOR, Elwood, Construction Laborer, PP
PPSB; 305 S East, Mansfield 489-3601
AMDOR, Karen Lorraine, ClerK Stenog II 333-3581
Purchasing, 228 Adm Bldg; 913 W Church St, Apt 3,
C 359-1216
+AMDOR, Paul James, Crops Res Helper, US ..344-0622
Reg Soybean Lab, 178 Davenport Hall; RFD 1, Box 92,
Bellflower 722-3357
* AMDOR, Peggy Ann, Clerk-Typist III, Gen.
.
.333-3160
Eng, 400 Transportation; Mansfield489-3662
* AMDOR, Russell L, Carpenter, PP, PPSB
RFD , Box 175, Farmer City, 928-6229
AMENDOLA, Robert Charles, BFA -Indus Des .333-6155
Eng Draftsman I DCS, 299A DCL; 308 S 4th C
AMES, Carol Anne, BA, Asst, EngL 333-3879
206 Engl Bldg, 905 S Busey, U 344-4200
* AMICOI, Robert Louis, MA, Asst Prof, Arch. 333-2678
119 FAB; Western Ave 1207, C
* AMIN, Mohammad, PhD, Asst Prof, CE 333-6962
3217 CEB; Fisher Ct, Apt 5, U 367-9629
AMMANN, Marilyn Joyce, County Ext Secy. . .664-1750
Bond County, Coop Ext Serv, Greenville; Box 201,
Pocahontas 669-3203
* AMOS, William J, Janitor, PP, PPSB
RR 1 , Danville
AMORE, Francis Joseph, MS, Chem & Chem. .333-4980
Eng, Asst, 60c East Chemistry; 403 Briar Lane, Apt
107, C
31
* ANDERS, Charles Henry, Natural Scl Lab .... 333-3131
Asst III, An Sci, 114 ASL, 508 S David, Sidney
688-2174
* ANDERS, Deloras Grounds, Clerk II, Ofc of . .333-3980
Agr Publications, 51 Mumford Hall; 59 E Healey St,
C 352-9562
*+ANDERS, Earl Frederick, Asst Supt of Malnt ,333-2303
Athletic Assoc, Stadium; 59 E Healey, C 352-9562
* ANDERS, John J, Janitor Foreman, Housing .. .333-2953
Div, 22 A Blaisdel Hall; 612 W Green St, U367-0595
* ANDERSEN, Delores K, Key Punch I, Ofc of ., .333-3490
Instructional Resources, 507 E Daniel; Bondvllle
863-6530
* ANDERSEN, Roy Robert, MA, Res Asst, Inst. .333-3340
of Govt & Public Affairs, 1201 Nevada; 1107 Euclid
C 752-2966
ANDERSEN, Sayre Dunbar, AM, Asst Dean. . .333-4923
Instr, Engl, 277 Lincoln Hall; 1101 E Pennsylvania,
U 367-4832
* ANDERSON, A lvin Theodore, BS, Assoc Prof
of Agr Econ, Emeritus, 1311 Grandview Dr, C
356-3663
* ANDERSON, Annie Claude, Stenog II, French .333-2021
244 Lincoln Hall; 1503 Wiley Dr, U 367-7371
* ANDERSON, Ansel Cochrane, PhD, Assoc ... 333-2866-
Prof, Physics, 129 Physics Bldg; 1911 McDonald, C
356-2433
* ANDERSON, Bert Wallace, BS, Asst Elec Eng. 333-1665
PP, PPSB; 1505 Alma Dr, C 356-5475
ANDERSON, Bonnie Ellen; Clerk Typist III; 333-2604
Educ & Psych; Training Res Lab, 8 LH
640 E Washington St, Monticello 762-5889
ANDERSON, Clyde L; BS; Res Asst; Civil Eng;..333-6956
3109 CEB; 909 S 5th, #561, C 332-4868
* ANDERSON, David Edward; PhD; Asst Prof 333-6713
Geol; Geol; 202 NH
1748 Valley Rd, C 356-0339
ANDERSON, Don Leroy; BSIE; Asst; Mech &. . . 333-1128
Indus Eng; 221 MEB
21 Chambers St, Jamestown, NY 488-3241
* ANDERSON, Earl Wayne; Police Sargeant; PP Dept;
PPSB; 608 W Washington St, U 344-6908
+ANDERSON, Edna M; Meteorolog Aide II; 333-4963
271 WR; 815 Balboa Rd, C 356-5577
* ANDERSON, Edward Tweet; BS, MS Educ; 333-2959
Instr; Voc & Tech Educ; 350 Educ Bldg
2612 William, C 359-1349
* ANDERSON, Elizabeth C; Clerk-Stenog III; 333-6398
Sociol; Sociol Annex, 1204 W Oregon, U
906 E Florida Ave, U 367-5354
* ANDERSON, Elmer Harold; Janitor; PP Dept; PPSB;
205 S Cottage Grove, U 367-4438
* ANDERSON, Eric; Elec Tech I; Elec Eng Res. .. 333-2310
Lab; 300 EERL; 2718 E Calif, U 367-7920
* ANDERSON, Ernest Francis; EdD; Coor Univ-Jr 333-2032
Coll Relations, Asst Prof Higher Educ; Univ Dean
admissions & Records; 409 E Chalmers, Illlni
Towers, #348; 1002 Eliot Dr, U 365-3100
ANDERSON, Ernest W; PhD; Prof & Leader 333-2664
Ext Educ; Coop Ext Serv; 116 Mumford Hall
1603 S Maple, U 367-3887
ANDERSON, Eugene Martin; MS Educ; Instr... 333-1096
Sec Educ; 398 Educ Bldg
403 Briar Lane, #212, C 352-0698
* ANDERSON, Frieda Marie; Clerk-Typist III;. .. 333-0925
Comp Scl Dept; 2 87 DCL
1205 1/2 Bloomington Rd, C 352-7594
* ANDERSON, George Philip; Lecturer; Mech &. .333-3938
Ind Eng Dept; 228 MEB
2104 S Boudreau Dr, U 344-5581
* ANDERSON, Gerald Harvey; BS, MS; Res Asst; 333-3131
An Scl; 123 ASL;
2021-B Orchard St, U 344-4858
* ANDERSON, Glenn Leo; Groundsman; PP Dept; PPSB
St Joseph 469-3041
ANDERSON, Gordon Wood; BEE, MS; Res Asst; 333-1205
Physics; 372 PB;
207 S Busey Ave, U 367-0428
ANDERSON, Jack Kirk; BS, MS; Tchr Asst; Math; 3-1193
114 IH; 1202 W Main, #B-1, U
* ANDERSON, Jacqueline; BS, MS; Instr Home. . .333-0430
Mgmt; 271 Bevler Hall;
1002 Eliot Dr, U 365-3100
ANDERSON, James Howard; BA; Asst; Div Gen. 333-4765
Studies, Biol; 332 NH Bldg;
1110 W Stoughton, U 367-1608
ANDERSON, James Louis; Storekeeper III;. 333-2793
Mailing Cntr, Unlv Press; 114AH;
210 8 Rainbow View, U 367-1066
* ANDERSON, John Denton; PhD; Prof; Physiol. . .333-1663
& Blophys; 533 Burrill Hall;
1305 W Clark St, C 356-3201
* ANDERSON, John Joseph Baxter; PhD; Asst 333-1109
Prof; Vet Physiol & Pharmacol; 235 VMB;
119 WDodson Dr, U 365-2470
ANDERSON, John Leonard; BS; Asst; Chem &.... 3-3640
Chem Eng; 113 ECB
S First Manor, Bldg 2319, #204, C 344-4953
* ANDERSON, Kermlt Burton; MS; Instr; Inst Avi; 822
Airport; 710 Ventura Rd, C 356-3489
* ANDERSON, Leo Dale; Janitor; PP Dept; PPSB;
RR#1, Monticello 762-4297
ANDERSON, Muriel Irene; Janitress; Housing Div;
56 Lakeside Terrace, U 365-2437
ANDERSON - ARTMAN
* ANDERSON, Neil Orren; MA; Asst; Physiol; 333-2852
Calif; 2412 E Elm, U 367-7324
*+ANDERSON, Oscar H; Weather Observer; ..... .333-4968
62-AWR; 510 E Washington, U 365-1926
ANDERSON, (Mrs) Patricia Johnson; MA; 333-3879
Asst; Engl; 20 6 EB
603 E California, U 367-5331
* ANDERSON, Paul David; Lab Asst; Biochem;. . .333-2012
415 ECB; 604 N Maple, #44, U 367-0117
ANDERSON, Rachel Elizabeth; AB;Asst Editor;. 333-0957
Unlv Press; 121 Univ Press;
105 E John St, #303, C 356-5626
* ANDERSON, Ralph Dewitt; Janitor; Housing Div;
307 1/2 Van Doren, C 352-0619
ANDERSON, Raymond Eugene; Master Aircraft. .822-5532
& Aircraft Engine Mech; Airport;
706 E Washington, U 365-2955
* ANDERSON, Raymond Wallace; Asst III; NS 949-2101
Lab; Dixon Springs Agr Cntr, Simpson;
RR#2, Simpson 949-32 66
* ANDERSON, Richard Chase; AB, AMT, EdD;. . . 333-2604
Assoc Prof; Educ, Psych; 8 LH;
170 6Parkhaven Dr, C 352-6819
* ANDERSON, Richard Ernest; BS; Res Asst; 333-2397
EE; 202 EERL; 1934-D Orchard St U 344-5136
* ANDERSON, Richard John; AB, MSW; 333-22 61
Lecturer', Asst to Dir; Jane Addams Grad Schl Soc
Work; 1207 W Oregon, #111;
407 W Washington, U 344-0439
* ANDERSON, Richard Warren; NS Lab Asst II;.. 333-1168
Coll Vet Med; Illasco Lab, Old Horse Barn;
604 N Maple, #6, U 367-6034
ANDERSON, Riley J; AA; NS Lab Asst; Cntr 333-3376
Zoonoses Res; Cntr Zoonoses Res, Vet Res Farm;
S Race Str Rd, U 333-3376
ANDERSON, Robert Alan; MS; Res Asst; 333-2856
Physics; 126 PB;
2027-C Hazelwood Ct, U 344-4631
ANDERSON, Robert Warren; BS; Asst Flight 822-5237
In str; Inst Avi; 318 EH;
309 N Vorcey, Tolono 485-8770
* ANDERSON, Robert William; BS; Staff Assoc;. . 333-0036
Grad Coll; 31113 Adm Bldg;
209 W Green, U 367-8595
* ANDERSON, Ronald William; BS; Dir Electronic333-1720
Servs; Chem, Chem Eng; 123 NL;
1 Regent Ct, C 359-3163
ANDERSON, Rosie; Kitchen Helper; 111 Union;
313 E Bradley Ave, C 352-8793
ANDERSON, Ruth Marie; AM; Adm Asst I; 333-1561
Ofc Exec Vice Pres & Provost; 349 Adm Bldg
804 W Delaware Ave, U 344-0512
ANDERSON, Sandra Lynn; Typing Clerk II; 333-1395
Housing Div; 24 GH;
206 E Marshall St, Tolono 485-5234
ANDERSON, Sayre Dunbar; MA; Inst, Asst. ... 333-4923
Dean Coll LAS; Engl; 277 LH;
1101 E Pennsylvania, U 367-4832
* ANDERSON, Stanley Edward; BS; Asst; Chem,. .333-3059
Chem Eng; 350 -A NH;
1010 S Oak St, C 359-4465
* ANDERSON, Susan V; Clerk-Typist II 333-0520
HE Ext; 528 Bev Hall;
1210 1/2 E Michigan Ave, U 367-0003
* ANDERSON, Thomas Frank; On Leave; PhD; Asst Prof;
Geol; 1626 WEstes Ave, Chicago 764-9685
ANDERSON, Thomas Richard; MA; Res Asst;... 333-4717
Physiol, Biophys; 514 Burrill Hall;
205 WHill St, C.
ANDERSON, Verlin Buford, Jr; Inventory Clerk;. 333-0573
Physics; 203 PB;
1704 Lincoln Rd, C 356-0292
ANDERSON, Viola Ann; Waitress; 111 Union; 165 111
Union (E); RR #2 , Montlcello
+ANDERSON, Virginia Norma; Tech Aide; Univ. .333-3152
Civil Serv System-Ill; 1205 W California Ave, U
608 W Washington St, U 344-6908
ANDERSON, Wayne Philpott; MS; Asst; Chem, .333-3918
Chem Eng; 459 NL;
1205 WMain, #3-B, U 367-5080
+ANDERSON, William L; MA; Res Assoc;LU NH. .333-6857
Survey; 497 NRB; Box 64, Pesotum 867-2497
* ANDERSON, William Levi; Painter, Subforeman; PP
Dept; PPSB; 716 W Maple, C 356-4283
* ANDREW, Frank W; BS; Ext Agr Engr; Agr Engr .333-0511
Dept; 236 Agr Engr; RR 3, C 356-2885
* ANDREW, Richard H; MA; Grad Asst; 50C LH;. 333-1791
204 E California, U 367-4267
* ANDREWS, AM; BS; Instr; Police Training 333-2338
Inst; 608 1/2 Green
2707 Alton, C 352-7328
ANDRISIN, Michele Jeanine; AB; Res Asst; 333-1354
Psy; 285 Davenport Hall
1503 Kirby Avenue, Apartment 2,C 352-3763
ANDRUS, Donald George: MA In Music; Instr .333-3635
in Music; 205 Theory Annex (608 S Mathews)
707 S Sixth, Apt 302, C 344-5573
* ANG, Alfredo H-S; PhD; Prof; Civil 3-6951
Engineering; 3129E CEB;
2204 Combos, U 367-8250
ANGELO, Mildred May Bangert; MEd; Food .. 333-1127
Serv Area Supervisor; Illini Union; 165 Illlni
Union (E); RR 1, C 359-3894
* ANIBALLI, Patricia Mary; Clerk Typists II; 333-3507
Purchasing Div, Bus Off; Room 220 Adm Building
1009 West Stoughton, U 367-0158
* ANNER, George Edmund; MS in Eng; Prof; ....333-4187
Elec Eng; 371-C EEB, 1-129 CSL; 333-6486
302 S Water, St Joseph 469-7317
ANSLEY, Janis; B of Fine Arts; Asst; Dance . . Ext -222 8
(Women's Physical Education) 12 6 A WGym;
307 E White, Apt 4, C 359-4156
ANSPACH, Karlyne; PhD; Asst Prof of Textiles.333-0322
and Clothing; R 137 Bev;
624 E Green, C 356-7379
* ANTHON, Christopher; MS; Bibliographer 333-1055
Instr; 220 A Lib; 808 S Lincoln, U 344-4678
ANTHONY, Wellington F; BS; Res Asst; Agron. 333-1277
337B Davenport Hall
1106 S Second, Apartment 6, C 356-9218
ANTIPA, Gregory Alexis; MA; Tchr Asst; 333-0894
'Zoology; 571 Morrill Hall
803 W Green, U 344-5617
* ANTONSEN, Elmer Harold; PhD; Assoc Prof;.. 333-1059
Germ Lang; 275 LH;
2110 Noel Dr, C 356-8745
* APKE, Victor Bernard; Store Keeper II; 333-1514
Dept of Comp Sci; 2B DCL;
R 1, St Joseph
* APPERSON, Arthur Louis; Automotive Foreman; PP Dept;
PPSB; 1104 Fairlawn Dr, U 367-4348
APPERSON, Viola Eudora; Linen Maid; Housing Division
705 N Orchard, U 367-2648
* APPL, Ivan Dale; Construction Labor; PP Dept; PPSB
203 E Grand, St Joseph 469-4881
* APPL, Stanley Leon; Automotive Mechanic; PP Dept;
PPSB; 1313 Honeysuckle Lane, C 356-0713
APPLEBAUM, Joseph Austin; MA; Res Asst;. .. .333-4975
Math; 122 Arcade; 509 S 5th, C 356-8026
* APPLEBAUM, Wilber; MA; Instr; Hist; 333-4847
316 Armory; 204 S Prospect, C 359-4323
* APPLEBEE, Roger Kenyon; EdM; Assoc Dean, ..333-0838
LAS, Acting Head, DGS; 294 LH, 221 AG;.. 333-2918
2106Vawter, U 367-1239
APPLEBY, James Elson;PhD; Assoc 333-6824
Entomologist, Illinois NH Survey; Asst Prof of
Agr Entom; 165 NRB;
607 W Pennsylvania, U 344-5556
APPLEBY, Patricia Kay; Clerk Typist I; Civil ..333-6910
Eng Dept; 2230 CEB; RR. 2, Atwood 578-3059
* APPLEGATE, Carolyn Mulrheld; Acctg Clerk .. 333-0950
UP; UP Building; RFD, Sadorus 867-2571
* APPLEGATE, Leonard L; Storekeeper III; 333-1337
Chem and Chem Eng; 136-38 East Chem Addition;
2302 Southwood Drive, C Unlisted
* APPLEGATE, Lester Burnell; MS; Instr; Inst .. 822-5204
of Avi; Airport; 1501 W Charles, C 352-4410
* APPLEQUIST, Douglas E; PhD; Prof of Chem;. .333-2356
345B ECB
906 1/2 W Nevada, U 344-2389
APRILLE, Jr Thomas Joseph; BS in EE; Asst;. . . 333-3496
Elec Engr; 327 EEB;
1010 W Green, U 332-2425
* ARANDA, Theodore Roosevelt; MA; Asst; 333-6491
Education; Room 105 1102 College Court, U;
1805 A Orchard Place, U 3^4-0245
* ARAWAY, Richard John; BA; Res Asst; Psych;.. .
415 Gregory; 509 E Green, C 344-3951
ARBATSKY, Zigridz G; Typing Clerk II; 333-1591
Physics; 271 PB
205 1/2 S Lynn, U 365-3103
ARBENZ, Mary Hedwig;PhD; Assoc Prof; 333-1688
Theatre; 125 LH; 608 S Willis, C 356-3083
ARBUCKLE, Karen Sizanne; Clerk-Stenog I; ...333-4110
PP Dept; PPSB; Newman None
ARCHDEACON, Maude; Adm Clerk; Board of Trustees
Office, Retired; 806 E Green, U 367-1837
* ARCHER, Florence Pearl; Maid; Housing Division;
214 W Washington, C 352-2628
* ARCHER, Forough; MA; Res Assoc; Institute ..333-1547
of Communications Res; 1207 W Oregon
* ARCHER, Luther Bunyan; MS in EE; Prof 333-4185
Emeritus; Elec Eng; 341 EEB;
803 La Sell Drive, C 352-2077
ARCHER, Mark Joseph; MA; Coordinator- 333-1651
Gregory Dirve Residence Halls; Housing Division
Gamer Hall Office ;
20 60 South Orchard, U 344-3272
ARCHER, William Kay; AM; Res Asst Prof; 333-1547
Institute of Communications Res; 1207 W Oreqon
ARCHIBALD, Helen Allen; MA; Asst; Dept of ..333-2446
Hist and Phil of Educ; 360 Educ;
909 South Fifth, C 332-4680
ARCHIBALD, Malcolm Alexander; MSc; Res ..333-4843
Asst; Physics; B85 Mat Rec Laboratory;
909 South Fifth , C 332-4963
ARGOUDELIS, Chris Jacob; PhD; Asst Prof of . 333-1877
Food Sol; Food Sci; 204 BRL;
604 W Main, U 365-3125
* ARIE, Thomas Harold; Agr Gardener; 333-0109
Horticulture; Horticulture Farm;
905 Burkwood Dr, U 367-1246
ARIENS, Phyllis Jane; MS; Instr; Speech; 333-2231
104 Speech Clinic;
1408 South Race, U 367-0987
* ARIEW, Robert Abel; BA in French; Tchr Asst; . .333-6850
French; 3 12 Harker Hall
1113 S Third, C None
32
ARINZE, Justin Charles; B Sc; Res Asst;Dept of 333
An Sci; 260 ASL,
102 N Gregory, Apt A, U None
ARKWRIGHT, Marjorie Starr; MS; Food Adm IV; 333-
Illini Union Food Ser; 165 Illlni Union
1113 Mayfalr Road, C 356-5806
ARLT, Carl Tristan; PhD;Bailey Prof of Money 333-
Banking, and Finance; Dept of Finance;
108 Commerce, West
1301 Eliot Drive, U 367-7110
ARLT, Phyllis Betts; AB; MA; Instr; S peech; .. 333-
510 E Chalmers
1301 Eliot Drive, U 367-7110
ARMBORST, David Edward; BA; MA; German;.. 333-
Assistant; 512 E Chalmers
909 S 1st #19, C
ARMBRUST, Edward John; PhD; Asst Entom;. .. .333-
State NH Surv; Asst Prof of Agr Entom; Section
of Econ Entom; 171 Natural Resources
801 Park Lane, C 352-1567
ARMES, Claudine C; Agr Econ; Appliance Opr. .333-
II; 452a Mumford Hall;
705 S Main, Homer 896-3792
ARMES, William David; BA; MA, Tchr Asst;. .. 333'
Engl; 206 English Building;
711 W Church, Apt 1, C 352-9425
ARMON , Rose , Clerk iyp HI , Psychology 3
330 Gregory Hall; 504 S. Lincoln,U 344-5103
+ARMON, William John; MS; Assoc Chemist;. ..344'
State Geol Surv; 311 NRB;
504 S Lincoln, U 344-5103
1
+ARMSTRONG, Constance Sue; Tech Asst; State344
Geol Surv; 230 Natural Resources
202 N Russell; Apt 2, C 356-2778
ARMSTRONG, Dorothy Irene; Dean of Students 333'
Secretary; 3 10 Student Servs Building;
601 Mitchell Ct, Apt D, C 359-2682
ARMSTRONG, Elmer James; Janitor; PP;
PP Serv Building
Rt 3, Tuscola 253-3490
ARMSTRONG, Eula Marvene; Typing Clerk II.. 333-
Univ High School; 102 Univ High School
115 Franklin, U 367-5666
ARMSTRONG, Harold Roger; Policeman; PP;...
PP Serv Building;
203 Arcadia Drive, C 356-3097
ARMSTRONG, Idella Wilma; Elec Eng; Acctg...333-
Clerk I; 159 EEB;
407 W White, Apt 16, C




1201 E Main, Urbana 367-4679
ARMSTRONG, Larry Dane; Eng Draftsman I;
. .
.333-
PP; PP Serv Building;
810 Falroaks Drive, C 356-2074
ARMSTRONG, Marian Louise; Clerk Typist III. 822-
Inst of Avi; Airport;
Rural Route 3, Tuscola 253-3490
ARMSTRONG, Mary Rose; MRL; Clerk Typist II333-
264 MRL;
2903 Clifton Drive, U 367-0157
ARMSTRONG, Michael Kent; Apprentice Elecn..
PP; PP Serv Building
618 Richards Lane, C 356-3959
ARMSTRONG, Richard Warwick; PhD; MPH;. ..333-
Asst Prof; Geog; 12 6 Davenport Hall;
1209 1/2 N Busey, U 367-5339
ARNDT, George; BS; MS; Physics and CSL. .. .333-
Res Asst; 189 CSL;
701 W Clark, U 367-0438
ARNOLD, Charles Y; PhD; Prof of Veg Crops;. .333-
Dept of Hort; 201 Veg Crops Building;
401 Geo Huff Drive, U 367-2612
ARNOLD, David M; MA; Teaching Fellow; 333-
Math; 201 YWCA;
708 E Washington, U 365-2897
ARNOLD, Lee Delman BS, Asst Engr; Res .... 344-
Laboratory, State Geol Surv;
2604 Kirby Ave, C 352-5507
ARNOLD, Phyllis Jean; Asst; Physics 333-
Physics B 37;
1010 W Green St #495, U 332-2566
ARNOULD, Richard Julius; BS; MS; Econ and ..333-
Bus Adm; Instr; 120 DKH;
209 Hessel Blvd, C
ARNOLD, Robert Keith; Storekeeper III, MRL.. 333-
241 MRL Building;
316 W Sawyer, Decatur 877-4863
ARORA, Brij Mohan; Bachelor of Technology.
.
.333-
Elec Eng Res Asst; CSL; CSL Building;
1009 W Springfield, U 367-7236
ARORA, Satya Pall; MS; Res Asst; Animal Sci;. 333-
106, Stock Pavilion;
406EHealey, C 356-2925
ARROWSMITH, Kathleen Ann; Typing Clerk I;. .333-
Unlv Civil Serv System of Illinois; 1205 W Calif
RR 1, Penfleld 595-2736
ARSENTY, Richard Peter; BS Tchr Biol Scls....
Bot; Tchr Asst; Morrill Hall 2 97;
Route 2 Box 108, Harvard. 943-5841
ARSLANER, Mellh Esen; BA; MA; Political Sci..333-
Tchr Asst; 408 S Goodwin;
411 1/2 WHill, C 352-9231
ARTMAN, overly Ann; Typing Clerk II; 333-
Housing Div; Pennsylvania Ave Residence Hall


































» ARTEMAN, Carol Margaret; Food Admr I;..... 333-2160
Housing Dlv; Pennsylvania Ave Food Serv;
714 S Race St, U 367-2073
ASANO, Kazutoshl; MS; EE; Res Asst; 333-0890
405 MMB;
#205, 1010 WGreen St, U 332-2160
t ASBURY, Barney Brooks; BA; MBA; Lt Col, 333-1550
Assoc Prof of MS; Rm 1 10 Armory;
2206 Brett Drive, C 359-1063
ASCHOBER, Renate Maria; BA; German Dept. . .333-1312
Tchr Asst; 512 E Chalmers St # 201;
1010 WGreen St #2 69, U 332-1312
> ASCOLI, Giullo; PhD, Prof of Physics; Physics333-3988
415 Physics Building;
607 W Oregon, U 344-5318
* ASH, Carol; BA; MA; Instr in Math, Asst 333-3410
Editor Illinois Journal of Math; Math, 306 Altgeld;
310 W Nevada, U 367-3723
i ASH, Glenn I; M Ext Ed; Ext Adviser, Agr, ... 393-2120
Richland County, Coop Ext Serv; 306 S Fair
St, Olney; 603 E Lafayette, Olney 393-6211
t ash, Robert B; PhD; Assoc Prof of Math and ..333-6246
EE'; Res Assoc Prof, CSL; 311 YWCA;
310 W Nevada, U 367-3723
ASHBY, Gary Lee; Dup Mach Opr II, Eng Pub. .333-1510
College of Eng; 114 Eng Hall;
807 S Cottage Grove, U 367-4559
ASHBY, Robert Clark; Bachelor of Music; ....
Music Asst; Rm 3 String Annex;
101 S Lincoln, U 344-4780
* ASHBY, William Ross; MD; EE and Biophys. .. .333-4694
Prof; 32 9D EEB;
401 S Busey Ave, U 344-5702
1 ASHENFELTER, John Walter; BA; MA; Spec in.. 333-2847
Educ, Coll of Educ; 309 UHS;
1803 Parkhaven Drive, C 356-2003
ASHMAN, John Ernst; BS; MS; Res Asst in 333-3827
Physics; 306 MRL;
335 Daniels Hall, 1010 WGreen, U 332-2241
ASHMORE, Constance Marie; AB; MS; Asst. .. .333-2290
Reference Libm; Instr; Lib; 200 Library;
2319 S First St, C 344-1051
* ASKINS, Nadine C; Home Economics, Chief. . .333-3791
Clerk; 2 60 Bevier Hall;
1307 E Pennsylvania Ave, U 367-0941
« ASKREN, Cora; Clerk Typist III; Inst of 333-1597
Communications Res; 1207 W Oregon # 212 ;
302 W Clark, C 359-2126
ASOPA, Vljendra Nath; M Sc Ag; Agr Econ Res. 333-0947
Asst; 452 Mumford Hall;
909 W California, Apt 1-C, U 344-3541
ASPEN, Anita June; BA; MS; PhD; Chem and... 333-6115
Chem Eng, Instr; Dairy Sci, Res Assoc;
357 An Sci Lab;
901 S First St; Apt 12, C 356-2773
ASSELMEIER, Lillian Dorothy; Div of Univ Ext. 875-2 822
Clerk Typist II, Rm 212 Goldman Bldg, E St Louis;
6822 State St, E St Louis 398-4344
> ASTON, Alan Ronald; MS; Agron; Res Asst in.. 333-4370
Soil Physics; C-211 Turner Hall;
300 S Goodwin, Apt 209, U
ASTON, Katharine Oline; PhD, Assoc Prof of. . 333-1506
Engl; Dir of Programs in Engl as For Lang;
Engl; 317 Engl Bldg; 624 E Green, C 352-5985
' ATAC, Musaffer; MS; Res Asst; Physics; 333-3345
351 Physics Bldg;
102 S Gregory, U 344-00 46
k ATCHLEY, Ruth Carole; County Ext Secy 543-3309
Mason Cy, Coop Ext Serv; 133 S High St, PO Box
192, Havana; RR 4, Lewistown 547-2546
ATE, Louis C Jr; PhD; Asst Prof Psych; Clin. . .333-3720
Counselor Student Counseling Serv; 238 Student
Serv Bldg; 806 N McKinley, C 352-1006
ATE, Shirley; Clerk Typist II; Geol; 333-3540
249 Natural History Building;
3 Penn Court, U 365-2 691
1 ATHERTON, Charles; BA; MA; Lecturer; Jane. . .333-22 61
Addams Grad Schl of Soc Work; Rm 33 6, 1207 W
Oregon; 1813 Clover Lane, C 359-4442
ATHERTON, Elwood; Phd; Geol, State Geol 344-1481
Surv; 237 Natural Resources;
Apt 301, 502 W Griggs, U
* ATKIN, J Myron; PhD; Prof of Sci Educ; Assoc. 333-0961
Dean of Coll of Educ; 110c Educ Building;
1109 S Westlawn, C 356-4239
> ATKINS, Dcniel Ewell III; BSEE; MSEE; Res 333-6154
Asst, Dept of Computer Sci; Rm 293, DCL;
1009 W Stoughton, U 367-2170
* ATKINS, Monica Meyer; BA; MA; Spanish 333-0731
Asst; 911 S Sixth St;
1009 W Stoughton, U 367-2170
ATTERMEYER, Mary Lillian; MS; Chem and ...333-0558'
Chem Eng; Asst; 367f Noyes Lab;
1201 W Oregon St, U
* ATWOOD, Edwin Earl; Bachelor of Sci; Site. . . 333-2440
Planner, Div of Campus Dev, PP; 704 S Sixth St;
1910 Galen Drive, C 352-0350
* ATWOOD, Herbert Jr; AB; Asst to the Dir; 333-2720
Health Serv; 190 Health Center;
1004 W Hill St, C 352-5535
1 ATWOOD, Jerry Lee; MS; Chem and Chem Eng.333-4760
Asst; 167 MRL;
909 S Mattis, C 352-1088
ATWOOD, John William; B Engl; MA Sc; EE.
.
. 333-0019
Instr; 330 M EEB; 220 EERL;
203 Country Fair Drive, C 352-5318
* ATWOOD, Karen Ell;" A, Credentials Analyst. 333-32 81
Grad Schl of Lib Sci; 329 Lib;
312 W White, C
* ATWOOD, Kimball C; MD; Prof of Mlcrobio.
.
Dept of Microbiology, on leave of absence,. 67-68
* AUBLE, Joe Conrad; Painter, PF Dept
PP Service Building;
2306 Rooney Drive, C 352-1314
AUBRECHT, Susan Jane; County Ext Secy 547-2711
Fulton Cy, Coop Ext Serv; RR 2, Lewiston;
PO Box 264, St David 668-2217
* AUER, Harold Dean; Painter, Housing Dlv.... 333-3450
Rm #14, Lincoln Ave Residence;
202 S Missouri, Atwood 578-302 8
AUER, Harold M; AB; Instr PEM; Asst Coach. . .333-3099
of Swimming-Athletic; 113 Huff Gymnasium
909 S 1st, C 351-6385
* AUGER, Terrance John; BS; M Ed; Elem Educ. . 333-3757
Asst; 390 Educ Building;
2 607 E High St, U 367-9750
AUGUSTINE, Algis; BA; Resident Asst, ...... .333-0848
Oglesby Hall; Dean of Students/Housing Dlv;
Oglesby Counseling Office;
URH 414 Oglesby Hall, U 332-5156
AUKERMAN, Robert; BS; MS; Asst, Rec and ..
Munlc Park Adm; 220 Armory;
309 S State St, C 356-9456
* AUKES, Lewis Ehme; AM; Univ Coor of 333-4947
Student Data System, Office of the Univ Dean of
Admissions and Records; Rin.326, 409 E Chalmers;_
.
:333-6496
380 Highland Drive, Rantoul 892-2 629
AULTZ, Susanne Lee; B Music; Music -Asst..
204 Stiven;
1107 1/2 W Oregon, U 344-2104
* AUNG, Theln; PhD; Food Sci, Res Assoc in... 333-1870
Food Sci; 107 S Wing, Hort Field Lab;
183 6 D Orchard Place, U 344-6701
* AUSTIN, John Henry; BCE; SM; PhD; Civil Eng.333-4700
Assoc Prof Sanitary Engr; 3230 CEB;
407 Sunnycrest, U 367-1587
*+AUSTIN, Lee Carl; Civil Eng Tech; Soil 356-3787
Conservation Serv, USDA; 200 W Church, C;
1613 Glen Park Drive, C 356-5704
* AUSTIN, Mardelle J; Chief Clerk, Photogr. ... 333-3569
Serv, Lib; 44 Library;
211 W Beardsley, C 359-2047
* AUSTIN, Margaret; Clerk Typist III; Psych... 333-0040
Psych Clinic, Rm 162 Children's Res Cntr Bldg;
2106 Cypress Drive, C 352-4730
AUSTIN, Mildred K; BA; MS; Res Assoc in Vet. 333-2399
Physiol and Pharmacol; 231 Vet Med; 333-1109'
917 W Charles, C 356-8887
* AUTH, Riehald Joesph; Policeman, PP Dept...
PP Service Bldg;
RR 1, Ivesdale 564-3191
AVANT, Willie Gean; Kitchen Helper, Illini. .. 333-0700
Union; 165 Illini Union (E);
7 17 Tawney Court, C
* AVCIN, Matthew John Jr; BA; T A, Geol; 333-4498
#5 1116 111 St;
#23, 1005 S Sixth St, C 344-1774
*+AVCIN, Susan Rae Bosworth; BA; Res Asst,... 344-1481
State Geol Surv; 465 Natural Resources;
Apt 23, 1005 S Sixth, C 344-1774
* AVERBUCH, Aaron Joseph; MS; BS; EE; Res ... 333-1162
and Teaching Asst; Rm 304 Noyes Lab;
800 c S Mattis, C 359-2886
* AVERY, Thomas Eugene; BSF; MF; PhD; Prof ...333-2770
of Forestry; Head of Dept; 222 Mumford Hall;
90 6 S Vine St, Apt 302, U
* AVNER, Elaine Sweital; PhD; Asst Prof; 333-3090
Astronomy Dept; 109 Observatory;
1607 Valley Rd, #D-1, C
* AVNER, Richard Allen; BS; MA; Res Assoc;. .. . 333-6500
Comp-Based Educ Res Lab; 370 Eng Res Lab;
1607 Dl Valley Rd, C
* AVOLT, Donna Hart; Clerk-Typist HI, Grad. . .333-0034
Coll; 330 Adm Building;
2211 Phllo Road, U 367-0994
+AVOLT, Martin David; BS; Res Asst, State ....344-1481
Geol Surv; 25 Natural Resources;
2211 Philo Road, U 367-0994
* AWE, Carl Frederick; BS in Gen Agr; Grad. . .
.
Asst Agr Educ^ Votec; 345 Educ Bldg;
Apt 33, 207 Country Fair Drive, C 352-2527
* AWE, Ruth Moore; BS; MS; Res Asst in Ofc of. 333-3370
Instr Resources; 205 S Goodwin;
207 Country Fair Drive, C 352-2527
AWIGUET, Luisa Sophie; BA Spanish and .... 333-0440
Political Sci; Spanish Tchr Asst; 911 S 6th;
Illini Tower, 409 E Chalmers, C 344-4834
* AXEL, Peter; PhD, Prof of Physics; Physics. .. 333-2077
307 Physics Building;
404 W Delaware, U 344-6358
* AXFORD, Roy Arthur; BA; SB; SM; SoD; Assoc. .333-4399
Prof of Nuclear Eng; 20 6 NEL;
2017 S Cottage Grove, U 367-8026
*"+AYARS, James Sterling; BS; Tech Editor and Hd.
of Section of Publications and Public Relations,
State N.H. Surv, Emeritus;
510 W Iowa St, U 344-6577
* AYCOCK, Robert Fielding; BS; Chem and Chem.333-3695
Eng, Asst; 277 E Chemistry Addition;
507 S Elm; C 359-4743
33
AYDT, Juanita Marie; County Ext Secy, 643-3416
Hamilton Cy, Coop Ext Serv; Courthouse,
McLeansboro; RR 1, Dahlgren
* AYER, Judith Goodrich; AB; Res Asst, Psych. ..333-2790
14 Greg Hall;
105 E John St, C 356-0471
* AYERS, Gene Curtis; Assoc of Arts; Physiology333-4717
Hat Sc Lab Asst III; 521 Burrill Hall;
3109 Williams St, C 352-1961
AYERS, Myrna; Statistical Serv Unit, 54 Adm. .333-6384
Bldg; Rm 58D Administration Bldg;
105 E Healey, C
* AYERS, Robert Lauder; BS; Inst of Aviation,
. .
.
Asst Chief Flight Instr; Airport;
#3 Bellamy Court, C 356-0104
* AYLSWORTH, James Quentin; BS Agr; Hort, ...333-2123
Res Asst; 100 Floriculture;
317 Avondale, C 352-5849
AYLSWORTH, Jean; Tchr Asst; Dept of Jm; . . . . 333-0439
16A Gregory Hall;
317 Avondale, C 352-5849
* A-AZIM, Ahmad; BA; BS; MS; Bur of Inst Res;. .333-3551
Res Asst; 1011 W Springfield;
PO Box 2141, C
*




* BABAKHANIAN, Ararat, Asst. Prof. Math; 333^-2768
331 Altgeld Hall; 1003 S Bussey U. 344-5559
* BABB, Daniel Sylverter; Prof. Elec. Engr; 333-4340
355 Elec. Engr. Bldg; 702 N Swigart, C.
356-4074
* BABB, Jackie; Food Prcessor,Hous. Dlv 333-1454
Central Food Stores;212 N Spruce,
Villa Grasse, 111. 823-9124
* BABCOCK, Gordon Ray; Pressman, Camera &.. 333-4656
Plate maker; Prtg. Dlv. Uni. Press Bldg;
1902 Diana Lane, C. 356-5510
* BABCOCK, Murray Lewis, Ph.D.Asst. Prof 333-1667
Elec. Engr; 220 E.E.R.L.; 333-0019
507 N Willis, C. 356-0479
BABIL, Simon, Bachelor Elect. Engr; ....;...'-. 333-0890
Res. Asst; 405 Mining SMetallurgy 333-0891
1010 WGreen St. 619 U. 332-2343
* Bachert, Faye Sporleder, Secy; Radio Sta 333-0850
228 Gregory Hall; 706 N Lincoln 367-3853
* BACHMANN, Kurt, Ph.D Physics; Res. Assoc. 333-4665
370 MRL
*+BACHMAN, Robert Leroy.Contr.Admin; 333-2430
Office of Naval Res . Res . Repr.
Rm. 102 605 S Goodwin Ave U.;
907 Westfield Dr, C. ^52-8845'
BACHRACH, Robert Z , M.S. Res. Asst 333-U326
Physics; 376 Physics Bldg; 2702 Calif. St. U.
365-2687
* BACON, Patricia Ann, Chem.S Chem Engr. 3-1987
Clerk-Typist; 53 E Chem.; 601 W Springfield,
Apt. 4, C; 352-7971
* BACON, Richard Wayne; Janitor, Hous. Div.
513 W Madison, Danville 443-1371
* BADER, Robert Smith, Ph.D. Prof.S . . 3-2293
Assoc. Head; Dept. Zoology;
165 Morrlll;1007 S Bussey, U. 344-1995
* BADGER, Donald William, Ph.D. Asst. Prof 333-6118
Physiology & Biology;
31 Burrill Hall; 2103 Bond, U. 367-3704
* BADGER, Earladeen Dorothy, B.S. O.T.R 333-4891.
Res. Asst. Educ. IREC, Colonel Wolfe Schl;
2103 Pond St, U. 367-3704
* BAER, Donald, B.A.Asst. Economics 3-1415
Room 20, O.K.H.; 603 W Nevada, U.
344-6174
* BAERWALD, John Edward, Ph.D. Hghy 333-1270
Traffic Safety Ctr.&Prof. Traffic-
Highway Traffic Safety Center, 416 Engr. Hall;
1421 MayfairRd, C. 352-3077
* BAGBY, Beatrice Hill, B.S. Ext. Advisor 723-2265
Home Economics, Will Co., 100 Manhattan Rd.
Joliet; 259 Miami, Park Forest. 748-1256
* BAGWELL, John Tilmon Jr. M.A. Res. Prog 333-6346
Dept. Computer Sci. 167 Digital Computer Lab;
1601 N Kller, #7, C 352-6048
BAHL
,
Lalit Rai, M.S. Res. Asst 333-6753
Coord. Sci. Lab. 3-114 C.S.L;
102 E Armory #10, C 356-9324
* BAHLS, James Edward; Sr. Lab. Mech 333-1514
Digital Computer Lab, Rm. 18, Dept of Comp
Science; R.R.2 St. Joseph 694-2771
BAHLS, William Edward, Janitor, Phys. Pit.
P.P.Ser. Bldg; R.R.2, St. Joseph
694-2771
* BAHMET, Victor, M.S. Teach. Asst 333-0497
495 Lincoln Hall; 843 Washtenaw Ave, Chicago
235-7811
BAHNKE, Karen Elizabeth, Clerk StenoII 333-3110
Vice-Pres & Comp. Ofc. 208 Admin.;
606 West Hill, C. 356-2394
BAHR, Sister Janice, B.A., Zoology Asst 333-6893
465 Morrill Hall; 1405 W. Park, U.
367-2232
* BAIL, Mona; Clerk Steno III, Ofc of the 333-6678
Chancellor; 112 English Bldg.
BAILAR - BARGERON
* BAILAR, John Christian, Jr. , Ph.D; Chem 333-1624
and Chem Eng.; Prof of Chem. 367-1301
159 Noyes Lab: 304 W. Pa LU.
BAILIE, Elizabeth Lea; Adm Secy, Ofo of Unlv 333-2030
Dean of Adm and Records; Rm 348, 409 E.Chalmers
(Illlni Tower); 812 W. FairviewU. 367-3884
* BAILEY, Albert D.; Ph D, Elec Engr Prof 333-2310
Research 301, EERL; 326 B EEB 333-3629
307 S McKinley Ave, C. 356-2650
* BAILEY, Buel Lee; Asst Farmer, Dixon Sprgs. . .949-2101
Agr Cntr, Simpson, Glendale 949-3283
* BAILEY, Carols., Clerk Steno HI, PP Dept 333-1215
PPSB, 303 Byron, Sidney 688-2311
* BAILEY, Catherine; Chem & Chem Engr 333-1792
Clerk-Typist HI; 271 E Chem 367-8569
1212 W Main St, U
* BAILEY, Dean; TAM, Master Lab Mechanic. . . 333-3515
319 Talbot Lab; 130 N. Locust, Areola
268-3751
* BAILEY, Effle; Natural Scl Lab Asst, Dept of 333-2195
Microbiology; 363 Burrill Hall; 412 E. Hill St, C.
352-6436
* BAILEY,, Ernest Wayne; Asst Farmer, Dixon... 949-2101
Springs Agr Cntr, Simpson; RFD, Brownfield
949-2373
+BAILEY, James A.; PhD, Res Assoc, NHS 333-6856
493 NRB;258 S. Dewey St., U 367-8873
* BAILEY, James Louis;MMA, Assoc Prof of 333-4393
Music; 203 SMH; 602 W. Vermont, U.
344-5759
_
* BAILEY, John Russell; Asst Farmer, Dixon 949-2101
Springs Agr Cntr, Simpson; Rt 2, Simpson
949-2302
* BAILEY, Karen Mae; Card Punch Opr II 333-4827
Statistical Service Unit, 54 Adm Bldg
27 Salem Rd, U 367-3967
BAILEY, Katherine; Acct Clerk II, Housing.... 333-1759
Division; 420 SS; 52 E Green St, C
352-6402
* BAILEY, Kay Ilene; Natural Sci Lab Asst 1 333-1642
Elec Engr; 127 EE Annex; 602 MacArthur Dr, U.
367-5687
* BAILEY, Keith D.; Masters, Tchr Asst, Math..
150 Altgeld; 1212 W. Main, U 367-8569
* BAILEY, Lawrence Edward; Manager, Gen 333-0815
Chem Store, Purchasing Division; 55 Noyes Lab
2112 Roland Dr, C 356-8171
* BAILEY, Lowell Laveme; Asst Farmer, Forestry949-2101
Dixon Springs Agr Cntr, Simpson, Rt 4
Vienna 658-5647
BAILEY, Norman Gayle; Janitor, PP; PPSB....
1307 Western Ave, C 352-2616
* BAILEY, Sharon Egan; B S, Asst Ext Adviser. . . 335-2545
Home Econ, Edgar, County Coop Ext Service
210 A. WWash., Paris; 115 N Shore Drive
Paris 335-4470
* BAILEY, Thomas Hallock; MA ED, Instr Inst. . .822-5204
Aviation, Airport, Pesotum 867-2546
* BAINTER, Kay Lynn, Clerk-Steno II , School. . .333-4249
of Music, 1203-206 W Nevada; 807 N Prospect, C
359-4805
* BAIR Willard E. , D Eng, Assoc Prof Mech Engr333-1049
168 MEB; 405 Sunnycrest, U 367-2422
BAKER, Bonnie Dee, B A, Grad Asst, Theatre. .333-1791
50C Lincoln Hall; 1010 W Guen, U
* BAKER, Chester Bird, PhD, Prof Agr Econ 333-1815
302C, Mumford Hall; 601 E Pa Ave, U
' 367-0395
* BAKER, Craig Carlton, MS, Res Asst 333-3158
Metallurgical Engr, 406 Mat Res Lab; 406 E
Green, Apt 102, U 367-2315
* BAKER, David Hiram, Ph D, Asst Prof An Scl. . 333-2669
319 Mumford Hall; 1904 Rebecca Drive, C
359-4789
BAKER, Eugenia Mae, Clerk-Typist III 333-2547
Agr Econ, 304 Mumford Hall; 800c S Mattis
Apt 20, C 352-9345
* BAKER, Geraldlne Mary, Clerk-Steno II 333-6650
State NHS, 280 NRB, 502 W Nevada, U
367-8910
BAKER, Genevieve, Secy-Transcribing, Psych 333-0022
383 Davenport Hall; 9 Lange Ave, Savoy
822-5625
* BAKER, Jean M. , Secy, Inst Govt & Public... 333-3340
Affairs, 1201 W Nevada St; 2601 Roland Dr, C
356-8416
* BAKER, Judith Darlene, Typing Clerk II 333-2980
Coll Vet Med, 102 Small An Clinic; 1010 E Colorado
U 367-8951




Room 528, C 332-4766
* BAKER, Lou Wendell, M S, Asst Football 333-1402
Coach, Ahletic Assoc, 123 Assembly Hall
123 W William, Monticello 762-2450
* BAKER, Mildred Alice, Ofc Appliance Opr 333-1363
Vis Aids Serv, Vis Aids, 704 56th, Weaver Dr
1904, U 365-2524
* BAKER, Richard W. , Acct I, PP Dept 333-4721
276 Adm Bldg; RR # 3, Tuscola 578-2528
BAKER, Thomas Hull, Mus M, Grad Asst.... 333-247]
Music, 106 Practice Annex; 603 W Nevada St, U
344-6238
BAKER, Warde Horbert, Carpenter, PP, PPSB..
604 E Benham, Tolono
BAKER, William Bradford, MS, Asst Psyslology
& Blophys, 529 Burrill Hall; 1827 W John, C
359-4589
•+BAKER, William H.
, Jr. , Hydrologlc Asst 032-3687
Rm 121 IB Scl Bldg, S 111 Unlv, Edwardsville
316 Lindley Ave, Edwardsville 656-0596
* BAKER, William H., Sr. , Chief Bldg Opr Engr 333-3954
115 Illlni Union; 512 S Russell, C 352-9419
BAKER, Frank Edward, MA, Instr French 333-4989
233 Lincoln Hall; Apt 608, 300 S Goodwin, U
344-0770
* BAKRI, Maarib, MS, Res Asst Botany 333-6442
271 Morrill Hall; 1515 Klrby Apt 3, C
356-6067
BALASUBRAMANYAM, V. N. , MA, Tchr Asst..
Econ, 112 Commerce Annex; 112 E John St, C
352-2925
* BALBACH, Margaret Kain, Ph D, Visiting 333-6137
Asst Prof, Botany, 253 Morrill; P O Box 297, U
* BALDING, Ray, Tree Surgeon, PP, PPSB
2504 W Daniels St, Kenwood, C 356-3668
BALDRIDGE, Barbara Lou, B A, Res Asst 333-4294
Psych, 323 Gregory Hall; 1008 S Busey, U
344-4847
* SALDINO, Peter Anthony, Jr., M S, Asst 333-3003
to Editor, Educ Theory, 230 Educ Bldg
301 E White St, Apt 7, C 352-0962
BALDWIN, Claire, B A, Tchr Asst, Psyslology 333-1162
& Biophysics, 318 NL; 506 S Gregory Place
Apt 1, U 344-1717
* BALDWIN, Eldon Dean,. B S, Res Asst 333-2657
Agr Econ, 406 Mumford Hall; 808 Sherwood Ter, C
352-5369
* BALDWIN, John Edwin, Ph D, Chem & Chem . .333-0695
Engr, Assoc Prof Chem, 261 E Chemistry
2 Pa Court, U 367-8616
BALDWIN, (Mrs.) Mary Viola, Secy, Central. . 333-6602
Ofc on the Use of Space, 226 Illlni Tower
409 E Chalmers; Parkhill Miblle Estates, RR #1
Mahomet
* BALDWIN, Nancy Jane, Clerk II, Vis Aids Serv.333-1360
704 S Sixth St; 1813 Melanle Lane, C
352—855
1
1 BALDWIN, Spurgeon Whitfield, PhD 333-3638
Assoc Prof, Spanish, Italian, and Portuguese
223 Lincoln Hall ; 414 Hessel Blvd. , C
352-0193
v BALES, Robert Basel, Senior Lab Mechanic .. . 333-3696
CSL, 108 CSL; RR#2, Homer 926-3292
' BALES, Wilbur Eugene, Policeman, PP Dept .
.
PPSB; Fllmore & Harrison, Philo 684-3816
* BALIGA, Kalyanpur Yeshavantha, Res Asst. ... 333-6979
M S, Civil Engr, 4129 CEB; 300 S Goodwin
Apt 510, U 344-4970
BALK, Mel,- B A, B S, Resident Asst 333-4133
Snyder Hall, Dean of Students, Housing Division
104 Snyder Counseling Ofc; U.R.H. 180
Snyder Hall, C 332-1668
» BALL, Avis Auld, B S, Asst Prof Home Econ..
. 333-0748
Librn, 314 Bevier Hall; 1404 W Church St, C
352-3120
' BALL, Roger Harold, MS, Res Asst An Scl.
. . 333-1685
136 Davenport Hall; 2028 C Hazelwood Ct, U
344-4286
BALLAGH, Tom M., M S, Res Asst, Agronomy. 333-3650
W-411 Turner Hall; Apt 130, 502 W Main, U
367-9477
* BALLARD, Edward Neal, B S, Asst Ext Adviser. 886
Agr, Shelby County, Coop Ext Serv, Rt 128
Shelbyville; 415 South Broadway, Shelbyville
2046
* BALLARD, Robert Lloyd, Storekeeper II 333-0715
Physics, 211 Physics Res Lab; 311 N Indiana
Atwood 578-2853
BALLEW, Mary Louise, Opr I, Acct Bookkeeping
Mach, 165 Illlni Union E; 604 Adams, Monticello
762-5471
BALLWAY, Patricia Anne, B S, Chem & Chem. . 333-3918
Eng Asst, 305 Noyes Lab; 910 W Nevada, U
BALLWEG, Lawrence Henry, MBA, Prof 333-0113'
Air Force Aerospace Studies, Head of Dept
222 Armory; 1619 Twining, Rantoul 893-4885
BALSON, Peter Charles, B S, Res Asst 344-1481
State Geological Survey, 425 NR; 502 W Elm#6
U
BALTAXE, James Bernard, B A, Tchr Asst 333-1854
Anthropology; 1207 Oregon Apt 13; 907 S 2nd St
C 356-2014
BALTER, Alan Larry, M S, Res Assoc Spec Educ.
97 Chlldrens Res Cntr; 2313 Carlyle Dr, C
356-4033
BALTZ, Barbara Ann, MS, Information 333-1386
Specialist, Eric Clearinghouse on Early Childhood
Educ; Rm 213, 805 W Pa; 311 S Lynn, C
352-0412
BALZ, Douglas Charles, B S, Res Asst
Dept of Journalism, 503 N McCullough, U
1702 S Carroll Ave, Freeport 232-0035
BAMBER, Lyle Edward, BS, MS, BS in LS 333-3654
Biology Librn, Assoc Prof of Lib Amd, 101 A
Burrill Hall; 1110 W John St, C 356-2768
BAMERT, Mary Rogers, Card Punch Opr III 333-0033
Grad Coll, 331B Adm Bldg;1401 Hollycrest Dr
C 352-8503
* BANDY, Glenn Russell, Space Analyst II, PP. . 333-2440
704 S Sixth St; 1611 Coronado Drive, U
356-6111
* BANDY, Lyle Eugene, Res Lab Shop 333-3696
Supervisor, CSL, 113; 1633 E Moore, Decatur
423-5284
* BANERJEE, Amal Chandra, Res Assoc, Agr.
. .. 333-6820
Entom, Section of Econ Entom, 171 NR; 908 W
California, U 344-3424
*+BANERJEE, Ranu, AB, Res Asst, Econ Entom.
. .333-6825
State N H Servey, 168 NR; 908 W California
U 344-3424
* BANGERTER, Lowell Allen, MA, German Tchr. . 333-1312
Asst, 512 E Chalmers; 1970A Orchard St, U
344-4733
BANGIOLO, Cecilia, MS, Asst, Journalism. .. 333-2216
Lib, 122d Gregory Hall; 503 W Green, U
367-1573
BANIASSADI, Nasrollah, MS, Res Asst 333-2482
Elec Eng, 120 GE Bldg; 1213 W Clark St, U
* BANK, Steven Barry, PhD, Asst Prof , Math.
. .333-3971
242 Illlni Hall; 57 E John, C 352-0366
BANKS, Mary Louise, Cook, 165 Illinl Union.
.
E, 302 E Park St, C 356-9767
* BANKS, Edwin Melvin, Ph D, Assoc Prof 333-4884
Zoology, 383 Morrill Hall; 1904 Crescent Dr, C
356-2930
* BANKS, Nathaniel, Mail-Messenger, PP, PPSB.
407 N Third St, C 356-7154
BANKS, Nathaniel Cecil, Janitor, PP, PPSB....
407 N. Third, C 356-7154
* BANNATYNE, Alexander Donald, Ph D, Assoc. .333-6280
Spec Educ, Rm 145, Children's Res Cntr
304 W Michigan, U 367-3474
* BANNER, David L. , MS, Res Asst, Physics. .. 333-6363
Physics Bldg, 367; 807 Will, Apt 3, U
344-0731
* BANNER, Katherine Mochel, BS, Asst 333-0322
Home Economics, Bevier Hall, Rm 137, 807 W
111, Apt 3, U 344-0731
* BANNON, Joseph, MS, Chief, Field Serv ^333-1567
Rec & Munlc Park Adm, 1203 W Oregon
515 S Rldgeway, C 359-3769
* BANTZ, Earl Clayton, MS, Ext Adviser, Agr. .. 352-3312
Champaign County Coop Ext, 1715 W Springfield,
C; 807 Hessel Blvd, C 356-6735
* BARAC-KOSTRENCIC, Visnja, Visiting Lecturer.333-6580
Slavic Lang & Literature, 261 Lincoln Hall
1111 Illlni Tower, 409 E Chalmers, C
* BARBAN, Arnold Melvin, Ph D, Assoc Prof.... 333-1603
Advertising, 103B Gregory Hall; 1102 Eliot Dr, U
367-7542
BARBER, William Claude, Steamfltter, PP,PPSB.
9 Heritage Rd, C 352-2680
* BARBOUR, Wendell Allen, BA, Circulation 333-0313
Asst, Library, Stacks Ofc, 614 Colorado, U
367-5163
* BARCUS, Dale A., Utility man, PP, PPSB
2605 E California, U 367-2400
* BARCUS, Linda Janice, Clerk-Typist H 333-1562
Executive Vice Pres & Provost's Ofc, 363 Adm
RR#3, C 352-2270
* BARCUS, Linda Louise, Clerk-Typist I, Soclol. 333-2528
Rm 103, 1204 W Oregon; 2605 E California, U
367-2400
* BARDEEN, John, PhD, Prof of Elec Eng 333-3618
& Physics; Member, Center for Advanced Study
Physics, 337a Physics Bldg; 55 Greencroft, C
352-6497
* BARDEN, James Edwin, Policeman, PP, PPSB.
.
RR 1, U 365-1696
BARDIGE, Stephen, BA, Head Resident 333-4643
Townsend Counseling Ofc; URH 183 Townsend Hall
U 332-4046
* BAREIS, Charles John, MA, Instr in Anthrop 333-1708
137C Davenport Hall; 204 N Coler, U
367-6843
* BARFJTHER, Harlan D., MS, Prof of Mech Eng. .333-6602
Dir-Central Ofc on Use of Space, 226 Illlni Tower
409 E Chalmers; 2109 Grange Drive; U
344-6877
* BARENBERG, Ernest J. , Ph D, Assoc Prof; 333-6252
Civil Eng, 111C Talbot; 617 W Church, C
352-8763
* BARENGOLTZ, Jack Bennet, MS, Res Asst 333-2200
Physics, 102 Nuclear Radiation Lab(Cyclotron)
1107 W Green St, Apt 326, U 344-1539
* BARENTHIN, Ruth Elizabeth, Clerk-Typist IL . 333-2275
Telephone Acct, 430 Student Serv; 804 S Adams
Philo 684-5492
BARENTHIN, Evelyn Jean, Clerk-Typist U 333-2180
Bursar's Division, Bus Ofc, 100b Adm
804 S Adams, Philo 684-5492
* BARGER, Carmel Christine, Food Serv Area .. . 333-0700
Supervisor, Illlni Union, Gnd Floor; 1804
Parkhaven Drive, C 352-3198
* BARGER, Donald T. , Garage Subforeman, PP..
PPSB; 406 W Charles, C 356-2725
* BARGER, Robert Dixon, AB, Housing Adm II. . . 333-1766
Housing Division, 420 SSB, 1804 Parkhaven.
Drive, C 352-3198
* BARGERON, Cecil Brent, BS, Asst, Physics. . .333-2917
462 ERL 2037-C Orchard St, U
34
BARGH - BEAGLE
* BATLEY, Graeme Edward, PhD, Res Assoc 333-3764




* BATRA, Tilak Raj, MS, Res Asst An Sci 333-1247
323 Mumford Hall; 300 S Goodwin Apt 310, U
344-3168
BATH, James Anthony, BA, Asst in Zoology. .
.
412 NH; 342 W Pinchart, Elkhart, Ind
522-2018
* BATTLE
, Alvie Dwaln , Temperature Control
Mechanic, PP, PPSB; 2609 E Main, U
367-4327
* BAUCOM, Dona Gansman, Clerk-Steno III 333-0306
Admissions & Records, 105 Adm; 502 Will, U
367-3680
BAUER, Franklin Samuel, BA, Psychology. 333-3482
129 N Race St; 302 W Locust, Apt 4, U
367-2656
BAUER, Marvin Eugene, MS, Res Asst 333-4373
Agron, W-315 Turner Hall; 1007 W Oregon, U
344-1354
BAUER, Jerry Lloyd, MA, Spanish, Italian... 333-3957
& Portuguese, 909 S Sixth St; 1206 W Main St
#7, U 367-1774
* BAUERLE, John Franklin, Supervisor of Mech. .333-4496
Serv, Geology, 249 NH; 208 S West St, Mansfield
489-4653
* BAUERLE, Wesley Paul, Elec Eng Asst 333-1643
EE, 216 Biophysical Res Lab; 1110 W Beardsley
Ave, C 352-7300
BAUERS, Sister Teresa Patrick, AB, Asst 333-2633
English, 304 EB; 909 S Fifth St, C 332-4620
* BAUGH, Charles Richmond, MS, Res Asst .. . 333-6884
Computer Sci, 255 Digital Computer Lab
2016 D, Orchard St, U 344-1434
* BAUGHMAN, Ann Smith, BS, Food Serv 333-0844
Administrator I, Housing Division, Fla Ave
Residence Hall; Pesotum 867-2344
* BAUGHMAN, Doris Elolse, County Ext Secy. . .285-2281
Pike County, Coop Ext Serv, 125 1/2 S Madison
Pittsfield; 411 E Benson St, Pittsfield
„ . 28S-386K
* "JAULING, Douglas Bert, M.S. Asst. Dir 333-0242
ftgrlc. Exp. Sta.; Instru in Agric. Engr.
;
109 Mumford Hall; 204 Agr. Engr.; 333-4979
115 E. Dodson, U. 365-2008
* BAUIING, Frederick G. M.S. Asst. Prof 333-4724
Theoretical and Appl. Mechanics
313 Talbot Lab; R.R.I. Sidney
* BAUMAN, Dale Elton, M.S.. Dairy Sci,Asst 333-0934
340 A.S.L.; 1972 Orchard St. U. 344-6874
* BAUM, David Copland, L.L.B.. Assoc. Prof.. . .333-1419
Law, Law 245; 2107 Zuppke Drive 367-1275
* BAUMAN, David Michael; Elec; Eng; 333-4156
Engr; Draftsman I; 102 Aeronomy Lab;
208 S Hartle Ave.U; 367-1869
BAUMAN, James John; BS; Chem; Engr 333-3942
417 E Chemistry; 51 E Daniel C. 352-4966
BAUMAN, Jon Ward; MM;Asst. in Music. 333-3635
202 Theory Annex; 618 E Daniel; Apt 2; C
344-1872
* BAUMAN, Philip A. Elec Engr;Asst Prof;...
1104 Eliot Dr,U 367-7264
BAUMGARTNER, Kay Ellen; Clerk Stenog; 333-4880
Bursar's Div; Bus Of; 162 Adm;
513 West Oregon, U 367-0217
* BAUMGARTNER, Nancy Jayne; Health Sci; 333-2723
Secy; Health Sci Dept; 117 McKlnley;
106 North Vine; U 367-9960
BAXTER, Blanche Ellen; BS; Asst Ext Advisor. . .547-2206
Home Economics, Fulton County Coop Ext Ser;
1403 North Main; Canton 647-1203
+BAXTER, James Watson; Ph D;Assoc Geol Surv; 344-1481
305 Natural Resources; Apt. 18, 800-B
South Mattts; C; 356-5874
* BAXTER, Julian Enrol; BS; Ext. Advisor; Agr; 584-4787
Kane County Coop Ext Ser; P.O. Box 589;
Randall Road; St Charles; 605 North St;
Geneva; 232-8654
* BAXTER, Julian Errol BS;Assoc Ext Advisor; 584-4787
Agric; Kane County Coop Ext Ser; P.O.Box 589;
St Charles; 605 N St. Geneva: 232-8654
BAY, Webste Ellswortn, MS; Assoc Ext Adv 727-1173
Agric; Will County Coop Ext Ser;
100 Manhattan Road; Joliet;
624 Kungsway; Joliet; 725-6876
* BAYER, Susan Piatt; MA; Instr Bibliography;
. .
333-0252
Lib; 220 Lib; 709 South Mattis; C 359-4085
* BAYM, Gordon A.; Ph D; Assoc Prof Physics.. .333-4363
337D Physics Building; 512 West Iowa; U
344-6382
* BAYM, Nina; PhD; Engl Asst Prof; 333-0314
302 Engl Building; 512 West Iowa; U 344-6382
* BAYNE, James Wilmer; MS;ME;Assoc Prof; 333-0755
Mech Engr; 142 Mech Engr Buioding;
1209 West Clark St. C 356-9255
* BAZZAZ, Fakhri A; Ph D; Asst Prof Botany. 333-6177
133B Morrill Hall; 1515 Kirby; C 356-6067
BEACH, Edward J, BS, Elec Engj Tchr Asst. .. 333-2301
155 EEB; 1010 W Green St, Rm220,U 332-2175
BEACH, Mary E, Mil Sci, Secy, 110 W Armory 333-1551
Bldg; 1103 E Main St, U 367-6506
* BEAGLE, Chauncey M, MA, CPA, Lectr in Acctg
Acctg 333-4529
209 Commerce (W) , 1006 E Falrlawn Dr, U 367-2089
S BARGH, George Holbrook, MS, Executive 333-3074
Asst to Pres, Dir of Citizens Comm, 364 Adm Bldg
808 S Lynn, C 356-8939
* BARHAM, Lois Wanetta, Clerk-Typist 1 333-6280
Children's Res Cntr, Rm 183; 1712 Parkhaven, C
356-8734
* BARKER, Arthur Edward, PhD, Prof English. . . 333-3989
107B English Bldg; 310 W Delaware Ave , U
367-7038
* BARKER, David L. , Assembly Hall Attendant. . .333-3144
Assembly Hall; 2418 E Washington, U
365-1159
* BARKER, Frank Owen, Janitor, PP, PPSB
405 Glenn, U . 365-1018
* BARKER, Lucius J.',Ph D, Prof of Political Sci. .333-6296
& Res Assoc to Chancellor, 112 English Bldg
1803 W John St, C 952-9276
* BARKER, Thomas Wendell, Tech Asst, State. . .344-1481
Geological Survey, 11 NR; 606 Harwood Court
C 356-9184
* BARKLEY, Bruce Owen, AB, Agr Gardener 333-2123
Hort, 100 Floriculture; 711 W Calif, U
344-6995
* BARKLEY, Clare Emmerich, MA, Instr, Verbal. . 333-0805
Comm, D.G.S., 129 A. H.; 711 W Calif, U
344-6995
* BARLASS, Malcolm Theodore, BS, Asso Ext... 965-3704
Adviser, Agr, Winnebago County, Coop Ext Serv
4311 W State St, Rockford; 422 Alliance Ave
Rockford 963-9177
» BARLOW, Reuel Richard, AM, Prof of Jrn
1660 Arroyo, Pomona, Calif 629-0173
* BARLOW, William Jean, MS, Res Asst 333-6142
Computer Sci, 158 Eng Res Lab; 307 N Wash
Mansfield 489-473^
BARONE, Martin Ralph, MS, Res Asst, CE 333-6931 1
2111 CEB; 706 S First St, C 367-5038
> BARNES, Clarissa B.
,
Secy-International 333-6104
Programs, Suite 301, 409 E Chalmers; 2022 S
Race, U 344-1111
* BARNES, Clyde Orville, Police Sergeant, PP..
PPSB; 2408 William St, C 352-1414
I BARNES, Donald Lee, Asst Steam Distribution. .
.
Opr, PP, PPSB; 1213 Northwood Dr, So, C
356-9849
* BARNES, Edward Joseph, MS, Assoc Prof &.. . 333-2664
Asst State Leader, Coop Ext Serv, 117 Mumford
Hall; 2022 South Race, U' 344-1111
' BARNES, Elizabeth Deichmann, Clerk II 333-3399
Catalog Dept, Lib, Rm 246; 1402 S Mattis, C
352-5856
' BARNES, Fred Patrick, Ed D, Prof of Elemen. . .333-1844
Educ, 315 Educ Bldg; 706 Hessel Blvd, C
352-8895
BARNES, Gary, BS, Resident Asst, Townsend. . 333-4643
Hall, Dean of Students, Housing Division
Townsend Counseling Ofc; U.R.H. 562 Townsend
Hall, U 332-4282
'+BARNES, Judith Joy, Tech Aide, Univ Civil. . . 333-3155
Serv System of 111, 605 S Goodwin; 2408 William
Street, C 352-1414
' BARNES, Pearl Wilma, BS, Ext Adviser, Home. 732-2871
Econ, Ogle County, Coop Ext Serv, Box 147, Pines
Rd, Oregon; 205 N Congress, Polo 946-2475
I BARNETT, Armi Kaarina, MS, Res Asst, Grad.
.
School of Lib Sci, 327 Lib; 1808-A Orchard Place
U 344-1618
' BARNETT, James V., BS, Asst, Ceramic Eng.
.
110 Ceramics Bldg; 2 Oakwood, U 365-1844
r BARNETT, Leland Bruce, MS, Res Asst 333-2235
Zoology, 204 Vivarium; 1808 A Orchard Place
U 344-1618
i BARNETT, Martha Mae, Clerk III, Bursar's 333-4880
Division, Bus Ofc, 162 Adm; RR 1, Gifford
568-3477
BARNEY, Carol Ann, BA, Chem & Chem Eng
Asst, 19A NL; Apt 1, 205 E Green, C
352-0836
' BARNHART, Shirley Elaine, Bookstore Clerkll. 333-3903
, Illini Union Bookcenter, 134 IlHni Union, 825 W
Vine Street, C 352-6390
: BARNHART, Theodore Glen, Fire Equip Engr.
.
PP, PPSB; 706 Balboa, C 356-7007
j
BARSTEAD, Robert L. , BS, Chief, Class & 333-2147
Salary, Nonacademic Personnel Ofc, 214
Davenport House; 904 W Green, U
1 BARR, Michael, Ph D, Assoc Prof , Math 333-3975
247 IH; 306 Hessel Blvd, C 359-4198
BARR, Richard E., Equipment Attendant 333-4616
151 Rehab- Educ Serv; RR 2, U 362-0150
BARRERA, Ruben Gerardo, MS, Res Asst. ...".. 333-2917
Physics, 458 Eng Res Lab; 1203 1/2 W Main, U
367-0147
BARRETT, Joyce Irene, Clerk-Typist II 333-3860
State Univ Retiremant System, 807 S Lincoln Ave
100 Eads Street, Thomasboro 643-6677
BARRETTE, Paul Edovard, Ph D, Assoc Prof.
. .
333-0552
French, 231 LH; 707 S Prairie, C 352-2688
' BARROWMAN, Alexander, Jr. , Asst Mgr 333-2050
IU Bookstore, Arcade Bldg; 1007 N Highland Dr, U
367-8963
' BARRON, David Milton, MM, Asst in Music. . 333-1297
307 Stiven House; 305 1/2 W Oregon, U
365-1520
BARRON, James Alden, BA, Asst in Chem 6. . .
.
Chem Eng, 315 Noyes Lab; 1110 W Stoughton St
Apt 302, U 367-4314
BARRON, Norman Alasdair, BS, Res Asst
Agr Eng, 319C Agr Eng Bldg, Sherman Hall
909 S 5th St, #1154, C 332-4993
BARRYMQRE, (Mrs.) Helen L. , Clerk-TypistII.333-4320
Elec Eng, 330C Elec Eng Bldg; 1201 E Pa, U
367-2830
BARRY, Lynn Warner, Asst Editor, Eng 333-1510
Publications Ofc, 112 Eng Hall; 120J-WMain
Apt 2B, U 367-0283
BARRY, Peter James, MS, Asst, Agr Econ 333-2638
448 Mumford Hall; Apt 305, 703 E Colorado Ave
U 365-2354
BART- WILLIAMS, Emmanuel Olounfe, BA 333-1193
Tchr Asst, Math, 114 Illini Hall; E Armory 104, U
BARTLE, Doris, MA, Asst, French, 712 W.'...
Park Ave, C 356-1552
BARTEL, Leo Joseph, Construction Laborer, PP.
PPSB; 1004\Whlte, C 352-0244
BARTHEL, Harold Oscar, Ph D, Assoc Prof 333-1333
Aero & Astro Eng, 101 Aero Lab B; 2108 Burlison
Drive, U 344-6268
BARTHELME, Janyce Josephine, County Ext. .. 783-3216
Secy, Jasper Co, Coop Ext Serv, Rt 1, Newton
P O Box 125, Salnte Marie 455-3088
BARTHELEMY, Donna Kay, Clerk I, Ofc of .... 333-3980
Agr Publications, 51 Mumford Hall; 207 W J^hn
Street, C 356-9346
BARTHOLOMAUS, Richard Charles , Asst 333-3942
Chem & Chem Eng, 417 E Chem; 910 S 2nd St, C
BARTOUNJ, Lee, BA, Res Asst, Garner Hall . . 333-4275
Dean of Students, Housing Division, Gamer
Counseling Ofc; U.R.H. 230 Garner Hall, C
332-0727
BARTHOLOMEW, Harland, D Sc, CE, Prof
of Civic Design, Urban Planning, Emeritus; 4200
Cathedral Ave, N. W. , Wash, D- C.
BARTLETT, Kenneth Wayne, Accelerator 333-4715
Tech II, Physics Betatron, 119 Phy Res Lab
558 N Logan Ave, Danville 442-0751
BARTLE, Robert Gardner, PhD, Prof Math 333-2470
309 AH; 712 W Park, C 356-1552
BARTLETT, Roland W. , Ph D, Prof, Agr Econ. . 333-1820
315 Mumford Hall; 308 Burkwood, U
367-2470
BARTO, Harriet Thompson, AM, Assoc Prof 333-0873
of Dietetics, Emerlta, Home Econ Rank, 457
Bevler Hall; 1510 Delmont Ct, U 367-1962
BARTON, Eugene Edward, Jr. , MS, Res Asst. . 333-3080
Mln, Met, & Pet Eng, 107 MMB; 1814 Larch Place
U 367-8296
BARTON, Norma June, Clerk-Steno III 333-1922
354 Adm; RR I, Weldon 736-2354
BARTON, Robert Duanne, Storekeeper 1 333-1040
Ofc Supply Storeroom, Bus Ofc, Central Receiving
Warehouse; RR I, Weldon 736-2354
BASSAN, Fernande, Dr, Assoc Prof, French. .. 333-4727
177 Lincoln Hall; 1711 D Valley Rd, C
352-8296
BASCOM, ScheriLynn, Clerk-Typist 1 333-1723
Rm 268, Bevler Hall; 509 W Main St, U
BASSIE, V. Lewis, Ph B, Dir, Bur of Econ & Bus Res
408 David Klnley Hall; 708 La Sell Dr, C 333-2330
359-3402
BATCHELDER, Gordon Harper, BS, Crops 333-1277
Testing Tech, Agronomy; 230 Davenport Hall
510 N Willis Ave, C 356-9587
BATCHELDER, William Howard, PhD, Asst .. .333-4247
Prof, Psychology, 385 Davenport Hall; 1901
Melinda Lane, C 359-4239
BATEMAN, Felice Davidson, Ph D, Asst 333-3414
Prof, Math, 317 Altgeld Hall; 410 Sunnycrest Ct
U 367-7669
BATEMAN, Harry Paul, MS, Asst Prof, Agr 333-2854




John J. , Ph D, Assoc Prof 333-0138
Classics and Speech, Head of Dept of Classics
360 Lincoln Hall; 706 W Healey St, C
352-5568
BATEMAN, Marion Dale, ME, Ext Adviser 253-2713
Agr, Douglas County, Coop Ext Serv, 600 S
Wash, Tuscola; RR 1, Tuscola 253-4254
BATEMAN
,
Paul Treviea, Ph D, Head of Dept. .333-3352
Math, 273 Altgeld Hall; 410 Sunnycrest Ct, U
367-7669
BATES, Anthony Richard, Ph D, Res Assoc 333-2999
Chem & Chem Eng, 290G Mat Res Lab; 1013 S
First St, C 359-2444
BATES, Dorothy Pettit, BS, BA, Lib Tech 333-2305
Asst, Educ & Social Sci Lib, Rm 100; 505 W
Nevada, U 367-1773
BATES, James Leonard, PhD, Prof, History...
505 W Nevada, U 367-1773
BATES, Janolee Ann, Secy, Children's Res 333-4123
Cntr, 117; 2311 S First, Apt 201, C
344-0434
BATES, Milton Charles, Master Aircraft & 822-5532
Aircraft Engine Mechanic, Inst of Aviation
Airport; Box 14, Pesotum 867-2360
BATES, Peter Allynn, BS, Res Asst, Psych 333-3857




* BEAK, Peter A, PhD, Dept of Chem & Chem ..333-2808
Eng, 3616 EC; 505 W Indiana, U 344-6856
* BEALS, Alan J, BS, Rsch Asst, Dept of Comptr 333-6285
Sci, 249 DCL; 203 S Coler #4, U 367-6782 q
* BEALS, Ruth A, Acctg, Card Pnch Opr II, Dlv . 333-4750
Bus Qfc, 249 Adm; RR 1, Monticello 762-4292
* BEALL, Donna L, Clk Steno III, Ext Mus 333-1580
1st Fl-Theory A; 1001 W Oregon, U 344-1476
* BEALL, James F, BS, Asst, Chem, Chem Eng . .333-3640
113 E Chem; 2033-B Orchard St, U 344-492 3
* BEALOR, VeldonE, Painter, PP Dept, PPSB ...
805 E Richardson, Farmer City 928-3527
* BEAMER, Paul D, PhD, Prof VPH & Vet Res ...
33 VM; 71 Greencroft, C 359-1242
* BEAN, Bill! R, Clk-Typst II, State Water Surv ?33-4953
Rm 139 State Water Surv; 604 E Buckner,
Tuscola 253-4147
BEAN, David L, BA, Grad Asst, Fine Arts
1203 N Hickory, C 352-9351
* BEAN, HaldaneW, MS, Assoc Prof, An Scl ..333-2662
Asst Dlr, Coop Ext Serv, 118 MH; 209 W High St,
U 367-2148
BEAR, Edith G, Typing Clk I, Curr Lab 333-0150
3rd Fl, 1210 W Sprlngfld; RR 1, St Joseph 688-2206
* BEAR, Shirley, Fd Scl, Clk-Steno II 333-4441
104 Dairy Mfg; 107 S Dodson Dr,U 367-6947
* BEARE, Steven D, MS, Chem & Chem Eng 333-3896
157 ECA; 803 Hawthorne, U 365-2300
* BEASLEY, DanielS, BA, Rsch Asst, Spch & ..333-3103
Hearing, 322 IH or 128 C Res Cntr 333-6527
202 N Russell, #1, C 356-9872
* BEASLEY, Marjorle M, Secy, Civ Eng .. 333-3820
205 Eng H; RR 1, Mahomet 586-4716
* BEASLEY, MurvinC, Janitor, PP, PPSB
710 S Walnut St, U 367-6805
* BEASLEY, Raymond E, BA, MA, Grad Tchr Asst 333-4799
Math, 215 YWCA; 207 W William,C 356-8258
* BEATY, Harold H, BS, MS, Prof & Hd, Elect ..333-1914
Pwr & Processing, AED , 234 AEB; 406 Sunnycrest
Court W, U 367-1094
* BEATTY, JohnP, BS, Bldg Opr Techn, PPD ...333-1492
PPSB; RFD, Longview 684-4415
BEATTIE, James K, PhD, Asst Prof Chem, Chem 333-0297
& Chem Engr, 103 CA; 1010 S lst.C 352-4315
BEATTIE, MaryE, MS, Tchr Fellow, Math ...333-6329
324 YWCA; 909 S 5th St #327, C 332-4699
* BEAUCHAMP, James W, PhD, Asst Prof, EE ,.333-2413
329 C EEB, 302 Stlven Hs; 333-2521
705 S Foley, C 352-4550
* BEAULIN, William E, Ms Lab Mech, Mach ...333-3696
Shop; 108 CSL; 508 N McKiney Ave,C 356-3283
BEAUREGARD, Marjorle G, Secy, Cntr Russian 333-1244
Lang & Area Stud, Rm 305, 1207 W Oregon;
909 Llnview Drive, U 367-8737
* BEAVERS, AlvinH, PhD, Prof Soil Mine Agron. 333-4250
2S05 Stanford Dr, C 352-8820
*+BEAVERS, Pamela C, Scate Water Surv 1 , Clk, 333-4978
Typist I, Adm Ofc, 154 WRB; 315 Fall-lawn Dr , U
* BEBERMAN, Max, EdD, Dlr of Curr Lab 333-0150
1210 W Sprlngfld; 606 S Highland, C 356-6124
* BECCUE, E rl W, Painter- PPD , PPSB
Harrison 514; Villa Grove 5761
* BECK, Gerald P, MS, Sr Res Eng.NE ,JJRL 333-0866
RR, Mahomet 586-4633
BECK, (Mrs.) Lilian H, BS, Asst Hort, Hort .. 333-1529
101 C Hort Field Lab; 2209 Pond St, U 367-9516
* BECK, Richard P, Chf Clk, Extramural Classes333-3061
Dlv Unlv Ext, 101 IH; 1109 Prairie View Dr
Rantoul 893-3424
* BECK, Walter E, MA, Tchr Asst, Math 333-4975
122 Arcade-K; 802 Centennial Dr, C 352-7702
* BECKER, DeroldW, MS.BS, Instr, Voc Tech Ed
42 EB; 501 Wlldwd Ct, C 352-8338 333-0657
* BECKER, Donald E, PhD, Prof Nutr, Hd Dept, 333-1045
An Scl, 328 MH; 2209 Combes St 367-2360
BECKER, (Mrs.) Geneva M, Co Ext Secy, ....443-3538
Randolph Co, Coop Ext Serv, St Louis &
Belmont, Sparta ; 157 W Mound, Sparta .443-2985
BECKETT, Grace, PhD, Econ, Assoc Prof ....333-4517
189 Commerce W; 1108 S Lincoln, U
* BECKER, Harold N, MS, BS, Instr Vet Ext Res 333-2907
163 Vet Med; 805 S Garfield, Phllo 684-5711
* BECKER, Jean, Clk Typst n, Dept An Scl ... 333-1044
328 MH; 408 S Garfield, Box 66, Phllo 684-5711
* BECKER, Ruth C, BA, Clk-Stenog II, Assem H .-
Assembly H; 2418 E Elm, U 367-0386 333-2923
* BECKER, Wesley C, PhD, Prof, Ed & Psych .333-2943
284 Educ; RR 1, While Heath 687-4190
* BECKER, William C, Strkpr I, U of I Press .. 333-2793
114 Altgeld H; 108 Brady Ln , U 367-8089
* BECKETT, Doris J, Tele Opr, Hsng Div 333-0133
Rm 45 Cla,rk H; RR 3 , C
* BECKWITH, Roy I, MS, EE, Rsch Asst 333-2310
301 C EERL; 901 S 1st St Apt 7,C 352-6640
* BEDELL, Glenn W II, BA, MEd, Res Asst, Bot333-6844
283 Morrill H; 1009 S 2nd St, C 359-3327
* BEDELL, Marlon C, Clk-Stenog III, Bot 333-2097
283b Morrill H; 1009 S 2nd, C 359-3327. . 333-1794
* BEDFORD, Norton M, PhD, Prof Acctg & Bus Adm
Acctg & Bus Adm, 302 Commerce W 333-3688
1208 Belmeade, C 356-0386
* BEEKLEY, Henry L Jr, PhD, Asst Prof, Ind Adm 333-4518
194 Commerce W; 1806 Carle Dr,U 344-0266
* BEEMER, Helen M, Typing Clk III, Coop Ext 333-2664
Serv, 118 MH; 1702 Parkhaven Dr, C 356-8646
+BEELER, arles W, MA, Assoc Chem, State ..344-1481
Geological Surv, Natural Res; 189- 240
601 Lone Beech Rd, Monticello 762-3782
* BEEMER, Robert C, Plumber, PP, PPSB...;...
1702 Parkiiaven, C 356-8646
* BEERS, Don L, Electrn, PPD, PPSB
1906 David Dr, C 352-2510
* BEESLEY, Linda M, Stenog III, Coll of Law . . 333-0931
209 LB; 307 Wilson, Villa Grove 832-2064
* BEESLEY, Wayne E, Produce Fd Proc, Hsng 333-1454
Div; Centrl Fd Stores; 307 Wilson
Villa Grove 832-2064
* BEETNER, Emmet G, MA, BA, Res Asst, Educ . 333-6491
Rm 105, 1102 College Ct; Box 19
Bondville 863-6390
* BEEVERS, Leonard, PhD, Asst Prof Pint Physio 333-2123
Dept of Hort, 204 Flor; 2204 Southmoor, C 352-4061
* BEHAGUE, Gerard H, PhD, Mus Asst Prof ... 333-1612
Hill Annex 301; 913 W Hill St, C
BEHARIE, Neville O, BA, Res Asst, Econ 333-1415
20 DKH; 509 E Stoughton #205 ,C 356-5075
* BEHM, Stephen E, Tab Mach Opr II, Stat S Unit
54 Adm Bldg; 1409 E Pennsylvania, U 333-4824
365-2081
* BEHRENS, John H, MS, Asst Prof Agri Comm . 333-4780
Ofc of Agr Comm & Ofc Inst Res , 69 MH;
1 Wlllowbrook Ct, C 359-2768
BEHRINGER, Clara M, PhD, Prof, Dept of... 333-0907
Theatre, 113 LH; 624 E Green, C 356-8251
* BEHUNIN, Oral, BS, Asst, Hlth & Safety Ed Dipt
1727 Henry St, C
* BEIGER, Charles H, Jr, Scientific Artist, Schl 333-2448
Life Scl, 94 Bev Hall; 2710 Sangamon,C 356-4531
* BEIGHTLER, Paul B, Janitor, Hsng Dlv
RR1, Mahomet 586-4789
* BEIGHTLER, Virginia L, Card Pnch Opr II, Adm333-0414
& Rec, Adm B, Rm 177; 16 Colony Gr
Mahomet 586-4789
+BEITZ, Rhonda L, Clk Typist, SNHS 333-6880
174 NRB; 1106 W Church St, U 367-2896
* BEKIARES-, Byron T, BA.MA, Asst Spec Educ ..333-6801
112 Unlv High Srhl; 1638 Valley Rd-, C
* BELDON, RobR.BS, MS, Chf Engr, WILL-AM. 333-0850
FM-TV, Radio-TV, 242 GH;
1108 S New St, C 352-7479
* BELFORD, Geneva, PhD, A st Prof Math 333-2696
207 YWCA; 29 Briarcllff ,RR 1, Mahomet 586-4691
* BELFORD, R. Linn, PhD, Assoc Prof Chem . . .333-2553
Dept Chem & Chem Eng, 366c NL;
29 Lakeside Ln, Briarcllff, RR 1, Mahomet 586-4691
* BELL, Alfred H, PhD, Geol & Hd, Oil & Gas. .344-1481
Section, State Geol Surv, 411 NR; 1106 Southl89-245
Orchard, U 367-3641
* BELL, Edwin I, Janitor, PPD, PPSB
408 S MalnSt, Homer 896-2175
* BELL, John F, PhD, Prof Econ Emer, Econ
18072 Gillman St, Irvine, California
*+BELL, Nancy O, Stat Clk, State Water Surv ..333-4968
62 Water Res, Ehler's Trailer Ct, Lot 40, Rt 1
U 643-2367
* BELL, Richard R, Farm Foreman, Agron
Northern 111, Agron Res Cntr; RR 1
Shabbona 824-2029
+BELLATTI, Charles M, BS, Publ Supvr, Athl .. 333-1391
Assn, 115 Assembly H; 707 SMaple,U 365-1559
BELLOCQ, Jean M, Tchr Asst, French 333-6852
208 Harker H; Apt 15, 307 E Healey, C 352-3568 "
* BELLROSE, Frank C, BS, Wlldlfe Spec, 111 NH .543-3950
Surv, Field Station, 3 03 S Broadway
Havana 543-2896
* BELMAN, Lary S, BA, Tchr Asst, EE, 330d 333-4120
EEB; 404 S Lincoln, U 344-0381
* BELSO, Gabor I, Audio-Vlsl Aids Techn I ... 333-0580
NAEB, Tape Proj , Bdcstng, 55 E Armory;
1405 E Laurel, U 367-7955
BELTING, Natalia M, PhD, Asst Prof, Hist .. .333-4931
317 Armory; RR 2, The Big Woods, U 367-4517
* BEN-ABRAHAM, Shelomo I, PhD, Res Assoc .333-6776
Min, Met & Mln Bldg, 1952 C S Orchard;
U 344-3537
* BENARD, Charlotte R, Secy, Dixon Springs ...949-2101
Agr Cntr, Dixon Springs Agr Cntr, Simpson;
Route 2, Simpson 949-2718
BENDER, Gerald D, Painter, Hsng Div 333-3450
Rm 14, Lincoln Ave; 501 N Randolph, C 352-2784
* BENDER, Donald H, Flreman-PP, PPSB
RR 2, U 365-2430
* BENDER, Edward D, MS, Tchr Asst, Math ...333-3547
150 Altgeld H; 1005 S 6th Apt 12 ,C 344-1929
* BENDER, Helmut, DR, Visit Asst Prof , Math ..333-4284
IH 243; Valley Rd 1728,
C
* BENDtK, Russell I, Electrn, PPD , PPSB
806 Burkwood, U 367-1203
* BENEFIELD, Harold W, Lead Opr Engr , PPD
PPSB; 1712 S Anderson,
U
367-2891
* BENFIELD, Marlon W, Jr, AB, LLB, LLM 333-2065
Assoc Prof, Law, 243 Law; 1203 Mimosa Dr,C
356-0793
* BENGTSON, Stanley D, EE Asst, EE 863-5335
Monticello Rd Field Stat; 927 Llnview Dr,U 365-2386
BENJAMIN, Shans-hu L, PhD, Comptr Sci ....333-2054
ERL 110; 306 S 5th St, C 359-33.87
* BENN, Omer, BS, MS, Instr, Inst of Aviation. 322-5237
Airport; 1105 W John St, C 352-4465
* BENNER, Charles E, Mail Messenger, PPD ...
PPSB; 110 N Ellen, Homer 896-2421
* BENNER, Leona R, Maid, Hsng Dlv
RR 3, Tuscola 253-4203
* BENNER, Robert E, Janitor, PP.....
PPSB; RR 3, Tuscola 253-4194
* BENNER, Walter V, Janitor, Hsng Dlv. ........
Tuscola 253-4203
* BENNETT, Albert G Jr, MS, Instr, Aero & . . . . 333-4984
Astro Engr, 10 Transportation Bldg;
1708 Alton Drive, C 359-4169
* BENNETT, Avis M, Kitchen Hlpr.Cook ....... 333-3287
Allerton Hse; Box 122, Cisco 3201
* BENNETT, Dwlght G, BS,CerEng 333-0255
304 Cer Bldg; 923 W Daniel, C 352-4906
*+BENNETT, George W, PhD, Prof of Zool, Ac.ua- 333-6889
tic Biol & Hd of Aquatic Biol Sect, State NHS,
271 NR; 1117 W Union, C 352-8578
* BENNETT, Judith A, Clk Typist II, Law Lib .. 333-2914
104 Law; 1001 Crestwood, U 367-0810
* BENNETT, Richard D, BS, MS, Tchr Asst ...333-4285
Math, 113 Altgeld H; 602 W Alabama, C 356-6033
36
* BENNETT, Ronald L, Policeman, PPD, PPSB ...
2413 E Elm , U 365-2508
* BENNE'iT, Scott b, AB, MA, Instr, Engl .... 333-6431
English 215; 811 S Webber, U 367-9896
* BENNETTS, David P, BA, MA, Hist 333-2099
23 5 Armory; Apt 207, 13 5 W Clark, C
* BENNINGFIELD, Suzie, BM, Lib Clk II, SMH. 333-1173
Lib, 1724 Henry #6, C 359-2235
* BENNINGTON, Eugene T, Strkpr II, Phys 333-1378
190 N MRL Bldg; 1200 W Sprlngfld, C 356-3873
BENNION, Susan G, BM, Tchr Asst, Mus ... 333-3188
PA Rm 1; DH Rm 245, 1010 W Green, U 332-2198
* BENOKRAITIS, Vitallus J, BS, MS, Res Asst .. 333-6100
Comptr Scl, 164 ERL; 111 S 3rd, Apt 204, C 352-7356
* BENOUIS, Musfapha K, Licence es lettres, Tchr
Asst, French 333-6231
304 Harker Hall; 2038 Hazelwd Ct,U 344-0645
* BEHRENDS, Richard S, Painter, PPD
PPSB; 302 Main, Tolono 485-5273
BENSON, JoanT, BS, Res Asst, Comptr Sci ..333-6249
257 DCL; 1010 W Green #338, U 332-2244
* BENSON, LolsE, BA, Tchr Asst, Engl
206 EB; 303 W Illinois, U 367-3632
BENSON, Richard C, BS, Dept Chem & Chem
Eng, Asst, 259 NL; 502 W Griggs, Apt 201
U 365-3121
* BENSYL, Catherine L, Typing Clk III, PPD ...333-1150
PPSB; 204 N Market St, Ogden 582-7231
* BENSYL, Loren P, Assembly Hall-Stagehand. . .333-3144
117 Scottswood Dr, U 3 67-6457
* BENTLEY, OrvllleG, PhD, Dean, Coll of Agr . 333-0460
101 MH; 1106 Eliot Dr,U 367-2395
BENTON, Eva F, MA, MS, Asst Prof, Engl Lib 333-2220
321 Lib; 305 Davidson Dr, C
* BENTZ, Robert P, PhD, Assoc Prof Egg & Pltry
Mktg Ext , Agr Econ Dept (On Leave of Absence
for 1967-68) Agr Econ
* BENTZ, Robert P, PhD, Assoc Prof, Agr Econ
Adm Bldg; 9168 Erirmnston Rd, Apt 204,
Greenbelt , Maryland (On Leave of Absence
for 9 months)
BENZ, Mildred A, MS, Assoc Ext Adviser, Youth,
Jackson Co, Coop Ext Serv, 1002 Hanson 684-2016
Street; Route 5, Carbondale 457-8031
» .BENZINGER, Harold Edward; BS; PhD; Asst ....
Prof; Math;
502 W Griggs St, U 367-9744
* BEN-ZVI, Arte; M Sc; Res Asst; Civil Eng;.... 333-4162
Hyd Eng Lab;
20 67 D Hazelwood Ct, U 344-1224
BEOLETTO, James Anthony; Bach of Sci; Res.. 333-3560
Asst Nuclear Eng; 129 Mechanical Eng Lab;
400 Briar Lane, Apt #5, C
BERBAUM, Charles Timothy; Shipping and.. 333-1113
Receiving Lib; Distribution Clerk; 22 Lib;
RR 1, C 863-5296
* BERBAUM, Clarence Herman; Asst Chief Engr. .333-0850
Radio Sta WILL; 27 Gregory Hall;
1724 Coronado Drive, C 356-1275
* BERDAHL, Clarence Arthur; PhD, LLD; Prof. .. 333-4711
of Political Sci, Emeritus; 380 Lincoln Hall
11.03 S Doublas Ave, U 344-52 69
* BERG, Ira David; PhD; Asst Prof; Math; .. 333-1902
234 Illinl Hall;
507 W Oregon, U 367-8211
BERG, Rebecca Helbner; BME; MM; Res Asst. .333-0438 I
in Music; Rm 205 Stiven House;
502 E Healey # 209, C 352-0765
* BERG, Rudy Dale; BS; AB; Editor of Eng 333-1510 .
Publications, Coll of Eng; 112 Engineering Hall;
315 Avondale, C 356-1090
* BERG, Ruth Elaine; Chief Telephone Opr; .... 333-0133
Housing Div; Rm 45, Clark Hall;
1415 Comanche Drive, C 352-2088
* BERGAN, Barbara Ann; Coll of Educ; Editorial. .333-3003 "
Asst; 230 Educ Bldg;
1206 N Busey, U 367-4542
* BERGER, Rhea; Ed B; Council on Tchr Educ;.. 333-1841
Asst; 311 Education;
2073B Orchard St, U 344-3011
* BERGER, William Harvey; BS; Res Asst; Inst ..333-0984
of Labor and Indus Relations; Labor and Indus
Relations; 2073 B Orchard St., U
* BERGERON, Clifton George; PhD; Prof of Cer. .333-3125
Eng; 109 Ceramics Building;
208 W Michigan, U 367-7266
* BERGETHON, Bjornar; Ed D; Prof of Music 333-2864
Rm 212, 1203 W Nevada, U
1712 Lincoln Rd, C 356-5740
* BERGFIELD, Ira Baker; Retired; Gieldman....
Agronomy; Retired
1112 N Hickory St, C 356-3550
* BERGFIELD, Lyman Elijah; Construction
Laborer, Physical Plant Dept, PP Serv Bldg;
710 W White St, C 356-6249
BERGMAN, John Grant; BS; MS; Res Asst; .... 333-4793
Math; 2 10 YWCA;
312 W Church, C 356-0688
* BERGSTROM, Robert Edward; PhD; Geol and. . .344-1481
Head of Ground water Geol and Geophysical
Exploration Section, State Geol Surv; 431 NRB;
2004 Galen Drive, C 359-1890
* BERKEY, Victor; AB; MA; Zoology; Tchr Asst...
506 S Mathews #14; U 344-0063
* BERKMAN, Ronald Edwin; Bachelor of Arts;. .. .333-6199
Personnel Ofcr, Ofc of Nonacademic Personnel;
208 Davenport House;
403 E California, U 365-1481
* BERKOW, William Folkeson; MS; Assoc Prof.. 333-0496
of Gen Eng; 8 Transportation;
901 Sunnycrest; U 365-1555
BERKSON - BLACK
BERKSON, Burton Martin; BS; MS; Bot; Asst. .. 333-0246
239 Morrill Hall;
207 Country Fair, C 356-6080
BERKSON, Earl Robert; BS; MA; PhD; Assoc. .. 333-1863
Prof Math; 22 6 Illlni Hall;
1603 W Green St, C 356-4647
* BERKSON, Astrld J; Asst Prof; BA; MA; PhD... 333-2972
Math; 101 AH;
1603 W Green, C 356-4647
BERLINER, Barbara Joan; BS; Illlni Union;.... 333-2050
Bookstore Clerk II; 715 S Wright;
511 Mitchell Ct, C 35 6-1907
» BERLINER, Ronald Richard; B Sc; M Sc; Res... 333-2529
Asst; Physics; 290 A MRL;
511 E Mitchel Ct, C 356-1907
BERMINGHAM, Helen Josephine; Janitress, . .
.
Housing Division;
609 N Willis Ave, C 359-2316
BERMINGHAM, Martin; Chem and Chem Eng;. .333-1238
Inventory Clerk; 105 Noyes Lab;
409 N Willis, C 352-7591
BERMINGHAM, Paul Damian; Millman, PP....
Dept; PP Service Building;
Box 2 13 , Savoy
BERMINGHAM, Sharon Diane; Agron, Clerk- . .333-3 650
Typist III; N-405 Turner Hall;
903 N Randolph, C 352-8054
BERNARD, Richard Lawson; PhD; MS; BS; 344-0622
Res Gen, US Reg Soybean Lab; Assoc Prof of
Plant Gen, Dept of Agron; 178 Davenport Hall;
507 S Lynn, C 352-1114
» BERNDT, Alexander; BS; Res Asst, Surv Res. . .333-4160
Lab; 435 David Klnley Hall;
1833 A Orchard Place, U
t BERNDT, Bruce Carl; AB; MS; PhD; Asst Prof. . 333-3970
Math; 241 Illinl Hall;
R#3 c/o RexWalden, U 367-6920
* BERNER, Warren Edwin; BS; Area Adviser, . .
.
Farm Mgmt Fieldman, Coop Ext Serv;
205 N Country Club Road, Decatur 422-6356
BERNER, William Sherman; BA; MA; Lib Res. . .333-1980
Cntr, Grad Schl; Res Assoc of Lib Sci; 42 8 Lib;
2031 D Orchard St, U 344-1772
BERNETT, Ruth Helen; Clerk III, Admissions ..333-0416
and Records; 10 Administration;
RR 1, Mahomet 586-3342
BERNHARDT, Steven Howard; BE; Dept of .... 333-3640
Chem and Chem Eng; 22 1 E Chemistry;
512 E Stoughton Apt 311, C 359-3004
BERNSTEIN, Rosalie Hannah; BA; Psych; Tchr. .333-6121
Asst; 427 Gregory Hall;
909 S 5th St #223, C 332-4658
» BERRY, Edward Sanford; BM; MM; Assoc Prof .
of Music; 203 Stlven House;
1909 Galen Drive, C 352-2185
BERRY, James MacAlister; BS; MS; Food Sci. . .333-0717
Res Asst; 499 Bevier;
2017 1/2 Cureton Drive, U 367-7580
BERRY, Lloyd Eason; PhD; Prof of Engl; Engl;. .333-3367
111 English Bldg; 219 English Bldg;
1709 Ridge Road, C 356-8957
BERRY, Lorennte; MS; Ext Adviser, Home Econ 762-9666
Piatt Cy, Coop Ext Serv; 202 1/2 W Wash St,
Montlcello; 20 Circle Dr, Monticello 762-3616
BERRY, Thelma Jane; BS; Lib Clerk in Serials. 333-1356
Dept, Lib, 224;
509 W Green, U 367-3285
* BERSIG, Joseph Henry; Janitor, PP Dept;
PPSB;
RR2, U 469-3196
* BERSIG, Ruth Armlnda; Copyholder; Printing. . .333-4657
Dlv, Univ Press; 234 University Press;
RR2, U 469-3196
* BERSTED, Audrey Marie; Bot; Clerk-Typist II. .333-32 60
295 Morrill Hall;
58 E Armory, Apt 3, C 356-2913
* BERSTED, Bruce Howard; MS; BA; Chem and ...
Chem Eng, Asst; 66 Noyes Lab;
58 E Armory, Apt #3, C 356-2913
BERT, Sandy; Kitchen Laborer, Illlni Union. .. .333-0700
165 Illinl Union (E);
508 S Cottage Grove, U 365-1726
* BERTNESS, Charles Harwick; MA; T A; Math;. .333-42 85
113 AH;
1916 A Orchard St, U 344-3134
* BERTRAM, Edward Frank; B Sc; Chem and 333-3 693
Chem Eng, Asst; Rm 374 E Chemistry;
807 W Illinois Ave, U 344-6194
BERTRAM, Patricia Janet; BS ; Statistical Serv. 333-2170
Unit, 54 Adm Bldg; Rm 210, 707 S Wright;
1107 Euclid Apt 1, C
* BERTRAM, William Keith; PhD; Res Asst Prof.. 333-4353
Physics; 363 Physics Building;
1702 Valley Road, C 352-2894
* BESORE, Warren Scott; Fieldman, Dairy Sci.
.
Dept, Retired;
II 10th Ave, Orion 526-8211
* BETCHART, Margaret McGuire; BA; Geog; 333-3129
Asst; 276 Davenport Hall;
1 80 5 B Orchard Place, U 344-4311
* BETCHART, Will Bernhard; BS; MS; Res Asst;. .333-0536
Civil Eng; 3220 Civil Engineering Hall;
1805 B Orchard Place, U 344-4311
* BETTINGER, Carole Bartlett; AA; Clerk-Typist. 333-2915
III Law Lib; 104 Law Bldg;
1603 S Linden, U 365-2926
* BETTINGER, Karl Keith; Draftsman I; Campus. .333-1690
Architect's Office; 605 E Green St, C;
1603 S Linden Dr, U 365-2926
* BETTS, Edward Howard; BA; MFA; Art, Prof;... 333-0855
129 Fine Arts Bldg;
804 Dodds Dr, C 352-2892
* BEUERLEIN, James Edward; BS; MS; Agron;... 333-4373
Res Asst; W-315 Turner Hall;
2017B Orchard St, U 344-2136
BEUSCHER, Davis B; BS; State Water Survey;. .674-5725
Asst Biol; Ft of McArthur, Peoria;
106 Crescent Ave, Apt #3, Peoria
* BEUTEL, Frederick Keating; AB; LIB; SJD; .... 333-4385
Visiting Prof of Law; 249 Law;
1709 B Valley Rd, C 352-3762
* BEVAN, Arthur; PhD, D Sc; Principal Geol;...
State Geol Surv, Emeritus;
1764 Engelwood Drive, Sta A, Staunton Va 886-3295
* BEVER, Wayne Melville; BS; MS; PhD; Prof... 333-3170
of Plant Path; Head of Dept; Collaborator, USDA;
218 Mumford Hall;
609 S Russell St, C 356-2729
* BEVINGTON, Glenn Wesley; BS; Area Adviser, .
.
Farm Mgmt Fieldman, Coop Ext Serv;
7 W First St, Mt Morris 734-4602
* BEVIS, Beulah Mills; Adm Secy Coll of Eng;. .
.
retired; 705 W Church St, U 367-2759
* BEYERS, Robert Eugene; Mainenance Insp. . . . 333-1394
Hsg Dlv; Gregory Dr Res Halls;
RR 1, Mahomet 586-4466
* BEZELY, Judith Marie; Card Punch Opr II .... 333-6235
PP Dept; PPSB;
Box 321, Potomac 987-4855
BIALECKE, Edward Paul; BSEE; MS; PhD; 333-2482
EE; Asst Prof; 119 GEB;
502 E Healey, C 356-1127
* BIALESCHKI, Jeanette Miller; Secy; Urbana-. . 333-2800
Champaign Council on Tchr Educ; 120 Educ Bldg;
RTD, Sadorus
BIALESCHKI, Lorene Marie; Clerk Stenog III. ..333-1880
Geog; 220 Davenport Hall;
Sadorus 598-7195
* BIALESCHKI, Ora Earl; Painter, PP Dept;
PP Service Bldg;
28 Maplewood Dr, U 367-3155
* BIALESCHKI, Richard D; Janitor, Housing Div..
608 E Grant St, Saint Joseph 469-7656
BIALLAS, Randall Jay; B Arch; Architecture...
Asst; 4E Architecture Building;
2303 S First St, Apt 203, C 344-4639
* BIANCHINI, Albert Candido; BS ; MS; TAM;... 333-4388
Assoc Prof; 310 Talbot Lab;
714 W Green St, C 356-9177
* BIANCHINI, Sydney Barbara; BS; Architectural. 333- 1690
Draftsman n, PP; Campus Architect;
714 W Green St, C 356-9177
* BICKFORD, Kenneth Gerald; Com Artist II, .. . 333-3690
Instr Mat Div, Ofc of Instr Resources, 405 Engl Hall;
802 E Green St, U 367-7214
BICKERS, Gayle Dean; Compositor Appr, .....333-3934
Printing Div, UP; 234 UP;
207 S Fair, C 332-1526
* BICKET, John Hurless; M Ed; Ext Adviser, ... 442-8615
Agr, Vermilion Cy, Coop Ext Serv;
3803 N Vermilion St, Danville;
212 Prairie, Danville 446-5057
* BIEHL, Delores Arlene; Clerk I Surv Res Lab;. .333-4276
417 DKH;
2308 Rodney Dr, C 356-2450
* BIER, James Allen; MS; Cartographer, Geog;. . 333-0456
32 1 Davenport Hall;
RR2, South First Street Rd, C 344-2269
BIEROD, Janis Elains; BA; Grad Asst, Ofc of.. 332-2887
Student Personnel & Dean of Women; Rm 32
1
Lincoln Ave Residence; 1005 S Lincoln Ave
* BIEVER, Anna Rose; BS; Asst Ext Adviser, .... 247-5434
Youth, Chicago, Coop Ext Serv; 1642 W 47th St;
7154 S Francisco, Chicago 778-0108
* BIEVER, Lawrence John; PhD; Ext Adviser, .... 247-5434
Youth, Chicago; Coop Ext Serv; 1642 W 47th St;
7154 S Francisco Ave, Chicago 778-0108
*+BIGGER, John Henry; MS; Entom, State N.H...
Surv, Emeritus;
1018 W John, C 352-3208
BIGGINS, John M; Janitor Foreman, PP Dept...
PP Serv Bldg;
1012 W University Ave, U 367-9936
* BIJOU, Sidney William; Prof, Dir of Child. ... 333-1369
Behavior Lab; Psych; Rm 204B , Child Behavior
Lab, 403 E Healey, C;
612 LaSell Drive, C 356-0997
BILBREY, Vivian Doris; Psych; Nat Sci Lab... 333-3482
Asst III 129 N Race St, Comparative Lab;
201 W Healey, C 356-5223
* BILLER, John Russell; BS ME; Grad Asst, Aero. 333-3826
and Astro Eng Dept; 112 Aero Lab B;
1940-B S Orchard, U 344-3706
* BILLET, James; M Sc; Asst, Chem and Chem. . 333-3684
Eng; 250 E Chemistry;
906 S Anderson, U 367-3412
* BILLS, Robert Wesley; BS; MS; Supervisory .. 367-2370
Plant Pest Cont Insp, Agr Res Serv, USDA;
Collaborator, Dept of Plant Path; 223 PO Bldg, U;
506 W Washington St, U 367-1614
37
* BILSON, Elizabeth Marie;TIS; Asst, Chem.. 333-0075
and Chem Eng; 3 68 Noyes Lab;
609 W High, U 365-1337
* BILSON, Malcolm; BA; MM; Instr in Music;.
.
305 SMH;
609 WHlghSt, U 365-1337
* BINDER, Portia Jean; Clerk Typist II, 333-0994
Admissions and Records; Rm 69, Adm Bldg;
106 N Gregory St, Apt 11, U 365-3270
* BINGHAM, Patricia Lee; Inst for Res on Exc, 333-6280
Children, Clerk Typist III; CRC;
815 N McKinley, C 359-2585
* BINKERD, Gordon Ware; BM; MM; MA; Music.
Prof of Music; 201 Theory Annex;
RR2, U 367-3386
* BINNIE, Lester Hale; BSA; MS; State 356-37S5
Conservationist, Soil Cons Serv USDA;
200 W Church St, C;
204 Elmwood Rd, C 356-0272
BIRCH, Judy Gail; Clerk Stenog I, Ofc of Agr. .333-2007
Publications; 123 Mumford Hall;
218 E Gregory, Apt 201, Maple Bldg, C
BIRDZELL, Ruth A; PhD; MS; BS; Res Asst Prof. 333-2239
Bur of Econ and Bus Res; 403 DKH;
1509 Delmont Court, U 367-0880
* BIRKELAND, Charles John; PhD; Prof of Hort;. .333-0350
Head of Dept; 125 Mumford Hall;
2111 Zuppke Drive, U 367-7182
* BIRKEMOE, Peter Christian; MS; BS; PhD; ....333-6929
Asst Prof, Civil Eng; 2103 CEB;
605 S State St, C 359-1065
* BIRLA, Suresh Chandra; MS; Res Asst, Ag 333-2657
Econ; 40 6 Mumford Hall;
910 W California, U 344-4843
* BIRNBAUM, David Alan; AB; Math; Grad Tchr. .333-2056
Asst; Illlni Hall 10;
2034 D Orchard St, U 344-0497
BIRNBAUM, Edward Robert; MS; Asst; Chem..
and Chem Eng; 254 Noyes Lab,"
1203 W Main St, Apt 3A, U 365-1120
* BIRNBAUM, Howard Kent; PhD; Prof of 333-1901
Physical Met; 317 Met and Min Bldg; 408 MRL;
1711 Parkhaven Dr, C 359-2326
* BIRO, Eileen Rowe; BA; Germanic Langs and..
Lits, Asst; 512 E Chalmers;
307 E White St, C 352-1852
* BIRTCHER, Walter Edward; Sheet Metal Worker.
PP Dept; PPSB;
602 S Mattls, C 356-9652
* BISHOP, David Hugh Langler; B Sc; PhD; Res. .333-4296
Assoc, Dept of Microbio; 341 Morrill Hall
2023c Orchard Downs, U 344-3204
* BISHOP, Doyle; Asst Prof of Rec and Psych. . .333-4411
203 Huff Gym;
616 Richards Lane, C 356-1690
* BISHOP, Jack Lawson Jr; BS; Tchr Asst; Indus.
Adm; 170A Commerce Annex;
20 62A Orchard Downs, U 344-6166
* BISHOP, Richard Lawrence; BS; Phd; Assoc. .. .333-0379
Prof; Math; 374 Altgeld Hall;
PO Box 59, 704 Garfield St, Philo 684-4590
+BISHOP, Robert Lee; BA; MS; Chemist; US 344-0622
Regional Soybean Lab; 168 Davenport Hall;
404 Edgebrook Drive, Apt 217, C
* BISPLINGHOFF, Gretchen Deanna; BA; Tchr. .. 333-0669
Asst, Div of Gen Studies; Verbal Communications;
Rm 201, 1210 W California;
704 W Stoughton, U 367-6907
BISS, Kenneth Owen; BSEE; Res Asst, EE;.... 333-1743
3-110 CSL;
216 1/2 W Main St, U 367-4875
* BISSELL, Tom Richard; Arch Draftsman II PP;.. 333-1690
Campus Architects Ofc, 605 E Green;
2303 Southwood Drive, C 352-6317
* BITNER, Rex Gregory; Painter, Housing Div;. .333-3450
Rm 14, Lincoln Ave Residence;
"
207 W Stanage, C 359-3193
* BITTNER, Robert John; BS; Tchr Asst; Mech . .
.
Eng; 362 MEB;
1912-D Orchard St, U 344-3445
* BITZER, Donald Lester; BS; MS; PhD; Prof EE;. 333-1138
Res Assoc Prof CSL; 252 A ERL - CSL
30 6 E Colorado, U 365-2094
BIVINS, Barbara Ann; Typing Clerk II; Gen.... 333-0817
Chem Stores, Bus Ofc; 55 Noyes Lab;
805 N McKinley, C 352-7485
* BJERKAAS, Allan vifayne; BS; MS; Asst; 133-2917
Physics; 462 ERL;
2014c Orchard St, U 344-6326
BLACK, Dorothy Miller; AM; Assoc Ref Libm; . 333-2290
Lib; 200 Library;
1501 Delmont Court, U 367-2554
* BLACK, J Temple; BSIE; MSIE; Asst M & I Eng.743-2108
and Electron Microscope Lab; 22 8 MEB or Cent
Elect Micro Lab in Bevier Hall
RR 4 Cleverette Rd, C 643-3517
* BLACK, John Delbert; Painter, Housing Div... 333-3450
Rm 14, Lin coin Ave Residence;
711 Madison, Monticello 762-5388
* BLACK, Lindsay MacLeod; PhD; Botany; Prof;.
618D Morrill;
211 W Vermont Ave, U 367-4397
* BLACK, Mary Alice; BA; Personnel Asst II, .. . 333-3706
Student Counseling Serv; 249 Student Servs Bldg;
510 Hessel Blvd, C 356-4256
BLACK - BOSTON
1
BLACK, Robert Lee Jr; BS; LL B; CPA; Assoc... 333-4592
Prof of Bus Law; Indus Adm; 467 Commerce (W);
1905 N Cunningham, Apt 32, U 367-3135
BLACKBURN, Joan Louise; BA; Ofc of Student . 332-3134
Personnel and Dean of Women; 130 Allen Hall;
1005 W Gregory Drive, U 332-3134
* BLACKBURN, Terry Olney; BS; MS; Res Asst.. 333-6959'
Civil Eng; 3119 CEB;
1607 E-3 Valley Road, C 356-6381
* BLACKFORD, Phyllis Ann; Clerk Stenog HI...-. 333-1044
Dept of An Sci; 32 8 Mumford Hall;
349 W Patton St, Paxton 379-3095
* BLACKSTEAD, Howard Allen; PhD; Res Assoc;. .333-1182
Physics; 312 Physics Building;
1510 W Kirby, Apt 6, C 352-4836
* BLACKLEDGE, Henry Robert; BA; MA; Tchr Asst333-6667
Rm 2, Gregory;
507 W Illinois, U
* BLACKSHAW, Alan Weaver; DV Sc; Visiting. .. .333-1435
Asst Prof of Physiology; Dairy Sci; 422 An Sci;
W Charles 1008, C 359-1287
* BLACKWELL, Bishop Bascom; Bach of Aero Eng.333-1062
Lt Cn:dr, USN; Asst Prof of Naval Sci; 240 Armory;
1915 Clover Lane, C 356-3898
+BLACKWELL, Harold John Sr; Asst Trainer, ... 333-2279
Athletic Assn; 113 Assembly Hall;
3 17 S Steffler, Rantoul 892-4968
* BLACKWELL, John H; Storekeeper III Housing. .333-1451
Div; Central Food Stores;
820 W Maple St, C 359-2540
* BLAFORD, John S; Janitor, PP Dept; PPSB
407 W Ells, C 356-1170
BLAIN, Steven R; BS; Res Asst; Agron; 333-3428
N-17 Turner Hall;
604 W Michigan, U 344-5425
* BLAIR, Albert E; Refrigeration Mech, PP Dept..
PPSB;
409 Reynolds, Tolono 485-7830
* BLAIR, Allen Charles; Ag Gardener, Dept of. . .333-1966
Hort; 10 3 B Veg Crop Bldg;
RFD, Foosland 846-2415
* BLAIR, Barbara Ann; BS; Clerk Stenog III Grad. 333-0035
College; 330 Administration;
310 S Fredrick, Rantoul
* BLAIR, Glenn Myers; PhD; Prof; Educ Psych;.. 333-2586
337 Educ Bldg;
305 W Delaware, U 367-1684
* BLAIR, Lachlan Ferguson; BCP; Assoc Prof;. . . 333-3892
Urban Planning; 208 Mumford Hall;
50 6 W Illinois St, U 367-0578
* BLAIR, Maurict Donnelley; Food Serv Adm I... 333-0575
Housing Div; Busey-Evans Res Hall;
1207 Westfield Dr, C 356-5366
* BLAISDELL, Robert F; Plumber Foreman, PP;
. .
.
PPSB; 1410 Winding Lane, C 356-4206
* BLAKE, Daniel Bryan; PhD; Asst Prof; Geol;... 333-6376
232 Natural History;
909 W Oregon, U 344-0708
* BLANCHARD, B Ola; Kitchen Helper; IU; 333-0700
165 IU;
707 N Orchard, U 367-4541
* BLANCHARD, Joseph John; Toolroom Attendant.
PP Dept; PPSB;
612 Breen Drive, C 356-9571
BLANCK, Cathy Ann; Card Punch Opr I; Dept.. 533-2814
of Comp Sci; 168 DCL;
1414 N McKinley Apt 1, C
* BLAND, Carrie; Pood Serv Cook, IU; 333-0700
165 Illini Union (E)
508 W Union, C 352-1922
* BLAND, George Herman; Sound Tech Retired;..
PP Dept;
1203 Belmeade, C 352-5888
* BLAND, Dean William; Elecn, PP Dept; PPSB;..
414 W Bradley, C 356-4772
* BLANFORD, Raymond Victor; BS Bus, Major, .. 333-2939
Asst Prof of Military Sci; Rm 211 Armory Bldg;
RR3, C 586-4907
* BLANKENSHIP, Larry Lee; BS; Da';a Proc 333-6349
Analyst II; Statistical Serv Unit, 54 Adm Bldg;
801 S Grove, U 365-1449
BLANKENSHIP, Ralph Leland; BA; MA; Res.... 333-6467
Asst, Inst for Res on Exceptional Children;
35 CRC;
1403 Maplepark Drive, C 359-3451
* B^AYLOCK, Curtis; AB; MA; PhD; Assoc Prof;. .333-33 63
Spanish, Italian, and Portuguese; 272 Lincoln Hall;
1704 Parkhaven Dr, C 356-1058
* BLAZE, Joseph E; Supervisor of Security and.. 333-1216
Traffic, PP Dept; PPSB;
207 S Fourth St, St Joseph 469-20 61
BLAZIER, Richard Allen; BS; Asst DGS;
322 NH 31dg;
RK 2. Walnut 379-2372
* BLECHER, Marvin, BA, MS Asst. .......... 333-3190
Physics Research Laboratories
1107 W. Green St. Urbana 344-1834
BLEHA, William P. Jr., BS, MS Res Asst ... 333-6426
Co-ordinated Science Lab 1-133 CSL
406 E. Green, Apt. 303, Urbana 367-4362
BLEICHNER, Lawrence J., Janitor-Housing Div.
103 N Elizabeth, Tolono 485-3350
* BLEM, Charles R. , BS; Zoology Asst 333-2235
204 Vivarium
1974 D. Orchard, Urbana 344-2381
* BLEM, Leann B. , BS; Zoology Res. Asst 333-2235
204 Vivarium
1974-D S. Orchard St. U , 344-2381
1 BLEYMAN, Lea K. , BA, MA, Ph.D. Res. Assoc. 333-2308
483 Morrill Hall
804 West Hill Street, C 356-0830
BLIGH, Thomas J., AB; Res. Asst. ......... . 333-0939
Cntr. for Instr. Res. & Curriculum Evalu.
270A Education Building
Apt. 10, 307 East Healey St. , C 359-2750
* BLISS, Lawrence C, Ph.D., Bot. Prof. ..... 333-0147
13 9A Morrill Hall
309 E. Florida Ave., U 367-7180
* BLOCK, Daniel R. , MS, Asst. Chem. & Eng..
243 East Chem.
201 South Glover St. U 365-1990
1 BLOCK, Alma J., Clk-Steno.m Housing Div.. 333-0614
420 Student Services
603 South Main Street, Homer 896-2404
' BLOCK, Everett C, Animal Caretaker 333-2000
College of Vet Med. , Large Animal Clinic
Box 285, Sidney 688-2120
* BLOCK, Orville, Janitor Phy. Plant, P.P.S.B.
603 W. Main, Homer 896-2404
k BLOCK, Peggy L. , Clerk Typist II 333-0993
Records & Admissions 69 Admission Bldg.
709 W. Springfield Ave. C 352-3211
* BLOCK, Richard E. , Ph.D. Assoc. Prof. ,Math,333-2 109
302 Altgeld Hall
804 W. Indiana Ave. U 344-4710
1 BLOCK, Roy F. , Herdsman Foreman, Animal.. 333-0265
Science, Sheep Barn
Route 1, Sidney 688-2501
1 BLOCK, Sarah F. , Clerk Typist III Purchasing. 333-3597
223 Admin. Bldg.; Sidney 688-2120
* BLOCK, Wanda K. , Clerk Typist II 333-0018
University Civil Ser. Sys. of 111.
1205 West Calif. U
703 East Colorado Ave. Apt 304, U 367-8118
> BLODGETT, Jerry A. , BS, MS, Res. Asst... . 333-2374
Physics, 104 Mat. Res. Lab.
502 W. Main St. Apt. 217, U 367-1969
* BLOEMKER, Gerald L.
,
Janitor, PP
P.P. S. B. 2209 Rain Bow View, U 367-9867
* BLOEMKER, Albert E., Janitor, PP Dept
P.P. S. B., 1006 E. Florida, U 365-2176
' BLOEMKER, Carolyn June, Edit. Asst. Math. .. 333-3410
306 Altgeld; Box 12, S 822-5410
BLOMME, Richard William, B.S., M.S 333-6211
Asst. Spec, in Auto. Educ, C.E.R.L., 258 ERL
502 E. Healey, Apt. 304 359-1182
'\SLOOME, Peter Dale, B.S., Instr., Agr. Eng. 333-3010
235 Agr. Eng.; RR 3, Blomington Rd. 356-5718
' BLOOMER, Thomas Carroll, M.A. ......... 333-1700
Assoc. Dean, LAS Coll. , 294 LH
711 S. Prairie 359-3836
' BLOSSOM, Beverly Schmidt, M.A 333-4478
Visit. Assoc. Prof., 12 6 WGym
618 W. Green
i BLOSSEY, Glee, B.S., MT(ASCP) 333-6862
Nat. S. Lab. Asst., Agron., S-409 TH
605 1/2 W. Indiana, U 344-5649
' BLOSSEY, Daniel Fahne stock, M.S., Asst. .. 333-3827
Physics, 304 MRL; 605 1/2 W. Indiana , U
344-5649
' BLOOMFIELD, Victor Alfred, Ph.D., 333-3374
Asst. Prof., Chem., 76A NL
811 E. MainSt., U 367-2292







Tele., Radio & Tele..
2 611 Lawndale
BLUM, Eleanor, Ph.D.,
Jm. & Communications Libm.
804 S. Lincoln, U
BLUHM, Leslie, M.S., Res. Asst 333-1931
Food Science, 580 Bev.
2110 W. White 359-2482
BLUM, Marvel Joyce, County Ext. Secy..... 756-9778
DeKalb County Coop. Ext. Serv., 315 N. 6th
DeKalb, Room No. 4
30 6 Regal Drive, DeKalb 756-6484
BLUMSOM, Nigel Leslie, Ph.D., Visit. Prof. 333-2090
Dairy Sci., 458 ASL
909 S. First St. 356-2240
BLYTH, Colin Ross, Ph.D., Prof., Math. ...333-2341
308 AH; 701 W. Michigan Ave., U 344-6237
mJARDMAN, Thomas H., MS, Assoc Prof,Dlr 333-1352
704 S 6th; 912 W. Hill, C 356-2719
BOATMAN, Paul A. , BA MS, Nat Sci Lab Asst3 .333-4689
Col VM, 359 VMB; Rt 1, Philco 684-4675
BOATRIGHT, Alice A. , MFA, Spec, Bia Ill,Zoo.333-3056
341 NH; 1901 S Anderson, U 365-2794
BOATZ, Eldon E. , Engr Draf II, Civl Engr. . . . 333-6983
B 112 CEB; 303 W James, St. Joseph, 469-7125
BOAZ, James R. , Asst Farmer, Dixon Sps.... 949-2101
Agri Cen, Simpson; Rt 2, Simpson 949-2101
BOCK, MaryE., BS,AB, Statis I, Agri Econ . . . 333-3417
402 MH; ?05 E Green, Apt 302, U 367-6364
BODENSCHATZ, Arthur H., BS , Asst Chem 333-0802
State Water Surv, 235 Water Res; 1612 WCr.jrch, C
356-7330
BODNAR, Peter, MA, Assoc Prof, Art
136 FAB; Rt 2, U 367-3848
BODY, Mary K. , Typ Clerk I, Civ Serv Sys . . . 333-0018
1205 W Calif; Rt 1, Bement 4133
BOEKHOFF, Peter G, Res Programmer, Compu. .333-62 62
Sci, 195 DCL; 801 Maplepark Dr, C, 352-7350
38
* BOES, Charles R, Janitor, PP
PPSB; Rt 1 , Danville 442-3302
* BOEWE, Gideon H. ,MS, Assoc Plant Path 333-6887
Sec Appld Bot & Plant Path, NHS. Emer,
391 Nat Res; 913 W John, C 352-8409
BOGAN, Lloyd C. , Power Plant Ore- Engr, PP.
PPSB; 1211 Thomas Ln.,C
* BOGARTZ, Richard S. , PhD, Assoc Prof Psych. 333-4234
196 C Davenpt Hall; 706 Dover PI, C, 356-1265
* BOGGESS, William R.,7MF, Prof Fors 333-4308
399 Bevler Hall; 509 W Washington, U, 344-5346
* BOHAN, BS MS, Res Asst, Physics 333-4981
480 MRL; 1204 W Calif, U 344-3104
BOHL, Robert W., PhD, Prof Met Eng&Nucl Erg333-0924
Min & Met Engr, 206 MMB; 2014 N Huff Dr, U
367-4519
* BOHLEN, Alexanders., Plumber, PP
PPSB; Rt 1, C 356-6994
* BOHLEN, Eileen M. , Clerk-Steno I Jrn 333-0580
Nat Assoc Educ Bret, 59 E Armory St; Rt 2 , U
469-7589
* BOHLEN, Harm H. , Auto Subforeman, PP
PPSB; 719 E Douglas St., St Joseph, 469-72 67
* BOHLEN, William J. , Const Laborer, PP
PPSB; 315 N Main St, Glfford 568-3321
* BOHMER, Heinrich, PhD, Asst Prof , Phys&.. 333-3604
Coor Sci Lab, 264 CSL; 608 W Iowa, U, 344-5147
* BOHMER, Heinrich, PhD, Res Asst Prof 333-3604
Coord Sci Lab & Phys, 2 64 CSL; 608 W Iowa, U
344-5147
* BOHM, fMrley B., BS, Res Asst 333-4723
Dept Plant P, 10 HFL; 105 S Carolyn, H
896-6612
* BOHN, Eleanor J., BA, Lib Clerk II 333-3399
Catalog Dept, 246 Lib; 1838 B Orchard Place, U
344-3963
* BOHN, Edward M., BS, .MS, Res Asst 333-03 32
Nuclear E, 2 05 NEL; 602 S Walnut, U
367-7946
* BOHOR, Bruce F. , PhD, Assoc Geol 344-1481
State Geol Surv, 5 NRS; 1108 Lincolnshire Dr, C
356-3388
BOHSTEDT, Kathryn L., BA, Tchr Ass-Engl . 333-4166
Engl, 304 Engl Bldg; 1601 Valley Rd, C
359-4166
* BOJANOWSKI, Marie A., Licence es Lettress 333-6852
"cix Asst, French Dept, 2 08 Harker Hall;
904 W Stoughton, U 367-8994
* BOKENKAMP, Robert W. , MS, Asst Dean, Coll 333-2280
E, Asst Prof Dept Gen Engr, 101 E H; 508 S
Fair St, C 356-6291
BOLAND, Dennis E., BA MA, Tchr Asst... .333-1415
Econ Dept, 2 DKH; 307 E Healy, C
356-5237
* BOLDT, Walter B., BA BeD MA. Elem Ed Asst333-1599
Elem Ed, 4H Ed; 2029 C Hazelwood CT, U
344-3760
* BOLE, Ronald E., BA MA, Res Asst 333-0323
113 Unlv HS; 1920 Winchester, C
352-3370
* BOLEN, Kenneth R. , MS, Assoc Extension . 433-4433
Advisor, Agr, Coop Extension Ser, 301 1/2
W Madison; 115 1/2 Watson, O
433-2426
* BOLEY, Carl M., Lab Shop Supervisor, EE. . 333-1954
Room 66 Elec Eng; 1209 N Coler, U
367-7254
BOLEY, Ethel L., Janitress , Housing Div....
1101 Country Sq , U
367-5234
* BOLEY, Loyd E., DVM MS, Prof Vet Clinical 333-3408
Med, Head Of Dept, Prof Vet Path & Hygiene,
Assoc Dean of Coll of Vet Med, Sr staff member
103 Sm Animal Clinic; 311 W William, C
356-1965
* BOLICK, Robert H., Asst Facilities mgr 333-3287
Allerton House; 1703 W Univ, C
352-6239
* BOLIN, Jerry E., BS, Data Proc Analyst I .. 333-6259
Statistical Ser Unit, 54 Admin Big; 219 S Dewey, U
365-2010
* BOLLINGER, Lorraine, Agron/PScience Tech. .333-1277
Agr Res Service, USDA, 337 Davenport Hall;
408 N Sheldon,
BOLLMAN, Beverly J., BS, Ext Adv. Home . .544-2 618
Econ, Boone County Coop E:;t Ser, 930 W Locust, B
BOLLMAN, Donald E., Temperature Control...
Mechanic, PP Dept, PP Serv Bldg; 1708 Willow Rd,
U 367-9444
BOLLINGER, Lynn D., MS BS, Res Asst ... 333-3385




* BOLLMAN, Melvin A., Janitor, PP Dept
PP Service Bldg; 1718 Willow Rd, U
367-9426
* BOLLMAN, Melvin N., Fireman, PP
PP Service Bldg; RR tl Box 52, P
684-3325
* BOLSEN, Keith K. , BS MS, An Sci Asst 333-1787
106 Stock Pavilion; 503 W Springfield, C
„
356-1982
BOROVEC, Richard T., BSEE, Res rtsst 333-6272
Dept of Computer Sci, 282 Digital Computer Lab;
807 1/2 W Main, U
367-8593
BOSSHART, Donald A., BA, Tchr Asst 333-2246
Educ Psychology, 333 Ed Bldg; 33 Chalmers, C
BOSSI, Charlotte, MS, Medical Record 333-3263
Librarian.. McKinley Hospital, Rm 122; 1505
Delmont Ct., U 367-4177
*BOSSINGER, Vivian L., Clerk-Steno III 333-1937
Coll of Vet Med, 157 Vet Med; 402 Osborne, T
643-2050
*BOSTICK, Theodora P., AB A. M PhD, Inst. . .333-3654
in History in Div of Gen Studies, 12 6 Altgeld Hall;
711 W. Church St. 356-5617
* BOSTON, Robert C, BA AM , Supervisor ... .333-1070
of Television Services/Asst Manager of Will-Tv
Services, 1110 W Main St; 808 Oakcrest Dr, C
352-0215
BOSTON - BKANN
+ BRABEC, Daniel J., BS.Asst Chemist, State.. 674-5725




BRACY, Judy A, Comput Aid I, Dept Comput Sci333-62 03
162 DCL; 307 S. Prairie St, Apt 6, C, 352-3255
BRACHHAUSEN,Eric H., BS, Res Asst, CSL...
2 51 CSL; 103 New St , C
BRADBURY, Andrea Rhea'; BA; MA; Asst. Span. . 333-0731
911 S. 6th, C
905 S. Wabash, U 367-6791
BRADBURY, James Clifford; PHD; Geol. In Chg 344-1481
Ind. Mln. Sec, State Geol. Surv.
Apt. 125, 502 W. Main, U 367-8544
* BRADBURY, Theodore Ambrose; BS; Chem. &... 333-0723
Engr.; MS Chem.; Mech. Eng. Phys. Plant Dept.
1114 W. 111. St., U 344-1702
* BRADEN, Janice Marie; Routing Dlsp. I, PPSB. .333-0341
800-A So. Mattls, Apt. II, C 356-9877
BRADFIELD, Bonnie Carol; BA Biol; Zoology;.
.
.333-0894
Grad. Teach. Asst.; R. 565 Morrill Hall
1010 W. Green St. 332-2481
BRADLEY, (Mrs.) Helen Lucille; County Ext.. . 443-3538
Secy.; Coop. Ext. Serv.; St. Louis & Belmont
411 S. Chestnut, S 443-2937
* BRADLEY, Howard; Bldg. Mech.; Dixon 949-2101
Springs Agrlc. Center, Simpson
Simpson 949-3444
* BRADLEY, James Douglas; Painter PP; PPSB
202 Hessel Blvd., C 356-4858
* BRADLEY, Kenneth Fay; PP Steam Fitter, PPSB
1913 Meadow Dr., C 359-3704
BRADLEY, E. Raymond; BS Civ. Engr.; BS BA
.
.333-4162
Civil Engr.; 200A Hydraulic Engr. Lab.
Rm. 721, 1010 W. Green St., U 332-2377"
BRADLEY, Rita Delorls; AB Eng. , Rm 304 Eng. 333-2633
Bldg.; 1010 W. Green St. , U 332-2195
* BRADLEY, Rober Deane; BS; Asst. EE 333-4340
358 EEB; 1702 Anthony, C 352-7273
* BRADLEY, Steve Adams; Cook 333-0700
165 Illinois Union (E)
704 N. 5th St., C 336-1820
* BRADLEY, Wayne Eugene; AB; Physicist; 333-4964
State Water Survey; 267 Water RB
704 Breen Dr., C 352-7157
* BRADSHAW, Glenn Raymond; BS; MFA; Art
. .
. 333-0855
Prof.; 134 Fine Arts
906 Sunnycrest, U 367-7609




28 Blue Spruce, C. 356-1254
* BRADY, Bemadlne Alberta; Maid, Housing Dlv.
P. O. Box 52, Ivesdale 564-3610
* BRADY, Harry Arthur; Janitor Foreman; PPD ....
PPSB ; Seymour 687-4700
BRADY, Mary Ann; AB; MA; French Asst
304 Harker Hall
1008 1/2 W. Green 1, U 344-4654
BRADY, Michael Melvln; Asst. Math 333-6209
318 YWCA
759 S. 22nd St., Decatur 423-7956
* BRADY, Loretta Jo; BS HE; Ext. Secy, Coop. . 312-6650
Ext. Serv.; 213 W. Wesley-Suite 201, Wheaton
Rt. 2, Box 114, Warrenvllle 312-0598
* BRADY, Paul John; MS; Dept. of Theatre Instr. 333-1790
50C Lincoln Hall
1306 E. Penn, U 365-2317
BRAGG, James Robert: MS: Asst. Chem. & Ch. 333-3640
Engr; 219 E. Chemistry
1010 W. Green, 615, U 332-2339
* BRAHANA, John V;"Nat.Scien. Lab. Asst. I 333-0330
College of Vet. Med.
1512 W. Columbia, C 356-4755
* BRAIDS, Olln Capron; PHD; Asst. Prof. Agron. 333-4250
of Soil Org. Chem.; S-410 Turner Hall
415 Falrlawn, U 367-6862
BRAINARD, Mary Elizabeth; BS Sec. Eng. Ed. .332-3103
GA Off. of Student Pers. & Dean of Women
30 Allen Hall
1005 W. Gregory Dr., U 332-3103
* BRAMS, Eugene Arnold, PHD; Soils; Assigned.. -
under AID Projects as Adv. In Soils
NJala Univ. College, Sierra Leone, W. Africa
BRAND, William Howard Jr.; Groundman PP . .
.
PPSB; 702 S. Cleveland St., Philo 684-5910
* BRAND, Peggy Louise; Clerk Typist Bus. Off. .333-3592
Purch. Dlv., 223 Adm. Bldg.
410 W. Illinois, U 367-7240
* BRAND , William Howard
,
Janitor;
165 Illlnl Union (E)
702 So. Cleveland, Philo 684-5910
* BRANDABUR, Agnes, BA.MA, Inst. Eng. 333-3789
206 E.B.
807 N. State St., Montlcello 762-2481
* BRANDABUR, Edward James, PHD, Asst. Prof. 333-3889
Eng.; 129 Eng. Bldg.
807 N. State St., Montlcello 762-2481
BRANDE, Eric John, BS, MS, Math Teach 333-1809
Asst.; 350 Altgeld
1010 W. Green, 228, U 332-2183
* BRANDIS, Royall, AB, AM, PHD, Prof. Econ. . 333-4576
409 Commerce (West)
608 LasellDr., C 352-9169
* BRANDLY, Carl Alfred.DVM, MS, Dean, Coll. .333-2760
of Vet. Med., Prof, of Veg. Microb. & Pub.
Health, Prof, of Vet. Research & Head of Dept.
131 Vet. Med.
2110 Grange Dr., U 344-5317
BRANDRIFF, Barbara Joanne, Clerk II Books.. . 333-2050
& Class, Illinl Union Bookstore
R.R. 2, C 863-6601
* BRANDT, Carol Ann, BA, Tech. Ed., State... 344-1481
Geol. Surv.; 409 Natural Res.
RR 1, Mahomet 586-4858
* BRANIGAN, Duane Adams, M.Mus., BA, Prof . 333-2622
Music, Dir. School of Music; 100 Smith Music Bldg
49 Greencroft Dr., C 352-2726
BRANN, Sylvia Jean, MA Spanish, Instr 333-0731
Spanish, Portuguese & Italian; 911 S. 6th, 1st Floor
506 S. Mathews Apt. 4, U 344-1472
BOSTON, Mary E., BS, Research Asst 333-4890
IREC Dept, Colonel Wolfe School #2; 808 Oakcrest
C. 352-0215
* BOTHWELL, Bemlce E., Secretary, Bus 333-3581
Ofc-Purchasing Dlv, 228 Adm; 807 N Coler Ave, U
367-2783
BOTHWELL, Hugh R. , Electrician sub-foreman...
PP Dept, PP Service Bldg; 807 N Coler Ave., U
367-2783
BOUCHER, Armand D., Cylinder Pressman .. 333-2576
Printing Dlv, 234 Univ. Press Bldg;
1308 Eastern Dr. , U 367-6167
BOUCK, Darlene K. , Clerk-Typist I, Psych. .333-1630
Biophysics, 300a Noyes Lab; 208 W Green St, S
822-5547
BOUCK, Gary E., Computer Oper II, Dept. .333-6203
of Computer Scl, 162 Digital Computer Lab;
Box 194, S 822-5547
BOUCK, George A. Jr., Master Lab. Mech. .333-3696
Shop, CSL 108; 305 Ellen Ave, S
822-5573
BOUKNIGHT, Nova L., Clerk Typist III 333-0174
Civil Eng Dept., 2 08 Woodshop Bldg;
1503 Thornton Dr.,C 352-9437
' BOUKNIGHT, Wendell J., BSEE MSEE, Res. "3-6573
Eng Coordinated Science Lab, 2-135 CSL; i--.
1503 Thornton, C. 352-9437
' BOUNDS, Bette A., Card Punch Oper II.... 333-3490
Div Ofc of Instructional Resources , 507 E Daniel ;
203 Harrison St, P 684-3870
' BOUNDS, Robert E., Janitor, Housing
Dlv; Box 88, P 684-3870
' BOURN, Harry J., MS, Area Extension Adv. 762-2467
Farm Management Cooperative Ext Ser,
Rd; 901 Longview Rd, M
762-2467
j
BOURN, Marilyn M., BS in Home Econ 762-9666
Asst Ext Adv, Home Econ, Piatt County Coop
Ext Ser, 2 02 1/2 W Washington; 901 Longview Rd,
762-2467
i BOUSLOG, W Allen, BS MS, Area Adv 288-1354
Farm Management Cooperative Ext Ser,
Bank Bldg; RR1, D 288-4281
' BOUTON, Lawrence F., MA English, Tchr .. 333-6468
Asst, Linguistics, 1116 W Illinois Rm #1;
2612 Sheridan Dr., C 352-0268
BOW, Rouh T., BS, Research Asst, Elect. . .333-3827
Eng, 304 MRL; 1010 W Green St #230, U
332-2185
BOWDEN, Lawrence M., Mail Service 333-0800
Foreman, Mailing Center-University Press, 1002 W
Green U.; 405 S 6th St Apt 5, C
359-4424
BOWEN, Barbara C, Doctorat d' Unlverslte'333-4989
Assoc Prof, French, 233 LH;
BOWEN, Barbara L., BS, Botany Asst
400 Natural History Bldg; 1970-B Orchard St, U
I 344-1895
BOWEN, Carol. A., BS, Assoc Extension 422-6809
Advisor, Home Econ Macon County, Cooperative
Ser, 348 W Prairie,; 149 E Bond, B
678-2821
BOWEN, Dorothy E. , BMvs, Prof of Music. .333-2620
210 Smith Hall; 606 S Ridgeway, C
356-5753
BOWEN, Max Ed., BS in Physics, Psyc 333-6121
Fellowship, Rm 42 5 Gregory Hall;
1970 B Orchard St. U 344-1895
BOWEN, Vincent E., PhD, Assoc Prof 333-4989
233 Lincoln Hall;
BOWERMAN, Floyd W., Master Aircraft 822-5532
Mech, Airport; 1204 N Broadway, U
367-3391
BOWERS, Ian C, BS MS, Advertising Instr. .333-0784
239 LIR; 2410 E Main, U
367-0719
BOWHILL, Sidney A.', ThD, Professor 333-4150
Electrical Eng, 312 DEER1, 363 EEB:
2203 S. Anderson U. 365-1417
BOWMAN, Charles H., BS LLB JD, Etnf 333-2878
of Law, 233 Law; 604 Eliot Dr
•367-47 30
BOWMAN, Cletus E. , BSME MSMe, TAm ...333-0087
Professor, 218 Talbot Lab; 1509 Maplecrest, C
356-7040
BOWMAN, Henry P., Personnel Officer 333-2138
107 Tavenport House; 310 W Eccs St, C
359-2474
BOWMAN, Ruth S., Adm Secretary, Speech. . 333-2683
133 LH; 604 Eliot Dr, U 367-4730
BQYCE, James B. , BS MS, Asst Physics 333-2917
458 ER1; 402 N Elm, C
BOYD, Dock A., AB, Undergrad. Lib. Asst. .333-3935
101 Library; 305 E Armory, C
333-3935
BOYD, James J., Janitor Sub-Foreman 333-1439
Housing Div, Peabody Dr Res Hall; B
863-5965
BOYD, Kenneth R., BS, MS, Research-Asst. . 333-3376
Center for Zoonoses Research, Vet Res Farm; 1108
Rainbow View Dr, U 367-7326
BOYD, Larry .B., Asst Naval Sci, 140 333-1C63
Armory; 1505 Garden Hills Dr, C
352-1820
BOYE'l, Dale T., Cashier in. Bus Ofc 333-4871
Bursar's Div, 100b Adm Bldg; 508 S Urbana Ave, U
367-6187
BOYER, Gloria J., Clerk-Typist III, Coll... 333-2980
of Vet Med, 101 Small An Clinic;
Wilson TraUor Park, U 367-2287
BOYER, John R., MS, Asst. Extension Adv. .333-3155
Edgar County Cooperative Extension Ser, 210AW
Washington; R 3, P 5-1176
BOYER, John S, AB MS PhD, Asst Prof 333-6109
Botany, 155 Morrill Hall; 710 Ethel St, St J.
469-7469
BOYER, LeRoy T. , PhD, Asst. Prof Gvr Engr 333-4982
303 EH; 1514 Rutledge Dr, U
365-2392
» BOLSEN, Nancy R. , Typ Clerk II ,. Admls & . . .333-0994
Rec, £9 Adm Bldg; 503 W Springfield, C, 356-1982
* BOLTE, Steven, MS, Asst, Physics..; 333-4660
334 MRL; 709 W Church St, Apt 5E,C ,356-0455
* BOLZ, Arthur N., MD, Asst Prof, Health Sci. .333-2753
273 Health Cen; 1425 Mayfour Rd, C ,356-9495
' BOMAN, Virginia N. , Card Punch Oper I, Stat.333-4827
Serv Unit, 54 Adm Bldg.; 1908 Diana Lane, C
395-1364
BONALDI, Alfred, BA, Res Asst, Snyder Hall. .333-4133
Dean of Stu, Hous Dlv, 104 Synder Couns Offc;
URH 230 Snyder Hall, C 332-1694
1 BOND, Charles E., Phr, Assoc Prof, WoodShp333-2 593
Aero & Astro Eng, 109 Trans Bldg 333-3739
1210 W Main, U 367-0861
' BOND., Dale R., BA, Grad Res Asst, Comm Res333-2790
14 GH 1108 Duncan Rd., C 359-4847
BOND, DonaldC, PhD , Head Oil & Gas Sec. 344-1481
State Geol Surv, Assoc Prof, Pet Eng, Mln C:
Met, Pet Engr, 238 Nat Res Bldg; 2010 S.
Anderson, U 367-1042
' BOND, Gaylla'B. , Cer Off Adm, Clerk-Steno3. 333-2013
Blochem, 415 E Chem Bldg; 1108 Duncan Rd, C
359-4847
BOND, Lois P. , Clerk Typ HI, Pres Offc 333-3073
364 Adm; Rt 1 , C 822-5809
BONDS, Robert E. , MA, Res Asst, Engl 333-3086
241 EB; 307 1/2 W Ells St. ,C
BONE, Larry E., MS, Asst Dir, Grad Sch Lib. 333-3281
Scl, 329 Lib; 2205 Dale Dr, Apt 1, C, 352-5557
* BONFIELD, Edward H., MS, Res Asst, Bur of..333-2570
Business Manag, 130 Commer Annex; 1609 Valley
D-2, C 356-2967
' BONFIELD, Phyllis, BA, Asst Edit, State NH . .333-6882
Surv, 189 NRB; 1609 Valley Rd, Apt D-2, C
356-2967
' BONNELL, Dean K, Fire Equip Engr, PP
PPSB; 607 S Prairie, C 356-9904
' BONNELL, James F. , Food Adm I, Anl Scl 333-3404
143 Davenport Hall; 307 E Main St, Sidney
688-2438
BONNELL, Mildred, AM, Assoc Prof of inst. .. 333-2438
Manage, 297 Bevler Hall; 612 Iowa, U, 344-<243t<
' BONNETT, Orville T. , PhD, Prof of Plant Mor.33"3-1277
Emeritus, Agron, 129 Davenport; 706 S Webber, U
367-1016
' BONWELL, John S., Tech Asst, State Geol Suiv344-1481
11 Nat Res; 712 W Columbia, C 352-9645
' BOOE, H. L., Brickmaspn, PP
PPSB: Rt 1, U 643-22 56
' BOOKER, OralT., BS, Assoc Ext Advls, Agr. . .745-6310
Pulaskl-Alex County Coop Ext Serv, 128 N Oak,
Mounds; 22 7 N Delaware, Mounds 745-9759
BOONE, Lester V. , BS, Assoc Agronlst, Agron. 333-4373
S-306A Turner Hall; 2804 Sangamon, C, 356-9361
BOONE, WllliamW., PhD, Prof, Math 333-1164
235 IH; 406 W Calif Ave, U 367-7735
BOOSE, Edward D., Elec & Chem Treat Tech. .333-2107
Elec, Eng, 225 EERL; 2309 Southmoor, 0,356-3454
BOOSE, Martha A., RN, Supervs Nurs, Rehab. 333-4618
Educ Serv, 158 Rebah Educ Cen; 2309 Southmore, C
356-3454
BOOTH, Alfred W., PhD, Professor, Geog . . . 333-3006
223 Davenport Hall; 404 W Nevada, U, 367-5340
BORBELY, Stephen, BS, Res Asst, Elec Eng. . . . 333-1644
341 EERL; 12 08 Northwood Dr, N, C, 352-2 765
BORCHERS, Berdell R, Painter, PP
PPSB; 2808 W Daniel, C 356-9541
BORDENCA, Mary E. , MA, Asst Tchr, French. 333-6231
304 HH; 109 E Springfield Ave, C
BORDERS, James A., MS, Res Asst, Physics . .333-1052
290 C MRL; 7 N. Mallard Rd. , North Oaks, St. Paul
Minn 484-9521
BORDUA, David J., PhD, Prof, Sociology 333-1979
1204 W Oregon; 4 Montclalr Rd, U 344-5173
BORELLI, Raymond .F. , BSIE, Purcjias Asst I...333-0779
Purchsng Dlv, 223 Adm; 804 Adams Ct
Montlcello 762-2423
BORES, Janice E., BS, Asst Ext Adv, Hm Econ.858-0355
DuPage County Coop Ext Serv, 799 Roosevelt,
Rm 101 Glen Ellyn; 430 Park Blvd. Glen Ellyn
469-0835
BORESI, Arthur P. , PhD, Prof, TAM 333-3578
107 TL; 1715 Lynwood Dr., C 356-9635
BORGERSEN, SvennE, Resident Asst, Snyder. .333-4133
Dean of Stu, Hous Dlv, 104 Snyder Couns Off;
URH 430 Snyder Hall, C 332-1834
BORLEFF, Steven, Broadcstng Engr, TV Serv.. 333-1070
1110W Main St; 1002 W Nevada, U, 344-1767
BORN, Gerald L. , BA, Technical Asst 333-6886
Sec Appl Bot & Pint Path, NH Surv, 384 Nat Res;
1782 Valley Rd, C 359-4278
BORRI, Robert P., DED, Assoc Prof, Gen Eng. 333-1228
210 Trans Bldg; 501 S Elm St, C 356-4469
BORSCH, Ramona J. , BA, Persnnl Officer, Non333-0199
Acad Persnnl, Rm 2 08, 627 1/2 S Wright;
709 W Springfield, U
BORST, Daryll C. , MA, Asst, Zoology 333-2247
109 HH; 205 E Green St, Apt 13, C
BORTON, Thomas E, BA, Speech & Hear ConsuB65-3376
Crippled Child Dlv of Serv, 602 S Broadway;
Wilson's Trailer Park, Lot 41, U 367-0463
BOYER, Paul R, MS, Res Asst, Geol 333-3448
Apt 9, 408 S Goodwin Ave; 12 05 W Univer Ave, U
365-1835
BOYLE, Ed, Steam Distribu Oper, PP. . . ;
PPSB; 202 Beardsley, C 352-0391
BOYLSON, Myron I, MD, Asst Prof, HealthScl 333-2823
Health Cen & McKlnley Hosp, 265 Health Cen;
310 E Daggy St, Tuscola 253-2482
BOYLE, Victoria M., Clerk StenoIII, Bur Econ.333-2330
& Bus Res, 408 DKH; 203 S 6th St, C, 359-1279
BOYNTON, Samuel E. , MA, Asst, Hist 333-6361
322 Armory; 511 1/2 W Wash, C 352-9009
BOYS, Floyd E., MD , Assoc Prof, Health, Educ




BRANTLEY, Patricia Gall, County Ext. Secy,.
. 547-2206
Fulton County, Coop. Ext. Serv. ; Rt. 2, Lewistown
55 Lincoln Rd., Canton 647-0150
* BRANTON, Marilyn Sue, BS, Asst. Res. Zool.. .333-4971
6 Sandalwood Dr., C 352-4553
* BRAROE Eva EJerhed, BA MA, Teach. Asst. .. 333-6468
Linguistics; 116 W. Illinois, Rm 1
411 W. Springfield, U 367-7067
* BRASH, Wesley Delph, Battalion Fire Chief ..
PPSB; 1002 Country So., U 367-7140
BRAUER, David John, BS, Asst. Chem & Chem
Engr. ; 305 A. Noyes Lab.
58 E. Armory, C 359-4263
BRAUGHAM, Charles Edward, BA Music, 333-2984
Asst. Music; 6 Smith Music Hall
618 E. Daniel; Apt. 2, C 344-1872
* BRAUNFELD, Peter George, PHD,Asst. Prof.-. 333-2167
Math & Sec. Cont. Ed.; 301 Altgeld Hall and -0150
1210 W. Springfield Ave.
2007Cureton Dr.^U 367-1756
(
* BRAY, Donald J., Ph.D., Asst. Prof 333-3456
An Sci, 324 MH; 613 W. Nevada, U 344-5257
BRAYMAN, Diana R. , Clerk Stenog. n, 333-3661
284 IU (S); 209 W. Springfield 356-0731
* BRAZLE, Vernon L. , M.S., Ext. Visuals Spec. 333-0905
Instr. in Agr. Commun. , 62 MH
1903 E. Vermont, U 367-3511
* BRAZELTON, Elmer Arnold, Janitor, PP Dept. .
.
PPSB; 901 W. Stoughton, U 365-2343
* BREDE, Richard Milton, B.A. , Tchr. Asst. ... 333-2070
Soc, 1204 W. Oregon
1605 Holmstrom 352-2774
* BREEN, Harry Frederick, Jr., B.A., A.M. ...333-3986
Asst. Prof., Art & Elem. Educ. , 116 FAB
1107 W. Church 356-4760
BREEN, Kathleen Ann, Card Punch Oper. I ... .333-2789
Stat. Serv. Unit, 54 Adm. Bldg.
RR 1, Tuscola 253-2789
* BREIDENBACH, Flora Maria Losacco, M.A. ..333-3957
Tchr. Asst., Span., Ital., & Portu.
909 S. Sixth, C; 511 W. Green, U 367-0738
BREIDENBACH, Heribert, Ph.B., M.A....... 333-1312
Tchr. Asst., Germ. Lang. & Lit.
512 E. Chalmers
511 W. Green, U 3 67-0738
* BREMER, Nonna McNean, A.B., Pers. Asst n. 333-3706
Student Counseling Serv., 249 SSB
1902 Broadmoor Dr. 352-8124
BREMS, Hans Julius, Dr. Polit. , Prof., Econ 333-4553
469 Comm. W.; 203 W. Iowa, U 367-8665
BRENNAN, Sue Ann, Clerk Stenog I 333-1961
Coll. of Eng., 109 EH
117 W. William, Bement 2741
* BRENGLE, Margaret H. , Clerk-Typist in 333-6478
Psy. , 316 GH
1203 Briarcliff Dr. , U 367-8145
BRENT, David James, B.A. .Resident Asst... . 333-4134
Dean of Students, Housing Div., FCO 332-1108
430 Forbes Hall 332-4134
* BRETSCHNEIDER, John Hans, M.A., Asst. ... 333-1312
Dept. of Germ. Lang., 512 E. Chalmers
310 S. Prairie St. 352-5975
* BRETSCHNEIDER, Kathryn Deanne, B.A. .... 333-3706
Pers. Asst. II, Student Counseling Serv.
249 SSB
310 S. Prairie St., Apt. 203 352-5975
* BRETTHAUER, Gary Lee, B.S., Res. Asst. ...333-1813
Agr. Econ., 301 MH
1206 W. Clark, U 365-2305
* BRETZLAFF, Anna Jane, Clerk Typist III.. .. ...333-2550
Educ. Psy., 188 Educ. Bldg.
RR 1 485-4665
* BRETZLAFF, William Grant, M.S., Asst. Agron.
Agron. Dept.
215 Western Ave. , Macomb 833-5609
* BREWBAKER, Stanley Lynn, Inventory Super. 333-1443
Dept. of Mln. , Met., & Pet. Eng., 216 MMB
312 S. Prairie 352-3640
* BREWE, Arnold, Instrument Tech. IL Music 333-3106
7 SMH; RR 1 Sidney 688-2400
BREWER, Karen Mildred, B.S., Asst. Ext. Ad\j732-2871
Home Econ. , Ogle County, Coop Ext. Serv.
Box 147 Pines Road, Oregon
601 N. 6th St., Oregon
* BREWER, Lloyd Arnold, B.S., M.A,
Voc. & Tech Educ, 42 Education
1305 E. Pennsylvania Ave. , U
* BREWER, Molly Etta, Digital Comp
Civil Engr. , 2 12 EH
111 S. Dewey, U
* BREWEF Nancy Marie, Clerk Stenog. III.
EE, 15 6B, EEB
506 W. Stoughton, Apt. 4, U 365-2339
* BREWER, Raymond Francis, Instrument Maker 333-1104
Aero. & Astro. Eng. Dept., 101 TB
1204 W. Eureka 356-7018
* BREWER, Ronald Lee, Dup. Mach. Opr. I ... 333-3980
Off. of Agr. Publications, 51 MH
310 E. Walnut St. , Villa Grove
* BREWER, Thomas Walter, Janitor, PP Dept. .....
PPSB; 507 S. Jefferson, Mahomet 586-2014
* BRICHFORD, Maynard Jay, M.S. .333-0798
Univ. Archivist, 19 Library
409 Eliot Dr., U 367-7072
* BRIDGER, Clyde Arthur, M.S., Lecturer 525-2641
Health & Safety Educ, 111. Dept. of Pub. Health








* BRIDGES, Charles Albert, M.S., Res. Asst. ..333-3525
Physics, 379 Physics
1505 Wiley Dr., U 367-9082
* BRIDGES, Roger Dean, A.B., A.M., Asst... . 333-1155
Hist.; 2057-C Orchard Downs, U 344-1710
* BRIDGEWATER, Harold V. , Opr. Ill 333-0150
Supv. Production Room, Curric. Lab
1210 W. Springfield, U
1304 Ellis Dr., U 365-1174
* BRIDGEWATER, Frank Ardeen, Adv. Cert. ....333-2036
Asst. Dlr. , Admissions & Records, 116 Admin.
2008 S. Race, U 344-5595
* BRIESCHKE, Eberhard H.G., Meteorol. Aide 1.333-4262
State Water Survey, CMI, Airport
404 Brookwood Dr. 359-3866
*+BRIGHAM, Warren Ulrich, M.S. .Aquatic Biol. 333-6889
State NHS, 272 NRB
1005 Phile Rd., U 367-0097
* BRIGHT, Alice Elizabeth, Clerk III 333-0306
Admissions & Records, 100A Adm.
1305 N. Walnut 352-8158, 352-7480
BRIGHTBILL, (Mrs.) Elizabeth Stamm, A.B. ..333-6278
Res. Asst., Grad. Coll., 306 Adm Bldg.
801 La Sell Dr. 352-4802
* BRIGHTBILL, Llnwood James, M.S., Prof. ...333-1804
Arch. Eng., 105 Arch.
311 Eliot Dr., U 365-1310
* BRIGHTON, Gerald David, Ph.D., C.P.A. ...333-3808
Assoc. Prof., Accounting, 398 Com. fW.)
609 W. Green, U 367-9866
BRIGHTWELL, Bernlce Lee, M.A., Clerk II ...333-3399
Catalog Dept., 246 Lib.
1207 W. BesllnSt., U 367-3556
* BRIGGS, Carleton William, M.F.A., Prof.... 333-0855
Art Dept., 129 FAB
1506 W. Healey St. 356-3268
BRIGGS, Donald Robert, M.S 333-2875
Gift & Exchange Llbm. , 220 Lib.
1819 Valley Rd.
* BRIGGS, Florence Lenora, Typing Clerk n ....333-0860
Housing Division, Busey-Evans Halls
911 N. Harvey St., U 367-5614
BRIGGS, Rebecca, A.M., Asst. Serials Llbm. 333-3856
Serials Dept., 220 S. Lib.
1505 S. Broadway, U 367-4941
* BRIGGS, Robert L., Janitor, PP Dept., PPSB....
1709 Joanne Lane 352-9195
BRILL, (Mrs.) Rosa Lee, Secy. Ath. Assn.... 333-0362
Clerk-Stenog. HI Dept. Recr. & Park Adm.
104 Huff Gym
1709-C Valley Road 352-9683
BRIN, Gerald Allen, B.A. , Asst., Arch
6E Arch. Bldg.; 510 E. Stoughton
*+BRINE, MinnM., Clerk-Typist IL 365-3376
Div. of Serv. for Crippled Children
602 S. Broadway
202 N. White St., Sidney 688-2171
* BRINEGAR, George Kenneth, Ph.D., ProY. ... 333-6420
Prof, of Agric. Econ., Assoc. Dean of 333-6104
Coll. of Agric, Dlr. of Int'l Agric Programs,
Dlr. of Int'l Programs, 113 MH,301, 409 E. Chalmers
1507 Maplecrest , 352-0790
* BRINK, Donald Frederick, MSME, Res. Asst. . 333-1136
Mech. Eng., MEB29
309 S. Draper 359-3284
* BRINK, William Harry, B.S 432-2479
Asst. Ext. Adv., Agric, Iroquois County
Coop. Ext. Serv., 123 S. 5th, Watseka
RR 1, Rlchview 249-6676
BRINKERHOFF, Susan Kay, Clerk-Typist III 333-6470
Purchasing, 223 Adm. Bldg.
305 S. UrbanaAve., U 365-1078
* BRINKMEIER, Harold Alvin, M.S...... '244-9444
Ext. Adv., Agric, Carroll County
Coop. Ext. Serv., Rts. 64 & 78, Mt. Carroll
Mt. Carroll
* BRISCOE, John William, M.S .333-6536
Asst Chancellor for Adm, Ofc. of Chancellor
Prof, of Civil Eng., 112 Engl. Bldg.
6 Burnett Circle, U 344-5357
BRISTOL, Evelyn Cordelia, Ph.D 333-1493
Assoc Prof., Slavic Lang., 166 LH
209 E. Kerr, U 367-3058
*+BRISTOL, Hubert Masters, M.S 344-1481
Asst. Geol. , State Geol. Survey, 137 NRB
30 Montclaire Road, U 344-6152
* BRISTOW, Donna Jean, Clerk-Stenog III .... . 333-1330
Arch, 106 Arch.
1010 E. Colorado, Lot 5, U 367-4184
BRIGHT, Karen Sue, Clerk-Typist II, Purch. .. 333-3594
223 Adm. Bldg.
RR 1 Foosland 846-2802
BRITE, Marie, B.S., Ext. Adv., Home Econ. .548-3349
Marlon County Coop. Ext. Serv.
105A S. Broadway, Salem
413 S. Pruyn, Salem 548-0191
* BRITSKY, Nicholas, B.F.A., Prof., Art 333-0855
130 FAB; 1410 S. Vine, U 367-0854
BRITT, Nancy Marsh, Digital Opr. I 333-4812
Statist. Serv. Unit, 54 Adm. Bldg.
714 S. Elm 352-8804
BRITTON, Frederick William, B.A. , Psych. .. 333-0519
Rm. 209, 907 S. Sixth St.





* BRITTON, Michael Paul, Ph.D., Assoc Prof. 333-1845
Plant Pathol. Ext., 244 DH
2 Canterbury Court 356-9507
* BRITTENHAM, Ted Robert, Herdsman 333-0042
Animal Scl., Beef Cattle
600 N. Macon, Bement 4022
* BROAD, Frank Potter, Billiards-Bowling Attd. 333-2415
IU, 165 IU; 603 S. Locust 356-3363
* BROADBENT, EmerE., Ph.D., Prof, of 333-1827
Livestock Mktg., Agric. Econ., 307C MH
1606 W. Healey 352-2485
* BROADRICK, King Woodard, LL.M 333-1703
Asst. Dean Coll. of LAS, Assoc Prof, in 333-2343
Dept. of Speech, 276 LH, 127 LH
406 W. Springfield 356-2141
* BROADRICK, Marie Flrster, Secy. 333-0262
Spec. Educ, 210E Educ. Bldg.
406 W. Springfield
* BROCCI, R. Anthony, M.S
TAM, 105A Woodshop
1514 Scottsdale fcrive
* BROCK, Wallace Newton, Carpenter, PP Dept....
PPSB; RR 1, DeLand 664-3577
* BROCKET!, Roy Wesley, Sr. Lab. Mech. ... 333-2734
Agric Eng., 107 Agric. Eng.
602 S. Westlawn 352-5629
* BROCKSMITH, Carl C, Operative Crane Engr. ..
PP Dept., PPSB
120 N. Broadway, Fisher 897-8741
BROCKWAY, Dennis Vern, MSEE, Asst 333-4136
Physics, Room 37 Physics Bldg.
605 W. Indiana, U 344-1685
* BROCKWAY, Frances Elizabeth 333-1381
Clerk-Typist III, MRL, 2 60 MRL
201 N. Elm, P.O. Box 495 352-5231
* BRODIE, Bruce O., M.S., D.V.M.... 333-2980
Assoc. Prof of VCM, 116 Small Animal Clinic
405 W. Elm, U 3b7-7733
BRODT, Laurel Paula, Commercial Artist .... 333-3690
Ofc. of Instructional Resources, 405 EH
101 W, George Huff Drive, U 344-5391
* BRODT, Leonard Paul, M.D., Asst. Prof. .. 333-2821
Health Sci., Staff Physician, Health Center
275 Health Center
101 George Huff Drive, U 344-5391
*+BROERSMA, Delmar Benjamin, Asst. Entom. ..333-6822
State N.H. Survey, Asst. Prof, of Agric. Entom.
Sect, of Econ. Entom., 76 NRB
307 Bliss Drive, U 344-0619
*" BROGHAMER, Edward Louis, .Ph.D 333-2116
Prof. Mech. Engr., 346 MEB
710 S. Grove, U 3 67-6329
* BROOKS, Albert C, B.S., Asst., Civil Eng. 333-2465
207 EH; 2313 S. First, #203 344-3722
* BROOKS, Babetta Lee, Clerk-Typist III 333-3023
Bur. of Educ. Res., 288 Educ. Bldg.
2074A Orchard St., U 344-4861
* BROOKS, Bruce Lloyd, Ph.D. , Prof. Agric Econ...
Adv. in Agric. Econ. at J. Nehru Agric. Univ.,
Jabalpur, India
BROOKS, Hazel Seymour, Chief Clerk ...... 333-1817
Agrid. Econ., 314 MH
2313 S. First St., Apt. 101 344-5326
* BROOKS, Jefferson Bumie, B.S 342-6644
Asst. Ext. Adv. in Agric , Effingham County
Coop. Ext. Serv., 800 E. Fayette, Effingham
RR 5, Louisville 686-2757
* BROOKS, Joel B. , B.S., Res. Asst., EE .... 333-2482
123 GEL; 909 W. Oregon, U 344-4862
* BROOKS, Joseph Jordan, B.S., Asst.
Chem. & Chem. Eng., 305 NL
2074A Orchard St. . U 344-4861
BROOKS, Kathleen Daisy, A. B. , Tchr. Asst. .. 333-6850
French, 312 HH
805 S. Lincoln Ave., Apt. 5, U 344-3123
BROOKS, Richard Eugene, B.S.,Tchr. Asst... 333-4786
Ofc. of Agr. Commun., 64 MH
1256 Sherman Hall, 909 S. 5th St. 332-5017
* BROOKS, Ronald James, M.A. , Res. Asst. .. 333-4884
Zool., 3 83 Morrill Hall
1834C Orchard PI., U
* BROOKS, William Walker, Master Aircraft 822-5532
Instrument Repairman, Inst, of Aviation
Airport; 1204 Nofftz Drive 356-92 69
* BROOKENS, Ruth Schurman, A.M., Asst 333-3086
Engl., 241 Engl.
508 W. Main St. , U 367-2529
* BROOKEY, Woodrow Wilson, Supervisor.... 333-0859
Gym & Facilities, Coll. of PE, 79 Huff Gym
806 S. Lynn St. 367-2507
* BROOKEY, Helen Nadine, Typing Clerk III .. . 333-2950
Housing Div., Penn. Ave. Residence Hall
806 S. Lynn, U 367-2507
BROOM, Etha Jereen, Secy., Housing Div. ...333-1407
CFS; 509 S. Water, St. Joseph 469-7424
* BROOM, Glen Martin, M.S., Ext. Commun. 333-1130
Specialist, Instr. Agric. Commun., 330 MH
904 Holiday Drive 356-6505
* BROOM, Ralph Curvella, B.S., Ext. Adv. , .. 664-1750
Agr., Bond County Coop. Ext. Ser.
Lake Harris Ave. , Greenville
609 E. Vine Ave., Greenville
BROOM, Gordon Ralph, A.B., Asst,







* BROOM, Leslie Burrell, B.S., Area Adv. .... 949-2101
Resources Development, Coop. Ext. Serv.
Dixon Springs Agr. Center, Simpson
Box 5S2, Vienna 658-2541
BROOM, Robert Vail, B.A., Resld. Asst. ... 333-4134
Forbes Hall, Dean of Students, Housing Dlv.
Forbes Counseling Ofc.
380 Forbes Hall 332-1073
* BROQUIST, Harry Pearson, Ph. D 333-2469
Prof. Biol. Chem., Dept. Dairy Sci., 328 ASL
1112 Lincolnshire Drive 356-1647
*+BROTHER, John William Jr. , B.S 333-6800
Drafting Super., State Water Survey, 253 WRB
1704 W. University Ave. 356-0114
* BROTHERSON, Donald Edward, M.S 333-1913
Res. Assoc. Prof, of Arch. , Small Homes Council
Bldg. Res. Council, 31 E. Armory
1105 W. University Ave. 356-8046
* BROUDY, Harry Samuel, Ph.D., Prof
Hist. & Philos. of Educ.
(on leave of absence 1967-1968)
BROSMAN, (Mrs.) Barbara Ann, B.S 272-4562
Ext. Adv., Home Econ., Gallatin County
Coop. Ext. Serv., Box 487, Rldgway
Box 247, Equality 276-4618
* BROWER, Dorothy Joan, Clerk-Typist III 333-4441
Food Sci. , 104 Dairy Manuf.
1404 E. Pennsylvania Ave. , U 367-7820
* BROWER, Max Edwin, Janitor, PP Dept., PPSB ...
1404 E. Pennsylvania, U 367-7820
* BROWNFIELD, Beverly June, Chief Clerk 333-2368
PP. Dept, PPSB 333-2369
1810 Cypress Drive 356-3839
BROWNFIELD, (Mrs.) Charlotte Jane 333-6804
Clerk-Typist III, Dept. of Computer Sci.
238 DCL; Oak Haven Add., Mahomet 586-4894
BROWNFIELD, Lois Mae, Clerk-Typist III ... .333-132 6
Home Econ., 443 Bevier Hall
1214 W. Park Street, U 367-5568
*+BROWNFIELD, Marion Martin 333-2063
Asst. Equip. Mgr. , Ath. Assoc, Stadium
50 8 E. Park Street
* BROWNFIELD, Samuel Kenneth 333-1395
Housing Adm. Ill, Housing Dlv.
Room 24, Gregory Drive Resid. Hall
1810 Cypress Drive 356-3839
+BROWNFIELD, Sandra Lee, Project Asst. ... 333-6889
Aquatic Biol Sect., 111. N.H.S.
271 NRB; 202 S. Cottage Grove 367-5601
BROWNFIELD, Sherry Lee, Typing Clerk II 333-0783
Acctg. Dlv. Bus. Ofc, 279 Adm. Bldg.
1214 W. Park, U 367-5568
* BROWN, D. Alexander, M.S 333-2416
Prof, of Lib. Adm., Agr. Librn. , 22 6 MH
205 W. Pennsylvania, U 367-7143
BROWN, (Mrs.) Anne Mayhew, Ph.D., Asst. Prof...
Econ., 144 Commerce West
215 Hessel Blvd. 352-7336
* BROWN, Audrey Waddell, Janitor, IU 333-3685
165 IU (E)
Wilson Trailer Park, Lot 17, U 3 67-0332
BROWN, Bruce Larry, M.D., Assoc. Prof. .. 333-2831
Health Sci. , Head Dlv. of Clinical Med.
2 83 Health Serv.
2012 S. Anderson, U 367-3271
* BROWN, Bruce Stilwell, Asst., 37 Physics... 333-4136
1408 N. McKlnley, Apt. 10 352-2016
* BROWN, Cecil May, Hostess, IUColonial Rm.333-1127
IU; 201 S. Lincoln St., U 344-3720
» BROWN, Charles Myers, Ph.D. 333-1277
Assoc Prof. Plant Breeding & Assoc. Head 333-3420
of Dept. of Agron,, 230 DH, W-201 Turner H
804 Brighton, U 367-4101
BROWN, (Mrs.) Clara M., Housekeeper 333-0377
Home Econ., 2 CDL
907 W. William 352-9111
BROWN, Clyde William, Janitor Sub-Forman. . 333-1393
Housing Div., Custodial Ofc, Gregory Dr. H
506 S. Glover, U 367-6314
BROWN, Dennis Glenn, B.A. , Asst 333-3059
bhem. &Chem. Eng., 350A NL
RR 2, U 367-8219
BROWN, Daniel Mason, Ph.D., Asst. Prof. .. 333-6954
Civil Eng., 3103 CEB
1809 Cypress Drive 352-4054
*+BROWN, David Smith, B.S, Res. Asst. ..... 333-0486
Soil Chem. , Agron. , W-52 1 Turner H
1970-c Orchard Street, U 344-4725
* BROWN, Edward Henry Jr. , Ph.D 333-4944
Asst. Prof., Zool., 439 Morrill H
1719 Georgetown Drive 352-12S1
* BROWN, Elbert, Janitor, PP Dept. , PPSB .....
1202 E. Penn., U 367-6145
BROWN, Eleanor Clayton, M.A., Tchr. Asst. .333-6231
French, 304 HH
309 W. Springfield, Apt. 3
BROWN, Elgese Virginia, M.A. , Asst. ......333-4841
El. Educ, FAB
909 S. 5th, #405 432-4709
* BROWN, Elizabeth, Chief Clerk, Grad. Coll. 333-0033
321 Adm., 312 W. Washington 367-6981
BROWN, Esther Louise, Ph.D., Asst. Prof... 333-1659
Nutr. , Home Econ. ; 343 Bevier Hall
BROWN, Eugene Francis, MSME, Asst 333-1136
Mech. Eng., 23 MEB
1010 W. Green St. (199), U 332-2456
+BROWN, Eugene Herbert, Civil Eng. Tech. ...356-3787
Soil Conservation Serv., U.S. Dept. of Agr.
Watershed Planning Party, Federal Bldg.
RR3, U 367-6964
* BROWN, Fred William, Janitor Foreman, IU ...344-1330
165 IU (E); 5 Golfview, S
* BROWN, Frederick Calvin, Ph.D., Prof. ... 333-3362
Physics, 303 Physics Bldg.
1014 W. Clark 356-7320
BROWN, Geoffrey Peter, B.A., Resid. Asst. 333-4275
Gamer Hall, Dean of Stud., Housing Div.
Gamer Counseling Ofc.
380 Gamer Hall 332-0832
* BROWN, Gary Allan, Acctg. Clerk in ....;.. 333-4909
PP Dept., PPSB
1714 Park Haven Drive 356-8058
* BROWN, Gavin, Ph.D., Visit. Asst. Prof. .. 333-3971
Math., 242 IH; 605 4th St.
* BROWN, Harold Wayne, M.S., Grad. Res. 333-1247
Asst., Animal Sci., Dept., 323 MH
1009 Belalr Drive, Rantoul 892-2571
* BROWN, James Elmen, Ed. M 333-1402
Asst. Football Coach, Ath. Assn.
123 Assembly Hall
1513 Scottsdale Drive 359-3683
BROWN, Joan Elizabeth, M.S., Instr 333-2620
Music, String Annex 102
1003 1/2 E. McHenry, U 365-20 63
* BROWN, John W. , Janitor , PP Dept., PPSB
208 N. Chase St., Montlcello
* BROWN, John Wesley, Ph.D., Asst. Prof. ...333-1671
Math., 227 IH
409 N. 3rd, St. Joseph 469-7660




IU, 174 IU; 911 S. Lynn, U 367-4917
* BROWN, Lavalla Hope, Main, Housing Dlv
302 E. 9th, Gibson City 784-5508
* BROWN, Linda Kay, Clerk-Stenog. HI ...... 333-2664
Coop. Ext. Serv., 118 MH
2702 Carrelton Drive 356-8655
* BROWN, Norman Banker, M.S 333-4164
Serials Acquis. Librn. , Lib., 220s Llbr.
1612 Sangamon Drive 359-2460
* BROWN, Pembroke H. , Ph.D., Prof, of Econ.,
Emeritus; 1104 W. Daniel 352-8521
* BROWN, Richard Edward, Ph.D 333-0123
Prof, of Nutr. , Dairy Sci., 315 ASL
1604 S. Grove, U 367-7188
* BROWN, Richard Maurice, Ph.D 333-0074
Res. Prof., Depts. of Physics, EE, CSL
435 Physics Bldg.
2104 S. Vine, U 367-4777
* BROWN, Robert, B.S.P.E. 333-3400
Frshmn. Bskball Coach. 123 Assembly Hall
BROWN, Robert Crlchton, B.S., Instr 822-5237
Inst, of Aviation, Airport
703 E. Colorado, Apt. 208, U 3 67-1492
BROWN, Robert Jesua, Janitor, PP Dept. PPSB....
408 E. Healey St. 352-8465
* BROWN, O. Robert Jr., M.A., Asst 333-0150
Curriculum Lab. , 12 10 W. Springfield
706 W. Stoughton, U 367-6989
* BROWN, Roger Keith, Ph.D., Asst. Prof. In ....
Secon. & Cont. Educ, assigned under A.I. D.
Projects as Advisor-Teacher in Sci. Educ,
NJala Univ. Coll, Njala, Sierra Leone, Africa,
until January 1968.
* BROWN, Rosemary Lavem, Typing Clerk II ...333-1053
PP Dept. , PPSB
804 Brighton Drive, U 367-4101
* BROWN, Roy H. , Grounds Foreman, PP Dept. ....
PPSB; 111 W. Stange 356-5052
* BROWN, Russell Earl, Storekeeper IH ...... 333-3104
Chem. & Chem. Eng., 22 NL
1414 S. Western Ave. 356-6253
* BROWN, SherlynAnn. Bkkpng Mach. Opr. II.. 333-3952
IU, 165 IU; 503 M^chell Ct. 356-1482
BROWN, Terry, A. B., Head Resid., 333-4643
Townsend Hall, Dean of Students, Housing
Div. , Townsend Counseling Ofc.
U.R.H. 103 Townsend Hall, U 332-3986
* BROWN, Theodore Lawrence, Ph.D. ........ 333-0296
Prof, of Chem., Chem. & Chem. Eng., 456 NL
1511 Alma Drive 356-6152
* BROWN, Walter V., M.S 525-7813
Ext. Spec, Div. of Univ. Ext.
512 lies Park, Springfield
20 Forest Ridge, Springfield 529-2140
+BROWN, William Albert, B.S. , Adm. Asst. ..356-3786
USDA Soil Conservation Serv. , 200 W. Church
1727 Lincoln Rd. 352-2289
,
BROWNE, Dallas, BA, Teach Asst. Anthrop. ..333-1854
Apt. 13; 400 Briar Ln., C
* BROWNING, David Royal, AM, Assoc. Agron. 453-2496
Res.; 161c Agr. Bldg., Carbondale
1002 West Walkup, Carbondale 457-3089
* BROWNING, Dorothy Marie, Clerk Typist II, . 333-0714
1 Student Serv. Bldg.
16111/2 N. Market, C 359-2357
BROWNING, George Douglas, BS, Resld. ... 333-4482
Asst., Hopkins Hall, Dean of Students, Hous. Div.
230 Hopkins Hall, C 332-1210
* BROWNFIELD, Richard Lee, Worker, S/M PP Dept.
PPSB; 1502 Washington St.,
C
352-4943
* BRUCE, Frank Neely, BM, MM, Instr. Music
307 Stiven House
1412 Rose Dr., C 359-2230
41
«+BRUCE, Willis Nels, PHD, Prof, of Agr. Ento 333-6825
Sect, of Econ. Entom., State NH Surv., 167 NRB
909 W. William, C 352-2970
BRUCKER, Jeanette Margaret, BS, Asst. Ext.. 584-2908
Adv., HE, Kane County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
P.O. Box 589, St. Charles, Fairgrounds, Randall Rd
1000 Geneva Rd, Apt 13C, St. Ch 584-2485
* BRUCKNER, Ruth Frances, Clerk-Steno III 333-1631
Zoology, 202a Vivarium
1412 W. Univ. Ave, C 352-5470
* BRUCKNER, Walter Herbert, AB, BS, Chem... 333-0348
Prof of Met. Engr, Min. Met., & Pet. Engr.




605 Bloomlngton Rd, C
* BRUMFIELD, Mildred B., Secy. Acctg 333-0857
360b Commerce West
810 W. Columbia Ave, C 356-4504
BRUMMET, Colin Kelly, Coll of Comm, BA ...333-4500
Dir. Com. Comp. Centr; 70 Commerce West
1205 1/2 W. Main Apt. 2-D, U 367-2136
* BRUMMET, Lyle Seaney, Carp. PPDept., PPSB
712 E. Ethel St., St. Joseph 469-7262
* BRUNER, Edward M., PHD, MA,BA, Prof. &. . 333-2767
Head of Anthrop. Dept., 109 E. DH
2022 Cureion Dr., U 367-0959
* BRUNERv'Elaine Carol, BS, Sp. Ed., Sepc. in. 333-4894
"EdT; 224 Colonel Wolfe School
2022 Cureton Dr., U 367-0959
* BRUN, Herbert, Asst. Prof. School of Music . .333-1536
303 Stiven House
1209 W. Univ., C 352-3059
BRUNK, Arthur J., Tab. Mach. Op., Stat. Serv. Unit
54 Adm. Bldg. 333-4817
112 W. Vermont, U 367-3495
BRUNK, Charles Lee, BA, MA, Teach. Asst. .333-6430
in Classics; 306 Harker Hall
53 , Green St., C 356-1745
BRUNO, Walter, BS, BS, Res. Asst. Scott 333-4274
Hall, Dean of Students Hous. Dlv. 128 Scott
Counseling Off.
URH 180 Scott Hall, C 332-1428
* BRUNING, Anne West, Clerk-Steno III, Dept. 333-6159
of Comp. Sci.; 287 Digital Comp. Lab.
264 South Dewey St., U 367-0074
* BRUNING, John Henry, BS, MS, Res. Asst.EE 333-1200
439 EEB
264 S. Dewey St., U 367-0074
* BRUNS, Nina Brown, MA, Ext. Adv., HE 442-1540
Vermilion Co., Coop. Ext. Serv. 3803 N. Verm. St.
Danville; 1115 N. Grant, Danville 446-3393
* BRUNS, Paul Bernard, Rte. Helper, Purch. ...333-1653
CRS; 1408 Briarwood Dr., C 352-6195
* BRUSH, Roy, Farm Lab. , Dixon Springs Agr . . 949-2101
Center, Simpson; Glendale 949-3631
* BRUSSEL, Morton Kremen, PHD, Assoc. Prof. 333-1556
Physics; 133 Physics Bldg.
2003 George Huff Dr. , U 367-5001
* BRYAN, Harold S., DVM, Assd. under AID as
Adv. Vet. Med., Jawaharial Nehru Agr. Univ.
Jabalpur, MP, India, Unt. April 1968
* BRYAN, John Wilson, Water Sta. Op., PPSB
2301 Campbell Dr., C 356-7133
* BRYAN, Karen Kay, Clerk-Steno III, Off. of.. 333-0050
Stud. Pers. & Dean of Women; 130 SSB
Box 91, Bellflower 722-3419
* BRYAN, Leslie Aulls, PHD, LLB, Dir., Instu. 333-2411
of Avl., Prof, of Mgmt; 318 Engr. Hall
1016 W. John St., C 356-1025
* BRYDEN, Norman Eugene, Fum. Rep.; PPSB
2407 Arden Dr., C 356-2379
BRYAN, Peggy Lynn, Acctg. Clerk II, Chem. . 333-1239
and Chem. Engr.; 105 Noyes Lab.
509 E. Stoughton, C 352-0704
* BRYAN, William Royal, PHD, Asst. Prof. of.. 333-2339
Fin.; Dept. of Fin., 321 David Klnley Hall
1202 Eliot Dr., U 367-5106
* BRYANT, James Wesley, Sr. Lab. Mech 333-3515
TAM, 319 Talton Lab.
817 W. Vine 356-2371
* BRYANT, Marvin Pierce, BS, MS, PHD 333-2090
Prof, of Bact.; Dept. of Dairy Sci, 456 ASL
1003 So. Orchard St., U 344-6895
* BRYANT, Ruth, Chief Clerk, Acctg. Dlv. , Bus. 333-0785
Office, 247 Adm. W. /
23 LeichnerDr. , C 352-8527
* BRYANT, Sandra Sue, Clerk-Steno III, Illlni U 333-3665
284 Illini Union
106 E. Douglas, St. Joseph / 469-7496
* BUBENZER, Gary Dean, MS, Instr. Agri. Engr 333-4970;
204 Agr. Engr.
1003 E. Florida, U 367-8945
BUCHANAN, Cheryl Lynne, Clerk-Steno II, . . 333-0931
College of Law, 209A Coll. of Law
201 McGee Rd, U
* BUCHANAN, Dorothy, Clerk-Typist III, Univ. 333-0950
of 111. Press; 102 UP
1513 Holiday Park Dr. , C 352-8249
* BUCHANAN, Keith Errrnerson, Painter, PPSB
Box26,DeWitt 935-2768
* BUCHANAN, Robert Murray, BS, Arch.Supt... 333-1695
PP, 605 E. Green
102 W. G. Huff Dr., U 344-6570
* BUCHERT, Nancy Carol, County Ext. Secy, 5421
Stark County, Coop. Ext. Serv. 302 S. Downend St.
Toulon; 312 E. Commercial St.
P. O. Box 271, Toulon 7074
BUCHOLTZ,HerbertF,BS, Res. Asst., Dairy. .. 333-0203
Sci. Dept.; 225 An. Sci. Lab.
1723 Valley Rd., C 356-3074
* BUCHOLZ, Eugene Kenneth, BS, MS, Asst... 333-0475
Mech. Engr.; 128 MEB
1617 Williamsburg Dr, C 359-3890
*+BUCK, David Homer, PHD, Assoc. Aguatic .. 245-3817
Biol. ; State Nat. Hist. Surv., Sam A. Parr
Fisheries Res. Lab; Rt. 1 Kinmundy
524 N. Bdwy, Salem 548-1840
* BUCKINGHAM, Myrlin Franklin, Park Foreman 333-3287
Robert Alietton Park
RR II, Montlcello 762-3308
BUCKLES - CABALLES
*tBUCKLES, Clinton A., Athletic Asst. , Supt. of.
Golf Course Malnt.; 113 Assembly Hall
RR 2, C 822-5411
* BUCKLEY, Evelyn Marie, Chief Clerk, Off. of 333-0050
Stud. Pers. & Dean of Women, 130 SSB
RR 1, White Heath 687-5370
BUCKNALL, Barbara Jane, BA, MA, PHD, Asst 333-4729
Prof. French; Lincoln Hall 181
909 W. Oregon, U 344-6523
BUCKNER, John L. , Techn. Asst., Dept. of.. 333-2568
Mlcrob.; Nat. Scl.; 233 Burrlll Hall
608 Richard Ln, C 356-5768
BUCKNER, Roy Bernard, BS, Teach. Asst. ... 333-4303
Civil Engr. , 213 Woodshop
1 Salem Dr., U 367-9564
BUDNIK, Paul Peter, BS, Res. Asst. Comp.. .. 333-6711
Scl;, 114 DCL
510 S. First, Apt. 6, C 356-6968
* BUDDEMEIR, Wilbur Dahl, PHD, Prof of Farm 333-1821
Mgm., Dept. of Agr. Econ., assd. under AID.
Projects as Adm. Adv. & Chief of Party, Jawaharlal
Nehru Agr. Univ., Jabalpur, MP India until Jan. 1968
311 Mumford Hall
1108 So. Busey, U 344-6582
* BUDNOVICH, Donald William, Linotype Op. . 333-3934
Prtg. Dlv., UP; 234 UPB
1018 1/2 Crescent Dr., C 352-2097
* BUEHLER, Dan Yeates, Supv. of Inf., Off of. . 333-1230
Space Utilization; 239 Davenport House
703 Jackson, Montlcello 762-2687
* BUEHLER, Maxine Tunnell, Clerk Typist III, . .333-3023
Bureau of Ed. Res., 288 Ed. Bldg.
703 Jackson, Montlcello 762-2687
* BUENTTNG, Robert Henry, Carpenter, PPSB
513 S. Park, Gifford 568-3206
* BUENTING, Vemon George, Const. Laborer, PPSB ,
110 West Center 568-2088
BUERGO, Jose, BA, MA, Asst. Span, Ital
and Portug.; 220 Lincoln Hall
806 S. 3rd St., C 344-3817
BUESCHER, Lois I., Secy, UP, 100 UP...... 333-0950
1617 S. Mattis, C 356-3438
* BUETOW, Dennis Edward, PHD, Assoc. Prof. 333-1069
Physiology & Biophysics, 449 Burrlll Hall
2 Eton Court', C 352-6383
* BUFFA, Anthony John Jr., BS, MS, Res. Asst. 333-2200
Physics, 104 NRL
Apt. 228, 502 W. Main St., U 367-9031
* BUFFINGTON, Robert E., MT, Supv. Clin. .. 333-3116
Lab. Tech., Coll. of Vet. Med.; 30 Vet. Med.
509 W. Healey, C 356-5069
BUFORD,( Mrs.) Sally Kemp Dawson, Typing. . .333-0303
Clerk III, Admissions and Records, 100 Adm. Bldg.
306 So. Elm St., St. Joseph 469-7552
* BUHLE, Merlyn Boyd, MS, Geol., State Geol. 344-1481
Surv.; 433 Nat. Res.
Parkhill Mobile Estates, Mahomet
* BUHR, Arlene Lois , Secy, Coll of Ed 333-0961
110 Ed. Bldg.
804 S. Webber St. , U 367-5005
BUHR, Rosalyn Marie, Clerk-Typist III 333-2624
215 Animal Scl. Lab.
Royal 583-4345
BUKOWSKI, Richard Stanley, BS, AM, Teach . 333-2859
Asst;, Math.; 326 Altgeld Hall
909 S. First St., C
* BULINSKI, Raymond James BA, Sen. Arch., 333-1690
Campus Arch. Off., PP Dept. , 605 E. Green St.,
Champaign
1820 Parkdale Dr, C 356-0194
* BULKLEY, W. Freeman, BS F, Asso. Ext 333-2778
Forester-Forestry Dept. , 211 B Mumford Hall
1217 W. Healey, C 352-8027
BULL, Mary Lois, BS, BS, AM, Library, Pers.
Librarian, Asso. Prof., Emerita
604 West Nevada St. , U 344-6021
BULL, Thomas Eyvlnd, BS, Chem. and Chem. . 333-4980
Engr., Asst.; 40 EC
212 W. White, C 356-5153
BULL, Sleeter, MS, Prof. Emer., An. Sci.
_ __
706 W. Mich., U 344-5380
BULLOCK, Barbara Marie, BA, MS, Asst. Ref. 333-2290
Llbr., 200 Library
1709 W. John, C 352-6616
* BUNDY, Warren Wayne, BS, Ext. Adv., Agr. 656-7200
Madison County Coop. Ext. Serv. , 900 Hillsboro




BUNSHAFT, Gillian Anne, BA, Biol., Grad 333-4644
Asst., Off. of Stud. Persn. & Dean of Women
Wardall Hall Counseling Office
1010 W. Illinois 332-4346
* BUNTING, Kenneth, Carpenter, PPSB
516 N. Gilbert St., Danville 446-1279
* BUNTING, Paul Jacob, U of I Emp. Cred. Un. 333-0590
512 S. 3rd St., C
RR 1, Box 162, Tolono 485-5100
* BUNTING, Shelbyjean, Clerk-Typist II, 333-3141
Assembly Hall
RR 1, Tolono 485-5100
* BUNTON, Gerald F., Janitor, Housing Dlv.
903 S. Spruce, Villa Grove
* BURACKER, Lucille A., Clerk-Typist I, Off... 333-1690
of Campus Arch., PP, 605 E. Green
2002 Weaver Dr., U. 367-2243
.
BWRANABAUPOTE, Jantornvelva, BA, Grad Res 333-1547
Asst. Inst, of Communications Res.; 224, 1207
West Oregon
1010 West Green St., Rm0290,U 332-2485
* BURCH, Richard D., BS, Ind. Engr. , Asst. . . 333-3680
Security Off. , Off of Security, 331 SSB
2016 Vermont Ave, U 365-2905
.* BURDICK, Charles Albert, AB, MS, Cataloger 333-3399
246 Library
1902 Country Squire Dr., U 365-1259
* BURDEN, Larry Lucky, BA, MA, Asst., Dept. 333-2155
of Ed. Adm. &Supv., 320Educ.
1508 Westfleld, C 356-2019
BURGER, Ambrose William, BS, MS, PHD, ...333-4254
Prof, of Crop Prod, Agron.; N-115 Turner Hall
1713 Mayfair Rd., C 356-5695
BURGER, Edward Daniel, BS, Chem. & Chem. 333-3640
Engr., Asst., 195 E. Chem. Bldg.
512 E. Stoughton, Apt. 311, C 359-3004
BURGIN, Delmar Eugene, BS, Coll of Educ.
.
. 333-0961
Lab. Prog. Adm. Asst., HOd, Educ. Bldg.
117 E. Lafayette, Montlcello 762-7632
BURKE, Aaron Ronald, AB, Asst. Chem.
and Chem. Engr.; 350 G, Moyes Lab
1108 W. Nevada, U 344-0924
BURKE, Catherine Agnes, Clerk III, PPSB, Retired
505 W. Washington St., C 352-2284
BURKE, Roy Francis, Op. Crane Engr. , PPSB
TT 1, Oakwood 354-4403
BURKE, (Mrs.) Vera Kuebler, Secy to Wm. H. . 333-1087
Rice, Legislative Relations, Pres. Off.
136 Davenport House
35 Carriage Estates, U, RR 3 367-0396
BURKHEAD, Clyde Andrew, BS, Lab. Prog. Adm333-1374
Asst., Materials Res. Lab.; 264 MRL
5 Lexington Rd, U
BURKHEAD, Jean M., AB, Broadcast Engr. ... 333-0850
Radio Station, 235 Gregory Hall
1806 Diana Ln, C 356-1632
BURKHOLDER, Donald Lyman, BA, MS, PHD 333-2470
Prof, of Math., Dept. of Math., 309 Altgeld
506 W. Oregon, U 367-0724
BURKSTRAND, James Michael, BS-RPI, Asst. .333-4136
Physics; 37 PB
1803 B, Orchard PI, U 344-2249
BURLEY, Frederick William , BA, Asst. Zool. . 333-2163
671, Morrill Hall
905 W. Washington, C 359-4727
BURNHAM, LaVeme Marie, BS, Compu 333-3841
Prog. I, SSU, 54 Adm.
1108 W. Springfield, U 344-1743
BURNETT, Evelyn, Clerk-Steno III, Civil 333-6904
Engr., 3129 CEB
1310 Ellis U 367-8215
BURNETT, Jacqultta Hill, BA, MA, PHD, 333-4685
Sec. & Cont. Educ, Bureau of Educ. Res.
Asst. Prof, of International Educ; 284D Educ. Bldg.
1210 West John St. , C 356-6292
BURNETT, Joe Ray, BA, MA, PHD, Prof 333-2446
of Phil, of Educ; 366 Educ
1210 W. John St., C 356-6292
BURNETT, John Russell, Janitor, Housing Dlv.
Bondvllle 863-5265
BURNETT, R. Will, PHD, Sec & Cont. Educ 333-0227
Prof, of Sec. & Cont. Educ & Chairman of
Dept. of Sec. & Cont. Educ; 395 Educ
621 HesselBlvd, C 359-1441
BURNS,James Joseph, Printer, mini Pub. Co. 333-3736
1014 South Vine St. , U 365-2854
BURNS, Jay Robert, BS, Asst. Physics 333-4136
37 PB
1010 Green St., C 332-2324
BURNS
, John Mattnew , BS , Chem . & Chem
Engr Asst; 306-F, NL
212 Gregory Ave, Apt. 301, C 356-6026
BURNS, June, County Ext. Secy, Cook Co. .. 253-6460
Coop. Ext. Serv., 201 N Dunton Ave, P.O. Box 414
Arlington, Heights
835 Vera Ln, Wheeling 537-4223
BURNS, (Mrs.) Kathryn Van Aken, MA, Prof.
HE, Emerita and State Leader HE Ext. '
HE Dept.
1108 S. Busey, U 344-6550
BURNS, Kenneth, PHD, Assoc Prof 333-2343
of Speech, and of Sec. & Cont. Educ;
Counselor, Counc on Teach. Educ;127 Lincoln Hall
1505 W. Church, C 352-6188
BURNS, Ortus Velma, BS, Ext. Adv., HE 993-3304
Williamson Co., Coop. Ext. Serv., 309 N.
Madison, Marion
1425 Julianne Dr., Marlon 993-5381
BURNS, Thomas Scott, BA, Physio. & Blophy.
Res. Asst., 529 Burrlll Hall
211 W. Illinois St., U 367-9501
BURNSMIER, Helen Darlene, Kit. Help 333-0700
165 Illinl Union (E)
Box 79, Murdock 837-2532
BURSCH ,William G., MS, Agri. Econ 333-4244
Econ. Res. Serv., USDA, Bolla.,Coll. of Agri.
455 Bevier Hall
1407 1/2 W. Park Ave, C 356-9568
BURR, JohnGarrie, Res. Engr. Asst 333-3004
Coord. Scl. Lab., 129 CSL
509 N. McKinley, C 352-0172
BURRELL, Carolyn Grace, BS, Staff Asst 333-6678
Off. of Vice-Chand
.
; 112 Eng. Bldg.
1805 1/2 Lynwood Dr., C 359-1572
BURRELL, John, FA, Vist. Stage Dir 333-6720
and Lecturer, dept. of Theatre, 214 Armory
605 Ridgeway, C 352-4388
BURROWS, Elva M., Secy, Coll. of Engr.... 333-3528
101 Engr. Hall
18 Montclalr Rd, U .344-5983
BURT, Ethel Patzig, Clerk-Steno III 333-3800
Flremanship Tmg. Dlv. of Univ. Ext. 103 Illlni Hall
608 S. Race St., U 367-7273
BURT, James Vinton, MA, Res. Asst. , Physics 333-2794
128 Physics Bldg.
315 S. State, C 359-4895
BURTEN, Lowell D., Electrician, PPSB
RR 1, Dewitt 935-2917
'.BURTNESS, Roger William, BS, BA, MS, PHD. . 333-4461
Asst. Prof. EE, 339 EE Bldg.
2113 Zuppke Dr., U 367-5149
BURTON, Diane, AB, MA, Res. Asst., 333-0065
Dept. of Mlcrob., 329 Burrlll Hall
910 1/2 W. Stoughton, U 367-7285
BURTON, James Joseph, PHD, Res. Asso 333-0190
Physics, 290 D, MRL
910 1/2 Stoughton, U 367-7285
BURTON, John Hudson III., AA, Sgt. Ma) 333-1927
USAF, Air Force Aerospace Studies, 222 Armory Bldg.
2404 Hathaway Dr., C 352-0798
42
* BURTON, Linda Bartolt, Library Clerk II 333-1997
12 Library, Serials
212 No. McCullough, Apt. 2, U 365-1098
* BURTON, Lowell David, Elec PPSB
RR 1, Dewitt 935-2917
BURTON, OpalAileen, Clerk I, Off of 333-3980'
Agri. Pub., 51 Mumford Hall
Homer, 896 Zaoi
* BURTON, Shirley Faye, Clerk Typist II 333-4916
Physical Plant Dept., PPSB
2704 W. Daniel St., C 359-3748





Gallatin Co., Coop. Ext. Serv. , Box 487,'RIdgway
Box 282, Bjuality 275-4375
* BURWELL, John Henry, Carp. PPSB
Box 562, Tolono 485-7370
* BURWELL, Jess Lumis, Const. Laborer, PPSB
RR 3, U 367-7886
* BURWELL, William Ardle, Fireman, PPSB
707 Wo. Webber, U 367-2207
* BUSBOOM, Norman D., Elec Engr 333-4157
Electronic Tech I, 202 Aero. Lab.
403 N. Carson, C 359-1583
*-*BUSCH, Marion B., BS, Stat. Clerk 333-4968
* State Water Surv., 62A Water Resources
1218 W. Daniel, C 352-2932
*4BUSCH, Willis Lowell, AB, Asst. Min. Econ..344-1481
State Geol. Surv., 200 NRB
1218 W. Daniel, C 352-2932
*+BUSCHBACH, Thomas Charles, PHD, Geol.. . .344-1481
State Geol. Serv., 268 NRB
604 Park Ln, Dr., C 356-3667
BUSEY, (Mrs.) Jane Engel, BS, 344-1481
Asst. Tech. Ed., State Geol. Surv., 117 NRB
2105 S. Boudreau, U 344-6539
* BUSEY, John Herschel, Police Sgt., PPSB
RR 1, C 863-5241
* BUSEY, Royal M., Driver, PP Dept
PPSB; 923 N. Llnvlew, U 367-4422
BUSHONG, Nancy Jo, Card Punch Op. 1 333-482
Stat. Serv. Un., 54 Adm. Bldg.
507 W. Main, U 367-5649
* BUSHOUST, William J.,Elec Tech. II 333-491
Civ. Eng., Dynamics Lab
34 Lange Ave, Savoy 822-5428
* BUSS, William Robert, BA, Asst. PE for Men
907 W. Stoughton, Apt. 204, U
BUSSMAN, Charles Bernard, Nurseryman 333-0876
Botany Annex, 1209 W. Springfield, U
1003 So. Westlawn, C 352-8729
* BUTLER, Beverly Jack, BS, MS, Asst. Prof 333-3119
Agri. Engr., 108 Agri. Engr.
204 W. Michigan Ave, U 367-3140
* BUTLER, Earnest, Illlni Union, Food Serv Area333-0700
Supervisor, 165 Illlni Union; 1205 N 6th, C
352-9524
* BUTLER, Ethel E., Maid, Housing Div
919 N. Fourth St., C 356-5307
* BUTLER. Gibbon., PHD, Assoc Dean
Coll. LA'S, Emeritus & Asst. Prof. Eng.
118 W. Iowa, U 367-2632
* BUTLER, Harold Stanley, BS, Asst. Ill, 333-1277
Nat. Sci. Lab, Agron.; 230 Davenport Hall
2309 Rainbow View 367-0204
* BUTLER, Jackie Dean, PHD, Asst. Prof 333-2123
of Turf Ext., Hort; 202 Floriculture
2305 Rodney, C 352-7466
* BUTLER, John Leonard, Steam Distr. Op
PPSB; RR 1, Tolona 485-4730
* BUTLER, Marilyn Ann, Secy, Gen. Engr 333-0726'
214 Transportation
1416 Briarwood, C 352-0138
* BUTLER, Richard D., Mech. Supt., Illlni Pub 333-3730
Co., 22 Illlni HalL St. Joseph
BUTLER, Sarah Lathrop, BA, Grad. Asst 333-0262
Off . of Stud . Persn
.
, Dean of Women
Lundgren 307; 1215 So. 4th, C 332-0262
* BUTLER, William A., PHD, Visitor, Physics 333-1518
290X MRL; 811 W. Springfield, U 367-2480
* BUTSCH, Joseph Morris , Elec. PP
PPSB; 1502 Williamsburg, C 332-6071
BUTTERFIELD, Bruce A., BA, MA, Asst. Eng. . 333-2508
705 W. Nevada St., U 344-5275
* BUTTERWORTH, Douglas Stanley, BA,MA 333-6560"
Inst. , Anthropology; 137h Davenport Hall
904 Sunnycrest Dr., U 367-6802
BUTTON, Patricia, Alice, BS, Res. Asst 333-3020'
Bureau of Comm. Planning, 1202 W. Calif.
1106 S. Euclid, Apt. 103, C 359-4872
+BUTTS, Thomas Allen, BS, MS, Asst. Hydro. 674-5725
State Water Surv. , Ft. of McArthor, Peoria
930 NE Glen Oak Ave ., Peoria 676-3297
* BUTTURFF, Douglas Rollo, BA, MA, Asst. Eng 333-6854
123 Eng. Bldg.
809 W. Nevada, U 344-4561
BYERS, Donna Kay, Lab Helper, Zoology 333-4971
544 Morrill Hall
514 W. Alabama, C 359-2571
* BYERS, John Harkness, PHD, Asst. Prof 333-0466
Dairy Sci; 358 An. Scl. Lab.
509 W. Pe'nn. Ave. U 367-2273
* BYERS, Larry Lee, Elec Tech II 333-1903
Dept. Comp. Sci, 217 DCS
1409 Aztec Dr., C 359-4435
BYRD, William John, BS, Teach.Asst 333-4498
Geol., Ctr. Rm.2nd Fl.,6 1116 W. 111.
Apt. 3, 57 W. John St.,
C
332-2874
* BYRNSEOE, Ronald Lee, BM, MM, Music
Asst., 202 Theory Annex
905 W. Stoughton, U 367-6926
CABALLES, Elma Zagulrre, BS, Asst, Dept of
Chem & Chem Eng, 19aNoyes Lab; Rm 462 Daniels
Hall; 1010 W Green, U 332-2531
CABAYAN, Hralr Sarkis, BE, ElocEng, Tchr . .333-4342
Asst, 330-A EE Bldg; 1010 W Green #216, U
332-2171
i CABRERA, Edelberto Jose', BS, Asst Zoology. . 333-6257
505 S Goodwin; 2015-B Orchard Downs, U 344-0723
i CABRERA, Lourdes Elena, Clerk-Typist in . . . 333-6310
Elec Eng, 312 EERL; 2015-B Orchard St, U 344-0723
CACIOPPO, Catherine Cecilia, Clerk-Stenog. 333-1922
in. Board of Trustees' Ofc, 354 Adm Bldg; 210 E
Bradley Ave, C 352-9071
' CACIOPPO, Hazel Cecelia, Clerk-Typist II ..333-2348
Catalog Dept, Lib, 246 Library, 908 W White St, C
352-3613
» CACIOPPO, John Andrew, Inspector, Housing 333-3454
Div, Busey Residence Hall, Rm 149; 908 W White St
C 352-3613
i CADE, Edward Watson, MA, Instr, Gen 333-4654
Studies, 124 Altgeld Hall; 703 W Nevada, 344-6769
' CADE, Herbert Quentin, Plumber PP, PPSB ;..
403 Sangamon St, Mahomet 586-2052
'+CADY, Gilbert Haven, PhD, Sr Geol & Head. .344-1481
of Coal Section, State Geol Survey, Emeritus
316 NRB; 504 W Oregon, U 367-4754
CAGE, John, Res Prof, Cntr for Advanced 333-2588
Studies, 305 Stiven House; 401 Edgebrook Dr 303
C 352-5961
' CAGLE, Kermit A, Janitor, PP, PPSB
606 E Lincoln, St Joseph, 469-4066
CAGLE, Nancy, Typing Clerk III, Agr Econ... 333-1825
435 Mumford Hall; RR, Foosland 897-8657
CAHILL, Michael E; BS; MA; Grad Student 333-2316
Astronomy; 10 Observatory; 1108 South
Lincoln, U 344-1122.
' CAHILL, Rotraut Caroline, BA , Tchr Asst 333-1 ls3
Math, I H J14; 1108 S Lincoln Apt A, U 344-1122
+CAHILL, William Daniel Jr, Apprentice Printer333-3730
Illini Publishing Co, 620 E John; RR 2 Monticello
762-9500
» CAHN, Julius Hofeller, PhD, Assoc Prof, EE. 333-0975
Physics, 129 GEL; 307 W Indiana, U 367-3664
' CAIN, Gary Edward, Janitor, PP, PPSB
' Illinois 2415 E, U 367-3673
CAIN, John Raymond, Med, Staff Assoc ..... 333-6600
Central Ofc on the Use of Space, 226 Illini Tower,
409 E Chalmers; 1804 McDonald Dr, C 359-3655
1 CAIRNS, Stewart Scott, PhD, Prof, Math 333-1468
Altgeld Hall 357; 607 W.Michigan Ave, U 344-4829
* CALARCO, John Richard, MS, Res Asst 333-3190
Physics, PRL; 309 Glenn Dr, U 367-7362
> CALDER, Quentin A, Fleldman, Agron 333-2965
Agron S Farm Seed House, RR 3, U344-1489
' CALDWELL, James Judson, Steam Distribution
Operator, PP; 1306 Briarcliff, U 367-3478
» CALHOUN, James Frank, AB, BD, Res Asst. . 333-2261
Psych, Rm 127, 1207 W Oregon; 2020-D Orchard, U
344-1221
> CALDWELL, Donald Graham, MA, Asst 333-0635
Coral Music, 106 Stiuen House; 811 W Main St, U
367-4288
+CALKINS, Meredith, Geologic Draftsman
State Geol Survey, Retired; 1505 Delmont Court, U
367-4328
CALISLAR, Tayyip, DVM Docent, Instr 333-2417
Vet Biol Structure, Anatomy & Histology, 314 Vet
Med; 212 E Gregory 201, C 359-2685
CALL, William Anson, MA , Grad Asst, Music
Theory Annex 200; 1S02 W Columbia, C
* CALLAHAN, Chester M, Janitor, PP, PPSB
107 N Willow, Ogden
* CALLAHAN, Joseph'Patrick, MS, Res Assoc. .333-6416
103 Talbot Lab, 2418 E Illinois, U 367-9698
CALLEN, John B, BS, Asst, Chem & Chem Eng
19a Noyes Lab, Chem; 408 E Stoughton St 3a, C
356-0867
CALLOWAY, Karen Elaine, BS, Ajsst, Elem, . .333-6513
Educ, Rm 314, 805 W Pennsylvania; 1010 W Green St
U 332-2493
CALVERT, Carolyn Joyce, BS, Ext Advisor 632-2425
Home Ec, Menard County, Coop Ext Serv, 420 S
Seventh St, Petersburg; 222 W Jackson, Petersburg
632-2976
CALVERT, John, BA, Res Asst, Snyder Hall .. 333-4133
Dean of Students, Housing Div, 104 Snyder Counsel-
ing Ofc; URH 280 Snyder Hall, C 332-1729
CAMMACK, Trank Emerson, MA, Assoc Prof .333-4583
Finance, 442 Commerce W; 1704 W Green, C
356-5418
* CAMBRON, James T, Janitor Subforeman 333-4661
Housing Div, 71 Lincoln Ave, Res Hall; 804 N Willis
C 352-2989
* CAMERON, Edmund Simon, MS, Instr, Chem 333-4100
& Chem Eng, 7 Chem Annex, 1313 Larkspur Lane,
C 352-2815
CAMERON, Ellen Sue, Clerk-Typist III 333-0740
Educ Placement Ofc, 140 Educ; 2112 Cypress Dr, C
^56-0343
CAMERON, Stella Avis, Chief Telephone 333-0133
Operator, Housing Div, Rm 45 Clark Hall; 817
Fairview Ave, U 367-2588
CAMEY, (Mrs.) Louise M, House Dir 344-1921
Ofc of Student Personnel & Dean of Women, Detta
House; 903 W Nevada, U 344-1921
* CAMINA, Alan Robert, PhD, Visiting Asst. .. 333-6348
Prof, Math, 205 YWCA; 1206 W Stouchton, Apt 204,
U 367-4606
* CAMP, Larry Lee, BS, Asst Ext Adviser 342-5108
Agr, Knox County, Coop Ext Serv, 95 N Seminary,
Galesburg
+CAMP, Larry Ray, RS, Asst Chem, State 344-1481
Geol Surv, 364 Natural Resources; Apt 4-B, 1108 W
Nevada, U
*+CAMP, Joseph David, BS, Agr Eng, 356-5221
Hydrologlst, US Geol Surv, 605 S Neil St, C,
900 Belle Park, C 359-2906
CAMP, Mary Jane, MS, Lib, Instr, 220 Lib. . .333-1055
CAMPANINI, Susan Marie, MA, Tchr Asst .. .333-6852
French, Harker Hall, Rm 208,501 S Race St , U
365-3146
*+CAMPBELL, Alice Pauline, BA, Tchr Asst 333-6831
Secy to Chief, State NH Surv, 179 Natural Resources
Bldg; 401 W Delaware, U 344-6685
* CAMPBELL, Charles R, Natural Sci Lab Asst . 333-4761
III, Coll of Bet Med, 66 Vet Med , 2705 E High St, U
367-0344
CAMPBELL, Donald Leroy, BS, Asst, Chem
& Chem Eng, 261 Noyes Lab; 907 S 2 St, Apt 7, C
356-3903
CAMPBELL, Edith Ault, Clerk-Typist II , 333-1421
Housing Div, 420 Student Serv; 706 S Locust, C
356-2894
* CAMPBELL, Elizabeth, Clerk-Stenog III, PP.. 333-1695
704 S Sixth; 715 E Michigan, U 367-9756
* CAMPBELL, Fay, Farm Foreman, Dairy Sci
Retired, 1101 S Prairie St, C 352-2626
CAMPBELL, Gary Ralph, MS, Tchr Asst 333-3128
Physics, Rm 57 Physics Bldg; 408 W Elm, U
* CAMPBELL, Jackson J, PhD, Prof, Engl 333-0067
107d Engl Eldg; 1704 Ridge Rd, C 356-0295
* CAMPBELL, James L, MS, Asst Prof , Music
On Leave
CAMPBELL, Joe Davis, BS, Asst, Civil Eng . .333-6985
B-226 CEB, 1827 W John, C 359-4589
* CAMPBELL, L Leon, PhD, Prof of Microbiology333-1142
Head of Dept of Microbiology, 131 Burrlll -33-1737
323 Burrill Hall, 401 W Delaware, U 344-6685
CAMPBELL, Nora Elizabeth, Head Cook Illini .333-0700
Union, Main Kitchen, RR 3 Lakewood Garden, C
586-3396
* CAMPBELL, Richard Long, MS, Asst Basket-;. 333-3400
ball Coach & Instr PE, 123 Assembly Hall, 1105
Mitchum Dr, U 3B5-2535
* CAMPBELL, Ronald Lynn, BS, Tchr Asst 333-4136
Physics, 37 Physics Bldg, 906 1/2 W Nevada, U
344-1101
* CAMPBELL, Susan Kay, BS, Asst Program Dir. 333-3666
Illini Union, 288 Illini Union, 1105 W Oregon St,
Apt 7, U 344-3234
CAMPBELL, (Mrs.) Willie Lee, Nat Sci Lab.
.
.333-1968
Asst III, Horticulture, 204 Vegetable Crops, 1113 S
Second St, C 352-9030
CAMPOS, Aracely Cabigon, BSE, Asst PE 333-1614
Engl Bldg, Rm 9, 1010 W Green St Rm 0281
* CANADAY, Howard, Sheetmetal Foreman, PP
PPSB, 1213 Thomas Dr, C 356-2392
* CANADAY, Joyce Ann, Clerk-TypistHI 333-0460
Coll Agr, 101 Mumford Hali 610 W Fourth St, Homer
896-2925
* CANADAY, Richard Franklin, Purchasing A sst333-3596
Purchasing, 223 Adm Bldg, 610 W 4 St, Homer
896-2925
CANARES, PerlaHipos, MS, Res Asst 333-1526
Plant Path, 112 Horticulture Field Lab, 304 E George
Huff Dr, U 367-3174
* CANAVAN, Ernest Merle, An Caretaker, .'... 333-1445
Coll of Vet Med, Vet Res Farm, RR 2, Paxton379-3198
CANTOR, Mira T, MFA , Grad Asst, Art
160 Bush St, New York City 332-4742
* CANULL, James Richard, Policeman, PP, PPSB
807 Hawthorne, U
CAPOTOSTO, Carol Elaine, BS, Dance PE 333-2228
1262 W Gym, 307 E White St, C 359-4156
* CAPPS, Kenneth Lee, BA , Tchr Asst, Zoology
471 Morrill, 2012-D Orchard St, U 344-4984
* CAQUELIN, Howard Joseph, BS, Asst Dir 333-1303
Ofc of Foreign Student Affairs, 310 Student Serv Bldg
Lastlanding Place, Bondville 863-5211
* CARBERRY, Steve Elden; Painter; PP Dept; PPSB;
RR 8, Decatur 963-2504
* CARBONNEAU, Marvin Clarence; PhD; Asst .333-2123
Prof of Floriculture Ext; 202 Floriculture;
1710 South Prospect, C 352-0243
* CARD, Leslie Ellsworth; PhD; Prof of Animal Sci,
Emeritus; 609 West Illinois, U 344-5506
* CARDENAS, Alex; MS; Res Asst; Civil 333-6956
Eng; 3109 CEB; 1917C Orchard, U 344-0369
* CARDINAL, Robert L; MA; Res Asst; Art 333-4490
200 English & Aesthetics; 333-4491
305 W Park, U 367-0502
CAREY, Kenneth Dee; BA-LAS; Res Asst; 333-4134
Forbes Hall; Dean of Students/Housing Div;
Forbes Counseling Office;
130 Forbes Hall, C 332-0941
.* CAREY, James William; PhD; Assoc Prof of
. .
.333-0128
Jrn; Res Assoc Prof Inst of Communications
Research; Journalism; 38 Gregory Hall
209 W California, U 367-9408
43
CABAYAN - CARPENTER
* CAREY, Robert Clark; MA MS; Res Asst; 333-1450
Bureau of Educ Res; 288 Education;
902 South New Street, C 352-4951
* CARLEY, Robert Vernon; Electrician; PP Dept; PPSB;
905 Crestwood, U 367-7630
CARLIER, Robert Gene; EdM; Acting Principle 333-2870
UHS; 102 UHS; 1222 Paula Drive, C356-2493
CARLISLE, George Richard; MS; Ext Specialls1;333-0Q13
Animal Sci; 326 MH;
611 Burkwood Ct (E), U 367-4798
* CARLSTON, KennethS; MA;. Prof; Law; 333-1628
133 Law; 805 W Delaware, U 344-4342
CARLS, Glenn; BS; Asst; Rec & Park Admin;
203 Huff Gym; 408 E Stoughton, C 352-5327
* CARLSON, Ann Stuart; MA; Asst; English; 333-2633
304 English; 310 W Hill, C 356-9522
* CARLSON, Donald Earle; PhD; Asst Prof; 333-1154
TAM; 120 Talbot Lab;
2007 S Cottage Grove, U 367-2589
* CARLSON, George Noel; MA; Asst; 333-2309
Economics; 116 Commerce Annex;
29 East Healey, C 356-1055
* CARLSON, Glenda Jean; Clerk II; IU; 174 IU;. 333-1262
510 South State, C 356-3124
* CARLSON, Gordon Verner; BS; Superintendent 333-0705
of Utilities; PP Dept; PPSB;
501 S Draper, C 356-5453
* CARLSON, Harry Julius; Janitor; PP Dept;
PPSB; 2112 White, C 365-2675
* CARLSON, Jerome S; X-Ray Technician I; 333-2752
99 McKinley Hosp-Health Cntr;
.
1818 W Kirby, C 352-2977
* CARLSON, John Richard; Chief Payroll Clerk;. 333-2183
Bursar's Div, Bus Ofc; 100B Admin Building;
716 5 Orleans, Paxton 379-2415
* CARLSON, Jon Ross; MS; Res Asst; Physics;. .333-2179
B-48 MRL;
1804 W William, Apt 5, C 352-1745
+ CARLSON, Kenneth Wayne; BA; Res Asst; 344-1481
State Geological Survey; 207 NRB;
1007 S First, Apt 5, C 356-2049
* CARLSON, Lynda Tepfer; BA; Tchr Asst; 333-2781
Political Sci; 408 S Goodwin # 11;
29# Healey, C 356-1055
* CARLSON, Mary Bennett; MS; Res Asst; 333-0353
Phisiol & Vet Pharmocol; 233 College of Vet Med;
1804 W William, C 352-0745
* CARLSON, Robert David; BS; Asst; Agr Eng;. . 333-1936
228 Ag Eng Building;
510 S State, C 356-3124
CARLSON, Robert Paul; BS; Tchr Asst; Math;. .333-2056
10 IH; 909 South Fifth Room 961,0 332-4956
* CARLSON, Thomas G; Electrician; PP Dept;
PPSB; 1602 Briarcliff, U 367-0550
* CARLSON, Walter Allen; Electronics 333-2636
Technician I; TAM; 302G TL;
215 West Street, Glfford 568-2091
CARLSON, Wayne Curtis; BS; Res Asst; 333-1277
Agron; 212 Davenport Hall;
607 W Healey, Apartment 16, C None
* CARLTON, George Thomas; Plumber; PP Dept;
PPSB; 1006 E Pennsylvania, U 365-2139
*+CARLZ, Ruth lone; Clerk Typist; Soil 356-3798
Conservation Serv; 200 West Church Street,
Champaign; 611 Breen Drive, C 352-2197
* CARMER, Samuel Grant; PhD; Assoc Prof 333-0158
of Biometry; Agron; W-501b Turner Hall;
1001 Sunnycrest Drive, U 367-8628
* CARMIEN, Dean Richard; Laborer; Inst of ... B22-5531
Avi; Airport; RR 2, U 694-2693
* CARMIEN, Ray; Labor; Inst of Avi; 822-5531
Airport; No 2 Golfview Sub-Division,
Savoy 822-5528,
* CARUDER, B Sallie; Cook 2; Allerton House;. .333-3287
RR 2, Monticello 762-3300
* CARNEY, Joe Harris; MS; Dept of Chem
and Chem Eng; 179 East Chem;
910 W Springfield, Apt A, U None
*+CARNS, Jack Milton; BS; Hyd Engr; USGS; 356-5221
605 S Neil, 402 W Green, U 356-3643
* CARMEN, Beatrice O'Bryan; Kitchen Helper;. . 333-0700
IU; 165 IU; 1217 Paula Dr, C 356-9606
* CARNES, William Gray; BS; Prof of Landscape 333-0175
Arch; 205b MH;
707 W Delaware, U 344-5239
* CAROLINE, J C; BS; Freshman Football Coach; 333-3229
Athletic Assn; 123 Assembly Hall;
612 E Vine, C None
* CAROTHERS, Zane Bland; PhD; Assoc Prof;... 333-0070
Bot; 629 Morrill Hall;
404 Burkwood Ct, U 365-1179
CAROZZI, Albert Victor; ScD; Prof; Geol; 333-3008
250 NH; 709 West Delaware, U 344-6296
* CARPENTER, Gayanne; Clerk Steno III; Dept 333-4428
of Comp Sci; 252 DCL;
RR 1, Mahomet 586-2141
* CARPENTER, Lynn Allen; MS; Res Asst; 333-6358
Physics; 312 A EERL;
1940 C Orchard, U 344-3769
CARPENTER, Pamela Anne; BA; Tchr Asst; 333-0321
Spanish; 909 S Sixth;
901 S First, Apt 13, C None
* CARPENTER, Sheryle Marie; Clerk Typist III;. .333-2030
Ofc of the Univ Dean of Admissions and Records;
348 Illini Towers; 409 East Chalmers;
105 East Union, Mahomet None
CARPENTER - CHAMBLISS
CARPENTER, Shirley A; Clerk-Typist I; 333-1055
Acquisition Dept, Lib; 220A Lib;
509 Stoughton, C 352-0704
* CARPENTER, William Oran; Janitor, Sub Foreman;
IU, 1725 West Henry, C 356-9984
* CARPER, David George; Plumber; PP Dept; PPSB;
Box 6, Seymour 687-4288
* CARR, Edward Ellis; BS; Res Asst; Comp Sci;. 333-4698
216 DCL; 403 N Draper, C 356-9679
* CARR, Lettie Micha; Clerk Typist II; Dept of .333-3350
Math; 273 AH;
614 W Church, Apartment 5 , C 356-4965
* CARR, Mary Eileen, A B; Keypunch 333-1040
Operator II; Ofc Supply; Purchasing Dlv;
Central Receiving Warehouse;
403 North Draper, C 356-9679
* CARR, Oneda Maxine; Typing Clerk II; 333-2180
Bursar's Dlv, Bus Ofc; 100 Admin Building;
203 E Main, Sidney 688-2383
* CARRELL, Mildred E; County Ext Secy; 849-2411
Cumberland County; Coop Ext Serv, Toledo;
307 No Missouri, Toledo 849-6905
* CARRERA, Nicholas John; MS; Res Asst; 333-4660
Physics; 334 MRL;
2719 E Califgmiay U 367-6047
*CARRINGTON, Mai ion Arthur, Master. .333-4742
Lab Mech; Physics; 100 PRL:
1701 W. Green, C. 352-9816
* CARROLL, Arthur Bruce; Senior Res Engr; 333-6*241
Dept of Comp Sci; 291 DCL;
1012 W Stoughton, U 367-6500
* CARROLL, Berenice Anita; PhD; Asst Prof of . 333-3409
Hist; 121c AH; 412 W Oregon, U 367-6969
* CARROLL, Dewey E; PhD; Asst Prof; 333-0646
Grad School of Lib Sci; 312 Lib;
1117 W William, C 352-0154
* CARROLL, J Hubble; MS; Housing 333-1750
Administrator HI; Housing Div;
420 Student Serv Building
1216 W Daniel, C 352-5076
CARROLL, Janie Corinne; Clerk-Typist III;. . . .333-4892
Inst for Res on Exceptional Children;




* CARROLL, J Raymond; MSc; Visiting Lecturer in
Mech Eng; 22 MEB
# 3 Illini Circle, U 344-6069
* CARROLL, Robert W; PhD; Prof; Math; 105 AH;333-0677
412 W Oregon, U 367-6969
* CARROLL, William E; Phd; Prof of An Sci ana
Assoc Dir of Agr Exp Sta Emeritis; Retired;
Panorama House, LI 00 University St, Seattle Wash.
CARRON, Neal Jay; W6; Res Asst, Physics; ..333-2327
243 PB; 515 Bash Court Apt 4, C 356-2413
CARROTHERS, Cynthia Ann; Clerk-Typist III;.
Inst of Avi; Airport;
704 1/2 West Stoughton, Apt 8, U 367-2430
* CARSON, W Eugene; Plumber; PP Dept; PPSB;
PO Box 129, Oakwood 354^-4289
CARSON, (Mrs) Florence; Sec; UHS; 102 UHS; 333-2870
607 West Church, U 367-5105
* CARSS, Brian Williams; PhD; Asst Prof; Sec & 333-1386
Cont Ed; 110, 805 W Pennsylvania;
901 S Foley, C 359-1077
* CARTER, Andrew Morris; MM; Asst to Dir, .. 333-2620
School of Music; Assoc Prof of Music;
100-102 SMH;
2028 Burlison Drive, U 344-6551
* CARTER, Deane G; _MS,AE; Prof of Agr Eng;. .
Emeritus; 435 W North, Fayetteville,
Arkansas 442-4575
CARTER, Carolyn Sue; Clerk-Typist III; 333-1683
An Sci; 132 Davenport Hall;
1724 Henry, C 356-5039
* CARTER, Clifford Eugene; BS; Res Engr; Dept .333-3723
of Comp Sci; 183 DCL;
1406 Eastern Drive, U 367-8186
CARTER, Connie Jean; Clerk-Steno III; 333-1590
Physics; 235 PB;
1724 Henry, C 356-5039
* CARTER, Estil Newton; Electronics Eng Asst; .333-3614
CSL; 210 CSL Building;
PO Box 244, Sidney 688-2352
* CARTER, Frank J; Janitor; PP Dept; PPSB;
711 S Rare, U 367-2175
* CARTER, Gerald Clayton; Ph. D; Prof, Of Psych333-1462
Assoc. Dean Of Dlv. of Univ. extension,
Dir. of Civil Defense Instr. ; 118 Illini Hall
2010 Burlison Dr. U 344-6852
* CARTER, Herbert Edmund; Ph. D. Vice 333-6677
Chancellor for Academic Affairs, Prof. Of
Biochemistry; 112 English Building;704 W.
Delaware U 344-6893
+CARTER, James Cedrlc; Ph. D; Prof, of Plant .. 333-6886
Path. Dept. of Plant Path. Plant Path. And
Head, Section Of Applied Botany And Plant
Path.; 385 Natural Reaources; Box
116 S 822-5258
* CARTER, John Doyle, Janitor Foreman 333-4633
Housing Div, Residence Hall, 1204 Eastern Dr,U
367-3258
* CARTER, Johnnie R, Janitor, PP, PPSB
1510 Powers Lane, C 352-4962
* CARTER, Luclle Rogers, BS, Lib Clerk III 333-3399
Catalog Dept, Lib; Box 116 Saroy 822-5258
I
* CARTER, Norma Donna, BS, Programmer I 333-3841
Statistical Service Unit, 54 Adm Bldg; 107 W
California, Apt 3, U 367-0244
* CARTER, Robert Leon, MS, Res Asst, Civil.
.
.333-6973
Eng, 3212 CEB; 107 W California, Apt 3, U 367-0244
CARTER, Robert Qulntana, MA, Tchr Asst ... .333-0321
Spanish, Italian, & Port, Lincoln 224; 1608
Oxford Dr, C 356-4484
*+CARTER, Thomas Franklin, Sci Lab Mech 333-3411
US Dept of Agr, Age Eng Res Lab; 404 W Third,
Homer 896-2072
* CARTER, Charles Walter, Janitor, PP, PPSB
125 Shady Lawn, Rantoul 892-8543
* CARTER, Willie James, BS, Tchr Asst 333-2658
TAM, 301 Talbot Lab; 2069-A Hazelwood Ct.
U 344-4783
* CARTWRIGHT, Connie Sondra, Card Punch 333-6470
Operator II, Key Punch Dept, Purchasing
223 Adm Bldg; 4 Carman Ct, U
*+CARTWRIGHT, Keros, MS, Asst Geol, State. .344-1481
Geol Surv, 433 Natural Resources; 707 Richards
Lane, C 352-2803
*+CARTTER, Jackson Leaphart, MS, Res Agron
Retired, 108 George Huff Dr, U 344-5235
* CARVER, Fred Donald, PhD, Asst Prof ... '. . .. 333-0398
Bur of Ed Res & Ed Adm Super, 288-C Educ,
1914 David Dr, C 356-2803
CARY, Marcle Kay, Clerk-Stenog II, Chem ...333-6136
& Chem Eng, 68 Noyes Lab; 506 S Third, C 356-8128
CASAGRANDE, Joseph Bartholohew, PhD 333-6233
Prof, Anthrop, 137-B Davenport Hall; 302 W
Florida, U 365-1933
* CASALE, Thomas Charles, Elec Tech II, CSL. 333-3609
191 CSL, 1605 Healey, C 356-4071
* CASASENT, David Paul, MS, Res Asst 333-6160
Computer Sci, 201 DCL; 1727 Lincoln Rd, C 359-2108
* CASBERG, C. H. , Prof, Mech & Indus Eng
Emeritus, 2274 Tasso St, Palo Alto, California
CASE, John William, MS, Tchr Asst, Math. . .333-4975
122 Arcade; 1010 W Green St, 122, U 332-2149
* CASE, Marvin T, MS, Instr, Vet Path & 333-4856
Hygiene, 36 Vet Med; 2208 Combes, U 365-2945
* CASE, Robert Lewis, MS, Asst Program Dir
. .
333-1680
PE for M, 201 MOG;2204 Rodney Dr, C 359-3548
CASEBIER, Allan, MA, Instr, Phil 333-4704
202a Gregory Hall, 707 S Sixth St, C 344-4797
* CASEBEER, William R, NSLA III, An Sci 333-1418
133 ASL; 1012 S Cottage Grove, U 367-7753
* CASEY, Larry Lee, BS, Ext Adviser, Agr 783-2521
Jasper County, Coop Ext Serv, Rt 1 Newton;
515 W Reynolds, Newton 783-2534
CASH, Colleen Elizabeth, Clerk-Typist II, ..333-0003
Coll of Agr, 111 Mumford Hall; 303 Evergreen Ct, W
U 367-2079
CASH, Gertrude E, Kitchen Helper, Illini 333-0700
Union, 165 Illini Union; 1001 W Unlv Ave, U
367-2064
* CASH, Jacob Gerald, MS, Prof, Dairy Sci 333-2928
338 ASL; 303 Evergreen Court W,U 367-2079
* CASKEY, Alan, MS, Asst, Rec & Park Adm .. .333-1567
1203 W Oregon; 1666 Valley Rd, C 352-2079
* CASPER, Dennis John, MA, Tchr Asst, Phil ... 333-6668
206 Gregory Hall; 305 S Urbana, U 365-1887
* CASPER, Jean Annette, MS, Lib, Instr. 333-2786
220-A Lib, 305 S Urbana Ave, U 365-1887
* CASPER, Richard Fowler, MA, Ext Specialist . 663-8560
Div of Unlv Ext, 1028 Univ Hall, CCC; 245
Custer Ave, Evanston 475-2472
* CASTAGNA, Louise Marie, Telephone 333-0133
Operator, Housing Div, Rm 45, Clark Hall,
1722 Coronado Ave, C 352-0862
* CASTLE, Dean Lowell, MA, Asst, Germanic. 333-1312
Lang & Literatures, 512 E Chalmers; 2002 A
Orchard St, U 344-1762
+CASTLE, Margaret J, Geol Draftsman, State
Geol Surv, Retired, 1506 S Race, U 367-2579
* CASTOR, Gaye Ann, Clerk-Typist II, Anl Sci .333-3131
124 ASL; 204 Dunbar St, Mahomet 586-2449
* CASSADY, Patrick David, BS, Tchr Asst 333-1220
Math, 178 AH; 1976 B Orchard St, U344-5542
* CASSIDA, Everett Wayne , Auxiliary Operator
PP, PPSB; 24 Adams Ave, Villa Grove 832-7812
* CASSIL, John Richard, Steamfltter, PP, PPSB
209 E Dodson Dr, U 365-2152
* CASEY, Michael E, Painter, PP, PPSB
1310 W Healey St, C 359-1431
*+CATANEO, Robert, BS, Meteorologist, State. 333-4966
Water Survey, Rm 257, WR; 314 Vandoren St
C 352-3519
* CATE, Hubert Arthur, BS, Assoc Prof, Ext . . . 949-2101
Communication Specialist, Dixon Springs 949-2241
Adm Bldg, Dixon Springs Agr Critr, RR 2
Simpson 949-2207
* CATENA, Nancy L, Lib Clerk II, Serials, Lib .333-0252
220 Lib; 203 S Wright, C 356-2370
* CATES, Marshall Louis, MA, Tchr Fellow 333-2859
Math, 326 AH; 713 S Walnut U 365-2068
*+CATHEY, James Philip, AB, LLB, Contract
...
333-2430
Adm, Ofc of Naval Res Resident Representative
102, 605 S Goodwin Ave U; 2803 W William, C
356-0244
* CATLIN, David Norman, BS, Asst PE
2042-C Orchard St, U
* CATON, Charles Edwin, PhD, Assoc Prof 333-2488
Phil, on leave, 203 Gregory Hall, 709 W High St, U
367-5039
44
* CATTELL, Raymond Bernard, PhD, DSc, Psych 333-0519
201, 907 S 6 St; 615 Kirby Ave, C 359-4191
* CAVALLO, Louis J, BA , Math, Asst Prof 333-1063
Naval Sci, 236 Armory; 1411 Rose Dr, C
* CAVINS, Elmer Wallace, MD, Assoc Prof .... 333-2825
Health Sci, Staff Physician, Health Cntr &
McKlnley Hospital, Univ Health Serv; 204 East
George Huff Dr, U 344-6572
CECIL, Ernest Berkley; Electrician; Physical Pit
RR 1; U
+CECIL, Mary Moore; SupervlsorTech Asst
Retired; 607 West Union; C 352-9504
CEFERIN, Jack Valentine; BS; Elec Engr; 333-6622
205 EERL; 909 South 5th #1158 C 332-4997
* CEIBERT, Mary Swan; M.; Lib Sci; 333-3399
Instr Cataloguer; 246 Lib;
803 West Hill Street, C 356-5844
* CEGLINSH, Stanley Eugene; MEd;Ext Advisor. 745-6310
Agric; Pulaski-Alexander County Coop Ext Ser;
128 North Oak St; Mounds;
Villa Ridge; 342-6260
* CEKANDER, Betty Ann;Chief Payroll Clerk 333-2182
Bursar's Dlv; Bus Of; 100B Adm Building;
609 Ventura Road; C 356-7079
* CEKANDER, Roy William; Garage Attendant
Physical Plant; Physical Plant Ser Building
709 East Florida; U 365-289 6
* CEKANDER, Willard Charles; Janitor;
Physical Plant; Physical Plant Ser Building;
Pesotum; 598-7275
CENSOR, Alexander; MS; Asst Physiology
and Biophysics; 1213 Main St; U 367-3402
CERNA, Jana; Ph D;Res Assoc; Plant Path;.. . 333-4723
10 Horticulture Field Lab; 209 W Pennsylvania;
Urbana 365-2253
CESCAS, Michel Pierre; MS; Res Asst; 333-4376
Soil Fertility; Dept of Agon; C-309 Turner Hall;
807 South Cottage Grove; U
CESSNA, Kenneth E; BFA; Ext. Graphics Spec;. 333-2407
Instr Agric Communications; 62 Mumford Hall;
904 North Broadway; U
* CHAFFIN, Tommy L.;BS; Chem & Chem Engr. . .333-352S
359 East Chem; 1952 Orchard Street, U;
344-1874
CHAKRABARTI JOhrubajyoti MS; Res Asst; 333-3080
Met & Pet Engr; 103-4 Met Min Building;
1114 West Springfield Ave; U 344-0837
CHAKRABARTI, Sajal K.; BS; Civ Engr; 333-6979
4129 Civ Engr Building; 1206 West Main St. U
367-2450
CHAKRABARTY, Ananda Mohan; PhD; ...333-3941
Res Assoc; Dept Chem; 423 East Chem;
203 South Wright St; C 352-5450
* CHAKRABARTY, Krishna; PhD; Res Assoc; 333-193;
Dept Animal Sci; 235 Animal Sci Lab;
203 South Wright; C 352-5450
* CHALFANT, James C ; MS; Ed D; 333-628C
Asst Prof Spec Educ; Dept Spec Educ;
Inst for Pes on Exceptional Children;
188 Children's Res Center;
202 W Florida; U 367-6722
UHALK, Patsy Joann; Typist-Clerk II 333-2348.
Catalog Department; 246 A Lib; R.R.3 C
586-4603
* CHALMERS, W. Ellison; Prof Economics 333-2383,'
Institute of Labor and Industrial Relations;
College of Commerce and Bus Adm;
227 LIR Building; 5 04 E Armory C;
1001 East Pennsylvania; U
CHALMERS, Ruth Vinton; BA; Res Asst; .. ,..-.. 347-2197,
* CHAMBERLAIN, Artha L. ;MA; Asst ...333-0529'
Aero & Astro Engr; 13 Transportation Building;
2022 Boudreau Drive; U 367-4645
* CHAMBERLAIN, Artha; MA;Asst; 333-6629
LAS College & Aero Astro Engr; 294 Lincoln Hall;
13 Transportation Building;
2 022 Boudreau Drive; U 344-6645
* CHAMBERLAIN, Donald William, Ph D; 344-0622
Asst Prof Plant Pathol; US Regional Soybeab Lab;
243 Davenport Hall; 2022 Boudreau Drive; U;
367-4645
* CHAMBERLAIN, Robert S;BA;^ 333-2440;
Dir Campus Development; Physical Plant;
704 South 6th Street; 407 Burkwood Court;
367-3337
* CHAMBERS, James Thomas; MA; 333-2099
Asst in Hist; 235 E Armory;
2023 D Orchard Street; U 344-4879
* CHAMBERS, Martha Lee; BA; 333-4164
Lib Clerk II; Serials Dept Lib; 220 Lib;
2023 D Orchard Street; U 344-4879
CHAMBERS, Robert Sloane; BA; Asst Physics.. 333-4136
37 Physics Building; 909 South 5th Street; C
332-5038
CHAMBLISS, Carrol Gene; MS; 333-3455 !
Agron Teaching Asst; S-12 Turner Hall;
1007 West Oregon; U 344-13'!''
* CHAMBLISS, John B., Laborer Elec. Physical Pint.
P.P. Serv. Bldg; S. Lincoln 604;
St. Joseph 469-7332
* CHAMBLISS, Juanlta June;Clerk-Typlst II 333-0260
Inst Res' Exceptional Children;210 Educ;
604 Lincoln; St. Joseph 469-7332
CHAMPION - CHO
* CHERRINGTON, Blake E.
,
Ba, Set Phil, EE, . . 333-2482
127 Gaseous Elec Lab; 1617 Cornell, 352-9455
CHAU, Cheuk-Kln, Res Asst, Physics
290 Q, MRL; 210 N Harvey Apt 1, U, 357-5160
* CHEW, Harold B.
,
Ba, Bus Offc 333-3591
223 Adm Bldg; 1106 Foothill Dr, C 356-8047
* CHEW, Linda D. , Assoc Arts, Asst 333-3690
1103 S Randolph St, C 359-2909
* CHEW, Robert, BFA, FA, Grad Asst
1103 S Randolph St, C
* CHEW, Maralyn L. , Air Force Aero Studies. . . 333-1927
1106 Foothill, C 356-8047
CHEY, Myung, LLB, MA, Asst, Political Scl. . 333-2781
1010 W Green #517, U • 332-2309
CHEY, Myung, LL,B,MA, Political Sci, Asst. 333-1257
9, 408 S Goodwin, 1010 W Green 517 ,U, 332-2309
CHEZE, Mary V. , BA,MA. Ext Spec 333-2936
514 A Beuier Hall, 309 S State, C 352-8098
* CHOW, VenTe, PhD, Prof of Hydraulic Eng ..333-0107
Dept Civ Eng; 3118 CEB; 2014 S Anderson
Street, U 365-1166
* CHOW, Wen L, PhD, Prof Mech Eng 333-3658
28 MEB; 2416 Carrelton Dr, C 356-0484
CHRISMAN, B. L, MS, Res Asst, Physics.... 333-3345
351 Physics B; 711 W Wash, U 344-6815. . .333-4358
CHRISTEN, Anastasia, BS, Dietetics, Fd Serv333-1890
Fd Serv Adm II, Hsng Div; Rm 37 Flagg Hall
* CHRISTEN, Louis M, BS , Ext Adv, Agr, Coles 345-7034
Co Coop Ext Serv, 703 Monroe St, Charleston;
2503 Terrace Ln, Charleston 345-6883
* CHRISTENSEN, Helen H, Clk Typist III, Chem333-1051
& Chem Eng, Placement Ofc, 107 NL; 110 South
Glover, U 367-6588
* CHRISTENSEN, Susan L, Clk-Stenog III, Unlv 333-0824
Honors Prgrm, 1205 W Oregon U; 204 E Thompson
St, U 367-2597
* CHRISTENSON, Gerhard J, MS, Assoc Prof ...333-2664
Asst State Leader, Coop Ext Serv, 119 MH;
404 Evergreen Ct W, U 367-6449
*+CHRISTIAN, Eric D, BA, Res Asst, State ....344-1481
Geol Surv, 203 NR; #2 202 N Wood,U 189- 259
CHRISTIE, Tasso G, BS , MS, Res Asst 333-1535
Higher Educ ; 336 Armory; Box 2780, Stat A,
C 352-5513
CHRISTISON, Muriel B, MA, Asst Prof, KAM . 333-1860
KAM; 508 S Mattis, C 352-1745
CHRISTIANSON, Duane R, MA, Tchr Asst, Engl
Rm 213 EB; 1107 W Green, U, Apt 125
CHRISTOE, Charles W, MS, Res Asst, Phys .333-0099
136 MRL; 1001 S Oak St, C 356-1597
CHRISTOPHER, James L, BS, MS, Comptr Sci
Res Asst, 128 D C L; 206 E Clark #4, C
* CHU, Julie C, MA, Res Programmer, Comptr. .333-6275
Scl; 169 DCL; 306 E Thompson, U 367-2412
* CHU, Mel C, MS, Asst Hort, Dept of Hort .. 333-1965
2 Veg Crops; 2904 Alton Dr, C 359-4517.
* CHU, Tzu-cheng, MS, Res Asst, Civ Eng ... 333-0622
424 EH; 2001-A Orchard Downs, U 344-6301
CHUANG, Chung-Shong, BA, Res Asst, Small 333-2581
Home's Council & Bldg Res Coun, MH;
909 S 5th 1055, C 332-4972
CHUNG, Ana C, BS, Res Asst, Advertising ..
Rm 14, GH; 1010 W Green St, Rm 293, U 332-2488
CHUNG, Celiac, BS, MS, Res Asst, Mln ..333-4738
Met & Pet Eng, 314 B, MMB; 1208 W Calif
U 344-3088
* CHUNG, Kai-yuan, BS, Res Asst, Physics ..
190 W MRL; 712 W Oregon St, U
CHUNG, San Chi, BS, Asst, EE, 119 GEL ..333-2482
1104 W Stoughton, U 367-8956
CHURCH, Charles F, AB, Grad Asst, Div
Rhetoric, 304 EB; 709 W Nevada, U
* CHURCH, Harmon B, AB, Acctg Clk II, Alum. .333-1475!
Rel & Rec, 227 IUB; 809 W Unlv, C 352-5715
CHURCH, Linda S, Clk Stenog II, Pol Sci ...
408 S Goodwin; 1507 W Klrby Ave, Apt 5
C_ 352-0445
CHIEN^&drew K, BS, MS, Tchr Asst, Zool ..333-6257
505 S Goodwin Rm 7; AP 4629, Correo Chacao
Caracas, Venezuela
* CHIEN, Robert T, PhD, Prof, EE & Coord SL 333-1347
3-101 CSL; 2013 Silver Ct E, U 367-6176
CHIKARAISHI, Dona, Job Title & Teach Assist. 333-2195
363 Burrtll Hall,.1110 Stoughton Ave, Urbna
+CHILDERS,Glennda M, Job Title, Secy, Agr. 333-0808
Res. Serv, U.S.D.A., Agric Eng Bldg 226
613 W Springfield, Champaign, 111
* CHILDERS Roy W
.
, Plb, Ret, PP Dept
909 W Daniel St. , Champ, 111 352-4919
+CHILDERS William F, Ph.D, Assoc Aquatic 333-6889
Biol; State NHS, 271 NRB, 344-5924
702 W. Iowa, Urbana
* CHILTON Arthur B . , PhD, Prof, CE & NE 333-0453
20/ NEL, 805 W. Michigan Ave, 344-3732
Urbane., 111.
_
* CHILTON, MsDorothy J., Clerk-Typist II 333-0810
Unlv of 111 Foundation, 224 Illinl Un 582-6311
Box 3 5 , Marlyn Ave, Ogden
* CHILTONErnest Sr. , PP- Janitor, PP Serv Bl.
.
Box 35, Ogden 582-6311
* CHIN, Dudley St. A, B.S., M.S., Res in .... 333-0 583
P Path., 106 HFL, 1812A Orchard PI , U 344-1138,
* CHIN, Ting-Yun, M.S., Res Asst, Hort 333-2123
100 Flor, 909 W. Illlns St., Urbana
CHIRAYATHVerghese J, BSS ln Soc & Phil 333-3984
Res Asst, ILIR, 11 , India
* CHIU, Ren-jong, PhD, Botany, Res Assoc ....333-0665
617 Morrill Hall, 509 W. Nevada St., U 367-2574
CHIU. Te-Long, M.S., EE, Res Asst 333-2397
202F, EERL, 1102 W. Clark St. ,Ur 367-3097
CHMELIR, Lynn K. , B.A., Educ Libr, Asst ... 333-2305
100 Library, 216 E Gregory, #304, 356-1435
Champaign, 111
* rCHMUR'NY';, William W. , A.B., Res Asst,... 333-0667
Anthropology, 13 7F Davenport Hall, 712
W. Hill St., Champaign, 111
CHO, Alfred, M.S., EE, Grad Asst, 405 .... 333-0890
Met & Min Bldg, 909 S. Fifth St. 332-4990
Rm 1151, Champaign, 111
* CHAMPION, William Dick; AA; 333-1690
Arch Draftsman I; Physical Plant;
605 Green U;
1601 Washington; U 365-2225
* CHAN, Conway; MS; 333-0638
Toeoretical & Applied Mechanics;
306 C Talbot Lab;
808 West Nevada Street; U; 344-4788
CHAN , Daniel H. M; MA; 333-3376
Res Asst; Cntr Zoonoses Res; Centr
Zoonoses Res; Veterinary Res Farm;
501 1/2 West California Ave; U 367-0392
* CHANCELLOR, Robert C; Hort, Agr Gardener;
100 Floriculture; 333-2.123
1107 West Stoughton; U 344-1865
* CHANDEZE, Wilhelmine; Lib Clerk II 333-2875
Acuisltlons Dept Lib; 220 A Lib;
407 State Street; C 35 6-9335
* CHANDLER, Hugh Storer, Ph D; 333-4702
Asst Prof Philosophy; 204 Gregory;
311 Royal Court; C 359-3497
*+CHANDLER, Stuart C; BS; Retired
Assoc Entomologist, State Natural
History Survey;
421 West Monroe Street; Carbondale 457-5587
CHANDRA, Satish; B Tech; 333-3377
Asst Elec Engr; 50 H Elec Engr Building;
909 South 5th Street,#1063;C; 332-4980
* CHANEY, James William; Policeman
Physical Plant Service Building;
P.O.Box 118 Park Street, Pesotum; 867-23S7
* CHANEY, John F.; BS; Prof Dlr; .333-4820
Statistical Ser Unit; 54 Adm Building;
19 G.H. Baker Drive; U 367-0018
CHANG, Huei-Yang, BSE; Res Asst; Metallurgy .333-2229
213 Met & Min Building;
1114 West Springfield; Ut 344-1913
* CHANG, James Shlh-Tsih; MS; 333-3606
Res Asst; Coordinated Sci Lab;
260 CSL; 1106 Main; U 367-3843
CHANG, Marcla Lai Sheong; B Ed;Grad Asst . . 333-1082
Of Student Personnel & Dean of Women;
154 Allen Hall North;
#70 1005 West Gregory Street;U 332-3263
* CHANG, Richard I -feng; LLM; 333-0108
Asst Prof Linguistics; 309 Davenport Hall;
208 Bliss Drive; U; 344-4441
CHANG, Shu-Jen;BS; Asst; Home Econ; 333-2527
437 Bevier Hall; 909 West California Ave; U;
344-1033
* CHANG, Tiao-hsu, D Sc.;Res Asst;
Dept Chem; 357 Noyes Lab;
1114 West Springfield; U;
*+CHANGNON, Stanley A. Jr;MS;Climatologlst. .333-4963
State Water Survey; 271 A Water Resources;
1711 Westhaven Drive; C; 352-0691
CHANDLER, Josephine Hughes;Ph D; 333-1610
Assoc Prof Math; 353 Artgeld;
909 South First; C; 356-3144
* CHAO, Bel Tse, Ph D; 333-1250
Prof Mech Engr & Nuclear Engr;
Mech & Indus. Engr Dept; 268 MEB;
704 Brighton Drive;U; 367-5553
CHAO, Shirley Ho; BS; Asst Agric Econ; 333-2616
417 Mumford Hall;
#484 ; 1010 West Green Street; U; 332-2557
* CHAPDU, Robert Edward, MA; English 333-4135
Instr Bus & Tech Writing; 330 David Kinley;
507 Westlawn Avenue; C; 356-0043
* CHAPLIN, Ronald Kenneth,,-MS; Res Asst 333-02U3
Nutrition; Dairy Scl; ASL 219;
2028 A Hazelwood Court; U; 344-6121
* CHAPMAN, Carleton Abramson; Ph D; 333-3389
Prof Geology; 252 Natural Hist Building;
207 West Indiana Building; U; 367-4871
* CHAPMAN
, Charles E; Roofer;
Physical Plant Ser Building;
R. R. Hlndsboro None
* CHAPMAN, James W; Utilityman; Physical Plant...
• Physical Plant Ser Building;
911 South Wabash; U; 367-0663
* CHAPMAN, Eileen Martha; Secretary. 333-2034
Admissions and Records; 108 Adm Building;
404 East George Huff Drive; U; 367-3617
* CHAPMAN, Pauline Vivian; Placement Dir; 333-1960
Coll Engr; 109 Engr Hall;
611 West Pennsylvania; U; 344-5297
•fcCHAPMAN, Sherlee Nadine; Secy 333-3630
Dir Athletics; Athletic Assn; 112 Assembly Hall;
1413 Garden Hill Drive; C; None .
* CHAPMAN, Stanley Allen; BS; Dept. PEM; 333-3956
Locker Room Attendant; 109 Men's Old Gym;
611 West Pennsylvania Ave; U 344-5297
* CHAPMAN, Susan Rae; Clerk Steno; 333-3281
Grad School Lib Sci; 329 Lib;
911 S Wabash Street; U; 367-0663
*+CHAPMAN, Thelma Johnson; BA; Tech Asst 344-1481
State Geological Survey; 337 Natural Resources;
207 West Indiana; U; 367-4871
* CHAPMAN, Virgil Leroy . Painter; Physical Plant
Physical Plant Sei Building;
1413 Garden Hill; C; 356-4224
* CHAPPLE, Suzanne; Clerk-Typist n 333-0951
University Press; 135 Unlv Press Building;
601-1 West Springfield; C; 359-4554
CHARLES, Kennedy Meyers; BS; 333-0496
Teaching Asst; Genl Engr;
Room 8 Transportation Building;
818 West Hill Street; U; 367-5067
: CHARLES, Roy Jay; Sr Lab Mech; 333-0609
School of Life Sci; 59 Burrill Hall;
906 Burkwood; U; 367-0380
CHARLSON, Gary Samuel, BS; 333-3640
Asst Dept Chem & Chem Engr; East Chem 113;
703 East Colorado Ave; Apt 101;U; 367-5646
CHARLTON, Florence Aline; Lib Clerk II 333-2305
Educ Lib; 100 Lib;
811 Kirby Ave; C; 356-1639
CHASE, Carol Jean; BA; Teaching Asst 333-6850
French; 312 Harker Hall;
1009 S Lynn; U; None
CHASE, Stephen Martin; MS; Res Asst; 333-1745
Dept Computer Sci; 168 E.R.L.;
1806 D Orchard Place;U; 344-4259
CHASIN, David Gilbert;BS; Res Asst; 333-1874
Food Science; Chemistry;
105 Bumsides Res Lab;
2055 C Orchard Downs; U; 344-4821
CHASTEEN, Margaret Helen; MS; Pub Ser Asst;333-4973
Lib; Dept Pub Ser; 404 Lib;
5 04 West Elm; Apt 9; U; 367-3761
CHASTEEN, Norman Dennis, MS; Asst ....... 333-3776
Chem & Chem Engrr367 A Noyes Lab;
504 West Elm Apt 9; U; 365-3609
CHAUDHURI, Malay; M Tech; 333-0728
Civil Engr; WaterRes Center; 333-6981
4123 Civ Engr Building;
1206 West Main St; U; 365-1747
CHAUNCEY, Jane Marie; AB; Grad Asst; 332-3238
Of Student Personnel & Dean Women;
430 Allen Hall; 1005 West Gregory Drive; U;
332-3238
CHAVARRY, Roberto G. , Card Punch Opr 1 333-4815
Statistical Serv Unit, Adm Bldg, Rm 2C , 601 W'
Springfield Ave, C 356-8980
CHAVENGSAKSONGKRAM, Chusak, MS, Res... 333-4376
Asst, Soil Fertility, Agron, C-513 Turner Hall
300 S Goodwin, Apt 102, U
CHAWIA, Kris han Kumar, MS, Res Asst 333-2088
Met Eng, 321 B, Met Bldg; 1206 W Main St, U
CICERONE, Carol Mitsuko, MS, Res Asst 333-6100
Computer Sci, 164 ERL; 312 W Springfield (7), U
367-0089
CICERONE, Ralph John, MS, Res Asst 333-6358
Elec Eng, 312-A EERL; 312 W Springfield Ave (7)
U 367-0089
CINI, Lyn Gordon, BS, Asst Prof, Mil Scl 333-3418
113 Armory; 10 1/2 Golf View Court, Box 37
Savoy
CINOTTO, James Vicent, Jr., BS, Asst Prof.. . 333-1927
Air Force Aerospace Studies, 229 Armory; 507 W
Kirby, C 356-6356
CMARIK, George Francis , MS, Asst Prof 449-2101
Dixon Springs Agr Cntr, Simpson; 632 Bellevue
Drive, Paducah, Kentucky 443-5026
CHEATHAM, Martha E., Kitchen Hlpr.TU.J^.J_ji3-6760
165 IU (E); 1208 1/2 W Dublin St, U 367-8956"
CHEATOM, Christine H. , AB, Tchr Asst, Phil. 333-1939
219 AGH; 2043B Orchard St, U
CHEDSEY, William R., Prof Min Eng, Min Met
6 Pet Eng, 9470 W 54th PI, Arvada , Colo
CHEESEMAN, Paul B. , Sc, PhD, Res Accoc. . . 333-0065
335 Burrill Hall; 803 N Harvey St, U
CHEMERS, Martin M, MA, Phil 333-0500
Rm 102, 909 W Nevada; 413 GH, 404 E Green, U
CHEN, Alice N, MS; Chem Eng Asst
76 Noyes Lab; 300 S Goodwin, Apt 202, U
344-3356
CHEN, Allen W., BS , Grad Asst, Aero Astro . .333 7 31 46
Eng, 14 Transpor; 1010 W Green #234, U
332-2187
CHEN, Cheng I, Res Asst, Coor Sci 333-6611
Rm 4-110, Apt 6, 802 W 111 St U 344-6153
CHEN, Cheng L. , Phil, CE 333-6947
3108 CE Hall, 3210 Cameron Dr, 0,356-2656
CHEN, Chong T. , BS, Agr Econ, Res Asst
1213 W Clark St, U 367-2516
CHEN, Frank T., MS, Res Asst, Coor Scl 333-1578
165 A Eng Res Lab
CHEN, Hui W. , BS, Grad Asst, Aero & Astro. .333-3169
Eng, 200 Aero Lab; 306 S 5th, C 359-3387
CHEN, James L., MS, ME
22 MEB; 200 S Goodwin Ave, Apt 202, U, 344-3356
CHEN, Kuo T. , Phil, Prof, Math 333-3082
107 AH; 706 W Nevada, U 344-1385
CHEN, Melissa M., BE, H&S Edu
Huff Gym; 1210 W Stoughton St, U 367-4672
CHEN, Ming H.
,
BE, Res Asst, Dairy Sci 333-2469
322 ASL; 1010 W Green St, #0329 332-2237
CHEN, Wei-ho, MS, Asst, Physics 333-2327
243 PB; 603 W Nevada, Apt 3, U 344-3163
CHEN, Ying-ren, Phil, Res Asst, Agr Eng 333-4216
330 Agr Eng Bldg
CHENG, Chao-Nang, MS, Res Asst 333-6862
W-423 TH; 712 W Oregon Ave, U 3 67-0397
CHENG , Lung , BS , MS , ME
22 MEB, 704 W Stoughton St, #4 U367-7524
CHENOWETH, Amos J., BSEE , MS, EE Asst.. 333-4699
217 EERL; 417 Fairlawn, U 367-5357
CHESKA (MRS), Alyce T.
,
MA, PE 333-0470
118 WGym; 707 W Gregon, U 344-3881
CHESNUT, William W,PP
PPSB; St Joseph 688-2223
CHESSMURE, Ronald B. , BS, Chem Eng 333-3897
179 CA-E; 404 E Main, U 367-2067
45
CHQATE - COLLINS
CHOATE, Norman L, BA, MA, Soc Dapt 333-2070
Teach Asst, 1204 W Oregon 352-8748
409 W Clark, Champaign, 111
CHOU, Iih-Nan, B.S., Asst, Dept CCE 333-3946
491 E Chem Big, 615 1/2 S Wright 359-2384
C
* CHOW, Ching-Kuang, MS, Asst An Scl 333-3445
160 ASL; 201 N Lincoln Ave,U
CHOW, David K, MSEE, Res Asst, Coord Sci. 333-6205
Lab, 3-120 CSL; 1209 W Main, U 367-5536
* CLAAR, John B, PhD,Dir Coop Ext Serv, Assoc. 333-2660
Dean of Col Agr, 122 MH; 3329 Stoneybrook.C
359-2165
* CLAMPET, Dwight F. ,Lab Mechanic, Physics .. 333-4742
100 Physics Ret Lab; 406 E Wash, Tolono
485-8475
* CLAPP, Lloyd W., Farm Foreman, Agron. .'... .333-2965
Agron S Farm Seed House; 106 E Stoughton, C
352-2287
* CLAPPER, Betty J. ,Typ Clerk II, Health Sci. . .333-2752
77 Health Cen; Spring Lake, Mahomet, 586-4728
* CL\RE, Anderson B. , Airport Laborer, Inst Avi.822-5531
Airport; 104 E 4th St., Homer 896-3011
CLARK, Bruce A., MEd, Techr Asst, PEM....
103 E Stoughton, 8, C 356-0607
* CLARK, Bruce B. , BS, State Conserv, Soil. .
.
Conserv Serv; 2012 Bruce Dr., U 367-8206
* CLARK, Carol A. , BS, Nat Sci Lab Asst II. . . . 333-1931
580 Bevier; 804 E Falrlawn, U 367-4357
* CLARK, Clarence W.
,
Janitor, PP
PPSB; 801 N Randolph, C 356-9405
CLARK, Dorothy B., AB, Asst, Admlss & Rec. 333-0215
176 Adm Bldg; 603 W Haines Blvd, Apt 2 , C
352-4798
* CLARK, Dorothy B., MS, Catalgr, Asst Prof..
Emerita, Lib; 2012 Bruce Dr, U 367-8206
CLARK, Dorothy E, Prof, Music, Counselor.. 333-0736
Stu Couns Ser, 202 SMH; 204 W Vermont, U
367-7666
* CLARK, Ernest F., Mail Mess, PP
PPSB; l?05_Goodwin St, U 267-2937
* CLARK^afpancli M., PhD, Prof, Microbiol.. 333-2199
164 Bumll nail; 726 S Foley St, C 352-232S
* CLARK, Freeman G. , BS, Asst, Chem Engr. . . 333-3640
113 ECB; 2011-D Orchard St, U 344-4162
* CLARK, Gary M., MA, EdD, Asst Prof, Spec. .333-0260
Educ, 220B Educ Bldg; 1913 Rebecca Dr, C
359-4024
* CLARK, George L. , PhD, Prof, Chem & Chem. 333-1458
Eng, Emeritus, 66 E Chem; 406 W Penn, U
367-4126
CLARK, George P. , Mas Lab Mech, Physics. . 333-1379
148 MRL; 408 E Springfield Ave, C 356-3415
* CLARK, Hazel A. , Asst Ext Adv, Youth 643-3416
Hamilton County Coop Ext Serv, Courthouse,
McLeans Boro; Rt 1, McLeansboro 728-3357
* CLARK, Hector M., PhD, Res Ass, Man & Met333-1253
210B, MMB; 2084 C Orchard, U 344-1862
* CLARK, Jesse D., Policeman, PP
PPSB; 1215 Crlspus Dr., C 356-8209
* CLARK, John, PhD, Assoc Prof , Blochim 333-3961
Chem & Chem Eng, 312 East Chem; 16 Montclalr.U
344-6942
* CLARK, John P, PhD, Assoc Prof, Sociology.. 333-6399
1204 Oregon; 2008 S Vine, U 367-9632
* CLARK, Juanita E. , Maid, Housing Div
Rt 2, Homer 896-2439
* CLARK, Judy A. , Typ Clerk II, PP 333-4110
PPSB; 115 Scottswood Dr, U 365-2181
* CLARK, Kermit M. , Accountant II, IU 333-3955
165 IU; 506 W Penn, U 344-5974
CLARK, Marilyn M., Secretary 356-3785
U S Department of Agr, Soil Conservation Ser
200 West Church St; 112 W Hill St, C
356-7555
* CLARK, Marlyn E., BS MS, Professor 333-0966
TAM, 123 Talbot Lab; 2 020 Zuppke Dr, U
367-2500
* CLARK, Lee E., Janitor, Housing
Div; 1206 1/2 W Dublin, U
367-6302
* CLARK, Oliver W., Operative Crane
Eng, PP Dept, PPS Bldg.; RR #2 , H
896-2439
CLARK, Robert M., BS HUM, Eng MS Elec . 333-2931
Eng, Elec Engr, Res Asst, EEB 60; 807 Scott
dale, C 356-4383
* CLARK, Robert W., Tab Mach Opr III 333-4824
Rm 54 Adm Bldg; 407 N Draper, C
* CLARK, Roger W. , AA BS MS, Agron 333-4254
Res Asst, N-17 Turner H; 1724 Henry Apt 1,C
359-4079
CLARK, Ruth A., BA MA PhD, Asst Prof 333-1542
Dept of Speech, 281 Armory; 605 W Univ,C
352-8522
* CLARK, Shirley M., PhD, Asst Prof Soc 333-1953
342 LH; 2008 S Vine St, U 367-9632
*+CLARK, William M., Woodland Conservat.. .356-3785
Soil Cons. Ser, USDA, 2 00 W Church St
P.O. Box 678; 200 W Church St, C
356-3785
* CLARK, Vickil A. , Clerk-Steno II 333-1120
Univ Dean of Admissions/Records Ofc, Rm
338; 702 W Ur*C' Apt 4, C
CLARK, Vernon L. , BS, PE Asst ;
1214 W Eureka St, U 365-2921
* CLARKE, Daisy L., Student Counseling 333-3704
Ser, 206 SSB; 1710 Carolyn Dr, C
352-6238
* CLARKE, Robert G., BA WN, Instr Avi 822-5237
Airport; 1710 Carolyn Dr, C
352-6238
* CLAURE, rtrezC.,. Janitor, Housing Div;.,
"1003 E Pennsylavania, U 367-0568
* CLAUS, Helmut, PhD, Res Asst Prof 333-3080
Met, 105 MMB; 917 Linview, U
367-1002
CLAUSEN, AlvlnT., BS MS, Herbarium ... 333-3260
Asst, Botany Dept, 349 NHB; 406 W
Healey Apt 2 , C
CLAUSEN, Es^er M., AB BS, Asst Prof 333-3619
Commerce Lib, 225 Lib; 301 Flora Dr, C
359-1304
' CLAUSING, Arthur M., BS MS PhD, Asst .. 333-3556
Prof Mech Eng, 27 MEB; 613 Hessel Blvd, C
352-7478
CLAUSING, Warren W., BS Agr, 1/2 time 333-1247
Asst, An Scl, 323 Mumford H; 909 S Fifth, C
332-4794
* CLAUSSEN, Walter F., AB PhD, Principal.. 333-4955
Chem, 140 WRB; 503 S Chicago Ave, C
1 CLAYBAUGH, Lewis H., Master Mech 333-1954
66 EE Bldg; 1017 W Union, C
356-5628
* CLAYBROOK, Majorie A., BS Chem
Microbiology Chem/Chem Eng Illustrator, 468
E Chem Annex; 310 W Hill, C
356-9312
* CLAYBROOK, James R., BS PhD Chem 333-4296
Post -doctoral Fellow, Dept Microbiology
371 Morril H; 310 W Bid St, C
356-9312
CLAYPOOL, Ait»I., Film Inspector, Auto
. . . 333-1432
"Visual Aids Ser, 704 S Sixth; 2102 W
White #85, C 352-3728
CLAYPOOL, Sandra K. , Clerk-Stenog III.... 333-0969;
Dept of Computer Sci, 179 Dlpital Computer
Lab; 2102 W White Apt 85, C
352-3728
* CLAYTON, George T., BA MA, Arch Prof ...333-1883
404 Arch; 1519 Alma Dr, C 356-1942
CLAYTON, John D., BA MA, Asst Slavic... 333-0497
495 LH; 709 Western, U 367-7883
* CLEARY, William B., Tab Mach Oper II . . . 333-4826
Statistical Ser Unit, 54 Adm Bldg; RR #2
Box 66, R 893-4815
+-CLEGG, Kenneth E., MS, Assoc Geol 344-1481
State Geol Survey, 2 04 NRB; P. O. Box
112, U 367-3653
CLEMANS, JlmE.,BA, Asst, Physics 333-4712
59 PB; 408 E Stoughton Apt 7 , C
352-5729
* CLEMENTS, Helen P., BA, Lib Asst 333-3399
246 Lib; 1808-D Orchard Place, U
344-4486
* CLEMENTS, Luther D. Jr, BS, Chem/Chem . .
Eng Asst, 196 E Chem; 1808 D Orchard
Place, U 344-4486
* CLEMENTS, Paul, AB MA, Asst Engl 333-2633
Engl Dept, 304 EB; 303 W Illinois, U
367-0371
* CLENNON, Howard, Farm Mech, Agr/Eng . . 333-2734
Dept; 311 E VanBurean, P 684-5215
* CLENNON, Leo J., Maintenance Inspec 333-0846
Housing Div, 0047 Florida Ave Res Hall;
309 E Van Buren, P 684-4730
* CLER, Alfred N., Construction Laborer
PP Dept, PPSB; 1302 Larkspur Lane, C
356-9168
* CLER, Donald E., Agron Fieldsman 333-1277
179 Davenport Hall; 306 Central Ave, T
643-6461
1 CLER, Walter J., NA, Construction Laborer. .




v CLEVENGER Marvin C, State Water Survey.
. .
. 333-4968
62A Water Resources, 1412 Joanne Lane 356-5875
* CLEYENGER, Thomas R, Policeman PP
PP Serv Bldg, R F D #2 Saint Joseph 469-7228
CLIFFORD, Dora K, Adm Clerk, Geol Survey .. 356-5221
605 S Neil St Champaign
,
105 W Illinois 367-6983
* CLIFFORD, JohnS, PP, jr.
. „ .
.
PP Serv Bldg, 706 W Washington, C 352-5643
* CLINE Fred L, Electrician PP
PP Serv Bldg, Box #232 Sidney 688-2318
CLINE, Linda J, MA Chem&Chem Eng, Asst 333-4852
72 E Chem, 1114 W Nevada, Urbana 344-4519
* CLODFELTER, John J, Lab Eledtician, PP
PP Serv Bldg, 417 E Fafavette, Monttcello 762-5078
* CLOE, William E, Master Architecture, PP... 333-1690
605 E Green
,
306 S Johnson, Champaign 367-2352
* CLORE, Gerald L, Phil Asst Prof , Phil, 333-4294
323 Gregory, 707 W Springfield, Champion 356-6016
CLARENCE, John D, PP
PP Serv Bldg, 507 1/2 E Church St, Champaign
CLOUD, Donald A, Janitor Illini U
165 Illini U, Box 264, Philo 684-4280
CLOUD, Milt, BS MS, Res Programmer 333-6264
Digital Com Lab
,
302 W Green 352-8267
* CLOW, Scott F, BAEcon, Teaching Asst
Rm 20 Kinley Hall, 1837 B Orchard Place 344-2126
1 CLOYD, George F, linotype Mach Opreator
509 S Draper, Champaigh 352-8976




* COAD, Morris FT, Nat Sci Lab Asst IlLCol VM. 333-1937
60 VMB; 1216 W. Charles, C 352-4562
* COAD, Dale E, ElecTech II, CSL 333-1498
1-103 CSL; 1112 Crescent Dr, C 359-2293
* CPATES, Robert M, PHD, Asst Prof Chem .. 333-4280
Chem Engr& Chem, 377 B E Chem; 909 W Hill, C
352-3826
* COATNEY, Lyla W, Secy, Exe V Pres & Provts. 333-1562
363 Adm; 303 N. Division St., Mahomet, 586-2079
* COATS, Joseph L.
,
Janitor, PP
PPSB; 501 S Glover St., U 367-3638
* COCHRAN, Donna, BA, Res Asst, Microbiol. . 333-2938
Rm. 354; 508 W Green, C 356-2914
* COCHRUN, Irwin, BS, Assoc Prof, DirJ Bur .. 333-2570




* COCHRANE, James J, Lab Mangr, Physics 333-3192
209 A Phys Res Lab; 512 S Elm St, C , 356-2159
* COCHRAN, Jerry C, MS, Ext Adv, Hm Econ. . .438-8821
321 S Main, Benton; 501 Ash, Benton, 439-3573
1 COCHRAN, Joan A, Secy, PP 333-3622
276 Adm Bldg; 410 Hessel Blvd, C 352-9448
» COCHRAN, William W, BS, Asst Wildlife Spec333-6857
State NH Surv, 495 WtF
"
46
COBB, Mary.R, Payroll Clerk III, PP 333-6480
PPSB; 716 W Washington, C 359-2243
COBURN, Leonard, MS, Asst Prof & Coor Engr 333-3576
Lib Serv, Lib, 119 EH; 1409 S Grove, U, 367-1681
COBB, Otha B, Asst NCOIC, AFAS 333-1927
Cadet Adm Rm 232; 407 Sunrise Dr.
, U, 365-1946
CODDINGTON, John A, Painter, PP
PPSB; Box 164, Broadlands 834-3226
COFFEY, Donald E, Aud Visl Aid Tech III 333-1363
Vlsl Aids Serv, 704 S 6th; 203 Brady Ln, U
365-1176
COFFEY, J William, AB, MA, Persnl Off II 333-2147
Non-Acdem Persnl, 201 Davenport; 108 E Healey
Apt 4, C 352-4067
COFFMAN, Charles L., Store Keep II, Hous .. 333-1451
Div, CFS; Rt 2, Mansfield 489-3152
COLLINS, Naomi V., Clerk Typ II, Purchas .. .333-3506
Rm 223; Rt 1, Georgetown 662-6307
COFFMAN, Linda S., BS, Fd Serv Adm I, Hous .333-1291
Div, Peabody Dr Fd Serv; 107 E Stoughton, C
352-6249
COGGSHALL, Wendell-Taylor, X-Ray Tech 333-2752
Health Sci, 99 Health Sci Cen; 52 E Green, C
352-9732
COGGINS, Willis R, BS, MS, Assoc Prof, Mus333-4926
12 SMH; 614 Breen Dr., C 356-9777
COGSWELL, Oren D. ,Fire Equip Engr, PP
PPSB; 12 03 Gertrude, C 356-8451
COHEN, Arnold Z. , BS, MS, Res Asst, Min. . .333-4936
Met & Pet Eng, 408 A MMB; 512 E Stoughton
# 208, C 352-0770
COHEN, Audrey O., BS, Asst, Chem Eng 333-0558
367 H Noyes Lab; 610 W Washington St, U
344-6497
COHEN, Barry S. , BA, MA, Tchr, Math 333-1220
178 AH; 1010 W Green St #234, U 332-2187
COHEN, Joel A., BA, MS, Res Asst, Physics .333-0099
290 N Mat Res Lab; 709 W Springfield Ave, U
367-2363
COHEN, Huguette, Licence Ed Lettres, Tchr. .333-6231
Asst, 304 HH; 303 Burkwocd Ct W, U
COHEN, Leslie B., PhD, Asst Prof, Psych 333-6452
196 B Davenpt H; 1205 1/2 N Coler, U, 367-2214
COHEN, Jerome J., BS, MS, Res Progrmr, Com 333-6262
Sci, 195 DCL; 610 W Washington, U, 344-6497
COHEN, Joel A. , MS, Res Asst, Physics
290 N MRL; 709 W Springfield Ave, U, 367-2363
COHEN, Joel B. , PhD, Asst Prof, Mktng 333-4512
163 Commerce W; 2209 Brett Dr. , C, 359-3776
COHEN, Jozef, PhD, Assoc Prof, Psych 333-0062
191 Davnpt Hall; 303 Burkwood Ct W, U
COHEN, Paul F., BA, MA, Tchr, Math 333-1220
178 AH; 1010 W Green St, U 332-2130
COHN, Ronald H., BS, MS, Tchr, Zool 333-4944
439 Morrill Hall; 111 E Healey, C
COHEN, Stephen P.PhD, Asst Prof, Pol Sci &. 333-2956
Asian Stu, Rm 8 408 S Goodwin; 2 03 N New, C
352-3087
COHEN, Stewart, PhD, Asst Prof, Ed Psy 333-2550
188 B Educ; 1005 S Mattis Apt 2-6, C, 352-1702
COHN, Rubin G., LLB, BA, Prof of Law, Job. .333-0477
Classif, 241 Law; 6 O'Connor Ct. ,C, 356-6319
CO, Joyce Y. , BS, Asst, Hm Econ 333-0405
Child Dev Lab; 1010 W Green St, Rm 271, U
332-2468
COIL, George L. , BA, Asst, Class & Eur. . . . 333-2360
Cult Museum, 484 LH; 83 Daniels Hall, U
332-2409
COILPARAMPIL, Achamma C. , BA, Grad Asst. .332-0491
Stu Persnl & DeanWmen, 126 VnDrn Hall
COLAW, Donald W., BS, Broadest Engr, TV. . .333-1070
Serv, 1110W Main; 805 S State St, C, 356-8648
COLBURN, Stephen, BS, MS, Res Asst, Mech 333-2328
Eng', 207 MEL; 1103 W Hill, U 367-2769
COLBERT, Helen L. , Clerk Typ III, Inst Avi. . .822-5204
Airport; 26 Lange Dr., Savoy 822-5481
COLCLASURE, Janice, Clerk Steno III 333-22 61
Jare Adams Sch Soc Wk, 340, 1207 W Oregon;
7_07_S 6th_St, Apt 414, C 344-1346
COLCLASURE, Sandra S, Clerk Steno III 333-2338
Police Tmg Inst, 608 1/2 E Green; 707 S 6th, C
344-1346
COLE, Arthur W., YNC , USN, Yeoman, Naval 333-1062
Sci, 239 Armory; 909 Dogwood Dr, C
COLE, Clara L. , Clerk I, Visl Aids Serv 333-1363
704 S 6th St; Box 157, Sidney 688-2267
COLE, Beryl W., Elec Tech I, Chem&Chem. 333-1720
Eng, 125 NL- 922 E Orleans St., Paxton, 379-2917
COLE, Howard C, PhD, Asst Prof, Engl 333-3979
131 EB; 707 Southwest Dr, C 352-2364
COLE, Nedra L. , Clerk Typ III, Agron 333-3423
W-201f TH; Box 364, Sidney 688-2163
COLE, Prudence B. , BA, LAS, Tchr Asst 333-0731
Span, Ital, Portug, 611 S 6th; 1003 E Wash.,U
367-6816
COLE, Wilfred J. ,Lab Mech, Civil Eng 333-6913
1203 CEB; 1210 E Penn Ave, U 365-1534
COLEGROVE, Eldon B., MS, State Dir, Agr 356-1891




PPSB; 112 S Oak St. , Villa Grove 382-7761
COLEMAN, PaulD., PhD, Prof, Elec Eng 333-2765
200 F Eerl; 812 W Charles, C 356-6907
COLEM<\N, William W, Carpenter, Sub-Fore..
PPSB; 1101 N McKinley, C 356-9737
COLLDEWEIH, Jack H., AB, Proj Coor, Surv. .333-3805
Res Lab, 405 DKH, 712 W Ohio, U 344-5080
COLLENBERGER, Mary A. , Clerk I, Visl Aids . .333-1363
Serv, 704 S 6th; 2315 Carlisle Dr. , C, 359-1456
COLLINS, Beverly C. , Clerk Typ I, Non Acad . 333-2141
Persnl Off, Davenpt Hall; 2509 Maplewood Dr, C
359-1373
COLLINS, Cheryl S., Clerk-Steno II, Coll VM 333-1533
157 VMB; Rt 1, Georgetown 662-6307
COLLINS-THOMPSON, David L. , Grad Di p, .. 333-1931
Res Asst, Food Sci, BH; 2032-C Orchard, U
344-4389
COLLINS, David W. , Sheet Metl Wker, PP.
.
PPSB; Rt 1 , Georgetown 662-6307
* COLLINS, Floyd I, MA, Chemist, US Soybn. . . 344-0622
Lab, 168 Davenport Hall; 311 Avondale, C
356-2325
* COLLINS, Hubert B. , Policeman, PP
PPSB; 608 B S Glover, U 367-0757
COLLINS, James F. , BA, Res Asst, Psych 333-2227
393 Davenport Hall; 505 E Healy, C, 359-3745 >
* COLLINS, Margaret J., Clerk Typ II, Law Llb753"3-2915
104 Law Bldg; 1107 W Green, U
* COLLINS, Raymond W. , Janitor, PP
PPSB; 905 Philo Rd, U 367-7330
* COLLINS, Robert E. , Elec Tech I, NAEB Tape. 333-0580
Pro), Broadctng, 55 E Armory St: Box 1 3 1 , Falrmount
758-2893
COLLIN6,'Sue H. , Clerk Steno III, V Pres &. 333-2400
Compt Off, 342 Adm; 22 Roxbury, U
* COLLINSON, Charles W., PhD, Prof, Geol. . .344-1481
463-465 Nat Res; 1806 Clover Lane, C, 356-1257
COLMAN, Clifford V., BA, Res Asst, Instlt.'. .333-3551
Res, 1011 W Springfield; 909 W Main, U
367-3831
COLMAN, Faye M. , Clerk Typ II, Cat Dept. . 333-2348
Lib, 246A Main Lib; 2007 Greendale Dr. , C.
359-1047
* COLMER, Elsie E. , Maid, Housng Dlv
R 1, Mansfield 489-2140
* COLSON, Charles E. , AB, Res Asst, Stu 333-3729
Counslng Serv, 344 SSB; 1906 C S Orchard, U
344-1732
* COLSON, Jane, Tchr Asst, Engl 333-6388
213 EB; 1906 C Orchard, U 344-1732
COLVER, Gerald M., MS, Res Asst, Mech Eng333-2328
207 MEL; 1103 W Hill, 367-2769
* COLVIN, James C, AB, Exe Dlr, Unlv of 111. .333-0810
Foundation, 224 Illinl Union; 810 W Indlanla, U
344-4150
COLVIN, VerenaM., (Mrs.) Secy-Recept, St. 355-1077
Water Surv, 115 S Washington; 240 Elmwood Dr.
,
Napervllle 355-3070
COLVIN, Verna M., (Mrs.) Tech Asst, State. .355-4780
Geol Surv, 115 S Washington; 240 Elwood Dr.,
Napervllle 355-3070
* COLWELL, Richard J., Assoc Prof, Sec & Cont333-1027
Educ & Music, 57 E Armory; 406 W Michigan, U
344-6543
COLWELL, Priscllla J., MS, Asst & Unlv Fel. 333-2787
Physics, 218 MRL; 102 N Gregory #7, U
367-1252
* COMBES, Harry A. , MS, Adm Asst, Asst Prof. 333-0652
PEM, 420 E Union Bldg; 611 W Green, C, 352-3378
COMBEST, Grace E., Card Punch Oper I, PP.. 333-6235
PPSB; 308 Bethany Park Dr. , Rantoul , 892-4308
* COMBEST, James L.
,
Janitor, 111 Union
165 IU; 1311 N Walnut St..,C 356-7078
* COMBS, Cheryl D., Clerk Steno III, Instltute.333-1850
Res Exceptnl Chlldrn, 226 Educ Bldg; 1408 Garden,C
352-1503
* COMPTON, Ann B., Secy, Eng 333-2152
106 EH; 1202 W Daniel, C 356-3075
* COMPTON, W. Dale, PhD, Prof, Dlr, Phys. . .333-2510
CSL, 287 CSL; 404 Eliot Dr., U 367-3055
* COMPTON, lone R. , Maid-
Rt 2, U 367-0297
* COMPTON, John A.
,
Janitor, PP
PPSB; Rt 2, U 367-0297
COMPTON, Marlon E..BS, RN.Asst, Path &. .333-3116
Hygiene, 31 VMB; 610 E Washington St., U
367-0090
* COMPTON, Oscar E., Janitor, Housing Div.
.
Box 376, Tolono 485-5153
* COMPTON, FhylllsJ., Main Desk Att, Tour. 333-366"
Guide, Campus Tour & Infor Cen, 115 IU;
1107 W Green, Apt 322, U- 344-4167
* CONANT, Barbara M., BA, MS, Instr, Lib Sci.333-6245
302 Illini Towers; 715 S Prairie, C 352-7783
CONANT, Roger C, BS..MS, Instr, Elec Eng. 333-4347
324 EEB; 715 S Prairie St, C 352-7783
* CONATSER, Charles W., BA, MS, NSF Tralne. 333-2698
& Grad Techr Asst, Math, 209 YWCA; 2009-A
Hazelwood Ct., U 344-0596
CONBOY, Partlck, BA, Resid Asst, Dean Stu. .333-4643
Townsend Hll, Hous Dlv, Townsend Coun Off;
URH 526 Townsend Hall, U 332-4261
* CONDON, Robert J., BS,MS, Asst, Animal Scl333-1334
264 ASL; 53 E Springfield, C 359-4100
* CONDON, Sara M..BS, Asst, Occup Therapy_._3_33-22 60
1207 W Oregon; 53 E Springfield, C, 359-4100.">
CONERTY, Cleta A., Clerk Typ III, Educ Psych333-2245
334 Educ Bldg; Rt 2 , U 643-3635
* CONERTY, John H., BS, Ext Area Adv, Farm.. 253-4201
Managmt Fleldmn, Coop Ext Serv, 706 Southland
Acres, Tuscola; Rt 2, Tuscola . 2 53-42 01
* CONERTY, John H
.
, Driver, PP
PPSB; 910 W Union St, C 352-1670
* CONERTY, Francis P. , Nat Sci Lab Asst II 333-4376
Agron, W-3^6 TH; 705 S Anderson, U, 367-3536
CONGLETON.EdwardW. , Electrician, PP
PPSB; 824 W Maple, C 352-6366
* CONGLETON, William H., BS, Soil Conserv. .356-8865
Soil Conser Serv, USDA, 240 Country Fair;
Pestum 867-2377
* CONLEE, George W. .Potter, Ceramic Eng; . . . 333-3009
104 Cer Bldg; 1101 N Division, U 367-4353
* CONLEE, JohnW, BA, MA, Asst, Engl 333-2633
304 EB; 603 W Calif Ave, U 344-6113
* CONLEY, John A, BA, BPE, MSc, Instr, Health333-0144
& Safe Educ, 116 Huff Gym; 724 S Elm Blvd, C
352-8509
CONLON, William F. , AB, Resldsn* Asst,Dean333-4275
os Stu, Gamer Hall, Hous Div, Garner Coun
Offc; 430 Garner Hall, C 332-0867
* CONOVER, Buford V. , Transpor Oper, Rehab. . 333-4617
Educ Cen, 151 Rehab Educ Cen; 503 N Russel, C
356-3671
* CONOVER, Dorothy M., Clerk III, AgrPub 333-3980
51 MH; 503 N Russell, C 356-3671
CONOVER, Judith L. , Secy, Pres Offc 333-4706
372 Adm; 2 66 S. Dewey, U 367-2109
CONNER, Edwin R. , Attendent 333-3144
Assembly Hall; 1008 N Nell St, C 359-2579
CONN, Barbara J., Clerk Steno II, H.M.Adler.333-6434
93 Child Res Cen; 510 E Stoughton, Apt 2 08, C
352-8510
' CONNALLY, Ernest A. , PHD, Prof . , Arch.
1601 RuffnerRd., Alexandria, Va 549-1681
' CONRAD, Harry E., PhD, Asst Prof, Biochem. 333-3900
Chem & Chem Eng, 499A E Chem; 2202 S Cottage Gr
U 365-1000.
' CONROY, Lucy B., BA, Grad Asst, Lib Schol. .333-1589
202 University High Schol; 511 Bash Ct, C
352-0369
' CONSTANTINE, Annette V., MA, Asst, Engl.. 333-2508
327 EB; Apt 3, 1211 W University, U
' CONVERSE, James C, MS, Res Asst, Agr Eng .333-1135
216 Agr Eng; 2040 D S Orchard St. , U, 344-4470
' CONVERSE, PaulD., BA, MA, LLD, Prof
Marketing (Retired); 17 MontclalrRd, U, 344-5436
CONWAY, Nada C. , BA, Tchr Asst, Art Hist
409 A Arch Bldg.; 2 09 W Pennsylvania, U
365-2253
CONWAY, Sandra D., Clerk Steno III, Civ Eng. 333-6917
1245 CEB; 114 Scottswood Dr. , U 365-2287
' CONWAY, Virginia L. , Digital Comput Oper 2 .333-2058
Civ Eng, 211 Eng Hall; 2417 E Oregon, U, 367-2593
CONYERS, Milton E. , Janitor, PP
PPSB; Rt 2, Mattoon 234-9489
1 COOLEY, David B., Auto Mech, State Geol &. 333-6849
NH Surv, Nat Res Garage; Box 61, Seymour
1 COOLEY, Kenneth B., Duplicator Oper III. .. . 333-1601
Steno Bur, 1203 W Oregon; 414 W Eureka, C
352-5776
* COOMBS, Fred S. , MA, Instr, Political Scl.. 333-0017
Rm 6, 408 S Goodwin St; 122 6 Joanne Ln, C.
352-4790
COOMBS, Patricia A. .Clerk Typ III, Math... 333-3351
269 AH; Kt.l , Blair Dr. , C 356-4072
* COON, David L. , AB, AM, Asst, Hist 333-2099
235 N Armory Bldg; 1405 N Division, U, 367-1053
* COON, Larry L. , BS, Asst Ext Adv, Coop Ext. 942-3911
Serv, 319 W Side Sq, Carrollton; 503 E Clay,
Roodhouse 589-4545
* COON, Michael J. , Poultry Man, Animal Scl. .333-3439
Poultry Bldg; 909 S Wabash, U 367-5182
*COONEY Thomas J., BED, MED, Grad Asst, .. 333-3643
Second Educ, 376 Educ; 1405 E Falrlawn Dr., U
367-5956
COOK, Betty J., Typing Clerk III, Purchas... 333-0817
Gen Chem Stores, 55 NL; Rt 2, C 344-3566
* COOK, Brian, BSc, PhD, Res Assoc, AnlmalScl 333-0197
101 An Gen; 502 W Main, U 367-1984
COOK, Brenda L. , Clerk Steno m, Busl Offc. .333-2184
Bursar's Dlv, 125 Adm Bldg; 218 Gregory, Apt 201
Maple PI, C 352-3712
COOK, Dwlght, Res Asst, Physics 333-3345
357 PB; 502 W Elm, 12, U 367-8559
* COOK, Edward P. , BS, Civil Engr, Soil Conser356-3787
Serv, USDA, Fed Bldg, 200 W Church St,
1303 Paula Dr., C 356-8981
COOK, Harold R. , Policeman, PP
PPSB; 2203 Rodney Dr. , C 356-8636
1 COOK, Howard, Herdsman, Foreman, An Scl. .333-0153
Swine Barn; Rt 2 , St. Mary's Rd., C 344-3566-
COOK, Jean, MA, Asst, Math ~. . . 333-4699
224 YWCA; 502 W Main, Apt 313, U, 367-1984
COOK, Judith C, Typ Clerk III, Corres Cours 333-1321
104 IH; 2702 E Washington, U 367-0080
1 COOK, Ralph L., PhD, Prof, Cer Eng 333-1457
209 Cer Bldg; 30 Greencroft, C 352-9181
» COOK, Nancy C, Clerk II, Cen Instruct Res 333-3771
& Currl Eval, 270 Educ Bldg; 2802 Willow_Park, C
356-6937
* COOK, Norman T. , Groundsman, PP
PPSB; 2 06 E, Adams, Villa Grove 832-5801
* COOK, Sharon, Clerk Typ III, Instlt Res on. . .333-6467
Except Chlldrn, 45 CRC; 1202 S Lynn St, U
367-4850
* COOK, Walter R. , Sr Lab Mech, Bot 333-3828
103 Bot Annex; Tolono 485-5362
* COOK, William E. , Power Plant Mech, PP
PPSB; 1612 Dobbins Dr, C 352-2735
COOKS, Bryan E., MS, BA, Asst, Health &.. .333-4603
& Safe Educ, 178 Stu Rehab & Educ Cen, 52 E John
C 356-3906
* COONS, Joseph C, Meteorol Aid II, State .. 333-4262
Meteorol Lab U I Airport; 3127 S Chanute St.
Rantoul 893-3621
* COOPE, Daniel F. , Asst, Physics 333-4136
37 PB; 1804 B Orchard PI, U 344-3825
COOPER, Betty G., BS, Asst, Child Dev, Hm.
Econ, Child Devel Lab; 260, 1010 W Green 332-2457
* COOPER, Duane H., PhD, Assoc Prof, Elec. 333-2725
Eng & Physics, 3rl29 CSL; 918 W Daniel, C
356-9282
* COOPER, James E., Compositor, Prtng Dlv... 333-3934
Unlv Press, 234 UPB; 2803 Judith Dr., C, 352-1779
COOPER, Joe L., Duplicat Mac Oper I, Steno .333-3863
Graphic Offc, 370 Educ Bldg; 601 E Grove, C
356-4282
* COOPER, Lawrence C, BA, Asst, Soclol 333-207C
1204 W Oregon; 209 E Clark #1, C
COOPER, LeeG., AB, Res Asst, Psych 333-3486
300 A GH; 305 W Park #9, U 365-2418
* COOPER, Llllie E., Med Tech II, Bot 333-3087
103 Morrill Hall; 1411 Greenbrier, C, 352-2788
* COOPER, Lowell D., Storekpr II, Voc-Ag serv.333-1885
434 MH; Box 150 St. Joseph 469-3654
* COOPER, Richard L., PhD, Assoc Prof, Agron. 344-0622
160 Davenport Hall; 2012 S Geo Huff, U, 367-6310
* COOPER, Thomas L., MS, Res Asst, CSL 333-4128
1-111 CSL; 1402 N McKinley, C 359-2480
* COOPER, Walter E., Tech Asst, State Geol. . .344-1481
Surv, GSRL 189-215; 1205 S Anderson, U, 367-6889
COPE, Douglas A. , MS, Grad Asst Tchr,Math.333-2040
122 Arcade T; 909 S 5th, Rm 446, C, 332-4831
* COPE, Harold L. , Herdsman, An Sci 333-2223
Moorman Res Farm; 512 Southwest, Homer
896-2304
COLLINS - COUCH
COPE, Howard S. , Elect, PP
PPSB; Rt2, Box 226, Effingham 868-2965
COPE, Raymond R., Janitor, Housing Dlv....
Rt 3, U 688-2566
COPE, Wayne E. .Carpenter, PP
PPSB; Rt 2, Homer 896-4143
COPLAN, J. Eldle, MS, Ext Adv, Agr, Mercer. 582-2517
County Coop Ext Surv, 2 06 S.E. 3rd St, Box
227, Aledo
COPELAND, Frances S., MA, Clerk Steno III. 333-4577
Elemen Educ, 10 Educ Bldg; 913 Lincolnshire,
C
352-0809
CORBY, Leo A., Bs, Engr Estimator, PP 333-0935
PPSB; 204 S State, C ' 352-8339
CORCORAN, James P., MS, Grad Asst, Phil. . 333-1939
219 A GH; 107 1/2 E John St, C 356-8931
CORCORAN, Robert F. , AB, MED, Asst Dir, . . 333-3283
Undergrad Admls, Admis & Records, 178 Adm Bldg,




1002 W Main, U 365-2947 -
CORDIER, HubertV., PhD. , Prof of Radio & ... 333-2352
W, Head of Dept, 12 IB GH; 713 Balboa Dr, C
356-4983
CORDES, Eugene R., Mas Lab Mech, Physics .333-4742
100 Physics Res Lab; 114 Stannage, C, 356-9566
CORDES, Mabel M., Payroll Clerk II, PP 333-6480
PPSB; 803 E Calif , U 367-2260
CORDES, Wendy A. , Tabulating Mach Oper I. 333-4824
Statis Serv Unit, 54 Adm Bldg; 114 W Stanage, C
356-4824"
OORDING, Edward J. , PhD, Asst Prof, Civil. .333-2763
Eng, 22 04 CEB; 901 W Springfield, Apt 2 , U
CORDIER, Hugh V., PhD, Assoc Prof of Radio. 333-2352
& TV, Head of Dept, 121B GH; 713 Balboa/C
356-4983
CORKER, John W. , MBA, Asst Dlr, IU 333-3950
165 IU; 410 Church St., Savoy 822-5685
CORLEY, Elinor A. , Secy, Agr Exper Stat 333-0240
109 MH; 1429 Mayfalr Rd, C 352-6460
CORLEY, Robert N., BS, LLB, Assoc Prof.." 333-4592
Indust Adm, 465 Comm W; 1429 Mayfalr Rd, C
352-6460
CORN, Carolyn A. , Clerk Typ III, Agron 333-4373
S-306 TH; 106 S 8th St., St Joseph 469-7634
CORN, Denver C, MS, ExtAdvis, Agr 525-4617
Sangamon County Ext Surv, 2449 N 31st St,
Springfield; 832 Independence Ridge, Springfield
546-2981
CORNELL, Harrison K. , BA, Writer, TV Serv. . 333-1070
1110W Main; 1012 Stratford, C 359-1306
CORNWELL, Ronald E. , BS, Assoc Ext Adv. . . .233-1047
Agr, St. Clair County Coop Ext Serv, 116 S Charles,
Belleville; 117 Kansas, Belleville 235-3381
CORRAY, Hazel M. , Clerk Typist III, TAM 333-3173
321 TL; 1401 Garden Lane, C 356-3584
CORRAY, Judith A. , Secy, Urban Planning 333-3890
208 MH; Rt 2 , U 367-2829
CORRAY, Mac H., Sheet Metalworker, PP...
PPSB; 1401 Garden Lane, C 356-3584
CORRAY, Reba N., Clerklll, Aid Projects 333-1992
409 E Chalmers, Suite 301; 305 Country Fair Lane
#80, C 359-3517
CORRIGAN, Dennis M., AB, Broadest Pro Asst .333-0850
Will Radio Station, 228 GH; 107 E Chalmers,
Apt 1, C 352-2596
CORSETTI, Victor C. , BS, Res Asst, Civil Eng333-6942




PPSB; 2412 E Green, U 367-6692
CORTEN, Herbert T. , Prof, TAM
321 TL; 102 Wood Ridge Lane, Oak Ridge,
Tenn.
CORWIN, John B., BS, Res Asst, Computer ScB33-6183
138 DCL; 508 E Stoughton St, C 352-5037
CORZATT, CharleneK., BA, Ext Adv, Hm Econ.392-6631
Richland Count/ Coop Ext Serv, 306 S Fait,
Box 364, Olney; 1620 1/2 E Main, Olney
392-0074
CORZINE, Marlon S. , AB, AdnvSecy M?th 333-3350
273 AH; 306 S Willis Ave, C 352-3741
COSBY, Rlchard.AB, Res Asst, Townsend Hall. 333-4643
Dean of St/ Hous Div, Townsend Counsel Offc,
URH 326 Townsend Hall, U 332-4133
COSGROVE, Violet, Secy, Health & Safe Educ.333-2307
114 Huff Gym; 2107 Plymouth Dr., C, 352-5953
COSLET, Barbara S. , Clerk Typ II, Civ Eng. . .333-3820
205 EH; Box 29, Murdock 837-2608
COSLET, Dorothy D. , Clerk Typ III, Physics. .333-4361




PPSB,' Box 76, Murdock
COSMOS, Spencer J. ,MA, Inst, Engl 333-1335
315 EB; #1 Patricia Ct., C 359-3604
COSTELLO, George A., PhD, Assoc Prof , TAM. 333-4724
313 TL; 801 Brighton Dr. , U 367-2193
COSTELLO, James J., AB, LLB, LLM, Legal. . .333-0560
Counsel, 2 58 Adm; 1116 Waverly Dr, C, 359-3463
COSTELLO, Mark P. , BA, Asst Prof, Engl 333-0426
212 Eb; 707 S 6th Apt 410, C
COSTIN, Frank, PhD, Prof, Psych 333-2679
314 GH; 701 W Healey St, C 352-5435
COSTIN, Lela B. MSW, Assoc Prof, Social Wk333-2261
Jane Addams Grad Sch of Soc Wk, Rm 338,
1207 W Oregon; 701 W Healy, C 352-5435
COTE, William E. , MS, Asst Geol, State 344-1481
Geol Surv, 102 Nat Res; 1810 Larch PI, U
365-2644
COTTRELL, James D., BS, Agr, Sys & Proced. 333-6385
Planner I, Statis Serv Unit, 54 Adm Bldg;
513 S Willis, C 356-1746
COTTINHAM, Erma, BS, Asst Prof, Hm Econ..
4-H Club Work, Emerita; 125 56th Ave S,
St Petersburg , Fla 867-2131
COUCH, David R. , MA, Asst, German 333-1312
Asst Offc; 508 E Stoughton. Apt 102, C, 356-0696
COUCH, William D. , BCE, Rjs Asst, Civ Eng 333-3878
117 TL; 909 S 5th, C 332-4807
Al
COULSON - CROWE
* COULSON, James H. , MS, Res Asst, Civ Eng 333-6988
B235 CEB; 1004 Mayfair Rd, C 352-8016
* COUKOULIS, Helen, Res Asst, Microbiol 333-1142
315 Burrill Hall; 911 S Lynn St, C 352-6738
* COULSON, Patricia B., MS, Res Asst, Physio.333-0171
529 Burrill Hall; 1004 Mayfair Rd, C, 352-8016
* COURTER, JohnW., MS, Ext Spec, Hort 949-2241
Sm Fruit & Veg Crops, Dixon Springs Agr Cen,
Simpson; RFD 2, Simpson 949-2141
* COURTIN, Gerard M., BSo, TchrAsst, Bot. .. 333-6106
283 Morrill Hall; 1934 A Orchard Downs, U
344-4089
COURTNEY, James A. , Janitor, PP
PPSB; W Main St, Homer
* COURSON, Roger L., PhD, Asst Prof, Voc Agr .333- 3873
434 MH; 1911 S Prospect, C 352-6138
* COUSINS, Edward A. , BS, Struct Engr, PP. .. 333-3830
PPSB; Box 175, St. Joseph 469-7188
COVEY, Linda A. , BA, MED, Grad Asst, Stu. . 332-3204
Personl & Dean of Womn Offc, 470 Allen Hall;
1005 W Gregory Dr., U 332-3204
* COWAN, OpalE., AB, Asst Ext Advis , Youth. 432-2012
Iroquois County, Coop Ext Serv, 123 S 5th;
305 N Grant Ave, Milford 889-4510
COWART, Elizabeth R., BA, Grad Asst, Offc. .332-3689
of Stu Persnl & Dean of W..., -M6 Saunders Hall;
906 College Ct, U 332-3689
* COWLING, David H. , MS, EE, Res Asst, Elec333-0607
Eng. 372 A EEB; 1017 S Anderson, U, 365-2172
* COWLING, F. Marion, MS, Res Asst, Micro- 333-1142
Biol, 315 Burrill Hall; 1017 S Anderson, U
365-2172
* COWSERT, Calvin H. , MS, Ext Adv, Agr 886
Shelby County Coop Ext Serv, N Rt 128, Shelbyville;
908 N Morgan, Shelbyville
* COX, Carol S. , Adm Clerk, Unl Honors Pro. . .333-082 5
1205 W Oregon; Box 4, Savoy 822-5694
COX, Carol A. , Nat Sci Lab Asst II, Col of VM333-4689
VMB, Rm 365; 619 W Springfield, C, 356-8988
* COX, Charles B., BA, MA, Edd, Assoc Prof... 333-0654
Sec & Continuing Educ, 377 Educ Bldg; 723 S Elm.C
359-3086
COX, Charles, BA, TchrAsst, Sociology 333-2070
1204 W Oregon; 412 E Green, C 352-8982
COX, Christopher F. , TA, Math 333-3973
245 IH; 312W Calif, U 367-0145
* COX, DarrellE., MS, TchrAsst, Fellow Bot. .333-0246
233 Morrill Hall; Box 4, Savoy 822-5694
* COX, Franklin C. , Groundsman, PP
PPSB; 219 S Walnut, Areola 268-3458
* COX, Gerald H. , Meat Cutter, Housing Div. . 333-1453
22 CFS; 703 N Randolph, C 352-0453
* COX, JohnL., BS, Med, EdD, Asst Prof, Adm.333-0963
Supervis, 110 Educ Bldg; 1611 Cornell, C
352-0344
* COX, Judith K. , BS, Computer Program 1 333-3842
Statis Serv Unit, 54 Adm Bldg.; 1415 W Kirby,C
352-3787
COX, Lane W. , Broadcstng Engr, TV Serv 333-1070
mow Main; 205 Country Fair Dr, C, 359-2507
* COX, Leta M., Cler.c TypIII, Rehab Educ Serv333-4603
109 Rehab Educ Cen; 809 W University, C
359-2303
* COX, Linda K. , BS, Physical Ther, Health Serv333-2751
72 Health Cen; 405 Fairlawn Dr, U, 365-1650
COX, Martha L. , BS, Clerk Steno III, Agr 333-0460
101 MH; 610 W Stoughton, U
* COX, Martin J. , Trans Oper, Div of Rehab. . . 333-4616
Educ Serv, 151 Rehab Educ Serv; 416 Fairview, C
356-8744
* COX, Steven, BS, TchrAsst, Soc 333-2070
1204WKlrby, C 352-3787
* COX, Steven M., MA, Res Asst, Sociol 333-2261
1207-123 W Oregon St; 1415WKlrby, C, 352-3787
* COX, Wlllard R., Janitor-Subforeman, Hous.. 333-0869
Div, Custodil Offc, 4th St Res Halls; 207 E Main
Ogden 582-4905
COY, Paul H., MA, Prof, Arch 333-1146
115 Arch; 605 S Fair St, C 356-0715
* COYNER, John V. , BS, TchrAsst, TAM 333-3005
108 TL; Rt 1, Dewey 586-3378
* CRABB, Gaynelle Dalton, National SciJ-ab . . . 333-1644
Asst, Elec Eng, Biophysical Re-S~Lab, Rm 312
EERLAnnex; 1603 Joanne Lane, C 356-2731
* CRABILL, Linda Kay, Computer Aide I 333-6203
Computer Sci, Digital Computer Lab; 259 Parkhill
Mobile Estates, Mahomet
* CRABB, Rachel L. , BS, Ext Adviser, Home... 858-0355
Econ, DuPage County, Coop Ext Serv, Glenellyn
Rm 101, 799 E Roosevelt Rd; 323 Parkway Dr
Wheaton 668-2676
* CRACKEL, Walter Clarence, BS, Res Asst 333-2399
Vet Phys & Pharmacy, 231 Vet Med; 705 E
Fairlawn Dr, U 367-1593
* CRAFT, Charles Vincent, Chief Clerk 333-1232
Ofc of Space Utilization, 332 Davenport House
2804 E Washington, U 367-1518
* CRAFT, Thelma Jean, Acct Clerk I, Housing.. 333-1763
Division, 420 SSB; 2408 E Washington Ave
U 367-1518
* CRAMER, Roger Earl, MS, Chem & Chem 333-3059
Eng Asst, 350 A NL; 509 E Green* 301, C
344-3026
CRAMER, James Leroy, MRL, Jr Lab Mech 333-1379
Trainee, 148 W Columbia, C 359-4238
* CRAMER, John Edward, MS, Asst Prof 333-0850
Radio and TV, News Supervisor, Radio Station
236 Gregory Hall; 1507 Honeysuckle Lane, C
352-3759
* CRANE, Glenn Wood, BS, Main Desk Attend. . 333-3685
Illinl Union, 174 ; 2110 Lantern Hill Drive, U
367-6508
* CRANE, Dorothy Dean, BS, Credentials 333-1701
Analyst, LAS Coll, 294 Lincoln Hall; 2110
Lantern Hill Drive, U 367-6508
CRANDALL, Janice Margery, BA, Asst, Econ.. 333-2682
226 David Kinley; Sherman #511, 909 S Fifth
C 333-4749
CRANDALL, Robert Dennis, Acct Clerk 1 333-3461
Dairy Sci, 315 An Sci Lab; 1212 W Clark St, U
367-7877
CRANFORD, John Earl, Property Custodian 333-3029
Univ of 111 Bands-, 157 Band Bldg; 703 E Houghton
St, Tuscola 253-3217
CRAPSE, Arthur H, Janitor, PP, PPSB
1404 Eater Dr, Rantoul 892-4510




CRAVEN, Fred C, Groundsman, PP, PPSB
405 N Harrison, Philo 684-4800
CRAVENS, Richard Wade, BA, Asst, Psych
54 Maplewood Dr, U 367-5927
CRAYS, Betty Mae, Typing Clerk II, Bursar's. .333-2180
Division, Bus Ofc, 1006 Adm; 210 S Grove, U
367-2774
CRAYS, Donald William, Painter, Housing 333-3450
Division, Rm 14, Lincoln Ave Residence; 210 S
Grove, U 367-2774
CRAIG, James Milton, AB, Instr, Inst of Avi. .822-5237
Airport; 401 N Calhoun, Tolono 485-4130
CRAIG, Terry Lee, Card Punch Opr 1 333-4827
Statistical Serv Unit, 54 Adm Bldg, 1111 N
Chestnut St, C 352-8785
CRAIG, Joseph Frederick, Janitor 333-4633
Sub-foreman, Housing Division, 111 St, Resident
Hall; 1301 Westfield Dr, U 352-8785
CRAIG, Robert Eugene, Painter, PP, PPSB....
Rardln 345-4580
CRAIG, Timothy Tyler, BA, BPE, Asst PE
115 W Green St, Apt 218, U
CRAIG, Wayne L.
,
Res Lab Shop Supervisor.
.
Mat Res Lab, 148 MRL; 804 W Maple St, C
356-2254
CRAIG, Wllma, Cashier, IU; 426 S King 333-0700
Newman 837-2516
CRAIGIE, Michael James, BS, Chem & Chem. .
Eng Asst, 19 A, Noyes Lab; RR 2, Homer
688-2208
CRAIGHEAD, Wade Edward, MA, Asst, Psych. 333-0040
158 Children's Res Cntr; 205 Country Fair Drive
Apt 45, C 356-2895
CRAWFORD, Anita Rae, BS, MT, Med Tech. . . 333-4777
I, Botany, 677 Morrill Hall; 810 W Church St
U 365-1258
CRAWFORD, Arden Lowell, ED M, Asst, UHS. 333-0323
113 UHS; 404 E Colorado, U 367-2427
CRAWFORD, Chalmers Woodruff, BS, Assoc.
,
Prof, An Sci, Emeritus; 808 W Park Ave, C
352-8765
CRAWFORD, Dan Paul, Auxiliary Opr, PP
PPSB; 1708 Ridgehand, C 352-7147
CRAWFORD, Frances Freeman, BME, MM
Instr, Music, Stiven House, R 206; 10 Golfview
Court, Savoy 822-5867
CRAWFORD, George Jr. , Elec Tech II, Coor. . 333-3379
Sci Lab, 2-114 CSL; 2320 1/2 E Main St, U
CRAWFORD, Hazel McDaniel, Secy, Elec Eng.333-2302
153 EEB; 1521 W John St, C 352-3386
CRAWFORD, Helen LaVonne, Typing Clerk II. .333-4607
Division of Rehab- Educ Serv, 136 Rehab Cntr
404 E Colorado, U 3 67-2427
CRAWFORD, James Edward, LLB Asst to
Chief of Party and Adviser in Student Affairs
Assigned under AID Projects at Njala Univ Coll
Private Mail Bag, Freetown, Sierra Leone
CRAWFORD, JeraldDale, An Caretaker 333-6220
Zoology, 287 Morril Hall; 210 E Elm St, Villa
Grove 832-4481
CRAWFORD, Kenneth Herbert, MS, Grad Asst. 333-1193
Math, 114 IH; 10 Golfview Court, Savoy
822-5867
CRAWFORD, Leroy, Agr Gardener, Hort 333-2123
100 Floriculture; 205 W Nevada, U 367-2171
CRAWFORD, Marsha Kathleen, Acct Clerk I. . .333-4880
Bursar's Division, Bus Ofc, 162 Adm Bldg
305 Front St, Villa orove
CRAWFORD, Mary Lucille, County Ext Secy . . 392-9986
White County, Coop Ext Serv, 304 E Robinson St
Carmi; Rt 2, Enfield 963-2565
CRAWFORD, Mildred Alma, MS, Ext Adviser. . 422-6809
Home Econ, Macon County, Coop Ext Serv
348 W Prairie, Decatur; 1596 W Harrison Ave
Decatur 877-5985
CRAWFORD, Peter Dubose, BA, TchrAsst.... 333-1193
Math, 114 IH; 1010 W Green #180, U
CRAWFORD, Robert Bruce, Ph D, Acting 333-4850
Dir of Asian Studies Cntr; 1207-9 W Oregon, U
CRAWFORD, Rolland H, , Sr Lab Mech, Mech .333-0699
& Indus Eng, Rm 217 MEB; 13 Blair Drive, C
359-1122
CRAWFORD, Thomas Dow, B of Arch, Tchr 333-1229
Asst, Arch, 117 Arch; 605 N Main, Georgetown
662-6858
CRAWFORD, Wendell E., BS, Purchasing 333-3588
Asst II, Purchasing Division, 223 Adm Bldg
2204 Vawter St, U 367-1847
CRAWLEY, Henry Bert, PhD, Res Assoc 333-4485
Physics, 412 Physics; 2 05 W Beardsley, C
352-6685
18
CRAWLEY, Marilyn Anne, BFA, Asst Geologic. 344-1481
Draftsman, State Geological Survey, 113 NR
511 E White, C 356-6094
* CREEK, James Eugene, Storekeeper III, Ofc. . .333-1040
Supply Store, 1325 S Oak St, C; 1207 Garden Hills
Drive, C 352-6940
CREEKMUR, Dale Irvln, Acct Clerk II, Mat... 333-1382
Res Lab, 264 MRL; Hudson Acres RR 3, U
367-2264
* CREEKMUR, Robert Edmund, Elec Foreman, PP.
PPSB; Hudson Acres, RR 3, U 367-2264
CREIGHTON, Joyce Lynnette, Typing Clerkll. .333-0785
Acct Division, Bus Ofc, 247 Adm Bldg; 910 S
Locust, Apt 2, C
*+CREMEENS, Charles Randall, Agr Res Tech.. . 344-0622
US Res Soybean Lab, 160 Davenport Hall; 2010
Joanne Lane, C 352-9044
CRESAP, Marcia Sue, Nat Sci Lab Asst I 333-0579
Zoology, 518 Morrill Hall; Apt 2, 201 N Goodwin
U 367-0988
* CRESWELL, William Herbert, Jr., MS, ED D. .333-0432
Prof of Health Educ, Health & Safety Educ, 118
Huff Gym; 1007 S Victor, C 359-1877
* CREWS, Mary Betty, County- Ext Secy 943-5018
Lawrence County, Coop Ext Serv, 12th & Lexington
Lawrenceville; RFD 3 , Lawrencevllle
943-3789
* CRIBBET, John Edward, AB, JD, Dean of Coll. .333-0930
of Law & Prof of Law, Law; 1412 Waverly Dr, C
352-6092
CRINIGAN, (Mrs.) Ann Phalen, Elec 333-2834
Gardiograph Tech, Health Serv, Health Cntr
Box 37, Ivesdale 564-3625
* CRIPPEN, Marie, Clerk-Typist II , Motion. .. 333-0279
Picture Serv, 1007 W Nevada (After Dec 1, 501 S
Wright); 108 E White St, C 359-4768
* CRISANTI, Lawrence Ignatius, AB, Dean of .. .333-0848
Students, Housing Division, Head Resident
Oglesby Hall, Oglesby Coun Ofc; U.R.H. 101
Oglesby Hall, U 332-5061
CRISP, Raymond Dwight, MS, Res Assoc 333-0832
Engl, 103, 1210 W Calif Ave, U; 2101 Pond, U
367-5991
* CRISPEN, Garry Paul, Clerk III, PP, PPSB 333-4336
2407 Brownfield Rd, RR 2, U 352-7476
CRITCHFIELD, Milton Orlo, MS, Tchr Asst. .. 333-3005
TAM, 108 Talbot Lab, 565 Lin-Wal Rd, Daniel's
Hall, Rm 82, Lexington, Ky; 2996387 1010 W
Green Street, U .332-2408
CROCKER, Catherine, Instr, Educ Psych 333-1889
EPGB, 1102 Coll Ct, Rm 134; 1510 Grandview Dr
#5, C
* CROCKER, Russell Brinton, BFA, MFA, Instr..
Art, 122 Fine Arts Bldg; 104 E John St, C
352-2668
CROCKER, James Wilbur, BS, Grad Asst 333-2818
Speech, 249 Armory; 307 N Wright, C
CROFT, Betty Mary Ellen, MS, MA, Catalog. 333-3285
Librn, Assoc Prof of Lib Adm, 246 Lib; 708 S
Maple, U 367-5905
CROPPER, James, BS, Res Asst, Agron 333-4373 1
W-317 Turner Hall; 1010 W Green, Apt 712, U
* CRONAU, Edward William, Master Lab Mech . 333-1379
Mat Res Lab, 148 MRL; 1605 Jeanne St, C
352-1383
CRONE, Betty Jean, BS, Asst Ext Adviser 433-0707'
Home Econ, LaSalle County, Coop Ext Serv
301 1/2 W Madison St, Ottawa; 838 Congress St
Ottawa 433-2853
* CRONAU, Mildred, Typing Clerk III, Acct 333-0978''
Division, Bus Ofc, 257 Adm; 1605 Jeanne St, C
352-1383
* CRONK, Michael John, BS, AAE, Grad Asst... 333-3146;
Aero & Astro Eng Dept, 21 TB; 211 W Green
#5, U 367-4467
*+CROMPTON, Robert Dale, Tech Asst 543-3950,
Registration & Educ, NHSL; 833 E Adams, Havana
543-3707
CROMPTON, John Leslie, First Class Diploma.332-4928,
Loughborough Coll, England, Asst, Rec & Park
Adm, Sherman Hall, Rm 855; 909 S Fifth St, C
+CROMWELL, Dorothy, Secy, Federal-State .. .333-4621'
Agency Functions, State Division of Vocational
Rehab, 102 Rehab-Educ Cntr; 1731 Westhaven Dr
C 352-7561
* CROOK, Eugene Joseph, AB, AM, Asst, Engl. .333-2633
304 English Bldg; 401 Avondale, C 356-6594
* CROOKER, Andrew Jackson, MS, Res Asst. . . . 333-3826
Aero & Astro Eng Dept, 112 Aero Lab B; 29 Salem
Rd, U 367-1236
* CROOKS, William Henry, BS, Res Asst
Psych; 2025 B Orchard St, U 344-6502
*+CROSS, Sandra J., Clerk Typist II, State 333-4958
Water Survey, 244 Water Resources; 3108 1/2 S
First St Rd, C 344-0802
* CROSBY, James O'hea, PhD, Prof, Spanish. . .333-1604
269 LH; 308 W Iowa Ave, U 367-2867
* CROTHERS, Milton Harold, MS, Assoc Prof . . 333-4208
Elec Eng, 321 EEB; 2104 Mills Drive, U
367-0696
CROUCH, Stanley Ross, Ph D, Visiting Asst. .333-6266
Prof, Chem & Chem Eng, 108 CA ; 502 E Healey
Apt 303, C 352-9006
* CROWE, Donald Osborne, BS, M Ed, Res Asst.333-0398
Bur of Educ Res, 288A Educ Bldg; 1809 B Valley Rd
C 352-2207
CROWF.LL - DANNF.HL
* CROWELL, Gene, Broadcast Engr, Radio Sta. . 333-0850
228 Gregory Hall; 813 W Hill, C 356-8063
* CROWELL, Michael Lewis, Accountant I 333-2853
Acct Division, Bus Ofc, 279 Adm; RR 1, Mahomet
586-2015
* CROWN, IdaiPlerson, Clerk-Steno III, TAM. . 333-2321
214 Talbot Lab; 2213 S PhiloRd, U
365-2457
CROWLEY, Frances C, Payroll Clerk II 333-0617
Housing Division, 420 SSB; RR 1, Mahomet
897-2737
CROWLEY, Katherine Ruth, Clerk HI 333-0210
Admissions & Records, 69 Adm Bldg; Mahomet
897-7237
* CROWLEY, Joseph Michael, PhD, Asst Prof . .333-4463
EE, EEB 343, MMB 405 333-0890
506 S Elm St, C 352-3330
CROWLEY, Mary Irene, Chief Payroll Clerk. . .333-3012
Bursar's Division, Bus Ofc, 100b Adm Bldg
Box 90, Mahomet 897-2737
CROWLEY, Tom, BS, Resident Asst, Weston. . 333-4439
Hall, Dean of Students, Housing Division, 178
Weston Counseling Ofc; U.R.H. 380 Weston Hall
C 332-2041
* CRUSE, John Lee, Clerk ni, Allerton House. . 333-3287
502 S West Union, Montlcello 762-5132
* CRUSE, Connie L. , Book Store Clerk I, Illlni. 333-2050
Union Bookstore; 10 LeMar Ct, Ogden
582-6355
CRUSE, Clara E., Maid, Housing Division. .
.
829 W Maple, C 356-2144
CRUSIUS, Vera Claussen, MS, Instr, Home.. 333-2024
Econ, 295 Bevler Hall; 605 S Lincoln Ave, U
344-3999
* CRUTHIS, Homer Darrel, MEd, Ext Adviser. .. 935-5764
Agr, Dewltt County, Coop Ext Serv 935-2942
803 W Leander, Clinton; 120 S Walnut, Clinton
935-2647
* CRUM, Marguerite Bertha, County Ext Secy. . 322-6033
Schuyler-Brown County, Coop Ext Serv, 710 Maple
Rushville; RR 3, Rushvllle 322-3189
» CRUZ, Jose Bejar, Jr., PhD, Prof of Elec 333-4212
Eng, Res Prof, Coor Scl Lab, Assoc Member 333-0282
Cntr for Advanced Study, EEB, 4-101 CSL
2014 Silver Court West, U 367-7523
CSENSICH, Melinda, BS, Grad Asst, Utc ol... 332-SbSl
Student Personnel and Dean of Women, Trelease Hall
#1014; 1001 S College Ct, U
* CULLEN, Donald E, BS, Tchr and Res Asst,.. 333-6144
Physics, 185a CSL
514 Falrlawn, U 365-2006
* CULVER, Charles James, Bach of Arts 333-0786
Inventory Supervisor, Acctg Div, Bus Ofc,
245 Adm Bldg
405 N Edwin St, C
.
356-8271
* CULBERT, John Robert, MS, Prof of Flor 333-2123
Hort; 205 Floriculture
10 Circle Drive , Montlcello 762-7872
CULTON, Jon W, BS, Res Engr, CSL, 333-3481
1-135 CSL
30 6 Brookwood, C
* CULLEY, John Benjamine, Steamfitter, PP Dept
PPSB; 1112 WJohn, C 352-8774
* CULLIN, Victor; BS, Spec Representative, .... 663-7190
Univ of Illinois Foundation,
Illini Centre - Hotel La Sasle, Chicago
343 Chestnut St, Wlnmettca 446-1534
* CULVER, Lawson Blaine; BS, Ext Forester and. 333-2777
Assoc Prof of Forestry; 211c Mumford Hall
RR2, S Mattls Road, C 352-5910
* CUMMINGS, Dorothy Norma, Typing Clerk II. 333-2368
PP Dept, PPSB
705 1/2 W Springfield Ave, C 356-3089
* CUMMINGS, Lloyd Wendell, Janitor, PP Dept.
PPSB; 1112 Westfield, C 359-3164
* CUMMINGS, James Winfred; BS, Res Asst... 333-3464
CSL, 79 CSL;
2417 Sheridan Drive, C 356-0036
* CUMMINGS, Joan Ruby; BS; Acting Ext 833-5341
Adviser - Home Econ, Union Cy, Coop Ext Serv;
W Broad St, Box 360, Jonesboro
Southern Hills 131-20, Carbondalee 457-4846
* CUMMINGS, Ralph Waldo, Jr, PhD, Asst
Prof of Econ; Assigned under AID Projects as
Branch Chief, Agr Econ Branch, Agr Div, USAID,
New Delhi, India
* CUNNINGHAM, Carol Clem, MS, Chem and.. 333-1169
' Chem Eng, Asst; 407 E Chemistry
306 W University, U 367-3310
.CUNNINGHAM Donald J, AB, MA, Res Asst, ... 333-2604
Ed Psych; 8 Lincoln
120 8 E Florida, U 367-7398
* CUNNINGHAM, Joseph B, BS, Prof of Farm...
Mgmt, Dept of Agr Econ, Emeritus;
805 W Vermont, U 344-1002
* CUNNINGTON, Richard Lee, Instrument and . 333-1941
Measurement Tech I, Measurement Prog, Eng
Exp Sta; 207 EE Res Lab
105 N Elizabeth, Tolono 485-4675
CUNNINGHAM, Robert Ervin Jr, BS, MS, Asst.333-3694
Dept of Chem and Chem Eng; 236 E Chem Bldg
606 W Ohio St, U 344-5812
* CUNNINGHAM, Ruskln Lewis, Carpenter,...
PP Dept, PPSB
908 W Beardsley, C 356-0026
CUOMO, James August, Bach of Arts, ALSt. .. 333-1297
in Music; 306 Stiven House
401 S Sixth, C 352-8608
* CUPP, Mary Smith, NSLA III, Vet Physiology. .333-2399
and Pharmacol; 236 Vet Med Bldg
204 W Pennsylvania Ave, U 367-7355
CUPPS, William Donald, AB, MA, Asst In ... 333-3879
Engl, Engl, 206 English Bldg
205 E Green St, Apt 10, C
f, CUPPERNELL, Frank Jessie, Janitor, PP Dept.
.
PPSB; 407 S Webber St, U 367-0855




* CURCIC, Slobodan Vojlslav, MA, BA, Instr
Arch; 4 E Arch Bldg
1005 S Sixth, C
CURETON, Thomas Kirk Jr, BS, BPE, MA, MPE. 333-1730
PhD, Prof and Dir of Physical Fitness Res Lab
213 Huff Gymnasium
501 E Washington St, U 367-1262
* CUTLER, Ivan Burton, BS, PhD, Visiting Prof. .333-4766
Cer Eng; 308 Cer Bldg
403 Sunnycrest Court, U 367-0011
* CURLEY, Daniel, MA, Prof, Engl 333-1715
301 English
609 W Pennsylvania Ave, U 344-6917
* CURRY, Lawrence Jr, Cyl Press Apprentice. .. .333-2576
Printing Div UP; 234 UP Bldg
PO Bos 157, Flthlan 548-2214
* CURRY, Marion Lowell, Mech and Indus Eng. .333-1711
Lab Mech; 110 ME Lab
Box 22, Philo 684-3605
* CURRY, Norma L, Clerk Typist I, McKlnley .. 333-3263
Hospital; Box 22, Phllo 684-3605
CURRAN,(Mrs) Coletta Clancy, AB, 333-1701
Credentials Analyst, LAS College; 2 94 LH
606 S Prairie St, C 352-0180
CURRAN, Daniel Henry, Bach of Arch 333-1695
Draftsman, PP; 605 E Green St, C
904 W Green, Apt 610, U 344-4957
CURRAN, Michael Anthony, BA, MA, PhD.... 333-0682
Instr, Slavic Dept; 2 60 LH
707 S Sixth St, C
CURRIE, Eloise Mary, Assoc of Arts, Digital. .333-4812
Comp Opr, Statistical Serv Unit, 54 Adm Bldg
105 E Green St, Apt 10B, C 359-4153
* CURRY, Robert, An Caretaker, Coll of Vet. ... 333-2000
Med; Large An Clinic
Mansfield 489-2431
* CURTIN, Constance O'Hara, AB, Am, PhD... 333-2844
MAT, Tchr, UHS; 209 UHS
3 Montclalr Rd, U 344-5149
* CURTIN, William Martin, PhD, Asst Prof.... 333-0758
of Engl, Engl; 30 8 Engl Bldg
707 W Washington St, C 356-9227
* CURTIN, David Yarrow, PhD, Prof of Chem, ..333-0797
Assoc Head of Dept, Chem and Chem Eng;
354 E Chemistry
3 Montclalr Road, U 344-5149
* CURTIN, Theodore William, BSF, M Ext Ed. .. 333-2777
Asst Prof of Forestry; 211 Mumford Hall
2001 Lynwood Dr, C 356-4471
CURTIS, Bennie Sue, BA, Master of Arts, Asst 333-13 12
German; 512 E Chalmers
502 E Healey, Apt 108, C 356-8607
CURTIS, Bruce Richard, BS, MA, Instr, PEM. . 333-1680
201 MOG
#50 Wilson Trailer Court, U 367-5680
* CURTIS, Dale Leonald, Driver, PP Dept, PPSB
610 W Bradley, C 356-6960
* CURTIS, Doris Edith, AB, Asst Ext Adviser, .. .942-2725
Youth, Grundy Cy, Coop Ext Serv;
Rm 208, 116 1/2 E Washington, Morris, PO Box 432
745 E Main Street, M 942-1789
* CURTIS, :Elfra' Ira, Janitor, Housing Div
208 W Charles St, C 352-6887
*+CURTIS, George Wayne, BS, Hydrologist, . . . 356-5221
US Geol Surv; 605 S Nell St, C
RR 1, C 356-4467
* CURTISS, Glen Edward, Fireman, PP Dept, PPSB.
602 Sunrise Drive, U 367-9423
* CURTIS, Inez Goodwin, Clerk II, Dept of Agr. 333-1811
Econ; 305 Mumford Hall
1603 Henry, C 359-2795
* CURTIS, J Arthur, Chief Arch Draftsman, PP..
Dept Retired;
1409 Grandview Dr, C 352-8142
t+CURTIS, James Bemel, Greenhouse Specst. . . 333-6895
State KH Surv; NR Greenhouse
1808 McDonald Drive, C 356-4124
* CURTIS, James Owen, BS, MS, PhD, Assoc 333-1416
Prof of Agr Eng; 2 14 Agr Eng
505 S Victor, C 359-3153
CURTIS, Thomas Richard, BS, Res Asst 333-1535
Higher Educ; 33 6 Armory
909 S Third St, C 344-9860
CURZI James John, BS, MA, Asst Gymnastics
Coach, Instr PEM, Men's Old Gym
103 Poplar South, U
* CUTCHIN, Betty Frances, Clerk-Typist III.
.
. 333-0531
Dept of Gen Eng; 23 TE
RR 1, Box 34, Mahomet 586-4710
CUTLER, Kenneth Lee, M Mus, Supervisor .. 333-0850
of Music, Radio Sta; 22 8 Gregory Hall
606 S Coler Ave, U , 344-0805
49
* OUTRIGHT, Clinton Stuart, BS, Ext Adviser, . .342-6644
Agr, Effingham Cy, Coop Ext Serv, 800 E Fayette
RR 1, Effingham 536-3702
* CZERWONKA, Donald Eugene, Janitor, PP Dept
PPSB; PO Box 134, Homer
CZYZEWSKI, Phyllis Eloys, BS, Grad Asst. ... 332-5510
Trelease Hall, Ofc of Student Personnel and
Dean of Women, 414 Trelease Hall
1001 S College Ct, U 332-5510
D
* DABELKO, David Donald, MA, Asst 333-2781
Political Sci, Rm 11 408 S Goodwin; 505 1/2
Robinson Ct, C 356-0398
*+DACHLER, Diana Jane, BA, Asst Geol 344-1481
Draftsman, State Geol Surv, 113 Natural Resources,
1021 Anderson St, U 367-6886
DADE, Everett Clarence, PhD, Prof, Math ... 333-0515
375 AH; 610 W Washington St, U 344-2318
* DAGGETT, Clara Ruth, Clerk-Stenog III 333-4320
Elec Eng, 330c EEB; 2069-B Hazelwood Ct, U
344-1524
* DAGGETT, Kenneth Edward, BS, Gras Asst .. .333-4344
Elec Eng, 325 EEB; 2069-B Hazelwood Ct, U
344-1524
* DAGGETT, Linda Sue, Typing Clerk II, Elec ..333-2516
Eng Publ, Rm 37, EEB; 806 1/2 N Geraldine St, U
* DAHL, Delbert Theodore, BS, Instr, Agr 333-1130
Communications, 330 Mumford Hall; 5 Blair Dr
R 1, C 352-4851
* DAHL, John Raymond, MA, Assoc Prof, Hist .333-4195
355 Armory; 1205 Park Terrace Lane, C 359-4214
* DAHLENBURG, LyleM, BS, Chief Acct 333-0780
Acctg Div, Bus Ofc, 279 Adm, 177 W Pennsylvania
U 367-1586
* DAHLSTROM, Slgfrld August, BS 333-1690
Specification Writer, PP, Campus Architect's
Ofc, 605 E Green; RR 2 3939 S First St, C 822-5663
DAIGH, Charles Francis , PhD, Asst Prof 333-0071
Sec & Continuing Educ, Germanic Lang & Literatures,
Educ Bldg 374; Apt 4 2006 Vawter, U 367-2467
* DAIGH, Jr, George LaRue, MS, Asst Prof .... 333-0910
Coop Ext Serv, 414 Mumford Hall; 1703 S Cottage
Grove, U 367-7591
DALBEY, Margaret Sue, Clerk-Stenog I 333-2683
Speech, 133 Lincoln Hall; 402 W High St, U367-1271
* DALBEY, Raymond Carl , Supt of Printing Div. 333-0427
234 Univ Press; 402 W High, U 367-1271
* DALHEIM, Barbara Louise, BM, Statistical. . .333-6358
Clerk, Elec Eng, 312 EERL; 608 Harwood Ct
C 356-0174
* DALHEIM, Eric Lionel, MM, Asst Prof , Music
201 Stiven House; 608 Harwood Ct, C 356-0174
DALLAS, Carol Ann, Acctg Clerk I , Hort. . . . 333-0352
124 Mumford Hall; 610 W Stoughton, Apt 8,U
* DALLAS, Lois M, Chief Clerk, Coll of Com £ 333-2740
Bus Adm, 214 DKH; 101 S Coler Ave, U 367-4898
* DALRYMPLE, Robert William, MS, Asst Prof. .333-0140
General Eng, 307 Transportation; 1201 McHenry
U 367-1722
* DALTON, Darleen Kaye, Clerk Typist II 333-6464
Computer Sci, 234 DCL; 11 Sutton Place, U 365-2076
* DALTON, Gary Caleb, Meat Cutter, Housing .333-1453
Div, Central Food Stores; 1019 N Neil St, C3S6-8944
* DALTON, Seaward H, Pressroom Foreman,
Printing Div, Univ Press , Retired; 506 W
Healey, C 352-5862
DALTON, Susan Dee, Clerk-Stenog III, Mil. . .333-3418
Scl Dept, 113 Armory; 311 E Springfield, Apt 102, C
* DALTON, Yvonne Young, AB, Asst, Engl 333-1506
317-C Engl Bldg; 513 S Highland Ave, C 352-9815
*+DALZELL, David Wayne, Fiscal Acctg Asst. . .356-3786
Soil Conservation Serv, 200 W Church St,
1404 Dobbins Dr, C 359-4745
DAM, Leonard, BS, Resident Asst, Oglesby . .333-0848
Hall, Dean of Students, Housing Div, Oglesby
Counseling Ofc; URH, 714 Oglesby Hall, U 332-5246
* D'AMATO, Richard John, BS, Asst, Chem &...333-2556
Chem Eng, 365-C Noyes Lab; 1963-C Orchard St, U
344-1365
* D'AMATO, Virginia Ann, Clerk Typist II 333-0100
Admissions & Records, 707-107 S 6th; 502 N
Prairie, C 352-3478
*+DAMEWOOD, Dorothy Elaine, Secy, Athletic. 333-1281
Assoc, 113 Assembly Hall; 1908 Lynwood Dr, C
* DAMMERS, Clifford Russell, MA, Labor 333-3108
Relations Ofcr, Nonacademic Personnel, 110
Davenport House; 802 W Green St, C 356-0056
* DANFORTH, David Durham, Steamfitter, PP
PPSB, 109 S Walnut, Onarga 268-7292
* DANGERFIELD, Royden, PhD, Executive Dir. . 333-1994
Prof, Dept of Political Sci, Suite 309, 409. .333-1988
E Chalmers St, C; 601 Haines Blvd, C 352-2405
* DANIEL, Jessica Henderson, MA, Tchr Asst . 333-2246
Educ Psych, 333 Educ; 1942 A Orchard Downs, U
344-4463
* DANIEL, Lynn Catherine, BA, Credentials 333-1741
Analyst, LAS-Coll, 294 Lincoln Hall; 502 E
Healey, C 356-4850
DANIELS, Jessie L, Lib Clerk II , Serials Lib .333-1269
Rm 12 Lib; 205 S Poplar St, U 365-1075
DANILOFF, Raymond, BS.MA. PhD , Asst. Prof. 333-3050
Dept. Spch.323 Illini Hall; 512 W. Springfield
- C. 359-4869
* DANNEHL, Wayne Edward, MS, Grad Asst .. .333-1680
PE, MOG; 1318 1/2 Aims Ave, C 359-4018
DANNER - DECKARD
* DANNER, Ellis, MS, Prof, Civil Eng 333-3819
205 Eng Hall; 1016 W Union, C 352-3274
DANNER, Mary Jane, Maid, Housing Div
108 Leeney, Ogden
* DANNER, Paul Albert, MSME, Isistr, General .333-3895
Eng, 26 Transportation; 1809 Rebecca Dr, C
356-0010
* DANZIGER, Michael Thomas,MS, Res Asst ...333-1870
Food Sci, 108 SW Hort Field Lab; 1825-C
Orchard PI, U 344-3678
* DAPKUS, Patricia Ann, Clerk-Stenog II 333-3475
100A Stiven House; 1802-B Orchard Place, U
344-1850
DARBY, Thomas Paul, BS, Res Asst, Min 333-3365
Met, & Pet Eng, 208 MMB; Apt 408, 707'S Sixth, C .
* DARDING, Roger Lee, MS, Res Asst, Agron. .333-1277
230 Davenport Hall; 708 W Stoughton, U 367-3494
* DARLAND, L Katherine, Secy, Coop Ext Serv. 333-2661
122 Mumford Hall; 611 S Garfield, C 356-1047
* DARLING, James Sherwood, BM, Tcfir Asst.
.
.333-1839
Music, Rm 14 SMH; 305 Country Pair Dr,
Apt 83, C 359-2094
* DARROCH, Dorothy Broom , BA , Tchr Asst. .. .333-2070
Sociology, 202A Sociology Annex; 2039-B
Hazelwood Ct, U 344-1292
* DARROCH, Russell Kent, MA, Res A,sst 333-0084
Psych, 300-B Gregory Hall; 2039-B Hazelwood
Ct, U 344-1292
* DART, Roy Whitman, Chief Clerk, Div of 333-1971
Rehab-Educ, 103 Rehab-Educ Cntr; 802 W
Indiana Ave, U 344-3816
DAS, Plnakl Ranjan, AM, Data Processing. .. 333-6288
Analyst, Statistical Serv Unit, 70 Adm Bldg;
Apt 333, 1107 W Green, U 344-0343
DAS, Mrinmoyee, D Phil, Res Assoc, Botany .333-6372
277 Morrill Hall, 707 1/2 W Springfield, U 367-6544
DAS, BIJoy Kishore, MS, Res Asst, Met Eng. 333-4738
314b MMB; 1010 W Green, 420, U 332-2280
DASENBROCK, Katherine Bernadette, Clerk-
.
.333-3587
Typist II, Bus Ofc, Purer.- : lng Div, 223 Adm Bldg
,
509 E Stoughton, C 352-3934
* DATTA, Somnath, MS, Asst, Physics 333-1065
247 Physics Bldg; 1107 W Green, Apt 425, U
344-4919
* DAUGHERTY, James C, BS, Asst Ext Adviser .685-7823
Coop Ext Serv, Peoria County, 1716 N Unlv;
2927 N Renwood Ave, Peoria 682-2709
* DAUGHERTY, Neal Franklin, Janitor, Housing
Div, Hlndsboro 518
* DAUTEN, Paul Martin, Jr, PhD, Prof, 333-1249
Indus Adm, 208 DKH; 917 Lincolnshire Dr, C
352-2809
* DAVENPORT, Harbert William, BA, Tchr Asst .333-6668
Phil, 206 Gregory Hall, 703 W High, #2, U367-4351
* DAVENPORT, Janice Carol, Res Asst, Zoology.333-3566
429 Morrill Hall; 25 Lange Drive Savoy
* DAVENPORT, Monty Earl, PhD, Postdoctoral
.
.333-4706
Fellow, American Council on Educ, 364 Adm,
1103 Mumford Dr, U 367-2241
* DAVENPORT, Richard, PhD, Asst Prof, 333-3566
Zoology, 4333 Morrill Hall; 25 Lange Dr, Savoy
DAVIES, (Mrs.) Bemita J. , BS, LLM, Law. .. .333-2913
Librn, Prof of Lib Adm, 104 J Law; 70E W Green, U
367-5366
* DAVIES, Frederick Lyndon, PhD, Res Assoc . .333-4723
Plant Path, 10 HFL; Apt 2, 1009 S First St, C
352-0684
* DAVIES, Michael Desmond, BS, Res Assoc.
.
.333-1967
Hort, Rm 107, Vegetable Crops; 2079^A
Hazelwood Court, U 344-2057
* DAVIDSON, Anna Elizabeth, County Ext Secy. 632-7491
Coop Ext Serv, Menard County, 420 S 7th St,
Petersburg; RR 2, Greenview 968-5696
* DAVIDSON, Donald Edwin, Janitor, PP, PPSB
1010 E Colorado, U 367-5228
* DAVIDSON, Edward Hutchlns, PhD, Prof, Engl333-2220
300 EB; 2116 Boudreau Dr, U 344-6100
* DAVIDSON, Edward Steinberg, MS, EE 333-0491
4-136 CSL; 2007 Boudreau Dr, U 344-6808
DAVIDSON, (Mrs.) Olive Dllland, MS, Instr.
.
.333-3399
Lib, 246 Lib; 907 S Mattis Apt 2, C 359-4706
DAVIS, Arthur Seward, BS, Assoc Architect
PP, Campus Arch Ofc, 605 E Green St, On Leave
713 W Pennsylvania Ave, U 344-6506
DAVIS, Carl Lee, PhD, Assoc Prof, Dairy Scl.333-0123
315 ASL & Nutr Field Lab 333-229$
1221 Gertrude Ave, C 356-1581
* DAVIS, Celia Rogers, BS, Asst, French 333-6231
304 Harker Hall; 106 N Gregory, Apt 5, U 365-2393
* DAVIS, Charles Edward, Elec Foreman, PP, PPSB
118 WDodson Dr, U 367-4874
* DAVIS, Daniel Lee, MS, Asst, Chem & Chem 333-0558
Eng, 367D Noyes Lab; 106 N Gregory St, Apt 5, U
DAVIS, David George, BS, Asst 333-2067
Microbiology, 235 Burrlll Hall; 905 S Mattis,
Apt 6, C 356-7072
DAVIS, Doris Adena, Clerk III, Physics 333-3114
231 PB; 1517 W Healey Ave Apt 4, C 352-0883
* DAVIS, Edythe, Chief Clerk, Physiol U 333-1733




* DAVIS, Emma Sykes, MS, Asst, Instr, Lib. .. 333-2290
200 Lib; 1965-A S Orchard St, U 344-3916
* DAVIS, Esther Estelle, Maid, Housing Div
1308 W Dublin St, U 365-1675
* DAVIS, Floyd Ellsworth, Asst Mgr, Central .. 333-1410
Food Stores, Housing Div; 1203 Maplepark Dr,
C 352-2293
+DAVIS, Forrest Nelson, Lab Tech II, State ...333-1620
Dept of Agr, 10 Vet Med Annex; Box 27
Mansfield 489-4951
DAVIS, Gaylajean, BS, Test Kitchen Dletitian333-1410
Housing Div, Central Food Stores; 401 Edgebrook
Apt 302, C 356-8801
* DAVIS, Glen, Groundsman, PP, PPSB
Main St, Murdock 837-2206
DAVIS, Gordon Cole, Groundsman, PP, PPSB
214 Illinois, Mansfield 489-4299
* DAVIS, Jack Edward, Acctg Clerk II, Bus Ofc. 333-4880
Bursar's Div, 162 Adm; 2414 E Elm,U 367-0171
* DAVIS, James Henry, PhD, Visiting Assoc Pro{333-0008
Psych, 303 Gregory Hall; 305 N Prospect, C
359-4816
* DAVIS, James Huber, An Caretaker, Coll of.. 333-1445
Vet Med, Vet Res Farm, 2807 East Illinois, U
367-1019
DAVIS, James L, BS, Data Processing 333-6385
Analyst I, Statistical Serv Unit, 54 Adm Bldg
Box 214, U 367-5471
* DAVIS, John Low, PP Operating Eng, PP, PPSB
1803 Melanle Lane, C 356-3826
* DAVIS, Judith Carolyn, Clerk-Typist II 333-1911
Small Homes Councll-Bldg Res Council,
31 E Armory; Box 129 Broadlands 834-3016
* DAVIS, Karen Veazle, BA, Res Asst, Psych.
.
.333-4123
20 CRC; 1005 S Sixth St, Apt 21, C 344-4300
* DAVIS, KathyJ, Clerk-Typist III, CE 333-3815
1102 CEB; 103 E Springfield, C 352-8925
* DAVIS, Lloyd Craig, PhD Instr, Physics 333-4628
Postdoctoral Fellow, 390F MRL; 1601 Valley
Rd, A-l, C 359-2551
* DAVIS, Loretta Jean, Clerk-Typist II, Illinl .. 333-0143
Union, 165 IU; 1113 W Fairview, U 367-4502
* DAVIS, Malcolm Gale, Compositor, Printing. .333-3934
Div, Unlv Press, 234 Univ Press; 710 W Green
U 367-4855
DAVIS, Mary Ann, Clerk-Stenog II, Ext in... 333-1580
Music, First Floor Ofc, Theory Annex; RR 1
Mahomet 586-2152
DAVIS, Mary Suzanne, Clerk- Stenog II 333-3881
Political Sci, 326 Lincoln Hall; 104 E Green, C
* DAVIS, Marvin Merrill, BS, Purchasing Asst
.
333-0778
n. Purchasing Div, Bus Ofc, 223 Adm Bldg,
Sangamon Heights, Mahomet 586-4662
* DAVIS, Morris, PhD, Assoc Prof , Political. . .333-0017
Sci, Rm G, 408 S Goodwin; 3 Burnett Circle
U 344-3497
* DAVIS, Nancy L, MS, Asst Agr Lib, Instr, ...333-2416
Agr Lib, 226 Mumford Hall; 710 W Vermont
U 344-5510
* DAVIS, Opal Edith, Secy, Health Serv 333-2754
117 McKinley, McKlnley Hospital, Mardock 837-2206
DAVIS, Patricia Irene, BS, Asst Ext Advjteer
.
.663-2620
Home Ec, Coop Ext Serv, Cook County, Rm 250,
LaSalle Hotel, 10 N LaSalle, Chicago; 2140
Lincoln Park West, Chicago 327-1014
* DAVIS, Paul Michael, MA, CPA, Asst Acctg .333-4534
Acctg, 263 Commerce West; 213 S Dewey St
U 367-7809
DAVIS, Reba Jones, MS, Assoc Ext Adviser. . 663-2620
Home Ec, Coop Ext Serv, Cook County, 10 N
LaSalle Rm 250, Chicago; 14 W Elm, Chicago
944-5700
DAVIS, Richard B, Jr, Asst Production Mgr. .. 333-1070
Television Serv, 1110 W Main St; 1207 1/2 W
Beech St, U 367-7594
* DAVIS, Samuel C, MS, Asst Dean of Men, .. .333-0480
Dean of Students-Student Programs & Serv,
110 Student Serv; L965-A S Orchard St, U 344-3916
* DAVIS, Samuel Leroy, Janitor, Housing Div
1207 Dorie Miller Dr, C 352-5372
DAVIS, Sandra Lee, Clerk-Stenog III, Dean ..333-0480
of Students- Student Programs & Serv, 110
Student Serv Bldg; 619 1/2 W Springfield, C
DAVIS, Sharon Frances, MA, Grad Asst 333-6491
Ed Psych, #113, 1102 College Court; 406 E
Springfield, C 352-8161
DAVIS, Shyrell Elaine, Clerk-Typist II, PP. .. 333-1053
PPSB; 501 S Race, Apt 6, U 367-5319
DAVIS, Suzanne Marie, Clerk-Stenog II 333-0910
Coop Ext Serv, 414 Mumford Hall, RR 1
Mahomet 586-2152
* DAVIS, Thomas M, BS, Res Asst, CE 333-6932
2113 CEB; 2013 B Orchard St, U 344-5456
* DAVIS, Vernice Eugene, Janitor, PP, PPSB
24 Roxbury Rd, U 365-2908
* DAVIS, William T, Tool Rm Attendant, PP,
PPSB, 3rd at Main, Broadlands 834-3016
* DAVIS, Wylie H, AB, LLM, Prof, Law 333-1778
247 Law Bldg, 1208 S Anderson, U On Leave
DAVISON, James Alan, Construction Laborer
PP, PPSB; 111 W Main, Sidney 688-2453
* DAVISON, Kenneth Vaulter, Carpenter Sub-
foreman, PP, PPSB , 111 W Main St, Sidney 688-2453
* DAVISSCN, James B, Chef, Illini Union 333-0700
165 Illini Union, RR 2, U 367-3321
* DAVISSON, Melvin T, PhD, Assoc Prof, CE.. 333-2544
2217 CEB; 1109 Holiday Park Dr, C359-2129
"+DAWES, Julius H, BS, Hydrologlst, State 333-1495
Water Survey, 55 WRB; 501 Harding Dr, U 365-3255
50
*+DAWES, Marian Hanson, Clerk-Stenog, Soil. .356-3787
Conservation Serv, USDA , 200 W Church St;
501 Harding Dr, U 365-3255
* DAWN, C Ernest, PhD, Prof, History 333-4235
350 Armory; 1504 S Grove U 367-7857
* DAWSON, Bessie Marie, County Ext Secy 364-2356
Coop Ext Serv, Marshall-Putnam County, 300
Edward St, Henry; 825 Western, Henry 364-2767
* DAWSON, Carl Edward, Janitor, PP, PPSB
707 N Coler U 367-5936
* DAWSON, Clayton Leroy, PhD, Prof of Salvlc.333-0680
Lang & Literatures, Head of Dept, 260a Lincoln
Hall, 1106 SilverStU, 365-1191
*+DAWSON, David Alan, Tech Asst, State 333-6849
Natural History Survey, Natural Resources
Garage, 403 S Elm, Mahomet 586-3326
DAWSON, Hugh Joseph, MA, Tech Asst 333-1335
Engl, 315 Engl, 1103 S First, C
DAWSON, Jean Helen, Clerk-Typist III, Inst. 333-0260
for Res of Exceptional Children, 210 Educ,
1003 Burkwood, U 367-4125
* DAWSON, Lawrence Holley, BA , Asst Prof .. .333-1063
LTJG, USNR, Naval Sci, 240 Armory, 1011 S
Mattis, Apt 5-1, C 352-5957
* DAWSON, Meryl Dean, Housing Malnt 333-3453
Inspector, Housing Div, Rm 6, Lincoln Ave
Residence; 221 S Main St, Farmer City 928-9173
DAWSON, Pamela Jean, Clerk-Typist I 333-0601
Student Employment Ofc, Student Serv Bldg,
1003 Burkwood,U 367-4125
* DAWSON, Peter Sanford, PhD, Asst Prof 333-4906
Zoology, 171 Morrill Hall; 1907 Winchester Dr,
C 356-2964
* DAY, David Robert, PhD, Assoc Prof, Indus. .333-4551
Adm, 308 Commerce W; 505 W Delaware Ave,
U 344-0778
* DAY, Donald Lee, PhD, Assoc Prof, Agr Eng. 333-1416
214 Agr Eng; 2409 John Dr, U 367-8120
* DAY, Frances, MA, Instr, Math, 317 AH ... .333-3414
713 W Oregon, U 344-0655
DAY, Gordon Wayne, MS, Asst, EE 333-0503
323 EEB, 217 EERL; 333-4699
609 W Main 22, U 365-2956
* DAY, Mahlon Marsh, PhD, Prof, Math 333-1448
305Altgeld HaU; 713 W Oregon, U 344-0655
DAY, Patricia Fichthorn, MD, Asst Prof 2832
Health Center, Student Health Physician, Rm 281,
Health Center; 1804 Carle Dr, U
* DAY, Ronald Richard, AB, Production Editor . .333-0951
University Press; 1507 W Park Ave, C 352-1989
* DAY, William Edwin Jr, Laborer Elec , PP, PPSB
1710 W Green, C 356-2896
DAY, William Edwin, Sr, Fire Chief, PP, PPSB
RR 1, U 367-9039
* DAYTON, Daniel Francis, PhD, Prof 333-1966
Horticulture, Prof of Plant Breeding, 103 Veg
Crops; 2012 S George Huff Dr, U 367-6310
* DEAL, Carl Wanamaker, MA, MS, Acting Dlr. .333-2786
Cntr for Latin-American Studies, Assoc Prof.333-3182
Library Adm, 220A Lib, Cntr for Latln^American
Studies, 1207 W Oregon; 2005 Boudreau, U
344-4101
DEAN, (Mrs.) Bernadlne Frances , Hostess... 333-1127
Colonial Rm, Illini Union; 1307 N Hickory, C
356-0657
DEAN, Jeannette B., MS, Assoc Prof, Home. . 333-2817
Econ Ext
,
Asst State Leader, Coop Ext Serv, 549
Bevler Hall; 408 E Iowa, U 367-0127
* DEAN, Mary Powell, BS, Asst Examiner 333-0300
Admissions & Records, 100 A Adm Bldg; RR3, C
356-9897
* DEAN, Ronald Eugene, Fireman, PP, PPSB
1203 Paula Drive, C 352-6763
DeANGELO, Anthony Bernard, MS, Res Asst. . 333-4723
Plant Path
, 10 Hort Field Lab; 1823D Valley Rd
C 359-2662
* DEARIN, Ray Dean, BA, MA, Res Asst 333-2818
Speech, 249 Armory; 1963 B Orchard St, U
344-4611
DeBLOIS, Jerry Ray, Tab Mach Opr II, Coll . . 333-2280
of Eng, 101 EH, RR 2, C 359-4229
* DeBOER, John James, PhD, Prof, Sec & 333-0132
Continuing Educ, 381 Educ; 704 Arlington Court
C 356-4193
* DeBOER, Lloyd Martin, PhD, Visiting Assoc. 333-0454
Prof, Advertising, 24 Gregory Hall; Apt 207
502 E Healey St, C 352-1769
* DeBENEDETTI, Sandra Kisala, AB, Asst 333-3654
Undergrad Lib, 101 Lib; 1011 S Anderson, U
367-9035
* DeBRUNNER, Peter George, Ph D, Asst Prof. . 333-1557
Physics, 331 Physics Bldg; 503 Eliot Drive, U
365-3268
DeCESARE,Robert Frank, AB, MA, Grad Tchr. . 333-6430
Asst, Classics, 306 Harker Hall; 909 S Fifth
Sherman Hall, Rm 0165, C 332-4784
DeCHAMP, Margaret Adams , Clerk III, Ofc. 333-3263
McKinley Hosp; 403 Briar Lane, C 359-1042
* DECK, Sarah Alice, Chief Clerk, PP. 333-1690
(C^-npus Architect's Ofc), 605 E Green St, C
910 S Oak St, C 356-9293
* DECKARD, Edward, AS, BS, Res Asst , Agron. .333-1277
212 Davenport Hall; 406 S Vine, U 367-5356
* DECKARD, Janice Neely, Clerk-Steno III 333-0480
Dean of Students, Student Programs & Serv, 110
SSB; 406 S Vine, U 367-5356
•+DECKER, George Clemens, PhD, Prof, Agr. . . 333-3155
Entom, Emeritus, Principal Sci & Head of Section
of Econ Entom, NHS; 6040 SW 29th St, Miami
Fla 661-7434
* DECKER, Harold Augustus, AB, PhD, Prof... 333-0635
Music, Chairman Choral Dept, 105 Stiven
House; 1204 S Vine St, U 367-5176
* DECKER, Maurice Francis, Store Keeper II. .. .333-1040
Ofc Supply, Central Receiving; 302 E Clark, C
352-0697
* DECKER, Maxine Elnora, Clerk III, Acct Div. . 333-0978
Bus Ofc, 257 Adm; Woodhaven Mobile Park, Rt 1
U 643-2637
* DeCRAENE, Denis F, BA, Chem & Chem Eng. . 333-3764
Asst, 450 Noyes Lab; 2085 D Orchard, U
344-3857
* DEDERT, Ronald G, MS, Ext Adviser, Agr 223-8380
Adams County Coop Ext Serv, 330 S 36th St
Ouincy; 15 Spring Lake Corners, Quincy
223-8908
DEDINA, Kathleen Diane, BS, Home Econ 333-0979
Asst', 367 Vevler; 310 S Locust, C
356-6210
DEEDRICH, Jane Ann, Clerk Typist 1 333-3507
Purchasing Div, Bus Ofc, 220 Adm; 601 WWash
C 352-3466
* DEEDRICK, Reuben Charles , Storekeeper III .. 333-0137
Purchasing Div, Bus Ofc, 114 Armory; 1001 W
Harvard, C 356-8692
*+DEEDS, Elizabeth Kay, Clerk Typist, Soil 333-2737
Conservation Serv, USDA, N-509 Turner Hall
1732 Lincoln Place, C 35 6-2906
* DEERE, Don Uel, Ph D, Prof, Civil Eng, Geol. 333-2541
2230 C CEB; 307 E Pa Ave, U 367-9751
DEGIOANNI, Joseph Jean Charles, BS, Tchr. . 333-2316
Asst, Astronomy; 909 S Fifth , Rm 0665, C
332-4894
DEGN, Donald Wayne, BA, Circulation Asst . .333-0313
Lib, 203 Lib; 1018 W Eureka, C 352-7337
* DeHAVEN, John Noel, Electrician, PP, PPSB.
.
2405 Brownfield Rd, RR 2, U - 367-4452
* DeHAVEN, Jules Rodger, Locksmith, PP, PPSB.
114 N Cottage Grove, U 367-0164
DEILE, Andrew John, IV, MBA, Instr, Indus. . .333-4562
Adm, 385 Commerce West; 707 S 6th , Apt 310
C 344-4762
DEIMER, Nola Zoe, MA, Instr, Speech 333-4383
273 Armory; 2108 Grange Dr, U 344-5600
* deJESUS, Nelson Lynn, MA, Grad Asst, French.
304 Harker Hall; 1106 W Stoughton, Apt 2B, U
367-2345
DeJORDY, Alma, MS, AM, Consultant in 333-1056
Bibliography, Assoc Prof, Lib, 220a Lib
205 E California, U 367-7137
DeKAY, David Edwin, BS, Res Asst, Dairy... 333-0934
Sci, 340 An So Lab; 1723-C Valley Rd, C
356-3074
DeLAMOTTE, Emmanuel, MS, Min & Met 333-4484
303 MMB; 513, 1010 W Green, U 332-2305
DELANEY, Charles O, MM, Prof of Music 333-4436
10 SMH; 604 W Nevada, U 344-1344
DELANEY, Collene Jayne, MS, Asst of Chem . 333-4980
& Chem Eng, 49 E Chem; 102 N Gregory, Apt 6
U 367-2528
* DELANEY, Daniel Joseph, Ph D, Asst Prof 333-
Educ Psych, 188U EB; 1001 W William, C
356-9797
* DELANEY, Jeri Lynn, Clerk Typist II, Grad . . . 333-
Coll, 330 Adm Bldg; 705 W Univ, C
356-2808
* DELANEY, Patrick Raymond, MS, CPA, Asst. . 333-
Accounting, 293 Commerce West; 705 W Univ
C 356-2808
* DelANO, Richard Hugh, MS, Assoc Ext 253-
Adviser, Agr Cook County Coop Ext Serv, 201 N
Dunton St, Arlington Hts; 2402 Hawk Lane
Rolling Meadows 392-8226
* DeLEY, Herbert Clemone, Jr., Ph D, Assoc.
Prof, French, ( On Leave )
* DELHEES, Karl Heinz, PhD, Asst Res Prof... 333-
Psych, 907 S Sixth, Lab Pers & Group Analysis
709 W Nevada, U 344-6481
* DELIO, Anthony Michael, Elec Tech n
Physics, 212 Betatron Bldg; RR 2, C
863-6455
* DELK, Lorolive S. , Sr Proofreader, Printing. . .333-
Division, Univ Press, 234 Univ Press; 1106 W
Daniel St, C 352-3377
* DELLER, Richard William, MS, Tchr Asst....
Mech Eng, 23 MEB; 30 Juniper Drive, C
352-7502
* DELMAR, Joe Stauffer, MS, Asst, Health &..
Safety Educ
, 400 Huff Gym; 309 W Springfield
C 356-9432
* DeLOACH, Charlene Poch, MA, Asst in 333-
Counseling & Guidance, Coll of Educ, 188p
Educ; 1107 W Green, Apt 136, U 344-6325
* DeLOACH, William Bartlett, MA, Tchr Asst. . .333-
English & Rhetoric, 124 Engl Bldg; 1107 W
Green, #136, U 344-6325
* DeLONG, Charles Clifton, MS, Asst Prof .... 333-
Accountancy, Bursar, Bus Ofc, 125 Adm Bldg
712 W Delaware St, U 344-4712
2550
DeLONG, Mary Ball, Secy, Krannert Art 333-1861
Museum; 5 Persimmon Dr, C 352-3702
DeLUCA, John Paul, MS, Res Asst, Cer Eng. . 333-1573
215 Cer Bldg; 502 S Western, Farmer City
928-7084
DeLUGISH, Bruce Gene, BS, EE, Tchr Asst...
354 EEB; 907 W Stoughton, Apt 301, U
DeLUTRI, Joseph Richard, MA, French Asst .
.
Lincoln Hall; 803 1/2 W Green, U 344-4601
DELZELL, Robert Fredric, MS, Assoc Prof 333-0319
Personnel Libm, Lib 305; 1506 S Vlnd, U
367-9935
DEMARAY, Sharon Irene, Card Punch Opr I 333-4827
Statistical Serv Unit, 54 Adm Bldg; 906 S Vine
U 367-5108
DeMARCO, William, MA, Instr, Speech 333-3050
321 Illini Hall; 2101 Pond St, U 367-5991
DEMAREE, Darlene Penningroth, BS, Ext 8469
Adviser, Moultrie County Coop Ext Serv, 1102 W
Jackson, Sullivan; 11 Cottontail Lane, Sullivan
4173
DeMARIS, Edwin Joe, PhD, CPA, Prof of 333-2451
Accountancy, Head of Dept, Acting Head of Dept
of Bus Educ, 360c Commerce West; 108 S Mattis
C 356-5043
DeMARTINI, JosephR., MA, Tchr Asst, Soc. . 333-2070
1204 W Oregon, Soc Annex; 1010 W Green St
#620, U 332-2344
DEMBINSKY, David R., BA, Grad Asst 333-1791
Theatre, 50C Lincoln Hall; 1035 Iroquois SG
Grand Rapids, Mich 243-1570
DEMERIS, Harry Theodore, Chief Lineman 822-5237
Inst of Avl, Airport; 1412 Garden Lane, C
356-5623
DEMITRIU, Dorothy Jean, MS, Asst, Botany 333-0070
633 Morrill Hall; 510 E Stoughton, C
352-9887
DEMKO, Carol Ann, Clerk-Typist II, Agr 333-3417
Econ, 402 Mumford Hall; 1006 S Third, Apt B-So
C 356-6536
DEMKO, Donald, BS, Ext Adviser, Agr 543-3309
Mason County Coop Ext Serv, 133 S High St
P O Box 192; 446 S Orange, Havana
543-3749
DEMKOWICZ, Olga, Lib Clerk II, Chem Lib.. 333-3737
257 Noyes Lab; 80S W Green, U
DEMLOW, Linda Lou, Typing Clerk III 333-0214
Admissions & Records, 69 Adm Bldg; 1102 N
James, C 352-8411
DEMLOW, Ruth Ann, Typing Clerk III 333-0100
Admissions & Records, 707 S Sixth, C
806 S Foley, C 356-0248
DEMMIN
,
Julia Laker, MA, Asst, Engl
19 EB; 509 W Calif, U
DeMOSS, Ralph Dean, PhD, Prof of 333-0425
Microbiology, 330 Burrlll Hall; 307 S Garfield, C
352-6074
DeMOTTE, O. Dale, Nat Sci Lab Asst III 333-2417
Vet Biological Structure, 350C Vet Med; 1806
Parkhaven Drive , C 356-4280
DEMPSEY, Barry Jo, MS, Res Asst, Civil Eng. 333-6162
111 J Talbot Lab; 240 S Dewey St, U
367-2048
DENDY, Ladyne K. , BS, Food Serv Adm H 333-3670
Housing Division, Gregory Dr Food Serv; 1402
Garden Lane, C 356-3579
DENHAM, Bettie Louise, Secy, County Ext 8469
Moultrie County Coop Ext Serv, 1102 W Jackson
St, Sullivan; 12 W Hunter, Sullivan
2797
DENHART, Dwayne, BS, Recorder, Ofc ot 33T-0390
Admissions & Records, 69J Adm Bldg; 1421 Holly
Hill Drive, C ' 352-1903
DENHART, James Marion, Mall Messenger ..
.
PP, PPSB; 405 S Fifth, St Joseph 469-4201
DENLINGER, David Michael, BS, Res Asst... 333-0203
Dairy Sci, 225 An Sci Lab; 1611 1/2 N Market St
Apt 2, C 359-4006
DENMARK, William Lee, AB, BS, Asst Prof... 333-2213
Climatology, Dept of Hort, State Climatogogist
ESSA-Weather Bureau & State Water Survey
259 Water Resources; 1508 Dobbins Dr, C
352-0483
DENNHARDT, Sandra Theanne, BS, Data 333-6259
Processing Analyst I, Statistical Serv Unit
P O Box 96, 1516 Gleason, Rantoul
892-4601
DENNING, Robert Gordon, D Phil, Asst Prof . .333-0898
Chem & Chem Eng, 353 Noyes Lab; 807 Locust
Street, C
DENNIS, John Richard, MS, Res Assoc, Educ. 333-0150
Curriculum Lab, 1210 W Springfield; 802 Breen
Dr, C 352-0847
DENNIS, Russell Eugene, MA, Tchr Asst 333-2446
Hist & Phil of Educ, 360 Educ; 909 S 5th St
#647, C
DENTON, M Bonner, BS, BA, Asst, Chem &.. 333-4980
Chem Eng, 60c E Chem; 1106 W Stoughton, Apt ID
U 367-2029
• DENZER, Mary Frances, Typing Clerk II 333-1601
Stenographic Bur, 1203 W Oregon, U
1307 Hedge Rd, C 356-9766
DENZIN, Norman K., Ph D, Asst Prof , Soc... 333-4912
302, 1204 W Oregon; 203 W Pa Ave, U
367-4891
51
DECKER - de WET
DEODHAR, Arvind Dattatray, Ph D, Res Asst. .333-0326
An Sci, 258 An Sci Lab; 1212 W Main, Apt 1, U
367-5226
DeOREO, (Mrs.) Karen Louise, M Ed, Asst... 333-1614
PE, 9 Engl Bldg; 1634 Valley Rd. C
359-4328
DePASOUALI, Giovanni, Dipl Eng, Res Asst. . .333-1795
Prof, Physics, 169 Physics Bldg; 1305 S Western
C 352-4875
dePEO, Marc Pierre Seaton, Instrument & 333-2208
Measurement Tech II, Physics, 332 & 432 Physios
Bldg; 103 E Green St, C 356-0909
dePEO, Nancy Ruth, Card Punch Opr II 333-4827
Statistical Serv Unit, 54 Adm Bldg; 103 E Green
Street, C 356-0909
DePLANTY, Linda Lou, ClerkI, Purchasing .. .333-3506
223 Adm Bldg; 1507 Kirby, C 352-0445
DEPP, Bonita Jeanne, AB, Tech Editor, Univ.. 333-0957
Press, 121 Univ Press Bldg; 1513 W Kirby
Apt 4, C 352-1940
DEPP, Steven Wade, MS, Res Asst, Coor 333-6426
Sci Lab, 1-133 CSL; 1513 W Kirby, Apt 4, C
352-1940
DERBER, Milton, PhD, Prof , Labor & Indus. .. 333-2384
Relations, 217 LIR Bldg; 607 Hessel Blvd. C
359-1447
DERENG, Virginia Lois, Maid, Housing Div..
708 W Healey, C 352-6643
DERMER, Jerry, MBA, Asst, Accountancy 333-1613
2 DKH; 1831D Orchard Place, U 344-4915
deROSSET, William S., MS, Res Asst 333-4106
Physics, 471 Physics Bldg; 1001 S Oak, C
356-1597
DERROUGH, C. E., Instr, Mech SlndEng..
Emeritus; 802 W Main, U
DERRY, MerlinS., Lib Clerk II, 203 Lib
2301 S First, Apt 102, C 344-1158
DESCHAMPS, Francois A., MS, Tchr Asst 333-1220
Math, 178 AH; 801 W Green St, U 367-2066
DESCHAMPS, Georges A., Prof, EE, 461 EEB 333-1202
920 W Charles, C 359-2301
DESCHENE, Donald R., Elec Tech II, Coor. .. 333-1446
Sci Lab, 215 CSL; 2704 Lawndale Dr, C
356-9212
DeSHAZO, Robert Louis, Master Aircraft &.. . 822-5532
Aircraft Engine Mechanic, Inst of Avi, Master
Aircraft & Aircraft Engine Mechanic , Airport
Box 848, Tolono 485-4275
DeSIMONE, Richard E. , AB, Asst, Chem &... 333-3059
Chem Eng, 350 B Noyes Lab; 1203 W Main St
Apt 3B, U 367-8605
DESKINS, James Wesley, PhD, CPA, Asst ... 333-4539
Prof, Accountancy, 289 Commerce West; 901 W
Springfield, Apt 16, U 365-1638
DESMOND, John James, LLB, CPA, Assoc Dir 333-6151
Eng Experiment Station, 283 Digital Computer Lab
& 102 Eng Hall 333-2153
2204 S Cottage Grove Ave, U 367-1070
DESMOND, Nancy, MS, CPA, Instr, Acct...
2204 Cottage Grove, U 367-1070
DESPAIN, DonG., MS, Tchr Asst , Botany... 333-6106
183 Morrill Hall; RFD Box 36, Lovell, Wyoming
DESOUZA, Jose P. , BA, Asst, Spanish 333-0321
909 Sixth St; 1010 W Green St, 434, U
332-2292
DETERS, Francis J., Plumber, PP, PPSB
304 Van Doren, C 356-3822
DETJEN, Carolyn G., AB, Asst, English 333-3879
206 Engl Bldg; 513 E Second St, Berwick, Pa
752-5438
DETURK, Phillip E., BFA, Instr, Landscape. .. 333-2575
Arch, 1201 W Calif, U; 1706 Tara Drive, C
352-1527
DEULING, Heinz, Ph D, Res Assoc, Physics. 333-2375
390Z MRL; 1804 W Williams St, C
DEUTSCH, Helga M., MS, Instr, PE, 212... 333-0016
Women's Gym; 901B Mumford Dr, U
365-2790
DEVINE, Gary D. , Data Processing Analyst 11.333-4831
Statistical Serv Unit, 54 Adm Bldg; 2804 Judith
Drive., C 356-3_884
DEVINE^, Paul Joseph Jr. , M.S., Tchr. Asst. . .333-2056
Math. , 10 IH; Rm. 566 Sherman H 332-4873
DE VORE, Ronald Edward, Mus. Instr. Tech. 333-3029
137 Band Bldg.
206 S. Main St.,^. Joseph 469-7489
DE VORE, William Lowell, Janitor, PP Dept
PPSB; 1616 Clover Lane 359-1971
DE VRIES, Catherine M., Clerk-Stenog. III. . .333-1737
Dept. of Microbiol., 131 Burrlll Hall
904 N. Willis Ave. 356-3159
DE VRIES, David Lee, M.A. , Psych 333-0081
268 Davenport Hall
2060-B Orchard, U 344-0092
DE VRIES, Martha Carol, M.A., Clerk-Typ.III.333-1288
Germ. Lang. & Lit., 371 LH
2060B Orchard, U 344-0092
DE VRIES, William R. , M.A. , M.S.W 333-2491
Instr., Soc, Rm. 202, 1204 W. Oregon, U
903 Holiday Drive 356-0101
DE WALL, Laura Catherine, M.S., Instr 333-0513
Child Devel. , Home Econ. , 116 CD
Melvin 388-2492
; 'de WET, Johannes M., Ph.D., Prof, of 333-4376
Cytogenetics, W-525 TH
1501 Hillcrest, U 367-8954
DEWHiRST - DOSCH
DEWHIRST, John Trevor, B.A. , Tchr. Asst 333-1854
Anthrop., 1207 Oregon
Daniels H. Rm. 636, 1010 W. Green 332-2358
DE WITT, Jerald Ray, B.S. , Res. Asst 333-6821
Sec. of Eoon. Entom. , State N.H. Surv.
80 NRB; 1104 Eliot Dr., U 367-7264 -
DEWITT, (Mrs.) Juanlta Louise 333-0254
Clerk-Typist III, Home Econ., 268 Bev.
1302 W. Green St. 352-7566
DE WITT, Peggy Rae, Clerk-Typist III 333-2730
General Eng., 117 TB
1413 W. Church 356-0421
* DE WITTE, Adrlaan Jan, Drs., Prof. Petr. Eng. 333-4302
Min., Met., & Petr. Eng., 312 E. MMB
207 W. Pennsylvania, U 367-3103
* DEXTER, Tinner, Policeman, PPSB
1408 Cambridge 352-3918




2209 Philo Road, U 367-2706
* DEY, Biswa Nath, Ph.D. , Res. Asst 333-1519
Met. and Mat. Res. Lab, 290 MRL
203 S. Wright, #6 359-4723
* DIAMOND, Harold G, PhD, Asst Prof, Math. 333-0379
Altgeld 374; 1406 1/2 Grandvlew Dr,C 356-8581
* DIAZ, Modesto M, MA, Asst, Spanish, Itallan333-3957
Portuguese, 909 S 6th; 2010 Parkdale Dr
C 352-7175
* DIAZ, Sonia E, BS.BA, Asst, Elem Ed 333-6513
805 W Pennsylvania U; 2010 Parkdale, C 352-7175
D1BIANCO, Douglas R, BMus Ed, M Mus ....333-4490
Res Asst, Second:- ;• & Cont Ed, 1207 W Stoughton;
1010 W Green St, Rm 404, U 332-2264
* DIBBLE , Walllna , Clk Stenog III, Chem Eng .333-3640
113 ECB; 511 Mitchell Ct, Apt R,C 352-2652
DICK, Richard I, PhD, Asst Prof Sanitary Eng 333-6966
Civ Eng, 3230 CEB; 1701 Lincoln Rd,C 359-3188
* DICKASON, Donald E, AB, Dir of Nonacademic
Persnl & Dir Unlv Civ Sen/ System of Ill,Emer
5605 Avenida Del Mare, Sarasota, Fla 924-2347
* DICKEL, Helene R, PhD, Res Assoc, Astron .. .333-3090
1160 OBS & 60 EEB; 1005 S Busey Ave 333-2931
U 344-5100
* DICKEL, JohnR, PhD, Asst Prof , Astron 333-3090
114 OBS & 60 EEB; 1005 S Busey Ave 333-2931
U 344-5108
*+DICKERSON, Donald R, PhD, Assoc Chem .. 344-1481
State Geol Surv, 371 NR; 703 S Pine, 189- 231
C 356-6989
* DICKEY, Betty J, BS , Ext Advsr, Home Ec S671
Perry # Co, Cood Ext Serv, 113 E South St,PO
Bex 3'.7.Pinckneyville; Rt 1 , Plnckneyville 2780
*+DICKEY, James J, BS, Acctnt III, State Univ ..333-3860
Retirement System, 807 S Lincoln;
1514 Sangamon, C 356-7137
* DICKEY, Kathryn P, Chf Clk, Coop Ext Serv. 333-2663
118 MH; 1405 W Kirby, C 356-1772
* DICKEY, Robert I, PhD, Prof, Acctg 333-4530
211 Comm W; 1401 Mayfair Rd,C 356-5983
DICKINSON, Alfretta E, BS, Ext Advsr, Hm ..965-3704
Ec, Winnebago Co, Coop Ext Serv, 4311 West
State St, Rockford ; 1711 Camp Ave,
Rockford 962-2653
* DICKINSON, David B, PhD, Asst Prof P Path
Dept of Hort (On Leave of Absence), Davis, Calif
DICKINSON, JohnL, BA, Tchr Asst, Dnl Eng. .333-2346
309 Transportation B; 104 E John St,C 356-1992
* DICKMAN, Frances G, Adm Secy, Ofc Pres .. 333-3073
364 Adm Bldg; 7 Buena Vista Ct, U 367-3686
* DICKMAN, KernW, EdD, Assoc Prof Soc ... 333-2170
Asst Dir of Stat Serv Unit, 70 7 S Wright,
Rm 210; 7 Buena Vista Ct, U 367-3686
* DIEHL, Ann, Tab Opr II, Agron 333-0158
W-503 Turner H; 401 Edgebrook Dr, C
+DIEHL, (Mrs) Dorothy M, Asst Tech,Wildlife 333-6857
' Res, 279 NRB; 1205 Thomas Dr, C 356-4802
* DIEL, Lowell L, Janitor, PPD, PPSB
12 Golfview Court, Savoy 822-5409
* DIEL, Carma J, Clk Typist II, IU 333-0170
165 IU (E); 12 Golfview Ct, Savoy 822-5409
* DIETER, Otto A (Loeb) , PhD, Assoc Prof, Spch 333-1985
282 Armory; 206 N Gregory St, U
* DIETRICH, Norman E, Assembly H Attendant ..333-3144
Assembly Hall; RR 1, Box 30, Pesotum 867-2577
* DIETZ, Frederick C, PhD, Prof Emeritus , Hist
612 W Delaware, U 344-5688
* DIGGS, Bernard J, PhD, ProfPhilos, Chrmn ..333-2889
Dept, 105a GH; 2206 S Lynn St, U 367-8267
DIGIROLAMO, Madelynn, Clk-Tvpist II 333-3507
Purchasing Dept, 220 Adm;
412 W Washington, C 352-4422
DILL, Carl F Jr, BA, Math, Res Asst 333-6172
Comptr Sci, 130 DCL; 1010 W Green St,
U 332-2331
* DILLEY, Francis E,Inst&Meas Tech II ...333-2288
Schl of Life Sci, Burrill H 339; 1202 Grant P1,U
* DILLINER, Juanlta S, Clk Typist I, PPD 333-4110
PPSB; Murdock 837-2181
* DILLMAN, Lyle K, Driver, PPD, PFSB
603 Water Street, St Joseph 469-7342
*+DILLMAN, Wllma, Clk-Typlst III, State NHS . 333-&833
182 NRB; Sidney 688-2235
* DILLON, John E,
, BS, MS, Assoc Agron 333-1277
Agron, 214 DH; 1303 Briarwd, C 352-0758
* DILLON, Linda M, Co Ext Secy, Edgar Co .. 333-3155
Coop Ext Serv, 210 A W Washington, Paris;
1107 S Marshall, Paris 4-5741
* DILLON, Tony R, Carpenter, PPD, PPSB.....
RR#1, U 643-2341
DILTS, Mervln R, PhD, Asst Prof,, Classics .. 333-0473
360 LH; 102 N Gregory, U 367-3 658
* DINEEN, Dorothy O, BFA, Comm Artist I , UP .333-0956
134 UP; 804 E Washington, U 367-0603





*+DINES, Elaine K, Clk-Steong III, U of I .... 333-0811
Foundation, 224 IU; Apt 514, 708 South
6th Street, C 344-1147
* DINSMORE, George R, AM, Asst Dir Undergrads
Adm, Adm & Rec, Retired, 1619 W University
Avenue, C 356-4482
* DIPERT, Arnold W, PhD, Asst Prof , EE 333-4471
330c EEB, 405 MMB; 1410 Briarwd Dr,C 333-0890
DIPPOLD, Karen L, BFA, MFA, Instr, F &AA ..333-0855
130 FAB; 610 1/2 W Columbia, C
* DISQUE, Donald F, MS, Asst Prof Vet Clin ..333-2980
Med, 109a Small An Clin; 2301 S 1st St, C
359-4508
* DISQUE, SharronL, BS, Grad Asst, DGS
Rm 314 NL; 905 Mattis
, #3,C 359-4509
* DITTMAN, Bernard A, Lab Mech, MRL 333-1379
148 MRL; 1107 Mimosa Dr, C 352-8284
* DITTMANN, George B, Master Lab Mech 333-3435
Physics, 120 Physics; 1712 Paula Dr,C 359-2898
DITTMER, Alice A, BS, Fd Serv Adm, Hsg ...333-0575
Div, 23 Busey WRH; 107 E Stoughton, C 352-6249
* DITTON, Penny J, BS, MS, Asst Prgrm Dir . . . 333-0445
IU Stud Act, 287 IU; 608 E White, C 352-0601
* DITTON, Robert B, BS.MS, Proj Coord, Water333-4411
Res, Literature Retrieval Proj, Dept of Rec &
Park Adm, 220 A Armory; 608 E White, C 352-0601
* DITZLER, DonaldE, Lab Mech, Physics 333-3435
120 PB; Box 2, Savoy 822-5516
* DITZLER^,' Walter E , PhD, Curr Supvr Institute .822-5204
•
"" Airport; RR2/C 822-5563
DIVILBISS, James L, PhD, Sr Res Engr ......333-3412
Comptr Sci, 299 DCL; 1912 Robert Dr
C 359-3419
* DK, Margaret A, Secy, Dept P Path 333-3171
218 MH; 207 N Gregory St, U 367-8893
* DLX, Rex F, Clk III, Dai Sci, .....333-0376
335 ASL; 207 N Gregory, U 367-8893
DIXON, Clifford H, BS, Instrument & Effcy .. 333-2082
Engr, PPD, PPSB; 1603 Valley Ri, C 352-2629
* DIXON, Daniel B, MS, Chem & Chem Asst ..333-3509
447 E Chem Add; 808 S Lincoln #8, U 344-4047
* DIXON, Ella H, Maid, Hsng Div
Sidney 688-2028
* DIXON, Florence, Janltress, Hsng Div...^^.
801 S Walnut, U 367-320y
DIXON, (Mrs) Grace H, BS, MA, Res Asst ..333-6513
Elem Educ, Rm 311-803 W Pennsylvania;
909 S Sth St, C 332-4675
DIXON, Marjorie I, MA, BA, Grad Asst, Ofc 332-4563
Stud Persnl-Dean of Wm, 1214 Wardall H;
1010 W Illinois St, U 332-4563
DIXON, Paul E, BS Arch Eng, Campus Arch ..333-1690
Ofc Campus Arch, 603 E Green, C
Box 293 , Mahomet 586-4525
* DLXON, Wilbur W, Constrn Laborer, PPD
PPSB; RR 1, Sidney 688-2028
DLXON, Wllma C, Typing Clk III, Acctg Div . 333-2655
Bus Ofc, 267 Adm W; 607 W Healey, Apt 3
C 352-2589
DIZMON, Carolyn R, Clk I, Agr Publ .333-3980
51 MH; 118 S Dodson Dr, U 367-1472
* D'LUGO, Marvin Alan, BA, MA, Spanish,... 333-0440
Italian and Portuguese, Teaching Fellow, 911 S 6th
St, C; 606 W Church St, C 356-8553
* DOAK, John, Supt of Bldgs & Grounds, PP.... 333-2500
Dept, PPSB; 708 W Green St, C 352-9187
* DOANE, Bennle Bert, BS, MS, Asst An ..... 333-0265
Scientist, Sheep Barn
Rt 2, South First St, C 344-2232
* DOBBS, Colleen Ann, Card Punch III, Key-. .. 333-6470
Punch Dept, Purchasing, 223 Adm Bldg
1304 Hedge Rd, C 352-6174
* DOBBS, Duane H, Asst Tab Mach Supervisor. .333-4811
Statistical Serv Unit, 54 Adm Bldg
1304 Hedge Road, C 352-6174
* DOBBINS, James Goodman, BA, Asst, Geog.
.
.333-6227
1210 W California, 109
RR, Ogden S82-4487
* DOBROVOLNY, Jerry Stanley, MS, Prof Gen ..333-2730
Eng, Head of Dept, 115 Transportation
1104 S Prospect, C
* DOBSON, Russell, BA, Asst Res Physicist. .. .333-4972
Physics, 488 Physics
101 N Busey #2, U 3 65-2135
* DOCKWEILER, Eleanor Kathleen, Bachelor of. .333-3881
Arts, Clerk-Stenog III, Political Sci Dept, 326 LH-
1313 1/2 N Berkley, U 367-1502
* DODD, BeulahVerna, Secy, Dept of An Sci,
.
.333-1044
32 8 Mumford Hall
RR 1, Monticello 762-4500
* DODD, Carolyn Margaret, Secy, Schl of ....333-1712'
Music, 1203 W Nevada, U, rm 206
40 6 S East St, Homer 896-22 81
*+DODD, Carolyn Sue, Typing Clerk II, Univ.. 333-0018
Civil Serv System of Illinois, 1205 W California
205 1/2 W Fourth St, Homer 896-2942
+DODDS, Donald Rainey, BS, Assoc Dir, .... 333-1471
Alumni Relations and Records, 227 IU Building
603 Breen Dr, C 352-0306
+DODDS (Mrs), Doris Fonda, AB, MSLS, Tech. 333-6892
Llbr, Illinois NH Surv, 196 NR
10 6 E Dodson Drive, U 367-3806
DODGE, William James, BS, MS, Tchr Asst, ..333-2056
Math, 10 Illini, 708 S First, C 356-5240
* DODL, Norman Richard, Ed D, Asst Prof , ... . 333-2561
Elem Educ, 303 Education
706 S Lynn St, C 356-4539
DODSON, Clara F, MA, Asst Prof , Home Ec. 333-2336
551 Bev HaU;707 S 6th, C 344-4827
DODSON, Donald Dean, Lab Mech, MRL,... 333-1379
148 MRL; 2307 Rodney Dr, C 352-0808
52
* DODSON, Oscar Henry, BS, MA, Dir of 333-2360 •
Classical and European Culture Museum , 484 LH
1108 Mumford Dr, U 367-7528
* DODSON, Terri Pixley, BA, Lib Tech Asst, ... 333-1055
Lib, 220a Library
713 W Church St, Apt 2-2, C 352-7162
* DOEBEL, Paul Joseph, BS, Dir of Housing, ... 333-0610
420 SSB; RR2, U 367-0629
DOERDER, Francis Paul, BS, Res Asst, Bio,..
704 E California, U 365-2024
* DOERR, Donald Lee, MS, Area Ext Adviser, . . 438-8821
Farm Mgmt, Coop Ext Serv, 321 S Main, Benton
811 S Broadway, Sesser 625-4411
* DOLAN, James Conrad, Instr, Engl, 123 Engl. 333-6854
1108 Westfleld Dr, C 359-3371
* DOLAN, Thomas James, MS, Prof and Head of.333-2320
Dept, TAM, 210 TL
510 S Highland, C 356-2676
* DOLD, Charles Norman, MBA, CPA, Res 333-3551
Assoc, Bur of Inst Res, Rm 273 Illini Tower
708 S Busey Ave, U 344-3578
* DOLL, Carroll Chris, MS, Area Ext Adviser, .. 656-7200
Hort, Coop Ext Serv, 900 Hillsboro, Edwardsville
Rt 1 Box 79, Edwardsville 656-1605
DOLLINGER, Michael Barry, AB, MS, Asst... 333-6327
Tchr, Math, 213 YWCA
1010 W Green #521, U 332-2313
* DOLLINS, Charles Curtis, BS, MS, Asst in. ..333-2229
Min, Met, and Pet Eng, 213 MMB
108 E Healey #7, C ' 356-4761
* DOMBCHIK, Steven A, MS, Asst, Dept of ... 333-360
Chem and Chem Eng, 237 E Chemistry
203 N Lynn #35, C 352-6959
* DONAGAN, Alan Harry, B Phil, Prof of Phil, .. 333-027
208 Gregory Hall; 407 Eliot Dr, U 367-7759
* DONAGAN, Barbara, BA, MA, Tech Editor,... 333-
Grad Schl of Lib Sci, 435 Library
407 Eliot Dr, U 3 67-7759
DONAGHUE, Mary Catherine, Clerk-Typist 11.333-191
Small Homes Council - Bldg Res Council, Small
Homes Council Lab; 321 E Grove, Rantoul 893-3 803
* DONALDSON, Carlos Franklin, Mail Messenger
PP, PPSB; 1302 N Romine St, U 3 67-3925
* DONALDSON, Dixie Lee, County Ext Secy. . 342-6644
Effingham County, Coop Ext Serv, 800 E Fayette,
Effingham; Beecher City
* DONALDSON, Lewis Herbert, Herdsman, An.. 333-0042
Sci, Beef Barn; 809 Market St, Mahomet 536-2102
* DONATH, Fred Arthur, PhD, Prof of Geol and. .333-3542
Head of Dept, Geol, 253 NH
2021 Cureton Dr, U 365-1269
DONEGAN, Patricia Mary, BA, Grad Asst, .. ..332-3554
Ofc of Student Personnel and Dean of Women, 416
Blalsdell Hall; 906 College Ct, U 332-3554
DONLEY, Glenn Edward, Janitor, PP Dept, PPSB
12 1 1/2 E Daggy, Tolono
* DONNELLY, Margaret Jo, Clerk-Stenog III, .. .333-3701
Student Counseling Serv, 215 SSB " 333-3702
117 Holiday Dr, Tuscola 253-2144
* DONOHO, Robert Clifford, BS.Grad Asst, PEM
201 MOG; 411 W White, C 352-6388
* DONZE, Joseph Melnrad, Sheet Metalworker..
PP Dept, PPSB; 273 111 Dr, Rantoul 892-4503
* DONZE, Norman Glennon, Mech and Indu s . . 333-1779]
Eng, Senior Foundry Molder, Woodshop
605 E Illinois, U 365-1O0S
* DOOB, Joseph Leo, BA, MA, PhD, Prof, Math.333-1261
363 AH; 20 8 W High St, U 367-7029
* DOOLITTLE, Lawrence W, BA, MA, Phd, Asst. 333-4897,
Prof, Educ Adm and Supervision and Head of
Student Tchr, 23 6 Educ Bldg
713 S Lynn, C 352-1443
* DOOLITTLE, Warren Ford, BFA, MFA, Prof of . 333-0642
Art, Art, 140 FAB; 115 W Penn Ave, U 367-5288
* DOOLEN, Edith Sue, County Ext Secy, Marion 548-1446
County
,
Coop Ext Serv, 105 S Broadway, Box 447
Salem; RR2, 915 Reel, Salem 548-2181
+DOOLEY, Dennis Lee, Tech Asst, State NH. . 543-3950
Surv, State NHSL, Havana
325 S Pearl, Havana 543-2969
DORFMAN, Mark Stanley, MS, Tchr Asst, ...
Dept of Finance, 9 DKH
1010 W Green, U 332-2134
DORMAN, Janet Elaine, BA, MA, Tchr Asst, .. 333-1898
i
Math, 223 IH; 1010 W Green #267, U 332-2464
* DORSETT, John Dean, Cylinder Pressman, ... .333-2576
Printing Div UP, 234 UP Bldg
1005 N Highland, U 367-0063
* DORSETT, Myrtle, Bookbindery Asst, Printing. 333-0599
Div UP, 234 UP Bldg
1005 N Highland Dr, U 3 67-00 63
DORSEY, Agnes Theresa, Clerk-Typist II, ... 333-2013
Biochem, 403 E Chemistry; Penfield 595-2433
* DORSEY, Evelyn May, AB, Asst in Zoology, .. .333-22 93
165 Morrill Hall; RR 1 Box 169 Gilman 683-2653
DORSEY, Irene Kathryn, a.'\\ Nonacademic... /
Personnel Ofc, 809 S Wright St, Davenport House
Rm 101; Penfield
DORSEY, Kathleen Marie, Card Punch Opr I.. 333-4827
Statistical Serv Unit, 54 Adm Bldg
511 N Fair, C 356-4403
* DORSEY, Lorena J, Linen Maid, Housing Div..
511 N Fair, C 356-4403
*+DOSCH, Theron Rudolph, BS, Asst District. .. 35 6-5221
Chief, USGS, 605 S Neil St, C
5 Monterey Ct, C 352-3527
POSH] - EADES
* DUNCAN, Ruby F, Co Ext Secy, White Co . . . 382-9276
Coop Ext Serv, 304 E Robinson St.Carmi;
415 Plum.ot, Carml 382-8881
* DUNHAM, Clive F, PhD, CPA, Prof,Acctg ...333-4563
389 CommW; 605 W Delaware, U 344-0487
* DUNKELD, Colin G, BA.MA, Asst, Elem Ed.. 333-3 757
390 Educ; 414 Wells, C 356-9209
* DUNKMAN, Richard T, Construction Laborer, PP
PPSB; 403 N 3rd, St Joseph 469-7276
* DUNLAP, Albert C, Sheet Metal Wkr, PP. . .
.
PPSB; Klnmundy 547-7219
DUNLAP, Fanny, PhB; BLS, Ref Llbrn & Asst
Prof Of Lib Scl.Emerita, Lib;
1501 Delmont Ct, U 367-2935
* DUNLAP, Lawrence R, Electrn, PPD, PPSB...
RR 2, U 367-7483
* DUNLAP, Marguerite E, Clk-Stenoglll, ......333-6454
Comptr Scl, 179 DCL; 1838C Orchard
Place, U 344-3 548
DUNLAP, Martha L, PhD, Asst Dlr Coop Ext . .333-0520
Serv, 528 Bev Hall; 306 Evergreen Ct W,U 367-9589
* DUNLAP, William H, BS,MS, Agr Eng, Asst . .333-2854
100A Agr Eng Bldg; 1930-B Orchard St,U 344-4828
* DUNN, Charles D, Electrn, PPD
PPSB; 404 Allison, Catlln 427-5589
* DUNN, Claude B, Sr Lab Mech, Chem & ....333-0119
Chem Eng, 118 NLCB; 616 W Clark StC, 352-8614
* DUNN, Earl M, Janitor, PPD, PPSB
103 South Green, St Joseph
* DUNN, Eleanor R, Clk II, Adm & Rec 333-0210
69 Adm; 803 W Charles St, C 352-2554
* DUNN, Floyd, PhD, Prof Elect Eng & Biophys 333-3133
EE & Phys & Biophys, 330K EEB; 333-4184
1606 Normandy Dr, C 356-5044
* DUNN, James G, TabMachOprI, Statistical. 333-4824
Serv Unit, 54 Adm Bldg; Apt 88, 2102 White
Country Fair Apts , C 359-2036
DUNN, Lawrence A, BS,MS, Res Prgrmr .... 333-0194
Comp Scl, 206 DCL; 1514 E Grandview Dr ,C
DUNN, Leah M, Secy, An Scl Dept 333-1780
110 Stock Pavilion; 504 E Chalmers, C 144-1389
* DUNN, S. Watson, PhD, Prof Adv, Hd Dept . 333-1603
103 GH; 112 E Holmes, U 344-5884
DUNNE, Thomas G, PhD, Visit Lectr, Chem.. 333-2685
& Chem Eng, 317 N; 801 W Hill, Apt 4,C
* DUNNUM, Charles, Distribution Clk, Stat ..333-4824
Serv Unit, 54 Adm Bldg; 503 N Randolph,
C
DUNSING, Marilyn M, PhD, Home Ec 333-2412
Prof of Fam Econ, 155 Bev;
5 Kent Court, C 352-3159
* DUNWORTH, Beverley E, Varitypist I, Comp. 333-1224
Scl, Rm 54 DCL; 207 W Vine, C 352-2022
DURAN, Peter S, BS, Res Asst, EE ....... 333-6350
3-121 CSL
* DURANT, Adrian J. Jr, AB,BS, MEd, EdD, Asst 333-0260
Prof, Dept Spec Educ & Institute Res Excep
Children, 210 Educ; 1115 Holiday Park Dr
C 359-2283
* DURBIN, Edward E, Hsng Malnt Inspector ... 333-2265
Hsng Dlv, Rm 66 Sherman H; 412 W High St
U 367-4740
* DURHAM, Agnes B, NSL Asst III, Coll of Vet . 333-4855
Med, 31 Vet Med; 408 W Green, C 352-4625
* DURHAM, Margaret N, Plcmnt Ofcr, Chem & . 333-1050
Chem Eng, 107 NL; 104 E George Huff
Drive, U 344-5665
DURKIN, Dolores, PhD, Prof of El Ed 333-1670
308 Ed Bldg; 713 W Church St,C 356-2978
*+DURRE, Reynold F, Hydraulic Eng Aid, US ...356-5221
Geol Surv, 605 S Nell; 608 S State St,
Apt 14, C 352-7764
* DUSSINGER, John A, PhD, Asst Prof, Engl .. 333-6431
215 Engl; 1612 Chevy Chase Dr,C 352-3398
* DUST, Philip C, BA, BS, MA, Asst, Engl ... 333-1335
315 Eng Bldg; 602 S Lynn, Apt 12, C 356-3506
* DUTHIE, James H, MCM, DLC, D ChPsy 333-1680
Instr, PE, MO Gym; 403 E Wash,U
* DUTTA, Amlya K , MSC, D Phil, Res Assoc ...333-1162
Physiol, Biophys, 212 NL; Apt #3,
404 Healey, C 356-2866
+DUTTON, Joye M, SupvrAsst, State Water . . 333-2211
Surv, 153 Water Res; 722 SW Drive, C 352-2703
* DUVALL, Joseph J, Janitor, PPD, PPSB
1304 Centennial Drive, C 356-9172
* DUVALL, Robert E, NSL Asst, Chem 333-1722
104 NL; RR3 , U 367-6589
* DUZAN, RexD, Comptr Aide II, DCL 333-6203
162 DCL; 2105 Lantern Hill Dr, U 367-3320
*+DUZAN, Ronald E, Tech Asst, State N Hist. .. 333-6857
Surv, 499 NRB; 2213 Rainbow View Dr,U 365-2262
*+DWYER, James D, Hydrau Eng Tech, US .... 242-4495
Geol Surv, 221 1/2 9th St; Rt 3,
Mount Vernon 244-2608
DWYER, Janet K, BS.Asst, Coun Tchr Ed uc. .. 333-1346
311 Educ; 909 S 5th St, C
DWYER, Martha L, Clk-TyplstI, Stud Emplymt333-0601
Ofc, 1 Stud Serv; RR 1, Hume .Metcalf 7-2445
* DY, Klan S, PhD, Res Assoc, Physics 333-1867
390 M MRL; 1206 W Stoughton.U 367-7383
* DY, Ruth C, MS, Dal Scl, 357 ASL 333-6115
1206 W Stoughton St, Apt 104, U 367-7383
DYAL, James A, AB, Res Asst, Bur Econ & Bus 333-4735
Res, 431 DKH; 307 E Healey St, C 359-2750
* DYER, Jerry L, Janitor, Sub-Foreman, PPD
PPSB; 1909 Weaver Dr, U 367-7596
DYKE, Robert E, BA, Tchr Asst, Econ 333-0072
114 Comm A; 1207 WUnlvAve, U 367-7577
* DYSON, JohnD, PhD, Prof, EE 333-1201
451 EEB; 1004 S Western Av, C 352-3643
* DZIUK, Philip J, PhD, Prof An Sol 333-2901
111 An Genetics; 3 Lincoln Ct, C 339-2091
E
* EADES, David C, PhD, Asst Dlr, Schl of Life .333-2038
Scls, Asst Prof of Zoology; 455 Morrill Hall
2 Wil'.owbrook Court, C 356-6229
DOSHI, Pratap Kllachand, MS, Res Asst, ....333 4499
Nuclear Eng, 201 NEL
802 W Green, U 367-0428
* DOTSON, Fred Thomas, Janitor, PP Dept, PPSB
1302 N Willis, C 356-4157
DOTY, David Warren, AB, Res Asst, Student. .333-3729
Counseling Serv, 344 SSB
58 E Armory, C 359-4263
* DOUGLAS, Audrey Vemlce, Clerk-Typist II, .. 333-0785
Acctg Dlv, Bus Ofc, 247 Adm W
608 N Russell St, C 356-5650
'* DOUGLAS, Beulah Marie, Food Administrator. 333-0700
I, IU, Main Kitchen, IU
1601 W Green, C 352-4749
DOUGLAS, Conrad Edward, B Mus, Asst,....
Music, 1 Hill Annex
504 E Green St, C 352-2635
* DOUGLAS, Paul Franklin, Master Lab Mech. . .333-6913
Civil Eng, 1237 CEB
103 N Victor, C
* DOUGLAS, Stephen Arneal, MA, PhD, Asst. .. 333-2956
Prof, Political Scl, 408 S Goodwin Rm #8
1003 McHenry, U 3 67-60 65
* DOUGLASS, Louis Edwin, Supervisor of Bldg. 333-3398
Craftsmen, PP Dept, PPSB;
905 W John St, C 356-2601
* DOVRING, Folke, PhD, Prof of Land Econ, .. 333-6194
Agr Econ, 310b Mumford Hall
613 W Vermont Ave, U 344-6750
* DOWDLE, Robert James, Park Attendant, 4-H. 333-3287
Memorial Camp, Robert Allerton Park
4-H Memorial Camp, RR2, Monticello 762-3116
*+DOWDS, Becky Lynn, Clerk-Stenog I, State ..344-1481
Geol Surv, 215 NR
905 N Neil, C
* DOWELL, Edward Duane, Painter, PP Dept...
PPSB; 412 N Locust, Onarga 268-7264
DOWELL, Linda Diane, County Ext Secy, .... 525-4617
Sangamon Cy, Coop Ext Serv, 2449 N 31st St,
Springfield; RR 1, Greenview 968-2245
* DOWLER, Franklin Lee Sr, Janitor, PP Dept.
.
.
PPSB; 517 N Richmond, Villa Grove 832-5812
* DOWNING, Harold Leland, Groundsman, PP..
PPSB; 402 1/2 W Beardsley, C 359-3498
* DOWNEY, James, BS, Asst, Physiology and
Biophysics, 446 Burrill
1924 D Orchard, U 344-3813
+DOWNING, Leo Gamett, Fiscal Acctg Asst.. 356-3786
Soil Conservation Serv, USDA, 200 W Church, C
7 Penz Dr, Oakwood 354-4522
DOWNING, Robert William, MS, Physics... 333-4175
443 Physios; 1905 N Cunningham, U 3 67-1254
DOWNS, Benjamin Ellsha, Nat Scl Lab Asst.. 333-2417
HI, Coll of Vet Med, 353 Vet Med
307 S Wright St, C 342-2302
* DOWNS, Elizabeth Emily, BA, Tchr Asst, ... . 333-6850
French, 312 HH
713 S Elm Blvd. C 352-4853
* DOWNS, Evelyne Valentine, BA, Psych, 333-3659
382 Davenport Hall; RR2, U 367-0278
* DOWNS, Robert Bingham, AB, BS, MS, LLD,. 333-0790
Litt D, LDS, LHD, Dean of Lib Adm, Prof of Lib
Sci, 222 Lib; 708 W Penn Ave, U 344-5532
DOWSE, Eunice Marlon, AM, Prof Dlpl Educ, .333-0057
Assoc Dean of Women, Ofc of Student Personnel and
Dean of Women, 130 SSB
15 Hagan Blvd. U 367-0110
DOWSON, Henry Richard, B Sc, PhD, Visiting 333-1902
Asst Prof, Math, 234 IH; #2 1107 Euclid, C 356-2120
* DOYLE, Edward Charles Jr, B Sc, Tech Asst, . .333-6890
State NH Surv, 272 NR
310 W Eureka, C 359-4317
* DOYLE, Frank Patrick, Electrician, PP Dept,
.
.
PPSB; 1 E Locust, Pesotum 867-2278
* DOYLE, Lawrence Edward, BS, ME, Prof of. .. 333-3766
Mech Eng, 227 MEB; Indian Hill, RR2, U 367-2604
* DRABLOS, Carrol J (Weikert) , MS, Asst 333-0945'
Prof, Agr Eng, 205 AEB; 1012 W Charles ,C 356-7333
* DRAGO, Russell S, PhD, Prof Chem, Chem ..333-2729
& Chem Eng, 352 NL; 1704 Henry St, C 356-8728
* DRAKE, David F, PhD, CPA, Assoc Prof Acctg &
Bus Adm, Acctg, (Leave of Absence)
, 5519 South
Cornell, Chicago
* DRAKE, JohnW, PhD, Assoc Prof Microbiol
. 333-2195
Dept of Microbiol, 363 Burrill H;
107 W George Huff Dr, U 344-5378
* DRAKE, Virginia J, Secy, Dean of Stu-Stu ....333-0480
Prgrms & Serv, 110 SSB; 9 Cedar Cir.U 365-1948
* DRAPER, Harold H, PhD, Prof N Biochem, An . 333-3655
Sci, (On Leave of Absence), 116 ASL;
1608 West Klrby, C 356-8521
DRAPER, Walter H, PhD, Asst Prof Verbal ... 333-6450
Comm, Dlv of Genl Stud, 121-3 Altgeld H;
611 W Iowa St, U 344-6524
DRELLER, Gerald, BA, Spanish, Italian 333-0731
& Portuguese, 911 S 6th, 1st Fl;
503 W Green, Apt 3, U 367-9795
DRENNAN, Lenore F, Acctg Clk II, Bur Dlv,. . .333-4880
Bus Ofc, 162 Adm, Fisher 897-5001
* DRENNAN, Mary R, Typing Clk III, Adm & Rec333-0413
177 Adm; Route 1 , U 367-9952
* DRENNAN, Peggy E, Secy, Physiol & Biophys 333-1630
300 a NL; 809 W Illinois, U 344-4368
* DRESCHER, Clifford A, Nat Sci Lab Asst HI. . 333-1418
Ani Sci, 133 ASL; 611 S Sycamore,
Villa Grove 832-9073
DRESHER, Doris V, BS, Secy, Comm Plcmt ..333-2840
Ofc, 101 DKH; 604 W Nevada, U 344-2345
* DREW, Stephen W, BS, Res Asst, Fd Scl ....333-1931
462 Bev H; 424 Falrlawn Ave, U 367-4283
* DREWS, Charles E, ChfClk, Coord Sci Lab. .333-3067
279 Coord Sci Lab; 1901 Rainbow View, U
367-8791
* DREWS, Ronald G, Cameraman & Platemaker .333-4658
Comb Offset Pressman, Univ Press, Printing Div
234 U PB; 1513 N Gilbert, Danville 443-0925
* DREYER, Leroy L, BS, Elect Eng, EE 333-2482
GEM Rm 120; 1808 Diana, C 352-6410
DRICKAMER, Harry G, Prof Chem Eng & Prof . . . 333-0025
Chem, Cntr Adv Stud, 105 E Chem;
405 W Washington St, U 344-5525
* DRIEDGER, Arno, BSA, MSC, Anl Sci, Res .,.333-1787
Asst, 106 Stock Pavilion; 2021 D Orchard Downs
U 344-5244
DROM, Beulah J, BS.MS, Assoc Prof, PE Wm. .333-3357
Coll of Educ, 116 WG; 707 W Oregon St,U 344-5975
DROLLINGER, Raymond G, BS, Prchsng Asst 333-3593
I, Prchsng Ofc, 237 Adm Bldg E; 1708 West
University, C 352-4455
* DRUMMOND, Bettye F, Clk-Stenog III 333-6210
Comptr based Educ Res Lab, 263 ERL;
1604 B Arnold Dr, Rantoul 893-1466
i
DRUM, Harry R, Janitor, PP, PPSB
North 1st Street, Pesotum 867-2406
DRUCKER, Herman J, BS, Tchr Asst, Math ...333-4975
122 R Arcade; 909 S 5th,
C
332-5001
* DRUMHELLER, Mila V, Clk Steno III, Phys . .333-3442
327 PB; 5 Westwd PI, Lincoln Pk, U 367-3127
DRYSDALE, William H, Grad Asst, Aeron & ...333-3146
Astron Eng Dept, 20 Transportation Bldg;
1610 West Healy 352-0784
DUBOIS, Gaston, BA, Res Asst, NE 333-2487
106 NEL; Sherman Hall, Rm 1259, 909 S 5th St,
C 332-5020
* DUBSON, Jeryl, Secy, Coun Tchr Educ 333-2800
120 Educ Bldg; 1308 Larkspur Ln, C 352-7434
* DU BUS DE VALEMPRE, Rene H, Asst Biochem 333-4723
PP, 10 Hort Field Lab? 2709 Carrelton Dr
C 356-6226
DUCAR, Robert J, BEE, Tchr Asst, EE 333-4318
41 EEB; 10208 S Oakley, Chicago 233-0457
DUCASSE, Edgar G, BS, MS, Tchr Fellow
,
Math, 114 IU; Baptist Student Cntr, Rm 208
505 E Green, C
* DUCEY, Donald F, Main Desk Attndt, IU ... 344-1330
IU 125 R; 806 W Washington, C 356-9735
DUCEY, (Mrs) Gerald J, Steam Distribution Opr,
PP, PPSB; 1212 W Clark, U 367-7964
DUCEY, Joan G, Card Pnch Opr II, DCL 333-6184
129 DCL; 312 E Marlon St, Monticello 762-3244
* DUCKWITZ, William C, Flremn, PPD, PPSB ..
1505 N McKlnley, C 356-5954
* DUCKWORTH, Guy A, Janitor, Hsng Dlv
13 Dunellen Dr, U 367-6195
* DUCOFF, Howard S, PhD, Physiol & Biophys 333-0629
437 Burrill H; 1516 W Charles, C 356-9693
* DUDEN, Ronald, Construction Laborer, PP . .
.
PPSB; RR, Glfford 568-2367
* DUDKA, Leonard T, BS,MA, Asst, PE
1801 D Orchard PI, U
* DUDLEY, JohnW, PhD, Assoc Prof P Genetlcs333-4254
Agron, S112, Turner Hall; 1802 Augusta Dr
C; 359-3865
* DUDZIK, Kenneth L, BS, IE, Mech & Ind Eng
Res Asst, 221 H Me & IE Bldg; 502 W Main,
Apt 302; U 367-8988
* DUE, John F, PhD, Prof, Econ 333-4599
496 Com W; 808 Dodds, C 356-5529
* DUFFIN, John G, Tab Mach Op II, Coop Ext. .333-2664
Serv, 329 MH; 1004 E Main, U 365-2806
DUGAN, Jane S, Clk Typist II, Assem H 333-2923
Assembley Hall; 311 E John, C
* DUGAN, Kenneth N, Flremn, PP
PPSB; 1519 Hedge Rd, C 352-7230
DUGGAN, Marjorle, MS, BA, Res Chem 333-0386
Mat Res Lab, 313,320 ,384 MRL;
603 W Green St, U 367-2143
DUITSMAN, (Mrs) Mary J, Clk Typist III 333-1488
Institute of Labor & Ind Rel, 123 LIRB;
402 W Springfield, U 365-2974
* DUITSMAN, Maynard A, Dup Mach Opr III .. .333-0992
Adm & Rec, 69K Adm; 104 N West St,
Glfford 568-6630
DUITSMAN, Sharon K, Clk Typist III, Ofc . . . 333-1690
Campus Arch, 605 E Green St; RR 1
Armstrong 583-4358
* DUKE, Charles B, PhD, Visit Assoc Prof .... .333-1976
Physics, 390 R MRL; 603 S 4th St, Apt 210 ,C
DUIIR, Guy M, MS, Assoc Prof Mus; Asst Dlr333-3028
Unlv of 111 Band, 13 6 Band Bldg
* DUKES, Jack R, BA, MA, Hist, Asst 333-2099
235 D Armory; 401 W Michigan, U 344-6252
* DULANY, Prof Don E, PhD, Psych 333-2971
418 GH; 73 Greencroft, C 352-9185
* DULANY, Elizabeth G, AB, Assoc Editor, UP . . 333-0957
121 UP; 73 Greencroft, C 352-9185
* DUMFORD, StephenW, BS, MS, Res Asst ...333-0486
Soil Chem, Agron, W-521 Turner H;
2016 Southwood Drive, C 356-9476
DUMIR, Vlshwa C, PhD, Asst Prof , Math ...333-1625
237 IH; 105 E Healey, Apt 1,C 352-4060
* DuMONTELLE, Paul B, MS, Asst Geol ...344-1481
State Geol Surv, 300 NS; 189- 266
2020 Burlison Dr, U 367-7528
* DUNATOV, Elaine T, Clk, Spec Lang Dept,Lib333-1349
128 Lib; 207 Edgebrook Dr, C 359-4294
* DUNATOV, Rasio, PhD, Asst Prof Russian ...333-1204
Slavic, 169 LH; 207 Edgebrook Dr,C 359-4294
DUNBAR, Louise B, PhD, Asst Prof Emerita ,Htst
908 W Oregon, U 344-1963
DUNCAN, Anlce J, BA, ChfClk, Institute ... 333-2386
Labor & Ind Rel, 223 LIR Bldg; PO Box 2072 ,C
* DUNCAN, Daniel M, Asst, Assoc Scl, B of . . 333-0336
Scl, Arch, Rm 20 Arch B; 206 W Unlv.U 367-0588
* DUNCAN, Karen, Clk III, Bus Ofc, Bur Div ..333-2180
100B Adm; RR 4, C 359-3353
53
EADES - ELDER
* EADES, Ellen Birckhead, Clerk Typist II,.... 333-3995
Geol Dept, lllg NH Bldg v
1903 S Vine St, U 367-3860
* EADES, James Lynwood, PhD, Res Asst Prof
.
. 333-3995
of Geol and of Civil Eng, Ilia NH Bldg
1903 S Vine St, U 367-3860
* EADES, James Lynwood, BA, Ma, PhD, Res.
.
.333-3995
Asst Prof, Dept of Geol and Civil Eng;
1 1 la N II Bldg
1903 S Vine St, U 344-5860
EADS, Shirley Dean, Clerk Typist I, Catalog. .333-2348
Dept, Lib; 246a Library
Box 235, Hume
EAGAN, Robert John, BS, Res Asst in Cer Eng. 333-1573
Cer Eng; 215 Cer Bldg
1106 W Stoughten, Apt 2c, U 367-4636
* EAGELMAN, James Garfield, VMD, Assoc... 333-2002
Prof of Vet Clinical Med; 203 Large An Clinic
804 E Mumford Drive, U 365-1515
* EARLEY, Ernest Benton, BS, MS, PhD, Prof.
.
.333-1277
of Plant Physiology, Agron; 211 Davenport Hall
1102 S Garfield, U 3 67-4692
* EARLY, Doris Catharine, Typing Clerk II,.... 333-4381
Admissions and Records; 69 Adm Bldg
2000 Cynthia Drive, C 359-32 93
* EARLY, Edward J, Stores Supervisor, Physics. 333-0142
220 Physics
1111 Mimosa Drive, C 356-6068
* EARLY, Walter Edward, Janitor, PP Dept, PPSB
RR 2, C 863-5097
* EARNEST, Margie Ruth, BS, Tchr Asst,
. . . . .
333-0439
Advertising; 16a Gregory Hall
502 W Main, Apt 113, U 367-5276
* EASLEY, John Allen Jr, BS, M Ed, PhD, Prof.. 333-0150
of Sec and Continuing Educ, Dept of Sec and
Cont Educ; Rm 203, 1208 W Springfield, U
1406 W Green, C 352-6934
* EAST, Bessie Ball, BS, MS, Asst to the Chief.
Illinois State NH Surv; 184 NRB
RR, Harshaw, Wisconsin
* EASTERBROOK, John William, BS, Asst ...... 333-1402
Football Coach; 123 Assembly Hall,
605 S Race, U 367-2558
EASTES, Walter Lawson, BS, Asst, Chem and
.
Chem Eng; Rm 19 A Noyes Lab
1010 W Green St, Rm 410, U 332-2270
* EASTON, Bert E, Sub Foreman Grounds, PP,
PPSB; 510 N Russell, C 356-1192
* EASTON, Nolan Glen, Operating Engrand....
Groundsman, PP, PPSB;
Tolono 485-7840
* EASTON, William Edward, Garage Attendant, ..
PP Dept, PPSB
712 Clifford St, Tolono 485-5169
EASTWOOD, Barbara Sue; BA, Asst In EngT.
. .
.
'20 6 English Building
909 S Fifth Rm 413, C 332-4718
+EATON, Clyde Daniel, BS, JD, Mgmt Trainee .333-3860
State Unlv Retirement System; 807 S Lincoln Ave, U
1101 W Oregon, Apt 5, U
EATON, Dennis Hammond, MS, Asst, Physics.333-2688
464 ERL; 1010 W Green St # 713, U 332-2369
* EATON, Floyd George, Janitor, PP Dept, PPSB
1008 N BuseyAve, U 367-2739
EATON, Thelma, AB, BS, AMLS, PhD, Prof
Emerlta, Grad Schl of Lib Sci
North Egremont, Mass 528-0983
* EATON, William Otto, Herdsman, An Sci,.... 333-0042
Beef Barn; Springlake, Mahomet 586-4895
EBELING, Robert Edgar, Dup Mach Operator ..333-1601
II, Stenog Serv; 1203 W Oregon
RR3, U 365-1619
EBERHARDT, Arthur Curt, Bach of Arch Engr, . . 333-6959
Tchr Asst, Civil Eng; 3119 New Civil Eng
58 E Armory Apt 1, C 352-6697
* EBERSPACH, Guenter, Ma, Instr, Germ Dept, .333-6441
912 S Fifth; 2315 S First, Apt 103, C 344-4352
* EBERT, Clarence Leo, Janitor, PP Dept, PPSB
209 S Dodsons Drive, U 367-6739
* EBERT, Edward Darwin, MS, Prof, Gen Eng,. 333-0068
209a TB; 1108 S Pine St, C 356-2349
* ECHEVERRIA, Alejandro, Civ Eng, MS, Asst.. 333-6975
Civil Eng; 3216 CEB
1821 AOrchard_Place, U 344-1325
* ECKEL, EarL Joseph, PhD, Prof Of Met Eng,.. 333-1092
Min, Met arid Pet Eng; 110 MMB
303 E Healey, C 352-2389
* ECKERSLEY, Leona Emma, Printing Production.
Coordinator, Printing Div, UP, Retired
Bayles Lake, Loda 386-2283
* ECKERT, Charles Alan, PhD, Asst Prof Chem. .333-3 634
Eng, Chem and Chem Eng; 213 E Chem
611 S Edwin, C 352-8425
* ECKERT, Howard Joseph, BSME, MS, . «s3t. ... 333-0638
TAM; 30 6c Talbot Lab
2004 D Orchard St, U 344-2162
* ECKERT, Mary Elvln, BA, Asst, Educ and ....333-2305
Soc Scls Lib; 100 Library
2004 D Orchard St, U 344-2162
* ECKERT, Willford John, Head of Flremanship. .333-3800
Training, Dlv of Univ Ext, 103 Illlnl Hall
2102 Pond Ave, U 365-2666
* ECKERTY, William B, Janitor, PP Dept, PPSB.
.
Box 2 1, Sadorus
ECKMAN, Frances Amelia, Typing Clerk I IU..333-1241
125 IU; 410 W Columbia, C 356-616.
ECKSTEIN, James Newell, BS, MS, Asst 333-3358
Zoology, 449 Morrill Hall
Rm 176, 1010 W Green, U 332-2435
* ECKSTEIN, Paul James, Laborer, Inst of Avi,
.
.822-5531
Airport; 103 E Locust St, Box 726, Tolono 485-4400
EDDINGS, Warren G, Policeman, PP Dept,
PPSB; 207 W Oliver, Mansfield 489-4201
EDDY, Richard Ellsworth, MS, Res Asst, ... 344-1481
State Geol Surv, 465 NR
907 E Main, U 365-3175
* EDELHEIT, Lewis Selig, BS, MS, Asst 333-6564
B-l MRL; 208 E Adams, Villa Grove832-9162
* EDEN, Stanley Ray, BS, Ext Adviser, Agr, . .
.
8469
Moultrie County, Coop Ext Serv, 1102 W Jackson
630 Sunrise Drive, Sullivan 5256
* EDENS, William McKinley, BS, MBA, Special. 663-7193
Representative, Univ of Illinois Foundation,
La Salle Hotel, Chicago
655 Rosewood Ave, Wlnnetka 446-4655
* EDGAR, Robert Alexander, MS, Ext Adviser. .. 253-7711
Agr, Saline County, Coop Ext Serv, 21 1/2 W
Robinson St, Harrisburg
107 W College, Harrisburg 253-352 8
* EDGINGTON, Patty Jean, Clerk-Stenog II,.. 333-3137
Ofc of Student Personnel and Dean of Women,
346 SSB; RR2, U 367-0807
* EDLEFSEN, Blaine E; BA, Master of Music,
.
. 333-6672
Doctor of Mus Arts, Assoc Prof of Music, 2 SMH
1727 Coronado Drive, C 352-6993
EDMAN, Marjorie, MS, Res Assoc in Nutr. .. .333-1658
Biochem, Dept of An Sci, 154 An Sci Lab
308 Sunnycrest Ct, W, U 367-3800
* EDMONDSON, John Byron, BS, MS, Res Asst. 333-1277
Agron, 333 Davenport Hall
RR2, U 367-0981
* EDSTROM, Carl Alfred, B Sc, M Sc, Grad.... 333-2525
Asst, Gen Eng, 315 Transportation
1826 Orchard Place, U 344-3490.
EDWARD, E. Cole, Jr, Coor of Music 333-4249
Communications, Schl of Music, 1203 W Nevada
St; 912 Westfleld Dr, C 352-0380
* EDWARDS, Ann Strang, Clerk-Stenog II, Coll. 333-3546
of LAS, 124 Davenport Hall
509 Rjbinson Court, C 359-2900
* EDWARDS, Belva Merle, Secy, ElecEng..... 333-4151
312 EERL; 1909 Robert Dr, C 352-4735
* EDWARDS, Dale Ivan, PhD, Asst Prof of 333-0583
Plant Path; Res Nematologist, Crops Res Div, Agr
Res Serv, USDA; 10 6F Hort Field Lab
3202 Brownfield Road, U 344-1405
* EDWARDS, David Jr, BS, MS, Res Asst, CSL. .333-4128
1-111 CSL; 107 E Daniels, C
* EDWARDS, Elmer Forrest, BS, Adm Clerk 333-2881
Div of U Ext, 116 Illlni Hall
3 Regent Ct, C
EDWARDS, Elmer Melvin, BS, Bus Mgr, UP.
.
.333-0950
102a UP; 1909 Robert Dr, C 352-4735
^EDWARDS, Everette Sr, Automotive Mech,....
State Geol and State NH Surv, Retired
305 S Poplar, U 367-5551
'-EDWARDS, John Richard, BS, MS, Res Asst,
.
.333-2397
EE and Physics; 202G EERL
509 Robinsgn_Ct, C 359-2 900
* EDWARDS,. Lloyd Vernon, Painter, PP Dept....
PPSB; 328 E Main, Areola 268-3459
* EDWARDS, Lynne Elizabeth, Clerk-Typist II. . 333-1830
Agr Econ, 425 Mumford Hall
510 W Springfield, C 359-4203
* EDWARDS, Neal, Linotype Operator UP, Retired
58 E John St, C 352-8332
EDWARDS, Pamela Arline, BA, Tchr Asst, ... 333-1193
Math, 114 Illlni Hall
..
1010. W Green St # 399, U 332-2532
* EDWARDS, Patricia Ann, Clerk-Stenog n,... 333-2 881
Short Courses and Conferences, Div of Univ Ext,
116 IH; 303 W Elm St, U 367-8782
EDWARDS, Rachel Elizabeth, BS, Clerk III, UP,
Retired; 402 S Race St, U 3 67-7210
EDWARDS, Ralph Thomas, MS, Res Asst ,.... 333-4485
Physics, 412 Physics Bldg
1001 S Oak, C 356-1597
* EDWARDS, Richard Oliver, Water Sta Opr,
. .
.
PP Dept, PPSB; 1703 Crescent Dr, C 359-1869
•EDWARDS, Robert Justin, Storekeeper II .... . 333-3257
Chem and Chem Eng, 2 9a E Chem
1103 W Clark, U 367-1975
* EDWARDS, Terry W, BS, Master Bus Adm....
Ext Lecturer, Dlv of Univ Ext
1023 W Charles, C 356-8853
EDWARDS, Thomas Ewlng, BS, MS, Grad.... 333-3146
Asst, Aero and Astro Eng Dept, 20 TB
1610 W Healey, C 352-0784
* EDWARDS, William Leslie, Commercial Artist- 333-2407
n, Ofc of Agr Communications, 62 Mumford Hall
1720 W Haven Drive, C 356-0487




Specialist, NHS, 279 NRB
202 Waverly, Homer 896-3171
EDWIN, Glen Hubbard, Elevator Mechanic's.
.
Helper, PP Dept, PPSB
10 6 Willow, Ogden 582-4711
* EDWIN, Jahiel, MA, PhD, Assoc Prof, French 333-3949
227 Lincoln Hall; 305 Colorado, U 367-7234
* EGBERT, Paul R, BS, MS, Assoc Prof, Elec. .. 333-3517
Eng, 349 EEB; 909 W Church, C 356-3519
54
* EGGEMAN, George Wayne, BS, Instr, Gen. .. 333-0348
Eng, Rm 4 TB; 2209 Phllo Rd, U 365-2203
* EGGERS, Dale F, Janitor, PP Dept, PPSB.....
1412 Holly Crest, C 352-1569
* EGGLETON, Reginald Charles, BS, MS, Res. . 333-1645
Assoc, 'Elec Eng, 212 Biophysical Res Lab
1618 Chevy Chase Drive, C 356-4587
* EGGLETON, Rosalie P, AB, ABLS, Cataloger. . 333-3399
(Instr), Lib, Rm 246 Library
1618 Chevy Chase, C 356-4587
* EHENS, Pamela Ann, County Ext Secy, Peoria. 685-7823
County, Coop Ext Serv, 1716 N Univ, Peoria
119 S Second St, Hanna City 565-7246
* EHLER, Carolyn Ann, Secy, Internship Project 333-6147
Special Educ, 907 W Nevada
107 Turner Dr, Mahomet 586-2461
EHLER, Evelyn J, Adm Secy, assigned under ..
A.I.D. Projects to Njala Univ Coll, Private
Mail Bag, Freetown, Sierra Leone, Africa
EHLING, Joy Lellani, County Ext Secy, 467-3413
Woodford Cy, Coop Ext Serv, 117 W Center, Eureka
810 S Main, Eureka 467-3073
* EHMEN, Albert Johnson, Fieldman, An Sci.
.
. 333-0347
General and Farming; Rantoul, RR 2 694-2542
EHRHART, Daphne, Clerk Typist II, Mailing. . 333-0800
Center, UP; Mailing Center, 1002 W Green
602 WHill St, C 359-3676
+EHRLINGER, Henry Phillip III, MS, Assoc. ... 344-1481
Minerals Engr, State Geol Surv, 368 NR, 325 NR
107 E Mumford Dr, U 344-5728
* EICHELBERGER, Dale Fae, Truck Driver 333-1395
Housing Div, Rm 24 Gregory Dr Residence Hall
Fisher 897-3295
* EIGHMEY, Marie Helene, Card Punch Opr m . 333-4827
Statistical Serv Unit, 54 Adm Bldg
2 Plymouth Rd, U 365-2694
EIKHOM, Thor S, Res Assoc, Dept of Microbio333-3750
302 Burrill Hall; 507 E Green, U
* EILBRACHT, Euline Dallas, BS, MS, Instr 333-0805
Div of Gen Studies and Mln and Met Eng
129 Altgeld Hall; 810 W Daniel, C 356-6811
* EILBRACHT, Lee, BS, Asst Prof of PEM, .... 333-3400
Head Baseball Coach, 123 Assembly Hall
810 W Daniel, C 356-6811
EILENBERGER, Sonja Jean, BA, MA, Tchr Asst.
Germ, 5 '.2 E Chalmers St (Ground Floor)
904 W Nevada St, U 344-0072
* EILRICH, Gary Lee, BS, MS, Res Asst, Agron. 333-1277
212 Davenport Hall; 247 S Dewey, U 367-9968
* EILRICH, Mary Sue, BS, Credentials Analyst. .333-2800
Coll of Educ, 120A Educ Bldg
607 W Springfield, C 367-9968
* EISEN, Nathaniel Herman, BS, PhD, Asst." 333-0040
Prof, Psych, Psych Clinic
719 S Prairie, C 356-6795
* EISENBERG, GerryG, Clerk-Typist III 333-0138
Classics, 361 Lincoln Hall
102 McHenry, U 344-2205
* EISENBERG, Sheldon, AB, MA, Grad Asst 333-2246
Educ Psych, 333 Educ Bldg
206 N New St, C 3S9-4688
* EISENHAUER, Leon Delano, BS, MS, PhD, „. 333-2050
Manager IU Bookstore, 715 S Wright St, C
1004 N Highland Dr, U 3 67-0425
EISENMAN, David Paul, BA, Staff Assoc, ... 333-0480
Dean of Students, Student Programs and Serv
110 SSB; 502 W Elm, U 367-0935
* EISEMAN, David, AB, MM, Asst in Music... 333-1612
305 Hill Annex
1608 B Maynard Dr, C
.
359-4490
* EISEMAN, Donna Moore, Master of Music. . . 333-0170
Clerk Typist II, IU, Rm 165 IU
1608 B Maynard Dr, C 359-4490
* EISENMAYER, John Curt, BS, Ext Adviser 4071
Agr, Henderson Cy, Coop Ext Serv, E Broadway,
Stronghurst 3521
* EISENSTEIN, Bob Irwin, PhD, Asst Prof 333-1119
Physics, 411 Physics Bldg
1735 B Valley Road, C 359-3120
EITELBACH, David Louis, BS, MS, Asst 333-4136
Physics, 37 Physics Bldg
1010 W Green #112, U 332-2139
*+EKBLAW, George Elbert, PhD, Geol and Head,
Eng Geol and Topographic Mapping Section, State
Geol Surv, Emeritus, 511 W Main, U 3 67-2 693
* EKROTH, Charmaine, BS, Res Asst, Dept of
Microbio, 33 6 Burrill Hall
Fisher Ct, Apt 2, U 367-8840
* EKSTRAND, William Nels, BCE, Res Asst.... 333-693
Civil Eng, Rm 2111 CEB
1620 Chevy Chase Dr, C 352-6885
* ELAM, Danny Lee, BS, Lab Program Adm Asst. 333-138
MRL, 264 MRL Bldg, 401 W Charles, C 356-6160
*+ELAM, Dorothy Rose, BS, Tech Editor, State..
Geol Surv, Retired
RR 4, Sunset Drive, Sparta, Tenn
* ELAM, William Elmer, Janitor, PP Dept, PPSB
710 S Wabash, U 367-2275
EL-ASSAR, Rateb J, M Sc, Res Asst, Comp. . 333-6100
Sci, 164 ERL, 1107 W Green #233, U 344-1560
* ELDER, Leslie Ivan, Herdsman, Dairy Sci ... .333-047!
S. Lincoln Ave, Dairy Barns
RR 2, C 352-6627
ELIOT, Raymond, AM, Assoc Prof of PE for . . 333-2241
Men, Assoc Dlr of Athletics, 12 1 Assembly Hall
1407 W Springfield, C 352-8064
ELKINS, Harry Robert, BS Ed M, Instr, Inst. . .822-5204
of Avl, Airport; 112 Brady Ln, U 365-2366
ELKINS, Patricia Anne, Clerk-Stenog HI, Bur. .333-3020
of Community Planning, 1202 W California, U
505 S 5th St, Fisher 897-2273
,
ELLICOTT, Allen Ray, BS, MS, Grad Asst An. .333-2900
Scl, An Genetics Bldg
2073 A Orchard St, U 344-1136
ELLIOTT, Edward Lincoln, B Sc, MS, PhD.. .. 333-4536
Asst Prof Accountancy, 274 Commerce West
1916 Galen Dr, C 359-4096
ELLIOTT, Joe Ridings, Compositor, Printing. . .333-3934
Div, UP, 234 UP Bldg
1512 Robinson, Danville 442-7452
ELLIOTT, Joyce Ann, Clerk-Stenog HI, Coll ..333-0931
of Law, 209A Law Building
2016 E Michigan, U
ELLIOTT, Lester Elton, AB, Dlr of Purchases. .333-3580
Purchasing Div, Bus Ofc, 228 Adm
718 Dover PI, C 356-0102
ELLIOTT, Rachel Dlcka son, BS, MS, Asst to. .333-4614
the Supervisor of Occupational Therapy and Spec
Serv, Div of Rehabllltation-Educ Serv, 131 Rehab-
Educ Center; 1316 Frederick St, C 352-4852
ELLIS, Bennie, Policeman, PP Dept, PPSB
1910 Meadow Dr, C 356-02 94
ELLIS, Charles Dale, Combination Offset.... 333-4658
Pressman, Cameraman, Platemaker, Printing Div UP
234 UP; 1904 E Vermont, U 367-2972
ELLIS, Clarence, BA, MS, Res Asst, Dept of. .333-6172
Comp Scl, 130 DCL
207 S BuseyAve, U 367-0428
+ELLIS, Davis William, BS, Hydrologist 356-5221
USGS, 605 S Nell, C
1201 Julie Dr, C 356-9518
ELLIS, Delorls Joann, MS, Ext Adviser, Home.756-9778
Econ, DeKalb County, Coop Ext Serv, 315 N Sixth St
DeKalb, Rm 4; Owens Rd, R 1, Maple Pk 286-3936
+ELLIS, Jack Allen, BA, MS, Res Assoc, NH. . 342-6075
Surv, 202 Bauer Bldg, Effingham
13 S Lakewood, Effingham 342-6983
ELLIS, Jean, Clerk-Stenog I, Agr Econ, 333-1826
404 Mumford Hall; 53 E Healey, C 352-3338
ELLIS, John Romaine, B Sc, M Sc, PhD, Prof, .333-6632
Mech and Indus Eng, Rm 103 MEB
1740 Valley Rd, Hessel Manor Apt, C
ELLIS, Jon Francis, BS, Ext Adviser, Agr,.... 5421
Stark Cy, Coop Ext Serv, 302 S Downend St, Toulon
PO Box 385, Toulon 2823
ELLIS, Lillian Elizabeth, Typing Clerk I, .... .333-1890
Housing Div, Rm 38A; 304 W John, C 359-3114
ELLIS, Lucille Nelson, BA, Adm Asst I, Coll.. 333-1352
of LAS, 288a Lincoln Hall
212 E John St, C 352-2653
ELLIS, Mary Margaret, Secy, Food Scl, 333-0130
567 Bevler Hall; 1904 Vermont, U 367-2972
ELLIS, Michael John, BS, MS, Res Assoc,... 333-6434
Recr and Mun Park Adm and PE for Men, 97 CRC
2606 Sheridan Drive, C 352-9020
ELLIS, Paula Sue, Clerk-Stenog n. Vet Ext, .. 333-2907
161 Vet Med Bldg; 112 N West St, Homer 896-2351
+ELLIS, Robert Oliver, Garage Supt, State.... 333-6849
Geol and State NH Surv, Garage, NR
1511 W Healey, C 356-2334
ELLMAN, Ira Mark, BA, Tchr Asst, Psych....
425-427 Gregory; 906 N Randolph, C
ELMER, Charles Dixon, BSE, MA, R Pt, Suprv 333-4608
Physical Therapy, Div of Rehab-Educ Serv, 176
Rehab-Educ Center; 2006 Broadmoor Dr, C 352-8710
ELMORE, Susan E, Clerk-Stenog II, Econ.... 333-0120
330 Commerce West; 323 Falrlawn, U 367-7116
• ELSESSER, Thaddeus Musser, BS, MS, Assoc. 333-3197
Prof, TAM, 221 TL
608 W Main, U 367-6163
' ELSNER, Earl, BS, MS, Res Asst, Agron 333-1277
333 Davenport Hall
402 W Michigan, U 344-0349
• EL-ZABRI, Ismail Tawfiq, BA, MS, Asst, Ag.. 333-2616
Econ, 417 Mumford Hall
1960 A Orchard St, U 344-0173
' EMBRY, James Clarence, Cold Storage Opr, .. 333-1528
Hort Dept, 103 Hort Field Lab
Box 81, U 367-4118
EMERSON, Michael Warren Chase, BS, MS. . .333-1657
Res Asst, Civil Eng, Eng Hall
1503 Briarcliff, U 3 67-4523
' EMERY, WUUs Laurens, PhD, Prof, Elec Eng..333-0207
EEB 154, EEB 379
1612 W Healey, C 352-5482
EMMONS, George H, Asst, Physics 333-3128
57 Physics Bldg; 904 W Green St, U
EMPSON, Carl Newton, Dup Mach Opr II, ... .333-3980
Ofc of Agr Publications , 5 1 Mumford Hall
703 S Broadway, U
. .
_ _
+EMS, Betty Harriette, Acctg Clerk I , State.. 333-3860
Univ Retirement System, 807 S Lincoln, U
RR 1, Ogden 469-3759
ENATA, 'Mrs) Eloise, AB, MA, Instr, Engl.... 333-1506
323 English Bldg; 1303 W Healey, C 352-3995
ENDA, Patricia Ann, MS, Res Asst, Mloroblo. 333-1069
Dept, 135 Burrill Hall;
58 E Armory Apt 5, C 356-1120
333-1931ENDRES, Rose Marie, BS, Res Asst, Food
Scl, 468 Bevler, 1001 W Oregon
* ENDSLEY, Margaret R, Typing Clerk II, Hlth. .333-2702
Serv, 176 Health Center
Box 136, Pesotum 867-2419
* ENDSLEY, Marlon Everett, Janitor, PP Dept,.
PPSB; PO Box 13 6, Pesotum 867-2419
* ENG, William, Prof, Dept of Arch, 305 Arch. . 333-0698
706 Arlington Ct, C 352-6770
* ENGELBRECHT, Louis Martin, BS, Ext 338-3737'
Adviser, Agr, McHenry Cy, Coop Ext Serv, Rt 47
& McConnell Rd, Woodstock, PO Box 108
720 Gerry St, Woodstock 338-1241
* ENGELBRECHT, Richard Stevens, ScD, Prof.. 333-3822
of Sinltary Engr, Civil Eng, 3230E Civil Eng Bldg
2012 Silver Court West, U 367-8098
* ENGELHARDT, Charles Richard, Bach Scl Agr. .732-8289
Ext Adviser, Agr, Logan Cy, Coop Ext Serv
120 S McLean, Lincoln;
152 Portland Place, Lincoln 732-7875
* ENGELING, Paul Douglas, BES, Grad, Asst.. 333-4869
ln Civil Eng, 111K Talbot Labs Bldg
502 W Main, U
ENGELMANN, John Hugh, BS, Asst, Chem ...
and Chem Eng, 346 E Chemistry
614 Daniels, C 332-2338
* ENGELMANN, Siegfried Emll, BA, Sen Educ. . 333-4895
Spec, 1 REC, 224 A Col Wolfe Schl
1224 Joanne Lane, C 352-1835
* ENGELS, Anthony M, BS, Asst to the Dean of. 333-1307
Students, 107 - 707 S Sixth St, C
2009 Burllson Dr, U 344-5607
* ENGERT, Maxine C, MS, Editorial Asst, Ofc. .333-0569
of Public Information, 131 Davenport House
711 S Prospect, C 352-8188
* ENGLAND, George Macintosh, MS, Assoc. ...333-1812
Prof, Agr Econ, 301a Munford Hall
405 Evergreen Ct, U 367-8891
ENGLE, Francis Earl, Mlcroblo Tech, Dept . 333-1142
of Mlcroblo, 323 Burrill Hall
2503 Carrelton Dr, C 356-5205
ENGLE, JohnThelbum, BA, Res Asst, Comp.. 333-2054
Scl Dept, 110 ERL
1010 W Green St, U 332-2177
* ENGLE, Ronald Gene, MA, Grad Asst, Dept.. 333-1791
of Theatre, 50C Lincoln Hall
302 W Locust, Apt 7, U 367-2840
* ENGLIS, Duahe Taylor, PhD, Prof Emeritus... 333-0968
Chem and Chem Eng, 68 E Chemistry
906 S Busey, U 344-5653
* ENGLISH, Lester Lamar, PhD, Prof Agr Ent. .
.
Emer, Entomologist, State NH Surv
1607 W Church, C 356-4019
*• ENGMAtT, Rudolph Leroy, BS, MA, Tchr Asst. .333-2040
Math, 122 Arcade
514 1/2 E John, C
ENGSTROM, Berit Margareta, Lab Asst I, ... 333-1644
Elec Eng, 303 EE Annex
707 W Oregon St, U 344-5975
* ENGSTROM, Lee E, BS, MS, Tchr Asst, 333-4944
Zoology, 439 Morrill Hall
1510 GrandvlewDr, C 359-1235
* ENYART, Patricia Loucllle, Acctg Clerk 1 333-4655
Printing Div, UP, 234 UP Bldg
112 N Spruce, Villa Grove 832-2881
* ENYART, Robert M, Janitor, PP Dept, PPSB...
112 N Spruce, Villa Grove 331-2881
ENTHOVEN, Adolf Jan Henri, M Com, Dr Eoon.333-45 67
Visiting Prof, Ace and Econ, 396 Commerce West
307 S Prairie, C 352-0140
* EPPERSON, David Canning, PhD, Assoc 333-1562
Provost, Assoc Prof of Higher Educ, Sec & Cont
Educ Dept , 363 Adm
2511 Stanford Drive, C 356-0008
EPPLE, Ronald Garth, BA, Tchr Asst, English. .333-3879
206 EB; 402 S Lincoln, U 344-1932 """
EPSTEIN, Marian Margaret, BA, Psych
Gregory Hall; 909 S 5th St, #306, C 332-4678
* ERB, Carl Glen, First Baker, Housing Div.... 333-1452
Central Food Stores
106 Washington St, Sidney 688-2035
* ERB, Carol Ann, Chief Clerk, Bursar's Div... 333-4849
Bus Ofc, 163 Adm
10 6 S Washington, Sidney 688-2035
ERDMAN, Juanita Louise, Typing Clerk I, .... 333-0800
Mailing Center, UP, 1002 W Green
710 W Church, C 352-8745
* ERDMAN, Nancy Kiewit, BA, Programmer, .... 333-3841
Statistical Serv Unit, 54 Adm Bldg
101 N Busey, U 367-9054
ERICKSON, Don, BS, MS, Instr in Engl, Engl. 333-2963
323 DKH; 2706 Carrelton Dr, C 359-3255
* ERICKSON, Duane Edward, BS, MS, Phd, 333-1822
Assoc Prof of Farm Mgmt Ext, Agr Econ
303 Mumford Hall, 2021 Burllson Dr, U 344-6568
* ERICKSON, Edgar L, PhD, Prof, Emeritus,....
History; 814 W William, C 352-3445
* ERICKSON, O Herman, Prof of Labor and Indus 333-0981
Relations, Div of Univ Ext and Inst of Labor and
Indus Relations, Rm 113, LIR Bldg
816 W Columbia, C 356-9378
* ERICKSON, John Edward, AB, MA, Asst Prof. . .333-0663
Sec and Cont Educ, 384 Educ
2204 Brett Dr, C 356-5828
55
ELIOT - EUBAIMKS
* ERICKSON, John Edward, BA, MS, Instr of. .. .333-0128
Jrn, Jm, 38 Gregory Hall
303 Bliss Dr, U 344-4384
* ERICKSON, Patricia Ann, Statistical Clerk.. . .333-3555
Bur of Inst Res; 2204 Brett Dr, C 356-5828
* ERIKSON, Virginia Joanne, County Ext Secy, ..772-4075
Whiteside County, Coop Ext Serv, 100 E Knox St,
Morrison; RR 3 Box 147, Prophetstown 438-2788
ERIN, Tim, BS, MS, Res Asst, Elec Eng 333-0890
405 MMB; 508 E Stoughton, Apt 208, C 352-8718
* ERKE, Loretta Maxine, BS, Ext Adviser, Home 223-8380
Econ, Adams County, Coop Ext Serv, 330 S 36th, .
Quinoy; RR3, Quincy ' 699-8545
* ERKES, Joseph William, MS, BS, Res Asst, . . 333-2316
Astronomy Dept, Rm 10 Observatory
2027 A Hazelwood Ct, U 344-2364
ERLANGER, Margaret, MA, MS, Prof, Physical333-2228
Educ for Women, 12 6a Women's Gym
303 W Indiana, U 367-4487
ERLICH, Richard Dee, BA, MA, Asst ln Engl,
Engl, 206 EB; 209 E Clark #8, C 352-5359
ERMOLI, Carlos, BS, Res Asst, Comp Scl.... 333-6272
282 DCL; 1205 1/2 W Main, U 367-8167
* ERNEST, Lorer. E, BS, Chief Accelerator Engr. .333-2201
Physics, 106 NRL; 2010 S Race, U
* ERNST, Edward Willis, PhD, Assoc Prof 333-3876
Elec Eng, 357 EEB
2104 Cureton Dr, U 367-9029
* ERNST, Richard L, BS, Instr, Economics 333-4562
385 Com W; 202 W High St, U 365-2301
* ERVIN, Mary A, Maid, IU, 125 IU. 333-3298
404 1/2 N Carson, C 352-3190
* ERVIN, Robert Lee, Janitor, Housing Div, ....
404 1/2 N Carson, C 352-3190
ERVIN, Travers, Power Plant Operating Engr,..
PP Dept, PPSB; Pesotum 867-2363
* ERWIN, Bennie Grove, BS, DVM, Instr ln Vet. 333-2981
Clinical Med, 115 Small An Clinic
1904 Easy, U 365-2136
* ESAREY, LaDema B, Clerk Typist III, Home... 333-3869
Econ, 206 CD; St Joseph 469-3701
* ESCH, John William, BS, MS, Res Asst 333-4751
Dept of Comp Scl, 220 DCL
1107 W Green St, Apt 135, U 344-1691
* ESCHER, John, BS, MBA, MS, Res Asst 333-2856
Physics, 126 PB
606 1/2 E Stoughton, C 356-9832
ESHLEMAN, Rebecca Jo, Clerk-Stenog III,... 333-0413
Admissions and Records, 177 Adm Bldg
509 W University, C 352-7503
* ESKEW, Judith Priscllla, Clerk-Typist HI, .. ..333-3107
Ofc of Agr Publications, 54 Mumford Hall
104 N Central, U 365-2549
* ESKEW, Ronald Arthur, Asst Steam Distribution
Opr, PP Dept, PPSB
802 E Pennsylvania Ave, U 367-7147
* ESKRIDGE, Louis Elvln, Storekeeper II, PPDept
PPSB; 711 Balboa Dr, C 352-1154
* ESKRIDGE, Margaret J, Acetg Clerk I, 333-1056
Acquisition Dept, Lib, 220 Lib
711 Balboa Dr, C 352-1154
* ESPADAS, Elizabeth Anne, BA, MA, Asst, ...333-3957
Spanish, 909 1st S Sixth St
509 S Race, U 367-9514
* ESPENSCHIED, Roland Frederick, Ed D, Asst. 333-3872
Prof Agr Eng and Voc Agr Serv, 440 M H, 101a Agr
Eng; 1107 S Busey, U 344-2141
ESPOSITO (Mrs), Margaret Poulton, MS 828-9513
Assoc Ext Adviser, Home Econ, McLean County,
Coop Ext Serv, 202 E Locust, Bloomington
805 Apple St, Normal 829-9562
* ESPY, WN, Prof, Mech and Indus Eng
Emeritus; 608 W Nevada, U
ESQUERRA, Roland Frederick, BS, Tchr Asst, ..333-4975
Math, Arcade 122, Rm R
Sherman Hall, Rm 10 6F, 909 S 5th, C 332-4984
* ESSEN, Marts Raguel, Visiting Assoc Prof , ... 333-2042
Math, 301 AH; 1211 W Clark, U 367-9798
* ESSEX, Katherlne Olene, Clerk-Typist III 333-3110
Vlce-Pres and Comptroller's Ofc, 208 Adm Bldg
54 E John St, Apt 5, C
* ESTELL, Carroll Theora, Elevator Mech, PP...
Dept, PPSB; #7 Pk Ln Circle, Decatur 423-7360
ESTEP, Marian Theresa; BS, AM, Vet Med ....333-2193
Llbm (Asst Prof), Lib, 250 Vet Med
503 S Broadway, U 367-7605
ESWORTHY (Mrs), Helen Irene, Credentials...333- 1741
Analyst, Coll of LAS, 294 Lincoln Hall
Ogden 582-75 65
* ESWORTHY, Patsy Marie, Clerk-Typist III,
.
..333-0963
Coll of Educ, 110 Educ Bldg
1207 Paula Drive, C 352-8134
ETHERINGTON, Theodore Leighton, BA, Tchr.. 333-1312
Asst, Dept of Germ, 512 E Chalmers, C
84 Daniels Hall, 1010 W Green St, U
* ETNYRE, Vance Allen, BS, MBA, Adm Assoc,
.
.333-6243
Coll of Eng, 109 Eng Hall
312 S Prairie, Apt 205, C 359-2692
*+ETTER, Stanley Lee, MS, Res Assoc, NH.... 749-2249
Surv, Elliott; Box 157, Elliott 749-2249
'* ETTINGER, Shalom Yona, PhD, Visiting Res ..333-6813
Asst Prof, CSL, Rm 189 CSL
2011 Phllo Rd, U 367-6702
EUBANKS, Robert A, BS, MS, PhD, Prof Civil. 333-6946
Eng and of Theoretical and Applied Mech, 3106 CEB
602 E Stoughton, C 352-llSfi
EVANS - FERRIS
EVANS, Alyce Anne, BA, Tchr Asst, French, .. .333-6850
312 Harker Hall; 102 E Daniel St, C 352-9000
* EVANS, Campbell King, PhD, Asst Prof of ....333-4705
Finance, Dept of Finance, 10 9 Commerce W
1602 Mayfalr Rd, C 356-3057
* EVANS, Carl Montelle, Painter, Housing Div. .333-3450
Rm 14, Lincoln Ave Residence
1701 Sandra, C 359-1140
* EVANS, Carolyn Ruth, BFA, Ext Graphics .... 333-2407
Specialist, Instr in Agr Communications, 62 Mumford
Hall; 2304 Brookhaven Dr, C 352-9428
EVANS, (Mrs) , Darlene Laws, Adm Clerk,.... 333-6808
Grad Coll, 314 Adm
2611 William, C 352-0644
EVANS (Mrs), Doris M, Maid, Housing Div,..
69 Bradley McKinley, C 352-4431
* EVANS, Enfer Eugene, Park Sub-Foreman, ... 333-3287
Robert Allerton Park
410 Kratz Rd, Monticello 762-9001
* EVANS, George Arthur, Mail Messenger, PP
Dept, PPSB; 908 N 5th, C 352-4496
* EVANS, Geraldine, Clerk-Typist III, Elem 333-2561
Educ, 304 Educ Bldg
1107 W Green, C 352-5965
+EVANS, Jacques Blaine, Mgr U of 111 Rink and 822-5613
Golf Course, Ice Rink & Golf Course
1013 Northwood Dr, C 356-0446
* EVANS, James Forrest, MBA, Instr in Agr 333-4785
Communications and in Jrn, 66 Mumford Hall
RR, Philo 684-3323
* EVANS, James Howard, BS, Arch Supt, Ofc o* 333-1695
the Campus Arch, 704 S Sixth, C
2304 Brookhaven Dr, C 352-9428
* EVANS, Kenneth Edward Jr, BS, MS, Res Asst. .333-3606
in Physics, 2 60 CSL
510 N Garfield, C 359-13 65
* EVANS, L Elaine, Clerk-Typist III, Chem Dept333-4473
164 E Chem, 2402 E Elm, U 367-5261
* EVANS, Marion Earl, Physical Sci Staff Asst.. 333-3795
Physics, Rm 3 8 Physics Bldg
1607 Cruising Lane, C 359-1426
* EVANS, Michael Blakemore, AB, Gia-! Res.... 333-6710
Asst, #20 CRC;
808 N Lincoln Ave, Apt #1, U 367-9769
* EVANS, Phon Aubrey, Janitor, PP Dept, PPSB
RR 1, Box 19 B, Mahomet 586-4810
*+EVANS, Ralph L, BS, MS, Head Water Quallty.674-5725
Section, Ft of McArthur, Peoria
316 Dundee Rd, E Peoria 699-0726
EVANS, Robert L.AMT, RMTI , Lab Med Tech. .333-2750
II, Health Serv, 86 Health Cntr
26 Coachman Dr, U 365-3288
* EVANS, Robert William, BS, MS, Assoc Dlr, . .333-1085
Public Information, 134 Davenport House
1107 W Green St, C 352-5965
* EVANS, Rupert Nelson, PhD, Dean of Coll of. .333-0960
Educ, Prof of Voc & Tech Educ, Coll of Educ, 110
Educ Bldg; 1009 W Church, C 352-5624
* EVANS, Velda June, Clerk III, Purchasing,..'. 333-3506
223 Adm Bldg (E)
1013 Northwood Drive, C 356-0446
* EVERENCE, Betty Ann, Secy, Educ Placement. .333-0740
Ofc, 140 Educ Bldg
1706 Kingston Drive, U 367-9734
* EVERITT, William Littell, PhD, D Eng, D Sc, . 333-2150
Dean of Coll of Eng, Prof of Elec Eng, 10 6 EH
607 W Pennsylvania Ave, U 344-5556
* EVERLY, Jack Crittenden, MS, Ext Commun. .. 333-2405
Specialist, Instr in Agr Communications, 72 Mumford
Hall; 608 W Vermont, U 344-5738
* EVERS, Carolyn, BA, Tech Asst, Section of . . .333-6857
Wildlife Res, Illinois NH Surv, 279 NRB
703 S Main, Homer 896-4812
* EVERS, Robert August, PhD, Botanist and. .. . 333-6886
Curator of the Herbarium Section of Applied Bot and
Plant Path, State NH Surv, 393 NRB
1206 W Green St, C 356-2283
* EVERSOLE, Leland, Lineman II, Inst of Avi, .. 822-5237
Airport; 504 Ash St, Villa Grove 832-8271
EVERTTS, Eldonna Louise, BS, MS, Ed D 333-3756
Assoc Prof, Elem Educ, 399 Educ
1415 S Western Ave, C 359-1979
*+EVON, Judith Kay, Clerk-Typist, US Dept of . 344-0622
Agr, US Regional Soybean Lab, 160 Davenport Hall
205 Healey St, Apt 28, C
* EWBANK, David Robert, BA, MA, Asst, Engl..
20S EB; 105 E John, Apt 203, C 352-1220
EWERT, Lawrence Donald, BS, Asst, Psych.. 333-4466
334 Gregory Hall
1007 S First St, Apt 12, C 359-3540
EWERT, Lawrence, BA, Grad Res Asst, Inst.. 333-2790
of Communications Res, 14 Gregory Hall
1007 S First St #12, C 359-3540
* EWING, Benjamin " Baugh, PhD, Prof Civil... 333-0536
Eng, 3220 CEB
2212 Cottage Grove, U 3)67-4470
EWING, Grace Jolly, BS, MS, Instr In'.. ... . 333-1833
Textiles and Clothing, Home Econ, 139 Bev Hall
2313 S First St, Apt 103, C 344-5186
* EWING, Richard Charlson, Aircraft Mntnce... 822-5532
Mech Helper, Inst of Avi, Airport
1510 N Mattis, C 356-4709
* EWING, Thomas Newell, PhD, Assoc Dlr,... 333-3719
Student Counseling Serv and Prof of Psych, 212 SSB
3 Bloomfleld Ct, C 356-4808
* EWING, Veryl M, Attendant, Assembly Hall, . .333-3144
Assembly Hall; PO Box 15, Focsland 846-2350
* EXLINE, Gerald L, B Arch, M Arch, Asst Prof. .333-0202
Arch, 306 Arch
716 W Indiana, U 344-5292
* EYDE, David Bruener, Asst Prof , PhD, Dept.. 333-2643
of Anthrop, 137 E Davenport Hall
710 W California, U
EZRA, Len Edgar, Janitor, PP Dept, PPSB
912 W Church St, C
F
FABER, Richard N, PhD, Asst Prof, Philos .. 333-4703
109 GH; 707 S 6th St, Apt 209, C 344-0537
FACCIOLI, Ezlo, Res Asst, Civ Eng ......... 333-6857
3111 CEB; 509 S 5th, Apt 17, C 352-4557
FAGAN, Peter, BFA, MFA, Asst Prof , Art ... 333-1726
142 FA; 710 S Birch St, U
* FAGETTI, T. Joseph, Assgnd AID Pro) Advsr
Ext Training at the UP Agr Unlv, Pant Nagar,
India
* FAGERLIN, Candace L, Night Clk, Ofc Stud 333-0532
Persnl & Dean of Wm, Taft Vandoren Lounge;
807 Stratford Dr, C 352-1792
* FAGERLIN, Glenn W, BS, Data Proc Anal II . .333-4832
"State Serv U, 54 Adm Bldg; 807 Stratford
C 352-1792
* FAGERSTROM, Clara J, Co Ext Secy, Coop .. 584-4787
Kane Co, Ext Serv, PO Box 589, St Charles
Box 681, DeerpathRd, Batavia 879-3199
* FAIN, Carolyn L, BA Russlna Lit, Lib Tech Asst
Lib-Spec Lang, 128 Lib;... 333-1349
606 1/2 E Stoughton, C 356-8182
FAIMAN, David., BSC, MS, Asst, Physics ...333-2327
243 PB; 1114 W Nevada, U 344-3357
* FAIRBANKS, Robert P, BA, DSS, Visit Assoc ..333-3340
Prof, Institute of Govnt & Publ Affrs,
1201 W Nevada St; 504 E Pennsylvania, U 367-8915
* FAIRCHILD, DarylR.BS, MS, TV Prgrm Coord 333-1070
TV Serv, 1110 W Main, 2401 Hathaway Dr
C 359-2249
FAIRCHILD, GlenD, BS, Tchr Asst, U Band.. 333-3025
255 Band Bldg; 609 W Main, Apt 31, U 367-9878
* FAIRCHILD, Orpheus L, Transportation Spvr ..333-3910
PPD, PPSB; 1114 W Sprlngfld Ave,C 356-2301
*+FAIRFIELD, Robert M, Tech Asst, Geol Res L .344-14.81
18 Douglas, St Joseph 469-7481 189-<'£10'
* FAIMAN, Michael, PhD, Asst Prof , Camptr ...333-6777
Sci, 228 DCL; 1113 W Oregon, U 3 44-4964
* FALKNER, Barbara A, BS, MS, Res Asst ... 333-6329
Math, YWCA 324; 1101 W Oregon, U 344-3312
* FAHLSING, Frederick O, BS, MS, Res Asst .. .333-2310
EE, 308 EERL; 209 W Illinois, U 367-8033
* FAHNESTOCK, M. K, Res Prof, Mech & Ind
Eng Emeritus; 702 W Vermont, U
* FAHNESTOCK, Maurice K, BS, MS, ME.Res ..333-1570
Prof ME, Emeritus, Mech & Ind Eng, 212 MEL
702 W Vermont St, U 344-5482
* FANCHER, Earl F, Auto Mech, PPD
PPSB; 808 W Hill, U 367-8626
* FANT, Johnnie M, BA, Asst, Econ
1113 S 2nd, C 352-9030
* FARAHAT, Hanafl K, BS, PhD, Assoc Prof ....333-6337
Math, 208 YWCA; 811 S Mattis Avenue,
Apt 6, C 359-2467
* FARBER, Bernard, PhD, Prof , Soc 333-6467
Chlldrens Res Cntr; 711 Sunnycrest, U 367-4120
* FARBER, Herbert O, Am, CPA, Vice Pres 333-2400
Comptroller Unlv , Trsur U of I Foundation
,
Bus Ofc; 342 Adm; 510 W Washington, U 367-1906
* FaRGO, Marion K, Elect TechnI, Comptr Sci .333-1156
23 DCSL; Lot 23 , Berl's Trailer Pk,
Thomasboro 643-6911
* FARINA, Charles, Drftsmanll, Arch Div .... 333-1690
PPD (Retired), 605 E Gree.n St; 708 S Prairie
St, C 352-3701
* FARIS. Elizabeth J (Gerard), BE, Asst Ext 345-7034
Advsr, Home Ec, Coles Co, Coop Ext Serv,
703 Monroe St, Charleston, Box 308;
612 N 5th St, Charleston 345-5549
* FARLOW, Donald E, Painter, Hsng Div ....333-3450
Rm 14, Lincoln Ave Res; 1417 Holly C
Rest Drive, C 356-4976
* FARLOW, HelenS, BS, Editor, Info Serv ....333-0517
Div of Univ, 208 Arcade Bldg; 3 Fla Dr
U 344-5413
* FARMER, Loren L, Fireman, PP
PPSB; 1820 Melanie Lane, C ' 352-0100
FARMER, Virginia, BM, MA, Instr,' Mus 333-1172
205 String A; 118 W Vermont, U 365-2282
FARNEY, Robert F, BS, Asst, Dept of Chem ..333-3693
Chem Eng, 312 Harker; 1010 W Green St
Room 422, U 332-2282
* FARNHAM, Cecil H, BS, Asst Prof of Crop Prod
& Soil Fertility , Dept of Agron, assigned
under AID Proj as Advlser-Mgr of Res Farms,
Jawaharlal Nehru Agr, Unlv
,
Jabalpur,MP,
India (Leave of Absence)
* FARNHAM, Earl M, BA, MA, Assoc Prof ,Arch. 333-0312
307 Arch; 1202 S Elm Blvd, C 356-9508
* FARQUHAR, Lewis R, BA, MA, Asst Engl .... 333-8086
241 EB; 907 S 6th C, Rm 107; 806 West. .. 333-1656
D.nlel, C 352-2413
* FARRAR, JoelC, AB, AM, Tchr Asst, Math... 333-4285
113 Altgeld Hall; 1916 C Orchard St,U 344-3197
FARRAR, Raymon S, AB, Asst, Engl ....344-3876
206 Engl Bldg; 506 S Mathews, U 344-3506
* FARRELL, Genevieve H, EdM, Ext Adviser ... 849-2411
Home Ec, Cumberland Co, Coop Ext Serv,
Rhodes Clinic Bldg, Toledo; Toledo, Carr
Apartments, Toledo
* FARRELL, Peter S, BM, MM, Prof Mus 331-1172
105 String A; 1022 W Daniel St, C 356-3034
FARREY, (Mrs) Rochelle I, Acctg Clk I 333-1763
Hsng Div, 430 Stud Serv Bldg; 106 N Vine
Street, U 365-2175
56
* FARRIS, Fay J, NSL Asst, 393 E Chem ...... .333-3962!
1725 Anita Dr, C 352-9591
* FARRIS, Philip B, BS, Ext Advsr, Agr, Kane Co .584-4787
Coop Ext Serv, PO Box 589, St Charles;
232 Fairvlew Dr, St Charles 584-2898
+FARRIS, William D, Res Assoc, State Geol . .344-14811
Sarv, 403 NR; 1725 Anita Dr, C 352-9591.189- 254
FARWELL, Marilyn R, BA, MA, Asst, Engl .. 333-2855'
Engl; 217 EB; 705 W Green, U 365-2165
* FASH, William L, BA, MA, Assoc Prof, Arch ..
303 Arch; 1003 W Sprlngfld, U 367-7514
FASNACHT, Joyce F, Clk Typist III, Cntr 333-3771
Inst Res & CurrEval, 270 Ed Bldg; PO Box
2358, Station A, C
* FAUDREE, Ralph J Jr, PhD, Asst Prof Math ...333-4794
Math,
, 301 YWCA; 1208 W Beardsley.C 352-9385
FAUGHT, John B, MS, Asst, Chem Eng, Chem
357 NL; 806 S Randolph, C 352-2361
* FAULLIN, Jack H, Electrn, PPD
PPSB; 508 Westlawn, C 356-2381
* FAUST, Gerald W, PhD, Asst Prof, Ed & PsycH333-2604
8 Lincoln H; 1702 W Clark, C 356-4782
FAY, (Mrs) Clara D, AB, Adm III, Hsng Div ..333-1426
420 SSB; 203 W Michigan Av, U 365-1127
FEAR, Elizabeth J, Co Ext Secy, Jasper Co . . 783-2521
Coop Ext Serv, Rt 1, Newton; 303 Stanley
Avenue, Newton 783-3273
* FEATHERGILL, James E, Painter, PPD
PPSB; 1613 W Clark, C 356-4991
FEDORKTW, James P, MS, BS, Res Asst, 333-6945
Civ Eng, 2216 CEB; 804 W Sprlngfld, U 367-2333
*+FEGER, Eugene '?., u of I Emplys Cr Union .. .352-04K'
512 S. 3rd St; 617 Richards Lane, C 359-4868
* FEHLNER, William R. , M.S., Asst, Phys 333-4574,
390g M.R.L; 709 W Church St, #4W 356-4381
* FEHR, FredrlkS, PhD, Res AsstProf 333-4663
• CRC & Dept Psych, #5 CRC; 1724 Westhaven
Dr, C 356-4441
* FEHRENBACHER, Joe B, PhD, Prof Ped, Agron. 333-365C
n-409 Turner Hall; 1616 Sheridan Rd,C 356-6785
FEIN, Michael E, MS, Res Asst, EE 333-248!
106 GEB; 611 W Green St, U 367-7744
* FEINBERG, Walter, PhD, Asst Prof, Hist & . . .333-2441
Phil of Ed, 23 6a Educ; 1824 Alder Lane,
C 359-4284
FEIERTAG, Robert H, MS, Asst, Chem & .333-350$
Chem Eng, 479 E Chemistry; 401 N
Prairie, Apt 4B,C
FEIST, William A, BS, Res Asst, Agron 333-425'
n-17 Turner Hall; 801 W Hill St tC
* FELDMAN, Susan J, MS, Res Asst, Ofc Instr. .333-3491
Resources, 507 E Daniel; 1114 Broadmoor,
C 352-4569
* FELGENHOUR, Lucille I, Chf Clk, Adm & Rcds333-0416
10 Adm Bldg; 930 Linvlew Dr, U 365-3215
FELIX, Remedies A, MS, Instl Mgmt, Food... 333-070(
Adm I, 165 E Mini Union; 907 Stoughton,
Apt 104, U
* FELLA, Gale A, MPH, Assoc, Health Sci, ... 333-280!
San, Health Cntr, 114 McKinley Hosp;
1403 Western Ave C, C 359-3006
* FELLMANN, Jerome D, PhD, Prof, Geog 333-3135
122 Davenport Hall; 601 Harding Dr,U367-1041
FELLMAN, Richard A, BS, Asst, Chem & Chem
Eng, 19a Noyes Lab; 606 W Ohio St,U344-5812
,
* FELLOWS, J R, Prof, Mech & Ind Eng
2484 Berry Rd, Rives Junction, Mich
* FELTY, Frances G, BA, LlbClk, Lib, 333-377'.
346 Lib; 704 Western Ave, U 365-1239
* FELTZ, Delitha F, Secy, Mech & Ind Eng 333-1176
144 Mech Eng Bldg; 510 N Walnut,
Villa Grove 832-9317
*+FENDER, GlenE, Sup P & I, Ath Assoc 333-1282
113 Assembly Hall; 717 Balboa Rd, C359-1439
* FENDRICH, JohnW, MA, Tchr Asst, Math, ..333-428'
113 Altgeld Hall; 1207 Phllo Rd, U 365-2976
* FENNER, Wayne R, MS, Res Asst, Physics, .. 333-278,
234 MKL; 308 W Elm, U 367-5048
* FENVES, Steven J, PhD, Prof, CE & Coor Sci. .333-382;
Lab, 201a EH; 1413 Rose Dr, C 356-0478
FERCHOW, Betty J, CPO, Stat Serv U 333-482'
54 Adm Bldg, 505 N Niles Ave,
Tuscola 253-4066
* FERBER, Marianne A, PhD, Lect, Econ, 333-463!
210 DKHi 606 S Western, C 356-5904
* FERGUSON, Brenda, MS, Asst Ext Adv 233-033
Coop Ext Serv, 116 S Charles; 24
Smalling Ct, Belleville 397-3271
* FERGUSSON, Ethel N, Kttch Helper, IU 333-070
165 IUB; 1621 Rldgeland Dr, C 356-9966
* FERGUSON, SallyS, BA, Res Asst, Bur Econ. .333-473'
& Bus Res, DKH 431; 404 Briar Ln,C356-3288
FERGUSON, Sharon V, AM, Asst Editor, 333-1821
Agr Econ, 435 MH; 1710 Valley Rd,
C 352-2976
* FERGUSON, William A, PhD, Assoc Prof 333-335: 1
Math, 274 AH; 1007 W Hill, C' 356-5326
* FERGUSSON, Fay F, Mail Msg, Phy Pit
PPSB; 1107 W Oregon, Apt 1, U
* FERGUSSON, Fay F, Transp Opr, Div Rehab.. 333-4616
Educ Serv, 151 Rehab Educ Serv;
1621 Rldgeland Dr, C 356-9966
* FERRELL, Harvey D, Stat Serv U, Rm 54 333-481C
Adm Bldg; S Cottage Grove Ave, 402,
U 367-8659
* FERRELL, Mary M, Tab Opr, Stat Serv
57 Adm; 800a S Mattis, Apt 5, C 367-9711
FERRIS, Anna R, Secy, Comp Sci, 333-342:
252 DCL; 810 W Hill St, C 352-9293
FERRIS, CeliaE, Cnty Ext Secy, Lee Cnty 857-352
Coop Ext Serv, 37 E Ave, Amboy;
502 2nd Ave, Rock Falls 626-1581
* FERRIS, Charles W, Jan, IU, 165 IU;
107 Smith Rd, TJ 367-5540
* FERRIS, Deam H, PhD, Assoc Prof, Vet Path ..333-224!
Hyg & Vet Res, 43 Vet Med;
610 La Sell Dr, C 356-4267
FESS - FLEWELLING
FISHMAN, Steven Gerald; MS; Res Asst; 333-2088
Mining & Met; 321 MMB;
303 Country Fair Dr, C 356-6346
: FITCH, Carolyn Ann; Dup Mach Operator I; .. 333-1601
1203 W Oregon, U
203 W Main, Ogden 582-720)1
FITCH, Janet Rae; BA; Asst; Spanish, Italian .333-0440
and Portuguese; 911 S Sixth, C
103 1/2 E Eealy, C 352-7384
' FITCH, Joyce; Clerk-Steno III; Rec and Park . 333-4410
Admin; 104 Huff Gym;
Box 32 Savoy 822-5656
FTTTON, Karen Robbie; BS; Asst Ext Adviser, .346-7868
Home Econ, Tazewell County; Coop Ext Serv;
710 Derby St, Pekin;
329 W Ridgemont Rd, Peoria 688-3816
FITZGERALD, Patricia Ann; Clerk-Typist I;. .. 333-2147
Ofc of Non-academic Personnel; 201 Davenport;
309 East Healey, C None
FITZGERALD, Paul Ray; PhD; Prof of Vet 333-0330
Parasitology; Dept of VPH; 310 Vet Med Annex;
402 E Colorado, U 365-1087
FITZGERALD, Ronald John; B Chem; Asst; 333-3059
Chem and Chem Eng; 350-A NL;
608 S Race, U 367-7273
FITZ-GERALD, (Mrs) Rovenia Francis; AB; 333-2800
Clerk-Typist III; Council on Tchr Educ;
120 Educ Building;
1104 South Orchard, U 344-6422
FITZSIMMONS, James Patrick; Storekeeper I; PP Dept;
PPSB; 310 Sunrise Dr, U 367-6225
FITZSIMMONS, William T; Janitor; PP Dept; PPSB;
908 E Water, U 367-5317
FJELLMAN, Henry Richard; BS ME; Asst; TAM;
301 TL; 300 S Goodwin, Apt 614, U 344-5191
FLACH, Dale H; M Ed; Coor Men's Residence 333-2394
Halls; Housing DIv; 124 Snyder Hall;
1404 Scottsdale Drive, C 352-0354
FLACKETT, John Michael, LL M; Visiting ...333-1286
Assoc Prof; College of Law; 131 Law Building;
1738 Valley Road, C 359-4237
k
FLAHERTY, Bernard John; MS; Res Engr; 333-2930
Elec Eng; 60 EEB & Geophysical Observatory333-0023
908 S Vine, U None
FLANAGAN, John T; PhD; Prof; Engl; 333-3914
102 C EB; 705 W Michigan, U 344-5073
FLANDERS, Dwlght Prescott; PhD; Prof; Econ; .333-4516
185 Commerce West;
719 S Foley, C 352-3179
FLANIGAN, Thomas Edward; MS; Instr; PE for 333-0740
Men & Educ Placement; 201 MOG & 146Educ333-1680
Building; 1809 1/2 Lynwood Dr,C 352-4881
FLECK, Jr, Robert; MBA; Res Asst; 333-2170
Statistical Serv Unit; Room 210, 707 S Wright;
808 FalrOaks, C 352-5088
FLECK, Ruth Ann; BA; Res Asst; Comp Sci; ...333-1745
168 ERL; 808 FairOaks, C 352-5088
FLECKENSTEIN , Lawrence Carl; MA; Asst; 333-2099
History; 235-R Armory;
107 West Charles, C 359-3476
FLECKENSTEIN, Linda R; Lib Clerk II; 333-2934
Circulation Dept, Lib; 203 Lib;
107 West Charles, C 359-3476
FLEISHER, Richard Leslie; BA; Tchr Asst; 333-2818
Speech; 249 Armory
709 W Church- 5W, C 359-4865
FLEISCHLI, Christine Cordon; Clerk-Typist II; 333-2980
College of Met Med; 102 Small An Clinic;
URH 129 Babcock Hall, U 332-3746
FLEISCHLI, Edward C; AB.BS; Head Resident;. 333-2251
Sherman Graduate Residence Hall; Housing Div;
148 Sherman Hall,
URH 148 Sherman Hall, C 332-4773
FLEMING, Charles Wilson; Janitor; PP Dept; PPSB;
103 East Mathers, Newman 837-2540
FLEMING, Dorothy Smith; M LS; Serials 333-4164
Bibliographer; Lib; 220-S Lib;
3219 Cameron Drive, C 359-4997
FLEMING, Geneva P; BS; Retired; Campus
Architect's Office;
408 N Prairie, C 356-2226
FLEMING, John Zinn; MLS; Asst Music Librn;. 333-1173
220 SMH; 3219 Cameron Drive, C 359-4997
FLEMING, Mrs Mary E; BA; Clerk-Stenog III;. 333-2021
French; 244 LH;
109 West Delaware, U 367-4750
FLESHER, Donna; Natural Sci Lab Asst; Agron;333-1277
237 Davenport Hall;
317 Royal Court, C 356-4627
FLESS, Gunther Michael; BS; Res Asst; Food .333-1874
Sci;, 205 BRL;
6341 N Keystone, Chicago 283-7671
FLETCHER, Harold Damon; MA; Tchr Asst; 332-5004
Econ; DKH; 1165 Sherman; U None
- FLETCHER, (Mrs) Esther Marie; BA; Secy; 333-1391
Athletic Publicity; 115 Assembly Hall;
,
2111 Boudreau Drive, TJ 344-5971
' FLETCHER, Stanley; B Music; Prof of Music;..
FAA; On Sabbatical leave of absence 1967-68
307 South Busey Avenue, U 344-1371
• FLEWELLING, Charles M; BS; Admin Asst;... 333-3432
Zoology; 293 Morrill Hall;
1607 Normandy Drive, C 356-2792
» FESS, Philip E, PhD, Assoc Prof, Acctg, .... 333-4526
204 Com W; 2408 Melrose Dr, C 352-0917
+FETERIS, PieterJ, MSc.DIC, Metrlgst 333-4964
St Water Surv, Rm 26 FB; 903
Scottsdale Dr, C 3S9-3068
* FETT, Gilbert H, PhD, Prof, Elect Eng, 333-0207
154 EEB or 145 EEB; 723 S Prairie
St, C 359-3657
FETROW, Jane C, AB, Secy, Dept Finance, ..333-2110
313 DKH; 706 1/2 E Green, U 367-2366
FETTIG, Lyle P, PhD, Assoc Prof, Agr Econ, .333-1831
420 MH; 613 W Clark, C 356-8136
FETZER, Penny L, ClkStenoII, Agr Econ 333-18213
306a MH; 1005 S 6th St, C
FIBEGER, Fred M, BS, Asst, PE,
to be assigned; Daniels Hall 1010 W
Green St, U 332-2228
* FIEBELKORN, Dorothea W, Clk II, Circ 333-0313
Lib 203; 2412 Klrby Ave, C 356-0264
> FIEDLER, FredE, PhD, Prof Psych, ......... 333-0163
909 W Nevada; 2014 Zuppke Dr, U 376-8661
> FIEDLER, Judith, PhB, Res Asst, Surv Res Lab,333-2219
DHK 421; 2014 Zuppke Clr, U 367-8661
1 FIELD, Harry L, Arch Supt, Cam Arch Ofc, ...333-1695
605 E Green St; 105 S Grossbach, 11367-7705
1 FIELDEN, Helen L, Clk Typst II, Home Econ, 333-1723
274 Bevler Hall; Wilson Trl Pk, U 367-0978
> FIELD, Oliver T, BA, Asst Prof, Grad Sch ... 333-1773
Lib Sci, 325 Lib; 806 S Lincoln, U 344-1941
FIELDS, Hattle C, BS, Asst Ext Adv Youth, .. 247-5434
Chicago Coop Ext Serv, 1642 W 47th St;
1512 E 69th St, Chicago 643-5941
FIERKE, Margaret D, BFA, Tchr Asst, Art, ... 333-2764
26 E Springfield Ave; 610 1/2 W
Columbia, C
FIFER, Patricia J, Cf Clk, Nonacademlc Persnl333-2142
Ofc, Davenport House; 201 N Fair,C359-2919
' FIKE, DarlW, Ext Adv Agr, Henry Cnty 937-3371
Coop Ext Serv, 114 N East St; 207
W Court St, Cambridge 937-5407
' FILBEY, Mary L, BS, Dean Women, Ofc Stu .. 333-0050
Personnel, 130 Stu Serv Bldg;
305 W Penn Ave, U 367-6772
1 FILDES, RuthE, BS, Ext Adv Home Econ, ....388-2386
Ford Cnty Coop Ext Serv, 104 W Main
St, Melvin; 634 N Sangamon Ave,
Gibson City 784-5763
FILIPEK, David M, BSA, Res Asst, Dept Pint . 333-0430
Path, 2 Hort Fid Lab; Tanner Apts #7,
1709 W John St, C
FILLINGIM, Francis, MHA, Adm, Health 333-3263
Cntr & McKln Hosp, McKln Hosp
Rm 111; 1101 W Green St, C 359-3665
' FILLMAN, Lezlle A, MEd, Spec in Automated. .333-6210
Ed, 264 ERL; 208 Grand Ave,
St Joseph 469-7479
+FIEKIN, Donald L, Acctg Clk II, State Univ .. 333-3860
Retirement Sys, 807 S Lincoln Ave;
310 N Main, Glfford 568-2572
FINCH, Frank H, PhD, Coor Grad Stdy, .....
Coll Educ, 110 Educ Bldg; 504 W
Michigan, U 344-6531
FINCH, James K, MS, Grad Teach Asst, .... 333-4975
Math, Arcade 122; 1611 E2 Valley Rd,C
FINCH, Jon, BS, Asst, Dlv Gen Studies 333-0669
1210 W Calif Rm 204; 1207 W John,C352-9874
FINDER, EarlF, BS, Dlr, IU, 165 IU (E); 333-0160
2011 Burlison, U 344-5102
FINDER, Verna L, Adm Secy, Coll of Eng, ... 333-2151
106 Eng Hall; 709 S First St, C 352-6114
FINDLAY, Glen M, MSc, Asst, Dept Animal ..333-2118
Sci, 158 Animal Sci Lab;
. A
2061c Orchard St, U 344-4079
FINDLEY, RogerW, JD, Assoc Prof, Law, ... 333-3459
147 Law Bldg; 1220 W Charles St,C356-6209
FINELLO, Dominick L, MA, Asst, Span Ital .. 333-0440
Port, 911 S 6th St 2nd Floor;
502 W Springfield, C 356-1011
+FINGER, Glenn C, PhD, Princ Chem 344-1481
' St Geol Surv, 361 NRB; 1506 S
Race, U 367-983 6
+FINGER, Grace C, BS, Supr & Asst Sci 333-6834
St Natl Hist Surv, 183 NRB;
1506 S Race St, U 367-9836
FINK, Charles Melvin, MS, Area Ext Adviser '.
Livestock, Coop Ext Serv, Clinton,
RR, Clinton 935-5515
FINK, Floyd, Janitor, Housing Div
Fisher 897-5462
FINK, Linda Walker, BS, Asst, Home Ec 333-2987
363 Home Ec, 1207 Foothill Dr, C 352-7496
FINK, Ronald Lavon, BS, Ext Adviser, Agr. .. .433-4433
Coop Ext Serv, LaSalle County, 301 1/2 W Madison
St, Ottawa; 605 9 Ave, Ottawa 433-4288
FINNEY, Ross Lee, PhD, Asst Prof, Math 333-4795
211 YWCA; 909 S Second St, C 356-6981
FINICAL, Kenneth Eugene, Policeman, PP, PPSB
306 N Coler, U 367-0331
+FINNIGAN, Francis Xavier, PhD, Resident ... 333-2430
Representative, Ofc of Naval Res, 102, 60S S
Goodwin Ave; 909 Scottsdale Dr, C 352-2071
FINTUSHEL, Ronald Alan, AB, Tchr Asst 333-1193
114 IH; 853 Sherman Hall, 9D9 S 5th St, C 332-4926
FINKELSTEIN, Harvey Allen, BSEE, Tchr Asst .333-4317
EE, 55 EEB; 2024 Burlison Dr, U 344-6226
FIOCK, Conn, Groundsman, PP, PPSB
1307 Grandview, C 356-5447
FIORATO, Anthony Emil, BS, Grad Res Asst. .333-6941
CE, 2214 CEB; 613 Lafayette St, Cape May, NJ
884-3648
FIORE, John Peter, MEd, Undergraduate 333-6478
Academic Counselor, 316 Gregory Hall; 908 S
Locust St, C 359-4287
* FIRLEY, Carl Franklin, BS, Chrmn, Dean of. . .333-0480
Students-Student Programs & Serv, 110 Student
Serv; 2603 Sheridan Dr, C 356-0980
* FISCH, Donald A, BS, Major, US Army 333-3579
Asst Prof of Mil Sci, 205 Armory; 1018 S
Frank Dr, C 352-6881
* FISCH, Max Harold, PhD, Prof, Phil 333-2086
201-A Gregory Hall; 604 W Iowa St, U 344-6580
* FISCHER, Patricia Ann, Clerk-Stenog III 333-1130
Ofc of Agr Communications; 330 Mumford Hall;
RR 1, Mahomet 586-2460
* FISCHER, Freda, AM, Res Programmer 333-6276
Computer Sci; 189 DCL; 1907 S Vine, U 344-5551
* FISCUS, Gerald Eugene, Elec Tech, Computer .333-1156
Sci, 31KDCL; 202 W Tyler, Philo 684-5455
FISCHER, John Robert, BA , Asst, Physics ... .333-3128
57 Physics Bldg; 6 Tulip Tree Dr, C 359-4159
* FISCUS, John Albert, Linotype Operator 333-3934
Printing Div, Univ Press, 234 University Press;
309 Ellen Ave, Savoy 822-5628
* FISCUS, Robert William , Sr Lab Mech, Aero. .333-2593
& Astro Eng Dept, 101 TB, RR 4, C 643-6525
* FISCUS, Ruth Lucille, Clerk-Typist III 333-0639
Mech & Indus Eng, 222 Mech Eng Bldg;
309 Ellen, Savoy 822-5628
* FISER, Mary Jo Ann, Clerk-Typist III, Psych.. .333-0500
909 W Nevada; 2210 1/2 Easy St,U367-6826
FISH, Raymond Morris, BS, Res Asst, EE .... 333-4154
312 EERL; 1209 W University, U 367-9557
* FISHBEIN, Martin, PhD, Assoc Prof, Psych. . .333-2879
414 Gregory Hall; 2006 Galen Dr, C 352-7341
* FISHBEIN, Toby, BA , Lib Clerk II, Serials 333-3856
Lib, 220 Lib; 703 W Univ Ave, U 367-9492
FISHER, (Mrs.) Barbara Jean, BS, Res Asst. . .333-4891
Inst for Res on Exceptional Children, Colonel
Wolfe School; 1606 Sangamon Dr, C 356-8296
FISHER, Carol Diane} Traffic Coor; TV Serv;. .333-1070
1110 W Main;"
101 South Coler Ave, U 367-4898
* FISHER, Carl Leroy; Janitor; Housing Div;
705 S Wabash, U 367-0953
* FISHER, Donald Showers; Janitor; PP Dept; PPSB;
1816 Kerby Ave, C 356-5625
* FISHER, Ernest Clinton; Janitor; Housing Div;.
917 Southmoor Dr, Danville 446-7819
* FISHER, Glenn W; PhD; Prof; Inst of Govt &
Public Affairs; Dept of Political Sci; On
Sabbatical Leave, Entire year 1967-68
* FISHER, James C; Chief Clerk; PP Dept; 333-1150
PPSB; 518 West Main, Montlcello 762-9061
* FISHER, James Delbert; MS; Res Asst in Hort; 333-2123
Hort; 100 Flor;
1823-B Orchard Place, U 344-0854
* FISHER, Janis Ann; BS; Ext Advisor, Home .-4071
Econ, Henderson County; Coop Ext Serv;
E Broadway, Stronghurst 2501
* FISHER, Joe Wayne; BA; Tchr Asst; Math; 333-2040
122 Arcade; 1321 South State, C 352-1512
* FISHER, John V; Groundsman; PP Dept; PPSB;..
RR l.Mahomet 897-2738
* FISCHER, Joseph Edward; MS; Tchr Asst; 333-4975
Math; 122 Arcade;
1107 W Green, Apt 534, U None
FISHER, Larklyn Holly; BS; Tchr Asst; Aoology;
109 HH; 1010 W Green, U 332-2473
* FISHER, Lowell Burdette; LLD LittD PedD; 333-1122
Prof of Educ Admin & Supervision; Univ Coor
of School-College Relations; State Chairman, North
Central Assn; Univ Dean of Admissions and
Records; Room 338, 409 E Chalmers, C
711 W Delaware, U 344-5894
FISHER, Marguerite Rivers; Secy; President's .333-3071
Ofc; 364 Admin Building;
1510 South Race, U 365-2007
* FISHER, Mary Elizabeth; Natural Sci Lab . . . .333-6443
Attendent; Botany; 618 Morrill Hall;
518 W Main, Montlcello 762-9061
FISHER, Phillip H; BS; Tchr Asst; ME & IE;... 333-2659
103 Foundry; 310 S Prairie, C 356-6696
* FISHER, Ralph Talcott, Jr; PhD; Prof of History333-1244
and Director, Center for Russian Lang and Area
Studies; Room 305, 1207 W Oregon;
2115 Burlison Drive, U 344-5962
* FISHER, Robert E; BA; Electronic Tech # 1; 446-7373
Astronomy; Vermilion River Observatory;
RRl.Oakwood 354-4605
* FISHER, Robert Norman; MSc; Asst Prof; 333-1725
Fine Arts; 142 Fine Arts Building;
2505 W Springfield, C 356-3827
*+FISHER, Teresa Louise; Tech Asst; State 344-1481
Geological Survey; 409 NRB
Apt 3, 139 East Clark, C None
* FISHER, Toni Lee; Illustrator; Curriculum Lab; .333-0150
1210 1/est Springfield;
711 West Delaware, U 344-5894
FISCHER, Willlam;MS; Res Asst; Mech Eng;.. 333-2087
26 MEB; 24 Salem Road, U 365-1279
* FISHMAN, Diane L; MS; Librn; State Water .. 333-4956
Survey; 145 WR;
Apt 62, 303 Country Fair Dr, C 356-6346
+FISHMAN, Paul Allen; Bs; Res Asst; Natural .333-6890
History Survey; 97 NRB;
1308 W Washington; C 356-2795
57
FLEWELL1NG - FRANK
* FLEWELLING, Julia; Clerk-Typist III; 333-3166
Voc and Tech Educ; 357 Educ Building;
1607 Normandy Drive, C 356-2792
FLEURY, Patrick John; AM; Tchr Asst; Math;. .333-6499
306 YWCA;
1010 W Green, Apt 629, U 332-2353
FLEY, Jo Ann; EdD; Asst Prof of Higher Educ;. 333-1535
Sec and Continuing Educ; 339 Armory;
715 W University Ave, C 356-1026
* FLIBBERT, Joseph Thomas; MA; Asst; Engl;... 333-3879
206 EB; 2051-C Orchard, U None
* FLINNER, Shirley Jean; County Ext Secy 364-2356
Marshall-Putnam County Coop Ext Serv;
300 Edward, Henry;
1324 Second Street, Henry 364-3087
* FLINT, Allen H; Janitor; Housing Div;
Bellflower 722-3240
* FLINT, Esstel; Maid; Housing Division;
Bellflower 722-3240
* FLORA . Charles Thomas; Commercial Artist II; 333-0956
UP, 134 UP; 134 Salem Road, C 352-8393
* FLORA , Ralph Frederick; BS; Dept Bus 333-0570
Manager; Physics; 205 PB;
609 West John, C 356-5788
* FLORES, Joseph S; PhD; Prof of Spanish; 333-1739
Councelbr, Council of Tchr Educ; Spanish Italian
and Portuguese; 219 LH;
116 West Pennsylvania Avenue, U 367-7610
* FLORIO, Aurello Eugene; Ed D; Prof of Safety 333-1139
Educ; Dept of Health and Safety Educ;
212a Huff Gym; 1110 W Green, C 352-3727
* FLOWERDEW, Stanley John; BS; Res Asst;.. .. 333-2054
Dept of Comp Scl; 110 ERL;
906 North Randolph, C 359-4215
* FLOYD, George Wayne; Fireman; PP Dept; PPSB;
704 N Coler, U 367-2160
* FLOYDE, Thomas Sr; Bowling Alley and 333-2415
Billiard Room Attendant; IU; Bowling Lanes, IU;
701 W Maple St, C 356-3609
PLUG, Howard; BS; Res Asst; Civil Eng; 333-6941
2214 CEB; 215 West End Ave,
Brooklyn, New York 646-3763
* FLYGARE, Willis; PhD; Prof of Chem; Chem & 333-2555
Chem Eng; Member, Center for Advanced Study;
366 NL; 112 W Pennsylvania, U 365-2960
* FLYNN, Charles Everette; AM; Asst to the 333-0670
President; Dlr of Public Information; Prof of
Jm; 137 Davenport House;
1015 West Charles, C 352-8203
* FLYNN, Eugene Thomas; Elevator Mech; PP Dept;
PPSB; 308 W White, C 356-4612
* FLYNN, Colin Peter; PhD; Assoc Prof; 333-0116
Physics; 413 PB;
1510 West Green, C 352-4686
* FLYNN, Winston Emery; Sgt/MaJ; Instr In MS; 333-1550
111 Armory; 1717 Valley Rd, C 352-0260
FODOR, Cynthia Gassman; BA; Grad Res Asst;333-1547
Inst of Communications Res; Room 224-1207 W
Oregon; 1202 W Main, U 367-2684
FOGELQUIST, Sharon Olivia; BS; Tchr Asst, 333-4765
Div of Gen> Studies; 322 Natural History Building;
mini Towers, Apt 807, 409 East
Chalmers, C 344-4016
* FOGERTY, Deborah L; Clerk-Typist II; 333-0306
Admissions and Records; 100a Admin;
115 Kleman Drive, Rantoul 893-4912
FOIL, Eileene Elizabeth; Chief Clerk; Grad 333-0037
College; 338 Admin Building;
802 West Healey, C 352-4678
* FOIL, Paul J; Cashier III; Bursar's Div; Bus 333-4870
Ofc; 100b Admin Building;
2221 Phinney, C 356-5707
*+FOK, Yu-Si; PhD; Hydrologist; State Water 333-4960
Survey; 241 WR; 309 W Hill, C 356-0450
FOLEY, Frank W, BS, Teach Asst, '..
Dept Finance, 9 DKH; 262
Townsend Hall, U 332-4090
FOLEY, Frank, BS, Res Asst, Townsend Hall . 333-4643
Dean Students, Hous Div, Townsend
Counsl Ofc; URH 262 Townsend Hall, U332-4090
FOLEY, James, AB, Res Asst, Scott Hall, ... 333-4274
Dean Students, Hous Div, 128 Scott
Counsl Ofc; URH 380 Scott Hall,C332-1558
* FOLEY, Louie E, Sr Lab Me, Elec Eng, .333-1954
66 Elec Eng Bldg; 106 E Roper St,C 356-4660
* FOLEY, Patricia J, Cnty Ext Secy, Grundy ... 942-2725
Cnty Coop Ext Serv, 116 1/2 E Wash St;
322 Maple Dr, Morris 942-2203
* FOLTZ, Sarah, Janltress, Hous Div,
1721 Anita Dr, C 352-6256
* FOLEJEWSH, Zblgnlew, PhD, Prof, Slavic ...
Lang & Comp Lit, 260 LH;
4575 W 9th Ave, Vancouver 8 BC 224-0028
* FOLK, Hugh, PhD, Assoc Prof, Inst LIR & ... 333-1486
Dept Ecbn, 119 LIR Bldg;
301 Bliss Dr, U 344-3632
* FOLLMER, Leon R, MS, Res Asst In Ped 333-3650
Agron, w411 TH; 1508 Williamsburg,
C 359-2090
* FOLSE, Clinton L, PhD, Prof, Agr Econ & ... 333-2073
of Soc, 307 MH; 1709 W White, C 356-5580
FOLSOM, Linda S, BM, Grad Asst, Ofc 332-5631
Student Personnel & Dean Worn, 814 Trelease
HalUOl S Coll Crt.U 332-5631
* FOLTIN, Judith M, MS, Cataloger, Spec Lang 333-3399
Dept Lib, 246 Lib; 809 W
Harvard, C 356-9325
* FOLTS, William E, BS, Civil Eng, PPD 333-1095
PPSB; 1005 W Union St, C 356-6514
FOLTZ, Charles J, Policeman, PPD,
PPSB; 1007 Country Squire Dr, U 367-9449
* FOLTZ, Dorothy J, Janitor, PPD,
PPSB; 405 Jackson, Philo 684-3880
* FOLTZ, Fred F, Mach Fm, PPD,
PPSB; 821 W Columbia, C 352-8470
* FOLTZ, Kathleen, C Ik III, PPD 333-1151
PPSB; 821 W Columbia , C 352-8470
FONG, Margaret C, BS, Teach Fellow, ......
Dept Chem, 1008 1/2 W Green,
Apt 6, U 344-3968
* FONNER, Mary K, Bookstore Clk I, IU, 333-2050
IU Bookstore; 1212 N Berkley, U 367-0026
* FONNER, Robert C, Hous Malnt Supr 333-3452
Hous Div, 15 LAR; 1713 Parkhaven Dr,
c 356-0029
* FONNER, Walter E, Storekeeper I, PPD
PPSB; 1301 E Fairlawn Dr, U 365-1253
FOOTITT, Dorothy V, Ext Adv Home Econ, . . . 244-9444
Carroll Cnty Coop Ext Serv, Routes 64
& 78, Mt Carroll 244-4749
* FOOTE, Bruce R, BM, Prof, Music, 333-0689
211 SMH; 1201 W Church, C 356-5831
* FOPAY, Charles R, Janitor, PPD
PPSB; 703 W Stoughton, U 367-9434
* FORAN, Michael F, BS, Asst, Acctg, 333-1613
2 DKH; 1107 W Green, Apt 535, U 344-33 58
FORBES, Stephen W, MA, Instr, Dept 333-4407
Finance, 109 Commerce W; 408 E Main,
Apt3.U 367-1688
FORBES, Delroy.Jeffah, BS, MS, Civil Engr. 333-1657
401 EH; 509 E. S toughton, C 356-5075
* FORBES, Richard Mather, PHD, Prof 333-3130
Nutritional Blochem. , An. Scl. Dept. , 126 ASL
2005 S. Vine St., U 344-6684
* FORBIS, Sheryl Key, BA, Library Clerk II 333-3935
Undergrad. Llbr.; 101 Library
1916 B Orchard St., U 344-0523
* FORBIS, Richard Marshall, BS, Asst 333-0655
Chem. Engr., Dept. of Chem, 445 E. Chem.
1916 Orchard St. , U 344-0523
FORBRICH, Paul Christopher, AB, Psych 333-0464
Head Res., Daniels Hall, Housing Div.
1010 W. Green St., Apt 133, U 332-2129
* FORD , Frederick C
.
, Utllltyman , PPSB
1106 E. Penn., U 365-1037
* FORD, John L., BS,MS, Instr 333-1174
223 Talbot Lab,
1006 1/2 Frances St., C 352-7114
FORD, Susan Chappell, BA, MA, Asst. Prof.. 333-2974
Classics, 358 Lincoln Hall
707 S. 6th St., Apt. 510 C 344-6065
* FORD, Robert Eugene, BA, Res. Asst 333-1979
Sociology; 1204 W. Oregon, 108
604 N. Maple, Apt. 34, U 365-2650
* FORD, Robert, BA, Teach As St., Socio 333-2070
1204 W. Oregon
Lot 34, Lessaris TrlrCt., U 365-265C
* FORD, Margaret Lucille, Secy, Coll. of Educ
110 Educ. Bldg.
706 West Kirby Ave , C 352-7497
FORD, John James in, AB, Psych, Teach Asst 333-0519
907 S. 6th St. , Rm 450 332-4835
FORD, William Herschel, SB, Teach.Asst. 333-3547
Math.; 150 Altgeld Hall
909 So. 5th St., 953, C 332-4948
FORE, Nancy Louise, Clerk-Typist II 333-3430
Zoology, 287 Morrill Hall
1414 Dobbins Dr. , C 352-9291
* FOREMAN, Edward Vaught, BA, MA,Asst
in Music, 304 Stiven Hse
2113 W. Kirby, C 352-1261
FOREMAN, Linda Sue, BS, Asst. Ext. Adv. . . . 937-3328
HE, Henry Co., Coop. Ext. Serv., 114 N.E.St.
Cambridge; 211 1/2 North Main. . 937-2297
* FOREMAN, Ronald Clifford, Jr., MA, 333-1488
Ed. Asst., Inst, of Labor and Ind. Rel.
Rm 123, LIR Bldg.
300-516 So. Goodwin, U 344-1867
FORGY, Barbara Jean, BS, Ext. Adv., HE 584-2908
Kane Co., Coop. Ext. Serv. .P.O.Box 589
St. Charles; 1000 Geneva Rd.
Apt. 13C, St. Charles 584-2485
*.+FORSBERG, Junius Leonard, PHD, Prof 333-6887
Plant Path, Dept. Plant Path, State Nat. Hist. Surv.
383 NRB; 1002 W. Daniel, C 356-8685
* F.ORSBERG, Susan Ann, BS, Lab. As st. Ill 333-2195
Nat. Scl; Dept. of Microb.,363 Burrlll Hall
1405 W. Kirby 2-C, C 356-8143
* FORSTER, Merlin Henry, PHD, Assoc. Prof 333-1118
of Spanish, 321 Armory
2504 W. William, C 352-8258
* FORSTNER, Lome John, BA, MA,Asst. Eng.... 333-2855
217 A Eng. Bldg.
1308 Brlarcllff Dr. , U
* FORSYTH, Betty Jane, Co. Ext. Secy 582-2517
Mercer Co., Coop. Ext. Serv. ,206 S. E. 3rd. Aledo
P. O. Box 14, Viola 596-2632
FORSYTH, (Mrs.) Florence Annette, BA.BS 333-0700
Instr. Food Adm. I, Illinl Union; 165 Illlni Un (E)
1203 S. Race St., U 367-5577
* FORTINO, Dorothy Alice , Kitchen Helper 333-0700
165 111. Union (E)
306 Davidson Dr., Apt. 7, C 352-2673
* FORTNEY, Robert Eugene , Hous. Main. Insp. ,333-2779
Housing Div., Orchard Downs Maint Shop
2509 Sheridan Dr. , C 356-1050
1 FOSTER, Carole Grace, Clerk I, Vis. Aids 333-1360
704 S. 6th; 303 N. Prospect Ave, C 356-2742
* FOSTER, Christopher Alan, Asst. Physics. .. .333-1065
247 Physics Bldg.
2060 D Orchard St. , U 344-0670
* FOSTER, David C, Ref. Mech., PPSB
302 Kerr Ave, U 367-8901
* FOSTER, David L. , Electro. Engr. Asst 333-6111
J
Computer Scl, 227 DCS Jnpu i
RR 2, St. Joseph 469-7554
* FOSTER, Fred William, PHD, Prof. Geogra... 333-1575
123 Davenport Hall
204 W. Iowa, U 367-5265
FOSTER, Georglana, Educ. Spec, 333-6222
1005 W. Nevada
FOSTER, Joyce Ann, BS, Actg. Ext. Adv., HE 526-7042
Coop. Ext. Serv., Clinton Co.,E. Rt. 50,Breese
1450 Fairfax, Apt. l,Carlyle 594-3237
* FOSTER, Juanita Norman, Clerk-Typist III. ... 333-2724
Psychology, 185 Davenport Hall
302 Kerr Ave, U 367-5901
FOSTER, Merlin Junior, BS, MA, Sen. Res. .. .333-6618
Prog., Dept. Comp. Scl., 175 DCL
704 W. Washington, C 352-3095
* FOSTER, Peter David, PHD, Chem. & Chem. 333-0558
Engr., Visiting Lecturer in Chem and Res. Asso.
in Chem.; 367 b, Noyes Lab.
2315 S. IstApt 203, C 344-2210
* FOSTER, Stephen Charles, BA, Art Asst
1005 Francis, Apt. 2, C 359-2187
* FOSTER, Stephen F., BA, Teach Asst 333-2246
Educ. Psy., 333 Educ Bldg.
2060 C Orchard, U 344-0661
* FOSDICK, Lloyd Dudley, PHD, Prof of Physic 333-1355
Dept. of Comp. Sci, 210 Digital Comp. Lab.
610 So. Chicago Ave, C 356-6653
* FOSLER, Gail Marvin, BS,MS, Inst. Hort 333-2123
201a Floriculture Bldg.
1011 W. Healey St., C 359-2104
FOSS, James Wallace, BA, MA, Arch., Asst.. 333-1849
Prof, 119 Architecture
907 S. 2nd St., U
* FOTHERGILL, LeRoy Dryden, MD, Prof 333-2672
of Epidemiology, Assoc. Dlr.,Ctr. for Zoonoses Res
269 Vet. Med. ,
RR 1, Walkersville , Maryland 898-9144
* FOTTLER, Ann S. , Secy, PE for Men 333-1680
201 Men's Old Gym
1500 Eater Dr., Rantoul 892-4751
FOOTS, Mary Lou, Comp Aide I, 333-6203
Dept. of Comp. Scl, 162 DCL
605 W. Washington, C 352-8667
* FOWLER, Charles Frederick, Asst
Physiol. & Biophy.,Rm 40, Burrlll Hall
808 N. Lincoln, Apt 8, U 367-6837
* FOWLER, Frances Ella, Cred. Analyst 333-0302
Adm. and Records, 100 Adm. Bldg.
Sadorus 598-7905
FOWLER, Loretta Kay, BA, Teach Asst 333-1854
Anthrop., 1207 Oregon, 114
209 E. Clark, Apt. 5, C 359-2583
FOX, Betty Jean , BS, Ext. Adv., HE, 498-2913
Jersey Co., Coop. Ext. Serv, 402 S. Jefferson
Jerseyvllle; Rt. 2, Box 249, Jer. 498-4493
* FOX, Carol Sue, Clerk-Typist II 333-6967
323.0 CEB; Box 45, Ludlow
* FOX^Gary'A., BS, MS, Asst. Acctg 333-4534
263 Commerce West
1965-D Orchard St., U 344-2243
*» FOX, Howard Walter, BS, Asst. Prof .Forestry 732-6240
Off-Campus, Oregon
RR, Oregon 732-2925
FOX, Jerry, Res. Asst., OglesbyHall, Dean -333-0848
of Students, Housing Div., Oglesby Counseling Off.
URH, 614 Oglesby Hall, U 332-5216
* FOX, Marjorie Louise, Clerk-Typist, Hous. 333-0421
Div., Clark Hall; 802 W. Park,C 352-2508
* FOX, Robert Paul, BS, MS, Eng 333-1506
323 Eng. Bldg.
610 West Healley St., C 352-6678
* FOYS, Robert Martin, BS, MA, Inst 333-685"-
English, 123 Eng.
1011 l/2 N. Coler Ave, U 367-8028
* FRENCH, Harold Sherman, BS, Adm. Assoc. .. 333-232?
Theor. and Applied Mech., 213 Talbot Lab.
810 Evergreen Ct., East 367-6426
, PRIESEN, Donald Kent, BA, AM, PHD 333-167-
Asst. Math Prof., 227 Illinl Hall
_413 N . Race , U
* FROBISH, Russell Albert, BS, Res. Asst 333-093*
Dairy Sci, 340 An. Sci. Lab.
2005-B Orchard St. , U 344-4528
* FRAHM, Glen Edward, Janitor, PPSB
706 E. Overton, Ruscola 253-2634
* FRAME, Dee Wood, Secy, Dir. Hous 333-061;
Housing Div, 420 Stu. Serv. Bldg.
1502 W. Univ. Ave C 356 3351
*+FRAME, Robert Walter, Supv. Tech.Asst 344-148
State Geol. Surv., 239 NRB
1502 West Univ., C 356-3351
* FRAMPTON, George Thomas, AB.LLB 333-128
Prof, of Law, 131 Law
304 W. Michigan Ave, U 367-2787
FRANCO, Sergio, "Dottore in Fislca", Rome,. 333-615
MA, Comp. Sci., Res. Asst., 293 DCL
* FRANCESCATO, Guldo, BA, MA, Arch, Asst. 333-267!
Prof., 119 FAB
208 W. Indiana, U 365-3152
* FRANCESCATO, Martha Paley, MA, Prof 333-032
Spanish, 909 S. 6th
208 W. Indiana, U 365-3152
*+FRANCIS, William J., PHD, Res. Assoc 333-685
' Nat. Hist. Surv., 496 NRB
105 W. Delaware, U 367-7995
* FRANCISCONO, Marcel, BA, MA, Inst. Art. . . . 333-036
11 N Archit.; 611 W. Nevada, U 344-6634
* FRANCIS, Philip Rodney, Chief Clerk, Physics 333-319
209 Physics Res. Lab.
1516 Sheridan Rd, C 356-5674
* FRANEK, Judit'h Lynne, Clerk -Steno III 333-360
Coord. Sci Lab, 224 CSL
605 S. Western, C
* FRANK, Arlene Sandra, BS, Biol. Tech 333-058
USDA, ARS, Colab.Coll. of Agri. ,Dept. of PI. Path.
106 Hort. FL,
502 West Main St, Apt. 109, U 367-9840
* FRANK, Curtis Woodrow , B.Chem. E. , Asst. . . 333-364
Chem. & Chem. Engr., 113 E. Chem.
2084 D. Orchard St., U 344-4480
58
FRANK - GADBURY
* FRY, Francis J, B.S. , M.S. , Res Assoc, Prof. . . 3-4913
EE; 313 EE Annex, 1504 Maplecrest, C 356-5245
FRY, Frederick S, Jr. , B.S. , CCE, 19 A NL...
606 W Ohio St., U 344-5812
* FRY, Harold W, Ironworker, PP, PPSB
208 E Columbia St, Danville 446-8232
* FRY, Mrs. Helen Z, B.S.
,
Ext. Coram Spec .. 333-1130
Agr Comm; 330 Mumford H, 707 W Park, C 359-2025
* FRY, William J, B.S., EE , Prof & Head 333-1641
Bio Res, 204 BRL, 68 Greencroft, C 352-0951
*+FRYE, JohnC, PhD, ScD, Chief, SGS, Prof 344-1481
121 NR, 708 W Vermont, U 344-6024 &
FRYE, Virginia, PhD, Asst Prof of Rec 333-4410
Rec & Park Adm, 104 Huff Gym, 1118 Scovill St
U 367-8622
* FRYMAN, Arlene H. , Cty Ex Sec, Coop Ex Ser 742-3172
P.O. Box#34, Alsey 742-3503
* FRYMAN, Leo R, B.S. & M.S., Assoc Prof 333-0636
DSE;342ASL, 1616 W Church, C 356-5559
* FRYER, Austle G, Jr, Jant PP, PPSB,
104 N Vine St, U 365-1965
* FRYER, Robert E, Ins Avl, Linemen II 822-5237
UnlvAlrp, 1018 W Tremont St, C 352-8324
* FU, Charles Wei-hsum, Asst Phil
1107 W Oregon, Apt 4, U 344-3448
* FU, Horng-sen, M.S., EE Res Asst, 202 EERL333-2397
714 W Calif Ave, U 344-5314
* FU, Rosa Chang, Master of Sc, Zoo Res Asst. 333-1389
555 Morrill Hall, 714 W Calif Ave, U 344-5314
* FU, Shu-erh, M.L.S., Unlv Llbr, Cata, Inst 333-1501
111 Library, 1107 W Oregon, Apt 4,U 344-3448
* FUHRIMAN, Jerry W, B.S., Land Arch, Gra .. . 333-0177
Asst; 202 Mumford H, 2047 B Hazelwood Ct,
U 344-6456
* FUJITA, Hllzu, PhD, Res Asst Prof, Pys 333-2254
390V MRL, 502 W Main St, Apt 101, U 367-3591
* FUJITA, Yuklo, M.C.S., Ace, Asst, 320 333-4545
CommW, 1809A Orchard PI, U 344-1943
* FULK, Wanda F, Llbr, Clerk-Typist 1 333-3441
200 Llbr, 1520 N Willis, C 359-4324
* FULKERSON, Hubert H, B.S. , Ext Adv, Agr. .. 732-6671
Coop Ex Serv, Box 147, Pines Rd, Ore 732-2039
803 Rhoads Pi, Ore
* FULKERSON, James O., B. Music, Sec Educ .. 333-3565
1203 W Nevada, 807 W 111 , Apt #2,U 344-4627
FULLENKANP, Karen L, Clerk-Typist II 333-3107
Agr Pub, 54 Mumford Ha, 509 OakcrestDr.
Rantoul 892-4566
* FULLER, Edwin R.Jr, B.S., M.S., Phys 333-4106
Res Asst, 428 PB, 311 W Clark St, Apt 2C1
C 356-7373
FULLER, Gerald R., EdD, Asst Prof, Voc,...„ 333-0807
& Tech Educ, 361 Educ, 405 S James St
C 356-8933
FULLER, Harry J, PhD, Prof, Botany 333-3260
297 MH; 907 N Lincoln Ave, U (On Leave of Absence)
FULLER, (Mrs) Ruth D, BS, Secy, Chem & Chem
Eng, 271 E Chem; 906 W Nevada, U 333-1792
* FULLERTON, Gordon H, PhD, Math 333-1863
226 I H; 605 4th St, C
FULTON, Robert B, BS, MA, Instr, Res Asst .333-2818
Met, 249 Armory; 1403 Hollycrest Dr,C 3 56-7381
* FULTS, Robert D, Sr Lab Mech, Coord Scl L . 333-3696
108 CSL; Box 145, Seymour 687-5157
* FUMENTO, RoccoL, BS, MFA, Assoc Prof ...333-0426
Engl, Engl; 210 Engl; 1404 Westfld Dr,C 352-9594
* FUNG, John H, BS, Acct Statistician, Bur ...333-3555
Institutional Res, 110A Surge Bldg; 1401
Westfleld Dr, C 356-4919
FUNK, PaulE, BSME, Tchr Asst Mech Engr
362 MEB; Rm 519, 1010 W Green, U 332-2311
* FUOSS, Clarence J, Master Lab Mech, MRS ..333-1379
148 MRL; 234 S Washington, Paxton 379-3552
* FUQUA, Jerry D, Fd Adm II, IU 333-6122
104 IU; 2706 E High Ct, U 365-2587
* FURMAN, Fred J, AB, MBA, Asst, Ind Adm ...333-2309
117 CA; 2003-C Orchard, U 344-0313
* FURMAN, MaryH, Clk-Stenog III, Spch 333-2683
133 LH; 2003-C Orchard St,U 344-0313
FURRH, Daniel, BA, Dean of Students, Hsng . 333-4643
Div, Res Asst, Townsend Hall, Townsend Couns
Ofc; URH, 226 TH; U 332-4069
* FURUTO, David M, BS, Tchr Asst, Math 333-1193
114 Illinl H; 2073-C Orchard Downs, U 344-3900
* FUSCO, Samuel A, BS, MS, Res Asst, CEng...
2212 CEB; 1814-B Orchard PI, U
FUSON, Reynold C, PhD, Prof Emeritus .....333-0066
Chem & Chem Eng, 264 E Chem; 1442 Hillside
Drive, Reno, Nevada
* FUSSNER, Ruth S, Co Ext Secy, Stark Co . .. 5931
Coop Ext Serv, 302 S Downend St, Toulon;
Rt 2, Toulon 5179
G
* GABAI, Hyman, Ph.D., Assoc. Prof, of Math. & Educ.
(on leave of absence 1967-1968)
GABAY, Susan Jean, M.S., Res. Asst., Bot. . .333-2919
119 Morrill Hall
807 N. Lincoln Ave., U , 367-529 6
* GABBARD, J. Curtis, M.S., Supt. of Oprn. ..333-3295
PPDept, PPSB; 405 N. Elm 356-1066
* GABBARD, James Nathan, Sr. Lab. Mech. ...333-0699
Dept. of Mech. & Indus. Eng., 217 MEB
RR 2, U 469-7445
* GADBOIS, Nancy Taylor, B.S 939-3626
Asst. Ext. Adv.
,
Home Econ., Kankakee County
Coop. Ext. Serv., Suite 320, 187 S. Schuyler
11 Strasma Drive, Kankakee 937-1411
* GADGEL, Donald D.
,
Janitor, PPDept, PPSB....
208 W. Nevada, U




GADBURY, (Mrs.) Velma Miner, Secy 333-3645
Physics, 208 PB
606 N. James St. 352-0390
' FRANK, James Anthony, BS, Res. Asst, PI Path 333-0604
252 Davenport Hall
502 W. Main St., Apt. 109, U 367-9840
FRANK, James Sidney, BS, MS, Teach Asst. .. 333-3684
Physics, 251 Physc. Bldg.
1205 W. Main - 1A, U 365-124S
FRANK, Robert Henry, AB, Hist. Inst 333-2450
343 Armory; 508 S. Mattis ,
C
356-9645
FRANK, RobertWALTER, ME, Ext. Adv., Agri., 684-2016
Jackson Co., Coop. Ext. Serv., 1000 Hanson,
Murphysboro; 1217 N. 16th, Murphysboro
FRANKE, Walter H. , PHD, Asst. Prof 333-2388
of Labor & Ind. Rel., Inst, of Lab. & Ind. Rel.
219 LIR Bldg; 2011 S. Anderson, U 367-5508
FRANKEL, Matilda, AB, Asst. Serv. Res. Lab. 333-4319
•420 DKH, 614 Harding Dr,U 367-1469
FRANKEL, Marvin, PHD, Prof, of Econ 333-0120
Chairm. Dept. Econ., 330 Commerce W.
614 Harding Dr. , U 367-1469
FRANKENBERD, Julian Myron, BS , MS , Bot. . . 333-3260
Asst., 297 Morrill Hall
2020 N. Mattis Ave Apt. 303B.C 352-0449
FRANKL, Eric, f&, Teach Asst. Math 333-1809
106 E. Healy, C
FRANKLIN, David, BS, MS, Res. Asst., 333-3158
406 MRL; 1406 Scottsdale, C 352-0439
FRANKLIN, Frances Jean, Cook, IU, 127 IU.. 333-0700
1908 Mellnda Ln, C 356-5122
FRANKLIN, Irven Roy, Elec. Engr. , Master. . . 333-1954
Mech;, 66 EE;1305 E. Falrlawn,U 367-6703
FRANKLIN, James Howard, Janitor,
Housing Div.; 411 E. Healey,C 359-2372
FRANKLIN, Michael Leon, MS, Asst. Chem. 333-4473
and Chem. Engr., 39 E. Chem.
407 Fairlawn, U. 367-4779
FRANKLIN, Ralph Richard, Foreman, Bookblnd. 333-0599
Prtg. Div., UP, 234 UPB
2204 Welland Dr., C 352-6958
FRANKS, Bonnie Beatrice, Clerk-Typist 333-2348
CT. Ill, Catalog Dept. ,246 Library
408 S. Adams, Phllo 684-4830
FRANKS, Burleigh Don, BS,MD,PHD 333-4639
Asst. Prof., PE, 304 Huff Gym
309 Fairvlew Dr., C 352-8376
FRANKS, Robert David, BS, SPA, Audit. Div. 333-0900
Accountant II, 801 So. Wright, C
1114 Park Ave, C 356-4767
FRANTZ, James Isaac, Auto. Mech., PPSB
408 E. Oregon, U 367-2664
FRANZEN, Carol Kay, Clerk-Typist III 333-3100
Adm. and Records, 707-107 So. 6th St.
RR 1, Armstrong 776-3691
FRANZEN, James Joseph, Asst., Physics 333-6803
568 ERL; 606 W. Elm, U 365-2903
FRANZ, Eldon Henry, BA, Bot. , Asst 333-6106
133 Morrill Hall
2064 B Orchard St, U
FRASER, Edith Johnston, BA , MS.LS, Asst
Educ, Educ. Res. Inf. Ctr.
909 So. 5th St., C 332-4760
FRASER, Harvey Reed, Jr., BS.MS, Inst 333-2658
TAM, 301 Talbot Lab,
1010 W. Green St., 722, U 332-2378
FRAUENFELDER, Hans, PHD, Physics 333-3393
Prof. Physics, 333 Physics Bldg.
8HaaanBlvd, U 365-2829
FRAYNE,. John Patrick, AB,MA,PHD, Asst 333-4287
Prof. Eng., 125 English
405 West Green St.
,
365-3208
FRAZEE, Charles Joseph, BS.MS, Res. Asst 333-3650
in Agron. , W-411 Turner Hall
135 West Clark St., Apt. 205, C 352-8136
FRAZEE, Lois Louise, BS , Res. Asst 333-1860
Krannert Art Museum , 163 KAM
135 W. Clark, Apt. 205, C 352-8136
FREDERICK, Betty Louise, Secy, Meas. Prog. 333-1943
Eng. Exp. Sta., 207 EE Res. Lab
905 So. Carle, U 344-6210
FREDERICK, Beverly June, Clerk-Typist II.
. .
. 333-6537
Off of Chancelor, 112 English Bldg.
RR 1, U 643-2258
FREDERICK, Charles Eugene, Driv.,PPSB
Box 376, Sidney 688-2019
FREDERICK, Donald Gene, BS, MBA, DBA,..-. 333-4650
Actg. Head of Mktg. Dept., Asst. Prof.
340 Commerce West
1221 Holiday Dr., C 356-0852
FREDERICK, Gaylord, 1st Baker, Housing Div. 333-1452
Centr. Food Stores; RR 1, U 643-2258
FREDERICKS, George, BS.MS, Res.Asst., 333-1930
Physics; 393 Physics Bldg.
1205 W. Univ., U 365-1835
FREDERICK, Roy, PHD, Asst. Prof. Phil. 333-4839
216 Gregory Hall
707 So. 6th St., Apt. 311,
C
FREDERICKSEN, James Monroe, PHD, Chem.. 333-2253
Chem, Engr., Visiting Lectur.
, 461 EC
507 S. Pine St., C 359-4044
TREDRIKSON, Linda Lynnae, Clerk-Steno I... 333-1233
Off. of Space Util, 237 Davenport House
Longview 834-3408
FREDRICKSON, Thomas, EM, MM, DMA 333-1089
Prof, of Music, School of Music, 203 TA
"
1814 Robert Dr., C 356-8009
FREEBAIRN, (Mrs.) Marjorie G. , Clerk III 333-3572
Dept. of Agri. Engr., 202 Agrl. Engr.
607 West Indiana Ave, U 344-6019
FREEDMAN, Gary, AB, Teach Asst., Socio. .. 333-2070
1204 W. Oregon
FREEMAN, Helen A., RN, U of Health Serv. 333-2829
Supv. Nurse
807 W. Illinois, Apt. 8, U 344-5538
FREESE, Donna Kay, Routing Disp. I. 333-0340
PPSB; RR 2, Rantoul 892-4758
FREESE, Homer Benjamin, BS.MD, Assoc. Prof .333-0397
Health Sci.; Staff Phy. .Health Ctr. & McKinley Hosp
282 Health Ctr.
609 Evergreen Court, East, U 367-0226
* FREEMAN, Jackie D
.
, Elec. Engr., Astr. 446-7373
Draftsman, Vermilion Riv. Observ. (Danville Site)
120 E. Conron St., Danville 446-6607
FREEMAN, Karen A., Library Clerk II 333-0258
216 Altgeld Hall, Math Lib.
711 Tawney Court, C 356-5996
*,+TREEMAN, Sharon, J. Clerk-Typist II 333-6833
' State Nat. Hist. Surv., 182 NRB
506 West Bradley, C 352-0266
* FREITER, Edward, PHD, Res. Assoc, Chem. 333-3695
and Chem. Engr., 2 72 East Chem.
Apt. IB, 1106 W. Stoughton, U 367-3015
FRENCH, Charles E., BS, Grad.Asst., 333-3146
Aeronautical & Astronautlcal Engr. Dept.,- 14 TB
1205 W. Main St., Apt. 2A, U 367-8674
FRENCH, Margaret, Asst. Prof of Eng., Emerita
Dept. of Eng.; 902 S. Lincoln, U 344-4038
* FRENCH, Robert W., Mlllman, PPSB,
910 So. Spruce, Villa Grove 2721
* FRENNESSON, Sven-Ake, "Fil. lie" (Swedish)
Chemistry & Chem. Engr., Res. Assoc,
211 Chemistry Annex "•'
214 E. Gregory Dr., Apt. 302, C 356-5408
* FRERICHS, Dorothy Kuipers , Secy, Stu. Coun. 333-3701
Service, 215 SSB, 1718 Lynwood,C356-8260
* FRERICHS, Staffer, Janitor, Hous . Div.
907 Oak Crest, C 352-1317
FRESKD, Davit, Res. Asst., RS, Civ. Engr. 333-4869
111-K Talbot Lab.
Sherman Hall, 56F; 909S. 5th, C 332-4876
* FREUND, ErlcC, MS, ARICS, AA1, Assoc. 333-3020
Prof, of Comm. & Urb. Plann, 1202 W. Calif. Ave.
503 E. Mumford Dr.
,
U 367-9696
FREUND, Robert Bernard , BA, Linguist 333-4166
(Res. Asst.), 309 E. Davenport Hall
107 E. Chalmers, Apt. 2, C 359-1320
FREY, Ernest J., BS , Met., Mech. Engr. Asst. 333-3299
Instr., 223 MEB,
HOW. Stoughton St., Apt. 204, U,367-0467
* FREY, John R., PHD, Prof. German... „_ 333-0928
279 LH; 2206 S. Cottage Grove, U 367_-3712
* FREY, MaryE, MN, Med Tech II, Dept 333-0204
PE for Men, 305 Huff; 2206 S
Cottage Grove, U 367-3712
* FREY, Peter A, MSLS, Lib, Inst Labor & .... 333-2380
Ind Relations , Lib ILIR; 1816 Larch
PI, U 365-2078
FRIDEN, Thomas P, BA, Res Asst, Psych, ... 333-2724
287 Davenport Hall; 2301 S 1st
#202, C 344-2172
* FRIEBURG, Donald M, Janitor, PPD,
PPSB; 1904 Garden Hills Dr, C
* FRIEDBERG, Arthur L, PhD, Prof, Ceramic ... 333-0965
Eng, Hd Dept, Ceramic Eng, 203
Ceramics Bldg; 1118 Waverly Dr, C 356-5288
FRIEBURG, Susan D, Typ Clk I, Acctg Div ... 333-2655
Bus Ofc 257 Adm Bldg; 1904 Garden
Hills Dr, C '356-3090
* FRIEDERICH, Allan G, MS, Assoc Prof 333-1964
Mech Eng, 34d MEB; 2 Mayfalr Crt,C3S6-7092
FRIEDERICH, Julie A, BA, Grad Asst, Ofc Stu .332-5721
Personnel, Dean Worn, 1114 Trelease Hall;
1001 S Coll Crt, U 332-5721
FRIEDMAN, Richard S, AB, Res Asst, Agr Eng .
2305 S 1st St Apt 301, C 344-1507
* FRIEDMAN, Harry G , PhD, Asst Prof, Computer333-4103
Scl, 179 DCL; 1115 Newbury, C 352-3164
FRIEDMAN, Martha O, MLS, Lib, Hist & ....333-1091
Phil, 424 Lib; 304 W Florida, U 365-2219
FRIEDMAN, Ross, BS, Res Asst, Oglesby ... 333-0848
Hall, Dean Stu, Hous Div, Oglesby
Counsl Ofc; URH 214 Oglesby H,U 332-5096
FRIEDRICH, Douglas, BS, Res Asst, Oglesby .333-0848
Hall, Dean Stu, Hous Div, Oglesby
Counsl Ofc; URH 314 Oglesby H,U 332-5126
* FRIESE, Howard, Agr Gardener, Hort, ...... 333-2123
100 Floriculture; 112 W Byron, Sldney688-23S4
* FRISBEE, Jesse C, Tech, Assembly Hall 333-3144
Assembly Hall; 1310 S Prospect, C 359-1853
+FRISON, RubyD, Tech Asst, State Geol
Surv, 1501 Delmont Crt, U 367-3812
* FRISTOE, Cecil H, Bldg Serv, PPD, 333-4314
PPSB; 2 S Oak St, Villa Grove 832-2651
* FRITCH, Irene, Housekeeper, Dixon Spr Agr . 949-2101
Cent, Dixon Spr Agr Cent; Route 2,
Simpson 949-2303
* FRITH, Donald E, MFA, Prof, Art, 333-1579
132 FAB; 1109 W Clark, C 352-1949
* FRITTS, Thomas H. , B.A., Zoo, Res Asst.... 333-6438
412 & 433 Nat. Hist Bldg, 206 E. 359-3813
White, C
* FRITZ, Gary G., B.A., B. D., Asst Educ PI .. 333-0740
140J Educ Bldg, 2505 Alton Dr. C 356-2081
FRITZ, James H, B.S. , EE, 60 E. EEB 333-2930
1110 W. Stoughton, Apt 301, U 367-7573
* FRITZ, Kathryn M., Janitor, PP, PP Serv Bldg ..
424 W. Wilson, Bement
* FRIZZELL, MarclaL., Clerk-Steno III, Grad Coll
330 Admin, 512 E. Stoughton, C 352-1200
* FROBISH, Harold J, B. A. Econ, Asst to Dean . 333-0480,
of Stud., 110 SSB, 7 Weaver PI, U 367-6943 V. - •!
* FROBISH, Marian J, B.A., Res Asst ..333-2170
707 S. Wright, Rm 210, 7 Weaver PI 367-6943
* FROEHLICH, Gustav J, PhD, Bur Inst Res 333-3550
Dir-Prof, 240 IT, 1203 Waverly Dr. 356-0844
* FROEHLICH, Kurt P, B.S., Teach Asst, Gen. . .333-0669
Stud., 214, 1210 W. Calif, 408W359-416S
Healey, C
* FROEMMING, Arthur P, B.S., Inst CE 333-2465
207 EH, 2503 Sheridan Dr. , C 356-9856
* FROMER, Edwin E., B.S. , Acct , Teach Asst .
.
2 DKH, 2112 White St. #162,C 356-5256
* FRUHLING, Robert E, PP Jant, PPSB,
RR#1, Ogden 583-4885
* FRUMP, Helen B, B.S., Food Serv Adm ...... 333-3670
Gregory Dr Food Serv, 343 W State, P 379-3958
* FRUTH, Lester S, Jr, PhD, 155 NH 333-6735
2416 Maplewood Dr, C 356-6262
59
GADDESS - GELDER
GADDESS, Terry Gene, M.S., Instr. , EE . . . 333-6721
4-114 CSL; 2057-B Orchard, U 344-0225
GADDY, Oscar Lee, Ph.D., Assoc. Prof. ... 333-1959
EE & Nucl. Eng. , 215 EERL
1209 Julie Dr. 356-0429
GADY, Kenneth Ray, Janitor, Housing Division. .
.
RR 1, Tolono 598-7028




606 W. Hill 359-2207
GAGEN, Terence Matthew, Ph.D 333-4794
Visiting Asst. Prof., Math., 301 Y.W.C.A.
307 S. Prairie St., Apt. 13 352-6069
GAGERMAN, Jerome Stuart, B.S. , Res. Asst. 333-6467
Inst, for Res. on Exceptional Children
39 CRC; 2105 W. White, #178 359-3175
GAGIE, Martin R. Joe, M.S., Asst. Dir 333-0568
Pub. Inform., 121 Davenport House
1510 Rutledge Drive, U 367-7081
GAIN, Brian Robert, M.S., Instr 333-3174
Theoret. & Appld. Mech., 321e TL
205 E. Healey, Apt. 31 359-3447
GAINES, Florence Johanna, Clerk II, PP Dept. 333-1150
PPSB; 1202 Paula Drive 352-2030
GAIROLA, Chandrachuranand, M.S 333-0430
Res. Asst., Plant Path., 2 HFL
901 Wester, U 344-2182
GAIDES, Glen Edward, Ed.D., Asst. Prof. ...333-4127
Phys. Sci. in D.G.S. & Second. & Cont. Educ.
1201 W. California, Rm 214, c/o DGS-221 AH
1009 S. Mattls Ave., Apt 4-3 352-0744
GALBRAITH, (Mrs.) Ruth Legg, Ph.D 333-3466
Prof, of Textiles, Home Econ. , 243 Bev. H
1908 Harding Drive, U 367-7856
GALITZ, Donald Stuart, Ph.D., Res. Assoc. 333-1277
Agron. ,236 Davenport Hall
502 E. Sunnycrest Court, U 367-5047
GALLAGHER, Tames John, Ph.D., Prof. Spec. Educ.
Inst, for Res. on Exceptional Children
(on leave of absence 1967-1968)
GALLAHUE, Margaret Anne, Clerk-Typist II. . .333-2901
An. Sci. Dept., 101 AGL
509 W. Main St., Apt. 6,, U 367-2044
GALLATIN, Nancy Mae, A.E., Lib. Clerk IL . .333-2193
VM Lib., 250 VMB
11_8 S. Scottswood Drive, U J67-8647
GALLAGHER, Joseph Patrick, M.S 333-1793
Tchr. Asst., Theoret. & Appld. Mech. 121 TL
107 N. Busey St., U 367-2663
i GALLEHUE, Dena Jill, B.S., Assoc. Ext. Adv
Home Econ. , Champaign County Coop. Ext.
Serv., 8 Federal Bldg.
705 W. Main, U 36"7-3264
GALLIVAN, James Raymond, Ph.B 333-3112
Super, of Insurance, Vice-Pres. & Compt. Ofc.
208 Adm. Bldg.; 1517 Waverly Dr. 356-8606
GALLIVAN, Richard, Elec. Tech. II, EE 333-1935
263 EEB; 409 W. Austin, Tolono 485-4595
GALLO, Frank, M.F.A. , Prof ., Art, 142 FAB. .333-1725
804 W. Nevada, U 344-5953
GALV1N, John Francis J., A.B., Asst. Circ. 333-2934
Lib., 203 Lib.
Apt. 18, 806 S. 3rd St. 344-4344
GAMBLE, (Mrs.) Mary, Clerk-Stenog. Ill 333-1751
Housing Dlv., 42 SSB
2006 Country Squire Drive, U 367-3317
GAMBLE, James Clifton, M.S., Asst., Geol. 333-4498
1116 W. Illinois
Colony Grove, Mahomet 586-4530
GAMBLE, William Leo, Ph.D., Asst. Prof. .. 333-6935
Civil Eng., 2209 CEB
807 W. Healey 352-8520
GAMBILL, Norman Paul, M.A. , Instr., Art ....
409a Arch.
1005 South Sixth, Apt. 15 344-2379
1 GAMBOA, Sally K., Secy., Ofc. of Stud. Per. .333-2121
and Dean of Women, 130 SSB
Box 2014, Station A 582-4491
1 GAMMILL, Homer L. , Ph.D., Prof, of 333-0981
Indus. Psych., Dlv. of Univ. Ext. and ILIR
Room 229, LIR, 504 E. Armory
205 W. Delaware, U 367-2968
GAMMON, Carolyn Jane, Lib. Clerk III 333-1269
Serials Dept., Lib., 12 Lib.
711 W. Healey 352-0677
GAMMON, Nathan Allen, S.B. , M.E., Res. Asst.
Dept. Indus. & Mech. Eng., Rm. 213 MEL
2206 Dale Drive, Apt. 3
GANEK, Daniel Edward, M.S., Res. Asst 333-4715
Physics, PRL
410 W. High St. , U 367-9004
GANGULI, Bimal Naresh, M.S., Asst 333-3946
Chem. & Chem. Eng., 409 E. Chem.
602 S. Busey, U 344-1969
GANGULY, Bldyut Kumar, B.E., Res. Asst. ..333-0436
Min., Met., & Petr. Eng., 402 MMB
714 W. California Ave., U 344-5314
GANNON, Marilyn Rose, County Ext. Secy. 684-2016
Jackson County Coop. Ext. Serv.
1002 Hanson St., Murphysboro
Jacob 763-2171
GARA, Lily Caroline, M.S., Bibliographer ... 333-0252
Lib., 220 Lib.; 506 W. Calif., U 367-1871
GARBER, Melvln Stanley, B.S., Tchr. Asst. .. 333-1737
Dept. Microbiol., 131 BurrlU Hall
503 E. John St. 344-1964
GARBER, Stephen Michael, M.A., Asst 333-3086
Engl., 241 EB; 611 W. Green, U 367-8979
GARCIA, Paul Anthony, M.A., Asst 333-1312
Germ. Lang. & Lit., 512 E. Chalmers St. .
909 S. Fifth St. , Rm. 565 332-4872
* GARD, Leland E., M.S., Assoc. Prof 949-2101
Agron.
,
Dixon Springs Agr. Center, Simpson
RR 2, Simpson 949-2203
* GARDEWINE, Paz, Clerk-Stenog. HI 333-1780
An. Sci., 110 SP; 1710ArdenDr. 356-9963
* GARDINER, Robert Archie , M.S., Asst 333-0655
Chem. & Chem. Eng. , 455 E. Chem.
429 Fairlawn Drive, U 367-6180
* GARDINER, Verna June, M.S.... 333-3654
Asst. Biol. Llbrn. , Lib., 101 Burrill Hall
429 Fairlawn Drive, U 367-6180
* GARDNER, Carol J., Clerk-Typist III 333-6239
Health Service, 190 Health Center
402 W. Illinois, U 367-0357
* GARDNER, David Morgan, Ph.D., Asst. Prof. 333-4557
Mktg., 319 Com. West
1003 Hollycrest Drive 352-7203
* GARDNER, Douglas Lovell, Electrician, PP Dept.
.
PPSB; 1920 Harding Drive, U 367-9436
* GARDNER, Karl Edrick, Ph.D., Assoc. Dean 333-3380
and Dir. of Resid. Instrn., Coll. of Agr.
Prof, of Nutr., Dept. of Dairy Sci, 104 MH
112 East Walnut, Tolono 485-8945




RR 1, Farmer City 928-4565
GARDNER, Mark Richard, B.S., Asst., EE ...333-4317
55 EEB; 1349 Sherman Hall 332-5032
GARDNER, Mary Virginia , Card Pnch. Opr. Ill 333-4849
Bursar's Dlv. , Bus. Ofc. , 100 Adm.
1517 W. John Street 352-1216
* GARDNER, Melvin Frank, M.S., Tchr. Fellow 333-6347
Math., 206 Y.W.C.A.
402 W. Illinois, U 367-0357
* GARDNER, Oral Eugene, B.S., EE Asst. , CSL 333-3614
210 CSL; 311 S. Russell 352-9401
*+GARDNER, Paul Edwards, Tech. Asst 344-1481
335 NRB; 303 S. McKlnley 356-5286
GARFIELD, Donald Kenneth, A.B., Tchr. Asst. 333-6375
Classics, 207 HH
307 E. Green, Apt. 2 344-0794
GARFINKEL, Gerald Seymour, A. B. , Instr 333-1541
Math. , 225 IU; 205 E. Green St. 359-2502
* GARLAND, F. Dean, Purch. Asst. II, Purchg. . 333-0777
223 Adm.; 602 S. James 356-7318
* GARLAND, John Henry, Ph.D., Prof., Geog. . .333-2579
224 Davenport Hall; 1308 Eliot Dr. 367-1575
GARLANGER, John Ernest, M.S., Tchr. Asst. .333-6943
Civil Eng., 2220 CEB'
9 Salem Road, U 367-4359
* GARLITS, John Richard, Data Proc. Anal. II.. 333-6392
Statistical Serv. Unit, Rm. 66AAdm. Bldg.
1906 Alder Lane 359-3149
* GARMAN, Naomi L. , A.B. Tech. Ed. Phys. . .' 333-159f
263 P; 5 Penn Ct., U. 367-2387
* GARMAN, Phillips L.
,
M.A., Prof., ILIR ... 333-0980
Rm. 245, LIRB, 504 E. Armory, C.
604 W. Pennsylvania, U 344-6495
* GARNER, Harold Edward, D.V.M., M.S 333-2000
Asst. Prof., Vet. Clin. Med., 205 Lg. An. Clinic
205 Hessel Blvd. 352-2242
* GARNER, Mary Slna, M.S., Bibliographer 333-3441
220d Lib.; 1609 A-3, Valley Road
GARNIER, Patrick Robert Yves, M.S 333-4236
Res. Asst., Physics, 466 MRL
1005 W. Oregon, U
*+GARRELTS, Mary Lou, Clerk-Typist 35 6-5221
US Geol. Surv. , 605 S. Nell St.
Buckley 394-2443
* GARRELTS, Weldon Earl, B.S., Asst 822-5204
Inst, of Aviation, Airport
2508 E. Illinois, U 367-3151
* GARRET, Maxwell Robert, M.S 333-0362
Assoc. Prof, of Recr. , Head Fencing Coach
104 Huff Gym; 910 West Hill 356-9397
*+GARRETT, Dortha Jean, Typist HI 333-3155
Univ. Civil Serv. System of 111., 605 S. Goodwin
512 N. East St., Tolono 485-3195
* GARRETT, Lee Elwood, Instl. Mat. Tech. ... 333-0855
Art, 144 FAB. .
512 N. East St. , Tolono 485-3195
* GARRIGAN, Donald Stephen, B.S 333-1685
Asst. Meat Tech, An. Sci. Dept.
136 Davenport Hall
116 W. Florida, U 367-0415
* GARRIGUS, Upson Stanley, Ph.D., Prof 333-1784
An. Sci., 103 SP
811 West William 352-4434
* GARRISON, Guy G., Ph.D., Res. Prof. Lib. . .333-1980
Sci. & Dir. Lib. Res. Center, Grad. School
of Library Sci., 428 Lib.
1007 West Church 352-6076
* GARRISON, Joanne Ruth, M.S., Bibliographer 333-1055
Lib., 220a Lib; 1007 W. Church 352-6076
GARRISON, Virnita Charl, Clerk-Typist I 333-1432
Vis. Aids Serv. , 704 S. Sixth St.
603 E. California, U 367-5958
* GARRISON, Wlllard Thouston, Custodial Super.. .
PPDept.
,
PPSB; 906 W. Tremont 352-8819
60
050
GARTH, Joanne Elizabeth, Clerk-Typist II ... 333-0687
Civil Eng. , 100 Hyd. Eng. Lab. #2
2505 Sheridan Drive 356-0326
GARTNER, John Bernard, Ph.D., Prof. Flor 333-2123
Hort. , 100 Flor.
410 E. Colorado, U 367-0954
GARVEY, John Charles, Prot. oi Music 333-1172
Artist-in-Resd. , 203 SA
1107 W. Green St. , Apt. 633, U 344-4820
GARVEY, Neil Ford.,. Ph.D., Prof. Emeritus.. 333-4711
Polit. Sci., 380 LH
202 W. Delaware, U 367-6309
GARVES, Richard Allen, Agr. Res. Techn 333-4370
Agr. Res. Serv., USDA, S-212 TH
309 S. Van Doren 356-1698
GARZA, Joseph Allen, B.S., Acct. II 333-0782
Acctg. Dlv., Bus. Ofc, 279 Adm.
1709 W. Park
GASCHLER, Violet Clark, Secy, Acctg. Dlv. . .333-0781
Bus., Ofc, 279 Adm.
410 East Washington St. , U 367-4429
GASIOR, Aloysius Stephen, M.A., Engl 333-3086
241 EB, 262 Sherman Hall
GASS, Carolyn Diane, B.S. , Ext. Adv 664-1220
Home Econ. , Bond County Coop. Ext. Serv.
Lake & Harris Ave. , Greenville
402 W. College, Greenville 664-0410
* GASS, David Martin, B.A., Asst 333-0558
Chem. & Chem. Eng., 367 NL
302 E. Park #304 356-5964
' GASS, Lavlna Tilson, M.A., Asst., Span., Ital,
& Portug. , 224 LH
302 East Park, 304 356-5964
GATES, BennettE., BSEE, Asst. to Dean .... 333-0
Ofc . of Stud . Pers . & Dean of Women
130 SSB; 604 E. White 352-4864
* GATES, CarlW., M.A., Mgr. Urbana 333-3105
Pers. Services, 112 Davenport House
1024 West Daniel St. 352-4702
GATES, MaryD., Secy. , Int'l Agr. Prog 333-6420
113 MH; 907 S. Mattis, Apt. 6
« GATZKE, Ken Walter, M.A. , Asst., Philo. .. 333-66:
206 GH; RR 1, Tolono 598-7443
* GATZKE, Sandra Lee, B.F.A.
, Lib. Clerk II.. 333-361
Com. Lib., 225 Lib.; RR 1, Tolono
GAU, Fred Louis, B.S., Res. Asst., Civil Eng.333-6940
2212 CEB; 1830 Valley Road 352-2080
GAUDRON, Francolse Geneviest, Bus. Adm. 333-2219
Res. Asst., Bus., 421 DKH
207 W. Healey
"+GAUMER, David Robert, B.S. , Asst. Supr. ..333-1392
Athletic Publicity, Ath. Assn. , 114 Assembly Hall
2010 Kirby Ave. 356-2056
* GAWTHORP, Calvin Freemont, Janitor, Housing ...
Division; RR 1, Mahomet
GAWTHORP, Lana Darlene, Clerk-Stenog. II 333-4110
PP Dept.
,
PPSB; 410 E. Green, Farmer City
GAYHART, Robert Bruce, M.S., Asst., Chem. &
Chem. Eng. , 261 NL
312 W. Clark St., Apt. 302 352-0735'
* GAYLORD, Edwin Henry, D.Sc. (Hon.), Prof. .333-1571
,
Civil Eng., 2129D CEB
27 G. H. Baker Drive, U 367-8815
GHANDOUR, Marwan M.
,
B.A., Tchr. Asst. . 333- " :l
Econ., 115 Com. Annex
300 S. Goodwin #513, U 344-6920
* GEAR, Charles William, Ph.D., Assoc. Prof.. 333- '
Dept. of Comp. Sci., 181 DCL
1302 Eliot, U 365-1281
* GEBAUER, Janet Louise, B.S 333-2740
Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Com. Bus. Adm., 214 DKH
502 E. Healey, Apt. 310 352-3704
* GEBAUER, Peter Anthony, B.S. , Asst 333-3!
Chem. & Chem. Eng., 336 E. Chem. Addition
502 E. Healey, Apt. 310 352-3704
GEBHARDT, Paula Ellse, Central Steril Supp. 333-3
Tech., McKlnley Hosp., Central Supply
1007 W. Oregon St., U 344-2186








CFS! RR 1, Mansfield
GEHRING, Michael Mureen
An. Sci., 323 MH
53 Maplewood Drive, U
GEIS, James Warren, M.S.
Forestry, 219 MH
17 Dunellen Drive, U
GEIL, Wilma Jean, M.S., M.M.
Asst. Music Librn., 220 SMH
704 W. High St., U 367-9581
GEIS, Michael Lorenz, B.A., Instr 333-3186
Linguistics, 309 E. Davenport Hall
1203 W. Park St., U 367-6254
GEISER, (Mrs.) Ruth Evelyn, Typing Clerk III. 333-3044
Sch. of Life Sciences, 387 Morrill Hall
110 E. N. Central, Tuscola . 253-3866
GEISLERS, Louise B. , B.S., Brdcst. Prog. 333-0850
Asst., 228 GH
2202 Lantern Hill Drive, U
GEISLERS, Viktors, A.M., Asst. Publ. Edit... 33:
Ofc. of Agr. Publications, 126 MH
2202 Lantern Hill Drive, U
GEIST, Russell Burnett, M.S., Tech. Edit.
EE, 37 EEB; 1105 S. Foley
GELDER, Harvey Minter, M.A








* GISSING, Anna M.
,
Clerk-Steno II, Inst for. .333-6467
Res on Exceptional Children, 37 CRC, 1004
Country Squire Dr, U
GITIN, Sharon R. , BA, Tchr Asst, Psych 333-0081
2 66 Davenport Hall; 207 W John , C
GIVENS, Roger W. , MS, Asst, Physics 333-2200




AB, Tchr Asst, French
304 Harker Hall; 1010 S Anderson, U
367-4240
GLAD, Betty, PhD, Assoc Prof, Political Sci . 333-0796
382 Lincoln Hall, on leave, 209 W Pennsylvania, U
* GLADIN, Rembert Thigpen, Photographer III ..333-3464
Coor Sci Lab, 79 CSL; 1640 Vally Rd, C 352-1488
* GLADNEY, Frank Y, PhD, Asst Prof, Russian. .333-1204
Slavic Langs & Literatures, 169 LH; 707 S
MoCullough, U 365-1658
* GLASER, Daniel, PhD, Prof, Sociology 333-1950
342 Lincoln Hall; 703 W California, U 344-6825
*+GLASS, Herbert David, PhD, Geol, State 344-1481
Geol Survey, 131 Natural Resources; 804
Westlawn Ave, C 356-6282
* GLASS, Edna, MA, Adm Clerk, Psych 333-0630
309 Gregory Hall, 804 Westlawn Ave,C 356-6282
* GLASS, Jean Marie, Secy, Coll of LAS 333-4416
294 Lincoln Hall; 2013 Country Squire Dr, U
367-7076
GLAVIN, John Patrick, EdD, Res Asst Prof . . . 333-6280
CRO. Spec Educ, 194 CRC; 811 W Hill, C
356-3806
* GLAWE, John Franklin, MS, Asst Prof , Biol. .333-2039
Sci, Dlv of General Studies, 427 Natural Hist
Bldg; 1308 S Western Dr, C 356-4646
* GLEASON, Isophenia, Janitress, Housing Div
402WEuneka, C 356-4437
GLEASON, Rosemary, BA, Acctg Clerk II 333-4880
Bursar's Div, Bus Ofc, 162 Adm Bldg; 303 W
Green St, U 365-3227
* GLENDE, Leo Sterle, Supervisor, Illini Union. 333-3685
Operations, Illini Union, 1218 W Park C, 356-5917
* GLENN, Martha Ann, Secy, Bursar's Div 333-2186
Bus Ofc, 168 Adm; 1914 Weaver Dr, U 367-6839
* GLENN, Matthew Wyman, Jr, BS, Guest Rm. . .333-1243
Supervisor, Illini Union, 125 IU; 1018
Lincolnshire Dr, C 352-2362
GLENN, Peggy Luellen, Card Punch Operator
.
333-4821
I, Statistical Serv Unit, Rm 2-C Adm; 305 E
Elm, U 367-3465
* GLENNON, Robert Eugene, Storekeeper I, Ofc.333-3982
of Agr Publications, 48 Mumford Hall; 201 S
Morgan, Bement 2534
GLENNON, William Bruce, BA , Tchr Asst, .;. 333-1713
Econ, 112 Commerce Annex; 307 E Healey
Apt 11, C 356-5237
* GLISSENDORF, Owen F, MS, Tech Editor & . . .333-6882
Head of Section of Publications & Public Relations,
State NH Survey, 189 Natural Resources;
RR 3 U 367-F763
* GLOCKNER, Warren H, LLB, Legal Counsel .. 333-0560
258 Adm, Kenwood 352-8903
GLOVER, Anna Cushman, Editor, Ofc of Agr .. 333-2548
Publications, 123 Mumford Hall; 619-C
Avenida Sevilla, Laguna Hills, California
* GLOVER, Charles Newton, MS, Ext Adviser.. 833-5341
Agr, Coop Ext Serv, Union County, W Broad St
,
Box 360, Jonesboro; 8 Fairview, Anna 833-6971
+GLOYD, Leonora Katherine , MS, Natural Hist
Survey, Insect Identification Section, Retired,
510 S State St, C 356-3124
*+GLUSKOTER, Harold Jay, PhD, Assoc Geol .. .344-1481
State Geol Survey, 425 Natural Resources;
1609 Sangomon, C 352-0293
GLYNN, Mary Anne, BA, Asst, Art, 116 FAB. 333-3986
209 W Pennsylvania, U 365-2253
GOAD, Danny Andrew, Tabulating Machine
,
. 333-4824
Operator II, Statistical Serv Unit, 54 Adm Bldg;
107 Southwest St, Homer 896-6921
+GOAD, Leroy Carl, BS, Asst Secy of Board of.333-3860
Trustees, Secy of State Univ Retirement System,
807 S Lincoln Ave, Homer 896-2631
* GOBBEL, Gertrude Gustafson, MS, Instr 333-2687
H Ec, 215 Child Dev; 602 Sunnycrest, U 367-8500
GOCKING, Carolyn Louise, Clerk-Stenog I ... 333-4547
Indus Adm, 339 Commerce West; 501 S Spruce
St, Villa Grove 832-2691
* GOCKING, James Allen, Draftsman, CE, 333-6983
B 112 CEB; 509 Crawford, Villa Grove 832-9049
* GOCKING, Sharon Luetta, Clerk-Typist III
EE, 37 EE; 509 Crawford, Villa Grove 832-9049
* GODBEE, Carl Ladell, Painter, PP, PPSB
210 E South St, Mansfield 489-3751
* GODFREAD, Menica Rae, BS, Asst,Elem Educ.333-1842
314 Educ, University of Illinois Airport, Savoy
822-5607
GODFREY, (Mrs.) Helen Ann, Secy, Econ 333-0120
330 Commerce West; 107 W Delaware, U 367-2796
GOEBEL, Mark Carl, Eng Draftsman II.
.
.' 333-6691
Computer Sci, 54 DCL; RR 1 , C
* GOEL, Surendra Kumar, ME, Res Asst, CE 333-0884
312 Engineering Hall; 1910 B Orchard St, U 344-3498
* GOERS, Melvin Armand, BS, Prof, Mil Sci 333-1669
Colonel, US Army, 107 Armory; 603 E
Mumford Dr, U 367-9025
* GOFF, Mildred Johnson, Secy, Educ Adm 333-1386
Rm 107, 805 W Pennsylvania; 1618 W
White St, C 352-8970
GEMBARA, Barbara Jane, B. A 333-0680
Bilingual Secy. Asst., Slavic Lang. & Llts.
260 LH; 603 W. Green St., U 367-4600
* GENTRY, James Albert, D.B.A., Asst. Prof... 333-2813
Fin., 309 DKH
206 W. Pennsylvania, U 367-7015
* GENSKOW, Roy Donald, M. S. , Res. Asst 333-0203
Dairy Sci., 223 ASL
RR 2 Farmer City 928-8332
* GEORGALIS, Nicholas, M.A., Tchr. Asst. ...333-6661
Philos., 7 GH
611 W. Green, Apt. 5, U 367-1980
GEORGIOU, Christos George, Res. Asst. ... 333-6561
Comp. Sci., 132 DCL
1010 W. Green St.
, #433, U 332-2291
* GERBER, Clarence Arthur, Agr. Gard. Frmn. 457-6674
Hort., 111. Hort. Exper. Station, Carbondale
521 N. Michael, Carbondale 549-1179
* GERBER, N. Patricia (Nancy).. 333-2036
Clerk-Stenog. Ill, Adm. & Records, 116 Adm.
3203 Cameron Drive 352-5494
*+GERBER Winfred Dean, Engr. Emeritus
State Water Surv
406 W. Florida Ave., U 344-5886
* GERDEMANN, James Wessel, Ph.D., Prof... 333-0369
Plant Path., 224S Davenport Hall
2008 Cureton Drive, U 367-6343
* GERDEMANN, Janice Olbrich, B.A., Asst 333-4894
Inst, for Res. on Exceptional Children
Col. Wolfe School
2008 Cureton Drive, U 367-6343
GERDES, Charles Ray, Janitor, IU, 165 IU
112 1/2 E. White St. 352-4313
* GERK, Alvin P.
,
B.S., Res. Asst 333-0864
Min., Met., and Petr. Eng., 310 MMB
2042 D Orchard St. , U 344-3105
GERLACH, Marvin Kyle, Jr. Lab. Mech. Trnee333-1379
MRL, 148 MRL
406 Briar Lane, Apt #4 35 6-0301
* GERUCH, David A., Ph.D., Vist. Res. . 333-4531
Assoc. Prof., Physics, 114 MRL
315 E. University 352-9120
* GERUCH, Velda M. , County Ext. Secy 858-2236
Jo Daviess County Coop Ext. Serv.
U.S. Post Office, Elizabeth
101 CatlinSt., Elizabeth 858-3644
* GERNON, Janice, B.F.A., Com. Artist I 333-2407
Ofc. of Afr. Communications, 62 MH
912 W. Church 356-8863
GEtfSBAUGH, Harry Charles , B.S. 333-0572'
Lab. Prog. Adm. Asst., Physics, 203 PB
501 N. Willis 356-8448
> GERSTENBERGER, George Lloyd, Arch. EE . . . 333-1695
PP Dept. , 704 S. Sixth St.
510 S. Mattls Ave. 359-1829
' GESSAMAN, James, M.S. , Asst., Zoology
Arctic Res. Lab., Point Barrow, Alaska 99723
•+GETMAN, JoAnn Munnis, Tech. Asst 344-1481
State Geol. Surv., 139 NR
1805 Crescent Dr. 352-4948
GETTMANN, Royal Alfred, Ph.D., Prof 333-0067
Engl., 107d EB
406 West Illinois St. , U 367-5681
GETZ, Ralph J. , Dairy & Food Plant Attndt. . . 333-1871
Food Sci.
,
105 S. Wing HFL
906 W. Charles 352-8336
! GETZEN, Rufus Thomas, M.S., Tchr. Asst. ...
Geol., 410 NHB
512 E. University Ave
.
GHOSH, Amit Kumar, B.E.
, Res. Asst. ..'.... 333-4900
Met. Eng.
, 14 MMB
208 E. Green St. 359-2268
GIACCAI, Gerald John, M.S., Tchr. Asst. ...333-2056
Math., 10 IH
508 1/2 E. Springfield 356-7349
+GIBALA, Edward Stanley, B.S.
,
J.D 333-3860
Exec. Dir. & Secy., Brd. of Trustees , State
Univ. Retirement System, 807 S. Lincoln Ave.




State Water Surv. , Rm. 254 WRB
204 W. Oak, Mahomet 586-4614
GIBBS, Everett Paul, B.S. , Instr 333-2337
Police Trng. Inst., Div. of Univ. Ext.
608 1/2 E. Green
607 E. Pells St., Paxton 379-3062
K3IBBONS, Stephen James, Phys. Sci. Tech. .. 344-0622
Regional Soybean Lab.
, 160 Davenport Hall
608 S. Chicago Ave. 356-8180
GIBFRIED, Carolyn Jean, M.A. , Asst. Prof ... 333-3984
PEW, 112 WGym; 1203 Joanne Dr. 359-2242
GIBSON, J. Ramsey, B.A., Grad. Asst 333-1791
50C LH; Box 18 Mansfield 489-3212
GIBSON, Nathaniel Thomas, Janitor, Hsng. Div..
212 E. Church St 356-8695
GIDDENS, Lolita, Secy., PEM 333-1731
Res. & Grad. Study, 213 Huff Gym
1103 S. Patton, U 367-2704
GIESEKING, John Eldon, Ph.D., Prof., Agron. .333-4250




Bus. & Tech. Writing, 304 DKH
1608 Rosewood Drive 356-6195
GIERTZ, Paula Kay, Tech. Asst 344-1481
State Geol. Surv., 234 NR
902 North James 359-3569
GIFFORD, Grace M. , Adm










B.S. , Chief Arch.. . 333-
352-3554
.S., Lib. Clerk II 333-
Serials Dept. , Lib, 12 Lib.
201 E. California St. , Apt. 2, U 365-1611
* GILBERT, Robert Allen, Hersdman, An. Sci. 333-
South 4th; RR 1, Mansfield 586-2053
* GILBERT, Ted Bernard, B.S. , Tchr. Asst 333-
EE, 46 EEB; 22 Carriage Est., U 367-8806
* GILBERT, William Michael, Ph.D 333-




2016 S. Race St., U 344-6450
GILBEY, Judith Ann, M.A., Instr., Microbiol. 333-
224 Burrill Hall; 2303 S. 1st St. 344-2396
* GILBOE, Daniel Pierre, Ph.D., Res. Assoc... 333-
Dairy Sci., 364 ASL
606 W. Ohio St., U 344-5812
* GILES, Floyd Alton, Med. Agr. Educ 283-
Ext. Asst. Adv. , Agr. , Fayette County Coop
Ext. Serv., 118 N. 6th, Vandalia
204 North First, Vandalia 283-3016
* GILFILLAN, Blllie Clifford, Bookbindery Wkr. 333-
Prlntng. Div., Univ. Press, 234 UPB
504 E. Broadway, Tolono 485-3905
GILKERSON, Nyla, B.S., Asst 333-
Span., Ital, & Portug. , 911 S. Sixth
1033 Tennessee St., Lawrence, Kan. 66044 843j
* GILL, Glenda Eudora, Kitchen Helper, IU 333-
165 IU (E); 403 E. Columbia 356-4261
GILL, Hershell Jr. , B.S., Res. Asst 333-
Civil Eng., 3109 CEB
606 Scottswood, U 367-7020
* GILL, Vernie D, Physical Pint
404 W. Springfield C. 356-8616
* GILLEN, Jerold Lee, Storekeeper II, Hsng. Div .333
CFS; 209 S. Lynn St. 352-9807
* GILLESPIE, David Alexander, Div. Chief Acct.333'
Coll. of Agr., Ill MH
703 West Springfield 352-3477




1214 W. Eureka, U 365-2921
* GILLESPIE, Jeffrey Harold, B.S 833
Asst. Ext. Adv. , Agr. , McDonough County
Coop Ext. Serv., U.S. 136 West Bost 463
Macomb; 610 S. McArthur, Macomb 836-6940
^TSILLESPIE, Robert Edward, Policeman, PP Dept. ..
PPSB; 1912 Easy St. , U 367-0125
* GILLESPIE, Robert William, Ph.D 33.3-
Assoc. Prof., Econ., Vlce-Chmn. , Dept. EcM.-
330 CW; 1014 W. William 359-1922
* GILLESPIE, Samuel Mabry, M.S., Asst. Dean 333-
Mktg. , Coll. of Com. & Bus. Adm., 214 DKH
2507 Lawndale Drive 352-1338
* GILLIES, Donald B., PhD, Prof, Applied 333-
Math & Computer Sci, 269 DCL; 2032 Burlison
Drive, U 344-6824
* GILLILAND, EarlD., BS, Assoc Ext Adviser. . .244-
Agr, Carroll Co Coop Ext Serv, Rt 64, 78 Mt
Carroll; Mill St, Mt Carroll 244-2792
* GILLILAND, Frederick A., Janitor, Hsng Div. .
606-D S Glover, U 365-1846
GILLILAND, James E., Storekeeper I, Hsng... 333-
Div, Peabody Dr; 704 W Green St, C
356-1035
* GILLIS, Arthur L. , MA, Res Asst, Educ, 284.. 333-
EB; 1007 W Francis, C 359-4895
* GILLOGLY, Russell J., Store Keeper III 333-
Physiology & Biophysics, 453 Burrill Hall
Lawndale 2404, C 352-0420
* GILPIN, JohnB., BS , Res Assoc, Computer. . .333-
Based Res Lab, 1210 W Springfield, U
605 S Randolph St, C 352-2082
* GILPIN, MariellenO., MA, Grad Asst, Engl.. 333-
Computer-Based Educ Res Lab, 206 EB, 360
Engl Res Lab; 605 S Randolph, C 352-2082
* GILMAN, John J., PhD, Prof, Physics & 333-
Physical Met , 398 MMB; 1109 S Douglas, U
344-3998
* GILMORE, Alvan R. , DF, Assoc Prof, Forest. .333-
392 Bevien Hall; 1610 Chevy Chase, C
352-6357
* GILMORE, Gene S., AM, Asst Prof, Jrn 333-
40 Gregory Hall; 611 W Ohio, U 344-5348
* GILMORE, George R.
, Truck Driver, HsngDiv.333-
24 Gregory Dr Residence Hall, Bondville
863-5450
GILMORE, Sylvia C. , MS, Asst Prof, Lib. . .
.
Emerita, Browsing Rm Lib; 4119 Holdrege
Apt', Lincoln, Neb 466-7913
*+GILROY, Anabel C, Secy, Univ Civil Serv. . . 333-
System, 1205 W Calif, U; 901 W Healey, C
352-8101
* GINSBERG, Donald M., PhD, Prof, Physics .. 333-
265 Physics Bldg; 1707 Parkhaven Dr, C
356-3373
GIRSHOFF, Barbara, AB, Asst, Music, 305 W. 333-
_Annex; 601 W Oregon, U 344-6721
* GIFFORD, Charles K. , Storekeeper III 333-
























* GOFF, Thomas, Janitor, PP, PPSB
1618 WWhite, C
* GOH, Kuan Meng, MS, Res Asst, Agron, Soil333-4376
Chem, S-S13 Turner Hall; 2055-B Orchard
St, U 344-3658
* GOINGS, Helen Catherine, Clerk-Typist II. .. 333-1422
Housing Div, 420 Student Serv Bdlg; 1701 W
White St, C
GOLD, David, BA , Res Asst, Babcock Hall .. 333-0541
Dean of Students, Housing Div, Baboock
Counseling Ofc; URH 216 Babcock Hall, U 332-3762
* GOLD, David E, BSEE, Res Asst, DCS, 251. . 333-4210
DCL; 800 S Mattis, C 356-0064
* GOLD, Elizabeth Evans, BA , Res Asst, Biol
800 S Mattis #24, C 356-0064
GOLDBERG, Frank, BA, Res Asst, Inst of 333-0984
Labor & Indus Relations, LIR, Rm 19; 1846
Valley Rd, C 356-9208
GOLDBERG, Jerrold Marvin, BS, Broadcasting. 333-0850
Program Asst, Radio Station, 228 Gregory Hall;
1005 S Third, C 356-4571
* GOLDBERG, Samuel Irving, PhD, Prof, Math. .333-2768
331 AH; 24 Greencroft Dr, C 359-3102
* GOLDBERG, Stephen B, AB, LLB, Assoc Prof . 333-1955
Law, 235. Law; 1009 Devonshire, C 352-0364
* GOLDEN, Elroy Edwin, MS, Ext Adviser, Agr. 756-7916
Coop Ext Serv, DeKalb County, 315 N Sixth
St; 207 Fairmont Dr, DeKalb 756-4506
* GOLDEN, Eunice Marie, BS, Ext Adviser 665-2505
Home Ec, Coop Ext Serv, Clay County, SE
Comersquare, Louisville; RR 1, Louisville 665-4270
* GOLDEN, Herbert Alan, MA, Instr, Speech
286 Armory; 608 S State, C 359-4026
GOLDEN, William.Maurice , MS, Res Assoc. 333-0150
Executive Asst to the Dlr, Curriculum Lab,
104-1210 W Springfield; 811 W Springfield, U
367-1800
* GOLDMAN, Marcus Selden, PhD, Prof, Engl
Emeritus; 203 W Michigan, U 367-4496
GOLDMAN, Stephen Shepard, MS, Res Asst . .333-0974
Physiology, 414 Burrill Hall; 604 W Park St,
U 367-9729
* GOLDENSTEIN, Johanna, Kitchen Helper 333-0700
165 Illinl Union; Broadlands 834-3139
* GOLDHOR, Herbert, PhD, Prof of Lib Sci 333-3280
Dlr of Grad Schl of Lib Sci, 329 Library; 39
Maple Court, C 822-5636
GOLDSTEIN, Charles Edward, MA, Asst, 333-3879
Engl, 206 EB; 308 W Locust, U
GOLDSTEIN, Joyce Wilma, BA, Asst, Engl .. 333-2633
304 EB; 1106 W Clark St, U 365-2365
* GOLDSTEIN, Ladislas, DSc, Prof, EE & NE
On Leave
GOLDSTEIN, Tamara, MA, Asst, French
c/o 244 Lincoln Hall; 1008 1/2 W Green U 344-4654
* GOLDTHWAITE, Wilburn Scott, PhD, Prof ... 333-3189
Music, Rm 210, 1203 W Nevada St; 404 W
Iowa St, U 344-6462
* GOLDWASSER, Edwin Leo, PhD, Prof, Physics333-3115
437-A Physics Bldg; 508 W Delaware, U 344-5367
* GOLEASH, Joseph John Jr, BS, Asst Dean 333-0480
of Men for Fraternities, Dean of Students,
Student Programs & Serv, 110 Student Serv
Bldg; 805 S Mattis, Apt 4 C 356-1760
* GOLLADAY, Wesley Allen, Janitor, PP, PPSB
103 Ennis Lane, U 367-4953
GOMORA, (Mrs.) Irene Theresa, County Ext. .727-1173
Secy, Coop Ext Serv, Rm 102 Farm Bureau Bldg ,
100 Manhattan Rd, Joliet; Division St,
Braldwood 458-6429
* GOMPERTS, John Wallace, Purchasing Div. .. .333-3585
Bus Ofc, 223 Adm Bldg; 1105 Fairlawn Dr, U
367-2272
* GONDEK, Thomas George, BA, Asst, FA
131 FAB; 304 1/2 Barr Ave, U
* GONDRY, Vincent Arthur, Painter, PP, PPSB
Vermont St, RR 1, Westville 267-7960
GONZALES, Lollta Pastoriza, MS, Asst
Grad Schl of Lib Sci, 803 S Coler St, U 344-5762
* GONZALES, Pamela, Susan, Card Punch 333-2848
Operator II, Statistical Serv Unit, 54 Adm Bldg,
2107 WWhite, Apt 188, C 352-1345
* GONZALEZ, Alfonso, MS, Tohr Asst, CE 333-0622
424 EH; 1944-C Orchard Downs, U344-4582
GONZALEZ, Paul Victor, MA, Tchr Asst 333-6375
Classics, 207-B Harker Hall; 909 S Fifth St,
Sherman Hall, C 332-4784
* GOOCH, Jay Doyle, MS, Res Eng, CSL, 214. .333-3608
CSL; 1204 N Berkley, U 367-3101
* GOOD, Dale Warren, BS, Grad Asst, Council333-2800
of Tchr Educ, 110L Educ; 1410 Rosewood Dr, C
GOOD, Joan Elaine, AM, Instr, Speech 333-2231
213-A Speech & Hearing Clinic; 118 Sovon
Dewey, U 365-1736
GOOD, Richard John, BSE, Grad Asst, Rec &. 333-4606
Athletics, Div of Rehab-Educ Serv, 126 Rehab &
Educ Center; 509 W University Ave, C 359-3412
*+GOODELL, Thora Isabelle, Receptionist, 333-3470
Football Ticket Ofc, Athletic Assn, 100 Assembly
Hall; 410 N State Apt 7, C 356-5166
* GOODISMAN, Jerry, PhD, Asst Prof, Chem. . ,333-2554
Dhem & Chem Eng, 366a Noyes Lab; 805 W
California St, U 344-6514
* GOODMAN, Barbara Dale, BA, Asst, Art
116 Rm FAB; 702 Western Ave, Apt 2, U
* GOODMAN, Bernard Maurice, BS, Prof of 333-1172
Music, Artist in Residence, Rm A, String Annex;
412 W Nevada St, U 367-1818
GOODMAN, Gary Charles, MS, Asst, Astroa 333-2316
119 Observatory; 905 W Springfield, U
* GOODMAN, William Isedore, MCP, Prof 333-3890
Urban Planning, Chrmn, 212 Mumford Hall;
310 West Michigan, U 367-8104
* GOODRICH, John Irving, BS, Assoc Ext 756-7916
Adviser, Agr, Coop Ext Serv, DeKalb County,
315 N Sixth St, DeKalb; 908 Shipman Place,
DeKalb 758-8791
GOODYEAR, Margaret R, MS, Assoc Prof, ...333-3793
Home Ec, 260e Bevier Hall; 1403 W Charles,
C 356-0729
GOON, David James Wong, MS, Asst, Chem .333-3694
& Chem Eng, 246 EC; 1010 W Green 611 , U 332-2335
* GORDON, Alan, MS, Res Asst, Physics 333-6432
59-B MRL; 501 Mitchell Ct, C 356-0236
* GORDON, (Mrs.) Betty, Secy, Housing Div .. .333-2394
124 Snyder Hall; 205 S Poplar St, U 367-0726
+GORDON, Charles William, AB, Supervisor .. 333-3860
of Claims, State Unlv Retirement System, 807 S
Lincoln; 1703 S^Anderson, U 367-3164
* GORDON, Danielle, BA, Asst, French
"Harker Hall; 611 WUniv, C 356-8841
GORDON, Edna Mae, Clerk I, Ofc of Agr 333-3980
Publications, 51 Mumford Hall; 704 W Vermont
st
, u 344-1868
* GORDON, Harold Henry, BS, Assoc Prof 333-2664
Asst State Leader, Coop Ext Serv, 119 Mumford
Hall; 1 Illini Circle, U 344-5514
GORDON, Howard Allan, MS, Res Asst 333-2075
Physios, 328 PB; 306 N Romine, U 367-5975
* GORDON, James, Food Processor, Housing .. .333-1452
Div, Central Food Store; 404 E Church St, C
356-4368
* GORDON, Jeanne Ann, Typing Clerk II 333-3595
Purchasing Dept, 223 Adm Bldg, Box 65,
Penfield 595-2646
* GORDON, John Petersen,MS, Instr, EE 333-4348
378d, EEB, 1007 Westfield Dr, C 356-4877
* GORDON, Leonard J, AB, Asst Dlr, Mgr 333-4394
Training & Personnel Development, Non-Academic
Personnel Ofc; 2010 E Vermont, U 365-1167
* GORDON, Llnyd Clarence, Instr, Mil Sci 333-3867
Staff Sgt, 132 Armory; 1408 Hedge Rd, C
GORDON, Michael David, MS, Asst, Chem &333-2817
Chem Eng, 150 Noyes Lab; 606 W Ohio, U
344-5812
GORDON, Norman, BA, Res Asst, Dean of. . . 333-4643
Students, Housing Div, Townsend Hall,
Townsend Counseling Ofc; URH 426 Townsend
Hall, U . 332-4197
GORDON, Robert David, AB, Tchr Asst, Math.333-3547
150 AH; 711 W Church, #2, C 352-3315
GORDON, Robert Simeon, MM, Asst, Music. 333-3124
Rm 3, String Annex; Rm 656, Sherman Hall,
909 S 5th St, C 332-4885
* GORDON, Ronald David, BA, Asst, French
304 Harker Hall; 611 W University, C 356-8841
* GORDON, Thomas Herbert, BS, Instr, 822-5237
Aviation, Airport; 2001 Cureton Dr, U 367-8820
* GORDON, Tony Michael, Tech, Crops Testing.333-2965
Agron, Agron S Farm Seed' House, Box 35,
Penfield 595-2961
+GORDON, Vivian, Head, Mln Resources 344-1481
Records, State Geol Survey, 227 Natural
Resources; 604 W John St, C 356-1949
* GORDON, Warren Raymond, Sr Lab Tech 333-0699
Mech & Indus Eng, 217 MEB; 108 S Josephine
St, Homer 896-3424
GORE, Ernest Stanley, MS, Chem & Chem Eng.333-0539
173 Noyes Lab, 512-208 E Stoughton, C 352-0770
GORHAM, Nyla Marie, MS, Asst Prof, Home.333-2336
Ec Ext; 551 Beuier Hall; 202 N Coler, U 367-0596
' GORMAN, Martin Eugene, Construction Laborer
PP, PPSB; 309 Washington St, Philo 684-4495
GORMAN, Patricia Ann, Clerk I, Physics ....333-1591
271 PB; 1110 1/2 S Arbor, C 352-9127
GORMAN, Mary Magdalene, Clerk-Typist II . .333-0216
Ofc of Admissions & Records, Rm 69, Adm Bldg;
1210 W William, C 352-4809
GORMAN, Robert, BA , Res Asst, Oglesby 333-0848
Hall, Dean of Students, Housing Div, Oglesby
Counseling Ofc; URH 814 Oglesby Hall, U 332-5276
* GORMLY, John Bernard, AB, Tchr Asst, Psych.333-0081
266 Davenport Hall; 1920 B Orchard St, U 344-4362
GORRELL, Ruth, Secy, Coll of Educ, 370 Educ333-3863
607 W Indiana, U 344-1169
GORSKI, Jack, PhD, Prof, Physiol & Biophys. .333-0171
513 Burrill Hall; 410 Delaware St, U 344-0045
* GOSSETT, Rita Joyce, Secy, Auditing Div 333-0900
801 S Wright, C; 603 West Wilson,
Monticello 762-7482
* GOTHARD, Frank Thomas Jr, MS, Program 333-1974
Adm Asst, Chem Dept, 29b ECB; 1208 S
Vine St, U 367-7732
*+GOTHBERG, Cheryl Mae, Clerk-Stenog, US.. 356-3785
Dept of Agr, Soil Conservation Serv, 200 W
Church St, C; 303 Country Fair Dr, C 356-3658
* GOTSCHALL, Clarence Earl , Construction... 333-1695
Supt PP, 605 E Green; 2308 Southmoor, C
356-6987
62
GOTSCHALL, Harold., BS. Res Asst, Civil .. 333-6958 \
Ehg, 3113 CEB; 404 N Goodwin U. 365-1471
* GOTTHEIL, Fred Monroe, PhD Assoc Prof 333-4591
Econ, 460 Commerce West; 1729 Valley Rd, C
352-2067
* GOTTLIEB, David, PhD, Prof, Plant Path 333-1524
10 Hort Field Lab; 310 EUot Dr, U 367-6762
GOTTLIEB, David B. , BA , Res Asst, ILIR .... 333-0984
902 W Illinois, U 344-3753
GOTTSCHALK, Paula Lee, BS, Credentials 333-6619
Analyist, LAS-Coll, 294 Lincoln Hall;
311 W University Ave, C 356-6169
* GOUDY, Helen Lois, County Ext Secy, Coop. .543-4502
Ext Serv, Mason County, 133 S High Havana;
RFD #3 , Lewistown 547-3100
GOULD, Judith Ann, MSC, Res Asst, Physics.333-2596
49 MRL, 102 N Gregory #7, U 367-1252
GOULD, Naomi Fay, Maid, Housing Div ;
208 E Clark St Apt 1, C
* GOULD, Orrin E, PhD, Assoc Prof, Sec Educ .333-2004
393 Education, 1519 W Charles St 333-0227
c 352-2435
GOVE, Samuel Kimball, MA, Dlr & Prof 333-3340
Political Sci, 1201 W Nevada; 1603 Valley
Rd,C 352-6009
* GOVINDJEE, PhD, Assoc Prof, Botany & 333-2097
Biophysics, 271-B Morrill Hall 333-1794
1101 McHenry, U 365-1016
* GOWAN, Eugene, MS, Tchr Asst, EE 333-1200
453 EEB; 2023-B S Orchard, U 344-3072
* GOWAN, Loretta, Library Clerk II, Home Ec . .333-0748
314 Bevier Hall, 2023-B South Orchard U 344-3072
GOYAL, Lakshmi Narayana, M Tel E 333-6154
Res Asst, Computer Sci, Rm 293, DCL; 207 S
Wright St, C
* GOYER, Peter Francis , Janitor, Housing Div
]
1111 N Champaign St, 352-1714
* GOZLINSKI, Henryk, PhD, Res Asst, Agron. . .333-4376 '
W-511 Turner Hall; 404 E Daniel, C
* GRABER, George, MS, Res Asst, An Sci 333-1247
|
323 Mumford Hall; 301 Country Fair Dr, C
359-4836
* GRABER, Jean W. , Ph D, Res Asso, An Sci. . . 333-2901
1
103 An Gen; 109 W Franklin, U
*+ GRABER, Richard R. , Ph D, Wildlife Spec 333-6856!
NHS, 491 NRB; 109 W Franklin St, U
GRACE, Robert E. , MES, Res Asst, Civil Eng. .333-4162
j
200A Hyd Eng Lab; 610 W Elm 2 , U
* GRADY, Bernard J. , Steam Distb Opr, PP
PPSB; 908 E Florida, U 367-6101
* GRADY, Gene A., NSLAsstI, Zoology, 483. . .333-230!
Morrill Hall; 813 N Willis, C 352-0218
* GRAEBNER, William S., MA, Asst, Hist 333-209! |
235 M Armory; 419 Farivlew Dr, C 352-6125
* GRAEN, George B. , Ph D, Psych, 416 GH 333-385;
j
207 Bliss Dr, U 344-0158
GRAF, Thelma, BS, Chief Clerk, PP, 276 Adm. 333-362.
105 N Sixth St, C 352-2630
* GRAFFIS, DonW. , Ph D, Assoc Prof , Agron. . 333-442 j
Forage Crops, Ext, W 301 TH; Rd 177E, RR 2
U 365-1746
* GRAHAM, Audrey H. , AB, Copyholder 333-465
Printing Div, Univ Press 234; 21 Tulip Lane
Rantoul 893-3225
* GRAHAM, Franklin P. , MS, Asst State 333-266,
Leader, Coop Ext Serv, 115 Mumford Hall
304 E Florida, U 367-7977
GRAHAM, Gary D. , Tab Mach Opr 1 333-482
Statistical Serv Unit, 54 Adm; 408 W Bradley, C
356-1503
* GRAHAM, Gene S., BS, Assoc Prof, Jrn 333-263
20 GH; 2 Shuman Circle, U 367-2358
*. GRAHAM, LloydD., BS, ExtAdviser, Agr 939-36J
Kankakee Co Coop Ext Serv, Suite 320, 187 S
Schuyler Ave; 804 S 7th Ave, Kankakee
932-5764
GRAHAM, Mary M. , Clerk III, Agr Econ 333-18'
305 Mumford Hall; 108 E John St, C
352-6486
GRAHAM, Stuart W, Sr Lab Mech, Physics...
120 PB; 309 E Walnut St, Tolono 485-7880
GRAMMER, Gary, BS, Head Resident, Scott.. 333-42'
Hall, Dean of Students, Hsng Div, 128 Scott
Counseling Ofc; URH 102 Scott Hall, C
332-1406
GRAN, Gale, BA, Grad Asst, Ofc of Student.. 333-46
Personnel & Dean of Women, Wardall Hall
Counseling; 414 Wardall Hall, 1010 W 111 St, U
332-4370
> GRANAT, Endre G., M Mus, Assoc Prof, Mus. 333-11
101 String Annex; 1603 Valley Rd, C
359-1517
* GRANATO, Andrew V., PhD, Prof, Physics. .. 333-26
467 Physics Bldg; 1702 W Green, C
352-0229
* GRANDEY, Robert C. , BS, Asst, Chem & 333-39
Chem Eng, 305a Noyes Lab; 2013 D Orchard St
U 344-1634
+GRANER, JudyE., Clerk Typist II , State, Geol.344-1'
Survey, 121 NR; 506 N Elm, C 352-1883
GRANDCHAMP, Robert J., M Ed, Student Tchr. 3 33-31
Asst, 390 Educ; 604 N Maple, #24, U
367-4575
* GRANT, Isabelle F., B Ed, BS, AM, Assoc ...
Prof, Lib, Rare Bk.Rm, Librn Emerlta
506 S Mathews, U 344-2193
GRANT, Lawrence E.
,
MS, Res Asst, Bur of. . 333-3551
Inst Res, 1011 W Springfield; 705 W Main St
#3, U 367-1018
*+GRANT, John K.
, Eng Tech, Soil Conserv 356-3787
Serv, 200 W Church St, C; P O Box 408, Muncle
548-2284
* GRANT, Norman L. , Painter, PP, PPSB
112 W Snyder St, Sullivan 8418
* GRANT, Lawrence V., BA, Asst, Political Scl. .333-4845
408 S Goodwin, #11 , 265 ERL 333-6211
1403 PhlloRd, U 365-2507
* GRANT, Patrick J., BA, D Phil, Visiting Asst. .333-2524
Prof, Engl, 229 Engl Bldg; 2030A Orchard, U
344-3486
* GRANT, Sally E., MS, Instr, Arch Lib, Asst.
. 333-0224
to Librn, 202 Arch; 1403 PhlloRd, U
365-2507




383 Commerce West; 602 E Falrlawn, U
367-9804
* GRASKEWICZ, Rubylee B., Co Ext Secy, Agr&.
Home Econ, Perry Co, 113 E S St, P O Box 347
Pinckneyvllle; 30S W Randolph St, Plnckneyvllle
4731
GRASS, Franks., AB, TchrAsst, DGS, Biol.. 333-4765
322 NHB; 1110 W Stoughton, U 367-1608
GRAUBART, Erik F.
, MA, Instr, Germanic 333-1899
Languages & Lit, 409 LH; 1207 Gertrude Ave
C 356-5129
* GRAUBART, Renate, Typing Clerk II, Mailing. .333-0800
Cntr, Univ Press, 1002 W Green St, U
1207 Gertrude Ave, C 356-5129
* GRAVELY, George E., Groundsman, PP, PPSE .
RR2, U 367-1273
GRAVES, Benjamin A.
, Janitor, PP, PPSB
1204 N Champaign St, C 352-4742
GRAVES, Charles N. , Ph D, Asst Prof, Diary. .333-4307
Sci, 314 ASL; 507 S Victor, C 356-5702
' GRAVLIN, Janet S. , Secy, Chancellor's Ofc . . 333-6814
251, 409 E Chalmers St; 1105 Kinch
, U
367-1687
GRAVY, JohnE., BS, Editorial Writer, Public. .333-6248
Information Ofc, 131 Davenport House; 307 E
Healey St, Apt 16, C
GRAY, Clayton Jr., MA, Instr, Germanic 333-0498
Lang, 271 Lincoln; 206 S Orchard, U
367-4137
GRAY, Edward E.
, BS, CPA, Asst, Acct 333-1613
2 DKH; 1005 S Sixth, Apt 2 , C 344-3961
GRAY, Edward J., Storekeeper HI, Chem &.. ..333-2558
ChemEng, 258 Noyes Lab; 803 S Westlawn, C
356-5878
GRAY, Horace M. , PH D, Prof of Econ
Emeritus; 2404 Farrington St, Wichita Falls, Tex
GRAY, John W.
,
PhD, Prof, Math, 213 333-3997
Altgeld Hall; 311 Ells Ave, C 356-8440
GRAY, Judy L.
,
BS, Asst, Council on Tchr 333-1841
Educ, 311 Educ Bldg; 2311 S First, Apt 102, C
344-1499
GRAY, Lawrence J., MA, Res Asst, Min, Met. 333-1384




Ph D, Asst Prof, Plant Path
. . 344-0622
Res Plant Path, US Regional Soybean Lab, USDA
167 Davenport Hall; 1806 W Williams, C
GRAY, Nancy J., Typing Clerk HI, Coll of 333-4416
Lib Arts & Scl, 294 Lincoln Hall; 32 1/2 E
Daniel, C 352-6612
GRAY, Patricia A. , Maid, Hsng Dlv, RR 1
Rankin 397-6767
GRAY, Richard L.
, BS, Assoc Arch, Arch Eng. .333-1690,
PP, 605 E Green St, C; 1304 Mitchum Dr, U
367-0460
GRAY, Robert E., DMR, MM, BS, Prof, Mus. .333-4269
8 SMH; 1717 Lynwood Dr, C 359-1484
GRAY, RustF., MBA, TchrAsst, Finance 333-2977
119 Commerce Annex; 1735 Valley Rd, Apt D, C
359-1418
GRAY, Stanley E., PhD, Assoc Prof, French. .333-2610
229 Lincoln Hall; 2109 Zuppke Dr, U
365-1455




BA, Asst, Physics, Rm 37. .333-4136
PB; 103 N Frederick, Rantoul 892-2940
GRANZIN, KentL., MBA, Asst, Marketing 333-6511
383 Commerce West; 602 E Falrlawn, U
367-9804
GRAZIANO, Anthony F., BS, Res Assoc
, Min. .333-1442
Met & Pet Eng, 203 Met & Min; 1605 W William
c 359-2782
GRAZIER, Donald, Statistical Clerk, Bur of ... 333-3555
Inst Res, 1011 W Springfield
, U; Apt 101, 312 S
Prairie, C 352-0319
GREASER, Frances P., BS, TchrAsst, Slavic.
Lang, 495 Lincoln Hall; 1010 W Green, Rm 250
U 332-2203
!GREATHOUSE, Lowell A., Herdsman (Retired)
.
.
Dairy Sci; 1205 S Randolph, C 356-1913
GREAVES, Norman, Physical Sci Staff Asst 333-0865
' Chem & Chem Eng, 33 E Chem; 614 W Clark St
c 352-7251
GREEAR, Peggy S.
, Clerk Typist III, Steno 333-3863
Ofc, Coll of Educ, 372 Educ; 601 Blcomington Rd
c 359-2273
GREEN, Anne C, BS,GradAsst, Ofc of 332-3463
Student Personnel & Dean of Women, 116 Blalsdell
Hall; 906 Coll Ct, U 332-3463
* GREEN, Archie, Assoc Prof, Engl, LIR 105 333-6429
1604 S Cottage Grove, U 367-0983
* GREEN, Dale, Bookbindery Asst, Printing Div. 333-0599
234 Univ Press Bldg; 1210 Brlarcllff, U
367-5875
GREEN, Etta M., Asst, Music, 5 String Annex.333-1 172
207 WJohn St, C
* GREEN, Janet, Secy, Executive Develop Cntr. 333-4552
309 Commerce West; 54 E Green, C
352-9026
GREEN, Judy A., Clerk Typist III , Mech &... 333-3288
Indus Eng, 123 MEB; 106 S Fifth St, C
356-4057
* GREEN, Lucia M.
, Typing Clerk II, Illini 333-3951
Union, 165(E) ; 1304 Crlspus Dr, C
359—3528
* GREEN, PaulM., PhD, LLD, Dean & Dir
Grad School of Bus Adm & Prof Bus Adm Emeritus
Coll of Commerce & Bus Adm, Fla Tech Univ
Orlando, Fla
* GREEN, Richard H., PhD, Engl, 207 EB 333-3807
806 W Indiana, U 344-0581
* GREEN, Samuel I., MS, Res Asst, EE, 200D. .333-0208
EERL; 1813D, Orchard Place, U 344-4076
GREENBERG, Alan D. , MS, Asst, PE 333-1680
201 & 217 MOG 333-2935
1010 W Green St, 729, U 332-2385
* GREENBERG, Gordon Z. , PhD, Psych 333-4198
Hearing Res Lab, 1001 W Nev St, U; 713 W
Indiana Ave, U 344-6915
*+GREENBERG, Robert E., MS, Res Assoc 333-685 7
Wildlife Res, NHS, 497 NRB; 2006 Southwood Dr
c 356-2390
* GREENE, Margaret L.
, Secy, Surv Res Lab.
. . 333-4273
414 David Klnley Hall; 1707 S Carolyn, C
352-7462
* GREENFIELD, Jonathan W. , MS, Asst, PyhsioL333-1735
415 Burrill Hall; 101 W Park, U 365-2309
* GREENFIELD, John C. , BS, Asst, Chem &
Chem Eng, 19A Noyes Lab; 2085B Orchard St, U
344-2145
* GREENFIELD, Ronald H. , BS, Editorial Asst.
. 333-4784
Ofc of Agr Communications, 69 Mumford Hall
1510 Grandview Dr, Apt 6, C 359-4289
GREESON, Elanor P., Secy, Chem & Chem... 333-1624
Eng, 159 Noyes Lab; 1308 Grandview Dr, Apt 1
c 356-4306
GREESON, Kenneth L. , Plumber Subforeman.
.
.
PPSB; 412 W Church St, C 352-0328
* GREEVER, Maurice G., Carpenter, PP, PPSB
1905 Greendale, C 356-3329
*+GREENWOOD, Bartley J. , BS, Mech Engr
State Geol Surv, Emeritus; 429 Broadmeadow
Rantoul 892-8841
* GREENWOOD, William D., Project Engr, PP.
. 333-4158
PPSB; 1702 Williamsburg Dr, C 359-2736
* GREFFE, C. Dale, MS, ME, Prof, Mech Eng. .333-2028
342 MEB; 1004 W Univ Ave, C 352-3135
*+GREGERSON, George R. , Crops Res Helper. .. 333-2418
Agr Res Serv, USDA, 248 Davenport Hall
1505 Holly Hill Dr, C 352-1370
GREGG, Harrison L.
, AB, Asst, Engl 333-3879
206 EB; 1605 Valley Rd, C 356-3066
GREGORY, Brent, Resident Asst, Weston Hall. 333-4439
Dean of Students, Hsng Dlv, 178 Weston Couns
Ofc; URH 480 Weston Hall, C 332-2112
* GREIN, William, Mail Serv Equipment Opr 333-6101
Mall Cntr Univ Press, 1002 W Green, U
1509 Marigold La, C 356-2414
' GREIN, Wllma R.
, Maid, Hsng Dlv; RR 2, U
367-6812 367-6812.'
* GRFJNER, BenjamlnA., BS, Asst Ext Adviser. .732-6671
Agr, Ogle Co Coop Ext Serv, Box 147 Pines Rd
Oregon; 301 S 3rd, Oregon 732-6801
GREINWALD, Phyllis G. , AM, Head Resident. 332-3141
Ofc of Student Personnel & Dean of Women
145 Allen Hall; 1005 W Gregory Dr, U
332-3141
GRENINGER, Larson, MS, Res Asst, Computer.333-6561
Sci, 132 DCL; 403 Briar Lane, 207, C
• GRENOBLE, Linda D. , BS, Lib Clerk II 333-3619




MS, Res Asst, Physics. 333-4226
461 PB; 519 Falrlawn, U 367-6764
GRICE, Delores J. , Typing Clerk III, Coll 333-4416
of LAS, 294 Lincoln Hall; 12 Woodland Dr, St
Joseph 469-7153
GRICE, G. Robert, PhD, Prof, Psych, Inst. .. 333-0111
for Advanced Study, 429 Gregory Hall; 806 Dodds
Drive, C 356-4734
GRIESHEIMER, Walter M., Laborer-Elec, PP..
PPSB; 1102 S Anderson St, U 367-6730
GRIERSON, Leslie W. , Groundsman, PP
PPSB; RR 4, C 643-2910
GRIFFIN, Diane L.
,
BA, Lib Clerk II, Educ.
. . 333-2305
Lib, 100 Lib; 709 Will, U 344-1177
GRANT - GRUCZA
* GRIFFIN, Edward M.
, PhD, Asst Prof, Voc. . .333-0740
& Tech Educ, Consultant, Educ Placement, 140 H
Educ Bldg; 202 1/2 Prospect, Savoy
822-5883
* GRIFFIN, Louise B., BA, Res Asst, Lib Sci. .. 333-4230
805 W Pa; 303 E Mumford Dr, U 367-5176
* GRIFFIN, John R.
, M Ed, Asst Dean of 333-0600
Students & Asst Coor Placement Ofc, Student
Employment, 1 SS; 1713 Carolyn Dr, C
* GRIFFIN, MaryE., Chief Clerk, Coeduc 333-2950
Residence Halls, FAR, ISR, PAR, Pa Ave Residence
Hall; 903 S Elm, C ' 356-8084
* GRIFFIN, Michael T.
,
Second Baker, Hsng. .. 333-1452
Div, Central Food Stores; 620 E Pells, Paxton
379— ^S fiS
* GRIFFET, Carol K.
,
BA, Res Asst, Educ 276.. 333-2446
206 W Beardsley, C 352-4849
GRIFFET, Daniel I., Mach Apprentice, PP
PPSB; 1302 W Bradley, C 352-9897
GRIFFET, David I.
, Janitor, PP, PPSB
RR 1, Mahomet
* GRIFFITH, Alice M., NSL Asst II, EE 333-1642
128 EE Annex; 1104 W Wash, C 356-6546
* GRIFFITH, BoyceA., Janitor, Hsng Div
206 W Jefferson St, Phllo 684-4025
* GRIFFITH, JohnE., Painter, PP, PPSB
1704 Jeanne St
, C 356-9332
* GRIFFITH, James R. , Commercial Artist H 333-0905
Agr Communications, 62 Mumford Hall
1807 W William, C 352-7324
GRIFFITH, Robert A., Draftsman, Agr Eng 333-3495
300 Agr Eng; 1104 W Wash, C 356-6546
* GRIFFITH, William M., BS, CPA, Asst 333-2186
Bursar, 168 Adm; RR 2, C 863-5776
* GRIFFITHS, JackS., Ph D, Asst Prof , P ych 442-8000
VA Hosp, Danville; 2803 E Rd, Danville
446-7123
* GRIFFITHS, Richard W. , MS, Asst, Elem 333-1599
Educ, 3 Educ; 2007 PhiloRd, U 365-1584
* GRIFFITHS, Suzanne N., MS, Instr, Classics.333-1124
Librn, 419A Lib; RR 1 , U 643-3305
* GRIFFY, Howard F., Steam Dist Opr, PP.
PPSB; 1202 Patton PI, U 367-1295
GRIGG, Robert J., BFA, Asst, Art, 409AArch.
211 W Green, Apt 2, U 367-8128
* GRIM, Ralph E., Ph D, Res Prof, Geol 333-0593
Emeritus, 111H NHB; 704 W Fla Ave, U
GRIMES, ThomasA., Duplicator Mach Opr II. .333-0150
Curriculum Lab, 1208 W Springfield; 1804 S
Vine, U 367-9010
GRIMM, James W.
, MA, Res Asst, Lib Res.
. . 333-1980
Cntr, 428 Lib; 706 S First St, Apt 103, C
356-7122
* GRIMM, NelwinC, BS, Supervising Engr. .. .822-5531
Inst of Avi, Airport; 217 N Bourne, Tolono
485-3685
* GRINDLEY, Morris, Carpenter, PP, PPSB
910 S Lynn, U 367-3541
GRINNELL, Eleanor E., Head Resident, Ofc. 332-2694
of Student Personnel & Dean of Women, 135
Evans Hall; 1115 W Nevada, U 332-2694
* GRISS, Martin L. BS, Asst, Physics 333-4712
59 PB; Apt 312, 300 S Goodwin Ave, U
344-5763
GRITES, Joann, Card Punch Opr I, PP, PPSB.. 333-6235
511 SagerAve, Danville 446-6932
GROB, Delmer W. , Refrig Mech, PP, PPSB..
207 Brady Lane, U 367-0887
GRODZ3NSKY, Stephen E. , MS, TchrAsst 333-4342
EE, EEB 330A; 1613 Valley Rd, Apt D-3, C 681-0467
* GRONINGER, Lowell D. , MS, Asst, Psych...
446-M Gregory Hall; 2063B Orchard St, U
344-4559
* GRONINGER, Margaret L.
, MA, Grad Asst 333-3804
Lib 306; 2063B Orchard St, U 344-4559
GRONLUND, Barbara A. , AB, Asst, Lib Scl..
.
328 Lib; 505 E White, Apt 1 , C 352-2195
GRONLUND, Norman E.
, PhD, Prof, Educ 333-2159
330 Educ; 612 W Oregon, U 344-5236
GROSS, Barbara H., BS, Asst, Home Econ 333-1267
467 Bevier Hall; 507 Crystal Lk Dr, U
365-1641
GROSS, Charles R., Janitor, PP, PPSB
812 E Univ Ave, U 367-0343
GROSSMAN, Gary R.
,
B Mus, Res Asst, EE.. .333-4210
251 DCL; 611 W Healey #12, C 359-3682
GROSMANN, Michel, Ph D, Visiting Res 333-3827
Assoc, EE, MRL, & Physics, 306 MRL; Hessel
Manor, 1611 Valley Rd, C 356-1010
GROSS, Vivien C.
,
BA, TchrAsst, French 333-6231




BS, Gen Eng, 7 TB.
. 333-0459
2313 S First St, C
GROVES, JoelL., MS, Res Asst, Physics 333-3345
351 PB; 3303 W Kirby Ave, C 356-3150
GRUBB, Wayne M. , Painter, PP, PPSB
801 Falrlawn, U
GRUBERG, Edward R.
, MS, Instr, EE, 327 EEB. 333-3496
212 E John St, C 359-2981
GRUCZA, Leo V., MFA, Asst Prof, Art, 122...




GRUEBELE, James W. , Ph D, Asst Prof 333-0725
Agr Econ, 433 Mumford Hall; 914 Falrlawn, U
365-1089
* GRUNAU, John A., PhD, Res Assoc 333-3750
Microbiology, 302 Burrlll Hall; 804 E Mumford Dr
U 367-5233
GRUNER, Barbara J., BS, Res Asst, Plant 333-4723
Path, 10 HFL
* GRZEBIK, Joseph J., BA, Asst, Avl; 502 W. . .
.
Griggs, Apt 310, U 367-0429
** GUBACK, Thomas H. , Ph D, Asst Prof & Res. .333-2790
Asst Prof, Jrn & Communication Res, 14 E GH
511 W Nevada St, U 365-1104
* GUBSER, Donald U., MS, Res Asst, Physics. .333-2794
128 PB; 1002 W Springfield, U 367-2610
* GUCCIONE, John M. , NSLAsstll, Physiol. . .333-0267
528 Burrlll Hall; 204 Barr Ave, U 367-5394
GUDAUSKAS, Blanche A., Clerk-Ty plst EI . . . 333-2933
Dairy Scl, 336 An Scl Lab; 201 N Elm, C
352-5231
* GUENTHER, Jean, BA, Title Editorial Asst 333-1130
Agr Communications, 330 Mumford Hall; 905 S
First St, Apt 8, C 352-6379
* GUENTHER, Ronald E., BS, Grad Asst, PE
201 MOG; 905 S First, Apt 8, C 352-6379
GUERRERO, Jorge, Doctor Vet Med, Res Asst. .333-4447
Zoology, 515 E Morrill Hall; 909 S Fifth St
354, C 332-4817
* GUEVREKAN, Gabriel, AM, Prof, Arch
Overseas Study Program, La Napoule, France
Boite Postale 21, La Napoule 06', France
* GUHA, Dipak, MS, Res Asst, EE, 205 EERL .. 333-6622
1010 W Green, 522, U 332-2314
* GUIHER, JohnK., Ph D, Asst Prof , Forestry. . .333-6271
203a Forest Sci Lab; 2008 Lawndale Dr, C
352-1720
* GUIHER, Lois, Clerk Steno III, Coll of Jrn... 333-2352
& Communications, 119b GH; 2008 Lawndale Dr
c 352-1720
* GUINEY, Theresa L. , Clerk-Typist III, PE 333-2066
118 EB; 501 S Garfield, Philo 684-4190
* GUINN, Elizabeth M. , AB, Tech Asst, Educ. . 333-2305
Lib, 100 lib; 1722 Henry St, C 359-2335
* GUITHER, Harold D. , Ph D, Assoc Prof, Agr. .333-6534
Econ, 429 Mumford Hall; 613 Harding Dr, U
367-3580
* GULBIS, Georgia M. , Clerk-Steno III, Vice. .. 333-3110




James R. , MS, Res Asst-, Sec & 333-1535
Contin Educ, 336 Armory; 1806 C Orchard Place
U - 344-6199
GULKAN, Polat, BS, Res Asst, CivilEng 333-6959
3119 CEB; 1010 W Green, 335, U 332-2241
* GULLERUD, Ernest N . , MSW, Asst Prof 333-2261
Soc Work, Jane Addams Grad School of Soc Work
Rm 129, 1207 W Oregon; 1208 W Daniels, C
352-0467
* GULLIFORD, Paul L. , Groundsman, PP, PPSB.
.
1008 N Berkley, U 367-3695
* GUMBEL, Rufus P. , Construction Labor
Subforman, PP, PPSB; First & Elm, Pesotum
867-2312
* GUNJI, Ken, BS, Asst Dir, Undergrad 333-0100
Scholarship Program, Admissions & Records
707, 107 S 6th St; 1009 W Kirby Ave, C
356-0864
GUNNING, (Mrs.) Clarabelle, Secy, Lib 333-0791
222 Lib; 913 S Lynn St, C 356-5270
* GUNSALUS, Betty J., Clerk-Typist III, Art. .. 333-0642
140 FAB; 1619 S Mattis, C 352-3624
* GUNSALUS, I. C, PhD, Prof, Biochem 333-2010
Chem & Chem Eng, 420A E Chem Bldg
2002 S Race St, U 344-5509
* GUNTER, Frank E. , MA, Asst Prof, Art 333-0855
122 FAB; 806 S Elm Blva, C 356-4600
* GUNTHER, Gotthard, PhD, Prof, EE 333-4200
EB 325 C; 504 W White St, C 356-5431
GUNTZEL, Corinne A. , BA, Econ, 426 DKH. . . 333-4734
306 S Lincoln, U 344-4697
* GUPTA, Devendra, PhD, Res Assoc, Min 333-1879
Met & Pet Eng, 474 Mat Res Lab 333-3977
2084A, Orchard Downs, U 344-0916
GUPTA, Ram K. , MS, Res Asst, Agron 333-4370
Soil Physics, W-218 TH; 406 E Healey, C
356-2925
* GUPTA, SudhlrK., MS, Res Asst, Food Sci. . .333-4443
205 Dairy Manufactures; 300 S Goodwin Ave
Apt 511, U 344-0177
* GURFINKEL, German R. , Ph D, Asst Prof
333-6945
Civil Eng, 2219 CEB; 2510 S Prospect Ave, C
359-2054
* GURLEY, Judith K. , Bookstore Clerk II, IU
Bookstore, Arcade Bldg; 1706 Hedge Rd, C
356-5545
* GUSFIELD, Joseph R., PhD, Prof, Soc, Coll.
333-4129
of LAS & Inst of Labor & Indus , Assoc
Member
Cntr for Advanced Study, 233 LIR Bldg; 719 S






* GUSTAFSON, Kurt D. , BA, Tchr Asst, Arch...
333- BBJ
404 Arch; 411 W White, C
* GUSTAFSON , Rolland D. , MS, Area Adviser.
.
Management Fieldman Coop Ext Serv; RR 2
Marshall 889-2294
GUSTAFSON', William C. , Ph D, Asst Prof. . . 333-6939
Civil Eng, 2206 CEB; 406 E Green St, Apt 202, U
367-0044
GUSTAFSON, William H. , BA, AM, Tchr 333-4975
Math, 122 Arcade; 809 Will St, Apt 8, U
344-5233
GUTHRIE, Harold W. , PhD, Prof, Econ 333-1299
Bur of Econ & Bus Res, 427 DKH; 610 Harding
Drive, U 367-3356
GUTHRIE, M. Virginia, MS, Asst Prof, Home. 333-0606
Econ, 239 Bevier Hall; 1408 S Orchard St, U
344-6979
GUTHRIE, Virginia M., BA, BLS, Cataloger. . .333^3399
Instr, 246 Lib; 610 E Harding Dr, U
367-3356
GUTOWSKY, Herbert S. , Ph D, Prof, Chem. . . 333-0710
Chem & Chem Eng, 108 Noyes Lab; 5 08 S
Ridgeway St , C 356-8477
GUTTENBERG, Albert Z. , AB, Assoc Prof 333-3020
Urban Planning, Bur of Community Planning
1202 W Calif, U; 1735 Valley Rd, C
359-3717
GUY, Joseph F., MA, CPA, Asst, Acct 333-4535
270 Com W; 506 W Michigan Ave, U
344-3161
* GUY, Mary C. , BA, Asst, Serials, 220s Lib.. 333-0252
1902D Orchard St, U 344-1771
GUY, Michael E., Clerk-Steno II , EE, 156A. . 333-3958
EE; 1510 Grandview Dr, Apt 4, C 352-5395
GUY, Sallle A. , MA, Head Resident, Ofc of. . 332-3276
Student Personnel & Dean of Women, 153 Allen
Hall; 1005 W Gregory Dr, U 332-3276
* GUYOT, JeanC, MS, Res Asst, Nuclear Eng. 333-1598
102 NEL; 109 S Busey, U 367-1558
* GWIASDA, Wilbur A. , B, Asst, PE; 206 E
White, C
* GWINN, Lowell E., Principal Mech, PP.
PPSB; 603 Westlawn, C 356-1211
GWOZDZ, Peter S. , Res Asst, Physics 333-4710




* HAAB, Eldon Leroy, BS, Asst Tchr, Bio Scl. . . 333-4765
Div Gen Sci, 322 NH Bldg
Apt 7, 906 W Nevada, U 344-3608
* HAAK, Eugene Lyle, BS, Chief Ground Instr, . .333-6132
Inst Avi, 317 EH
908 Devonshire Dr, C 356-2372
*+HAAK, Lieselotte Fredertque, Geol Lib, State. 344-1481
Geol Surv, 469 NR
Apt D, 1805 Orchard PI, U 344-1784
* HAAKE, LuclleEmma, Co Ext Secy, Wash.... 327-3616
Co Coop Ext Serv, 132 W Adams St, Nashville
209 W 3rd St, Nashville 327-8475
HAAKE, Marta Claire, MA, Tchr Asst, Engl,..
508 E Stoughtan, Apt 310, C 352-6182
* HAARER, Dan, BA, Asst Tchr, Grad Schl Soc. .333-2261
Wk, 125 Schl Social Wk
202 S Lynn St, Apt 11, U 365-1915
+HAAS, Joseph William, MS, Civ Eng, State.. 356-3785
Conservation Engr, Soil Cons Serv, USDA, 200 W
Church, C; 46 Lange Ave, Savoy 822-5492
HABIBAGAHI, Karim, MS, Asst, Civil Eng,... 333-6990
B213 CEB; 706 S First, C 359-4725
HABICHT, William II, BSEE, Tchr Asst, Elec.
Eng; 909 S Fifth St #1352, C 332-5035
HABLEY, Wesley, Resident Asst, Scott Hall.. 333-4274
Dean Students, Housing Div, 128 Scott Couns Ofc
URH 430 Scott Hall, C 332-1593
* HACKERSON, Carl V, Sheet Metalworker, PP
Dept, PPSB; Loda 386-2117
HACKETT, Karen Joan, Typing-Clerk III 333-0840
Housing Div, Florida Ave Res Hall
Box 16, Murdock 837-2659
* HACKLEMAN, Jay Courtland, MS, Dept Agron. .3 67-4053
Prof Crop Ext, Emeritus, Illinois Crop Improvement,
508 S Broadway, U; 1205 S Orchard, U 344-6933
HACKMAN, Helen Ann Henriette, BS, Ext.... 285-4303
Adviser, Home Ec, Pike Co Ext Serv, 125 1/2 S
Madison St, Pittsfield
230 S Illinois St, Pittsfield 285-3854
* HACKSTADT, Carol Anne, Secy, Secy to the.. 333-4601
Dir, Ed Serv, 105 Rehab Educ Cntr
602 W Oregon, U 344-4979
* HADDAD, Abraham Herzel, Res Asst Prof, ....333-3605,
CSL, 3-109 CSL; 101 N Busey, Apt 6, U 367-2119
* HADFIELD, Robert Lyle, Equip Attend, Dept. . .333-2979
Arch, #6W; 5 Florida Dr, U 344-6189
HADJISTAVROS , Stavros, BS, Asst, Chem and. 333-4980
Chem Eng, 79 ECB
1010 W Green St #217, U 332-2172
* HADLEY, Glenda Jo, BS, Accountant I, Div... 333-0014
Acctg, Bus Ofc, 257 Adm Bldg
801 W Hill #2, C 259-4248
* HADLEY, Henry Hultman, PhD, Prof Plant Gen.333-4254
Agron Dept, C-113 TH
1908 S Bellamy, C 352-2411
* HADLEY, John Stephen, MS, Tchr Asst 333-0439
Advertising, 16 GH
801 W Hill #2, C 359-4248
64
* HADLOCK, Charles Robert, BS, Tchr Fellow,
Math, Arcade 122
1834 D Orchard PI, U 344-4652
* HAEGELE, Frederick Lee, MS, 4-H Program .. 333-0910
Spec, Coop Ext, 414 MH
N Lincoln Ave Rd, U 365-1406
HAESSLY, Robert Mathlas, Tabulating Mach.. 333-482
Opr I, Statistical Serv Unit, 54 Adm Bldg
204 W Green St, U 367-9575
* HAFER, George Byron, MA, Instr, Dept 333-258'
Advertising, 115 GH
906 1/2 S Vine St, U 365-2150
HAFSTROM, Jeanne Louise, MS, Instr Family. 333-241:
Econ, Home Ec, 161 Bev Hall
#5 Kent Court, C 352-3159
* HAGAN, Charles B, Prof Emeritus, Apt 1122...
2016 Main, Houston, Texas
* HAGEMAN, Margaret Elizabeth, MS, Lab.... 333-0223
Asst III, Nat Scl, Dairy Scl, 322 AS (on leave of abs)
* HAGEMAN, Richard Harry, PhD, Prof Plant. . .333-1277
Physiol, Agron, 236 Davenport Hall; 613
West Washington, U 344-1651
* HAGEN, Jeanne Clegg, Computer Programmer. 333-3841
I, Statistical Service Unit, 54 Adm Bldg;
507 W Oregon St, U 365-2293
HAGEN, Karen Lynn, BS, Res Asst, An Sci. . .333-2901
107 An Genetics, 1005 S Sixth, Apt 1, C 344-0204
HAGEN, Robert Eugene, Construction Laborer
PP, PPSB, Rantoul 893-3865
* HAGER, Lowell Paul, PhD, Prof Biochem ... . 333-3945
Chem & Chem Eng, 413 ECB; 801 W Delaware
U • 333-2013
* HAGERMAN, Diana Kathleen, Clerk-Stenog .. 333-2486
III, Ofc of Admissions & Records, 69 Adm Bldg;
57 E Chalmers, C 356-9429
* HAGERTY, Donald Joseph, BS, MS, CE 333-6990
B 213 CEB
* HAGLER, Norman Earl, Sheet Metal Work , PP.,
PPSB, 1205 Alton Dr, C 356-5141
* HAGNER, Arthur Feodor, PhD, Prof Geol 333-2619
211 Natural History, 511 S Russell.C 356-8664
* HAGNER, Dorothy Damon, BA, Secy Illinois. .333-0161
Union, 165 IU; 511 S Russell St, C 356-8664
* HAHN, Harriet, Clerk-Stenog HI, Anthrop. .. 333-0874
109 D Davenport Hall; 801 E Florida Ave, U
367-1860
* HAHN, William Frank, MS, ME, Tchr Asst.. 333
354 MEB, 506 Sunrise Dr, U 365-1795
* HAIDER, Syed Gulzar, MS, CivilEng 333-6975
3216 CEB, 300 S Goodwin, Apt 402 U 344-2206
* HAIGHT, Gilbert Pierce, Jr, PhD, Prof & Dir. .333-3015
Gen Chem Program, 107 Chem Annex; 108 E
Pennsylvania U 365-1183
* HAILE, HG, PhD, Prof & Head, Germanic. .. 333-128$
Lang & Linguistics, 371 LH, 1001 W White
C 352-3889
* HAINES, Duane Alan, BS, Civ Eng, Res 333
Asst, Civil Eng, 111 K TL
713 1/2 State, C 352-5667
+HAINES, Sharyn Trost, RN, BSN, Nurse II, . 333-643'
Res Asst, Rm 56, Zone Cntr, Motor Performance Lab,
713 1/2 S State St, C 352-5667
* HAKE, Harold Wesley, PhD, Psych, 187 DH. .333-272;
1 Shuman Circle, U 367-2551
* HAKEN, Wolfgang Rudolph Gunter, Dr, Rer, . . 333-063
Nat, Prof Math, 373 AH
1805 Augusta Dr, C 356-5792
* HALBERSTADT, Derrol Phillip, Electrician, PP.
Dept, PPSB; 1401 E Penn, U 367-9988
* HALCROW, Harold Graham, PhD, Agr Econ, . ,333-lf
Prog Agr Econ, Head of Dept, 305 MH
1101 Mayfair, C 352-9771
* HALE, Clarence Forrest, Locker Rm A ttndnt. . 333-311
PEM , 95 Huff Gym
904 E Washington St, U 367-3630
* HALE, Ethelmae, Secy, Gen Engr, 117 TB... 333-27?
904 E Washington, U 367-3630
HALE, Margaret Ann, Clerk-Typist I, Ofc of . .333-214
Nonacademlc Personnel, 201 DH
904 E Washington, U 367-3630
* HALE, Mark Pendleton, PhD, Dir Addams ...333-22'
Schl Social Work, Rm 109, 1207 W Oregon
22 G H Baker Dr, U 365-1827
HALE, Mark Pendleton Jr, MA, Asst Tchr... 333-26!
Math, 201 YWCA
22 G H Baker Dr, U 365-1827
* HALE, Morris Allain, LL B, Asst to Dean 333-09:
Coll of Law, 1 Litchfield Lane, C 352-4981
* HALE, Rawleigh Clio, Janitor, Dept and
Class Janitor, IU, 165 IU E
108 W Charles St, C 356-8644
HALES, Carroll Ann, Clerk-Stenog III, Adms. 333-031
and Records, 100 Adm Bldg
1909 N Gilbert St, Danville 446-2496
HALES, Mary Joan, Clerk-Typist II, Home... 333-05
Econ Ext, 528 Bev Hall
404 N Broadway, Newman 837-2135
* HALFMAN
,
Judith H. , Secy, Bur Econ & 3
Bus Res, 408 DKH; 1216 W Wash St, C
356-3625
!
HALL, Barbara D. , BS, Instr, Supervisor 333-3510
Co-Rec Activities, Activities, 205 Huff Gym
800 S Mattis, C 359-3264
HALL, Benjamin V., PhD, Prof & Dir Zoology. 333-2108
Dir Univ Facility for Elecgron-Microscopy. .333-0127
104 Vivarium; 1018 W Clark, C 352-8175
HALL, Darl M. , Ph D, Assoc Prof, Agr Ext . .
.
Emeritus; 505 S Elm, C • 355-6302
HALL, GaryE., Comb Offset, Pressman 333-4658
Printing Div, Cameraman & Platemaker, 234 UP
613 Will Rogers Ct, C 356-6575
HALL, Herman S. , BS, Assoc Prof, Bus Mgmt.
Emeritus; 11 Dromara Rd, Guilford Connecticut
HALL, Howard F.
,
Food Serv Adm, Hsng Div. .333-1453
Central Food Stores; 904 Union St, C
352-2386
HALL, Imogene H. , Maid, Hsng Division. . . .
1510 Marigold, C 367-5070
HALL, James W., BS, Prod Dir, Motion 333-0279
Picture Serv, 1007 W Nevada; (After Dec 1
501 S Wright), 816 S Fair, C 356-5683
HALL, Joann E. , Clerk Typist in, Rehab Educ. .333-4623
Entr, 111 Rehab Educ Cntr; 1210 S Duncan Rd, C
356-8135
HALL, John F. , Computer Opr I, 162 DCL . . . .'333-6203_
RR, Gibson City
HALL, Lucille K. , BA, Asst, Chem & Chem . . .




BS, Area Ext Adviser 833-2361
Agr Eng, Coop Ext Serv, 231 S Randolph, Macomb
Rt 3, Macomb 833-4422
HALL, Peter R. , MS, Res Asst, Math, 350 AH.333-1809
207 E Healey, C 352-7404
HALL, Robin, BS, Asst Tchr, Rec & Park Adm.
.
104 Huff Gym; 800 S Mattis, C 359-3264
HALL, Stanley G. , MS, Prof, Gen Eng
Emeritus; 7 Burnett Circle, U 344-3558
HALL, William J. , Ph D, CE, 1108 CEB 333-3927
3105 Valley Brook Dr, C 356-0663
HALLBICK, Donald C, MS, Soil Scientist 356-6206
US Soil Conservation Serv, 605 S Neil St, C
405 N Lynn St, C 356-2419
HALLETT, James H., Steam Distribution, PP..
PPSB; 1206 Briarcliff Dr, U 367-4274
HALLO, Margaret O.
,





Opr, PP, PPSB; Box 72, Bondville 863-6620
HALLOWELL, Paul F.
,
Dairy Sci, Round 333-0582
Dairy Barn; Box 81, Sidney 688-2320
HALSTED, David W. , Ph D, Clinical 333-3721
Counselor, Student Counseling Serv, 240 SSB
1603 Sheridan Rd, C 356-5085
HALTIWANGER, John D. , PH D, Prof CE 333-3291
Assoc Head Dept, 1116 CEB; 2207 Vawter St, U
367-7170
HALTOM, Carrie E., Secy, State Water
Survey, Emeritus; 256 Madrid, San Climente
Calif 492-1421
HALVORSON, H. Orin, Ph D, Prof
Microbiology & Dir of School of Life Sci, Emeritus
1901 A East River Rd, Minneapolis, Minn
HAM, Dorothy A.
,
BS, Ext Adviser, Home 5931
Econ, Stark Co, Coop Ext Serv, 302 Downend St
Toulon; 425 E Jefferson, Toulon 2671
HAMBLEN, David G.
,
MS, Res Asst, Physics. 333-2794
128 PB; 403 Pfeffer Rd, U 367-2168
HAMILTON, Blanche H.
, Secy, VM 333-2980
104A Small An Clinic; 412 Avondale, C
352-3896
IAMILTON, David L. M.A.,Res. Assis. Psy. 333-0084
Gregory Hall 300
1603 Valley Rd., C 359-1274
IAMILTON, Jerald, B.Mus.M.Mus 333-3829
Prof, of Music, 200S.M.H.
611 Hessel, C 352-1892
IAMILTON, Jesse T., 356-5221
Hydraulic Engin . Tech. U.S.G.S.
605 S. Neil St., C
42 RoxburgRd., U 367-4846
1AMILTON, John A. M.A., Assis. Prof. Eng. 333-3251
109 English Building
706 W. Pennsylvania Ave., U 344-6729
1AMILTON, Leslie 333-2953
Janitor Subforeman , Housing Division
22A Blaisdell Hall
410 N. State, C 352-5458
IAMILTON, Patricia A., B.A., 333-4123
Research Assist. Psy.
Rm. 113 Childrens Research Center
1107 S. Euclid St. 11, C 352-2842
IAMILTON, Rex, A.M., Wildlife Biologist .. 356-3785
U.S. Detp. of Agr.
Soil Cons. Serv. 200 W. Church
405 S. Chicago Ave., C 359-3805





IAMILTON, Tom S., PHD 333-2644
Prof. Animal Nutri. & Assoc. Dir. of Agr. Exp. Sta.,
Emeritus; Adm. Secy., N. Central Agr. Exp. Sta.
Dir.
143 Bevier Hall




Aero. & Astro. Engr. Dept.
101 Transportation Bldg.




* HAMLET, Desmond M ,
Grad. Assist. English
206 English Bldg.
1942C Orchard Downs, U
* HAMLIN, RoyM., PHD., Psy
VA Hospital, Danville, 111.
1111 Sheridan St., D 446-0433
HAMM, Harriet E., A.B., Adm. & Records-Exaffliner
1202 W. Park Ave., C 352-4314
HAMMER, Mrs. Dorothy I., Kitchen Helper, 111. UrTion
165 Illini Union (E)
212 E.John, C 359-1538
HAMMER
,
Jeanne C. , Clerk-Typist II 333-2651
Aeronaut. & Astro. Engr. Dept.
101 Transportation Bldg.
212 E. John, C 359-1538
* HAMMER, Larry P. , Dist. Clerk 333-2793
Ma ing Center, Univ. Press
Altgeld 114
1709 Carolyn Dr., C 352-5897
HAMMERSCHLAG, Dorie S., B.S., M.A.,Eng. 333-6468
333-1506
1116 W. 111., Rm. 4
317 Eng. Bldg.
1786 Valley Road, C 352-9447
* HAMMERSMITH, Donna J., Clerk-Typist III ..333-1753
Housing Div.
420 Student Services
205 W. Charles, C 356-6897
HAMMITT, Burford E., Fieldman 333-0582
Dept. of Dairy Science
Dairy Round Barns
DeLand, 111. 664-3418
* HAMMOND, Stephanie O., Secretary 333-2261
Jane Addams Grad. School of Social Work
Room 109, 1207 W. Oregon
1418 Lincolnshire Dr. Apt. 4, C 359-4055
* HAMMOND, WalterC, M.S., 333-1135
Assist, in Agr. Engr.
216 Agr. Engr.
505 E. Green St., C 344-3580
* HAMP, Loma D., Typing Clerk II 333-4381
Admissions & Records
69 Adm. West
911 W. Vine, C 359-3616
* HAMPTON, Barbara J. Typing Clerk I 333-1476
Alumni Relations & Records
227 Illini Union Bldg.
210 Edgebrook, C 356-3524
* HAMPTON, Enola, Maid-Housing Div.
1011 N. Fourth St., C 352-3310
* HAMPTON, Gladys F., Maid-Housing Div.
408 Stanage, C 356-2198
* HAMPTON, Vem J., B.S. Asst. Dean of Studs .333-1190
278 Illini Union
7C1 S. Prospect, C 352-5003
HAMRICK, Catherine (Katie) Secy. Ele. Ed., .333-2560
306 Education
907 S. Foley, C 356-5891
* HAN, Luke T. , B.A., Res. Asst., Comp. Sci. .333-6140
162 ERL
311 W. Clark, Apt. 304, C 359-3791
* HANCE, Ronald E., Janitor, Housing Div.
...
333-0845
307 N. Broadway, Newman, 111. 837-2017
* HANCOCK, Frederick D. Eng. Draftsman I ...333-6621
Computer Science
Rm. 54, Digital Computer Lab
Fairmont 758-2226
HANCOCK, Winslow H., A.B., M. S., Botany 333-0346
Teaching Asst. in Life Sciences
639 Morrill Hall
701 1/2 W. University Ave, U 367-3540
* HANDLER, Paul PH.D., Professor 333-3827
Physics and Elec. Engr.
312 Materials Research Lab
706 W. Oregon 344-5448
* HANEY, Edna E., Broadcasting Engr. 333-085C
Radio Station WILL, Recording Service
228 & 41 Gregory Hall
902 W. Union St., C 352-4916
HANFT, Raymond W., PHD, Res. Assoc. 333-4485
Physics
412 Physics Bldg.
609 W. Main St., Apt. 32, U 367-6441
333-2861
344-6758
* HANG, Daniel F., M.S.E.L.
Assoc. Prof, of N.E & E.E.
376 EEB
2012 Boudreay Dr., U
* HANG, Kenneth, W., B.S. & M.S
Res. Asst. in Ceramic Engr.
216 Ceremics Bldg.
1206 W. Stoughton, U 365-1784
* HANK, Barbara R.
, County Ext. Secy. 734-5161
Warren County Coop. Ext. Serv.
1000 N. Main, Box 325, Monmouth
'03 N. Eleventh St.
,
M 734-4457
HANKE, Dorothy E., Sec, Dept. of Forestry 333-2770
220 Mumford Hall
1306 W. Clark St., C 356-3889
HANKS, Barbara C.
, Key Puncher I 333-2727
Survey Research Lab
DKH 434
812 W. Church, Apt. 5, C 352-6761





1008 1/2 W. Green, Apt. 7, U 344-0362
*+HANNA, Daniel R 333-1282
Accountant-Athletic Association
113 Assembly Hall
1612 W. University Ave. , C 352-6438
* HANNA, JohnH. Jr., B.P.A., Asst. Home Ec. 333-0737
237 Eev Hall
611 S. Randolph, C 352-6841
* HANNAH, Forrest L., Auto. Mech.-Phy. Plant Dept.
Physical Plant Service Bldg
.
1002 Crestwood, U 367-3746
65
HALL-HANSON
* HANNAH, HaroldW., B.S., LL.B.,
.
333-2672
Agr. Econ. & Vet. Med., Prof, of Agr'.'Law' & of
Vet. Medical Law
269A Vet. Med.
R.R. 1, Texico 266-7291
HANNER, Barbara K.
, Clerk-Steno. II,. 333-1880
Geogra phy
220 Davenport Hall
212 E. Gregory Apt. 303 Cedar, C 352-0389
HANNES, Gerald P., M. A., Geography
...
333-3129
Title or Job Classification Assistant
274 Davenport Hall
Daniels Hall, Rm. 77, C
.
332-2403
* HANNON, Bruce M, MS, Instr, General Eng
.
.333-034*8
#4 TB; 1208 West Union, C 352-3646
HANOKA, Nila, Clerk III, CSL 333-0746
269A CSL Bldg.
305 N. Russell, C 356-8117
* HANRATTY, Thomas J., PHD 333-1318
Prof, of Chem. Eng., Chem. & Chem. Engr. Dept.
205 E. Chem. Bldg.
1019 W. Charles St., C 352-3541
* HANSELL, SvenH., PHD, Instr. in Music ...333-3544
105 Hill Annex
304 Bliss Dr., U 344-1178
* HANSEN, Edwin L. , M.S., Prof. Ag. Engr. .. 333-2504
212 Agr. Engr.
RR 1, Mahomet 586-4561
*+-HANSEN, Donald F., PHD., 333-3205
Assoc. Aqua. Biol., State Nat. Hist. Survey
276 Natural Resources
808 W. Iowa, U 344-4782
* HANSEN, Ebba M, M.A., Asst. in French
720 Southwest Dr., C 356-6585





HANSEN, KathrynG., M.S., Adm. Officer 333-3151
Secy for the Merit Board, Univ. Civil Serv'.'Sys. of
111.
1205 W. California Ave., U
310 W. Charles St., C 352-4933
* HANSEN, Lowell J., B.A. , A.M. 333-6407
Assist, in Math.
304 YWCA •
1103 W. Church, Apt. 5, C 356-2249
*+HANSEN, MichaalW., M.S. , Research Asst. 344-1481
State Geological Survey 189-236
301 Natural Resources
1006 E. Delaware, U 367-2713
HANSEN, (Mrs.) Nancy J., Clerk-Steno. II .. .344-1481
215 Natural Resources 189-275
RR 2, C 822-5833





HANSEN, Willard B. , PHD 333-302C
Assoc. Prof, of Urban Planning,
Bureau of Community Planning
1202 W. California, U
1260 Lake Shore Dr.
, Chicago 664-4910
* HANSENS, Donald F., Lock Smith, PP
PPSB
206 John St., Thomasboro 643-2645
* HANSENS, Fredrick L. , Sr.. Lab. Mech 333-4742
Physics Dept.
100 PRL
RR 4, C 356-2824
* HANSENS, JoAnn, Chief Lib. Clerk 333-2380
Labor and Indus. Rel. Library
147 Labor and Ind. Rels.
RR 4, C 356-4514
* HANSON, Alfred O., PHD., Phys . Prof 333-4168
417 Phusics Bldg. '333-3190
206 Physics Research Lab
707 W. Iowa, U 344-6472
*iHANSON, Arlon L. , B.S. Agronomy 356-3787
Asst. State Conservationist, Soil'Cons'. 's'e'rv, USDA
200 W. Church St.,
1906 Winchester Dr., C 352-3746
* HANSON, Barbara H., B. S. , Instr. Home Ec. 333-0518
Room 233, Bevier Hall
1836A Orchard Place, U 344-3526
* HANSON, Dolores M. , B.S.,Asst. Editor 333-0672
Public Information Office
141 Davenport House
604 Harding Dr., U 367-1215
* HANSON, Frederick W., Storekeeper JI 333-1916
Electrical Engr.
100 EERL
804 W. Bristow, Monticello 762-9233
* HANSON, Glenn G., M. S., 333-1508
Associate Prof, of Journalism
40 Gregory Hall
604 Harding Dr., U 367-1215
* HANSON, Jeffrey C, M. S., Research Asst. .333-6856
Wildlife Research, State Natural Hist. Survey
496, Natural Resources Bldg.
RR 1, Mahomet 586-2498
* HANSON, John B., PHD., Botany, 333-3260
Prof, of Plant Physiology
297 Morrill Hall
610 Burkwopd, JJ 367-4256
HANSON, Joyce A., Card Punch Op. II 333-4750
Accounting Div. Business Office
249 Adm. Bldg.
33 E. John St., C 352-5618
* HANSON, Klaus D., M. A 333-T312
Assist, in Germanic Lang, and' Lit."
512 E. Chalmers
307 W. Illinois, U 367-0484
' HANSON, Lonnie G., B. S., Clerk II, Lib.
.. 333-3615
146 Library
RR1, Parkhill Mobile Estates
, M 586-2498
' HANSON, Lorraine C., M. A 333-0669
Asst.-DGS/Verbal Communications
203-1210 W. California
307 W. Illinois, U 367-0484
HANSON - HASKELL
* HANSON, LyleE., PHB, DUM, MS., PHD, ..333-2449
Prof, of Vat. Path. & Hyg.; Head of Dept.
137 Veterinary Medicine
RR 2, U 367-5392
* HANSON, Marlon O., County Ex;.. Secy. .... 858-0355
DuPage County, Coop. Ext. Serv.
799 E. Roosevelt Rd. Glen Ellyn Rm. 101
26W180 Embden Lane, Wheaton 668-2574
* HANSON, Ray S., Asst. to Supt. of Oper. ... .333-4 113
PPDept., PPSB
805 S. Sixth, C 344-1907
* HANSON. Richard D., M.A., Teach. Asst. . .333-1096
398 Education
1836A Orchard Place, U 344-3526
* HANSON, Roberta R. , B. S., 1 833-2840
Asst. Ext. Ad., Home Eco., McDonough County
Coop. Ext. Serv.
Box 463, US 136, W., Macomb, 111.
Box 44, Good Hope, 111. 456-3707
* HANSON, Ross A., B.f ., Engr. St. Water Survey
508 S. Mattls Ave., Apt. 13, C 352-4556
*+HANSON, vKeith Ri , Asst. Sec. & Cont. E .
301 Univ. HS"
909 E. Delaware, U 365-1636
* HANSON, Walter E., Storekeeper III, PPDept., PPSB
33 E. John St., C 352-5618
* HAPP, Jane E., Acct. Clerk II 333-1690
Office of Campus Architect, PP Dept.
605 E. Green
Box 183, Pesotum 867-2341
* HARBESON, Robert W., PHD., Economics ... 333-4581
McKinley Prof, of Eco. of Public Util.
439 Commerce West
808 W. William St., C 356-5084
* HARDEN, Helen L. , Clerk-Typist II, Psy 333-2863
206-907 S. Sixth
106W. Florida Ave.,U 365-2208
* HARDENBROOK, Harry, Jr., DVM, PHD 333-2000
Prof, of Vet. Clinical Med.
Large Animal Clinic
1203 Foothill Dr., C 352-2098
* HARDENBROOK, Mary L. , Card Punch Oper. II 333-4750
Accountaing Div., Business Office
249 Administration
707 S. Race, U 367-8691
* HARDER, Francis R. , Painter, PPDept., PPSB
Lot 8 , Schulter Mobile Add .
,
ThQmasboro 643-6755
* HARDIE, Charles D., MA, Visit. Prof 333-2445
Hist. SEduc. Dept., 371Educ. Bldg.
1109 S. 3rd St., C
* HARDIMAN, George W., BS, ME, DE, Asst
Prof., Art, 118 Fine Arts Bldg.
1207 W. Springfield Ave, C
HARDIMON, Raymond M., BS, Ext. Adv 233-1047
Agri., St. Clair Co., Coop. Ext. Serv.
116 S. Charles, Belleville
250 Marcella Ave, Imperial Apts , No. 6, Belleville
* HARDIN, BuelW., Farm Foreman, Dixon 949-2101
Springs Agri. Ctr., Simpson
Rt. 2, Simpson 949-3623
HARDING, Florence M., AM, Lib 333-0076
Asst. Prof., Mod. Langu. Librn., 425 Lib.
106 E. Chalmers St., C 352-2174
* HARDING, Pauline C, BS, Res. Asst 333-4723
Pit. Path. Dept., 10 HFL
712 So. Race St., U 365-1382
HARDMAN, O. Clyde, BA, MS, Teach Asst. .. 333-1613
Acctg, 20 KH
2063 A Orchard, U 344-5706
* HARDMAN, Richard L., BS, Purch. Dept 333-0096
Purch. Asst., 55 Noyes Lab.,
401 Tempa Dr., Sidney 688-2020
* HARDWICK, Helen M., Biochem, CS III 333-3964
301 E. Chem. Bldg.
2805 W. John, C 352-6751
HARDWICK, Stanley A., Janitor, Hous.Div.
Box 241, Fisher 897-8752
* HARGIS, Ward D., BS, Asst. to Dean 333-0050
Stud. Persn., Dean of Women, 130 SSB
808 S. Lincoln, U 344-1301
HARIANI, VasantK., Res. Asst.B, Civ. Eng. 333-6932
2113 CEB; 504 E. Green, 1, C 359-4405
HARIMOTO, Nathan, BS, Res. Asst., 333-0848
Dean of Stu., Oglesby Hall, Counseling Off.
URH, 1114 Oglesby Hall, U 332-5366
HARKNESS, Laura C, Chem. Lib., 333-3737
Lib. Clerk II, 257 Noyes Lab.
212 W. Springfield, C. 352-6122
* HARLAN, DonnieK., Lab. Mech., Physics. .. 333-3435
120 PB; Ogden 582-4516
* HARLAN, JackR., BS , PHD, Agron., Prof 333-4376
Plant Genetics , S-516 Turner Hall
1822 Crescent Dr., C 356-4138
* HARLAN, James R. , BS, Sen. Res. Eng 333-4653
212 A Physcs Res. Lab.,
2117 Galen Dr., C 352-9407
* HARLAN, Nancy J. , Clerk III ,-.* 333-09 7B
257 Adm Bldg; 114 Lincoln, O
582-4516
* HARLOW, Janet L., Clerk Steno I, Phys . . . 333-0539
Chem, 175 Noyes Lab; 307 W Columbia, C
HARMAN, Marian, PhD, Rare book Lib 333-3777
Lib Dept, 346; 1510 Delmont Ct, U
367-3062
* HARMER, Richard S. Ill, BS MS, School of. .333-2108
Life Sci, 99 Bevler Hall; 401 Edgebrook Dr
Apt 204, C 359-3485
* HARMESON, Jaret C, Clerk-Typist II .333-2771
219 Mumford Hall; RR 1, U 694-2612
*+HARMESON, Robert H., BS MS, Professional333-2594
Scientist, State Water Survey, 51 WRB; 2106
Grange Dr, 'J 344-6854
* HARMON, Bud G., BS PhD, Asst Prof 333-2557
An Nutrition, Dept An Set, 318 Mumford H;
45 Lange Ave, S 822-5570
* HARMON, David R. , Bookbinder, Printing. .. 333-0599
Dlv Unlv Press, 234 Unlv Press Bldg; 2409
Elizabeth St, U 367-0191
* HARMON, John Jr, Janitor-PP Dept
PPSB; 905 N. 4th St, C 352-3229
HARMS, Richard P., BS, Res Asst, Comp.. 333-6269
Sci, 282 DCL; 435 Daniels Hall, 1010 W
Green, U 332-2293
* HARMS, Walser E., MS, Exomlner, Adm/ .. .333-0413
Records, 177 Adm Bldg; 22 06 Vawter St, U
367-0532
HAMSTROM, Mary E., PhD, Prof, Math ... 333-4797
327 YWLA; 609 W Nevada, U 344-5656
HARNAD, John P., BS, Asst, Physics 333-2917
Eng Res Lab 464; 1010 West Green, U
332-2312'
HARNED, William H., BS, Chem Asst
336 E Chem; 58 E Armory Apt 10, C
359-4263
* HARNISCH, Douglas R. , BS MS, Assoc 333-4443
Res Asst, Food Sci Dept, Dairy Manuf, Rm
208; 1816 Southwood Dr., C 356-6983
* HARNISH, Benjamin F., MS, Asst Prof
Architecture, Overseas Study Program; Bolte
Postale 21, 06 La Napoule, France
HAROLD, Gptschall, BS, Res Asst , Civil. . .333-6958
Eng, 3113 CEB; 404 N Goodwin, U
365-1471
* HARPER, Arthur Jr, Labor Electrlcan , PP Dept
PPSB; 13 Sharlyn Dr, U 365-1508
* HARPER, George W., BS MS, Prof Mech... 333-3689
/Indust Engr, Me/IE Dept, 234 ME Bldg;
807 W John St, C 356-3229
* HARPER, Lenza L., Janitor, Housing Div... .
Sadorus
* HARPESTAD, Gerhard W., MS, Assoc Prof ..333-0510
Dairy Sci Extension, Dairy Sci, 337 An Sci
Lab; 1419 S Cambridge, C 356-4336
* HARPESTAD, Ona, BS, Asst Home Econ 333-0490
2 60 Bevier Hall; 1419 Cambridge, C
356-4336
* HARRELL, Beatrice E., Clerk-Typist III 333-2 010
Dept Chem/Chem Engr, 420a E Chem; 206
W Dodson Dr, U 367-2224
* HARRELL, Claude M., Housing Maintenance .333-3452
Supervisor, Rm 15 LAR; 206 W Dodson Dr, U
367-2224
HARRINGTON, Daniel J., BS Chem, Res Asst333-'.931
Food Sci, 462 Bevier Hall; 806 W Iowa, U
344-3738
HARRINGTON, Joan A. , BS, Tchr Asst
Dept Microbiology; 375 Daniels Hall, 1010
W Green, U 332-2510
* HARRINGTON, JohnF., BA MA, Engl Asst .. 333-2976
225 Engl Bldg; 407 N State, C 352-2960
* HARRIS, Andrew H., MS, Area Advisor 833-2361
Resource Development Cooperative Extension
Ser, Box 189; 634 S Randolph, M
836-5007
HARRIS, Barbara J., BS, Asst Extension.... 723-2265
Adviser, Home Econ, Will County, Coop
Ext Ser, 100 Manhatten Rd; 1860 Aycllff, J
725-3855
HARRIS, Beth A., BS, Ext Asst Adviser.... 857-3526
Home Econ, Lee Co, Coop Ext Ser, 37 E
Ave; 124 N Jones, A 857-2547
* HARRIS, Curaleen, Typing-Clerk II, Adm 333-0213
/Records, Adm Bldg; 506 Crawford Ave, VG
* HARRIS, Donald J., PhD, Asst Prof , Econ.. .
* HARRIS, E. June, Secretary Dept Microbid. .333-0425
330 Burrill H; 801 W Park Apt 2 , U
367-5829
* HARRIS, Joe S., Asst Farmer, Agronomy .... 949-2101
Dixon Springs Agr Center, Simpson 111.;
B 949-2541
* HARRIS, Joseph B., BAMS, Special Asst ... 333-0743
to Directory Grad School of Lib Sci, A15 Lib;
1904 Southwood Dr, C 356-6246
HARRIS, Katherlne J., BS, Asst Adviser ....755-2189
Home Econ, Rock Island Co., Coop Ext Ser,
1188 Coaltown Rd; 1519 11th Ave, M
764-2183
HARRIS, Marjorie M., MA, Asst Prof 333-2066
Phys. Educ Women, 118 Engl Bldg; 1007
W Washington St, C 356-6774
* HARRIS, Merle L. , An Caretaker, Zoology.. 333-6220
287 MH; 506 Crawford Ave, VG
* HARRIS, Peggy R. , AB, Clerk-Steno III 333-6749
Center for Advanced Study, 912 W Illinois, U;
1907 Southwood Dr, C 356-6246
HARRIS, Richard E., BS MS, Res Asst 333-2596
Physics, 290 U Materials Res Lab; Apt 14
504 W Elm St, U 367-7352
HARRIS, Robert R. , MS, Asst Ext Adviser.. 364-2356
Agr, Marshall-Tutnam Co., Coop Ext Ser,
300 Edward St 711 N St, H 364-2174
HARRIS, Robert W., AB, Physics Asst .....333-1065
Phy Bldg Rm 247; 909 S Fifth St, C
332-4889
* HARRIS, Ronald A., Lab Asst Dairy Sci 333-1435
421 ASL; RR2 , U 367-5863
* HARRIS, Vemon L. , Agr Gardner, Hort Dept. 333-1520
103 Hort Lab; 201 S Calhoun St, T
485-5346
* HARRIS, Warren S., BS MS Eng, Prof 333-2072
Mech Engr, 2103 Zuppke Dr/214 ME Lab;
802 N Broadway, U 367-3634
* HARRISON, Allan J., BA MA, Instrjctor 333-0980
ILIR/Div of Unit Ext, 2 31 LIR Bldg; Apt 2 01
509 E Green Sit, C 344-2280
HARRISON, Karen L. , Clerk-Typist I, Phys. .333-3761
211 Phys Dept; 11101/2 S Arbor Apt 201, C
352-9127
HARRISON, Mary E., BS MS, Asst Dean... 333-0055
Women, Ofc Student Personnel/Dean Women,
130 Student Ser Bldg; 15 Hagan Blvd, U
367-0110
* HARRISON, Rodman P., BS MA, Instructor.. 333-1680
Phys Educ, 201 Mens Gym; 2079-c Hazel
wood Court, U 344-0835
* HARRISON, Ronald L. , Sr Lab Mech, NEL. . 333-4397
106A NEL; RR2 , U 367-7931
66
* HARROUN, Jack T., BS, Asst to Supt of 333-149!
Operations, PP Dept, PPSB; 28 Sprlnglake, M
586-4774
.+ HARRY, James A., Meteorological Aide 333-496!
State Water Survey, 62A Water Res; 706
Apt 6 W Church, C 356-5805
* HARRY, Wilson L., Police Serg, PP Dept
PPSB; 502 E California, U 367-7894
* HARRYMAN, William R. Ill, BS, Asst Ext .. 732-828!
Adviser, Agr, Logan Co, Coop Ext Ser, 120
S McLean; 48 Sutton Place, S 529-3642
+ HARSHA, Karen R., Clerk Typist, US Dept. . 333-0571
Agr, Econ Res Ser, 306 Mumford H; 2 007
Phllo Rd, Apt 7, U 365-2020
* HARSHBARGER, Kenneth E., PhD, Prof 333-183'
Nutrition, Assoc Head Dept Dairy Sci, 315
An Sci Lab; 502 E Pennsylvania, U
367-2634
HART, Bennett R., Res Asst, Snyder H .j.. 332-179;
Dean of Students/Housing Div, 380 Snyder;
332-1799
* HART, Earl F. , Storekeeper, Housing Dlv. .. 333-031
Food Ser, Lincoln Ave Res; P. O. Box 294,0
354-4274
* HART, Evelyn F. , Typing-Clerk III, Adm. ... 333-160
/Records, 707 S Sixth 107 Lando Place;
2304 E Unlv Ave, U 367-2416
* HART, Guy, Storekeeper III, Voc Agr Ser. .. .333-18
434 Mumford Hall; 1604 Normandy Dr, C
359-1498
* HART, Jack W., AB, Asst Football Coach.. 333-140
Athletic Assoc, 123 Assembly Hall; 906
Oakcrest Dr, C
* HART, Jeri L., Clerk-Typist III, Ag. Econ .. .333-182
307c Mumford H; 906 Oakcrest Dr, C
359-3381
* HART, John A., Drlver-PPDept, PPSB;
608 N Calhoun, T 485-5337
* HART, Karen A., BS, Tchr Asst, Physiology...
/Biophysics, 415 Burrill hall; 300 S Good
win Ave, U 344-0945
HART, Mary L., BS MSLS, Bibliographer ...333-105
with rank Instructor, Lib, 220A Lib; 306
S Coler, U 365-1529
* HART, Robert E., Duplicating Oper II 333-160
Stenog Bur 1203 W Oregan Basement; 2211
Rainbow View, U 367-3000
HART, Robert S., AB MA, Tchr Asst Psych...
446 H Gregg; 806 W Ohio St, U
344-9876
* HART, Ronald W. , BA, Tchr Asst, Physl/ .. .
Bloph, 415 Burrill Hall; Apt 609 300 S.
Goodwin Ave, U 344-0945
HART, Wllbert, T., Janitor, PP Dept, PPSB; . ..
106 N Vine, U
HARTFORD, Allen Jr, BS, Chem/Chem Eng .. .
Asst., 19A Noyes Lab; 212 W White St, C
356-5153
* HARTEKER, Joel, BS, Tchr Asst, Econ 333-266
224 DKH; 1008 S Busey Ave, U 344-4883
* HARTEKER, Linda S., BA MA, French Asst. . .333-68E
Harker 312; 1008 S Busey, U
* HARTLEY, Arnold M. , PhD, Assoc Prof 333-06/
Chem/Chem Engr, 58 E Chem; 101 Elmwood, C
356-1498
* HARTLEY, Thomas C, BS AM, Gen Engr 333-24;
Assoc Prof, 301 Transportation Bldg; 802
Klrby Ave, C 356-6167
* HARTMAN, Donald L., AB, Purchasing Asst. .333-351
III, Purchasing Dept, 223 Adm Bldg; 1009 W
Green St, C 356-4358
* HARTMAN, Paul T., BA MA PhD, Asst Prof . .333-42!
Dept of Econ/Instltut.3 of Labor/Industrial Relatioi
235 LIR Bldg, 316 David Klnley Hall; 1406
S Vine, U 367-3138
* HARTMAN, Robert L. , BS, Personnel Officer .3 3 3 -21"
Nonacademic Pers . 103 Davenport House;
714 S Foley, C 352-3563
HARTMANN, Carlos R. , BS MS, Res Asst. ..333-67!
Coordinated Sci Lab, 3-113 Coor Sci Lab;
1102 W Springfield, U 344-1904
HARTNETT, Harry D. , AM, Geography Asst. . 333-31:
274 Davenport Hall; 403 Briar Lane, C
359-4195
* HARTSFIELD, ReOva L. , Kitchen Helper. 333-07'
Illini Union, 165 Mini Union; 308 S
Poplar St, U 367-6892
* HARTSOE, Charles E., BS MS, Instructor .. .333-44
Rec/Park Adm, rm 104 Hutt Gym; 172
Behhamy Dr, C 359-4587
* HARTSTIRN, Walter, PhD, Asst Prof Plant. .. 333-68.
Path, Applied Botany/Plant Path, Illinois
Natural Survey, 381 Natural Resources; 907
Burkwood, U 365-1469
* HARTZ, Ened, Clerk-Typist II, Adm/Records. .333-04:
10 Adm; 2504 W. Klrby Ave, C 356-3146
* HARTZ, William H., First Baker, Housing. . .333-14!
Dlv, Central Food Stores; 1206 Paula Dr, C
356-5309
* HARTZ, Robert E. , BS AM, Nonacademic 333-42;
Personnel, 627 1/2 200 S Wright St; 701
W Park Ave, C 356-5730
* HARVEY, David L. , BA MA, Res Assoc 333-641
Institute for Res on Exceptional Children,
41 Child Res Center; RR2 Carroll Ave, U
367-0151
* HARVEY, Everett H., Accounting Clerk III. .. 333-00'
Coll of Agr, 111 Mumford Hall; 700 Oakcrest
Dr, R 893-3567
HARVEY, Nancy E., BA, Asst Libr, Archlt. . .333-02:
202; 107 E Chalmer ION, C 356-0948
*+HARVEY, Richard D., PhD, Assoc Ged Surv. 344-141
303 Natural Resources; 807 W California, U
344-5339
* HASHBARGER, James T., BS, MS, Asst 333-19
Director of Adm/Records , 176 Admin Bldg;
711 South-wsst Dr, C 352-6120
HASKELL, Glenn P., PhD, Engl Assoc Prof.. 333-38




BA, Asst, Chem & Chem.
.
Eng, 19A Noyes; 310 Daniels Hall, 1010 W Green
U 332-2217
* HEDGES, Leonard, Asst, Elec Eng 333-3379
2-129 CSL; 1706 Paula Dr. ,C 352-7555
HEEREN, Robert G., MS, Inst, Elec Eng 333-0079
53 EEB, 200 EERL 333-0208
304 N Coler, U
* HEFFERNAN, James F., Bowling AlleyS Billrd . 333-2526
Atten, 139 IU; 1007 S Elm St, C 352-4311
HEFFT, Richard A. , MA, TchrAsst, French. .. 333-6805
312 HH; 201 N Goodwin, #5, U 365-1677
* HEFLIN, Florene, County Ext Secy, Coop Ext. 847-4231
Serv, Wayne County, 521 W Main, Fairfeild;
Rt 1, Fairfield 842-3232
* HEGENBART, Josephine, Secy, Civ Eng 333-2047
2230A CEB; 207 W Washington, #5, C, 352-4773
* HEGY, Pierre M. .Licences, French, Tchr Asst 333-6852
312 HH; 52 1/2 E Danld, C 359-4008
* HEICKE, Ralph H. , BS, Gen Bus in Com 333-4826
Tab Mach Supvs , Statis Serv Unit, 54 Adm Bldg;
2420 Alton Dr, C 352-9206
"*+HEIDARI, Manoutchehr, MS, Asst Engr, State. 344-1481
Geol Surv, 432 Nat Res; 1803-D Valley Rd, C
352-7481
HEIDENHAIU, Brigitte, DR, Res Assoc, Chem. 333-3634
& Chem Eng, 25 E Chem; 503 S 5th St, C
352-0189
+ HEIGOLD, PaulC, MS, Asst Geophys , State. 344-1481
Geol Surv, 432 Nat Res; 907 W Church St, C
352-3898
* HEIKOFF, Joseph M., PhD, Prof, Urban Plan. 333-3020
Dir, Bur of Community Plan
,
1202 W Calif;
1203 S Orchard, U 344-5628
* HEIMBURGER, James M.
,
Food Handler, Hous333-1454
Div, CFS; Rt 1, Dewey 897-2730
HEIMERDINGER, Walter L. , BSEE, Res Asst.. 333-6673
Comput Sci, 247 DCL; 706 S 1st St, C, 359-1277
* HEINDL, Judith M. , AB, Asst Edit, UP 333-0953
119 UP Bldg; 704 W Calif Ave, U 344-6904
HEINES, Henry, BS, Chem Eng Asst 333-3640
113 EC; 606 W Ohio St, U 344-5812
HEINISCH, Carl J. , BS, Asst Ext Adv, Agri. . . 939-3626
Kankakee County Coop Ext Serv, Suite 329,
187 S Schuyler Ave, Kankakee; Rt 2 , St Anne
937-1886
* HEINRICH, Patricia A., Lib Clerk III 333-1055
Acquisitions, 22 Lib; 2 Sandalwood Dr, C
352-7249
* HEINS, A. James, PhD, Assco Prof , Econ 333-4578
419 CommW; 2 Normandy PI, C- 352-6206
* HEINS, Maurice H., PhD, Prof, Math 333-2674
362 AH; 603 W Illinois, U 344-4985
* HEINY, Robert W.
,
MA, Instr, Spec Educ 333-0260
Instit Res on Excep Child, 210 Educ Bldg;
1901 Weaver, U 367-1862
HEINZ, Alois B. , DR, Asst, Accy 333-4541
293 Com W; 806 S 1st Apt 4, C 356-9707
* HEISER, Everett L., SrLabMech, Min, Met. .333-2909
& Pet, 150 MMB; Fisher 897-4656
* HELDRETH, Leonard G., MA, Engl 333-1335
315 EB; 2 Tuliptree Dr., C 356-6171
* HELBLING, Francis T., Stores Supvs (Retired) .
.
PP; 508 S Edwin St, C 356-3390
•*+HELFINSTINE, Roy J. , MS, Mech & Adm Engr. 344-1481
State Geol Surv, 111 Nat Res, 214 GSRL;
1210 Mayfair Rd, C 352-3196
* HELGOE, GayleA., BA, Asst, Acquisitions .. .333-1055
220 A Lib; 509 E Green, C 344-3397
* HELGOE, Roberts., MA, Res Asst, Psych 333-2227
393 A Davenport Hall; 509 E Green, C ,344-3397
'* HELLER, James E. , MS, Res Asst, CSL 333-6612
4-113 CSL; 1611 Valley Rd, Apt A-2 , C
356-6632
* HELLER, John, Steam Distrib Oper, PP ,.
PPSB; 705 Ventura Dr, C 352-0775
* HELLER, John L., PhD, Prof. Ciassics 333-6129
359 LH; 702 W Indiana Ave, U 344-6257
* HELLINGER, Donna J. , County Ext Secy 656-4862
Madison County Coop Ext Serv, 900 Hillsboro,
Edwardsville; Rt 2 Alhambra 633-2283
HELM, Alice C. , MS, Instr, Microbiol 333-4306
242ABurrill Hall; 916 W Union, C 352-5659
HELM, David M. , Broadcstng Progrm Asst 333-0850
Rad Station, 2 38 GH; 404 E Stoughton, Apt 2, C
"* HELM, Karen S. , Clerk Typ II , State Water. . .333-4956
Surv, 144 Water Res Bldg; 33 Coachman Dr, U
367-4372
* HELM, MarjorieJ., Clerk Typ II, Admiss &...333-0410
Records, 177 W Adm Bldg; 404 N Carico St,
Tuscola 253-2427
* HELM, M. Stanley, MS, EE, Prof, Elec Eng. . 333-2452
329-B EEB 333-0716
916 W Union St, C 352-5659
* HELMERICKS, Estella M., Clerk-Steno III 333-3761
Physics, 211 PB; 1002 S Mattis, C 352-2827
* HELMERICKS, Ralph E., Instrument Sup,Music333-1293
18 SMH; 205 N Gregory, U 367-3808
* HELMS, Lester L.
,
PhD, Assoc Prof, Math. .. 333-1808
278 AH; 405 Eliot Dr, U 365-1761
* HELPER, Lloyd C. , MS, Assoc Prof, VCM 333-2980
104B VCSA; 1403 W Healey, C 356-3598
HELWIG, Carol M., MEd, Asst) Stu Tchr 333-3757
390 Educ Bldg; Box 474, U 367-0214
* HEMANN, William I., BS, CPA, Acct II,Bursar333-2186
Div, Bus Offc, 168 Adm Bldg; 204 W Green, Savoy
822-5824
HEMBROUGH, Betty L., AB, EdM, Asst Dean, 333-3137
Married Stu, Offc Stu Persnl, 346 SSB;
1106 W Stoughton St, U 365-1426
* HEMBROUGH, David M., BS, Assoc Ext Adv. . 685-7823
Agr, Peoria County Coop Ext Serv, 1716 N
University Ave, Peoria; 2217 W Winnebago Dr,
Peoria 691-4863
HEMENWAY, Stephen I. , MA, Engl 333-3879
206 Engl Bldg; 1010 W Green #168 ,U, 332-2427
* HEMP, Paul E.
,
BS, MS, EdD, Prof, Voc &... 333-3274
Tech Educ, 358 Educ Bldg; 711 Park Ln Dr, C
356-8287
t HASLER, MiaM., Clerk-Typist II, Ofc . . . . 333-2407
Agr Communications, 62 Mumford Hall;
Box 13, P 684-5741
HASS, Robert L., DDs BS MpH, Asst Prof .. 333-2722
Health Sci, 165 Health Sci Bldg; 2208 S
Lynn, U 367-5541
HASSELL, Bemadine C, Maid-Housing Div; .
1713 Princeton Dr, C 352-6951
'HASTINGS, J. Thomas, PhD, Director 333-3770
Center for Instructional Research/Curriculum
Evaluation; Prof of Educ Psychology, 270C
Educ Bldg; 203 E Mumford Dr., U 344-5695
HASTINGS, Janet L. , Clerk-Typist II 333-0631
Psychology, 309 Gregory Hall; Old Base
Trailer F irk Lot 53, C 893-3111
HASTINGS, Jay B. BA MA, Educational 333-0740
Placement Asst, 140 Educ; 1005 E-Delaware,U
365-1275
:HATCH, Enid M . , Technical Asst, 124 344-1481
Natural Resources; 606 S Elm St, C
352-9273
HATCH, Gaylord F., MA, Asst Dean of . . . 333-1749
College of LAS, 2 80 LH; 606 S Elm, C
352-9273
HATCH, Marjorie Jeffrey, Clerk IV 344-1481
State Geol. Surv., 105 Nat. Res.
Deers Road; RR3, U 367-8768
HATCH, RayD., DVM, MS 333-2980
Prof, of Vet. Anatomy , Histr.
116 Small An. Clinic, 180J "Pleasant, U, 367-7830
HATCHETT, Albert H., Nat. Sci. Lab. Asst JI. 333-3455
Agronomy, S-13, Turner Hall,
1311 Philo Rd, U 367-8190
HATFIELD, E. Everett, PHD 333-1782
Prof. An. Sci., 159 ASL
1103 So. Westlawn, C 356-8600
HATFIELD, Frank J. , MS, Res. Asst 333-0622
Civ. Engr., 424 Engr. Hall;
P. O. Box 399, Mahomet
HATHAWAY, Sr., JohnD., BS, MBA, Mgm. ..
j
Op. Analyst, 202 IT, 409 E. Chalmers,
P. O. Box 933, C 352-8169
HATHAWAY, Ronald P, MS, Asst. Zool
I
591' Merrill Hall, Parkhill Mob. Estates
RR 1, Lot 230, Mahomet 586-4754
HATTER, Frederick C, Janitor, PPSB, 1303 No.
Div. St., U 367-6817
HATTON, John M. , Foreman, Comp. Rm. UR . .333-3934
234 Univ. Press Bldg., 1401 Scottsdale, C, 356-8739
HAUCK, Mathew, BS, Res. Assoc 333-4276
Surv. Res. Lab., 418 David Klnley Hall.
2508 Sheridan Dr. , C 359-1291
HAUER, William R., MA 333-1335
315 Eng. Bldg.; 208 E. Green St.,C, 352-5330
HAUERSPERGER, Steve G , Dup. Mach. Op. .. 333-3863
Coll. of Ed., 370, RR2, U 367-1321
HAUGAARD, Harold I., Supv, Pub. Func 333-1490
Supv., PPD, PPSB, 710S., New, C, 352-278T-"
HAUGEN, NancyS., BS, Res. Asst. Spec. Ed 33~3-0262
210 Educ; 1509 Kiler Dr., Apt. 9,C, 356-3677
HAUSCH, Ronald H., BS, Gen. Asst. Engr 333-0371
305 Trarsp; 1011 Frances Dr., Apt. 2,C
HAUSEMAN, Douglas W., BA, Mus . Res 333-1612
Asst., 305 Hill Annex,
RFD 3, Bloomlngton, 829-5608
HAUSMANN, Mary A., MA, Asst., Div. of. .. .333-0669
Gen. Studies, 1210 W. Calif. 204
307 W. Illinois, U
HAVELKA, Esther L. , Agron. Clerk III 333-0486
Mall Room, Turner Hall
1909 So. Prospect, C 356-3867
HAVENS, Charles S., MS, Dir. Phys . PI 333-3620
276 Adm.; 207 W. Michigan, U 367-1675
HAWBAKER, StuartD., BS, Ext. Adv., Agri. .543-3309
Coop. Ext. Ser., Mason Co., P.O. Box 192
133 So. High St., Havana, 427 E. Mkt.
,
I Havana 543-3844
HAWKLEY, Lyle L. , Elec. Engr. Asst. Astron. .333-2931
56 EE Bldg., 1705 Parkside Terr, C, 352-1537
HAWKINS, Barbara L., Co. Ext. Secy 327-8541
Washington Co., Coop. Ext. Serv., 132 Adams St.
Nashville, 208 E. Elm, Nashville, 327-8169
HAWKINS, David S., Elev. Mech. Helper, Phys. Pit.




i So. Farm. Seed. House, Pesotum,'"
Pesotum 867-2572
HAWKINS, Harold W., Janitor, PPSB,
' 510 Elm, Monticello 762-7975
1AWKINS, Helen A., MS., Head Res. and... 332-5416
' Staff Coord., Trelease Hall, Stud. Personn.
and Dean of Women, 101 Trelease Hall, U, 332-5416
1AWKINS, Joanna L. , PHD, Asst. Prof., 333-1984
Dept. of Speech, 285 Armory,
402 Briar Ln. C 352-7782
iHAWKINS, Margaret M., Tech Aide,, Univ. of
Civ. Serv. System of 111. , 1205 W. Calif .U867-2572
(HAWLEY, Charles J., MSEE, Elec. Engr 333-T72T0
Chem. and Chem. Engr., 123 N L;.
2305 Brookhaven Dr., C 352-2014
'HAWN, Damon P., Janitor, Housing Div......
2418 E. Nev., U
HAWN, Dwain T., Tab. Mach Op III 333-4817
' Stat. Serv. Univ, 54 Adm. Bldg.
808 Duncan Rd., C 356-9597
HAWN, Linda Louise, Clerk-Stenog II, Ofc. 333-12T3
of Space Utilization, 237 Davenport House
808 Duncan Rd, C 356-9597
HAY, Helen Moffett, AB, Asst to the Dean,
. . 333-0030
Grad Coll, 330 Adm
716 W Iowa, U 344-50 67
HAY, Mary Hubley, AB, Clerk II, Acquisition. 333-1056
Dept Library, 220a Lib
801 Kirby Ave, C 356-8760
HAY, Peter, JD, Prof Law, 135 Law Bldg 333-42 68
208 W Florida, U 367-5283
.HAY, Ralph Carroll, MS, Prof of Agr Eng 333-4949
206 Agr Eng; 725 S Foley St, C 352-2186
* HAY, William Walter, BS, MS, PhD, Prof of. . 333-0868
Railway Civil Eng, Civil Eng, 310 EH
801 Kirby Ave, C 356-8760
HAY, William Winn, BS, MS, PhD, Assoc 333-0268
Prof Geol, Geol, 126 NHB
508 S Mattis, C 356-4605
+HAYDON, Frank W, Janitor II, State Water.
. .
674-5725
Surv, Water Quality Section, Peoria
214 N Goodwin, Apt 3, Peoria 673-0464
HAYES, Claudine A, Secy, Univ of 111 Bands.. 333-3025
140 Band Bldg; 716 S Foley, C ' 352-1857
* HAYES, Donald Merwyn, AB, MA, Tchr Asst. . .333-2070
Sociology, 1204 W Oregon Rm 206
2055 A Orchard St, U 344-4659
HAYES, Eric James, BS, MS, Res Asst, Met.. 333-3080
103 Met; 508 E White, C 359-2937
* HAYES, Floyd Corliss, BS, MS, Res Asst in ..333-2689
Mech Eng, 211 MEL
608 W Nevada, U 344-5135
* HAYES, Gerald Eugene, BVA, MFA, Instr
FAA, 136 FAB; 401 W Park Ave, U 367-5333
* HAYES, Herbert, Fieldman, Agron, W-118 TH. 333-4254
509 N Calhoun, Tolono 485-3625
* HAYES, Jack, MS, Res Assoc, Cntr for 949-2101
Zoonoses Res, Dixon Springs Agr Cntr, Simpson
RR 1 , Brownfield 949-3190
* HAYES, John Lawrence, BS, Accountant II, .. . 333-1409
Housing Div, Cntr Food Stores
1008 W Daniel St, C 356-0723
HAYES, John Patrick, BE, MS, Res Asst 333-0491
CSL, 4-136 CSL
807 1/2 W Main, U 367-8593
* HAYES, Joseph Edward, BS, Data Processing. .333-6391
Analyst II, Statistical Serv Unit, 54 Adm Bldg
62C Adm Bldg; 314 Royal Ct, C 359-1080
* HAYES, Lila Faye, Kitchen Helper, Allerton...
House; 201 S Centennial, Monticello 762-9234
* HAYES, Wilda H, Clerk-Typist III, Civil Eng. 333-3815
1105 CEB; 401 W Park Ave, U 367-5333
HAYHOE, Henry Nelson, B Sc, MS, Tchr Asst. 333-2043
Math, 122 Arcade
512 E Stoughton, Apt 104, C 356-9726
+HAYN, JoAnn Lucille, Clerk Typist I, State... 344-1481
Geol Surv, 307 NR; Ogden 582-4210
* HAYNES, Elton L, Main Desk Attendant, IU.
.
.333-3685
174 IU; 232 W Bond, Bement 7531
* HAYNES, Joan, Secy, Stenog, Dept of Phil, . . 333-2889
105 GH; 2015 Rainbow Vw, U 365-1924
* HAYNES, Raymon E, Janitor, PP Dept, PPSB...
2015 Rainbow Vw, U 365-1924
HAYS, (Mrs) Irma Winkleblack, MS, Ext 663-2620
Adviser, Home Econ, Chicago, Coop Ext Serv
Rm 250 LaSalle Hotel
162 E Ohio St, Chicago 787-4660
* HAYS, Ray Leroy, PhD, Prof of Physiology,
. .
333-0814
Dairy Sci, 427 ASL; 1008 S Pine, C 352-8794
HAYTHORNTHWAITE, Peter Frank, Bach of 333-0855
Fine Arts, FAA, 131 FAB
703 W Church St, U 367-8992
* HAYWARD, Harold Nathaniel, MS, EE, Prof of.333-1943
Elec Eng, Dir of Measurement Program, Eng
Exp Sta, 207 Elec Eng Res Lab
RR 1, St Joseph 469-4251
* HAYWARD, James Donald, BS, Asst Ext 525-4617
Adviser, Agr-Sangamon County, Coop Ext Serv
2449 N 31st St, Springfield
25 Aiken Ct, Springfield 522-8737
* HAYWARD, Robert William Jr, BS, Ext Adviser. 773-3013
Agr Brown County, Coop Ext Serv, 109 W North, Mt
Sterling; No 5 Ingle.side Dr, Mt Sterling 773-212 6
* HAZEL, Jeffrey Ronald, BA, Tchr Asst
Physiology, 446 Burrill Hall
1830 D Orchard Place, U 344-4670
* HAZLETT, Thomas Calvin, BS, BA, MLA 333-0177
Assoc Prof, Landscape Arch, 202 Mumford Hall
1207 S Race, U 367-7071
* HEARN, CarolynS., Clerk-Sten III, Zool 333-3431
287 Morrill Hall; Box 27, Bondville, 863-6245
* HEATER, Elmer F. , BS, Res Assoc Prof, Eng.
. .
Exp Sta, Emeritus; 412 W Springfield, U, 367-2724
* HEATH, David C, MA, Tchr Fellow, Math. .. 333-6217
313 YWCA; 1509 Kiler, Apt A-3,C 352-1456
* HEATH, James E. , PhD, Assoc Prof of Physics 333-0443
& Zool, Physiol & Biophysics, 429 Burrill Hall
2016 Burlison Dr., U 344-3869
HEATHCOTE, Fiona M., BS, Res Asst, Zool..
505 Goodwin; 470 Daniels Hall, 1010 W Green,
U
332-2543
HEATHMAN, Jessie E., BS, Ext Rad-TV Spec. .333-4781
Assoc Prof, Agr Communic, 69 MH; 403 S 4th,
C
344-0377
* HEATLY, Linda J., Clerk Typ II, Physiol, Bio-. 333-1735
Physics, 524 Burrill Hall; 58 E Armory, &, C
356-3678
* HEBRANK, Eugene F. , MS, Prof, Mech & Ind.. 333-0867
Eng, Director Power Lab, 208 MEL;2018 Zuppke Cir
U 367-4469
*+ HEBRON, Carolyn, Clerk Typ-Recept, Soil ... 356-3785
Conserv Serv, USDA, 200 W Church St;
208 S Calhoun, Tolono 485-5180-
* HECHT, Robert W., MS, Res Asst, Comput Sci333-2054
110 EERL; 901 E Delaware, U 365-2486
* HECHT, Wayne, Asst Dir, Assembly Hall 333-2923
Assembly Hall; 1902 Winchester Dr, C, 359-1982
*+HECK, David B., BS, Asst Chem, State Geol. .344-1481
Surv, 329 Nat Res; 1203 S Anderson, U, 367-2745
* HECKENDORN, Roland H. , PhD, Res Assoc. . .333-0655
Chem & Chem Eng, 458 E Chem; 2031-B
Orchard Downs, U 344-4476
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HEMPHILL - HILL
* HEMPHILL, JamesW., Bldg Mech Foreman. .. 949-2101
Dixon Springs Agr Cen, Simpson; Rt 2 .Golconda
949-2558
* HEMPLER, HerbertW., Sr Lab Mech, Agr Eng .333-2734
Agr Eng Shop; 1203 Grant PI, U 367-8517
;
* HEMPSTEAD, Robert D. , SB.SM, Asst, Physics 337-4574
309 B MRL; 808 N Lincoln St, Apt 3, U, 367-1426
* HEMSTREET, Doris J. , BS, Ext Adv, Hm Econ. 939-3626
Kaokakee County Coop Ext Serv, Suite 32 0,
187 S Schuyler Ave; Lowe Manor, Rt 5, Kankakee
937-9420
* HENDERSHOTT, James E. , Asst Steam Dlstrl. .
Oper, PPBS; 1103 S Western, C 356-5579
* HENDRON, Alfred J., PhD, Asst Prof, Civ Eng 333-6944
2215 CEB; 1904 Southwood Dr. ,C 352-2991
* HENDERSON, Arnold G., MS, Asst Prof , Arch. .333-0524
308 Arch; 102 E 111, Mansfield 489-2191
HENDERSON, Barbara K. , Clerk Typ II, Instr. .333-3490
Resource, 507 E Daniel; 106 E Green, C, 356-8057
HENDERSON, Brenda A. , Card Punch Oper II. .333-482 7
Statls Serv Unit, 54 Adm Bldg; 432 E Wilson,
Bement 333-4041
* HENDERSON, Charles A. , Chem & Chem Eng. .333-4278
B-71 EC; Rt 1, McCoy Sub Div, Villa Grove
832-2883
* HENDERSON, DOna.S, Statls Clerk I, Agr Econ333-6313
408 MH; 307 E Coffeen, Homer 896-2823
* HENDERSON, Donald M. , PhD, Assoc Prof. . . 333-0205
Geol, 106 NH; 301 W Michigan, U 367-9975
* HENDERSON, Gerald V. , MS, Res Asst, State 344-1481
Geol Surv, 5 Nat Res; 2702 Sheridan, C, 352-9700
* HENDERSON, Harlan K. , MS, Farm Foreman. . 333-2223
Ani Sci, Moorman Res Farm; Rt 3, St Mary's Rd,U
344-4750
* HENDERSON, Joseph J. , BA, JD, Asst Prof 333-1829
Agr Law, Agr Econ, 147 Bevier Hall; 817 Balboa,
C
356-4500
* HENDERSON. Kathryn J. , MS, Asst Prof , Lib. . 333-6191
Sci, 327 Lib; 1204 E Mumford Dr., U ,367-8205
* HENDERSON, Kenneth B., PhD, Prof, Secon. . 333-2559
& Contln Educ,383 Educ Bldg; 12 05 W Daniel, C
352-8848
* HE_NDERSON, Melvln, MS, Prof, Voc Agr 333-3870
Emeritus, 434 MH; 102 N Elizabeth, Tolono
485-7850
HENDERSON, Richard E. ,BS, Chem & Chem.
.
Eng, Asst, 465 NL; 606 W Ohio St, U, 344-5812
* HENDERSON, Robert A. , EdDProf, Chairman. . 333-0262
Institute Res Except Child, Spec Educ, 210 Educ;
807 S Maple St, U 367-9974
HENDERSON, Robert N., BA, Res Asst, Instit .333-0984
Lab & Indus Relations, LIR; 105 E Green St, Box8C
C
* HENDERSON, Syble E
.
, Placement Offer, Coor 333-0820
Placement Offc., 2 SSB; 2 05 S Russell St, C
352-9519
* HENDERSON, William T, MA, Binding Librn. . .333-1997
12 Lib 333-1269
12 04 E Mumford Dr, U 367-8205
* HENDRICK, George, PhD, Assoc Dean, Grad. . 333-0031
Coll, 330 Adm Building, Prof Engl, 102D EB..333-1797
5&2W Main, Apt 122, U ,367.-3189
* HENDRICKS, Benny B. , Mall Messengr, PP...
PPSB; 107 N 6th St,.C 352-3503
* HENDRICKS, Charles D., PhD, Prof, ElecEng. 333-0891
405 A MMB; 403 Sunnycrest Ct, U 367-0011
HENDRICKS, Deanna K. , Clerk-Steno III, PP..333-4110
PFSB; 1652 Valley Rd, C 359-4301
* HENDRICKS, Doris R. , Food Serv Admin 1 333-4630
Housing Div, 111 St Residence Hall; 609 E Bradley,
C
352-2885
* HENDRICKS, Naomi R., Secy, Instit Res Excep333-4890
Child, 232 Colonel Wolfe Preschool; 1103 Country
Squire Dr, U 367-4S27
* HENDRICKSON, Lester E., MS, Met Res Asst. 333-0156
Min & Met, 315 MMB; 2020B Orchard St, U
HENDRLX, Virginia J. , Adm Secy, Board of. . . 333-1921
Trustees Offc, 354 Adm Bldg; 714 W White St, C '
352-4604
* HENDRON, David M. , BS, Civ Eng 333-6989
B 211 CEB; 503 McCullough, U
* HENDRY, Archibald W., PhD, Res Asst Prof . . 333-4360
Physics, 317 PB; 1732 Valley Rd, C
HENKIN, Charles J., MS, Res Asst, Physics. 333-4358
351 PB; 711 W Washington St, U 344-6815
* HENLEY, Donald R., BME, Tchr Asst, TAM. . .333-1793
121 TL; 105 S Wright St, C 352-2425
•*+HENLEY, Laurel M. , AB, Assoc Chem, State. .333-0802
Water Surv, 228 Water Resourc; 1009 S Victor, C
352-9673
* HENNE, Bertrand W. , BS, Instr of Avi 822-5237
Airport; 1615 Hedge Rd, C 352-1159
* HENNIGH, Linda L., Clerk Typ II, Purchasing 333-0815
Gen Chem Stores, 55NL; 1005 S Anderson, U
365-3246
* HENNIS, Arthur R.
,
Janitor, Housing Div
1010 W Bradley, C 356-8649
* HENNIS, Luella M., Maid, Housing Div
1010 W Bradley, C 356-8649
* HENRIKSEN, Harry C, MA, Curator Exhibits. .333-2517
ScholLlfe Sci, 421 NH 333-1149
103 E Chalmers St, C 352-1797
* HENRY, Boyd A. , MS, Area Adv, Farm Man ... 356-0426
Fieldman, Coop Ext, 1003 N McKlnley,C
HENRY, Bradley F. , Janitor, PP
PPSB; 513 N 3rd, St Joseph 469-3351
* HENRY, David D., PhD, LLD, HHD, LittD, ... 333-3070
LHD, DScEd, PedD, President of University
364 Administration; 711 West Florida, U
* HENRY, George W., BSEE, Res Eng, Elec Eng .333-4156
102 Aero Lab; 808 W Church St, U 367-6014
* HENRY, John A. , MS, Prof, Mech Eng 333-2905
230 MEB; 702 W Ohio, U 344-5212
HENRY, Nancy K. , Clerk Typ I, Agrl Eng Dept.333-3571
245 Agr Eng Bldg; 317 N Main St, Glfford, 568-2970
HENSCHEN, AmyE., BS, Secy to Dean, Coll. .333-1351
LAS, 288 LH; 1414 Rose Dr, C 359-2253
HENSCHEN, Lawrence J., BA, Res Asst, Comp333-6716
Sci, 153 A ERL; 1414 Rose Dr, C 359-2253
* HENSEN, Velda R. , BS, Asst Ext Adv, Hm 842-1776
Econ, Livingston County Coop Ext Serv,
222 1/2 W Madison, Pontlac 844-5385
* HENSON, Alma, Janltress, Housing Div
1101 E Michigan, U 365-1755
* HENSON, Kathleen M., Clerk Steno III, Dean 333-4947
of Admlss & Records Offc, 326,409 E Chal. .333-6496
810 W Church St, C
+ .KENWOOD, (MRS) Ethel M., BA, Clerk Steno2 .
State Geol Surv (Retlred);306 W Michigan, U
367-2233
HERBECK, Thomas E. , BA, Tchr Asst, Anthrop. 333-2301
155 EEB; 2305 S 1st Apt 202 , C
HERBEK, James H., MS, Tchr Asst, Agron 333-3455
S-12 TH; 211 W Springfield, Apt 104, C :
* HERBERT, John H. , PhD, Asst Prof, Veg Crops 333-1967
Hort, 206 Veg Crops; 409 Evergreen Ct,W, U
365-1788
* HERBSLEB, Darlene J. , AB, Typ Clerk III, Dept
Min, Met & Pet Eng, 2 04 MMB; Dewey
897-4140
* HERBSLEB, Roger M. , AB, Dup Mach Oper II. .333-3980
Offc Agr Pub, 51 MH; Dewey 897-3090
* HERBST, John H., PhD, Assoc Prof, Agr Econ. 333-3872
& Voc Agr, 440 MH; 413 State St, Mahomet
586-4489
* HERCEG, Joseph E., MS, Asst, NE 333-1598
102 NEL; 711 W Church, Apt 4, C 356-8873
* HERING, Robert G., PhD, Assoc Prof, Mech.. 333-0366
& Indus Eng, 266 MEB; 2203 Fletcher, U, 367-8644
* HERMAN, Charles E. , Supt Print Shop, UP. .
.
Emeritus: 508 W William St, C 352-2450
* HERMANj.John M.,'MSEE, Tchr Asst, Elec... 333-4316
Eng, 54 EEA; ' 9TT6 1/2 S Vine St, Apt 101, U
367-4203
* HERMANN, Harvey A., BS, Asst in Bands, . . . 333-3025
Mus Ed, Band Bldg; 172 6 Paula Dr, C, 3 5 6-822
5
* HERMANSON, JohnC, PhD, Res Assoc, 333-226.6
Physics, 390XMRL; 1004 S Garfield, U, 367-5197
* HERMSMEYER, Barbara, Clerk Typ II, Urban. . 333-3890
Plan, 208 MH; 300 S Goodwin, Apt 601, U
344-3103
* HERMSMEYER, Ralph K. , MS, Res Asst, Vet..
Physiol & Pharmacol, 239 VMB; Apt 601,
300 S Goodwin, U 344-3103
HERNDON, Wilda, Blochem Techgist, Col of..333-3116
VM, 38 VM'B; 1002 N Busey, U 367-9796
* HERNECHECK, Leonard G., BS, Asst to Super. 333-1417
of Bldgs & Grounds, PPBS; 1110 Mayfair Rd, C
356-5455
* HERRENKNECHT, Linda K. , Routing Dispatch^ .333-0343
PPSB; Box 348, Sidney 688-2330
* HERREID, Ernest O. , PhD, Prof, Food Sci 333-4441
Emeritus, 202ADMB; Box 165 A Rt 1
,
Bloomington, Indiana 336-2306
* HERRIN, Moreland, PhD, Prof, Civ Eng 333-0858
111 TL; 1414 W William, C 356-8958
HERRIN, Thomas R., BS, Asst, Chem & Chem. 333-0655
Eng, 444 EC; 1010 W Green #530, U, 332-2322
* HERRIOTT, Miriam B. , Typ Clerk II, Alumni. . .333-1475
Relations Records, 227 IU; 307 W John, C
356-1108
* HERRON, Robin E. , PhD, Assoc Prof ,Rec &... 333-6563
Instr For Res on Except Children, 95 Chil. . .333-6434
Res Cen; 1508 Alma Dr, C 352-6788
* HERSHBERG, David R., PhD, Asst Prof, Span. 333-1116
Ital, Portug, 32 Armory; 12 08 NOFFTZ Dr,C
352-7564
* HERSLBERGER, Floyd D. , Carpenter, PP
PPSB; Rt 1, Danville 442-8198
* HERTIG, Bruce A. , ScD, Dlr, Physcl Envirn. . .333-3686
Unit, 119 MEL; 306 W Hlgh.'U 367-1867
* HERTIG , Laurel M., MA, Educ Spec, Spec 333-4891
Educ, 240 Col Wolfe School; 306 W High St, U
367-1867
HERTIG, Marshall, PhD, Visiting Prof, 333-3167
Epidemiol, Cen for Zoonoses Res, 1007 W Nev
306 W High, U 367-1867
HERTZENBERG, Elliot P., MS, Asst, Chem &..333-3764
Chem Eng, 450 NL; 909 S 5th St, #1265, C
332-5026
* HERTZNER, Carol A. , County Ext Secy, DeKalb756-7916
County Coop Ext Ser, 315 N 6th St, DeKalb:
Rt , Esmond 393-4180
HERZO, Dennis P., MS, Res Asst, Physics. . .333-4485
Rm 412 PB; 1205 W Main, Apt 1A, U, 365-1245
* HERZON, Barbara C, BS, Secy-Steno, Dept. . .333-2010
Chem & Chem Eng, 420 A EC; 1411 Hollycrest, C
•356-9789'
* HESS, Ada E. , Secy, Dept of Theatre 333-2371
261 Armory; Box 75, Ivesdale 564-3225
* HESS, Edward F., MS, Assoc Law Llbm,Assoc333-2914
Prof, Lib, 104 G Law; 610 W Michigan, U
344-5126
HESS, Helen E. , MEd, Res Assoc, Grad Coll. 333-6188
330 Adm Bldg. ,1085 1/2 Lynwood Dr, C, 359-1572
* HESS, Jerry H. , Space Analyst II, Cen Off On.333-6601
Use of Space, 226 IT; 508 S Mattls, C, 352-6375
* HESS, Jarry G., BS, Asst Dep Bus Man 333-1239
Dept Chem & Chem Eng, 105 NL; 717 S Lynn, C
356-6303
* HESSE, Muriel J., BFA, Asst, University Hlgh.333-4490
1207 W Stcughton, U; 1502 S Vine, U, 367-7548
* HESSELMANN, Paul R. , BS, Asst Health Physc333-0866
102 NRL; Rt 1, Tolono 485-5341
HESSLING, JohnD., BS, Flight Instr, Avi 822-5237
Airport; 1730 Lincoln PI, Apt 3, C 359-2763
* HESTAND, Kenneth H., BS, Ext Adv, Agri,... 445-2934
Edwards County Coop Ext Serv, 17 S 5th St,
Albion; RFD 2, Ellery 445-2295
h*+HESTER, Norman C. , MS, Asst Geol, State 200
Geol Surv, 3 3A Nat Res
* HETISHEE, Effie'E., BS, Asst Record, Admis.. 333-0216
& Records, 69 Adm Bldg; 1006 W John, C
359-1144
* HETRICK, John H., PhD, Prof, Dairy Tech 333-4441
Food Sci, 101 DMB; 1719 McDo.iald Dr, C
356-1575 •
* HETRICK, Robert E., MS, Res Asst, Physics . .333-0749
376 PB; 703 E Colorado Apt 209, U 367-4641
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HETTINGER, Betty, Clerk Typ II, Home Econ. .333-202!
Ext, 528 Bev Hall; Pesotum 867-2480
HETTINGER, Michael F., BS,MA, Spec, Educ. 333-01$'
CurrLab, 1210 W Springfield; 1003 S Mattls,
C
356-2835
HETTINGA, Warren N. MS, Tchr Asst, Music.
304 SH; 8 Pompton PI, Lincoln Park, U
HEUER, Ronald E. , MS, Res Asst, Civ Eng ... 333-698
B 211 CEB; 1811-D Valley Rd, C 356-0033
HEUERMAN, Marjorie J., BS, Ext Adv, Hm 233-033
Econ, St. Clair County Coop Ext Serv, 116 S
Charles, Belleville; 120 Mesa Dr, Collinsvllle
344-3338
HEUSINKVELD, Nancy A. , MA, Asst, Engl
327 EB; 1008 S Busey, U 344-4847
HEUSSMAN, John W. , MA, Lib Adm Asst, 333-079
Instr, 222,Llb; 1005 Hollycrest Dr, C, 359-4379
HEVESI, Jawos, PhD, Res Assoc, Bot 333-637
288 Morrill Hall; 605 W Green, U 367-2365
HEWETT, Thomas T., BS, Res Asst, Psych...
Group Effect Res Lab, 909 W Nevada; 504 W
Washington, Apt IE, C 356-1110
HEWING, Donald J. , Herdsman, VM 333-4X0
Maxwell Farm, S 1st St; 209 Eisenhower Dr,
Phllco 684-5846
HEWITT, Barnard, PhD, Prof, Chalrmn,Theatre333-237
261 Armory; 2205 Brett Dr, C 356-5262
HEWITT, Dale A., MS, Ext Adv, Agrl, Edgar. .333-315
County, Coop Ext Serv, 210 AW Wash, Paris
20 Lakewood Dr, Rout 3, Parte 5-1825
HEWITT, Floyd G. , Groundsman, PP
PPSB; Rt 1 , Thomasboro 694-2531
HEWITT, Joan L. , MS, Cir Asst, Lib 333-39!
203 Lib; 308 Falrlawn Dr, U 367-7511
HEWITT, Ray H. , Furniture Repairman, PP. . .
.
PPSB; 110 Orchard, Catlln 427-5948
HEWITT, Veryl C. , Storekp I, Chem & Chem. .333-085
Eng, 99 EC; 1312 Mitchem Dr, U 367-3847
HEYEN, MerlynC, BS, Assoc Ext Adv, Agr. . .253-641
Cook County Coop Ext Serv, Rm 201, 201 N
Dunton Ave, Arlington Hgts; 1405 Palm Dr,
Mt Prospect 439-0652
HICKEY, Dennis G., BA, Res Asst, Instl Labor.
& Indus Relations , LIR .Bldg-47; 509 N Willis,
C
356-0796
HICKEY, Donald R., MA, Asst, Hist 333-20!'*
235 K Armory; 2303 S 1st Apt 303, C, 344-5837
HICKEY, Karen T. , AB, Asst, Span, Ital, Portu333-39!|
1st Floor, 909 S 6th St, 533 E Southern Ave,
Covington, Ken 291-4294
HICKEY, Valerie A. , Clerk Typ II, Rehab Educ .333-19*
Serv, 103 Rehab Educ Cen; 509 N Willis, C
356-0796
HICKMAN, James C. , MS, Asst, TAM 333-31;
321 E TL; 502 W Main 314, U 367-9526
HICKS, Arthur J. , BS, Asst, Bot 333-27!
149 Morrill Hall; 302 E Park Apt 102, C, 356-5918 :
HICKS, Audrey L. , Clerk Typ III, Purchs Div, 333-351
Bus Offc, 22 Adm Bldg; 322 Hopkins St, Newman
837-2692
HICKS, Bruce L. , PhD, Res Prof, CSL 333-251
3-141 CSL; Res Prof, CERL, 270 ERL 333-111
8 Burnett Cir, U 344-5518
HICKS. Dale R., MS, Tchr Asst, Agron 333-01!
W-503 Turner Hall; Rt 3, U 367-8660
HICKS, Harry R., MS, Res Asst, Physics 333-2BJ
241 PBj_aim/ Springfield Apt 11, U, 367-3527
HICKS, James A. Janitor, IU
VS5 IU W; Rt I, Potomac 569-4321
HICKS, JoanT., MS, Cataloger, Instr, Lib.. 333-331
246 Lib; 8 Burnett Cir, U 344-5518
HICKS, John F. , LLB, Teachr Asst, Law
104 RLaw; 404 Briar Lane, Apt 1, C, 352-1405
HICKS, Linda C, Clerk-Steno II, PPDept... 333-12.
101 N Mathews-Trafic & Pkng Div; 104 E Dodson.t
367-1808
HICKS, Robert C, Routeman, PurchsDiv Bus. .333-16;
Offc, Cen Rec Station; 508 N Stout, St Joseph
469-4281
HIEFTIE, Gary M. , AB, Asst, Chem 6. Chem. . 333-481
Eng, 74 EC; 2024 Greendale Dr, C 356-0176
HIERONYMUS, Thomas A. , PhD, Prof, Grain. .333-39;
Marketng, Agr Econ, 310 MH; 1822 Maynard, C »S
352-9791
HIESER, Roger L. , An Caretaker, Col of VM. . .333-14;







HIGGS, Carolyn J. , Secy, Offc Chancellor. . . 333-62;
112 EB
HIGGS, Diana M. , AA, Clerk Steno III, Dept. 333-52
Comput Sci, 114C DCL; 1201 E Michigan, U
367-8919
HIGGS, Gary K., MA, Asst, Geog 333-04.
321 Davenport Hall; 1201 E Michigan Ave, U
367-8919
HIGHFILL, Claudia, MS, Tchr Asst, Bot 333-27!
149 Morrill Hall; 901 S 1st Apt 24, C, 356-5915
HIGHT, Paul., Carpenter, PP
PPSB; 409 S Pine St, Arthur 543-3140
HUTONEN, Ziablowa C.,Vls Lectr, Slavic Lan 333-651
& Lit, 260 LH; IT Apt 1304, C 344-4288
HILDIBRAND, Vicky A. , County Ext Secy 283-27'
Fayette County, Coop Ext Serv, 118 N 6th,
Vandalia; Box 132, Farina 245-3433
HILDRETH, Marjorie M.
,
Secy, Dairy Sci 333-34.
315 An Sci Lab; Box 78, Phllo 684-5475
HILOWEIN, Betty L. , Lib Clerk II, News Lib. 333-15'
1 Lib; 3 Meadow Ct, C 352-5607
HILDWEIN, Richard L. , MS, Asst Prof, Jrn. . . 333-21*
13 GH; 3 Meadc-w Ct, C 352-5607
HILEMAN, Joan M. , County Ext Secy, Jersey. 498-29
County Coop Ext Serv, 402 S Jefferson, Jerseyville
720 N Harrison St, Jerseyville 498-5028
HILL, Arno, PhD, Asst Prof, Speech Div Gen. .333-081
Studies, 219 Ah; 1400 W Green, C 352-1335
HILL, Bennett D. , PhD, Assoc Prof, Hist 333-41;
304 Armory; 1603 Valley Rd, C 359-2771
^HILL, Dorothy H., Acct Clerk I, Bursar's DW. 333-4880
162 Adm; 108 S 1st, Fisher 897-2826
HILL, Edith, County Ext Secy, Fayette County .283-1186
Coop Ext Serv, 118 N 6th, Vandalla; Rt 3,
Ramsey 423-2384
HILL, Edward H. , Painter, Housing Dlv 333-3450
14 Lincoln Ave, Res; 612 W Bradley Ave, C
356-6881
HILL, (MRS) Elaine R., AB; Lib Clerk II, Mus.
.
Lib, 220 SMH; 804 W Michigan Ave, U
344-4769
felLL, Elton E. ,BA, Asst, Hydrology, State. . . 333-4960
Water Surv, 236 Water Res Bldg; 1106 S New, C
356-3345
HILL, Gary W. , BSME, Mech Engr, Res Asst. .333-1136
30 MEB; 1005 W University, U 367-3904
HILL, Gloria J. , Clerk Typ III, Off Instr Res. .333-3690
405 EH; 2078A Hazelwood Ct, U 344-2319
HILL, James C, BA, Asst, Chem & Chem 333-3059
350 B Noyes Lab; 1010 W Green #406, U, 332-2266
HILL, Jean F. , MSW, Asst Dean of Women. . . 333-0059
Offc of Stu Persnl, 130 SSB; 9 Hagan Blvd, U
HILL, Kennedy T. , PhD, Asst Prof, Psych 333-1354
196-D Davenport Hall; 1909 Crescent Or, C
356-6200
HILL, Leslie B., AM, Asst, Speech 333-2818
249 Armory 333-2370
2078 A Hazelwood Ct. , U 344-2319
HILL, Lowell D., PhD, Agr Econ, Assoc Prof . .333-2455
415 MH; 1002 Sliver, U 365-2361
HILL, Phyllis J., PhD, Assoc Prof, PEW 333-3984
112 WGym; 1821 C Valley Rd, C 359-2318
HILL, Richard M. , PhD, Assoc Dlr, Grad 333-4140
School of Bus Adm, Acting Head, Dept of Indus
Adm, 350 Com W; 1106 McHenry, U, 367-3272
HILL, Richard S., Attdnt, Bowling & BUlrd Rm.333-2526
IU; 107 S Wright St, C 356-3946
HILL, Steven P., PhD, Asst Prof, Slavic Lang .333-3443
& Lit. , 266 Lincoln Hall 333-0680
509 E Green St, Apt 100, C 344-1770
HILL, Sue'lla J. , Clerk Typ II, Elem Educ 333-1846
Elem School Scl Prof, 805 W Penn, Rm 215;
Box 184, Hume, Metcalf 7-2 537
HILLBRANT, Velva M.,(Mrs) Cashier, Dining,. 333-0700
Rm, IU; 1408 N Hickory St, C 356-6916
HILLER, LeJnrenA., PhD, Prof, Music 333-2521
302 SH; Rt 3, Hudson Acres, U 367-2770
HILLMAN, Delmar L. , Supvr, Dairy Herds 333-0376
Records Program, Dairy Scl, 335 ASL; 503 N 7th
St Joseph 469-7159
HILLS, Pamela S. , Clerk Steno II, Voc Agr. . . 333-3871
Serv, 434 MH; 1702 W William, C, 352-0437
HILLSDORF, Hubert K. , Dr, Assoc Prof, Civ.. 333-6936
Eng, 2211 CEB; 1310 Grandview Dr, 0,356-8924
HILSON, M. Douglas, MFA, Instr, Art
136 FAB; 1302 S Maple, U 365-1708
HILTIBRAN, Robert C, PhD, Assoc Blochem. . 333-6889
State NH Surv, 273 Nat Res; 608 E Wash, U
367-7238
HILTON, Harry H. , PhD, Prof, Aero & Astro.. 333-2653
Eng, 101 A Trans Bldg; 1513 Maplecrest Dr, C
352-8372
HILTON, Lana L. , Clerk Typ III, MRL 333-1380
270 MRL; 110 Scottswood Dr, U 365-2640
HIMELICK, Eugene B.,PhD, Plant Patholgst.. 333-6886
Sect of Appld Bot & Plant Path, State NH Surv,
384 Nat Res; 601 Burkwood Ct, E, U, 367-5806
MNDELANG, MaryE., County Ext Secy, S42-3422
Greene County Coop Ext Serv, 319 W Side.
Sq, Carrollton; 150 Church St, Carrolltown
942-5141
UNDHEDE, Lois A. , MS Ed, Res Assoc, Voc. 333-2756
& Tech Ed, 51 E Armory; 1098 N Hickory, C
352-1924
UNDHEDE, Uffe, SMME, Instr, Gen Eng 333-3413
314 Trans; 1008 N Hickory, C 352-1924
UNDS, Frank C, PhD, Asst Prof, An Scl 333-4189
264 ASL, 109 Stock Pavlll 333-1781
806 S Lynn, C 356-6694
IINDSLEY, MarkH., AM, Prof, Music, Dif. . 333-3026
Bands, 144 Band Bldg; 1 MontclalrRd, U, 344-6469
iflNELY, Jan L., PhD, Asst Prof, Engl 333-6265
127 Eb; 1208 W Calif, Apt 4, U 344-0832
iflNELY, Richard B., MA, Asst Dean, LAS 333-6628
I
283 A LH; 1208 W Calif, U 344-0832
'IINER, Donald E. , Herdsman, An Scl 333-0153
;
Swine Nutrlt Barn; 410 N Church St, Gibson City
784-4951
JIINES, Dorothy D. , Clerk Typ III, Arch 333-1330
| 106 Arch; 1804 Cypress, C 359-4985
inNESLY, Thomas D.
,
PhD, Asst Prof, Agron. .333-4250
S0412 TH; 2211 Vawter, U 365-2227
IINNERS, Helen D.,Nat Scl Lab Asst I,Micro.333-2067
Biol, Rm 241 Burrlll Hall 333-2044
Rt 1, Philo 684-462 7
IINOJOSA-SMITH, Romeo R. , AM, Instr, Span333-0545
Ital, Port, 381 LH; 2083 C Orchard, U, 344-0986
IINOMOTO, Hlrohlde, PhD, Asst Prof, Indus. 333-4556
Adm, 315 ComW; 707 S 6th, C 344-3729
HNRICHS, Mary M, Clerk Typ II, Col Eng. . . 333-1962
109 EH; 805 W Green, U 344-6378
tlNSHAW, William W., MS, Elec Engr, PP. . .333-1584
PPSB: 206 N Mathews Ave, U 367-5326
[INTON, Charlotte E., Typ Clerk II, Grad Col333-0033
321 Adm; 1402 E Penn, U 367-9739
INTON, MaxW., BS, Acct I, State Univ.. . 333-3860
Retiremt Sys , 807 S Lincoln, Rt 1, Box 54,
Tolon 485-4385 •
INTON, RobertW., Storekeeper III, Zool
. . .
333-2329
333 NH; 509 State St, Mahomet 586-4509
INTON, Royce A., MS, Asst Prof, Farm IMan 333-0754
Agr Econ, 450 MH; 1008 W William, 0,352-8941
IPPLE, Theodore W., MED, Grad Asst, Sec. .333-3643
Educ, 376 Educ; 312 S Coler, U 367-7891
IPSKIND, John P., MS, Asst Prof, Gen Eng. .333-0724
1
313 Trans; 1003 W White St, C 356-8997
IRE, William W. , Asst Foreman, Cylinder Pr .333-2576
Prnt Div UP, 234 UPB; 2420 Maplewood Dr, C
356-2619
HILL - HOLZAPFEL
HOFHEISTER, Rudolf A. , BA, Grad Asst, Germ.333-1312
512 E Chalmers; 2034 C Orchard Downs, Orchard,
U
344-6075
HOGAN, Donald J. , PhD, Asst Prof, Engl 333-2345
245 EB; 512 S Rldgeway, C 352-1664
HOGAN, Frances F. , BFA, Asst to Art Dlr, UP. 333-0956
134 UP; 610 W Church St, C 352-0955
HOGAN, Gloria L. , County Ect Secy, Winneb. 965-3704
County Coop Ext Serv, 4311 W State St, Rockford
2308 Fremont St, Rockford 968-1224
HOGAN, Greta, MA, Spec, Educ Psych 333-1889
141 EPGB; 512 S Ridgeway, C 3S2'-166'4.
HOGAN, James D., AB, Prof, Art, Emeritus^..*
Col FAA; 610 W Church St, C 352-0955
HOGENDOBLER, FloritaK., Asst Ext Adv, ".... 745-6310
Youth, Pulaski-Alexander Co, Coop Ext Serv
128 N Oak, Mounds; Villa Ridge 342-6397
HOGSETT, Ordie L., BS, Asst Prof, Ext Safe. .333-1130
Spec, Coop Ext Serv, 331 MH; 2 011 Silver
Ct, W, U 367-8587
HOHN, Franz E. , PhD, Prof, Math 333-0870
369 AH; 2206 Boudreau Clr, U 344-5726
HOHN, Rebecca G.
,
(Mrs) MA, Instr, Engl... 333-1505
325 EB; 1404 W Park Ave, C 359-2254
HOKE, Gordon A., PhD, Specialst, Educ Adm. 333-1386
211, 805 W Penn Ave; 19 Sunset Rd, Bloomington
823-0675
HOKMAN, Jenifer J., BA, Res Asst, Stu Coun. 333-3729
Serv, 344 SSB; 206 Sherman Hall, 909 S 5th St, C
332-4641
HOLADAY, Allan G., PhD, Prof, Engl 333-2391
102 B EB; 308 E Colorado, U 367-6156
HOLCOMB, JohnM., MS, AFM, Prof, Farm. . .333-6193
Mgt & Finance, Ag Econ, 310 A; Rt 2, U, 367-6317
HOLDEN, Ernest G. , Acct Clerk II, Pmt Div,. 333-4655
UP, 234 UPB; 1310 Lockraven Dr, C, 356-5530
HOLDEN, Richard A., MS, Asst, Physics 333-3128
57 PB; 1813 A Orchard PI., U 344-4037
HOLDEN, Thomas L., B, Assoc Prof, Music. . .333-6674
4 SMH; 2015 Cureton Dr, U 365-1007
HOLDER, JonT., MS, Res Asst, Physics 333-4531
112 MRL; 1006 W Springfield, U 365-2042
HOLDER, Linda J. , Commercial Artst I, TV Ser333-1070
1110W Main; 1006 W Springfield, U, 365-2042
HOLHUBNER, Fredrick J., MS, Asst Prof ,Asst.333-2664
State Leader, Coop Ext Serv, 115 MH; 206 E Dodson
U 367-0290
HOLIMAN, Deloris A. , Clerk Typ III, Lib 333-0791
222 Lib; 810 W 111, U 344-6033
HOLL, Zelma C, Secy, Pres Offc 333-3573
372 A Adm; Apt 403, 405 W University Ave, C
352-2865
HOLLAND, I. Irving, PhD, Prof, Forest Econ. .333-2774
216 MH; 910 Sunnycrest Dr, U 365-1646
HOLLEY, Edward R., ScD, Asst Prof, Civ Eng. 333-3716
102 Hydraulic Eng Lab; 505 W John St, C, 356-0955
HOLLINGER, Bruce K. , Eng Drftsmn II, Compu 333-6691
Scl, 54 DCL; 204 N Draper, C 352-8953
HOLLINGSHEAD, Gladys L., Secy, Dept Geog.333-1880
220 Davenport Hall; 610 S Edwin, C, 356-1225
HOLLINGSWORTH, Elaine F. (Mrs) , Clerk-... 333-1465
Steno II, Ext in Lnternat Affrs , 118 IH;
1204 N Hickory St,C 356-3376
HOLLOWAY, David C. , BS, Res Asst, TAM. . 333-1058
302 E TL; 1709 Rldgeland Dr, C 352-1107
HOLLOWAY, Edwin C, AB, Psych 333-2677
324 AH; 2040 B Orchard PI, U 344-0609
HOLLOWAY, Leland E., PhD, Asst Prof ,Physc.333-4322
405 PB
HOLLOWAY, Myra L. , Clerk Steno II, Bur of. .333-2570
Bus Mngmt, 130 Com Annex; 205 Country Fair Dr.
Apt 40, C 356-7031
HOLMER, Barbara G. , Clerk Typ III, Acct Div.333-0781
Bus Offc, 279 Adm; Rt 1, Sidney 688-2355
HOLMES, Allen H., MS, Res Asst, Curric Lab333-0150
1210 W Springfield; 816 Breen, C 352-0210
HOLMES. Donald W., Bldg Supernt, Assem H. 333-2923
Assembly Hall; 112 W Iowa, U 367-092 6
HOLMES, Julia O.
,
(Mrs), PhD, Prof, Nutriticn333-0873
Hm Econ, 457 Bev Hall; 609 W Vermont, U
344-6205
HOLMES, Luther H. , Carpenter, PP
PPSB; 612 N Broadway, Newman 837-2141
HOLMES, Roland W., EdM, Lecturer, Engl. .. 333-1705
Asst Dean, Coll LAS, 278 LH; 2104 Vawter St, U
367-5166
HOLMES, RoseM., Clerk Steno II, Unlv Cent 333-2921




MS, Res Asst, Bot. . 333-3087
103 Mor Hall; 902 W 111, U
HOLONYAK, Nick, PhD, Prof, Elec Eng 333-4149
214 EERL; 2212 Fletcher, U 367-0403
HOLSHOUSER, Don F., PhD, Prof, Elec Eng.. 333-1959
215 EERL; 2030 Burllson Dr, U 344-6593
HOLSHOUSER, Marion, BS, Chief Clerk, Dept333-2630
of Ling, 309 R Davnpt Hall; 2 030 Burllson Dr,U
344-6593
HOLST, Gunther J., BA, Instr, Germ Lang &.. 333-1183
Lit, 407 LH; 1014 W Hill, C 352-1855
HOLSTLAW, Vera J. , BS, Ext Adv, Hm Econ. . .783-3216
Jasper County Coop Ext Serv; Rt 33, W, Rt 1,
Newton; 106 Owens, Newton 783-3529
HOLT, Claudia G.
, MS, Bibllogr, Instr, Lib. .333-1055
220 A Lib; 601 W Oregon, U 344-3419
HOLT, Judith A., Secy, Dir, Acad Yr Inst, Math333-2167
304 AH; 1511 W Green St,
C
352-6003
HOLVERSON, Merville J., SKC, USN, Nav Scl 333-1063
Storekpr, 236 C Armory Bldg; 1204 Duncan Rd,C
352-7135
HOLY, Fred O. , Elec Tech, CSL 333-3379
2-114 CSL; 1511 Paula Dr, C 356-8818
HOLY, John A. , BS, Asst, Physics 333-3128





, Fireman , PP
PPSB; 2412 E Wash St, U 365-1668
HOLZAPFEL, Wilfried B. , PnD, Res Assoc.
. . .
333-0099
Physics, 130 MRL 333-2535
1607 E 2 Valley Rd, C 356-2881
HIROE, Shoji, MS , Res Asst, Comput Scl 333-6154
293 DCL; YMCA, 1001 S Wright St, C, 344-1351
HIRSCH, Bernard A. , BS, Instr, Engl
213 EB; 509 S 5th, C 356-2960
' HIRSCH, Jerry, PhD, Prof, Psych & Zool 333-0373
423 GH; 2012 Zuppke Clr, U 365-1030
HIRSCHBERG, Carlos B., MSc, Asst, Chem.. 333-3940
& Chem Eng, 440 EC; 1203 1/2 W Main, U
367-0147
' HIRSCHLER, Lawrence W., Mas Lab Mech. . . 333-0699
Mech & Ind Eng, MEB 217; 1105 W Church, C
HIRSHOREN, Alfred, EdD, Res Assoc, Inst... 333-6400
for Res on Except Children, AdlerZbne Cen;
2018 S Vine St, U 367-0312
HITCHCOCK, Helen L. , Card Punch Oper I. . . 333-4827
Statls Serv Unit, 54 Adm; 14 Lakeside Terr, U
367-4976
HIT CHMAN, Annette, Clerk Typ II, Germ 333-1288
Lan & Lit, 371- LH; 2 Buena Vista Ct, West Elm, U
365-1309
HITCHMAN, Michael A. , PhD, Res Assoc, .. 333-3776
Chem & Chem Eng, 367 A NL; 2 Buena Vista Ct, U
365-1309
' HITES, Helen P., Acct Clerk III, Burson's Div333-4880
162 Adm; 1803 Shadow Lawn, C 352-4880
• HITTLE, Carl N. , PhD, Prof, Plant Breed,Agrau333-4373
S-312 TH; 22 08 Fletcher, U 367-5011
' HLXSON, Billy D. , Electrician, PP
PPSB; 306 W Dodson Dr, U
HOAG, MyrlW., Sr Lab Mech, Mech & Indus 333-1711
Eng, 110 MEL; 302 S Garfield, C 356-4434
• HOBBS, Milton, PhD, Visit Lee, Pol Sci 333-2270
332 LH; 710 W Indiana, U 344-3319
HOBBN, Mary A. ,Ext Secy, Knox County 342-5108
Coop Ext Serv, 95 N Seminary St, Galesburg;
Rt 1, Knoxvllle 289-5108
HOCH, Charles L., Supervs , Cen Recev Stat. 333-1653
Purch Dlv, Bus Offc, 111 Cen Rec Stat; Rt 1,
Box 140, Tolono 485-4905
HOCH, Elmer, Garage Attend. PP
PPSB; 2805 Lawndale Dr, C 356-8167
HOCK, Hans H., MA, Inst, Ling 333-2630
309 S Davenport Hall; 407 W White, C, 352-7301
HOCK. JoanC, BA, Res Asst, BurCommun.. 333-3020
Planing, 1202 W Calif; 323 Sherman Hall, C
332-4695
HOCKETT, Betty B. , BA, Clerk III, Mech Eng. 333-1570
209 ME Power Lab; 1107 W Green, Apt 428
U 344-3529
HOCKETT, RichardS., BSc, Physics 333-3128
57 PB; 1107 W Green St, #428, U 344-3529
HODER, George M., BA, Grad Asst, Germ... 333-1312
Lang & Lit, 512 E Chalmers; 510 W University, C
HODGES, Joann, Typ Clerk II, Campus Tours . 333-4666
& Inform, 115 IU; Apt 201-2109 White St, C
359-2057
HODGES, Robert L. , Auto Body Repairman, PP.
PPSB; 1701 Joanne Lane, C 356-6977
HODGES, Thomas K. , PhD, Asst Prof, Plant. . 333-2123
Physiol, Hort, 2 04 Flor; 2 010 Broadmoor, C
352-3424
HODGES , William W
.
, ME , Adv , Agr Shop ..
.
AID Proj, Spec, NJala Univ Coll, Sierra Leone,
Private Mall Bag, Freetown
HODGINS, Audrey S. ,MA, Sr Educ Spec 333-4891
Inst for Res on Except Child, Col Wolfe Preschool
Rm 240; 601 W Iowa, U 344-5198
HODGINS, Francis E., PhD, Assoc Prof, Engl.333-2989
203 EB; 601 W Iowa, U 344-5198
HODGMAN, Donald R., PhD, Prof, Econ 333-4558
331 Com W; 606 E Fla Ave, U 367-7018
HOEFFLIGER, Katherlne R.(Mrs) Clerk Typ III. 333-0003
Col of Agr, 111 MH; 305 E Mumford Dr, U
367-7545
HOEFLING, Douglas C, DVM, Vet I, State. . .333-1621
Dept of Agri, 103 VMB; Lincoln 902, U, 344-0052
HOELSCHER, Charles W., MS, Ext Adv, Agr. .232-7417
Stephenson County Cobp Ext Serv, 1100 W Galena
Freeport; 1177 W Stephenson, Freeport, 233-2843
HOELSCHER, Randolph P., MS, Prof, Emer. . 333-1618
112 Trans Blvd; 601 Hessel Blvd, C356-5615
HOEVELER, J. David, MA, Asst, Hist 333-2099
235 Armory; High Meadow Rd, Southport, Conn
259-1874
HOFERKAMP, Donald H., Asst Supvs , Motor. .333-3530
Vehicle Div, 103 Serv Bldg Annex; 431 S Indepnd
Monticello 762-2410
HOFFART, Theordore H., Janitor, Housing Div.
3001 S Chanute St, Rantoul 893-1530
HOFFHEINS, Opal G., Kitchen Hplr 333-3287
Allerton House, Monticello; Rt 2, Monticello
762-3298
HOFFMAN, Elizabeth B.,(Mrs) BS, Ext Adv. .. 939-7412
Hm Econ, Monroe County Coop Ext Serv, 509-AW Mill St; Rt 4, Box 30, Waterloo 939-7375
HOFFMAN, Frances, Secy, PEW 333-0471
117 WGym; 308 S Lincoln Ave, U 344-5483
HOFFMAN, JohnL., BS, Mech Constr Sup 333-1695
Campus Arch Off, 605 E Green St; 1805 Cynthia Dr
C 356-7172
HOFFMAN, JohnW., Distri Clerk I, Marling. .333-0861
Cen, UP, 810 S 6th St; Murdock 837-2482
HOFFMAN, Larry R. , PhD, Asst Prof, Bot 333-0048
649 MH; 1210 Alton Dr, C 356-0452
HOFFMAN, Mary M. , MS, Asst Prof, 4-H 333-2936
Spec, 514 A Bev; 614 W John, C 356-5477
HOFFMAN, Robert A. , MS, Res Asst, Men &. .
Met, 404 MRL; 1806 W Williams, C, 352-5374
HOFFMAN, Robert D., Storekeeper II, Purch. .333-0815
Div Bus Offc, 55 NL; Murdock
HOFFMAN, Ronald E.
,
MS., Asst Ext Adv, Agr.327-3616
Wash County Coop Ext Serv, 132 W Adams St,
Nashville; 403 S Logan, Carbondale, 549-6030
HOFFMANN, Joseph R., AM, Res Assoc, Cur. 333-0150
Lab, 1210 W Springfield; #3 Persimmon Cir, U
344-2296
HOFFSWELL, Robert A. , MS, Physics 333-22 00
102 NRL: 103 Elmwood Rd, C 359-2103
69
HOLZER - HULS
* HOLZER, Siegfried M., PhD, Asst Prof, Civ. . 333-6532
Engr, 417 EH; 403 W Springfield, U, 367-2649
HOLZER, Hellfried P., Dr, Prof, Acctancy 333-4545
320 Com W; 1410 Rose Dr, C 352-1544
HOLZHAUSEN, Darrell L. , Groundsman, PP. .
.
PPSB; 405 N Goodwin, U 367-3389
* HOLZHAUSEN, Eldon, Carpenter, PP
PPSB; 1505 N Highlands, C 356-6591
HOMAN, Gary G., MS, Res Asst, TAM 333-1539
311 TL; 1211 W Church, C
* HOMAN, Sidney R. , PhD, Asst Prof, Engl 333-4104
126 EB; 1720 Valley Rd, C 356-7076
* HOMER, Ray I. , Groundsman, PP
PPSB; 2716 High St, U 367-7050
HONG, Se J. , Res Asst, CSL 333-6753
3-114 CSL; 1010 W Green #175, U 332-2434'
* HONHON, Georges L., LSE, Res Asst, Agr. .. 333-2657
Econ, 406 MH; 1826 B Orchard PI., U, 344-4439
HONN, MarjorieL., Secy, ChemEng, Eng. .. 333-3640
Expt Stat, 113 EC; 1101 W Oregon St, U ,344-2115
* HOOD, Dale B., Painter, Housing Div. . . .: 333-3450
14 LAR; 603 N Elm St, C 356-8484
HOOD, Howard L., BA, Res Asst, Gamer 333-4275
Hall, Dean of Stu, Hous Div, Garner Hall
Counslng Offc; URH 130 Garner Hall, C, 332^0701
* HOOD, Larry L. , BS, Res Asst, Cen for
Zoonoses Res, Land Between the Lakes, Ken;
Box 7, Golden Pond, Ken 924-5512
HOOD, Sallie A. , BA, Asst, Clsscl & Europ. . 333-2360
Culture Museum, 484 LH; 409 E Chalmers, Rml204
C 344-6613
* HOOK, Julius N., Prof, Engl, Counselor 333-3251
Comm on Tchr Educ, 109 EB; 10 Montclalr Rd, U
344-5459
* HOOKER, ArthurL., PhD, Prof, Pint Path &.. .333-3847
Genetcs, Pint Path & Agron, 242 Davnpt Hall;
4 Illini Cir, U 344-6055
* HOPKIN, John A. , PhD, Prof, Agr Econ 333-1816
300B MH; 202 W Delaware, U 367-1694
HOPKINS, Aline L., (Mrs), MS, Instr, Bus... 333-2570
Mgmt, 130 Comm Annex; 721 S Elm Blvd , C
356-4307
HOPKINS, Glenda S. , Clerk Typ II, Educ 333-0740
Placemt, 140 Educ Bldg; Bondville 863-5780
* HOPKINS, James H.
,
BS, MD, Asst Prof 333-2822
Health Sci, 274 Health Cen; 1711 Ridge Rd, C
359-3561
HOPKINS, Jonathan W., BS, Tchr Asst, Zool. .
1210 W Calif, Rm 9; 606 W Delaware, U
344-6379
* r HOPKINS,M. E., PhD, Assoc Geol, State 344-1481
Geol Surv, 209 Nat Res; 1723 W Henry, C
352-6785






* HOPKINS, Richard L. , Electr, PP
PPSB; 4 Crystal Dr, Danville 443-0444
HOPKINS, Robert D., Produce Food Process. . .333-1454
CFS; 204 N Pine, Villa Grov3 832-4965
* HOPPE, RoyM., BS, Operats Engr, PP 333-0707
PPSB; 1011 Lincolnshire Dr, C 356-9968
* HOPPER, Doris J. , Clerk Steno II, Offc of Stu.333-0050
Persnl & Dean of Women, 130 SSB; W Crittenden
#108, Homer 896-2172
* HORD, Lester L. , Steam Dlstrib Oper, PP
PPSB; 105 S 7th St, St Joseph 469-7275
HORLICK,. Gary, Bsc, Asst, Chem & Chem... 333-4980
Eng, 78EC; 1354 Sherman Hall, C
* HORN, Charles E. , Storkpr III, Insti Avi 822-5532
Airport; 1307 N Champaign, C 356-7080
* HORN, Gene R. , Painter, PP
PPSB; 805 W Vine, C 356-5652
* HORNADAY, Pauleta T. , Asst, Hm Econ 333-2233
299 Bev Hall; 2604 E 111, U 367-5310
* HORNBEAK, Harold L. , MS, Prof, Arch 333-1146
115 Arch Bldg; 709 W Ohio St, U 344-6278
HORNE, John C. , MS, Tchr Asst, Geol
Rm 1, 408 S Goodwin; 603 S 1st St, C, 352-8077
* HORNIK, Heather W. , BA, Res Asst, Elem Edua333-6513
Rm 314, 805 W Penn; 2002 D Orchard St, U
344-2219
HORNING, Darnell W., MS, Res Asst, Elect . .333-0891
Eng, 405 MMB; 212 N McCullough, U, 367-8653
HOROWITZ, Aviva, MSc, Res Asst, Microbiol .333-4298
365 Mor Hall; 331 Sherman Hall, 909 S 5th St, C
332-4703
*+HORRIDGE, Paul M. , Pressman, Illini Pub Co.333-3730
22 IH; 945 S Vermillion, Paxton 379-2954
* HORSMAN, Larry R., BS, Res Asst, Comput.. 333-6141
Sci, 160 ERL; 2002 B Orchard St, U, 344-0541
HORST, Albert W., BS, Asst, Physics 333-2688
464 ERL; 3 09 E Healey Apt 16, C
* HORTON, Ruth E. , Recept, TV Serv 333-1070
1110W Main St, U; 116 Scottswood Dr, U
367-1902
* HOSKEN, Robert W., MS, Res Asst, CSL 333-3697
8A CSL; 1115 W Green St, U 344-2395
HOSTETTER, Marie M., AM, Assoc Prof, Lib..




Adm Clerk, Grad College 333-0038
311 Adm; 1502 S Race, U 367-6397
* HOTT, Ray F., MA, Food Buter, Purchs Div. . .333-1408
Bus Offc, 3A CFS; 1506 W William, C, 352-4782
* HOTTINGER, William L. , MS, Instr, PE 333-1680
201 MOG; 2805 Maplewood Dr, C 359-4549
* HOUCHENS, Albert F. , MSME. Res Asst 333-1136
Mech Eng, 30 MEB; 708 W Springfield, U, 367-7235
HOUCHENS, Josie B.
,
AM, Assoc Prof, Lib. .
Sci, Emerita; 804 1/2, S Lincoln ,U, 344-3535
* HOUGH, Richard L., BD, Tchr Asst, Soclol.. 333-2070
208 Soclol Annex, 1204 W Oregon; 701 W Church,
U
365-2047
* HOUK, Harlan S. , Groundsman & Asst Tree.
.
Surgeon, PPBS; 1406 Brlarcliff, U 367-4360
HOUSER, Pamela S. , Clerk Typ II, Offc of. . 333-3107
Agr Public, 54 MH; 2 Carmen St, U
* HOVE, Diane K. , Lib Clerk II, Lib 333-3399
101 Lib; 211 W Springfield, C 356-6272
* HOVIS, Lawrence, Const Labrer, PP
PPSB: 601 S David, Sidney
.
688-2 011
HOWARD, Helen L. , Secy to Dir ,Curr Lab.
.
. 333-0150
103-1210 W Springfield; 416 N John, Farmer City
928-8234
* HOWARD, Jessie T., MS, Asst Prof, Exe Secy333-2085
Senate Comm on Stu Engl, Rm 103, 907 S 6th St;
706 S Coler, U 344-5074
* HOWARD, John A. , BA, Tchr Asst, Garman 333-1288
512 E Chalmers; 1807 B Orchard PI, U, 344-4030
*+HOWARD, Joseph F. , Lab Hlpr, State Geol. . . 344-1481
Surv, 11 Nat Res; Box 46, Pesotum, 867-2468
* HOWARD, Louis B, PhD, Prof, Food Sci 232-1800
Dir,. Internat Rural Dvlpmt, Nat Assoc of State
Unlv & Land Grant Col, 155 Conn Ave,Wash D.C.
4600 Con Ave, N.W.Wash D.C. 363-4662
J*-rHOWARD, Richard H.
,
MS, Asst Geol, State. .344-1481
Geol Surv, 137 Nat Res; 1616 Normandy Dr, C
359-1015




PhD, Entomologist, State. .333-6828
NH Surv, Sec of Econ Entom, 96 Nat Res;
903SMattis,C 352-0992
* HOWELL, Benita J., MS, Asst, Instr, Lib. ... 333-3777
346 Lib; 1105 1/2 W Oregon, U 344-1944
* HOWELL, Charles R. , BS, Ext Adv, Agr, Perry 333-5671
County Coop Ext Serv, 113 E South St, Box 347,
Rinckneyvllle; 611 Virginia Ct, Plnckneyvllle,
5671
* HOWELL, Clifford D. , Instr Maker, Min.Met.




HOWELL, "HardyTvT., BS, Tchr Asst, Micro-.,
Biol; 1820 Valley Rd, C 356-7012.-
* HOWELL, Jackie L., Clerk Typ III, Curr Lab. .333-0150
1210 W Springfield; 5 Oakwood, Linsoln Park, U
367-2715
* HOWELL, Larry J. , BS, Instr, Aero & Asttfo Eng333-2297
211 Trans Bldg; 2028 B Hazelwood Ct, "U ,'344-2157
**• HOWELL, Robert A. , Printer, Illini Pub Co 333-3730
Basement, IH; 801 W William St, C, 352-1217
HOWELL, Robert C. , PhD, Asst Prof, Phil 333-4839
216 GH; 509 Bash Ct, C 359-2324
* HOWELL, Thomas S.
,
AB, Asst, Music 333-4436
10 SMH; 1105 1/2 W Oregon St, U 344-1944
* HOWLETT, Larry D., MS, Asst, Mech Eng 333-2728
205 MEL; Wilson Trailer Ct, U 367-6185
HOY, Gloria A. , Clerk Typ III, Visl Aid Serv. .333-1362
704 S 6th St; 603 E Calif, U 367-5958
* HOYMAN, Annelis S.
,
Asst Prof, PEW 333-0016
212 WGym; 805 Haines Blvd, C 356-8486
* HOYMAN, Howard S., EdD, Prof, Health Educ 333-2307
Head, Dept of Health & Safe, 114 Huff Gym;
805 Haines Blvd., C 356-8486
* HOYT, Dolores J. , BA, Spec Lan Asst, Lib. . . 333-1349
128 Lib; 1833 B Orchard PI, U 344-2149
* HOYT, Giles R. , MA, Asst, Germ Lang &Lit. . 333-1312
512 E Chalmers; 1833 B Orchard Pk, U, 344-4249
* HOYT, William R. , Policeman; PP,
PPSB; 111 E Brodley, C 352-3319
HU, Susan, MS, Res Asst, Agron 333-4254
C-109 TH; 508 S Gregory Place, Apt 1 , U
344-1717
HUANG, Anne, BS, Res Asst, Hort 333-2123
4 Flor: 1002 W Nevada Ave. U 344-1004
* HUANG, Dean T. , MS, Asst, Chem & Chem. . 333-0586
Eng, 368 NL; 602 S Lincoln, U ,344-3310
HUANG, Kuei-huang, MA, Res Asst, Micro. . .333-3751
Biol, 302 Bur Hall; 204 N Gregory St, U, 367-8226
HUANG, Margaret J., MA, Asst, Math ,
283 Lincoln; Apt 3, 904 W 111, U 344-2013
* HUANG, Maria W., BS, Comput Progr I. ..... 333-3841
Statis Serv Unit, 54 Adm; 602 S Lincoln Ave, U
344-3310 •
HUANG, May W. , MS, Asst, Voc & Tech Educ333-4429
22 Educ; 211 Sherman Hall; 909 S 5th St, C
332-4646
* HUANG, Mln-nan, Asst, Mech & Indus Eng...
42 MEB; 803 S 2nd St, C 352-6758
* HUANG, Thomas T., MA, Asst, Chem & Chem333-0626
Eng, 165 E NL; 904 Will St, U 344-2013
* HUBBARD, Alfred W., PhD, Prof, PEM 333-2808
301 A Huff Gym; 2106 S Race St, U, 344-6720
HUBBARD, Leo R. , Sheet Metal Wrkr, PP
PPSB; 1704 Carolyn Dr, C 352-975 7 _
* HUBBARD, Mary O. , MS, Ext Adv, Hm Econ. i352-4737
Champaign County Coop Ext Serv, 8 Fed Bldg;
104 W George Huff Dr. , U 344-5272
* HUBBARD, Robert P., MS, Asst, Theoretcl &..333-0638
Appl Mech, 306 C TL; 2077D Hazelwood Ct, U
344-6209
HUBBARTT, Rita J. , Clerk I, Offc Agr Pub 333-3980
51 MH; 1716 Tara Dr, C 359-1872
* HUBBLE, JudyK., Clerk Steno II, Coop Ext. . .333-2664
Serv, 118 MH; 1112 S 2nd St, Apt 203, Birch Hall,C
HUBELE, Glen E. , MS, Asst, Educ Psych 333-0740
& Placemt Consult, Educ Placmt Offc, 140 Educ;
409 E Chalmers, C 344-1776
* HUBER, Catherine A.
,
County Ext Secy 532-3083
Montgomery County Coop Ext Serv, 102 N Main,
Hillsboro; Rt 1, Hlllsboro 534-2498
HUBER, Marion M. , Secy, Min Met & Pet Eng 333-1441
201 MME; 308 S Coler, U 367-9818
HUBER, Ramona L. , Chief Clerk, Col of Eng. .333-2281
101 EH; 100 W George Huff Dr, U, 344-5690
* HUBER, William G., PhD, Prof, Physiol &... 333-0353
Pharmacol, 2 67 VMB; 2105 Cureton Dr, U, 365-1661
* HUBERT, Anthony J., BS, Jr Mech Engr, Chem.333-1236
& Chem Eng, 105 NL; 805 Centennial Dr, C
356-0958
* HUBERT, Turner.}?. Refrlger Mech, PP
PPBS; 2406 W William, C 356-6868
* HUBERT, Weston S.
,
Constr Laborer, PP
PPSB; RFD 1 , Pesotum 867-2367
HUBIN, Wilbert N. , MS, Res Asst, Physics. . 333-2596
290U, MRL; 714 W Calif, U 344-5314
70
* HUDELSON, Robert R. , PhD, Dean, Agr, Dir..
Agr Exp Sta & Ext Serv & Prof, Agr Econ,
Emeritus; 405 W Penn, U 344-6030
* HUDNUT, Harry P. , Nat Sci Lab Asst I, VM. . 333-26
215 VMB; 308 S Cottage Grove, U 367-6872
HUDSON, Anthony W., Cameraman & Platemkr333-46
Com Offset Pressmn, 234 UPB; 1216 W Wash, C
356-3625
* HUDSON, Bob, Farm Foreman, Agron 457-53
So. Ill Res Cen; Rt 2, Carbondale -985-3144
HUDSON, Christine A., Payroll Clerk II, Bursr333-21
Div-Bus Offc; RR 2 , U 688-2594
HUDSON, Jimmy R., Tab Mach Oper II, Statis 333-48
Serv Unit, 54 Adm Bldg; Rt 2 , U 688-2594
* HUDSON, John L. , PhD, Asst Prof, Chem &.. .333-02
Chem Eng, 208 E Che'm; 708 S Birch, U, 365-1429
* HUDSON, Patricia A. , Typ Clerk I, Alumni.
. .
333-14
Rel & Recrd, 227 IU; 304 Byron St, Sidney
688-2210
* HUDSON, Paul K.
,
MS, Assoc Prof, Etoc Eng. 333-43
61 EEB; 904 W Kirby, C 356-5271
* HUDSON, Robert W.
,
Janitor PP
PPSB; 101 NW Homer 896-3031
* HUDSPATH, JonnieK., Clerk Typ III, Comput. 333-18
Sci, 232 DCL; 103 E Randolph, Fisher, 897-5085
* HUEGY, Harvey W., Phd, Prof, Markt , Emerit
.
1312 S Broadway, U 367-2619
HUELSTER, Laura J., PhD, Prof, PEW 333-66
128 WGym; 606 S Ridgeway, C 352-9493
* HUFF, Anne H. , Chief Clerk, Mentl HealthDlv333-27
Health Serv, 199 Health Cen; 503 S Broadwy, U
367-3202
*+HUFF, Floyd A.
, BS, Res Meterol, State 333-42
Water Surv, 261 Wat Res Bldg; 1709 Parkhaven Dr,
352-2943
HUFF, John E. , Elec Tech I, Elec Eng 333-23
300 EERL; 809 W Hill, C 356-1497
* HUFF, William H. , AM, Prof, Lib Adm, Serils 333-41
220 S Lib; 805 S Coler, U 367-0381
*+HUFFER, Charles C. , Hydraul Eng Tech, NS. . 356-52
Geol Surv, 605 S Neil, St. C; 1113 S Lynn St,U'
367-6539
*+HUFFMAN, Deloris E. , Tech I, State Dept. . . 333-16
Of Agr, 6 VMB; 313 East White St, C, 356-6893
* HUFFMAN, Edith F., BS, Hm Econ, Asst Sta'.e.
Leader, Ext Serv, (Retired); 1533 S Blackhawk
Freeport 232-5265
* HUFFMAN, Joseph S. , Millman, PP
PPSB; 120 Marilyn St, Ogden 582-6300
+ HUFFMAN, Lloyd E., Tech Asst, State NH... 333-66
Surv, 172 Nat Res Bldg; 1809 Shadowlawn Dr,C
352-4018
HUFFMAN, Richard K. , Storekeeper I, Hous. . 333-06
Div, Storeroom, Fla Ave Res Hall; 228 E Warren St
St Joseph 469-7474
HUFFMAN, Thomas N., BA, Tchr Asst, Anthrop333-i:
209 G Davnpt Hall; 1409 W Green, C, 352-9525
* HUFFMAN,, Warren J. , EdD, Prof, HealthEduc.333-21
Dept Health & Safy Educ & Div Of Unlv Ext,
400 Huff Gym; 1005 S Victor St, C 352-5650
* HUFFMAN, William L., MEd, Data Proces .... 333-61
Analyst I, 53 DCL; 313 E White St, C,356-bB93
* HAGEMAK, Richard H., PhD, Prof, Plant 333-12
Physiol, Agron, 236 .Davpt Hall; 613 W Wash, U
344-1651
* HUGHES, Charles G. , BS, Grad Asst, Aero &. 333-3)
Astro Eng Dept, 11 Trans; 1523 W Kirby, C
352-2779
* HUGHES, G. Kenneth, Refrlger Mech, PP
PPSB: 604 W Indiana Ave, U 344-562 6
+HUGHES, George M.
,
PhD, Asst Geol, State. .355-4'
Geol Surv, 11S-S Wash.Napervllle; 1332 N Webste
Napervllle 355-5481
* HUGHES, Jack K. , Sheet Metal Worker, PP. .
.
PPSB; 530 W Franklin, Farmer City 928-8485
* HUGHES, John H. , MA, Grad Asst, Zool
113 Mor Hall; 1828B Orchard PI, U
* HUGHES, John M. , MSME, Res Asst, Mech. . 333-3'
Eng, 43 MEB; 1904 Galen Dr, C 356-9600
* HUGHES, Kenny S., CPA, Acct II, Bursar's. . .333-2
Div, Bus Offc, 168 Adm; 804 S Fair, C, 356-4834
*< HUGHES, Randall E., BS, Res Asst, State 344-1
Geol Surv, 5 Nat Res; 701 W Green, U, 367-3156
* HUGHES, Sally, BFA, Asst, Eng Pub
210 EH: 41 E Main. C 359-1212
1
I
HUGHES, TomD., MS, Res Asst, Agron 333
W-317 Turner Hall; URH 451 Sherman Hall,
909 S 5th, C 332-4836
* HUGILL, Eugenia L., BS, Grad Asst, Offc of..332-4
Stu Persnl & Dean of Womn, 1014 Wardall Hall; j
1010 W 111, U 332-4515
HUHEEY, Clara C. , BS, Tohr Asst, Zool 333-3
449 Mor Hall; 1010 W Green, U 332-2247
HULETT, Elizabeth H.,(Mrs) County Ext Secy. 663-7
Cook County Coop Ext Serv, 10N LaSalle St,
Rm250, Chicago; 7654 S Essex Ave, Chicago
834-1750
* HULETT, James E., PhD, Prof, Sociol 333-1
322 LH; 105 W Penn Ave, U 367-4674
* HULIN, Charles L., PhD, Assoc Prof, Psych. .333-3
& Instlt of Labr & Indus Relat, 389 Davpt Hall
207 LIR; 504 E Armory; 1908 S Vine, U, 265-2237
HULL, Betty G. , Secy, Pres Offc 333-3
364 Adm Bldg; 1101 S Randolph, C 356-4569
* HULL, William D. , MS, Adm Asst, Nuclear. . .333-2
Eng, 216 NEL; 406 E Green Apt 204, U, 365-1928
* HULL, William L. , ME, Prof, Mech Eng 333-0
124 MEB; 808 Ventura Rd, C 356-4353
*+ HULLINGER, David L. , BA, Asst Chem State. .674-5
Water Surv, Ft of McArthur, Peoria; 207 Cir Dr,
Morton 265-6665
* HULMES, Darrell D. , Asst Steam Dlstrib Oper;-
PFSB; 814 W Church, C 359-2441
* HULS, Charles J. , Groundsman, PP
PPSB; 104 S 1st St, Glfford 568-2815
* HULS, Dixie B., Maid, Housing Div
St Joseph 694-22 51
* HULS, Freda A. , Foods Lab Asst, Hm Econ. . . 333-2!
437 Bev Hall; 104 S Rd, Gifford 568-2815
HULS - IWAOKA
'INGRUM, Toni, Tech Asst, State Geol Surv. . .344-1481
216 Nat Res; 121 N Race, Apt 6, U
* INGWERSEN, Burton A., BS, Assoc, Dir, Grant333-0810
In Aids Program, Univ of 111 Foundation, Assoc
Prof, PEM, Emeritus, 224 IU; 7 Fla Ct, U
344-5090
**"INMAN, Harold L. , Tech Asst, State Geol Sutv344-1481
136 Nat Res;, 1207 W University, C356-2689
* INMAN, Larry J., Broadcast Eng, TV Serv 333-1070
1110W Main St; 1116 W Eureka, C, 356-82 04
* IONESCUTULCEA, Alexandra, PhD, Prof ,Math.333-0515
375 AH; 902 S Lincoln, Apt 302, U 344-0279
* IEELAND, Herbert O., PhD, Prof, Civ Eng 333-2540
2230 E Civ Eng Bldg; 609 S Profpect Ave, C
356-5396 -
IRLE, Linda A. , Clerk Steno I, An Scl Dept. . . 333-1780
110 Stock' Pavilion , Rt 4, C 643-3913
* IRVIN, Max A., BA, Asst Security Offer, Secur333-3680
Offc, 331 SSB; 106 Geo Huff Dr,U, 333-3680
344-6827
* IRVIN, Thomas L. , Physical Sol Staff Asst, CE333-3637
111 TL; 12 Blue Spruce, C 359-3797
* IRVINE, William F., Captain Police, PP 333-1212
PPSB;24i2 Layvndale Dr, C 352-1196
* IRWIN, Arlyle F., Elec Tech II, 201 Computer .333-6160
Scl; 1312 W Hill St, C 356-3532
* IRWIN, BonnlJ., Clerk-Stenog II, CE 333-0453
207 NEL; 1153 Eastview Dr, Rantoul
892-4436
* IRWIN, Dayton, Janitor, PP, PPSB; 509 N
Cntr St, Tuscola 253-3246
* IRVIN, Eugene W. , Ext Specialist, Police 333-2337
Training Inst, 608 1/2 E Green St, C
506 S James St, C 356-1187
IRWIN, (Mrs.) Joan E., MS, Asst Prof 333-1589
UHS Lib, 202 UHS; 1206 Eastern Dr, U
367-9678
* IRWIN, Robert P., MS, Res Asst, Health 333-3163
& Safety Educ Dept, 212 Huff Gym
1837c Orchard Place, U 344-1313
* IRWIN, Valerie J., Res Asst, Microbiol 333-2067
235 Burrill Hall; 1837c Orchard Place, U
344-1313
IRWIN-ZARECKI, Marek, Res Asst, Computer. 333-6249
Scl, 257 DCL; 506 E White, C 359-2656
* ISASI-DIAZ, Jose A., BS, Ties Asst, Met 333-2088
321B MMB; 2038D Hazelwood Ct, U
344-4556
* ISENHOWER, Linda G., Chief Clerk, Min 333-1442
Met & Pet Eng, 203 MMB; 1506 Summit Ridge
C 356-2701
* ISENHOWER, MarjorieA., Clerk II, Alumni. . .333-1476
Relations & Records, 227 IU; 2716 E High, U
367-7050
ISENHART, Richard D., BS, Res Asst, EE 333-6721
4-114 CSL; 508 E White, Apt 5, C 356-2898
ISHIZAWA, Jorge, MS, Res Asst, CE 333-6957
3111 CE Hall; 1010 W Green St, #236, U
332-2189
* ISON, ErvinW., Park Attendant, Robert 333-3287
Allerton Park; RR 1, Monticello 762-7544
* ISRAEL, Constance M., Lib Clerk II 333-2934
Circulation, 203 Lib; 507 E Univ Ave, C
* ITAGAH, Eiji, PhD, Res Assoc, Chem &..'.". 333-1169
Chem Eng, 403 EC; #216, 300 S Goodwin, U
344-3029
ITO, Francis K. , BS, Asst, Chem & Chem
Eng, 47 NL; 909 S Fifth St, #750, C
332-4901
* ITO, Katsutoshi, MA, Tchr Asst, Linguistics. .333-6468
1116 W Springfield, Rm 3
2010 A Orchard St,. U 344-0649
ITOH, Tatsuo, MS, Res Asst, EE, 445 EEB... 333-1200
814 W Stoughton, U 367-6103
* ITZIN, Francis H. , AM, Prof, Jane Addams. . . 333-2261
Grad School of Soc Work, 239-1207 W Oregon, U
1204 Eliot Dr, U 367-5977
IVACIC, Donald L. , BS, Asst, Biology. . . 333-4765
322 NHB; 509 3 4th St, C
*+TVENS, J. Loreena, MS, Tech Editor 333-2850
State Water Survey, 159 WR; 802 S Busey Ave, U
344-6347
*+IVENS, Ralph W., BS, Tech Assoc, Univ 333-3153
Civil Serv System, 1205 W Calif, U
802 S Busey Ave, U 344-6347
IVENS, Virginia R., BS, Instr, VPH, 303 VM ' 333-1982
608 S Edwin, C 356-8810
* IVERSEN, James T., MA, Instr, Political Sci. .333-1465
Academic Coor of International Affairs , Univ Ext
119 IH; 1805 W John, C 359-3538
* IVERSEN, Robert J. , BS, Res Asst, EE 333-4699
217 EE Res Lab; 304 1/2 E 111 St, U
365-2743
* IVERSON, Darilene C, Home Econ, Chem & ..333-1239
Chem Eng, 105 NL; 605 S 4th St, Apt 109, C
352-8721
IVERSON, Steven N., MS, Res Asst, Math... 333-3547
150 AH; 1010 W Green, #716, U 332-2372
*+IVES, Freeland C. , BS, Civil Engr, Soil 356-3785
Conservation Serv, USDA; Federal Bldg
200 W Church; 1706 Jeanne, C 352-7486
IWAKAMI, EillehE., MA, Tchr Asst, Psych. . .333-6121
425 GH; 398-1010 W Green, U 332-2531
IWAOKA, Wayne T. , BS, Res Asst, Food Sci. . 333-1874
BRL; 1010 W Green St, U 332-2375
LS, Norma L. , Clerk Typ III, Hm Econ Ext. 333-1917
28 Eev Hall; Rt 2 , St Joseph 694-2258
LSEBERG, Richard A. , BA, Asst, Engl
04 EB; 602 E Stoughton, Apt 25, C, 359-4283
[.SEN, Sue M. , BA, Tchr Asst, Bot
00 NH Bldg; 207 S 6th, C 356-3589
LSI2XR, BerniceL., MS, LS, Physics 333-2101
ibm, Instr, 204 PB; 313 W 111, U, 367-4568
LT, Richard E., BFA, Prof, Art 333-1552
48 Armory; 1303 Brighton, U 367-1085
LT, Sharon S. , BA, Asst, Engl
13 EB; 1005 S 6th St, #27, C 344-1803
LTMAN, Judith E. , BS, Asst, Elem Educ. . . 333-4577
Educ Bldg; Daniels Hall, 1010 W Green, U
332-2486
LTZEN, Lee S. , PhD, Prof, Speech & Ling,
merltus; Box 113, Ardsley-on-Hudson, NY
Q7EY, Clara M., Secy, Pres Offc 333-3076
64 Ar'm Bldg; 706 S Garfield St, Phllo, 684-3435
LVEY, Stephen H. , Lab Mech Trainee,' , . . .333-3435
hyslcs, 120 PB; 107 S Jackson, Phllo, 684-5646
MES, Carl J. , Storekeepr I, Offc Supply . . 333-1040
tores , Cen Recelv Warhs; 607 E Overton St,
uscola 253-4496
MES, Johnetta L. , Clerk Typ I, Non-Acad. .333-2142
ersnl, 3rd Floor, Davnpt Hall; 320 W Orchard Ave,
twood 578-2843
MES, Sharon K., Clerk Typ III, Purchs Div .333-3507
us Offc, 22 Adm Bldg; 404 Sunrise Dr, U
365-3185
MMEL, John P., PhD, Prof, Chem & Chem. 333-0937
ng, 168 NL; 1003 W William, C 356-0428
MPHREY, Juanel, Janitor, Hous Div
16 Tawney Ct, C 356-4180
MPHREY; Kathryn.(Mrs), Nat Scl Lab Asst.333-2417
lol Struct, 333 VMB; 716 Tawney Ct, C
356-4180
MPHREY, Richard D. , MS, Asst, Rec & AthB33-4606
)lv of Rehab-Educ Serv, 136 Rehab-Educ Cent;
Raintree Dr, Twin CltyMobll Hms, C
MPHREYS, Harold W., MS, Head, Hydraul.333-2212
ys Sec, 53 Wat Res; 1809 S Mattls Ave, C
356-0205
MPHREYS, Lloyd G., PhD, Prof, Psych, ..333-0632
lead of Dept, 309B GH; Rt 1 , White Heath
687-4191
MPHRYS, Barbara J. , MSLS, Asst Ref Lib. . 333-2290
00 Lib; 508 E Stoughton, Apt 309, C, 356-4066
NT, Carrollyn L. , BS, Ext Adv, Hm Econ. . .364-2356
Jarshall-Putnam Co Coop Ext Serv, 300 Edward St,
lenry; Sparland 469-2879
NT, Chester, Asst Foreman, Cyllndr Press. 333-2576
34 UPB; 804 Scottsdale Dr, C 359-1160
NT, Donnell R. , PhD, Assoc Prof, Agr Eng. 333-2738
05 Agr Eng Bldg; 121 Ira, U 367-4356
NT, Ellen J., Statis Clerk, Offc of Instr.. 333-3490
esources, 507 E Daniel; 2319 E Main, U
367-6707
NT, Elmer, E., Sr Lab Mech, TAM 333-3515
19 TL; 1008 S Victor, C 356-3648
NT, John R. , BS, Asst Tchr, Math 333-1193
14 IH; 105 E Green, Apt C3, C 356-8871
NT, J. McVicker, DSc, Prof, Psych & Educ333-3545
003 W Nevada, Rm 202; 1807 Pleasant Cr, U
344-6000
NT, Ruth A. , Appliance Oper II, Agr Econ. .333-0753
42 MH; 1008 S Victor, C 356-3648
NTER, David C, BS, Tech Draftsman, 111. .333-3796
[, Eng Exp Stat, 210 EH; Rt 2, U 367-0131
NTER, George H. , AB, Prof, Music
01SMH; 1108 W Stoughton, U 365-1404
NTER, Janice E., BS, Tchr Asst, Math 333-1193
14 IH; 1112 S Arbor, 103 Cedar, C, 352-1763
NTER, Naomi W., MA, Asst Prof, Speech. .333-2230
32 IH; Rt 2, U ,367-0131 367ftfl.31
NTER, William R. , MS, Asst, Physics 333-2397
02 F EERL; 808 N Lincoln, Apt 5, U, 367-3929
NZICKER, Beulah A. , MS, Assco Prof of. . . 333-2233
nstit Managmt, Hm Econ, 293 Bev Hall; 603 W
Washington, U 344-5474
NZICKER, Harold G. , BS, Asst Ext Adv, Arg .532-5763
Montgomery Co Coop Ext Serv, 102 N Main St,
Illlsboro; 433 S Main St, Hillsboro, 532-2665
RD, Dorothy M. , Kltcher Hlpr, IU 333-0700
65 IU; 1112 N 5th St, C 352-6144
RDER, William P. , PhD, MD, Actng Dir 333-0260
nstit for Res on Excep Chldm, 210 Educ Bldg;
113 Devonshire, C 356-0441
RDLE, Barbara A. , Clerk Steno II, Landscp.333-0176
jrch, 205 MH; 906 E Penn Ave, U 367-6846
RELBRINK, Richard L., BS, Res Asst, Agron333-4379
;-411 TH; 1111 JoAnn Lane, C 356-8785
RSHEL, R. Bryant, Mas Mech, Civ Eng 333-6913
708 Gleen Park Dr, C 352-4750
RST, Ward H., BA, Asst, Span, Ital.Portu. .333-0731
HI S 6th St; 1106 S 2nd St, Apt 1, C, 352-8067
RT, Alice S., (Mrs) Asst to Dir, Aux Serv. .333-3500
.20 IU; 624 E Green, C 352-4038
RT, James R. , PhD, Asst Prof, Engl 333-3889
29 EB; 1004 S Locust, C 356-6441
SBY, Ralph D., MA, Instr, Econ... 333-4578
19ComW, 1721-D Valley Rd, C 359-2072
SSEY, Mary A. , MA, Asst Prof, Engl 333-6581
24 EB; 510 W 111, U 367-5243 333-1506
STED, Mary E.., BEd, Ext Adv, Hm Econ. . . 524-2270
Massac Co Coop Ext Serv, Courthouse, Metropolis;
07 W 4th St, Metropolis 524-2231
STON, George P. , BS, Asst Ext Adv, Agr. . 547-2711
'ulton County Coop Ext Serv, Rt 97-100, RR 2
,
.ewistown; 511 Euclid, Lewistown 547-2711
TCHCRAFT, Charles R. , Steamfitter, PP...




'PSB; 706 S Main, Homer 896-2784
TCHINS, Byron, MS, AreaAdvis, Res 288-1354
Jevlpmt Coop Ext Serv, 23 Dixon Nat Bank Bldg,
Dixon; 403 E 7th, Dixon 284-2367
TCHINGS, Bruce L. , BA, Tchr Asst, Arch. . 333-0908
.17 FAB; 1319 Frederick St, C, 359-4354
* HUTCHINSON, Magdeline E. , Clerk Steno I. . 344-1481
State Geol Surv, 307 Nat Res; 2406 W Kirby, C
352-3443
* HUTSON, JaneW., BS, Lib Tech Asst, Univ. .333-0798
Archives, 19 Lib; 2 009 Philo Rd, Apt 12, U
367-0637
* HUTSON, Phillip L., MA, Tchr Asst, Div of...
Gen Studies, Rm205, 1210 W Calif; 2009 Phllo
Rd., Apt 12, U 367-0637
HOTTER, Stanley T. , BA, Asst, Lib Scl 333-0313
Lib Cir Dept, 205 Lib; 1103 W Oregon, U, 333-4876
* HUTTNER, Wolfgang, PhD, Res Assoc, Chem. 333-0558
& Chem Eng, 367 B NL; 1972C Orchard St, U
* HUTTS, CarlL., Comput Progrmr I, Comput. . .333-6145
Scl, 140 DCS; 1401 Briarcliff Dr, U
* HUXHOLD, Sonja, BA, Asst, German Dept. .. .333-1312
512 E Chalmers; 608 E Chalmers, C
* HUXHOLD, William H. , Janitor, PP
PPSB; 502 Ast, Villa Grove
* HROMADNIK, Walter A. , Lab Mech, Comput. .3,33-1514
Scl, 18 Comput Lab; 1509 Belle Park, C, 352-1709
+HSIE, Chung-Hsiung , BSE, Res Asst, State. . .344-1481
Geol Surv, 425B Nat Res; 1010 W Green, Rm 0167,
U 332-2426
HSU, Chao K. , MS, Res Asst, Vet Path & . . . 333-4689
Hygiene, 359 VMB; 802 W Illinois, U, 367-0392
HSU, Chen H. , BS, Asst, Chem & Chem Eng. .333-2013
415 EC__
HSU, John, BS, Res Asst, CSL 333-0722
241 CSL; 1201 Williamsburg Dr, C 352-1176
HSU, Shih L. , BS, Asst, Chem & Chem Eng...
169 NL; Lane 170, Tung Hua St, Taipei,
,
Taiwan , Republic of China 7-1505
HSUEH-SHENG, Ts'as , MS, Res Asst, Ctv. u. .JS33-6957
Eng, 311 CEB; 615 1/2 S Wright #1 , C, 352-0995
* HYATT, Carol CMS, Asst, Chem & Chem... 333-0889
Eng, 35 NL; 608 1/2 S Randolph, C, 352-0418
* HYATT, David E., AB, MS, Res Asst, Chem...
350D NL; 608 1/2 S Randolph, C 352-0418
* HYATT, William D. , MS, Res Asst, Physics. . 333-6624
B-08 MRL; 502 W Griggs, Apt 304, U, 367-1036
HYDE, John B., BA, LLB, Lectrer, Indust"Adm. 333-1249
208 DKH; Rt 3, C 356-9891
HYLBERT, William J. , BS, Persnl Offer, Offc. .333-6110
of Nonacad Persnl, Rm 2 08, 809 S Wright St;
108 NWest St, Glfford 568-2791
* HYMAN, Feme B. , BA, Aquisltions Asst, Lib. .333-1055
220 Lib; 1708 Henry St, C 356-3909
* HYMAN, Harold M., PhD, Prof, Hist 333-4194
353 Armory; 1708 Henry, C 356-3909
* HYMOWITZ, Theodore, PhD, Asst Prof, Plant . 333-4254
Genetics, Agron, W-22 TH; 2119 Galen Dr, C
356-8227
* HYNES, Edward A. , Storekppr I, Offc Supply. .333-1040
Central Rec Whse; 405 N Prospect Ave, C
356-3409
IBARAKI, Toshlhide, Ms, Res Assoc, Comput. .333-6884
Scl, 2 55 DCL; 404 E Stoughton, Apt 8, C
356-6558
IBEN, Icko, PhD, Assoc Prof , Archivist, Lib. .333-1509
1 Lib; 911 Linvlew Dr, U 367-3943
IBRAHIM, Khalld M., MS, Res Asst, Nuc Eng. 333-1598
104 NEL; 1203 W Main St, Apt 2A, U, 367-0781
ICHIMARU, Setsuo, Phd, Res Asst Prof 333-6362
Physics, 390 N MRL; 606 W Nevada, U, 344-6708
IDLEMAN, Conrad L. , Fireman, PP
PPSB; RR U 367-7823
IGLAR, John L. , MALS, Instr, Univers Ext. . . .333-3281
329 Lib; 509 W Nevada, U
IIJIMA, Iwao, MS, Res Asst, Civ Eng 333-6978
4125 Sanitary Eng; 504 W Elm, U 367-9519
IJAMS, Karl F., MEd, AB, Asst, Dean of Men. 333-0940
Asst Dir of Hous, Snack Bar Serv Bldg; 1422 Rose,C
352-2980
IKUSHIMA, Akira, PhD, Res Asst Prof, Physic .333-1208
290 W MRL; 2040 C Orchard St, U 344-0198
ILARDO, Joseph A., MA, Tchr Fellow, Speech.
249 Armory; 1009 S Mattls #42, C 356-0307
ILES, Mary, Locker Rm Atten, PEW 333-1887
12A EB; 306 N Lincoln, U 367-5762
ILGEN, Bruce E. , BS, Resld Asst, Gamer Hall333-4275
Dean of Stu, Hous Div, Garner Hall Counslng
Offc; 330 Gamer Hall, C 332-0797
ILGEN, Daniel R. , BS, Asst, Psych 333-0631
309 GH; 506 W Healey, C 356-8524
IMBEAULT, Fernand A., PhD, Res Asst, Civ ..333-6958
Eng, 3113 CEB; 909 S 5th, Rm 1263, C, 332-5024
IMBRIALE, William A., BS, MS, Instr, Elec. . .333-4316
Eng, Rm 54 EEBi_1309 W Hickory, C
IMDIEKE, Leroy F. , MA, Instr, Accy 333-4533
219 Com West; 2415 E Oregon, U 365-2226
IMEL, Melvin L. , Ketchen Labor 333-3287
Allerton House, Monticello; 2nd E St, Cisco
3191
IMIG, Kenneth R. , BS, Ext Ad J, Agr, Iroquois .432-2479
County Coop Ext Serv, 123 S 5th St, Watseka;
912 S 4th St. , Watseka 432-3277
INCE, Robert L. , PhD, Asst Prof, Speech 333-3617
136 LH; 36 1/2 E Green, C 356-4475
INDEN, Richard F. , BS, Asst, Geol
208 S Goodwin, Rm 2; 603 S 1st, C, 352-8077
INGALLS, Robert, Groundsman PP
PPSB; 711 N Bourne, Tolono 485-5369
INGER'SON, Paul G., MS, Res Asst, Elec Eng. 333-1200
EEB 457; 504 1/2 W University, U 365-3225
INGLE, Donald L. , MS, Asst, An Sci 333-1787
106 Stock Pavilion; 2069C Hazelwood Ct, U
INGLE, Lester, PhD, Prof, Zool .'.333-2234
•300 NH; 10 GH Baker Dr, U 367-2730
INGOLD, Douglas A. , BA, Head Resident, . . . 333-4134
Forbes Hall, Dean of Stu, Hous Div, Forbes
Counslng Offc; 182 Forbes Hall, C 332-0916
INGRUM, Charles J. , Construct Labrer PP
PPSB; 207 Griggs, Mansfield 489-4781
71
IWIG - JOHNSON
IWIG, Dorothy J. , AM, Assoc Prof, Home.
.
.
Furniture Ext, Home Econ Dept, Emerita
1319 N Elmwood, Peoria 673-7585
IZARD, Henrietta E., BS, Clerk-Typist in 333-0569
Public Information, 115 Davenport House
20 Dunellen Dr, U 365-1527
1 JABLONSKY, Stephen F., BS, Teach. Asst. .. 333-0694
Acctg., 213 Commerce West
1605 Holmstrom, C 356-3477
* JACHIM, Anton G., BA.MA, Grad.Coll
Res. Asst., Adm. Bldg., 330
310 W. Illinois, U • 367-4160
* JACKMAN, HaroldW., MS, Chem. Engr 344-1481
Head, Chem. Engr. Sec, 366 NRB
606 S. McKinley, C 352-4008
* JACKOWSKI, Betty L. , Typing Clerk-II 333-0216
Adm and Rec, 60 Adm. Bldg.
1503 W. John, C 356-4878
* JACKSON, Billy M., BA, MA, Art., Prof
Assoc. Mem., Ctr. for Adv. Stud.
608 S. Prospect, C 356-5516
* JACKSON, Boyd B., BS, MS, Stud. Coun. Ser 333-3707
Assoc. Prof., Reading Clinic, 219 SSB
404 Hessel Blvd., C 356-5809
' JACKSON, Chester O., BS, Prof. Emeritus
of PEM; 1004 S. Foley, C 352-5366
JACKSON, Clara, HE, Foods Lab. Asst 333-2233
292 B, BevierHall,
701 N, Walnut, C 352-2919 »»
' JACKSON, Donald D., PHD, Assoc. Dir. . . .. .333-0957
& Editor, UP, 124 UP,
1508 Dawson Dr., C 352-8818
1 JACKSON, E. Atlee, PHD, Prof. Mech. Engr.
and Physics, On leave (1967-68)
802 Mumford Dr., U 367-9745
' JACKSON, Elliot D., MS, Chem & Chem. Engr
Asst., 36 E. Chem. Bldg.
709 W. Church St. , Apt. 6-E,C 359-3577
' JACKSON, Grace, Clerk III, Adm & Rec 333-0410
177 Adm. Bldg.; 52 E.Daniel, C 352-9269
''JACKSON, Imogene S., Lab. Tech 1 333-1622
111. State Dept. of Agr. , 106 VM Annex
2303 Brookhaven Dr., C 356-9379
' JACKOBS, Joseph A., PHD, Prof. Crop Prod...
Dept. Agron. under AID, as Adv. In Agron. at J.
Nehru Agrl. Univ., Jablalpur, MP, India
JACKSON, Lois J., BS, Tech Asst. 1 333-0252
Ser. Dept. Lib., 220 Lib.
202 1/2 S. Fair St., C
' JACKSON, Lucille M., Janitress, Hous. Div.
RR2, Brownfield Rd., U 367-7994
JACKSON , Nell C . , PHD, PE for Women 333-0016
Asst. Prof., Womenls Gym 212
1016 W. Francis Dr. , C 356-7001
' JACKSON, Ronald E., BS, Asst. Physiol
SBiophy., 1210 W. Calif., 305
402 Briar Ln. Apt. 7, C 352-9215
JACKSON, W. Walter, Herdsman, An.Sci 333-0153
Swine Barn, 705 N. Clifford Jolono 485-4345
' JACKSON, William V., Elev. Mech Fore.
PPSB, Retired, 1010 W. Green, C 352-9379
' JACOBS, Alan H., PHD, Anthrop 333-1313
On Leave 1967-68, 209g Davenport Hall
121 W.Franklin, U 367-9572
JACOBS, Alan M, PHD, Asst. Geol 344-J.481
State Geol. Surv., 261 NRB
404 Briar Ln, C 352-6328
' JACOBS, Allan E., BA.MS, Res. Asst., 333-2596
Physics, 90 MRL
Apt. 7, 501 N, McCullough, U ' 367-6595
' JACOBS, Chrlsta K., BA, Asst., Germanic 333-1312
Lang. & Lit, 512 E. Chalmers
501 N. McCullough, U 367-6595
' JACO, Edna M., Clerk II, Steno. Bureau 333-1601
1203 W. Oregon
1407 Honeysuckle, C 359-3677
JACOBS, Harold, BS, MS, Teach. Fellow 333-6327
Math, 213 YWCA
1106 W. Stoughton, U 367-0455
' JACOBS, JohnT., BA, MS, PHD, Res. Assoc. 333-6486
Coord., Sci. Lab., 1-120 CSL
210 N. Central, U 367-1347-
JACOBS, JudichA., Clerk-Typist, II, Purch. . .333-3595
Dept., 223 Adm., 305 E. Green, C 344-0568
* JACOBS, Norman G., BS, AM, PHD, Prof 333-3948
Socio, and Asian Stud. , Lincoln Hall, 333
1215 W. HealeySt., C 356-5823
: JACOBS, PaulH., MA, Eng.,Asst. Prof 333-0832
109 EB, 1210 W. Calif., Apt. 101-03
305 W. Green, C 359-2972
JACOBS, Robert K. , Policeman, PPSB
RR 2, St. Joseph 359-7135
: JACOBSEN, JohnS., EEDept., Electronic 333-0890
Tech., 405 Met. & Min. Bldg.
Box 183, Thomasboro 643-2755
JACOBSON, RobertC, BS, MS, Res. Asst 333-6884
255 DCL, 1010 W. Green, 169, U 332-2428
' JACOBSON, Robert W., BS, Civ. Engr 333-4116
Bldg. Inspt., PPSB,.
305 Balboa Dr., C 352-3106
' JADLER, Charles A., Routeman, Purch Div. 333-1653
Bus. Off., Ctr. Rec. Whse.
720 E. Ethel, St. Joseph 469-7335
JAGELS, Richard, BS, MS, Bot., Asst 333-3260
297 Morrill Hall
110 West Charles, C 359-2328
JAHR, Kenneth O., Asst. 1, NSL, Zoology 333-1389
287 Morrill Hall
704 Walnut, Mahomet 586-4438
' JAlN.SwarupMA, Res. Asst., Civ. Engr 333-6981
422g, CEB, 1308 W. Main,U 367-6733
' JAKOBOVITS, Leon A., PHD, Asst. Prof 333-1547
Psychology, Co-Dlr., Ctr. for Comp. Psycho-
linguistics, 216, 1207 W. Oregon, 356-7186
* JAKSTYS, Birute P., BS, MS, Zool.,Res. Asst 333-4836
.
Ill 1/2 S. BuseyAve, Apt. B,U 365-2695
+. JAMES, George R. , Rech. Asst. 344-1481
State Geol. Surv., 20 NRB
1208 North Market, C 356-1955
* JOHNSON, James H., Bio. Chem., Lab. Asst. 333-2013
408 E. Chem., Box 23^ Bondville 863-6180
JAMES, Norman, AB, Head Res. Carr Hall". .. .333-0541
Dean of Stu. Hous. Div., Carr. Couns. Off.
URH 129 Carr Hall, U 332-3881
* JAMES, LeroyV, Carpenter, PPSB
RR 1, C - 356-8156
* JAMES, Philip B., PHD, Res. Assoc, Physlcs333-4360
317 PB; 1511 W. Kirby, C 359-2009
* JAMES, Wilma J., EE, Clerk-Steno III 333-2481
101 Gaseous Elec Lab.
1301 Eastern Dr., U 365-1942
*+JAMIESON, Viola, Clerk-Steno III, Div. of 365-3375
Serv. for Crippled Children, 602 S. Bdwy, U
1406 East Falrlawn Dr.,
U
367-9967
* JAMISON, Carrol W. , Painter, Sub-Fore
.
333-3450
Hous. Div., 14, Lincoln Ave Residence
1105 S. Race St., U 367-4392
JAMISON, Doris M., Clerk-Steno III, Coll. 333-1937
of Vet. Met., 155 Vet. Med.
RR 1, Ivesdale 564-3741
* JAMISON, Elizabeth B., Janitress, Housing. .
.
Div.; 205 Briar Ln, C 352-3213
JAMSHIDI, Mohammed, BS, EE, Asst 333-2301
155 EEB; 633 Daniels Hall, U 332-2355
JANA, Sukumar, MS, Res. Asst. ,. Mining, Met 333-2317
and Petro. Engr., 2 MMB
901 W. Main, U 365-1244
* JANATA, Anthony J., AB, Secy, Board of Trustees
and Execut. Asst. to the Pre s. , Emeritus
2566 Lake Shore Dr.
RR 2, Fennville, Mich. 543-3121
JANDESKA, William F., BS, Metallury & Mln 333-0248
407 MMB, 805 W. Stoughton, U 367-1073
* JANES, Adrian W. , MA, Head, Off of Agrl. 333-6397
Pub., Assoc Prof., 123 Mumford Hall
1406 S. Maple, U 367-4484
* JANES, Helena, BS, 45 1 Bevier Hall, HE..... 333-1616
Asst.; 1406 S. Maple St., U 367-4484
-*J>NICKE, James F., BS, Sec of Eco. Entom. 333-6659
NHS Lab., 1104 Eliot Dr. , U 367-7264
* JANIS, Luclnda, Clerk-Steno III, CoD, of 333-2351
Joum. and Comm., 119 Gregory Hall
235 S. Vine, Arthur 543-2958
JANSEN, James M. Jr., BS, EE, Teach Asst.. 333-4320
330 N. EEB,
1042 E. Chandler Ave, Evansville 424-1361
* JANSSEN, Marvin L. , BS, MS, Agri Engr. ..... 333-1174
Theoretical & Applied Mech., 223 Talbot Lab.
RR 1, Box 2113, Rantoul 893-4670
JANSSEN, (Mrs.) Pearl Z., MS, HE, Prof Food 333-3936
351 BevierHall, 801 W. Park.C 352-9285
* JANZEN, Myron R. , BA, Physics, Asst^jtaf. 333-1927
222 Armory; 403 W. Ill, U 'g6S-2.4 4g"j - _ - 3
* JARBOE, C. Richard, Janitor, PPSB. .". /
RR 3, C 863-5844
JARBOE, Michael D., Const. Laborer, PPSB...
RR 1, Penfield 595-2731
* JARBOE, Shirley, Clerk Steno II, PP Dept 333-2440
704 S. 6th St. ,1006 E. Mich.,U 367-6300
* JARRELL, Anna K., Clerk II, Lib. Cat. Dept. 333-3399
246 Lib., 713 W. Ill St., U 344-4445
'* JASPER, Lewis, Butcher, An. Sci. , 333-2068
145 Davenport Hall
803 N. Goodwin Ave. U 367-4662
JAVIER, Adelina C, MS, 'Asst. Chem. & Chem333-4980
Engr., 39 E. Chem.
1206 W. Calif., U 344-4238
JAYARAMAN, Swaminathan, MA, Teach Asst. 333-0629
Physiology & Biophy, 44 Burrill Hall
909 W. Calif., U
* JAYCOX, Elbert R. , BS,MS, PHD, Assgcl 333-2948
Prof, Agri., Hort., 107B HFL i'3"3"3.-152p ' , 333^X09
1902 Augusta Dr., C 356-0631
* JEANBLANC, Donald R. , BS, Elec Engr 333-2310
Res. Asst., 301 D. EERL
901 S. 1st, Apt. 23, C 359-4626
* JEDELE, Donald G., BS, MS, Prof. Agr 333-2611
Engr, 210 Agrl. Engr.




. )Betty J. , Janitor, PPSB,
311 E. Elm, Villa Grove
JEFFERS, Frances E., Clerk-Typist III, 333-2348
Catalog Dept., 246A Lib.
1005 S. 6th St., C
JEFFERS, Mary V., Clerk Steno II 333-0050
Off. of Stud. Persn. & Dean of Women, 130 SSB
180 E. Sprague, Bement 3461
* JEFFERS, William Q., SB, MS, PHD, EE 333-2342
Res. Assoc, 200A EERL
2020 N. Mattis, 203A, C 356-5433
JEFFREY, Ronald R. , BS.MA, Asst. ,HP Educ. 333-2446
360 Educ. Bldg.; 208 E. Green, C
* JEFFERY, Rondo N., BS, MS, Res. Asst 333-2374
Physics, 104, MRL
321 Falrlawn Dr., U 365-1950
* JEITSCHKO, Wolfgang K. , PHD, Res. Assoc . 333-3080
Met. * Mining, 105 MMB
1610 West Union, C 352-4746
JENKINS, Edna M., Typing Clerk III 333-0032
Grad. Coll, 321 Adm.
RR 2, U 367-7691
* JENKINS, Edward S., BS, Inst. Educ 333-2847
Univ. High School, 309
1613 West White, C 356-4407
* JENKINS, Frederic, M., PHD, Assoc. Prof... 333-2021
French & Lingu., 247c LH
1409 W. Park Ave, C '359-1566
* JENKINS, JoeW., BS, MS, Asst. Math ' 333-2698
209 YWCA Bldg.
513 Bash Ct., C 356-7123
JENKINS, (Mrs.) Frances B., BS.MS.PHD, BLS 333-3855
Prof., Grad School of Lib. Sci., 322 Lib.
59 E. Daniel St., C 356-4633
72
* JENKINS, Michile W. , Lib. Clerk II 333-39;
101 Lib.; 103 E. Springfield, C 356-5027
* JENKINS, Normal., Card Punch Op. II 333-281'
Dept. of Compu. Sci, 168 DCL
RR 1, Loda 386-2132
JENKINS, William N., Off. of Agr. Pub 333-391
Dup. Mach. Opr. Ill, 51 Mumford Hall
825 W. Harvard St., C 356-4826
* JENSEN, Aldon H., PHD, Prof . An. Nut 333-26J
Dept. An. Sci., 319 Mumford Hall
401 E. Mumford Dr., U 365-1802
JENSEN, DanitaS., Clerk Typist III ..333-47;
Dept. of Compu. Sci, Digital Compu. Lab.
1412 N. McKinley, Apt. 3, C 352-0111
* JENSEN, Donald F., Dup. Mach Op. II 333-69:
Civil Engr., B 114 CEB
409 N. Wood St., Gibson City 784-5677
* JENSEN, Ina M., Nat. Sci. Lab. Asst. II 333-15:
Dept. of PI. Path., HFL
1402 W. Church St, C 356-4666
* JENSEN, JayW., PHD, Prof of Journalism 333-071
Head of Dept., Journalism, 120a Gregory Hall
2027 Burlison Dr., U 344-6414
* JENSEN, Kathleen R. , BA, MA, Asst. in 333-221
Speech Path, Speech Clinic, 601 E. John
3102 Brownfield Rd., RR 2 , U 367-1788
+/JENSEN, Margaret, MS, Res. Asst 333-68
State NH Sarv. , Sect, of Econ. Entomology
. 164 NRB; 809 W. Illinois, U
* JENSEN, Russell S., BS , Asst. Prog 333-69
TAM, 2110 CEB
1402 W. Church, C 356-4666
JERVIS, Mona B. , Nat. Sci. Tech. Asst 333-29
Coll of Vet. Med., Small An. Clinic
624 E. Sangamon, Rantoul 892-8117
* JERRARD, Richard P., PHD, Assoc. Prof.... 333-18
Math, 378 Altgeld
507 W. Indiana, U 344-5217
* JESSUP, RobertG., Fire Insp. Officer 333-11
,
Off. of Safety Coor., 1203 W. Oregon, U
301 W.James, St. Joseph 469-4041
* JETTE, Maurice J., BA, MS, Inst., PE 333-24 I
121HuggBym, 717BreenDr., C 359-4458
* JEWETT, MaryL., BS, Statistician 1 333-24 1:
PE for Men, 117 Huff Gym
1704 Princeton Dr., C 356-8587
* JEWETT, RobertA., BS, MS, Prof., Gen. Engr333-12
I
210 TB; 1704 Princeton Dr.,C 356-8587
JEZERSKI, (Mrs.) Emily M., Co. Ext. Secy 247-54 I
Cook Co., Coop. Ext. Serv., 1642 W. 47th, Chios I
4839 W. Marshfield Ave., Chicago927-2289
* JIMENEZ, Ricardo L. , BS, Res. Asst 333-64
'
Coor. Sci, 1-131 Coor. Sci. Lab. ,.. ..I
2074-B Orchard Downs, U
* JIMENEZ, Sharon, Clerk-Typist I, Engr 333-22 !
101 Engr. Hall
2074-B Orchard Downs, U 344-4449
' JINDIA, JaswantR., MA, Agri. Econ 333
Res. Asst., 406 Mumford Hall
705 W. Calif., U 344-5765
JINKS, JeanE., Typing Clerk III, Purch Div. 333
Bus. Off, Adm. Bldg.
RR 1, Homer 758-2714
• JOB, JuleneA., BA, MA., Instr., Div. of... 333
General Studies, 129 Altgeld Hall
502 West Main, U 367-0640
JOBE, RobertR., Auto. Mech., PPSB ........
1007 W. Beardsley, C
JOBE, ThelmaF., Head Cook, 111. U. 333-0/
IU; 1007 W. Beardsley, C
JOBST, Valentine^B, AM, PHD, Prof of
Political Sci., (Emeritus)
Urbana Lincoln Hotel, U 367-4838
JOCKUSCH, CarlG. Jr., BA, PHD, Asst. Prof 333-lf
Math, 236, Illini Hall
507 S. Johnston Ave., U 365-2543
JOELS, Kerry M., BS, Hist., Res. Asst......
316 Armory; 1111 W. Green St.,C 359-4664
JOHANSSON;. Karl f,/PHD, Dairy Sci 333
215"E. ASL; 902 Lincoln Ave. , U 344-0692
JOHANNSEN, Robert W. , PHD, Hist. Prof.
On Leave of Absence, 1967-68
1019 W. Union, C 356-4217
JOHNS, Bernard J., AB, MA, Sec. & Cont 333
Educ Asst., 376 Educ. Bldg.
1930 A. Orchard St., U 344-4771 _ "S
JOHNSEN, Nancy D., Clerk II, Acctg. Div.
.
333-0)
Bus. Off., 247 Adm. Bldg.
JOHNSON, AbbyA, BA, MA, Asst. Eng.
241 Eng. Bldg.; 601 E. Falrlawn, U365-2838
JOHNSON, Allan M., Lineman II, Inst, of 822-51
Aviation, Airport; Gipson City
JOHNSON, Allen W., BA, Asst. Architecture 333-1;
403 Architecture Bldg
.
207 W. Griggs St., U 367-9020
JOHNSON, Arthur L, MS, Asst. Prof., Music 333-1!
Ext. in Music, Theory Annex
1112 W. Green St., C 359-1381
JOHNSON, Becky i,ynne, BS, MS, Physio &...
Biophysics Asst., 17J Burrill Hall
511 West Hill, C 359-185"
JOHNSON, BertilT., BA, Commercial Art. I, 333-0!
UP, 134 UP
1108 W. Washington, C 356-4116
JOHNSON, Beverly J., BS, Ext. Adv., HE 582-2!
Mirrer Co., Coop. Ext. Serv., 206 E. 3rd, Box 22
342-7762
BS, MS, Hort 333-01
Aledo; RR 1, Rio
JOHNSON, Bruce L,
Phy. Plant Dept., 122 PPS Bldg
508 S. Mattis Apt. 14, C
JOHNSON, C. Pearl
352-4045
Payroll Clerk III. 333-11
Housing Div. , 420 SSB
RR 1, U 367-4820
JOHNSON, Carol, Clerk-Typist I, Dept 333-2;
of Eng., 100 Eng. Bldg .; Penfield 568-2560
JOHNSON - JONES
* JOHNSON, Winston K., Janitor, Hcus . Dlv.
304 W. Illinois, U 367-8887
* JOHNSON, Worth A., BA, Head Resident 333-4482
Hopkins Hall, Dean of Stud/Hous Dlv., Hopkins
Counseling Office, 102 Hopkins 332-1163
JOHNSTON, Alberta B, Co. Ext. Secy, .532-5763
Montgomery Co., Coop. Ext. Serv., 102 N. Main
Stree, Hlllsboro , 111
.
FemHlll, Hillsboro 532-3385
* JOHNSTON, Benjamin B., Jr., BA, MA, Prof . . . ;333-2588
of Music, 305 SUven House'
1003 W. Church St., C 352-0688
H JOHNSTON, (Mrs.) Helen S.,BS, Tech.Asst. . 344-l'481
State Geol. Surv., 102 NRB *V<?— ~3~(g 5T—
-
503 W. Pennsylvania, U '344-6076
JOHNSTON, Janet L. , Clerk Steno II 333-4198
Psychology, Hearing Res. Lab., 1001 W. Nevada
706 W. Church Apt. 7, C 356-4921
**j(DHNSTON, JoanF., Ticket Sales Clerk 333-3470
Athletic Ticket Off. , Athletic Assn. , 100 Assembly
Hall; 1103 W. Healy St., C 352-9218
JOHNSTON, Manley R., MS, Asst, Chem 333-3526
and Chem. Engr., 342 E. Chem.
106 S. Third, C 359-4157
JOHNSTON, Ralph O., Jr.,BS, Asst. Chem..
and Chem. Engr., 305 Noyes Lab.
1010 W. Green, 603, U 332-2327
* JOHNSTON, Robert L. , Ed.M, Ext. Specialist 333-3061
(Assoc. Prof.) Dlv. of Univ. Ext., 101 IH
1107 S. Orchard, U 344-5162
* JOHNSTON, Ronald L., Accelerator Engr. I... 333-2200
Physics, 113 Nuclear Radiations Lab.
312 W. Springfield, Tuscan Ct.,U ,367-0692
* JOHNSTON, Taylor J., BS, MS, Res. Asst. 333-4373
Agron., W-315 Turner Hall
1601 N. Kiler, Apt. 9, C 352-8694
* JOHNSTONE, James R., Sen. Lab. Mech 333-3411
Ag. Engr., 113 Agrl. Engr. Res. Lab.
405 Burkwood Ct., U 367-6876
* JOHNSTONE, Virginia L. , Biochemistry- 333-2013
Chemistry, 415 E. Chemistry
405 Burkwood Ct., U 367-6876
* JOKELA, Jalmer J., BS,MS,PHD, Asst. Prof 333-6270
Dept. of Forestry, 203 FSL
1309 Western, C 356-9377
JOLLEY, Richard A., Housing Maint. Insp 333-1410
Housing Dlv., 41 Central Food Stores
816 Balboa Dr., C 352-2238
* JOLLY, Margaret M., Clerk-Typist 1 333-4849
Bursar' s Div
.
, Bus. Off., 100 Adm. Bldg.
46 E. John St., C 356-9552
JONAS, Jlri, PHD, Asst. of Chem 333-0393
Dept. of Chem., 44 E. Chem.
205 E. Healey, C 352-3598
JONCICH, David M., BA, Asst. Physics 333-0669
206, 1210 W. Calif.
1005 S. Sixth St., C
* JONES, AlmutG. , BS.MS, Asst. Preparator . .333-6128
Botony, 203 NH; 804 W. Maln,U 367-1890
* JONES, Barclay, G.PHD ,Ast.Prof . Mech. Engr 3_3i-J556;
27 Mech. Eng. Bldg., 208 Nuc. Engr. Lab J33-3535'
804 E. Sunnvcrest. U 367-2028
* JONES, Benjamin A., Jr., BS/MS, PHD, 333-0944
Prof. Agri. Engr., 208 AEB
708 Sunnycrest Dr. , U 367-6516
* JONES, Charles P., Janitor, Housing Dlv.
402 W. Beardsley, C 352-5497
JONES, Colin E., BS, MS, Res. Asst.,CSL 333-6144
185A CSL;' 1001 S. Oak,
C
356-1597
JONES, Deborah A, AB, MA, Inst. ,Art Dept. 333-1860
KrannertArt Museum 163
1011 S. Locust, C 356-1489
* JONES, DelbertW,, Truck Driver, Housing 333-1395
Div. , 24 Gregory Drive Resident Hall_
_
RR 3, C ,r5M-441lJ.
JONES, Don Dennis, BS, MS,Asst. AgrfT Engr 333-1135
216 Agri. Engr. Bldg.
Apt. 9, 509 S. 5th St, C 356-7323
JONES, Donald L., BS, Res. Asst., Mech. .. 333-0475
a- JEngr., 128 MEB; 1211 W. Clakr.U 367-4632
«£jONES, Douglas, M, BS, MS, Meteorologist 333-4962
271B, Water Resources , State Water Surv.
1505 Paula Dr., C~ 352-8482
JONES, Edith C, PHD, Asst., Classics, ...
Classics Llbr. Emerita; Ast. Prof. ,452 Lib.
804 So. Maple St. , U 367-1659
* JONES, ErvinE., BS, Res. Asst., An. Sci. 333-2900
104 An. Genetics
1107 W. Green, Apt. 431,
U
344-1079
*-*JONES, Eugene G., B3, Hydrologist, Emeritus
State Water Surv.
1812 Washington Ave, Alton 462-0146
* JONES, Fred M., PHD, Prof, of Marketing 333-1088
112 David Klnley Hall
202 E. Washington, U 367-2483
JONES, GaryW., BS, Asst., Radio & TV 333-1070
TV Bldg.; 909 S. 5th St. ,956, C 332-4951
* JONES, HllaryD., PHD, Res. Assoc. , Physic 333-2997
390 S MRL; 1709 Valley Rd., C 359-1892
* JONES, John M., Animal Caretaker, 333-2980
Coll. of Vet. Med., Small An. Clinic
HOW. So. St., Mansfield 489-2013
* JONES, John P., Hydraulln Engr. , Tech. 356-5221
US Geol. Surv., Hydrologic Section
RR 1, Box 24, Tolono 684-4326
* JONES, Judith A.
,
BA, Clerk Steno III 333-3217
Urbana Persn. Serv., 110 Davenport House
101 W. Park Ave., U 367-8116
* JONES, Katherine M. , Co. Ext. Secy 965-3704
Winnebago Co., Coop. Ext. Serv., 4311 W. State
Street, Rockford; RR 2 Box 12, 963-9098
* JONES, Kenneth E., BS, MS, Ext. A'dv. Agr. 949-2241
Pope-Hardin Co., Dixon Springs Agri. Ctr.
Goleonda 683-9211
* JONES, Larry R. , Elect. Eng. Maintenance 643-2080
Mcntlcello, Bondville & Thomasboro Field Sta.
208 Ellen Ave., Savoy 822-5465
JONES, Lewis H., BA, MS, Res. Asst 333-4972
Physics, 488 Physics ' :
"
1001 S. Oak, C
PHNSON, Cathryn J. , Clerk-Typist III 333-0536
Water Res. Ctr., 3220 Civ. Engr. Bldg.
1206 S. Western Ave, C 356-5173
JOHNSON, Cheryl L. , Clerk-Steno III, 333-0050
Off. of Stu. Persn. & Dean of Women, 130 SSB
RR 1, Mahomet 586-4809
I JOHNSON, David H., AB, MA, Res. Asst.... -333-_2043
Math, 122 Arcade; 1103 S. lst,C 352-6724 • :'-.
I JOHNSON, Dianne, Clerk-Steno III, 333-1534
Inst, of Labor & Ind. Rel., 247 LIR Bldg.
815 N. McKlnley, C 352-9871
JOHNSON, Donald D. , BS, MA, Res. Asst. . . 333-0541
| Babcock Hall, Dean of Stu. , H/Dlv.
Babcock Counseling Off.
URH' 116 Babcock Hall 332-3733
-JOHNSON, Donald O., MS, Res. Asst 344-1481
I
State Geol. Surv., 432 NRB
1803-B Valley Rd. , C 359-4595
JOHNSON, Donald R. , Res. Asst., 333-2671
Vet. Path. & Hygiene, 215 Vet. Med. Annex.
i Rt. 2 Box 32 , Tolono 344-0348
:
JOHNSON, Doyle P., AB, MA, Res. Assoc. .. .339-2432
Socio.,Agri. Econ. & Rural Socio., 312 S. McCoy,
P. O. Box 1022, Granville
303 Elm Place, Princeton 5-1294
JOHNSON, E.. Kathleen, Film Insp., Vis. Aids 333-1432
Serv., 704 W. 6th St.
304 W. Illinois, U 367-8887
JOHNSON, EarlH, Millman, PPSB,.
1204 McHenry, U 367-1823
JOHNSON, Edward F., BS, Asst 333-3693
Chem & Ch m. Engr., 372 E. Chem.
2309 Carlisle Dr., N, C 352-5070
JOHNSON, Eldon L. , PHD, LLD, LHD, Vice 333-3077
President of the University , 377 Administration Bldg
306 W. Florida, U 367-7853
JOHNSON, Elizabeth M., BS, MS, HE, Instr. 333-2987
I in Foods & Nutrition, 363 Bevier
I. 902 S. Lincoln Ave, Apt. 206, U 344-3114
JOHNSON, Ellen, BA, Asst. Educ.,Univ 333-2845
i High School, 215 Univ. HS
I
715 So. Prairie St., C 356-9366
JOHNSON, EricF., BS, Asst. Chem.S... 333-3918
Chem. Engr., 305 Noyes Lab.
1801 A. Valley Rd., C 352-5802
JOHNSON, Eric S., MS, Res. Asst 333-6144
, Coor. Sci. Lab., 185A CSL
1010 W. Green St., 412, U 332-2272
!
JOHNSON, Ernest E., Policeman, PPSB
206 N. Race St., U 367-0601
JOHNSON, Eugene L. , BME, MM 333-3643
Sec. & Cont. Educ, Asst., 3 76 Educ. Bldg.
RR 1 , Box 6 , Tolono 485-5142
JOHNSON , Evan H
.
, BS, Res. Asst 344-1481
State Geol. Surv., 233 NRB
815 North McKlnley, C 352-9 871
JOHNSON, Evelyn L. , MS, Library.... 333-3804
Lib. Sci. Librarian, 306 Lib.
709 W. Nevada, U 344-6196
TOHNSON, Frances L. , BA, MS, Asst. Prof ... 333-2230
Speech & Educ, 212 Speech Clinic
406 W. Oregon, U 367-7804
JOHNSON, Franklin R., Bot.,Asst
to the Curator of the Herbarium, 351 NHB
i 106 N. Gregory St., U 367-9448
JOHNSON, George A., Master Lab. Mech 333-4742
Physics, PRL 100
902 So. Foley, C 356-4366
JOHNSON, Harold R. , BS, MA, Res. Asst. ... 333-3607
Coor. Sci. Lab. , 4-135, CSL ,„^-
1407 Wiley Dr., U Jb/-9Jii)B
JOHNSON, Harry M, . PHD, Prof, of Socio 333-1952
342 B> Lincoln Hall
1603 Valley Rd. A2, C 356-5776
JOHNSON, HildrethK., Clerk-Typist 333-1360
: Visual Aids Serv., 704 So. 6th St. , C
201 Monroe St., St. Joseph 469-7174
JOHNSON, Hortense S., Chief Payroll Clerk 333-2191
Bursal' s Div., Bus. Off, 100 Adm. Bldg.
; 1408 N. Lincoln, U 367-1531
JOHNSON, HughS., BS, MS, PHD, Assoc. ..333-2207
Prof, of Poultry Ext., Dept. of An. Sci.
1 322 Mumford Hall; • "
I 1210 Newbury Road, C 352-7280
JOHNSON, James J., BA, Civ. Engr., Res... 333-6974
i Asst., 3214 CEB
903 So. MattisAve., Apt. 1, C 356-0674
JOHNSON, James M., Sgt. Police, PPSB
; 1912 E. Main St., U 367-5380
TOHNSON, Jared L. , Asst. Physics 333-3128
57 Physics Bldg, 1010 W. Green, U 332-2378
JOHNSON, Jennifer S., AB, Broadcasting 333-0850
! Program Asst., Radio Station, 228 Gregory Hall
2602 Sheridan, C 359-1495
JOHNSON, Jerald B, BS, Asst.' to Dean 333-0050
Stud. Pers. & Dean of Women,, 130 SSB
213 E. Market, Apt. '4, Farmer City 928-5420
'OHNSON, Jerry A., BS, MS, Teach.Asst 333-2859
Math, 326 Altgeld Hall
I 611 W. Hill, C 359-1854
JOHNSON, John C, Assembly Hall Attendent 333-3144
I Assembly Hall
405 E. Bradley, C 356-9216
JOHNSON, John J.-, Jr., BA, MA., Asst 333-2099
History, 235-K Armory
404 S. Lincoln Ave., U 344-5240
JOHNSON, John L., AM, Asst. Prof. Bus.Adm 333-284\
Dir. , Bureau of Aomm. Placement, 101 David Kinlgfr ' )
i
Hall; 1708 S. Vine, U 367-3559 3T3*2840
JOHNSON, JohnL., Painter, PPSB
: 1507 Fairlawn Dr., U 367-4104
JOHNSON, John M., BS, Acct 1 333-0900
i Auditing Div., 801 So. Wright, C
I 133 E. Wing St., Bement 3641
It/OHNSON, KarenD., Clerk-Steno I, 333-6821
Sec. o|Econ. Entom. , State NH Surv.
163 NRB; 1011 S. Locust, C 356-4310
* JOHNSON, Keith H., BS.MA, Res. Asst 333-4734
Bur. of Econ. & Bus. Res., 426 David Klnley Hall
2108 W. White, 144, C 359-1130
* JOHNSON, Kitty Ilene, Typing Clerk 1 333-1291
Housing Division, Beabody Food Serv.
RR, Phllo 684-4670
* JOHNSON, Louise D, BS, Asst. I, Acctg. Div .333-0014
Bus. Off., 279 Adm. Bldg.
502 W. Main St, Apt. 205, U 367-4219
* JOHNSON, Lowell R.
,
Janitor, PPSB
RR 2, U, 469-7509
* JOHNSON, Lula M., Clerk I, IU, 'i-43-2519
Main Kitchen & Storeroom, IU
915 S. Oak, C 356-8298
* JOHNSON, Mablel., Clerk Typist II, PP 333-1690
Campus Architect's Off.
207 W. Griggs, U 367-9020
* JOHNSON, MargaretA., BA, MA, Asst. Eng. 333-2633
304 EB; 1103 So. First St.,
C
352-6724
* JOHNSON, Mark E.,BA, Asst. In Music
1 Hill Annex; 408 Fairlawn Dr. ,U 367-4994
~f.JOHNSON, MaryA, Tech Asst. .Wildlife 333-6857
Res, NRB, 1806 Valley Rd, C 356-2268 ^
* JOHNSON, MaryK., Clerk-Steno III 333-0680
Slavic Langu. and Literatures, 260 Lincoln Hall
1304 N. Neil, C 356-8886 333^0681
* JOHNSON, MedfordD., Electronics Tech II. . .333-0368
EE, 311a, EERL, 108 Franklin, U 367-7671
* JOHNSON, Michael A., Elect. Tech. II 333-3379
Coor. Serv. Lab., 2-114 CSL
2602 Sheridan Dr. , C 359-1495
* JOHNSON, MlldredS., MS, Asst. Prof 333-2261
Jane Addams Grad School of Social Work, 101,
1207 W. Oregon; 405 W. Vermont, U 344-6618
* JOHNSON, Patricia, BS, Clerk-Typist III 333-2790
Institute of Communications Res. , 14 Gregory Hall
408 Fairlawn Dr., U 367-4994
* JOHNSON, Patricia L., Clerk-Typist II 333-1301
Dean of Students, 310 SSB
710 S. Lynn, U 367-3660
* JOHNSON, Percy E, BS, Asst. Prof
Agronomy, Soil Fertility
202 Martin, Newton 783-2646
+JOHNSON, PeronB., Eng. Aid. , US. Geol. Surv 356-5221
605 S. Neil St., C
1611 W. Park St., C 352-5936
* JOHNSON, Ralph V., MS, Assoc. Prof 333-0510
Dairy Sci Ext. , Dairy Sci. , 337 ASL
2110 Zuppke Dr., U, 367-3236
* JOHNSON, RayO., Carpenter Foreman, PPSB
305 N. Prairie, C 352-8505
*+.JOHNSON, Richard H., Instrument Maker 344-0622
US Reg. Soybean Lab., 160 Davenport Hall
1611 W. Park, C 352-5936
* JOHNSON , Richard H
. ,
Janitor Housing
915 S. Oak, C_ 356-8298
* JOHNSON, Robert A., BA, Res. Asst
Psychology, 290c, Davenport Hall
Apt. 180, 2105 White St.,.C
* JOHNSON , Robert E
.
, MD , Prof. , .'.
Physiology & Biophysics, 431 Burrill Hall
804 W. Green St., U 367-6354
* JOHNSON, Robert G., Tool & Instru. Mech...
PPSB; 105 Bdwy, Ogden 582-7890
* JOHNSON, Roger L., BS, MS, Res. Asst 333-6750
Elect. Engr. (Acad.) Coor. Sci. Lab. (res) 2-103 CSL
1904 Willow Rd., U 367-6169
JOHNSON, Ronald M., MA, History,Asst
322 Armory; 601 Fairlawn, U 365-2838
* JOHNSON, Ruby R. , Maid, Housing Div
606 W. Washington, C 352-1053
* JOHNSON, Russell K., Roofer, PPSB
401 James, Tolono 485-4840
* JOHNSON, Ruth P., BA, MA, Inst. Fine Arts 333-0872
1 601 E. Lincoln, St. Joseph 469-4071
* JOHNSON, Stuart P., BA, Asst., Radio and. . .333-1070
TV, TV Bldg.
2030 B, Orchard St., U 344-4298
* JOHNSON, Suzanne M, BS, Asst. Chem 333-3959
and Chem. Engr., 70b Noyes Lab
2309 Carlisle Dr., No.,
C
352-5070
JOHNSON, Thomas H., BA, Asst. ,Anthrop 333-1854
13-1207 W. Oregon
1204 W. University, U
JOHNSON, Thomas L., BA, Asst., 333-1312
Germanic Languages & Lit 512 E. Chalmers,
C
603 1/2 E. Clark, C 356-2353
* JOHNSON, Vlolette M., Maid, Housing Dlv.
1506 W. White St., C 352-7333
+ JOHNSON, Virginia L., BS, Personnel Spec.
.
.356-3786
USDA, Soil Cons. Serv., 200 W. Church S't.,C
508 West Hill St., Apt. 1, C 356-9547
* JOHNSON, Walter M., BA.MA, Prof . Art, 333-0419
Head, Ext. Visual Aids, 127 Fine Arts Bldg.
405 W. Vermont, U 344-6618
JOHNSON, William, BS,MS, Assoc. Prof 333-2462
PE, 119 Huff Gym
707 S. South Sixth St., Apt. 307.C 344-3239
JOHNSON, William B.,BS, Res. Asst., 333-3036
Voc. & Tech. Educ, 351 Educ. Bldg.
506 W. Healey, Apt. A,C 359-3850
* JOHNSON, William D., Ed.D, Asst. Prof 333-4897
Sec. Educ, 236 B, Education
904 Stratford Ave.,C 359-2779
* JOHNSON, W. Erlck, BA, Foreman, Fum Repa.
PPSB, 160
901 W. Charles St., C 352-3892
* JOHNSON, William H., Fire Captain, PPSB
1206 W. Western Ave., C 356-5173
* JOHNSON, William H., AB, MS, PHD, Asst. . . 333-4389
Prof., Geol. and DGS, 301 NHB
1404 S. Grove St., U ..367-3063:'
* JOHNSON, William H., Jr. Lab. Mech 333-691,3
CiviL Eng., 1237 CEB
206 Garwood, C 352-0648
JOHNSON, William W., BS, Head Res 333-4275
Head Resident, Garner Hall, Dean of Stu/Hous.
Garner Counseling Office
152 Garner Hall, C 332-0703
15
JONES-KASSARJIAN
* JONES, Louise M., AB, Clerk-Typist II 333-4339
Admissions & Records, 176 Adm. Bldg.
1205 Theodore, C 356-8870
JONES, Marilyn E., Clerk-Typist I, Grad.Col 333-0038
311 Adm. Bldg.
624 E. Green, Apt. 7,C 359-3088
'JONES, MaryE., Typing Clerk I, Purch 333-3506
223-Adm. Bldg., 911 W. Main.U 365-1989
JONES, MaryM., Typing Clerk II, Housing .. 333-1410
Div., Central Food Stores
303 So. New St. C 352-3501
JONES, MaurioeA., BS, MS, Inst. Music ...333-0635
3 Stlven House, 117 S. 3rd St., C 359-3698
* JONES, Maurice L., BS, CPA, Acct II 333-0014
Acctg. Div., Bus. Off., 279 Adm. Bldg.
802 Burkwood Dr., U 367-9625
* JONES, Oma D., BS, Ext. Adv. HE, 242-1482
Jefferson Co. Coop. Ext. Serv. .Courthouse
Basement, Mt. Vernon
816 S. 21st St., Mt. Vernon 242-3507
JONESTZ, (Mrs. ) Alice K. , PHD .Assoc. Prof .. 333-3711
Psychology, 218 SSB; 806 S. Lin. U 3 44-42 6
9
* JONES, PaulG., MS, Prof . of TAM 333-3407
317 Talbot Lab.
505 Hessell Blvd., C 352-4063
* JONES, Paul Van B., Hist. Prof. Emeritus
* JONES, Robert L. , PHD, Assoc. Prof 333-4250
Agron., Soil Mineralogy, S-406 Turner Hall --,;- t , rin
1735 West Haven, C A^r"""
* JONES, Roberta, J., BA, Off. of Stu. Persn. 344-0829
and Dean of Women, Gamma House
307 E. Daniel St. , C 344-0829
* JONES, Ronald C, BS, Purch. As st. I, 333-3594
Bus.
,
Purchasing, 223 Adm. Bldg.
2705 E. Calif. St., U 365-2Q80
* JONES, RudardA., MS, Dir. Small Homes 333-1800
Council-Building Res. Council, Res. Prof, of Arch.
Mumford House
209 E. Mumford Drive, U 344-5447
* JONES, Russell O., BA, Econ., Teach.Asst 333-1713
Commerce Annex, 113
1832-D Orchard PI, U 344-1853
* JONES, Ruth T., BS, HE, Inst. In HE 333-1893
264 Bev. Hall, 209 E. Mumford, U344-5447
* JONES, Sandra A., Co. Ext. Secy, Williamson993-3304
Co., Coop. Ext. Serv., 309 N. Madison
Marlon; 4d0 Charlotte Rd. Marion 993-8223
* JONES, Stanley T., BS, Asst. Physics 333-2917
466 ERL, 2077A Hazelwood Ct.U 344-4622 •
* JONES, R.Stewart, Phd. Ed Psy; . . . $33-2245




* JONES, Thomas L., M., Ext. 'Ed., Ext. Adv. 665-2505
Agrl., Clay Co. Coop. Ext. Serv.,SE Comer
Square, Louisville
629 N. Olive, Flora 622-2036
* JONES, VerdellSr., Digital Compu. Op. I 333-6203
Dept. of Compu. Sci, 162 DCL
1309W.Eads, U 367-9925
* JONES, Veronica L. , Library Clerk II, Serials 333-1269
Dept. Libr., 12 Lib.
502 Falrlawn St., U 367-3018
* JOPEK, Joseph J. Jr. M, Ext. Ed.,Area Ext. . !342-4644
Adviser, Recreation, Coop. Ext. Serv.
800 E. Fayette;
206 Wouth Willow, Effingham 342-4953
* JORDAN, Albert G., MS, Res. Asst 333-3080
Metallurgy, 107 MMB
604 W. Healey, C 359-3895
* JORDAN, Edward C, PHD, EE, Prof of EE & 333-2300
Head of Dept., 158 EEB
415 W. Indiana, U 344-5402
* JORDAN, Frank U., Coor. Sci. Lab 333-1799
Storekeeper II, 164 CSL
112 Main St., P. O. Box 5,Savoy 822-5686
* JORDAN, Harvey H., BS, Assoc.Dean
of the Coll. of Engr. & Prof, of Gen. Engr. , Emeritus
212 Engr. Hall, 809 S. Busey.U 344-1463
JORDAN, (Mrs. j Helen, Secy, Art.... 333-0855
143 Fine Arts; 303 W. Univ.,C 352-2273
JORDAN, Joseph L. , BA, Asst. Physiology
446 Burrlll Hall, 332-2398
1010 W. Green St., 72
* JORDAN, Kathryn C, Secy, Engr. Pub 333-1510
Coll. of Engr., 112 EH
909 W. Clark St., C 356-8753
JORDAN, Laura J., BA, MS, PHD, Assoc. 333-0260
Prof. Special Educ, 210 G. Educ.„_-
1408 Scottsdale Dr. , C ' 352-«4«*
JORGENSEN, George N., BS, Res. Asst 333-0223
Dairy Sci., An. Sci. Lab., 364
807 W. Nevada, U 344-4320
* JOSELYN, Blair, MS, Res. Assoc „.... 333-6858
State Nat. Hist. Surv., 496 NRB 784=4781
624 Hazel Dr., Gibson City
JOSHI, Padnilni, T., MA, Inst. Math 333=1610
353 AH, 901 W. Springfield , U 367-6972
JOY, Anne, L., AB, ME, Res. Asst.,
Children's Research Center
107 E. Chalmers, C 356-0948
JUAREZ, Manuela, BA, Asst., Span., Ital 333-0731
& Portguese, 911 S. 6th, First Floor
910 S. 3rd, Bromley Hall 808, C 344-5000
JUDD, Dennis R, BS, Asst. Political Sci. 333-2781
309 S. Goodwin, 10
1905 Alton Dr., C 356-5722
* JUDGE, George G., PHD, Prof, of Econ.' '333-4246
and Agrl. Econ., Econ. & Agrl. Econ., 302 b
Mumford Hall, & 446 Commerce jc^Vmi;
1117 Mayfalr Rd., C .JS^-XIUA
* JUDY, JohnT., Carpenter, PPSG
303 S. Poplar, U 367-2142
JUDY, Rosemary I., Clerk-Typist III, Dairy 333-2933
Sci., 336 ASL; 410 W. Church C 359-2281
JUGENHEIMER, Donald W., BS, MS, Inst. ... 333-0784
Advertising, 239 LIR Bldg.
1307 W. Univ. Ave, C 356-3395
* JUGENHEIMER, Robert W., PHD., Prof 333-1990
Plant Genetics, Dept. of Agron.,Assigned binder
AID Projects as Dean of Agrl at the NJala Univ.
College, Sierra Leone, W; Africa; Freetown
352,409 E. Chalmers, C
1307 W. Univ., C 356-3395
JULIAN, KennethA., BS, Resident Asst 333-4134
Forbes Hall, Dean of Stu./HD, Forbes Counsel. Off
.
230 Forbes Hall, C 332-0967
* JUNKERMAN, George D., Steamfitter, PPSB
215 Prairie Ave., Danville 446-5421
JUPP, Mary L., BA, French, Asst., 333-6851
309 B. Harker Hall
915 Colllngwood Dr.,E. Lansing 332-5772
JURADO, Arturo, BA, MA, Asst. Spanish 333-3957
909 S. Sixth, First Floor
1010 W. Green, 535, U 332-2325
* JUSTUS, James B., AB, Asst. Supv. Ins 333-3110
Vice Pres. and Comptr. Office, 208 Adm.
2510 Sheridan Dr., C 352-4589
* JUVET, Richards.. Jr., PHD, Assoc. Prof... 333-0129
Chem. & Chem. Engr , 53b E. Chem.
1710 S. Pleasant St., U 365-1775'
K
KABAT, Frederick Nell, BS, MS, Res Asst, 333-3687
Physics, 476 Physics Bldg
40 6 E Green St, Apt 303, U 367-43 62
* KACHADORIAN, William Aram, BS, MS, Instr. 333-0204
Physical Educ, 305 Huff Gym
807 W Illinois St, Apt 6, U 344-3730
* KACHRU, Bra] B, PhD, Asst Prof, Linguistics,
309 Davenport Hall, on leave
* KACHRU, Yamuna, PhD, Asst Prof
Linguistics, on leave
* KACZKOWSH, Henry Ralph, BS, MS, Phd 333-2550
Assoc Prof, Educ Psych, 188 Educ
713 W Healey, C 356-4213
* KADANOFF, Leo Philip, PhD, Prof, Physics. . .333-0559
337c Physics Bldg
605 W Michigan, U
KADENKO (Mrs), Georgia Kay, Clerk-Typist.. 333-2180
II, Bursar's Ofc, 100b Adm
1517 Durtlss Dr, U 367-4215
KAESS, Dale W, BA, MA, Res Asst, Psych,...
196A Davenport Hall
304 W Washington St, C 352-9808
* KAGA, Hiroyuki, MS, Res Asst in Met and. . . 333-4598
Mat Res Lab, 168 MRL
209 N Coler Ave, Apt 1-W, U 367-3798
* KAHANE, Henry Romanos, PhD, Prof, Spanish. 333-3639
and Linguistics, 224 LH, 427 Lib
808 W Oregon, U 344-5494
KAHRS, Karol Anne, BS, MA, Instr, Women's. 333-3877
Physical Educ Dept, 211 WGym
901 A Mumford Dr, U 367-5693
KAISER, Gertrude E, BS, MS' Assoc Prof 333-2664
Ext Educ, 116s Mumford Hall'
1510 Delmont Ct, U 367-9620
* KAISER, Kimmey Lee, BS, Asst Traffic Mgr, ... 333-3561
Bus Ofc - Purchasing Div, 223 Adm Bldg
1501 Holly Hill Dr, C 359-2260
* KALATHOOR, Varadarajan, Dr of Phil, Visiting 333-2268
Assoc Prof, Math, 218YWCA
3.00 S GoodwynAve, Apt 406, U
KALB, Edward Clinton, BS, MS, Ext Specst. .. 333-2 884
Div of Univ Ext, 116 IH
218 E Gregory, C 359-3483
KALCHBRENNER, John, BS, Resident Asst, 333-4439
Weston Hall, Dean of Students, Housing Div, 178
Weston Counseling Ofc
URH 130 Weston Hall, C 332-1906
KALER, James Bailey, AB, PhD, Asst Prof of. . 333-3090
Astronomy, 112 Observatory
907 Sunnycrest, U 367-1963
* KALLIO, Reino Emil, PhD, Prof of Microbio, .. 333-3044
Dir of Schl of Life Sci, 387 Morrill Hall
37 Sherwin Circle, U ' 344-6336
KALTENBORN, Sara Helen, BA, Asst, Bot, .... 333-2919
116 Morrill Hall; 705 W Elm #7, U 367-4127
* KAMIN, Lawrence Florien, BA, Asst, Bot,....
1107 WGreenSt, Box 331, U
* KAMM, Albert Carl, BS, Ext Adviser, Agr, ...762-8211
Piatt Coo nty Coop Ext Serv, 202 W Washington,
Monticello; 205 E Bond St, Monticello 762-9251
* KAMMAN, James Foster, BA, MS, PhD, Clin. .333-2497
Counselor, Student Counseling Serv, 217 SSB
707 W Main St, U 367-5676
*. KAMMIN, Martha, Maid, Housing Div
318 S David, Sidney 688-2443
* KAMON, Eliezer, M Sc, PhD, Asst Prof 333-6434
Motor Performance Lab, CRC, Rm 97
2313 S 1st St, C 344-6850
* KAMON, Gall Kruman, BS, M Ed, Instr, ...... 333-3806
Physical Educ for Women, 127 WGym
2313 S 1st St, Apt 303, C
* KANAZAWA, Richard Mazumi, BS, MS, Res... 333-3294
Asst, Nuc Eng, 122 TL
408 W Healey St, C 35«-8869
* KANE, Harrletta L, Typing Clerk III, Civil... 333-1516
Eng, B106 CEB
1818 Melanle Lane, C 352-1037
* KANE, Leslie B, Utility Man, PP Dept, PPSB..
1818 Melanle La, C 352-1037
74
KANE, Mary Agnes, Acct Clerk, PP, Retired..
7206 W John, C 352-9635
* KAO, Hilda Ll-Hsin, MS, Res Asst, Food ... 333-1
Sci, 462 Bevier Hall
712 W Oregon, U
KAO, Race Li-Chan, BS, Asst, Animal Sci,..
134 ASL; 712 W Oregon St, U
KAPILIAN, Ralph Harry, BS, MS, Asst in PE. . 333-2
for Men, PE Dept, Resident Asst, Oglesby Hall,
Dean of Students, Housing Div, 120 Huff Gym,
Oglesby Counseling Ofc 333-0
URH 514 Oglesby Hall, U 332-5186
KAPLAFKA, James Peter, PhD, Elec Eng, 333-2
GEL; 509 E Stoughton Apt 104, C 356-3207
KAPLAN, Mark Steven, MS, Asst, Dept of. .. 333-3,1
Chem C E, 465 Noyes Lab
752 Sherman Hall, 909 S Fifth St, C 332-4903
* KAPLAN, Sam, BS, MS' PhD, Asst Prof of. ... .333-!
Microbio, Dept of Microbio, 230 Burrill Hall
1705 Valley Rd, C 356-4714
* KAPOOR, Surinder Kumar, BA, B Sc, Res Asst.
.
Civil Eng, CEB; 408 N Goodwin, U 367-6807
* KAPPAUF, William Emil, BA, MA, PhD, Psych. 333-:|
391 Davenport; 1401 Waverly Dr, C 356-5977
* KAPPLE, William Henry, BS, Res Assoc Prof. . .333-:
|
of Arch, Small Homes Council - Bldg Res Council
Small Homes Council Lab, 31 E Armory, C
602 S Rldgeway, C 356-5429
* RAPTURE, Robert Joseph, AB, Res Asst, Inst. . 333—1
1
for Res on Exc Children, 35 CRC
805 S Lincoln Apt 1, U 344-1294
* KAPTURE, Judith Osborn, BS, Asst Head 333h|
Resident and Program Advisor, Ofc of Student
Personnel and Dean of Women, Counseling Staff
:
150 Lincoln Ave Res; 805 S Lincoln, U 344-12941
* KARARA, Houssam M, D Sc, Prof, Civil Eng...333-J
210 Woodshop Bldg
1903 Hemlock Dr, C 352-7455
* KARAS, Jozef, PhD, Res Asst, An Sci 333-1
104 SP; 404 E Daniel St, C
KARCAVICH, Margaret Ann, Card Punch Opr I. .333-1
Dept of Comp Sci, 129 DCS
330 South St, Westvllle 267-7389
KARELIOTIS, Sotlrios John, BS,"MS7~Res Asst. 333=1
Civil Eng, 118 TL
Daniels Hall Rm 503, 1010 W Green, U 332-229E 1'
* KARLSTROM, Paul Edward, BS, LIB, Instr.... 333-1
Gen Eng, 212 TB; 1226 Football Dr, C 356-6139 I
* KARNES, M Ray, PhD, Prof of Vocational and .
Tech Educ; Chairman of Dept; Assigned under
A.I.D. Projects as Chief of Party and Adm at
Njala Univ Coll, Private Mail. Bag, Freetown,
Sierra Leone, W Africa
KARNES, Merle B, Ed D, Prof, Spec Educ 333-
232A, Colonel Wolfe Preschool
2105 Grange Dr, U 344-5384
* KARP, Howard, Bach of Music, Assoc Prof of.
Music, 209 SMH; 2210 S Lynn, U 367-5932
KARPAS, Arthur Barend, BA, Res Asst, Vet 333-
Path and Hygiene, 207 VM Annex
310 S Prairie 101, C 356-20 68
* KARR, Colleen, BS, MA, Asst Supervisor of.
.
Student Tchrs, Sec Educ,
1864 Grove Dr, Northfleld 446-1804
* KARR, Gerald Lee, PhD, Agr Econ, Assigned
under A.I.D. Proj as Advr in Agr Econ at Njala -W
Coll, Priv Mall Bag, Freetown, Sierra Leone, W'
* KARR, Gerald Ray, BS, MS, Res Asst AAE,
.333if
CSL, 247 CSL; 2110 E Main, U 367-9042
* KARR, James Richard, BS, MS, Asst, Zoology. 333-,
202b Vivarium; 704 Western A, U 367-4106
* KARR, Joseph, Master Aircraft Radio Rprman, . 822:
Inst of Avi, Airport
300 Lincoln, Thomasboro 643-3937
* KARR, Kathleen Ann, Clerk-Stenog III, Dept. . 333>*
of Psych, 87 CRC, 704 Western A, U 367-4106
KARR, Ruth Lee, Maid, IU, 125 IU 333?
303 W Nevada, U 367-7997
* KARR, William Lee, Janitor, PP Dept, PPSB. .
.
303 W Nevada, U 367-7997
* KARSH, Bernard, MA, PhD, Prof, Sociology.
. .333
111 LIR Bldg; 810 S Fair, C 356-4900
KARTASASMITA, RBanaG, BS, Asst, Linguls,.
209 D Davenport Hall
102-10 E Armory, C 356-9324
KASDIN, Peter David, BA, LL B, Asst, Law.:. 333
104N Law; 135 W Clark St, C 352-8960
* KASOWSH, Margaret Ann, B Sc, Tchr Asst, . .
Div of Gen Studies, 1210 California
505 Park Haven Ct, C
* KASOWSKI, Walter John, B Sc, Asst, Chem...
and Chem Eng, Rm 305 Noyes Lab
505 Fark Haven Ct, C
KASPARIAN, Elaine, BA, MA, Instr, Classics. .333
360 LH; 1005 S 6th St, Apt 8, C 344-1399
KASPER, Raymond Terrance, BS, Asst in
Physical Educ, 201 MOG
4116 N Lowell Ave, Chicago 736-2366
* KASS, William Joseph, BS, PhD, Res Assoc,
. .333
Chem, 166 Noyes Lab
6 Blue Spruce, Twin Cities Mob Home Pk,C
* KASSARJIAN, Harold Haig, PhD, Visiting 333
Assoc Prof, Dept of Marketing, 494 Com W
613 W Washington St, U 344-6651
KASSAWARA - KESLER
KASSAWARA, Patricia Annette, Clerk-Typist II.. 333-0032
Grad Coll, 321 Adm Bldg
205 E Healey, C
KASTELIC, Joseph, B Sc, M So, PhD, Prof of. 333-3132
Nutr Blochem, Dept of AS, 120 ASL
706 W Green, C 352-6670
KASTMAN, Brian Lee, BBA, Tchr Asst, Econ, .. 333-1415
Rm 20 DKH; 1109 S Arbor Ave, C
KASTNING, Jerry Albert, BS, Elec Eng 333-4320
330N EEB; 811 N Prospect, C 356-9290
KATEKARU, Alvin Zenji, BA, Asst, Zoology, .. .333-2235
202B Vivarium
909 S Fifth St, Sherman Hall, C 332-4899
KATER, Bernard Raymond, Construction Labr, .
.
PP Dept, PPSB; RR 1, Philo 684-3133
KATO, Masao, PhD, Visiting Assoc Prof of... 333-6150
Dept of Comp Sci, 281 DCL
2018 1/2 Cureton Dr, U 365-1631
KATOH, Linda, BS, Res Programmer, 282 DCL. 333-6272
1106 W Stoughton, U 367-1948
KATOH, Takehlko, MS, Res Asst in DCS 333-4755
Rm 231 DCL; Apt 2A 1106 WStoughton, U 367-1948
KATZ, David Alan, BA, Asst, Econ, 226 DKH. .333-2682
609 W Main St, Apt 16, U 365-1889
KATZ, Michael Lee, BA, Res Asst, Dept of. . . 333-1515
Comp Sci, 165 ERL
206 S Hartle Ave, Apt #3, U
KATZ, Robert David, B Arch, MCP, Assoc Prof.333-13 19
of Arch, Arch, 403 F Arch Bldg
712 W'Vermont Ave, U 344-4171
KAU, Paul Kun-Yuan, MS, Res Asst, Ag Econ. .333-2 638
Dept, 448 Mumford Hall
615 1/2 S Wright St, C 352-0995
KAUFMAN, Albert, AB, Housing Adm III, 333-1420
i
Housing Dlv, 420 SSB
i
70 8 Fairlawn, U
KAUFMAN, Anthony David, BA, MA,
Engl, 313 EB
I 909 S 1st St, Apt 22, C 356-5956
;KAUFMAN, Edwin Henry Jr, BA, MS, Fellow, . .333-6407
Math, 304 YWCA
909 S 5th, Rm 249, C
KAUFMAN, Marguerite Sara, BA, BS
Arch Libr, Lib, 202 Arch
115 W Washington St, U
KAUFMAN, Orville Norman, Groundsman, -
Operating Engr, PP Dept, PPSB
1717 Bumetta, C 352-1102
KAUFMAN, Robert Philip, PhD, Math 333-4792
302 YWCA; 710 W Church St, C
KAUFMANN, U Milo, BA, MA, PhD, Assoc 333-2524
Prof of Engl, Engl, 229 EB
1204 Cambridge Dr, C 356 -9700
KAULFERS, Walter Vincent, AB, MA, PhD, ...333-3598
Prof, Sec and Cont Educ, 375 Educ
315 E Univ Ave, C 352-9120
3 67-8210





j<AY, Warren David, AB, MA, Instr-, Engl. ... 333-0026
I
313 EB; 207 W Oregon St, U 367-0398
ftAYLOR, Sharen Rae, B Ed, Asst Ext Adviser
| Home Econ, Hancock County, Coop Ext Serv, 550 N
Madison, Carthage; R 1, Carthage 743-5399
;[<AZANIWSKYJ, Leo Wasyl, BA, Tchr Asst 333-0497
I
Slavic Langs and Lit, 495 LH
614 W Church St, C 359-3625
CEAL, Michele Ruth, BA, Library-Clerk II,... 333-0224
Arch Lib, 208 Arch
704 E California, U 367-1889
<ECKR1TZ, Janice Fay, Clerk-Typist II, Coll. .333-1351'
LAS, 294 LH,
309 W Univ Apt 3, C 359-2311
CEEFE (Mrs), Mary Elizabeth, Clerk I, Div of. 333-0605
Univ Ext, 209 Arcade; Longview 834-3338
CEEFER, Jane Allen, BS, Asst, Chem and .... 333-0558
Chem Eng, 3 67h Noyes Lab
#21, 905 S 1st St, C 356-0733
<EELING, Richard Elsworth, Janitor, Housing.
Div; 405 W Charles, C 356-5506
<EEN, Elvera E, B Ed, Chief Clerk , Agron. . . 333-3423
W-201f TH; RR3, C 586-4663
SEEN, Maria Elizabeth, AB, MA, Instr, Engl, .333-1506
317 EB; 608 S Edwin, C 356-8810
CEENAN, Emma Jean, Typing-Clerk II, Inst... 333-2386
of LIR, 2Z3 LIR Bldg
909 S First, Apt 4, C 356-5690
CEENAN, Francis Wilson, AA, AB, Grad Asst. .333-2460
PEM, 121 Huff; 2611 W John, C 356-3968
CEENAN, William F, BS, MS, Res Asst, Elec. .333-0890
Eng, 405 MMB; 1116 W Charles, C 352-8986
CEENER, Charles Alva, MS, EE, Prof of EE, . . 333-0716
Emer, Elec Eng, 147 EEB
1014 W Healey, C 352-3865
CEENER, Faye J, Clerk-Stenog III, Elec Eng, . .333-1640
202 Biophysical Res Lab (EE Annex)
i 1701 W Union, C 356-9268
CEIGHER, William Francis, BA, Tchr Asst, .. . 333-3547
Math, 150 AH; 1010 W Green St #705, U 332-2361
CEIM, James Elvin, BSEE, Tchr Asst, Elec Eng 333-0079
Rm 53 EEB; Daniels Hall #416, U 332-2276
<EIM, KathrynL, MS, Area Adviser, Home 684-2016
Econ, Jackson County, Coop Ext Serv, 1002 Hanson,
Murphysboro; RR 1, Murphysboro 684-2591
CEITEL, Robert Simms, BA, Res Asst, Inst of. .333-0984
LIR, 17 Inst of LIR
803 W Healey, C
* KEITH, Granville Spear, MS, Prof Emeritus, .
.
Arch; 425 Montford Ave, Mill Valley Calif 383-2290
*'KEITH, Walter Marvin, BS, MLA, Prof 333-4147
Landscape Arch, Robert Allerton Pk, Dir, 205
Mumford Hall; 412 W Washington St, U 367-5018
* KELLER, Alex Michael, BSME, Asst, Mech and
Indus Eng, 362 MEB
404 N Goodwin, U 367-7054
* KELLER, Barbara J, Comp Aide I, DCS, DCL ..333-6203
Rm 162; RR 1, Seymour 687-4155
* KELLER, Caroline Mayer, Personnel Asst II, .. 333-3706
Student Counseling Serv, 249 SSB
1719 Lynwood, C 356-3847
KELLER, Charles M, B Mus, PhD, Asst Prof, . .333-1314
Anthrop, 10 9F Davenport Hall
806 W Green St, C 359-2350
* KELLER, Erwin Dale, Janitor, PP Dept, PPSB..
RR 1, Seymour 687-4155
* KELLER, James Edward, Comb Offset Pressman 333-4658
Cameraman, Platemaker, Printing Div, UP,
234 UP; Box 349, Sidney'. 688-2517
* KELLER, Lula G, B Ed, Asst State Leader, ... 333-3917
Coop Ext, 537 Bevier Hall
902 S Lincoln Apt 106, U 344-4511
* KELLER, Roy Jacob, PhD, Assoc Prof of PE for. 333-32 68
Men's Dept, Asst Dean Coll of PE, 110 H G
2107 Mills Dr, U 367-0998
* KELLEY, Alden LaVern, Janitor, Housing Div..
RR3, C 356-3927
KELLEY, Cornelia P, PhD, LiTTD, Assoc Prof
of Engl, Emerita, Engl, 302 EB
706 S Coler, U 344-6889
KELLEY, Jean L, BME, MSE, Co-ordinator of .333-1100
Women's Housing, Housing Div, 138 Alien Hall
1007 S First, C 352-4408
KELLEY, Mary Ruth, BS, Production Editor," UP333-0951
135 UP; 1422 Cambridge Dr, C 356-6990
* KELLEY, Phyllis, Lib Clerk III, Serials Dept, . 333-1269
Lib, 12 Lib; RR 3, C 356-3927
* KELLMAN, Herbert, BA, Mfa, Visiting Lectr, . 333-0598
Music, 204 Hill Annex
704 W Michigan Ave, U 344-30 83
* KELLOGG, King, AB, B Mus, PhD, Prof Of ...
Music, 215 SMii
404 E Warren St, St Joseph 469-3321
* KELLY, Beverly Ann, Stenog III, Health Serv, . 333-2721
180 Health Center
1605 Valley Rd, Apt B3, C 359-3372
* KELLY, Bruce B, BS, Ed M, Res Assoc, Dean. 333-1307
'
of Students Ofc, 707 S 6th St, 107 Lands Place
80 8 Belle Pk Dr, C
* KELLY, Charles Worrall, Broadcasting Engr,.. 333-1070
TV Serv, 1110 W Main St, U
2110 Galen Dr, C 352-9648
KELLY, Edward George, MA, Tchr Asst, Dept. 333-1791
of Theatre, 50C LH
103 1/2 S Third St, C 352-4582
KELLY, Eugene Charles, Broadcasting Prog. . . 333-0850
Asst, Radio Station, 238 Gregory Hall
68 Greencroft, C 352-3243
* KELLY, Evelyn Dorothy, Clerk-Stenog III , ... 333-0207
Elec Eng, 154 EEB
311 E White, C • 352-4706
* KELLY, Fred, Electrician, PP Dept, PPSB
1313 S Cottage Grove, U 367-1329
KELLY, Herbert Michael, Janitor, PP Dept....
PPSB; 1909 Bellamy Dr, C 352-3687
* KELLY, J Robert, MM, Prof of Music, 200 333-3635
Theory Annex; 807 S Urbana Ave, U 3 67-8269
* KELLY, Joseph Burnham, BS, MS, Adm Asst,.. 333-3420
Agron, W-201 TH
905 McHenry St, U 367-1804
* KELLY, Vincent J, Asst, Naval Sci Dept 333-10 63
236BArmorv; 51Q3.Bellerjark Dr. C 356-02.73
KELSEY, David William, BS, Tchr Asst, Elec
Eng; 411 W Illinois, U 367-2535
* KEMMERER, Donald Lorenzo, AB, MA, PhD,. . .333-0684
Prof, Econ, 110 DKH, U
1006 W Armory Ave, C 352-2632
* KEMMERER, Harleigh Russell, BS, MS, Hort, .'333-4112
PP Dept, PPSB; 1006 S Orchard St, U 344-6140
* KEMP, Evelyn, County Ext Secy, Cook Cy. .. .532-8835
Coop Ext Serv, 622 Graceland, Tinley Park
18549 Hood Ave, Homewood 798-0992
* KEMP, John Stephen, BS, Ed M, Ed D, Asst. . .333-1121
Univ Coordinator of Schl-Coll Relations; Assoc State
Chairman, North Central Assoc, Rm 338, 409 E
Chalmers, C; 1203 McHenry, U 367-1551
* KEMP, Judith Terry, Clerk-Typist I, Univ 333-0824
Honors Programs, 1205 W Oregon, U
14 Tulip Tree Dr, C 356-0250
* KEMP, MarwinKing, BS, MS, Res Asst, Chem.
179 Noyes Lab; 14 Tulip Tree Dr, C 356-0250
KEMPINSKI, LucilleAnn Marie, Nuclear Data. .333-4174
Analyst I, Physics, 451 Physics
304 1/2 N Coler, U
* KEMPLE, Marie Elaine, Clerk III, Acctg Dlv,. 333-0785
Bus Ofc, 247 Adm Bldg
205 N Busey, U 365-2127
*+KEMPTON, John Paul, PhD, Assoc Geol, 344-1481
State Geol Surv, 462 NR
1209 Northwood Drive S, C 356-4811
* KENDALL, Kentoa A, PhD, Prof of Nutr, Dairy. 333-1327
Sci, 319 ASL; 1112 Mumford Dr, U 365-1170
* KENDEIGH, Samuel Charles, AB, AM, PhD... 333-1632
Prof, Zoology, 200 Vivarium
1116 W Healey, C 352-8476
* KENDRICK, Betty June, Clerk-Typist III, Inst. 832-5531
of Avi, Airport; Box 152, Philo 684-4542
KENDZIOR, Elizabeth Ann, BS, MS, Asst 333-2847
Curriculum Lab, 309 UHS
1116 Broadmoor #2, C 359-3491
* KENKARE, Divaker Bhalchandra, PhD, Res. ... 333-4443
Assoc, Food Sci, 205 DMB
405 W White, C 359-4526
* KENNEDY, Frank Scott, BS, Asst, Chem and. . .333,-3960
Chem Eng, 315 E Chemistry
1922 C Orchard, U 344-3120
KENNEDY, James Melville, BSME, MS, Tchr. .333-1539
Asst, TAM, 311 TL
1507 Comanche Dr, C 352-0649'
* KENNEDY, John Edward, B Ph, LL M, Visiting.
Asst Prof of Law, 225 Law Bldg
1746 Valley Rd, C 352-3429
* KENNEDY, John William, MFA, Prof, Art 333-0855
134 FAA- 1003 W Union St, C 356-1087
* KENNEDY, Larry Dewitt, BS, MA, Asst, Elem. 333-1842
Educ, 314 Education
Rm 550 Sherman Hall, 909 S 5th, C 332-4857
* KENNEL, Clinton W, Grad Tchr Asst, Math,.. 333-1193
114 IH; 603 1/2 S First, C 352-8416
*+KENNEY, Joe Dale, Asst Ticket Mgr, Athletic. 333-3470
Assn, 100 Assembly Hall
814 N McKinley St, C 356-5640
* KENNEY, John Edward, BS, Ext Adviser, Ag'r. . 755-2126
Rock Island County, Coop Ext Serv, 1188 Coaltown
Rd, E Moline; 1437 34th Ave, Rock Island 788-2747
* KENSTOWICZ, Tamara Mstislavovna, BA, Asst333-0497
Slavic Langs and Lit, 495 LH . , . "
.
2049 D Hazelwood Ct, U J44-512T
* KENT, GrayD., B.S. Coop. Ext. Serv 332-3343*
10 N. LaSalle St. Rm 250, Chicago 257-5350
1025 Hillvlew Dr., Lemont
* KENT, Howard, Janitor, Housing Div,
408 W Washington St, U 367-4919
* KENT, Lee Gregory, SM, Asst, Chem and .'.
.
333-3918
Chem Eng, 457-9 Noyes Lab
Box 747, Tolono 485-4360
*+KENT, Lois Schoonover, PhD, Assoc Geol 344-1481
State Geol Surv, 465 NR
1003 Lincolnshire Dr, C 356-9253
* KENT, Maurice Eugene, Painter Subforeman,
PP Dept, PPSB;
,
710 E Richardson, Farmer City 928-9528
* KENWORTHY, Florita,' Typing-Clerk III, PP. .. 333-1151
Dept, PPSB; 713 S Grove St, U 367-8908
* KENWORTHY, Ralph Dean, Adm Clerk, Physics333-4486
437 Physics Bldg
713 S Grove, U 367-8908
KENZLER, William, BS, MA, Head Resident, .333-4439
Weston Hall , Dean of Students, Housing Div,
178 Weston Counseling Ofc
URH 152 Weston Hall, C 332-1909
KERAMATI, Abolghassem, Res Asst, BS, Civil .333-4162
Eng, 200 A Hyd Eng Lab
1206 W Main, U 367-9660
* KERKERING, Thomas Evan, Model Maker, Dept333-6173
of Comp Sci, 114D DCL
803 E Penn Ave, U 367-2922
,
_ ^_
* KERLEY, Donald Gene, Asst Farmer, Dixon... !949-2ipl
Springs Agr Cntr, Simpson; Simpson 949-3557
* KERLEY, Fred, Bldg Mech, Dixon Springs Agr. .949-2101
Cntr, Simpson
Rt 1, Brownfield 949-2596
* KERLEY, Rlllis Leo, Farm Foreman, Dixon 949-2101
Springs Agr Cntr, Simpson
RFD, Vienna 949-2118
KERMAN, Ronald Harry, BS, MS, Res Asst,...
Coll Vet Med, Dept of Path and Hygiene, Rm 308
VM Annex; 310 S Prairie, C 356-2068
* KERN Sr, John Robert, Steamfitter, PP Dept.
.
PPSB; 101 N Coler St, U 367-5208
* KERR,Marian Kay Seegers, Clerk-Stenog III. . 333-4503
Econ, 146 Com W, 6 Sutton PI, U 367-2546
KERR, Patricia Louise, Clerk-Stenog III, 333-2654
Elec Eng, 216 EERL
411 E Healey #1, C 352-1437
* KERR, Richard George, BS, Ext Adviser, Agr.. 965-3704
Winnebago County, Coop Ext Serv, 4311 W State St,
Rockford; 236 Vale Ave S, Rockford 399-1797
KERR, Robert Hollls, BS, Asst, Chem and....
Chem Eng, 305 Noyes Lab
606 Ohio St, U 344-5322
KERSEVAN, Alexander Zarko, BA, Asst,...".".. 333-0731
Spanish, Italian, 911 S Sixth
508 W Green St, U 367-2854.
* KERTESZ, Louise Cristina, MA, Asst, Engl,.. 333-3879
206 EB; 312 W Springfield, U 367-7356
* KESLER, Clyde Ervin, MS, Prof, TAM and ....333-3394
Civil Eng, 212 9E CEB
RR 3, C 356-4509
* KESLER, Richard Prather, MS, Asst Prof of .. . 333-0753
Farm Mgmt Ext, 'Agr Econ, 450 Mumford Hall
1902 Alder Lane, C 352-7259
* KESLER, Troy Burton, Steam Dist Opr, PP Dept 333-4575
Rm 20 Burrlll Hall
1209 W Clark St, U 367-7085
75
KESSIE - KLEISS
KESSIE, Geneva Rose, County Ext Secy 942-3911
Greene County, Coop Ext Serv, 319 W Side Square,
Carrollton; 168 S Main, Carrollton 942-5054
KESSLER, Anita B, B Ed, Ext Adviser, Home... 122
Econ, Shelby County, Coop Ext Serv, N Rt 128,
.
Shelbyville; 421 N Broadway, Shelbyville 1364
KESSLER, Hubert, PhD, Prof Of Music, 108.". . 333-3557
SMH; 603 W Indiana, U 344-5146
KESSLER, Lawrence Wolfe, BSEE, MS, Res .. 333-0288
As st EE, 10 6 EEA
2020 N Mattls, C 359-3140
KESSLER, Morris S, MS, Asst Comptroller, ... 333-2400
Bus Ofc, 342 Adm
356-3483
Eleo Tech, Psych, .. 333-2580
505 Park Haven Ct, C
KESSLER, Thomas James,
190 Davenport Hall
1211 W Bradley, C 359-1482
* KETCHUM, Pierce Waddell, PhD, Prof 333-1398
Math, 361 AH; 1005 S Orchard St, U 344-6518
KETOLA, Tauno Everett, BA, BS, MD, Res Asst333-3376
Cntr for Zoonoses Res, Vet Res Farm
Apr 105, 605 S Fourth, C
* KETTELKAMP, Gilbert C, PhD, Prof of Sec and 333-0743
Cont Educ, 140 Education
305 W Washington, U 367-3442
KEY/ Brenda Kay, Clerk-Stenog I, Elec Eng. . .333-6310
312 EERL; RR 1, Rantoul 893-1418
KEY, Catherine Mary, BS, Tchr Asst, Anthrop. .333-1854
1207 W Oregon; 1208 W Clark, U
KEY, Maurice, Supervising Farm Foreman, ...333-0347
An Sci, AS Gen and Farming
RR2, C 344-0759
* KEYES, Marilyn Sue, Clerk-Stenog II, Dept.. 333-6809
of Civil Eng, 404 EH
815 N McKlnley Ave, C 352-8933
* KEYES, Scott, AB, MA, PhD, Prof of Urban. . . 333-1949
Planning, 1201 W California Ave
505 W William St, C 352-9843
* KEYES, Timothy, Appliance Opr, Inst of LIR. . .333-2386
232 LIR Bldg; 815 N McKlnley, C 352-8933
* KHACHATURIAN, Narbey, PhD, Prof, CE 333-6950
3129 D CEB; 207 S Adams, Philo 684-5518
KHAN, Aslam M, Dr rer nat, Res Assoc, Chem 3*3-49 &8-
& Chem Engr, 61 EC; 509 E Stoughton,
No 304, C 352-6780
KHAN, Mohammad A, BE, Res Asst, CE 333-1857
422 Eng Hall; 510 E Stoughton 309, C 356-5575
KHANDELWAL, Suresh, BS, Asst, CE ...... 333-6341
311A Cer B; 1010 W Green 204, U 332-2159
* KHURANA, SurjitS, MA, Tchr Asst, Math ...333-2698
209 YWCA; 707, Apt 3, West Springfld, U 367-2695
* KIBLER, CarlG, Compositor, Prntg Div, UP.. 333-3934
234 UP; 2006 Weaver, U 367-6809
* KIBLER, David F, Master Lab Mech, Physics. .333-2200
110 NRL; 207 W 4th St, Homer 896-3403
* KIBLER, John T, Janitor, Illini Union
106 IU East; 304 E Lincoln, St Joseph 469-7185
* KIDDER, Florence L, BE,HsngDiv, Hsng Adm 333-0818
I, 420 Stud Serv; 606 S Gregory PI, U 344-0738
* KIDDER, Robert W, PhD, Circ Asst, Asst Prof 333-3773
Lib, 203 Lib; 606 S Gregory, U 344-0738
KTEFT, Richard L, BS, Asst Chem & Chem Eng
305 NL; Sherman H, 1147, 909 S 5th St,C 332-4986
* KIEFFER, George H, PhD, Asst Prof, Zool 333-4851
DGS, SOLS, NH 430; 508 N Prospect, C 359-3673
* KIELHORN, Thomas G, BA, MA, Res Asst,... 333-1829
Ag Econ, 149 Bev H; 2113 White St, Apt 225,
C
KIEPURA, Thomas A, AB, Res Asst, GH 333-4275
Dean of Students, Hsng Div, Garner Couns Hall;
480 Garner Hall, C 332-0902
HERGAN, Stephen E, BA, MS, Res Asst, Phys 333-3190
220 RRL; 1205 W Main St, Apt 1A, U 365-1245
* "KIERSCH,. Theodore A, MD, Assoc Prof Hlth . 333-2710
Sci, Psychiatrist, Men Hlth Div, Hlth Serv,
192 Health Cntr; 1903 Golfview Dr, U
* KIEST, Don, Transportation Opr Rehab 333-4617
Educ Cntr, 151 Rehab Educ Cntr; Box 7,
Bondville 863-6303
* KIETZMAN, Donald L, Tab Mach Opr III, Stat .333-4835
Serv Unit, 54 Adm B; 709 S Webber, U 367-2011
* KIGER, Sammy A, BS, MS, Tchr Asst, T &AM 3-33-0638
306 c TL; 1207 E Green, U 367-3504
KILE , Winston E , BS, Res Asst, CE 333-6973
CEB 3212; 505 E White St, Apt 5, C 359-4879
* KILEY, Daniel E, MEd, BA, Res Asst, Ed ... 333-2551
Psych, 188 Educ; 1412 N McKinley, Apt 1
C 356-1174
KILLBY, Virginia, BS, MS, Res Assoc, Zool . .333-4836
539 Morrill Hall; 102B N Gregory St,U 367-9081
+KILLEY, Myrna M, BA, Tech Asst, State Geol .344-1481
Surv, 102 NR; 507 W Green, U 367-6478. . .189- 268
* KILLINGER, Arden H, PhD, Assoc Prof, Vet .. 333-4761
Path & Hygiene, Dept of Vet Path & Hygiene-
Coll of Vet Med, Sr Staff Member, Cntr for
Zoonoses Res, 64 Vet Med; 1405 S Maple St
U 367-1205
* KILLMER, Paul S, BA, Res Asst, Ent & Coll .. 333-3613
Vet Med, 62 Vet Med, 17 Morrill Hall.... 333-4885
1303 E Michigan Ave, U 365-215.4
* KILLMER, Valerie L, BA, LlbClkll, Arch Lib. .333-0224
208 AB; 1303 E Michigan, U 365-2154
KILPATRICK, Diane C, BA, MA, Hd Res, Ofc . .332-4308
Stud Persnl & Dean of Wm, 111 Wardall H;
1010 W Illinois St, U 332-4308
* KIM, Chin-Woo, Ba , PhD, Asst Prof, Linguistics
309 A DH; 1007 E Michigan , U 367-5044. . 333-0108
KIM, Sedong, PhD, Res Assoc, Physics 333-4873
472 PPB; 508 W Elm, U 365-1273
* KIM, Soon-Kyw, PhD, Instr Staff, Math 333-2268
218 YWCA; 607 W Healey #4, C 356-2818
*+KIM, Stephen M, BA, Asst Chem, State Geol. .344-1481
318 NR; 803 S Mattls Ave, Apt 1,C 359-1056 189-229
* KIM, Ysung-ja L, MD , Res' Assoc, Fd Sci ... 333-1874
" BL; Apt 1, 803 S Mattls Ave,C 359-1056
KIMBALL, Keith R, AB, Chem & Chem Eng Asst 333-0655
444 EC; 1010 W Green, #119, U 332-2146
* KIMBRELL, Edward E, Furniture Reprmn, PPD
PPSB; 2508 Arden Dr, C 356-1259
* KIMBRELL, Margaret L, Clk II, Photo Serv, Lib333-3569
44 Lib; 2508 Arden Dr, C 356-1259
* HMMEL, Carolyn K, BS, Ext Advsr, Home Ec 382-9986
White Co, Coop Ext, 304 E Robinson St, Carml;
Route 5, Fairfield, 842-3288
* KIMMELMAN, Sharon, Clk-Typlstill, Stenog . .333-3863
Ofc Coll of Educ, 370 Educ; 702 W Unlv
C 359-2756
* KIMPEL, Martin H, Carpenter, PPD
PPSB; 108 E Dopson Dr, U 367-7637
* KIMURA, Michael M, BSCE, Res Asst, CE
2072C Hazelwood Ct, U
* KIMURA, Tsuto, BS, Res Asst, Arch
403F Arch; 501 S Elm, C 359-4609
* KIMZEY, AnnC, BA, MS, Catlgr Lib 333-3399
246 Lib; 1729 A Valley Rd, C 356-2443
* HNCAID, Ruth A, BS, NSL Asst III, Dal Sci ..333-0223
322ASL;710 S Foley Ave, C 356-9450
KING, Albert D, BM, MM, Asst in Home Ec .
.
HE; 216 CDL; 1105 W Nevada St, U 333-3869
KING, Ameda R, PhD, Asst Prof Emerlta, Hist
1407 Grandview Dr, C 352-2931
* KING, Betty J, Lib Clk II, CL 333-3737
257 NL; 2313 S 1st, C 344-4413
KING, Carolina J, Res Asst, Agr Econ 333-6313
408 MH; 256 Daniels Hall, 1010 W Green St
U . 332-2209
* KING, Charles E, PhD, Asst Prof , Zool 333-4645
583 Morrill Hall; 210 Bliss Dr,U 344-3279
* KING, Claire B, BA, MA, Asst Llbrn, 111 Hist 333-1777
Surv, laLib; 804 Hawthorne Ave, U 367-8038
* KING , Claud B , Carpenter, PPD
PPSB; 224 Arcadia Dr, Rantoul 893-1378
* KING, Collene B, Masters, Asst Prof Chid ...333-0513
Dev, Home Ec, 116 CDL; 715 W Wash St
U 344-6994
*+KING, Elza D, Dore Drill Opr, USDA SCS ... 3 56-3787
200 W Church St; 223 W Jefferson St
Areola 268-4563
+KING, Ethel M, Res Asst, State Geological Surv
(retired); 402 Race South, U 367-7207
KING, Florence M, MS, Assoc Prof Hm Ec
Emerlta; 516 Ford, Geneva 232-7573
KING, Judith L, Ty-Clk I, Agr Publ 333-3980
51 MH; 1406 Carroll Ave, U 367-5086
* KING, Larry L, Herdsman, Dai Sci 333-1209
Lincoln Ave Dairy Barns; 520 E Mkt,
Farmer City 928-7331
* KING, Lois C, Acctg Clk I, UP 333-0950
102 UP; 1602 Carolyn Dr, C
•* KING, Lyle, Comm Artist II, Class & European333-2360
Cult Museum, 484 LH; R 1, Homer 896-2496
KING, Peggy A, Clk Stenog II, Surv Res L ...333-4276
417 DKH; Box 26, Buckley 394-2243
* KING, Phillip C, Janitor, Housing Div ......
RR1, U 643-2417
* HNG/Ray E/, Herdsman, Dal ScienceT.TT. 7/333-04 72
S Lincoln ^ye Dal Barn; 211 W High. U 367-5164
KING, Roy J Jr, Dupl Mach Opr n, MRL 333-1381
256 MRL; 102 S Poplar, U 367-6856
* KINGERY, Forrest G, Carpenter, PPD
PPSB; Sigel 844-2054.
* KINGERY, Ross A, BS, Dlr Engr Publ , Col Eng 333-1510
112 EH; 408 Sunnycrest Ct W, U 367-5923
* KINGERY, Thomas E, Elect Engr Asst, Comptr 333-4692
Sci, 227 Comptr Sci; Hudson Acres, U 367-7441
* KINGSTON, Gary. A, Visual Aids Serv, Tech. 333-1432
I, 704 S 6th; 1002 Centennial,
C
* KININGHAM, George W, BS, Asst Dir Purch ..333-3582
Purchasing Div, 228 AB; 612 W Springfield
Avenue, C 356-4843
* KINK, Henry T, BS, Audit Div, Asst Audit ...333-0900
801 S Wright, C; 2805 W William, C 356-8617
KINK, JohnT, Strkpr II, Chem & Chem Eng .. 333-3406
4 CA; 211 Ells, C 356-5255
* KINNAMON, Keneth, PhD, Asst Prof Engl, Engl 333-3415
318 EB; 406 Hessel Blvd, C 352-8596
* KINOSHITA, Takuo, AB, Asst Linguistics ... 333-6468
1116 Will, Rm3;808 W Springfld, U 365-2954
* KINSEL, Harvey D, Roofer, PPD
PPSB; 1306 Garden Ln, C 356-6123
* HNZIE, Marion D, MD, Staff Physician, Hlth 333-2714
Service, McKlnley Hosp Rehab Ed Cntr 161; 333-4619
105 W William St, Monticello 712-5362
* KIONKA, Edward J, BS, LLB, Asst Dean, Asst. .333-0932
Prof, Coll of Law, 209 Law; 305 S Busey
U - 344-1137
* KINRA, Ravindat K. MS/CE ...333-1657
401 EH; 300 S Goodwin, Apt 612, U 344-0563
* KINSER, William E, Instr, Art 333-3887
124 FA; 1002 W Hill St, C 352-2017
KINTON, Nancy L, BA, Asst Educ Lib 333-2305
Lib 100; R 238 Daniels H, U 332-2191
KIPP, KayL, Clk-Typist I, Photo Serv Lib .. 333-3569
44 Lib; 2614 W Daniel, C 352-3226
KIRBY, Belva M, Kitchen Hlpr, IU ..333-1127
165 IU; 401 S Race St, U 367-2037
* KIRBY, E Emmette, Sr Lab Mech, CE ..333-6913
1135 CEB; 710 S Prairie, C 356-2263
* KIRBY, Florence E, Clk-Typist, Comm Lib .. 333-3619
225 Lib; 703 Dover PI, C 352-4614
KIRBY, Kenneth P, Audio-Visl Tech I, Audio ..333-1432
Visual Aids Serv, 704 S 6th; 111 S Harrison
Philo 684-3837
* KIRBY, MaryS, Co Ext Secy, Champaign Co. .352-4737
Coop Ext Serv, 8 Fed Bldg; 1914 McDonald
Drive, C 352-4386
* KIRBY, Richard H, Groundsmn, PP
PPSB; 712 W Vine, C 352-2468
KIRK, Colleen J, BS, MS, ED, Prof, Sec & ..333-2314
Cont Educ & Mus, 202, 1203 W Nevada Mus
Annex; 1011 W Clark St, C 352-2076
76
* KIRK, Edward S, PhD, Asst Prof, Physiol 333-03
Biophys, 530 Burrlll Hall; 503 W Washington
Street, U 344-1980
KIRK, Edythe J, AM, Catlg Reviser, Asst Prof .333-33
Lib, 246 Lib; 1007 W Harvard St, C 356-9157
+KIRK, (Mrs) Emily S, Supvr Tech Asst, State ..344-14
Geol Surv, 116 NR; 808 W Nevada, 189- i'
U 344-6972 -—
* KIRK, Glrvin, BA, MA, Res Assoc, Spec Ed .. 333-61
CRC; 1908 S Vine St, U 365-2683
* KIRK, MaryE, BS, Data Poc Analyst I, Stat ..333-63
Serv Unit, 54 Adm Bldg, 62 A Adm; RR 1,
U 367-6448
* KIRK, Robin A, AB, Grad Asst, Spec Educ ... 333-4S
32 Col Wolfe; 26 Baker Dr, U 367-4839
* KIRK, Samuel A, PhD, Prof Spec Educ & Psych
Institute Res Excep Chldrn, 210 EB; (Leave of
Absence) 26 Baker Dr, U
* KIRKLAND, Robert D, Furniture Reprmn, PPD
PPSB; Box 24, Seymour 687-4352
* KIRKPATRICK, B. F, BE, LLB, Assoc Prof, Ind .333-1!
Adm, 124 DKH; 1706 S Race, U 344-6835
* KIRKPATRICK, James W, MS, Asst Chem & Chem
Eng , 79 EC; 2025 Greendale Dr, 333-4S
C 352-7546
* KIRKPATRICK, Joel L, MS, Asst Chem & Chem. 333-0'
Eng, 378 E C; 1716 Valley Rd, C 352-0463
* KIRKPATRICK, Margaret K, Co Ext Secy, .... 643-3;
Hamilton Co, Coop Ext Serv, Cthse, McLeansbon
604 S Locust, McLeansboro 643-2972
* KIRSCH, Joseph L, MS, Asst, Chem & Chem
_^ng, 319 NL; 300 S Gobdwin.Apt 606, U 344-3187
* HRTLEY, M. Brlce, PhD, Assoc Prof , Agr ...333-6!
Econ, 431 MH; 2417 Sangamon, C 356-0680
* HRKWOOD, Billy D, BS, Sr Res Engr, CSL... 333-31
212CSL;R2, St Joseph 469-7253
HRKWOOD, Carolyn K, Comptr Aide I, Comptr 333-6!
Sci; 162 DCL; 303 W High, U 365-3141
* KIRSCH, Sidney K, MS, Ext Advsr, Home Ec . 684-21
Jackson Co, Coop Ext Serv, 1002 Hanson,
Murphysboro; RR 1, Carbondale 549-1804
* KIRWAN, JohnP, Policemh, PPD
PPSB; Box 55, Ivesdale 564-4405
* HSER, Stanley C, Supt Elect Const, Campus ..333-11
Arch, PP, 704 S 6th; 2204 Brookhaven Dr,
C 356-0373
HSIC, Alemka, PhD, Res Assoc, Chem & Chem
Eng, 438 EC; 506 S Gregory P1,U 333-3!
344-0347
+KISTLER, Hannah P, Supvr Tech Asst, State . .344-l<
227 NR; 702 N McKlnley, C 356-4869 M9- -!
* HSTLER, Irene, BS, Ext Advsr, Home Ec .... 734-4i
Warren Co Coop Ext Serv, 1000 N Main St,
Monmouth; 409 N 3rd St, Monmouth 734-2857
'KISYLIA.JAndreyp Jr, BS, EE, Tchr Asst, EE. . 333-4
-
-46 EEBrSOT^S Elm St, C
KITSON, JackW, PhD, Asst Prof . Adv 333-0
237 LIR; 2301 S 1st St, C 344-0828
* KTTSOS, Thomas R, BS, Res Asst, Institute ..333-3
Govt & Publ Affrs, 1201 W Nevada; 401
Edgebrook Dr, Apt 203, C 356-3544
KITTINGER, Francis W, BS, Ext Advsr, Agr, ..643-3
Hamilton Co, Coop Ext Serv, Hamilton Co
Courthouse; Route 5, McLeansboro -619-773-438!
* HTZMILLER, Ivan L, BA, MA, Tchr Asst, Soc .333-1
1204 W Oregon; 512 E Unlv.C 352-2057
* KITZMILLER, James B, PhD, Prof, Zool .333-4'
516 Morrill Hall; 1406 Mayfair, C 352-9758
+KJOS, Charles G, BS, Res Asst, State NHS .. .333-6.
495 NRB; 512 S 4th St, C 352-4558
; KIBLER, Clarence!, BS, Herdsmn, Dai Sci ...
(retired), 401 Barr Avejerseyvllle 498-3836
KLAMA, Dale Joan, BA, Statistician I Elec. . . 333-2
Eng, 60 F EEB; 1764 Valley R, C 356-4657
KLAMECKI,
,Barney Eugene, BS, MS, Tchr Asst.
Mech Eng, 22 IF MEB
1203 W Univ, U
KLAINER, Jeremy Andrew, MBA, Asst, Chem..
and Chem Eng, 437 E Chem
311 Cedar St, C 352-7589
' KLEBERG, John Robert, BS, Instr, Police .... 333-21
Training Inst, Div of Univ Ext, 608 1/2 E Green S1
1829 A Valley Rd, C 352-5823
' KLECKA, William Robert, BA, MA, Res Asst, . 333-6>
Surv Res Lab, 3 DKH
502 W Main St, Apt 117, U 367-8900
KLEIN, Alvin George, AB, MS, Tchr Asst in. . . 333-2)
Math, 10 IH; 909 S Fifth St, Box 646, C 332-487E
KLEIN, Anita Carol, BS, Res Asst, Biol
1110 W Stoughton, U 367-4366
1 KLEIN, Barbara Pincus, BS, MS, Asst in Home333-2
Econ, 463 Bev Hall
403 W Vermont Ave, U 344-6770
t KLEIN, Carol Ebersol, BA, MA, Asst, 333-0
Spanish, Italian, and Portuguese, 911 S Sixth St,
1506 Delmont Ct, U 367-4460
* KLEIN, James Robert, BA, MA, Tchr Asst, Engl.
213 EB; RR2, U 367-7709
* KLEIN, Kurt A, PhD, Assoc Prof , Slavic Langs.333-3
and Lit, 2 66 LH
356-1452
PhD, Assoc Prof, 333-1
1908 David Dr, C
KLEIN, Miles Vincent,
Physics, 224 MRL
403 W Vermont, U
KLEIN, Richard Barry, BA,
Italian, and Portuguese,
1506 Delmont Ct, U
344-6770
MA, Asst, Spanish. 333-0
911 S Sixth St, C
367-4460
KLEINMAN, Neil Jay, BA, MA, PhD, Asst.... 333-3
Prof, Engl, 204 EB
904 1/2 West Hill St, U 367-3546
KLEISS, Elmer John, Laborer, Inst of Avi 82 2-5
Airport; Box 705, Tolono 485-6640
KLEISS - KOWALCZYK
LEISS, Floyd Michael, Janitor, PP Dept, ...
PPSB; 510 EO/erton, Tuscola 253-2479
LEISS, Nancy Jean, Key Punch Operator II. . . 333-4827
Statistical Serv Unit, 54 Adm Bldg
RR1, Tolono 867-23 89
LEMICK, Herman Montell, Housing Mntnce. .333-2645
Inspr, Housing Dlv, 23 Maintenance Ofc, Penn Ave
Res Halls; RR 2 , C 822-5630
LEPPER, Lowell Arthur, BS, Res As st in .... 333-1277
Plant Path, Agron, 212 Davenport Hall
250 S Dewey, U 367-6724
LEPPINGER, Joan Musette, BS, Asst in Home.333-3051
Econ, Home Econ, 116 CD
512 EStoughton, Apt 205, C 352-5998
LINDWORTH, Lloyd Edward, BS, MS, Asst.. 939-6617
Ext Adviser, Agr, Monroe County Coop Ext Serv
50 9A W Mill, Waterloo
RR2, Waterloo 939-7698 .
llNG, Blair Bernard, PhD, Assoc Prof Of .. . 333-2178
History, Acting Assoc Dir of Asian Studies Cntr, 345
Armory, 1207-9 W Oregon, U 333-4850
619 Hessel Blvd, C 356-5234
1INGEL, Allen Barclay, MS, Asst Prof of PEM333-00 83
Supr Swimming Programs, Head Swimming Coach, 113
Huff Gym; 701 Fairway Dr, C 356-7143
1INK, William Alan, BS, Procedures and Sys 333-3583
Analyst, Bus Ofc, Purchasing, 228 Adm Bldg
1718 Coronado, C 356-3934
IOC, Alice Elizabeth, County Ext Secy -663-2620
Cook County Coop Ext Serv, 10 N LaSalle Rm 250,
Chicago; 8 S 269 Darlen Lane, Westmont 969-0 609
XOCK, Paul William, PhD, Assoc Prof of EE. 333-1727
Elec. Eng, 322b EEB
2209 Cottage Grove, U 365-2607
XOMP, David Gerald, BS, DVM, Vet I, State 333-1621
Dept of Agr, 103 VM Annex
2601 Alton Dr, C 356-1049
XORFINE, Ida, Typing-Clerk III, Univ of . . . 333-0950
Illinois Press, Rm 102 UP
506 W John St, C 352-8852
XOSTERMEIER, Mary, BS, Food Administrator 333-1291
I, Peabody Hall
401 Edgebrook Dr, Apt 302, C 356-8801
a/JG, James Herbert, :BS, Asst, Chem and. ., 333-3526
Chem Eng, 337 ECB
1005 W Francis Dr, C 352-7220
XUG, Sandra Lee, BS.'MS, Res Asst, Dept.. 333-2044
of Mlcrobio, 164 Burrlll Hall >
1005 W Francis Dr, Apt 6, C 352-7220
XUGER, Matthew J, BS, Asst in Zoology, ...
.
1819 B Orchard PI, U 344-5935
CLUTE, Arnold, PhD, Prof of Soil Physics, 333-4370
Agron, S-216 TH
2103 Cureton Dr, U 367-6403
CMETZ, Andy Michael, Personnel Officer, ... .356-3786
USDA Soil Conservation Serv, 200 W Church St
1715 W Haven Dr, C 356-6186
CNAKE, Ellery Louis, BS, MS, PhD, Assoc ...333-4424
Prof, Weed Sci, Ext, Agron, N305B TH 333-0227
801 S Anderson, U 367-4423 -
CNAPP, Clyde, Prof, Sec and Cont Educ 333-2319
387 Education; 1511 Grandvlew, C 356-7148
CNAPP, James Donald Jr, BA, Asst, Music. .. .333-3635'
.202 TA; 207 N Central, U
CNAPP, John Victor, BS, MS, Asst, Engl,.... 333-3879
206 EB; 2005 Orchard St Apt A, U 344-1061
CNAPP, Morris A, BSEE, MSEE, Senior Res ...
Engr in Comp Sci; RR 2 , Tolono
CNAZAVICH, William A, Comb Cameraman, . .
.
Platemaker, Offset Pressman, 234 UP Bldg
Mansfield 489-42 61
CNECHT, Charles Daniel, VMD, MS, Asst .. 333-2980
Prof of VCM. 104b SA Clinic
1810 Rebecca Dr, C 352-1960
CNECHT, Mary Strubinger, BS, Assoc Ext. .. . 656-4862
Adviser, Home Econ, Madison Co Coop Ext Serv,
Edward sville; Rt 5 Box 300, Edwardsville 656-5186
CNEIER, Charles Mayard, PhD, JD, Prof of. .. 333-4711
Political Sci, 380 LH
103 The Meadows, U 344-6455
OJELL, Alberta Marie, Typing Clerk III
Admissions and Records, 69 Adm Bldg (E)
2503 Hathaway., C
(NELL, James Lee, Bookbindery Asst 333-0599
Printing Dlv, UP, 234 UP Bldg
Lot 30 Ehler's Tr Ct, U 643-63 66
KNELL, Stephen Fox, Acctg Clerk II, Physics. 333-0574
203 Physics Bldg; 2503 Hathaway Dr, C
KNIFONG, Dee Anne, Clerk-Typist III, CRC. . 333-4123
113 CRC; 306 W California, U 367-5198
KNIGHT, Frank Bardsley, PhD, Assoc Prof of. 333-4791
Math, 317 YWCA
1212 W Univ Ave, C 352-0316
KNIGHTS, Helen Jmogene, Secy, Grad Schl. . .333-0734
of Lib Sci, 415 Lib
801 E California St, U 367-5661
KNIPE, Nancy Nye, BA, MS, Serials 333-3856
Cataloger (Instr) Serials Dept, Lib 220s *
1102 S 2nd St Apt IB, C 352-0297
KNIPP, Larry H, BA, MS, Tchr Asst, Dept of
Mlcrobio; 1607 Valley Rd Apt E-l, C 359-2578
KNOCHE, Eldon Milton, AB, Asst Dir of 333-0567
Public Information, 122 Davenport House
1803 E Michigan, U 367-6240
* KNOEBEL, Howard Wilbert, BS, Prof, Aero and 333-3600
Astro Eng, 218 CSL Bldg
510 S Willis, C 359-1371
* KNOKE, -? me s Herman, Elec Tech, CSL
2-114 CSL; 1702 Paula Dr, C 356-0196
* KNORR, Amy Jean, BS, MS, PhD, Visiting Prof333-3039
of Voc and Tech Educ, 355 Education
509 W Washington St, U 344-5246
* KNORR, Judith, BS, Asst Ext Adviser, Home.. 223-8380
Econ, Adams Co Coop Ext Serv, 330 S 36th, Quincy
1619 North Ave, Quincy 223-0416
* KNORR, Philip Noel, BS, MF, PhD, Visiting. . 333-277 6
»Prof, Dept of Forestry, 204 FSL
509 W Washington St, U 344-5246
* KNOTT, Jack Wesley, Digital Comp Opr III,.. 333-6562
Dept of Comp Sci, 194A DCL
RR 1, St Joseph 469-7472
KNOWLES, Michael Hugh, BS, Res Asst Dept. 333-4210
of Comp Sci, 251 DCL
2315 S First Apt 101. C 344-1557
* KNOWLES, Russell Joe, Policeman, PP Dept,
PPSB; 905 Oakcrest, C 356-9636
* KNUDSON, Charles Anthony, PhD, Prof,
French, 179 LH; on leave of absence
* KNUST, A Vernon, Construction Laborer, PP..,
Dept, PPSB; 505 E Illinois, U 367-3359
* KNUST, Herbert, Ma, PhD, Assoc Prof, Germ. 333-1183
407 LH; 300 Bliss Dr, U 344-4146
* KNUTSON, John Robert, BS, MS, Tchr Asst. .. 333-2040
Math, 122 Arcade
601 Mitchell Ct, Apt C, C 356-808S
,
* KOBEL, Peggy Sue, Clerk-Stenog III, Coll.. 333-1511
of Eng, 112.EH;
105 Pleasant Dr, Sidney 688-2217
* KOCH, Colleen L, Clerk-Typist H, Board of. . 333-1922
Trustees, 354 Adm Bldg; RR3, C 586-3313
KOCH, Eric Neal, MS, Res Asst, Physics, ... 333-1170
117 MRL; 802 W Green, U 367-0428
* KOCH, John Edward, BSME, MSME, Asst in. . .333-2723
Mech Eng, 10 8 MEL
2022 c Orchard St, U
* KOCH, Wayne' E, Janitor, Housing Dlv..
130 6 Eastern Drive, U 367-4986
KOCH, William David, Lab Asst I, Zoology. . .333-4971
549 Morrill Hall; RR 3, C 586-3313
* KOCHER, Raymond Edward, Janitor, PP Dept..
PPSB; RR2, C 863-5093
* KOCHER, Oscar Leo, Refrigeration Mechanic.
PP Dept, PPSB; 106 S Cottage Grove, U 367-2821
* KOEHLER, Benjamin, PhD, Prof of Plant Path, .333-3171
Depts of Agron and Plant Path, Emeritus, 218
Mumford Hall; 505 W Washington St, U 344-6879
* KOEHLER, James S, PhD, Prof, Physics, 333-1896
469 PB; 917 W Church, C 352-8607
* KOEHN, Erma Carolena, Credentials Analyst. 333-1741
LAS College , 294 LH
Rt 1, Mansfield 489-4178
^
* KOELTZOW, Donald Earl, BS, Asst, Chem and .333-3944
Chem Eng, 499 ECB;
25 Sycamore Dr, C 352-3823
* KOENIG, Charles J, Bach, Ext Adviser, Agr, . .262-5725
Wabash Co Coop Ext Serv, 901 Landes St, Mt.
Carmel; 426 E 8th, Mt. Carmel 262-7032
KOENIG, Francis Jacob, AM, Asst Dean College
LAS, Emeritus'; The Castle, Streator 672-6186
* KOEPPEN, Stephen Howard, Bach Sc, Res 333-3827
Asst, Physics, 308 MRL
6 Lemon Tree Dr, C 356-5388
* KOERNER, Sandra Sue, Clerk-Typist II, IU. . . 333-0690
165 IU; 110 S Church St, Homer 896-6591
* KOERNER, Thomas Martin, Master Lab Mech. .333-1379
MRL, 148 MRL
301 S Ellen St, Homer 896-2185
* KOERTGE, Henry Herman, BS, MS, Sanitary. . "333-2755
Eng Assoc, Health Serv, 120 McKinley Hospital
2312 John Drive, U 365-1379
+KOESTER, Karen Sue, Clerk-Stenog, Soil 356-3785
Conservation Serv, 200 W Church
811 W Hill Apt 8, C 356-7176
* KOESTER, Louis Julius Jr, PhD, Prof, Physics. 333-4170
431 Physics Bldg; 1013 W Clark, C 356-3853
* KOGA, Yoshiaki, BS, MS, Visiting Res Assoc. 333-6673
Dept of Comp Sci, 247 DCL
50 Healey, C
* KOHLSTEDT,' David L, BS, MS, Res Asst,
Physics, 129 MRL
1940D Orchard Downs, U 344-5359
* KOHLSTEDT, Sally Gregory, BA, MA, History.
235H Armory; 1940 D Orchard Downs, U 344-5359
* KOHUT, Daniel Leo, Bach, Master, Doctor .. .333-3565
Asst Prof Music, 1203 W Nevada
607 S Ridgeway, C 359-4795
* KOKERNOT, Robert Hutson, DVM, MD, Dr PH 333-3376
Prof of Epizootiology, Asst Dir, Cntr forZoonoses
Res, Cntr for Zoon Res, Vet Res Farm
14'Lake Park Rd, C 822-5494
* KOKJER, Kenneth Jordan, AB, MS, Res Asst .. 333-2538
in EE, Biophysics, 463 Burrill Hall
902 N Gregory, U 365-2630
* KOKOTOVIC, Petar, PhD, Visiting Assoc Prof. 333-4345
Elec Eng, 377 EEB, 4-105 CSL
2104 Cureton Dr, U 367-5040
* KOLB, Philip, PhB, AM, PhD, Pr-f French... 333-2021
218 LH; 711 W Nevada, U 344-5230
KOLESNYK, Petro, Ma BLS, Slavic Cataloger. 333-1340
(with rank of instr), 'Spec Langs Dept, Lib, 246 Lib
1103 S First St, C 356-8847
KOLLER, Patricia Marie, BA, MA, Tchr Asst.. 333-0497
Slavic, LH Rm 495; 909 S 5th, C 611-4762
* KOLMAN, Joseph Ludwig, BA, Res Asst 333-2170
Statistical Serv Unit, 54 Adm Bldg, 708 S Wright 210
1107 W Green #336, U 344-1820
* KOLTER, Robert James, Broadcasting Engr,... 333-0850
Radio Sta, 228 Gregory Hall;
1616 Williamsburg Dr, C 356-8425
* KOLTVEIT, Albert, BS, DVM, MS, Instr, Vet.. 333-2907
Path and Hygiene, 163 VMB
307 N Willis, C 352-0985
KONG, Pedro Lee, BSME, Res Asst, Mech Eng 333-2728
108 MEB; 1010 W Green St #196, U 332-2453
* KONITZKI, Joseph F, Ed M, Asst Dir (with 333-4602
rank of Asst Prof), Div of Rehab-Educ Serv, 109a
Rehab-Educ Cntr; 1710 Tara Dr, C 356-0489
KONRADT, Michael William, Illustrator I, ...333-0150
CurrLab, 3rd Floor, 1210 W Springfield
1002 S Wabash, U 367-2898
KONTOUDAKIS, John, BS, Res Asst, Civil... 333-6974
Eng, 3214 CEB; 55 E Springfield, C
* KONZO, Seichi, MS, Prof of Mech Eng, Assoc 333-2027
Head of Dept of Mech and Indus Eng, 152 MEB
510 S McKinley, C 352-9049
* KOO, Ping, MS, Res Programmer, DCS, .... 333-0194
206 DCC; 305 E Illinois St, U 367-0791
* KOO, Tuh-Kai, MS, Res Asst, Dept of Comp. .333-4755
Sci, Rm 231 DCL
305 E Illinois St, U 367-0791
* KOOB, John D, AB, MA, Res Asst, Bot, . . 333-32 61
401 NHB; 1107 W Green St, U 344-1241
* KOOB, Judith Lelning, MA, Asst, Chem and.. 333-3940
Chem Eng, 43 6 ECB
Apt 522, 1107 WGreen St, U 344-1241
KOPMANN, Beverly Jean, Clerk-Typist II, .. 333-0740
Educ Placement Ofc, 140 Educ Bldg
RR 1, Gifford 694-2430
* KOPMANN, Cheryl Ann, Clerk-Stenog III 333-4800
Statistical Serv Unit, 54 Adm Bldg
KOPP, Mary Ann, BS, Grad Asst, Ofc of 332-2921
Student Personnel and Dean of Women, Staff 421
Lincoln Ave Residence
1005 S Lincoln Ave, U 332-2921
* KOPPLIN, Julius Otto, PhD, Assoc Prof , .... 333-4215
Elec Eng, 359 EEB
1105 W William St, C 356-6792
KORAL, Alan M, AB, MA, Instr In Engl 333-1715
301 EB; 601 WGreen, U 367-4416
*+KORB, Robert John, Design Engr, Motor 333-6563
Performance Lab, 61 CRC
307 W High St, U 365-3286
* KORBUS, William Earl, BFA, Art Dir, TV Serv. 333-1070
Instr in Art, 1110 W Main St, U 333-0856
1106 S Lynn St, C 356-7002
* KORENGEL, Bonita Walker, BS, Asst Ext 688-8228
Adviser, Home Econ, Peoria Co Coop Ext Serv, 1716
N Univ, Peoria
70 6 E McClure Ave, Peoria 688-3704
KORNEGAYJr, Randolph, Draftsman, Elec Eng. 333-4156
Rm 102 Aeronomy Lab
70 6 N Fourth St, C 359-3018
* KORST, Helmut Hans, Dr Tech Sci, Prof of . . . 356-1291
Mech Eng, Head of Dept of Mech and Indus Eng,
148 MEB; 3 Eton Ct, C 356-8893
* KOSCHER, Anne Mongeon, ASS, Secy 333-2360
Classical and European Culture Museum, 484 LH
703 High St, Apt 1, U
* KOSCHER, William Paul, BA, MA, Asst 333-2360
Classical and European Culture Museum, 484 LH
703 High St, Apt 1, U
KOSKI, David Don, BA, Resident Asst 333-4482
Hopkins Hall, Dean of Students, Housing Div,
Hopkins Counseling Ofc,
430 Hopkins Hall 332-1350
* KOSOWSH, August, Senior Lab Mech, Zool . . 333-2355
3 Vivarium; 208 S Poplar St, U 367-6978
* KOSTELNICEK, Barbara Fisher, BS, Master 333-0737
Instr in Housing and Home Furnishings, Home Econ,
237 Bev Hall; 505 W Univ, C 356-1513
* KOSTELNICEK, Richard J, BS, MS, Instr in EE. 333-4220
Elec Eng, 44 EEB; 505 W Univ, C 356-1513
* KOSTRUB, Francis Greeson, BS, ME, Asst, ... 333-42 16
Dept of Agr Eng, 319c Agr Eng Bldg
201 Dewey St, U 367-1423
*+KOTHANDARAMAN, P, BS, Asst Chemist, State333-0802
Water Surv, 229 Analytical Lab, WRB
1202 W Main, Apt 3, U 365-1150
* KOTHANDARAMAN, Veerasamy, BE, MS, Res. .333-6978
Asst Civil Eng, 4125 CEB
1202 W Main, U 365-1150
KOTLER, Lome Howard, AB, MA, Asst, Engl.. 333-2633
Engl, 304 EB; 110 E John St, Apt 3, C 359-4288
* KOVACS, Susan Mills, BS, Food Serv Admr I. . 333-1141
IU, 165 IU; 715 Southwest Dr, C 356-3548
* KOVACS, Thomas George, BFA, MA, Instr 333-3887
Art, 124 FAB; 715 Southwest Dr,C 356-3548
* KOWAL, Jr, Denhis V, BA, MFA, Asst Prof, ..
.
Art, 142; 402 Hessel Blvd, C 359-4162
KOWALCZYK, Helen Ann, B Mus, Asst, Lib,..
Arch Lib; 209 E Clark #5, C 359-2583
77
KOZLOW - LAHNE
KOZLOW, Robert Donald, AB, MSLS 333-6287
Automation Libr with rank of Asst Prof, Statistical
Serv Unit & Lib, 66D Adm Bldg, 403a Lib 333-4973
202 N Coler St, U 365-1777
KOZUCH, Ann Felicia, B Mus, MAT, Grad 333-4644
Asst, Ofc of Student Personnel and Dean of Women,
Wardell Hall Counseling Ofc
1010 W Illinois St, U 332-4394
KRAATZ, James Melville, EdM, Res Asst ... . 333-6500
Computer, 368 ERL; 2705 Sangamon Dr, C 356-0359
KRABBE, John Louis, BS, Asst, Chem & Chem.333-3640
Eng, 113 E Chem; 1604 Silverleaf, Burlington,
Iowa 754-6470
KRABBE, Paul, Elec Eng Asst, DCS, 204 DCL .333-6267
1201 Redwood Dr, C 352-1087
KRABEC, James Arthur, BS, Asst, -Physics.
.. .333-3684
Rm 251 PB; 4552 S Harding Ave, Chicago J.23-J)033.
KRAEHENBUEHL, John Otto, Prof, EE, Emeritus......'.
Rt 2 Westcliffe, Colorado
KRAFFT, D, Rae, MS, Instr, Theatre 333-1688
125 Lincoln Hall; 1007 S First, C 352-1041
KRAMER, Arlene, Clerk-Typist II, Admisslons333-0100
& Records, 707-107 S Sixth C; 1835-A Orchard
Place, U 344-1462
KRAMER, Cheris, MS, Instr, General Studies. 333-5679
124 AH; 802 W Nevada, U 344-5679
KRAMER, Dale Vernon, PhD Assoc Prof, Engl. 333-1606
329 EB; ,802 W Nevada, U 344-5679
KRAMER, Harold Oliver, Locksmith, PP, PPSB
1814 Meadow Dr, C 352-2694
KRAMER, Michiel Adrianus, Construction Laborer
PP, PPSB; 1301 Summit Ridge, C 352-6064
KRAMER, Muriel Joan, BME, Grad Asst 332-2688
Ofc of Student Personnel & Dean of Women,
Evans Hall, 106; Evans Hall, 1115 W Nevada
U, 332-2688
KRAMER, Ruth Marcella, County Ext Secy.
. .
. 824-2130
Coop Ext Serv, Christian County, Ext Center,
829 W Vine, Taylorville 824-3667
KRAMER, Terrill John, AM, Asst, Geography. 333-3129
272 Davenport, 1835-A Orchard Place, U 344-1462
KRASKA, John Richard, MS, Asst, Chem &... 333-3640
Chem Eng, 292 ECB; 406 Briar Lane, Apt 8, C
-359-2985
KRASKE, Corinne Elizabeth, County Ext Secy. .233-1047
Coop Ext Serv, St. Clair County, 116 S Charles
St, Belleville, Rtl, Belleville 234-3034
KRASNOW, Doris, BS, Res Asst, Educ 333-4891
Col Wolfe School, 803 Brighton Dr, U 367-2386
KRASNOW, Marvin Ellman, PhD, Coor of 333-2601
Indus Relations, Coll of Eng, 102 EH 333-2153
371D EEB; 803 Brighton Dr, U 367-2386
KRATZ, A P, Res Prof, Emeritus, Mech & Ind
Eng; 1003 S Douglas, U
KRAUS, Emmett Francis , BME, Grad Asst .... 333-3146
Aero & Astro Eng, 20 TB; 607 East Park St, C
356-6153
KRAUSE, Harry Dieter, JD, Assoc Prof, Law. .333-4196
139 Law Bldg; 2009 Cureton Dr, U 367-6952
KRAUSZ, Norman G P, BS, LLB, Prof, Agr Law.333-1829
Agr Econ, 149 Bevier Hall, 1906 Maynard Dr, C
352-2631
KRAYBILL, Barbara Karen, BS, Natural Sci Lab.333-6862
Asst III, Agron, S -409 Turner Hall, 1203 W
University, U 367-7239
KRAYBILL, David Martin, MS, Res Asst, CSL .333-3516
258 CSL; 1203 W Univ, U 367-7239
KREITNER, Gerald Lee, MS, Asst, Botany 333-0070
633 Morrill Hall; 302 E Park Ave, 103, C 356-2959
KREMIN, Carlean Murphy, Acctg Clerk I, PP. .333-1287
PPSB; 309 W John, C . 352-5857
KRETSCHMER, Vemon Leslie, BS, PP, Assoc
.
333-4720
Dir of PP, Dir of Auxiliary Serv, 276 Adm Bldg;
1108 W William St, C 352-8997
KREUTZER, Richard David, MS, In.str, Zoology.333-0804
326-C Natural Hist; 111 E Healy, C
KROBER, Orland Alvln, AM, Chemist, 344-0622
Regional Soybean Lab, USDA , Collaborator Coll
of Agr, 168d Davenport Hall; 704 N Lincoln, U
367-4877
KROENER, hristian Wilhelm, PhD, Visiting. . 333-3976
Asst Prof, Math, 247 IH; 300 S Goodwin St, Apt
0413, U
KROES, Verne Arthur, Asst Supervisor of 333-1217
Security and Traffic, PP, PPSB, 310 Sunnycrest
Court, W, U 367-1596
KROLICK, Edward John, MS, Assoc Prof,
Music, 9 SMH; 602 Ventura, C 356-7189 '
KROLL, Richard Irwin, BS, Grad Asst, Aero &. 333-3146
Astro Eng
,
21 TB; 2410 E Main, Lot 11, U 365-2874
KRONE, Henry Virgil, MS, Res Eng, Coor Sci. 333-0167
Lab, 239 CSL; 402 Sunnycrest Ct, W, U 367-7237
KRONUS, Carol Lefson, MA, Instr, Sociology.333-4709
Rm 173, Lincoln Hall; RD 1, Mahomet 586-2016
KRONUS, Sidney Joseph, PhD, Asst Prof 333-4709
Sociology, Rm 173, Lincoln Hall, RD 1, Mahomet
586-2016
KRUEGER, Ervln Rudolph , PP, PPSB
1412 Mlttendorf, C 356-6647
KRUEGER, Reynold Jack, MS, Res Asst, Sec. .333-4490
& Continuing Educ, 1207 W Stoughton St, Pm 201;
610 W Elm St, Apt 1, U 365-2541
KRUEGER, Thomas Arthur, PhD, Asst Prof. 333-2178
History, 345 Armory; 1008 W Church, C 352-6609
KRUEGER, William A, BS, Res Asst, Agron .. .333-1277
337-A Davenport Hall; 715 S Prairie, C 352-6086
* KRUG, Alan Dale, BS, Asst, General Eng 333-3548
310 TB; 1406 N McKinley, Apt 2, C 356-0166
* KRUG, Judith Dukes, BA, Food Serv Adm 333-1890
Housing Div, Rm 38-A Flagg Hall; 1406 N
McKinley, Apt 2, C 356-0166
* KRUGER, Peter Gerald, PhD, Prof, Physics
.. .333-3568
305 PB, 914 W Union, C 356-6269
* KRUGLER, John Daivd, MA, Asst, History ... 333-2099
235 N Armory; 1001 N Berkley Ave, U 367-0067
* KRUIDENIER, Francis Jeremiah, PhD_, Prof ... .333-1405
Zoology, 577 Morrill Hall; 506 W Main St, U
367-1522
KRUKENBERG, Claire Emil, MA, Tchr Fellow. .333-1220
Math, 17B AH; 1010 W Green #86, U 332-2412
* KRUSE, Marilyn G, Clerk-Typist III '.
.
.333-3573
President's Office, 372a Adm; 1437 Gleason Dr,
Rantoul 892-2380
* KRUSE, Ulrich E, PhD,Prof, Physics 333-4169
429 PB, 2210 Combes, U 367-0703
* KRUSEMARK, Rebecca Marie, Natural Sci Lab. 333-1642
Asst I, EE, 128 Biophys Res Lab, EE Annex,
1311 N Berkley Ave, U 367-2087
* KRUTSINGER, Donald Ray, Elec Subforeman, PP
PPSB, Rechardson Estate #11, RR2, U 367-5113
KRUTSINGER, Irma Lois, Linen'Maid, Housing
Div, 601 Grand, St Joseph 469-7419
KRUTSINGER, Karen, Card Punch Operator I. . .333-6184
DCL, 129 Dept Computer Sci; 308 S Garfield,
C 359-3369
KU, Robert Tien-hung, BSEE, Res Asst, EE .. .333-2483
Rm 123 GEL; Sherman Hall, Rm 1252, 909 S
Fifth St, C 332-5013
* KUBITZ, William John, MS, Res Asst 333-1934
Computer Sci, 214 DCL; 304 E Pennsylvania
Ave, U 367-8828
* KUCERA, Barbara A, Secy, Chem & Chem Eng .333-07 10
108 Noyes Lab, RR 4, C 359-3783
* KUCK, David J, PhD, Asst Prof, Computer Sci.333-2453
114 DCL, 502 W Main, U 367-3654
+KUDER, Homer Miles, BS, Asst State Soil 356-3785
Conservationist, US Dept of Agr, 200 W Church
St; 1204 S Mattis, C 356-3119
* KUEKER, Oliver, MSED, Methods Analyst 333-4815
Statistical Service Unit, 54 Adm Bldg; 910
Frank Dr, C 352-1048
KUGLER, Alfred Adam, MS, Res Asst 333-4574
Physics, 390-B MRL; 1010 W Green St, #427, U
332-2287
* KUGLER, Otto Erich, PhD, Prof, Biol Sci
426 Natural History; 1008 W Main U 333-4859
* KUHLIG, Charles Lyle, Janitor, PP, PPSB
1415 Cambridge Dr, C 352-8091
* KUHLMAN, Donald Edward, MS, Instr in Agr. 333-3233
Entom Ext, Coop Ext Serv, State Natural Survey,
3G0 Natural Resources Bldg; 916 Lincolnshire, C
352-5508
KUIPERS, Marilyn Sue, Clerk-Typist III 333-1412
Housing Div, Central Food Stores; 800 East
Grove, Rantoul 892-4490
KUKLEWICZ, Barbara Jane, BA, Grad Asst ... .332-4539
Ofc of Student Personnel & Dean of Women,
1114 W Ardall; 1010 West Illinois St, U 332-4539 '
KUKLINSKI, Chrystle M, Clerk-Typist II 333-6967
CE, 3230 CEB; 308 N Fair, C
* KUMAR, Ashok, PhD, Res Assoc, Botany
... .333-6442
271 Morrill Hall; 707 W Springfield Ave,
Apt 2, U 365-2600
* KUMMEROW, Fred August, PhD, Prof, Food. . 333-1806
Sci, BRL; 28 Montclalr Rd, U 344-6380
* KUNDE, David Ross, BSE, Asst, Inst of 333-6132
Aviation, 317 Eng Hall; 1616 Sangamon, C 359-1524
* KUNDROT, Robert Anthony, MS, Asst Prof 333-6670
Ext, Forestry, 100 A Forest Sci Bldg; 211 Bliss
Dr, U 344-3587
KUNTZMAN, Elaine Jaynes, MT, Supervising. 333-2750
Technician Lab, McKinley Hospital , 86 Health
Center; 509 W Green, C
* KUNZ, Donnie George J, BS, Assoc Ext 223-8380
Adviser, Agr, Adams County, Coop Ext Serv
330 S 36th, Qulncy; 3717 Biscayne, Quincy 224-1303
* KUNZA, Raymond John, Driver PP, PPSB
305 S Cottage Grove, U 365-3250
KUNZE, Barbara Ann, BS, Clerk-Stenog III ...663-2623
Div of Univ Ext, 222 LaSalle Hotel; 938 N Blvd,
Apt 22, Oak Park • 848-2986
* KUNZMAN, Glen, MA, Asst, Div of Rehab-
.
.333-4622
Educ Center, 1803 A Orchard Place, U 344-0078
* KUO, Benjamin Chung-i, PhD, Prof, EE 333-4341
345 EEB, 2214 S Lynn St, U 367-8228
KUO, Yung-huei, MS, Res Asst, Vet Physiol. .333-2399
& Pharmacology, Rm 231 Vet Med; 813 W Main
St, U 367-0693
KUPCZYK, Lorraine Helen, Clerk-Stenog III . . .333-4573




French, 312 Harker Hall, 802 W Oregon,
Apt 11, U 344-3552
* KUPPERMAN, David Sander, MS, Res Asst. .. 333-3687
Physics, 476 PB; 2004-C S Orchard, U 344-1285
KURAMOTO, Richard Tatsuo, MS, Tchr Asst . .333-6106
Botany, 139 Morrill Hall; 283 Iwalani St,
Hllo, Hawaii
78
* KURASEK, Walter A
, Eng Draftsman II, PB 333
Drafting Rm 104; 103 Arcadia Dr, C 356-5627
* KURLAKOWSKY, Wasyl, Kitchen Laborer, 165
Illini Unlon(e); 1005 W Beardsley, C 356-2290
KURTH, Suzanne, AB, Tchr Asst, Sociology.
. 333
1204 W Oregon; 209 E Clark, C 359-2583
KURTH, Suzanne Beth, AB, Tchr Asst 333
Sociology, 1204 W Oregon; 1005 S Lincoln
U 332-2887
* KURTZ, Catherine Lucille, Clerk-Stenog III.
. .333
Microbiology, Rm 393 Burrill Hall
* KURTZ, Jean Anne, Clerk-Typist II, StatistlcaJ333
Service Unit, 54 Administration
* KURTZ, Lester Touby, PhD, Prof, Agron 333
S 508 Turner Hall; 607 E Washington, U 367-16
* KURTZMAN, Kathi Stoll, BM, Asst, Music ... 333-
Rm 103 Practice Annex, 2064-A Orchard St, U
344-2040
* KUSK, Richard Allen, BME, Asst to Dr 333
Richard Colwell, 57'East Armory; 809 West
Illinois, U 344-1628
KUSPER, Richard Lee, SB, Asst, Physics 333
328 PB; 512 E Stoughton, Apt 6, C356-6388
KUTAL, Charles Ronald, BA , Asst, Chem &.. 333
Chem Eng, 450 Noyes Lab; 509 E Green St.
C 344-0821
* KUUSINEN, Jorma Kalevi, Lilenliate of Educ
. .333
Post-doctoral fellow, Psychology, 1207 W
Oregon; 902 West Illinois, U
KUWAHARA, Naoko, BA , MFA, Instr, Home. .333
Ec, 133 Bevier Hall; 1006 S First St, Apt 5,
C 359-1957
* KUYPERS, David Sather, MA, Res Asst 333
Psych, 20 CRC; 606 W California, U 344-5150
*+KYRIAZIS, Mary Katherlne, Tech Asst, State. .344


















LAATCH, James David, BS, Grad Asst, Dept.. 333-17!
of Theatre, 50C LH
606 S Locust, C 352-5309
* LABANOWICH, Stan, BPHE, MS, Supervisor of 333-461
Rec and Athletics, Div of Rehab-Educ Serv, 136
Rehab-Educ Cntr; 309 S Wheaton, C 352-2535
* LA BARRE, Jane Shuman, BA, M Ed, Head .... 332-54!
Resident, Trelease Hall, Ofc of Student Personnel
and Dean of Women
1001 S College Ct, U 332-5428
*+LA BERGE, Wallace Edmond, BS, MS, PhD, .. .333-68
Assoc Taxonomist, Illinois NH Surv, 296 NRB,
2012 S Race St, U 367-3962 333-68
*+LABISKY, Ronald F, BS, MS, Assoc Wildlife.. 333-68
Specialist, Section of Wildlife Res, State NH Surv,
284 NRB; 2 Welland PI, C 356-3139
* LACEY, Marguerite Q, Janitress, Housing Div.
510 E First St, Homer 896-4252
* LACY, Doris Marie Kanllakan, BS, Asst Ext.. 8S4-5l'
Adviser, Home Econ, Macoupin Co Coop Ext Serv,
128 1/2 N Broad, Carlinville
RR 1, Chesterfield 753-4731
* LACY, Jeffrey Linn, BS, MS, Res Asst,
Physics, 461 Physics
2024 D Orchard, U 344-2211
* LACY, Mary Lee, AB, MA, Asst, Educ, ,333-44
1207 W Stoughton;
2024 D Orchard Downs, U 344-2211
LACOMBE, Robert Henry, Tchr Asst, Physics. .333-01
247 Physics Bldg; 720 S Broadway, U 367-3692
LADLEY (Mrs) Winifred Claire, MLS, Prof
. . . 3 33 -If
Grad Schl of Lib Sci, 310 Lib
804 W Florida, U 344-1243
LADNER, Linda Rae, Bach Sc, Asst, Health.. 333-2C
Educ, 118 EB;
Sherman Hall, 909 S 5th St, C 332-4743
LAESCH, Phillip Lawrence, BS, Lab Asst, ... 333-2$
Educ, 202 LH; 308 W Elm St, U
* LAFAVE, Wayne Robert, BS, LL B, SJD, Prof. 333-31
Law, 149 Law; 307 Burkwood Ct W, U 367-0985
* LAFENHAGEN, Glen Harold, Instrument Tech. .333-6?
II, Civil Eng, 1245 CEB
20 6 Van Buren, Philo 684-4425
* LAFENHAGEN, Louis Lloyd, Storekeeper 333-32
Chem Eng, 204; Box 214, Sidney 688-2415
* LA FONT, Frances Miller, BS, MS, Asst Prof. .333-0
in Foods and Nutr, Home Econ, 367 Bev Hall
* LA FRANCE, Jacques Emmett, BA, BS, MA, ... 333-65
Res Asst, Dept of Comp Sci, 249 DCL
103 W Oregon St, Apt 1, U 367-3176
LAGGAN, James Joseph, BS, MS', Asst, „... 333-1C
Physics, 247 Physics Bldg
1007 W Illinois St, U 344-4294
* LAGRANGE, Ronald Gene, AB, MS, Res Asst.
Physiology and Biophysics, 538 Burrill Hall
800-D S Mattis Ave, C 356-6254
* LAHEY, James Frederick, PhD, Assoc Prof.. 333-2
Geog, 125 DH; 406 E Penn Ave, U 367-8178
LAHEY (Mrs), Margaret Montgomery, Clerk- 333-0
Stenog III, CSL, 1-107 CSL
502 W Main, Apt 204, U 367-0756
* LAHNE, Robert Earl, BA, Ext Adviser, Agr,... 283-2
Fayette Co Coop Ext Serv, 118 N 6th, Vandalia
227 St Clair, Vandalia 283-3030
LAHR - LAW
* LAHR, Alpha Boyd, BS, Ext Adviser, Agr 544-3618
Crawford Co Coop Ext Serv, 204 N Lincoln, Robinson
406 W Main, Robinson 544-7120
* LAIN, Lloyd Chester, Accountant I PP Dept... 333-1287
PPSB; 306 E Calif, U 367-7380
* LAING, Alan Kemp, AB, BS, AM, Prof, Arch,
.
.333-1849
119 Arch; 1107 W Charles St, C 352-2608
LAIR (Mrs), Mildred Metzel, Offlce\Supervisor333-0521
Home Eoon Ext, 528 Bev Hall
1812 WKlrby, C • 352-0153
* LAIRD, Ellen Louise, Clerk-Stenog III, UP... 333-0950
100 UP; 805 W Illinois St, U 344-6244
* LAITINEN, Herbert August, PhD, Pref of Chem.333-0675
Chem and Chem Eng, 166 ECB
609 Hessel Blvd C 356-6520
* LAKER, David Lenning, Senior Lab Mechanic. .333-4278
Chem Dept, Rm B 71 ECB
Main St, PO Box 114, Flthian 548-2504
* LAKNER, Edward William, BA, MA, Grad Res. .333-1547
Asst, Communications, 1207 W Oregon Rm 205
502 W Main St, U 365-1671
* LALLY, Patrick Gerard, BA, Phil Major, Asst. 333-0125
Prof Of Military Set, 213 Armory
Apt 107, 404 Edgebrook Dr, C
*LaMar, Alvln Trusten, M Ed, Grad Asst, Voc. .333-3036
and Tech Educ, 351 Educ Bldg
606 E Elm, U 365-2580
+LAMAR,' John Everts, BS, Geol and Head of. .. 344-1481
Indus Minerals Section, State Geol Surv, Emeritus
411 NR, 209 W Nevada, U 367-3102
* LAMAR, Wllmer Abraham, AB, MA, Lecturer.
.
.333-2392
English, 130 EB; 2018 S Race, U 344-5823
* LAMB, Charles Wilson, BA, MA, Teaching .. 333-6217
fellow. Math, 313 YWCA
Apt 1, 604 W Main St, U 365-2917
* LAMB, Doris Jean, Clerk-Typist m. Coll of.. 333-3380
Agr, 104 Mumford Hall
101 1/2 S Main, Tuscola
LAMB, James Walter, AB, Asst, Phil, Rm 2, .. 333-6667
Gregory Hall; 106 E Healey St, C
* LAMB, Paul Elrod, BS, Asst, An Scientist,... 333-0042
Beef Bam; Rt 3, St Mary's Rd, U 344-2007
* LAMB, Rhoda Jane, Clerk-Typist III, Health. . 333-2719
Serv, 180 Health Center
RR 1, St Joseph 469-7302
* LAMB, Wallace J, Electrician, PP Dept, PPSB
303 E High, Farmer City 928-5585
LAMBERT, Robert John, BS, MS, PhD, Asst ...333-4254
Prof Plant Breeding Agron, S-116 TH
702 E Colorado, U 367-0202
LAMKIN (Mrs) Glenna Henderson, MS, Assoc. 333-2567
Prof of Foods, Home Econ, 345 Bev Hall
1114 W Healey, C 359-2261
* LAMKIN, Irene Elizabeth, CPS, Secy, Inst... 333-0260
for Res on Exc Children, 210 Educ Bldg
2205 Roland Dr, C 356-9782
LAMSON, Davis Williams, BS, MS, Asst, ...333-3526
Dept of Chem and Chem Eng, 338 ECB; U
* LANCASTER, Forest Lane, MS, Aircraft 822-5532
Maintenance Engr, Inst of Avi, Airport
1304 E Main, U 367-3828
* LANCASTER, Leila Ruth, Chief Clerk, Gen... 333-0815'
Chem Stores, Purchasing Div, 55 Noyes Lab
1303 Falrlawn Dr, U 367-3936
LANCASTER, William Lane, BS, Asst, Chem
.
and Chem Eng, Rm 305 Noyes Lab
606 W Ohio St, U 344-5812
* LANDAU, Eliot Alan, BA, JD, Tchr Asst, Law. .333-0356
104 N, College of Law
1402 N McKinley, C 352-4597
* LANDERS, Daniel MacArthur, MS, Instr 333-1680
Physical Educ, 201; RR2, U 367-3475
* LANDERS, Laveme Alice Witcosky, BA, Instr. .333-3877
Physical Educ for Women, 211 WGym
RR2, U 367-3475
* LANDERS, Raymond Hallle, Laborer Electrician,
PP Dept, PPSB; 808 E Michigan, U 327-2532
"+LANDON, Ronald Arthur, MS, Asst Geol, State355-4780
Geol Surv, 115 S Washington, Naperville
356 S Columbia, Naperville 355-5519
k LANGHAAR, Henry Louis, BS, MS, PhD, Prof. 333-0718
TAM, 308 TL; 803 S Anderson, U 367-7604
' LANDGRAF, Ronald William, BS, MS, Instr. .. 333-1539
TAM, 311 TL, 1207 W Beardsley, C 356-5367
/ LANDSAW, William Orville, Cement Finisher,
PP Dept, PPSB; 1503 Garden Hills Dr, C 356-2 639
LANE, Carol Ann, Clerk Stenog I, Accountency333-0857
360 Com W; 1010 E Colorado, U 365-2566
1 LANE, Eddie C, Broadcasting Engr, TV Serv.
.
.333-1070
1110 W Main, U
1501 Honeysuckle Lane, C 356-6996
LANE, Philip Joseph Jr, Instr of Radio and TV. .333-4659
Radio and TV, 46 Gregory Hall
308 Avondale Ave, C
LANE, Rose, Clerk-Typist III, CSL, 333-02 81
4-143 CSL; 1309 N Romine, U 367-1224
+LANE, Russell W, MS, Sr Chemist, State ....333-4954
Water Surv, 138 WR
1207 Devonshire Dr, C 352-3528
LANFORD, Samuel Taylor, B Arch, M Arch, .. 333-1331
Assoc Prof, Asst to Chairman of Dept, Arch, 102
Arch; 610 W Indiana, U 344-1928
LANG, Alvln L, BS, MS, Prof of Agron, Emer. .333-4373
Agron, S-306a TH; 609 Burkwood Ct E, U 367-3445
LANG, Clara, Maid, Housing Div.
. ,
612 W Green St, U . 367-0595
LANG, Frederick, BA, Tchr Asst, Physiology. .333-1630
and Biophysics, 40 Burrill Hall
205 N Sixth St, C
LANGAN, James Michael, BA, Resident Asst. . 333-4482
Hopkins Hall, Dean of Students Housing Div
Hopkins Counseling Ofc,
330 Hopkins Hall, C 332-1280
* LANGE Jr, David Frederick, Sheet Metalworker.
PP Dept, PPSB; 2804 W John St, C 352-8626
* LANGE, Ingrid Freida, Clerk-Typist II, Agr ...333-6650
Entomology, 2 80 NRB
1906 WKlrby, C 356-0462
* LANGE, Michael Jo, Duplicating Mach Opr II. 333-0150
Cur Lab Production Rm, 12 10 W Springfield, U
2801 E Illinois St, U 365-1749
* LANGEBARTEL, Ray Gartner, AB, AM, PhD, .. 333-2109
Prof, Math, 302 AH
1107 S Lynn, C 356-6998
* LANGENHEIM, Ralph Louis Jr, BS, MS, PhD. . 333-1338
Prof of Geol, Geol, 234 NH
401 W Vermont, U 344-5285 ,'/,?.; J,
*+LANGENHEIM, Virginia Amelia, MA, Res Asst. 344-1481
State Geol Surv, 117 NR 18S-2U
401 W Vermont, U 367-7285
* LANGFOSS, Dale Einer, B Arch, Grad Asst. .. .333-1798
Arch, 103 Arch Bldg
1307 E Green, U 367-8974
* LANGFOSS, Joan Ruth, Clerk-Typist III, 333-2085
Senate Committee on Student Engl, Rm 101, 907 S
6th St, C; 1307 E Green St, U 367-8974
* LANGSJOEN, Ralph. Julian MD, BA, MD, Staff. 333-2835
Physician, Health Cntr and McKinley Hosp, 284
Health Cntr; 1203 Broadmoor Dr, C 356-0605
* LANGSTON, Thomas Dwlght, BS, Grad Asst. . .333-4216
Agr Eng, Rm 330 Agr Eng Bldg
1827 B Orchard Place, U 344-4312
* LANHAM, Frank Bristol, BS, MS, PhD, Prof a. 333-3570
and Head, Dept of Agr Eng, 246a Agr Eng
805 Klrby, C 356-6501
* LANIER, Lyle Hicks, PhD, Executive Vice ... 333-1560
President and Provost, Prof of Psych, 349 Adm Bldg
709 W Michigan Ave, U 344-3527
* LANIER, Thomas Jefferson, BS, Plant Pest.... 367-2370
Control Supervisor in Charge, Agr Res Serv, USDA,
Collaborator, Dept of Plant Path, 223 PO Bldg
11 Normandy PI, C 352-4587
LANKFORD, Norman Joseph, Duplicating Mach333-0J50
Opr I, Curriculum Lab, 1210 W Springfield
522 N Market St, C 352-5978
LANMAN, Martha Ann, Clerk-Typist H, Dept. .333-2231
of Speech, Rm 102 Speech Clinic
708 S Third St, C 344-1987
* LANNING, David, B Eng, Asst Civil Eng 333-0526
116 TL; 1801 A Orchard PI, U 344-6146
LANSFORD, Mariella Virginia, AB, MA, Asst. .333-1312
Dept of Germanic Langs and Llts, 512 E Chalmers
608 E Chalmers, C 344-0481
* LANSFORD, Robert M. , Ph.D., Res. Asst. ...333-1145
Physics, 200 DCL
1013 W. William 352-7489
* LANSFORD, Wallace Monroe, M.S., Prof. ... 333-1835
TAM, 219 TL; 805 S. McKinley 352-5390
* LANSING, Kenneth M. , Ed. D. , Prof 333-4841
Art & Elem. Educ, 118 FAA
406 Burkwood, U 367-6737
LANSKY, 'Mrs.) Martha Roderick 333-1152
Typing Clerk m, PP Dept. , PPSB
810 S. 3rd, Apt. 3 344-1839
LANTZ, Herbert James Jr. , B.S 333-4134
Resid. Asst. , Forbes Hall, Dean of Stud. , 333-1144
Hsng. Div., Forbes Counseling Ofc.
480 Forbes Hall 554-3200
* LAP RE OTTE, Guy Luclen, Agregation
Visit. Asst. Prof., French, 175 LH
1674 Valley Road
LAPREVOTTE, Noelle Camllle, Agregation
Visit. Asst. Prof. , French, 175 LH
1674 Valley Road
* LARAMORE, George Ernest, M.S., Asst
Physics, 190 W. MRL
16 Maplewood Drive, U 367-6350
* LARAMORE, Mary Ann, Clerk-Stenog. in .... 333-6900
TAM, 2129 CEB
16 Maplewood Drive, U 367-6350
* LAVENDER, H. Peter, M.S., Res. Asst. ..*... 333-2316
Astron. , Rm. 1 Observatory
1506 W. Klrby Ave. 359-4938.
*+LARIMORE
,
R. Weldon, Ph.D., Acq. Biol. ...333-6889
State NHS, 277 NR
5 Florida Court, U 344-5115
* LARGE, MerlynC, Janitor, PP Dept., PPSB
Pershing Court, East, Box 293, Phllo 684-5371
* LARGE, Ruth I., Clerk-Typist III, Microbiol. .333-1738
217 Burrill Hall
Pershing Court, East, Box 293, Phllo 684-5371
* LARIVIERE, Louis George, Chief Eng. Drafts. 333-0923
>, PP Dept., PPSB; 2008 Ola Drive 356-9426
* LARREA, Jose Ignacio, B.S., B. A.,. Asst. ... 333-4535
Accntcy. , 270 Com. West
1920.A Orchard St., U 344-32 64
* LARSEN, Henning, Ph.D., Litt.D. , Vice Pres. .
.
Provost, Prof, of Engl. , Emeritus, 123 EB





*+LARSEN, Jean Irene, M.A.,
State Geol. Surv., 115 S.
Naperville
1150 Oak Hill Rd. , Downers Grove 968-0038
LARSEN, Robert Peter, Ph.D., Assoc. Prof... 333-3714
Psych., Clinic. Counselor, SCS, 246 SSB
1701 Pleasant St. , U 344-5349
* LARSEN, William Edward, MME, Res. Assoc. 333-4216
Agr. Eng., 319 Agr. Eng.
1906 Easy St. , U 367-4315
* LARSON, Anna Marie (Caroline), M.Ed 333-4577
Elem. Educ, 10 Educ.
1111 West Church. St. 352-4903
* LARSON, Bernt Oscar, M.S., C.E., Prof.... 333-0068
General Eng. , 209A TB
511 W. Pennsylvania, U 344-6826
* LARSON, Bruce Linder, Ph.D., Prof.Biol. Chem..
Dairy Scl. , 324 ASL
506 East Pennsylvania Ave., U 367-6108
* LARSON, Carl Shipley, Ph.D., Asst. Prof 333-1964
Mech. Eng., 340 MEB
411 E. Mumford Dr., U 367-0800
+LARSON, Helen L. , Clerk-Typist 356-5221
US Geol. Surv., Dept. Interior, 605 S. Neil, C.
1205 Foothill Drive 356-5221
* LARSON, Lars Lester, M.B.A. , Coordinator .. 333-0840
Coeduc. Resid. Halls-FAR, ISR, PAR
Florida Avenue Residence Hall
1014 West John 352-7703
LARSON, M. Joan, B.A. , Asst., Zool 333-22 93
165 Morrill Hall
704 W. Elm, Apt. 8, U 367-2845
LARSON, Karen Louise, Secy., Health Serv. . 333-2712
278 Health Center
1108 W. Nevada, Apt. 2, U 344-3388
* LARSON, Margaret Anne, Lib. Clerk II 333-3654
Biol. Lib., 101 Burrill Hall
204 S. 6th Street 352-9706
* LARSON, Molly Lau, M.S., Res. Programmer 333-6262
Comp. Scl., 195 DCL
1211 W. Clark St. , Apt. 33, U 367-2710
* LARSON, Reinhold Frtotjof, Ph.D., Prof, of M.E.
Emeritus, Mech. Eng., 164 MEB
209 W. Delaware Ave., U 367-4947
*+LARSON, Thurston E. , Ph.D., Asst. Chief 333-2214
Head of Chem Sect. , State Water Survey,
Prof, of Sanitary Eng. , 137 WRB
706 La Sell Dr. 352-6020
* LARSON, Vivian Phyllis, Bach 333-2325
Food Serv. Adm. IE, IU, 165" IU (E)
411 East Mumford Drive, U 367-0800
LAO, Tian Ben, B.S., Res: Asst., Food Sci.
.
.333-4443
104 DMB; 811 W. Hill, Apt. 6 359-4705
* LAOYE, Joseph A., M.P.H., Res. Asst 333 73163
Health & Safety Educ. , 212 Huff Gym
300 S. Goodwin Ave., U 344-0099
LASBY, Gary Alan, M.S., Asst., Chem. &... 333-0558
Chem. Eng., 3679 NL
1010 W. Green St., #208, U
* LASH, Elmer Lynn, Jr. Lab. Mech. 333-4278
Chem. Eng., B71
1507 Dobbins Drive
* LATHAM, William Roberts in, M.A.
Econ., 112 Com. Annex
802 East Michigan Ave. , U
* LATHRAP, Donald Ward., Ph.D., Assoc. Prof.333-1315
Anthrop., 109c Davenport Hall
806 W. Green 359-2350
(on leave first semester 1967-1968)
* LATHROPE, Donald Edwin, Ph.D., Prof 333-2261
of Soc Work, Jane Adams Grad. Schl. of
Soc. Work, Rm. 223, 1207 W. Oregon
12 Montclalr Road, U 344-6916
LAUBE, Carol,. Clerk-Typist III, Speech ......333
322 IU; 318 Falrlawn Dr., U 367-5785
* LAUGHHUNN, Danny Joseph, 'D. B.A 333
Asst. Prof., Indus. Adm., 360 Com. West
1608 Park Haven Drive 356-7382
* LAUGHLIN, Roberta Marie, Secy. , CERL 333
252 ERL; 1204 W. Clark St.
* LAUGHNAN, John R. , Ph.D., Prof.
116 Morrill Hall
305 W. Michigan Aye. , U
LAUVER, Richard William, B.A. , Asst 333
Chem. & Chem. Eng. , 450 D NL
509-4 E. Green 344-0821
* LAVALLE, Placldo Dominick, Ph.D 333
Asst. Prof., Geog., 125 Davenport Hall
510 North Prospect Ave. 352-0961
* LAVATELLI, Cella Bums, Ph.D., Prof 333
Elem. Educ, 805 W. Penn. , 397 Educ.
617 W. Hessel
* LAVATELLI, Leo Silvio, Ph.D.
229 PB; 617 Hessel Blvd.
LAVELLE, Robert Wlllson, B.S
Math., 114 IH; 1010 W. Green, U




1422 Cambridge Drive 356-6990
LAW, Albert David, M.A. , Asst., Engl 333-
315 EB; 506 S. Gregory PI. , U 344-2227
* LAW, Blanca Elena, Clerk-Stenog. Ill 333-
Cer. Eng., 204 Cer. Bldg.























* LAWLER, Harold Breese, M.S 333-2810
Deptl. Bus. Mgr. , EE, 156 EEB
409 East Florida, U 367-2486
* LAWRENCE, Albert Hacker, Janitor, PP Dept. . .
.
PPSB; RR 2, U 367-8589
LAWRENCE, James Robert, M.S., Asst
Chem. & Chem. Eng. , 350 E NL
3 12 W. Clark Street
.
352-0735
*+LAWRENCE, John William, B.S., Hydr. Eng.. 356-5221
US Geol. Surv., 605 S. Neil St.
305 E. Pennsylvania, U 367-5311
*+LAWRENCE, Ruth E. , Statis. Clerk 344-0622
US Regional Soybean Lab. , 178 Davenport Hall
305 E. Pennsylvania, U 367-5311
* LAWRENCE, William Ira, Glassblower II .... 333-3603
CSL, 151 CSL
1505 Cambridge Drive 352-6674
LAWRIE, Duncan H. , A.B., BSEE, Res. Asst. 333-6711
Comp. Set., 114 DCL
110 West Charles 359-2605
* LAWRY, Gladys Eleanor, Clerk in, Acctg 333-0783
Bus. Ofc, 279 Adm. Bldg.
804 S. Elm Blvd. 352-9343 ••-'•
*+LAWRY, Thomas Frederick, B.S., Assoc. ... 3,44-1481
Petr. Eng. , State Geol. Surv. , 234 NR 11 89.-22 7,
804 South Elm 352-9343
* LAWS, Delbert Howard, Mstr. Lab. Mech. . . 333-6913
Civil Eng., 1135 CEB
1210 S. Mattis 356-4015
LAWSON, Kenneth Dale, M.S 333-3662
As^t. Program Dir. , IU, 291 IU (S)
910 S; Third 344-5000
*+LAWSON, Robert Kermit, M.S., Cons. Econ. 356-3785
USDASoil Cons. Serv. , 200 W. Church St.
410 Buena Vista Ave. 352-6027
* LAWYER, William Henry, B.S '. 333-4117
Asst. Mech. Eng., PP Dept., PPSB
606 Hessel 356-3193
LAYE, Patricia Man-Fu, B.A., Asst 333-3918
Chem. & Chem. Eng., 305 NL
Rm 2 84 Daniels Hall, 1010 W. Green, U
* LAYMAN, Russel Robert, Farm Foreman 333-0582
Dairy Sci. , Dairy Round Bams
RR 3, U -367-5868
+LAYTON, Terry North, B.S., Res. Asst 344-1481
State Geol. Surv. 365 NR J189-231.
Apt. 2, 711 West Church 352-3315
LAZAR, Jerome Miles, B.S. , Asst.
. .
.• 333-3961
Chem. and Chem. Eng., 311 E. Chem.
510 E. Stoughton St. #206 359-3664
* LAZARUS, David, Ph.D., Prof., Physics 333-0492
401a PB; 502 W. Vermont, U 344-6225
* LAZZBLL, Billy Dean, Painter, PP Dept., PPSB..
418 Hill St. , Danville 446-1414
* LEACH, Bill, Electrn, PPD ".
PPSB; 202 E Madison St, Philo 684-4650
* LEACH, James L, MS, Mech & Ind Engr,Prof
12 Foundry L; 910 N Broadway, U 367-2460
LEACH, Lorraine F, BA, Tchr Asst, French .. 333-6231
304 HH; Lando Apts, Apt 317, 707 S 8fiPst ,C
* LEAF, Rita L, Co Ext Secy, McDonough Co... 833-2840
Coop Ext Serv, Route 136 W, Macomb;
RR 1, Macomb 833-4910
LEAHY, John P,BS, MS, Res Asst, CE 333-2549
308 EH; 805 1/2 W Park, U 365-2334
* LEAL, Luis, PhD, Prof, Spanish, Italian 333-0$45
6 Portuguese, 366 LH; 207 W Iowa, U 367-4819
+LEAMNSON, Robert N, MS, Asst Chem, State 344-1481
Geol Surv, 223 NR; Apt 305, 509 East 189- 220
Stoughton Street, C 359-4984
* LEATHERS, Marjorie J, Co Ext Secy, Wayne Co
Coop Ext Serv, 521 W Main, Fairfield ....847-4231
Cheffield Gardens, Apt 6B, Fairfield 842-4488
* LEAVITT, RonW, BA, Tchr Asst, Microbiol ...
503 1/2 W Green St, C
LEBECK, AlanO, BS, MS, Tchr Asst, Mech .333-2357
Engr, 356 MEB; 1507 Commanche Dr,C 352-0649
* LECHER, Diane M, Clk Typist III, Cntr Instr . 333-3771
Res & Curr Eval, 270 Ed Bldg; RR l,Tolono 867-2340
LECHER, Marcia K, Clk-Typist III, Fd Sci D. . 333-0130
567 Bev Hall; 1505 W Klrby Ave, Apt 6, C 356-5182
* LECHER, Peter V, Graoundsmn, PP
PPSB; RR 1 , Tuscola 832-2124
LECHNER, Patricia L, BS, Res Asst, Phys Env 333-3686
Unit, 119 MEL; 2305 S 1st, 203, C 344-1673
LECKENBY, John D , BS, Asst, Adv.. 333-3859
22 GH; 172 Daniels Hall; U
* LeCORGNE, Denis Y, BS,MS, Res Asst, Phys .333-1205
372 PB; 202 S Doson Dr, U 367-0288
LEDBETTER, Alice D, Clk-Stenog II, Dixon ..949-2101
Springs Agr Cntr, Simpson; Route 4, Golconda
683-2681
* LEDBETTER, Hassell M, MS Met, Res Asst,. . 333-4497
Min, Met & Pet Engr, 18 MM; 804 Duncan
Road, C 356-5070
* LEDERER, Roger J, BS, Asst , Zool..
7 Violet Dr, Urban Estates, Rantoul 892-4861
LEE, AlanB.BA, Res Asst, TH, Dean of.. 333-4643
Students, Hsng. Div, Townsend Couns Ofc;
URH, 162 Townsend Hall, U 332-4027
* LEE, Daniel C, BS, Asst, Mktg ., 333-4514
174CommW;236 S Dewey, U ' 367-7292
LEE, Donald A, BS, Res Phys, Coord Sci L ..333-6610
4-129 CSL; 1726 Parkhaven, C 352-8041
LEE, Donald. O, BS, Ext Advsr, Agr, Jefferson 242-0780
Co, Coop Ext Serv, 814 1/2 Harrison St,Mt
Vernon; 1807 Casey, Mt Vernon 242-1726
* LEE, Irene L, Linen Maid, IU 333-0700
165 IU (East), C 359-2832
* LEE, Jasper S, BS , MS, Asst, Voc Educ 333-3478
364 Educ; 307 Stanage, C 359-2404
* LEE, Judi A, Secy Ind Adm & Grad Schl Bus ..333-4241
Adm (GSBA), 350d Comm W; 1411 Comman- 333-4140
che Drive, C 352-0476
* LEE, Lucy C, MS, Asst, Acctg 333-4533
219 CommW; 800 S Mattis Ave, Apt 25, C 359-4558
* LEE, Paul, BS,MS, Tchr Asst, NASA Fellow ..333-2316
Astron, 119 Observatory; 814 W Maln,U
LEE, Paul P, BS, Res Asst, Zool 333-2308
483 Morrill Hall; 1008 1/2 W Green St,Apt 6,
U 344-3968
LEE, Mary M, Visual Aids Serv, Clk III 333-1360
704 S 6th; 2105 169 W White, C 356-3323
* LEE, Merlin R, PhD, Assoc Prof, Biol Sci .. 333-4688
Zool, 655 Morrill H; 1118 Newbury Rd,C 356-0068
333J-20.39J
*+LEE, OwenP, BS, Hydraulic Engr, SCS 356-3787
200 W Church St, C; Apt 211, 2111 White
Street, C ' i 352-5556
* LEE, Robert L, BS, EE, PPD 333-4159
PPSB; 228 Circle Dr, Areola 268-3627
* LEE, Shung-Wu, PhD, Asst Prof , EE 333-1203
459 EEB; 800 S Mattis, Apt 25, C 359-4558
* LEE, Yong N, MS, Mech Engr, Res Asst
22 MEB; 1914A Orchard St, U 344-2355
LEE, Yon-.Ih, MS, Res Asst, Food Science ....333-4443
205 DMB; 1104 S Busey, U
* LEEDS, Catherine C, Co Ext Secy, Wabash Co262-5725
Coop Ext Serv, Home Advrs Ofc, 503 Mkt St
Fm Advsrs Ofc, 901 Landes St 262-5725
312 E 11th St, Mt Carmel 262-8144
* LEEFERS, Wilma B, Clk Typist HI, U Ext .... 525-7813
512 lies Pk PI; RR 1, Sprlngfld 523-0181
* LEEMON, VaLera P, Clk-Typist III, Curr Lib. .333-4490
1207 W Stoughton St, 507 W William St,C 352-8089
* LEES, Robert B, PhD, Prof, Hd of Dept Ling ..333-3563
309 J Davenport H; 201 W Washington, U 367-1663
* LEEVER, William E, Painter, Subfrmn, PPD . . .
.
PPSB; Point Dr, Spring Lake, Mahomet 586-2175^
LEFFERS, Lloyd A, BA, MS, Asst Prof, Arch 333-1798
103 Arch; 910 1/2 S Locust, C 325-4518
*+LEGG, George A, Tckt Mgr, Ath Assn 333-3470
100 Assembly H; 2404 Melrose Dr, G 352-4977
LEGGITT, Charlotte A, BS, Asst Ext Advsr . . 332-5391
Home Ec, Bur Co, Coop Ext Serv, Princeton
323 E Central, Apt 4, Princeton 3-2776
* LEHMAN, Frederic K, PhD, Assoc Prof, Anthrop333-0801
& Ling, 13 7d Davenport Hall;
1113 W Union, C 359-1325
* LEHMAN, Norbert M, MS, Fire T Ofc, PPD, . 333-2428
PPSB; 2708 Judith Dr, C
* LEHMANN, EmilW, BS, Prof Emer, Agr Eng, .333-0936
228 Agr Eng; RR2 The Pines, U 367-5252
* LEHMKUHL, Judith F, BA, Asst, Bot 333-6106
139 Morrill Hall; 808 W Church, C 352-1319
* LEHNHOFF, Terry F, MS, Instr, TAM, 333-0638
306c Talbot Lab; 1907 Diana Ln,C 352-3542
LEIBLUM, Sandra R, BA, Psych .333-6121
425 Gregory Hall; 705 W Nevada, U344-5904
* LEICHTLING, Benjamin H, PhD, Post-Dr Felw 333-3750
Dept Microbiol, 302 Burrill; 1807c
Orchard St, U 344-4693... -"*
* LEIFER, Suzanne C, BS, Cred Anal SSS^^fc
Adm & Reds, 100a Adm; 904 W Stoughton,
U 367-5669
* LEIGHTON, Morris M, PhD, Chf, St Geol ... 344-1481
Surv, Emer, 411 Natl Res; 307 E
Florida, U 367-2926
LEISCHNER, Judith A, Broadcast Asst 333-0850
Radio Sta, 231 Gregory H; 909 S
First, C 352-0237
LEITNER, Martin,AB, Res Asst, Bur Comm ... 333-3020
Plann, 1201 Calif; 909 S 5th,
C
332-4904
LEITZKE, Patty,. Clk-Typ III, ILIR, 333-1482
Rm 247 LIR Bldg; 702 W Western,
U
* LEMAN, John W, MS, Instr, Music 333-0635
#3 Stlven Hse; 81 Allen Hall,U 332-3271
* LEMAN, Sharon A, BS, Coord, Res Hkp 333-2394
124 Snyder Ofc; 81 Allen Hall, U 332-3271
LEMAR, Earl R, Res Asst, Physics 333-0272
496 Physics Bldg; 909 S 1st Apt 17,0352-9567
LEMING, Linda L, Clk Steno III, Chem & ....333-1239
Chem Eng, 105 Noyes; 509 E
Stoughton Apt 301, C 352-0704
* LEMMON, Fredrick B, BS, Area Ext Adv, ....
Farm Mng, Coop Ext Serv, 1212 Laura
Ln, Marion 993-6140
* LEMMON, Wilbur N, Janitor, IU
165 IU (E); 1106 N State St,C 352-3246
* LEMMON, Willis S, Stricp, Purch Bus Ofc, .. 333-0815
55 Noyes Lab; 301 Country Club Rd,UJ67-5026 3-0817
* LEMON, Hallie S, MA, Asst, U High Sch, .. 333-4490
Rm 140, 1207 W Stoughton, 2074d
Orchard Downs, U 344-3147
* LEMON, John R, MS, Res Asst, Agr Econ, . . . 333-2638
448 MH; 2074d Orchard Downs, U 344-3147
LENDRUM, Lester M, BS, Asst, Elec Eng, .. 333-0503
323 Elec Eng Bldg; 907 W Stoughton
Apt 301, U
* LENFEST, Donald E, MA, Asst, Span 333-0321
909 S 6th St; 204 W Florida, U 367-8059
* LENFEST, Donna D, MS, Res Assoc, Lib Res C333-1980
424 Lib; 1408 Joanne Ln, C 352-9858
* LENG, Earl R, PhD, Prof Plant Breed 6. Gen, . 333-0158
n515 TH; 1104 W Klrby, C 352-9843
LENKSZUS, Donald J, BS, Teach Asst, EE, ..
303 W Green, U 367-7138
LENZ, Cherie D, Asst Dir, Stu Emp"l 333-0603
1 Stu Serv Bldg; 508 S Mattis Apt 8,C352-1715
LENZ, Rena L, Clk II, Alumni Rel Reds 333-1476
227 IUB; 508-8 S Mattis, C 352-0340
* LEONG, Carol, BA, Typ Clk II, Spec Lang Dept333-1349
128 Lib; 300 S Goodwin Apt 301, U 344-4403
* LEONHARD, Charles, MA, Prof, Music, 333-3014
211 1203 W Nevada; 1503 Grandvlew
Dr, C 356-6802
* LEONARD, GwenE, MM, Instr, Music












* LEONARD, HenryS, PhD, Visit Assoc Prof ,. . 333-
Math, 208 YWCA; 914 W Park, C 359-4616
* LEONARD, James W, DBA, Assoc Prof 333'




John W , PhD, Asst Prof 333
Civil Eng, 3105 CEB; 602 N Randolph
St, C 356-6537
* LEONARD, Nelson J, PhD, Prof, Chem & .... 333
Chem Eng, 470' E Chem; 606 W
Indiana Ave, U 344-6266
* LEONHARD, Patricia H, MS, Lecturer 333
Educ Psych, 333 Educ; 1503 Grandvlew
Dr, C 356-6802
* LEONARD, Robert T, MS, Res Asst, Agron . . « 333
337a Davenport H; 803 1/2 E
Oregon St, U
LEPPERT,' Ella C, EDD, Prof, Sec & Cont Educ333-
215 U High Sch; 704 S Lynn, C 356-6853
LEPROHON, Angle S, BA, Asst, Chem & 333
Chem Eng, 259 E Chem; 606 W Hill
St, C 359-2207
LERCH, Diane, Clk Typ II, Hous Div 333
420 Stu Serv Bldg; 2107 Rainbow
View, U 367-63 51
* LERCH, Harold H, MS, Assoc Prof 333-4661
Elem Ed, Rm 396 Ed; 302 Bliss Dr,U344-4655
LERETTE, Donna R, Typ Clk I, Civil Eng, ... 333-699
bll4 Civil Eng Bldg; 1710 Parkhaven
Dr, C 356-2182
* LERETTE, Louise, Typ Clk III, Civil Eng, ... 333-6921
1205 Civil Eng Bldg; 1710 Parkhaven
Dr, C 356-2182
* LERNER, Isalas, MA, Asst, Span Ital & Port . 333-395
909 S 6th, 1st Fir; 2047d Hazelwood
Ct, U 344-1189
* LESKO, Frank L, MD, Lecturer, Speech 356-378
809 W Church; 1709 Mayfair Rd,C 352-5056
* LESLIE, Elwood K, EdD, Res Asst Prof, Ofc .. 333-3*
Instr Res, Asst Prof, Ed Psych, 507 E
Daniel C; 1506 Rutledge Dr, U 365-2107
* LEUENBERGER, Paul L, MSW, Asst Prof 333-221
Jane Addams Grad Sch Soc Wk, Rm 236,
1207 W Oregon; 109 W Mich, U 367-5057
* LEUNIS, Joseph V, MSc, Comm Eng, Agr Econ 333-26:,
448 MH: 1107 W Green Apt 621, U 344-5722
LEUNG, Mary K, MS, Asst, Dept Chem & ...
Chem Eng, 357 Noyes Lab; 1208 W Calif
U 344-3088
* LEUTHOLD, Jane H, PhD, Asst Prof,. 333
Econ, 493 CommW; 703 E Colorado
Apt 301, U 367-5692
* LEUTHOLD, Raymond m\~ PhD, Asst Prof, 333-01
Agr Econ, 427 MH: 703 E Colorado
Ave, U 367-5692
* LEVIATAN, Dany, PhD, Asst Prof, Math, 333-39;
241 IH; 2085a Orchard Dns, U 344-1163
* LEVIATAN, Talma, MSc, Teach Asst, Math, ..333-25:
313 AH; 2085a Orchard Dns, U 344-1163
* LEVEILLE, Gilbert A, PhD, Assoc Prof Nutr ...33;
Blochem, Anim Set Dept, 253 Anlm Sci Lab;
506 E Eliot Dr, U 367-9610
* LEVERENZ, Donald J, MS, Asst, Elec Eng, ...333-41
217 EERL; 1209 W William, C 352-6095
* LEVIN, Ellis I, MA, Asst, Germ, 333-131
512 E Chalmers; 1620 Valley Rd,C 356-8621
* LEVINE, Elizabeth J, AM, Asst to Dir 333-15!
ILIR, Rm 205 LIR Bldg, 504 E Armory C;
1203 W Church, C 356-8276
* LEVINE, Helens, MT, Res Assoc, Zool, 333-44.
515 Morrill H; 702 LaSell Dr, C 359-1386
* LEVINE, Norman D, PhD, Prof, VPH, VMSZ, ..333-27.
143 Vet Med; 702 LaSell Dr, C 359-1386
* LEVINE, SolomanB, PhD, Qir, Cen Asian Stu. 333-HI
Prof, LIR, 109 LIR, 1203 W Oregon; 3.33-
1203 W Church, C 356-8276"
* LEVISOHN, Reuben, PhD, Post-Dr Felw 333-37!
Damon Runyon Mem Felw, Dept Mlcr6biol,
302 Burrill H; 1105 W Oregon, U 344-2099
LEVTSON, William S, MA, Asst, Eng 333-26
304 Eng; 509 E Green Apt 5, C 344-0108
LEVY, Edward R, PhD, Asst Prof Ed, U High ..333-44
High Sch, Rm 120, 1207 W Stoughton;
301 S Elm, C 356-7000
* LEVY, Harry, PhD, Prof, Math, 333-0''
367 Altgeld; 712 W Nevada, U 344-5619
* LEVY, Lucretla M, AM, Asst Prof , Math 333-1?
366 Altgeld H; 712 W Nevada, U 344-5619
* LEVEY, James R, MS, Res Asst, Civil Eng, .. 333-3!
lllf Talbot Lab; 509 E Green St,C 344-3 521
* LEWANDOWSKI, Arthur R, BS, Statist 1 333-2:
Radio Astron, 60 Elec Eng Bldg;
3 Newport Rd Lincoln Pk,U 365-1878
* LEWANDOWSKI, Kathleen A, Clk Typ III, Ofc .333-11
U Dean Adm & Reds, Rm 351 Flowers;
3 Newport Rd Lincoln Pk, U 365-1878
LEWIN, David I, BA, Psych, 333-01
268 DH; 305 W Park #9 , U 365-2418
LEWKE, Robert E, BS, Teach Asst, Div Gen . . 333-4'
Stud, 332 MHB; 1110 W Stoughton, U367-5974
LEWIS, Clarissa O, AM. Asst Prof, Lib, 333-3:
246 LIB; 102 N Lincoln Apt 8, U 365-1350
* LEWIS, Edward G, PhD, Prof, Pol Sci 333-0
496 Lincoln H; 707 Fairway Dr,C 352-9480
LEWIS, Edwin A, MS, Res Asst, Physics, ... 333-1!
393-Physics Bldg; 908 S Race, U
* LEWIS, George L, Carpenter, PPD
PPSB; 1011 S Western, C 352-7231
* LEWIS, George T, ET1, Computer Sci, 333
223 Digital Computer;
403 N Draper, C 356-3372
* LEWIS, Guy L, MA, Asst, Hist 333-2
235p Armory; 907 S Wabash, U 367-6720
* LEWIS, Harlan L, MS, Asst, Chem Eng 333-3
459 Noyes Lab; 2039c Hazelwood, U344-1295
.* LEWIS, James L, MA, Zool
449 Morrill H; 1511 Hedge Rd, C 3 52-1188
LEWIS, John M, Assoc Prof, Dixon Spr Agr Cen949-2101
Dept Animal Scl, Dixon Spr Agr C;
Route 2, Simpson 949-2143
LEWIS, Julia K, Clk Typ II, Agron, 333-3420
N207 TH; Box 72, Flthlan 548-2427
LEWIS, KennethD, Jr Lab Mech Trainee, ....333-1379
MRL, 148 MRL; 514 N Draper, C 3 56-0230
••LEWIS, Leslie R, Asst Geol Draft, St Geol Sur344-1481
113 Natural Res; 2903 Willow
Park Dr, C 359-3867
LEWIS, Mary A, Clk Typ II, Hous Dlv 333-1408
Cen Food Stores; 503 E U Ave,C 3 52-9797
LEWIS, Marilyn J, Clk Typ III, Health Serv . . 333-2715
286 Health Cen; 403 N Draper, C 356-3372
LEWIS, Mary C, BS, Ext Adv, Home Econ, .. 658-5322
Johnson Co Coop Ext Serv, Box 158,
19 Court St; Rt 2, Simpson 949-2143
LEWIS, Michael, PhD, Asst Prof, Soc 333-1850
230b Educ Bldg; 1007 W Park, C 352-0893
LEWIS, Oliver P, Herdsman, Animal Scl, .... 333-0265
Sheep Barn; 507 N James, C 356-3157
LEWIS, Oscar, PhD, Prof, Anthrop 333-0328
209J Davenport H; 308 W Fla Ave, U3 65-1991
LEWIS, Robert E, MS, Grad Asst, Math, ....333-2859
326 Altgeld; 209 N Central, U 365-3176
LEWIS, Rosalind D, Slk Steno II, Stat Serv .. 333-2170
Unit, 707 S Wright Rm 210; #3 Apricot,
Twin Cty Mobl Homes, C 359-3507
LEWIS, Terry D, Laborer, Elect, PPD
PPSB; 1206 Carroll Ave, U 367.-1777
LEWIS, Wayne, Bldg Mech, Dixon Spr Agr Cen949-2101
Dixon Spr Agr Cen, Brownfield 949-2131
LEWIS, Walter H, MS, Prof, Arch,
. . 333-1908
406 Arch; 3 Hampton Crt.C 359-3105
LEWIS, Walter R, Janitor, Hous Dlv,
803 N Goodwin, U 367-4662
LI, KlnM., BS, Asst, Math, 350. AH .... 333-1809
206 S Fourth St, C . 359-2353
U, Tlng-1, BS,,Asst, Chem & Chem Eng
41 Noyes Lab; 1104 W Springfiel*Ave, U
344-0388
LIANG, Charles S. , MS, Res Asst, EE 333-1200
439 EEB; 212 E' John St, C -'-' 352-5t$67
LIANG, Mary, Typing Clerk II, Catalog,. .... 333-2348
246A Library; 212 E John St, CU 352-5367
JAO, KaoH., MS, Res Asst, Min, Met&... 333-3117
Pet Eng, 312D MMB; 1107 W Green , Apt 324
U 344-1837
XAUGMINAS, Rlmantas, MS, Grad Asst 333-1123
Aero & Astro Eng, 103 Lab B; 1610 W Healy, C
352-0784
IAW, Jau L., Card Punch Opr II, 54 Adm 333-4827
1107 W Green St, U
.
344-1387
JAY, Louis D., Ed M, Assoc Dlr, Alumni 333-1478
Relations & Records, 227 IUB; 1018 W Springfield
C 356-5224
JBBY, Barbara J., BS, Asst Rec Specialist. . .\333-1826
Coop Ext Serv, 404 Mumford Hall; 107 E Chalmers
Apt 10, C 356-0948v
IBBY,(Mrs.) Muriel, Secy, Security, 331 333-3680
SSB;-,607 N Prospect Ave, C
ICHTv Harold R. , Opr Supervisor, IU 333-3685
"First Floor; 1104 N Busey, U 367-0561
J3HTI, Roger L. , Asst, Physics, 57 PB 333-3128
Rm 67, 1010 W Green, U 332-2393
IEB, (Mrs.) Sara M. , Secy, Ofc of Secy of. . 333-3493
the Unlv & Ofc of the Board of Trustees, 354 Adm
E S First St , Pesotum 867-2346
IEBECK, Robert H. , MS, Instr, Aero & Astro. 333-4984
Eng, 10 TB; 706 MacArthur Dr, U 365-2294
IEBERTHAL, Milferd, MA, Assoc Prof, IIR... 333-0982
Div of Ext, 211 IIR Bldg; 1717 W Henry, C '
356-5756
IEBERMAN, David S., PhD, Prof, Min 333-4282
Met & Pet Eng, 302 Met & Min Bldg; 1004
Sunnycrest East, U 367-1626
IEM, FranciscaE., MS, Tech Asst, NHS 333-6823
69 NRB; 1008 W Stoughton, U
IENTZ, John, Janitor Foreman, Hsng Div 333-1393
Custodial Ofc, Gregory Dr Halls; 813 W Church
U 367-9806
IETHEN
, Thomas R. , BA, Asst, Art
125 FAB; 1207 1/2 Joanne Lane, C 352-7110
IGGETT, John P. , MS, Assoc Dlr, Civil 333-4138
Defense Training, 117 IH; 613 Ventura Rd, C
352-6133
IGHTNER, Claude M. , MA, Instr, Engl
123 EB; 213 W John, C 352-5779
IGHTNER, Theodore M. , Ph D, Asst Prof 333-3177
Linguistics & Slavic Lang, 309 B Davenport Hall
210 E Armory, C 359-1907
(GON, Mary S., MS, Asst State Leader of..
Home Advisers & Assoc Prof, Emerita; 760
Entrada Dr, S Palm City Park, Fort Myers, Fla
936-3438
(GON, Ronald A., Janitor, PP, PPSB
306 Davidson Df, C •
XLIAN, Elizabeth ,E
.
, Typing Clerk I, Hsng. .333-1891
Div, 38A Flagg ijall; 304 W John St, C
359-3114
XIENTHAL, Peter F., MS, Res Asst, ME
29 MEB; 2317 S 1st St, C 344-1210
XLY, Evelyn, Maid Hsng Div; 2004 Joanne...
c 356-1614
:M, Sung M.
, Ph D, Res Assoc, Plant Path. .333-0604
252 Davenport Hall; 502 1/2 S Broadway, U
367-1549
:M, Yau-Yan, BS, Asst, Chem & Chem Eng. . 333-3918
305 NL; 1010 W Green St, 415, U
* LIMBACHER, Jewel F., Clerk-Steno III, Chem.333-2803
& Chem Eng, 468 E Chem; 914 Devonshire Dr,C ;
356-9246
* LIMBACHER, Philip C, MA\ TchrAsst 333-4897
Secondary & Continuing Educ,. 236b Eduo
914 Devonshire Dr, C 356-9246
* UMBER, JohnE., BS, Grad Res Asst 333-1549
Communication Res, 1207 W Oregon; 1509 N
Kiler#8, C 356-0396 ',
LIMBERT, Dale M. , BS Ed, Circulation Asst . .333-2934
203 Lib; 1010 W Green, 311, U 332-2218
* LIMING, OraN., Ph D, Asst Dlr, AID 333-1990
Projects Ofc, 352, 409 E Chalmers; 1722 Robert
Drive, C 359-4542
* LIN, Betty T., MS, Asst, Chem & Chem Eng. .333-3959
305 & 102 NL; Apt 206, 300 S Goodwin, U
344-4824
*+LIN, Chang-lu, MS, Res Asst, State Geol 344-1481
Survey, 32 Natural Resources; 706 W Green, U
367-1933
* UN, Fang-man, MS, Asst, Chem & Chem Eng .333-3776
365c NL; 60 E Healey St, C 352-6059
UN, Fu-Kuen, MS, Res Asst, Plant Path 333-4723
10 Hort Field Lab; 601 W 111, U
* UN, Yukweng M. , Ph D, Prof, Aero & Astro
.
.333-2297
Eng, 211 TB; 907 Broadmoor, C 356-6181
* UNCICOME, Sheila J. , Clerk-Typist HI 333-1345
President's Ofc, 447 Adm; 2306 Campbell Dr, C
356-9919
* UNCOLN, BernleceA., BS, Lib Clerk HI 333-1997
Serials, 12 Lib; Villa Grove 832r4154
UND, Jullen L. , BA, Grad Asst, Theatre 333-1791
50c Uncoln Hall; 104 Buena Vista, C
•+UNDAHL, Donald A. , Agr Res Tech, US. . . ; . 344-0622
Regional Soybean Lab, 160 Davenport Hall
411 Hessel Blvd. C 359-4777
* UNDAHL, Ruth G., MS, Res Assoc, Ub Res. .333-1980
Cntr, 422 Ub; 411 Hessel Blvd, C 359-4777
UNDBLOM, Ruth M. , BA, Grad Asst, Ofc of. .332-5601
Student Personnel & Dean of Women, 714
Trelease Hall; 1001 S Coll Ct, U 332-5601
* UNDELL, Philip W., BS, Serials Cataloger . . 333-3856
Lib 220s; 603 W Univ Ave, C 356-7151
UNDEMAN, MaceE., Laborer Elec, PP, PPSB..
1107 N Busey, U 367-8071
*+UNDEMAN, Rachel V., Tech I, Agr, 106 333-1620
Vet Med Annex; 512 E Springfield, C
.
359-3658
* UNDENBERG, Terrance W. , MS, TchrAsst. .. 333-3276
Hist & Philosophy of Educ, 360 Educ; 1010 S
Oak, C 352-6795
* UNDER, Herman W. , M Ed, Instr, Avi 822-5204
Airport; 1614 Chevy Chase Dr, C 352-9057
UNDERT, Andreas, BS, Asst, Chem & Chem.. 333-3694
Eng, 240 E Chem Bldg; 606 Ohio, U
344-5812
* UNDHJEM, Marion A.., Clerk-Typist ni 333-2169
Psych, 309 GH; 1311 S State, C 352-8490
* UNDLEY, Lester G., MA, Asst, Hist 333-2099
235 D Armory; RR 2, U 365-2039
* UNDSAY, Eddie M., Maid, Hsng Div; 607 E.
.
Columbia, C 356-4129
* UNDSAY, DriverB., MS, Prof, Arch, 305 333-0698
Arch; 715 W Clark, C 352-8277
UNDSTROM, Daniel A., BA, Janitor, PP, PPSB.
202 W Pa Ave, U 365-1168
* UNDSTROM, David E., PhD, Prof, Rural 333-2074
Soc & Agr Econ, Emeritus, 452 B Mumford Hall
202 W Pa Ave, U 365-1168
* UNE, Ralph M. , BA, Assoc Prof, Arch 333-1709
121 FAB; 202 W Indiana Ave, U 367-2828
+UNEBACK, Jerry A. , Ph D, Assoc Geol 3A4=L4B1
State Geol Survey, 261 NR; Apt 18, 905 S Flr5?^27?
Street, C 352-0740
UNK, Carol A., BA, Grad Asst, Ofc of Student.344-1034
Personnel & Dean of Women, 1207 W Springfield
Alpha House, U 344-1034
* UNK, Helen H., MA, Asst, Educ; 1805
Pleasant Circle, U 344-6991
' UNK, Joseph L., Elec Tech II, Mech & Indus. 333-2815
Eng, 65 MEB; Box 82, Pesotum 867-2376
v UNK, Robert P., MS, Assoc Dean, FAA 333-1662J
Prof of Arch, 110 Arch Bldg; 1805 Pleasant Circle i
U 344-6991
* UNK, Roger P. , Ph D, Prof, Vet Physiol &.. . 333-2506
Pharm, 263 VM; 1704 Pleasant, U 367-5314
* UNKE, Charles M., DBA, Asst Prof , Finance. 333-2278
320 DKH; 308 Ellen, Savoy 822-5670
1 UNN, Manson B. , Ph D, Prof, Plant Path 333-1093
246 Davenport Hall; 204 E Mumford Dr, U
344-6628
UNTON, Norma J., BA, Grad Asst, Ofc of . . .r333f464T
Student Personnel & Dean of Women, Wardall
Hall Counseling Ofc; 1010 W 111 St, Wardall Hall
Rm 714, U 332-4442
UPE, Carolyn K. County Ext Secy, Pulaski-. . 745-6310
Alexander Coop Ext Serv, 128 N Oak St, Mounds
Box 25, Olive Branch" 5484
UPHND, Leslie H. , AB, Tchr Asst, Econ 333-2681
226 DKH; 909 W 111 Ave, U
UPOFSKY, Deborah D.,BA, Asst, Elem Educ . .333-3986
116 FAB; 1726 Valley Rd, C 352-3610
81
LEWIS - LP
UPOVSKI, Gerald J., MS, TchrAsst, EE 333-4316
54 EEB; 3-113 CSL 333-6751
103 E Fla, U 344-6707
* UPPINCOTT, BertN. ,Mgr, Bowling Lanes &.. 333-2526.
Billiard Rm, IU 333-2415
1014 W Bradley Ave, C 352-5518
UPPMAN, Richard A., AB, TchrAsst , 333-1312
Germanic Lang & Lit, 512 E Chalmers St, C
506 E White St, C 359-2656
* UPPOLD, Henry W., MS, Asst Prof, Radio... 333-0850
& TV, News Supervisor, Will-TV, 232 Gregory
Hall; 311 S Willis Ave, C 352-6169 '
* UPSCHUTZ, RoyT., Commercial Artist II 333-0150
Curriculum' Lab, 3rd Floor, 1210 W Springfield
2013 E Vermont, U 367-8049
UPSKIE, Larry C. , BA, TchrAsst, Math 333-2043
122x Arcade; 909 S Fifth # 267, C 332-4808
UST, Robert N. , BA, Asst, Engl, 315 Adm
281 Belmeade Dr, Rochester, N. Y.
266-7788
* USTER, Clifford G. , Automotive Mech, PP.
. .
.
PPSB; 227 E Douglas, St Joseph 469-7373
* USTER, Nellie B. , Typing Clerk III, AcctDlv. 333-3183
Bus Ofc, 245 Adm; 224 E Douglas, St Joseph
469-7373
* UTHERLAND, Dorothy, Ph D, CPA, Prof, Acct.333-4343
361 Commerce West; 405 W Univ Ave, C
UTMAN, Simon, PhD, Prof, Econ, Emeritus..
Greenbriar Manor, C
* UTTERER, Joseph A., PhD, Prof, Bus Adm.-.. 333-4550
306 Commerce West; 401 Eliot Dr, U.
365-2476
* UTTERER, Marie E., MS, Asst Paleontol. .... 344-1481
State Geol Survey, 465 NR; 401 E Eliot Dr, u*«S=2.04i
365-2476
* UTILE, Allen L., Tab Opr I, Statistical Serv. 333-4833
54 Adm; 1010 Colorado, U
* UTTLE, Harry, MD,Assoc Prof, Psych 333-0040
Psych Clinic, 1501 S. Maple St, U
367-1009
UTTLE, JoanE., BA, TchrAsst, Engl .- 333-2633
304 EB; Sherman Hall, Rm 421, 909 S Fifth St
C 332-4726
* UTTLE, John L.', MS, Asst, Chem & Chem...
Eng, 356 Noyes Lab; Apt 332, 1107 W Green
U 344-1580
* UTTLE, Robert B. , BS, Assoc Arch, Ofcof 333-1690
Campus Arch, 605 E Green St, C; 301 E George
Huff Dr, U 367-9736
* UTTLE, RoseE., BS, Food Serv Adm I, Hsng. .333-1891
Division, 38A Flagg Hall; 824 W Vine, C
352-7526
1 UTTLEFIELD, William A. , Elec Tech I, PP 333-6809
CE, 408 Eng Hall; 1506 Winston Dr, C
356-9742
* UTTLETON, A. C. , PhD, CPA, Prof Emeritus
.
Acct; 3741 S Mill, Tempe, Ariz 967-0125
* UTTLEWOOD, John M. , MS, Asst Prof 333-3441
,
Documents Librn, 220d Ub; 905 S First St, C
356-3228
* UU, Chad-han, PhD, Asst Prof , EE, 60 EEB. 333-2931
602 W Park, C 359-2696
UU, Cuo-Tung, MS, Res Asst, An Sci 333-3361
114 ASL; 1114 W Springfield, U 344^1913
UU, Lldla W.
, Asst, An Sci, 104A An Gen .. . 333-2901
1005 S Sixth St, C 344-0204
1 UU, Ming-Chin, MS, Res Asst, Agron 333-4254
C-109 Turner; 909 Will, U 344-9765
UU, NoraY., MS, Asst, PEforWomem 333-3096
128 WGym, 15 EB; Apt 4, 605 E Chalmers St, C
344-1639
' UU, Thomas K. , Ph D, Assoc Prof, Civil.
. .
.
Eng, Leave of Absence for 1967-68 with
Norwegian Geotechnical Inst, Oslo, Norway
Nils Juels Gate 66, Oslo, 2, Norway
UU, Tso-Kai, BS, Res Asst, Computer Scl .. . 333-6884
255 Digital Computer Lab; 1010 W Green, Rm 67
U 332-2393
' UU, Ylu-Sing, MS, TchrAsst, NE, 106 NEL.
.
2087 B Orchard St, U 344-4134
UUENTHAL, Paul A. , MS, Instr, TAM
, 105A. .333-1775
Woodshop; 2317 S First, C 344-1210
UVESAY, HughE., BS, Ext Adviser, Agr 943-5018
Coop Ext Serv, 12th & Lexington, Lawrenceville
RR 3 , Lawrencevllle 943-4380
UVINGSTON
,
Jane A. , Grad School of Lib 333-3281
Sci, Lib; 1349 Falrlawn Dr, Rantoul'
892-4141
LLAGUNO, ClaroT., BS, Asst, Chem & Chem.333-0558
Eng, 367-E NL; 1203 W Main, Apt 3B, U
367-8605 .
LLEWELLYN, Don A.
, MFA, Instr, Theatre 333-1790
50c Uncoln Hall; 1419 Rosewood Dr, C
359-1419
LLEWELLYN, Yuklko H. , BA, MFA, Secy 333-6312
Public Information, 141 Davenport House
1419 Rosewood Dr, C 359-1419
LLOYD, Marilyn A., BA, Asst, Chem & Chem. 333-3961
Eng,- 311 EC; 1203 1/2 W Main St, Apt 1-D, U
367-7729
LLOYD, John P., MS, Res Assoc, TAM 333-6930
2109 CEB; 1604 Coronado Dr, Apt 7, C
356-5175
LO, David p., MS, Asst, Physics, 243 PB. .. 333-2327
1010 W Green #616, U 332-2340
LO-LYKINS
LO, Tang-Yung, MS, Res Asst, ComputerSci. 333-6143
120 DCL; 706 W Green, U 367-1933
LOBDELL, Edward D. , BS, Asst Prof, Mil Sci. 333-0125
212 Armory; 1831 W John St, C 356-6969
LOBITZ, Rose Marie, A., BS, Food Serv Adm 1.333-0310
IAR; 214 E Gregory, Apt 202, C 356-5143
LOCKARD, Henry C. , BA, Grad Asst, Phil 333-1939
219 A Gregory Hall; 809 S First St, C
356-7141
LOCKMILLER, Marvin E. , Elec,' PP, PPSB
Stoddard Acres, Montlcello 762-2280
LODGE, Louise F. , Ph D, Asst Catalog Librn. 333-3399
Catalog Dept, 246 Lib; 806 Falrlawn Dr, U
367-6378
LODGE, James R. , Ph D, Assoc Prof, Dairy . . 333-081"
Sci, 423 ASL; 1701 S Cottage Grove, U
367-4688
LOFGREN, Lars, Ph D, Visiting Assoc Prof . . . 333-3905
EE, 213 EERL; 802 W Iowa St, U 344-3427
LOFTIN, Linda L., Clerk-Steno III, Gen 333-2918
Studies, 221 AH; 2301 S First, Apt #103, C I
344-0744
LOFTON, ClaybornM., Stores Supervisor .. . 333-1799
Coor Sci -Lab, 164 CSL; 810 W Harvard, C
356-3683
LOFTON, Irene E. , Supervisor, Dupl Serv... . 333-1600
Steno Bur, 1203 W Oregon, U; 810 W Harvard
C 356-3683
LOFTUS, Richard J., Ph D, Assoc Prof, Engl. .333-1076
127 AH; 407 W Green, U 367-6224
LOGAN, Anne J., Clerk in. Admissions- 333-0300
Records, 100A Adm; Lot 302, Parkhlll Mobile
|
Estates, Mahomet
LOGAN, Charles W. , Acct Clerk III 333-0150
Curriculum Lab, 102, 1210 W Springfield, U
701 S Main, Homer 896-2401
LOGAN, Philip E.
,
Janitor, PP, PPSB, Gen...
Delivery, Sadorus
LOGAN, Harold R. , Steamfitter, PP, PPSB
302 W N St, Mahomet 586-4717
LOGUE, Wayne E., Janitor, PP, PPSB; 802 W.
Hill St, C 352-6163
LOHMAN, Timothy G., Ph D, Res Assoc 333-1168
An Sci, Illasco Lab; 308 W 111 St, U
~ 365-1996
LOHRER, Alice, AM, Assoc Prof, Grad 333-2104
School of Lib Sci, 323 Lib; 1905 N Melanie Lane
C 356-5037
LOIS, Carol J., BA, TchrAsst, Speech
1011 S Oak, C 359-4382
LOKKE, Margaret J., MS, Asst Prof, PELibm. 333-3615
146 Lib; 610 W Iowa St, U 344-6185
LOMASNEY, William F. , BS, Area Adviser 663-7556
Food Merchandising & Consumer Educ Coop
Ext Serv, 10 N La Salle St, Rm 25 0, Chicago
316 Grand Blvd, Park Ridge
LOMBARDI, Gerald V., BSME, Asst, Mech... 333-1128
Eng, 221 G MEB; 1110 W Stoughton St, U
LOMBARDI, JohnR., PhD, Asst Prof , Chem . .333-6175
& Chem Eng, Rm 44, NL; 1803 Carle Dr, U
344-6907
LONBERGER, Marjorle J. , Clerk-Typist HI . . . 333-3107
Agr Publications, 54 Mumford Hall; 409 W
Holden, Tolono 485-5272
LONDON, RobertE., BS, Asst, Physics 333-3128
57 PB; 1010 W Green St, U 332-2441
LONG, Anne B.,Ph D, Instr, Engl, 310 EB 333-2003
3213 Cameron Dr, C 356-0251
LONG, Arnold W.
, Jr Lab Mech, Aero & 333-1104.
Astro Eng, 101 TB; 902 N Willis, C
356-6517
LONG, Earl D. , Lab Asst I, EE, 240 Biophys. .333-1644
Res Lab; 312 N First St, Villa Grove
832-9052
LONG, Harrietts., NSLAsstI, Zoology 333-4971
349 Morrill Hall; 1501 E Briarcllff, U
367-7595 <
LONG, Janice K. , Clerk-Typist II , Purchas. . .33373507
220 Adm; 421 E Belle, Rantoul
LONG, Luclle S., AB, Clerk-Steno III, Theat. 333-1790
50c LH; 1202 W Clark, C 356-5015
LONG, Neva L. , Secy, Admissions & Records.
707 S Sixth St, Rm 107; 1512 Rutledge Dr, U
367-8380
LONG, PaulB., PE for Men, 79 Huff Gym 333-0859
1618 Sheridan Rd, C 352-2029
LONG, Robert F., BS, Ext Adviser, Agr 532-5763
Montgomery Co Coop Ext Serv, 102 N Main St
Hlllsboro; 211 Pleasant St, Hillsboro
532-2884
LONG, Steven D. , Lib Clerk II, City Plan... 333-0424
& Land Arch Lib, 203 Mumford Hall
.
51 E Daniel, C
LONG, Thomas J. , MA, Asst Prof, Educ 333-2550
Psych, 188 N Coll of Educ; 1904 N Cunningham
#25, U
LONG, WendelL. , BS, Capt Asst Prof , Mil .. .333-3579
Sci, 207 Armory; 1011 S Mattis, Apt 5-7, C
356-4515
LONGCOR, Diane L. , Clerk-Steno II, Hsng. . 333-1408
Division, Central Food Stores; 906 N Div, U
365-2667
LONGCOR, David W. , Digital Computer Opr. . 333-6203
I, .Computer Sci, 162 DCL; 906 N Div St, U
365-2667
LONGMAN, TedL., BS, Asst, Physics 333-1065
247 PB; 208 E Clark, C
*+LONNQUIST, Carl G., BS, Asst Statistician.
. 333-4952
State Water Survey, 165 WRB; 407 W Springfield
U 365-1057
* LOOKER, Charles B., M Arch, Prof, 309 Arch .333-2025
1015 Lincolnshire Dr, C 359-2861
* LOOMIS, F. Wheeler, PhD, Prof, Emeritus.. 333-3774
Physics, 309 PB; 804 Will, U 344-6969
LOOMIS, John S. , BS, Res Asst, Physics.... 333-2794
128 PB; 401 S Lincoln, U 344-2090
* LOOS, James St., MS, Res Asst, Physics. ... 333-4289
489 PB; 504 S Chicago Ave, C 352-0456
* LOPEMAN, Harold E., Elec Engr, Computer.
. .333-6561
Sci, 132 DCL; 606 Harding Dr, U 367-1398
* LOPEZ, Leonard A., Ph D, Asst Prof, Civil... 333-6972
Eng, 3204 CEB; 1807 Carle Dr, U 344-2028
LOPEZ, Linda C, Co Ext Secy, Cook County. 247-5434
Coop Ext Serv, 4-H Club Ofc, 1642 W 47th St
Chicago; 4755 S Western Blvd, Chicago
376-3851
* LOPEZ, RaulS.,BS, Asst/Oeol, Rm 6, 116.. 333-4498
Will, U; 2068B Hazelwdod Ct, U 344-2385
LORBE, Ruth E. , Ph D, Assoc Prof, German . . .333-2637
372 LH; 1105 W Oregon, U 344-3431
LORENZ, JoanC, Clerk-Typist II , Coll of .. .333-0962
Educ, 110 Educ Bldg; 913 Bloomlngton Rd, C
.352-9248
* LORENZ, Ralph W. , PhD, Prof, Forestry 333-2772
215 Mumford Hall; 1707 S Pleasant, U
344-6741
* LORENZ, Robert B., PhD, Head of Instruc. . 333-3690
Mat Div, Ofc of Instruc Resources, Asst Prof
Educ Psych, 405 EH; 2310 S Mattis, C
352-1920
LORIMER, George H. , BS, Res Asst, Agron.
. .
333-1277
337 B Davenport Hall 333-0486
807 W Nevada, U 344-4320
* LO, Sara de Mundo, Ph D, Instr, Blbliograp.
. 333-2786
220a Lib; 704 Silver, U 367^1598
* LOTT, James L., Ph D, Asst Prof , TAM 333-6359
2105 Civil Eng Bldg; 1205 Holiday Park Dr, C
356-4525
* LOTT, Richard V., PhD, Prof, Hort 333-1529
Pomology, 101a HFL; 1011 W Union St, C .#33-1520,
352-9171
* LOTT, RobertE., Ph D, Assoc Prof, Spanish. 333-3363
Italian & Portuguese, 272 LH; 2113 Galen Dr
C 359-3700
* LOUGH, Simon M. , Iron Worker, PP, PPSB...
9 S Lakeview Ave, Danville 446-2024
* LOUIS, Judith L., Key Punch II, Gen Chem. .. 333-0815
Stores, Purchasing, 55 NL; 1010 E Colorado
Lot 12, U 367-6564
+LOUNSBERRY, Steven O. , Tech Asst, State. .. 543-3950
NHS, Havana Lab; 611 N High St, Havana
543-2866
* LOURASH, MerriamE., Clerk-Typist III 333-2771
219 Mumford Hall; RR 1, Seymour 687-4820
LOVE, Elmer I., MS, Prof, Emeritus, Arch...
Taos Canyon, Eaglenest, New Mex •
758-3612
* LOVE, Joseph L. , Ph D, Asst Prof, Hist 333-4847
316 Armory; 807 S Cedar, U 367-9828
* LOVELL, James E. , Ph D, Prof, Vet Biolog 333-2417
Structure, Head of Dept, Coll of Vet Med
335 VM; 2014 Bruce Dr, U 365-2744
* LOVENGUTH, Shirley R. , Secy, AID Projects . 333-1990
Suite 352, 409 E Chalmers; 1109 PhlloRd, U
367-5270
* LO VERDE, BethS., MS, Bibliographer, Lib.. 333-1055
220a Lib; 707 S Sixth St , C
' LOWDER, Jerry E., MA, Instr, Music 333-3188
1 Practice Annex; 1308 Glendale Dr, C
356-0705
* LOWE, Donald R. , PhD, Instr, Geol 333-3448
408 S Goodwin, Apt 12; 1977-A Orchard St, U
* LOWE, John F. , Master Lab Mech, EERL 333-2888
201 EERL; 2020 N Mattis, Apt 202B, C
359-1536
LOWE, Rosemary H., BA, Psych, 267... .".7. 333-0081
Davenport; 2006 Vawter St, #2, U 367-2505
LOWE, Terry, MS, Res Asst, Curriculum Lab. 333-0150
1210 W Springfield; 603 W Nevada, U
344-0334
LOWENTHAL, Richard A., BA, Asst, Anthrop
. .333-1854
1207 W Oregon St, Rm 31-41; 1010 W Green
114, U 332-2141
LOWER, LeahR., Clerk-Typist III, Chem &... 333-3015
Chem Eng, 107 Chem Annex; 1208 W Calif, U
LOWRY, Eugene E. , Ofc Supervisor, Agr 333-3980
Publications, 51 Mumford Hall; 910 E Delaware
U 367-6840
LOWREY, George A. , M Ed, Asst Chief 333-1567
Field Serv & Instr, Rec & Park Adm, 1203 W
Oregon, 3rd Floor; 206 W Michigan, U
367-1752 .
LOWRY, Richard T., Janitor, Hsng Division
. .
910 E Delaware, U 367-6840
LOWSTUTER, W. Robert, PhD, Asst Prof 333-0713




BA, TchrAsst, Spanish... 333-0440
Italian, Portuguese, 911 S Sixth St; 603 S First
C 359-4266
82
* LUBERA, Gene T. , MA, Asst, Student Tchr. . . 333-i
390 Educ; 802 Brighton Dr, U 367-9055
* LUCAS, Nancy J., MA, Asst, Rhetoric, Engl.. 333-1
202A EB; 606 E Stoughton, C 356-0105
* LUCAS, Robert A., MA, Instr, Engl, 123 EB... 333-
606 E Stoughton, C 356-0105
LUCHT, Linda L. , BS, Asst, Home Econ 333-
• 116 UHS; 624 E Green St, Apt 17, C
359-4395
* LUCK, Emory F., MA, Instr, PE, 120 Huff... 333-
409 Hassel Blvd, C 359-2661
*+LUCKMANN, William H. , Ph D, Entomol 333-
& Head, Econ Entomol, State NH Servey, Prof
& Head of Agr Entomol, 163 NRB; 2504 S Prospec
C 356-7375
* LUDINGTON, Helen A., Co Ext Secy, Henry. .937-
County Coop Ext Serv, 114 N E St, Cambridge
RR 1 , Cambridge 937-5455
* LUDOLPH, Sharon I., BS, Ext Adviser, Home. 688-
Econ, Peoria County Coop Ext Serv, 1716 N Unlv
Peoria; 410 W High St, Apt G, Peoria
676-4900
LUDWICK, Larry M. , MS, Asst, Chem & 333-
Chem Eng, 450D NL; 1776 Valley Rd, C
352-0173
* LUDWIG, Esther A., Co Ext Secy, Madison. . .656-
Co Coop Ext Serv, 900 Hlllsboro, Edwardsvllle
305 Watt, Troy 667-6108
* LUEDKE, Patsy R. , BS, Ext Adviser, Home... 345'
Econ, Coles Co Coop Ext Serv, 703 Monroe St
Charleston; 823 18th St, Charleston
345-6549
* LUESCHEN, William E. , MS, Res Asst, Agron.333'
W-307 TH 1010 E Colorado, U 367-7118
* LUESSE, Clifford G. , Sr Lab Mech, Mat Res. .333m
148 MRL; 401 W Springfield Ave, C
356-6539
LUHRSEN, Marijo, Clerk-Typist IE, IU 333
165 IU; Sadorus 598-7425
* LUKAS, GazeE., MS, Prof, Acct, 126 DKH. . .333'
312 N Springfield, Apt 5, U 367-1557
* LUKER, Charles C, MS, Ext Adviser, Agr... 632
Menard Co Coop Ext Serv, 420 S 7th St, Peters!
547 W Sheridan Rd, Petersburg 632-2915
* LUKER, VeraM., Telephone Opr, Hsng Div. . .333
45 Clark Hall; 304 N Willis, C 352-9300
* LUKSANDER, Frank, Asst, EE, 300 EERL 333
Bondville, Field Station 863
RR 3, C 586-2132
* LUMAN, Marilyn, Clerk-Typist in, Jane 333
Addams Grad School of Soc Work, 240, 1207 W
Oregon; 30 Forsythla, C 352-4046
* LUMSDEN, Robert E. , BS, Coordinator. 333
Campus Information Serv, IU 115; 507 S Garfiel
C 359-3370
* LUMSDEN, R. K. , Mailing Serv Foreman 333
Mailing Cntr, Unlv Press, 1002 W Green St
1219 W Healey St, C 352-2687
LUNDEEN, Bonnie S., BS, Educ Specialist. . . 333,
Special Educ, Col Wolf School, Rm 224, 1208 V
. Calif, Apt 3, U 344-3313
*+LUND, Charles R., Tech Asst, State Geol. ... 35^
Survey, 115 S Wash, Naperville; 1904 W Maplt
Downers Grove 964-3043
LUNDQUIST, Ronald E. , BS, Asst, Chem &.. 33'
Chem Eng, 311 EC; 210 E Main Rear, U
* LUSCHEN, Gunther Rudolf F., Ph D, Assoc. . .33V
Prof, PP for Men & Soc, 116 Huff Gym
*+LUSK, John W. , Supervisory & Asst Scientist. .33;
State NHS, 172 NRB; 706 S Lynn, U
367-0087
* LUSSIE, William G., MS,, Res Asst, NE 33:
201 NEL; 2313 S First, C 344-2025
* LUTH, Helen L., Clerk IE, Purchasing Div. . .33;
Bus Ofc, 223 Adm; N Broadway St, Newman
837-2561
LUTHER, Mildred M. , AB, Adm Secy, Ofc of. .33}
Chancellor, 112 EB; RR 2, C 359-3123 :
LUTS, Ruby M. , Maid, IU 125; 1303 Sunset. . 3S,
Dr, C 356-6227
LUTSKY, Barry N., MS, Asst, Chem & Chem. 3C
Eng, 415 EC; 909 S Fifth St, Sherman Hall, 66
C 332-4890
* LUTTRELL, Donna F. , Typing Clerk I, Educ. . .33
Placement Ofc, 140 Educ Bldg; Box 4, Dewey
897-7347
* LUTZ, Earl M. , MS, Ext Adviser, Agr. 27
Gallatin Co Coop Ext Serv, Box 487, Ridgway
Rldgway 272-8611
* LUTZ, Larry E. , Printing Production Asst 33
Printing Div, Unlv Press, 234 UPB; Box 345
Fisher 897-5490
* LUTZ, Thomas E. , MS, Res Asst, Astron 33
8 Observatory; 2 07 0C, Orchard St, U
344-2392
* LUTZEL, Theodore W. , Sheet Metal Worker. .
.
PP, PPSB; 2418 Carrelton Dr , C 356-2660
* LYKE, James B. , MS, Asst Prof, Music 33
1 Practice Annex; 907 Scottsdale Dr, C
352-6474
+LYKINS, Kathy C. , Clerk-Steno I, Agr 33
1
10 Vet Med Annex; 1810 Valley Rd, C
359-3662
LYMAN-MANSFIELD
LYMAN, Elisabeth R. , AB, Res Asst Prof 333-6210
Coor Scl Lab & Computer-based Educ Res Lab
256 Eng Res Lab; 1009 S Orchard, U
344-4310
LYMAN, Ernest M., PhD, Prof, Physics 333-4354
Res Prof, CSL, 365 PB, 191 CSL 333-3609
1009 S Orchard, U 344-4310
LYNCH, Betty M. , B Ed, Tech Editor, Stat e. . 344-1481 •
Geol Survey, 117 NR; 1514 Sheridan Rd, C
352-3684
LYNCH, Glenn E. , Elec, PP, PPSB; 1312 E...
Florida, U 367-6217
LYNCH, James H. , MA, Prof, Art, 129 FAB...
1514 Sheridan Rd, C 352-3684
LYNEN, John F. , Ph D, Assoc Prof, Engl 333-2046
311 EB; 1609 Oxford Dr L C
LYNGE, RuthC, Tech Asst, State Geol 344-1481
Survey, 361 NR; 206 W Indiana, U 365-197?
LYNN, Karen J., Clerk-Steno III, SecurltyOfc.333-3680
331 SSB; 301 E White, Apt 8, C 356-8896
LYON, Herbert L. , MS, Instr, Marketing 333-6511
383 Commerce West; 1909 Alton Dr, C
352-6481
LYON, Richard J., BS, Programmer 1 333-4197
Computer Scl, 128 DCSL; 408 E Stoughton, Apt 4a
C 366-4792
LYON, Richard O. , MS, Assoc Prof & State. . .333-0910
4-H Club Leader, Coop Ext Serv, 412 Mumford
Hall; 602 W Pa, U 344-5110
LYONS, Jessie P., House Keeper, AllertonHs..
Cisco 2943
LYONS, Margaret E. , Chief Lib Clerk, Serials. 333-4164
Dept, 220s Lib; 111 1/2 E Clark St, C
352-4498
LYSTAD, Jean, BS, ExtAdviser, Home Econ. . .828-9513
McLean Co Coop Ext Serv, 202 E Locust
Bloomlngton; 922 S Vale, Bloomlngton
829-3574
LYTLE, Jeanette M., Secy, Chem & Chem 333-0539
Eng, 175 NL; 606 S Westlawn, C 352-9094
LYTLE, Paul W. , MS, Res Asst, Agr Econ 333-0947
452 Mumford Hall; 2419 E Green St, U
367-3470
LYTLE, Richard R. , BS, Chief Bldg Opr Engr. . .333-1972
Chem, 16 ECB; 606 Westlawn, C 352-9094
LYTLE, William R., Carpenter, PP, PPSB
911 S New, C 356-4774
M
MABUNI, Clayton T., MS, Asst. Chem
and Chem. Engr., 446 E. Chem.
36 E. Chalmers, C
MACDONALD, HughF., PHD, Res. Assoc. .. . 333-0658
Physics, 290 R, MRL,
2032 A. Orchard St., U 344-6334
MACE, Russell S., Supt. of Malnt., 333-2303
Athletic Assoc, Stadium
509 N. Draper Ave, C 356-5550
MACHADO, Nelson C, BS, Res. Asst., 333-6285
Dept. of Computer Sci. , 249 DCL
1107 W. Green St.; Apt. 424, U 344-5893
MACHEM, James S., PHD, Prin. Chem.. 344-1481
State Geol. Surv., Emeritus, 411 NRB
908 W. William, C 352-5512
MACINNES, Kenneth H., Opr. Engr., PPSB
• RR2, Homer 896-3550
MACINTYRE, Barbara J., Clerk-Steno III, 333-1471
Alumni Relations & Records, 227 IUB
105 E. Green St., Apt. A-3, C 352-8028
MACINTYRE, James W., BS, Asst. PEM
201 Men's Old Gym
808 S. Cedar, U 367-3663
VIACKJudlth D., Clerk-Typist I, Adm. and .. 333-0416
Records, 10 Adm. Bldg.
1303 N. Chestnut, C 359-3444
MACKE, Patricia A., Clerk-Steno m, PPD 333-3622
276 Adm. Bldg.
312 West Clark St. , C 352-8649
MACKEY, Helen M., Elec. Engr., Typist-... 333-2312
Clerk II, 300c, EERLBldg.,
908 N. Div., U 367-6327
MACKEY, Olen M. , Animal Caretaker 333-0209
Physiology and Biophysics, 564 A. .Burrill Hall
1006 Crestwood Dr., U 367-4102
MACKINNON, Nell J. , BA, Asst., Socio. ... 333-2070
1204 W. Oregon
Lot 31, 604 N. Maple, U
MACLAY, Howard S., PHD, Dir. Inst, of 333-1549
i
Communications Res., 1207 W. Oregon
RR 2, C 352-6936
.lACLEOD, Roderick, PHD, Asst. Prof.,Bot. 333-4777
677B Morrill Hall
609 W. Main, Apt. 17, U 367-9592
'VIACLIN, Lois A., BS, Clerk-Typist in 333-1889
Educ. Psychology, 138 EPG Bldg.
1114 W. Nevada, U 344-0898
i/IACPHERSON, Elinor, C, AB, Asst. Stud. 333-3709
Counseling Serv., 243 SSB.
57 E. Chalmers, Apt. 6, C 352-9733 .
_
vIACY, William W., BA, Asst. Physics 333-3128
57 PB, 405 W. Green, C
vIADAPPALLY, Mathew M., MS, Res. Asst... 333-0794
1 Nut. Biochem. An. Sci., 256 ASL
1012 W. Springfield, U 367-1940
'vtADDEN, Diana M., BS, Lab. Asst. III. 333-1277
: Nat. Sci., Agron., 230 Davenport Hall
' 918W. Eureka, C 356-9967
>/IADDEN, James M., BA, Math, Res. Prog. 333-6453
1 Computer Sci., 222 DCL
607 (R) W. Elm, U 367-1055
'ADDING, Llllie R., Maid, Housing Dlv
105 Maple, Homer 896-2525
MADDOX, Joseph V., PhD, Asst Entomlogist.333-6823
State N H Survey, Asst Prof Agr Entom, Econ
Entom, 68 NRB; 711 S Foley, C 352-9251
MADISON, Dana J., BA, Lib Catalog Asst ... 333-3399
246 Lib; 3 Buena Vista Court, U 367-5629
MADISON, David L. , BA MS,. Tchr Asst . . . i33_3--6328
Math, 325 YWCA; 3 Buena Vista Court, U
365-5629
MADSEN, Alan L. , BS MA, Asst Prof 333-3673
Secondary/Continuing Ed, 378 Educ; 1013
W Washington, C 359-3492
MADSEN, Paul B., Steamfltter Foreman
PP Dept, PPSB; 718 W Columbia, C
356-5505
MADSEN, Ronald A., BS, Econ Tchr Asst. .. 333-1415
20 David Klnley Hall
MAEHR, Martin L. , PhD, Assoc Prof 333-2158
Ed Psych, Ed 329; 309 W Washington, U
367-5262
MAGELLI, Paul J. , ABMS, Asst Dean 333-1158
Coll LAS, Asst Director Unlv Consortium 333^.1994
for International Activities, Inc, 294 LH,
309 Illini Towers; 1707 Chevy Chase Dr, C
356-6090
MAGGIO, Anthony J., Agr Res Technician. . .333-2418
Regional Soybean Lab USDA, Agron Green
house; RR2, C
MAGGS, Peter B. , AB LLB, Law Assoc Prof. . 333-0929
141 Law; 2009 Silver Ct E, U 367-6410
MAGINEL, Patsy, BA, Technical Asst, State. .344-1481
Geol Survey, 227 Natural Res; 1 Roxbury Rd, U
367-5041
MAGLIONE, Frank D., MS Educ, Instr. ..... 333-4622
Dlv Rehab/Educ Ser, 111 Rehab/Educ; 2701
Maplewood Dr, C 359-1048
MAGNER, Jean A., BFA, Art Asst, FAB 118; .. 333-4841
109 E Chalmers Act 5, C 356-6915 3-4842
MAGNUSON, Charlotte, Clerk-Typist II 333-1152
PP Dept, PPSB; 4 Southwood Court, C
356-6734
MAGNUSON, Jr E., Steamfltter, PP Dept. . . .
PPSB; 4 Southwood Ct, C 356-6734
MAGNUSON, Nancy P., Clerk-Typist III... 333-3863
Stenog Ofc, Col of Educ, 370 Educ Bldg;
906 1/2 S Vine, U 367-2190
MAGNUSON, Vincent R. , MS, Chem/Chem. . 333-0889
Engl Asst, 41 NL; 906 1/2 S Vine Apt 201,
U
367-2190
MAGTIRA, Olivia R., BS MS, Food Service. .333-0843
Adm II, Housing Div, Florida Aug Food Ser;
1707 Valley R, C 359-1567
MAGUIRE, John T., MA, Assoc Prof, Bus. .. 333-4135
Engl, 330 DKH; 401 N Prairie, C 352-1161
MAHAFFEY, Anna K., BS MS PhD, Asst 333-2784
Prof Voc/Tech Educ, 346 Educ Bldg; RR1, S
688-2557
MAHAFFEY, Archie, Agron Fieldman, Agron. . 333-2965
S Farm Seed House; Rural Rt, T 832-2137
MAHAFFEY, John C, BS Acctg, Acct III .... 333-2182
Bus Circ Bus Div, 125 Adm; RR1, S
688-2557
MAHAN, Donald C, BS MS, Res Asst 333-1247
An Scl, 323 Mumford H; 513 Falrlawn Dr, U
367-9002
MAHANNAH, Charles R. Jr, Nurseryman 333-3058
Botany, N Greenhouse; 1802 N Willow Rd,333-38?8_
367-0587
MAHANNAH, Harriet L. , Typing Clerk II... 333-0464
Housing Div, 160 Daniels H; 1907 David Dr, C
352-1638
MAHANNAH, Mary E . , Clerk-Typist III 333-1641
Elect Engr, 202 Biophys Res Lab; 701 E
Michigan, U 365-1472
MAHANNAH, Roy R., Mill Foreman, PP Dept .
PPSB; 415 W Park, U 367-4408
MAHARG, James, MA, Tchr Asst, Spanish. .. . .
Italian, Portuguese; 1107 W Green St, U
344-4181
MAHENDRA, K. G., Res Asst, Sanitary 333-6981
Engr, Sanitary Engr Lab, Civil E'ngr Bldg;
207 S Wright St, C
MAHMOUD, Nablla A., Nuclear Data Analy. 333-4174
I, Physics, 451 Phys Bldg; 906 W Calif., U
344-4268
MAHONEY, Denis G., BA MA, Engl Asst 333-2976
Engl Dept, 225 Engl Bldg; 312 W SprlngFleld
Ave, U 367-0234
MATER, LaVeme H., County Ext Secretary.. 584-2908
Kane Co, Coop Ext Ser, P. O. Box 589 St
Charles; 614 S Harrison St, B 879-5788
MAIER, Thomas O., BS, Asst Chem/Chem....
Engr, Noyes Lab; 909 S Fifth, C 332-4946
' MAINOUS, Bruce H., PhD, Prof/Head of.,.. 333-2020
Dept, French Dept, 244 LIH; 502 W Washington
U 367-3160
MAJDIAK, Cathellne A., BA MA, French tchr. .
Asst, Harker H; 204 W Indiana, U
367-0293
' MAJDIAK, Daniel, BA MA PhD, Asst Prof 333-0793
Engl Dept, 257 Engl Bldg; 204 W Indiana, U
367-0293 189-263
MAJOR, Robert L., MS, Asst Mineral Econ . ,344-1481
State Geol Survey, 200 NRB; 908 S Vine, U
367-9838
MAJORS, Dale E., Cashier II, Assembly H; .333-3141
1607 W Park, C 352-3116
MAJORS, William J., Clerk II, CE Dept. 333-6925
CEB; 1804 Golfvtw Dr, U 365-1477
' MAKTNO, Selichl, AM, Linguistics Instructor333-6468
1116 W Illinois Rm 3; 300 S Goodwin Apt
315, U 344-3709
' MAKSIC, Dragutin, DVM, Assoc Prof Vet. .. .333-2982
Clinical Med, 104c Small An Clinic; 1303
Belmeade, C 352-4893
' MALAISE, Robert E., Electrician, PP Dept....
PPSB; 619 Breen Dr, C 356-2886
' MALANY, LeGrand L., BS, Gen Engr Instr. . .333-3895
26 Transportation Bldg; 214 W Beardsley, C
356-0190
83
MALCOR, Bonnie, Secretary, Dept of. 333-6374
Computer Sci, 269 DCL; 1006 S 1st, C
MALET, Jacques, F„ MA, French Asst
,
Harker H, rm 309B; 503 E Stoughton,
C
MALHOTRA, RoopC, BA BE ME, Civil 333-2436
Engr, 205 Woodshop; 300 S Goodwin, 212, U
344-5977
MALINAK, Edward M., AB MA, Tchr Asst . . 333-0440
Spanish, Italian/Portuguese, 911 S Sixth/Sec
Floor; 909 S Fifth, C 332-4949
MALINOWSKI, Michael E., BS, Res Asst ... ..
Physics, 190 W Materials Res Lab; 1010
W Green, U 332-2226
MALL, James P., BA MA, French Instructor. . 333-2562
329 Armory; 707 W Church, C 352-8398
MALLOCH, George L., Fireman, PP Dept... .
PPSB; 803 S Elm, C 359-2632
MALLORY, Charles R., Linotype Operator... 333-3934
Printing Div, Unlv Press, 234 Unlv Press Bldg;
109 E Vine, T 485-7260
MALMSTADT, Howard V., PhD, Prof Chem .. 333-3120
Dept of Chem/Chem Engr, 47 EC; 305 Sunny
crest Ct, U 367-3349
MALONE, Willie J., BS, Grad Asst, Ofc. ... 332-0111
of Student Personnel/Dean of Women, Barton '
House 108; 1215 S Fourth, C 332-0111
MALPASS, Roy S., BS MA PhD, Asst Prof... 333-6494
Psych, 301 GH; 306 Bliss Dr, U 344-4796
MALTMAN, Alexander J., BS, Tchr Asst .... 333-3541
Geol Dept, Rm 143 Natural Hist; 604 Daniels
Hall, 1010 W Green, U 332-2328
MAMER, Stuart M., ABJD, Lecturer Law ....
.
Col of Law, 209; 6 Montclair Rd, U
344-6302
MAMOUN, Michael S., BS ME MS, Mech ,. 333-1838
Engr, Res Asst, 250 MEB; 1010 W Spring
field, U 367-3778
MAMPE, Bonita J., BS, Res Asst, Statist. . .333-2170
Ser Unit 54 Adm Bldg, 707 S Wright St, Rm
210; 808 S Lincoln Ave, U 344-2187
MANCUSO, Jo, BS MA, Educ/Women P. E. .. 333-3676
Instructor, 386 Educ; 1205 W Church, C
359-3041
MANDERA, Franklin R., BA MA, French Inst.333-0552
231 LH; 804 1/2 W Church St, C 352-0966
MANDRELL, Cecil L. , Painter, PP Dept
PPSB; 1304 E Florida, U 367-8769
MANDRELL, C. Wayne, Master Airport Mech 822-5531
Institute of Aviation, Airport; 307 E. Main,T
485-3955
' MANG, Tonis, BS Architecture, Gen Engr ... 333-1228
Grad. Asst, 210 Transportation Bldg; 508
S Race, U ' 365-2247
' MANGIACAPRA, Paola, BS, P.E. Women Asst333-3806
127 Women Gym; 909 S 5th 425, C
332-4730
MANGURTEN, David I., Grad Asst, Arch... 333-1883
404 Arch; 2313 S 1st, C 344-0336
: MANK, Evans R., BS MS, Asst in Educ... 333-2845
214 Univ HS; 408 W Elm, U 367-6331
: MANLEY, Benjamin F., Tech Asst, State... 344-1481
Geol Survey, 338 NRB; 610 1/2 S Glover, U
367-8687
' MANLEY, Myron B., PhD, Clin Counselor .. 333-3715
Asst Prof, Student Coun. Serv, 236 SSB;
3210 Brentwood Dr, C 356-0931
' MANN, Avwo'am, PhD, Asst Prof, Math 333-3972
244 LH; 1830A Orchard Place, U 344-4485
' MANN, Estelle T., Zoology Secretary 333-3431
287 Morrill Hall; 1833 Valley Rd, C
356-9141
* MANN, Glenn R., Elect Tech II, Physics... 333-4653
212 PRL; 704 N Bourne, T 485-5221
' MANN, GJohn, PhD, Asst Prof Geol .. 333-1166
Geol Dept, 336 Nat Hist; 1105 S Douglas, U
344-6798
MANN, Margaret E., BS, Tchr fellow, Math. .333-2520
313 Altgeld Hall; Rm 210 Sherman Hall 909 S
Fifth St, C 332-4645
* MANN, MaryE., BS, Nat Sci Lab Asst III . .333-1931
Food Sci, 462 Bev H; 1406 N Broadway, U
365-2969
MANN, Mary J., Clerk-Typist II, Home Eoom 333-3791
260 Bev H; 405 S Randolph, C 356-1218
* MANN, Ruth E., Clerk-Typist III, Nuclear. . 333-2295
Engr Dept, 216 NEL; 1509 N Willis, C
356-9136
MANN, Thelma I., Cook, 165 IU E; 506 S
Mathews, U 344-3913
* MANNER, George, AB PhD, Political Sci ... .333-2851
Assoc Prof, 384 LH; 807 S Anderson St, U
367-6366
* MANNERING, Phyllis L., Secretary, Phys. .. 333-1735
/Biophysics, 524 BH; 1901 Winchester Dr, C
356-0349
* MANNERING, Wm J., Steamfltter, PP Dept. .
PPSB; 1901 Winchester Dr, C 356-0349
* MANNING, John P., DVM MS, Assoc Prof. . .333-2000
Vet Clinical Med, 209 Large An Clinic;
2003 Sangamon, C 356-5908
* MANNING, LovenaC, Secretary, Children . 333-6280
Res Center, 147 Child Res Center; 408 S James, C
356-3512
MANNING, (Mrs) Martha Webber, Chief Clerk?33-2719
Health Sci, 180C Health Center; 1408 S
Vine St, U 367-0091
MANNS, Mary L., BS, Food Ser Adm I 333-0139
IU, 165 IU; 508 E Stoughton, C 352-6182
* MANOLAKES, Theodore, ED D, Prof Elem Edu 333-2560
306A Educ Bldg; 1004 Davonshire Dr, C
356-2171
* MANSFIE LD, Bonnie L. , Clerk-Typist II 333-3507
Purchasing Div, 220 Adm Bldg; Rt 2, U
367-5763
* MANSFIELD, Frederic E,Jr, AB MS, Bibllog. .333-4164
Lib, 220 Lib; 709 W Harvard, C 356-6707
* MANSFIELD, Glenn E., Malnt Inspector
Housing Div, MRH; 802 S Lynn, U
MANSFIELD-MASSINGILL
* MANSFIELD, Manford E., BS DVM, Prof of. . .949-2101
Vet Ext and Vet Res, Vet Ext/Vet Path/Hygiene
Dixon Springs Agr Center; S 949-2336
* MANSFIELD, Nina, Lib Clerk III, Serials... 333-3856
Dept Lib, 220 Lib; 709 W Harvard, C
356-6707
MANSO:?, Marlann, Clerk-Stenog III, Inst.. 663-2623
of Labor/Indus Relatlons/DIv of Unlv Ext, Rm
222, LaSelle Hotel, 10 N LaSalle St; 7537 S
Evans, Chicago AB4-7583
MANTAS, George P., BS, Asst, EE Dept... 333-4154
312 H EERL; 55 E Springfield, C
MANTSCH, PaulM., BS MS, Res Asst
Physics, 488 P Bldg; 1205 W Unlv, U
365-1835
* MANUEL, Burl A., Mech Eng/ Master Lab. . .333-0699
Mech, 217 MEB; 1409 1/2 N Champaign, C
359-2847
* MANUEL, Michael E., Storekeeper I, Hous. .333-1453
Dlv, Central Food Stores; 1012 W Vine, C
359-2818
MANUEL, Patricia A., Clerk-Stenog 1 333-0825
Unlv Honors Programs, 1205 W Oregon, U;
212 N East St, M 586-4875
* MANUEL, Sandra L., Secretary to Assoc 333-2240
Director of Athletics, Athletic Assoc, 121
Assembly Hall; O 582-4940
* MANUEL, William R., Natural Scl Tech Asst 333-1242
Col of Vet Med, Rm 65, Vet Med; 206 E
Illinois, M 489-2741
MANZELLA, Evelyriri F., Receptionist 333-0824
Unlv Honors Programs, 1205 W Oregon, Rm 102;
210 W Florida Ave, U 367-6244
* MAPOTHER, Dilbn E., PhD, Prof, Physics.. 333-3085
170 MRL; 808 S Foley, C 356-6804
MARAN, La Raw, AM, Linguistics Asst ... 333-0801
137d Davenport Hall; 902 W Oregon #1, U
344-1460
MARBARGER, Kathleen E., BA, Asst, German.
LH 371; 909 S Fifth #311, C 332-4683
* MARCEAU, Ian W., B Sc Agr M Sc Agr .... 333-2638
Agr Econ Asst, 448 Mumford H; 2003B S
Orchard St, U 344-6086
* MARCEAU, Janice C, Agronomy/Prpgramer 1333-0158
Computer, W-503 Turner H; 2003B Orchard, U
344-6086
MARCELLOS, Harry, Res Asst, Soil Physics . 333-4370
/Agron, S-209 TH; 807 W Nevada, U
344-4320
MARCINIAK, John J., BSMS, TAM/Asst 333-4626
105 E Woodshop; 301 1/2 W Springfield, U
365-2188
* MARCUCCI, Gary L., BS, Gen Engr Asst .. 333-0893
3 Transportation Bldg; 1970D Orchard, U
344-0792
* MARCUS, Rudolph A., BSc PhD, Prof Chem .
.
Dept of Chem/Chem Engr, 174 Noyes Lab;
1904 S Vine, U 367-8684
* MARCUSIU, Emil C, MS, Assoc Agron .... 333-4376
Dept of Agron, W-511 TH; 2006 Greendale Dr, C
352-8926
* MARCUSIU, Oltea E., Agron/Student Trainee 333-3650
W-401 TH; 2006 Greendale, C 352-8926
* MARCH, Connie S'., Clerk-Typist I, Police. .333-2338
Training Institute, 608 1/2 E Green; 615
W Church, C 359-4245
* MARDER, Herbert, BA MA PhD, Asst Prof .. 333-0758
Engl, 308 Engl BHg; 1724 Parkhaven Dr, C
352-1824
* MAREK, Charles R.,BS MS, Asst Prof 333-6253
Civil Engr, 111 E Talbot Lab; 1207 Park
Terrace Lane, C 356-0798
* MARFORT, Carlos T. , Assoc Prof Arch 333-1925
304 Arch; 915 W Charles, C 352-2209
* MARTEN, Albert E., MS MS, Accountant L.. 333-0900
Auditing Dlv Bus Ofc, 801 S Wright; 70
Greencroft Dr, C 352-4021
MARINO, Miguel A., Assoc Arts BS MS, .... 333-4960
Asst Hydrologist, Rm 236 WRB; 305 Country
Fair Dr, C 356-5749
MARIS, Larry D., Asst Steam Distribution . . .
.
Operator Trainee, PP Dept, PPSB; 511 W
Calif, U 365-2149
MARK, Harold, PhD, Asst Prof Sociology. .. .333-2261
Assoc Director of Mental Health Community
Study, Rm 123 1207 W Oregon; 502 W Main
Apt 311, U 367-0789
MARKEN, Craig D., BS, Chem/Chem Engr... 333-3896
Asst, 158 E Chem; 106 S Third, C
359-4167
* MARKOS, Harry G., BS MS, Asst Dairy Sci. 333-2626
215D An Sci Lab; 2081A S Orchard St, U
344-4540
MARKOVITS, Carol A., Grad Asst, Ofc of .. .332-0654
Student Personnel/Dean of Women, 403





, PhD, Director Unlv Civil. .333-3150
Ser System of Illinois, 1205 W Call; 2106
Boudreau Dr, U 344-5050
MARKS, Glenn W., BCE MS, Instructor 333-6333
Civil Engr, 206 Woodshop; 909 S Fifth St, C
332-4778
MARKS, Richard E., MSEE, Res Engr 333-6525
Computer Sci, 222 DCL; 1111 W Unlv, U
367-5275
MARKWAY, Kathleen, Grad Tchr Asst 333-6430
Classical Languages Dept, 306 Harker H;
1006 S 1st, C 352-9058
* MARKWELL, Marie, Maid-Housing Dlv;
601 E White ST, C 356-9439
* MARLATT, Robert E., Physical Sci Tchr Asst 333-3795
Physics, 38 PB; 404 S Dodson, U
367-2788
* MARLATT, William E., Electronic Tech 1 333-1156
Dept of Computer Scl, Digital Computer Lab,
Rm 29G; 508 N Rlchman St, VG 832-4601
MARLOCK, Dolores K., Personnel Asst I .. . 333-0199
Nonacademlc, 627 1/2 S Wright; 7 Squire
Court, U 365-2720
-
MARLOWE, Rachel, Nat Sci Tech Asst 333-1937
Col of Vet Med, 68 Vet Med; 315 S
Russell St, C 356-6338
MAROTZ, Glen A., BS, Geography Asst ....333-3129
272 Davenport H; 2113 W White, C
352-5750
MARptTARDT, William F., BA MA PhD, Prof . .333-6390
Secondary/Continuing Educ, 284 F Educ Bldg;
2018 S Cottage Grove, U 367-4294
MARR, Lillian, AB, Secretary, School of . . . 333-2620
Music, 100 Smith Music H; 1313 S State, C
359-1928'
MARROCCO, Onoratino, BA, Grad Asst.:.... 333-0731
Spanish, Italian/Portuguese, 911 S Sixth;
401 S Sixth, C
MARRS, Judith K. , AB, French Asst 333-6850.
312 Harker H; 610 W Stoughton, U
367-3455
MARRS, Thomas L., Utilityman, PP Dept . . . .
PPSB; RR2 Box 10, T 485-5128
MARSH, Carol N., Clerk-Steno II, Psych. .. 333-3138
396 Davenport H; 805 S Anderson St, U
367-0057
MARSH, Cecil G., Labor Electrician, PP Dept.
PPSB; 606 Ethel, St J 469-2461
' MARSH, Joyce C, Statistical Clerk 333-0824
Unlv Honors Programs, 120 W Oregon St,Rm
106; 2911 LawndaleDr, C 359-1154
' MARSH, Karen L., Clerk-Typist III, Exec. .. 333-1561
Vice Pres/Provost Adm Bldg Rm 349; 702
W UnivAve, C 352-952 7,
' MARSH, Raymond R. , Nat Sci Lab Asst III . .333-2904
An Sci Dept, 101 An Genetics; 203 57th, St]
469-7198
1 MARSH, Richard R., AB BS MS Phd, Direct .333-0826
Univ Honors Programs , Prof Biology/Prof
Food Sci, 1205 W Oregon Univ; 1203 W
Daniel, C 356-8493
1 MARSHALL, Bruce E., MS, Gen Chem Staff . .333-3015
Asst, 105 Chem Annex; Rt 2, C 822-5530
* MARSHALL, Byron L., Res Engr Asst , Elec. . 333-1954
Engr, 69 EE Bldg; RR2, U 367-5854
MARSHALL, Edith M., BS AM, Asst Prof... 333-3399
Catalog Riviser, Lib, 246; 1108 W Nevada, U
344-1666
MARSHALL, Edna, Typing Clerk II, PP Dept .333-2369
PPSB; 607 W Springfield, C 359-2581
MARSHALL, Prentice H., BS JD, Law Prof. . .333-0702
227 Law; 612 W Ohio, U 344-0913
* MARSHALL, Russell F., MS, Res Asst 333-4531
114 MRL; 1209 Westfield Dr, C 359-2319
* MRSHALL, Shirley A., Clerk-Typist II 333-3531
Security Ofc, Motor Vehicle Div, 103 Ser
Bldg Annex; 715 W Maple, C 352-4005
* MARSHALL, Virginian F., Janitress, Housing.
Dlv; RR2, U 36 7-9669
* MARSHKY, FredH., Combination offset.... 333-4658,
Pressman, Camerman/ Platemaker, Printing
Div Univ Press, 234 Unlv Press Bldg; RR1, C
352-3035
* MARSTON, Alan D., BS MS, Speech Asst. .. 333-3050
329 EH; 2032B Orchard Downs, U 344-5669
* MARTENS,- Marilyn K. , Clerk-Stenog II 333-2151
Col of Engr, 106 Engr H; 56 Wilson
Trailer Park, U 367-2298
* MARTENS, Rainer, BSE MS, Instructor, Dept. 333-1680
Physical Educ, 201 MOG; 56 Wilson Tr.Pk, U
367-2298
MARTINEZ, Maria C, Litt B, MS, Res Asst 333-0439
Advertising, 16A GH; 512 W California, U
365-1248
* MARTIN, Anna J., PhD, Res Assoc, Physic. .333-4270
315 PB; 606 N Prospect,
C
356-4175
MARTIN, Barbara A., Clerk-Typist III 333-6900
Civil Engr, 2129 Civil Engr Bldg; 408
W Church St, C 359-3037
* MARTIN, Carol A., BS, Credentials Analyst 333-0303
Adm/Records, 100 Adm Bldg; 508 S Mattis, C
356-3596
* MARTIN, Carrlck A., Visiting Instructor 333-4536
Accounting, 274 Commerce West; 2044B
Orchard St, Apts, U
* MARTIN, Donald E., Sub-Foreman, Sheet....
Metal, PP Dept, PPSB; Box 308 Seymour Dr
O 354-2114
* MARTIN, Ernest W., Fire Equip Engr
PP Dept, PPSB; 1505 Powers Lane, C
356-9736
* MARTIN, Glen R., BS. BD. MS. Res/Asst. . . .333-27~57
Votec; 51 E. Armory; Wilson Trailer Park
Lot No. 6; U. 367-7876
* MARTIN, Gordon E., PhD. Gen. Engi; Asst .. 333-2346
Prof; 309 TB; 109 W. Penn Ave. U.
367-9663
* MARTIN, James C, PhD. Chem. & Chem Eng. .333-0374
245 E. Chemistry; 11 Lake. Park Dr. Rt.2, C.
822-5697
* MARTIN, John C. AB. Ofc. Of Safety Coord. ..333-1106
1203 West Oregon, U.; 1 Bellamy Ct; C. 352-5795
MARTIN, John F., BS. T & M Assis 333-4626
105e Woodshop; 301 1/2 W.Springfield U.
365-2188
MARTIN, Judith E., BA. MA. Res. Assis. Chll. Res.
Cntr. 20 Children's Research Center 333-4123
909 S. 5th St. #329 C. 332-4701
MARTIN, Judith K. Adm. & Rec. Clrk-Type. II . 333-0993
305 W. Park U. 367-0642
MARTIN, MARIAN H., AB. Col. Law Admin. Sec.
Ill Law Bldg 3-1134
1006 W. Union St. C. 352-8488 j ,
+MARTIN, (Mrs) Marie L. , Geol. Draftsman ...344-1481
113 Natural Resources; 189-270 352-436Q;189-270
1607 Sheridan Rd. C.
+MARTIN, Mary F., Techn. Assis. Natu.His. . 333-6889
271 Natural Resources; 1107 W. Oregon U.
344-0201
84
MARTIN, Millicent V., MS. Home Econ 333-040!
Asst Prof. Child Development; 111 Child Developmet,
109 W. Pennsylvania U. 367-9663
MARTIN, Patricia A., Home Economics Clk Typist I
J
106 Child Development 333-03$.
RR#1, Spring Lake, Mahomet 486-3321
MARTIN, Patricia J., Nuclear Data Anal. II .. 333-432
255 Physics; 605 E. Lincoln St. Joseph 111.
469-7364
' MARTIN, Richard A., Purch. Asst II Bus. Ofc. 333-356




1009 S. Pine St. C.
MARTIN, Robert E.', Assis. In Music 333-043
205 Stiven House; 1404 Curtiss Dr. ,U. 367-3270
"MARTIN, Robert W. , BS. Agric. Engi 356-37E
Water Plann; 200 W. Church St.C. 352-13.97
1215 W. Eureka, C.
* MARTIN, Roger E., AB.LAS. Assis. To Dean ..333-1
288c Lincoln Hall; 1804 Augusta Dr.C. 352-0482
1 MARTIN, Ronald G., BS.EE. Res. Engi 333-
204 Digital Compoter Lab; 2011 Rebecca Dr. C.
» MARTIN, Ross J., MS. Dir. Engl.Expe.Sta. . . 333-j
106 Engineering Hall; 102 W. Meadows 344-5321
k MARTIN, Thomas L. , BS. Civil Eng 333-69
2216 Ceb; 308 S. Water St., St Joseph, 469-7150
* MARTIN, Thomas P., PhD. Res. Assoc 333-31',.
Phys; 390 Y Materials Res. Lab.;
606 N. Prospect C. 356-4175
* MARTIN, Virgil R. , Visual Aids Serv. .. . 333-
704 S. 6th; 1108 E. Florda, U. 367-8673
'MARTIN, Virginia S., Res. Assis.Geol. Surv. , 344-;
335 Natural Resources; 189'
Apt. 4, 1007 S. First, C. 356-9836
* MARTIN, Wanda N., Ext. Seer. Coop. Ext ... 773-
109 W. North, Mt. Sterling, 111.
306 E. Union Mt. Sterling, 111. 773-2218
* MARTIN, Waldo D. , MS. ME. Gen. Engi 333-0
7 Trans. Bldg.
* MARTIN, William O., Supe. Bldg. Craft
Phys. Pint Dept.; 510 W. Green C. 352-4532
MARTINICH, Steven J. , BS Elect Eng 333-
200 E.E. Rl; 502 1/2 E. Stoughton C.
MARTINIE, Charles F., Phys. Plnt.PP Serv. Bldg.
RR 1, U. 367-6264
MARTINIE, Glenda J. , Clrk Typ.I 333-
196 Childrens Research Center;
RR.l, 90 Don Swigart, Tolono 867-2482
MARTINIE, Karmen J., Clrk. Typ.II 333|
Bldg. Res. Coun.; 1304 Brlarcliff.U. 367-6094
MARTINIE, Saranel, Clrk. Steno.I 333-
Cntrl Ofc; 226 Illini Tower- 834-3185
409 E. Chalmers; Box 65,Longvlew, 111.
MARTIRANO, Salvatore, Assoc. Prof. Music . . . 3-
26 Theory Annex; 404 1/2 E. Green C. 356-8032
+MARVEL, CarlS., PhD. Res. Prof.Emerl. Chem. Eng
2332 E. Ninth, Tucson, Arizona 622-0762
fMARVEL, OrlnE., BEE. MSEE, Res. Asst 333-
203'Digital Computer Lab;
1509 Gleason Dr., Rantoul 892-4920
MARY, G. Elizabeth, BA. PhD. Bur. Res. Lab .333-1
706 W. Elm St.U
MARZULLO, Elio, BS. MS. Physics 333-<
324 EEB; 1202 W. Main 367-8519
MASINGILL, Jean., BA.MA. Sp Ed 6-j
Lincoln School U.; 1306 Lincolnshire Dr.C.
352-1955
MASIULIS, Ana, Bachelor Sci. Chem Assist. . . . 3-i
305 E. Chemistry; 1203 1/2 W. Main St. U
. r_
367-7729
+MASKE, Connie Lee; BA; Tech Asst; 344-
State Geological Survey;
227 Natural Resources;
3206 Brentwood Drive;C; 356-0464
*+MASON, Gayle E; Of Asst; 333-,
State Water Survey;
Room 34 Water Resources;
1403 Rosewood Drive;C 356-0676
MASON, (Mrs) Harriet Lindsey; .".... .333^
Chief Lib Clerk; Catalog Dept Lib;
246 A Lib;
1009 West Harvard;C; 356-82 38
* MASON, Mary A; Secy; 333-
Physical Plant Dept; Phys Pit Ser Bldg;
1403 Rosewood Drive; C; 356-0676
* MASON, Maxine Armstrong; Secy; 333
Jane Addams Grad School of Social Work;
Room 105; 1207 West Oregon;
Oakwood 354-4319
.
MASON, Olive Elizabeth; Photographer I 333-
Photographic Services; Lib;
44 Library;
402 West High; U; 367-1271
MASS, Ronald Henry; BS; Civ Engr; 333-
General Engr; 307 Transportation Bldg;
1654 Valley Road; C; 352-2378
* MASSA, Joseph Anthony Jr; Lab Tech; 333-
Principal Lab Technician; Chemistry;
Room 413 Chem;
1310 Larkspur Lane; C; 356-2133
* MASSEY, Billy Wayne; Sheet Met Worker
Physical Plant; Phys Pit Ser Bldg;
28 Dixie Acres; Danville; 446-9549
* MASSINGILL, L. Lee; Broadcasting Engr; 333
Television Services
1110 West Main Street; Urbana;
510 West Williams; Montlcello; 762-3791
* MAST, Plessa Edward ; MSEE; PhD; 333-4946
Assoc Prof; Elec Engr;
371 B Elec EngrBldg;
2208 South Cottage Grove; U; 365-1900
*+MAST, Richard Frederick; MS; Assoc Pet Engr
. 344-1481
State Geological Survey
42 5 Natural Resources
912 West Daniel; C 359-1500
' MASTERS, Bruce Allen; MA; Teaching Asst
Geology; Room 144 B Natural History;
1731 B Valley Rd; C; 359-32 37
MASTERS, Loralne; BA; Res Asst;
Psychology; 180 Children's Res Center;
1106 West Clark; U; 365-2365
* MASTERS, Shirley Ann; BS; Res.Asst; 344-1481
State Geological Survey;
429 Natural Resources;
Apt B; 1731 Valley Road;C; 359-3237
MASUCCI, Michael Joseph; BS;MS; EdD; 333-2550
Asst Prof Educational Psychology;
188 F Education;
2305 Southmoor Dr; C; 356-0438
MATHER, Lavern Richard; MS; Asst Physics ...333-2327
Physics Department; 243 Physics Bldg;
2083 A Orchard Street; U; 344-0892
MATHER, Mary Elizabeth; AB;MS; EdD; 333-3038
Assoc Prof Vocational Technical Ed;
354 Education;
1408 South Orchard; U; 344-6979
MATHERLY, Joseph E. ;BS;Chem; 333-0728
Civil Engineering;
Room 4123; Civil Engr Building;
400 Hessel Blvd;C; 352-0728
MATHEWS, Herbert Ralph; Sheet Met Worker
Physical Plant; Phys Pit Ser Bldg;
804 West Park Avenue;U; 367-4670
MATHEWS, Michael John; MS;Res Asst; 333-4162
Civil Engineering;
200 A Hydraulic Engr Lab;
204 East Clark Street; C; 352-8138
MATHEWS, Zelma LaVerne;Typlng Clerk II
. .
. 333-3953
Illlnl Union; 165 Illini Union E;
Richard Estates; R R #2; U 365-1422
MATHIEU: Daniel Marie; 333-1247
Graduate from a French University;
Research Asst; Animal Sci;
323 Mumford Hall;
#205; 300 South GoodwlnAvenue; U; None
MATHIS, Betty Lorrine; Secy; 333-1723
Home Economics; 274 Bevler Hall;
917 1 West Washlngton;C; 359-2029
MATHIS, Carol Mae; Secy 333-2295
Nuclear Engr Program; 216 Engr Lab;
R R #1; C; 863-5292
MATHIS, William Lester; Storekeeper m 333-1040
Business Office; Office Supply Storeroom;
Central Receiving Warehouse;
917 | West Washington; C; 359-2029
MATHUR, Hari Har; PhD; Res Assoc 333-0655
Chemistry & Chemical Engr;
448 East Chem Bldg;
1910 A Orchard Downs; U 344-4972
MATKEL, John C. Jr; Construction Laborer
Physical Plant; Phys Pit Ser Bldg;
R R #1 Tolono; 684-4323
\TSLER, Roy Arnold; Electrician
Physical Plant; Phys Pit Ser Bldg;
407 West Illinois Street; U; 367-8876
MATSON, Jan; Clerk-Typist II 333-4787
Office of Agric Communications;
69 Mumford Hall;
1806 Valley Road; C; 356-2268
MATSON, Russell Hays; BSCE; Res Asst; 333-6958
Civil Engineering;
3113 Civil EngrBldg;
108 North Elm; C; 356-5476
MATSUI, Yasuhiro; BFA; Teaching Asst
Fine Arts; Interior Design Lab;
Fine and Applied Arts Bldg;
611 West Bradley Ave; C; None
VIATSUMOTO, Yorimi; PhD; Asst Prof; 333-1162
Division of Biophysics; Room 231 Noyes Lab;
406 West Clark Street; Apt 303; C; None
VIATSUSHITA, Yutaka; MS; Res Asst; 333-6673
Computer Science; 247 DCL;
300 South Goodwin #506;U; 344-47T3
4ATTHAI, William C; Teaching Asst; ....... 333-0425
Microbology Department; 336 Burrill Hall;
1784 Valley Road;C; 352-1767
rfATTESON, Bess Grace; Adm Secy; 333-3761
Administrative Secretary; Physics Department;
211 Physics Building;
Mahomet; 586-4450
MTTESON, Buell Odell; Painter; 333-3450
Housing Division; Room #14;
Lincoln Avenue Residence;
11 Sangamon Heights; R R #1; Mahomet;
586-4502
AATTESON, Max Richard; PhD; 333-0922
Assoc Prof; Zoology Department;
301 Harker Hall;
Mahomet; 586-4450
1ATTESON, Merl Leon; Janitor
Physical Plant Dept; Phys Pit Ser Bldg;
11 N Richman St; Villa Grove; 832-7512
MATTHEWS, Carolyn Jeanne; BA; 333-2930
Res Asst; Astronomy Dept;
50 G Elec Engr;
1920 D Orchard Street; U;
MATTHEWS, David Allan; AB; Asst
Chemistry and Chem Engr Dept;
35N.L.:
1920 Orchard Street; U;
MATTHEWS, David Ormsby; MS; EdD; 333-3513
Director, Division of Intramural Activities;
205 Huff Gym;







* MATTHEWS, John Wilbur; PhD; 333
Prof of Agricultural Engr and Vocational Agric;
Agriculture Dept;
434 Mumford Hall;
404 Buena Vista Drive; C; 356-5563
* MATTHEWS
, Max Milburn ; BS; 333
Purchasing Asst III; Business Office Purchasing;
22 3 Administration Bldg;
801 South Fair;C; 356-8747
* MATTHEWS, Robert Setzler; Tab Mach Opr I... 333
Statistical Service Unit; 54 Adm Bldg;
#5 Heritage Drlve;C; None
* MATTHEWS, Ward Thomas; Foreman 333-
Agricultural Gardener Foreman; Horticulture;
111 Horticulture Field Lab;
1009 North Coler Ave; U; 367-3543
* MATTINGLY, Edward; Brickmason;
Physical Plant Dept; Phys Pit Ser Bldg;
1516 West University; C; 352-2397
* MATTINGLY, Theresa; Tab Mach Opr III 333-
Statistical Service Unit; 54 Adm Bldg;
1516 West University; C; 352-2397
MATULA, Joseph Paul; BE; 333.
Asst; Chem and Chem Engr Dept;
113 East Chemistry;
606 West Ohio St; U; 334-5812
* MATZEN, Karl; MA; 333
Germanic Languages and Literature;
522 Chalmers;
1115 West Green; Apt 118;U; 344-5304
* MAUCK, Catherine Ray; BS; Ext Adviser; 656




MAUK, (Mrs.) Mary Forester; AB; Admin Clerk. 333
Educational Placement Office;
140 Education Building;
59.East John; Cj None
MAURER, Robert Joseph; PhD; 333.
Prof Physics; Dir of Mat Res Lab;
Department of Physics & Materials Res Lab;
206 Materials Research Laboratory;
610 West Delaware; U; 344-6023
MAUTZ, Jane; BS; Asst Mgr; 333.
Asst Mgr. Illini Union Bookstore;
715 South Wright Street;
13 Montclair Road; U; 344-5120
* MAUTZ, Robert Kuhn; PhD; CPA; Prof; ...... 333
Accountancy Department;
291 Commerce West;
1112 Mayfair Road;C; 356-5275
* MAW, Glen Harold; BS; MEd; 333
Asst; Education;
104C University High School;
1808C Orchard Place;U; 344-4860
MAXEINER, Barbara A; BS1 Nursing Consultant 365
Division of Services for Crippled Children;
602 South Broadway; U;
501 Fairlawn Drive; U 367-1672
'MAXWELL, Ben Wymer; Assoc Arch; 333
Architecture;
605 East Green Street;
704 Hamilton Drive;C; 356-5539
* MAXWELL, Betty Jeanne; 333-0605
Duplicating Machine Opr I;
Division of University Extension;
209 Arcade;
Box 95; Fisher; 897-8377
' MAXWELL, Donald Joseph; Storekeeper I; 333-1916
Dept of Elec Engr;
Room EERL;
R F D #1; Longview 688-2568
' MAXWELL, JEAN: Typing Clerk III; 333-0216
Dept Admissions and Records;
69 Administration;
°9den; 582-4800
MAXWELL, Kenneth Robert; BS; 333-1123
Graduate Asst;
Aeronautical and Astronautlcal Engr Dept;
103 Lab B;
300 South Goodwin; Apt #306; U.-
MAXWELL, Wayne E; Painter
; 333-3450
Housing Division; Room #14;
Lincoln Avenue Residence;
S25 East Wabash; Rantoul; 892-9552
MAXWELL, William Hall Christie; PhD; 333-4935
Asst Prof; Civil Engr;
201 Hydraulic Engr Lab;
804 Westfleld Drive;C; 359-3552
MAY, Jack Arthur; Custodial Supervisor
Physical Plant; Phys Pit Ser Bldg;














* MAY, Louis Harold; Janitor
Housing Division;
611 South State; C; 352-5703
* MAY, William Hull; AB; 333-1547
Research Asst Prof;
Institute of Comno unications Research;
1207-204 West Oregon;
503| South Fourth;C; 356-0088
* MAYBERRY, Alice Kay; BS;Ext Adviser 858-2236
Extension Adviser, Home Economics;
Jo Daviess County Coop Ext Ser;
Main Street; Elizabeth;
1021 Fourth Street; Galena 777-0850
* MAYBERRY, Ronald Dale; BS; Asst;
Agriculture Economics Dept;
Mumford Hall;
1112 South Second Street; C; 359-1178
* MAYBERRY, Ruth Ann; Clerk-Steno II ; 333-2664
Cooperative Extension Service;
118 Mumford Hall;
1112 South Second Street; Apt 204 Birch Hall;
°; 359-1178
* MAYEDA, Wataru; PhD; Dr Engr; 333-3480
Professor; Dept Elec Engr & Coordinated Sci Lab;





Office Appliance Opr I;
Mailing Center; 1002 West Green;U;
906 West Eureka, C; 352-3890
* MAYER, Leon Albert; MS; Ext Spec; 284-7411
Division of University Extension;
20 Dixon National Bank Bldg; Dixon;
1305 Ann Avenue; Dixon 288-1300
* MAYER, Robert Wallace; PhD; 333-4638
Professor of Finance; Dept of Finance;
319 David Klnley Hall;
17 Greencroft; C; 356-7195
MAYEUR, Richard Leon; BS; 333-0208
Research Asst; Electrical Engr;
200 D EERL;
706 First Street; Apt 204; C; 359-1277
* MAYES, Paul Eugene; MSEE; PhD; 333-1200
Electrical Engineering; 455 EEB;
1508 Waverly Drive C; 352-2291
MAYFIELD, Gail Eloise; BS; 333-2066
Asst; Physical Education;
118 English Building;
1104 S Busey; U; 344-5721
* MAYFIELD, Gary L. ; Painter
Physical Plant Dept; Phys Pit Ser Bldg;
224 West Central; Atwood; 578-2765
MAYHEW, Jerry Lawrence; BS; 333-1680
Asst; Physical Education;
201 Men's Old Gym;
408 East Stoughton Street; C; None
* MAYHEW, Sharon Kay; Secy; 582-2512
County Extension Secretary; Mercer County;
Cooperative Extension Service;
206 EastThird Street; Aledo;
Route #3; Aledo 582-7547
* MAYHOOD, Eunice Meurlott; Payroll Clerk II. .333-0002
College of Agriculture;
111 Mumford Hall;
408 South Pine Street;C; 352-7533
* MAYNE, Charlotte Meadmore; Clerk-Stenog 111,333-6189
General Engineering; 605 South Sixth Street;C;
1105 WestOregon; Apt 11;U; 344-3673
* MAYNOR, John Leslie; Bldg Mechanic; 949-2101
Dixon Springs Agricultural Center; Simpson;
Route 2; Simpson 949-3194
* MAYS, Louie F. Jr. ;Llnotype Opr; 333-3934
University Press; wer Unlv Press Bldg;
2007 West Kirby Ave; C; 356-9408
* MAYS, Nancee Jo; Clerk-Typist III; 333-4365
Housing Division; 1842 A Orchard Place;
2610 East California ;U; 365-2604
MAZELIS, George William; BA; 333-0497
Asst; Slavic Languages and Literature;
495 Lincoln Hall;
805 West Green Street; U; 359-3625
MAZAC, Aldona; BS; 333-22 35
Teaching Asst; Zoology;
202 Vivarium;
1010 West Green; #391;U; 332-2524
* MAZUMDAR, Tapas; MS; 333-2040"
Teaching Asst; Mathematics;
122 Arcade (Q);
#7; 404 East Healey; C; 359-4217
*+MAZUMDAR, Uttara; MS; 333-0802
Assistant Chemist; State Water Survey;
Analytical Lab; 229 Water Resources;
#7; 404 East Healey; C; 359-4217
MAZZARELLJ, Wrcella; MA; 333-1854
Teaching Asst; Anthropology;
1207 Oregon; Apt 13; .
909 South Fifth #0312; C; 332-4684
* McAllister, Walter Glnder, PhD, As oc Prof
. 333-3768
Psych, Emeritus, 442 Gregory Hall; 1016 W
White St, C 352-2271
* McAllister, William Elton, BS, Ext Adviser .. 854-5946
Agr, Coop Ext Serv, Macoupin County, 126 N
Broad St, RR 2, Carlinville 854-2927
* McAndrews, Dorothy L, Secy, Vice 333-3078




* McARTY, Charles Morrell, Jr, Compositor ... .333-3934
Printing Div, Univ Press, 234 Univ Press Bldg,
207 Brookwood Dr, C 352-1382
* McBRIDE, Barry C , MS, Res Asst, Micro- 333-0065
biology, Rm 335 Burrill Hall; 2070-S Orchard
St, U 344-2292
* McBRIDE, Carl Edward, Elec Eng Asst, EE 333-1201
450 EEB; RR 1 , U 365-1546
McBRIDE, Edith Juanita, Chief Payroll Clerk . .333-6480
PP, PPSB, 1709 S Mattis Ave, C 352-6730
McBRIDE, Edna Sarah, Clerk III, PP, PPSB... '333-1287
507 Bash Court, C 352-1177
McBURNEY, William Harlin, PhD, Engl 333-1797
102d EB; 1506 Maplecrest Dr, C 359-2114
* McCABE, Allen M, Janitor, PP, PPSB
1101 Poplar Lane, Monticello 762-2297
* McCABE, Donald Charles, Digital Computer. .333-6203
Operator II, Computer Sci, Rm 162 DCL;
1307 Briarcliff Dr, U 365-2651
* McCABE, James Reid, BS, Asst, Chem & 333-3640
Chem Eng, 113 ECB; 1835-B Orchard Place, U
344-4955
McCABE, Raymond Joseph, Asst Supervisor. . .333-4833
Statistical Service Unit, 1323 S Alms Ave,
C 356-9272
* McCALL, George John, PhD, Assoc Prof 333-4933
Sociology, 1204 W Oregon, Rm 305; 18749
Morgan Ave, Homewood 798-2096
* McCALL, Jacqueline Dawsine, Typist-Clerkl. 333-4630
Housing Div, Illinois St Residence Hall, Food
Service; 109 E Chalmers Apt 4, C 352-7582
+MC.CALL, Jerome Anthony, BA , Res Asst 344-1481
State Geol Survey, 226 Natural Resources;
512 S Fourth, C 352-4558
* McCALL, Ruby Martha, Typing Clerk III 333-0213
Admissions & Records, 69 Adm Bldg, RR 1
Mansfield 762-4205
McCAMISH, Joan, PhD, Asst Prof, Micro-. . .333-2203
biology, 221 Burrill Hall; 1502 S Race, U (.3.67-4 569.
*+McCANDLESS, Donald Eugene Jr, BS 356-3785
Registered Prof Engr, Civil Eng, Asst State
Conservation Eng, Soil Conservation Serv,
US Dept of Agr, 200 W Church St, C; 1804
Bellamy Dr, C 356-8089
McCANN, Marilyn Pickard, BS, Grad Asst .. .332-0536
Ofc of Student Personnel & Dean of Women, Rm 327,
Van Doren Hall; 1215 S Fourth St, C 332-0536
*+McCANN, Wesley, Adm Ofcr, Soil Conserva- 35 6-3785
tion Serv, USDA , 200 W Church St; 1402
Hillcrest, U 367-8848
MCCARTHY, Cecelia Mary, AM, Ext Loans .. 333-3773
Llbrn, Asst Prof, Library, 203 Library; 108 E
John St, C 352-9426
* MCCARTHY, Thomas Edmund, BS, Res Asst. . .333-6673
Computer Science, 247 DCL; 2061-D Orchard St, U
* MCCARTHY, William Patrick, BS, Asst Prof.. 333-1060
Naval Sci, 238 Armory; 1305 Larkspur Lane,
C 352-2347
* McCARTY, Bertha Marie, Linen Maid, Housing
Div; 11 Tulip Tree, C 352-0395
* McCARTY, Monroe C, Assembly Hall 333-3144
Attendant; 203 First St, St Joseph 469-3151
* McCARTY, Warren Clayborn, Grounds Subforeman
PP, PPSB; 1308 Joanne Lane, C 356-4570
McCAULEY, Frances Ellen, BS, PE, Women. . .333-3357
Adm Asst, 116 W Gym; 103 W Healy, C
McCAWLEY, Dwight Layne, MA, Asst, Engl. .333-2976
225 EB; 1604 Coronado, C 359-1100
* McCLAIN, Lorena L, Clerk-Typist II, Inst .. .333-3340
of Government & Public Affairs, 1210 W Oregon,
RR 1 Mahomet 586-4671
* McCLANAHAN, Norma, County Ext Secy 445-3934
Coop Ext Serv, Edwards County, 17 S Fifth St;
112 S Fourth St, Albion 445-2610
* McCLAIN, Robert L, Pressman Apprentice. .. .333-2576
Univ Press; 234 Univ Press Blvd; 108 1/2
West Avondale, C 352-1624
McCLARA, E Alberta, Clerk-Typist II, An Sci333-2901
101 An Genetics; 114 Franklin 367-2420
* McCLEARY, Lloyd Everald, DEd, Prof 333-2155
Educ Adm, EB; 1113 Foothill Dr, C 359-2070
* McCLEARY, Robert Wayne, Construction
Laborer, Subforeman, PP, PPSB; 610 E Polk
St, Tolono 485-5355
* McCLELLAN, Janet R, Clerk-Typist II, PE 333-3806
Women, 127 W Gym; 1106 N Lincoln Ave U 367-0548
*+McCLELLAN, John Perry, Tech Asst, State ... 344-1481
Geol Survey, 214 GSRL, RR 3, C 586-4829
* McCLELLAN, William Monson, AM (LS) 333-6161
Music Llbrn, Library, 220c SMH; 1020 West Hill
C 352-1893
* McCLELLAND, Dan R, EdM, Staff Assoc 333-6814
Ofc of the Chancellor, Rm 251, 409 E Chalmers
St; 1604 S Hillcrest,U 367-0167
* McCLELLAND, Ronald Kent, BS, Res Asst ... .333-2657
Agr Econ, 406 Mumford Hall; 2014-A Orchard St,
U 344-2176
McCLINTOCK, Edwin Clare, Jr 333-0278
344-3790
* McCLOY, Robert Winston, BS, Prof, Aero &.. 333-1104
Astro Eng Dept, 201 Aero Lab A; 410 West
Nevada, U 367-6283
McCLUGHEN, Daniel Richard, Painter, PP, PPSB
203 Division, Mahomet 586-2163
* McCLURE, Leslie Willard, MS, Prof .Emeritus
Advertising; 209 W Vermont, U 367-1024
* McCLURE, Christopher, BS, TV Dir-Producer . 333-1070
TV Serv, 1110 W Main St; 608 S State St, C 359-3474
* McClurg, William Christian, MS, Res Eng 333-2310
EE, 301-B EERL; 1601 W John, C 352-5644
* McCOLLEY, Diane Laurene, BA , Asst, Engl.. 333-2633
304 EB; 1101 S Orchard, U 344-5138
* McCOLLEY, Robert M, PhD, Assoc Prof 333-4931
History, 317 Armory; 1101 S Orchard, U
344-5138
* McCOLLUM, John Paschal, PhD, Prof, Plant. .333-1968
Physiology, Hort, 204 Veg Crops, 1118 W John
St, C 352-3327
*+McCOMAS, Murray Ratcliffe, MS, Asst Geol. 344-1481
462 Natural Resources, State Geol Surv; Apt 208
2111 WWhlte St, C 359-2635
McCONACHIE, Florine L, BS, Asst Ext 443-3538
Adviser, Coop Ext Serv, Randolph County,
S St Louis & Belmont St; 123 W Main St,
Sparta 443-3376
* McCONKEY, LynnE, Storekeeper, PP, PPSB.
1721 W Henry, C 356-5997
McCONNELL, Dave, Clerk-Typist I Math 333-3350
273 AH, 1212 Julie Dr, C 352-0829
* McCONNELL, Robert Reed, MA , Res Asst. ... 333-2697
Math, 204YWCA; 1601 W Healey, C 356-9275
* McCORD, John Harrison, LLM, Asst Prof 333-0104
Law, 127 Law; 2010 S Vine, U 367-0780
*+McCORMICK, Claude Ray, Civil Eng, 356-3787
Soil Conservation Serv, USDA , 200 W Church
1115 W Springfield, C 356-8835
* McCORMICK, Bruce Howard, PhD, Prof 333-1115
Physics, & Computer Science, 295 DCL;
1004 E Mumford, U 367-9928
* McCORMICK, Mary Stancisko, BA , Tchr Asst
Spec Ed, 224 Col, Wolffe School; 1004 E
Mumford Dr, U 367-9928
*+McCORMICK, Oliver Wayne, Eng Tech, Soil. .356-3787
Conservation Serv, USDA, Federal Bldg, Rm 21,
200 W Church; 2509 E Illinois, U 367-7569
* McCOWEN, Thomas Alan, BS, Acting Dir of.. 333-1990
AID Projects, Suite 352, 409 E Chalmers;
1423 Rose Dr, C 359-1509
* MCCOY, Jessie P, Maid, Housing Div
RR1, Mahomet 586-4755
McCOY, M. Eleanor, AM, Res Asst, Prof ... .333-0150
Educ, Curriculum Lab, 1210 W Springfield;
402 W Prairie, C 356-8555
* McCOY, Ralph E, Janitor, PP, PPSB
1401 W Park Ave, C 352-9526
* McCRACKEN, Karen Ann, Clerk-Stenog III 333-1234
Ofc of Space Utilization, 243 Davenport House,
25 Lexington Dr, Lincoln Park, U
McCREADIE, Marsha Anne, Instr, Engl, 225 EB
1003 W Oregon, U 344-1790
McCREARY, Eugene Patrick, MA, Asst, Erigl .333-6389
Rm 19 EB, 510 W Univ Apt 2E, C
* McCRISTAL, King James, EdD, Dean, Coll ... 333-2030
of PE, 107 Huff Gym; 1409 Mayfair, C 356-8060
* McCULLEY, Delbert Earnest, BS, Lab Mgr. .. 333-3817
Civil Eng, 1203 CEB; 908 W Kirby, C 352-4855
* McCULLOH, Leon R, PhD, Asst Prof , Math. . 333-2768
331 AH, 403 W Oregon St, U 365-2928
McCULLOUGH, Melinda, MA , Tchr Asst. ... ,
French; 604 E Clark, C 352-6035
* McCULLOUGH, Clark, Res Assoc, State Geol
Survey, Retired, RR 3 South Race St Rd, U 344-5836
McCULLOUGH, Helen E, AM, Assoc Prof
Home Ec, Emeritus; 1201 Race St S, U 367-3883
McCULLOUGH, Patrick Terrence Peter, BS
Asst, Geology, 1116 W Illinois 8, 1110 W Green
,
St #97, U 332-2421
'* McCURDY, James Gerald, BS, Ext Adviser ...734-5161
Agr, Coop Ext Serv, Warren County, 1000 N Main
PO Bos 325; 318 S 11 St, Monmouth 734-2638
* McDADE, Dorothy Lee, Clerk I, Agr Farm Ext.333-2663
Mumford Hall, 2409 E Oregon, U 367-3326
* McDANIEL, Arnold L, Steamfitter, PP, PPSB
1601 Coronado Dr, C 356-6286
* McDANIEL, Elbert Leo, LLB, Arch Supt 333-1695
Ofc of Campus Arch, 704 S 6th St; RR 2 St
Joseph 469-7380
* McDANIEL, James Albert, BS, Asst, Chem &. 333-3918
Chem Eng, 450 Noges Lab; 1932-A Orchard Downs
U, 344-0893
* McDANIEL, Joseph Colvln, BS, Asst Prof ,... 333-2123
Hort, 6 Floriculture; 705 S Busey, U 344-5065
* McDANIEL, Rachel W, BS, Res Asst 333-3122
Microbiology, 232 Burrill Hall, 1932-A Orchard
Downs, U 344-0893
* McDERMOTT, Sally Oliver, AB, Ofc of N 333-2644
Central Agr Exp Sta Dir, 143 Bevier Hall;
1008 W Stoughton, U 367-0037
* McDONALD, Beverly Jean, Clerk-Typist III, .333-3597
Purchasing, 223 Adm(e); 107 South West St,
Homer 896-4513
* McDONALD, Clarence Reves, Janitor, Housing
Div; 906 S State, C 352-9690
*+McDONALD, Charles K, BS, Asst Hydrologist.355-1077
State Water Survey, 115 S Washington, Naperville,
1341 B4 Monomoy St, Aurora 897-9350
McDONALD, James Edward MSW, Assoc 333-2261
Prof, Jane Addams Grad School of Social Work,
Rm 238, 1207 W Oregon; 1101 W Oregon, U 344-2223
86
McDONALD, Jerome Joseph, BA , Asst, Chem .333-3509
& Chem Eng, 472 E Chemistry, 209 E Green St
C 356-6748
McDONALD, Mary Sue, Statistical Clerk 333-63m
Agr Econ, 408 Mumford Hall; 509 E Stoughton,
Apt 301.C, 352-0704 . 1
McDONALD, Vincent J, BS, Principal Res 333-3920
Eng & Assoc Prof, CE, 1243 CEB; 2112
Boudreau, U 344-6545
McDONALD, Ward, BS, Head Resident, 333-054JI
Babcock Hall, Dean of Students, Housing Div,
Babcock Counseling Office, URH 129 Babcock
Hall 332-3746
McDONALD, William Earl, Driver PP, PPSB M
2505 Slayback Dr, U 367-6546
McDOWELL, Austin Johnston, MM, Prof 333-3360
Music, Rm 11 SMH; 710 S Elm, C 356-7101
McDOWELL, Samuel Jordan, BS, Elec Tech 1. .333-
Computer Sci, 14 DCL; 2003 Ola Dr, C 352-9624
McDUGLE, Marcia Louise, MS, Chem Lib. ...333-1
Asst, Instr, Lib, 257 Noyes Lab; 1971 D Orchard
St, U 344-0902
' McELHANEY, Emily Robison, BS, Ext Adviser. 732
Coop Ext Serv, Home Ec, Logan County, 120 S
McLean St, RR 3 Lincoln 732-4680
' McELWAIN, William John, Storekeeper II 333
Coor Sci Lab, 164 CSL; 264 Illinois Dr
Rantoul 892-8467
' McELWEE, Lela B, Natural Sci Lab Asst II. . . ,333-j
Microbiology, 231 Burrill Hall; 360 White St,
Sidney 688-2226
* McELWEE, Willadean, Secy, Vocational Agr. .333-1
Serv, 434 Mumford Hall; 1402 Paula Dr, C 356-^
* McELYA, Glyn Allen, Ironworker, PP, PPSB...
6 Henson Rd, Villa Grove 832-3774
* McEVOY, Robert Joseph, Elevator Mechanic. .
.
PP, PPSB, 1211 W Springfield Ave, C 356-0132
* McFALL, Delores Photopulos, Clerk II 333
174 Illini Union; 512 S State St, C 356-4305
* McFARLAND, Helen Spoonamore, Secy 333
Marketing, 340 Commerce West; 2204
Fletcher, U 367-3287
* McFARLAND, John Jr, Janitor, PP, PPSB
Box 101, Seymour 687-4621
* McFARLAND, T Norman, BA , Assoc Prof 333
Art, 129 FAB; RR 2 U 469-7572
McCLAINE, Jeffery Lynn, Janltor.PP, PPSB
17 Raintree Dr, C
* McGEACHY, John Donald, MS, Asst, ME
205 MEL; 1954-C Orchard Downs, U
* McGEE, George Knighton, BA, Res Asst 333
SHC-BRC, 35 E Armory; 2061 B Orchard
St, U 344-4048
* McGEE, Harold, Supervising Farm Foreman. .. 333
Hort, Hort Farm; 501 S David St, Sidney 688-2:
* McGEE, Loretta Cecilia, Maid, Housing Div
709 E North, Monticello 762-7103
* McGEHE, Douglas H, Subforeman, Grounds...
PP, PPSB; 206WStanage, C 356-4927
* McGILL, John Elliott, DDD, Prof, Elem Educ . 333
301 Educ Bldg; 1105 S New St, C 352-8033
* McGLAMERY, Marshal D, PhD, Asst Prof .... 333
Agron, Ext Agron, 215 Davenport Hall; 35
Lange Ave, Box 277, Savoy 822-5603
* McGLASSON, Bruce Edward, BS, Instr, Mil .. 33
Sci, 111W Armory; 2710 W Kirby, C 352-011
* McGLATHERY, James Melville, PhD, Asst 33
Prof, Germanic Lang & Literature; 373 LH;
1204 Thomas Dr , C 352-6902
* McGLAUGHLIN, Margaret, Typist-Clerk III .. 333-07'
Acctg Div, Bus Ofc, Rm 245 Adm; Muncie 548-2Sf
McGLOTHLIN, Margaret, MA, Asst Editor. .. .333-25'
Ofc of Agr Publications (Emerita) , 123 Mumford jf
Hall; 810 West Park, C 352-6374
* McGOWAN, Ward Gale, Asst Farmer, Dixon. .949-|
Springs Agr Cntr; Rt 2 Simpson 949-3267
* McGRATH, Joseph Edward, PhD, Prof
Psychology, On Leave
* McGRATH, Lynette Fay Russell, PhD, Instr ..
Engl, 302 EB; 409 E Oregon, U 367-8655
McGREAL, Kathleen Ann, Digital Computer. .. 33
Operator I, DCS, Rm 162 DCL; 509 E Stoughton
Apt 101, C 359-3450
* McGREAL, Thomas Leo, MS, Res Asst 33
Educ Placement Ofc, 140-D Educ Bldg; 401 E
Wabash, Rantoul 892-9327
McGREEVY, Carrie, Adm Secy, Coll of Vet ...333r
Med, 135 Vet Med; 1108 S Lincoln, U 344-0047
McGREEVY, Carolyn Dale, Lib Clerk II 333'
Catalog Dept, Library, 246 Lib; 905 S First,
356-5269
* McGREGOR, John Charles, PhD, Prof 33
Anthropology, 109 Davenport Hall; 1506 S
Carle Ave, U 367-3020
* McGREGOR, Otis Wayne Jr, MS, Res Asst . .
.
Mech & Indus Eng, 105 Mech Eng Lab; 23K S
First St, Apt 204, C 344-4501
McGUGAN, Ruth E, PhD, Prof, Engl 3
310 EB; 1417 Scottsdale Dr, C 359-3844
McGUIRE, Catherine, Clerk-Typist II 3
Dept of Computer Sci, 260 DCL; 1818 Valley
Rd, C 356-6223
* McGUIRE, Curtis A, Accelerator Tech II 3
Physics, NRL; 1605 W Church St, C
McGUIRE, Howard Jr, BS, TchrAsst, Psych. .333-6121
425 Gregory Hall; 604 E Stoughton, C 356-2261
McGUIRE, Lucille, Clerk-Typist II, Rehab ... 333-4605
Educ Serv, Tm 124 Rehab Educ Cntr; RR 3
C 586-4733
McGUIRE, Mary Evelyn, Clerk-Typist II 333-2180
Bursar's Dlv, Bus Ofc, 100 Adm Bldg; 1605
W Church, C 356-5873
McGUIRE, Raymond J, MS, Coll of PE 333-3510
204 Huff Gym; 2020 N Mattls Ave, Apt 302A
C 356-2354
tMcGURK, Florence F, BA , Res Asst, State .. .333-0802
Water Survey, 133 State Water Survey; 2709
Sangamon Dr, C 356-2685
McHARRY, John Williams, MD, Asst Prof 333-2824
Health Sci, 272 Health Center; 1607 Lincoln
Rd, C 356-5041
KMcHATTON, (Mrs.) Florence, BS, Clerk- 333-1620
Stenog HI, Diagnostic-Res Lab, State Dept
of Agr, 10 Vet Med Annex; 504 W Illinois
U 367-4112
McHENRY, Jeanine R, Clerk-Typist II 333-3245
NonAcademic Personnel, Rm 113 Davenport;
: lora Dr, C 352-6400
McHENRY, Marlene Jennnettee, Secy, Sec
. . .
333-4230
& Continuing Educ, 805 West Pennsylvania;
1601 West Park, C 356-5839
McINNES, Allan William, MS, Res Asst 333-2054
Dept of Computer Sci, 110 ERL; 1010 W Green
#221, U 332-2176
McINTOSH, Alan William, BS, Tchr Asst
Zoology, 601 W Springfield, C 352-3413
McINTOSH, Alice Reid, BA, Asst II, 333-3017
Natural Sci Lab, School of Life Sciences, 313A
Natural History; 307 E Green, Apt 6, C 344-2342
McINTOSH, Howard Arthur, Electrician, PP
PPSB; 210 W Washington, U 367-2447
McINTYRE, Charles John, PhD, Prof, Psych
. .
333-3370
Dir, Ofc of Instructional Resources, 205 S Goodwin;
2016 Zuppke Dr, U 365-1323
McINTYRE, Evelyn Kistler, Clerk II, Robert
. .
.333-3287
Allerton Park, Cisco 2351
McINTYRE, Robert R, Janitor, PP, PPSB
Box 295, U
McJUNKIN, Mary Clarke, BS, ME, Asst 333-3757
Elem Educ, Rm 390 Educ Bldg; 102 N Gregory,
Apt 8, U 367-1461
McKAY, JohnP, MA, Instr, History.; 333-4176
306 Armory, 408 Hessel, C 359-3556
McKEE, Richard Donald, II, BA, Grad Asst
Music, 1711 W University Ave, C 356-5778
tfoKEIGHEN, Loretta Mavis, Clerk-Stenog HI .333-3340
Inst of Government & Public Affairs, 1201 W
Nevada; 612 W Illinois, U 367-3747
vIcKEIGHEN, Ronald Eugene, MS, Res Asst ,. 333-1383
Materials Res Lab, B12 MRL, 612 W Illinois
U, 367-3747
«lcKENNA, Jon Francis, MA, Asst, History
.
.333-2099
235 A Armory; 1011 S First St, Aptl, C 359-2716
rfcKENNA, Thomas Michael, MS, Tchr Asst
.
.333-2056
Math, 10 Illlnl Hall; 1310 West University Ave,
U 367-8062
/IcKENZIE, Elizabeth Adams, BS, Editor 333-1309
Dean of Students, 310 Student Services Bldg;
1515 W Charles, C 356-0985
rtcKENZIE, Rosalind E, AB, Secy, Cntr of 333-3376
Zoonoses Res, Vet Res Farm; 606 North New,
C 356-5432
IcKENZIE, Tonl Adele, Clerk-Typist II , Grad. 333-0037
Coll; 338 Adm Bldg; 715 W Vine St, C 356-4048
IcKENZIE, Wyck, Lab Mechanic, CE 333-6913
1135 CEB; 715 West Vine , C,_
_
356-4026
IcKey, BeulaV., MS, Asst Prof, Nutrltloh.
.
.333-2289'
Home.Econ, 445 Bevier Hall 333-3824
1404 Granview, C 352-3895
IcKIBBEN, George Elvert, MS, Assoc Prof. .. 949-2101
Agron, Dixon Springs Agr Cntr, RR 2 Simpson
949-3198
IcKIM, Fred Owen, Painter, Housing Dlv 333-3450
Rm 14, Lincoln Ave Residence; 520 E Main St,
Areola 268-3530
IcHNLEY, Belva Louise, Natural Sci Lab 333-2417
Asst I, Coll of Vet Med, 333 Vet Med; 710
Tawney Court, C 356-9277
tcKINLEY, Homer Manfred, Janitor Foreman
.
.
165 Illlnl Union(e); 106 W Vine, C 356-3642
:cKINLEY, Raymond Ralph, MS, Res Asst 333-2316




cKINNEY, David Henry, Jr, Driver, PP, PPSB
514 S Vicotr, C 356-1572
cKINNEY, Doris Marie, Voucher Examiner.
. . 356-3786
Soil Conservation Service, USDA, 200 W Church
St; 514 South Victor, C 356-1572
cKINNEY, Marilyn, Clerk-Stenog III 333-0709
Journalism, Coll of Journalism & Communications,
119b Gregory Hall; 1722 Paula Dr, C 356-7362
cHNNON, George Edward, Janitor, PP, PPSB
1008 W White St, C 352-6636
cKINZIE, Lermond E, BS, Assoc Prof, Coop
Ext Service, Asst State Leader of Farm
Advisers, Emeritus; 1007 S Western, C 352-6419
;KNIGHT, Curtis Claude, MS, TchrAsst ...333-2056
Math, 10 IH; Box 179, 1010 W Green, U 332-2438
McKNIGHT, George Francis, BA, Asst, Chem
& Chem Eng, 305 NL; 408 W Oregon St,
U 367-2209
* McKNIGHT, Ruth B, Secy, Advertlsle 333-1602
103 Gregory Hall; 1208 Theodore Dr, C 356-3015
* MCLAUGHLIN, Harry Donald, BS, Ext Advlser.364-2356
Agr, Coop Ext Service, Marshall-Putnam County;
300 Edward St; 1300 Bryan St, Henry 364-2660
* MCLAUGHLIN, James Lloyd, MS, Asst, Plant.333-0604
Path, 25-2 Davenport Hall; 2405 Campbell Dr,
C 359-3239
* MCLAUGHLIN, John Bruce, BS, Instr, 333-2337
Police Training Inst, 608 1/2 Green St; c/o
Hendrick House, Rm 224, 904 W Green St, U
MCLAUGHLIN, Thomas Graham, PhD, Asst.
.
.333-3972
Prof, Math, 244 Illini Hall; 707 S 6th St, C 344-3987
McLEISTER, Elizabeth Ottille, MS, Asst 333-3526
Chem & Chem Eng, 355 East Chemistry; 1010 W
Green St, #246, U 332-2199
McLENDON, Helen Joan, MEd, Grad Asst,
.. .333-1096
Educ, 398 Educ; 805 S 1st, Apt 36, C 356-6084
McLEVIGE, Judith Ann, BA, Grad Asst 333-3935
Undergraduate Library, 101 Lib; 1010 W Green,
Rm 238, U 332-2191
McLOUGHLIN, Patrick Joseph, AB, Asst 333-1939
Phllsosphy, 219a, 201 S Wright, C352-3602
* McLURE, William Paul, PhD, Dir Bureau of.. 333-3023
Educ Res & Prof of Educ Adm & Supervision,
288E Educ Bldg; 203 W Delaware, U 367-5318
McMAHAN, Earl Ray, MA, Grad Asst, Math. .333-6328
325 YWCA; 606 S Locust, C 352-5309
* McMAHON, Lawrence P. Bldg Eng, Assembly .333-3144
Hall; RR 2, C 822-5551
* McMAHON, Walter Wolcott, PhD, Assoc ... .333-4579
Prof, Econ, 431 Commerce West; 405 E Colo
Ave, U 367-3990
+McMICHAEL, Paul, BS, General Mgr & 333-3730
Publisher, Illlnl Publishing Co. , 20 Illini Hall;
103 Norht Coler, U 367-1690
*+McMORRIS, Helen E, Secy to Chief , State. ...344-1481
Geological Survey, 121 Natural Resources;
124 Shady Lawn Dr, Rantoul 892-4553
* McMULLEN, Betty Caroline, Secy, Statistlcal.333-4821
Service Unit, 54 Adm, 607 S Emerson Dr,
Montlcello 762-3687
* McMULLEN, Charles Richard Jr,. Natural Sci . .333-1644
Lab Asst I, EE, 237A EEA, 902 N Lincoln
Ave, U
,
McMULLEN, Rosemary Cecile, AM, Asst.... 333-1335
Enol. 'SIS KB. 10(16 S 3rd St. C 359-4181
* McMURRAY, Foster, fhD, Assoc rtof. Hist, .jjj-2446
& Phil of Educ, 373 Educ Bldg; 1817 Hemlock
Dr, C 352-1753
* McNABB, Robert Lee, Operations Supervisor.. 333-0690
165 LUlnl Union, Box 24 Bondville 863-5130
* McNAMARA, John Joseph, Sr Machinist Welder
PP, PPSB; 1705 Glen Park Dr, C 352-2957
* McNAMARA, Thomas Charles, MA, Dir of.. .333-2873
Guidance, University High School, 104d Univ
High School; 205 Country Fair Dr, Apt 48, C
352-0620
» McNAMARA, William Thomas, BS, Asst Ext, .844-3622
Adviser, Coop Ext Serv, Agr, Livingston. County,
2221/2 W Madison; 711 W Lincoln St,
Pontlac 844-6093
* McNATT, Emmett B, PhD, Prof of Econ 333-3093
327 DKH; 202 E Pennsylvania Ave, U 367-6509
» McNATTIN, Audrey Mae, AB, Specialist in ..333-3430
Educ, Inst for Res on Exceptional Children, 104
Commerce Annex; 1006 Country Squire~Dr, U
367-9982
McNATTIN, Raymond B, Electrician Foreman
PP, Retired; 404 1/2 W Vine St, C 352-2367 "
' McNEELY, Nolan Vance, Janitor Foreman, PP. .......
.
PPSB; 1413 Scottsdale Dr, C
' McNEIL, Karen Graflage, BM, Asst, Music.. 333-2471
Practice Annex 104; 203 S Fourth St, C 352-8092
McNEILL, Billy Barton, Instruments 333-1941
Measurement Tech II, Measurement Program,
Eng Exp Sta, 207 EE Res Lab; RR 1, Pesotum 867-2345
' McNEILL, Gerald Blair, Janitor, Housing Dlv
502 W Bradley, C 356-4402
McNELY, Robert Dale, Lab Mechanic, Mln
.. .333-2909
Met, & Pet Eng, 150 Met & Mln Bldg; 1316
Williamsburg, C 356-5745
McPHEETERS, Samuel Thomas, Janitor, PP, PPSB
804 Longvlew Rd, Montlcello 762-4351
McPHERSON, Gary Leland, MS, Asst, Chem. ;..
& Chem Eng, 19 N Noyes Lab; 708 S New
St, C 352-8987
McPHERSON, William Heston, PhD, Prof 333-2381
Econ, Coll of Com and Bus Adm, Inst of Labor &
Indus Relations, 209 ILIR Bldg; 62 Greencroft,
C 356-5541
McPKE, Elizabeth Ann, BA, TchrAsst, Econ
Rm 113 Commerce Annex; 1201 W Oregon,
University Club, C 333-1714
McQUARRTE ."Duncan Muir, MS, Res Asst 333-0989
Cntr for Instructional Res & Clrriculum Evaluation,
270A Educ Bldg; 2002C Orchard St, U 344-4920
McQUEEN, Marjorle, DSW, Assoc Prof .333-4123
of Social Work, Res Social Worker, Children's Res
Center, Jane Addams Grad Schl of Social Work &




McQUEEN, Marjorle Marie, DSW, Res Social 333-4123
Worker & Assoc Prof School of Social Work, CRC;
1305 Brighton, U 367-9675
* McRAE, Daniel George, PhD, Asst Prof, Math333-1671
227 IH; 2704 W Kirby, C 359-3406
* McREYNOLDS, Warren Earl, BS, Res Asst.
.. , 333-2*24
Dairy Sci, 220 Animal Sci Lab; 1107 l/lw Oregon
U 344-3138
* McVAY, Millard Sayre, PhD, Prof, EE, 376.. .333-2861
EEB; 504 S Broadway, U 367-6519
McVEIGH, Thomas Alexander, Jr, BA , Asst
Microbiology, 601 S Fourth St, #6, C
*+McVICKER, Leonard Darwin, BS, Chemist
State Geol Survey, Emeritus, 1625 Kutch,
Flagstaff, Arizona 774-6214
* McVICKER, Lewis E, Elec, PP, PPSB
2410 E Main, U 367-2631
"
* McVITTIE, George Cunllffe, PhD, Head 333-3090
Astronomy, 103 Observatory; 404 W Michigan
Ave U 344-5996
* McWARD, Walter William, Herdsman foreman. 333-3439
An Sci, Poultry Farm, RR 3,
U
344-0364
* McWHORTEK, John Clifton, MS, Instr, Theoretical. ,.
.
& Applied Mechanics, 124 Talbot Lab; 1834 B
Orchard Place, U 344-4687
* McWHORTER, Leland Edward, Inventory Clerk333-2812
159 EEB, Box 75, Sadorus 598-7355
* McWHORTER, Margaret R, Secy, Coll of
.... 333-1937
Vet Med, 155 Veterinary Medicine Bldg 333-1533
Box 75, Sadorus 598-7355
MEAD, William Roberts, Ph.D. , Asst. Prof. ..333-3485
Psych., 129 N. Race St., U
1408 S. Vine, U 367-0133
MEADER, Sheryl Lee, B.S., Grad. Asst. .... 333-4644
Ofc. of Student Pars., Wardall Hall 33 -4322
Counseling Ofc.
, Dean of Women 2 14 Wardall
1010 West Illinois St. 332-4322
* MEADOR, Bud Joseph, A.B., Asst. Dir. 333-4805
Statistical Serv. Unit, 54 Adm. Bldg.
3405 William St. 356-5938
*+MEADOR, Ellen Jo, Clerk-Stenog. n 333-1621
111. State Dept. of Agr. , 10 Vet. Med. Annex
1201 Brlarcllff Dr., U 367-2039
* MEANS, Sally Sue, Statls. Clerk 333-3555
Bur. of Inst. Res., 1011 W. Springfield, U
607 Harwood Court 359-1181
MEARS, Larry Laverne, B.S., Asst. Ext. Adv.. 854-5946
Agr.
,
Macoupin County Coop Ext. Serv.
126 N. Broad St., Carlinvllle
Loomis Lane, RR 1, Carlinvllle 854-8968
* MEASELL, James S., B.A. , Asst., Speech ... 333-2818
249 Armory
1107 W. Oregon, Apt. 2, U 344-3611
* MECH, William Paul, M.S., Tchr. Asst..... 333-2697
Math., 204 Y.W.C.A.
419 Falrlawn, U 367-0676
* MECHTLY, Eugene Antls, Ph.D., .:• 33374
/
152
Asst.' Prof. , EE, Rm. 312GEERL /
1003 Mumford Drive, U 365-1716
MECUM, Judith Ann, M.Ed., Head Resld. ... 332-3476
Ofc. of Student Pers. & Dean of Women
129 Blalsdell Hall
906 College Court, U 332-3476
* MECUM, Maurice Galle, Fire Capt.
, PP Dept.
PPSB; 1700 Jeanne St. 356-5998
* MEDANIC, Jura], Maglstar of Sci. , Res. Asst.333-6107
CSL, 4-107 CSL; 105 E. John 356-1165
* MEDDOCK, R. Dodds, M.A., Grad. Asst 333-6667
Phil.
, 2 GH; 602 Scottswood, U 367-4259
* MEDROW, Roger Warren, JRouteman Helper ...333-1653
Purchg. Dlv., Bus. Ofc, CRS
2004 Country Squire Dr.
, U 365-2098
* MEEDEN, Glen Dale, M.A., Tchr. Asst 333-4793
Math., 224 Y.W.C.A.
508 W. Columbia 356-8978
* MEEHAN, Thomas Clarke, Ph.D., Asst. Prof. .333-1116
Span., Ital., SPortug., 320 Armory
603 S. Lincoln, U 344-0600
* MEEKER, Russell WilberSr., Supr. Motor Veh.333-3531
Security Ofc. , 109 Serv. Bldg. Annex
1310 Glendale Dr. 352-4757
*+MEENTS, Wayne Franklin, Assoc. Geol. Eng. 344-1481
State Geol. Surv. , 104 NR 115-26.9
1510 Delmont Court, U 367-3316
* MEES, Carl Fred., Ph.D., Ext. Adv., Chmn. 663-2620
Cook County Coop Ext. Serv.
Rm. 250, 10 N, LaSalle St., Chicago
408 E. Euclid, Arlington Heights 253-9432
MEHAFFEY, Adelle Jeanne, B.A. , Asst 333-2305
Educ. Lib. , 100 Lib.
804 E. Pennsylvania, U 367-8161
* MEHAFFEY, John Stanley, Janitor, Hsng. Dlv.
.
.
804 E. Pennsylvania, U 367-8161




, Univ. Press (retired)
1306 East Illinois, U 367-3291
* MEHR, Margaret C.
,
Chief Payroll Clerk ... . 333-2182
Bursar's Dlv., Bus. Ofc, 100 Adm.
610 Haines 356-1579
* MEHR, Robert Irwin, Ph.D., Prof, of Fin 333-4521
Fin., 196 Com., West; 610 Haines 356-1579
MEIER, Charlene, Clerk-Typist I, EE 333-6310
.
312 EERL; 1402 Mumford Dr., U 367-7639
* MEIER, Derald Don, Chief Clerk, Prchg. Dlv. 333-0137
Bus. Ofc, 114 Armory; RR2, U 367-3770
MEIER - MILES
* MEIER, Eugene W. , Janitor, Hsng. Dlv
RR2, St. Joseph 583-4585
* MEIER, Evelyn Gay, Student Pers. Trainee . . 332-
Ofc. of Student Pers. & Dean of Women
Lundgren 109; 1215 S. 4th St. 332-0219
MEIER, (Mrs.) Leota Mae, Clerk-Stenog. Ill 333-
Dairy Sci. , 215 ASL; Royal 583-4405
* MEIER, Sharon K. , NSL Asst. I 333-
Coll. of Vet Med. , 31 VMB
201 1/2 W. Healey St. 352-8228
* MEINHARDT, W. L. , Ph.D., Asst. Prof 333-
Span., Ital., &Portug., 381 LH
2904 W. Daniel 356-1436
* MEINHEIT, Donald F. , B.S., Res. Asst 333-
Civil Eng., 117 TL
2 8 Juniper Drive 352-3325
* MEINZ, Marvin Rudolph, M.A. , Asst 333
Germ., 512 E. Chalmers St,
2040A Orchard St., U 344-4671
* MEISS, Linda Arlyn, B.A. , Asst., Zool. ... 333
439 Morrill Hall
304 W. Locust St., Apt. 2, U 367-9774
+MELAHN, Sally Anne, Typist I, Univ. Civil 333
Serv. System., 1205 W. California, U
1715 A Valley Road 352-2457
* MELAHN, Sally Clasen, Clerk I, Serials Dep. 333
Lib., 12 Lib. ; 1719 Valley Rd. 352-2457
* MELIN, John William, Ph.D., Assoc. Prof. ..333
Civil Eng., 203 EH
2418 Sangamon 359-2955
MELSTED, Sigurd Walter, Ph.D., Prof. of.. 333
Soil Chem. , Agron. , S-510 TH
607 E. Washington, U 367-1613
* MELTON, Lewis K. , NSL Asst. IL Microbiol. 333
2 64E Burrill Hall
502 S. Spruce, Villa Grove 832-3665
MELVILLE, James Edward, B.A. , Tchr. Asst. ...
Econ., Rm. 20 DKH
1390 Spruce, Golesburg 343-4344
* MELVIN, Bernice Biola Elisabet S., B.A
Asst., French, HH 304
404 S. Birch, U 367-8894
MELVIN, Judith Ann, B.S., Tchr. Asst...... 333
Math. , Rm. 10 IH
109 E. Chalmers, Apt. 8 359-4964
MELZER, Stuart Michael, M.S., Instr., EE ..333
52 EEB; 602 E. Stoughton, Apt. 21 359-2107
MEMERING, Melvln Nicholas, A.B., Asst. 333
Chem. & Chem. Eng., 450 NL
60 6 W. Ohio, U
813 Bakewell St. , Covington, Ky. 581-3830
* MENACHER, Donna Mae, Acct. Clerk II ..... 333
Bursar's Div. , Bus. Ofc. , 162 Adm.
RR2 352-2149
* MENACHER, Harold Joseph, Herdsman, 333
Dairy Sci., S. Lincoln Ave. Dairy Barns
RR2 352-2149
MENDEL, Clifford William, Ph.D., Prof..... 333
Math., 376 AH; 1208 N. Berkley, U367-1983
MENGES, (Mrs.) Evelyn, A. A., Chief Clerk . .333
Botany, 297 Morrill Hall
326 North Fair 356-7004
* MENGES, Gay Elizabeth, M.A., Asst. Edit. 333
Univ. Press, 121 UP
1678 Valley Road 352-6966
* MENGES, La /wence Walter, Janitor Frmn. ...
PP Dept. PPSB
707 E. Lincoln, St. Joseph 469-3301
* MENGES, Robert John, Ed.D., Asst. Prof... 333
Div. of Gen. Studies & Coll. of Educ.
123 AH; 1678 Valley Rd. " 352-6966
* MENNENGA, Marshall Deon, Herdsman.... .333
Dairy Sci., S. Lincoln Ave. Dairy Bams
309 S. Elm, St. Joseph 469-7504
MENNENGA, Marvin Martin, Herdsman 333
Dairy Sci. , Dairy Round Bam
RR 1 , Thomasboro 694-2816
MENNENGA, Sharon Rae, Clerk-Typist II .... 333
Health Serv. , Rm. 77 Health Center
RR. 4 359-3351
* MERANTO, Philip Joseph, Ph.D., Asst. Prof. 333
of Govt. & Polit. Affairs, Asst. Prof, of
Pollt. Sci., 1201 W. Nevada, U
1811 Carle Drive, U 344-0858
* MERCER, Albert E. , Refrigeration Mech
Sub-Frmn., PP Dept., PPSB
1403 W. Green St. 352-5656
* MERCER, George Edward, Res. Lab. Shop ...333
Supervisor, TAM, 319 TL
222 Ocala Drive, Bayles Lake, Loda 386-2046
MERCER, Joseph Oliver, M.S., Tchr. Asst. 333
Math., 122 Arcade; 605 S. Prairie
* MERCER, Norman Barrett, Compositor 333
Printing Dlv., UP, 234 UP
2603 East High St., U 367-9538
* MEREDITH, Dale Dean, M.S., Instr... 333
Civil Eng. , 3211 CEB
801 E. Michigan, U 367-4513
MEREDITH, Nlla Marie, Clerk-Typist III .... 333
Physics, 327 PB
402 South Race, Apt. B, U 365-1473
* MERGELKAMP, John Joseph Jr., Carpenter
PP Dept., PPSB























MERIDITH, Russell Darrell, B.S., Ext. Adv. 452-7255
Agr. , Cass County Coop Ext. Ser.
200 E. Beardstown St. , Virginia
221 E. Springfield St., Virginia 452-3871
MERKELO, Henry, Ph.D., Asst. Prof., EE
. . .
333-2482
117 GEL; 1615 W. Park 356-8160
MERLO, Mary Louise, Clerk-Stenog. Ill 333-3622
PP Dept., 276 Adm. Bldg.
400 Briar Lane, Apt. 3 359-2032
MERIFIELD, Francis Eugene, Elect. Tech. II 333-1446
CSL, 215 CSL; 1413 Winding Lane 356-3003
MERRIMAN, Edmund Alan, M.S., Res. Asst. 333-4707
Min. , Met., & Petr. Eng., Ill MMB
1616 Chevy Chase 352-6925
MERRIMAN, Letha Myrl, Kitchen Helper 333-3287
Allerton House, Monticello
807 S. Emerson, Monticello 762-4006
MERRITT, Don Wlndfield, Eng. Draftsmn. II 333-0923
PP Dept., PPSB; 1312 Glendale Dr. 356-1728
MERRITT, J. Levering Jr. , Ph.D., Prof 333-0047
Civil Eng., 2122 CEB
365-2591
Master Lab. Mech. 333-3696
396-7394
333-3431
2210 Fletcher St., U
* MERRTTT, Kenneth Eugene,
Machine Shop, 108 CSL
Box 102, Ludlow
MERRITT, Martha Jill, Clerk-Stenog. Ill
Zool., 287 Morrill Hall
48 E. John St. 356-8558
* MERRITT, Richard Lawrence, Ph.D 333-2574
Assoc. Prof, of Polit. Sci., Res. Assoc. Prof.
in Communications, 327 LH
715 West Indiana Ave., U 344-4573
MERRITT, William Peter, Distr. Clerk 333-1690
PP Dept. , Ofc. of Campus Arch.
505 S. McCullough, U 367-7331
* MERRY, Richarc A.
,
Janitor, PP Dept. , PPSB. .
.
. ; _665 N. Piatt St. , Bement 3321
JMESHON/ 6teven Philip, M.A. , Asst 333-0321
Span.Tltal., SPortug., 909 S. 6th
1107 S. Euclid St., Apt. 7 356-8721
* MESKER, Louis Henry, Fireman, PP Dept. PPSB
1902 Willow Road, U 367-0989
MESRI, Gholamreza, M.S., Res. Asst 333-6985
Civil Eng., 226BCEB
1110 W. Springfield, U 344-1942
MESSIER, Ronald Francis, M.A. , Asst. , Engl.333-1656
Rm. 104, 907 S. 6th
509 East Green, Apt. 1
,
344-0906
* MESSMAN, Howard Arthur, M.S. Chem. Eng. 333-0258
M.S. Lib. Sci., Math. Llbm. , Lib., 216 AH
1214 Julie Drive 352-8743
* MESSMAN, Marjorie Caroline, M.Ed. ...... 333-4654
Tchr. Asst.
,
Div. of Gen. Studies, Verbal
Communication, 124 AH
1214 Julie Dr. 352-8743
MESSMAN, Myla Marie, Clerk-Stenog. Ill ..,.333-1560
Ofc. of Exec. Vice-Pres. & Provost, 349 Adm.
404 S. Prairie St. , Spt. 9 352-0629
MESSMAN, Wayne Wilbur, Carpenter, PP Dept..
PPSB; Sadorus 598-3375
* MESSAMORE, Sharon Smith, M.T., B.A 333-2349
NSL Asst III, Coll. of Vet. Med. , Lab 207 VMA
512 W. Springfield 359j-35?2
MESSMORE, Carofjean, Clerk-Stenog. I.... 333-2180
Bursar's Div., Bus. Ofc, 163 Adm.
407 W. Cojumbis, Apt. 3 . 356-2746
METCALF, James Richard, B.S 333^1695
Mech. Constr. Supt., PP Dept., 704 S. 6th Ct.
S. Oak St. , Mahomet 586-3339
* METCALF, Lawrence Eugene, Ph,D 333-1414
Prof., Second. & Cont. Educ, 388 Educ.
1501 Western Ave. 352-4780
* METTER, Barbara Lynn, Clerk-Typist IlTCRC 333-4123
113 CRC
Green Acres Apts. , Apt. 43, Rantoul
METERNICH, (Mrs.) Florence, B.A 285-4303
Asst. Ext. Adv. , Home Econ. , Pike County
Coop Ext. Serv., 125 1/2 S. Madison, Pittsfield
1005 E. Washington St. , Pittsfield 285-4332
* METZ, Robert, Master Lab. Mech., Civil Eng.333-4911
Dynam. Text Lab.; Tolono
* METZCUS, Richard Herbert, M.S
Bur. of Ed. Res., 284E Educ.
Apt. 137, 210 8 White Street 356-9104 '
* METZE, Gemot, Ph.D., Res. Assoc. Prof... 333-3378
of EE, EE & CSL, 4-125 CSL, 375 EEB 333-4121
1112 Devonshire Drive 356-7325
* METZE, Virginia, Res. Asst., CSL, 2-111 CSL. 333-1094
1112 Devonshire Drive 356-7325
METZNER, Barbara, M.S., Asst. Dean of . . . 333-0054
Women, Dean of Students, Student Progs,
and Servs. , 110 SSB
907 W. Stoughton, U 367-7807
* METZGER, John W. , LL.B. , Legal Counsel.
. .
333-0560
258 Adm.; 2 Litchfield Lane 352-1696
* METZGER, Marvin, Ph.D., Prof. Phys. Met. 333-2908
Min., Met., & Petr. Eng., 315 MMB
2409 Carrellton Drive 359-190 6
* MEYER, Charles Thomas, A.B., Grad. Asst. ...
Physiol. & Biophysics, 446 Burrill Hall
509 S. Pine St. -C 359-4014
MEYER, James Melvln, Ph. D 333-4323
Visiting Prof, of Chem. , Chem.& Chem. Eng.
5 Chem. Annex




MEYER, Linda Anne, A. B., Spec Educ. I ... 333-628C
Spec. Educ, Inst, for Res. on Exceptional
Children, Rm. 192 CRC
2315 S. First, Apt. 201 344-108
* MEYER, Martin Marinus Jr. , Ph.D 33 ;
Asst. Prof, of Nursery Mgt., 104 Flor.
1412 Western Ave. 359-3045
* MEYER, Richard Charles, Ph.D., Asst. Prof. 3 -!<
Vet. Path. & Hyg., 64 VMB
511 South Westlawn Ave. 359-3421
MEYER, Rita, B.S., Resid. Hall Counselor. . 332-261J
231 Busey; 1111 W. Nevada, U 332-2615
*+MEYER, Ronald Harmon, Asst. Prof. Agr. Ent. 333-682
Assoc. Entom. ,,Sec of Econ. Entom. , State
NH Surv., 96 NRB; RR 1 Sidney 688-2590
* MEYER, Sharon Kay, Clerk-Stenog. II 333-1922
Brd. of Trustees Ofc. , 354 Adm.
207 E. Healey, Apt. 6 356-2712
* MEYER, William Jeffrey, Asst., Physics 333- f."
251 PB; 1510 Grandvlew Dr., Apt. 2 359-4786
* MEYERHOLZ, George William, D.V.M, 333- '
Asst. Prof. , Vet. Ext. & Vet. Path. & Hyg.
163 VMB; 1111 W. William 356-1410
MEYERS, Alan, A.B., Asst., Rhet. , 304 ....333
58 E. Armory, Apt. 13 359-4015
*+MEYERS, Albert Lawrence, B.S. , Res. Asst. IJ
State Geol. Surv., 234 NR
1513 Hedge Road 359-4945
* MEYERS, Evelyn Roberts, Typing-Clerk in .. . 333-225C
Hsng. Div., 144 Sherman Grad. Resid. Hall
P.O. Box 505, St. Joseph 469-3901
* MEYERS, Grace R. , Secy. Student Dlsclp. ... 333 il
Dean of Students, Students Ofc, Rm. 201
627 1/2 S. Wright St. , C.
511 West Church St
MEYERS, Lulu B. , Chief Clerk
209 W. Park
MEYERS, Nadlne Joy, B.A.E., Tchr. Asst
Art, 116 FAB
1408 McKinley Ave. , Apt. 7
MEYERS, Margaret Jane, County Ext. Secy
Pike County Coop Ext. Serv., 125 1/2 S Madison
Pittsfield
420 N. Monroe St. , Pittsfield 285-3944
MEYERS, Patricia Ann, Illust., Ofc. Agr. Pub. 333-310
58 MH; 502 West Hill St. 352-4808
* MEYERSON, Bernard Lee, A.M., Director... 333-130
Ofc. of For. Student Affairs, 310 SSB
1739 West Haven Drive 352-2565
* MEYERSON, Marlon D. , M.A. 333-223
Clinical Super., Speech, Sp[. Clinic, 601 E. John
1739 West Haven Drive 352-2565
MEZGA, Duane Michael Joseph, B.S
Grad. Tchr. Asst., Bot. , Morrill Hall





* MICHAEL, George William, Prog. Adm. Asst. 333-002
Comp. Sci., 236 DCL
703 E. Colorado, Apt. 202, U 367-7491
+MICHAEL, Linda Ann, Secy. & Recpt 333-140
Athl. Assn. , 123 Assembly Hall
801 Balboa 352-8001
* MICHAEL, Thomas W. , Assmbly H. Attndt. . . 333-314 :
Assembly Hall; 1301 E. Michigan 367-0523
MICHAELS, Barbara Jean, M.S., Res. Asst. 333-651
"Elerti'^Educ , 805 W. Pennsylvania Ave.._
513 Sherman H., 909 S. 5th St. :332-475i
* MICHAELSEN, Robert Herman, B.B.A 333-161
Asst., Accntcy. , 2 DKH
1107 W. Green, Apt. 234, U ' 344-0766
MICHAL, Marilyn, B.S. Mgt. .Head Resid 332-361'
& Coordinator, Saunders H., PAR, Ofc of
Student Pers. & Dean of Woman, 12 9 Saunders H
906 College Court, U 332-3611
MICHALCIK, Joan, A.B., Catalog Asst. .... 333-339'
Cat. Dept. Lib. , 246 Lib.
214 East Gregory. Apt. 201 Linden
MICHELETTI, William James, BSEE ."..;... ..333-230
Tchr. Asst., EE, 155 EEB
1012 W. Daniel
MICHELL, Richard Edward, M.S., Res. Asst. 333-043.
Plant Path. , 2 HFL
205 Delaware, U
*+MICK, Clarence Edwin, B.S. St. Soil Cons.. 356-378!
US Dept. Agr. Soil Cons. Serv.
200 West Church St.
710 West Stoughton, U 367-7198
* MIDDLETON, Charles Lyons, Painter, PP Dept. .
.
PPSB; 108 S. Lombard, Mahomet 586-3347
MIDDLETON, Sandra Ellen, County Ext. Secy. 352-331;
Champaign County Coop. Ext. Serv.
1715 West Slringfleld
504 S. Vine, Mahomet 586-4637
* MIGHT, Julie Anne, Clerk-Typist II, Engl. ... 333-1501
317 EB; 1005 S. 6th St.
MIKESELL, John Lee, M.A
Econ., 112 Com. Annex
RR 1, Mahomet
MILANOVICH, Joan Yeager
Lib. Clerk II, Chem
510 S. Russell St.








Dean of Students, Hsng.
U.R.H. 280 Scott Hall
Div. , 128 Scott C. Ofc.
332-1488
MILES - MITCHELL
* MULIS, Harold Will ard Policeman, PP Dept,
PPSB; 2510 Roland Dr, C 356-7011
* MILLS, Carleton Robert, BS, Res Programmer, 333-6184
Dept of Comp Sci, 84 DCL
1208 W,*Main St, U 365-2436
*+MILLS, Harlow Burgess, BS, MS; PhD, Chief,
NH Surv, Emeritus;
1113 College, Racine, Wise 637-2303
* MILLS, Joan Andrews, BA, MA, Res Asst, ... 333-2171
Statistical Serv Unit, 54 Adm Bldg, Rm 210 707 S
Wright, C; 1208 W Main, U 365-2436
* MILLS, Peggy Thomas, Clerk Typist I, Vis... 333-1363
Aids, 704 S 6th St; 1505 Mayfair Rd, C 356-6355
* MILLS, Steven Harlon, Bach of Arts, Asst,...
Physiology and Biophysics, 446 Burrill Hall
Apt 423, 1107 Green, U 344-5502
MILLS, Queenie Beatrice, Assoc Prof of CD. . .333-0896
Home Econ, 210 CDL 333-3869
1113 Mayfair Rd, C 35 6-580 6
* MILLSAP, Clarence Ray, Herdsman Foreman, . 333-0472
Dept of Dairy Sci, S Lincoln Ave Dairy Barns
RR3, St Mary's Rd, U 344-3165
* MILLSAP, Phyllis Dean, Chief Clerk, Stenog. .333-1601
Bur, 1203 W Oregon, U
Box 93, Murdock 837-2589
* MILLSPAUGH, Muriel M, Typing-Clerk III,
. .
333-0414
Admissions and Records, 177 Adm Bldg
1911 S Prospect, G
+MILLSPAUGH, Orville Wilbur, BS, Accountant 333-3860
Statistician, State Univ Retirement System, 807 S
Lincoln Ave, U; 1911 S Prospect Ave, C 352-0486
* MILNER, Reid Thompson, PhD, Prof and Head. 333-0 130
of Dept, Food Sci, 5 67 Bev Hall
614 W Florida, U 344-6280
* MILTENBERGER, Eileen Mae, Co Ext Secy, .. . 288-1354
Dist 1, Coop Ext Serv, 23 Dixon Nat Bank Bldg,
Dixon; 919 N Dement, Dixon 284-7770
* MILTON, John Whitney, BS, MA, Tchr Asst.
.
.333-2633
Engl, 304 EB; 300 S Goodwin, U 344-2031
* MILTON, Mary Tee, BA, MA, Tchr Asst, Engl. 333-3879
206 EB; 300 S Goodwin, U 344-2031
MIMS, Sue, BS, MA, Head Resident and 332-4309
Coordinator, Ofc of Student Pers and Dean of Women,
116 Wardall Hall; 1010 W Illinois St, U 332-4309
* MINEHART, Donald J, BS, Assigned under A.I. D.
Projects as Adviser on Land and Water Use, Uttar
Pradesh Agr Univ, Pantnagar, Dist Nainital, U.P.,
India
MINER (Mrs) Ethel, Lib Clerk III, Catalog ... 333-3399
Dept, Lib, 246 Lib; RR 3, C 356-2079
* MINER, Margaret Rose, Telephone Opr, Hsng. 333-0133
Div, Rm 45, Clark Hall
403 Louisiana Ave, C
* MINNICK, Ernest Daniel, Electrician, PP Dept.
PPSB; 1213 Hollycrest Dr, C 352-7476
* MINOR, Earl Edward, Draftsman, PP Dept, 333-1695
Ofc of the Campus Arch;
1203 Centennial Dr, C 356-1138
* MINOR, Harry Cameron, BS, Res Asst, Agron. 333-3429
W-307 TH; 1010 E Colorado 45, U 365-3258
* MINOR, James Calvin, Mail Messenger, PP..
Dept; PPSB; 1412 N McKinley Ave, Apt 2, C 356-2880
MINOR, Wanda Irene, Card Punch Opr I,
. . .
333-6184
Comp Sci, 129 DCL; 117 E Daggy, Tolono 485-5190
* MINYARD, Vauldon, Janitor Foreman, Housing.333-1439
Div, Peabody Dr Residence Halls
1702 Jeanne St, C 356-4905
MIREMONT, Lemont Pierre, BA, LSUNO, T;hr. 333-1939
Asst, Phil, 2 19A Gregory Hall
404 Edgebrook Dr Apt 104, C 356-7141
* MIROSH, Larry Wayne, BS, MS, Res Asst, .. 333-2901
Dept of An Sci, An Genetics Bldg
#25 Woodhaven Mobile Home Park, RR 1, U 643-2846
MISCH, Joan, BS, MS, Hort, 203 Flor .333-2123
1211WClark, U 367-3194
* MISCHEL, Theodore, PhD, Visiting Prof of . ..333-1932
Phil, Semester I, 200a Gregory Hall
2010 Boudreau Dr, U
* MISENER, David Leslie, B Com, B Ed, Asst.. 333-4534
Accountancy, 263 Com W
1916 D Orchard St, U 344-0534
MISNER, James Edward Jr, BA, M Ed, Asst...
Physical Educ; 103 E Stoughton, C 356-0607
* MBRA, Rama S, MS, Res Asst, Agr Econ 333-2366
452 Mumford Hall
909 W California, U
* MISRAHI, Jean, AB, PhD, Visiting Prof, ...... 333-4728
French, 179 LH; 907 McHenry, U 367-5688
* MISTRY, Sorab Pirozshah, PhD, Prof of 333-0110'
Blochem, An Sci, 259 ASL
1011 W Green St, C 359-2778
* MITCHELL, Albert Eugene, Painter, PP Dept
PPSB; 409 1/2 Warrington, Danville 443-3165
* MITCHELL, Alfreda G, Clerk-Stenog III 333-0163
Psych, 909 W Nevada
Box 384, 303 E Washington St, Tolono 485-4745
* MITCHELL, Alonzo Juan, Illustrator, Ed 333-0150
Curriculum, 1210 W Springfield
603 E Vine, C 352-1742
* MITCHELL, Charles Harold, Painter, PP Dept..
PPSB; 1819 S Washington St, Danville 442-8290
* MITCHELL, Charles Ross, Policeman, PP Dept,
PPSB; 303 Washington, Tolono 485-4745
* MILES, Halsey Lincoln, B.S., Ext. Adv 333-8016
Agr., Bureau County Coop Ext. Serv.
Agr. Bldg., Princeton
4 Miles Court, Princeton 2-4832
* MILES, JohnC, M.S., M.E., Prof., ME... 333-4910
125 MEB; 1401 N. Coler, U 367-3397
MILES, Russell Hancock, M. Mus., Prof, of
Music, Emeritus; 308 W. Michigan, U 367-9405
MILESIS, Chris Anthony, M.S., Res. Asst... 333-0204
P.E., 305 Huff Gym
206 E. John
* MILEY, George Hunter, Ph.D,





* MILIOTIS, Demetrius, Ph.D., Res. Assoc. .. .333-4662
MRL, 226 MRL
502 W. Griggs St. (311), U 367-6444
* MILLAGE, Everette William, Policeman, PP Dept.
PPSB; 1002 N. Randolph St. 352-4854
* MILLAR, Gera Ascher, M.A. , Instr 333-1125
Slavic, Armory 318; 120 8 Western 359-1513
* MILLAR, Harold Martin, Janitor, PP Dept. ...
PPSB; 1009 E. Michigan, U 367-8542
* MILLAR, James Robert, Ph.D., Asst. Prof. ...333-4595
Econ., 483 Com. West
1208 Western Ave. 359-1513
* MILLARD, Neva Bevis, B.S., Adm. Secy. ... 333-0460
Coll. of Agr. , 101 MH
311 W. University 356-8545
+MILLARD, Velda Alice, Fiscal Asst. to Chief 344-1481
State Geol. Surv. , 105 NR
1505 Delmont Court, U 367-6482
* MILLER, Abraham Hirsh, M.A., Instr. Pol.Scl333-2270
Dir. Data Repository SRL, 332 LH, 3 DKH 333-6572
303 W. Pennsylvania, U
* MILLER, Arnold Lee, Ph.D., Asst. Prof 352-0040
Psychol, CRC; 1207 Newbury Rd. 356-0074
* MILLER, Arthur E., Herdsman, Dept. An. Sci...
(retired); 209 W. Iowa, U 367-2941
MILLER, Carlos Wayne, Painter, PP Dept., PPSB
305 Briar Lane 359-2017
MILLER, Carman Brandt, M.S., Tchr. Asst. 333-4799
Math., 215 Y.W.C.A.
1106 W. Stoughton, U 367-0455
MILLER, Carol Lynn, Ph.D., Asst. Prof. ... 333-1273
Germ. , 319 Armory
804 West Park 352-6802
MILLER, Cathy June, B. A., Asst 333-0440
Span., Ital., & Portug. , 911 S. 6th
909 S. 5th, Rm. 212 332-4647
' MILLER, Charles Frederick III, M.S., Asst. 333-4975
Math. , 122 Arcade
51 E. John St. 356-7180
< MILLER, Charles Raymond, Sheetmetal Wrkr.
.
.
PP Dept., PPSB; 812 W. Park, U
' MILLER, Clifford William, Brickman Frmn
PP Dept., PPSB; 1402 W. Healey 352-2078
' MILLER, Darrell Alvin, Ph.D., Assoc. Prof. . .333-4373
Plant Breeding, S-310 TH
902 East Mumford, U
MILLER, David Brian, M.S.
DGS Biol., 322 NHB
1203 W. Park, U
MILLER, David Lee, M.S.,
•367-8513





466 ERL; 1106 W. Stoughton, 2C, U367-4636
* MILLER, Donald Lee, M. Mus., Asst. Prof. 333-1580
Music & Mus. Ext., 608 S. Mathews
801 S.Mathews 352-1845
* MILLER, Eddy, Electrician, PP Dept., PPSB...
Box 565, Lake Village, Catlin 427-5475




MILLER, Evelyn M. , Maid, Hsng. Div
Rising Rd., RR 3 356-9864
* MILLER, Forest Noel, Janitor, Hsng. Div....
RR2, U 367-9471
* MILLER, George Frederick, Jr. Lab. Mech.. . . 333-0699
Mech. & Indus. Eng., 216 MEB
206 Buena Vista Drive
*+MILLER, Geraldine Epperson, Secy 333-4370
Agr. Res. Serv., USDA, S-212 TH
1222 West William 356-9720
' MILLER, Harry William, Water Stn. Opr., PP Dept.
PPSB; 409 E. White St. 352-6463
' MILLER, Helen Elizabeth, Key Pnch. Opr. I ..333-3490
Ofc. of Instr. Resources, 507 E. Daniel, C.
1602 Hedge Rd. 356-8137
MILLER, Henry Samuel, Accel. Tech. I 333-3191
Physics, Liquifier Bldg. PRL
38 E. John St. 352-0869
MILLER, Howard Russell, M.D., Asst. Prof.. 333-2828
Health Sci., 2 64 Health Center
1002 Lincolnshire Rd. 352-3863
MILLER, Jacquelyn Ann McKay, M.S 442-1540
Asst. Ext. Adv., Home Ecn. , Vermilion County
Coop Ext. Serv., 3803 N. Vermilion, Danville
9 Laurel Drive, Danville 446-7617
MILLER, Jay Wesley, Phys. Sci. Staff Asst. . 333-4161
Civil Eng., Hydr. Eng. Lab. Bldg 1
709 Balboa Dr. 356-6251
MILLER, Joseph, Lineman II, Inst, of Aviation 822-5237
Airport; 1725 W. Haven Dr. 352-2571
;
MILLER, Joseph Arthur, B.S., Accnt. II 333-1757
|
Hsng. Div., 420 SSB
1216 W. Armory 359-3781
* MILLER, Judith Kaye, Typing Clerk in ..... 333-1919
Adms. tx Records, 69 Adm. Bldg.
2 Bridle Lane, U 365-1371
MILLER, Karen Sue, Clerk-Typist I, Lings.. .. 333-4166
309 H Davenport Hall
309 Balboa Drive 356-6251
* MILLER, Larry Dale, Meat Cutter, Hsng. Div. 333-1453
CFS; RR 2_, St. Joseph 694-2698
MILLER, Larry Thomas, A.B., Resid. Asst 333-4482
Hopkins Hall, Dean of Students, Hsng.Div.
Hopkins Counseling Ofc.
380 Hopkins Hall 332-1315
* MILLER, Laurence Hanson, A.M 333-1348
Spec. Lang. Librn. , Asst. Prof. Lib. Adm.
Lib., 128 Lib.; 1304 Mumford, U 367-6279
* MILLER, Lawrence Byrne, BS, Asst Prof of ... 333-4373
Soil Fertility, Emeritus, Agron, S-306a TH
1108 W Daniel, C 352-5544
* MILLER, Leon Jackson, BS, MS, Res Engr EE. .333-2310
Rm 301B EERL; 1222 W William, C 356-9720
* MILLER, Lillian Lynne, Natural Sci Lab Asst. .333-4971
I, Zoology, 549 Morrill Hall
2312 E Main St, U 367-0461
* MILLER, Lillie Fern, Maid, Housing Div
1214 Hollycrest Dr, C 352-6156
* MILLER, Margaret Colleen Puckett, BA, MS,
.
.333-4164
Bibliographer with rank of Instr, Serials Dept, Lib,
Rm 220s Lib; 908 Crestwood Dr, U 367-7566
* MILLER, Mary Margaret, Clerk-Stenog HI, ... 333-3587
Bus Ofc, Purchasing Div, 223 Adm
812 W Church St, U 367-6344
* MILLER, Oscar Clark, BS, Res Asst in Dairy.
.
Sci, 422 ASL; Box 98, Philo 684-5345
* MILLER, Otha Paul, Janitor, PP Dept, PPSB:...
205 Paul Ave, Wilbur Hts, C 352-1206
* MILLER, Patricia Bella, Film Inspector Vis .. . 333-1432
Aids, 704 S 6th; 205 W Jefferson St, Philo 684-5596
* MILLER, Ralph Lawrence, Acctg Clerk III 333-0785
Acctg Div, Bus Ofc, -247 Adm
510 S West Union, Monticello 762-5892
* MILLER, Raymond Jarvis, BS, MS, PhD, . . , , , J333-0486
Assoc Prof, Soil Physical Chem, N-215 TH
2205 Fletcher, U 367-0850
*+MILLER, Robert Adam, BSCE, Res Asst, Asst. .333-4960
Hydrologlst, Civil Eng, State Water Surv, Rm 2 37
WRB; 307 W Clark St, Apt 103, C 352T4339
MILLER, Robert Alan, BS, MS, Physics...... 333-2807
241 PB; 309 S Fifth #1250, C 332-5011
MILLER, Robert Earl, PhD, Assop Prof, TAM. . 333-4130
312 TL; 408 E Mumford Dr, U 367-1796
* MILLER, Robert Lee, Electronics Tech II, ... . 333-6561
Dept Comp Sci, 132 DCL
511 North St, Villa Grove 832-4561
* MILLER, Ronald Francis, Instrument and 333-1941
Measurement Technician I, Measurement Prog, Eng
Exp Sta, 207 EERL; PO Box 681, Tolono 485-7965
MILLER (Mrs), Ruth Mae, Clerk I, Serials ...333-1997
Dept, Lib, Rm 12, Lib,
1114 W Green, C 352-9605
MILLER, Sandra Jean, BS, Grad Asst Ofc of. . 332-4491
Student Personnel and Dean of Women, 914 Wardall
Hall; 1010 W Illinois St, U 332-4491
* MILLER, Stella Fae, Lab Asst I, Zoology 333-4971
549 Morrill Hall; 101 Will, Mansfield 489-4432
* MILLER, Stephen Lee, AB, MA, Asst, History. 333-2099
235 P Armory; 106 N Vine St, U 365-32 62
* MILLER, Tice Lewis, MA, Asst, Speech 333-2818
249 Armory; 110 Flora Dr, C 356-1034
* MILLER, Tice Lewis, MA, Grad Asst, Dept. .. 333-1791
of Theatre, 50c LH. 110 Flora Dr, C
* MILLER, Van, AB, AM, Ed D, LD, Prof, Educ. 333-2155
Adm and Supervision, 321 Educ 333-2156
1114 Mayfair Rd, C 356-4730
* MILLER, Walter Hugh, BSCE, Instr in Gen Eng 333-0329
5 TB; 1216 W Univ, C 359-2432
* MILLER, Wendell Earl, MS, Prof of Elec Eng, .333-2302
and Assoc Head of Dept, EE, 152 EEB
2506 Stanford Dr, C 352-9457
* MILLER, Willard Marshall, BA, Tchr Asst, ...333-6668
Phil Dept, 20 6 GH
2312 E Main St, U 367-0461
* MILLER, William Arthur, ETec Tech #1, Dept. 333-1156
of Comp Sci, Rm 14 DCL;
502 North St, Villa Grove 832-5011
* MILLER, William Henry, BA, Assoc Prof of ...333-2 620
Music, 200ASMH; RR, Mahomet 586-3346
* MILLET, Stanton, PhD, Dean of Students, ...333-1300
Assoc Prof of Engl, 310 SSB
1115 W Charles, C
* MILLICAN, Richard Donald, PhD, Assoc Prof. 333-4559
of Mktg, 355 Com W; 301 Indiana, U 367-2652
* MILLIGAN, Burton Alviere, BS, MA, PhD, ... 333-3914
Prof, Engl, 102c EB
2208 Pond St, U 367-1324
* MILLINGTON, Richard James, PhD, Assoc 333-4370
Prof of Soil Physics, Dept of Agron; Soil Scientist,
Agr Res Serv, USDA, S-215 TH
2210 S Cottage Grove, U
* MILLIREN, Alan Persons, BS, MA, Grad Asst..
Ed Psych; 2110 W White St #148, C 356-9804
* ME/LIS, Dale Evan, MS, Assoc Agron, Agron. .453-2496
161c Agr Bldg, Carbondale
RR 2 , Carterville 985-3413
89
MITCHELL-MORENZ
MITCHELL, Diane Anita, Card Punch Opr II. ..333-4827
Statistical Serv Unit, 54 Adm Bldg
. ,
4 Dunbar Ct, U 367-8184
* MITCHELL, Diana Gale, Secy, Ofc of Public. .333-1085
Information, 131 Davenport House
• 614 W Third St, Homer 896-3702
* MITCHELL, Elizabeth T, Maid, Housing Dlv.
.
413 Locust, Box 312, Tolono 485-3170
•+MITCHELL, Helen Pauline, Acctg Clerk , ... . 344-1481
State Geol Surv, 105 NR
1207 E Main, U 367-7684
* MITCHELL, James Kent, BS, MS, kes Assoc. . 333-0286'
In Agr Eng, 137 AERL
808 S Elm, C 359-1087
* MITCHELL, John Robert, BSIM, NDEA Fellow.
ILIR , 17 ILIR
Apt 2-1, 1101 S Mattls, C 359-2296
MITCHELL, June DeDle, AM, Head Resident.. 332-2836
and Coordinator, LAR, Ofc of Student Pers and Dean
of Women; Apt 146, 1005 S Lincoln Ave, U
MITCHELL, Karen Sue, Acctg Clerk I, Chem, . 333-1239
and Chem Eng, 105 Noyes Lab
RR 1, Villa Grove 832-3081
* MITCHELL, Lois Terpenlng, BS, Coop Ext ... 755-2189
Serv, 1188 Coaltown Rd, E Mollne
1066 29th St, Mollne 764-7896
* MITCHELL, P M, PhD, Prof of German, Assoc.333-0928
Member of the Cntr for Advanced Study, 279 LH
806 W Nevada St, U 344-5333
* MITCHELL, Richard E, PhD, Asst Prof, Hist. . 333-4434
351 Armory; 2204 Broadmoor, O 356-3868
* MITCHELL, Robert Victor, BS, MBA, PhD 333-4552
Acting Dlr, Exec Dev Cntr, 311 Com W
2111 BurllsonDr, U 344-5128
* MITCHELL, Sally Joyce, Bach of Arts, Clerk- 333-0084
Typist III, Psych, 300 Gregory Hall
2044 D Orchard St, U 344-3750
* MITCHELL, Terence Robert, AB, DPA, MA,
.
. 333-0500
Res Asst, Psych, 909 W Nevada
2044 D Orchard St, U 344-3750
* MITCHEM, Homer Leroy, Painter, Housing. .. 333-3450
Dlv, Rm 14, LAR; 213 Main, Savoy 822-5288
* MITSDARFER, Joseph Charles, Fleldman,
. 333-2965
Agron, Agron S Farm Seed House
209 Wilson, Villa Grove 832-2063
MITSDARFER, Carol Ann, Card Punch Opr I,
. .
.333-4815
Statistical Se,ry Unit, Adm, Rm 2-C
209 Wilson Ave, Villa Grove 832-2063
* MITCHELL, Virginia Lee, Clerk-Stenog HI, . ..333-2506
Vet Physiology and Pharmacol, 259 VM
PO Box 740, St Joseph 469-7545
*+MITCHELL, William David, CE, MS, District. 356-5221
Chief, US Geol Surv, 605 S Neil St, C
702 S James St, C 352-4741
* MIYAKE, Satpru John, PhD, Res Asst Prof of.. 333-6126
Physics, Physics, 390 H MRL
307 W Clark, C 356-9576
* MEELL, James Wayne, Farm Foreman, Agron. 949-2 101
Dixon Springs Agr Cntr, Simpson; Simpson 949-3448
* MOAKE, Frank B., PhD, Assoc Prof, Engl 333-3575
316 EB; 206 Edgebrook Dr, C 356-5970
* MOCK, Willis, MS, Res Asst, Physics 333-1170
117 MRL; 1810B Orchard Place, U 344-4838
MOCK, Beverly A., Clerk-Typist I, Computer. 333-2814
Scl, 168 Digital Computer Lab; 1305 W Beslln, U
365-2270
* MOCILAN, Steve G., Refrig Mech, PP, PPSB..
1906 Broadmoor Dr, C 356-6923
* MOCHEL, Jack M. , Ph D, Asst Prof, Physics. 333-4292
102 MRL; 510 S James, C 352-3660
* MOEHN, Loren D. , MS, Asst, Zoology
216 Brookwood Dr, C 356-5606
* MOELLER, Therald, PhD, Prof, Chem & Chem.333-0458
Eng, 252 NL; 303 Flora Dr, C 356-4378
*+MOEN, Elmer M. ,' Contract Specialist, Soil.
. 356-3786
Conservation Serv, USDA, Fed Bldg, 200 W
Church St, C; 65 Spring Lake, Mahomet
586-4645
* MOFF, Robert, Fireman, PP, PPSB; 1714
Willow Rd, U 367-8925
* MOFFITT, Robert H. Janitor Phys. Pint
PP Serv. Bldg.; 200 1/2 S. Market,
Montlcello 762-2462
* MOHR, Carl H., Agr Gardner, Hort, HFL 333-1528
509 S Cottage Grove, U ' 3(65-2001
* MOHR, Marilyn J., Clerk-Typist HI, FAA. .".
Dean's Ofc, 110 Arch Bldg; RR 1, Broadlands
834-3317
* MOHRAZ, Bljan, Ph D, Asst Prof , Ciyll Eng. . 333-6532
417 Enq Hall; 2201 Fletcher/ U
MOISSIDES
, Lydla E*. , BS, Asst, Chem &
Chem Eng, 19A NL; Kendall' Rd, Tyngsboro, Mass
649-7124
* MOLE, Paul A., MS, Res Asst, Physiology ST.
Biophysics, 17 Burrlll Hall; 3219 W Klrby Ave
C 356-9544
* MOLINA, Jean-Alex E., PhD, Asst Prof 333-4250
Agron, Soil Microbiology, N-312 TH; 2204
Southmoor Dr, C 352-2955.
* MOLLET, Mary J., Clerk-Typist II, Air Force. .333-1927
Aero Studies, 222 Armory Bldg; 30 Blue Spruce
Drive, C 356-4684
MOLNAR, Sandor, MS, Asst, PE, Huff Gym...
808 Will St, U 344-0851
* MOLNAR, Donald J., MA, Landscape Arch 333-2440
Campus Development, PP, 704 S 6th St; 1207 W
Healey St, C 352-9079
* MOLUF, James F. , Acct I, Assembly Hall 333-2923
709 W Church, C 356-9569
* MOLUF, Marjorle, Clerk-Steno in, Bur of. . ..333-1949
Community Planning, 1202 W Calif, U
709 W Church, C 356-9569
MONAHAN, Emmet M., BS, Asst, Physics 333-1065
247 PB; Rm 74, 1010 W Green St, U
332-2400
* MONDAL, Mohammad H., MS, TchrAsst 333-2798
Botany', 249 Morrill Hall; 509 E Stoughton, Apt 304
C 352-6780
* MONICAL, Robert C. , Locksmith, PP, PPSB..
2409 E Nevada,' U 365-2353
* MONIGOLD, Gerald E,i BS, Instf, Fireman.. 333-3801
training, Univ Ext, 103 IH; 206 S Draper St, C
359-2649
MONBNGER, William R., BS, Asst, Physics. . .333-3684
251 PB; 11.06 W Stoughton,. U ' 367-4636
* MONK, Janice J., AM, Instr, Geography 333-3349
314 Davenport Hall;, 624 E Green, Apt 14, C
356-5292
+MONKE, Leslie H. , BS, Work Unit Conserv. . .356-8865
SCS, USDA, 240 Country Fair; 1007 Hollycrest
Drive, C 352-2068
* MONRO, Peter E., Ph D, Res Assoc, EE -333-4350
312F EERL; 1940 A Orchard, U 344-1980
* MONROE, Donald ST, MAT, Res Asst, Educ. . .333-0740
Placement, HOG Educ; 403 Brookwood, C
352-8023
* MONROE, KentB., MBA, Asst, Marketing 333-4557
319 Commerce West; 1110 N Lincoln Ave, U
365-1019
* MONSON, Arthur E., Sr Lab Mech, EE 333-1954
66 EEB; 1204 N Clock, C 352-5924
* MONTAGUE, William E. , Ph D, Assoc Prof.. . 333-3138
Psych & CERL, 396c Davenport Hall; 1008
Stratford Dr, C 352-1688
MONTANELLI, Richard G., BS, Res Asst 333-2170
Statistical Serv Unit, 54 Adm, 707 S Wright
Rm 210; 58 E Armory, Apt 10, C 359-4263
MONTASSER, Saadia H. , MBA, Grad Asst 332-3321
Student Personnel & Dean of Women's Ofc
270 Allen Hall; 1005 W Gregory Dr, U
332-3321
* MONTGOMERY, Catherine, Foods Lab Asst.. . 333-2233
Home Econ, 292 Bev Hall; 304 Brookwood Dr, C
* MONTGOMERY, Elaine B., BFA, Asst, UHS...
314 UHS; 2300 1/2 E Unlv, U 367-1420
* MONTGOMERY, Frank W. , BA, TchrAsst 333-1809
Math, 350 AH; 1804-D Orchard Place, U
344-1747
MONTGOMERY, Jeannette C, Secy, SmalL. . .333-1801
Homes Council-Bldg Res Council, 110 Mumford
House; 308 W High St, U 365-2325
MONTGOMERY, G. Paul, MS, Res Asst 333-2787
Physics, 234 MRL; 1205 W Univ Ave, U
365-1835
MONTGOMERY, Stella M., Lab Asst, Physiol..
514 Burrell Hall; 214 Brookwood Dr, C
352-5790
* MONTGOMERY, Susan E., BS, Procedures &,„ 333-U900
Systems Planner I, Auditing Dlv, 801 S Wright, C
1709 W John, C 352-5008
* MONYPENNY, Phillip, PhD, Prof, Political. . 333-3340
Scl, 405 Lincoln Hall, 1201 W Nevada 333-1144
104 E Pa, U 367-5902
MOODY, (Mrs.) Louise S. , MS, Ext Adviser. .332-5391
Home Econ, Bureau Co Coop Ext Serv, Box 176
Agr Bldg, Princeton; 104 S Pleasant St, Princeton
333-8382
* MOODY, M. Marie, Cook, 165IU(E) 333-0700
RR 2, U
MOOL, Dennis L. , Tchr Asst, Cer Eng
ill Cer Bldg; 800 S Mattls, Apt 3, C
352-5324
* MOONEY, Bernard J. , Construction Laborer..
.
PP, PPSB; 613 W Green, C 352-3628
MOORE, A. Doyle, MFA, Assoc Prof , Art 333-3887
124 FAB; 705 W Nevada, U 344-1596
MOORE, (Mrs.) Alma M., Dining Rm Cashier. 333-0700
165 IU; 510 W Third, Homer 896-3124
* MOORE, AsburyC, Ph D, Asst Dean , PE... 333-2129
107 Huff Gym; 1612 W Klrby, C 352-4359
* MOORE, Barry E. , M Ed, Asst, Elem Educ . . . 333-4841
118 FAB; 650 Sherman Hall, C 332-4880
MOORE, Bert, BA, Res Asst, Psych, 129 N...
Race; 1107 W Green 226, U 344-4625
* MOORE, Robert B., Construction Laborer. ..
.
PP, PPSB; 408 E Polk, Tolono 485-5226
* MOORE, Byron K. , MS, Res Asst, Met 333-2179
B48 MRL; 1004 W Clark, U 367-4773
* MOORE, Carol A., Clerk-Typist I, Measure. . 333-3490
& Res, Instructional Resources, 507 E Daniel
Street, C; 403 Briar Lane, C
* MOORE, E. Clarence, Furniture Repairman ..
.
PP, PPSB; 1210 Hedge Rd, C 356-1103
MOORE, Connie R., BA, Tchr Fellow, Spanish.333-0440
Italian, Portuguese, 911 S 6th St; 501 S Prairie
C
* MOORE, Elizabeth A., Clerk III, Admissions. 333-0210
& Records, 69 Adm; 11 Dunbar, Mahomet
586-3390
90





1001 E Michigan St, U 367-6102 C/&W*,
* MOORE, Glenn E.Jr MS, Res Asst. Physics. . . 333-083
2905 MRL; 2"S07 E Calli, U Jb7-3912
* MOORE, Grace, Clerk-Typist II, Air Force... 333-192
Aero Studies, 232 Armory Bldg; 1815 Melanle
Lane, C 356-7386
* MOORE, Hilary W., MS, Physical Scl Tech. . 333-417
Asst, Physics, 443 PB; 1102 W Hill St, U
365-3287
' MOORE, Janet E. , BA, Clerk-Typist HI 333-015
Curriculum Lab, 1210 W Springfield, Rm 205, U
101 W Park Ave, Apt 104, U 367-9551
MOORE, JohnK., MA, Res Asst, CSL 333-620
3-120 CSL; 704 W Oregon, U
* MOORE, JoyW., BA, Soc Work, 1207 W 333-226
Oregon, Rm 127; 1107 W Green, Apt 226, U
344-4625
MOORE, Kenneth E., BA, TchrAsst, Anthro. . .333-185
Rm 13, 1207 W Oregon; 907 W Oregon, U
344-1055
* MOORE, Marion C, Sr Lab Mech, TAM 333-351
319 Talbot Lab; 111 Tolono 485-8790
*+MOORE, Maurice W. , DVM, Vet I, Agr 333-162
9 Vet Med Annex; 204 Bliss Dr, U 344-4018
* MOORE, Michael A., PhD, Res Assoc,
.> 833-462
Physics, 390 J, MRL; 1523 Lincolnshire Dr
Apt 5, C 352-5311
MOORE, (Mrs.) Nancy J., BS, Ext Adviser. ... 942-017
Home Econ, Grundy Co Coop Ext Serv
116 1/2 E Wash St, Morris; RR 1, Morris
942-5021
* MOORE, Nancy N., MA, Instr, Engl, 123 EB. 333-685




Illini Publishing Co, Ino; 1406 N Nell St, C
356-1093
* MOORElPaul D.Jr, Herdsman, Dairy Sci 333-047
S Lincoln" Ave, Dairy Barns; 30"9 N Bome, Tolono
485-3485
* MOORE, Stevenson, PhD, Prof, Agr Entom .. .333-665
Entomologist, State NH Survey, 282 NRB
1601 S Grove, U 367-7021
* MOORE, Vernon D. , Opr Engr & Groundsman.
.
PP, PPSB.i 1615 Melanle Lane, C 356-7386
* MOORE, Velda R. , Acct Clerk I, Hsng Dlv. . . 333-175
420 SSB; 1309 Eastern Dr., U 367-8862
MOORE, Virginia E. , Typing Clerk I, Visual . .333-136
Aids, Visual Aids Serv, 704 S 6th St
1406 N Neil St, C 356-1093
* MOORE, Warren D., Hsng Maintenance 333-264
Inspector, Hsng Division, 29 Pa Ave Res
1205 E Oregon, U 367-7727
* MOORE, Walter J., PhD, Prof, Elem Educ... 333-183
309 Educ; 914 Llnvlew Dr, U 367-7687
* MOOREHEAD, Russell, Plumber, PP, PPSB...
1711 Sandra, C 356-2758
* MOORES, Richard G., MA, Publications
Editor, Asst Prof, 231 Bevier Hall , Agr
Publications Ofc; 703 S Busey Ave, U
344-5749
MOORES, Brian W., MS, Asst, Chem & Chem. 333-255;
Eng, 365B NL; 506 E Springfield Ave, Apt 4, C
* MOORMAN, Ruth, BS, Ext Adviser, Home 547-220
Econ, Fulton Co Coop Ext Serv, Rts 97 S 100
RR 2, Lewistown; 210 VanDyke Dr, Canton
647-5316
MORA, Peter A., BE, Asst, Chem & Chem.... 333-364
Eng, 113 EC; Sherman Hall, 909 S Fifth St, 957, C '
* MORAN, Alice B. , Telephone Opr , Hsng Dlv. .333-013:
45 Clark Hall; 407 E White St, C 356-1703
* MORAN, Edward J., Janitor, Hsng Division. . .333-139;
24 Gregory Drive Residence Hall; 203 S 3rd, C
356-9196
MORAN, JohnT., MS, Asst, Chem & Chem...
Eng, 350F NL; 710-1010 W Green St, U
332-2366
* MORAN, Joseph W. , Sheet. Metal Worker
PP, PPSB; 607 Ventura, C 356-9532
*+MORAN, Patricia A., Clerk -Typist, Personnel .356-376
Soil Conservation Serv, USDA, 200 W Church St
607 Ventura Rd, C 356-9532
*+MORAN, Patricia M.
,
BA, Res Asst, State... 344-148
Geol Survey, 300 NR; Apt 154, 2110 W White,.
C
356-0771
* MORAN., Stephen R., MS, TchrAsst, Geol...
413 NHB; 2110 W White, Apt 154, C
356-0771
* MORAN, Thomas B., Janitor, PP, PPSB
703 E Wash, U 367-2057
* MOREAU, Terry L., NSL Asst I, EE.Blophys.. 333-164
Res, 312 EER Annex; 30 Coachman Dr, U
367-4943
* MOREFIELD, Vera L. , Co Ext Secy, Monroe.. 939-661
County Coop Ext Serv, 509A W Mill St, Waterloo
422 Monroe St, Waterloo 939-7847
* MORELAND, Dorothy L. , Typing Clerk 1 333-2651
Acct Dlv Bus Ofc, 25 7 Adm; 611 W Springfield
C 356-3824
* MORENZ, Jacob G., Janitor, 165 IU (E)
Sadorus 598-7705
* MORENZ, Linda K. , Clerk-Typist H , Law 333-291'
104H Law Lib; 32 Forsythla, Twin City Mobil Pk
C 352-0132
MORENZ, Wesley S. , Visual Aids Tech 1 333-0269
Instructional Resources Ofc, 37 Educ Bldg
Box 3, Sadorus 598-7985
MORETZ, MarJorleA., MS, TchrAsst, Math. .333-2699
224 YWCA; 509 S 5th St, C 352-0269
* MORF, Paul F., MA, Asst, Hist, 235K Armory. 333-2099
307 Cedar, C 359-4637
* MORFEY, George F., Janitor, Hsng Division.
.
Garwood, 116 East, C 356-9949
* MORFEY, ThelmaB., Maid, Hsng Division.
.
.
116 E Garwood, C 356-9949
MORGALLA, Michael M. , BA, Asst, Anthrop.
.
.
137 F Davenport Hall; 108 S Fifth St, C
* MORGAN, Edward E. , Compositor, Printing.
. .333-3934
234 Unlv Press; 2705 Sheridan Dr, C
352-6212
» MORGAN, Josephine, Typing Clerk II , PP 333-2368
PPSB; 1904 Mellnda, C 356-7304
* MORGAN, Lenora E. , Food Serv Adm II 333-1290
Hsng Division, Peabody Food Serv; 705 S Fair St
C 356-5374
* MORGAN, Robert, SFC, Instr, Mil Scl 333-1550
Army ROTC, 111 Armory; 1301 N Dlv, U
367-0215
* MORGAN, William T. , BA, Security Ofc 333-3680
Security Ofc, 331 SSB; 606 Ventura, C
356-3424
MORIARTY, Eugene M., BS, TchrAsst, EE 333-4518
41 EEB; 805 1/2 W Park Ave, U 365-2334
MORIARTY, Thomas F., MS, Res Asst, TAM. . 333-1399
306D TL; 910 W Nevada St, U 344-3488
MORINIGO,, Marcos A., PhD, Prof, Spanish. 333-0545
Italian, Portuguese, 366 Lincoln Hall; 705 W Ohio
U 344-6763
MORK, Steve A. , BS, Coop Tchr, Special 367-0638
Educ, 6 Lincoln School; 702 1/2 E Green St, #3
U 367-4343
MORLEY, Larry J. , MA, TchrAsst, Math 333-4285
113 AH; 2067A Hazelwood Ct, U 344-0344
MORR, Lee E. , Painter, PP, PPSB; 311 N
Edwin, C
+MORRAN, Patricia A.
, Typist II, Univ Civil.
. 333-3155
Serv System, 605 S Goodwin St, U
2 Blue Spruce Dr, C 359-1463
MORRILL, Ronald F. , Ticket Supervisor. 333-3141
Assembly Hall; 705 W Green, C 35 6-6861
MORRIS, DonnieR., Farm Mech, Dixon 949-2101
Springs Agr Cntr, Simpson; RFD, Simpson
949-2182
|
MORRIS, Edgar E. , MS, Res Asst, CE 333-2487
106 NEL; Apt 2, 1105 1/2 N Oregon St, U
344-3726
MORRIS, George E. , EE, 307 EERL 333-2310
615 W Clark, C 356-3442
MORRIS, John, AB, Safety Coor, Vice-Pres... 333-1106
& Comptroller's Ofc, 1203 W Oregon, U
1008 W John, C 356-0144
MORRIS, (Mrs.) Pauline M. , Card Punch 333-4825
Opr III, Statistical Serv Unit, 54 Adm
1302 N Walnut, Danville 442-4637
MORRIS, Robert, Duplicating Mach Opr II... 333-3980
Agr Publications, 51 Mumford Hall
302 E Park, C 356-6519
MORRIS, Ronald L., Storekeeper I , Chem &.. 333-208,3
Chem Eng, 204 Chem Annex; 304 Glenn Dr, U
367-0160
MORRIS, J. Russell, MS, Ext Specialist 333-4138
Civil Defense Training, 117 IH; 3 Briarwood
Bloomington 829-3942
MORRIS, Thomas R., BS, Asst, Math,.; 333-6206
315 YWCA; 1010 W Green St, 529, U
332-2321
MORRIS, Wilda W. , BA, Asst, Political Scl.. 333-2781
10-408 S Goodwin; Apt 2, 1105 1/2 W Oregon St
U 344-3726
VIORRISON, Bruce A. , BS, Asst, Chem & 333-6353
Chem Eng, 475 E Chem; Apt 206, 510 E Stoughton
C 359-3664
MORRISON, Frank A. , Ph D, Asst Prof 333-2328




Janitor Foreman, PP. . .
.
PPSB; RR 1, Homer 896-4581
40RRISSETTE, Bruce A.
,
Ph D, Visiting Prof. .333-4727
French, 177 Lincoln; 5825 Dorchester, Chicago
324-7488
dORRISSEY, Leland M. , Poultryman, An Sci. . 333-3439
Poultry Farm; 1801 S Neil, C 352-7375
10RROW, JoDean, PhD, Prof, TAM 333-4167
321 TL; 408 N McKinley, C 352-3144
.10RROW, Lavonne I. , BS, Asst Adviser. 253-3612
Home Econ, Douglas Co, Coop Ext Serv
600 S Wash, Tuscola; RR 1, Newman
,__„„ _ 837-2635lORROW, Robert J., Lab Mech, Min, Met. .. 333-2909
& Pet Eng, 150 MMB; RR 2, C 822-5852
10RTARA, David W.
,
Ph D, Res Asst Prof 333-0074
Physics, 435 Physics Bldg; 308 E Thompson, U
367-8036
ORTENSON, Roger F., BA, Res Asst, Acct.
. 333-4545
320 Commerce West; 909 S Fifth, #847, C
332-4920
ORTIMORE, Betty W., MA, Res Asst
Physiol & Biophysics, 439 Burrill; Box 3 72
1010 W Green, U 332-2507
MORENZ-MURPHY
* MOSBACHER, Eugene G. , MS, Ext Adviser.
. . 828-6494
Agr, McLean Co, Coop Ext Serv, 202 E Locust
Bloomington; 207 Fairway Dr, Bloomington
967-0277
* MOSBORG, Robert J. , MS, Assoc Prof 333-3810
Civil Eng, Asst Head of Dept, 1104 CEB
1610 Normandy Dr, C 352-7346
* MOSER, Karen D.
,
BS, Res Assoc, Microbiol. 333-0425
336 Burrill Hall; 2805 E Calif, U 367-4413
* MOSER, John W.
,
MS, Asst, DGS 333-0070
t>33 Morrill Hall; 2805 E Calif, U 367-4419
* MOSES, HaroldA., MA, Asst Prof, Educ 333-2550'
Psych, 188 Educ Bldg; 804 Stratford Dr, C
356-1509
* MOSES, Richard, MFA, Asst Prof, Art
122 FAB; 1520 W John, C 356-5243
MOSEY, Marianne, Asst Examiner 333-0413
Admissions & Records, 177 Adm; 1001 W
Springfield, C
* MOSHER, Martin L., M Agr, Prof, Farm
Management, Agr Econ, Emeritus
Mayflower Home, Grlnnell, Iowa
* MOSLEY, Ruby A.
, Telephone Opr, Hsng Div. .333-0133
45 Clark Hall; 302 W Columbia Ave, C
356-6911
* MOSS, Claude S. , Ph D, Prof, Psych .' 333-0040
165 Psych Clinic, Child Res Cntr; 1903 S
Anderson, U
MOSS, William, MA, Res Asst, Sec & 333-1535
Continuing Educ, 336 Armory 333-4942
707 W Church, C 359-3486
* MOSSER, Emll C. , MS, Area Ext Adviser 342-6644
Farm Management, Agr Indus, Coop Ext Serv
800 E Fayett; 407 Eden Dr, Effingham
342-4601
MOSSIOSSIAN, Varoujau, Dlpl Eng , CE 333-6942
CEB 22 76; 909 S Fifth St, Sherman Hall, C
332-5042
* MOSSON, John G. , Construction Laborer....
PP, PPSB; RR 2, Rankin 397-6965
* MOSSOTTI, Victor G. , Ph D, Sr Res Chem 333-0386
MRL, 374 MRL; 1002 W Springfield Aye, U
365-3157
*+MOTHERWAY, Patricia A. , Asst Editor 333-2850
State Water Survey, 161 Water Resources
1302 Williamsburg Dr, C 356-1468
*+MOTHERWAY, William, Draftman, State 333-6800
Water Survey, 253 WR; 1302 Williamsburg Dr
C 356-1468
* MOTSINGER, Amos, Laundry Repairman 333-2779
Hsng Division, Orchard Downs Maintenance Shop
202 Sherman St, St Joseph 469-7226
* MOTSINGER, Larry, Duplicating Mach Opr III. 333-4854
TAM, 208 TL; 16 Douglas, St Joseph
469-7524
* MOTSINGER, Linda S., Clerk-Typist III 333-6901
CE, 2129 CEB; 16 Douglas, St Joseph
46-9-7524
MOULE, George, Electronics Elec I , CSL 333-4128
1-113 CSL; U 365-2138
* MOULTON, Robert B. , MA, Asst, Engl 333-3879
206 EB; 707 Jersey Ave, Apt A5 , Bloomington
MOUNTZ, Terrie A. , B Mus, Grad Asst 332-2854
Student Personnel & Dean of Women, 221 LAR
1005 Lincoln Ave, U 332-2854





PP. PPSB; 120 S Dodson Dr, U 367-6543
MOWBRAY, JohnR., BA, TchrAsst, Math 333-1809
350 AH; 907 S Second St, C 356-6040
* MOWRER, Willie Mae C, Ph D, Assoc Prof. . 333-0628
Home Econ, 209 Child Development Lab
610 W Vermont, U 344-509 6
* MOWERS, Raymond I., BS„ Ext Adviser 524-2270
Agr, Massac Co, Coop Ext Serv, Courthouse
Metropolis; 205 Catherine St, Metropolis
524-8861
* MOWERY, OrvlHe O. , BS, Ext Adviser
AID Projects, J Nehru Agr Univ, Jabalpur
M P, India
* MOWRY, James B., PhD; Prof & 453-2496
Superintendent, 161g Agr Bldg, S 111 Univ 457-6674
Carbondale, 111 Hort Experiment Station, Carbondale
801 W High St, Carbondale 457-4209
MOWRY, Maxwell R.
, MA, Grad Tchr Asst 333-0440
Spanish, Italian & Portuguese, 224 LH
506 E Springfield Ave, C 359-3742
* MOWRY, Richard R., Electrician, PP, PPSB...
RR1, St Joseph 469-4'603
* MOYER, Cecil A., PhD, CPA, Prof, Acct 333-0645
391 Commerce West; 1108 S Lincoln Ave, U
344-3186
* MOYER, Christopher A. , B Arch, Instr, Arch..
404 Arch; 609 Breen Drive, C 356-0098
* MOYER, Frederic D. , B Arch, MFA, Asst Prof . .333-3292
201 Arch; 58 Greencroft, C 352-1308
* MOYER, M. Eugene, Ph D, Asst Prof, Econ. . 333-3093
327 DKH; 406 S Lincoln, U 344-1564
MOYER, Marion D., Painter, Hsng Division.
. 333-3450
14 LAR; 408 N Prairie, Apt 9, C 359-2872
* MOYZIS, Joseph A., MS, Res Asst, Physics..
290n MRL; 604 Fairlawn, U 365-1872
* MROZEK, Adrienne N, Zoo/derk Steno III ...333-4837
515 Morrill Ha, 202 W Main, Savoy 822-5448
MRZLJAK, Frank V, A.B. , A.M., Zoo Asst
705 W. Oregon, U
MUEHL, Dennis W, B.S., Res Asst, Int LIR . .333-0984
ULIRBldg, 1788 Valley Rd, C 356-7111
* MUEHLING, Arthur J, B.S., M.S. , Asst Prof . 333-2611
Agr Eng, 210 Agr Eng Bl, 1501 W. John St, C
352-9618
* MUELLER, Allan G, PhD, Agr Econ, Asst Prof 333-0754
Frm Mang, 450 Mumford Ha, 2015 Burlison Dr
U 344-6184
MUELLER, Allen W, A.A., B.A., Grad Sch Lib 333-1773
Scl, Lib 325, 1010 W Green, #76,U 332-2402
* MUELLER, Donald J, Jan Foreman, PP, PPSB
707 W. Illinois, U 344-6170
"-^MUELLER, Eugene A., PhD, State Water Surv. 333-4962
Elect Eng, Res Assoc, 271B Water Resour
708 W. Church, C 352-8632
*+MUELLER, Henry F, B.S., M.S., State Water 333-0802
Survey, Res Assoc, 233 Water Resour, 811 W
Charles, C 352-3031
MUELLER, Henry L, PhD, Prof of Speech 333-1864
283 Armory, 207 N Busey Ave, U 367-4938
MUELLER, Marilynn M., B.A. , Stud Pers, Dn332-3282
Women's Ofc, Allen Ha, 1005 W. Gregory
Drive, U 332-3282
* MUESING, Carl G, Lino Oper, Printing Div
1403 W. Springfield, C 3 52-4521
* MUESING, Richard A, Food Scl, Res Asst 333-1874
106 Burnsides RL, RR#1, C 356-1915
* MUHLSTADT, William J, B.S., Asst, 110 333-1770
Ceramics Bldg, 901 E Oregon
, U 365-2102
MUIRHEAD, Alan R, B.A. , CCE Asst, 19A NL .
.
606 W Ohio, U 344-5322
* MUKAI, Shizuo, Res Assoc, PhD, CE , 116 TL 333-0526
509 E Clark, C 356-5590
MULCAHEY, Richard D, Fireman PP, PPSB....
310 S State, C 352-4486
+MULLANEY, Alan M, B.A. Res Asst, State Geo344-1481
Su:v, 425 NR, 505 W Main, U 189-296
* MULLEN, Jean, Clerk III, Pres Ofc, AdmBl.. 333-3075
RR 1, Box 154 Tolono 485-5267
MULLEN, John A, Jr, Chem, Stores Superv.
.. .333-3564
371 E Chem, 1604 Cruising La, C 352-8670
MULLEN, John J.E., Fireman, Fire Dept, PPSB
410 WElm St, U 367-7549
* MULLEN, Sharon J, Clerk-Typ II, Bursar's Dv 333-4870
Bus Ofc, 100B Admin, 307 Royal Ct, C 356-6649
* MULLEN, William F, B.A. , M.S.S. , LAS. . . . 333-4923
Asst, 277 LH, 307 E. Green, U 367-5982
MULLENDORE, Jessie M., A.B., B.S. Cata.. 333-3399
Dept, Lib, Cata Rev, Asst Prof, 246 Lib
411 E Washington St, U 367-6935
*+MULLER, Roma DeLoach, Cl-Steno, USDA ... .356-3785
Soil Cons Serv, 200 W Cnurch St, 625 1/2
E Congress, Rantoul 893-4261
* MULLIKEN, David F, Prog Adnln Asst, B.S... 333-2467
Civil Eng, 304 Eng Ha, 910 W Armory Ave
C 359-2077
* MULLIS, Carol A, Hist, Phil Ed, Clerk Typ III 333-2446
369 Educ Bldg, 308 W Scone St, Homer 896-3531
+MULROONEY, Eileen M, NAEB Tape Proj
, Brd 333-0580
59 E Armory St, 1711 Parkside Terr, C 359-1422
* MULVANEY, Derreld L, B.S. Agron, Assoc.,..
R.R. 2, Box 164, Marseilles 795-4425
MULVIHILL, Florence A, Mrs., Agron, Typ .. .333-4424
Clerk III, N-305 Turner Ha, 1407 Centennial
Drive, C 3 59-3710
* MUMM, Russell F, Jan PP, PPSB, 106Llncl...
Ogden 582-4690
* MUNAKATA, Klyohlko, PhD, Avt, Asst Prof ... 333-4757
407 Arch, 1503 Cambridge Dr, C 359-1228
* MUNCK, Eckard, PhD, Res Assoc, Phys , 351 P B
* MUNDAY, Joh" C, Jr. B.A., Bot, Res Asst. .. .333-6844
283 Morrill Ha, 605 S Anderson U 365-2593
* MUNDS, Alfred E, An Scl Fleldmn, Gen Farm. .333-0347
303 E Llncl St, St. Joseph 469-7596
* MUNDS, Richard L, Herdsmn, Feed Stor 333-0042
RR#1C 356-3.258
* MUNDS, Roseallce L, Clk-Typ II, Ofc Instl.. 333-3370
Resour, 205 S Goodwin, RR 1, St "Joseph 469-7629
* MUNDY, William L, Jan, Hs Dlv, Box 163, Ivesdale
* MUNSE, William H, Prof Civ Eng, M.S. ....333-3925
2129 B CEB, 1208 Devonshire Dr., C 352-6732
* MUNSON, Patrick J, Anthro, 79 Llncl Hall. . . .333-0667
808 S. 5th St, C 344-4440
* MUNTER, William W, Jan Hs Dlv, 311 S. Glover
St, U 367-7189
* MUNTYAN, Mlodrag, A.B., Dir Unlv Press.
. .333-0952
Assoc Prof, 100 Univ Press, 29 Greencroft,C
356-2702
MURAOKA, Yoichl, B.S., Res Asst, Comp Scl 333-6711
114 DCL, 404 E Stoughton Apt 8, C 356-6558
* MURATA, Akira, M.D., Phys, Res Assoc, 524
Burrill Hall, 1107 W Green, Apt 335, U 344-3744
MURDOCK, JohnW, B.S., PhD, Assoc Prof .. .333-3197
TAM, 221 TL, 113 E Dodson Dr, U 367-2813
* MURDOCK, Robert C, B.S. EE, PP, PPSB 333-1364
1909 Winchester, C 359-3380
* MURDOCK, Virgil E, Plumb PP, PPSB, 412 State St.
Mahomet 587-3334
* MUROGA, Saburo, PhD, Prof EE
, Comp Scl .. .333-3993
273 DCL, 703 Brighton Dr, U 367-0376
* MURPHREE, Edward L, Jr.Asst Prof, Civ Eng. .333-4982
303 Eng Ha, 2212 S Lynn ; St. 365-2522
+MURPHY, Donald E, Soil Cons Serv, Supl CI. .356-3786
Fed. Bldg 200 W Church, 200 E Washington St.
C 356-4804
MURPHY, Donald R, Storekp III, Purch Dlv .. .333-0817
55 NL, 9.13 W Harvard, C 356-3381
MURPHY, .'lbyj, B.A., M.A., Asst Eng, Eng
217, 806 S 3rd „ C 344-3629
* MURPHY, HaniahM.S, Sec-Steno, Psych. .. 333-1369
204 Ch Ben Lab, 403 E Healey
, 1605 W John St
C 356-1711
* MURPHY, James J, II, A.B., M.S., Phys, ... 333-6240
Bldg, 279 PB, 804 Church St, C 356-2870
* MURPHY, James T., MS, Asst, Chem & Chem.333-3764
Eng, 450 NL; 1817B Orchard PI, U 344-0684
* MURPHY, John P.
,
MA, Instr, Phil 333-2488
203 GH; 803 S Walnut, U 367-1709
* MURPHY, Judith A., MS, Res Asst, Microblol.333-1142
323 Bur Hall; 1817B Orchard PI, U 344-0684
91
MURPHY-NEUBAUER
* MURPHY, Lawrence W., AM, LlttD, Prof, Jim..
Emeritus; 710 W University, C 352-9266
* MURPHY, Margaret A. , Clerk Steno II, Offc. . 333-1303
of Foreign Stu Affrs , 310 SSB; 913 W Harvard, C
356-3381
* MURPHY, Olga, BA, Lib Clerk II, Law Lib 333-2008
104 K, Law; 406 Briar Lane Apt 1, C, 3 52 -3 093
* MURPHY, Richard, PhD, Prof, Speech 333-2472
126 LH; 305 W Elm, U 367-0667
* MURPHY, Ruby F. , Credentials Analyst, LAS. . 333-1701
294 LH; 206 W Main, Ogden 582-7442
* MURPHY, William D. , MPA, Prof, Asst Dlr. . 333-2664
Coop Ext Serv, 120 MH; 304 W Delaware Ave, U
367-5620
+MURRAY, Frederick N., PhD, Asst Geol, State344-1481
Geol Surv, 203 Nat Res; 618 W Green, C, 356-1762
MURRAY, Marlbelle, BA, Jrn, Grad Asst, Resld332r0423
Halls, Dean of Women, 402 Noble Hall; 1215 S4th,
C 332-0423
MURRAY, Marion V. , Stu Persnl Trnee, Offc. . 332-3200
of Stu Persnl & Dean of Women, 330 Allen S;
1005 S Gregory Dr, U 332-32 00
MURRAY, Mary L. , Secy, Instit LIR 333-1480
Rm 247, LIR Bldg; 504 E Armory; 803 W Clark,
C
352-3154
* MURRELL, Herta V., Biling Secy Asst, Germ. .333-128B
Lang & Lit, 371 LH; 1004 S Orchard St, U
344-6738
MURRELL, Lawrence 'L., BS, Asst, Chem &...
Chem Eng, 205 NL; 211 W Oregon, U, 362-2423
* MURRELL, Thomas A. , PhD, Assoc Prof, Elec. 333-4121
Eng & Computer Sci,375 EEB, 208 DCL 333-0193
1004 S Orchard St, U 344-6738
* MURTAUGH, Sharon, Clerk Typ in, Chem &. . 333-1792
Chem Eng, 271 EC; 401 Edgebrook Dr, Apt 202,
C
352-5796
* MUSSELMAN, Nancy L. , Clerk Steno I, Mktng333-4650
340 Com W; 401 E Oregon, U 367-4196
* MUSSELMAN, Roger A. , BS, Res Asst, Dairy. .333-0203
Sci, 219 ASL; 401 E Oregon, U 367-4196
* MUTERS, John W. , Carpenter, PP.
PPSB; 115 W Walnut, Gibson City 784-4984
MUTSCHLER, Helen M. , MM, Tchr Fellow. .. 331-1172
Music, String Annex, Rm 3i 707 S 6th Apt 413, C
344-6832
* MUTTI, Ralph J., PhD, Econ, Prof, Agr Mktng333-1818
Agr Econ, 309 MH; 1003 S 1st St, C, 356-8102
* MYATT, Harold D., MS, Ext Adv, Agr 347-2835
Tazewell Cbunty Coop Ext Serv, 116 S Capital,
Pekln; 1718 Valle Vista Blvd. Pekln346-1866
* MYERS, Barbara J. , Clerk Steno III, Elec Eng. 333-0207
154 EEB; 53 E Daniel, C 356-8405
* MYERS, Dolores E. , Secy, Physics 333-3190
209 Physics Res Lab; 2100 Southwood Dr, C
356-0817
* MYERS, George N. , BS, Ext Adv, Agr, Scott. . 742-3172
County Coop Ext Serv, N Side Sq, Winchester;
Rt 2 .Winchester 742-3381
* MYERS, Jamas L. , MS, Res Asst, CSL 333-2037
247 CSL; 503 S Lynn, C 352-4736
* MYERS, James N., AB, Asst, Grad School Lib. 333-0103
Sci, 316 Lib; 1971A Orchard, U 344-4056
* MYERS, Jane L. , Asst, Col of Agr 333-1334
264 ASL
MYERS, Joan E, BSHE, Credentials Analyst,
. .
333-0306
Admls & Recrd, 100A Adm; 603 S Locust,, C
352-3807
* MYERS, John J. , Fire Equip Eng , PP
PPSB; 1207 N Div, U 367-7970
MYERS,' Katharine A. , BS, Asst, Chem & Chem
Eng, 305NL; 901 W Springfield #9, U
367-7546
* MYERS, Lola G., RN, Vis Nurs, Nonacad Persi833-4395
Offc, Rm 200, 627 1/2 S Wright; 2009 Broadmoor Dr
C 356-0206
MYERS, Marilyn S. , BA, Asst, Lib Sci
Lib Sci Dept Offc; 702 W Church, C, 352-9490
* MYERS, Melvln K. , PhD, Assoc Prof, Coor.
. .
333-1719
Lang Lab, French, 214 LH; 1009 S Westlawn, C
359-3449
MYERS, Patricia A. , MA, Tchr Asst, Music. . .333-6676
1 Hill Annex; 909 S 5th, C 332-4714
MYERS, Shirley A. , Clerk Typ II Offc Agr Pub. 333-3107
54 MH; Garrett 578-3081
* MYERS , Shirley , Groundsman , PP
PPSB; 505 Locust St, Toloud 485-8855
* MYERS, Walter L., PhD, Assoc Prof, Vet Path.333-4857
& Hygiene, 2 08 Vet Res Annes; 1810 Shadowlawn,
C 359-2442
* MYERS.-Warren E. , BS, Ext Adv, Agr, Macon. 877-6042
County Coop Ext Serv, 1150 W Pershing Rd,
Decatur; 3478 MacArthur Rd, Decatur, 877-6745
* MYLES, Judith K. , Card Punch Operll, Stats. .333-4827
Serv Unit, 54 Adm; 708 W Vine, C 352-5452
* MYLIN, John R. , MS, Instrv Avla 822-5204
Airport; 35 Lake Park, Rt 2, C 822-5520
* MYNARD, Frank H., BS, Asst Prof & 4-H 333-0910
Specialist, Coop Ext Serv, 414 MH; 706 S Grove,
U 367-5304
* MYRONUK, Donald J., MSc, Res Asst, Mech. 333-2728
& Indus Eng, 105 MEL; 704 N Broadway St, U
367-2993
N
NACHTMANN, Francis W, PhD, Prof, French .333-2022
Exec Secy, Dept French, 344 Lincoln H;
610 W John, C 356-8706
NAGATA, Klyoshi, MS, Res Asst, Adver, .... 333-0439
16a Gregory H; 1202 W Main Apt 2.-U367-1631
NAGEL, Michael F, Res Asst, Physics, ....
Physics Bldg; 1010 W Green Rm 213 ,U332-2168
NAGEL, Stuart S, PhD, Assoc Prof, Pol Sci, . 333-2427
325 Lincoln H; 1720 Park Haven, C 356-0810
NAIDUS, Peter G, BS, Res Asst, Psych, ....
1006 S 3rd, C
NAIK, Shubhada M, MS, Res Asst, Agron, ...333-4376
w525 TH; 1828b Orchard PI, U 344-6887
* NAIMON, Edwin R, MS, Res Asst, Physics,
. 333-4531
112 MRL; 2027d Hazelwood Ct,U 344-3118
* NAIMON, Kathleen A, BFA, Persnl Asst II, ...333-3704
Stud Counsl Serv, 206 SSB; 2027d
Hazelwood Ct, U 344-3118
NAIR, RaJasekharan S, MS, Res Asst, Civil ..333-0526
Eng, 116 Talbot Lab; 306 N Romine,U367-3481
NAIR, Vasudewan, PhD, Res Assoc, Dept Chem333-3 509
& Chem Eng, 439 E Chem; 1107 W
Gree, U
NAKASHIMA, Gerald N, MS, Asst Prof, 333-1583
MS, Rm 206 Armory; 105 E Green
B-9, C 352-3552
* NALBANDOV, Andrew V, PhD, Prof, An Sci ... 333-2900




* NALIS, Peter G, BA, Asst, Arch,
207 E Washington, U 356-9852
* NAMETH, Ronald A, MS, Instr, Art, 333-1579
132 FAB; 1003 W Clark, U
* NAMTVEDT, Mary J, BA, Asst, Dept Chem ...333-3942
& Chem Eng, 419 E Chem; 1203 Silver
St, U 367-2859
NANCE, Dean A, MS, Res Asst, Agr Econ, .. 333-6314
158 Bevler H; 1807 Valley Rd,C 356-5379
* NANCE, Dean C, Painter Fm, PPD
PPSB; 305 Franklin, Mahomet 586-2196
* NANCE, James F, PhD, Assoc Prof, Assoc ... 333-2798
Hd Dept, Bot, 249b Morrill H;
403 W Washington, U 344-6586
* NANCE, Marcella M, Secy, Coll Agr 333-04W
101 MH; Rt 1, Seymour 687-4248
* NANNEY, David L, PhD, Prof, Zool, 333-2308
481 Morrill H; 703 W Indiana,U 344-6848
* NAOUMIDES, Mark, PhD, Assoc Prof, 333-0664
Classics, 360b LH; 904 S Carle, U367-9473
* NAOUMIDES, Helen, MA, Res Asst,Classlcs, 333-0664
360b Lincoln H; 904 S Carle, U 367-9473
* NAPIER, Charles M, NCOIC, Adm, Dept 333-1927
AF Aerospace Stu, 222 Armory;
1205 1/2 N Llnvlew, U 365-2240
NARANG, BalblrS, PhD, Res Assoc 333-0880
Mln Met & Pet Eng, 312 Mln & Met
Bldg; 1306 W Clark, U 367-8985
NARANG, ShadlL, MSc, Res Asst, Zool 333-0579
518 Morrill H; 101 S Gregory,
U
344-5201
NARAYAN, K A, PhD, Asst Prof, Fpod Sci, ... 333-1874
202 Burnsldes Res Lab; b2 1605 Valley
Rd, C 356-0892
NASCA, Francis L, PhD, Asst Prof, Speech, . .333-3050
328 IH; 1004 S 2nd, C 356-3444
* NASH, C R, MAS, Asst to Aud, Aud Div, 333-0900
801 S Wright; 2503 W William, C 356-8168
* NASH, Louis N, An Caretaker, An Sci 333-0244
31 An Sci Lab; 411 E Beardsley.C 356-4464
NASH, Norman F, MLS, Asst Prof, Lib Adm, . 333-2934
Clrc Lib, Lib, Rm 203 Lib;
1605 Valley Rd, C 356-3066
NASH, William F, Asst Bldg Supr, Assem H, . 333-2923
Assem H; 1110' 1/2 E Michigan, U 367-6716
NASRALLAH, Farls, MS, Res Asst, Physics .. 333-2807
241 Physics Bldg; 201 N Lincoln, U 367-4567
* NATHAN, John A, MS, Res Asst, Geol
148 NHB; 105 E John, C 356-0471
NASS, Roger, BS, Asst, Chem & Chem Eng,-..
19a Noyes Lab; 606 W Ohio, U 344-5812
NAUGHTON, Kathleen M, MA, Teach Asst, ..333-6231
French, 304 Harker Hall
NAUS^Dan J, BS, Res Asst, T & Am, 333-6933
2119 CEB; 306 E Thompson, U 367-4544
* NAUS, Susan E, Clk Typ III, Eng, 333-3646
102b Eng Bldg; 1110 S Arbor
Apt 303, C 356-8187
* NAUTA, Vera J, Lab Asst HI, C of Vet Med, ..333-3577
46 Vet Med; 411 W Hill, C 359-1129
* NAVE, Greer G, BA, Cat Asst, Lib, 333-3399
246 Lib; 902 S Lincoln, U 344-2163
* NAVE, William R, MS, Res Assoc, Agr Eng, ..333-3119
108 Agr Eng; 902 S Lincoln Apt 207,U344-2163
NAVTD, Lois, AB, Asst,. Span Ital & Port, . . . .333-0440
911 S 6th 2nd Fl; 603 S 1st, C 359-4266
NAWARA, James E, BFA, Asst, Art,
506 E Springfield, C
* NAYLOR, Cheryl A, Med X-Ray Tech, Health .333-2752
Serv McKln Hosp, Health Cen; 403
WHealey, C 356-8189
* NAYLOR, John A, MA, Asst, Econ 333-1713
112 Comm Annex; 403 W Healey, C 356-8189
NEADERHOUSER, Dale L, AB, Teach Asst, ...333-4975
Math, 122m Arcade; 909 S Sth,C 332-4985
* NEAL, Herbert, Janitor, Hous Div
712 W Elm, U 367-6523
* NEAL, James P, PhD, EE, 361 EEB; 333-4351
2003 S Vine St, U 344-6116
* NEAL, Larry D, AB, Instr, Econ, 333-3467
120 David Klnley H; 412 Hessel
Blvd, C 359-4995
* NEALEY, Stanley M, PhD, Asst Prof, Psych, . 333-3857
302 Gregory ; 104 Flora Dr, C 352-4074
* NEALEY,' VlckJ MA, Res Assoc, Jane Adams .333-2261
Grad Sch Sbc Wk, Rm 127, 1207 W
Oregon; 104 Flora Dr, C 352-4074
* NEBERGALL, Mayrlce E, Steamfltter,
PPD, PPSB; 2502 Sheridan Dr,C 352-6675
NEEDHAM, Terence E, BS, Asst, Chem & ... 333-3059
Chem Eng, 3 50b Noyes Lab;
606 W Ohio, U 344-5812
* NEELY, Carol T, MA, Instr, Eng 333-2855
217 Eng Bldg; 1106 W Main, U 365-1200
* NEELY, FW, PhD, Asst Prof , Phil 333-4703
109 Gregory H; 1106 W Main, U 365-1200
*+NEELY, Robert D, PhD, Plant Path 333-6886
SAB&PP I Nat Hist Surv, 382 Nat Res;
1306 W Springfield, C 356-3465
NEENAN, Alice M, BA, Teach Asst, Math, ...333-2056
10 IH; Rt 2, Holcomb, NY 657-7352
*+NEFF, Chester H, BS, Assoc Chem, 333-4954
St Water Surv, 134 Water Res;
1808 Broadmoor, C 352-7707
92
* NEFF, Elizabeth A, Secy, Ofc U Dean Adm .. 333-
& Reds, Rm 348, 409 E Chalmers;
209 S Fair, C 356-9745
* NEFF, Thomas L, MS, Res Asst, Civil Eng, ..333
b235 CEB; 612 W Calif, U 344-4740
NEKOLA, Mary~vrBS, Te>ch Asst
Phys & Blophys, 1010 W Green, U 332-2565
*+NEILL, James C, PhD, Staff Stat, 333
St Water Surv, WRB; 1303 Winding
Ln« C 356-7126
NEILSON, Charlene A, AD, Clk Steno III, ... "333
Coll Comm & Bus Adm, 260 Commerce 333
W; 404 E Green Apt 102, U
NEIMAN, Dennis, BS, Res Asst, 333
Oglesby H, Dean Stu, Hous Div,
Oglesby C Ofc; URH 1214 Oglesby, U332-5396
* NEISWANGER, William A , PhD , Prof,
Econ, Emer, Thailand
+NEITZEL, Kenneth K, St Adm Ofc, 356
USDept Agr Soil Conserv Serv,
200 W Church; 1322 Grandvlew
Dr, C 352-7578
NELSON, Alan R, BS, Res Asst 333
Throret & Appld Mech, 122
Talbot Lab; 1010 W Green, Rm733,U332-2387
* NELSON, Alvlnl, BS, Prof, Food Sci, 333'
109 SWHFL; 1109 S Foley, C 356-6659
* NELSON, Betty A, Tech Asst, Sec Apld 333<
Bot & Plant Path, I Natl Hist Surv, JJf33
385 Nat Res; Box 836, St Joseph 469-7203~
* NELSON, Clarence, Janitor, PPD
PPSB; 1708 Bralrcllff Dr,U 365-1531
* NELSON, Cleveland C, Machinist, PPD
PPSB; S Chicago St, Sidell 288-9106
* NELSON, Dwayne G, Electrician, PPd
PPSB; 520 S Buchanan, Montlcello 762-2458
NELSON, Hance H, Janitor, PPD,
PPSB; 211 W Eureka, C 359-3610
* NELSON, Howard C, MS, Asst Prof -..333'
Gen Eng, Emer, 315 Trans Bldg;
709 W Vermont, U 344-6267
* NELSON, James A, PhD, Assoc Prof 333-
Ceramic Eng, 312 Ceramics Bldg;
1902 Bellamy, C 352-4639
* NELSON, Claudia M, BS, Asst, ElemEd, ....333'
314 Ed Bldg; 410 Glenn Dr, U 367-1353
* NELSON, James P, MA, Teach Asst, 333-
Slavic, 495 Lincoln H; 1974a
Orchard Dns, U 344-4086
* NELSON, JoannN, BS, Asst, Home Econ, ... 333'
207 CD; 2501 Maplewood Dr,C 359-2062
* NELSON, Monya L, BA, Clk Steno III, 333'
Agr Econ, 149 Bevler H; 1112 Arbor
St, C 352-8547
NELSON, NormanB, Janitor, PPD
PPSB; 310e Clark St, C 352-9164
* NELSON, Paul A, MA, Asst, ElemEd, 333
390 Ed Bldg; 410 Glenn Dr, U 3 67-1353
* NELSON, Robert E, BS, Assoc Ext Forestar. ..
Dept Forestry Dixon Spr Agr Cen;
421 Sherry Rd, Marlon 993-6324
* NELSON, RollinR, BS, Asst Ext Adv, 857
Lee Cnty Coop Ext Serv, 31-37 E
Ave; 810 Main R2, Amboy 857-2165
NELSON, Ronald J, BA, Asst, Physics 333
127 Physics Bldg; Rm 425,
1010 W Green, U 332-2285
* NELSON, Rosemary L, BA, Teach Asst, 333
Slavic, 495 Lincoln; 1974a
Orchard Dns, U 344-4086
* NELSON, Sarah E, Cnty Ext Secy, 392'
Richland Cnty Coop Ext Serv, 306
S Fair; Box 568, Olney 392-0031
NELSON, SeverinaE, PhD, Prof, Speech, ....
Emer, N U Ofc; 715 W Vermont, U 344-5382
* NELSON, Thomas O, AM, Res Asst,
Psych, 296 Davenport H; Apt 204
1112 Arbor St, C 352-8547
* NELSON, William E, MA, Teach Asst 333-
Pol Sci, 408 S Goodwin Rm 11;
1107 W Green Apt 627, U 344-3260
NELSON, William R, BS, Assoc Prof, Hort, ..333'
200 Floriculture; 209 Edgebrook Dr,C352-6633
NELSON, Wllma F, Clk III, Hous Div, 333-
430 Stu Serv Bldg; 1201 N
Hickory St, C 352-0689
* NEMETH, Josef, MS, Mlcroanalyst 333-
Chem & Chem Eng, 151 E Chem Bldg;
303 W Washington, U 367-8920
NESLER, Florence, Typing Cferk III 333'
Visual. Aids Ser, 704 S Sixth; 210
Brookwood Dr, C 356-2250
VNESMITH, Hester L., BS, Technical Asst .. .344-
State Geol Survey, 124 Natural Res; 1010
N Busey, U 367-7682
* NESS, Arnold R., BS, Gen Engr Asst 333-
Gen Engr Dept 304 Transportation, 203
Country Fair Dr, C 356-9677
* NESS, Kenneth J. , AB MA, Zoology Asst. ... 333-
202 Vivarium; 1838 D Orchard Place, U '
. 344-1471
* NESTER, Norman W. , BSCE, Civil Engr 333-
Ofc of Campus Arch, 605 E Green St;
508 W Washington St, U 367-4417
* NESTINGEN, Rith H., AB MA, Res Asst 344-
Instltute for Research on Exceptional
Children, Colonel Wolfe Sch, 4th/Healy;
905 S Busey, U 344-4193
NETHERS, Gloria J., BS, Dept of P.E 333
Women, Health Educ Dept, 212 Women
Gym; 2 70 1 Arlington Blvd, Arl. Virginia
528-7025
* NETTL, Bruno, AB MA PhD, Prof of Music
.
. 333
and Anthropology, 202 Hill Annex; 1423
Cambridge, C 356-5079
* NEUBAUER, AnnL., County Extension Sec. ..723
Will Co, Coop Ext Ser, 100 Manhattan Rd;














NEUBER, Anna L. , AM, Asst Dlr of Inform.. .
Office, Emerlta; 803 W Springfield, C
352-6840
NEUBERT, Patsy L., Clerk-Steng III 333-2884
Dlv of Unlv Ext , Short Courses/Conferences
116 IlllnlH; 501 N Edwin, C 352-2049
* NEUFELD, Elizabeth, M., AB MA, Engl Asst333-2633
304 Engl Bldg; 504 E Stoughton, C
359-3185
* NEUFELD, Gerard I. Ji, AB MA, Engl Asst. . 333-2508
327 Engl Bldg; 504 E Stoughton St, C
359-3185
* NEUFELDT, Audrey J. , MA, Asst -In Engl 333-2976
225 Engl; 303 1/2 E University, C
356-9550
* NEUFELDT, Victor A., BA, Instructor, Engl .333-2855
217a Engl; 303 1/2 E Univ.C 356-9550
NEUMANN, Frederick L., PhD, CPA, Asst 333-4543
Prof, Accountancy, 296 Commerce West;
502 E Washington St, U 367-0377
NEUMANN, Katharine Jensen, BS, Extension 338-4747
Adviser, Home Econ, McHenry Co, Coop Ext
Ser, Rt 47/McConnell Rd; 402 W Jackson,
W
338-3918
NEUMANN, Robert A., MS, Prof, Art 333-2860
Rm 24 DKH; 1215W Willl.am, C 352-2140
+NEUMANN, Rose A., Secretary, Dept 333-3752
Microbiology, 393 Morrill H; 110 W
Vermont, U 367-6775
* NEUMANN, Seev, BSS MBA PhD, Asst Prof . .333-4510
of GSBA/lnd Adm, 117 Commerce W; 1007
S Mattis Ave 3-8, C 356-6242
* NEUSCHWANDER, James H., BS, Ext Adviser 388-2386
Agr, Ford Co, Coop Ext Ser, 104 W Main
St; RFD, M 388-2457
NEVENS, William B. , PhD, Prof Dairy Sci
Emeritus; 709 W Indiana Ave, U 344-5684
* NEVILLE, Donald C, BS MS, Asst Director333-3622
of Physical Plant Dept, 276 Adm; 1110 S
Foley, C 352-3012
•NEVILLE, Nancy L. , Clerk-Typist II 333-0300
Adrr/Records, 100A Adm Bldg; 809 W
Illinois, Apt2, U 344-2387
* NEVEM, John R., BS, Asst In Marketing 333-4514
174 Commerce West; 1405 W Klrby, Apt5, C
359-4956
NEVITT, JoRene M., Clerk-Typist II 333-4424
Agron, N-305 TH; 2813 Alton Dr, C
359-3876
' NEWBERRY, Bemlce, Foods Lab Asst 333-1396
Home Econ, Bevler H, 357; F 928-6684
* NEWCOMB, Rexford, MA, Dean of Col of ...
fine/Applied Arts, Prof of Hist of Arch/& Director
Bur of Com Planning, Emeritus, FAA Adm;
Prairie View Home, RR5, P
NEWCOMB, Wilma, Clerk II, Adm/Records.
. 333-0216
Rm 69 Adm; T 485-4210
NEWCOMER, Hale L., PhD, CPA, Prof
Emeritus, Accountancy, 404 David Klnley H-
201 W Vermont, U 367-1704 '
NEWKIRK, T,.omas A., Elect Tech II 333-0208




NEWLAND, T. Ernest, MA PhD, Prof, Educ. . 333-2606
Psychology, 338 Educ; 702 S Race St, U
367-7838
NEWLIN, Alberta L., Clerk-Stenog III 333-2661
Coop Ext Ser, 122 Mumford H; 607 E
Newkirk St, T 253-3253
NEWMAN, Albert, PhD, Clinical Counselor. .333-3722
Asst Prof, Student Counseling Ser, 239 SSB-
204 S Dodson Dr, U 367-2017
NEWMAN, Ashton H., Lead Operating Engr
. .
PP Dept, PPSB; 406 S Lynn St, U 367-8627
NEWMAN, Harry N., Mechanic, Mech/Ind ..333-0226
Engr, 102 -ME Bldg; 201 Adams St P
NEWMAN, Horace W., Garage Attendant
....
PP Dept, PPSB; 906 S Webber St, U
367-4493
NEWMAN, Ian M. MS, Res Asst, Health 333-3163
/Safety Eduo, 212 Huff Gym; Box 4265
R 398-4206
^EWMAN, Jerry L., BA, Res Asst, Agr 333-1829
Econ, 147 Bevier; 400 Briar Lane Apt 7 CNEWMAN, Richard' D., Tool/Instrument "Mech
PPDept, PPSB; 1612 Cruising Lane, C
NEWMARK, N. M., PhD, DSc, Prof of '-.
.
. 333-3813
Civil Engr/Head of Dept, 1114a Civil
Engr Bldg; 1705 S Pleasant St, U 344-4795
IEWMEYER, Jeffrey L., BS, Asst Physics 333-1065
24F Physics Bldg; 1010 W Green St, U
332-2 166
IEWTON, David W., MS, Res Asst, Agron.
. 333-4376
Dept, W-521 TH; 408 'E Stoughton Apt 12A, CIEWTON, W. Morgan, DVM PhD, Assoc ...333-2564
Prof, Director of Lab An Care, Vet Physiology
/Pharmacology/of Vet Clinical Med, Vet Med
: Dept, 241; 2006 S Race, U 344-5828
'IEZU, Hlroyuki, PhD, Res Asst, Chem/Cr.em333-3897
Engr, 175 E Chem; 2075C Orchard, U
ICHOLAS, Eden, M Mus EdM Bd, Coordin.
. 333-4620
of Federal-State Agency Functions
, State Div
of Voc Rehabilitation, 102 Reh-Educ Center-
319 N Vorcey, T 485-5367













1910 D. Orchard St., U 344-4742
ICHOLAS, Joseph C, Asst. Ill, NSL 333-1277Agronomy; 230 Davenport Hall
^"W- Bradley, C 352-6687
.ICHOLAS, Mary C, BS, Asst
Dept. of Microbiology
1010 W. Green, 0396, U
NICHOLAS, Arnold E., Laundry Eqpt. Serv.
.. 333-2779







Secy. Pres - 0ffice 333-3073364 Adm. Bldg.; HOW. Iowa, U 367-7551
NICHOLAS, Donald L., Electrician, PPSB
Box 311, Mansfield 489-4501
NICHOLAS, Edna T.
,
Secy, Vice-Pres. and 333-2400
Comptroller's Office, 342 Adm. Bldg
401 No. Prairie, C 352-2106
NICHOLAS, Floyd D.
, Janitor, PPSB
Prairie View Trailer Ct.
, C '643-2933
NICHOLAS, J. Alden, PHD, History Prof 333-0862
354 Armory; 505.W. Penn.,U 344-6040
NICHOLAS, Marie H., AB, MA, PHD, Prof 333-0082
Speech, 123 Lincoln Hall
„J°LW„- Maln St -' APt. 131, U 367-1026NICHOLS, Rudolph M., Jr., Janitor, PPSB...
Box 75, Seymour 687-4010
NICHOLSON, James L.
,
III, BA,MA, Asst 333-2818
Dept. of Speech, Armory-249
1001 W. Oregon Apt. 5,
U
344-3504
NICHOLSON, Janice C, Clerk-Typist II. .. . 333-2584
Geology, 206 NHB
806 So. Foley St., C 356-0248
* NICHOLSON, Tom, C.,BS, Asst.... 333-3036
Vocational & Tech. Educ, Agri.Educ"35 1 EB







BS, MS, Asst. Astronomy333-2316
6 Observatory; 300 S. Goodwin, U 344-3733
NICKAb, Mildred M., BS, Asst. Astronomy 333-2316
6 Observatory; 300 S Goodwin, U 344-3733
NICKELL, Rosa M., Secy, Geology... 333-3R41
249 NHB; Apt. 5, 807 W. 111., u 3441*6261
* NICKELS, Thomas H., BSC, MS, Econ., Asst 333-0072
114 Commerce Annex
307 W. Illinois, U
* NICKELSON, Beverly A., Clerk-Steno 333-3171
Dept. of PP, 218 Mumford Hall
Bondville 863-6266
* NICKELSON, William G., Garage Attendant
.
.
PPSB; Box 114, Bondville 863-5625
* NICOL, James M.
,
BS, Grad . Asst 333-3146
Aero, and Astro. Engr. Dept., II Transp. Bldg
604 No. Maple, 26, U 365-1177
* NICOL, RubyM., County Ext. Secy, Crawford544-2822
County, Coop. Ext. Serv. , 204 N. Lincoln
Robinson; 708 W. Walnut, Robinson544-3232
NICOLAI, Keith H., Res. Asst., BS,... 333-fiqn
Civil Engr., 2111 CEB
"-Jb3.il
206 S. 4th St., C
* NICOLAS, Gregorio, PHD, Res. Assoc, Dept 333-4723
of Plant Pathology 10 Horticulture Field Lab.
182 B Orchard PI, U 344-3107
*+NICOLETTE, Robert L., BS, Head Trainer 333-2279
Athletic Assn., 113 Assembly Hall
1208 W. Green', C 359-1143
NIELSEN, (Mrs. (Annette K., Food Serv. Adm. I 333-1597
Illlnl Union, 124 and 165
406 W. Oregon St.
, Urbana 367-1004
* NIELSEN, N. Norby, PHD Assoc. Prof
.
333-1789
(on leave of absence) Civil Engineering 3207 CEBUNESCO Expert In Earthquake Engr., International
Institute of Seismology and Earthquake Engineering
4, Hyakunin-Cho, ShlnJuku-KU, Tokyo, Japan
NIEVERGELT, Jurg, PHD, Asst. Prof, of Math 333-4219
and in Computer Sci, 275 DCL
304 E. G. Huff, U 367-3174
* NIGG, Herbert N.
,
BS, Res. Asst., Hort. 333-2948
107 Hort. Field Lab.
1004 Scottsdale Dr., C 356-7115
* NIGG, Jacqueline M., Clerk-Typist III 333-4254
Agronomy; S-108 Turner Hall
119 So. Dodson Dr.
, U 367-0828
* NIHEI, Yasumitsu, Visiting Res. Assoc 333-4129
Instu. of Labor and Indus. Rel. , 233Labor and
Industrial Rel. Bldg.
509 E. Green St., 202, C 344-0302
NIKELLY, Arthur G., PHD, Assoc. Prof 333-2708
of Health, Sci, Clinical Psychologist, Health Center
197 Health Ctr., U
* NIKSICH, Eugene J., BS, Asst., Gen. Engr. 333-1288
210 Transportation Bldg.
U 344-4832
BA, MA, Economics, 333-2849
344-0429
906 West Nevada
: NILAND, John R
Lecturer, 318 DKH
1974-B Orchard St., U
NINO, TakH., Physics Asst ".'.""333-26
466 Engr. Res. Lab.
1010 W. Green St., 229, U 332-2184
NINSUVANNAKUL, Planchai, BA, BS, MA 333-0694
Coll. of Commerce, Administrative Asst.
213 Com. West;1010 1st, Apt. 8, C 356-2706
NISHIDA, Toshiro, PHD, Assoc. Prof 333-1876
Food Science, 106 Bumsides Res. Lab.
1201 Theodore Dr., C 356-5717
NISHIJIMA, Mitsuaki, BS, MS, Grad. Student 333-4128
Research Asst., Electrical Engr. , 1-109 CSL




Univ. of 111. Foundation, 224 IU
1308 Duncan Rd., C 359-1393
NIXON, Ruth S., Co. Ext. Secy 5-6310
Pulaski-Alexander Coop. Ext. Serv., 128
No. Oak St^> Mounds
RR 1, Mounds 342-6651
NJOKU, Athanasius O., MS, Res. Asst 333-2616
Agrl. Economics, 417 Mumford Hall
1112 So. 2nd St., 304, C 352-1751
NOCK, Francis J, PhD, Assoc Prof, Germ, ...333-3919
223 LH; 406 W Nevada, U 367-6231
NOBLE, Bonnie W, BS, Editor, Grad Coll, ...333-4860
304 Adm Bldg; 105 E John, C 359-2879
NOBLE, Yvonne, PhD, Asst Prof, Eng 333-6431
215 Eng Bldg; 609 W Main, U 365-2804
NOE, Connie L, Clk Steno II, Coop Ext Serv, 333-2664
118 MH; 1810 Valley Rd, C 359-3652
NOE, Leila N, Clk Steno III, Aux Serv, 333-3501
420 IU; RR, Penfield 59 5-2610
93
NEUBER-NUTAITIS
*+NOEHRE, Allen W, BS, Eng in Chg, U S Geol .386-3239
Surv, Box 110 Oak Park; 1508 W
Somerset Crt, Roselle
* NOEL, Georgianna, Secy, Dept Agr Eng, 333-3571
245 Agr Eng; 605 S East, Homer 896-2715
* NOFFTZ, Elva H, Kitchen Helper, IU, ...... 333-1141
165 IU (E); Pesotum 867-2426
* NOFFTZ, Harold F, Auto Attend, PPD, .......
PPSB; Box 53, Pesotum 867-4842
*+NOFFTZ, Wayne W, Supr Tech Asst, ..344-1481
St Geol Surv, 13 6 Nat Res;
1212 Cambridge Dr, C 352-3547
* NOLAN, Brenda K, Secy, Bur Comm Plann, .. 333-3020
1202 W Calif; 301 McKlnley, Philo 684-3090
* NOLAN, Richard L, DBA, Asst Prof, Accnt & . 333-4537
Grad Sch Bus Ad, 283 Comm W;
1211 W Clark Apt 24, U
NOMM, Tiiu, AB, Cred Analyst, U-C Coun on333-2800
Teach Ed, 120 Ed Bldg; 312 S State, C356-1455
NONOYAMA, Meihan, Post-Dr Felw, Dept ...333-4297
Microbiol, 377 Morrill H; 2080b
Orchard St, U 344-6404
* NOORMAN, Henderikus, AcctI, U Press, ... 333-4655
234 UPB; 1005 W Main, U 367-7082
* NORDEN, Dennis A, AB, Asst to Dean, Stu
. . 333-0050
Persnl, Dean Worn, 130 Stu Serv Bldg;
409 W Washington, C 359-4898
*+NORDIN, Gerald L, BS, Tech Asst, St N H Surv333-6822
Secy, Econ Ent, 74 Nat Res Bldg;
1601 N Kller, C 352-9320
* NORDLING, Ervin L, Poultryman, AnScl, ... 333-3439
Poultry Farm; 210 S Victor, C 3 52-9814
* NORDMANN, Bernard J, MS, Res Asst 333-6154
Dept Comp Sci, DCL Rm 293;
1814d Orchard PI, U 344-2200
NORDSTROM, James W, PhD, Asst Prof, 333-1324
Home Econ, 439 Bevier; 616 Haines, C
* NORMAN, Van C, MS, Asst Dir Mnt,
... 333-3451
Hous Div, Rm 14 Linvoln Ave Res;
1505 Dawson Dr, C 356-4870
* NORMAN, GW, MSLS, Asst Circ Lib, ..333-0313
Clrc-Llb; 203 Lib; 1 Fisher Crt,U 367-4442
NORMANDIN, Diane K, PhD, Instr, Vet Ana ..333-2417
& Hist, 33 7 Vet Med; 303 W
Delaware, U 367-7668
* NORRIS, Clifford, Plumber, PPD
PPSB; 108 Southland Acres, Tuscola 253-2140
* NORRIS, Howard J, Plumber, PPD
PPSB; 108 Southland Acres, Tuscola 593j"
'
* NORTH, James C, PhD, Res Asst Prof, 333-0034
Physics, 290h MRL; 1804 Jeanne, C 356-8910
NORTH, Ruth A, Clk Typ III, Bot, 333-0550
618c Morrill H; 508 W Stoughton, U 367-1996
*+NORTH, William G, MS, Res Asst,
.344-1481
St Geol Surv, 267 Nat Res;
1007 S Mattis, C 359-1487
* NORTHCOTE, Robert St, PhD, Asst Prof, ....333-6869
Comp Sci, 279 DCL; 1308
Lincolnshire Dr, C 352-9440
* NORTHCUTT, Richard G, MS, Res Asst 333-0443
Phys, 1210 W Calif; 101 W Park.U 3 67-863 5
NORTHUP, Stephen A, BA, Asst, Eng,
304 Eng Bldg; 306 W Michigan, U 367-2233
* NORTON, Anita G, Clk Typ I, Purch Dlv, ... 333-3505
223 Adm Bldg; Twin City Mobile
Homes Lot 10, Apricot Ave,
C
356-8888
NORTON, David, Mn Desk Attnd, IU 344-1330
IU; 602 S Willis Ave.C 352-2440
* NORTON, Horace W, PhD, Prof, Stat Design .333-0625
& Anal, Dept An Sci, 327 MH;
1502 S Orchard, U 344-6158
* NORTON, Miles N, Sr Lab Mech 333-6230
Civil Eng, Shop Old San Bldg;
705 S Maple, U 367-5909
NORTON, William, BS, CP I, Stat Serv U, ...333-3841
Rt 1, Tolono 485-3455
* NORVELL, Clarence E, Asst Farmer, Dept Vet,.
Res & Dixon Spr Agr Cen, Dixon Spr
Agr Cen; Rt 1, Brownfield 949-2477
* NOSLER, Lawrence E, Food Serv Adm II, ... 333-1452
Hous Dlv, CFS; Rt I, Ogden 582-7491
* NOTARAS, Alexander, DPLG, Prof, Arch 333-0312
307 Arch; 305 Hessel Blvd,C 359-4319
* NOURSE, Hugh O, PhD, Assoc Prof, Econ,
.. 333-4511
144 Comm W; 1617 Sheridan Rd,C 3 56-8604
NOVAK, David P, BS, Asst, Chem & Chem .. 333-3918
Eng, 468 Noyes Lab; 606 W Ohio, U344-5812
NOVAK, Richard E,BS, Asst, Ceramic ...
Eng, 442 Mat Res Lab; 807 1/2W Main, U 367-8593
NOWAK, Frank J, BS, Grad Asst, Geol
143 Nat Sci; 501 S Elm, C
' NOWELL, Charles E, PhD, Prof, Hist, 333-3178
310 Armory; 602 W Washington, U 344-6661
1 NOWELL, FayP, MS, Inst, Lib, 333-3399
246 Lib; 602 W Washington, U 344-6661
NOWICKI, Ilene J, MS, Teach Asst, Bot, ....333-2919
116 Morrill H; 1008 1/2W Green Apt 7
, U 344-03 62
NOWNING, Caleb L, Storekeeper I, DP Mall 333-0861
Cen, 810 S 6th; 1009 1/2 S Lynn,U 365-1734
NOWNING, Helen L, AB, Clk-Steno III, .....333-0910
Coop Ext Serv, 414 MH; 1315 Alms, C3 56-6078
NUGENT, Dorothy E, Secy, Aero & Astro 333-2651
Eng Dept, 101 Trans Bldg; 108 S Poplar
u 367-2888
NUGENT, Sterling G, O per Eng, PPD
PPSB; 704 1/2 S Cottage Grv.U 3 67-8942
NUGENT, Timothy J ,MS, Dir, Div Rehab ... 333-4600
Ed Serv, 105 Rehab Ed Ctr; Box 944,C
NUNN, Walter M, PhD, Asst, Physics, 333-4712
Rm 59 Physics Bldg; 300 S Goodwin
Ave Apt 503, U
NUSPL, Stephen J., M.S.,B.S., Res Asst,. .. .333-6716
Comp Science, 153 A, ERL, 706 S. 359-1277
NUSSMEYER, Irvin F, Storekp, Pur. Dir, Bus 333-0137
ofc, 114 Armory, RR Broadlands 688-2598
NUTAITIS, Raymond J, M.S, M.M., Inst 333-2471
of Music, 206 Practice Anx, 404 E 367-9024
Green St, Apt 203, U
NUTTALL-ORR
* NUTTALL, John L, Jr., B.S., A.M., Staff Asst 333-4109
Pres. Ofc, 364 Admin Bl, 2 Imperial Ct 359-2263
C
NUTTALL, Mildred, BiEd , Asst. St. Leader, . .333-2447
Coop Ext Serv, 539 Bevier Hall, 705 W. Main, U
NYHOLM, Elizabeth M, M.S., Hm Economics,
Asst. Prof, Foods and Nutrition
* NYSTROM, Robert F, PhD, Prof Chem, Dlr ... .333-0476
Radlocarb L, 139 Davenport Ha, 505 E. Harding
Drive, U 367-3821
NYUHA, Elaine, B.S., Asst, Dairy Science. . .333-0814
ASL 429, 1201 W Oregon, Rm 13, U 333-1714
o
OAKES: Jean J; Clerk-Typist II; 333-4958
State Water Survey; Room 244 Water Resources
1507 West Columbia; C; 3 56-5289
OAKES, Lawrence Frank; Groundsman;
Physical Plant Dept; Phys Pit Ser Bldg;
1104 Rainbow View; U; 367-0671
OAKES, Roy Thomas; Lab Mechanic ......... 333-2355
Department of Zoology; #3 Vivarium;
373 Highland Drive; Rantoul; 892-2037
OAKLEY, Grover Lloyd; Groundsman
Physical Plant Department; Phys Pit Ser Bldg;
809 South Prairie; C; 352-1441
OAKLEY, Harold D.; Driver;
Physical Plant' Dppt; Phys Pit Ser Bldg;
714 South Prairie; C; 359-1261
OAKS, Andrew L; Carpenter
Physical Plant Dept; Phys Pit Ser Bldg;
622 West Hill Street; C; 352-8516
O'BANION, Terry; MEd; PhD; 333-1535
Asst Prof of Higher Education;
Education Dept;
338 Armory;
1905 McDonald Drive;C; 359-4928
OBERBECK, Peter Ernest Rudolph; MSEE; 333-4698
Research Asst; Computer Science;
216 DCL;
503 South Webber Street; U; 367-4698
OBERDORF, Sandra Jo; Lib Clerk II; „ 333-1055
Library; Acquisition Department; 220 ALib;
Shull Urban Estates; 3 Violet Drive; Rantoul;
893-1141
OBERG, Eldina M., Coop Ext Serv 756-9778
315 N. Sixth St., DeKalb; Rt. 1 756-6008
OBERSCHELP, Walter, Dr. Nev.;Math 333-1574
236 IH; 1711 Tarkride Jerrace C.
O'BRIEN, Donald M. , Chem; Glass Blower . . . 333-3610
114 Noyes Lab; 252 S. Dewey 367-8109
O'BRIEN, Gordon E..BS BA PhD. Res. Assoc. ...3-0500
203; 909 W. Nevada; 2001 D. Orchard Downs
344-5712
O'BRIEN, Mary A., Clerk Typist II Bus Ofc . . . 333-2180
100B Adm. Bldg.; 252 S. Dewey U. 367-8109
O'BRIEN, Roslyn A. , BA Educ Res Inf Cntr. . . . 333-1386
809 W. Pennsylvania U. 344-5712
2001D Orchard Downs, Unsona
O'BRIEN, William D. Jr. BSEE. Elec. Eng. . .. 333-0503
323EEB; 710 W. Western, U. 367-7343
OBRIG, Genevieve A., Statls. Serv. CPI 333-4827
54 Admin Bldg; 1107 E. Delaware Ave.U 367-3395
O'BRYAN, Harold R. , Phys. Pint. PP Serv. Bldg.
818 W. Harvard C. 356-1653
O'BRYAN, Robert L. , Herdsman 333-0582
Round Barns; RR 3, U 367-5711
O'BRYAN, DAVID C..BS. MS. Gen Engi 333-2457
217 Transportation; 1906 Cypress Dr.C. 359-1150
O'BRYANT, Joan E., Bac. Scl. Educ 3-1553
As sis. Publ. Edi; 126 Mumford;
1906 Cypress Dr. C 359-1150
OBST, ArllnH., BS. Ext. Adv. Agric 939-6617
509 A. W. Mill Waterloo; 407 Wasgington Dr.
Waterloo 939-8227
OCHS, Harry T. III., BS.MS. Elec. Engi. ...333-0890
405 Metallurgy; 1613 Valley Rd. C. 359-4904
O'CONNELL, Jeffrey, AB LLB, Law Prof; 333-2499
Law 137; 701 Balboa, C. 356-8005
O'CONNELL, William J., M. Arch. Arch; 333-1883
Assoc. Prof Arch ;404 Architecture; 1607 Oxford Dr.
Champaign 352-0916
' O'CONNOR, Frank R. , Instr.Dept Min.Met .. 333-2909
Pet Eng; 150 Met. Bldg; 616 W. Union C. 356-3392
O'CONNOR, John A., BS. MS. Asst Prof Mus. 333-1580
1st Floor Theory Annex; 706 W. Indiana Ave.U
344-0578
' O'CONNOR, JohnT., BCE. MSCeEng.D. ...333-6964
3221 C.E.B.; 1101 S.Race St. U. 367-6934
O'CONNOR, Thomas M., Aero. Astr. Engi. .. 333-1104
101 Transportation Bldg; RR. 3, C. 359-2033
ODELL, Russell T., PhD. Agronomy Prof Pedo. 333-3650
N-405b Turner Hall; 1108 W. Clark 352-9458
ODER, Jerome B. , Elec. Engi 446-7373
Vermilion River Observatory, Danville
617 Bensyl Ave., Danville 446-3832
O'DONNELL, William F., Assls Distr. Oper-
Physlcal Plant; Physical Pint Serv. Bldg;
RR 2, C. 352-1966
OEHMKE, Charles M, BS Assls Dlr
54 Administration; 409 W. Hich St.U 367-2826
OELZ, Erllng R. , AB. Cir. Assis. Llbr 333-0313
203 Library; 501 S. Elm C. 359-4388
* OESTREICH, Dorothea D. , Telephone Opr. ...333-0133
Housing Div. Rm 45, Clark Hall; 1707 W. Church
C. 356-4067
OETGEN, Kathleen E., Clrk Stenog 333-2591
133 Davenport House; 1 Bay Tree Dr.C. 352-0492
OFFNER, David H., PhD. Assoc. Prof 333-1644
262 MEB; 1502 Maple U.
OFFUTT, James C, Library, Clrk II
203 Library; 506 E. Grove St. C.
* OGATA, Helen H., Ofc. Pub. Inf. Sec 333-0671
139 Davenport House;
2018 Boudreau Dr., U 344-S081
*+OGATA, KentM., Hydv. Engr.US Geol.Sur. . 356-5221
605 S Neil; Champaign,
2018 Boudreau Dr., U 344-5081
* OGLE, Linda K. , Clerk Typist in Dept of Civ. 3-3820
205 Engineering Hall;
1502 North Rldgeway 356-9492
* OGREN, William L. , BS, Ph. D. Asst. Prof. PP. 344-0622
U.S Reg Soybean Lab. 271 Davenport Hall
2703 West William St. , C 356-5167
* O'HALLORAN, Thomas A. , Ph.D. Asst. Prof
. .
333-4392
Physics, 427 P. B.;
1802 Carle Drive, U 344-0833
O'HEA, Eugene K., M. Agr. Sc. Asst 333-1933
Science, 2 35 Animal Science Lab.
504 East Stoughton St., C 352-349b
OHIRA, Suzuko., M.A. Lib. Sc. Title Inst.. 333-1501
111 Library; 111 East Healey,Apt 7 356-6058
OHLS, Agnes S. , Maid, Housing Div
509 Louisiana, Champaign 356-1044
OHTSU, Makoto., BA in Eco. Res. Asst 333-0984
Inst. Labor Ind. Relations, 1 Llr, Apt. 17
404 East Stoughton, C 356-6558
OKAMOTO, Hiroaki., M.S. Applied Physics.. 333-3080
Metallurgy, Res. Asst. 103 Metallurgy
508 E. White, C 359-2937
* O'KELLY, Lawrence I., Ph. D. Psych. Prof... 333-3482
129 N. Race Street, Urbana
Rural Route 1, V 643-682 3
* OHNICZYC, Unthony J^.'MJU Ph. in Prog... .. 333-0682
Slavic Lang.& Lit. 260 Lincoln Hall;
2023A Orchard, U 344-3929
* OLAFSON, Gordon A.A., B.P. E., M. P. E. . . 333-1680
Asst. Ph. Education, Room 201, Men's Old Gym.
2049-C Hazelwood Court, U 344-5612
* OLAFSON, Pauline E. , B. of Educ
Secondary Phys. Educ. Instr. English Bldg.
2049-C Hazelwood Court, U 344-5612
OLBERZ, Paul D. , B.A. Psych. Room 300 333-0084
Gregory Hall;' 1012 First St.Apt.2, C
OLD, Sylvia M., BSc, Botany, Asst 333-6106
139 Morrill Hall,
903 W. Oregon Street., U 344-1903
* OLDHAM, MelvinG., M. S. Asst. Prof 333-2965
Agronomy, W-201F Turner Hall;
Rural Route 2, C 352-6257
OLDROYD, Lawrence A., B.X. in Math. Asst. 333-4712
59 Physics Building;
942 Chautauqua, Norman, Okla. 7-3069
* O'LESSKER, Karl., A. B., M. A., Ph. D 333-0678
Political Science, 377 Lincoln Hall
607 W. Church St., C 356-1247
* OLIGER, Nell E., L.E. P.P., P. P. S. Bldg
106 Chesnut, Pesotum. 867-2555
* OLIVER, Blandena, Kitchen Helper 333-0700
Illinois Union (E) 703 N. Mathews Ave.
Urbana, 367-2939
* OLIVER, Caldwell H., B. S. Assoc. Arch...' 333-1690
Pshs. Plant, 219 605 E. Green St., C
714 W. Michigan Ave. U 344-5614
OLIVER, Dennis M., B. A. M. A. English... 333-1335
315 English Bldg. 301 S. Wheaton 356-6038
* OLVER, Elwood F., Ph.D. Prof.Agri.Engr
Asst. Dean of Agri. Assigned Under A. I. D.
University, Jabalpur, M.P., India
* OLIVER, E. Eugene, Ph. D. Dlr. Adm. Records333-2031
108 Admin. Bldg. 348 Illlnl Tower 333-2033
2210 PorifiLJJ 367-9579
* OLIVER, Revllo P. , Ph.D. Prof .of Classics
452 Library; 701 Ohio Street, U
* OLIVER, William A., M. S. C.E. Prof. Civil. 333-0813
Engineering, 306 Engr. Hall;
505 So. Prospect, C 352-3379
* OLLIS, Marie H., Maid House Div.
205 E. Oregon St. U 367-7812
1* OLSEN, Raymond E..D.V.M. Ph. D 333-3116
Asst. Prof, of Vet. Path, and Hygiene
40 Vet. Med; RR1, St. Joseph 469-4091
OLSON, Barbara E., B.A. Span. Asst 333-0440
911 S. Sixth; 1010 W. Green, U 332-2505
* OLSON, Charles D. , M. S. Asst. Chem. Eng. 333-3776
363 Noyes Lab; 301 W. Illinois, U 365-1955
* OLSON, Daniel B., B. S. As St. Prof. Pern. . .. 333-3400
12 3 Assembly Hall
* OLSON, Edward C, Ph. D. Associate Prof... 333-3090
Astronomy, 110 Observatory;
31 Sherwin Drive, U 344-6390
* OLSON, Kenneth E., B. S. Asst. in Educ 333-0323
113 University H. S.
1102 South 2nd Street, C 352-9498
* OLSON, Lawrence W. , Assoc. Prof Speech.
. .
333-2370
Asst. Dean of College of LAS, 287 Armory &
278 Lincoln Hall; 114 W. Iowa, St 367-2059
94
* OLSON, Lawrence W.,M. A. Asst. Dean of.. 333-11
College of LAS, Assoc. Prof, of Speech
287 Armory; 114 W. Iowa St. U 367-2059
* OLSON, Louise C, Clerk Typist in, 333-0:i
Adm. and Records, Room 107, 707 South 6th St.
1704 West John St.; C 356-5489
* OLSON, Richard F., B. S. Mech. Engr 333-2;
PPSB, Apt 3 Aztec Place, C 359-2993
* OLSON, Robert C, A. B. Auditing Div...... 333-0(,
Acct.II, 801 S. Wright, C;
106 Flora Drive, C 356-4250
* OLSON, RoyE., BS, MS, Ph.D. Prof 333-6!;
Civil Engl. 2207 Civil Engi Bldg.
.
710 Hamilton Drive, C 359-1847
* OLSON, SusanM. S., Library Clerk II 333-2'
Circulation Dept. 203 Library;
301 West Illinois, U 365-1955
* OMAR, ElhadlR. , B. Sc. Eng. M. M. E
Mechanical Engr. Asst. M. E. L. 105
1113 W. Green St. Apt 319, U 344-3894.
* O'MEARA, James H. A. B. Res. A9st.Sociol. .^33-2
Rm 103, Sociol. Annex. 1204 W. Oregon, U.;
300 S Goodwin, Apt 508, U 344-3917
ONCHANDRA, Tongros, M. S. Agri. Eco 333-2
Res. Asst. 406 Mumford Hall
911 S. Locust, C 356-3029
* ONG, Avelino 0., BS, M. S. E.E 333-6
Res. Asst. Coordinated Science Lab. 4-130 C S L!
1816 B Orchard Place, U 344-6473
O'NEIL, Linda L., Card-Punch Opr. 1 333-6
Dept. of Cumputer Science, 129 Digital Computer
Lab.; 24 S. Griffin St., Danville, 446-3878
* O'NEIL, Thelma S., Chief Clerk, Agri. Eco.. 333-1
305 Mumford Hall; 807 Dodds Dr.C356-2385
*+£>'NEILL, Barbara J., Sec. Athletic Assoc. .. . 333-1
Coaches Office, 123 Assembly Hall;
102 Main Street, Savoy 822-5546
* O'NEILL, Bonnie H., B. A., Univ. of 111 333-4
Clerk Typist III, Civil Defense Training
117 Illlnl Hall, 2014 Vawter St. U 365-2382
O'NEILL, Linda S., Clerk Typist II, Dairy Sci.333-3
315 Animal Sc. Lab.
Box 114 Philo, 684-3400
* O'NEILL, John J., B. S. and Ph. D 333-2
Prof. Speech; Director Speech, Hearing Clinic
101 Speech Clinic;
1113 W. Church, C 359-1571
O'NEILL, Mabel I., Chief Clerk Agri . Pub 333-2
123 Mumford Hall; 615 W John, C
* OPACKI, Judith L., B. A. Res. Asst. Bureau.. 333-0
Econ. & Bus. Res. Asst. to Editor, Journal
Marketing Res. 432 David Klnley Hall;
1112 South Second St. Apt. 30 3,C 352-7359
OPELKA, James H., B. S., M. S. Res. Asst.. 333-2
Physics, N R L Room 104
909 So. 5th St. Room 1051, C 332-4968
* OPHEIM, Mrs. Avis L. , B. A. Steno Clerk III. 333-1
Elec. Engr., 465 Elec Engr. Bldg.
904 Fairlawn Drive, U 365-1951
* OPHEIM, Vernon H. , B.A. M. M 333-C
Misic Asst. 105 Stiven House;
904 Fairlawn Drive, U 365-1951
* OPOLKA, John C. Jr. , Asst. Super 333-4
Printing Div. Univ. Press, 234 Univ. Press Bldg. 1
Rural Route 1, Mahomet 586-4807
* OPPENHEIMER, John R. , B. A., M. S 333-E
Zoology, j Time Teaching Asst. 505 S. Goodwin
54 East Daniel St. C 356-5755
OPPERMAN, David R. , B. S., M. S 333-?
Asst. Prof. Gen. Engr., Asst. Dean Coll. of Engi-
101 Engineering Hall;
1108 South Cottage Grove, U 367-9430
ORAM, Robert W., M. S. Assoc. Dlr. of... 333-2
Public Ser. Prof, of Lib. Adm. 209 Library;
204 N. Lincoln, U 367-9724
ORCUTT, Charles E., M. Ed. Ext. Adviser....
Agri. Clark Co. Cooperative Ext. Ser.
201 N. Michigan, Marshall
917 North Michigan Ave., Marshall, 5882
ORDAL, Z. John, Ph. D. Food Science 333^f
Prof, of Food Microbiology and Asst. Dlr. of Agri.
580 Bevier Hall;
206 E. Mumford Drive, U. 344-6546
ORE, Fred R. , B. S., M. S., Elect Engr 333-1
Senior Res. Engr. 443 E E B
1906 Galen Drive, C 356-0615
ORMISTON, Emmett E., Ph. D. Prof, of 333-2
Dairy Husbandry, Dairy Science, 215-C An. Sc. 1
1101 East Mumford, U 367-8989
ORMSBEE, Allen I., Ph. D. Prof 333-2
Aero, and Astro. Engr. , 111 Transportation Bldg.
308 E. Florida, U 367-5231
O'ROURKE, Thomas W. , A. B. A., B. S., M.S.333-4
Asst., Div. of Rehab. Educ. Ser. Dept. of Health
Educ. Res. Asst., Hopkins Hall, 178 Rehab. Educ
180 Hopkins Hall, C 332-1185
O'ROURKE, Thomas" W. , A. B. A.,B.S., .. 333-4
M.S., Res. Asst. Hopkins Hall, Dean of Student
Housing Div. Hopkins Counseling Office;
180 Hopkins Hall.C 332-1185
ORR, Angus A., First Baker, Housing Div... 333-1
Central Food Stores; Pesotum, 867-2503
ORR, Audrey L., Clerk III, Acct. Dlr. Bus... 333-C
Office, 247 Admin.; 504 North Main,
St. Joseph 469-7256
*+ORR, Hazel V. , Clerk Steno.n, 344-1481
State Geol. Sur. 116 Natural Resources;
905 West Columbia, C 359-1310
* ORR, John R. , Ph. D. Res. Asst. Prof 333-4228
Physics, 465 Physics Bldg.;
101 North Busey, Apt. 3 U 365-2151
* ORR, Juanlta M., Clerk in, Admissions & 333-0413
Records, 177 Administration;
R. R. 1, Pesotum 867-2503
* ORR, Kenneth W., Janitor, Housing Div.
...
.
504 N. Main Str., St. Joseph 469-7256
ORR, Suzanne, Clerk Typist I, Purchasing 333-3507
Dlv. Bus. Office, 220 Administration
613 W. Stoughton, U 367-4385
' ORRANT1A, Dagoberto.B. A., Span. Iral.
... 333-0440
and Portuguese, Asst., 224 Lincoln Hall;
Box 2365 Station A, C
ORRIS, James B., B. A. Univ. Iowa 333-0500
M. A. Univ. of 111. Psychology, 105 Res. Lab.
1527 Lincolnshire, Apt. 3 C 356-4728
;' ORTIZ, Bonnie P., Clerk-Typist II, Psych 333-1369
Room 204, 403 E. Healy;
122 Scottswood Drive, U 367-0825
ORTON, Charles N., Bachelors Teach. Asst.. 333-3684
Physics, 251 Physics Bldg.
1010 W. Green, U 332-2234
ORZECH, Grace G. B. A., M. A 333-1898
Math., 223 Illinl Hall;
710 S. Anderson St., U 365-1283
ORZECH, Morris, Ph. D. Asst. Prof., Math.. 333-1541
225 IUlni Hall;
710 S. Anderson, U 365-1283
OSBORN, Howard A., A. B., Ph. D., 333-6316
Professor of Mathematics , 32 6 YWCA




, M. Ed 333-4894
Educ. Spec. Col. Wolfe School 224;
1807 Shadowlawn Drive, C* 352-6397
OSBORN, Martin E., Storekeeper in 333-0815
Gen. Chem. Stores, 55 Noyes Lab.; 353-0817
113 E. Willlard, Glfford 568-6025
OSBORN, Richards C., Ph.D., Prof, of Fin.
. 333-4522
198 Commerce, West;
712 West Washington, U 344-6847
OSBORN, Sharon L., Secy. Co. Ext 544-3618






R. R. 1, Hutsonville
OSCHWALD, William R. , B
Ph. D. Agronomy, Assoc.
Ext., N-315 Turner Hall;
1823 Crescent Drive, C
OSGOOD, Charles E., B. A
Ph. D. Yale, Prof. Inst, of Com. Res.
Psychology, 120 Gregory Hall;
307 E. Mumford, U 365-1002
DSGOOD, Thomas W.
,
B. A. Teach. Asst.
.. 333-6327
Math., 213 Y WC A
909 South 5th St., Apt 967, C 332-4962
OSLER, Curtis W.
, Groundsman P.P
P. P. Ser. Bldg. 104 S Grove St.U
OSTENDORF, Mary, Clerk Typist II 333-0931
Job Classification, College of Law ,209 A Law
117 Dodson, U
JSTENSEN, Raymond W. , B. S., M. S., 333-3560
:
Physics., Res. Asst. Nuclear Engr. Meoh Eng. Lab
129,; 955 Sherman Hall,
909 South 5th Street, C 332-4950
OSTERBUR, Doris A., Clerk-Typist II 333-2348
Catalog Dept. Library, 246-A Library
R. F. D. 2, St. Joseph 583-4580
STERBUR, Elmer, Attendant Assembly Hall.
. 333-3144
1 R. R. 1 Ogden 583-4332
'STERBUR, Herbert H., Groundsman P. P.
P. P. S. Bldg.
104 Marylyn Ave. Ogden 582-7947
"STERBUR, Margy J. , Clerk-Typist II 333-3921
Civil Engr. ,111 Talbot Lab.
St. Joseph 469-4021
STERBUR, Sandra L.
, Clerk Typist HI 333-1990






STERHOFF, Elaine M., Clerk Steno. in.... 333-1464
Dlv. of Univ. Ext., 118 Ullnl Hall;
711 West Springfield, C 352-8383
3TERMANN, WaldemarG., A.B., M. A.,.. 333-2170
Res. Asst. Statistical Ser. Unit. 54 Admin. Bldg
Room 210, 707 S. Wright St.; 364 Sherman Hall;
909 S. 5th Street, C 332-4827
pANI, Shunsuke, Bachelor of Engr 333-6958
Res. Asst. Civil Engr. 3113 Civil Engr. Bldg.
0258 Sherman Hall; 909 S. 5th, C 332-4799
'IS, Alton B. Jr.
,
B. S. Physics Mn, 333-6561
M.S. Elect. Eng. Vo.&I. Res. Asst. Dept Corp. Sc.




1711 Carolyn Drive, C 352-4644
TOOLE, MaryL., B. S., Asst. Women's ...333-0016
Ph. Educ. 212 Women's Gym;
911 W. Main Street, U 367-0630
:'T, Flna C, A.B., M.A., B.S. In L. S





TEN, JeanE., Secy. Psychology, Res. ....333-0502
;Lab. Rm. 100;
|501 W. Washington St. , U 344-5603
* OTTEN, John H. Jr., Engr. Draftsman n 333.
Dept. of Computer Sci. 54 Digital Computer Lab
601 W. Washington St., U 344-5603
* OTTERBACHER, AlanG., B. S., Asst 333.
Hotlculturlst, 105 Horticulture Field Lab."
308 Sunrise Drive, U 367-0098
* OTTO, David B., A. B., Television Pro
Dlr. Television Services, 1110 W. Main St
n^Vri^J^ 3 !11"9^" St ' ' C • 359-3401
'
OTTSEN, Henning, B. S., M. S., 333
Res. Asst. Civil Engr. 2113 Civil Engr*. 'Bldg
908 N McKlnley St., C 352-171?
OUTIS, William H., B. S., Acct. I
College of Agri., Ill Mumford
207 E. Healey, C 356-2152
* OVERHOLT, David P., B. S., Asst. State.... 356
Conservationist, U.S.D.A., 200 W. Church St
609 West Iowa St., U 367-6970
* OVERMAN, Allen R.
, Ph. D. , Agronomy 333
Res. Assoc, N-511 Turner Hall;
905 S. First, C 356-2944
* OVERMAN, Dennis L. , Assembly Hall - 333.
Attendant; 1211 Garden Hills Dr. C 356-oV84OVERMAN, Sandra. 'E. , Clerk-Typist II 333.
Grad. School of Library Sci., 409 E. ChaVmers
Rm. 302; 1211 Garden Hills Dr.,C 356-0284
* OVERMYER, james E., Maint. Insp. Hous... 333-
Dlv. North Downs Maint. Bldg.;
502 E, Florida Ave. U 367-7361
* OVERMYER, Lois E.
, Chief Clerk 333.
Tele. Acct. 420 Student Ser. Bldg.
502 East Florida Ave., U 367-7361
* OWEN, Ray B. Jr., A. B., Zoology Instr.
. . .
333-
204 Vivarium & 311 Natural Hist. Bldg.
SlOJWest Ittinois St., U 367-1838
OWENS, Carolyn J. , Library Clerk II.
.
333.
100 Library; 1203 £ W.Main, U 367-l'643OWENS, Lois M., Chief Clerk, Acct. Dlv 333
Business Office, 245 Admin. Bldg.
311 North First, Villa Grove ' 832-2891
OWENS, Paul T.
, Bachelor of Sci. , Phys 333
Biophysics, Asst. 446 Burrlll Hall;
1005 West Oregon St., U 344-1314
OWENS, Rhodell, B. S., M. S., Lect
Recreation and Park Adm
. ;
854 E. High Point Terrace, Peoria
OWENS, Robert L.
, Zoology - Animal 333-
Caretaker, 287 Morrill Hall,; U
OWENS, VesterE., Botany, Equip. Attendant. 333-
45 Morrill Hall;
311 North First, Villa Grove
OYARZUN, Luis 4., M. A., Teach. Asst
Spanish., 219 Lincoln Hall;'
506 S. Matthews, Apt. 21, U
OYER, Merle E.
, Janitor, Phys. P
P. P. Ser. Bldg.
R. R. 1 Foosland 897-8678
OZEROL, NailH., Ph. D. Res. Assoc 333-
Dept. of Zoology, 287 Morrill Hall;


















* PACKER, Linda M.
, Clerk I. , Acotg 333-2184
Bus. Off., Bursar's Dlv., 125 Adm.




PACHMUSS, Temira A., 'PHD, Assoc, Slavic 333-1246
172 Lincoln Hall
902 So".. Lincoln Avenue, U 344-3761
PACENTA, MaurlenE., BS, Editorial Asst. 333-0954
UP, 118 UPB, 1001 E. Wash. St.U 367-6968
* PACELEY, Russell L., Elev. Meoh., PPSB
3 Flte Dr.
, Decatur 877-4531
"•PACE, Marie D., Tech. Asst 344-1481
State Geol. Serv., 234 NRB
1208 W. Springfield, C 356-4163
*+PACE, John G.
,
AM, Dir. of Grants Aid Prof 333-0810
Univ. of 111. Found., 224 IU
1208 W. Springfield, C 356-4163
* PACE, Bernadette K., BS, MS, Res. Asst.... 333-1142
Dept. of Microbiology, 315 Burrill Hall
109 N. Busey St., U 367-9710
* PAPANIKOLAOU, Basil, BA, Asst., Linguistic 333-6468
1116 W. Illinois
606 Breen, C 356-7021
* PADDICK, Marian H., BS, Ext. Adv. ,HE.
. .. 943-4511
Coop. Ext. Serv., 12th and Lexington, Lawrencevllle
RR 4, Sumner Chauncet
7
PADDOCK, Mary, Clerk III, Adm. and Reo 333-0413
177 Adm., 805 S. 1st St., C
* PADEN, Donald W., BA, MA, PHD, Economics 333-2681
Prof., 226 David Klnley Hall
2112 So. Race St., U 344-5752
PADEN, Elaine P., BA,MA,PHD, Asst. Prof. 333-3050
Speech, 335 Illinl H,
2112 So. Race St., U 344-5752
* PADEN, Lolita C, Account. Clerk II, Physic 333-0574
203 Physics Bldg.
1704 W. White St., C 356-6551
PADGETT, James F., Janitor, PPSB
P. O. Box 172, U 367-6824
PADGETT, Lenora, Foods Lab. Asst., HE 333-3792
260 Bevier Hall, 1313 Rosewood, C 356-0776
* PAGE, John L.
,
PHD, Geography, Prof.Emerftus
716 So. Lynn St. , C 352-4797
+
'PAGE, Larry M., BS, Res. Asst., 333-6848
State Nat. Hist. Surv.,93 NRB
.501 N. Vermillion St. , Lexington 365-3432
95
PAGE, Richard J., AB, Grad. Asst.. 333-0440
Span., Ital. Port., 911 S. 6th,
C
136 N. Portland Ave., Ventnor,N J 822-3721
* PAGE, Thomas, BA,MA,PHD, Assoc. Prof 333-3340
Political Sci. and Institute of Gov. and Pub. Affairs
1201 W. Nevada
2022 Burllson Dr., U 344-1133
* PAGE, William T., BS,MA, Inst 333-4654
Verbal Comm., Dlv. of Gen. Studies, 124 Altgeld
2102 White St., Apt. 89, C 359-1525
* PAGES, JoseR.,DR, MS, LS, Asst 333-2008
Law Librarian, 104 K Law Lib.
211 Hessel Blvd., C 352-3964
* PAGALUCCI, Frank R.
, BA, MA, Asst. Eng. 333-3879
English 13, Bldg. 206
2081 C, Orchard Downs, U 344-1408
PAINE, ElleryB., MS, EE, Elec. Engr. Prof. 333-2300
(Emeritus) 155 EEB, 606 W. Pa, U 344-5774
* PAINTER, Fred A., BS.MS, Leader, Rural Civ. 333-2665
Defense, Coop. Ext. Serv. ,329 Mumford Hall
802 Sunnycrest Dr. , U 365-1292
* PAINTER, GaleE., Janitor, PPSB
305 E. Walnut St.
, Villa Grove 832-8631
* PAINTER, Genevieve B., Ed.D, Asspt. Prof. 333-4891
Special Educ, 240 Col. Wolfe Preschool
1805 Clover Lane, C 359-1819
* PAINTER, William T., DIC, MS, Res. Asst. 333-6989
Civil Engr., Room B211 CEB
404 S. Prairie, Apt. 6, C 352-6425
* PAK, Moon J., MD, PHD, Res. Assoc 333-1162
Physiology and Biophysics, Noyes Lab. 310
805 S. Lynn St., U 367-2154
PAL, Sat, MA, Grad. Asst. in Math. 333-3567
150 AH; 408 N. Goodwin, U
PALCIAUSKAS, Vytautas V. , BS, MS, Res .Asst 333-4574
Physics, 390 G. MRL
605 S. Coler, U 344-6394
* PALEY, Hiram, PHD, Assoc, Prof of Math 333-1108
265 Altgeld Hall
706 W. California, U 344-3495
* PALIT, David K, BS, Data Prose, Analyst II 333-4803
Statistical Serv. Unit, 54 Adm.
1507 Centennial, C 359-1366
* PALIT, Martha, BA,MA, Asst, Die. of Gen.
Studies, 205, 1210 W. Calif;
1507 Centennial Dr., C 359-1366
* PALKA, Diana M., Clerk-Typist II, Coll. of 359-1467
Agrl., 104 Mumford Hall
1721 Bumetta St., C 359-1467
PALKE, Donald J., AB,AM, Asst. in Hist. 333-2099
235-R Armory
+
311 E. Springfield, C
* PALMA, Lois J., Clerk-Steno, USDA, Soil... 356-3786
Consv. Serv., 200 West Church St.
1813 Augusta Dr., C 352-7393
* PALMBERG, Adele C
. ,
BA, MA, Asst 333-1312
Comparative Lit., 512 E. Chalmers
Lot 57, Ehler's Trailer Park, U
* PA£MBERG, Earl L., BS,JD, Legal Counsel 333-0560
258 Adm. Hdg..;903 W. Main St. U367-1539
PALMER, Denlse, BPE, MA, PE Asst 333-6866
128 Women's Gym
No. 3, 504 E. Green St., C
* PALMER, Dorothy T.
,
Secy, Board of Trustees 333-1922
354 Adm.; 907 E. Calif. Ave.,U 367-0307
PALMER, George, BS, Asst. Agronomy 333-3455
S-12 Turner Hall
1111 Joanne Lane, C 356-8785
* PALMER, James M., Janitor, PPSB
1110 Holiday Dr., C 352-6833
PALMER, Joan E., BA, Grad. Asst., Off. of 332-2704
Stu. Personnel, Dean of Women, 206 Evans
1115 W. Nevada, C 332-2704
* PALMER, Mary J., Clerk Steno III, 333-0931
Coll. of Law, 209a Law Bldg.
1109 Theodore Dr., C
* PALMER, Cyrus E. t .BS,. MS, Architecture
....
Coll. of fSA, Assoc, Dean, Prof, of Arch. Engr.
1505 Delmont Court, U
PALMIOTTO, Alphonso J, BS,MA, 333-1096
Sec. and Higher Educ, Educ. Bldg. 398
618 W. Green St., C 356-6637
*-tPALOMTNO, JackR., MS, Res. Asst 344-1481
State Seol. Surv., 425 NRB
404 W. Springfield, C




PALMISANO, Rosellla, Clerk-Typist I, 333-1055
Acquisition Dept. Lib., 220 Lib.
1103 Grant PI., U 367-4477
* PALUDAN, Phillips., AB,MA, Instr. DGS 333-4564
126 Altgeld;1713 C Valley Rd,C 356-2918
* PANCRAZIO, Sally B., BS, MS, Asst. Educ. 333-6491
Educ. Projects Bldg., 108
1009 S. Mattis, No. 4-4, C 359-4675
PANCZNER, JoanM., BS, Res. Asst 333-144S
Coll. of Vet. Med.
814 W. Daniel St. , C 352-0491
PANDEY, RameshC, PHD, Res. Assoc 333-0655Chem. and Chem. Engr., 456 E. Chem.
501 1/2 E. Green, C !
* PANDIT, OnkarN., MA, Math Asst 333-6347
-206 YWCA; 106 S. 4th, C 352-6495
* ^l^h Antonio R., BS, R. Asst., Elec. E 333-1200466 Elect. Engr. Bldg.
1818 A. Orchard Place 344-0863
* PANKAV, Joseph W., RN, Prta. Lab. Tech 333-1644
EE, Biophysical Res. Lab.
1912 Galen Dr., C 356-5501
*
"^iS"?' Char"yN., BA, Psychology,...,. 333-0040CRC; 35 E. Chalmers,
C
356-8537
* PANNBACKER, George, Electrician, PPSB
211 Florida Ave, Gifford 568-3276
* PANNBACKER, MelvinH., Storekeeper II 333-0817
Purch. Div., Bus. Office 55 Noyes
Box 123, Gifford 568-6155
PANWAR, Jaipal S., MS, Res. Asst.,
.. 333-4216
Agri. Engr., 319 C, Agri. Engr.
705 W. Calif., U 344-5765
50 %
PAOLILLO-PEASE
* PAOLILLO, Dominlck, J. Jr., BS, PHD, Assoc 333-0346
Prof. Botany, 639B Morrill Hall
2 Weaver Place, U 365-2036
* PAPAGEORGIOU, George, BS, Res. Asst 333-6844
Bot., 283 A Morrill Hall
102 N. Gregory, U 367-9524
* PAPAGEORGIOU, Sophie N., MS, Cataloger. . 333-3399
(with rank of Inst.) Lib., 246 Lib.
102 N. Gregory, U 367-9524
* PAPP, Gilbert J., BS, Asst-Sfihool of Music
1114 West John St., C 356-9910
PARALKAR, Veena Vasant, BA, B Lib Sci, 333-2492
Asst, Lib Sci, S Asia Section, IB Lib
285 Daniels Hall, 1010 W Green, U 332-2482
PARASKEVOPOULOS, Ioannls Nikolaos, PhD, . .333-1171
Unlv Dir of Testing, Admissions and Records, Res
Asst
1
Prof Dept of Spec Educ and Inst for Res on Exc
Children, 409 E Chalmers, Rm 359, C
311 W Clark, C 359-4839
* PAROLA, Jerry Frank, Bach Sc, M Sc, Tchr . . . 333-6943
Asst, Civil Eng, 220 CEB
1102 E Pennsylvania, U 367-0533
*+PARE, Jean Henri Emile, Pressman, Illinl.... 333-3730
Publishing Co, 22 IH
203 E Roper, C 359-1471
PARENT (Mrs) Phyllis Mae, Clerk-Typist III, . .333-0240
Agr Experiment Sta , 109 Mumford Hall
602 S Walnut, Mahomet 586-2074
* PARIS, Max Maynard, HK, Commercial Artist. 333-0605
II, Div of Unlv, Ext, 300 Union Arcade Bldg
803 S Wabash Ave, U
PARISH, Jeffrey Lee, BSEE, Asst, Physics 333-4712
Physics 59; RR2, Howe 562-4895
* PARISI, Eva, Typing-Clerk II, Reference Dept. 333-2290
Lib, 200 Lib;. 612 W William, C 356-0189
PARK, Joseph Chul-Hui, PhD, Res Assoc 333-4873
Physics, 472 Phys Bldg
404 Edgebrook, Apt 214, C 352-12 64
* PARK, Keun Suck, MS, Asst Chemist in Agr. . . 333-6827
Entomology, 375 NRB
1308 W Main, U 367-7508
PARK, Sue Ann, Nat Sci Lab Asst II, Food Sci. 333-1870
5B S Wing Hort Field Lab
202 South Poplar, U 367-5395
* PARKAY, Forrest Winston, Asst Engl, 206 EB..
513 S McKinley, C 356-7308
PARKER (Mrs) Adah, Asst Prof of Rec, Rec and. 333-4411
Park Adm, 104 Huff Gym
1731-C Valley Rd, C 356-9135
* PARKER, Alfred Wallace, PhD, Res Assoc 333-2201
Physics, 106 NRL
1735 A Valley Rd, C 352-1209
* PARKER, Z.Burt, Policeman, PP Dept, PPSB. . .
.
Box 178, St Joseph 469-7136
* PARKER, Ernest Tilden, BA, PhD, Assoc Prof. .333-22 69
Math, 322 YWCA
103 W Delaware,, U 367-3130
* PARKER, James Lawrence, BS, MS, Res Asst. . .333-2170
Statistical Serv Unit, 54 Adm Bldg, Rm 210, 707 S
Wright; 615 W Springfield, C 359-3872
* PARKER, Harvey Weston, BSCE, SM, Res Asst.333-3448
Geol, 408 S Goodwin, Rm 12
808 Lincoln, Apt 13, U 344-2340
* PARKER, Helen Meister, PhD, Res Assoc 333-1169
Chem and Chem Eng, 407 ECB
103 W Delaware, U 367-3130
* PARKER, John Mayhew, Scientific Analyst, .. . 333-4379
Agron, C-411 TH
1111 W Park Ave, C 356-8400
* PARKER, Melody Elizabeth, Comp Programmer. 333-3841
Statistical Serv Unit, 54 Adm Bldg
1735 A Hessel Manor, 1616 Valley Rd, C
PARKER, Nancy Jane, Card Punch Opr II, Grad.333-0035
Coll, 330 Adm
503 S Walnut, Mahomet 586-4597
PARKER, Nancy Kay, BS, MS, Instr, Physical. .333-3984
Educ for Women, 112 WGym; RR 1, U 365-1822
PARKER (Mrs) Opal Jane, Food Serv Area ..... 333-0700
Supervisor, IU, 165 IU (E)
503 S Walnut, Mahomet 586-4597
PARKER, Robert George, BS, Asst, Chem and,. .333-4980
Chem Eng, 42 ECB
606 W Ohio St, U 344-'5812
* PARKER, Robert Norton, BS, CPA, Assoc Chief 333-0780
Accountant, Acctg Div, Bus Ofc, 279 Adm
100 6 Broadmoor, C 352-5325
* PARKER, Susan Rossalyn, Clerk-Typist II,.. . 333-0470
Dept of Physical Educ for Women, 117 WGym
1605 Joanne Lane, C 359-1037
* PARKHURST, V June, Clerk-Typist HI, Inst... 333-4892
for Res Exc Children, Colonel Wolfe Preschool, Rm
240; 1510 Grandview Dr, Apt 11, C 359-2823
* PARKINSON, Thomas P, MS, Dir Assembly ... 333-2923
Hall, Assem Hall; 42 Lange Ave, Savoy 822-5510
PARKS, Alfred Leon, BS, Res Asst, Agr Econ. . 333-0947
452 MH; 403 E Green Apt 2, C
* PARKS, Cecelia Jane, BS, Asst Ext Adviser, ..858-0355
Home Econ, DuPage Co Coop Ext Serv, 799 Roosevlt.
Rd, Glen Ellyn
Rt 1 Box 109, Napervtlle 436-5740
* PARKS, Claude Edward, Asst Farmer, Dixon.. 949-2101
Springs Agr Cntr, Dixon Springs Agr Cntr, Simpson
PARKS (Mrs) Mildred Eleanor, Typing-Clerk 11.333-0462
Coll of Agr, 102 MH
506 N Swlgart, C 356-5518
* PARKS, Patricia List, BA, MA, Tech Asst I, .. .333-1340
Spec Langs Dept, Lib, 12 8 Lib
2071-r/s Orchard, U 344-4224
* PARKS, Patricia Marie, Comp Aide I, Comp .. 333-6173
Sci, Rm 194 DCL
1306 E Silver #10, U 365-3201
* PARKS, Rodney Thomas, Electronics Eng Asst. 333-2173
Elec Eng, 2 65 EEB
1918 Crescent Dr, C 356-8681
PARKS, Thomas E, AM, MS, Cataloger with .. 333-3399
rank of Asst Prof, Lib, 246 Lib
* PARLIAMENT, Clyde LaVern, Electrician, PP..
Dept, PPSB; 104 N Church, Homer 896-4061
PARMAN, James Frank, Duplicating Mach Opr. 333-0 150
Math Project, Curr Lab, 1210 W Springfield, U
403 W University, C 356-8153
PARMENTER, Carl Leonard, AB, Asst, 333-2934
Circulation Dept, Lib, 203 Lib
616 E Daniel Apt 3, C 344-4326
* PARMER, Jess Henry, BA, Tchr Asst, Classics 333-6375
207 HH; 1400 N Div, U 367-7780
+PARNES, Laurence Charles, BA, Res Asst, ... .344-1481
State Geol Surv, 429 NR
Sherman Hall, Rm 0755, 907 S 5th, C
* PARR, James Theodore, AB, PhD, Asst Prof, .. 333-3976
Math, 247 IH; 2901 1/2 Clifton Dr, R2, U 367-1338
* PARR, Phyllis Graham, BSE, MA, PhD, Asst.. 333-2972
Prof, Math, 101 AH;
2901 1/2 Clifton Dr, Rt 2, U 367-1338
PARRILL, Janice Faye, Clerk-Stenog III, .... 333-3881
Political Sci Dept, 32 6 LH
609 WHealey, Apt 13, C 359-3746
* PARRISH, John Bishop, AB, PhD, Prof, Econ.. 333-4518
191 Com W;
1801 S Pleasant Circle, U 344-6566
* PARRISH, Wayland M, PhD, Prof of Speech, .
.
Emeritus; 1831 NW 12th Rd, Gainesville ,Fla 372-8295
* PARRY, Donald Stewart, MSEE, Elec Eng, PP. .333-2867
Dept, PPSB; 807 W Charles St, C 325-1201
* PARRY, Myron Gene, BS, MS, Instr, TAM,... 333-300!)
108 TL; 1725 Parkhaven, C 352-7253
* PARSELL, Loretta Jean, Typing-Clerk II, Ofc. .333-1690
of Campus Arch, PP Dept, 6 05 E Green St
RR 1, U 365-2028
* PARSON, Glenn Cole, Electrician Subforeman,
PP Dept, PPSB; 2008 Easy St, U 367-4710
* PARVIN, Charles Orville, BS, Accountant III . .333-0786
Acctg Div, Bus Ofc, 245 Adm
1909 Joanne Lane, C 356-0110
* PASH, Kaye Ladd, BS, Asst in Physical Educ.
104 1/2 E Armory, C 359-3823
PASKIET, Clare Ann Gladys, BA, Tchr Asst In .333-3050
Speech, Rm 327 IH, C
Daniels Hall, Rm 382, 1010 W Green, U 332-2517
* PASKUS, Diane Marie, Clerk-Stenog III, .... 333-2681
Econ, 226 DKH, 6 Newport Rd, U 367-3813
PASLEY, Melvin Stanley, Digital Comp Opr II. 333-4812
Statistical Serv Unit, 54 Adm Bldg
RR 4, C 897-2475
* PASLEY, Raymond Harry , Carpenter, PPDept..
PPSB; 405 E Sangamon, Mahomet 586-2022
* PASTA, John Robert, PhD, Prof of Physics,. . . 333-3424
Head of Dept of Comp Sci, on leave of absence, 252
DCL; 305 W Indiana, U 367-7027
PASTORI-PARRAVICINI, Giuseppe, PhD, Res. . .333-3053
Assoc, Physics, 390 U MRL
* PATE, Lawrence, Janitor, Housing Div
1213 Tremont, U
* PATEL, Kantilal Shanabhai, PhD, Assoc, Chem333-3764
and Chem Eng, 450 Noyes Lab
1829 A Orchard PI, U 344-4630
* PATEL, Mulchand Shambhubha I, M Sc, Res. . .333-0794
Asst, An Sci, 257 ASL
617 1/2 S Wright St 352-0242
* PATON, Robert Frederick, PhD, Prof, Emeritus
Physics; 2123 Jennette, Tallahassee, Fla 385-2046
PATRICIAN, Thomas John, BS, MS, Res Asst . .333-0727
Min, Met, and Pet Eng, 113 MMB
404 E White St (Rear) Apt 4, C 359-3803
* PATRICK, Gertrude S, Maid, Housing Div
1016 E Washington, Monticello 762-9648
PATRICK, Lee Miller, AB, MA, Asst Examiner. 333-0303
Admissions and Records, 100a Adm
105 E John, C 352-1921
* PATTERSON, Buel Rorex, BS, Asst Prof of PEM 333-1252
Head Wrestling Coach, 110 MOG
714 Ventura Rd, C 356-5783
PATTERSON, Cecil Holden, AB, MA, PhD,... 333-2551
Prof, Educ Psych, 188a Educ
603 W Main, U 367-3877
* PATTERSON, Earl Byron, BS, PhD, Asst Prof . . 333-4254
Plant Genetics, Agron, S-116TH
2011 George Huff Dr, U 367-0397
PATTERSON, Garry Joel, Sc B, MS, Res Asst. .333-6931
C_iy_U Eng, 2111 CEB; 1008 S Busey Ave, U
* fATTERSON,Harold Cameron, BS.Asst Prof, ...
Coll Physical Educ, Retired
Wee Valley, Mahomet 586-4715
* PATTERSON, Howard Earl, Janitor, PP Dept, ..
PPSB; 1211 S Anderson, U 367-7863
* PATTERSON, Jeanette, Card Punch Opr 1 333-4750
Acctg Div, Bus Ofc, 249 Adm;
302 E Park St, Apt 301, C 359-3359
* PATTERSON, Stanley Douglas, BS, M Ed, Res.333;|7(
Asst, Votec Ed, 3 64 Educ Bldg
2003-A Orchard St, U
* PATTON, Carl Vernon Jr, BS, Asst, Urban....
Planning, 1203 W California
809 W Nevada St, U 344-4571
PATTON, Virginia Ruth, Clerk III, Agron 333 12;
W-201f TH; 2410 E Main Lot 1, U 367-9019
* PAWDAN, Marsha McMann, BA, MA, Instr. . . 333 171
PEW Dance Div, 12 6 WGym
1713 c Valley Rd, C 356-2918
PAUL, Gladys L, Secy, Vice President and ...333 101
Comptroller's Ofc', 342 Adm
701 W Illinois St, U 344-5258
* PAUL, Gordon Lee, BA, MA, PhD, Assoc .... 333)41
Prof, Psych, 170 Psych Clinic
1402 Briarwood Dr, C 356-0069
* PAUL, Iain Campbell, PhD, Asst Prof of Chem.333 )0
Chem and Chem Eng, Noyes Lab, Rm 69
608 E Burkwood Ct, U 367-2448
PAUL, Lawrence Marc, BSEE, Res Asst, Elec. .333 ft
Eng, EEB Rm 56;
501 N McCullough St, U 367-2687
* PAUL, Oris Elbert, Carpenter, PP Dept, PPSB..
352-0726
PhD, Asst Prof 333|
367-2681
BS, Asst, Physics. 333|
801 S State, C
PAUL, Stanley L, BS, MS
Civil Eng, 3209 CEB
1602 S Maple St, U
PAULICK, Thomas Claude
Rm 59 PB; Rm 428, 1010 W Green, U 332-2288
* PAULSON, Alwynne Greeley, Securities 333
Specialist, Bursar's Div, Bus Ofc, 125 Adm Bid'
803 S Second St, C 356-8726
* PAULSON, Kenneth Nels, MS, Res Asst Soil.. 333
Soil Fertility, Dept of Agron, W-512 TH
1601 N Kiler, Apt 8, C 356-9577
*+PAUSCH, Robert Dale, Asst Entomologist, ...333
Section of Econ Entomology, State NH Surv, Asi
Prof of Agr Entom, NHS Lab
1411 Garden Hills Dr, C 352-6318
* PAXTON, Jack Dunmire, PhD, Asst Prof of . . . .333
Plant Path, 250 DH 33: i
3112 Brownfield Rd, U 367-6554
* PAYE, Patsy Ruth, Clerk-Typist II, Dept of. . . 333
£
Art, 143 FAB; 211 W Nevada, U 367-3838
* PAYETTE, Roland Francis, PhD, Asst Prof, ... .33SJ
Educ, 215 UHS
805 E Florida Ave, U 365-1962
PAYNE, Carole Ann, BA, Grad Asst, Ofc of. .. .332;
Student Pers and Dean of Women, Taft,
12 15 S Fourth St, C
* PAYNE, Cassel Gregory, Janitor, PPDept, PPSB
808 W Washington, C 352-4954
* PAYNE, James Richard, BS, MS, Asst Dir for. .33;
Records Registration, Admissions and Records,
Adm Bldg; 112 W Jefferson, Philo
* PAYNE, Joseph C, Storekeeper I, Housing Div .33;
Rm 38A Flagg Hall
504 W Unlv Ave, U 365-1577
PAYNE, Keith Alvin, BM, Grad Asst in Music.33!
10 6 Practice Annex
903 W Illinois, U 344-1265 !
PAYNE, Michael Noel, BS, MS, Res Asst, .. . 33i
Comp Sci, 203 DCL
602 E Stoughton, Apt 26, C 352-6745
(
Pa*wE , Theodore T . Phys . Pint
PP Service Bldg; 701 Noak, C. 356-9133
1-«ZWASH, Hormoz, BS, MS, Res Asst, Civil. 33;
Eng, 1007 Western Ave, U
211 WVine St,J2 356-4586 •
* PEACHER, Gayle K. , fayroll Clerk II 33!
Bus. Off., Bursar's Div., 100 Adm. Bldg.
RR 1, Box 36, Let 28,Thomasboro 643-6216
* PEACOCK, R. Norman, PHD, Assoc. Prof.
Physics, 1-137 CSL
1407 Mayfair Rd., C





Route 136 West Macomb
Box 19, Table Grove
PEALER, RosaL., Maid, Housing Div., j
506 1/2 E. Beaflsley, C 356-3695
PEARLSTONE, Paul S., BS, Asst 351
Zoology, Vavarlum
509 S. 5th St., Apt. 14, C
PEARSON, Alan H. , BA, Asst. Political Sci. 33:
10, 408 S. Goodwin
408 E. Springfield, C 356-0986




512 E. John St. C
* PEARSON, Daniel W. , Lead Operating Engr. .
.
PPSB, 1906 Augusta Dr.,
C
352-2320
* PEARSON, Donald R. , Kitchen Laborer, IU
165 IU; 1203 W. Eureka, U 367-0316
* PEARSON, JohnE., MS, Prof, of Gen. Engr. 33:
and Civ. Engr., and Nuclear Engr. ,401 Trans.
1209 Mayfair Rd., C 359-3310
PEARSON, Linda S., Clerk-Steno, USDA Soil 35'
Consv. Serv, 200 W. Church St., C
508 w. must., c 356-6270
* PEARSON, Robert Jr., Janitor, Housing Div.
1109 Broadmoor Dr., C 352-2442
PEASE, David W., ME, Asst. Educ 33
Unlv. High School, 306 UHS
107 E. John St., C 352-7158
* PEASE, Harry S., Janitor, Housing Div










* PEARSON, Arvena H.,BS Ext. Advl 4li nvn7
301 1/2 W. Madison St. Ottawa;
••«•« u/07
Box 185 Otawa 434-5910
PEASE, (Mrs.) Marguerite J., AB, Dlr. of
111. Hist. Survey(wlth rank of Asst. Prof.) Emerlta
708 W. Indiana, U
.
344-5801
*+PEAVY, Phyllis R., BS, Asst. Geol. Draftsman 344-J481
\ State Geol. Surv., 113 NRB
212 No. McCullough, U
* PECK, Gerald W., MA, Coord. Placement .... 333-0821
Officer, CPO, 2 SSB
1005 W. Green, C 352-3294
* PECK, Linda J., BA, library II, Lib ^. 333-2380
Labor and Ind. Rel. Lib. 147
1011 W. Church St., C 359-4149
* PECK, Ralph B.
,
CE, DCE, Prof, of Foun. 333-2542
Engr. , Civil Engr. , 2230b CEB
6G.H. Baker Dr., U 367-4791
* PECK, Robert K., BA, Asst. Zoology 333-0894
571 Morrill Hall; 410 W. Green, U 367-9562 '.
PECK, Theodore, R. , PHD, Asst. Prof.. 333-4376
Soil Chem. Ext., Agronomy, W-511 Turner Hall
708 Ventura, C 352-9536
* PECKNOLD, David A., BA, MS, Res. Asst... 333-6974
Civil Engr., 3214 CEB
Apt. 7, 101 N Busey, U 367-8237
* PECORA, SalvatoreD., BA, Res. Asst 333-1911
Small Homes Council, Building Res. Council
Mumford House; 135 W. Clark, C 352-7787
PEDDICORD, Kenneth L., MS, Res. Asst 333-4397
Nuclear Engr., 106A Nuclear Engr. Lab.
102 N. Gregory, U
|* PEDIGO, RuthE., Janitress, Housing Div.
Box 96 Market St., Bondvllle 863-6480
PEEPLES, Callle, Janitor, PPSB.
914 Wascher Dr., U
PEER, Mary K., AB, MA, Adm. Aide, Eng. .. 333-2391
100 Eng. Bldg.
1104 Mayfair Rd., C. 352-4972
4PEFFERS, IraW., Jr., Electronic Tech 333-4262
State Water Surv., Quonset 6, Airport




1604 W. John St., C 352-2222
PIERCE, George R., BS, MS, EE, Prof 333-4209
of EE, 144 EEB,
1111 Devonshire Dr., C 352-4826
PELAFAS, Mary J., Nuclear Data Analyst II.. .333-4174
Physics, 451 Physics Bldg.
804 S. Anderson, U 367-2407
PELG, Edmund, Electronic Engr. ,Asst. Dept. 333-1156
of Compu. Scl., 1A DCL
505 1/2 E. Springfield A\e. C 3 52-57 54
PELTASON, JackW., BA,MA, PHD, Chancel! 333-6290
Office of the Chancellor, 112 Eng. Bldg.
2006 Bruce St., U 367-2966
PEMBROKE, Martin P., Eqpt. Atty. , EE '.'333-3011
143 EE&, 840 N. Charter, Monti. 762-5392
PENCE, James L.
, BS, CPA, Dept. Bus. Mgr. 333-1373
Materials Res. Lab.« 262 MRL
RR2, C 822-5584
PENDERGRASS, Daniel B., BA, Asst. Chem... 333-3526
and Chem. Engr., 344 E. Chem. Annex
502 E. Healey, 309, C 352-0615
PENKA, Robert J., MA, Compu. Scl. Res 333-6262
Asst., 195 DCL
233, 1010 W. Green, U 332-2186
PENDLETON, Johnny W., PHD, Prof 333-4373
of Agronomy, S-308 Turner Hall
RR3, U~ 367-5747




PENNELL, James C, Herdsman, Animal Scl. 333-0153
Swlne^arn, RR ^S'.Race" St.Rd,U 344-05 39
PENNINGER, Geraidine M.Clerk-Steon III ... .333-2032}
Off. of the Univ. Dean of Admissions and Records
348,409 E. Chalmers;Mansfield 489-3941
"ENNINGTON, BenB., BA, MA, MA, Res. Asso. 333-1980
Lib. Res. Ctr., 428 Lib.
403 Briar Ln, C 356-3270
PENNY, Gilbert E., Janitor Foreman, PPSB
207 S. Poplar, U ' 367-1864
^ENNY, Merle R., Lab. Mech., TAM
CEB; 2507 E. Main, U 367-2901
=ENNY, William J., BS,MS, Inst, and Adm.. 333-2460
Asst. to the Head of PE for Men, 121 Huff Gym.
2704 Alton Dr., C 356-2688
PENOVICH, Daniel R. , Printer, IP Co '









ENUEL, Arnold M., BA,MA, Inst 333-395 7
Spanish, Ital. and Portuguese, 909 S. 6th
605 S. Coler Ave., U 344-1323
EPPER, EchoD., PHD, Math, Assoc. Prof. Emerlta
Notre Dame Univ. of Nelson, Dept. of Math
Nelson, British Columbia, Canada
EPPERS, RusselA., PHD, Assoc. Geol. ..<-.. .344-1481
State Geol. Surv., 222 NRB
Apt. 204, 105 East John St., C 359-3036-
EPOON, Lucille, MS, Assoc. Prof... 333-2612
of Family Life Ext. , Dept. of HE. 561 Bev.
705 W. Main St., U 367-8258
ERCIVAL, Donald H., MSF, Res. Assoc.,.. 333-1910
Prof, of Wood Tech. and Utilization, Small Homes
Council, Building Res. Council, 3 IE. Armory C
915 W. Church, C 356-8439
ERCIVAL, Glenn L., Storekeeper III, Chem. 333-0641
and Chem. Eng., 406 E. Chem.
2908 E. Main St., U 365-1701
iRCIVAL, Stella R., BM, Inst, in Music Emerlta
1219 W. Armory, C 352-9461
JRCrVAL, Tommy A., Duplicating Mach Op. 333-6925
Civil Engr., B 114 CEB,
RR2, St. Joseph 469-2451
PEREBINOSSOFF, Philippe R., BA,MA, Asst.
in English, 327 Eng.,
1109 S. Arbor, C 352-7598
PEREIRA, Aurea I., BA, Grad. Asst^
. .. 332-5661
Off. of Student Personnel, "Dean of Women
914 Trelease Hall, 1001 S. Coll. Court
Urbana 332-5661
FERESSINI, Anthony L.
, BA, MS, PHD, Assoc. 333-6336
Prof., Math, 323YWCA
2209 Broadmoor Dr., C 352-1687
PERILLO, Ralph, BS, Res. Asst., Townsend 333-4643
Hall, Dean of Stud. Hous. Div., Townsend C.Off.
URH, 462 Townsend Hall, U 332-4218
* PERISHO, George D., BS, Ext. Adv., Agri., 685-7823
Peoria Co., Coop. Ext. Sen/., 1716 N. Univ, Peoria
Farmlngton Rd., Hanna City 565-4588
PERLMUTTER, Martin, BA, Asst. Philosophy 333-6668
206 Gregory Hall; i [ .
405 So. New Street, C
~
' 356-549?
* PERO, John W., BS, Ext. Adv., Agrl 498-4821
Jersey Co., Coop. Ext. Sen/., 402 S. Jefferson
Jerseyville; Rt. 4, Jerseyvllle 498-2829
PERO, Robert J. , BA, Re_s_^Asst, 333-2581
Small Homes Council, Mumford House
207 1/2 E. Green St., C
PERKINS, Ann, PHD, Assoc. Prof . Art 333-1540
401 Architecture, 52 E. Green, C 352-0781
* PERKINS, Edward G., PHD, Asst. Prof., 333-1875
Food Sci., Bumsldes Res. Lab.
1915 McDonald Dr., C 352-1294





Mgm. Fleldman, 1014 Glenwood
1014 Glenwood, Danville 443-1754 -
PERKINS, LaVeda, Janitress, Housiig Div."
903 Wascher Dr.
, U '367-1451
* PERKINS, Linda Lou, Clerk Steno III 333-3581
228 Adm. Bldg.; RR 4, C 356-2782
* PERKINS, Marjories,
,






PERKINS, Nellie L., PHD, HE., Prof 333-3792260 Bev. Hall; 208 W. D i .., 3 ra Tjafj-'jpjg
* "PERKINS, William R. , PHD, Assoc. Prof. EE 333-4345
Res. Assoc. Prof, in Coord. Scl. Lab. 333-0283
4-103 CSL, 377 EEB,
608 W. Indiana Ave, U 344-6435
PERLBERG, Arye, EdD, Vis. Res. Assoc. Prof . 333-1129
Vocational and Tech. Educ. and Gen. Engr.,288F Ed
Carle Drive 1809, U 344-4612
* PERLMAN, Raymond, MFA, M PA, Art Prof 333-1619
138 Fine Arts
40 Oakwood Prive, Park Hills, Mahomet. 586-4819
* PERRERO, Donald E., BS, Asst. Chem. and .. 352-1800Chem Engr., 415 E. Chemistry
2708 Carrelton Dr., C 352-1800
* PERRIER, Eugene R.
,
MS, Soil Sci.,Agr. Res 333-4370v
Sen/., USDA, Collaborator, Foil of Agrl.
C-211 Turner Hall,
806 W. Stoughton, U 367-8287
* PERRINE, George E., MS, Inst., EE 333-3496
401 EEB, 327 EEB 367-0553
212 Crystal Lake Dr., U 367-0553
PERRING, Diana A., Clerk Typist II, 333-0734
Grad School of-Lib. Scl., 329 Lib.
708 S. Third, C » 344-0570
* PERRING, Daniel J., BS,MS, Dlr. Ext 333-1580
in Music Theory Annex
1105 Patton, U 367-2236
* PERRY, Alko K.,.MS, HE, Instr. in Foods
... 333-2986
463 Bevier Hall
906 1/2 W. Nevada, Apt. 5 U 344-1216
* PERRY, BenE., PHD, Prof, of Classics, Emeritus
Classics, 452 Lib.
504 W. Vermont St., U 344-5175
* PERRY, Clyde E., Jr., Driver, PPSB
1401 N. Division, U 365-172o"




* PERRY, EdwardS., BS, MS, Res. Asst., 333-6975
Civil Engr., 3216 CEB
2011 Southwood Dr., C 352-0347
* PERRY, Kenneth D, Locksmith, PPSB
1828 Walnut Ave, Mattoon 234-3867'
* PERRY, Kenns'thW., BS,MS, PHD, CPA 333-4528
Prof, of Accountancy, 208 Commerce W
1302 MltchemDr., U 367-2428
PERRY, Roberts., BS, Tech Asst 333-6887
Sec. of Applied Bot. and PI. Path., 111. Nat. Hist.
Surv., 391 Nat. Resources
Box 64, Seymour, 687-4106
* PERRY, Morris E., Plumber, PPSB
2308 Phlnriey Dr., C
* PERRY, Patricia, Ast. Ext. Adv., HE 532-8835
Cook County Coop. Ext. Serv., 6657 S. St.,
Tinley Park, 111.
1388 Glen Ellyn Road, Glendale Heights,' 858-1053
* PERRY, William L. , BA, Asst. Math 333-2859
326 Altgeld Hall
1062 D Orchard Downs, U 344-4369
* PERRY, William R. B., Storekeeper I 333-0817
Purchasing Div. Gen. Chem Stores, 55 Noyes Lab
906 1/2 W. Nevada,Apt. 5,
U
344-1216
' PERSAUD, H. Alice, BA.MA, Asst. French.
1005 S. 5th, C 344-1286
' PERSAUD, Patric, D.
, AB, AM, Inst 333-2473
French, 323 Armory, 1005 S. 6th C 344-1286
* PESHKEN
,
Alan J. , PHD, Assoc. Prof. 333-2446
or Comparative Educ, Hist., Phil, of' Educ."
,
'276 Eduo
704 S. Prospect, C 352-6271
PETERMAN, Marcia, Off. Supv., EE 333-2301
155 EEB, 1102 S. Elm C 352-5721
PETERS, Arthur W.
, Driver, Physics 333-3190
209 Physics Res. Lab.,
402 E. Main, Sidney 688-2031
+PETERS, Betty L.
, Clerk-Typist III, 333-0811
Univ. of 111. Foundation, 224 IU




* PETERS, Dorothy N., AB, Asst. I, Lib. Tech. . 333-2915
Law Lib, 104 Law, 909 S. Lynn C 352-8673
* PETERS, Doyle B., PHD, Prof, of Soil Physic. 367-7781
Dept. of Agonomy, Soil Sci., Agr. Res. Serv, USDA
S-210 Turner Hall, 401 Evergreen Cr. ,U, 367-7781
* PETERS, James J., BS.MS, Res. Asst 333-4738
Metallurgy, 316 Mining & Met. Bldg.
1833-C Orchard PI, U 344-0528
* PETERS, Joseph G., BS, Building Insp 333-2597
PPSB, 5 Alder Ct. , C 359-2348 '
* PETERS, Joseph W.
, PHD, Assoc, of Math .. 333-3355
Counselor, Council on Teach. Educ, 267 Altgeld
909 S. Lynn St.
, C 352-8673





PETERS, Martha, MS, Instr. Recreation and . . 333-4627
ParkAdm., Rehab.
-Educ. Ctr.
1116 Scovill St., U 367-8839
* PETERS, Mary, Card Punch Op, Stat. Serv... 333-4827
Unit, 54 Adm. Bldg.
1406 N. Market, C
* PETERS, Patrick D., Data Procs. Analyst.... 333-6259
Stat. Serv. Unit, 54 Adm.,66B Adm.
717 S. Foley, C 352-3420
PETERS, Rita Carol A, BS, Acct. in, Acctg.Dlv333-0781
Bus- Off., 271 Adm;, 307 S.'State, C 356-9226
* PETERS, Wreatha H., Head Cook, Housing. .. 333-0575
Div., Busey-Evans Res. Hall
802 N. Busey, U 367-3379
* PETERSEN, GeneA., BS, JD, CPA, Law,. .. .---333-0289
Asst., 104 Q Law, 604 N. Maple, U, 367-0871
* PETERSEN, Thomas R., BA, Student Teach 333-3643
Supt., Sec; and Cont. Educ, 376 Educ.
376 Educ
, 1011 Francis Dr. ,C 352-6229
PETERSON, Anne M. BS, Grad Asst 332-0052
Off. of Stud. Personnel, Dean of Women
326 Clark Hall; 1216 S.4th St.
, C 332-0052
* PETERSON, Carlyn R.
,
BS, Asst. Chem and . .333-3959Chem Res., 66 Noyes Lab.
107 W. Green, C 356-2478
PETERSON, Donna L.
,
BA, Teach Asst 333-6852
French, Harker Hall, 208,
909 S. 5th St.; C 332-4764
* PETERSON, Donald R.
, BA,MA, PHD, 333-0040
Psychological Clinic, 171 Chlldren"s RCB
1721 Westhaven Dr., C 356-1905
* PETERSON, EmllH., Desk Clerk, IU, 165 IU 333-3030
512 West John St., C 356-6215
* PETERSON, Donald R. , BA,MA, PHD 333-0040
Prof, and Head, Div. of Clinical Psychology
171 Children's Res. Ctr.
1721 Westhaven Dr., C 356-1905
* PETERSON, Helen Clegg, BS, Staff Asst 333-0036
Grad Coll. 305 Adm. Bldg.
2007 G. Huff Dr. 367-6263
* PETERSON, Jerrold M., BA,MA, Asst., Econ
115 Commerce Annex, 1208 Briarcllff,U. 365-1688
* PETERSON, John V.
, AB, MED, Asst 333-2246
Educ. Psy., 333 Educ. Bldg.,
611 W. Springfield, C 356-3575
PETERSON, JohnW., BA,MA, ART, 139 Fine Arts
Bldg., RR2, Augerville Rd
.
, U
* PETERSON, JoryH., BS, Asst., Elem Educ .. '333-4577
10 Educ. Bldg., 1208 Brlarcllff , U 365-1688
* PETERSON, Neola M. , Co. Ext. Secy 4071
Henderson Coop. Ext. Serv., Stronghurst
Stronghurst, 4159
* PETERSON, Raymond G., BS,MS, Res. Asst. 333-2624
Dairy Scl.., 215 ASL,
2009-C Hazelwood Ct. 344-1251
* PETERSON, Robert E., Painter, PPSB
Box 71, Seymour i 687-5226
* PETERSON, Robert F., BS, MS, PHD, 333-4369
Res. Asst., Prof, of Psychology, 204 A. Col. Wolfe
School, 1670 Valley Rd.,C 356-3197
PETERSON, Robert G., BA, Asst. Physics
. 333-4712
59 PB;, 710 W. Church, Apt. 8,C
PETERSON, Koger, BS, PHD, Post Doctoral
.
. 333-3750
Fellow, Dept. of Microbiology, 302 Burrill
212 E. Gregory, Apt. 202, C 356-4462
PETERSON, Ronald E., BS, Res. Asst. Physics
126 PB; 112 E. Green, C 356-1918
* PETERSON, Theodore,. PHD, Dean of Coll. of .333-2350
Journalism and Communications, Prof of Joum.
119d Gregory Hall; 2007 Geo. Huff Dr. , 367-6263
t PETERSON, Wayne A., BS, Asst. Agri. Engr.
. .333-2340
230 Agri. Engr. Bldg.
210 W. White, 174 C 352-1588
PETERTIL, Jeffrey P. , BA, Math "333-4975"
122 Arcade, 1005 S. 6th St., C
PETHICK, Christopher J. , DR, Phil, Res. Asso 333-6149
Physics, 390 E. Materials Res. Lab.
502 W. Main Apt. 218, U
PETRICK,.Sue C, BS, PE, 112 W Gym 333-3984
1818 Valley Rd., C 356-6223
« PETROSKI, Henry J., BME, MS 333-4626
Inst.
,
Theoretical and Applied Mech.
, 105e
Woodshop; 3 01 W. Springfield, U 367-7842
* PETTIGREW, Marianne T., Library Clerk II.
.
. 333-3399
Catalog Dept. Lib., 246 Lib.
208 S. Locust, C 359-3154
' PETTINGA, PaulS., Mus.M, AB, MusB 333-3829
Prof, of Music, 200 Smith
503 W. Nevada St., U 367-7245
PETTY, Burl E., Herdsman, Dairy Sci 333-0472
S. Lincoln Ave. Dairy Bams




PHD, Prof, of Entomology 333-6652
State NH Surv., Econ. Entom. Ext., 3 80 NRB
1308 S. Race St., U 367-4190
PETTY, William, D, BS, EE Inst 333-4317
55 EEB; 1610 Parkhaven Dr.,C 356-0218
PEUGH, Susan M.
, Clerk-Steno II 333-0432
Health and Safety, 118 Huff Gym.
802 So. Locust, C 356-0669
PEVERLY, Howard R.
, BS, MS, Coop. Ext. Serv.
117 1/2 W. Wall, Morrison 772-4768
PEVERLY-POHLEN
+PEVERLY, JohnH., BS, Res. Asst., Soil 333-0486
Chemistry, W-521 Turner Hall
2417 E. Elm, U 367-0875
* PEYTON, Charles G., Herdsman, Dairy Sol.. . 333-0582
Dairy Round Barn
1208 Joanne Lane, C 352-7221
PFALLER, Shirley Bash, BS, Staff Asst 333-3076
President's Ofo, 364 Adm Bldg
5 Imperial Ct, C 356-3520
PFEFFER, John Thomas, PhD, MS, BS, Assoc. .333-6965
Prof Civil Eng, 3230 CEB
11 Montclair Rd, U 344-0719
PFEIFER, David Elmer, BA, MA, Asst, Phil, .. .333-6667
Rm 2 Gregory Hall; 1010 W Green 109, U 332-2136
* PFEIFFER, Gilbert, Tab Mach Opr III, 333-4822
Statistical Serv Unit, 54 Adm Bldg
604 N Maple St #37, U 365-1049
* PFEIFER, Robert Frederick, BS, MS, Res Asst. 333-2397
EE, Rm 210 EERL
904 E Delaware, U 367-5258
* PFENNIG, Norbert, PhD, Visiting Prof, Dept. .333-0065
of Mlcrobio, 335 Burrill Hall
19 14-D Orchard St, U
PFIESTER, Barbara Ann, Clerk-Stenog III, Spec333-02 60
Educ, 220 Educ; RR3, C 863-5842
* PFISTER, Leslie Gaines, MA, Tchr Asst, .... 333-1979
Sociology, Sociology Annex, 1204 W Oregon
502 N West St, Danvers 963-4348
PFLAUM, Barbara Lynn, BS, Tchr Asst, Div. . .333-4765
of Gen Studies, 322 NHB
1010 W Green #2 64, U 332-2461
* PFLUGMACHER, Marie Ellen, Secy, Bur of .. 33'3-2840
Comm Placement, Coll of Comm & Bus Adm, 101 DKH
358 Bales Lake, Loda
PHARR, David Mason, BS, MS, Res Asst, ... 333-1967
Hort, 20 6 Veg Crops
807 W Nevada, U 344-4320
PHELAN, Leo John, BS, Assoc Ext Adviser, Agr877-6042
Macon Co Coop Ext Serv, 1150 W Pershing Rd,
Decatur; 1154 WLeafland, Decatur428-9322
PHELAN, Mary Ellen, AB, Asst, Chem and Chem
Eng, 19A Noyes Lab
56 Wildwood Rd, Scarsdale, NY 723-6690
* PHELPS, Garl Clinton, Janitor, PP Dept, PPSB.
.
Williamsburg 1402, C 352-1174
* PHELPS, Harold, Construction Laborer, PP Dept
PPSB; 603 S Elm, Mahomet
* PHELPS, Lee Arnold, Farm Mechanic, Dixon.. 949-2101
Springs Agr Cntr, Simpson; Rt 2, Simpson 949-2146
PHELPS, Lowell Wayne, Asst Farmer, Dixon. . 949-2101
Springs Agr Cntr, Simpson; RFD, Metropolis
* PHELPS, Ronald Oscar, Asst Farmer, Dept of. .949-2209
An Soi, Dixon Springs Agr Cntr
Rt 2, Simpson 949-3632
PHELPS, Rose Bernioe, BA, MS, PhD, Prof of
Lib Sci, Emerita; 1333 E Water St, Tucson32 6-6159
* PHELPS, S David, BS, Assoc Ext Adviser,
.
. 467-3413
Agr, Woodford Co Coop Ext Serv, 117 W Center,
Box 215, Eureka
RR 1, Box 201, Eureka 467-2097
PHELPS, Wayne, Compositor, Printing Div,.. 333-3934
UP, 234 UP Bldg
303 Greenview Dr, U 367-7345
PHEMISTER, Larry Lamont, BS, MS, Mgmt 333-6287
Methods Analyst, Statistical Serv Unit, 54 Adm Bldg
Rm 660; Apt 201,707 S 6th, C 344-0880
* PHLLIPP, Walter Viktor, PhD, Asst Prof, Math.333-0407
AH 377; 807 W Daniel, C 359-2575
* PHILIPPSON, Ernst Alfred, PhD, Prof of 333-3919
Germ, Germ Langs and Lits, 273 LH
114 W Florida, U (on leave) 367-1854
* PHILLIPPE, Irene Lydia, MS, Serials Records. 333-0252
Libm with rank of Asst Prof, Lib, 220s Lib
103 Augusta Dr, Mahomet 586-4702
* PHILLIPS, Clarence Alois, Ed D, Asst Prof of. 333-1504
Math, 355 AH
1302 Winding Lane, C 356-5098
* PHILLIPS, Clarence Lee, Janitor, Housing ...
Div; Mahomet 586-4712
* PHILLIPS, David Robert, BS, Cartographer... 333-3650
Agron, W-401 TH
901 N James, C 352-1274
* PHILLIPS, J Richard, PhD, Asst Prof of Comp. .333-0135
Sci, Dept of Comp Sci, 253 DCL
307 W White (C), C 356-4568
PHILIPS, Jeffrey Hill, BA Engl, Asst in 333-1791
Theatre, 50c LH
509 W Univ Ave, C
PHILLIPS, Jo McKeeby, AB, MA, Ed D, Senior 333-0150
Specialist in Ed, Curriculum Lab, 1210 W Springfield
U; 502-222 W Main St, U 367-1364
* PHILLIPS, Joe R, Herdsman, An Sci 333-2223
Moorman Res Farm
707 Sunnycrest, U 367-6984
* PHILLIPS, Joseph Dexter, AB, PhD, Prof of . .
.
Econ, Bur of Econ and Bus Res, 428 DKH
503 E Mumford, U 367-7227
* PHILLIPS, Irma Rosella, Kitchen Helper, IU. . .333-0700
Main Kitchen, IU; 310 WWash, U 367-5526
PHILLIPS, Michael Allen, BS, Grad Res Asst. .333-2310
Elec Eng, 308 EERL
501 N McCullough St, U 367-2687
* PHILLrPS, Monte L, BS, MS, Instr, Gen Engr. 333-2459
217 TB; 1902 Cypress Dr, C 352-4956
* PHILLIPS, Roger William, MA, Asst, Slavic. 333-0497
495 LH; 606 W High, U 365-1557
* PHILLIPS, Ruth Brosl, BA, MA, PhD, Post ... .333-2308
Doctoral Fellow, Zoology, 483 Morrill Hall
606 WHlgh, U 365-1557
* PHILLIPS, Stanley Arthur, Sr Lab Mech, Chem.333-0877
Dept, 99ECB; Rt2, U 469-7103
* PHILLIPS, Tom Lee, PhD, Assoc Prof, Bot. ... 333-0653
132 Morrill Hall
1205 E Pennsylvania Ave, U
* PHILLIPS, Walter , AM, Asst Prof of Sociology
Dept of Sociology and ILIR, Dept of Sociology, U of
Calif, Davis, Calif (on leave of absence)
* PHILLIPS, William Carl, Mass Spectroscopist 333-0386
MRL, 387 MRL; 1108 Frank Dr, C 352-2417
PHIPPS, Chesney C, Janitor, PP Dept, PPSB;..
604 Maple, Box 16, Ogden 852-4015
* PHIPPS, Dorothy Barth, BA, MS, Instr 333-3806
Physical Educ for Women, 127 WGym
1118 W Daniel, C 352-4640
* PHIPPS, Thomas Erwin, PhD, Prof Emeritus,.. 333-0863
Dept of Chem and Chem Eng, 172 Noyes Lab
908 S BuseyAve, U 344-5572
* PHOTIADES, John George, BS, MA, Tchr Asst. 333-1415
Econ, Rm 20 DKH
909 S First St, C 352-1460
* PICARELLI, John G. , MS, Asst, Nucl Eng 333-4499
201 NEL; 1609 Hedgejtd, C 359-1396
* PICKARD, H. Ronald, MS, Prof, Vet Path &.. .333-2907
Huglene, 161 VMB; Rt 2, Homer . 896-3558
«• PICKENS, Glen, Treas, Mangr, Credit Union. .333-0590
Offc, 512 S 3rd St 333-0591
709 S Randolph St, Apt 6, C 356-6304
*+PICKENS, Reba, Credit Union Offc 333-0590
512 S 3rd St, C 333-0591




PPSB; Rt 2 , U
PICKETT, James S., BS, Asst, Physics 333-4712
59 PB; 1075 E Prairie, Naperville 355-1275
* PICKETT, Jean N. , BS, Assoc Ext Adv 525-4617
Sangamon County Ext Serv, 2449 N 31s{ St,
Springfield; 18 White Fence Acres, Rochester
637-7429
PICKETT, Marvin T., BS, Elec Tech II, Physic. 333-4653
212 Physics Res Lab; 808 55th St, C
* PIEPER, Gall, BA, HA, Tchr Asst, Classics. . .333-6375
207 HH; Rt 2 , U 365-1495
PIEPER, Nelle G, (Mrs), Clerk II, Agron
(Retired); 804 W Delaware Ave, U 344-3823
* PIEPER, BS, Asst, .Physics 333-2807
241 PB; Rt 2, U 365-1495
*+«ERARD, Louis H., AB, Geolgst, USDA Soil. .356-3787
Conserv Serv, 2 00 W Church St; 1605 W White, C
356-3652
* PIERCE, Michael M. , Attendant, Assem Hall. .333-3144
Assembly Hall; 407 Glenn Dr, U 367-0349
PIERCE, MUo C. , MA, Asst to Dean of Stu. . . 333-0480
Stu Profrms & Serv, 110 SSB; 1827 W John St, C
359-4589
* PIERCE, Robert W., MS, Instr, Gen Stud &.. .333-1479
Geol, 308 HH; 1113 W Union,C 356-3542
* PIERCE, Wlllitt S. , MS, Procedrs & Sys 333-6349
Planner I, Statls Serv Unit, 54 Adm; 62 !D Adm;
1510 Centennial Dr, C 359-1000
* PIERRE, Peguln, DR, Res Assco, MRL & Min. .333-6493
& Met, 205 A MMB; 306 Hessel Blvd. C
359-4198
* PIERRET, Robert F., PhD, Asst Prof, Elec Eng. 333-2509
& MRL, 2 08 EERL; 807 S Mattis, Apt 4, C
352-7246
•PIERSOL, Robert J., PhD, Physicist, State...
Geol Surv, Emeritus; 111 E Springfield, C
356-3503
* PIERSON, Berdenette C, Card Punch Oper II..333-4827
Statls Serv Unit, 54 Adm Bldg; 1409 Glendale Dr,C
359-3720
PIERSON, Madge W, (Mrs), County Ext Secy. . 333-8016
Bureau County Coop Ext Serv, Rt 1, Princeton;
434 Lincoln St, Prlncetown 3-5261
PIERSON, Mary, Clerk Typ II, VM 333-2298
153 VMB; 2213 S Philo Rd, U
* PIERSON, Merle D., BS, Res Asst, Food Sci. .333-1931
468_BevjJall; 1930 C Orchard Downs , U, 344-1787
PIETRANGELI, Angelina R. , PhD, Prof, Span &333-363S
Italian, 223 LH; 212 E John,C 356-7168
PIETRANGELI, Joan, B, Res Asst, Microbiol. . .333-1142
323 Bur Hall; 1304 N Nell, C
PIFER, Glenda L.-, MSc, Asst Prof, Hm Econ. .333-2566
Ext, 535 Bev Hall; 1703 Union St, C, 352-6072
* PIGAGE, LeoC, MME, Prof, Indus Eng 333-1466
232 MEB; 206 Elmwood Rd, C 356-5659
PIGG, Charles, BS, Res Asst, Carr Hall,Dean333-0541
of Stu, Housing Div, Carr Counsl Offc; URH 216
Carr Hall, U 332-3897
* PIKE, George I., Res Lab Shop Supvs .Physics .333-4742
Phys Res Lab Rm 100A; 506 S Vine, Mahomet
586-2082
* PIKE , George I
.
, Apprnt Elect PP
PPSB; 2001 Parkdale,C
* PIKE, JohnR., PhD, Asst Prof , Finance 333-2813
309 DKH; 2116 Burllson Dr, U 367-6430
* PIKE, MaxN., BS, Supvs, Accldnt Compensat. 333-1080
309 McKinley Hosp; 205 W William, Monticello
762-5041
* PILCH, Albert J., BS, Ext Adv, Agr, Grundy. . .942-2725
County Coop Ext Serv, Rm 2 06, 116 1/2 E Wash,
Box 432, Morris; 313 E Main, Morris ,942-4354
* PILCHARD, Edwin I., PhD, Asst Prof, Vet path333-4908
& Hyg , Assoc Member, Cen for Zoonoses Res,
Vet Res Farm; 1104 W Healey St, C, 356-8297
* PILCHER, Donald W. , MFA, Instr, Art 333-4686
132 FAB; Box 352, Philo
98
3-6,
* PILE, Otis W., Fleldman, Agron 333-43
W-319 TH; 113 E Stoughton, C 352-9305
PILGRIM, Loretta J. , Chief Clerk, IU 333-06
165 IU (E); 506 S Mathews, U 344-1302
PILGRIM, Marvin W., Hydraul Eng Tech, US..242-44
Geol Surv, 227 1/2 9th St, Howard Bldg; 1100
Perkins St, Mt Vernon 244-2291
* PILLAI, Carolyn J. , BA, Res Asst, Vet Path &. 333-35
Hyg Dept; 46 VMB; 209 Edgebrook Dr, C, 356-0993
* PILLAI, Janardanan K., PhD, Res Assoc, Civ. .333-07
Eng, Sanltry Eng Lab; 219 Edgebrook Dr,C
356-0993
* PILNAT, Janet L. , MS, Instr, PEW 333-38
127 WGym; 305 1/2 W Wash.C 352-4530
* PINAIRE, Sandra K. , Clerk Typ I, Purchslng.
. .333-35
223 Adm; Box 1, St Joseph 469-7183
* PINDER, Phyllis M. , BA, 111 NH Surv 333-68
196 Nat Res Bldg; 300 S Goodwin Ave, Apt 605, U
344-1201
* PINES, David, PhD, Dlr, Cen for Adv Stu, .. . 333-67
Prof, Physics & Elec Eng, 912 W 111, 337b PB;
703 W Vermont, U 344-6811
* PINGRY, Robert E., PhD, Prof, Sec & Contng. 333-09
Educ & Math, 110 Educ Bldg; 304 Elmwood, C
356-3054
* PINKHAM, Christine W. , BS, Nat Sci Lab Tech333-04
II, Agron, W-215 TH; Lakewood Gardens,RR3.C
586-2438
PINNELL, Minerva, PhD, Asst Prof, Art 333-03
11 N Arch; 909 W Oregon, Apt 206 W, U
344-0668
PINSCHMIDT, Robert K. , BA, Asst, Chem & . .333
Chem Eng, 305 NL; 1108 1/2 E Michigan, U
* PIPER, Donald L. , MEd, Asst, Educ Adm &. . . 333-2
Supervsn, 32 Educ Bldg; 12 07 Mimosa, C
352-4672
* PIPER, Donald L.
, MEd, Tchr Asst, Educ Adm. 333
& Supervsn, 320Educ Bldg; 1207 Mimosa Dr, C
352-4672
* PIPER, Harold T. , Temp Control Mech, PP
PPSB; 3 Monterey Ct, C 356-4762
_+PIPPENGER, Cinda G., BA, Asst Lib, State... 333
Water Surv, 145 Water Resources; 905 S 5th
Rm 415, C 332-4720
* PIRKLE, William H. . PhD, Asst Prof, Chem &.333
Chem Eng, 161 EC; 501 N Russel, C, 356-6686
* PIRNAT, Charles R., BSEE, Res Asst, Elec Eng333
205 EERL; 305 1/2 WWash, C 352-4530
* PIRTLE, Hlldred F. , Housekeeper 333-321
Allerton House, Box 75, Cisco 2731
* PISCIOTTE, Anita L., MA, Asst to Dean, Res. .333-31:
Asst, Offc Stu Persnl & Dean of Women, 346 SSB;
2014Vawter, U 365-1067
* PISCIOTTE, Joe P., PhD, Asst Prof, Instlt 333-33
of Gvmt & Urban Affrs, 1201 W Nevada; 2014 Vawte
Apt 9, U 365-1067
+PISKIN, Kemal, MS, Asst Geol, State Geol .. 344-14
Surv, 429 Nat Res; 2071 C Orchard, U, 344-6711
+PISKIN, Rauf, BS, Res Asst, State Geol Surv. .344-14:
203 Nat Res; 1005 W Oregon, U 344-1314
* PITCHER, EugeneS., Asst to the Dlr, PP 333-36:
276 Adm Bldg; 1205 W Charles St, C, 356-0443
* PITCHFORD, Alvle A. , Carpenter PP
PPSB; 309 Broadway, Tolono 485-7690
* PITTMAN, Donald C.
,
Janitor, PP
PPSB; Rt 2, C 822-5549
* PITTMAN, OrvilleC, Head Airport Caretker. .822-55
Avi, Airport; Rt 2, Box 94, Savoy 822-5887
* PI-YU, Huang, BA, Res Asst, Bursar's Div... 333-48;
Bus Offc, 162 Adm Bldg; 803 S 2nd St, C
352-6758
PJOJIAN, Margaret H., BS, Res Asst, Cen for. 333-09:
.Instr Res & Currt Eval, 270 A Educ Bldg; Rm 480
1010 W Green St, U 332-2553
* PLACEK, Ronald J. , PhD, Asst Prof, Gen Eng.
.
Apt 4A, 10 Randi Rd, Schenectady, N.Y.
374-9320
* PLAGER, Sheldon J. , LLM, Prof, Law 333
239 Law Bldg; 605 E Colorado Ave, U, 365-3177
PLAMENAC, Dragan, LLD, Prof, Music
Emeritus; 606 Michigan Ave, U 344-2230
* PLATH, David W., PhD, Assoc Prof, Anthrop. .333-02
& Asian Studies, 209F Dvnpt Hall; 801 WWash,
C 352-0109
* PLECK, Michael H., MS, Asst, Gen Eng 333-35
310 Transprt Bldg; 15-C Lexington Dr, U, 367-7003
* PLOTNER, Charles D. , A-V Aid Tech II, A-V. . .333-13-
Aids Serv, 704 S 6th St; 1203 N Northwood Dr,C
356-2026
* PLOTNER, Linda M. , Clerk Typ HI, Agron 333-01
W-503 TH; Rt 2, Tolono 684-3136
* PLOTNER, Michael E., Fleldman, Agron 333-29,
Agron South Farm Seed House; Rt 2 , Tolono
684-3136
* PLUE, Alvin E.,Elec, PP
PPSB: 1716 Parkhaven Dr, C 352-2278
* PLUNK, Frederick E., Attendant, Assembly . ..333-314
Assembly Hall; 475 S State, Monticello
762-9259
* PLUSQUELLEC, PaulL., MS, Res Asst, Geol. .333-022
335 NH Bldg; 1008 E Delaware, U 365-2161
* POCHAN, John M. , MS, Asst, Chem & Chem.
Eng, 2 59 NL; 402 S Race St, U 367-8892
* POCHE, LynnB., MS, Sr Res Eng, Elec Eng. . 333-34f
306 Biophysical Res Lab; 512 S Victor St, C
351-6192
POCKLINGTON, Terrence E, BA, Res Asst,Hort333-212
100 Flor; 607 W Healey, C 352-7151
* PODBIELSKI, Priscllla M, Clerk II, Offc of. . . 333-021
Admiss & Recrds, 69 Adm; 405 S 6th, C
* POEHLER, Eugene S., Herdsman, Dairy Sci. .. 333-058
Dairy Round Barn; 1401 S Cottage Gr, U, 367-6089
* POGGIO, Andrew J., MS, Res Asst, Elce Eng. 333-120
453 EEB; 610 W Wash, U
* POGUE, Ramona R., BS, Adm Aide
Comput Sci, 187 DCL; 708 S 1st
* POHLEN, Carolyn, Clerk II, IU...











POHLEN, Thomas E., BS, Asst, Chem & Chem
Eng, 305 NL; 2062D Orchard St, U 344-0874
POHNDORF, Richard H, PhD, Assoc Prof ,PEM.333-2808
301A Huff Gym; 806 Hamilton Dr,C 352-5693
POINDEXTER, Harold G., CPA, Dept Bus Mang333-1237




Clerk III, IU 333-3953
165 IU (E); 1601 Joanne Ln, C \ 356-8710
POLK, BrendaJ., Payroll Clerk I, Bursar's... 333-2190
Div, Bus Offc, 100B Adm Bldg; Rt 2, U, 344-6058
POLK, Helen J., Chief Payroll Clerk, Bursar's 333-2190
Div, 100 Adm Bldg; 214 WWash, C 359-3468
POLGE, Ernest J. , PhD, Res Assoc, An Sci. . . 333-2901
8 W Kirby Ave, C 356-8521
Kitchen Hlper 333-3287
Monticello; Box 34, Milmine
8010
- ., Laundry Servman.Hous Div .333-2779
OrchardDowns Maintenance Shop; Rt 1
Mahumet 586-4514
* POLLAK, Roberto, BS, Mech Eng
214 MEL; 2072 A Orchard St, U 6-1801
ft POLLARD, Ernest I., Draftsman, Comput Sci. .333-1224
54 DCL; 2 602 Lawndale.C 356-0650
i POLLOCK, Diane E. , Lib Clerk II, Undergrad. 333-1055
Lib, 101 Lib; 808 W 111, U 344-2110
POLLOCK, Leslie S, BArch, Res Asst, Bur of.. 333-3020
Commun Pin, 12 02. Calf; 108 N Busey, U
367-4462
POLLOCK, Sharon I. , Clerk Typ II, Lib Res . . .333-1980
428 Lib; 108 N Busey, U 367-4462
POLSTON, Robert E. , Water Stat Oper, PP
PPSB; 502 S Cottage Grove, U 367-4650
POLUDNIAK, Norman H. , BS, Asst, Chem &. . 333-1169
Chem Eng, 407 EC; 702 W University Ave, C
352-2624
POLUDNIAK, Sharon B. , Clerk Typ II, Dairy ..333-0814
Sci, 425 ASL; 702 W University Ave, 0,352-2624
POMIRKO, Kalyna V, MS, Asst, Slav Lang 333-0497
& Lit, 495 LH; 602 S Busey, U 344-1723
POMIRKO, Kalyna V. , MS, Spec Lang Univ. . . 333-1349
Lib Catologer, Instr, 128 UnivLib, Asst in
Russian, Slav Lang & Lit, 495 LH; 333-0680
602 S Busey, U 344-1723
POMONIS, Marilyn E. , Nat Sci Lab Asst I . . . 333-18'74




MA, Assoc Prof, PEW.
. . . 333-2795
Head Bymnastcs Coach, 300 MOG; 602 E Stoughton
C 359-1450
POND, Stephen F.
, AB, Asst, Physics 333-2917
462 ERL; 1973 D Orchard St, U 344-0838
PONSLER, James W., Bldg Oper Eng, IU 333-2114
125 IU; 101 Front St, Mansfield 489-4191
PONTE, William R. , Ab, Art.Tchr Asst 333-2764
139 A FAB; 1005 S Oak St, C 356-2935 \
POOLE, Diana D. , AB, Clerk steno III, Cen. . 333-3182
for Latin -Am Stud, Rm 316, 1207 W Oregon,;
#55 Wilson Trailer Pk, U 367-3223
POON, Raymond, BS, Tchr Asst, Microbiol...
211 W Springfield Ave, C 359-4057
TOOR, Glenn G.
,
Res Assoc, State Geol 333-6849
& State NH Surv, Nat Res Garage 344-1481
203.NColer, U 367-3088
POPE, Harold D. , Sheetmetal Foreman PP
PPSB: 1401 W Green, C 356-1263
POPE, Shirley A., MA, Tchr Asst, French 333-6231
304 HH; 608 E Chalmers, C
POPOVYCHyErika I., MA, Examiner, Adm &.. 333-0306
"Records', 110 A Adm Bldg; 707 S 6th, C, 344-1081
POPPELBAUM, Wolfgang J., PhD, Prof, Elec. .333-0871
Eng & Comput Sci, 230 DCL; 2007 S Anderson, U
367-4311
POREMBA, Michael J. , Janitor, PP
PPSB; 304 Winding Lane, Rantoul
PORITSKY, Hillel, PhD, Visit Prof, Thor &Appl 333-4283
Mech, 209 TL; 804 W Indiana, U
PORTA, Margaret M., BS, Residence Hall Coun332-2591
Busey Hall; 1111 W Nevada, U
PORTER, Dorothy E. , Clerk III, Hm Econ 333-3794
260 G Bev Hall; 501 E 1st St, Homer, 896-3891
'PORTER, EarlW., PhD, Secy, Univers & Brd. .333-3493
of Trustees, 354 Adm 333-1920
1016 W Healey, C 359-33*36
'PORTER, Elizabeth E., Clerk Sten, Soil Cons .356-3786
Serv, USDA, 200 Church; 272 Cir Dr, Rantoul
893-3034
l3ORTER, George P., BS, Mech Engr, PP 333-3437
PPSB; 410 E Bluff, Sidney 688-2553
'ORTER, James C, BS, Res Asst, Physics... 333-2807
.
241 PB; 901 W Springfield, Apt 15, U, 367-6298
'ORTER, Marcella, BS, Food Adminstr 1 333-3670
' Housing Div, Gregory Drive Food Serv;
2010 Silver Ct W., U 365-2400
'ORTER, Thomas J., Truck Driver, Hous Div. .333-1395
24 Gregory Drive Resid Hall; 109 Brady, U
L„™„ 365-2883ORTER, Vernon L.
, MS, Instr, Food Sci 333-4441
103 Dairy Mfg Bid; 2010 Silver Ct, W, U
L„„» „ 365-2 400ORTWOOD, William G.
, BBA, Flight Instr,
. . 822-5237
Avi, Airport; 1730 Lincoln PI., C 359-2763
,'OSADA, Miguel, BS
,
Tchr Asst, Mech 6=- Ind. 333-2569
1
Eng, 3 Foundry; 300 S Goodwin, Apt 405, U
~„m 344-4363OSEY, Willia B.
, Kitchen Helpr, IU 333-0700
165 IU; 1105 N 6th St, C 356-3427
OTASEK, Mary J. , BA, Asst, Physics 333-4712
;
59 PB; 1010 W Green St, #388, U 322-2522
OTEET, Daniel P.
, MA, Asst, Engl 333-2508
327 EB; 904 W Hill St, U 367-5983
OTHIER, Guy C. , MA, Asst, Engl.
.
.
304 EB; C164 Sherman Hall; C
.OTILLO, RobertW., BS, Grad Asst, Aero &. .333-2593
!
Astro Eng, 106 Woodshop; 706 W Main, U
367-3180
* POTTER, Larry T., Garage Attendent, PP
PPSB; 704 W Church St,C 359-1430
POTTER, Otis L., BS, Grad Asst, Civ Eng.. 333-3922






Duplic Mach Oper II, CSL.333-2434
283 CSL; 217 Prairie Ave, Danville, 446-4322
* POTTER, RuthE., BS, Assoc Ext Adv, Hm 342-4617
Econ, Knox County Coop Ext Serv, Rms 1-2, US
Post Offc Bldg, Galesburg; RFD 2, Alexis
482 — 38 3 fi
POTTER, Sandra S., Clerk Steno II, Chem &. . 333-3640Chem Eng, 113 EC; 1507 W Kirby, Apt 5, C
352-0445
po
7TE R, Wendell H., MA, Res Asst, Physics. 333-0272496 PB; 102 N Gregory #9, U 367-5112
POTTERFIELD, Alma H.
,
Acct Clerk I, Hous.
. 333-1409
Div, CFS; 1008 W Washington, C 352-8654
POTTHOFF, Jean D., (Mrs), AB, Res Asst.... 333-0032
Grad Col, 321 Adm Bldg; 1501 Delmont Ct, U
367-4340











ldo; 32 Willows Ave, Rantoul, 892-2604POTTS, Mildred A.
, Clerk Typ m , Mech & . . 333-6342
IridEng, 144 MEB; 1006 S Anderson, U, 367-6135
* POULOS, Boneda O., Clerk Typ III, Voc & . . T "333-2756
Tech Educ, 51 E Armory Ave 333-?7=;7
105 Pfeffer Rd, Rt 3, U 365-1686 '
* POULSEN, Johan H., BA, Asst Prof, Germ
235Q Armory; 2016A Orchard St, U
* POVENMIRE, HarloK, BA, Flight Asst, Avi. -822-5237
Airport; 1722 Valley Rd, C 356-4971 '
* POWELL, Charles D., MS, Asst, Agr Econ; .'. .333-6534
429 MH; Apt 1975B Orchard St, U 344-5668
* POWELL, Dwight, PhD, Prof, Plant Path 333-1523
1 Hoit Field Lab; 503 W.High St, U367-4363
* POWELL, Judith K.
, Clerk Steno in, Engl 333-3646
102B Engl Bldg; 305 N Elizabeth, Tolono, 485-8040
* POWELL, Kenneth B., MS, Grad Asst, Music
714 B S Race St, U 367-5793
* POWELL, Morgan E., MM, Instr, Music 333-3635
205 Theory Annex; Rt 2 , St Joseph 469-7110
POWELL, Theo J. , MS, Tchr Asst, ElecEng.; 333-672T4-114 CSL; 1010 W Green St, #630, U, 332-2354
* POWELL, William. R., EdD, Assoc Prof, Elem. 333-1668
Educ, 307 Educ Bldg; 2314 Carlisle Dr, C
> n™.~ 356-4056
^,U RUth T - ' MS ' Chem Llbm & Ass °c Prof333-3737Lib Adm, 257 NL; 909 W Oregon, U 344-2235
* POWERS, George H.
, Instrumt Maker, Elec.
Eng, Emeritus; 607 E Calif, U 367-2404
POWERS, Patricia J. , Clerk Steno II, Bursars. 333-2186
Div Bus Offc, 168 Adm Bldg; 312 S Poplar St, U
* PRAHL, Edward J. , Agr Gardener, Hort 333-2123
100 Flor; 1108 Hickory Ln, Monticello, 762-2476
* PRAHL, Mary C.
,
Clerk Typ III, Col of Educ ^333-0962
110 Educ Bldg; 1108 Hickory Ln, Monticello
762-2476
PRANDO, Janice E., County Ext Secy, St 233-0339
Clair County Coop Ext Serv, 116 S Charles,
.
Belleville; Rt 1, Collinsville 344-3508
PRASAD, Triyugi, MS, Res Asst, Civ Eng 333-4162




BS, Asst Ext Adv, Hm 232-8810
Econ, Stephenson County Coop Ext Serv, 1100W Galena Ave, Freeport; Rt 4, Freeport, 232-5800
* PRECIANS, Robert P., MA, Res Asst, His &
Phil of Educmton, 369 Col Educmton; 1828 c'
Orchard PI, U
* RREMDAS, Ralph R.
,
MA, Asst, Pol Sci 333-2781
Rm 10, 408 S Goodwin; 37 E Green St, C
359-1996
PREMYOTIN, Chiraporn, BS, Res Asst, Agron. .333-1277
212 Dvpt Hall; 101 W Green St , U, 332-2262
* PRENDERGAST, James D., MS, Res Asst, Civ. 333-0884
Eng, 312 EH; 2078B Hazelwood Ct, U, 344-2018
* PREPARATA, Franco P., DR, Asst Prof, Else.
. .333-6669
Eng, Res Asst Prof CSL; 3-103 CSL; 200 "Bliss Dr,
344-1288
* PRESNELL, Frank N.
, Steamfittet, PP
PPSB: 1717 Garden Hills Dr, C 352-0408'
* PRESTON, Charles G. , Chief Clerk, Elec Eng. 333-0716
147 EEB; 1104 S Cottage Grove 367-6729
* PRESTON, John F.
, MA, Grad Asst, Educ Adm. 333-2155Rm 340, Educ Bldg; 408 S Dodson Dr, U
* PRETZEL, Oliver R.
, Dr, Vlst Asst Prof, Math 333-479R225 YWCA; 604 Burkwood Ct, E, Uc36S^mf '.
* PRIBBLE, Ray, An Caretaker, Col of VM. 333-?QRn
VCSA; St Joseph 469-4648
* PRICE, EddieW.,MS, Instr, Wood Sci, Fores .333-62 58
Forest Sci Lab
* PRICE, Frederick E. , BS, Chief of Party & Adv.
on Univ Org & Prom, AID Projects, UP Agr Univ,
Pantnagar, Dist Nainital, UP, India
PRICE, Larkin B.
,
PhD, Asst Prof, French 333-4989
233 LH; 607 W Vermont Ave, U 344-1088
* PRICE, Larry W., MS, Asst, Geog 333-3129
276 Davnpt Hall; 51 Maplewood Dr , U, 365-3253
PRICE, Leonard H., BFA, Assoc Prof , Art 333-1796
126 FAB; 1404 E Fla Ave, U 367-9881
* PRICE, Mark E.
,
Janitor, Hous Div
413 1/2 E Wabash Ave, Rantoul 892-8027
*+PRICKETT, Thomas A., BSGE, Assoc Engr,State333-1724
Water Surv, 239 Water Res; 8 Montclair Rd, U
344-2277
* PRIDE, Douglas E., MS, Asst, Geol
216 NH Bldg; 1011 Francis Dr, Apt 4, 'C
3 52 —8 337
* PRIDE, KathrynS., BS, Biochem Tech, Bot 333-6382
683 Mor Hall; 1011 Francis Dr, Apt 4, C
352-8337
* PRIDEMORE, Larry G., Janitor, PP.
PPSB: Rt 1, Homer 896-32 69
POHLEN-QUADAGNO
* PRILL, Edward L., MS, Tchr Asst, Finance. .. 333-2977
119 Com Annex; 1412 N Broadway, U, 367-8875
* PRIMMER, Iona R.
, Chief Clark, Health Serv. 333-2718
180 Health Cen; RR, Mahomet 586-4750
* PRINCE, Joe N., MS, Instr, Music, Coor of.. 333-2314
Undergrad Music Educ, Advis Council Tchr. 333-0740
Educ, Music Placemt Consultant, Educ Plcmt Offc
202, 1203 W Nevada, 140, Educ Bldg; 1004 E
Michigan, U 367-7702
* PRINGLE, John T., Aircraft Shop Sub Foreman. 822-5532
Avi, Airport; Box 845, Tolono 485-3015
* PRIOR, Janice K.
, Clerk Typ II, Col of Agr. . . 333-3380
104 MH; 105 E Stoughton, C 356-1157
* PRIOR, Kathryn I. , Head Cook, IU 333-0700
165 IU (E); 110 Prairie, Ogden 582-7750
* PRITCHARD, Donald D., Stores Suprvs, Elec. .333-1916
Eng,T.OO EERL; 47 Lange Ave, Savoy, 822-5406
PRITCHARD, RobertW., BS, Res Asst, Agr 333-1130
Com & Voc Agr, 331 MH; 502 W Main, U, 367-9477
* PRITCHARD, William A. , Brick Mason, PP
PPSB; 20 Lange, Savoy 822-5671
PROCTOR, Laura M. , Kitchen Helpr, IU
165 IU (E); Ehlers Trailer Ct, Lot 34, U
643-6725
PROCTOR, Lucille, BFA, Grad Asst, Fine Arts.
2 05 W Oregon St, U
* PROPP, Jacob H., MS, Asst, Chem.& Chem.. 333-3897
Eng, 173 EC; 1608 A Maynard Dr, 0,352-3754
* PROPP, Kathleen M. , BA, Res Asst, Agr Econ. 333-1821
311 MH; 1608A Maynard Dr, C 352-3754
* PROPST, Franklin M. , PhD, Assoc Prof 333-1904
Physics & CSL, 1-105 CSL; 501 W Michigan, U
344-0331
'* PROSSER, C Ladd, PhD, Prof, Physiol & Zool, 333-1734
Head of Dept, 524 Bur Hall; 205 E Michigan, U
367-7229
* PROTEAU, Arthur J., AB, Ext Spec, Div cf Uni.663-2623
Ext, 223 LaSalle Hotel; Rt 1, Box 10, Naperville
355-0629
* PROTHE, WllbertC, MS, Asst to Dlr, Sr Res.333-2515
Engr, CSL, 280 CSL; 1908 Augusta Dr, C
356-9174
* PROTHER, Billy L. , Offset Cameraman, Pmt. . 333-4658
Div, UP, 234 UPB; Rt 3, U< 365-1779
* PROTSMAN, Maurice L. , Steam Fitter, PP
PPSB; 1114 W Eureka, C 352-4390
* PROUDFIT, Doyne H. , BS, Adm Secy, CivEng. 333-3814
1114 CEB; 1714 Salem Rd, C 356-1630
* PROVINE, Loring H. , AE, Prof, Arch Eng






PRUSAK, Maximilian M., BS, Res Asst, Curr. 333-0150
Lab, 1210 W Springfield, U;-2014 Vawter,
+ Apt 1, U 367-0368
PRYOR, Dale L.
, Univ of 111 Emplyes Credit. . 333-0590
Union, 512 S 3rd St,C; 1102 North Highlands Dr, U
367-8185
PRYOR, David L.
, Nat Sci Lab Asst, Cen for. .333-3376
Zoonoses Res, Vet Res Farm; Bement, 5404
* PRYOR, Murray A. , Elevator Mech, PP.
.
PPSB; 1102 N Highlands Dr, U 367-8185
PUCA, Patrick J. , PhD, Res Asst, Vet Path.
. . 333-3613
& Hyg, 49 VMB; 2 04 Hartle Ave, Apt 4, U"
367-3852
PUCKETT, Galen B. , Digit Comput Oper I 333-4812
Stats Serv Unit, 54 Adm; Box 38,. Bondville
863-5385
* PUCKETT, Hoyle B.
,
MS, Investgt Ledr, FERB.333-0808
USDA, Assoc Prof, Agr Eng, 226 AEB; 1420
Western Ave, C 356-6722
* PUCKETTE, Margaret L. , Clerk Steno III, Sm. . 333-1802
Homes Council-Bldg Res Council, MH;1322 Alms,
c 359-4756
* PUFFENBARGER, Charles, MS, Asst Prof, Jrn. .333-4659
46 GH; 512 E John, C 333-4659
* PUFFER, Frances A., MA, Res" Asst, Inst Res. 333-1851
on Except Chldrn, 210 Educ Bldg,- 2012 A Orchard
PUGH, Marian L.
,
MS, Tchr Asst, Math 333-2859
AH; 326, 1113 S 2nd St, C 352-9030
PULLEN, Roberta E.
, Tab Machine Oper III, . 333-6383
Statis Serv Unit, 54 Adm Bldg; 508 W Hill, C
352-2131
* PULLIAM, James, Sr Lab Mech, Elect Eng... 333-1954
66 EEB; 801 W Harvard, C 352-6488
PULPAN, Hans, NSc, Res Asst, Min & Pet... 333-3117
Eng, 316 MMB; 302 E 111, U 367-2176
* PUMMILL, JohnD., MM, Asst, Music 333-0635
5 SH; 805 S Lincoln, Apt 4, U 344-6109
* PURAVS, Olgerts, PhD, Asst Prof, Engl 333-2345
245 EB; 204 Hessel Blvd, C 352-8816
* PURCELL, George L. , Proj Eng, PP.
PPSB; 1010 W Church St, U 367-2897
PURDY, George B., MS, Tchr Asst, Math 333-2043
ARC 122; 1010 W Calif St, U
PURNELL, Isabelle S, MS, Ext Spec, Spec ProdS33-1444
6 Res, Div of Univer Ext, 120 IH; 303 S Walnut,
Mahomet 586-4420
* PYSZKA, Ronald H. , BBA, Asst Prof, Advert.
. .
333-0967'
10 GH; 2101 Philo Rd, U 367-21S2
* PYSZKA, Gloria J. , MA, Instr, Pol Sci. . . .
321 LH; 2101 Philo Rd, U 367-2152
PYNE, Phyllis A.
, Clerk Typ I, Up 333-0950
103 UPB; 309 E Healey, C 359-4485
PYHRR, Stephen A., BS, Tchr Asst, Finance. . .333-2977
119 Com Annex; 1503 W Kirby, C 356-5848
Q
* QUACKENBUSH, Louis Howard, MA, Tchr 333-073i
Asst, Spanish, Italian, & Portuguese, 911 S Sixth;
910 S New St, C
,
356-0407
* QUADAGNO, David Michael, MA, Asst 333-6257




QUADAGNO, Jill, MA, Res Asst Inst for Res. 333-6467
oh Exceptional Children, 47 CRC; 205 Country Fair
Dr, C 359-4428
QUAY, Herbert C, PhD, Res Dir, CRC, Prof.. 333-4123
Psych, 117 CRC; 503 E Pennsylvania, U 367-8538
QUAY, Lorene Childs, PhD, Asst Prof, Educ . 333-2615
Psych, 288D Educ Bldg; 503 E Pennsylvania,
U 367-8538
QUAYLE, Russell Thomas, Electrician, PP, PPSB
1218 W Washington, C 356-3563
QUEENE'R, Sherry Irene, BS, Asst, Chem& ... 333-3960
Chem Eng, 316 EC; 909 W Oregon, 102W, U
QUERTERMOUS, Paul Edward, Chief Clerk 949-2101
Forestry Dept, Dixon Springs Agr Center; Simpson;
Box 386, Golconda 683-2074
QUICK, Charles W,_ LLM, Prof, Law, Rm 229.333-2877
Law Bldg; 2015 S Anderson, U . 367-6137
QUICK, Clarice Dean, Construction Laborer
PP, PPSB, 114 N Iowa, Atwood 578-2240
QUICK, Janet Sue, Card Punch Operator I 333-4827
Statistical Service Unit, 54 Adm; 202 West
White, C 352-4472
QUIGLEY, Ruth Joan, Clerk II, Inst for Res on. 333-1430
Exceptional Children, 107 Commerce Annex,
2013 Burllson Dr, U 344-5179
QUIGLEY, Stephen Patrick, PhD, Prof of 333-1850
Spec Educ, Inst for Res on Exceptional Children
220E Educ Bldg; 2013 S Burlison Dr, U 344-5179
,QUIMBY, Anne Demarest, BM, Grad Asst, ...332-3627
Ofc of Student Personnel & Dean of Women,
216 Saunders Hall, 906 College Court, U 332-3627
QUINLAN, Mary Katherine, Clerk III, 165 333-3593
IUini Union(e); 210 N Central, U 367-5593
QUINN, John Albert, PhD, Prof, CE, Chem. . .333-0063
& Chem Eng, 297 E Chem Bldg; 811 W Daniel
St, C 352-1197
QUINN, John Anthony, AM, Asst Prof , Dept. .333-3020
of Agr Econ & Bureau of Community Planning;
1202 W California, U; 1112 Centennial, C 356-4915
QUINN, JohnKerker, MA, Assoc Prof , Engl. . 333-0426
210 Engl Bldg; 109 E Mumford Dr, U 344-5371
QUINN, Kathleen Ann', AB, Tchr Asst, Engl
327 EB, 803 W Illinois St, U. 344-4431
QUIRK, Eugene Francis, Jr, MA, Tchr Asst. . .333-2633
Engl, 304 EB; 1402 N McKlnley SC, Apt #4
C 356-0998
QUITON, Vicente Abobo, MS, Res Asst 333-3478
364 Educ Bldg; 1107 W Green, Apt 623, U 344-3368
R
RA, Jong Oh, AB, MS, MSLS, Asst, Political. 333-2781
Sci, Rm 11, 408 S Goodwin
815 Hawthorne Dr, U
RABIANSKI, Joseph Stanley, BA, Tchr Asst, ... 333-2309
Econ, 116 Comm Annex
12Q7 W Univ, U 367-7577
RABINOWfTCH, Eugene, PhD, Prof of Bot aiuUa33-1794
of Biophysics, 277b Morrill Hall '333-2097
1021 W Church, C S^-rSSl
RACER, Robert Andrew, Janitor, PP Dept, PPSB
2202 Vawter, U 367-6757
RACHESKY, Stanley Robert, MS, Area Adviser. £63-2 620
Pesticides, Coop Ext Serv, 10 N LaSalle St
113 South Maple, Bloomingdale 894-5935
RADEMAKER, Ray Allen, Janitor, PP Dept, PPSB
RR2, Rantoul 892-9228
RADEMACHER, Shirley Diann, Clerk-Typist 11,333-2836
Health Serv, 288 Health Cntr
Eiler' s Dr, Gifford 568-6215
RADIVOJEVIC, Bratislav M, DVM, MS, Res .. 333-3376
Assoc, Cntr for Zoonoses Res, Vet Res Farm
2417 E Nevada, U 367-0592
RADICELLA, Sandro Maria, Lie in Physics, . . 333-4350
Visiting Res Assoc, Elec Eng, 312 EERL
707 S Sixth St, Apt 508, C 344-5375
RADMAKER, John C, Carpenter, PP Dept,
PPSB; Ivesdale
RADMAKER, Mary Kathryn, Clerk I, Ofc of 333-3490
Instml Resources, 507 E Daniel
Ivesdale 564-4232
RADOSEVICH, Lee George, PhD, Res Assoc,
.
Physics, 290 T MRL
110 6 S Euclid, Apt 201, C 356-5394
RADOICIC, Darinka, Film Inspr, Aud Vis Aids 333-1432
Serv, 704 S Sixth
112 WHill, C 356-7555
RADWELL, Thelma Isabel, BS, Chief Clerk. . . 333-3075
President's Ofc, 364 Adm
810 W Indiana Ave, Apt 7, U 344-1782
RADZIMINSKI, James, PhD, Asst Prof, Civil. . 333-6928
Eng, 2114 CEH
404 WHill, C 352-9140
RADZIMOVSKY, Eugene Ivan, Dr Tech Sci 333-1838
Prof, Mech Eng, Rm 250 MEB
506 E Harding Dr, U 3 67-7775
RADZIMOVSKY, Tatiana, Asst Specialist, UHS.333-2844
209 UHS; 506 E Harding Dr, U 367-7775
RAE, Edwin Carter, PhD, Prof, Art...... 333-1255
118 Arch; 801 W Park St, C 352-2579
RAETHER, Manfred Joachim, PhD, Prof of 333-4105
Physics, Physics and CSL, 266 CSL
1705 Chevy Chase, C 356-0137
* RAECKE, David Albert, MS, Res Asst, TAM. .. 333-6933
2119 CEB; 2421 E Nevada, U 367-4214
RAFOLS, Alberto Pedro, BM, Asst In Music.
. .
333-2471
Rm 102, 1205 1/2 W Nevada
101 S Lincoln, U 344-4780
* RAGLE, James Leroy, Monotype Comb Opr,
. .
. 333-3934
Printing Div UP, 234 UP Bldg
2407 Elizabeth St, U 365-1873
* RAGLE, Marilyn Joan, Clerk-Typist III, Jane. .333-2261
Addams Grad Schl of Social Wk, Rm 340, 1207 W
Oregon; 2407 Elizabeth St, U 365-1873
* RAGO, Louis Joseph, BBA, MS, MBA, PhD... 333-4566
Assoc Prof, Indus Adm, Comm W 394
2912 Lawndale Dr, C 359-2427
RAHN, Duane, Lineman II, Inst of Avi, 822-5237
Airport; 105 S Richman St, Villa Grove 832-9217
* RAHN, Stanley William, AM, Asst Dir, 333-0613
Housing Div, 420 SSB
809 E Washington, U 367-6274
RAIMER, Burton Murry, AB, M Ed, Res Asst,
.
.333-2446
Hist and Phil or Educ, 3 60 Educ Bldg
909 S Fifth Rm 248, C 332-4789
RAINS (Mrs) Ruth Rea, BS, MA, PhD, Asst 333-4729
Prof, French, 181 LH
102 W Pennsylvania, U
* RAINSBERGER, Ellis Dwlght, BS, MA, Asst... 333-1403
Football Coach, 123 Assembly Hall
3214 Brentwood Dr, C 359-1378
RAINWATER, Julia Joyce, BA, Grad Asst, Ofc. 332-2823
of Student Pers and Dean of Women, Rm 121 LAR
1005 S Lincoln Ave, U
RAITHER, Siegbert Wllhelm, Physics, Res Asst333-4352
Res Asst, Physics, 367 Phy Bldg
207 S Busey Ave, U 367-0428
RAJAN, Suryanarayaniah, MS, Grad Asst 333-1123
Aero and Astro Eng Dept, 103 Aero Lab B
111 S Busey, U 367-7928
* RAJPUT, Balram Singh, MS, Tchr Asst, Math. .333-6219
309 YWCA, C; 106 S Fourth St, C 352-6495
* RALPH, George Emest, BSF, Res Asst, 333-2776
Forestry, 20 6 FSL
602 WStoughton, U 365-2022
* RALPH, Martin Raymond, BS, Ext Adviser, .. . 576-2419
Agr, Calhoun Co Coop Ext Serv, Box 3 66 N County
Rd, Hardin; Hardin 576-2534
*+RALSTON, Jeringan Birdie, Lab Helper, 111... 333-3577
State Dept of Agr, 39 VMB
1210 WPark, U 367-2973
* RAMALINGAM, Vivian S, BA, M Mus, Instr. . 333-1612
Music, 301 Hill Annex
511 D Mitchell Ct, C 356-3895
RAMANA, Kanisetti Venkata, EA, MA, Tchr... 333-2070
Asst, Sociology, 1204 W Oregon
* RAMANA, Venkata Kanisetti, Ma, MSW, Res. .333-0947
Asst, Agr Econ and Rural Soc, 452 MH
1205 Apt IB W Main St, U 367-8524
* RAMEY, Marianna Louise, Co Ext Secy, .... 854-5946
Macoupin Co Coop Ext Serv, 12 6 N Broad St,
Carlinville; 42 6 S Broad St, Carllnville 854-5541
RAMOS, Maria Hortensia Juan, Bach of Arts, . .333-0904
M Sc, Food Serv Administrator II IU Food Serv, 165
IU; 1707 Valley Rd, C 359-1567
RAMP, Lee A, Janitor, PP Dept, PPSB
105 E Healey, C
RAMPEN, Hans Erik Paul, Instr of Indonesian
Linguistics, "309 Davenport Hall
102 E Armory #11, C
* RAMSEY, Freda Gail, AB, Res Asst, Dept of . . 333-6183
Comp Sci, 13 8 DCL
303 Avondale, C 352-2548
* RAMSEY, George H, Bach of Arch, DPLG, Asst333-1998
Prof, Arch, 410 A Arch
303 Avondale, C 352-2548
*+RAMSEY, Mattle Pearl, Clerk-Stenog, USDA . 356-3786
Soil Conservation Serv, 200 W Church St, C
106 N Fourth St, C 352-5828
RAMSDEN, Ronney William, Assoc of Arts, . . . 333-6563
Res Asst, Rec and Park Adm Dept, Rm 61
609 W Main Apt 3, U 367-0464
RAMSTAD, Joanne Ray, AB, Asst, Spanish,... 333-3957
1st Floor, 909 S Sixth
1010 W Green #373, U 332-2508
* RANALLI, Giorgio, B Sc, Res Asst, MinEng.. 333-3117
316 MMB; 300 S Goodwin, U 344-0125
* RANDALL, Eugene F, Painter, PP Dept, PPSB
849 Griggs, Danville 443-4798
*+RANDALL, William R, MES, Asst Hydrologist 355-1077
State Water Surv, 115 S Wash St, Naperville
336 Hazelwood Dr, Naperville 355-6159
RANDOLPH, Brenda Sherryll, Bach Mus, M... 333-3745
Arts, Asst in Mus, Rm 216 Music Annex, 1203 W
Nevada; 909 S 5th St #322, C 333-3745
* RANDOLPH, Charles Marion, Policeman, PP
Dept, PPSB; 1101 N Highland Dr, U 367-8571
* RANDOLPH, Coogan Earl, Janitor, PP Dept,...
PPSB; 709 E Main, U 367-8629
* RANEY, Charles Clifford, Steam Distribution...
Foreman, PP Dept, Retired; RR 1, White Heath
RANGE, Jerry Allen, Tchr Asst, Dept of Jm,.. 333-0128
38 Gregory Hall; 1107 W Green, U 344-4564
* RANK, Ruth Bailey, Typing-Clerk III, Comm-. 333-2740
Coll Ofc, 214 DKH
1005 E Pennsylvania, U 367-8701
100
* RANKIN, Elmer Eugene, BS, Assoc Ext Adviser 347-21
Agr, Tazewell Co, Coop Ext Serv, 116 S Capital,
Pekin; 1209 Royal Ave, Pekin 346-9218
* RANKIN, Guy Franklin, Janitor, PP Dept, PPSB
510 W Third St, Fisher 897-2461
RANKIN, Stanley James, BS, Lab Mgr, Dept of333-6!
Comp Sci, 236 DCL
12 12 Foothill Dr, C
RANSEL, David Lorimer, MA, Instr, Hist 333-2'
343 Armory; 512 S New St, C 352-3280
* RANSOM, Cynthia May, Acctg Clerk I, 333-41
Bursar's Div, Bus Ofc, 162 Adm Bldg
3 Maplewood Dr, U 365-2215
RANSOM, Evelyn Nalll, MA, Asst, Div of Gen 333-01
Studies, Rm 203 1210 W Calif
102 N Gregory ,. Apt C, U 367-1567
* RANSOM, James Jr, Mgr, Orchard Apts, Hsng. 333-4:
Div, 1842 A Orchard Place
109 E Clark, C 352-9483
* RANSOM, Preston Lee, BS, MS, Instr, Elec. 333-11
Eng, 463 EEB
1909 Meadow Dr, C 352-9230
* RANSONE, Willie Snead, Construction Labr, .
.
PP Dept, PPSB;
6 Matteson Dr, Villa Grove 832-9347
* RARDIN, Sona Lou, County Ext Secy, Clark
Co, Coop Ext Serv, 201 N Michigan, Marshall 562
410 N 5th St, Marshall Marshall 5702
RAO, BLSPrakasa, MA, M Stat, PhD, 333-1!
Visiting Asst Prof, Math, 310 AH
314 S Elm St, C 359-4369
RAO, Manne Vlttal, PhD, Res Assoc in Path, . 333-4'
10 HFL; 710 W Calif , U 344-1887
* RAO, N Narayana, PhD, Asst Prof, Elec Eng.. 333-4
374a EEB, 30 Id EERL, 60 EEB 333-2930 333-2:
2 806 Judith Dr, C 356-1767
RAO, Paladugu Venkateswara, BA, MS, Res.. 333-3
Asst, Ofc of Instructional Resources, 405 EH
309 E Green, C 344-1975
* RAO, C Prasada, B Sc, MS, Asst, Dept of.^^—
Geol, 245 NH ' 344-1 559
18-19 K-Muthyalamma St, "Bangalbre-l, Mais
RAO, Ramachandra Adiseshappa, MS, Res ....333
Asst, Civil Eng, 103 Hyd Eng Lab, Bldg No 2
309 E Green, C 344-1975
RAO, Ranga R, PhD, Assoc Prof, Math 333
238 IH; 408 W Green, U 367-3059
RAPE, Janet Irene, Ext Secy, Christian Co.
. .
824
Coop Ext Serv, 313 W Market, Taylorville
609 S Cherokee, Taylorville 824-2466
* RAPER, Richard Lee, Lab Asst II, Physiology 333-0
Nat Sci, 414 Burrill Hall
Parkhill Mobile Estates #295, Mahomet
* RASH, Virgil Paul, BSEE, EE Spec, Elec Eng.. 333-1
449 EEB; 1410 S Mattis, C 352-6259
RASHID, Moinuddin Sirdar, BE, MS, Res ....333-21
Asst, Min, Met, and Pet Eng, 3 62 D MRL
#518, lOlOWGreen, U 332-2310
* RASMUSEN, Benjamin Arthur, DVM , PhD 333-2'
Prof of An Gen, Dept of An Sci, 110 An Gen
402 S Coler, U 365-1249
* RASMUSSEN, Dennis D, MSW, Psychiatric. .. 333-2
Social Worker, Instr in Health Sci, Health Serv ;
191 Health Cntr; 104 W Florida, U 365-1890
RASMUSSEN, Joan Kay, BS, Asst, Women's PE,
212 WGym; 407 W White #3, C 356-6296
RASMUSSEN, Winfred Jens, Clerk I Shipping. . 333—
^
and ReceivingLib, 22 Lib
505 S Race St, Apt 1, U 365-2183
RASNER (Mrs) Mary Viola, Nat Sci Lab Asst I. 333-3
Coll of VM, 39 VM
1811 Cynthia, C 356-6761
RATCLIFFE, Thomas Edward, MS, Reference. . .333-2
Llbrn, Assoc Prof of Lib Adm, 200 Lib
604 W Nevada St, U 344-6412
* RATH, Myles, M Agr Sc, Asst in An Sci, 333-.
323 MH; 2083-D Orchard St, U 344-1703
* RATLIFF, Kathleen Therese, BS;, Res Asst, . . . .333-
Dept of Comp Sci, Math, 128 DCL
40 6 W Clark, Apt 103, C
RATZLAFF, Kenneth Lloyd , BA, Asst, Chem ...333-.
and Chem Eng, 56 ECB
606 W Ohio St, U 344-5812
* RAU, Ralph Frederick Jr, BSEE, Tchr Asst, EE. 333-4
46 EEB; 404 S Prairie St, Apt 7, C 359-4357
* RAUBINGER, Frederick Melton, BS, MA, Ed D. 333-2
Litt D, LLD, Prof Ed Adm & Suprv and Chairman ol
Dept, 319 Coll of Educ
3214 Stoneybrook Dr, C 359-3435
RAUCH, Arthur, BS, Resident Asst, Oglesby. . 333-0
Hall, Dean of Students, Housing Div, Oglesby
Counseling Ofc; URH 1014 Oglesby Hall, U 332-S
RAUCH, Janet Grant, Grad Asst, Ofc of 332-3
Student Personnel and Dean of Women, 230 Allen
Hall; 1005 W Gregory Dr, U 332-3162
* RAUP, Emma Bertha, Cook, IU, 165 IU (E)... 333-0
RR 1, Thomasboro
* RAUSHENBERGER, John Wallace, BFA, MA, ... 333-0
Assoc Prof, Art, 130 FAB
'
2 8 Greencroft, C
* RAUTER, Thomas Charles, AB,
German, 512 E Chalmers
2027 B Hazelwood Ct, U
* RAVENHALL, David Geoffrey, PhD, Prof, 333-3





+RELLER, Mary Kathleen, BA, Tech Asst, State. 344-1481
Geol Surv, 227 NR
707 South 6th St #416, C 344-0741
* REMENCUS, Paula Kay, Typing-Clerk III, ... 333-3507
Purchasing Div, Bus Ofc, 220 Adm Bldg
305 W Park Apt 6, U 365-1640
* REMENCUS', Ronald Stanley, Digital Comp... 333-4813
Supervisor, Statistical Serv Unit, 54 Adm Bldg
305 W Park Apt 6, U 365-1640
* REMPEL, Richard Stanley, BA, MA, Tchr Asst. 333-2859
Math, 32 6 AH
1601 N Kiler Dr, Apt 1, C 352-2530
REMYS, Edmund, BA', Asst, German
512 E Chalmers; 301 S Prairie, C
* RENDER, Dolores Christine, Clerk-Typist II. . 333-3505
Purchasing Div, Bus Ofc, 223 Adm
304 E Clark, C 356-5187
* RENDLEMAN, Raymond, MS, Ext Adviser, Agr, 357-2150
Hancock Co Coop Ext Serv, 550 N Madison, Carthage
701 Country Lane, Carthage 357-2973
RENDUCHINTALA, Srinivasa Sastry, M So, ... 333-6311
Res Asst, Elec Eng, 312 J, 21 EERL
406 E Healey St, C 356-2925
* RENFREW, Bonnie Lynn, Clerk-Typist III, .. . 333-1277
Agron, 230 DH; 214 S Dewey, U 365-3238
* RENFREW, Robert, BS, Accountant II, Agr. ... 333-0003
Acctg Ofc, 111 MH
2817 E Main St, U 367-7965
* RENFREW, Rosemary J, Clerk III, Motor 333-3530
Vehicle Div, Security Ofc, 103 Serv Bldg Annex
2317 E Main, U 367-7965
* RENNELS, R G, PhD, Assoc Prof of Forestry', . .333-2775
200a FSL; 702 S Adams St, Philo 684-5520
* RENNER, Charlene Elizabeth, MA, MS 333-3399
,
Cataloger, Lib, 242 Lib
1726 Westhaven Dr, C 352-6045
RENNER, Kenneth Edward, PhD, Assoc Prof, .. 333-3057
Psych, 320 Greg Hall
172 6 Westhaven, C 352-6045
* RENNER, Richard Lee, Chief Clerk, Central.. 333-6601
Ofc on the Use of Space, 226 Illini Tower, 409 E
Chalmers; 2911 W Daniel St, C 356-3546
* RENNIER, Luella, Food Serv Area Supervisor. . 333-2 519
165 IU; 514 W John St, C 352-8321
* RENNIER, Queto J, Fieldman, Agron 333-4373
W-321 TH; 514 W John, C 352-8321
*+RENTFROW, Linda Darlene, Clerk-Typist II, .. 344-1481
State Geol Surv, 215 NR
133WKenyon, C 356-3941
* REPLINGER, John Gordon, MS, Prof, Arch,... 333-2025
309 Arch; 4 Burnett Circle, U 344-6370
'
* REPS, Patricia Ann, Secy, Physics, 203a PB. . 333-0571
RR 1, Box 45, Rantoul 892-4786
* RETZOLK, Dorothy Albert, Secy, Dept of 333-1736
Microbio, 131 Burrill Hall 333-1737
1217 Joanne Lane, C . 356-4698
* RESCH, Margit, MA, Grad Asst, German.
RR3, Rising Road, C 356-9278
RESCH, Ronald Dale, BA, MFA, Asst Prof of. . 333-6201
Arch, Arch, Comp Sci, CSL, 4-131 CSL
RR3, Rising Rd, C 356-9278
* RESEK, Robert William, PhD, Assoc Prof, Econ
(on leave)
RESSLER, Anna Lee, Co Ext Secy, Logan Co.. 732-8289
Coop Ext Serv, 120 S McLean, Lincoln
62 9 3rd St, Lincoln 732-3652
REST, Jeff, BS, Asst, Physics, 251 PB 333-3684
51 E John St, C 352-3362
* REUTER, Robert, BS, Purchasing Asst I, 333-0775
Purchasing Div, Bus Ofc, 223 Adm
704 S Race, U 367-2208
* REUTTER, Joyce Frances, Clerk-Typist II 333-0993
Admissions and Records, Rm 69 Adm Bldg
.104 Ludlow St, Rantoul 892-8579
* REVAK, Robert Stephan, BA, MA, Instr, Div. . 333-4127
of Gen Studies, Rm 214, 1210 W Calif, U
407 Hessel Blvd, C 352-1721
* REVAK, Sylvia Margaret, Secy, Physics, .... 333-4452
437 PB; 407 Hessel Blvd, C 352-1721
* REVELL, Leah Margaret, Typing-Clerk III, ... 333-3771
Cntr for Instructional Res and Curriculum Evaluation
270 Educ Bldg; 407 Calhoun, Tolono 485-7285
REWERTS, Ardis Maureen, BS, Asst in Home.. 333-0606
Econ, 239 Bev Hall
1202 W Green, U 333-1275
REX, William Max, Janitor, Housing Div
Mahomet 586-4825
* REXROAD, Leonard Ralph, Master Airport .... 822-5531
Mechanic, InstofAvi, Airport
Box 677, Tolono 485-5235
* REXROAD, Max, BS, MAS, Asst, Acctg, .....333-4535
270 Comm W; 210 W Green St, Savoy 822-5869
* REXROAD, Opal Virginia, Clerk III 333-1040
Purchasing, Ofc Supply Store, 132S S Oak
6 Wayside, U 367-5065
* REXROAT, Paul William, AB, Asst Publications 333-2548
Ed (with rank of Instr),Ofc of Agr Publications, 123
MH; 721 W Washington St, C 352-7100
REYNOLDS, Basil Edward, Dairy and Food ... 333-4441
Plant Attendant, Food Sci, 104 DMB
503 W Main St, U 365-2562
* REYNOLDS, Donald Nicholas, Housing Mntnce333-0597
Inspector, Housing Div, 14 LAR
912 N Lincoln, U 365-2800
* RAVENHALL, Mary D, BA, MLS, Lib Asst with. 333-0224
rank of Instr, Arch Lib, Arch Bldg, Rm 202
1302 W Clark St, C 356-4678
RAWAL, Kanti M, MS, Res Asst, Dept of Agron333-437 6
W-525 TH; 1205 W Main Apt IB, U 367-8524
* RAWITCH, Allen Barry, PhD, Res Assoc, ... . 333-3962
Chem and Chem Eng, 3 99 ECB
808 S Webber St, U 367-4686
* RAWLINGS, Linda Sue, Clerks-Typist III, Sec. .333-0227
and Cont Educ, 395 Educ
601 W Springfield, C 356-7152
* RAWLINGS, Robert Tracy, BS, Assoc Ext Advr. 242-0780
Agr, Jefferson Co Coop Ext Serv, 814 1/2 Harrison
St, Mt Vernon; 702 N 12th S, Mt Vemon 242-5256
RAWLS, Lela Ruth, Clerk-Stenog III, Hwy. . . . 333-1270
Traffic Safety Cntr, 418 EH
512 S Fourth, C 352-6204
* RAWSON, Janet Mae, BS, Asst Ext Adviser, . 352-4737
Home Econ, Champaign Co Coop Ext Serv, 8 Federal
Bldg, C; Box 5S, Bondvllle 863-5416
RAY, Anna S, Nat Sci Lab Asst II, Coll of VM. 333-3577
46 VMB; 401 S Maple St, U 367-3172
* RAY, Burton Wiley, MS, Asst Prof of Pedology.333-3 650
Agron, N-415 TH; 1517 W Green, C 352-9623
* RAY, Carl, Janitor, Housing Div,
Box 85, Pesotum 867-2467
* RAY, Eugene Cecil, Janitor, Housing Div 333-1395
Rm 24 Gregory Dr Residence Hall
909 S Cottage Grove, U 367-0823
* RAY, Harl Hall, Auxiliary Opr, PP Dept, PPSB..
701 N Busey Ave, U 367-6469
» RAY, Joseph Wayne, Plumber, PP Dept, PPSB...
909 E Florida Ave, U 365-3291
» RAY, Linda Kay, Lib Clerk II, Agr Lib, 226 MH333-2146
202 Briar Ln Dr, C 352-2184
RAY, Owen Harold, Res Lab Shop Supervisor.. 333-6913
Civil Eng, 1135 CEB
305 W William, C 352-9087
RAY, Sylvian Richard, PhD, Assoc Prof , Comp 333-0806
Sci and EE, 277 DCL
2104 Grange Dr, U 344-6031
RAY, Usharanjan, M Sc, Tchr Asst, Dept of. . .333-2195
Microbio, 3 63 Burrill Hall
1114 W Springfield Ave, U 344-1908
» RAYBURN, Charles Willard, BS, Asst Ext 656-7200
Adviser, Agr, Madison Co, Coop Ext Serv, 900
Hillsboro, Edward svllle; 321 S Nebraska, Marine
RAYBURN, Janet Beth, Clerk-Typist II, Grad.. 333-3281
Schl of Lib Sci, 329 Lib
720 Sherwood Terrace, C 352-2849
RAYBURN, J Paul, Farm Foreman An Sci, 333-0347
Gen and Farming; 204 W William, C 356-2459
RAYMOND, Bud F D, Clerk I, Circulation 333-0313
Dept, Lib, 203 Lib
602 W Hill, C _ .
RAZOR, Jack Edwin, BS, MS, PED, Basic... 333-1680
Instruction Prog Dlr, PEM, 201 MOG
807 S Mattis Ave #1, C 352-5040
5RAZOR, Susan Jane, Clerk-Typist III, CRC... 333-4123
113 CRC; 1652 Valley Rd, C 359-4304
READ, Hadley, MS. Head Ofc. Agr .333-1130
Asst. Dlr Coop. Ext Serv. Prof Agric.
330 Mumford Hall; 605 S. Edwin, C. 356-1788
' READ, John S. BFA.Prog II 333-6383
58A Administration Bldg; 2109 Rainbow View,U
365-1034
READ, Mary B. , BS. 1111 Union Edit. Asst. . . . 333-0168
165 Illini Union; 1527 Lincolnshire Dr. 359-2746
READ, Samuel E., Accou. II Bis. Ofc 333-4880
162 Administration; 901 Holiday Dr. C 356-3247
READAL, Thomas C. , Chem Chem Engi.Asst . 333-3640
114 E. ChemistryBldg.; 606 W.Ohio St.
U
344-5812
REAGOR, Pamela, AB. Res. Assis. Stud. .... 333-3729
344 Student Services Bldg; 57 E Chalmers Apt 2.C
352-9180
(REAR, Patricia A., Vis. Aids Opr. I 333-1363
704 S. 6th ; 1618 W. Clark C. 352-8440
REBBE, Carol V., EdM. Asst Prof Coop Ext Se. 333-2566
535 Bevier Hall; 612 1/2 W. John.C. 352-1830
REBECCA, Marilyn L., 1111. Union; Clrk Steo. 333-1141
165 Illini Union; 2709 Maplewood Drive C.
352-1774
REBECCA, Sammy J., BS Adm. Ill, Hou.Div.. 333-0819
420 Student Services Bldg.; 2709 Maplewood Dr.
C. 352-1774
REDDING, Ben D., Ins. Aviation, Airport 822-5531
2315 E. Main St. U 367-9520
,
REDDING, Francis L. , Paint Phys. Pint
PP Service Bldg; 203 Sangamon, Fisher. 897-3372
REDDING, Evelyn L. , Maid Housing
1008 Country Squire Dr., U 367-9966
REDDY, Kanna R. , PhD. Res. Assoc 333-3657
390 D. Materials Res. Lab.;307 S. Lincoln U.
344-3395
REDENBAUGH, Kathryn M. , Clerk Typ II 333-1040
1325 S. Oak St.C;1411 Briarcllff Dr.U 367-3076
REDENBAUGH, Jlmmie L. , Housing Div
108 S. Second, C. 3S6-2001
REDLICH, Renate, BA. Teach. Assis 333-1288
512 E. Chalmer; 909 S.5th,C 332-4705,
REDMAN, Milton B., BS MS. Econ. Assis 333-2681
226 DKH; 800 W. Church C. 352-6207
REDMAN, Wm Reed, Opr Crane Engr, PP Dept..
PPSB; 1310 Franklin, Danville 442-2718
REED, Barbara Long, MS, Program Dlr, IU, . . 333-3663
Lectr in Rec, 290 IU
703 W Green, U 367-5366
+REED, (Mrs) Berenice Rash, Supervisory Tech. 344-1481
'Asst, State Geol Surv, 124 NR
505 W High, U 367-3764
* REED, Dale L, Construction Laborer, PP Dept.
PPSB; Rt 1, St Joseph . 469-7551
* REED, Don Frederick, Park Attendant, Robert .333-3287
Allerton Park; Cisco 2981
REED, James Lee, BS, Asst, PE, 201 MOG...
W Vermilion St, Catlin 427-5574
* REED, Russell Charles, Painter, PP Dept, ...
PPSB; 43 Cunningham, Danville 443-2031
* REEDER, Margaret Patton, BS, Res Asst, Psych.
CRC #79; 1700 Crescent Dr, C 356-4452
*+REES, Orin W, PhD, Principal Res Chemist, ..
State Geol Surv, Emeritus
30 Golf Dr, Mahomet 586-4824
* REETZ, Lois E, Maid, Housing Div
604 N Maple, Lot 9, U 365-1240
* REEVE, John Allan, BS, Tchr Asst, Analytical. .333-4980
Chem, 48 ECB
* REEVERTS, Frances G, MS, Ext Adviser, Home.857-3526
Econ, Lee Co Coop Ext Serv, 37 E Ave, Amboy
322 S Dement, Dixon 284-7156
* REGEHR, David Lavonne, BS, Tchr Asst, Bot.
1819 D Orchard Place, U 344-0157
* REGL, Robert Richard, PhD, Asst Prof, Aero.
.
.333-0529
and Astro Eng, 13 TB
705 S Mattis, C
* REGNIER, Earl Hubert, BS, MS, Prof of Rural. 333-1824
Rec, Agr Econ, 300 MH
1340 S Vine St, U 367-3483
* REGNELL, John Albln, PhD, Asst Prof of Radio 333-0850
and TV , Suprvsr of Educ Prog, Radio Sta, 234 GH
1415 W Church St, C 356-7008
*+REHLING, Ronald William, BS, Tech Asst, ... 333-6887
Section of Applied Bot and Plant Path, Illinois NH
Surv, 391 NR; 202 S Lynn, U 367-2441
REHN, Lynn Edward, BA, Asst, Physics, ... 333-4712
59 PB; 1110 WStoughton Apt 302, U 367-4314
* REICHMANN, Manfred E, PhD, Prof, Bot, 333-4776
683b Morrill Hall; 205 Pell Circle, U 344-6509
* REICOSKY, Donald Charles, MS, Res Asst in. 333-4370
Soil Physics, Agron, C-211 TH
57 Wilson TrPk, U 367-3802
+REID , Gene Edward, Tech Asst, Section of. . . 333-6886
Applied Bot and Plant Path, Illinois NH Surv, 385 NR
203 Smith Rd, U 367-2837
* REID, Kenneth Brooks, BA, MA, Tchr Fellow, .333-6218
Math, 310 YWCA; 812 W Illinois, U 344-6760
* REID, Leonard Leon, 'Fire Equipment Engr
PP Dept, PPSB; 1420 Cambridge Dr, C 356-9257
* REILLY, Barbara Joy, BS, Res Asst, CSL 333-6352
3-137 CSL; 1837D Orchard PI, U 344-4108
* REILLY, Ivan Leon," BA, MS, Tchr Asst, Math. 333-2040
122 Arcade; 1837D Orchard PI, U 344-4108
* REILLY, Owen George, BS, Res Asst CSL. .... 333-3487
1-131 CSL; 1209 W Unlv Apt #1, U367-9757
REIMANN (Mrs), Edith Bemlce, Chief Clerk, . .333-0038
Grad Coll, 311c Adm Bldg
25 E John St, C 352-2847
REIMERS, Thomas John, BS, An Sci Res Asst.. 333-2901
104 An Gen; 807 W Nevada, U 344-4320
* REINBOLD, Norman Wayne, BS, AS, Junior... 333-1695
Mech Engr, PP Dept, 704 S Sixth St
712 W Oregon St, U 344-6084
+REINBOLD, Keturah, MS, Res Asst, Agr Entom.333-6822
74 NRB; 603 W Nevada, Apt 1, U 344-0334
* REINER, Irma Moses, PhD, Asst Prof , Math, . .333-3414
317 AH; 101 E Michigan Ave, U 367-0059
* REINER, Irving, PhD, Prof, Math, 329 AH 333-1434
10 IE Michigan Ave, U 367-0059
REINERT, Maxine Showalter, Co Ext Secy , . . . 532-4369
Cook Co Coop Ext Serv, 6657 South St, Tinley Park
333 Onarga St, Park Forest 748-3216
* REINHART, Cathy Jo, Personnel Asst I, ..... 333-3704
Student Couns Serv, 206 SSB
305WDodson, U 367-4270
REINHART, Janet Louise, Clerk-Typist II. .... 333-2 142
Nonaoademic Pers Ofc, Rm 303 DH
RR 1, Pesotum 867-2397
* REINHART, Julius.Frank, Agr Gardener, Dept. .333-1525
of Hort, 111 HFL
908 E Oregon St, U 367-5986
* REINHART, Ron, Eng Draftsman I, Physics. ... 333-3434
104 PB (on'military leave)
* REINHART, Ruth Ann, Typing-Clerk III, Grad.. 333-2785
Coll, 311dAdm; 814 W Main, U 367-9093
REINHART, Shirley Rose, B Sc, Grad Asst,- .; .332-5480
Trelease Hall, Ofc of Student Pers and Dean of
Women; Trelease Hall #304, 1001 S College Ct
*+REINERTSEN, David Louis, AM, Assoc Geol.. 344-1481
in chg of Educ Ext Section, State Geol Surv, 100 NR
1702 WJohn, C 356-9944
* REISNER, Ralph, AB, LLB, Assoc Prof, Law...
143 Coll of Law; 713 W Church St, C 35 6-0954
* REISS, Franklin Jacob, BS, MS, PhD, Prof of . 333-1822
Land Econ, Agr Econ, 303 MH
2003 S Anderson St, U 367-5177
* REISS, Harold L, Housing Malnt Insp 333-4646
Housing Div, 018 111 St Hall
1102 Country Squire Dr , U 365-1348
* REISS, Timothy James, BA, MA, Instr, French. 333-4729
181 LH; 705 W Haines Bd, C 356-6379
REJALI, M Hassan, BS, MS, AsstinTAM 333-6933
2119 CEB; 802 S Locust Apt 2N, C 352-6459
101
REYNOLDS-ROBERTS
* REYNOLDS, Donald Quentln, BS, Adm Clerk. . 333-1463
Div of Univ Ext, 118 IH
410 WHigh. U 365-2440
* REYNOLDS, Ernest Richard, Laborer Electrician
PP Dept, PPSB; RR 1, U 643-6831
REYNOLDS (Mrs) Evelyn, BS, As st Prof of
Music, 207 SMH; 1606 W Charles, C 359-3298
* REYNOLDS, Gary Alan, BS, Ext Communication333-1130
Specialist, Instr in Agr Communications, 331 MH
502 E Univ, C 359-3042
* REYNOLDS, George E, Painter, PP Dept, PPSB,
201 S Elm, C 359-1389
* REYNOLDS, Harry Aaron, BA, VMD, MS, PhD, 333-4856
Asst Prof, VPH, 36b VM
1209 Mimosa Dr, C 356-5528
* REYNOLDS, Helen Bernice, Head Cook 333-1890
Housing Div, Fourth St Food Serv
Rt 1, U 643-6831
* REYNOLDS, Paul Eugene, Butcher, An Sci.
. . .
333-2068
145 DH; 2312 Slayback St, U 367-9493
REYNOLDS, Richard Walter, BA, Producer.... 333-1070
Director, TV Serv, 1110 W Main St, U
311 S State, Apt 23, C 356-6197
* REYNOLDS, Ronald Dean, Apprentice Compstr 333-3934
Printing Div, UP, 234 UP Bldg
301 Glenn Dr, U 367-8016
* REYNOLDS, Ronald Earl, Storekeeper III 333-1577
Chem and Chem Engr, 309 NL
1504 N Mattis, C 352-8297
* REYNOLDS, Robert Luther, Const Labr, PP Dept
PPSB; 1003 Falrlawn Dr, U 367-2102
* REYNOLDS, Wallace Edward, BS, Ext Adviser. £44-3710
Agr, Boone Co Coop Ext Serv, 930 W Locust,
Belvidere; 417 Highland, Belvidere 547-4930
* REYES-GUERRA, David Richard, BS, M of Eng.
Instr in Gen Eng, on leave of absence. United Eng
Cntr, NYC; Eleven O'clock Road, Weston Conn
226-4157
REZEAU, Laurel Lea, BS, Asst, Chem and.... 333-2013
Chem Eng, 415 ECB ; 601 W Oregon, U
* RHOADES, Harry Elmer, MS, Asst Prof , Vet. .333-3577
Path & Hygiene, 4 6.Vet Med; 2108 S Boudreau, U
344-6172
* RHOADES, Rebecca Diane, BEd, Clerk-Typist 333-0418
III, Div of Univ Ext, Ext in Visual Arts, 127FAB
RR 1 Bement 3148
RHOADES, Virginia Lucine, Clerk-Typist III.
.
333-6924
CE, B106 CEB; 105 W Illinois St, U365-2041
* RHODE, Chris Simeon, BS, Prof of Diary Sci
Emeritus, 2106 Mills Dr, U 367-1370
* RHODE, Elen Lucile, BS, Adm Secy, Midwest.333-1988
Universities Consortium for International 333-1994
Activities, Rm 309-409 E Chalmers St; 2106
MilJs Dr, U 367-1370
* RHODEN, Harral, Janitor.PP, PPSB
1011 N 6th St, C 356-4120
RHODES, Ashby Marshall, PhD, Assoc Prof .. 333-1967
Plant Genetics, Horticulture, Vegetable 333-1525
Crops Bldg, Apt 204, 703 E Colorado, U 367-1232
RHODES, Debra Lynn, Clerk-Typist II, 333-4771
Housing Div, 142 Allen Hall; Twin Orchard Mobile
Home Park, U
RHODES, Elma, Janitress, Housing Div
RR 1 , Villa Grove 832-3151
* RHODES, Rodman Dunbar, PhD, Asst Prof 333-2474
Engl, 249 EB; 1506 Dawson Dr, C 356-6273
RHODES, Roger Lee, Policeman, PP, PPSB
1714 Willow Rd, U 367-5334
* RHODES, Warren Stanley, Elec, PP, PPSB
708 S Madison, Monticello 762-2234
* RIBES, Luis, PhD, Visiting Asst Prof, Math.. 333-3976
247 IH; 1803-C Orchard PI, U 344-3979
RICE, (Mrs.) Ellen, Secy, Extramural Classes333-3061
Div of Univ Ext, 101 IH; 800 S Embarrass,
Tuscola 253-3124
RICE, James Allen, BS, Asst, Physios, 59 PB333-4712
1010 W Green St, Rm 509, U 332-2301
* RICE, Kenneth Roy, Janitor,PP, PPSB
612 Church St, C 359-2423
RICE,H Michael, BS, Asst, EE, 45 EEB 333-4221
616 E Daniel, C 344-0758
RICE, Nancy Virginia, BA, Asst, Music 333-2471
103 Practice Annex; 107 W California, U 367-5016
* RICE, Raymond Donald, BS, Food Science 333-1870
108 S Wing Hort Field Lab; 2004 B Orchard St, U
344-4319
RICE, Ultan Marc, MA, Res Asst, Psych 333-1547
Rm 217 1207 W Oregon; 306 E Green, C 356-1969
* RICE, William Hudson, BS, Asm Asst 333-1086
President's Office, 136 Davenport House 333-1087
1107 Country Lane, C 356-2432
* RICHARDS, Adrian F, PhD, Assoc Prof, Geol. 333-2076
& CE, 127 Natural History; 1802 S Anderson, U
367-5383
RICHARDS, Betty Ann, Adm Secy, Coll of 333-0960
Educ
,
110 Educ Bldg; 704 S Anderson, U 367-2380
RICHARDS, Catherine Evangeline, AB, Food . .333-1026
Administrator III, 165IU(e), 906 W Stoughton, U
365-1590
RICHARDS, Claire LaRue, LRAM, Prof, Muslc.333-3932
204 Smith Music Hall; 709 W Ohio St, U 344-6843
RICHARDS, Janet Henrietta, BA , Reference. .. 333-2290
Asst, Reference Library, 200 Lib; 419 LandoPlace,
707 S Sixth St, C 344-1307
* RICHARDS, Meredith Martin, BA , Grad Res. . .333-1547
Asst, Inst of Communications Res, 1207 W Oregon;
212 E White, C 356-2280
* RICHARDS, Paul, Janitor, PP, PPSB
1415 Scottsdale, C 352-5328
* RICHARDS, Rowe, Elec Laborer, PP, PPSB
305 E Washington, Philo 684-3735
RICHARDSON, Beth Carson, BS, Computer Sci.333-1745
ERL Rm 168; 1010 W Green 338, U 332-2244
RICHARDSON, Brian William, MS, Asst 333-0539
Chem & Chem Eng, c/o 175 NL; 1161-909 S Fifth
St, C 332-5000
* RICHARDSON, Elizabeth Kay, Clerk-Stenog III333-0781
Acctg Div, Bus Ofc, 279 Adm Bldg; 408 S
Poplar, U 367-5144
* RICHARDSON, Fontaine Kelleam, MS, Res. .. .333-6143
Asst, Computer Science, 120 DCL; 30 Dunellen,
U 365-2835
RICHARDSON, Genevieve, PhD, Assoc Prof . .333-1688
Theatre, 125 Lincoln Hall, 624 E Green C 356-5679
* RICHARDSON, Margaret Ruth, Chief Clerk ... 333-0301
Admissions & Records, 100a Adm Bldg; 204 N
White, Sidney 688-2204
* RICHARDSON, Richard Earl, Bookstore ClerkI.332-2050
IU Bookstore, Arcade Bldg; 506 E Houghton,
Tuscola 253-4333
RICHMAN, Chester Marion, Instrument &
. . .
. 333-1941
Measurement Tech II, Measurement Program,
Eng Exp Sta, 207 EE Res Lab; 205 S Sixth, C
352-3240
RICHMOND, Eunice Jane, BS, Ext Adviser, . . 543-4502
Home Ec, Mason County, 133 S High, Havana;
RFD 2, Box 89, Chandlerville 546-2325
RICHTER, Charles Edward, BA , Asst, Coll .. .333-2740
of Commerce & Bus Adm, 213 DKH; 1207 W
University, U 367-7577
RICHTER, Peter, MS, Tchr Asst, PEM, 201 ..(,333-1680
MOG, 1109 S Orchard, U 367-1815 '
RICKERT, Dorothy Burnett, Secy, Grad Coll.
.
.333-0036
305 Adm Bldg; 56 E Chalmers St; C 352-4003
* RICKETTS, Amy Elizabeth, BS, Clerk II, Lib
.
.333-2416
Agr Lib, 226 Mumford Hall; 2016 Cureton Dr,
U 367-5933
* RICKETTS, Bernard Gordon, PhD, Prof, Met.
.
.333-1157
Eng, Min, Met, & Pet Eng, 106 Met Bldg;
2016 Cureton Dr, U 367-5933
* RICKETTS, Gary Eugene, PhD, Asst Prof 333-0013
An Sci Ext, 326 Mumford Hall; 808 E Pennsylvania,
U 367-2098
* RIDENOUR, Eva Elizabeth, Clerk-Typist II ... 333-6904
CE, 3129 CEB; 603 E Barker, Tuscola
RIDENS, Linda Margaret, Card Punch Operator333-6184
I, Computer Sci, Rm 129, DCL; 141 Bridgett St.,
Westville 267-2110
* RIDGLEY, Marjorle, Clerk-Typist III, Engl ... 333-3251
109 Engl Bldg; 1102 Mayfair Rd, C 352-5427
+RIDGLEY, Merle, Res Assoc, State Geol Surv .344-1481
Natural Resources Garage; 1102 Mayfair Rd, C
352-5427
* RIDINGS, Gerald Eugene, Cashier II, Bursar' s.333-4870
Div, Bus Ofc, 100 Adm; 1103 W Springfield Ave,
C 352-5905
* RIDLEN, Samuel Franklin, MS, Prof, Poultry
.
.333-2207
Ext, 322 Mumford Hall; 106 West Mumford Dr,
U 344-0095
* RIES, Roger Philip, MS, Felloe & Tchr Asst .. 333-2794
EE, 128 PB; 1707 W Clark St, C 352-7576
RIESE, Charles Edward, BS, Asst, Physics .. .333-6803
563 ERL; 901 W Springfield, Apt 15, U 367-6298
RIGDON, Susan Marie, MA, Tchr Asst, 333-2781
Political Science, Rm 10, 408 S Goodwin; 609 W
Main, Apt 21, U 367-3219
RIGERT, Rev. James Aloysius, MS, Asst 333-4712
Physics, 59 PB, Newman Hall 604 E Armory Ave,
C 344-3350
* RIGGIN, Augustus Kerr, Staff Asst, CE 333-6986
230 CEB; 304 Fairview Pk, C 352-9857
RIGGINS, Ann Carol, ABS, Editor, Eng Publ . .333-1510
112 EH; 911 W Church St, C 356-4635
* RIGGS, Bobbie J, Clerk-Typist I, Univ Press . 333-0953
102 University Press; 406-6 W Oregon, U 365-2002
* RIGGS, John Wilson, Illustrator Curriculum. . .333-0150
Lab, 1210 W Springfield; 406 W Oregon, U 365-2002
* RIGNEY, David Arthur, PhD, Min, Met & Pet. 333-4265
Eng, Res Assoc, Materials Res Lab, 290L. 333-1687
& 125; 1011 N Coler Ave, U 367-6572
* RIGSBY, James Kenneth, MS, Assoc Architect.333-1690
PP, Ofc of Campus Architect, 605 E Green St,
1108 Nofftz Dr, C 359-3259
RIKE, Galen Edwin, MS, Res Assoc, Lib Res . 333-6245
Center, 302 Illini Towers, 614 W Washington,
U 344-6695
RILEY, Beverly Janette, BS, Personnel Officer. 333-2136
II, Ofc of Nonacademic Personnel, 205 Davenport
House, 1107 E Washington, U 367-7149
* RILEY, Emily La Vaughn, BM, Library Clerk 11.333-1173
Music Lib, 220 SMH; 708 S Cottage Grove, U
367-7608
* RILEY, Paul Gates, Storekeeper I, Purchasing. 333-0817
General Chem Stores, 55 Noyes Lab; 701 E
North, Monticello 762-2227
RINCKER, Phyllis Marie, BS, Data Processing. 333-6288
Analyst I, Statistical Service Unit, 54 Adm Bldg,
409 W Green, C 352-7745
102
* RINDT, Jack Leon, Storekeeper II, MRL 333-13
205 Ellen Ave, Savoy 822-5418
* RINEHART, Kenneth Lloyd, Jr, PhD, Prof 333-06
Chem & Chem Eng, 454 ECB; 1306 S Carle Ave,
U 365-2230
*+RINEHART, Ronald E, BA , Res Asst, State. .. .333-49
Water Survey, Rm 271A Water Resources Bldg;
703 Pfeffer Rd, U 367-9007
* RING, David Arthur, BS, Res Asst, Computer. 333-47
Science, 231 DCL; 301 1/2 E University, C
352-6104
RING, James George, PhD, Res Asst, Prof 333-03
Physics, 290 K Materials Res Lab; 707 S Sixth
Apt 403, C
RINGENBERG, Richard R, MS, Tchr Asst, 333-23
NASA Fellow Astronomy, 2 Observatory, 602 E
Stoughton, Apt 26, C 352-6745
* RINGER, Alexander, Lothar, PhD, Prof, Music333-35.
102 Hill Annex; 601 Ventura Dr, C 352-6952
* RINGHAUSEN, Margaret Louise, County Ext
.
.498-48:
Secy, Coop Ext Serv, Jersey County, 402 S
Jefferson, Jerseyville; 136 Andrew Ave, Jersey
ville 498-4438
* RINKEL, Gene Keith, MLS, Asst J333-39;;
Undergraduate Librn, Lib, 100 Lib; 202 Walnut,
Mahomet 586-2117
* RINNE, Robert William , PhD, Asst Prof, Agron344-06;
Research Plant Physiologist, US Regional Soybean
Lab , 166 Davenport Hall; 1002 McHenry, U
365-1898
RIPPELMEYER, Ruth, County Ext Secy, Coop . .939-74;
Ext Serv, Monroe County, 509-A West Mill St,
RR 4 340 E Fourth St, Waterloo 939-6754
RIPPER, Richard Frederick, Chief Clerk, EE... 333-28;
159 EEB; 1303 Brlarcllff Dr, U 367-4381
* RISINGER, Marvin L, Storekeeper III, PP, PPSB
813 Sherwood Terrace, C 359-2105
* RISLEY, William O, BS, Asst Dir of 333-19-
Measurement Program, Sr, Res Eng, Eng Exp Sta
207 EERL; RR 1, St Joseph 469-7366
*+RISSER, Hubert E, PhD, Asst Chief & ."344-141
Principal Mineral Econ, State Geol Surv, Prof of
Mineral Econ, Dept of Min, Met, & Pet Eng, 118
Natural Resources; 207 W Delaware, U 367-3268
RISSER, Nancy Arleen, BA , Social Sci Res. .. .333-62.
Computer-Based Educ Res Lab, 254 ERL; 309 S
State, Apt 24 C 352-5449
* RISTIC, Miodrag, PhD, Prof of Vet Path & 333-26'
Hygiene, Vet Rex, Sr Staff Member, Center for
Zoonoses Res, 225 Vet Med Annex; 410 W
Burkwood Court, U 365-2781
RITCHIE, (Mrs.) Florence, MA, Head Res 333-04,
Ofc of Student Personnel & Dean of Women,
Rm 009, Van Doren , 1215 S Fourth St, C 332-0456
RITSCHER, George, Asst, School of Music 333-11
352 SMH, 107 E Chalmers, C 352-7453
* RITTENHOUSE, Arthur E, An Caretaker, Coll . 333-23
of Vet Med, 207 Vet Med Annex; 201 W Illinois, I
Mansfield
* RITTENHOUSE, Vern, An Caretaker, Micro-. . .333-15
biology, 264F Burrill Hall; RR 1 Seymour 687-4226'
* RITTSCHOF, Louis Warren, PhD, Asst Prof ... 333-36'
Sec & Continuing Educ, 391 Educ Bldg; 309 S
Coler, U 365-1262
* RITTSCHOF, Sylvin Una, BS, Asst,Physiol ... 333-01'
513 Burrill Hall, 309 S Coler, U 365-1262
RITZEN, Carol Anne, MA, Asst, History 333-20;
235-C Armory, 508 E Stoughton, Apt 309, C
RIVERA, Juan Manuel, BA, Asst, Acctg
320 Commerce West, Sherman Hall Rm 653, 909
S Fifth St^ C 332-4882
* RIZK, Samir AM, Instr, French, 323 Armory. 333-24.
14 Bav Tree. C 352-9886
* ROACH, ParkerRay, Millman, PP Dept, PPSB
41 Lange Ave, Savoy 822-5678
* ROBB, William Coulter, AM, p, LL M, Prof..
of Econ, Emeritus, Econ; 806 Kirby, C 356-1744
* ROBBINS, Arthur Freeman, Glass Blower II... 333-13-
MRL, 135 MRL
RR 2, St Joseph 469-7521
* ROBBINS, Frances Dobell, AB, Biochem Tech..
Physiol and Biophysics, 433 Burrill Hall
RR 2, St Joseph 469-7521
* ROBERSON, C Brent, Dup Mach Opr III, Eng.. 333-151
Publications, Coll of Eng, 114 EH
RR 3, U 684-485 6
ROBERSON, Larry Lavern, Janitor, Housing Div
804 W Clark St, U 367-8087
ROBERTS, Alice Marie, BJ, Grad Asst, Ofc... 332-015
of Student Pers and Dean of Women, 306 Barton Hall
1215 S 4th St
* ROBERTS, Charles Emery Jr, BS, MS, Tchr 333-640
Asst, Math, 303 YWCA
#7 Plymouth Rd, U 367-1525
* ROBERTS, Clyde B, BS, Accountant III PP Dept 333-146
PPSB; 1504 S Maple St, U 367-3212
* ROBERTS, Donald Merle, BA, MA, PhD, Assoc 333-454
Prof, Indus Adm and Grad Schl of Bus Adm, 304 Comi
W; 5 Eton Ct, C 352-6208
* ROBERTS, Elmer, BS, PhD, Prof, An Gen 333-385
Dept An Sci, Emeritus, 231 Bev Hall
1407 Hillcrest, U 367-1679
* ROBERTS, Gerald Lee, Electronics Tech 333
Coord Sci Lab, 215 CSL
RR 2, C 356-6091
;-144
* ROBERTS, Glyn Ceerwyn, DLC, MS, Instr. . . 333-1680
PE Dept, 217 MOG
2012 B Orchard St, U 344-3601
* ROBERTS, Jack E, Driver, PP Dept, PPSB
713 N Vorcey Ave, Tolono 485-5302
ROBERTS, Judith Kay, Acctg Clerk I, Housing. 333-1409
Dlv, Central Food Stores
RR4, C 643-2445
ROBERTS, Mlltonfr, BS, Supervising Editor.. 333-0293
Motion Picture Service, 1007 W Nevada
1203 WMaln, Apt 1-A, U 367-1670
*+ROBERTS, Norma, Clerk-Stenog III, U of I. . ..333-0810
Foundation, 224 IU
2012 B Orchard St, U 344-3601
ROBERTS, Patricia Anne, Dup Mach Opr I, . . . 333-1601
Stenog Bur, 1203 W Oregon, U, Rm 112
405 1/2 E Park Ave, C 352-1015
* ROBERTS, Paul Carmen, BS, LL B, Prof, 333-1505
Indus Adm (Bus Law), 124 DKH
204 E Pennsylvania, U 367-7845
ROBERTS, Rena Koster, MS, Assigned under A.I.D.
Projects as Advsr in Home Econ, NJala Unlv Coll,
Prlv Mall Bag, Freetown, Sierra Leone, Africa
* ROBERTS, Ronald Charles, BS, Asst, Ag Econ. 333-2638
448 MH; 2009-D Hazelwood Ct, U 344-4944
•+ROBERTS, Stephen James, BS, Tech Asst, ... 333-6820
Econ Entomology, 111 NH Sun/, 171 NRB
520 W Water St, Farmer City 928-9538
* ROBERTS, Violet Darlene, Clk-Stenog HI.. .. 333-1894
Dept of Psych, 300C Gregory Hall
107 S HartleAve, U 367-0238
* ROBERTS, Wayne Earl, Herdsman Foreman An. 333-0042
Scl, Feed Storage Plant
404 K M Ave, Savoy 822-5582
•ROBERTS, Wyndham John, MS, Engr, State. ...333-0238
Water Surv, 240 WRB
1108 W Green, C 352-8094
ROBERTSON, Anthony Morris, a Sc, DPhll... 333-0065
Res Assoc, D^t of Mlcroblo. 335 Burrlll Hall
ROBERTSON, Carlta, BS, AM, Assoc Proi oi.. 333-335/
PE for Women, Emerlta, 116WGym
509 Vermont W, U 344-5926
> ROBERTSON, Dallas Dean, Fire Inspector,.. . 333-4365
Housing Dlv, 1842 -A Orchard PI, U
716 Arlington Ct, C 352-3731
' ROBERTSON, James Evans, PhD, Prof of Elec. .333-1456
Eng and in Comp Scl, 271 DCL
1111 S New, C 352-0945
ROBERTSON, James Mueller, BS, MS, PhD,.. 333-1957
Prof, TAM, 125 TL
1706 S Pleasant St, U 367-7649
' ROBERTSON, John Allen, BS, MS, Res Asst, .. 333-0890
Elec Eng, Rm 405 MMB
704 W. Stoughton, U 367-7036
' ROBERTSON, Loretta, Mald^Houslng Dlv
RR2, Homer 688-2169
ROBERTSON, Mary Jane, Kitchen Helper, IU. .333-0700
165 IU (E); 201 E Columbia, C 359-2703
ROBERTSON, Nolen Joyce, BA, Asst, Russian.
495 Lincoln; Elsah 466-2067
ROBERTSON, Patrice Ann, Clerk-Stenog II,... 333-2295
NE, 216 NEL; 704 W Stoughton, U 367-7036
ROBERTSON, Percy Lee, Food Processor, ....333-1453
Housing Dlv, Central Food Stores
1207 1/2 W Hill, U 367-9058
ROBICHAUX, Joseph Emlle Jr, BS, MS, Asst.'. 333-2856
Physics, Rm 216 PB
195 6e Orchard St, U
ROBINSON, Arthur Richard, PhD, Prof, Civil. .333-0621
Eng, 2129c CEB
602 E Stoughton St, C 359-1014
ROBINSON, Clark Shove, PhD, Prof, Physics .333-4740
205 Physics Res Lab(on leave)
Box 3256 Country Fair Sta, C 356-4371
ROBINSON, James Everett, BS, MS, Res Asst. 333-6426
Physics Dept, 1-133
1614 Maynard Dr, C 359-3793
ROBINSON, Jerald Francis, BA, MA, Res Asst. 333-0984
ILIR, LIR; 1414 N McKlnley Ave, C 352-2377
ROBINSON, Lehymann Franklin, Ed D, MSE. .1^33-1187
BA, Asst Unlv Dean of Admissions and Records, Univ
Dean of Admissions and Records, Rm 359 Illini Tower
2003 Rainbow View, U 367-8574
ROBINSON, Leonard M, Tab Mach Opr II 333-4822
Statistical Serv Unit, 54 Adm Bldg
804 S Lynn, U 367-8193
ROBINSON, Loren F, Electrician, PP Dept,
PPSB; 518 W.Green St, Newman 837-2054
ROBINSON, Monroe L, Bldg Mechanic, 333-32 87
Allerton House; Rt 2, Box 97, Monticello Cisco 2993
ROBINSON (Mrs) Norma Elizabeth, Secy.Agr
. 333-2547
Econ, 304 MH; 620 WHealeySt, C 356-4683
ROBINSON, Sarah Lee, Nat Scl Lab Asst, EE.. 333-1642
Rm 127 EERL Annex
304 E 1st St, Homer 896-2791
ROBINSON, Stanley C, Ed D, Dean, Div of .. 333-1460
Univ Ext, Prof of Bus A'dm, 118 IH
917 W White, C 356-3008
ROBINSON, Oakley, Herdsman Foreman, Dept.949-3271
of An Scl, Dixon Springs Agr Cntr, Simpson
Robbs 949-3642
ROBINSON, Olga, Secy, Engl, 912 S Fifth, C. 333-3749
604 W Healeyj. C 352-3668
* ROBINSON, Thomas Thacher, AB, MA, PhD. .. 333-4796
Asst Prof, Math, 203 YWCA
612 W Nevada, U 344-6484
* ROBLEE, Charles Leonard, AB, Instr, ....... 333-3801
Flremanshlp Trng, Dlv of Univ Ext, 103 IH
812 S Race St, U 367-0366
* ROBNETT, Quentln Laverne, BS, MS, Res Asst 333-6162
Civil Eng, 111 J TL
1302 Brlarwood, C 359-4855
* ROCHE, Anna Mary, DPA, Lib Clerk II, Lib. ..333-3654
Lib, 101 Burrlll Hall
2084-B Orchard St, U 344-5099
* ROCHE, James Francis, B Agr Sc, M Agr Sc, . .333-2900
Res Asst Dept An Sc, 113 An Gen Lab
2084 B Orchard St, U 344-5099
•+ROCHE, Phllllpe E, Foreman, Pressman, .... 333-3730
Ullni Pub Co, 22 IH
133 W Spruce, Paxton 379-3600
* ROCHE, James Edward, BS, MS, Asst In Geol. 333-3540
245 NHB; 407 S New, C
ROCHE, Ruth Marie, BS, Food Serv Admnr I. . 333-1290
Housing Div, Peabody Food Serv
202 Gregory, C 352-3915
ROCHKES, John Albert, Laborer Electrician, PP..
Dept, PPSB; 505 S Maple St, U 367-2259
ROCKWELL, Freda Irene, Co Ext Secy 833-2840
McDonough Co Coop Ext Serv, Rt 136 W, Macomb
Sciota 456-3515
ROCKWOOD, Donald Lee, BS, Res Asst 333-2776
Forestry, 20 6 FSL
101 S BuseyApt 1, U 367-6259
* RODEHAVER, Elda Elizabeth, Clerk II, Admsns 333-0214
and Records, Adm Bldg Rm 69
Parkhllls Mobile Estates, Mahomet 586-2450
RODERICK, Marianne Claire, BA, MA, Res... 333-2604
Asst, Ed Psych, 8 LH
1611 B2 Valley Rd, C 352-1991
* RODERICK, James Allen, Utility Man, PP Dept.
PPSB; 212 Marshall, Tolono 485-5103
* RODERICK, Robert L, Physical Sci Staff Asst,. 333-3995
Dept of Geol, 111b NH Bldg
302 Mumford Dr, U 367-6827
* RODEWALD, Gordon Edwin Jr, BS, MS, Agr. .. 333-4244
Econ, Ag Econ, 955 Bev Hall
1708 Tara Dr, C 352-1205
RODGERS, Enned Bemiece, Co Ext Secy, Bur..r 2-5391
Co Coop Ext Serv, RR 1, Princeton
127 S Church St, Princeton 5-1307
RODGERS, Jackie Eugene, Janitor, Housing Div.
405 N Goodwin, U
* RODGERS, Larry Wayne, BS, MS, Asst in 333-2728
Mech and Indus Eng Dept, 108 MEL
1801 B Orchard Place, U 344-0787
* RODGERS, Ralph Clyde, Crops Testing Tech. . 333-4254
Agron, S-109 TH
1815 Larch PI, U 367-0324
RODGERS, Richard Allen, Tabulating Mach... 333-4824
Opr I, Statistical Serv Unit, 54 Adm Bldg, 700 Wright
121 Winding Lane, Rantoul 893-3672
* RODKEY, Fred S, PhD, Prof, Emeritus, Hist...
RODOLFF, John Charles, AB, Tchr Asst, Phil. 333-1939
219A Gregory Hall,
Daniels Hall 183, 1010 W Green, U 332-2442
ROE, David Gordon, BS, Res Asst, Food Sci.. 333-1874
205 BRL; 609 W Main St Apt 22, U 365-2956
ROE, Harriet V, Maid, Housing Div
603 E Chalmeis St, C 344-1592
* ROE, Kermlt Oakleigh, MS, Ext Adviser, Agr. .824-4897
Christian Co Coop Ext Serv, 313 W Market,
Taylorvllle; 809 Pauline St, Taylorville 824-2142
ROEBUCK, Lillian Ann, Clerk-Stenog II, 333-0617
Housing Dlv, 420 SSB;
904 N Poplar St, C 356-8019
* ROEPKE, Howard George, PhD, Prof, Geog. .. .333-1322
121 DH; 504 Harding Dr, U 367-6751
+ROESKE, Allison Lee, BS, Tech Asst, NH Surv.333-6889
272 NR; 307 E Healey Apt 3, C 352-5988
ROESSLER, Bemice Marie, Clerk-Typist II,... 333-3490
Ofc of Instructional Resources, 507 E Daniel, C
Gifford 5 68-6200
ROGERS, Bruce Allan, BS, MS, Res Asst, Rec.
and Munlc Pk Adm, 220 Armory
922 W Charles, C 352-5586
* ROGERS, Donald Gene, Storekeeper I, 333-2329
Zoology, 333 NH
1206 Hedge Rd, C 352-1330
* ROGERS, Donald Philip, AB, PhD, Prof of Bot. 333-0246
Curator, Mycological Collections, 229 Morrill Hall
407 W Delaware, U 344-6992
* ROGERS, Elizabeth P, PhD, Instr in Chem, ... 333-4100
Dept of Chem and Chem Eng, 7 Chem Annex
601 W Miqhigan, U 344-62 84
+ROGERS, James Edward, BS, Res Asst, State. .344-1481
Geol Surv, 2 67 NR
104 N Fifth, C 352-8866
* ROGERS, James G, Park Attendant, Robert 333-32 87
Allerton Pk, 339 W Monroe St, Monticello 762-4786
* ROGERS, James Samuel, MS, Agr Engr, Agr... 333-4370
Res Serv, USDA, Collaborator, Coll of Agr, C-214
TH; 1903 Meadow Dr, C 359-2055
ROGERS, D Katharine, AM, Assoc Prof , Emer, .333-22 61
Jane Addams Grad Schl of Social Wk, 1207 W Oregon,
1102 S Orchard, U 344-1236
ROBERTS-ROSE
* ROGERS, Leslie Wayne, BS, Ext Adviser, Agr. 548-1446
Marion Co, Coop Ext Serv, 105 S Broadway, Box 447,
Salem; 327 E Oglesby, Salem 548-2994
* ROGERS, Luclnda Catherine, Card Punch .... 333-4825
Opr II, Statistical Serv Unit, 54 Adm Bldg
606 1/2 N Court St, Tuscola 253-2406
ROGERS (Mrs) Nancy Kay, Clerk-Stenog III, ..333-2370
Dept of Speech, 257 Armory Bldg
3 Lakeside Terrace, U 367-8100
* ROGERS, Ralph Wayne, Cdr, USN, AB, Assoc. 333-1062
Prof, Naval Sci, 239 Armory
601 1/2 Mumford Dr, U 367-8107
* ROGERS, Robert Wentworth, PhD, Dean of. .. 333-1350
LAS College, Prof of Engl, LAS Coll, Engl, 294 LH
601 W Michigan Ave, U 344-62 84
* ROGGENKAMP, Klaus-Wllhelm, PhD, Instr,.. 333-,6348
Math, 205 YWCA
502 W Main,, U 365-3137
* ROHN, Arthur Henry Jr, AB, PhD, Asst Prof. . . 333-4367
Anthrop, 110 DH, 1013 W White St, C 352-1616
* ROHRER, Cyrus Jr, BS, MS, Instr, Inst of 822-5204
Avl, Airport; 7 Imperial Ct, C 352-6818
* ROHMALLER, Julianne Zimmerman, MS, 333-3399
Cataloguer with instr rank, Catalog Dept, 246 Lib
1400 N McKlnley, C 356-8749
* ROHMALLER, Paul Lewis, BS, MS, Res Asst. . 333-6163
Civil Eng, 119 TL
1400 N McKlnley, Apt 5, C 356-8749
* ROJAS, Judith Zelenka, AM, Bilingual Secy. .. 333-3391
Asst, Spanish, Italian, and Portuguese, 224 LH
905 S First, C
* ROLLANLY Pa"l ( MM, Prof, Music, 202 String.333-3124
Annex; 404 E Oregon St, U 367-2130
* ROLLENHAGEN, David Charles, MS, Res Asst333-1934
Computer Scl, 214 DCL, 703 W Oregon, U 344-1475
ROLLER, Ruth Ann, Clerk-Typist I, Circulatlon333-3773
Lib, 203 Lib, Oakland 346-5271
ROLLINGS, Donna Kay, Clerk HI, Acctg!, Bus. 333-0785
Ofc, 247 Adm Bldg; 305 S Urbana Ave U 365-1078
* ROLLINS, William Jefferson, Carpenter, PP
PPSB, 321 E Washington, U 367-6045
* ROMACK, Frank Eldon, PhD, Assoc Prof, 333-2417
Vet Biological Structure, 339 VMB,
411 S 4th Street, St Joseph 469-7325
ROMANO, George Raphael, MS, Asst, Bot,..
Hervarium, NH,
610 W Calif Ave, U None
* ROMANS, John Richard, PhD, Asst Prof 333-1684
A n Sci, 132 Davenport Hall,
710 West Vermont, U 344-0735
* ROMERO, Nancy Lee, MS, Serials Cataloger, .333-3856
Lib, 220s Lib, 808 Maplepark Dr, C356-0459
* ROMES, James Wllmore, BBA, Tchr Asst, ...333-1613
Acctg, 2 DKH,
404 E High Street, U None
* ROMIG, Ralphs Robert, iBS, Ext Advisor, 382-9276
Agr, White Co. Coop Ext Serv, 304 E Robinson, Carml
308 South 6th St, Carmi, 382-2426
* RONALD, Earl McFarland, MA, Asst, Engl,..
327 EB, 605 S Birch, U None
RONEY, Robert William, Dup Mach Operator 11333-0992
Admissions and Records, 69k Admin Building,
809 W Main St, U 367r8238
* RONK, Jess, Sheet Metal Worker, PP Dept, PPSB,
RR 2 , U None
* ROODHOUSE, Charles Moulton, BS, Area 232-3316
Ext Adviser, Coop Ext Service, Farm Management
Fieldman, 61 N Westwood Ave, Freeport 232-3316
* ROOP, Raymond Mervln, MS, Asst, Physics. .333-3180
127 PB, 901 W Springfield, Apt 8, U 367-7869
ROOS, Melba Florence, County Ext Secy 732-7712
Coop Ext Serv , Logan County, 120 S McLean St,
RR 2 Lincoln 732-8047
ROOS, Tedine Joan, BA, Grad Asst, Educ & ..333-2305
Social Scl Lib, 100 Lib, 1604 Henry, C 352-5810
* ROOSA , Walter Laldlaw, MM, Prof, Music
Emeritus; 806 W Oregon St, U 344-6332
* ROOSEVELT, Floyd Chester, Carpenter Subforeman.
. .
.
PP, PPSB, RR 1, Sidney 688-2087
ROOSEVELT, Harper, Food Processor, Houslng.333-1452
Div, Central Food Stores, 403 1/2 E Eureka, C
352-1704
* ROOSEVELT, Hazel M, Clerk-Typist II 333-4178
Center for Human Ecology, Rm 303, 1210 W
California; 54 Wilson Trailer Park, U 367-0739
* ROOSEVELT, Patricia A, Clerk-Stenog II, CE..333-6910
2230 CEB, 1005 N Randolph, C
* ROOT, Fay Howe, BEd, Asst Dir of Robert.
. .
333-3287
Allerton Park, Asst Prof Camp & Park Mgt, Coop
Ext Serv, Robert Allerton Park, Cisco 3233
* ROOT, Joyce Kellogg, Chief Clerk, Student.. 333-0714
Employment Office, Student Services Bldg, 610
W Stoughton, Apt 3, U 367-7055
ROOT, Michael D, BS, MA, Tchr Asst, Phil .333-6661
Rm 7 Gregory Hall; 907 W Stoughton, U 367-1043
* ROREM, Eldon F, Assembly Hall Attendant .. .333-3144.
Assembly Hall; 1024 E View Dr, Rantoul 893-3845
«-ROSE, CarlVern, Asst Equip Mgr, .thletic.
.
.333-2063
Assn, Stadium Storeroom East, 2015 E Michigan
U 367-3201
ROSE, Constance Elaine, Clerk-Stenog IU
. . .
.333-2034
Admissions & Records, 108 Administration;
418 Falrview Dr, C 352-1089
103
ROSE-RUTHERFORD
* ROSE, Ingeborg Edith, Clerk-Typist in 333-4894
Inst for Res on Exceptional Children, 224 Colonel
Wolfe School, 403 E Healey; 22 Lexington Dr
U 367-7813
* ROSE, Janet Rose, Secy, University Dean of
.
.333-1187
Admissions & Records, 359 Illini Tower, 6
Fisher Court, U 367-8201
* ROSE, Judith Ann, BS, Res Asst, Zoology 333-1153
533 Morrill Hall, Apt 2E, 53 E John St, C 352-7557
*+ROSE, Judy Mae, Secy, State Natural History
Survey, Sam A, Parr Fishery Res Center, Kinmundy
RR 2,Iuka 323-6528
* ROSE, Melinda Westbrook Berg, Clerk II 333-2216
Journalism Lib, 122 Gregory Hall; 1108 W Nevada, U
344-4613
* ROSE, Richard Joseph, PhD, Asst Prof, Psych.333-1317
322 Gregory Hall; 406 W Iowa, U 344-6164
*+ROSE, Russell, Tech Asst, Natural History.
.
.245-3817
Survey, Sam A. Parr Fisheries Res Center,
RR 1, Kinmundy 547-3122
ROSE, Shirley Bailey, BS, Ext Adviser, Home. 937-3328
Ec, Coop Ext Serv, Henry County, 114 N East St
403 E Illinois, Cambridge 937-2252
* ROSE, Walter Deane, BS, Min, Met & PetEng.333-0880
Prof of Pet Eng, 312 Met Bldg; Foreign Student
Affairs Ofc, Counselor, 310 Student Serv; 333-1303
409 East Springfield Ave, C 352-8080
ROSE, William Cumming, PhD, Res Prof, Emeritus
Chem & Chem Eng; 710 W Florida Ave, U
344-6487
* ROSEN, Sidney, PhD, Prof of Physical Sci and333-3994
of Sec and Continuing Educ, Div of Gen Studies,
211-1210 W California, U
1417 Mayfair Rd, C 3S2-3539
;
* ROSEN, Stanley, MA, Asst Prof of Labor and 663-2623
Indus Relations, Div on Univ Ext and Inst of
Labor and Indus Relations, Rm 221 Lasalle Hotel,
Chicago, 401 Sandburg, Park Forest 747-2820
* ROSENBAUM, Allans, MAS CPA , Asst, Accy333-4541
293 Com W,
106 E Healey, Apt 6, C 356-4964
ROSENBAUM, Ralph Lewis, MS, Res Asst, ..333-0837
Physios, 281 PB,
806 S Randolph, C 352-2361
* ROSENBAUM, Stephen Earl, MA, Tchr Asst,
.
.333-6667
• Phil, # 2 GH,
707 S 6th St, Apt 418, C 344-0296
ROSENBERG, Bruce Michael, BEE, Res Asst, . .333-4397
Nuclear Eng, 106A NEL,
No 3 Rosewood Place, U 365-1351
* ROSENBERG, Eli Ira, MS, Res Asst, Physics, .333-6363
367 PB, 800 W Church St, Apt 11 356-1161
ROSENBERG, Jan, AB, Tchr Asst, Sociology,. 333-2070
1204 W Oregon,
1015 W Main, U 365-1604
* ROSENBERG, Nancy Marie, Card Punch II, ...333-6470
Purchang, 227A Admin Building,
304.S West, Mehomet 586-4906
ROSENBERGER, Trudy Ruth, Natural Sci Lab . .333-2090
Tech II, Dairy Sci, 458 A SL,
308 West Green, U 367^6140
ROSENBLITHE, Anita Ruth, MA, Asst in Engl, 333-3879
206 EB, 509 E Green, Apt 6, C 344-»6442
ROSENFIELD, Joyce, BS, Instr, Music, 113 333-1859
SMH, 701 W Green, U 367-3156
ROSENGREN, Thomas Jon, M Arch, Asst Prof, 333-2889
Arch, 40 8A Arch Building,
211 South Locust, C 352-2665
ROSENMAN, Julian Gary, BS, Tchr Asst, DGS333-0669
1210 California St, # 206,
909 S 5th #1248, C 332-5009
ROSENTHAL, Grace Irene, Clerk-Typist II, .. .333-1705
LAS, 294 LH, 104 E Green, C 359-2549
* ROSENTHAL, Evelyn Ruben, BA , Asst, 333-2070
Sociology, 1204 W Oregon Room 208,
802 1/2 S Elm Blvd, C 356-8926
* ROSS, Fred K, MS, Asst, Chem and Chem Eng,
35 NL, 2805 1/2 Clifton Dr, U 365-3109




1911 Weaver Dr, U 367-1977
* ROSS, Hugh King, BS, Assoc Ext Adviser, Agr937-3371
Henry County, Coop Ext Serv, 114 N East St,
Cambridge, 118 New St, Cambridge 937-5420
*-*ROSS, Herbert Holdsworth, PhD, Asst Chief 333-6846
and Head of Section
;
of Faunistic Surveys 333-6847
and Insect Identification, State Natural Hist Surv,
287 NRB, 208 West.toWa, U 367-4488
* ROSS, Origen Chesterfield, Dup Mach 333-1591
Operator II, Physics, 261 PB,
RR 2, U 367-8280
* ROSS, Robert Cooke, PhD, Prof of Agr Econ, 333-1992
Emeritus, Leader of Foreign Agr Visitors, Ofc of
AID Projects, 301 Illini Tower, 409 East Chalmers, C
805 South Busey, U 344-3789
* ROSS, Robert Cooke, Jr., M Ed, Housing 333-1423
Administrator I, Housing Div, 416 SSB,
206 West California, U 367-0308
* ROSSMAN, Ralph Gary, BS, Program Admin 333-1238
Asst, Chem & Chem Eng, 105 NL,
1408 Dobbins Dr, C 352-9246
ROTH, Charles W, MS, Res Asst, Microbiol, .333-0425
336 Burrlll Hall,
702 W Stouqhton U, None
ROTH, Lonnie, MA, Tchr Asst, Math, 114 IH.333-1193
311 E Springfield, C None
ROTH, John Martin, BS, Res Asst, Voc Tech 333-3037
Educ, 357 Educ,
2074-C Orchard, U 344-5288
ROTH (Mrs) Maudeline, Clerk II, PP Dept,
. . .
333-1150
PPSB, 815 North McKinley, C 356-4450
ROTH, Roland Ray, MS, Tchr Asst, Zoology,
.
333-2235
202b Vivarium, 505 S First, C 356-8010
ROTHBART, Andrea May, MA, Specialist 333-0150
Educ, Curriculum Laboratory, 1210 Springfield, U
902 South Lincoln, Apt 101, U 344-0901
ROTHBAUM, Melvin, PhD, Prof of Labor and 333-1489
Indus Relations, 115 LIR Building,
2204 South Lynn, U 365-1850
ROTHERMELG, Bradley LeGeorge, PhD, Asst 333-2460
Prof PE, 120 Huff Gym,
1401 E Mumford, U 367-0990
ROTMAN, Joseph Jonah, PhD,. Assoc Prof , ...333-1848
Math, AH 327, 703 E Colorado, U 367-2882
ROTHMAN, Neal Jules, PhD, Assoc. Prof, ...333-6326
Math, 217YWCA, 1104 W Park, C 352-3858
ROUGHTON, Velma Irene, Clerk II, 333-0303
Admissions and Records, 100a Admin Building,
2203 East St, U 367-4697
ROUNDTREE, D W, Janitor, PPDept, PPSB
910 Wascher Dr, U 365-1149
ROUNDTREE, Thomas James, Kitchen Labor,.. 333-0700
IU, 165 IU (E), 9 Burch Village, C None
ROUSH, James Robert, PhD, Assoc Prof of 333-1830
Agr Marketing, Agr Econ, 425 MH,
1803 South Vine, U 367-6433
ROUSSIN, Georgia Anne, Clerk-Stenographer 333-2870
III, UHS, 102 UHS,
1213 West Clark, U 367-6420
ROUSSIN, Robert Warren, MS, Res Asst, 333-4499
Civil Eng, 201 NEL,
1213 W Clark, U 367-6420
ROVELSTAD, Andrew, BS, Tchr Asst, Mech 333-0747
Eng,. 122 MEB, 307 W Clark, Apt 201, U
ROWAN, Dennis M, MFA, Instr, Art. 130 FAB.33 3-0855
1109 W Green St, C 356-5314
ROWDEN, Ramona Rae, Clerk-Typist III, 333-0306
Admissions and Records, 100a Admin Building
19 Cherney, Rantoul 892-2394
ROWE, Harold Garris, EdD, Asst Prof, Educ 333-2155
Admin and Supervision, 316 Education,
2003 W William, C 356-2055
ROWEN, Mary Jane, Linen Maid, Housing Div,
1514 W Clark, C 356-5879
ROWLAND, Kendrith Martin, DBA, Asst Prof , .333-2740
Indus Admin, and College of Com and Bus Admin,
214 DKH, 1209 S Race, U 365-2758
ROWLAND, Theodore Justin, PhD, Prof of : ,333-1726
Physical Met, Min.Met and Pet Eng, 205b MMB,
917 W Daniel, C 356-1628
ROY, Kathleen W, Clerk-Typist III, Food Sci, ,§33^1874
205 BRL. 606 W Park. A.pt.19, C 352-5654.
ROY, Rhoades Loren, Electrician, PP Dept,...
PPSB, 1714 Willow Road, U 367-5334
ROYALTY, Beverly Ann, Typing Clerk ID, 333-0994
Admissions & Records, 69 Admin Building,
1010 N Division, U 367-3423
ROYCE, Loralne Mary, Clerk-Typist III, Agron333-4250
S-406 TH, 625 1/2 E Green, C 344-3376
ROYDES, Rona Luceille, MS, Asst, Psych,...
406 GH, 904 W Illinois, U None
ROYER, Warren Lee, MA, Asst in Educ, UHS, 333-0909
105 UHS, 306 E Green, C 356-9633
ROZENE, (Mrs) Doris Luise, Personell 333-4752
Officer II, Supervisor of Illini Girl Serv,
1203 W Oregon, U
1204 Julie Drive, C 352-3932
RUBENACKER.Paul L. , Phys. Pint. Elect
Physical Plant Bldg; RR,1 Dewey 897-8250
RUBENKING, GlenB., BS Assoc. Arch .333-1690
Phy. Pint Dept; 605 E. Green C;
Greenwood Acres RR,1, Dewey 897-8970
RUBIN, Gerald K. , M.S. W. Assis Prof 333-2261
School SociWork; Rm 325, 1207 W. Oregon
2118 Galen Dr.C 359-1326
RUBOVnS, James J. Ba MA Ed. Psych Assist. .333-2246
333 Education; 605 E. Chalmers, C. 344-4543
RUBY, PHILLIPS, BS In Ed. M.Ed 333-6222
1005 W. Nevada; 1516 Grandview Dr.C
356-4497
RUCH, Carol C. , BS IN OT. Occ. Therapy . . . 333-2260
1207 W. Oregon; 1800 Carle Dr.U 344-0210
RUCH, Rodney R. PhD, Assoc Chem. 344-1481
320 Natural Resources; 1800 Carle Dr.U 344-0210
RUCKER, Herbert J., MA. Ass't Voc. Agr
215 E. Washington St.Pontiac
RUCKER, Mary E., MA. Asst. Eng. ....,» 3-2976
225 GB; 808 W. Springfield, U ' 365-1284
RUCKER, Myra C. Recorder, Admiss. Rec 3J3-0993
69 Administration Bldg; 603 S. Russell; 356-9418
RUCKMAN, Kathleen M., AM; Gift & Exch.Lib.
Assist. Prof. Libr.; 305 N. Prairie St.C, 352-4892
RUDD, Nancy M., Ba Sci. Ofc. Personal. .... 332-3658
Dean Of Women; 316 Sannders; 906 College Ct.U
RUDE, Donald W. , AB MA; English Assist . . . 333-3086
241 English Bldg; 2312 W.Springfield;U 367-0234
RUDICIL, Judith M, Physics 333-4362
337 Phuslcs Bldg; 1906 E. Vermont U; 367-0241
RUDICIL, Richard K. , Ref Mechanic Phys Pint .
PP Service Bldg; 1906 E. Vermont, U 367-0241
RUDIN, Stephen G, AB EDM, Sec Contg Educ. 333-3643
376 Educ Bldg; 807 S. Victor St.C 356-9607
RUDOLPH, Stephen E, AB, Assis, Chem Engi . .^333-39
305 Noyes Lab; 965 Sherman; 909 S.5th St C.
332-4960
* RUDSINSKI, Lawrence E., BS MS, Res. Assis. 333-61
164 ERL; 1113 Jo Anne Lane, C 359-3089
* RUDY, Eileen M., BS.Res. Assis. Zoonos .... 333-33
Center For Zoonoses Research, Veterinary Res.
Farm; 1202-1 Falcon, Rantoul 893-1839
RUCTTEN, Isabelle C. , Bachelor Music 333-27
Rm 103 Practice Annes; 1010 W. Green St.Rm352
Urbana 332-2258
RUFENER, William H. , MS Dairy Scie 333-20
431 Animal Sciences Lab; 1723-C Valley Rd.C
356-3074
* RUFFNER, HazelS., Coll Engr. Clerk III 333-22
103 Engr Hall; RR 1, Sidney 688-2056
* RUGGLES, Alvin, Fire Man Physical Pint
RR#2, C 822^5806
* RUGGLES, Alvin, Fireman, PPD
PPSB; Rt 2, C 222-5806
*+RUGGLES, Cheryl M, ClkTypII, St U 333-38i
Ret Sys; 1409 Briarwood Dr, C 352-0169
RUHL, John A, BS, Res Asst, Civil Eng, .... 333-69:
Civil Eng Bldg 3216; 506 W Washington
St, C 359-3650
* RUMBAUGH, Stanley A, AB, Res Asst 333-145
Bur Ed Res, 284a Ed; 1414 N
McKinley, C 356-0910
* RUND, Cornelius J, Ch Cold Storage Op, ....333-152
Hort Dept, 103 Hort Field Lab;
306 Elm, U 367-3233
RUND, MaryJ, Clk Typ III, Physics, 333-05;
203 Physics Bldg; Pesotum 867-2254
* RUND, Robert L, Carpenter, PPD,
PPSB; 107 S Douglas, Villa Grove 832-3384
* RUNGE, Edward C, PhD, Asst Prof, Ped, ....333-
Agron, n411 TH; 121 Dodson Dr W,U367-7093
*+RUNGE , Rebecca A , Clk Typ II , St Water •. ... 333-421
Surv, 265a Water Res; 1618 Hedge
Rd, C 356-4592
* RUPNOW, Allan A, BS, Asst, Phy Ed, •
1828a Orchard PI, U
RUPP, Mildred P, BS, Clk Typ III, Agr Econ, .333-2
304 MH; 110 E John St, C 352-2490
* RUPPEL, Robert W, MME, Asst Prof, Music, .333-
1 PA; 1507 Rutledge Dr, U 365-1691
* RUSCHMANN, Lillian M, Kit Helper, IU, 333-0
165 IU; 1205 W Bradley, C 359-1496
* RUSH, Howard F, Toolrm Attd, PPD
PPSB; 603 S Race, U 367-7163
RUSHING, Philip J, BS, Teach Asst, Econ, ..
20 DKH; 103 S Maple, U 307-8277
* RUSHING, Robert K, LLB, Assoc Prof, 333-309;
Law, 239 Law; 605 E Colo, U
RUSHTON, JeanE, BS, Assoc Ext Adv, Home .824-26
Econ, Cook Cnty Coop Ext Serv,
Rm 3 P O Bldg, Des Plaines; 106 N
Catherine, LaGrange 354-8113
RUSK, Kathy G, CPO, Comp Sci 333-281
Rm 168 DCL; 1103 Scottsdale, C 356-0956
+RUSK, Margie E, Recpt, St Water Surv
153a WRB; 1103 Scottsdale, C 356-0956
RUSS, Patricia A, ClkTypII, Campus Tours . .333-361
Ofc, 115 IU; 2109 White St
Apt 201, C 359-2057
* RUSSELL, Allison D, MS, Res Asst, Physics . 333-63'
367 Physios Bldg; 910 N Busey, U 367-2677
* RUSSELL, Cindy A, Clk Steno II, Div Int .... 333-35,
Act, Coll Phy Ed, 204 Huff Gym;
208 S Hartle, U 367-2924
RUSSELL, Erlene B, Secy, Div Int Act, 333-3!
Coll Phy Ed, 205 Huff Gym
* RUSSELL,. Frederic A, PhD, Prof, Markt
Emer, 2? Ward Ave,
Northampton, Mass 584-2553
* RUSSELL, Gail A, Clk Typ III, MRL, 333-131
270 MRL; Prairie View Trl Crt,
Rt 4, C 643-2937
* RUSSELL, George A, PhD, Prof, Physics 333-3
Assoc Dir, MRL, Physics & MRL,
215 Physics Bldg; 1501 Maywood, C352-7517
* RUSSELL, Harry G, MS, Prof, An Sci Ext, .'.. 333-00;
326 MH; 503 E Colo Ave, U 367-4856
* RUSSELL, Jerry E, AAS, EET II, EE, 333-4U
202 Aero Lab; 208 S Hartle, U 367-2924
RUSSELL, John K, PhD, Res Assoc, Elec Eng, 333-03.'
209 Elec Eng Res Lab; 904 W
Green, U 344-0703
* RUSSELL, Joseph A, PhD, Prof, Geog 333-26'
225 DH; 1309 S Race, U 367-8257
* RUSSELL, James E, Rout Supr, PPD 333-03-
PPSB; 1006 W Charles, C 352-4796
RUSSELL, Linda D, BA, Grad Asst, Ofc Stu .. 332-
Pers & Dean Worn, 614 Trelease Hall;
1001 S Coll Ct, U 332-5571
* RUSSELL, Marian M, Clk I, Comm 333-318
205 DKH; Rt 1, U 643-3567
* RUSSELL, MorellB, PhD, Dir, AgrExpSta, ..333-02'
Prof, Soil Phys, Dept Agron, 109 MH;
703 WOhio, U 344-6186
RUSSELL, Rebecca J, LA, Nat Lab Asst I, ... 333-164
Elec Eng, Rm 312 Rm 128 EE Annex;
Rt 1, U 643-3567
RUSSELL, Richard C, Janitor, PPD,
PPSB; 402 E Green, C
* RUSSELL, Robert J, Elec, PPD
PPSB; Rt 1 Chapel Acres,
Mahomet 586-2165
* RUSSELL, RogerW, BS , Mech Eng, PPD, ... 333-23
PPSB; 2303 Broadmoor Dr, C 359-2862
* RUTH, Patricia P, Clk Typ III, Health Serv, . 333-27
121 McKinley Hosp; 2008b
Hazelwood Ct, U 344-4456
RUTHERFORD, James C, Elec Tech I, .333-19C
Comp Sci, 227 DCL; 302 W
Locus, U
* RUTHERFORD, Reginald, MS, Asst, Physics, 333-261
468 ERL; 1306 Cottage Grove Ave,U367-9504
104
RUTLEDGE-SCARBROUGH
* SANNUTI, Peddapullalah, M.Tec, Res. Asst. 333-6612
Coord. Sol. Lab., 4-113, CSL
532, 1107 W. Green St., U 344-4775
* SAPORA, Allen V., PHD, Prof, of Recreation.. 333-0105
and Park Adm. , Head of Dept. , 104 Huff Gym
916 W. Charles, C 356-4650
SAPOZNIK, Markham, BS, Puroh. Asst. I. .. .333-0095
Purchasing Dlv., Bus. Off, 223 Adm. Bldg.
116 W. Vermont, U 367-6507
* SAPP, James R. , Dlstr. Clerk, Mailing Ctr. .. 333-2793
UP, 114 Altgeld Hall; St ,.. Joseph 469-7417
SAPPENFIELD, Judith K., Clerk Steno II, 333-1767
Housing Dlv., 420 Stud. Serv. Bldg.
Armstrong 776-3586
* SARAL, TulslB., BA, MA, Grad. Res. Asst.
.
333-1547
Inst, of Communications Res. ,204, 1207 W. Oregon
1973 A. Orchard St., U 344-0415
SARAPUKA, Peter, Res. Asst., State Geol ... . 344-1481
Surv., 203 NRB
Apt. 10, 106 East John St., C
; SARD, Robert D., PHD, Physics 333-4173
437 c, Physics Bldg. , 401 W. Nevada, U, 367-0947
SARFF, Mary M., BA, MS, Asst. Physiology
529 Burrlll; 407 E. Stoughton, C 352-6172
SARGENT, Beatrice K. , Chief Clerk, Purch. .. 333-1040
Central Rec. Warehouse
1010 W. Calif., U 344-0793
* SARGENT, Frederick, II, MD, Dlr. Ctr. for.. 333-4178
Human Ecology, Prof, of Physio. .Senior Staff
Member in the Center for Zoonoses Research,
303, 1210 W. Calif., U; 207W. Washington,
Urbana 365-2661
SARGENT, HughW., BA,MA, PHD, Assoc. .. 333-2587
Prof, of Adv., Dept. of Adv., 115 Gregory Hall
808 S. Lincoln Ave, U 344-1946
SARGENT, Michael L. , BS, Asst. Geol
216 B., NHB; 603 S. 1st, C 352-8077
* SARGENT, Norbert J. , BS, Major, Asst. Prof . .333-1583
of Military Sci. , 209 Armory, RR 3,C,586-2433
* SARVER, Carroll L., Storekeeper in. Physics. .333-1378
190 N., MRL; 609 E. Adams, Monticello, 762-2718 y
* SASMAN, Robert T., BS, Assoc. Hydrologist .355-1077
State Water Surv. -, 115 S. Washing St.,Naperville
110 N. Morgan Ave, Wheaton 668-8023
SATTERLEE, Marilyn' M., AM, Lib 333-1055
Asst. Acquis. Lib., Asst. Prof., 220 Lib.
804 1/2 S. Lincoln, U 344-3535
* SATTERTHWAITE, Cameron B., PHD, Prof 333-2514
Physics, 172 Mat. Res. Lab.
101 E. Florida, U 344-6642
SATTERTHWAITE, Loretta N., BS, Asst. Biol. . 333-2039'
322 NHB, 51 E. Chalmers, C 359-1090
SATTSANGI, PremD., PHD, Res. Assoc 333-1877
Food Sci., 204 Bumsides Res. Lab.
712 W. Green, U 367-0103
SATYANARAYANA, Pulavarthi, BA, MA, Asst. . . 333-6468
Linguistics, 1116 W. Ill, No. 4
1204 W. University, Apt. A
* SAUER, Elmer L., PHD, Prof., Rur. Dev 333-1831
Ext., Agri. Economics, 420 Mumford Hall
910 So. Lynn St., C 352-5467
* SAUER, Miriam F., BA, Ext. Adv., HE 432-2012
Iroquois Co., Coop. Ext. Serv., 123 S. 5th St.-,
Watseka; 906 S. 5th St., Watseka 432-3718
SAULT, Ruth J., MA, Asst. Germ. Lagu. and 333-1312
Lit., 512 E. Chalmers;
502 E. Healy, Apt. 108, C 356-8607
* SAUNDERS, Elizabeth A., Clerk-Typist IH 333-0176
Landscape Arch., 205 Mumford Hall.
402 W. Elm St., U 365-1232
SAUNDERS, Richard L., Jr, BA, AM, Res. ... 333-0798
Asst., Univ. Archives, 19 Lib.
311 E. Green, C. 359-2386
* SAUPE, Donald C, MS, Instr. in Floriculture 333-2123
Horticulture, 104 Florl.;204 S. Ellen,
Homer, 896-3431
* SAVAGE, Howard, BS, Res. Asst., Min., Met. 333-1384
and Petr. Engr., B-58, MRL
2044 A Orchard St., U 344-6722
* SAVAGE, LesterD., Jr., BS.MS, ME, PHD .. .333-0049
Assoc. Prof., Mech. Engr., 164 MEB
619 Richards Ln. C 359-3854
* SAVIGNON, Gabriel, PHD, Asst. Prof 333-0046
French, 225 Lincoln Hall
503 Harding Dr., U 367-0618
* SAVIGNON, Sandra J., AB.AM^ Asst. French
503 Harding Dr., U 367-0618
* SAVILLE, Nicholas R. , Sen. Res. Programmer 333-6774
Dept. of Comp. Sci, M4A,DCC
Apt. 107, 605 S. 4th St.,C
* SAWTELLE, Bonnie J., Clerk-Steno III, 333-1190
Dean of Students, 278 IU
509 W. Main St., Apt. 5,
U
367-2586
* SAWTELLE, Edward S., BA, Asst. toDir 333-49ir
Non Academic Persn. , 142 Davenport House
2004 Lynwood Dr., C 352-6391
'*+SAWYER, Bess, Secy, Clerk, Ticket Off 359^4698
Athletic Assn., 100 Assembly Hall
622 W. Clark, C 352-2580
SAWYER, Emily J., Cashier II, Bursar's Div. 333-4870
Bus. Off., 100 Adm.
_
'511 W. University Ave., Apt. 4,C 359-4698
SAUNDERS
,
IwanB., LLB, Asst. Law 333-0146
104 S. (Law); 401 S. 6th St., C
* SAXENA, Krishan M.S., PHD, Res. Assoc.,.. 333-0604
Dept. of Plant Path., 252 Davenport Hall
305 N. Busey St., U 365-2817
* SAXENA, Sohan P., BS", GBVA, Asso.IVRI, MS . 333-3577
Asst. Res. in Vet. Path, and Hygiene, 57 Vet. Med
Apt. 130, 1107 W. Green, U 344-6231
* SAYLES, Mattie O., Maid, Housing Div.
302 E. Washington, C 359-3359
* SAYLOR, PaulE., BS, MA, PHD, Asst. Prof. .333-0256
Dept. Computer Sci. , 253 DCL
502 W. Main, U
* SCARBROUGH, DarrellE., Super. Asst. Tab. .. 333-4824
Machine, 54 Admin. Bldg.
2004 W. Broadmoor, C 359-1968
* RUTLEDGE, Albert J, MLA, Asst Prof, 333-0178
Land Arch, 201 MH; 504 W Nevada, U6S-3272
* RUTLEDGE, Nancy-Ann D, BS, Comp Prog, .. 333-2931
Astron, 60g Elec Eng; 1010 E
Colorado Lt 37, U 365-1125
* RUTLEDGE, John K, BS, Res Asst, AgrEcon, .333-2657
406 MH; 1010 E Colo Ave, U 365-1125
* RUTLEDGE, Patricia P, MS, Inst, Lib, 333-3399
246 Lib; 1201 W Healey, C 356-3176
RUUD, Brenda L, Clk Typ II, Alum Rel Reds, .333-1476
227 IUB; 1416 Winding Ln, C 352-8310
* RUWE, Harold H, Janitor, Hous Dlv,
Rt 2, Fithlan 458-239 2
* RYAN, David G, MS, Prof, Mech Eng, 333-0469
350 ME Bldg; 406 W Washington,U 367-1038
* RYAN, Frederick W, MA, Slavic Bibliographer, 333-1349
Spec Lang Dept, Lib, 128 Lib;
1710 WUnion St, C
RYAN, Halford R, BA, Teach Asst, Speech, ...
239 Armory, Rt 7 Box 7S,
Henderson, Indiana 643-3748
* RYAN, Harriet C, BS, Cf Lib Clk, Circ Dept, 333-2079
Lib, 203 Lib; 913 W Union St, C 352-2020
RYAN, Lawrence D, MS, Res Asst, Dept 333-6423
Comp Sci, 203 DCL; 102 N Gregory,
U
+RYAN, LeoV, BS, Econ, Soil Cons Serv, .... 356-3787
USDA, 202 W Church C;
605 S James, C 356-0413
* RYAN, Marie E, Cnty Ext Secy, Cook Cnty ...824-2879
Coop Ext Serv, Rm 3, Des Plaines;
512 N Maple St, Mt Prospect 253-4542
* RYAN, Steven M, DCO I, Dept Comp Sci, ... 333-6203
Rm 162 DCL; 820 N Monroe, Decatur 423-8680
* RYCKMAN, Norman L, Natl Sci Lab Asst 333-0065
Dept Microbiol, 33 5 Burrill H; 315
Van Doren St, C 352-7361
* RYMER, Glenn, Sen Lab Mech, Civil Eng, ...333-6913
306e Broadway, Tolono 485-5109
s
* SAAM, William F., BS.MS, Asst. and 333-4574
Fellow, Physics, 390 MRL
1007 W. Clark, U 367-8649
* SAATHOFF, Raymond J., Plant Mech, PPSB
RR 1, U 367-8870
* SABEY, Bums R., BS.MS, PHD, Assoc. Prof
.
.333-4254
Soil Mlcrob., Agronomy, (On Leave of Absence
6-1-67 to 6-1-68), N-lll, Turner Hall
808 S. Fair, C 359-1841
SACERDOTE, George S., BS, Teaching Fellow. 333-2056
-MatlL Illinl H 10, 1053 Sherman Hall, C 586-7306
SACHAM D 'leep S., MV,Sc, MS, Res. Asst.. 333-2296
Dairy Sci., 223, ASL
900 W. Park St., C -352-8570
* SACKETT, Philip B., BS, Asst., Chem. and
Chem. Engr., 19a Noyes Lab.
1205 1/2 W. Main, Apt. 3D, U 367-8093
* SADEWATER, Vivian M., Chief Clerk, Univ.
.
333-0950
of IP, 103 UPB
1617 W. Univ. Ave, C 352-7749
SADIQ, Abdullah, Res. Asst., Physics
190 W. Mrl,; 300 W. Goodwin, Apt. 213, U, 344-0267
* SADOCK, Jerrold M., MA, BS, Asst 333-6468
1116 W. Illinois, Linguistics
908 W. Nevada, U 344-4022
* SADORUS, Marlon F., Storekeeper II 333-2041
Mech. & Ind. Engr., 106 ME Lab.
903 W. Wabash, U 367-6747
SAENGER, Rudolf W., BA, Classics, Asst 333-6430
909 S. 5th St., C 332-4830
' SAFANIE, AlvinH., DVM, 'PHD, Asst. Prof .. 333-2417
of Vet. Anatomy and Histology, 361 Vet. Med.
1104 W. Clark, C 356-7196
SAFIR, Gene R. , BS, Res. Asst., Dept. of... 333-0604
Plant Path., 252 Davenport Hall
301 W. Green St., C 356-8264
SAGE, Herbert, Op. Engr. and Groundsman, PPSB
Gifford 694-2590
* SAGER, William M, MS, Ext. Adv., Agri 467-3413
Woodford Co. Coop. Ext. Serv., 117 W. Center,
Eureka; RR2, Eureka 467-2118
SAGI, Ann M., AM, Inst. French, 218 Lincoln .33 3-0 165
Hall; 707 S. 6th, C 344-0244
SAGO, Rowena J., Cook II, Allerton House .. 333-3287
Monticello; Box 34, Cisco 3211
SHA, Chih-T., PHD, Prof, of EE and Physics 333-2496
211 EERL; 2207 S. Cottage Grove Ave, 365-1678
SAHLIN, Sven, DR of Tech. Civ. Engr 333-1789
3207 Civ. Engr.; 2212 Vawter St., U 365-3265
SAHM, Virginia F. , Cook, IU, 165 IU 333-0700
806 S. 3rd St., C
SAINATI, Jill J. , Clerk-Typist II, Hort 333-0352
124 Mumford; 601 Mitchell Ct. , Apt. A, 356-2277
SAJI, Genn, MS, Res. Asst. in Nuclear Engr. . 333-0332
205 Nuclean Engr. Lab.
806 W. Green St., U
SALAMON, Myron B., PHD, Asst. Prof 333-6186
Physics, 344 Materials Res. Lab.
704 W. Iowa, U 344-5642
SALDEEN, John A., Asst., EE, Dept. of 333-1720
Chem. and Chem. Engr., 125 Noyes Lab.
1813 Crescent Dr., C 352-1581
SALLNAS-PACHECO, Juan J., Civ. E 333-6941
Res. Asst., 2214 CEB; 909 S. 5th, C, 333-4987
SALINGER, Richard F. P., BA, Res. Asst 333-4230
Prof., Sec. & Cont. Educ. (on leave of Absence
first semester 1967), 1204 W. Springfield
413 Hessel Blvd., C 359-1345
SALISBURY, Glenn W., PHD, Prof of Dairy Sci. 333-3462
315f An. Sci. Lab; 2110 S. Race St. ,U, 344-6248
SALISBURY, Lintjal., Histopathology Tech.
. .
333-4855
Dept. of Vet. Path & Hyg., 31 Vet. Med.
1317 S. State C 356-6690
SALISBURY, Patricia S., BA, MA, Special 333-6280
Educ, Leam. Disabilities, Children's Res. Ctr.
1211 W. Church, Apt. 4, C
* SALMON, Michael, AB, MS, PHD, -Asst. Prof.
Zoology, 2 and 4 Vivarium
118 So. Lincoln Ave, U , .
* SALSGIVER, James A., BS, MS, Res. Asst... 333-1726
Metallurgy, 20-22 MMB
1825-D Orchard PI, U 344-1326
SALTIEL, John, BA, Res. Asst., Sociology ... 333-2261
1207 W. Oregon St., 123
1204 W. Calif., U 344-1599
* SALVESEN, Bruce M. , BA, MS, Asst 333-4397
in Nuclear Engr. , 106 A. NEL
604 N. Maple Lot 5, U
SAMEH, Ahmed H., BS, MS, Res. Asst 333-6140
Dept. of Computer, 162 ERL; 1010 W. Green
191, U 332-2448
SAMPLE, Joseph T., MS, Spec. Ext. Comm.
.
333-1130
Instr. in Agri. Comm., 331 Mumford Hall
1405 Kirby, Apt. 16, C 352-3426
* SAMPSON, WilliamF., Jr., Painter, Housing. 333-3450
Dlv., 14 Lincoln Ave. Residence
604 S. Dodson Dr. , U 365-2170
SAMPSON, Joan M., MS, Ext. Adv. HE, 346-7868
Tazewell Co., Coop. Ext. Serv., 710 Derby, Pekin
730 E. Shore Dr., Pekin 347-4255
*t SAMSON, Irma E, Clerk Typist II, State Geol. 344-1481
Surv., 200 NRB; Box 347, Sidney 688-2273
* SAMSON, Jacques J., BA, BPE,Asst., PE ...
300 So. Goodwin Ave, Apt 403, U 344j-4676
SAND, Douglas.^
,
BSE, Res. Asst., 7. 333-6160
Dept. oTCompu. Sci, 201 Digital Compu. 332-4843
* SANDAGE, Charles H., AB, AM, PHD, Prof." 333-3567
of Advertising, Dept. of Adv., 102 Gregory Hall
106 Meadows, U - 344-5247
* SANDBERG, Philip A., Fll. DR., Asst. Prof. 333-0228
Geology, 335, NHB; 702 E. Penn., U, 367-6284
* SANDEN, Ray D., Acctg. Clerk III, Bursor's 333-4880
Div., Bus. Off., 162 Adm.
16 Warren, St. Joseph 469-7398
* SANDERS, Carol J., Janitor, PPSB
Murdock 837-2613
* SANDERS, Charles, PHD, Asst. Prof 333-2392
of English, 100 Eng. Bldg.
1805 Shad.ewlawn, C 352-7435
SANDERS, Dean W., BMus, M Mus. ,Assoc. . .333-1366
" Prof. - Siuslc, 201 SMH
.
1509 Grandview Dr., C 356-9892
* SANDERS, Donna M., Card Punch Op. II 333-041-3
Adm. and Records, 177 Adm. Bldg.
32 Wood Haven Mobile Home Pak, RR 1,U
* SANDERS, JaokL., Janitor, PPSB,
1805 Peach St., C 356-0013
SANDERS, Lois J., PHD, Asst. Prof 333-3050
Dept. of Speech, 320 mini Hall
1703 Valley Rd., C 352-8042
* SANDERS, May R., Recorder, Adm. and Rec. 333-0214
69 Adm.; 1805 Peach St., C 356-0013
* SANDERS, MelvinD., Food Adm. II 333-1454
Housing Dlv., Central Food Stores
Box 137 Philo 684-3046
* SANDERS, Raymond E., Painter, Sub-Foreman 333-3450
Housing Dlv., 14 Lincoln Ave. Residence
1205 E. Fairlawn, U 367-4673
* SANDERS, Shirley A., Secy Adm. and Records 333-3648
108 Adm. Bldg., P.O. Box 137, Philo, 684-3046
* SANDERS, Walter J., AM, MS, Sr. Spec 333-0150
in Educ, Curriculum Lab., 1208 W. Springfield
2503 Maplewood, C . 352-6384
*+SANDERSON, Ellis W., BS, Asst. Hydrologist 333-6800
State Water Surv., 254 WRB
113 West Dodson Dr. , U 367-1753
*+SANDERSON, Glen C, PHD 333-6856'
Wildlife Spec, and Head of Sec. of Wildlife Res.,
State NH Surv., Prof, of Zoology, Sen. Staff Member
Center for Zoonoses Res., 279 NRB
711 So. State St., C 356-6670
SANDERSON, Milton W., PHD, Taxonomist ..333-6846
State Nat. Hist. Surv., 295 NRB
Box 3202, Country Fair Post Off., C
* SANDERSON, Rita M., Clerk-Typist III 333-0519
Psychology, 201, 907 S. 6th
1061 Clark St. , Rantoul 892-8735
SANDERSON, Steven C, BS, Account. I .333-4880
162 Adm. Bldg.;802 Bellepark,C 352-3904
SANDOR, Bela, BS, MS, Res. Assoc, in TAM 333-3174
321f Talbot Lab., 502 E. Healey, C 352-4436
* SANDORFI, BelaF., BS, Dept. of EE 333-2516
Tech. Draftsman, 111. n, 37 EE Bldg.,
1523 Hedge Rd.,C 356-3320
* SANDORFI, Ilona, Agronomy, Cartographic ... 333-3650
Draftsman, W-401 Turner Hall
1523 Hedge Rd., C .. 356-3320
* SANDS, Charles L., Chief A ch Mech Eng. .. 333-1695
Campus Arch. Off, PP, 605 E. Green St.
.901 Mayfair Rd., C 352-6917
* SANDS, Vera M., Secy, Ctr. for Human 333-4178
Ecology, 303, 1219 W. Calif.
308 S. Ellen, Homer 896-4911
* SANFORD, Charles W., PHD, Univ. Dean of
Admissions and Records and Professor of Higher
Education, Emeritus
2102 S. Race, U 344-6288
* SANFORD, DwightE., Printer, IPC 333-3730
22 Illinl Hall; 309 N. Prairie, C 352-5844
* SANFORD, Edward T., BS, MS, Dir 333-0100
Undergrad. Scholarship Prog., Adm. and Records
107Lando PI., 707 S. 6th St., C
810 S. Foley, C 352-2866
* SANFORD, William M., Painter, PPSB
RR 1, U 367-1776
* SANI, Martha J., BS, Res. Asst., Civ. Engr. 333-1516
B-106 Civ. Eng. Bldg.
1514 W. Charles, C 356-0739
* SANI, Robert L., PHD, Asst. Prof 333-1067
Chem and Chem. Engr., 207 E. Chem.
1514 W. Charles, C 356-0739
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SCANLAN-SCHMIDT
* SCANLAN, Richard T., M. A., Assoc 333-0473
Prof. Classics, 361 Lincoln Hall
2103 Noel Drive, C 356-0779
* SCHAAF, William N., B.F.A. Asst. Art
139-AF AB;
412 W. Elm Street, U 367-5207
* SCHABER, Francis B., Aircraft Shop Foreman.. 822-5532
Inst, of Aviation; Airport,,
Box 351, Tolono 485-5373
* SCHACHOWSKOJ, Nellie, B.A. , Teach Asst. .333-0497
Slavic Lang's and Llt's, 495 Lincoln Hall;
1011 W. Illinois St.U
* SCHACHT, JohnH., Ph. D., Assoc. Prof... 333-1365
of Journalism, 44 Gredory Hall;
703 LaSell Drive, C 356-3467
* SCHACHT, Richard L., Ph. D.,.Asst. Prof. ..333-6626
of Philosophy, 105-1 Gregory Hall;
208 Hessel Blvd.
, C 359-4798
* SCHACKMANN, Ray G„ Conveyor Oper
P.P. Service Bldg.;
2303 Phlnney Drive, C 356-6919
* SCHAEDE, Barbara A., Secy. Architecture..
. 333-1330
106 Architecture Bldg.;
1112 West Eureka St. i C 356-0360
*+SCHAEDE, Edward, Tech. Asst 344-1481
State Geological Sur., Ml Geol. Sur. Res. Lab.
1109 East Oregon, U 367-5206
+SCHAEDE, PaulE., Equip. Mgr 333-2063
Athletic Assoc. Stadium Storeroom East;
306 East Illinois, U * 367-2501
+SCHAEDE, Ronald E., Asst. Mgr. Golf 344-1764
Course Pro Shop & Ice Rink, 113 Assembly Hall;
1112 West Eureka, C 822-5613. 356-0360




204 S. Draper, C 352-2863
* SCHAEFER, AlvinF., Laborer, Inst 822-5531
of Aviation, Airport;
311 North Vorcey, Box 942 Tolono 485-7955
* SCHAEFER, Edwin M., B. S., M.S 333-4699
Elect. Engr. Instructor; 217 E E R L
* SCHAEFER, Fabian J. , Building Ser. P.P 333-4314
P.P.S.B.; R. R. 1, Pesotum 867-2472
* SCHAEFER, Millie M., Maid - Housing Div...
Ill W. William, C 356-0865
* SCHAEFER, Ralph T. , Painter - Physical P.
.
.
P.P.S.B.; 111 W. William, C 356-0865
* SCHAEFER, Robert L., Ext. Spec 333-1580
In Music Div. of Univ. 4 Theory Annex;
1607 Park Haven Dr. C 352-6487
SCHAEFFER, JohnG., B. Music, M. Mus... 333-4275
Res. Asst. Garner Hall; Dean of Students Hous.Dlv.
U.R.H. 280 Garner Hall, C 332-0762
SCHAEFFER, JohnG., B. Mus. M. Mus 333-2620
Grad. Asst. School of Music, 100 A Smith Hall
280 Garner Hall, U RH.
E. Gregory Drive, C 332-0762
* SCHAFFER, Sheldon A. , B.S., Asst. Chem 333-3509
& Chem. Eng., 473 East Chem.;
2062-B Orchard St., U 344-4182
* SCHAFFNER, Alfred W. , Storekeeper 1 333-1885
Vocational Agrl.
, Vo.Ag. Shop & Storage
1607 Carolyn Drive, C 356-0974
SCHAFFNER, Bette T., B. S., M. S., 333-0557
Asst. Prof, of Foods, Home Econ. 349 Bevier Hall;
1404£ E. Mumford Drive, U 367-7996
* SCHAICH, JohnF. B. S., Instr. SAsst.... 333-2337
to Head of Police Training Inst., Div. of Univ. Ext.
608? E. Green C
2417 Maplewood Dr., C 359-2767
* SCHALK, Mildred C, Secy. Linguistics 333-4166
309-H Davenport Hall;
1914 McDonald Drive, C 352-r4386
SCHALL, MarleneK., Co. Ext. Secy 939-3626
Suite 320, 187 S. Schuyler, Kankakee,
Rural Route 1, Roberts 395-2550
SCHAPER, Henry G., Instr. & Meas. Tech. I.. 333-2734
121 Ag. Eng.,
8 Bay Tree Drive, C
SCHARF, GuyT., B. S. Physics 333-4922!
487 Physics Bldg.
603 W. Church St. , C 352-7420
SCHAUB, Mary Anne, A. B. Grad. Asst 332-4467
Dean of Women, 814 Wardall Hall; 332-4467.
* SCHAUDT, Howard P., B. S. Campus 333-0553"
Planning Analyst, P.P. 420 Illlni Union;
101 West Pensylvania Ave., U 365-2576
* SCHECK, Donald E., Ph.D. Asst. Prof
Gen. and Mining Engr.
* SCHEFFELIN, Margaret A. , A. B., Ed. M 333-6280
Ph. D. Res. Asst. Prof. Spec. Educ.
136 Child Res. Center;
1006 W. Harvard, C 356-6997
* SCHEIB, Berneta P., Food Ser. Admin. I 333-0310
Housing Div. Lincoln Ave. Residence
806 S. Race, U 365-2679
* SCHEICK, Marlon R. , C.S. Ill, Non - ^33-4394
Academic Personnel, 627j So Wright St. 333-6332
405 W. Hill, C 356-6207
* SCHEICK, William J. , B. A. , M. A. , 333-2855
Asst. in English, 217 English Building;
1011 S. Oak St. Apt. 3 C 359-1479
* SCHEIDEGGER, Adrian Eugen; PhD; 333-0881
Pforresor of Petrophysics;
Minlng; Metallurgy & Petroleum Engr;
312 B Met & Min Bldg;
2006 Fletcher; U; 367-1434
* SCHEIDEL, Thomas Maynard; PhD; 333-1855
Assoc Prof; Speech;
279 Armory
4 Golfview Court; Savoy; 822-5665
SCHEIFLEY, William C;Asst; 333-3684
Physics Department;
251 Physics Bldg;
711 South Randolph;Apt 5;C; None
* SCHEINMAN, Morris; BS;CE; 333-0406
Asst Prof; General Engineering;
308 Transportation Bldg;
907 South Busey; U; 344-0779
SCHEINOST, Mlldredjane; Tel Opr; 333-0133
Housing Division;
Room 45 Clark Hall;
1008 South Anderson Street;U; 367-9401
* SCHELLING, Gerald Thomas; MS; 333-1334
Res Asst; Animal Science;
264 Animal Scl Lab;
2206 Southwood Drive;C; 356-6803
* SCHELTER, Joseph George; Arch Supt; 333-1695
Campus Architects Office;
605 East Green Street;C;
1603 William Street; C; 356-2497
SCHENKEL, Robert H. ;BA;MS;
Asst; Zoology Dept;
1010 West Green Street;U; 332-2360
SCHENNUM, Gary Howard; BS; 333-0208
Res Asst; Electric Engineering Dept;
200 E E R L ;
1110 West Stoughton; Apt 207 ;U; None
* SCHERER, Carole Holmes; BS; 333-0669
Teaching Asst; Home Economics;
Division of General Studies;
Room 204; 1210 West California;
Route 2; Brownfleld Road;U; 367-7993
SCHERER, Christian MacArthur; BS; 232-7417
Asst Ext Adviser; Agriculture; Stephenson County;
Cooperative Extension Service;
1100 West Galena; Freeport;
2084 West Galena; Freeport; 233-3107
* SCHERER, Clifford Wayne; BS; .333-4783
Ext Radio Specialist;
Instr In Agric Communications;
69 Mumford Hall;
R R 2; Brownfleld Road; U; 367-7993
SCHERER. Jurifth Lynn; 333-2980
Nat Scl tab Asst I; College Veterinary Medicine;
Small Animal Clinic;
907-3 West Oregon; U; 344-1604





Newman Hall; Annex D12; C; 344-4889
* SCHERTZ, Donald Ralph; MS; 333-0491
Res Asst; Coordinated Science Lab;
4-136 C.S.L;
1613 Hedge Road; C; 352-6162
+SCHICHT, Richard John, BS; Ag Engr; ....... 333-0239
Engineer; State Water Survey;
Room238; Water Resources Building;
110S Hollycrest Drive;C: 352-6878
SCHICKEDANZ, David Irving; BS: 333-3729
Res Asst; Psychology Dept;
Student Services Bldg;
909 South Fifth Street;C; 332-4853
*
+
SCHICKENDANZ, Paul Thomas; BS;MS; PhD; ..333-4963
Res Meteorologist; State Water Survey;
Room 271 A Water Resources Building;
38 Lange Street; Savoy; 822-5876
* SCHIDELER, Earnest; PhD;
Assoc Prof of Sociology; Emeritus
103 West Florida; U; 367-4697
SCHIEBER: Doris; BS; M Music; ...332-5450
Grad Asst; Office of Student Personnel;
Dean of Women;
214 Trelease Hall;
1001 South College Court; U; 332-5450
* SCHIEL, Joseph Bernard Jr; MAT; 333-3129
Asst; Geography Department;
276 A Davenport Hall;
2031 A Orchard Street; U; None
* SCHIER, Rudolph Dirk; PhD; 333-0498
Asst Prof; Germanic Languages & Lit;
271 Lincoln Hall;
1209 North Busey Avenue;U; 367-2895
* SCHILLER, Alfred George; DVM; MS; 333-2980
Prof of Veterinary Clinical Medicine;
109 Small Animal Clinic;
806 Ventura; C; 356-6736
* SCHILLER, Anita R; MLS; 333-1980
Res Assoc; Library Research Center;
428 Library;
302 West Michigan; U; 367-9633
* SCHILLER, Herbert I; PhD; 333-4733
Prof of Economics;
Bureau of Economics & Business Research;
Room 424; David Klnley Hall;
302 West Michigan Street;U; 367-9633
* SCHILLINGER, Jerry Lee; BA;
. 333-6(1
Assoc Director; Central Office on the use of Space
226 Illinl Tower;
Colony Grove; Mahomet 586-2113
* SCHILMOELLER, Nell Herman; PhD; 333-3]
Asst Prof; Nuclear Engr;
204 Nuclear Engr Lab;
905 East Sunnycrest Dr; U; 367-7607
* SCHINGEL, George Michael; Electrician
Physical Plant Dept; Phys Pit Ser Bldg;
Box 66 ;Flthtan; 354-2254
* SCHLAFER, John Leonard; MS;ME; 333-0!
Instr; General Engineering;
#5 Transportation Building;
34 East Chalmers; C; None
SCHLARMAN, Cecele Emily; Office Supervisor.
,
Agronomy Department; Retired;
112 West Hill, C; 356-7555
* SCHLATTER, Charles Wesley; Storekeeper n
. . 333-3]
Chem & Chem Engr;
104 Chemistry Annex;
1004 Frank Drive;C; 352-4768
* SCHLEEF, Gilbert Donald; Asst to Dir; 333-12
Office of Space Utilization;
232 Davenport House;
1110 Maplepark Drive; C; 352-1318
* SCHLEGEL, Donald Charles; MS;. 333-
Asst; Chemistry & Chem Engr;
448 East Chem Addition;
1202 Nprth Lincoln Ave; U; 365-2298
* SCHLEGEL, Nancy Riddle; BA; 333.
Asst; Chem & Chem Engr;
316 A East Chemistry;
1202 North Lincoln Avenue; U; 365-2298
*+SCHLEICHER, John Anthony; BS; 344.H
Assoc Chem; State Geological Survey;
317 Natural Resources;
205 West Vermont; U; 367-7790
SCHLESINGER, Roger; MA; 333.
Asst In History;
2 35 A Armory Bldg;
404 East White; C; 356-0454
* SCHLESSINGER, Leonard; PhD; 333-42
Res Associate; Physics ;
31S Physics Building;
308 Hessel Blvd; C; 356-3995
SCHLESSMAN, Charles Adrian;
Garage Attendant; Physics Plant Dept;
Phys Plant Ser Bldg;
506 North Edwin; C; 356-7129
*+SCHLESSMAN, Elmer E, Jr; 333-
Meteorological Aide II; State Water Survey;
272 Water Resources;
506 North Edwin Street; C; 356-7129
SCHLIE, LaVern Arthur; MS; 333*
Research Asst; Elec Engr;
128 Gaseous Electronics Bldg;
1010 West Green; #512; U; 332-2304
SCHLIECKERT, Gary John; BS; 333-36
Res Asst; Physics Dept;
251 Physics Bldg;
512 East Stoughton; Apt 206;C; 356-6388
SCHLUTTER, Hans J; Dr Phil; 333-12
Asst Prof; Germanic Languages and Literatures;
319 Armory;
902 South Lincoln AvenuelUl 344-1151
* SCHMALL, Richard Dean; Storekeeper I; „ . . 333-22
Housing Division; Storeroom;
Pennsylvania Ave. Resident Hall;
1215 Julie Drive; C; 352-9810
* SCHMERBAUCH, Robert Philip; MS; 847-42
Ext Adviser; Agric; Wayne County;
cooperative Extension Services;
521 West Main, Fairfield;
117 Lakeview Drive; Fairfield B42-4537
* SCHMERLING, Michael Allen; MS; 333-47
Res Asst; Mln Met and Pet Engr;
314 B Met and Min Bldg;
1835 D Orchard Place; U; 344-1247
* SCHMID, Dankwa'rd; PhD;
Res Assoc; Physics Dept;
312 Physics Building;
SCHMIDT,' (Mrs.) Bertha; 333-0
Dining Room Cashier; Illlni Union;
165 Illinl Union;
213 East Park Street; C; 359-3546
SCHMIDT, Blrger; MS; 333-69-
Asst; Civ Engr;
2214 Civ Engr Bldg;
408 North Mathews Avenue #5; U; 367-0170.
* SCHMIDT, Carole Hutcheson; BS;
Physical Therapy Asst;
Rehabilitation Education
1211 West Clark St; #2 3; U; 367-0967
* SCHMIDT, Esther Irene; BS; 525-461
.Extension Adviser, Home Economics;
SangamonCounty Cooperative Extension Ser;
2449 North 31st; Springfield;
3309 South 4th; Springfield; 529-3961
.
SCHMIDT, Glenn Wtlmer; Asst Supt; 333*465
Printing Division; University Press;
234 University Press;
512 South Edwin Street; Cr 352-3557
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SCHMIDT, Harvard Franklin; BS; PE; 333-3400
Head Basketball Coach;
12 3 Assembly Hall;
2114 Noel Drive;C; 356-5406
SCHMIDT, Herbert W; Operations Clerk
Physical Plant; Phys Pit Ser Bldg;
110 South Magnolia Drive; Villa Grove; None
SCHMIDT, Howard Leroy; BS; MS; 333-1655
Inst in Mech & Ind Engr;
262 M E B;
511 South Willls;C; 356-6189
SCHMIDT, Milton Otto; PhD; 333-4304
Civil Engineering;
207 Woodshop;
703 West Delaware; U; 344-5918
SCHMIDT: Rita Maxine; Clerk-Typist III 333-0150
Curriculum Lib; Math Project;
1210 West Springfield; U;
209 South New Street; Gifford; 568-6285
SCHMIDT, Roland 333-3974
Visiting Asst Prof; Dr; Mathematics;
247 Illinl Hall;
Apt 101; 605 South Fourth Street;C; 359-4377
SCHMIDT, Rosalya F; 333-2511
Administrative Secy; Coordinated Sci Lab;
291 Coordinated Sci Lab;
116 East Dodson Drive;U; 367-0974
SCHMIDT, Stephen Christopher; PhD; 333-2455
Assoc Prof of Agric Marketing Policy;
Agricultural Economics;
415 Mumford Hall;
511 South Chicago Avenue; C; 356-1193
SCHMIDT, Waldemar Emmett; BS; . . j 665-0598
Extension Adviser; Agric; DuPage County;
Cooperative Extension Service;
213 West Wesley; Suite 201; Wheaton;
101 Wisconsin Street; Naperville; 355-4006




SCHMIDT, William Henry; BA; 333-1386
Asst Specialist in Ed; Education Administration;
212-805 West Pennsylvania;
605 South Fifth;C; 352-1187
SCHMIDT, Wilhelm Raymond; Sheet Met Worker
Physical Plant; Phys Pit Ser Bldg;
R#2; Fithian; 548-2591
SCHMLTT, Homer Carl; B of Music; 333-1172
Prof of Music; Artist in Residence;
208 String Annex;
401 West High Street; U; 367-9497
SCHMITT, Philip James; MA; 333-02 60
Director of Teacher Prep- Ed of the Deaf;
Special Education Department;
220 A Education Bldg;
1805 Valley Road;C; 352-0279
SCHMITZ, Anna M; Maid
Housing Division
510 North William; Farmer City; 928-3643
SCHMITZ, Marion Lucille; Maid
Housing Division;
519 West Green; Farmer City; 928-8682
SCHMITZ, Marvin Henry; Janitor
Physical Plant; Phys Pit Ser Bldg;
510 North William Street; Farmer City;
928-3643
SCHMITZ, Peter James; BS;
Asst; Physiology and Biophysics;
807 West 'Nevada; U; 344-4320
SCHMITZ, Roger Anthony; PhD; 333-1178
Assoc Prof Chemical Engr;
Chem & Chem Engr Dept;
108 East Chem Bldg;
1723 Robert Drive; C; 356-4161
SCHMOLL, Jacques Maurice; BS;BA; 333-4514
Asst; Dept of Marketing;
174 Commerce West;
204 West Green;U; 365-2533
SCHMOTTE, Christine; Maid
Housing Division;
201 North Spruce Street; Villa Grove; 832-5362
SCHNAUBER, Efiid " MS;
Asst Prof; PEW Emeritus;
1708 White Street; C; 356-6225
SCHNEBLY, Merril Isaac; AB; JD; JSD
Prof; Law; Emeritus
1507 Waverly Drive,- C; 352-2388
SCHNEEWIND, Klaus Alfred; PhD; 333-2863
Research Assoc; Psychology;
907 South Sixth Street; 2nd Floor;
509 South Fifth Street;C; None
SCHNEIDER, Connie Sue; Clerk-Typist II 333-0969
Dept of Computer Sci;
185 Digital Computer Lab;
105 East Green Street; Apt B16;C; Unlisted
SCHNEIDER, Cynde Ann; Clerk-Stenog II 333-1937
College of Veterinary Medicine ;
155 Vet Medicine;
601 West Clark;C; None




606 South Prairie #10;C;
* SCHNEIDER, Robert Lee; PhD 333-0825
Assoc Prof of English; Exec Secy Dept;
Asst Director of University Honors Program;
English Department;
100 English 333-2391
1205 West Oregon; U;
307 Hessel Blvd; C; 352-4555
* SCHNEIDT, Lloyd Clarence; Storekeeper II ...333-4905
Elec Engr; Room 66 Elec Engr Bldg;
609 North McKinney;C; ' 359-3174
* SCHNELL, Ruth Katherine; BS; MM;
Instructor Musit; Music;
1203 Nevada; Room 104 A;
2113 White Street; C; 359-4017
* SCHNELLENBERGER: Ethel Louise; Head Cook .344-1375
Housing Division; 901 South Lincoln Avenue;
Route #1 ;Ogden 582-4240
*+SCHNEPPER, Donald H; MS; 674-5725
Assoc Engr; State Water Survey;
Ft of MacArthur; Peoria ,111;
3132 W Lincoln Avenue; Peoria ; 637-9720
* SCHNOBRICH, William Courtney; PhD; 333-0154
Assoc Prof; Civil Engr;
3215 Civil Engr Bldg;
1419 Mayfair StreetjC; 352-6325
SCHNURRENBERGER: Paul R;DVM;MPH; 525-4681
Assoc Prof; Dept Vet Path & Hygine;
Chief Public Health Veterinarian;
500 State Office Bldg; Springfield;
228 East Hazel Dell; Springfield; 529-4080
SCHOB, David Eugene; MA; 333-2099
Asst; History Department;
235 G Armory;
909 South 5th Street #1356; C; 332-5039
*+SCHOENEWEISS, Donald Frederick; PhD; 333-6887
Asst Prof Plant Pathology;
Dept of Plant Pathology;
Associate Plant Pathologist;
Section of Applied Botany * Plant Path;
Natural History Survey;381 Natural Resources;
1406 Maplecrest; C; 356-6258
* SCHOENFELD, Hanns-Martin; 333-4532
Dipl. Kfm.; Dr Rer. Pol;
Assoc Prof Accountancy & Business Administration;
Accountancy & Grad School of , Bus . Adm;
215 Commerce West;
618 W John Street; C; 359-2514
* SCHOKNECHT, Jean; MS;
Asst; Botany Depr;
239 Morrill Hall;
2069D Hazelwood Ct; U; 344-4744
* SCHOKNECHT, William Edward; MS; 333-3687
Res Asst; Physics Dept;
476 Physics Bldg;
2069 D Hazelwood Court;U; 344-4744
* SCHOLER, Alice Claire; Lib Clerk II 333-4164
Library ; Serials Dept;
220 Library
2037 D Orchard Street;U; 344-2376
* SCHOLER, Fred Richard, MS;
Asst; Dept Chem & Chem Engr;
350 D Moyes Lab;
2037 D Orchard Street;U; 344-2376
"+SCHOLL, Rosemary Power; Clerk-Stenog II
. .
. 344-1481
State Geological Survey; 116 Natural Resources;
1113 West Oregon; U; 344-0733
* SCHOMER, Paul David; MS; 333-0503
Instr; Elec Engr;
32 3 EE Bldg;
2109 West White Street;C; 359-2938
SCHOOLCRAFT, Gary Dean; Tech Illust; 333-0150
Math Dept; Curriculum Lab;
3rd Floor; 1210 West Springfield;
410 West Lake Blve, Danville; 446-2082
* SCHOOLEY, Frank Ellsworth; BS; 333-0850
Assoc Prof of Radio and Television;
Dir of Broadcasting; Mgr WILL-AM -FM-TV;
227 Gregory Hall;
504 West Springfield Avenue;C; 352-8344
* SCHOOLEY, Willard Arthur; Res Engr; 333-1383
Materials Research Lab;
Materials Research Bldg; 1307 A;
1901 Rebecca Dr; C; 352-6787
* SCHOONOVES, Carol Lee; Typing-Clerk III .. 333-00 32
Graduate College; 32 1 Admin Bldg;
706 West Church; C; None
SCHORMANN, Nadine Alice; BS; 772-2016
Asst Ext Adviser; Home Economics;
Whiteside County; Cooperative Ext Ser;
100 East Knopf; Morrison;
206i West Lincolnway; Morrison; 772-3250
* SCHOUSBOE, Ingvar; MS; 333-1804
Civil Engineering; Architecture Dept;
105 Architecture;
»' 2104 South Lynn Street; U; 367-5066
SCHRADER, Katherine Carroll; Clerk Typist 11.333-1690
Physical Plant Dept; 605 East Green;
Olfice of the Campus Architect;
806 South Coler; U; 344-5995
* SCHRAN, Peter; PhD; 333-4580
Assoc Prof Economics;
435 Commerce West;
112 West Kirbv;C; 352-8071
107
SCHMIDT-SCHULZ
* SCHRAUT, Shirley Gayle; Clerk-Typist II 333-3482
Psychology Department; Comparative Psych Lab;
129 North Race; U;
1944 D Orchard Street;U; 344-6048
SCHREIB, Lonnie Jean; Clerk-Typist I 333-3660
Illinl Union; 284 Illini Union;
606 South Prairie St; Apt 12;C; 356-1054
* SCHREINER, Anton; PhD;
Assoc; Chem & Chem Engr;
466 Noyes Lab;
511 East White;C; 356-5163
* SCHREYER, Arthur George; Garage Foreman
Physical Plant' Dept; Phys Pit Ser Bldg;
606 Douglas Street; St Joseph; 469-4411
* SCHRIEFER, Amo Henry; BS; 333-2930
Jr. Civil Engineer; Elec Engr;
56 EEB;
R R #1 Dewey; 586-4743
* SCHRIEFER, Melvin William Sr; 333-4661
Janitor Foreman Housing Division;
71 Lincoln Avenue Residence Hall;
R R #1;C; 863-5988
* SCHRODER, Dieter Karl; Me; 333-2 397
Electrical Engineering;
202 E E RL;
1322 Honeysuckle; C; 356-9489
*+SCHRODER, Michael Lee; BS; 344-1481
Asst Minerals Engineer; State Geological Survey;
325 Natural Resources;
504 Scottswood Drive;U; 367-6367
* SCHROEDER, Paul Walter; PhD; 333-0829
Prof History;
344 Armory;
708 South Elm; C; 352-6307
SCHROEDER, Pearl; PhD; 333-3712
Clin Counselor; Assoc Prof;
Student Counseling Service;
2 1 6 Student Services Bldg;
708 South First; C; 356-4329
*+SCHROEDER: Peggy Hawker; BA; 344-1481
Res Asst; State Geological Survey;
139 Natural Resources;
.
,508 West Green; C; 352-8093
* SCHROEDER, Walter Everett; Driver 822-5531
Institute of Aviation; Airport;
1901 Roberta Lane; C; 352-4980
* SCHROEDER, William Frank; DVM;PhD;
Asst Prof; Veterinary Pathology & Hygine;
(On leave of absence in Maracay; Venzuela)
SCHROEPFER, George John Tr; Md; Phd: 333-3901
Assoc Prof of Biochemistry;
Dept Chem & Chem Engr;
430 East Chemistry;
707 South Sixth Street; C; None
SCHUBERT: Jewell Emma; PhD; 333-1716
Assoc Prof Mathematics;
-366 Altgeld Hall;
303 West Delaware Ave; U; 367-7668
SCHUETZ, (Mrs
.) Christie Baechtold; AB; 333^0954
Assoc Editor; University Press;
118 University Press;
612 West Florida; U; 344-6346
* SCHUH, Mark; MA; 333-6406
Teaching Asst; Mathematics;
305 YWCA;
108 East John; C; 356-1411
* SCHUIT, Carol Sanford; AB; 333-6850
Teaching Asst; French;
312 Harker Hall;
1007 South Anderson; U; 367-5660
* SCHULER, Bertha G; Clerk-Typist II 333-0150
Curriculum Lab;
1210 West Springfield; U;
501 North Randolph; C; 352-3081
* SCHULT, Roy Louis; PhD; 333-0514
Asst Prof; Physics Dept;
2 37 A Physics Bldg;
604 West Illinois; U; 367-3975
SCHULTZ, (Mrs.) Elizabeth Whelan; Secy; ...333-2918
Division of General Studies;
221 Altgeld Hall;
712 West Ohio Street; U; 344-6898
SCHULTZ, Harold A. AM 333-3986
Prof; Art and Elementary Ed;
116 Fine Arts Bldg;
2017 Burlison Drive;U; 344-6353
*+6CHULTZ, Helen Cook; AM; 333-6855
Tech Asst; Illinois State Natural Hist Survey;
284 Natural Resources;
2017 Burlison Drive; Urbana; 344-6353
* SCHULTZ, Lois Beebe; MS; 333-6202
Instr; Grad School Lib Sci;
328 Library;
510 Fairlawn Drive; U; 365-2584
* SCHULTZ, Peter Frank; MS; 333-4289
Res Asst; Physics; '
489 Physics Bldg;
510 Fairlawn Dr;,U; 365-2584
* SCHULZ, Peter; MA; 333-3006
Asst; Geography;
22 3 Davenport Hall;
19 72 A Orchard Street; U; 344-4420
SCHUMACHER-SELL
* SCHUMACHER, George Charles; BSEE; 333-0435
Teaching Asst; Electrical Engineering;
52 EEb;
306 West Iowa; U; 357-2041
* SCHUMACHER, John Charles; Storekeeper III. 333-0817
General Chemical Stores; Business Office;
55 Noyes Lab;
406 East Jefferson; Philo; 687-4790
* SCHUMACHER, Kenneth Norman; MS; 333-3872
Asst; Vocational Agri Ser;
434 Mumford Hall;
801 South Vine;U; 367-3124
* SCHUMM, MaryN,;PLS; 333-0560
Administrative Secretary; Legal Counsel;
258 Administration;
1505 MaplecresfC; 356-0268
* SCHUPP, Paul Eugene;Phd; 333-1625
Asst. Prof; Mathematics;
2 37 Illini Hall;
212 West Illinois; U; 367-9824
SCHURG,., Kent; Computer Opr; 333-6203
Department of Computer Service;
162 DCC;
518 North Fair; C; 356-5812
SCHURR: Evelyn Louise; PhD; 333-3357
Dept . Phys Ed for Women;
Women's Gym 116;
2014 Vawter Street; Apt 6; U; 367-6493
SCHUTT, Lori; BS; 333-0204
Res Asst in Physical Ed for Men; 333-1730
305 Huff Gym;
408 East Stoughton; Apt 2;C; 359-4123
* SCHUTT, Ruth Andrea(nee Mortensen) 338-3737
Secy; McHenry County Ext. Ser;
Rte 47 & McConnell Road; Woodstock;
P.O. Box 108;
P.O. Box 155; Harvard; 943-5835
* SCHWAGER
,
Judith; Clerk Typist II; 333-2943
Bureau of Educational Research;
284 Education;
1961 Orchard Street; U; 344-5308
* SCHWAGER, Melvin Sol; MS; 333-2800
Instr; Advanced Certificate;
Council on Teacher Ed;
.Room 110 Education;
1961 D Orchard Street; U; 344-5308
_
* SCHWALBE: Pauline Steiner; PhD; 333-0809
Asst Prof; German;
378 Lincoln Hall;
801 North Orchard St; U; 367-1825
* SCHWALBE, William Louis; MS; 333-1154
TAM Prof; Emeritus;
120 Talbot Lab;
80.1 North Orchard; U; 367-1805
* SCHWANDERMAN: Claude Leland; 333-6917
_
Elec Tech I; Civil Engr; 1245 CEB;
713 South Nell St; C; 356-2251
* SCHWANE: John George; MA; 333-6375
Teaching Asst; Classics;
207 B Harker Hall;
2004 AjOrchard; U; 344-4604
SCHWART,^ Robert Benton; PhD;. 333-1812
Assoc Prof; Agric Econ;
301 A Mumford Hall;
1007 Sunnycrest Drive;U; 365-1436
* SCHWARTZ, Herbert Tobias; MA; JD: 333-oi46
Instr of Law; Law Department;
104 S Law;
1406 North McKinley; Apt 3;C; 352-2475
SCHWARTZ, Lois Diane; Clerk-Typist III 822-5205
Institute of Aviation; Airport;
1310 Philo Road; U; 367-8610
* SCHWARTZ, Melvin E. , Super. & Asst. Scl. 333-3216
+ State Nat. Hist. Sur., 185 Res. Bldg .
506 S. Johnson Ave., U 367-5075
* SCHWARTZ, Paul M., A. B., M.S. Res .Asst.. 333-6120
Physics, 397 P. B.;
306 N. Harvey, Apt 2 . U 367-2258
* SCHWARZLOSE, PaulF., M.S. Elect. Eng... 333-2064
Professor, 374-B E. E. Bldg.
919 W. Columbia Ave, C 352-4407
SCHWEBEL, John C, B. Math, M.S., 333-2054
Res. Asst. Computer Scl., 110 ERL
1113 South Arbor, C 356-8274
* SCHWEIGHART, Donald M., Plumber, P.P...
P.P. Service Bldg.;2003 Cypress,C356-4291
* SCHWEIGHART, Dottie, Clerk-Typist 1 333-2405
102 University Press, ;Pesotum 867-2405
* SCHWEIGHART, Harold E., Elec. P. P
P. P. Bldg.; Box 73, Pesotum 867-2405
SCHWEITZER, Frank, A.B. Liberal Arts &... 333-0541
Science, Res. As^t. Carr Hall; Dean of Students
Housing Dlv.,Carr Counseling Office;
U.R.H. 116 Carr Hall, U 332-3868
* SCHWEITZER, Harvey J. , B.S., M.A., Ph.D. 333-6313
Agri. Econ. Assoc. Prof. Rural Soclol. Ext.
408 Mumford Hall;2320 Phlnney Dr.359-2719
SCHWEITZER, Howards., B. E. Res. Asst... 333-6423
Computer Science, 203 Digital Computer Lab.
1008 W. Stoughton, U
* SCHWENGEL, Mary E., Library Clerk 333-3399
Catalog Dept., Library, 246 Univ. of 111. Lib.
Rural Route 3, C 352-3363
* SCHWENKER, JaneL., Clerk Typist III 333-4382
Bureau of Educ . Res., 284 Educ. Bldg.;
2101 West White St. , Apt. 113, C 356-5733
* SCHWENKER, Robert O., B.S., M.S., .... 333-4106
Res. Asst. Physics, 471 Physics Bldg.;
2101 West White , Apt. 113, C 356-5733
+SCHWIEN, Jerry D. , B.S. Agri. Jour 356-3785
Pub. Infor. Spec. , Soil Conservation Ser.
200 W. Church St.;
1176 Valley Road, C 352-0173
SCHWING
,
James E., B. S., C. E.,
Civil Engr. 4217 C E B;
312 East Clark St., C 356-1642
+ SCOGGIN,Mrs. Dorothy H., Tech. Asst 344-1481
State Ge ol. Survey, 132 Nat. Resources;
Rural Route 3, C 863-5546
* SCOLES, Eugene F. , A.B., J.D., 333-1323
LL.M., J.S.D., Prof, of Law, 231 Law Bldg.;
701 West Delaware St., U 344-6417
*. SCORSONE, Joseph S., B. F. A., Art, Asst..
327 F A B,;_702| E. Green, U 367-8163
SCOTT, Allan N. , Tabulating Mach. Opr. III. .333-4818
54 Admin. Bldg.; 203j Flora Dr. C 356-3523
* SCOTT, Arthur L., B. A., Ph.D. Assoc. Prof . .333-3415
English, 318 tngllsh Bldg.;^
'
710 West Oregon, U 344-6739
* SCOTT, Barbara A., B. S., M.S., Ph.D 333-3869
Asst. Prof. Child Development, Home Econ.
214 Child Div., 5 Bellamy Court, C 352-7364
* SCOTT, Christine H., B.A., M.A. , Hist... 333-2099
History, 235-G Armdry,
;
1105 N. Coler Ave., U 365-2478
* SCOTT, Clyde M., Storekeeper III ".'... 333-0259
308 East Chem.;109 £>. Lynn, U 367-3257
* SCOTT, Donald H., B.S., M.S 333-2478
Ext. Asst. P. Pathology, 241 Davenport Hall;
1412 Holly Hill Drive, C 356-8814
* SCOTT, Edward J., Ph.D. Prof. Math 333-1398
361 Altgeld Hall,,-110 E.Holmes, U 344-4557
* SCOTT, HaroldW., A.B., M.S., Ph.D 333-2670
Prof. Emlritus, Geology., 244 Nat. Hist. Bldg.
613 W. Delaware St., U 344-6565
* SCOTT, Harold M., Ph.D. Prof. Animal 333-2444
Scl. Dept. of An. Scl. 321 M. H.
1213 W. William St., C 352-8917
* SCOTT, Henry L., A.B., M.S., Ph.D 333-4447
Res. Assoc. Zoology, 515-B Morrill Hall;
520 West Illinois, U
* SCOTT, JacquelynJ., Card Punch Opr. Ill 333-4827
54 Admin. Bldg.;
1412 Holly Hill Drive, C 356-8814
* SCOTT, James A., Fire Equip. Engl. P.P
P.P.S.Bldg.;2011 W.Kirby Ave. C 356-0617
* SCOTT, JohnT. Jr., B. S., M.S 333-6192
Ph. D., Assoc. Prof. Agri. Econ. 307 -A Mumford;
5 Bellamy Court, C 352-7364
SCOTT, Joseph W., Ph. D., Prof. Super of . . 333-1790
Dramatic Production, 50-C Lincoln Hall;
211 West Clark, C 352-2372
* SCOTT, Keith G., B. A., M.S., Ph.D.,... 333-6280
Res. Asst. Prof, of Psych., 135 Chlldrens Res. Ct.
Rural Route 3, C 586-4966
* SCOTT, "Marcia S., M.A. , Res. Assoc 333-6280
181 Children's Research Center;
Rural Route 3, C 386-4966
+SCOTT, MaryM., B.S., Secretary,
Naval REs. Resident Rep. 102 605 S. Goodwin Ave.
308 North State Street, C 352-2408
SCOTT, Robert E., Ph.D., Prof. ofPolit... 333-1257
Science, 403 Lincoln Hall;
1505 Delmont Court, U
* SCOTT, R. Wayne, Groundsman, P.P
P.P.S. Bldg.; Oakwood, 354-2116
SCOTT, Thomas G., B. S., Asst. of Chem. . 333-3509
And Chem. Engineering, 443 East Chemistry;
606 West Ohio Street, U 344-5812
* SCOTT, Thomas L., Bachelor of Arts 333-2305
Educ. & Social Sci., Lib. Asst. 100 Library;
2055-B Orchard Street, U 344-4058
* SCOTT, Walter O., B.S., M.S., Ph.D 333-4424
Agronomy, Prof., Crops, Ext., N-305-C
902 S^ Orchard St„ U 344-6547
* SCOUFFAS, George, Ph.D." Assoc. Prof 333-0426
210 English Building;
101 W. Florida, U 344-5945
* SCOUFFAS, John, B. S., Asst. Dean of 333-3853
Students, 310 Student Ser. Bldg.;
302 West Elm, U 367-5698
* SCOUFFAS, MaryE., Clerk-Steno III 333-2460
Phys. Educ. for Men, 121 Huff Gym.;
303 Country Fair Dr. , C 352-1542
* SCOUFFAS, Roberta J., A.B. , M.A., 333-4654
Asst. D.G.S., 126 Altgeld Hall;
101 W. Florida, U 344-5945
SEAGLE, Barbara Jane, Credentials Analyst,.. 333-0306
Admissions and Records, 100a Adm Bldg
612 W Michigan, U 344-5838
* SEAGO, James Lynn, BA, MA, Asst, Bot, .... .333-0070
Rm 633 Morrill Hall
503 Bash Ct, C 352-1572
* SEAGO, Katherlne Brown, BA, Asst, Bot...... 333-2796
149 Morrill; 503 Bash Ct, C 352-1572
* SEAMAN, Pamela Sue, Payroll Clerk II, 333-2190
Bursar's Div, Bus Ofc, 100b Adm
7 Alder Ct, C
108
SEANEY, Sandra Pauline, Clerk-Stenog II, ... .333-155
Dept of MS, 113 Armory
914 E Daggy, Tuscola 253-2130
SEARL, Anna W, AM, Assoc Prof and Asst. . .
.
State Leader Coop Ext Serv, Retired
100 W Geo Huff Dr, U 344-5690
+SEARS, Marilyn L, Secy, Assembly Hall, .... .333-34C
|
123 Assembly Hall
407 W White, C, Apt 4 359-4029
* SEAVER, Charles Duel, BS, Arch Mech Eng... 333-165
704 S Sixth St
907 S Prospect Ave, C 356-9595
SEBRING, Randal, Resident Asst, Oglesby ...333-08'
Hall, Dean of Students, Housing Div, Oglesby Cou 1
Ofc; URH 914 Oglesby Hall, U 332-5306
* SECHRIEST, Ralph Earl, PhD, Asst Entom, .. 333-681
State NH Surv, Asst Prof Agr Entom, 169 NRB
2402 Southmoor, C 359-3301
* SECHRIST, Chalmers F Jr, BE, MS, PhD, ....333-41!
Assoc Prof, Elec Eng, 372C EEB, 312G EERL
1204 Mayfair Rd, C 359-3856
* SECREST, Donald H, PhD, Assoc Prof of Chem333-17;
Dept of Chem and Chem Eng, ,155 Noyes Lab
607 S New, C 359-2109
* SECREST, Masako, MS, Res Assoc, Comp-. . 333-11
Based Educ Res Lab,. 260 ERL
607 S New St, C 359-2109
+SEDGWICK, Vail Elbert, Physical Scientist .. 344-06:
Aide, US Rgnl Soybean Lab, 160 DH
210 S Fair, C 356-3666
SEDLAK, Joseph Edward Jr, BS, Ed M, Res. .. .333-48
Asst, Spec Educ, 240 B, Col Wolfe Preschool
509 S 5th St, Apt 2, C
* SEEDS, Emily Kathleen, Secy , Schl of Life. . .333-30
Sci, 387 Morrill Hall
905 Rainbow View, U 367-6586
* SEEDS, Max Lowell, Painter, PP Dept, PPSB,..
905 Rainbow View, U 367-6586
* SEEGER, Roger Leroy, BS, Asst Ext Adviser,. 828-64
Agr, McLean Co Coop Ext Serv, 202 E Locust,
Bloomington; 602 E Washington,Bloomington 822-23
* SEEHAFER, Roger Wayne, BS, MS, Asst 333-21
Health Ed Dept, 400 Huff Gym
61 E John, C 352-0258
* SEETS, Shirley Ann, Clerk-Stenog II, Dixon. . .949-21
Springs Agr Cntr, Dixon Springs Agr Cntr, Simpson
Rt 1, Golconda 683-3451
* SEFCIK, Edward Stephen, BS, Asst to Dlr of. . 333-3!
Physical Plant (Fin), 27 6 Adm Bldg
105 W Michigan, U 367-6494
SEGLER, Samuel Louis, BS, MS, Res Asst, ... 333-44
Physics, 412 PB; 2055 D Orchard St, U 344-5435
* SEGRE, Diego, DVM, PhD, Prof of Vet 333-2;
Mlcrobio and Public Health and of Vet Res, VPH, 2
.VM Annex; 2010 Boudreau Dr, U 367-028l(on Lo'
* SEGRE, Marlangela, ScD, Res Assoc, VPH,.. 333-2;
203 VM Annex, , "on "leave of absence first semester
2010 Boudreau Dr, U 367-0281
* SEIBERT, Betty Jean, Co Ext Secy, Lawrence. .943-4!
Co Coop Ext Serv, 12th and Lexington, LawrencevJ
1510 Sixteenth St, Lawrenceville 943-2255
SEID, Geoffrey Alan, BS, Grad Asst in Health. 333-2!
Educ Dept, 114 Huff
Sherman Hall Rm 362, 909 S 5th St, C 332-4825
SEIDEL, K Virginia, BS, MS, Home Fumshngs. 333-3
Specialist, Assoc Prof, Home Econ, 563 Bev Hall
1004 S Lincoln, U' 344-3544
* SEIDENBERG, Arthur Jay, BS, Res Asst 333-2;
Zoology, 204 Vivarium
1831 Orchard PI, U 344-3184
* SEIDENBERG, Robin Bogeaus, BA, MA, Asst,. 333-61
French, 312 HH
2001 Country Squire Dr, U 365-1694
* SEIF, Robert Dale, PhD, Assoc Prof of '. 333-0
Biometry, Agron, W-501a TH
3 Shuman Circle, U 367-8978
* SEIFERT, Jan Edward, MS, Undergraduate 333-3
Libm, Lib, 101 Lib
1103 E Delaware, U 365-2236
* SEIFERT, Neva, Foods Lab Asst, Home Econ. . 333-2
292 Bev Hall; RR2, Farmer City 928-3213
* SEILER, Frank, Herdsman, Retired, Dairy Sci.
RR 1, Dundas 395-1276
* SEIN, Hla Hla, MA, AsstTchr, Math, 313 AH. 333-2
183 6D Orchard PI, U 344-6701
SEINO, Kazuo, BS, Res Asst, Elec Eng 333-6
205 EERL, Minamidai 2-101, Higashlmurayama.To]
SELANDER, Lawrence, BS, Resident Asst, .... 333-4
Snyder Hall, Dean of Students, Housing Div, 104
Snyder Couns Ofc; URH 480 Snyder Hall, C 332-1
SELFRIDGE, John L, PhD, Prof of Math 333-3
109 AH; 707 S 6th, C 344-1765
SELIN,- Margaret Ruth, Secy, President's Ofc. 333-3'
364 Adm; 112 W Hill St, C 356-5942
* SELFVONCHICK, Daniel Paul, Bach Sc, Res.. 333-1
Asst, Food Sci, BRL
702 1/2 E Green, U
* SELL, Donna Christine, BA, MA, Asst German.
Dept, 201 Chalmers
1106 S Second, C 352-2464
+SELL, Douglas Keith, Tech' Asst, State NH... 333-6
Surv, 169 NRB
1704 Valley Rd, C 352-9705
* SELL, Rainer, Instr, German, 912 S Second.. 3:
1106 S Second St, C 352-2464
' SELVIDGE, Lewis Randolph Jr, BS, MS, Instr. 333-2757
Voc and Tech Ed, 51 E Armory
608 S State St, Apt 4, C 356-5929
' SEMMEL, Herbert, BS, LL B, Assoc Prof, ...333-4205
Coll of Law, Law 145
2202 Combes St, U 367-7007
+SEMONIN, Richard G, B Sc, Atmospheric... 333-4967
Physicist, State Water Surv, 59 WRB
1902 Crescent Dr, C 356-9353
SENESE, Daniel, BS, Tchr Asst, Elec Eng 333-4220
44 EEB; 707 S 6th St #511, C 344-1548
SENTI, Patricia Alice, BA, Tchr Asst, Div of. .333-0669
Gen Studies, 1012 W Calif St, Rm 203, U
301 E White St, Apt 8, C 356-8896
SENTMAN, Lee Hanley III, PhD, Asst Prof, .. .333-1834
Aero and Astro Eng, 113A TB
1012 S Westlawn, C 356-1169
SEO, Hideo, PhD, Asst Prof, EE, Rm213.... 333-6365
Biophysical Res Lab; 404 E Gree, U
SERBIN, John Joseph Jr, BA, Asst, Physiology.
446 Burrill Hall; 2317 S 1st Apt 302, C 344-5939
hSERGENT, James Walker, Asst Greenhouse.
.
. 333-6895
Tech, State NH Surv, NR Greenhouse
RR 3, U 3 67-0070
SERGENT, Linda Mae, Clerk-Typist III, Schl. 333-3046
of Life Scl, 391 Morrill Hall
RR 3, U 367-0070
SERGENT, Vincent Edward, Driver, PP Dept, PPSB
204 Fillmore, Philo 684-5130
SERGIOUANNI, Thomas Joseph, BS, MA, EdD. 333-2155
Asst Prof, Educ Adm and Suprv, 322 Educ
1004 Hollycrest Dr, C 352-7190
SERIO, Frank P, Electronics Eng Asst, Dept.. 333-4386
Comp Sci, Rm 29F DCL
Box 262, Philo 684-5060
SERNEL, Gordon Edward, BS, Res Asst, Civil. .333-2549
Eng, 308 EH; 204 N Gregory St, U 367-4593
SEROKA, Rose Ann, Clerk-Typist II, UP. ..... 333-0950
103 UP; 1609 Valley Rd Apt B3, C 356-3976
SESHACHALAM, Dutta, BS, MS, PhD, Res. .. .333-4723
Assoc, Dept of Plant Path, 10 Hort Field Lab
1107 W Green St, Apt 432, U _344-2320
SETH, Sharad Chandra, M Tech, Res Asst, ... 333-0491
CSL, 4-136 CSL Bldg
lOlOWGreen, Rm 215, U 332-2170
SETO, Herbert Guy,' MS, Asst, Chem and.... 333-3896
Chem Eng, 15 6 ECB
909 S 5th St, 850, C 332-4923
SEVERINO, Roberto, Bach of Arts, Asst 333-0731
Spanish, Italian, and Portuguese, 911 S Sixth, 1st
Floor; 401 S Sixth St, C 352-3137
SEVERNS, John William, Fire Equipment Engr.
.
PP Dept, PPSB; 904 N McKinley, C 356-3874
SEVILLE, Mary Alice, BA, Grad Asst, Ofc of . .333-4483
Student Pers and Dean of Women, Couns Ofc Noble
Noble 126, 1215 S Fourth St, C 332-0381
SEWARD, Beverly Ann, Clerk-Stenog III, Engl. 333-2393
100 EB; 58 E Armory Apt 14, C 359-4617
SEWARD, Henry Cartwright, Groundsman, PP
Dept, PPSB; RR 1, Rantoul 892-4596
SEWARD, Leonard D, Elect Tech II, Physics.. 333-4225
Rm 457-220; Box 152, Pesotum 867-2225
SEXTON, Haskell, BS, MS, Prof of Music. ... 333-1839
14 SMH; 605 W Nevada, U 344-5184
SEYFARTH, Francis, BS, MS, Prof Mech and. . 333-2238
Indus Eng, 354 MEB
1505 Grandview Dr, C 352-6396
3EYLER, Jimmy Warren, MS, Coordinator, Ext. 333-6634
in Eng, 112B IH, 502 Harding Dr, U 367-5675
5EYMOUR (Mrs) Frieda Henrietta, Head ..... 332-0364
Resident, Student Pers and Dean of Women, 104
Noble Hall; 1215 S Fourth St, C 332-0364
5GOUTAS, Demetrios, PhD, Asst Prof , Food.. 333-1874
Scl, 205 BRL; 1605^/alley Rd, C 359-1977
JHACKLETTE, Lawrence W. , BS, Asst ". 333-3180
Physics, 127 PB; 1010 W Green, #118, U
332-2145
;HAFER, Carolyn J., Clerk II, I Allerton Hs 333-3287
Monticello; PO Box 152, Cisco 2844
IHAFER, Sandra K. , Clerk-Typist HI 333-2730
Gen Eng, 117 TB; 2203 Campbell Dr, C
356-4113
HAFFER, Louis R. , PhD, Prof, Civil Eng 333-3821
201 EH; 2203 Pond St, U 367-1237
HAFFER, Paul R. , Ph D, Prof, Geol
(On Leave) 302 NHB; 5704 Gloster Rd, Wash
I
D C 657-3150
HANBHAG, Sudhakar P. , BS, Res Asst 344-1870
Food Sci, 107 S Wing, HFL; 705 W Calif, U
344-5765
HANNON, Donald T. , Ph D, Assoc Prof 333-0040
[
Psych, 157 CRC; 105 E Mumford Dr, U
344-5643
HANNON, William F., Laborer Elec, PP
,
PPSB; 1502 N Willis, C 356-4322
HA'PIRO, Ann, BS, Tchr.Asst, Chem, 19aNL..
407 S State, C
,HAPIRO, Michael, Ph D, Asst Prof
1 329 EB; 808 W White St, C
jfiARMA, OmP., MVS, Res Asst




Dairy Sci. . 333-1435
344-2393
SARMA, RamK., MS, Res Asst, Physics 333-1383
B06 MPL- 710 W Cajif ave, U 344-2118
SHARMA, V. Vinod, MS, Res Asst, Agr Econ.
.
305 Mumford Hall, U; Forward Dairy
Moradabad, India
* SHARP, EuellndaR., BA, Asst, Spanish
11 Sandalwood, C 352-5051
* SHARP, Francis L. , BS, Ext Adviser, Agr 547-2711
Fulton Co, Coop Ext Serv.Rts 97 & 100, RR 2
Lewlstown; P O Box 62 , RR 2 , Lewistown
547-2558
* SHARP, John W., BS, Res Asst, An Sci ,.333-1787
106 Stock Pavilion; 11 Sandalwood, C
352-5051
SHARROCK, Michael P., BA, Asst, Physics. . .333-2917
468 ERL; 1010 W Green St, 505, U
332-2297
SHATTIL, Ronald B., B Arch, Grad Asst
. 4 E Arch Bldg; 416 Sheridan Rd, Wilmette
251-4410
* SHATTUCK, Charles H. , Ph D, Prof, Engl 333-0426
212 EB; 103 N Busey, U 367-1035
* SHATTUCK, Susan D. , MA, Res Assoc 333-1562
Ofc of Executive Vice-Pres & Provost, 369 Adm
103 N Busey St, U 367-1035
* SHAUMAN, Phyllis J., Co Ext Secy




Lib Clerk III, Serials 333-4164
220s Lib; 1308 Belmeade Dr, C 356-3251
* SHAW, CandaceL., Clerk-Typist II 333-3376
Cntr for Zoonoses Res , Vet Res Farm
109 S East St, Homer 896-6442
* SHAW, Charles T., Apprentice Elec, PP
PPSB; 1214 Northwood Dr, South, C
367-1415
* SHAW, GaylordE., MS, Res Asst, Physiol. .. 333-4758
& Pharmacology, Coll VM, 239 VMB
503 Will, U 367-8935
* SHAW, Harry B., MS, Tchr Asst, Engl 333-2508
327 EB; 204 S Gregory St, U
* SHAW, Paul D.
,
Ph D, Assoc Prof, Biochem. . 333-1531
Plant Path, 10b HFL; 20 Briarcliff, Mahomet
586-2070
* SHAWKAT, Abdullatif B. , MS, Res Asst 333-0430
Plant Path, 2 HFL; 1824A Orchard Place, U
344-4969




Eng; 409 W Nevada, U 367-2553
SHAY, Mary L. , Ph D, Asst Prof, Emerita
History; 705 W Nevada, U 344-6985
* SHEA, Patrick D. , MS, Instr, EE, 344 EEB. . . 333-3886
2010 D Orchard St, U 344-4537'
* SHEARER, Marjorie H. , Co Ext Secy 253-3612
Douglas Co Coop Ext Serv, 600 S Wash, Tuscola
RR 2, Newman 832-4161
SHEEHAN, Florence M., MS, Asst Prof 333-3399
Cataloger, 246 Lib; 509 S 5th St, C
359-2707
* SHEEHAN, Kathleen M. , Clerk-Typist II 333-0855
Art, 143 FAB; RR 1 , U 367-3372
* SHEETINGER, Dan A. , Plumber, PP, PPSB...
59 Bismalk St, Danville 446-6255
*+SHEETS, Richard M. , Tech Illustrator. '. 333-6882
_NHSj 189_NRB; RR 1 , Seymour
SHELDEN
,
Miriam A. , Ph D, Dean of Student. 333^2121
Personnel & Dean of Women, Assoc Prof
Higher Educ, Secondary and Continuing Educ
130 SSB, 338 Armory 333-1535
706 S Coler, U 344-5309
SHELL, Robert L. , Tchr Asst, Llnqulstlcs
705 W Stoughton, U 367-8964
SHELMADINE, Juanlta, Maid, Hsng Division.
.
63 Wilson Trailer Park, U 367-8613
* SHELMADINE, Mary Lj , Card Punch Opr II. . . 333-4973
404 lib; 214 S Cottage Grove, U 367-3075
* SHELMADINE, Russell D., Attendant 333-3144
Assembly Hall; 214 S Cottage Grove, U
367-3075
* SHELTON, Joseph A. , Policeman, PP, PPSB...
2005 Rainbow View, U 367-8540
* SHELTON, Maude M. , Secy, Co Ext 284-7411
Univ Ext, 20 Dixon Nat Bank Bldg; RR 1
Franklin Grove 288-4142
* SHELTON, Robert E., MS, Assoc Prof. ...... 333-3347
PE for Men, 106 Old Gym Annex; 704 W Healey '
C 356-4491
" SHEMARIA, Meyer M., Asst, Naval Sci 333-1062
239 Armory; 2103 W White, C 356-4509
+SHEMAS, Katherine, Clerk-Typist, State 674-5725
Water Survey, Water Quality Section, Peoria
3325 N Twelve Oaks Dr, Peoria 682-8479
*+SHEPARD, Jack L. , BS, Purchasing Agent 356-3786
Soil Conservation Serv, USDA, 200 W Church St
809 S Victor St, C 356-8048_
SHEPHERD, Mary M. , Cleric^Typist II, Inst .. 333-6280
for Res on Exceptional Children, 121 CRC
1010 S First St, Apt 9, C 359-1271
SHEPHERD, Powell S. , BFA, Tchr Fellow 333-2228
Dance, Women's Gym 126A; 208 N Harvey, U
367-4310
SHEPHERD, Sandra A., MS, Res Asst, 333-2120
Mat Res Lab, 1010 W. Green St. #273, U
332-2470
* SHERBERT, Donald R., Ph D, Asst Prof, 333-6498




* SHERE, Kenneth D., MS, Res Asst, 333-4155
Elec Engr; 312 Eerl; 2081-B Orchard St.,
344-4932
SHERE, (Mrs.) Marie O., PhD, Speech
Speech Clinic, 1009 W. Clark, U
367-2405
SHERMAN, Edward, AB, Dean of Students, ..333-4439
178 Weston Counseling Of., 430 Weston Hall, C
332-2076
SHERMAN, Marilyn J., MS, Instr, Sec. &-. 333-3745
Cont. Ed. and Music, 216 - 1203 W. Nevada,
905 S. Second
, C 352-7262
SHERMAN, Phillip N., BS, Physics, R 251 . .333-3684
610 W. Calif, St.,U 344-5294
* SHERMER, William D., MS, Chem Eng Asst. 333-3694
249 E. Chem., 502 W. Griggs, Apt. 312, C
367-1676
*+SHERRICK, George W., DVM, St. Dept. Ag. 333-1620
Vet III, Superv' Diagnostic-Res Lab, 9 Vet.
Me'dl Annex, 1105 Centennial D., C
359-1030
SHERWIN, Margaret, BFA, Serials Asst,. ..'. .333-4164
Library, 220 Library, 407 S. State St., C
352-9539
* SFflCK, Wayne L. , BS, Arch, Prof Gen Eng . 333-3741
2096 Transportation Bldg, 1204 West Charles St.,
C 356-7345
SHIELDS, Judith E., Clerk-Typist III, 333-1945
Admissions and Records, 178 Adm Bldg, RR 1
F 846-2360
* SHIELDS, Ralph F., Agr Gardener, Dept of.. 333-1523
Plant Pathology, 1 Hort Field Lab, 306 1/2
W. William, C 352-6859
*+SHIELDS, Robert ',L,, BS, USDA, Asst State. .356-3785
Soil Scientist, ! 200 W. Church, 1810 Cresoent R.
C 359-3227
SHIH, Han C, MS, Res Asst Mmb 333- 4<>40
408 H Mmb, 806 W. Green, U
*+'SHILEY- Richard H. , MS, Asst Chem, ....... .344-1481
State Geol Survey, 365 Natural Resources
18 Woodlawn West, RR 2, St. J, 469-7503
* SHIMKIN, Demltri B. , Ph D, Prof Anthrop &_333-4876
Geog, Rm 209, Davenport Hall, 106 W. lenn.
U 367-0328
* SHIMOMURA, Yoshlharu, Ph D, Res Asst ...333-6187
Physics, 290B Materials Res Lab, 1006 S. First,
C 352-0963
(
* SHIMOOKA, Kazuka S. , MA, Adm Clerk 333-6278
306 Adm Bldg, Box 34, U 367-3867
*+SHIMP, Neil F., Ph D, Chem and Head of .344-1481
Analytical Chem Section, State Geol Survey,
337 Natural Resources, 503 E. Florida, U
j
367-9743
* SHIMP, Raymond A. , Storekeeper II, Physics333-0142
22G7 Physics, RR 2, H 896-6463
* SHINALL, Stanley L. ; Ph_D t, French, Asst . .333-2021
Prof, 244 Lincoln Hall, 1109 W. William, C.
352-2376
* SHIPLEY, David L. /Natural Sci Lab Asst . .333-3376
Center for Zoonoses Res, Veterinary Res Farm,
Box 322, T 485-3320
* SHIPLEY, Earl E. , Sr. La. Mechanic 333-3515
319 Talbot Lab, T 485-3390
* SHIPLEY, James R., AM, Prof Art, Head of .333-0855
Dept, 143 Fine Arts, 27 Greencroft, C
352-4610
* SHIPLEY, Richard E. , Equip Attendent, CE ..333-6920
1215 CCB, 405 James St, T 485-5311
* SHIPMAN, Chester T., Physical Plant Dept
2511 E Main, U 367-2887
+SHIPP, William L., BS, Meteorologist ..333-4968
State Water Survey, Rm 62A, Water Resources
Bldg, 1904 W. Klrby, C 359-2113
SHIRAR, Barbara K., County Ext Serv, Edgar 335-2545





* SHIRELY, Leland K. , Ph D, Asst Prof, TAM .33-1803
and Applied Mechanics, 314 Talbot Lab,
716 E. Michigan Ave
.
, U '367-8670
* S'HIREMAN, Allen A., Janitor-Housing Div,
209 S. Hopkins St., N 837-2057
SHIRLEY, Angelica, BA, French, Grad Asst . .344-0846
Of Student Personnel, Dean of Women,
French House, 901 S. Lincoln Ave, U
344-0846
* SHIRLEY, Faraba G. , BS, Library Clerk II. . .333-3856
Serials Dept, 220 Library, RR 3, S. Lincoln R,
U 344-2194
* SHIRLEY, Lawrence D. , Policeman, PPSB
1524 W. Clark, C 352-1286
* SHIRLEY, Robert E., Audio Visual Tech I 333-1432
704 South Sixth, 202 W. Wabash, H.
896-3582
* SHIRLEY, Roy L. , BS, Supervising Firm . 333-0472
Foreman, Dairy Science, S. Lincoln Ave,
Dairy Barns, RR 3, U 344-2194
SHIRRON, Moshe, BME, Res Asst, Mech .. .333-2072
Indus Eng, 214 Mel, 110 E John, Apt 7, C
* SHIVE, Rossie J., BS, Grad Asst, Sec and. .333-1096
Continuing Educ, 398 Educ, 1307 Paula Drive,
C 359-1166
* SHOAF, Molly M. , Purchasing Asst I, 333-0776
Purchasing Div, 223 Adm Bldg, 508 W 3rd St.,
896-3623
SHOEMACK-SINCLAIR
* SHOEMACK, Harvey R. , BSJ, Broadcasting . .333-1070
Program Asst, Publicity—Television Serv,
1110 W Main St., 1510 Lincolnshire Dr. #3
C 359-3159
* SHOEMAKER, Blaine E. , MS, Food Serv Adm333-1410
Housing Div, Central Food Stores, 1402 Glendale
Drive,, C 352-0416
* SHOEMAKER, Charlotte D. , Clerk II 333-3399
Catalog Dept, Library 246, 1207 N. Lincoln
U 365-1339
* SHOEMAKER, Wilfred L. , BS , Assoc Prof of. 333-6712
Educ Psych, 140M Educ, 512 W 'Hedley, C
356-9790
* SHOEMAKER, William H., Ph D, Head of ..333-3390
Dept, Prof of Spanish, Italia, and Portaguese,
226 Lincoln Hall, 206 W. Florida Ave, U
305-1396
* SHOKOFF, James G. , MA, Teaching Asst .. .333-3086
English, 241 English Bldg, 2048 C Hazelwood
Court, U 344-2042
* SHOOPMAN, Marcia J., Clerk' Steno II 333-2281
College of Engr, Office of Assoc Dean, 101 Engr
Hall, 405 N. Goodwin, U 367-2227
* SHONKWILER, Janet, Clerk -Typist ni 333-1590
Physics, 235 Physics Bldg, 1318 S Alms, C
359-2970
SHONKWILER, Jimmy L. , Nat Sci Lab Asst. .333-1733
Physiology, 428 Burrill Hall, 1001 E North St,
M 762-4051
SHOPE, Grace E. , MS, Instr, Grad School. .333-6245
of Library Sci, 302 Illini Towers, 205 E Healey
Apt 1, C 356-4523
* SHORE, Charles, Furniture Repairman, PPSB
611 E Elm, U 367-6134
* SHORES, James H., Ph D, Prof, Elem Educ. 333-2365
310 Educ, 911 S. Foley, C 352-9110
* SHORESMAN, Peter B., BA, AMT, Ed D 333-3679
Assoc Prof of Sol, 394 Educ Bldg, 1304 W Kirby
C 352-8784
* SHORT, David R. , Cylinder Pressman 333-2576
Printing Div UP Bldg, 234 UP, 111 Scottswood
U 367-7696
* SHORT, Delmar P., Janitor, PP Dept, PPSB
109 N. Lynn, U 367-5677
* SHORT, Margaret I., Maid, Housing Div
109 N. Lynn, U 367-5677
* SHORT, Ronald L., Dup Mach Operator I... 333-3068
Illini Union, 125 C, 504 Dodson, U
367-8847
* SHOTT, John M., Driver, Inst of Avi, 822-5531
Airport, 310 S Ellen St, S 822-5587
* SHOTTS, Chester D. , Groundsman, PPSB
106 W Newton Ave, M 489-3951
* SHOTTS, Paul, Driver, PPSB,..
1206 E Pennsylvania, U 367-1535
* SHOVE, Gene C. , Ph p., Assoc Prof of 333-0078
Agr Eng, 237 Agr Eng, 508 W. California, U
367-8865
SHOWALTER, Perry B., MA, Tchr Asst, 333-1335
English, 315 EB, 1202 W Main #2, Q
367-1631
SHOWALTER, Ralph E., BS, AM, MAM, Tchr333-2056
Fellow, Math, 10 Illini Hall, 1008 W Stoughton
#2, U 365-1681
SHRADER, Ralph W. ,' BSEE, Tchr Asst 333-4317
Elec Eng, Rm 55EEB, 2024 Burlison Drive, U
344-6226
* SHRINER, Thomas H., Ph D, Assoc Prof 333-4663
Children's Res Center & Dept of Speech,
129 Childrenls Res Center, '805 Carle Drive
U 344-3381
* SHRIVASTAVA, Jagdish P., BS, Assoc in" Bot
183 Morrill Hall, ID, 909 W California, U
344-3655
* SHROYER, Mary L., RN, Staff Nurse ... .... . .333-2700
Health Service, McKinley Hosp, Rm"i04
401 N 4th St, Apt C, St. J 469-7186
* SHTOHRYN, Dmytro M. , MA, BLS, Head of. 333-1340
Slavic Cataloging", Library, Special Languages,
246 Library, 1102 Centennial Drive, C
356-2724
SHUFELDT, Warren E., BS, MS, Res Asst . .333-4289
Physics, 489 PB, 1010 W Green #536, U
333-2326
SHUGARS, Henry G. , BS, Asst, Elec Eng. .. 333-3496
327 EEB, 309 E Healey St. Apt 4, C
* SHUKLA, Onkar P., Ph D, Res Assoc 333-3941
Chemistry, 423 E Chem, 602 S Busey St, U
344-1969
* SHUKLA, Triveni P., Ph D, Res Asst 333-4443
Food Science, 206 Dairy Manufacture,
1107 West Green, #530, U 344-0084
* SHULL, Cal W., BS, Housing Adm III, 333-2250
Housing Div, 144 Sherman Grad Residence Hall,
2104 Zuppke Dr., U 367-3300
* SHULMAN, Harold S., Ph D, Asst Prof 333-2578
Greg Hall, 2003 S Lynwood, C 352-6976
* SHULMAN, Lucretia K. , BA, Secy, ..333-0150
Curriculum Lab, 1208 - 203 W Springfield
102 N Lincoln, Apt 4, U 367-0877
* SHULTZ, John A., Ph D, Asst Prof Family. . 333-3917
Life Ext, Dept of Home Econ, 537 Bevler Hall
608 W Church St, C 356-0833
SHUMAKER, Kathy M., Clerk Stenog I 333-4273
Surv Res Lab, 414 David Kinley Hall
402 S Cottage Grove, U 367-5143
* SHUMAN, BerniceV., BS, Psych, 333-2858
Children's Res Center Preschool, 1003 Centennial
C 359-1394
* SHUMARD, Guy E., Driver, PP Dept, Rm ,107
417 W Wilson, B
* SHUMARD, Jesse L. , Steam Distribution
Operator, PP Dept, 9 Maplewood Dr, C
365-2266
* SHUMATE, William A., Fire Equipment Engr
PP Dept, RR 1, U 365-2766
* SHUPP, Franklin R. , Ph D, Assoc Prof 333-4587
Economics, 452 Commerce West, 507 W Vermont
U 344-1948
* SHURTLEFF, Malcolm C. , Ph D, Prof of Plant
Pathology Ext, Dept of Plant Pathology
SIDDIQUZ, Ahmad H., BA, MA, Asst 333-6468
Linguistics, 1116 W. 111., 4
502 E. Stoughton, C 352-7754
SIDDIQUI, Islam A., MS, Res. Asst 333-0430
Dept. of Plant Path, 2 Hort. Field Lab
710 W. Calif. Ave. U 344-6611
* SIDEBOTTOM, OmarM., MS, TAM, Prof. ... 333-0679
226 Talbot Lab., 601 -S. Race St., U, 367-7772
* SIDLO, JohnR., BS, Res . Asst. , Dept. of 333-6249
Compu. Sci, 257 DCL
611 W. Springfield, C 352-5766
*H-SIEBER, Charlie R. , BS, Hydrologist, US . . . 356-5221
Geol. Surv., 605 S. Neil St.
1206 Nofftz Dr., C 352-7200
* SIEFERT, Wayne B., MS, Area Adv., Omamen .123-1047
Hort. Coop. Ext. Serv., 116 S. Charles, Belleville
305 Everhardt, Caseyvllle 344-8769
SIEMEN, Esther E., BS, MA, Asst. Prof 333-2447
Ext. Clothing, HE, 539 Bevler Hall
1604 S. Hillcrest, U 367-0163
* STEMS , Charles H
.
, Painter, PPSB
802 S. Fair, C 352-2835
SIEMS, (Mrs.) Nesblt, Secy, Recreation .... 333-0105
Park Adm., 104 Huff Gym
1416 North Market, C 356-2659
* SIEMS, Wayne E. , Carpenter, PPSB
1105 N . Clock St. , C 356-5494
SIENI, Guido, Dott.,Proc.,MCL, Asst 333-0731
Italian, 911 S. Sixth; 208 E. Clark, C, 356-5888
* SIESS, Chester P., PHD, Prof., Civ. Engr. 333-3924
3129 B. CEB, 805 Hamilton Dr. , C 352-0989
SIEREN, David J., BA,MS, Asst. Botany .... 333-3260
351 NHB; 108 S. 5th, C 359-2390
* SIEWERT, Agnes T. , Maid, Housing Div
Seymour 687-4600
* SIEWERT, Charles, SJheet Metal Worker, PPSB
Seymour 687-4600
* 3IGLER, Callie Maid, Housing Div
37 Wilson's Trailer Park, U 365-2552
SIGNOR, Nelle M., AB, BLS, Lib. Asst. Prof..
of Lib. Sol. Emeritis; 501 W.' Green St. ,367-3932
SIGSWORTH, Grant W., BA, Am, Asst 333-3182
Center for Latin-Am. Studies, 318, 1207 W. Oregon
909, S. 5th St., Apt. 252, C 332-4793
SIKORA, RlchardA., BS,MS, Res. Asst 333-0583
Dept. of Plant Path., 106 c Hort. F. Lab.
50? E. Stoughton, Apt. 303, C 352-9053
*+SILHA, Edward J.Jr, BS Elect. £ngi 333-4262
Meteorlogical Lab, Willard Airport, Savoy;
106 N. McCullough, U 367-3115
* SILVER, John A., Janitor Foreman, PPSB
901 E. Michigan, U 367-3450
* SILVER, JohnT., Tool and Instru. Mech, PPSB
1005 E. Michigan, U 367-4790
* SILER, Julia, Typing Clerk III, Coor. Sci. Lab333-4368
276, CSL, 1118 Westfleld, C 352-9548
* SILER, Lawrence D., Physical Environment .. 333-3686
Lab. Opr., 119 Mech. Engr. Lab.,
1118 Westfield Dr. , C 352-9548
* SILTKORITZ, Arlene J., AB, Lib. Tech. Asst. I 333-1340
Special Languages Dept. Lib., 246 Lib.
1922-B, Orchard Downs, U 344-4427
* SILIKOVITZ, Ronald G., MA, Res. Asst 333-6280
Inst, for Res. on Exception Children, 192 CRC
1922 B. Orchard Downs, U 344-4427
* SILVER, Robert J,, Div. of Univ. Ext. Dup... 333-0605
Mach. ; 209 Arcade, RR 3, U 688-2007
* SILVERMAN, PaulHyman, PhD 333-3431
Prof, of Zool.; Head of Dept., Zool.
287 Morrill Hall
1516 Waverly Drive 352-7103
SILVERMAN, Malcolm Noel, BA, Tchr. Asst. . 333-3957
Span., Ital., Portug., 909 S. 6th St.
Daniels Hall, 1010 W. Green, U 332-2388
* SILVERSTEIN, Howard Theodore, MS, Asst...
Chem. & Chem. Eng., 350D N. L.
1973 C Orchard St., U 344-6805
SIMAITIS, Vaidotas Joseph, BS, Res. Eng.... 333-4175
Physics, 443 Physics
105 E. Green St., Apt C 13 359-1022
* SIMERL, Lawrence Harry, MS. 333-0148
Prof, of Agrl. Econ., Ext.., Agri. Econ. 423 MH
302 W. Iowa St. 367-6556
* SIMMONS, Betty Glenna, Tab. Mach. Opr. I. 333-4824
Stat. Serv. Unit, 54 Adm.
607 W. Healey, Apt. 1 352-0145
* SIMMONS, Franklin Eugene, Storekpr. II
Chem. & Chem. Eng., 462 NL
308 E. Walnut St., Villa Grove 352-3851
* SIMMONS, Ralph O., PhD, Prof
Physics, 403 Physics
1005 Foothill Drive 356-9620
SIMMONS. Roxane Muriel, BA, Tchr. Asst... 333-4975
Math. ,112 Arcade
Sherman Hall, Roo-n 420
909 S. 5th 332-4725
333-2112
333-0977
* SIMMONS, WilberDean, MS, MA, 333-6'
Visit. Asst. Prof., Spec. Ed.
907 W. Nevada, U
904 Centennial Drive 352-6743
1IMMS, (Mrs) Eleannn Cooke, Secy 333-;j(
Div. ot <jen. Chem. 107 Chem. Annex
911 S. Mattls Ave. 352-6960
* SIMMS, Richard Henry, PhD 833-il
Area Adv., Livestock, Coop. Ext. Serv.
231 South Randolph, Macomb
325 South Lafayette, Macomb 833-2701
SIMON, Dale Edward, BA, Asst., Zool 333-
Vlvarlum 202; 806 W. Oregon U 344-6331
* SIMON, Ellen McMurtrie, PhD, ..,333-j!
Zool., 483 Morrill Hall
1801 S. Anderson St. U 367-5017
+/3IMON, Jack Aaron, MS, Assoc. Prof 344-
Min., Met., & Petro. Eng., Prin. Geol.
,
State Geol. Surveyi 213 NRB
502 W. Oregon, U 367-3462
* SIMON, James Edward, MS, Asst. Prof 333f
Arch., 117 Arch.
609 W. Main, Apt. #2, U 365-2697
* SIMON, John Kenneth, PhD, Assoc. Prof.... 333-:
Engl. & French, 227 LH 333-;
5 Burnett Circle, U 344-6553
* SIMON, Joseph, PhD, Prof., Vet., Path, Hyg. 333-
36A Vet. Medicine
1801 S. Anderson, U 367-5017
* SIMON, Julian Lincoln, PhD, Assoc. Prof. .. 333-
Marketlng, 313 Commerce W
1105 S. Busey, U 344-0037
SIMON, Marlon. Charlotte, Bed., Ext. Adv.. 342-l!
Home Econ., Effingham Co. , Coop. Ext. Serv
105 N. 5th St. Effingham
411 S. 4th, Effingham 342-3826
SIMON, Miriam Ruth, BA, Tchr. Asst 333^
Span., Ital., Portug., 909 S. 6th St.
1010 W. Green #472, U 332-2545
* SIMON, Rita James, PhD, Assoc. Prof 333-
Soc
.
, 14 H Gregory Hall
1105 S. Busey, U 344-0037
SIMONDS, Charles Henry, BS, Tchr. Asst.
Geol., 148 NH
1010 W. Green St. Rm. 123 332-2150
SIMONETTI, Maria Zelia, BA, 333-i|
Licenciate, Univ. of Sao Paulo, S.P., Brazil
Asst., Portug., 911 S. 6th
1201 W. Oregon, U 333-1714
SIMONICH, Dale Martin, MS, Res. Asst 333-
EE, 60-D EEB
404 E. White St. 352-8824
SIMONS, Arthur, BS, Res. Asst 333-
Computer So., 216 DCL
2024 Burleson Drive,. U 344-6226
SIMONS, Charmian Lynn, BA , 332-
Res. Hall Counselor, Busey Hall R. 331
1111 W. Nevada, U 332-2649
SIMONS, Davis Stuart, BS, Asst. Physics .. 333r
127 PB; 907 W. Stoughton St. Apt. 102, U
* SIMONS, Roy Kenneth, PhD, Prof., Hort 333-
114 Hcrt. Field Lab. 333-
1517 Alma Drive 356-4578
* SIMPSON, Alice Adams, MS 333-
Speclist in Microbiology, Health Serv.
314 McKinley Hospital
705 S. Garfield, Philo 684-5460
SIMPSON, Elizabeth Jane, DEd „ 333^
Prof, of Voc. & Tech. Ed. 333-
Head of Dept. of Voc. & Tech. Ed.
347 Ed . Bldg
.
1609 A Valley Road 356-4696
* SIMPSON, RayHamill, PhD, Prof 333-
Ed. Psy., 328 Ed. Bldg.
(On leave 1st Semester, 1967-68)
304 E. Daniel 344-1478
^SIMS. Arthur L. , BS, Res. Asst 333^
State Water Survey, 257 Water Resources
1006 Stratford Drive 356-1725
* SIMS, Byrl Loren, MA, Instr 333-;
Radio and Television, Superv. Motion
Picture Serv., 1007 W. Nevada St.
(After Dec.l, 501 S. Wright)
2419 Maplewood Drive 352-1046
* SIMS , Doris P. , Typg, Clerk II 333-
Bus. Office, Pur. Div. 223 Adm.
1002 E. California, U 367-1554
* SIMS, Elsie Lucile, Co. Ext. Secy 632-;
Coop. Ext. Serv.
420 S. 7th, P. Box 269, Petersburg
321 W. Jefferson St., Petersburg
* SIMS, fayM., MS 333-
Assoc . Prof, of Farm Managemt Ext.
Agri. Econ. , 301 MH
401 W. Burkwood Court, U 367-2188
* SIMS, J. Christine, Clerk, Typist III 333-
Admisslons and Record, 69 Adm
1010 N. Neil 352-3869
* SIMS, Oscar D., Technician I, Electronics. . 333-
State Water Surv., 61 Water Resources
412 Eden Park Drive, Rantoul 892-8110
SIMS, Robert Melvin, Janitor, PP
PP Service Bldg.
RR1, Monticello 762-. 4293
* SIMS, William Webber, Policeman, PP
PP Serv. Bldg.
1002 E. California, U 367-1554
* SINCLAIR, Bert Emest, BS, 526-
Ext. Adv. , Agr. Clinton Co.
Coop. Ext. Serv., E. Route 50 Breese
1570 Kane St. Carlyle 594-2776
* SINCLAIR, George Morton, MS, Prof 333-
T & AM, 321 B Talbot Lab.
608 Harding Drive, U 367-3538
*+'SBMCLAIR, Robert A., BS, Computer Progrmr. . 333-
State Water Survey, 165 Water' Resources Bldg.
312 S. Fair
110
* SINDERMANN, Bernard Mathew, MS 333-3146
Grad. Asst., Aeron. SAstron. Eng.
18 Transportation Bldg.
513 Wj_Unlverslty 356-4254
SINGBUSCH, Elsa Louise, Secy ,333-2570
Bur, of Bus. Mgmt., 130 Commerce Annex
1308 S. State St. 352-9572
* SINGER, Morse Beryl, BS, Instr. 333-3499
Mech. & Ind. Eng. , 209-210 MEB
2001 Geo. Huff Dr., U 367-2368
SINHA, Ashok Kumar, PhD, Res. Assoc 333-3080
Metallurgy, 105 MMB
1010 W. Green St., U 332-2279
SINGH, Bragat, PhD, Tchr. Asst 333-1898
Math., 224 I. H.
909 S. Fifth Ave. # 548 332-4855
* SINGH, Chhldda, MS, Res. Asst 333-3429
Agronomy, W-307 Turner Hall
300 S. Goodwin, Apt. 411, U
SENGH, Gurdlal, BTech, Asst. EE 333-0079
53 EE; 58 E. Armory Ave. #8 359-1534
-SINGH, Krlshan P., PhD, Hydrologlst 333-4959
243 Water Resources
905 S. First Street 356-7371
* SINGH, Ladli Charan, MA (Psy) MEd 333-1547
Grad. Res. Asst., Inst, of Communl. Res.
1207 W. Oregon; 1103 W. Oregon, U
* SINGHAL, Gaurl Shanker, PhD, Res. Assoc. 333-6372
B„tany 277 Morrill
712 W. Green, U 367-6155
SINNAMON, George K., MS, Prof., CE 333-3926
1106 CE; 6 Monterey Ct. 356-4236
SINNAMON, Susanne, Adm. Clerk 333-3370
Office of Instrual Resources
205 S. Goodwin U
1809 W. Sangamon 352-0129
* SINNOTT, Joseph W. Phys. Pint 333-4313
PPS: B; 1007 W._ Stoughton, U. 367-3293
' SION, Clotilde Helen, Chief Clerk 333-1477
Alumni Relations & Records
227 Illlnl Union Bldg,
1206 Broadmoor 352-1840
SIPES, Gerald Eugene, MS, Asst 333-4980
Chem. & Chem. Eng., 55 E. Chem.
1010 W. Green, Room 171, U 332-2430
SIPICH, James Francis, BS, Techr. Asst 333-2677
Dlv. of Gen. Studies, 324Altgeld Hall
2020 North Mattls Apt. 201 A C
SIPP, FredG., Janitor, PPSB
711 W. Washington, U 344-6558
SIPP, Stanley, K., BS, Res. Asst., Forestry.
. 333-4308
399 Bev. Hall; 1010 W. Calif., U 344-0040
SHNTSABAUGH, Art, MS, Assoc. Prof .,Art 333-1579
SIRICH, JohnB., PHD, Assoc. Prof 333-4176
History, On leave of absence, 1st sem. 1967-68
306 Armory; 1218 W. Univ.,
C
356-5986
SIRHS, MurrayD., SB, MS, PHD, Prof., EE 333-4469
378c EE; 1805 S
. Anderson St. , U 367-2269
SITES, Gerald J. , Maintenance Worker 333-3287
Robert Allerton Park; Cisco 2311
SIVIER, Kenneth R., PHD, Assoc. Prof 333-3364
Aero, and Astro. Engr., 107 Trans. Bldg.
1016 Hollycrest Dr„ C 359-1976
SEE, William B., BS,MS, Asst., Geol 333-2584
234 NH; 603 S. 1st, C 352-8077
SKAB0
-\Z°£"ln G *' BS ' Asst - Ext - Adv., HE .. 756-9778DeKalb Co., Coop. Ext. Serv., 315 N. 6th St.
DeKalb; 2621 James Ct., DeKalb 758-1792
SKADDEN, Donald H., PHD, CPA, Prof 333-4538
Accountg., 285 Commerce (W)
3 Florida Court, U 344-5793
SKAPERDAS, Dominic, MEE, Sen. Res. Engr. 333-3598
c!?„








" 314 Commerce, West







"», MA- Asst. Eng.
. 333-3086
",'*?• B1dg.; 6 °? E. Park, C 356-6153
&KEELS, Lewis L.
, Janitor, PPSB











^H°M 90/ S - !& C; 100S E - "orida, U, 365-1480>KEH£,N, Joseph W., BS,MS, Secy of the
. . . . 333-0810
Foundation, Univ. of 111. Foundation, 224 IU
1005 E. Florida Ave, U 365-1480





- ; "-006W. Clark, U, 367-2965
>KTNN, CathyA., BS, Asst. Zoolology.. 333-n'!7q
™^0r?UHa11 ' 408S - Stoughton, C 352-1266>KINNER, Jean M., BS, Ext. Adv., HE, 643-3715
Hamilton Co. Coop. Ext. Serv., Courthouse,
McLeansboro; 300 N. Washington, 643-3055
'KDJNER, Martha J Typing Clerk I, 333-0018
Univ. Civ. Serv. System of 111., 1205 W. Calif, U
Falrmount 288-9208
KINNER, Thelma Z., Kitchen Helper, IU 333-0700
165 IU; Broadlands 834-3129
KORNIA, Harry J., PHD, Prof, of Radio
.... 333-2350








" HS7 ProT'Emerltus, EE .. 333-4468
-££1A EEB; 1004 S - BuseyAve, U 344-6247KRZYNIECKL, Alan, F., BS, Asst. Geol....
410 Nat. Hist. Bldg.; 57 E. John C
LACK, Patricia E.
, Accounting Asst 333-4978
State Water Surv., 154 Water Res.
1005 Kinch, U 367-0661





rt9ht; 210 Crvstal Lake Dr., U, 367-7080
LADE, Robert E., Janitor, PPSB,
111 S. Dodson, U 365-2528
-ADE, Sharen R., Typing Clerk in. Housing 333-4640
Dlv., 111. St. Res. Hall
210 Crystal Lake Dr., U 367-7080








2449 N. 31st St., Springfield
1812 Dial Court, Springfield 546-7203
SLAGER, James R., BS, Res. Asst. EE, 333-6141
Computer Scl., 160 ERL; 2309 S. 1st St. C
* SLANKER, Barbara O., BA, MS, Res. Assoct 333^1980
Lib. Res. Center, 428 Lib.
603 W. Green, U 367-4162
* SLANKER, Raymond L., BFA, Asst. Art Ed., .. 333-0956
134 UP, 603 W. Green, U 367-4162
* SLATE, Daniel M., PHD, MA, BS, Assoc.Prof.
ob Bus. Adm., Grad School of Bus. Adm., Assoc.
Prof of Mktg, on Leave of Absence, 1967-68
* SLATER, Ellen F., BD, Ext. Adv., HE 322-6023
Schuyler-Brown Co. Coop. Ext. Serv., 710 Maple
Ave., Rushville; Augusta 393-2432
* SLATER, J. Marlowe, EdD, Prof. Educ. Psy.
. 333-0742
Head, Educ. Placement, 140 Educ. Bldg.
1513 Alma Dr., C 356-1519
* SLATER, Isabel M., BA, Asst. Sales Mgr. .. 333-0955
UP, 102 UPB; 202 S. Lincoln, U 367-"-3930
* SLATES, Arthur J., Policeman', PPSB \...
901 N. State St., C 356-8983
* SLATON, JohnC, BS, Ext. Adv., Agri 849-6931
Cumberland Co., Coop. Ext. Serv.
* nIw?M mX 218 I E * Maln s *-. Toledo, RRl, 849-2841* SLATON, Nancy K., Clerk-Steno III, 333-1965
Hort., 101 Veg. Crops
2402 E. Washington, U 365-2708
* SLATTERY, Bonnie A.
,
Typing Clerk HI 333-0740
Educ. Placement, 140 Educ.
2051 B. Orchard St., U 344-1624
* SLATTERY, Robert J., BS, Tech. Asst. ...... 333-6887
Sec. of Applied Bot. & PP, INHS, 391 NRB
2051-B Orchard St., U 344-1624
SLAUGHTER, MaryH., BS, MS, Instr., PEW.
.
113 Women's Gym; 1805 W. William, C, 356-6173
* SLAVENS, DwlghtE., Clerk HI, PPSB 333-1287
207 W. Washington, Apt. 1, C 352-3302
* SLAVENS, Lillian A., Clerk HI, Prtg. D.'v 333-0428
234 UPB, 207 W. Wash. Apt. 1,C 352-3302
SLAWSH, Carl J., AB, MA, Asst., Socio 333-2070
Socio Annex; 1219 W. Daniel, C 352-4653
* SLAMAN, HermanH., BS, MMus., EdD 663-7182
Assoc. Prof., Dlv. of Univ. Ext. and Ext. Specla.
302 A. Old Union Bldg.,
8111 W. 125th St., Palos Park, 448-6638
* SLICHTER, Charles P, PHD, Prof. Physics... 333-3834
311 Physics Bldg.; 319 Elmwood, C 356-8965
* SLIFE, FredW., BS.MS, PHD, Prof. Agron.. .333-1277
232 Dav. Hall; 2025 BurllsonDr., U, 344-5208
* SLOAN, Thomas O., BA, MA, PHD, Assoc.
. 333-1593
Prof, of Speech, 284 Armory;
2002 Galen Dr.
, C 352-6947
* SLOAT, Loyd H., Carpenter, PPSB, Box 47, Fisher
* SLONNEGER, Kenneth R., BS, MS, Asst 333-1809
Math, 350 AH; 311 E. John.Apt. 16, C, 344-4881
^SLONIGER, CarlR., MS, Dir. of Couns 333-2240
Athletic Assn., 121Assem. Hall
1821 Hemlock Dr., C 356-5843
* SLOTNICK, Daniel L., PHD, Prof, of Comp.. 333-0925
* orl™;^l89Dl9 - Comp - Lab -' RR I.Dewey, 586-4615
* SLOTNICK, Henry B., MEd., Res. Asst., .. 333-1494
Bu. of Educ. Res., 284 Educ.
3205W. Klrby, C 356-6578
* SLOTTOW, Hiram G., BS, MS, PHD, Sen 333-2095
Res. Engr., Coor. Scl. Lab., 2-137 CSL
2011 Bordreau Dr., U 344-6971
SLOWIK, JohnH., BS, Asst. Physics....... 333-2917
468 ERL; 1010 W. Green, U 322-2356
* SLUSHER, Ralph, DVM, MS, Asst. Prof 333-2980
109a Small An. Clinic
1922 Winchester, C 352-0171
* SMALL, Eugene Beach, Ph.D., Asst. Prof. ...333-0894




* SMALL, Janice, Clerk-Typist III, Agr. .....333-3420
W-201 TH
P.O. Box 111, Pesotum 867-2370
* SMALLEY, Donald, Ph.D., Prof., Engl 333-0006
133 EB
1006 S. BuseyAve., U 344-5520
* SMALLEY, Webster Leroy, Ph.D., Assoc. Prof333-2372
Dept. of Theatre, 275 Armory
813 West University 356-6179
* SMALLING, Lois Jean, Mail, Hsng. Div
2901 Carrelton 356-9590
SMALLWOOD, Alan Robert Hugh, B.Sc., Asst.333-4498
Geol., #6, 1116 W. Illinois
Bridge Cottage, Framlingham, Suffolk. England
* SMALLWOOD, Evelyn Doris
, Cnty. Ext. Secy. 857-3525
Lee County Coop Ext. Serv.
31-37 East Ave., Amboy
232 W. Pleasant St. , Amboy 857-2463
* SMALLWOOD, Junior H. , Painter Subfrmn
PP Dept., PPSB
2301 Slayback, U 367-7844
SMART, William Henry, A.B., A.M., Asst... 333-2361
French, 304 HH
506 S. Mathews, Apt. 20, U 344-3506
* SMECK, Neil Edward, M.S., Res. Asst. .....333-3650
Agron., W-411 TH
2075-B Orchard Place, U •?44_64ro
* SMID, Robert John, M.S., Res. Asst 333-2994
Cer. Eng., 318 Cer. Bldg.
2210 Easy, U 367-0492
* SMITH, Allen Glen, M.S., Ayr. Econ. I .....333-4244
Econ. Res. Serv.
, USDA, Collab. , Coll. Agr.
455 Bev. Hall; 2018 Burlison Dr. 344-6643
* SMITH, Allen Winfield, Groundsman, PP Dept..
PPSB; 108 E, John <3-5fr-89T
* SMITH, AnnDarden, Card Pnch. Opr. II 333-4750
Acctg. Div., Bus. Ofc. , 249 Adm.
1006 W. Hill St. , U 367-3648
* SMITH, B. Othanel, Ph.D., Prof, of Phil. 333-2446
of Educ, Chrmn. Dept. Hist. & Phil, of Educ.
368 Educ. Bldg.'
501 West Washington, U 344-5657
111
SINDERMANN-SMITH
* SMITH, Barbara Diane, Secy., Ofc. Space 333-1234
Utilization, 243 Davenport House
505 Wildwood Ct. 352-6335
SMITH, (Mrs.) Betty Brooks, Chief Clerk 333-1705
Coll. of LAS, 294 LH
1407 S. Anderson, U 367-7882
+SMITH, Beverly Ann, Bkkpr. , Ath. Assn 333-1282
Bus. Ofc; 409 W. University 356-9236
* SMITH, Beverly Ann, Clerk-Typist I ....... 333-3571
Agr. Eng. Dept. , 245
24 Wayside Rd.
,
Lincoln Trailer Pk, U 367-3881
* SMITH, Bruce Wayne, A.M., Asst., Geog... 333-3129
272 Davenport Hall
1956 D Orchard St., U 344-0191
* SMITH, Cecil Dale) M.S., Asst. Dean
. 333-3380
Prof.
, Coll. of Agr.
, 104 MH
703 W. Haines Blvd. 356-1039
SMITH, Celia Gay, Clerk-Typist III, MED
... 333-1176
144 MEB; 604 S. Glover, U 365-2924
*+SMITH, Charlene Edwlna, Eng. Aide 356-3787
Soil Cons. Serv.
, 200 W. Church C.
2013C Orchard Downs, U 344-0582
* SMITH, Charles W., Groundsman, PP Dept...
PPSB; Broadlands 834-2419
* SMITH, Charlotte Louise, Commercial Art. I 333-0150
Curriculum Lab.
, 12 10 W. Springfield
1503 S. Western 359-1392
* SMITH, Clyde, Dlstr. Clerk, Mailing Center 333-0800
UP, 1002 W. Green; 504 E. Washington
* SMITH, David Fredrick, B.S., Asst. Ext. Adv. 338-3737
Agr.
,
McHenry County Coop Ext. Serv.
RR 47 & McConnell Rd., Woodstock
P.O. Box 108, Woodstock 338-3737
* SMITH, Dean Thomas, Janitor, IU, 125 IU
1710 W. Klrby Ave. 352-9788
* SMITH, Denlse Mclntyre, Lib. Clerk II, Lib. .333-3399
246 Lib; 604 N. Maple #14, U 367-1616
SMITH, Dixie Dell, M.A., Tchr. Asst 333-2855
Engl., 217 EB
805 S. Lincoln, Apt. 3, U 344-0643
+SMITH, Don Allen, Contr. Spec 356-3786
Soil Cons. Serv., USDA, 200 W. Church
RR 1, St. Joseph 469-7435
* SMITH, Donald Glen, MS, AFM, ARA 333-1813
Assoc. Prof., Agr. Econ., 305 MH
607 Sunnycrest Court, U 367-8872
* SMITH, Dorland, NSL Asst. Ill, Dairy Scl.
.. .333-0466
358 ASL; RR2, Homer 896-4149
* SMITH, Dorothy Grace, A.B. 333-3542
Clerk-Stenog. HI, Geol., 253 NH
RR2, Homer 896-4149
* SMITH, Dorothy Mae, B.Ed., Asst. to Dir... 333-6438
Museum of NH, 435 NH
1407 Briarcliff Dr. , U 367-6452
* SMITH, Earl James, Furniture Repmn.
, PP Dept.
PPSB; 1501 Westfield Dr. 352-9746
* SMITH, Edward James, M.S., Asst.td Dir. t . 333-0300
Adms. & Redords, 100 Adm.
605 S. Russell 352-2538
SMITH, (Mrs.) Ellen, Lib. Clerk in, Lib. ...333-1056
Acquis. Dept. , 220 Lib.
705 W. Webber, U 367-6852
* SMITH, Ephralm Philip, M.S., Asst., Acctcy. 333-4535
270 Com. West
2042 B Orchard St.
. U 344-4675__SMALL, Erwin, D.V.M., M.S., Assoc. Prof. 333-2980
Vet. Clin. Med., 104c Small An. Clinic
901 S. First 352-7551
SMITH, E. Evelyn, A.M., Prof, of Home Econ.
Emerlta, Home Econ.
1707 Meadowbrook Dr. , Apt. 9, Syracuse, NY
* SMITH, Everett Gorsuch, Exec. Aide, Pres. Ofc.
(retired); 206 W. Iowa, U 367-4884
* SMITH, Fawn Bevers, B.S., Ext. Adv 283^1186
Home Econ.
, Fayette County Coop Ext. Serv.
118 N. 6th, Vandalla
511 Hilltop Dr., Vandalla 283-0310
* SMITH, Floyd Robert, Custodial Super., PP Dept.
PPSB; RR 4 352-0890
* SMITH, Frederick Alvin, M.S., Instr., Rhet. 333-6854
123 EB; 1602 W. John 359-2483
* SMITH, G. Frederick, Ph.D., Prof. Emeritus
..
Chem. & Chem. Eng., 309 Chem. Annex
502 W. Main St. , Apt. 307, U 367-2917
* SMITH, Gerald Allen, EEAsst., EE 333-2310
300 EERL; 415 S. Dodson Dr., U 367-9681
* SMITH, Gerald Lee, B.S., Instr 333-2575
Landscape Arch., 1201 W. California Ave.
1600 Sheridan Road 356-8181
SMITH, Gordon Everett, Agr. Gardner, Hort. 333-2123
100 Flor.; 604 S. Glover, U 365-2924
*+SMITH, Harman Floyd, B.S., Head Hydr. Sec.333-0235
State Water Surv., 245 WRB
2202 Rainbow View, U 367-4193
SMITH, (Mrs.) Harriet Wallace, M.A., MSLS 333-1266
Geol. Llbm, Lib., 223 NH
7C8 S. Anderson St.
, U 367-3965
* SMITH, Harriett I, Women's Lkr. Rm. Attdt. 333-0447
PEW, 6 EB; RR 1, Broadlands 834-3167
* SMITH, Harry Maxwell, Janitor, PP Dept., PPSB
Box 203, Falrmount 758-2490
* SMITH, Helen Steward, Maid, Hsng. Div
214 E. Washington St. 356-2765
SMITH-SOLOMAN
* SMITH, Hobart Muir, Ph.D., Prof., Zool.... 333-6438
Lab 433 NH, 324 NH 333-2089
601 E. Douglas, St. Joseph 469-3431
* SMITH, Jack Burert, Admr. I, Hsng. Dlv 333-2274
411 SSB; 801 Ventura Rd. 356-4065
* SMITH, James Hammond, Ph.D., Prof 333-4227
Physics, 463 PB; 1738 Westhaven 359-1249
* SMITH, James Ohrea, M.A. , Prof., TAM . . . . 333-3846
217 TL; 609 W. Ohio, U 344-6922
* SMITH, Janet Ann, Clerk-Typist I. CSL 333-2511
291 CSL; 1710 Willow Rd. , U
SMITH, Janice Minerva, Ph.D., Prof. Nutr. 333-3790
Head Dept. Home Econ. , Home Econ. 260 Bev.
1112 S. Pine 352-8090
* SMITH, Janie Frances, Card Pnch. Opr. II ...333-3771
Center for Instrl. Res. and Curr. Eval.
270 Educ. Bldg.; 406 E. Park 359-2895
* SMITH, Jerry Edwin, Compositor, Pmtg. Div. 333-3934
UP, 234 UPB; Box 137, pakwoqd 354-4580
SMITH, John, B.A. , Resid. Asst. CarrHall.. 333-0541
Dean of Students, Hsng. Div., Asst., PE
Carr Counseling Ofc.
U.R.H. 416 Carr Hall, U 332-3959
SMITH
,
John Lauren Speer, B.S., Asst 333-4980
Chem. & Chem. Eng. , 59 E. Chem.
1008 N. Willis 356-6263
* SMITH, Johnette Roberta, County Ext. Secy. 342-4617
Knox County Coop Ext. Serv. , Rm. 1 USPO Bldg.
476 E. Main, Galesburg
452 E. LoseySt. , Galesburg 343-2579
* SMITH, Joseph Hestor, A.B., A.M.T 333-6815
Staff Assoc, Chanc. Ofc, Asst. Prof. Engl.
251 IT, 409 E. Chalmers
1102 Devonshire Drive 352-5702
* SMITH, Joyce Ann, Clerk-Stenog. Ill 333-1471
Alumni Relations & Records, 227 IU
303 Cedar 352-1970
* SMITH, Judy Ann, Clerk-Typist I 333-0416
Adms. & Records, 10 Adm.
205 N. Smith Rd., U 367-4645
* SMITH, Kathryn Watford, Ed.M., Instr 333-3937
Home Econ. ,207 CDL
607 Sunnycrest Court, U 367-8872
* SMITH, Kenneth N. M. I., Painter, PP Dept..
PPSB; 517 N. State, Montlcello 762-2417
* SMITH, Kenneth William, B.S.M.E., Mech. Eng.
(retired) PP Dept.
921 W.Charles 352-8152
* SMITH, Linda Carolyn, Clerk-Stenog. Ill .. 333-1951
Soc, 342 LH; RR 1, Monticello 762-4704
* SMITH, Linda S., Clerk-Stenog. Ill, ICS ... 333-1549
1207 W. Oregon #22 6
30 Maplewood Dr., Lincoln Tr. Pk. , U 367-7002
* SMITH, Louie Elwood, Painter, PP Dept. , PPSB.
.
Ohio 9, Danville 442-6529
* SMITH, Marilyn McKibben, Clerk-Stenog. Ill 333-2298
Coll. Vet. Med., 161 VMB
15 Carriage Estates, U 367-0812
* SMITH, Marion Beattie Jr., Sub-Frmn Grounds ..
PP Dept. , PPSB
2201 Rainbow View, U 367-1897
SMITH, Mary Claire, Secy., Assembly Hall 333-2923
747 S. Mattis 356-7342
* SMITH, Mary Elizabeth, Typing Clerk II 333-0306
Adms. & Records, 100 Adm. Bldg.
909 W. Harvard 356-8990
SMITH, Mary Margaret, B.S., Asst. Ext. ...467-3222
Adv. , Home Econ. , Woodford County Coop






SMITH, Miriam Rebecca", 'B.A. , Asst. in Anthro. .
.
10 9d Davenport Hall
302 West Locust, U 367-1359
* SMITH, Noni M. , B.S., Clerk-Typist III .... 333-2169
Psych., 309GH^401S. Willis 356-1687
* SMITH, Norman Baker, Janitor, PP Dept. , PPSB
Sidell 288-9316
* SMITH, Oscar S., B.S., Dir. Nonacad. Pers. 333-2590
133 Davenport House
1103 Brighton, U 367-8552
* SMITH, B. Othanel, Ph.D., Prof, of Phil, of 333-2446
Educ, Chmn. Dept. Hist. & Phil, of Educ
368 Educ Bldg.
501 W. Washington, U 344-5657
SMITH, Pamela Jean, Clerk-Typist II 333-2085
Senate Comm. on Student Engl., Rm. 102,
907 S. 6th St.; 108 E. Clark St. 352-7185
* SMITH, Paul Roger, B.S., Res. Asst 333-6492
Comp. Sci., 171 DCL
Loral Mobile Hm. Pk. #7, RR 1, U 367-8968
* SMITH, Philip Wayne, Ph.D., Prof, of Zool. 333-6848
Taxonomlst, State NH Surv., 19 NRB
1407 Briarcliff Dr. , U 367-6452
*+SMITH, Portia Allyn, Res. Asst 344-1481
State Geol. Surv., 200 NRB
RR 1, Monticello Rd. 822-5878
* SMITH, Ralph Eugene, Painter, PP Dept., PPSB ..
.
2316 S. Mattis 356-2048
* SMITH, Ralph Alexander, Ed.D 333-6584
Assoc Prof, of Aesthetic Educ. , Bur. Educ. Res.
& Hist. & Phil. Educ Dept., 288B Educ. Bldg.
1708 W. Park Ave. 359-2690
* SMITH, Richard, B.S., Asst. Mgr. , IU Bkstr 333-2050
IU Bookstore 333-2051
1303 Garden Lane 356-3112
* SMITH, Richard Ebbert, Master Mech. , EE .. 333-1954
66 EEB; 312 S. Johnson Ave., U 367-1630
* SMITH, Richard Goff, M.S., M.A 333-2290
Asst. Ref . Libm. , Lib. , 200 Lib.
2202 South Lynn, U 365-1971
* SMITH, Richard Gordon, M.A., Grad. Asst. 333-1791
Dept. of Theatre, 50C LH
40 1 South Willis
SMITH, Richard Simpson Jr., Lib. Clerk II .. 333-0313
Circulation Dept. , 203 Lib.
607 East California, U 367-2404
SMITH, Robert Barton, Ed.D., Assoc. Prof. ..333-3014
Schl. of Music, Dept. Home Econ. 333-0757
211, 1203 W. Nevada, 214 CDL
412 W. Ells 352-6955
* SMITH, Robert Eugene, M.S., Pub. Edit. .. 333-3107
Duplic Serv., Ofc of Agr. Publ., 58 MH
2514 E_^ University Ave., U 367-0560
* SMITH, Robert Joseph, A.B. , B.S., Prof. ... 333-3259
Arch. ,311 Arch.
103 George Huff Drive, U 344-5332
* SMITH, Robert LeRoy, Supt. Elec Const. ...333-1695
Ofc of Campus Arch. , 605 East Green
714 Dover Place 352-6963
* SMITH, Ronald James, Storekeeper II 333-3982
Ofc. of Agr. Publ., 48 MH
1714 West Clark St. 352-6774
* SMITH, Roy, Janitor, PP Dept. , PPSB
12 10 Redwood Drive 356-0084
* SMITH, Sara Waggener, B.A., Grad Res Asst. .333-1546
Inst, of Communi. Res., 218, 1207 W. Oregon
101 N. Busey, Apt. 8, U 367-8050
* SMITH, Stanley Christopher, A.B., Auditor ....
Emeritus, Auditing Div.
209 West Oregon, U 367-2293
* SMITH, Stanley Glen, Ph.D., Assoc Prof. ..333-3839
Chem. & Chem. Eng., 254 East Chem.
2608 Melrose 352-6061
* SMITH, Stanley Thomas, M.S., Area Adv. .. 288-1354
Dairy Sci. , Coop Ext. Serv.
23 Dixon National Bank Bldg. , Dixon
410 N. Galena, Dixon 284-7001
* SMITH, Stephen Carrol, B.S., Asst... 333-3180
Physics, 127 PB
2009 B Hazelwood Court, U 344-3736
* SMITH, Theodore Franklin, MSME 333-1136
Res. Asst., Mech., Eng., 30 MEB
311 S. Prairie 352-1847
* SMITH, Thomas Edwin, Acctng. Clerk II .... 333-2812
EE, 159 EEB; 9 Westwood PI., U 367-1595
* SMITH, Thomas Eugene, Auxiliary Opr. , PP Dept.
PPSB; 805 N. McKinley Ave. 356-8562
SMITH, Vera Esther, Secy., Bur. Educ. Res. 333-3023
288 Educ. Bldg.
1405 Maple Park Drive 352-8602
* SMITH, Victor Norman, B.S., Ext. Adv 993-3304
Agr. , Williamson County Coop Ext. Serv.
309 N. Madison, Marion
1010 Roberta Drive, Marion 993-3003
*+SMITH, Virginia Colman, B.S., Acct. Clerk 344-1481
State Geol. Surv. , 105 NRB
240 6 Slayback, U 367-2145
SMITH, (Mrs.) Virginia Imogene 333-1555
Clerk-Typist II, Adms. & Records, 107 S. 6th
110 S. Cottage Grove, U 367-2902
* SMITH, Walter Hayden, Master Lab. Mech. 333-1711
Mech. & Ind., 110 MEL
713 S. Lynn St. , U 367-4889
SMITH, Warren Roger, B.S., Herdsman 333-0582
Dairy Sci. , Dairy Round Bams
803 W. Nevada St., U 344-1264
* SMITH, Wilbur David, M.S., Ext. Adv. .....327-3616
Agr., Washington County Coop Ext. Serv.
133 W. Adams St. , Nashville
RR 3, Box la, Nashville 327-3243
*+SMITH, William Calhoun, Ph.D., Geologist 344-1481
in charge of Eng. Geol. & Topogr. Mapping
Sect., State Geol. Surv., 300 NRB
2406 Slayback, U 367-2145
SMITH, William Coy, Garage Attndt. , PP Dept. .
.
PPSB; 1405 Maplepark Dr. 352-8602
*+SMITH, William Henking, M.S., Geologist 344-1481
State Geol. Surv. , 202 NRB
1319 Alms Ave. 356-2271
* SMITH, William Kenneth, Plumber, PP Dept...
PPSB; 1007 Frank Drive 352-8242
* SMITH, William Oscar, Jr., Tech. Assoc. ...333-6189
Gen. Eng., 605 S. 6th St. , C
809 S. Mattis, Apt. 1
* SMITH, William Ray, B.A., Res. Asst. ..... 333-4234
Psych., 1 9 6A Davenport
101 N. Busey, Apt. 8, U 367-8050
* SMITH, Yvonne Marie, Clerk-Typist III 333-2261
Jane Addams Grad. Schl. of Soc. Work
Rm. 105, 1207 West Oregon
2101 White, Apt. 109 356-5464
* SMOCK, Cloyd Isaac, Ace. Tech. II 333-4433
Physics, 343 PB; RR 2 344-4327
* SMOCK, H. Richard, M.A. , Head 333-3370
Course Devel. Dlv., Ofc. of Instr. Resources
205 S. Goodwin, U
2 Rainbow Court, U 367-3610




SMOOT, Peggy Jein, County Ext, Secy 658-53
Johnson County Coop Ext. Serv.
P.O. Box 158, 19 Court St, Vienna
RR 2_t Vienna 949-2117
* bwiOSNA, Richard Allan, Tchr. Asst., Geol. •..
148 NH
303 Country Fair, Apt. 61 352-3963
* SMRZ, Gene Edward, B.S., Tchr. Asst 333-23
Astron., 2 8-B Observatory; Box 172, S
+SMUCKER, Ellen, Clerk-Stenog. II 333-6E
Sect, of Econ. Entom., State NH Surv.
163 NRB; 907 E. Florida, U 367-4506
* SNELL, Patricia E., Typing Clerk III 333-K
Hsng. Div., Garner Hall Ofc
815 N. McKinley 352-0702
* SNIDER, Clyde Frank, Ph.D., Prof 333-37
Polit. Sci. , 323 LH
1406 S. Hillcrest, U 367-3851
SNODGRASS, Sandra Sue, B.S., Res. Asst. ..333-1!
Hort. , 201 Veg. Crops
1411 W. Park, U 365-1825
* SNOOK, Ivan Augustine, M.A., Res. Asst. .. 333-0'
Hist. & Phil, of Educ, 51 E Armory
1832 B Orchard Place, U 344-3385
SNOOK, Margaret Louise, M.A,, Asst 333-3
Span., Hal., & Portug. , 909 S. 6th St.
909 S. 5th St.
,
#224 332-465?
* SNOW, Edward G., Asst. Tab. Mach. Suprv. 333-41
Stat. Serv. Unit, 54 Adm. Bldg.
2003 Hemlock Drive 352-7277
* SNOW, Joel Alan, Ph.D., Res. Assoc 333
Fellow, Center for Adv . Study, Physics
390D MRL; 302 W. Vermont, U 367-2627
* SNYDER, Ben B. Janitor, PP Dept., PPSB
RR 1, Danville 446-0340
* SNYDER, David W. , B.S., Sys. Planner II ... 333-0!
Auditing, 248 Adm. Bldg.
1413 Western Ave. 352-2177
* SNYDER, Earl Manning, B.S., Accnt. II ......
Bus. Ofc. (retired)
902 W. Nevada, U 344-1355
* SNYDER, Harold Ray, Ph.D., Prof, of Chem. 333-3
Chem. & Chem. Eng., Assoc Dean of 333-01
Grad. Coll., 270 E. Chem., 338 Adm.
708 West Florida, U 344-6423
* SNYDER, James Newton, Ph.D., Prof, of ... 333-3
Physics & Comp Sci., Assoc Head Comp. Sci.
252e DCL; 210 E. Mumford Dr., U 344-5194
* SNYDER, John Jacob, M.S., Res. Asst. 333-6
Dairy Sci., 354 ASL
912 W. Church 352-5851
* SNYDER, Julia Presson, Adm. Clerk 333-2
Coll. of Jm. & Communi., 119 GH
902 West Nevada, U 344-1355
SNYDER, Luella Moore, M.Ed., Asst 333-4
Higher Educ, Rm. 341 Armory
703 E. Colorado, Apt. 206, U 365-1695
* SNYDER, Lynn J., B.S., Sys. & Proc Plnr. IL333-2
Adms. & Records., 132 Adm.
1118W. Healey 356-7049
SNYDER, Sherry Lea, Clerk-Stenog. I 333-3.
Mtr.Veh. Div., Security Ofc. , 103 Serv. Bldg. Ari
311 S. Prairie, Apt. 11 359-4086
SO, Hyunsoo, B.Sc, Asst .333-3
Chem. & Chem. Eng., 305F NL
1010 West Green # 84, U
SO, Wai-Cheong, M.E., Res. Asst 333-?'
TAM, 30 6DTL
910 W. Nevada, U 344-3488
SOBHAN-ARDAKANI, Mohammad, M.S. ...... 333-6





SODERSTROM, Virginia Jeanne, 6. A.... 333-2
Grad. Asst., Ofc of Student Pers. & Dean of
Women, 330 Evans Hall
1115 W. Nevada, U 332-2750
i' SOHN, Marjorie Ann, M.S., Asst. Prof 333-2
Cloth. Ext., Home Econ., 549 Bev. Hall
508 S. Mattis 356-4024
SOKOLA, Carole Sue, Card Pnch. Opr. II ....333-4
Stat. Serv. Unit, 54 Adm. Bldg.
310 S. Poplar St. , U 367-2584
SOKOLSKY, Pierre, B.S., Asst., Physics 333-3
33 PB; 307 E. Greet St. 344-0794
* SOLAUN, Mauricio, M.A. Law, Instr 333-4
Soc, Center for Lat. Am. Study, 173 LH
210 E. Reynolds, Tolono 485-4485
* SOLBERG, Winton Udell, Ph.D., Prof 333-4
Hist., 312 Armory (leave of absence 1967-1968)
1306 Lincolnshire
* SOLIDAY, John Denton, Janitor, PP Dept., PPSB..
212 N. Sycamore St., Villa Grove 832-3901
SOLIN, John Richard, M.S., Asst., Physics. .333-3
33 PB; Rm. 1061, 909 S. 5th 332-4978
* SOLLO, Mae Overstreet, Acct. Clerk III .... 333-2
EE, 159 EEB
45 G. H. Baker Drive, U 365-^3102
*+SOLLO, Frank W. Jr., Ph.D., Prin. Scientist 333-2
State Water Surv. , 128 WRB
45 G. H. Baker Drive, U 365-3102
SOLOMAN, Linda Ga ye, Clerk-Stenog. I ....333-3
Bur. of Community Plang., 1202 W. Calif., U
RR 1, Collison 776-3928
* SOLOMAN, William Harry, Fire Capt. , PP Dept..
PPSB; 1902 Greendale Drive 356-6846
SOLOMAN-STAHL
* SPITZ, Thomas, Building Oper Engr, IU;... 333-2114
1107 E Oregon, U 367-5386
* SPITZE, Robert G., PhD, Agr Prof, Agr
Econ, 309 MH; 1406 S Vine, U 367-0416
* SPHAR, Donald R. , Carpenter, PP Dept
PPSB; RR1, C 352-142 7
* SPHAR, George 'D ./ Dnver, PP Dept , PPSB; .
RR 1, C 352-4353
SPLITTSTOESSER, Walter E., BS MS PhD ...333-1967
Asst Prof of Plant PHys in Hort, 2 06 Veg
Crops; 2006 Cureton Dr, U 367-3330
* SPODEK, Bernard, BA MA EDD, Assoc Prof . .333-1586
Elem Educ, 302 Educ Bldg; 1123 W Charles, C
352-1492
* SPONSKY, Mary A., Clerk-Stenog I, Applied.333-6886
Botany/Plant Path, Nat Hist Survey, 389
Nat Res; RR 1, M 586-2474
* SPOON, Wilson A., Carpenter, PP Dept
PPSB; RR 1, C 356-0759
SPRACKLEN, (Mrs.) Mary L. Lerenia, Chief.. 333-1752
Clerk, Housing Div, 42 SSB; 1119 W
Eureka, C 352-8663
* SPRADLING, Warren E., Lab Manager 333-4217
EE Dept, 210 EE Annex; 1305 Mumford Dr, U
367-7960
SPRAGUE, Coralee S., Clerk-Typist I 333-1321
104 IH; 108 E Healey, C 352-5995
* SPRAGUE, Mark A., MFA, Art Prof, Art Dept 333-0642
140 FAB; 1608 Cornell Dr, C 356-4084
* SPRAGUE, Robert L. , PhD MA, Res Psych .. 333-4123
Assoc Prof Psych Dept, Childrens Res
Center, CRC 101; 907 Centennial, C
352-7343
* SPRAU, Vivian E., Clerk-Stenog III 333-2321
TAMJ 214 TL; B 722-3244
* SPRENKLE, Case M., PhD, Econ Assoc Prof 333-4582
440 Comm W; 1913 Harding Dr, U
367-9869
* SPRINGER, Clifford H.,.BCE MS CE, Prof.
Emeritus, Gen Engr; 720 Overlve_r_P_rJ_..North
fort Myers, Florida 995-5198
* SPRINGER, Gordon D., Policeman, PP Dept.
PPSB; RR1,F
* SPRINGER, Owen L. , BS MeD EdD, Asst 333-2155
Prof, Educ, Educ Adm/Sup; 325 Educ Bldg;
1007 S Holiday Dr, C 356-8473
SPRINKLE, D. Lloyd, Janitor, PP Dept PPSB;
,
RR1, M
* SPRENKEL, Richard K., MS, Res Asst 333-6823
Agr Entomology, 68 NRB; 801 W Hill, C
352-6477
SPROUL, Gordon D., BS, Asst Chem/Chem.
Engr, 37 Noyes Lab; 606 W Ohio, U
344-5812
* SPRUGEL, Catharine C, BS MA, Asst 333-4890
Specialist, Special Educ, Col Wolfe Sch
Rm 240-C; S First, RR2 , C 344-6882
* SPRUGEL, George Jr, PhD, Chief State 333-6830
Nat Hist Survey/Senior Staff Member,
Center for Zoonoses Res, 179 NRB; RR2
,
S First, C 344-6882
* SPURGEON, Stanley E., Locksmith, PP Dept.
PPSB; 722 S Prairie, C 352-4013
,
SPURGEON, William A., MS, Res Asst 333-1170
Physics Dept, 117 MRL; 905 S First, C
SQUIRE, Joan E., BM, Tchr Asst, Music. .. 333-2471
1005 W Nevada-Practice Annex, Rm 109;
1107 1/2 W Oregon, U 344-2104
SQUIRE, James R. , BA Mft PhD, Prof Engl. .333-3749
Counselor Council on Tchr Educ, Engl Dept,
912 S Fifth; 805 W Indiana Ave, U
344-4646
* SQUIRE, Ralph R., Routeman, Purchasing. .. 333-1653
Div Bus Ofc, Central Receiving Station;
RR1/U : , 367-1479]
* SRINTVASAN, Valdyanath, MSc PhD, Res Asst333-6372
Botany Dept, 277 Morrill H; Apt 325, 1107
W.Green, U
* STABELL, Rolf, PhD, Res Assoc, Dept of .. .333-3090
Astro, 107 Observatory; Orchard St, 2037A, U
344-4422
STABLEIW, \ Rachel M., Technologist I 333-2752
McKinley Hospital; 400 Briar Lane, C
356-4989
STACEY, Anna Vere, -Head Resident, Ofc. .. 332-0007
of Student Personnel/Dean of Women;
100 Clark, 1215 S Fourth St, C 332-0007
* STACK, John D: , PhD, Asst Prof, Phys Dept. 333-4357
237D PB; 401 N McKinley, C 356-2900
* STACY, Barbara
1
!., BA, Personnel Asst II.. 333-3729
Student Counseling Ser, 344 SSB; 501 1/2
S Randolph, C 352-5816
* STACY, William T., BS MS, Res Asst in ...333-6613
Physics, 166 Materials Res Lab; 501 1/2
? S Randolph, C 352-5816
STAEDKE, LynneC, BA, Grad Asst Tchr 333-3957
Span, Ital/Port Dept, 909 S Sixth;
1816 Valley .Rd, C 359-4074
STAFFORD, Edward E., BS, Assoc Dean of . . .
Students , Emeritus , Dean of Students Dept;
307 S Willis kvej C 352-4642
* STAFFORD, Sidney ;M
.
, BS CPA, Asst to ... 333-2400
Comptroller, Vice Pres/Comptroller, 346;
710 Arlington Ct, C 352-9292
* STAFFORD, George T., EdD, Prof of Health. .
Educ, Col of Phys Educ, Emeritus; 7 Hagan
— Blvd, U 367-1195
*+STAGGS, Donald W., BS, Elect Engr 333-4262
State Water Survey, Met Lab, WlUard
Airport Savoy; 1617 W William, C
352-9606
* STAHL, George R.
,
Agr Res Technician 333-4370
Agr Res Ser, USDA, S-212 TH; 1406
S Grover, U ' 367-0579
*+STAHL, Richard L. , Hyd Engr Techn 242-4495
US Geol Survey, 227 1/2 Ninth, Howard
Bldg; 1914 Oliver, Mt V 242-5920
* SOLOMAN, Robert Eugene, Storekeeper III ... 333-1040
Purchg. Div. , Bus. - Ofc, Cen. Rec. Whse.
RR 1, Collison 776-3928
* SOLOMON, Arthur R. , M.S., Tchr. Asst. ... 333-2056
Math. , 10 IH
1404 N. McKinley 352-6157
* SOLOMON, Barbara Whiteside, B.A. ,.; 333-3020
Res. Asst., Bur. of Community Plang.
1202 W. California
306.N. Romlne, U 367-6468
SOLOMON, Laurie, B.A., Asst., Polit. Sci.. 333-2781
Rm. 10, 40 8 South Goodwin
213 E. Chalmers 356-5634
SOLOMON, Robert Lee, M.S., Asst 333-3640
Chem. & Chem. Eng., 222 E. Chem.
306 N. Romlne, U
SOONG, Judy Pei-yin, B.S., Asst 333-3693
Chem. & Chem. Eng., 376 E. Chem.
#360 Daniel's Hall. 1010 W. Green, U 332-2495
* SORENSEN, Bernita Kay, Clerk-Typist II 333-0208
EE, 200e EERL
1005 S. Mattis #2-7 356-8731
> SORENSEN, Duane LeRoy, M.S., Tchr. Asst. 333-0072
Econ., 114 Com. Annex
1612 W. William 352-9418
SORENSEN, Sandra Kay, County Ext. Secy. .. 939-3626
Kanakee County Coop Ext. Serv.
Suite 320, 187 S. Schuyler, Kankakee
RR 3, Wilmington 476-7530
SORRELL, Charles Arnold, Ph.D 333-2994
Visit. Prof, of Cer. Eng. & Geol., Cer. Eng.
306 Cer. Bldg.; 743 S. Mattis 356-8543
SOMERS, James Thomas, B.S., Ext. Adv. ... 857-3525
Agr. , Lee County Coop Ext. Serv.
31-37 East Avenue
730 East Main St. , Amboy 857-2435
SOMERS, Jean Elizabeth, A. B. , Publ. Edit.. . .333-2788
Ofc. of Nonacad. Pers., 133 Davenport House
410 W. Clark St. 352-3659
SOMERS, Paul Peter, B.S., Assoc. Prof
Dairy Sci., Emeritus
410 W. Clark St. 352-3659
SOMMER, Sam Ray, Painter, PP Dept., PPSB...
Foosland 846-2403
SOMMERS, David Allan, B.S., Res. Asst. ...333-0947
Agr. Econ., 452.MH; RR 4 643-6735
SOMMESE, Doris Anne, B.A 333-3841
Comp. Progmr. I, Stat. Serv. Unit, 54 Adm.
1954-A Orchard Downs, U 344-2017
SOMMESE, Lanny Beal, BFA, BD, Asst. In Art.
.
Art, 329 FAB
1954-A Orchard Downs Apts., U 344-2017
SONG, Ook, B.S., Asst. , Chem. & Chem. Eng.333-4980
54 E. Chem.
1206 W. California, U 344-4238
SONG, Yoon Keon, M.B.A., Asst., Econ.... 333-2309
116 Com. Annex
1102 W, Clark, U 367-7956




2008 C Hazelwood Court, U 344-4472
SONIER, Joseph Ivan, B.A., Asst., French ....
2008 C Hazelwood Court, U 344-4472
SONNENFELD, (Mrs.) Charlotte Herllnger ...333-6629
M.A. , LAS Asst. , Coll. of LAS, 283 B LH
907 W. Stoughton, U 36,7-3830
SONS, GlenF., M.S., Assoc. Prof. 333-2664
Asst. State Leader, Coop Ext. Serv., 117 MH
RR1, Box 31, Mahomet 586-4871
SOO, Shao Lee, Sc.D., Prof, of Mech. & 333-3288
Nuclr. Eng., 123 MEB
'
_2020 Cureton Drive»_U .367-1049
SOUROUR, Ahmed Ramzy, M.S., Tchr. Asst. 333-6347
Math., 206 Y.W.C.A.
1010 W. Green #3 12, U
SOUTHAM, John Ralph, M.S., Asst., Physics 333-3368
j
33 PB; 1105 W. Oregon, Apt. 8, U 344-2244
,'SOUTHWOOD, Kenneth Edmund, M.A., Instr. 333-12 lOj
i Soc, 318 LH; 1002 S. Busey, U 344-0274
SOVEREIGN, Michael Graham, Ph.D 333-2194'
Asst. Prof., Indus. Adm., 165 Com. West
1917 Harding Drive, U 365-1306
SOWERS, Barbara Sue, Tab. Opr. in 333-4822
Stat. Serv. Unit, 54 Adm.
;
103 East Springfield 352-0021
'SOWERS, Franklin Lee, Locksmith II, PP Dept.
.
.
PPSB; 1312 S. Anderson, U 367-6369 \
SOWERS, Jack Albert, Battalion Fire Chief
PP Dept. , PPSB
i 316 S. Garfield 352-2576
SOWERS, James Owen, Preparator, KAM 333-2078
66 KAM; RR 1, Sidney 688-2498
SOWERS, Patricia Ann, Chief Clerk 333-3860
State Universities Retirement SyS.
I 807 S. Lincoln Ave.
RR 1, Sidney 688-2498
SOZEN, Joyce Lorraine, Ph.D., Publ. Edit... 333-1949
Ij Bur. of Community Plang. , 1201 W. California, U
404 W. Pennsylvania, U 344-1962






j 404 W. Pennsylvania, U 344-19JL2
jSPAHR, Sidney L. , PhD, Asst Prof Dairy 333-2629"
. Husbandry, Dairy Sci, 215 An Sci Lab;
I
I 3 Welland Place, C 352-2008
* SPALDING, Fred L. , MS, Gen Engr Assoc. . .333-1618
Prof, 112 Transportation; 1216 W John, C
356-1617
SPANNAUS, Timothy W., Broadcast Program. .333-0850
Asst Radio Station 229 Gregory H; 208
E Clark, C 356-2748
SPATA, James M., BSA, Food Sci Res Asst...
Horticulture Field Lab-Food Sci; 706 Race, U
367-1309
SPEARS, Janet K. , BS, Ext Adviser, Home. . .445-2934
Econ, Edwards Co, Coop Ext Ser, 17 S
+ Fifth; 123 E Elm, A 445-2932
* SPEARS, Larry D., MS, Res Asst, State ... 344-1481
Geol Survey, 219 NRB; 609 Harwood
Court, C 356-8295
SPECHT, James E., BS, Agron Res Asst 3T3-4254
N15 TH; 807 W Nevada, U 344-4320
* SPECHT, Jerry N., Vice Pres/Comptrollers . . 333-3110
Ofc, Insurance Claims Examiner, 2 08 Adm;
Box S44-, F 897-2 62 6
* SPECHT, Jimmie R.,Janitor PP Dept
PPSB; P. O. Box 544, F 897-2626
* SPECHT, Ralph E., Millman Apprentice
PP Dept PPSB; 1210 Gorden Hills Dr, C
352-0496
* SPECK, Mary A., Clerk-Stenog III 333-6911
Civil Eng Bldg, 2230; 25 Howard, C
352-5861
SPECK, Wayne E., Asst II Nat Sci Lab 949-2101
Forestry Dept, Dixon Springs Agr Center,
Simpson; Rt 2 , B 949-2502
*fSPEER, Elizabeth Y. , Tech Asst, State 344-1481
Geol Survey, 230 Nat Res; 108 W
Dodson Dr, U 367-6908
SPEERS, Richard Cook, BA, Arch Grad Asst. .333-1908
406 Arch; 301 Country Fair Dr, C
356-0681
* SPEERS, Virginia G. , AB, Res Assoc 333-2239
Bureau of Econ/Bus Res , 403 David
Klnley H; 402 E Florida Ave, U 367-6373
* SPENCE, Clark C, PhD, Hist Prof 333-1155
359 Armory Bldg; 1107 S Foley, C
356-4457
* SPENCE, Mary L., PhD, Asst Editor, Univ. .333-0957
Press, 120 Univ Press; 1107 S Foley, C
356-4457
SPENCER, Brenda A. , Clerk-Typist II, Agr.. 333-3107
Publications, 54 MH; 410 W Church
Apt B, C
* SPENCER, Bruce W., BS MS, Res Asst 333-2487
Nuclear Engr, 106 NEL; 1111 W Main, U
367-7267
* SPENCER, Deanna K., Clerk-Typist III 333-3863
Stenog Ofc, Col of Educ, 372; 3 Glendale
Lane, H 896-3673
* SPENCER, John A., BS MS, Chem/Chem... 333-3918
Engr Asst, 466 Noyes Lab; 906 W Nevada, U
334-3484)
* SPENCER, Patricia W., BS MS, Asst 333-1521
Hort, Dept of Hort, 101 Hort Field Lab;
213 1/2 W Illinois, U 367-0030
SPENCER, Paul R., BS MS, Res Asst ^333-1182
Physics Dept, 312 PB; 1101 W Stoughton,
U 344-0224
* SPENCER, Ralph H., Acct Clerk III 333-3952
165 IU E; 304 S Church, H 896-3673
* SPENCER, Richard E., PhD, Prof Educ 333-3490
Psych, Head Measurement/Res Div,
Ofc of Instructional Resources , 507
E Daniel; 807 S Birch, U 365-1459
SPENCER, William A., BS, Res Asst 333-2446
Hist/Phil of Educ, 276 Educ; 707 S
Locust, C 352-3317
* SPENCER, Terry J., BS MA, Res Asst 333-2227
Psych, 393 Davenport H; 402 S Lynn, C
356-9283
SPERBER, (Mrs) Miriam, MA, Clinical 333-3713
Counselor, Asst Prof, Student Counsel
Ser; 906 W Nevada, U 344-1366
* SPICER, Cheryl J., BA, Food Ser Adm .1 333-0310
Housing Div, Food Ser, Lincoln Ave Res;
2111 W White, C \ 359-2994
SPICER, Janice M., Clerk-Typist III, Div.. 333-3061
of Univ Ext, Extramural Classes, 101 IH;
2108 W White Apt 133, C 359.-4528
SPICER, Susan, Clerk-Steno II, Elect 333-2810
Engr, Rm 156 Elect Engr Bldg; P. O.
Box 6, S 288-9073
* SPIEGELMAN, Sol, PhD, Prof Microbiology. .333-3752
Dept of Microbiology Member, Center for
Advanced Study, 395 Morrill H; 610 W
Green, C 356-4591
* SPIES, Henry R., BS, Editor/Asst Prof 333-0358
Small Homes Council/Bldg Res Council,
MH; 711 Hamilton Dr, C 356-4548
* SPILLER, Thelma M., County Ext Secretary. .942-0177
Grundy Co, Coop Ext Ser, B>x 229, Rm
204, 116 E Washington; 725 Division, M
942-4192
* SPINNER, Herbert G., Plumber, PP Dept... .
PPSB; 1217 W Bradley, C 352-2454
* "SPIRA, Dan T. , MS PhD, Res Assoc, Zool. .333-1153
533 Morrill H; 206 Bliss Dr, U 344-1254
SPISS, Ludwik, MS, Agron/Res Asst 333-4373
W-317 TH; 404 E Daniel, C
* SPITLER, Mary E. , Computer Aide I 333-6173
Computer Sci, 194 DCL; 1 Sandalwood
Dr, C 356-4719
* SPITLER, John C, BS, Prof Agr Ext/ Assoc. .
Dir of Coop Ext Ser, Emeritus; 8 07 W
Vermont , U
* SPITLER, Joseph C, BS MA, Prof of Naval. .333-1061
Sci/Head of Dept, 236 Armory; 2 510
Stanford Dr, C 356-6746
SPITZ, Daniel R. , Kitchen Laborer, IU
165; 316 S State, C' 356-9138
* SPITZ, Samuel C, Herdsman, Dairy Sci... 333-0472




* STAHL, Sidney M., BS MA, Tchr Asst, Dept333-2070
of Sociology, 1204 W Oregon Rm 205;
2 012-C Orchard, U 344-4741
* STAHL, Virginia L., Secretary Div of 333-1462
Univ Ext, 118 IH; 1606 Dobbin,? Dr, C
' 352-1684
* STAKE, Robert E., PhD, Assoc Dir, Center. 333-0988
for Instructional Res/Curriculum Evaluation
Prof of Educ Psych, 270B Educ Bldg; 304
W Iowa, U 365-2487
* STALEY, Donna D., Clerk-Steno III, Bureau. 333-3551
of Institutional Res, 1011 W Springfield
Avej_ 405 Louisiana, C 356-2915
I
*+STALEY, Elfrieda R. , Supervisory Clerk 333-3418
Dept of Military Scl, 113 Armory; 307
W William, C 352-6021
STALEY, Francis S., BS, Adm I, Housing... 333-1424
Div, 414 SSB; 1407 West Park, C
352-3148
* STALEY, Seward C, PhD ScD, Prof Emeritus.
Phys Educ for Men; 31 Timber Hills, U
367-1971
* STALKER, Herman L.
,
Master Lab Mech ... 333-3435
Physics, Rm 12 Phys Bldg; 507 E Water,
F C 928-8161
* STALLINGS, William M., EdD, Res Asst... 333-3490
Prof, Ofc of Instructional Resources, Asst
Prof, Educ Psych, 507 E Daniel; 1609
E-3 Valley Rd, C 352-6067
+STALL, John B., BS, Engr, State Water 333-0237
Survey, 242 Water Resources; 1601 S
Maple, U 367-6785
* STALLMAN, William E., BS, Director of . . . 333-1234
Ofc of Space Utilization; Instructor in
Gen Engr, Ofc of Space Util, 242 Davenport
House; 715 S Elm Blvd, C 356-4786
* STALLMEYER, James E., BS MS PhD, Prof ... 333-3928
Civil Engr Dept, 2118 Civil Engr Bldg;
1206 Belmeade Dr, C 356-5847
* STAMP, Mary K. , Clerk-Stenog II, Ofc of .. .333-2747
Dean, 260 Commerce W; T205 Phllo Rd, U
367-4110
STANCZAK, David, BA, Res Asst, Weston H 333-4430
Dean of Students/Housing Div, 178 Weston
Counseling Ofc; URH 330 Weston Hall.C
332-2006
STANDEFORD, Leo V., BS MS, Tchr Asst ... 333-2316
Dept of Astronomy, 28A Observatory;
1010 W Green, U 332-2240
* STANFORD, Melvdn J., BS CPA MBA, Asst ..333-2977
Ind Adm, 11'8 Commerce Annex; 1-737
Westhaven Dr, C 356-3225
STANFORD, Raymond F., BS, Asst Phys ....
Educ, 104 Huff; Apt 4, 37 E Green St, C
352-9798
* STANLEY, Charles M., Asst Tree Surg
/Groundsman, PP Dept, PPSB; 1211 N .
Hickory, C 356-4118
* STANLEY, Elizabeth C, MS, Asst, Chem. . .333-4852
/Chem Eng, 76 E Chem; 2410 E Main, 9
U 365-2847
* STANLEY, John K. , BS, Lab Manager 333-3046
School of Life Scl, 391 Morrill Hall;
1610 Glen Park Dr, C 356-9546
* STANLEY, Paulette, Lib Clerk II, Serials... 333-3441
Dept Lib, 220 Lib; Schiff Estates 5, U
367-0536
* STANLEY, Stanley S, , BS, Res Asst, CE . . . 333-6256
Dept, 111 G TL; Schiff Estates Lot 5,
RR2, U 367-0536
* STANLEY, William O., PhD, Prof of Phil... 333-3003
of Educ, Hist/Phil of Educ Dept, 230
B Educ Bldg; 711 LaSell Dr, C 356-4805
+STANNARD, Lewis J Jr., PhD, Taxonomist.. 333-6846
State N H Survey, Sr Staff Member, Center
for Zoonoses Res, State Nat Hist Survey,
285 NRB; 507 W Michigan, U
* STANTON, Charles L., Water Station Oper . .
.
PP Dept, PPSB; 12 02 Northwood Dr North, C
352-5036
STANTON, Richard H., BS MS, Res Asst ...333-6613
Phys Dept, 166 MRL; 406 E Green 303, U
STAPLES, John W., BA MS, Res Asst, Phys. .333-3190
220 PRL; 207 E Clark, C 352-0987
* STAPLETON, Harvey J., PhD, Assoc Prof ... 333-0073
Phys Dept, 401B PB; 305 Elmwood, C
356-0422
STANTON, Richard H., BS MS, Res Asst ...333-6613
Min, Met/Pet Engr, 166 Materials Res
Lab; 406 E Green, 303, U
STAPP, Martha E. , BA, Engl Asst, 109 Engl. 333-3251
Bldg; 1601 Valley Rd Apt D2,C 359-4166
* STARK, Earl W., BA MA PhD, Asst Prof 333-3103
of Speech/Co-director of Univ Hearing
Clinic, 336 IH; 1808 Rebecca Dr, C
352-0685
* STARK, Susan M., Clerk-Typist III, Arch. .. 333-1330
Dept, 106 Arch Bldg; 1801 S Mattis, C
356-8402
* STARKEY, Richard, Tab Mach Oper II 333-4810
54 Adm Bldg; 1410 N McKinley, C
359-4261
* STARKET, William R. , BS, Data Proc Analyst333-6206
70D. Adm Bldg; 1910 Winchester, C
359-1351
* STARKWEATHER, Eldon L., BS MS, Ext 942-3911
Adviser, Green County, Coop Ext Ser,
319 W Side Sq; 132 N 7th, Carrollton
942-3049
STARNES, Robert M., BS, Grad Asst, Elect. .
Engr Dept; Rm 1157 Sherman Hall, 909
S 5th, C 332-4996
* STARR, Chester G., PhD, Hist Prof 333-3775
305 Armory; 1709 S Pleasant, U 344-6127
STARR, Frances M., Catalog Asst, Lib Dept333-3399
246 Lib Bldg; 909 S Fifth St, 101, C
332-4606
* STARR, James R. , Glass Blower II, Phys... 333-4742
Dept, 107 PRL; 1601 S Anderson, U
367-7959
STARR, Stuart H., BA BS MS, Instructor 333-4344
Elect Engr, 325 EEB; Apt 21 602 E Stoughton,C
359-2107
*+STARRETT, William C, BS MS PhD, Aquatic 543-3950
Biologist, State Nat Hist Survey, INHS
Field Lab; Zulver Beach Rd, Havana
543-4346
* STARWALT, Orvllle C, Herdsman, Dairy... 333-0582
Scl, Round Dairy Barn; 705 E Illinois, U
367-5045
STARWALT, Virginia F. , Admitting Officer. .. 333-3263
Assoc Bus, McKinley Hospital Rm 101;
Apt 103, 902 S Lincoln Ave, U 344-4457
* STASZAK, Walter M., Foreman Agr Gardner. . 968-4030
Drug/Hort Exp Station; 2414 Maple Ave,
Downers Grove 968-2895
* STATE, Emile Y. , BSc MA, Asst Tchr 333-2695
Math Dept, 201 YWCA; 1310 Grandview
Apt A, C 359-1514
* STATLER, Wayne A., BS, Tchr Asst 333-2549
Civil Engr Dept, Rm 208 Engr Hall;
1950-C Orchard Downs, U
* STAUBER, Gene C, BeD MS, Asst Football 333-1404
Coach, Instr in PE for Men, 123 Assembly
Hall; 1003 Sunnycrest Dr, U 367-8165
STAUDT, James V., BA MA, Grad Asst 333-3086
Engl Dept, 241 Engl; 706 S 1st Apt
201, C 356-7767
* STAUDTE, Robert G. Jr, AB ScB MS, Tchr.. 333-1220
Asst, Math Dept, 178 Altgeld Hall; 1011
5 Locust, C 356-8147
* STAUFFER, Delmar J., BS MS, Tchr Asst ... 333-2106
Health/Safety Educ Dept, 400 Hutt Gym;
309 W Springfield, C 356-9432
STAUFFER, Harlan D., BS, Res Asst 333-6932
Civil Engr Dept, 2113 Civil Engr Bldg;
Apt 207, 508 E Stoughton, C 352-5037
* STAUFFER, Russell S., BS MS PhD, Assoc...
Prof of Agron Dept, Soil/Physics, Emeritus,
1202 E Fairlawn Dr, U 367-3735
* STAYTON, David B., Housing Maintenance. .333-0245
Inspector, Housing Div, 27 1107 W Green;
Apt 220, 1113 W Green, U 344-1115
* STAYTON, Karen L., Payroll Clerk I, 333-2191
Bursar's Div, Bus Ofc, 100b Adm Bldg;
106 W Crittenden, Homer 896-4802
* STAYTON, Larry R., Accounting Clerk I ...333-2180
Bursar's Div, Bus Ofc, 100b Adm; 106
W Crittenden, Homer 896-4802
* STAYTON, Olvler L. , Nat Scl Lab Asst II ..333-2108
School of Life Scl, 97 Bevler Hall; 606 S
Main St, Homer 896-6831
* STAYTON, Theodore R., Water Station
Foreman, PP Dept, PPSB; 1603 W Park, C
356-4357
* ST CLAIR, Lotenz E, PhD, Prof, Vet Anat &...333-2417
Hist, 351 Vet Med; 801 W Oregon, U 344-6968
* STEARNS, Raymond P, PhD, Prof, Hist
STEEBLE, Margaret A, BME, Grad Asst 332-0538
Ofc Stu Persnl & Dean Worn, 403, Van Doren H;
1215 S 4th, C ' 332-0538
STEELE, David L, MS, Asst Physics 333-2327
243 PB; 1010 W Green 414, U 332-2274
* STEELE, Elsie L, Reg Nurse, Health Serv 333-fi?29
Rm 276, Health Center; 19 Dunellen, Dr, U 367-i$537
STEELE, Ian M, BS, Tchr Asst, Geol, 101 NHB; .'.*'
307 E Healy Apt 15, C 352-3568
* STEELE, James C, MA, Instr, Agr Comm 333-4786
6 Bus & Tech Writing, 64 MH; 713 W Washington,
U 344-6510
* STEELE, Louise W, AA, Steno Secy, Bus &.., 333-2961
Tech Writing, 317b DKH, 713 W Washington,
U 344-6510
* STEERMAN, Jerome J, BS, U Health Phys, ... 333-3013
Grad Coll, 61 PB, 1201 N Coler, U 365-1217
* STEER, John O, Storekeeper III, Purchasing .. .333-3915
2E Armory; 714 S Broadway, U " 367-4844
* STEFANEK, Robert G, MS, Res Asst, CSL 333-6612
4-113 CSL, 205 E Green Apt 19, C 359-4460
* STREFF, LeoW, Elec Tech, CSC, 2-114 CSL . 333-3379
426 E Franklin, Paxton 379-2133
* STEFFEN, Richard M, Policeman, PPD, PPSB
509 W Green Apt 6, C 356-3041 '
STEFFENSEN, Dale M, PhD, Prof, Botany
Leave of Absence
* STEGEMEIER, Henri, PhD, Prof, Ger Lang &.. 333-2637
Lit, 372 Lincoln H, 604 Hessel Blvd, C 352-3107
* STEGEMEIER, Mercedes K, AM, Asst, Sec 6T.333-0227
Cont Educ, 395-Educ; 604 Hessel Blvd, C 352-3107
* STEGGERDA, Frederic R, PhD, Prof, Phys 333-3875
Dept Phys & Biophys, 532 Burrlll H; 607 W
Nevada, U 344-5885
* STREHLOW, Roger A, PhD, Prof Aero & Astro. 333-3769
Eng, 102 Aero Lab B; 505 S Pine, C ' 359-1985
STEIDINGER, Duane S, MS, Res Asst Agr Eng. 333-4948
101 Agr Eng; 1206 W Stoughton, Apt 203,
U 352-2805
* STEIGMANN, Sharon, BA, Asst Speech 333-6119
272 Armory; 209 E Clark, C 352-2536
STEIMEL, Mary M, BS, Ext Adv, Home Econ. . 262-5725
Wabash County, Coop Ext Serv, Rm 3, PO Bldg,
308 W 6th, Mt Carmel 262-7855
* STEINBECK, Paul W, BS, Asst Prof, Gen Eng. .333-0140
207 TB; 16 Hagan Blvd, U 367-4944
* STEINBERG, Allan L, AB, Sales Mgr, U Press.333-0950
101 UP; 806 Richards Ln, C 359-2607
* STEINBERG, Danny D, PhD, Post-Dr Fellow. . 333-1547
Inst Comm Res, Rm 215, 1207 W Oregon; 404 E
Green Apt 103, U
* STEINBERG, Diane L, AB, Tchr Asst, Phil ... 333-6661
7 Gregory H; 1400 N McKinley #6, C 356-1020
114
* STEINBERG, Esther, AM, Res Asst, Curr Lab. 333-0:
1210 W Springfield; 4 O'Connor Ct, C 356-6248 '
* STEINBERG, Marvin P, PhD, Prof Food Proc.
.
.333-11 {
Food Sci, 109 S Wing, Hort Field Lab; 4 O'Connor '\
Ct, C 356-6248
* STEINBERG, Stuart A, MS, Asst Math 333-21;
122 Arcade, 1400 N McKinley, C 356-1020
* STEINER, Elizabeths, MA, Res Asst, Ed 333-411
Col Wolfe Schl Rm 20; 8 Shuman C, U 367-1078 i
* STEINER, Mary L, BEd, Ext Adv, Home Econ.. 847-4; I
Wayne County Coop Ext Serv, 521 W Main,
16 Park Lane, Fairfield 847-5431
* STEINER, Theodore E, PhD, Psych, 387 DH; ..333-2;]
1110 W Clark, U 367-7212
* STEINER, William G, MS, Res Asst... 333-6.
DCL, 203 DCL; 101 N Busey, U 367-4637
* STEINER, Ivan D, PhD, Prof, Psych, 300 Greg.333-0<
H; 8 Shuman Cr, U 367-1078
* STEINKAMP, Stanley W, PhD, Assoc Prof, ...333-4!
Econ, 458 Comm W; 602 W Delaware, U 344-6049
STEINMAN, Marilyn J, County Ext Secy 388-21
Ford County Coop Ext Service, 104 W Main;
308 N Crossley, Melvin 388-2308
* STEINMAN, Warren M, PhD, Asst Prof, Educ. 333-
6
IREC & CRC, 127 CRC-209 Bliss Dr, U 344-5928
* STEINRISSER, Fortunat, PhD, Res Asst Prof
..
.333-3'
Coor Scl Lab, 1-135 CSL; 510 W Oregon, U 367-71
STEMKE, Francis W, Painter, PPD, PPSB
Rt 1, Gilman 265-4558
* STREMLAU, Thomas H, BS, Res Asst, CE 333-6;
111H Talbot Lab; 603 W Green, U 367-3989
* STENBERG, Charles G, MS, Res Asst 333-6ij
Physics, 279 PB, 105 E Green, Apt A6, C 352-88
* STENGER, MaryL, Clerk-Stenog II 333-OS
!
Computer Sci, Rm 185 DCL; 811 W Main, U
367-4288
* STENSTROM, Ralph FT, MS, Res Assoc, LRC. 333-61
302 IT; 411 W California, U 365-1056
+STEPAN, Ferris H, Asst Geol Draft, State
. . .
.344-1'
Geol Survey, 113 NR; 208 E Stoughton, C 352-634
* STEPHEN, Victor R, AM, Assoc Prof, Agr 333-2'
Comm Ext, Vis Spec, 62 MH; 601 E Colo Ave, U
365-2885
* STEPHENS, Allen F, Sr Lab Mech, Mech &... 333-1;
Indus Eng, 110 MEL, 606 W Iowa, U 344-6;
* STEPHENSON, Barbara W, BS, RN, Health 333-2;
Staff Nurse, Health C Rm 176; 713 S Elm Blvd,
C 359-4351
STEPHENS, JeanD, Clerk-Stenog III, Physics. 333-4<
437 PB; 1103 E Michigan, U _367-6962
+STEPHENS, JeanE, BS, Tech Assoc, U Civil .333-31
Serv Sys of I, 60S S Goodwin Rm 208;
606 W Iowa, U 344-6274
* STERKEL, RonaldW, MFA; Prof, Art, ....*.. 333-16
138 FA; 506 S Willis, C 356-9252
*+STERLING, Jessie M, Clk Typ, US DEPT Int, 386-3!
Geol Surv, Rm 207 PO Bldg, Oak Park;
5400 S Maryland Ave, Chicago 643-3711
* STERMER, William H, Assoc Arch, Ofc
Campus Arch, Retired; 603 W
Haines Blvd, C 352-8198
* STERNER, James N, Elec Tech I, Civil Eng, . 333-6J
1245 CEB; 403 E Elm, U 365-1302
STERRETT, Helen E, AB, Nat Scl Lab Asst II, 333-lS
Coll Vet Med, 68 Vet Med Bldg;
706 Sherwood Ter, C 356-8090
* STERRETT, Herbert L, BFA, Art Editor, UP, .. 333-OS
134 UP; 106 E Hill, C 356-6947
STERRETT, Robert, BS, Res Asst, CarrH, ... 333-0;
Dean Stud, Hous Div, Carr Counsl Ofc;
URH 316 Carr Hall, U 332-3928
STESIICKE, William E, PhD, Asst Prof, 333-31
Pol Sci, 497 LH; 61 Jane
St, New York, NY
STEUERNAGEL, Fred W, BS, Ext Spec, Div . . .~87 5-2t
Univ Ext, Rm 212 Goldman Bldg, E St Louis,
9609 W Main Apt 5, Belleville 397-6091
JjSTEVENS , Benton T , Machinist, PPD,
'
—PT3Ij"411 Arondale, C 356-3440
* STEVENS, GaryW, MA, Asst, Eng, 333-4'.
202a EB; 804s Foley, C 356-5368
* STEVENS, Judith P, MA, Teach Asst, 333
H P Ed, 360 Ed; 1602 W Charles, C359-352S
* STEVENS, Leonard L, BS, Acct II, Ofc Campus 333-lf
Arch, 215 605e Green, 1602 W
Charles, C 359-3525
STEVENS, James A, MA, Div Gen Stud, 333-2S
314 Noyes Lab; 401 S 6th, C 352-9170
* STEVENS, Mildred M, Clk Typ II, Div Gen ...333-!
Stud, 429 NHB; Rt 2, U 367-9803
* STEVENS, RolUndE, PhD, Prof, Grad Sch . . . 333-01
Lib Sci, 316 Lib; 305 Burkwood
CtW, U 365-1848
STEVENS, Stanley C, BS> Teach Asst, Econ, 333-26
226 DKH; Apt 2s 804 S Locust, C
* STEVENS, Vernon L, Driver, PPD
PPSB; 311 Ellen Ave, Savoy 822-5519
* STEVENSON, Byron E, Utilityman, PPD,
PPSB; 1208 Northwood Dr S, C 3 52-1446
+STEVENSON, David L, MS, Asst Geol, St ... 344-14
Geol Surv, 425 NR; 903 Westfield
Dr, C 352-6038
* STEVENSON, Frank J, PhD, Prof, Agron 333-42
s408 TH; 2010 George Huff Dr, U 367-6708
STEVENSON, Harriett M, BS, Ext Adv, Home 5-2S
Econ, Edgar Cnty Coop Ext Serv, 210a
W Washington; 430 Prairie, Paris 3-1296
* STEVENSON, Marietta, PhD, Prof, Jane Addams
Grad Sch Soc Wk, Emer,
Presbyterian Home,Summervllle,S Car2-9483
* STEVENSON, MarjorleC, Clk II, Eng Lib, .. 333-35





* SWANSON, Gerald J, BS, Teach Asst, Econ, .333-1713
113 Comm Annex; 1418 N
McKinley, C 356-6506
* SWANSON, James S, BA, Asst, Chem & 333-3918
Chem Eng, 305a Noyes Lab; 1826c
Orchard PI, U 344-3 618
* SWAIN, Joseph W, PhD, Prof, Hist, Emer,..
308 W Delaware, U 367-3051
* SWANSON, Richard A/ MA, Res Asst, ....... 333-4695
Voc Tech Dlv Coll Ed, Rm 126
51 E Armory; 112 E Chalmers, C 3 59-1046
SWANSON
,
Robert N , Tab Mach Op 1 333-4835
SSU, Rm 35 Adm Bldg; 207 E
Healey Apt 1, C
* SWANSON, Roger M, MA, Instr, Engl, .333-2855
217b Engl Bldg; 416 Falrlawn Dr, U367-5584
* SWANSON, Wayne R, Project Eng, PPD
PPSB; 908 Oakcrest Dr, C 356-0414
* SWANSON, Velma A, Clk Typ II, Elec Eng, .. 333-4901
167 Elec Eng; 516 N Bourne,
Tolono, 485-5251
SWARINGEN, Roy A, MS, Asst, Chem & .... 333-3509
Chem Eng, 472 E Chem; 606 W
Ohio, U 344-5812
* SWARR, Ralph R, PhD, Clin Counsl, Stu 333-3718
Counsl Serv, 241 SSB; 1806
Rebecca Dr , C 359-1589
SWARTZ, Wesley H, AB, Asst, French 333-6850
Rm 312 Harker H; 1101a S
Mattis Ave, C
* SWEARINGEN, Marilyn J, Clk Steno III 333-3110
Vice Pres & Compt Ofc, 208 Adm
Bldg: 1411 Cambridge Dr, C 356-2387
* SWEASY, Barbara L, Clk III, Adm & Reds, ... 333-0414
177 Adm Bldg; 1116 Broadmoor #4, C 352-3818
+SWEENEY, Bernlce, Tech Asst, St Natl Hist ..333-6846
Surv, Faunistic Sect, 287 NRB;
808 S 1st, C 356-0433
SWEENEY, Daryl C, PhD, Asst Prof, Zool, ...333-0196
101 Vivarium; 1504 W John, C 356-2279
SWEENEY, Robert M, MS, Asst, Zool, ...... 333-6893
465 Morrill; Apt 304, 2307
5 1st, C 344-3627
* SWEET, LynnD, Cf Clk, Dept Theatre, . 333-1790
50c Lincoln H; 913 Holiday
Park Dr, C 352-6213
* SWEET, Roger K, Instr, Firemanshtp Trng, ...333-3801
Assoc Fire Prot Tech & B S Tech Ed,
103 IH; 1 Hillside Dr,Mt Vernon 242-1333
* SWEETNAM, FrankieL, Clk Typ III, ........ 333-3380
Coll Agr, 104 MH; 707
Hawthorne Dr, U 367-1429
* SWENBERG, Charles E, PhD, Res Assoc, ....333-0659
Physics, 390w MRL; 1962c
Orchard st, U
SWENEY, Ann, Lib Clk II, Biol, ............ 333-3654
101 Burrill H; 1202 W Main, U
SWENGEL, Marcla E, BS, Asst, U High Sch, .333-2848
307 UHS; 307 S Wright, C 352-0878
* SWENSON, George W, PhD, Prof, Elec Eng ..
6 Astro, on leave of absence
* SWENSON, George W, PhD, Prof, Elec Eng, 333-2930
Res Prof, Astron, 60 EE Bldg.
SWENSON, Paul E, AB, Teach Asst, Comm & 333-1713
Bus Adm, 113 Comm Annex; 307 S
Prairie, C
SWENSON, Laura V, CPO I, Stat Serv U, ....333-4827
Rm 54 Adm Bldg; 103 E
Springfield, C
SWIERINGA, Robert J, MBA, Asst, Acctg 333-4541
293 Comm W; 502 E Healey 307, C 356-2193
* SWIFT, Donald W, BS, Persnl Ofc IV, ...... 333-3109
Ofc Nonacademic Persnl, 113 DH;
Box 127, 14 Golfvlew Dr, Savoy 822-5443
* SWING, Jack H, BA, Chm of Dept, Arch, ... 333-1330
Prof, Arch, 106 Arch; Rt3, U 344-5733
SWINSON, Henry W, AM, Instr, Engl, ..... 333-1335
315 Engl Bldg; 706 S 3rd, C 344-0573
* SWOPE, Charles R, BS , Ext Adv, Agr, 438-8821
Franklin Cnty Coop Ext Serv, 321 S Main,
112 E Bond, Benton 438-3273
SWOPE, Jo Carolyn, BS, Ext Adv, Home Econ 253-3612
Douglas Cnty Coop Ext Serv, 600 S
Washington; 209 N Carico,
Tuscola 253-3107
* SWOPE, Joseph B, Painter, PPD, ...........
PPSB; 406 W Linden, Tolono 485-5389
* SYBESMA, Christiaan, PhD, Assoc Prof, .333-1162
Physio & Biophysics, 306 Noyes Lab;
206 W Vermont, U 365-2985
* SYKES, B A, Kitchen Helper, IU, ........... 333-0700
165 IU; 1106 N Poplan, C 352-3281
* SYKES, Frances L, Typ Clk I, Visual Ads „ . . 333-1363
STOREY, W. Ruth, Clerk-Stenog II ..333-1690
PP/Arch, 605 E Green; 410 E Church, C
352-9167
STORM, Gary A., BA, Res Asst, Center. ... 333-0989
for Instructional Res/Curriculm Evaluation,
270A Educ Bldg; 2113 S Boudreau, U
344-5574
* STORM, Gerald L., BS MS, Field Ecologist 333-6857
State Nat Hist Survey, 279 Nat Res Bldg;
306 Sunny St, Mt C 244-4243
* STORM, Melvin G., BA MA, Engl Asst 333-2855
217A Engl Bldg; 1808B Orchard Place, U
344-2334
STOTLAND, Victor G., MS BS, Res Asst ...333-2200
Physics, 104 Nuc. Rear Lab; 105 E Green, C
352-4432
* STOTTLER, James F.
,
AB MA PhD, Asst 333-1715
Prof, Engl, 301 Engl Bldg; 709 South
west Dr, C 356-0777
* STOTTS, Joseph N., Storekeeper II 333-0137
Purchasing Div, Bus Ofc, 114 Armory;
2 02 Center, Mahomet 586-4435
* STOUFFER, Emest L. , BS MA, Phys Plant.. 643-0800
Univ Arch, Emeritus, 4th Fl, 5555 S Ellis
""
ST, Chicago; 705 W White ST, C
346-1437
• STEVENSON, Norma E, Clk Typ II, Dept 333-3351
Math, 273 Altgeld H; 41 Spring
Lake, Mahomet 586-4973
> STEWARD, Garland H, Instr Tech II, 333-1293
Sch Music, 18 Smith MH; 911
W Union St, C 356-2150
' STEWARD, Phyllis, Secy, Psych, 333-0632
309 Gregory H; 911 W Union, C 356-2150
STEWART, Alice F, Maid, Hous Div,
1010 N 5th, C 356-2608
• STEWART, Charles L, PhD, Prof, Agr
Econ, Emer, 504 W Delaware, U 344-6389
STEWART, Charles N, BS, Asst, Physics, ... 333-33 68
33 Physics Bldg; 1010 W Green
Rm 727, U 332-2383
i STEWART, Donald C, PhD, Asst Prof 333-3575
Engl, 316 EB; 2808 Sangamon
Dr, C 356-9188
STEWART, Doris D, BS, Lib Clk III, Cat Dept 333-3399
Lib, 246 Lib; 1310 W Springfield, C352-9644
STEWART, Evelyn L, Clk Typ III, Cov & .....
Tech Ed, 347 Ed Bldg; 302 E
Park Ave Apt 203 , C 352-0978
STEWART, Isaac, Janitor, PPD,
PPSB; 412 E Eureka,
C
STEWART, James L, BS, Asst, Chem & ...... 333-2013
Chem Eng, 415 E Chem; 1202 1/2
W Park, U 367-0504
STEWART, R J, PhD, Prof, Chem Dept 333-2245
Ed, Psy, 332 ED, 508 E Harding, U 367-3018
STEWART, Maude E, Food Serv Adm I, ...... 333-3670
Hous Div, Gregory Dr Resd H;
905 S Maple, U 367-2996
STEWART, Paul J, PhD, Visit Lect, Htst, ....333-1245
315 Armory; 205 Hessel, C
STEWART, Ralph E, Fst Baker, Hous Div, ....333-1452
Cen Food Stores; 1605 W
Clark, C ' 356-6504
STEWART, Randall E, Storekeeper I, PPD,
PPSB; 1310 W Springfield, C 352-9644
STEWART, Raymond S, BA, Asst, Chem & ....333-3918
Chem Eng, 468 NL; 805 S Lincoln
Apt 8, U " 344-2195
STEWART, SherylA, BA, Lab Asst, Hori,*. .. .333-1965
101 Veg Crops; 805 S Lincoln
Apt 8, U 344-2195
STEWART, Thomas R, BA, Psych, 333-0501
909 W Nevada; 909 S 5th St
#1360, C 332-5043
STICE, Leslie F, BS, Prof, Grain Mktg, 333-4132
Agr Econ, 421 MH; Rt 3, C 586-4487
+STICHER, Inez B, Clk Typ, St Natl Hist
Surv, on leave of absence;
1607 W Univ Ave, C 352-8357
+STICHER, Lawrence A, BS, Adm Sup, ....... .333-4977
St Water Surv, 154a WR; 1607 W
Univ Ave, C 352-8357
+STICKLEN, RW, Asst Bus Mng, Ath Assoc, .. 333-1282
113 Assem H; 1107 Broadmoor
Dr, C 356-4563
STICKLER, Catherine M, Clk Typ III, Coll ...333-2281
of Eng, 101 Eng H; 31 E John, C 356-4535
STICKNEY, Frances M, MA, Teach Asst, .....333-6430
Classics, 306 Harker H; Rm 414
Sherman H, 909 S 5th, C 332-4719
STIDD, Benton M', MS, Asst, Bot, 333-6277
65 Morrill H; 2422 Nevada-,' U 367-1880
STRIEGEL, Charles E, Brickfliason, PPD,
PPSB; 107 W Dodson Dr.i'U 367-0805
STIEGLITZ, Ronald D, MS, Teach Asst, Geol,
144b NHB; 1203 W Univ, U 367-8289
STIENE, Joseph H, Policeman, PPD
PPSB; 2205 Rainbow View, U 365-1257
STIFLE, Jack, BSEE, Res Eng 333-4691
Coor Sci Lab; 2-133 CSL
STIGBERG, David K, BA, Res Asst, Music,.. 333-0598
205 Hill Annex; 409 W 111, U 367-0876
STIGBERG, Gerry C, Lib Clk II, Serials 333-0252
Dept Lib, 220s Lib; 409 W 111,U 367-0876
+STIGLIANI , Daniel J , MSEE, Res Asst 333-4967
St Water Surv, Rm 59 WRB;
1010 W Green, U 332-2306
+STILL, Steven M, BS, Soil Conserv, 356-8865
Soil Conserv Serv, 240 Country Fair;
2307 S 1st, C 344-6012
STILLIONS, Robert D, BS , Draftsman II, PPD, 333-1690
605 E Green; 2108 W White St
ftpt 134, C 352-6096
; STILLINGER, Jack, PhD, Prof, Engl, 333-3989
107 Engl Bldg; 608 W Delaware, U 344-6743
! STILLWELL, Henry S, MS, Prof, Aero & 333-265C
Astro Eng, 101 Trans Bldg;
2509 Stanford Dr, C 356-1292
,
STILLWELL, J R, Typ Clk III, Vice -Pres & ... 333-3110
Compt, 208 Adm Bldg; 1213 N
Hickory, C 352-9467
STILTS, Carolyn F, BA, Grad Asst, Ofc Stu .. 332-0607
Persnl & Dean Worn, Taft 126;
1215 S 4th, C 332-0607
STINAFF', Russell D, MS, Instr, Elec Eng, ...333-3496
327 EEB; 707 E Calif, U 367-0174
STINGL, Susan J, AB, Grad Asst, Ofc Stu 332-5540
Personl & Dean Worn, 514 Trelease H;
1001 S Coll Crt, U 332-5540
STINSON, Lillian P, MEd, Asst, Stud Teach, 333-3757
390 Ed; 1009 W Main,
Crawfordsville , Indiana - 362-6038
'STIPP, Myron M, Police Lt, PPD,
PPSB; 504 Sunnycrest Ct E, U 365-2367
STIPPES, Marvin, PhD, Prof, TAM, 333-2819
3ft TL; 2115 Zuppke Dr, U 365-1063
STIREWALT, Laurel D, Electrician, PPD,
PPSB; 1403 E Fairlawn, U 367-9780
STITES, Jesse L, Carpenter, SubForeman, PPD,
PPSB; 2004 Hemlock, C 356-8088
STITLE, Harry M, BA, Asst, Arch, _ 333-1798
103 Arch; 1313 Hedge Rd, C 359-3875
STITT, William C, Sr Lab Mech, TAM 333-1515
319 TL; Box 424, Tolono
* ST JOHN, Richard D, BS, Asst, Zool, ....... 333-4884
383 Morrill H; 911 S Locust, C 352-9726
STOCK, Lillian, Co Ext Sec, Coop Ext Ser . 338-4747
Rt 47, McConnell Rd; 200 S Hayward, W
338-1937
* STOCKER, Elfrlede A., MS BS, Asst Home . 333-0513
Econ, Rm 116, Child Dev Lab 1105 W
Nevada; 304 Locust St, U 367-2503
* STOCKER, Manfred F., MS, Res Asst 333-6974
Civil Engr, CEB 3214; 304 Locust, U
367-2503
STOCKMAN, Janls L. , BS MA, Asst Prof 333-4478
Phys Educ for Women-Dance, 126 Women's
Gym; 105 E John St, C 356-0275
* STOCKWELL, Charles W., BA MA, Res Asst .
Psych Dept, 419 Ceramics; 40*2 W Oregon,
U
365-3168
* STOCKWELL, Leon F., Janitor, Housing Dlv 333-1395
Rm 24 Gregory Dr Res Hall; 1906 Melinda
Lane, C 352-2262
* STOCKWELL, Mary A., Clerk III, Housing. . .333-3450
Div, Rm 14, Lincoln Ave Res; 1906
Melinda Lane, C 352-2262
* STODDEN, John R., BS, Asst, Econ, 113. . .333-1713
Commerce; 2065C Orchard ST, U
* STOECKER, Wilbert F., PhD, Prof of Mech. .333-0916
Engr, 126 Mech Engr Bldg; 1506 S :aple
St, U 367-4147
STOIKOV, Vladimir, PhD, Assoc Prof, Labor. 333-2387
/Indus Relations, Rm 215, LIR Bldg, 504
E Armory; 906 1/2 S Vine, U 367-3516
* STOLL, Patricia D., BA, Asst, Elem Educ. 333-1842
314 Educ; 301 Country Fair Dr 58, C
359-3178
STOLLE, Steven D., BS, Res Asst, Forbes. .333-4134
Hall; Dean of Students/Housing Dlv, Forbes
Counseling Ofc; 330 Forbes Hall, C
332-1038
* STOLLER, Edward W., BS MS PhD, Agron . . 333-1277
Asst Prof of Plant Phys, Res Plant Phys,
Agr Res Ser, USDA, 215 Davenport Hall;
708 Burkwood Dr, U 367-2580
* STOLLER, Ingeborg, Clerk-Typist III, Art 333-0855
143 Fine Arts Bldg; 1212 Joanne Lane, C
352-7235
STOLLER, Lee M., BS, Tchr Asst, Physics . .333-4136
33 Phys Bldg; 1010 W Green, U 332-2165
STOLPE, Stanley G., BE MS PhD, Assoc ...333-3123
Prof, Phys/Biophysics, 425 Burrill Hall;
913 S Foley, C 356-9601
STOLTEY, Jaine C., Clerk-Typist I, Dairy.. 333-0376
Scl Dept, 335 An Sci Lab; 1007 W Charles,
C
352-8213
* STONE, Bonnie J., AB, Clerk-Typist III 333-3545
Psych, 1003 W Nevada, Rm 205; 504
Fairlawn Dr, U 367-8204
* STONE, Donald B., EdD, Asst Prof of 333-0173
Health Educ Program Dir, Undergrad
Professional Curriculm, 212 Huff Gym;
1708 Coronado Dr, C • 356-9687
STONE, Glenn G. , BS, Agron/Nat Sci Lab. . .333-4779
Asst III, S-309 TH; RR1, Ridge Farm
247-2794
* STONE, Linda L., Clerk-Stenog III, Survey. 333-4273
Res Lab, 414 David Klnley Hall; 27
Maplewood Dr, U 367-8913
* STONE, Marilena M., Clerk Typist III 333-2516
Elect Engr, 37 Elect Engr; 2001 E
Michigan, U 367-9036
STONE, Nelle O, , Head Pres, Housing 333-2251
Div, Sherman Grad Res Hall 144; 133
Sherman 909 S 5th St,C 332-4635
STONE, Robert G., MS, Chem/Chem Engr.. .
Asst, 165G Noyes Lab; 1203 W Main 3A, U
.365-1120
* STONE, William E., Roofer, PP Dept, PPSB;..
2506 1/2 E Main St, U ,367-7228
* STONE, G. William, MS, Assoc Prof/4-H .. 333-0910
Specialist, Coop Ext Ser, 414 MH; 1711
Coronada Dr, C 352-1267
STONE, Victor J., AB LLB, Law Prof, 129... 333-1843
1804 Pleasant Circle, U 367-7846
* STONER, Harold G., Sr Lab Mech, Physic. .333-3435
Rm 120; L314 S Frederick, C 356-0786
* STONESTRUT, Terry, Groundsman, PP Dept.. .
PPSB; 106 W Center, Gifford 568-2076
STORCH, Stephen D., MS, Asst, Second. .. 333-3643
Educ, Educ r 376; Sherman H, Rm 657,0
332-4886
* STOREY, Edward H., Prof Recreation Policy 333-2945
and Planning Research, 215 Armory; 10
Persimmion Circle, U 344-6044
SWAIN, Barbara C, MS, Cataloger, Lib 333-3399
246 Lib; 1203 Mayfair Rd, C 3 56-0816
* SWALLOW, George B, BS, Ext Adv, Agr, 777-0294
Jo Daviess Cnty Coop Ext Serv, US PO Bldg;
413 Spring St, Galena 777-9318
* SWAN, Carroll E, Sr Lab Mech, Chem & 333-0877
Chem Eng, 8c East Chem; 9 S
Richman, Villa Grove 832-3441
* SWANDA, JohnR, MA, Asst, Acctg 333-1613
DKH2; 1414 N McKinley Apt 3 , C 352-1953
* SWANK, Charles W, Plumber, PPD
PPSB; 510 Crestwood, Danville 442-1477
*+SWANN, David H, PhD, Geol, St Geol Surv, 344-1481
264 NR; 407 W Elm, U 367-3228
SWANN, Sherlock, PhD, Eng Exp Sta Res Prof ,333-0135
Chem Eng, 13 E Chem Bldg; Apt 205e
909 W Oregon, U 344-0653
SWANSON, Alfred M, Broadcast Program Asst, 333-0850
Radio Stat, 228 Gregory H; 1004 S
2nd, C 352-5710
* SWANSON, Curtis J, MS, Asst, Zool, 333-0196
103a Vivarium; 505 W Washington, U344-1250
* SWANSON, Earl R, PhD, Prof, Agr Econ, 333-1828




+ STOUT, Glenn E. , BS, Head Atmospheric .. .333-4260
Sci Section., State Water Survey, 2 63
Water Resources; 1716 Lynwood Dr, C
356-4740
STOUT, Jackey D., Assembly Hall Attend.. 333-3144
Assembly Hall; 2810 Lawndale Dr., C
* STOUT, Phyllis D., AB, Clerk-Typist III ... 333-4490
Engl Project, Curriculum Lab, 1207 W
Stoughton; RR1 , Dewey- 897-2886
* STOUT, William F., BS MS, PhD, Asst 333-1909
Prof, Math, 310 Altgelt Hall; 1817
W John St, C 359-4978
STRADLEY, Elizabeth, BS, Recreation/Park . .
Administration, Rm 104 Huff Gym; 92 6
Kinne St, East Syracuse, New York
.437-3754
* STRANG, Arthur E., BJ, Asst Prof of Jm 333-2874
119f GH; 106 E Mumford Dr, U 344-5295
STRANGE, Jack, Groundsman, PP Dept
PPSB; RR1, Sadorus 867-2567
STRANGE, Ronald S. , BS MS,. Chem 1/4... 333-3059
time Asst, 350 HI Noyes Lab; 606 W
Ohio S t , U 344-5812
* STRATER, Laurlan M., Maid, Housing Div. . .
1004 E Chestnut St, Monticello 762-4189
* STRATTON, Genevieve, Food Administrator I 333-0843
Housing Div, Florida Ave; 401 E Church, C
352-2296
* STRAUB, Frederick G., MS, Res Prof Chem. .
Engr, .Emeritus; P. O. Box 2296 Sta A, C
352-1143
* STRAVINSKY,, Soulima, Prof, Music 333-0402
2 06"SMH; 910 W Oregon, U
STRECKERT, Jerrold H., BS, Res Asst, Mech..
Eng, 213 MEL; 403 W Nevada St, U
* STREET, Lew E.
,
Janitor, Housing Div 333-13951
24 Gregory Drive Res Hall; 1802 Diana Ln,C
356-5210
* STREETER, Harrison, PhD, Asst Prof, Gen 333-4281
Eng, 212 Trans Bldg; Turner & Main, Mahomet
586-4704
* STREETMAN, BenG., PhD, Asst Prof, Elec. .. 333-4149
Eng, 214 EERL; 1500 Rose Dr, C 352-2920
* STRICKER, GaryD., MS, TchrAsst, Geol
Rm 4, 408 S Goodwin; 1002 W William, C
*+STRICKLAND, Jackie S. , Clerk Typ II, State. . 333-3860
Univers Retirement Sys, 807 S Lincoln; 815 N
McKinley, C 356-9873
STRICKLAND, Susanna H., MS, Asst, French. 333-6852
208 HH; 107 E Chalmers, C -352-4772
* STROHKORB, Arnold W
.
, BS, Food Serv Man. . 333-1407
Hous Div, CFS; 1202 S Vine St, U 367-3193
* STROHL, Daisy, Janltress, Hous Div
E 1st, Homer 896-2012
* STROM, MervlnL., Glass Blowr Trnee, Chem. 333-3610
114 NL; 1218 W Eureka, C 356-3250
STROMBECK, Rita D.
,
,MA, Asst, French 333-6850
312 HH; 707 S 6fh St, ~C 344-0989
* STROMBERG, Suzanne S. , BA, Asst, Art
409 A Arch Bldg; 617 W Springfield Ave, C
356-8963
* STRONG, Jack, Elec Tech II, Elec Eng ... 643-2020
Aero Field Stat, Thomasboro; 540 E Plerson Ave,
Decatur 877-1130
* STROUT, Ross P., MS, Assoc Prof, Mech &.. 333-3054
Ind Eng, 104 MEL; 1202 MayfairRd, C, 352-4993
* STRUSINER, RickS., BA, TchrAsst, Arch 333-0908
117 FAA Bldg; 811 S Mattis, Apt 3, C, 359-4046
* STUCKY, Galen D. , PhD, Asst Prof, Chem. . . 333-0889
& Chem Eng, 40 NL; 1217 W Green, C, 359-3694
* STUBBS, John C. , PhD, Asst Prof, Engl 333-1715
301 EB; 1609 Chevy Chase Dr, C 352-7464
* STUBBS, June N., BS, Clerk Steno III, Psych. 333-1354
196 Davnpt Hall; 1609 Chevy Chase Dr, C
352-7464
STUBENRAUCH, KatherineL., MS, Asst Librn. 333-3576
Lib, 119 Eng Hall; 707 S 6th St, Apt 415, C
344-2097
STUFFLEBEAN, Deloris L., Clerk Steno I, Offc333-1230
of Space Util, 237 Davnpt House; 803 S Mattis,
Apt 3, C 359-1339
* STUKEL, James J., MS, Res Asst, Mech Eng . .333-0959
166 MEB; 1601 N McKinley, C 356-5428
* STURGIS, David, MS, Res Asst, Cer Eng 333-0525
315 Cer Bldg; 10 Ranltree Dr, C 356-8162
* STURMTHAL, Adolf F., DR, Prof, ILIR 333-1487
117 LIR Bldg; 504 E Armory, C; 61 Greencroft, C
352-1649
* STURTS, Frederick W., Janitor Foreman, Hous333-1395
Div, 24 Gregory Dr Res Hall; 607 E Lincoln,
St Joseph 469-7224




* STUTZMAN, Helen L. , Clerk Typ III, Accidnt. 333-1081
Compen, 3 03 McKinley Hosp; Rt 1, Monticello
762-5929
* STUTZMAN, Henry D., Storekeeper II, Civ. .. 333-6913
Eng, 1135 CEB; Rt 1, Monticello 762-5929
STUTZKE, Richard D.
,
MS, Res Asst, Physics .333-4972
488 PB; 1101 W Stoughton St, U 344-0224
*-SUBBARAO.Karumori V., MA, Instr, Ling 333-6468
Rm 4, 1116 W II); 1102 W Clark, U367-3645
SUCHOVY, Tatlana, BA, TchrAsst, French....
909 W Oregon, U 344-6523
* SUDKAMP, Clifford J., Steam Dlstribut Oper, PP
PPSB; 502 S Garfield, Phtlo 684-5406
* SUGAWARD, Mlchlhiro, PhD, Res Assoc, An..
Sci, 328 MH; #3, 102 N Lincoln, U
SUHRE, Margery E. , AM, Asst Prof, Pub Edit. 333-6397
Offc of Agr Pub, 123 MH; 1502 Delmont, Ct, 333-2548
U 367-5295
* SUITS, Nancy J., Clerk Steno III, AID Pro) ... 333-1990
Rm 352, 409 E Chalmers; Box 271, Sidney
688-2212
* SUKEY, Larry M. , Elec Tech I, Chem 333-0075
368 NL; 1904 Melanie Lane, C 356-9185
* SULLENS, Dorothy E., Maid, Hous Div
30 Roxbury Rd, U 365-2140
SULLIVAN, Denis G.
,
PhD, Assoc Prof, Pol.
.
.333-3185
Sci, 497 LH; 611 W Illinoia , U 344-0946
SULLIVAN, Diane H.
,
Clerk Steno III, Grad. . .333-4240
School of Bus Adm, 350 Com W; 1 Sutton PI., U
367-9472
SULLIVAN, Dorothy M., Clerk Steno III, Econ.333-0120
330 E Com W; 507 W Park, C 352-5588
SULLIVAN, Edward E jr AM, Asst, Engl 333-4346
111 Engl Bldg; 506 S Gregory P1,U 344-3759
SULLIVAN, Helen L., BS, Ext Adv, Hm Econ. . 842-1776
Livingston County Coop Ext Serv, 222 1/2 W
Madison, Pontlac; Box 237, Odell 998-2597
SULLIVAN, James D.
, MS Res Asst, Agr Econ333-2657-
406 MH; 1 Sutton P1,'U 3*7-9472
SULLIVAN, Jeremiah D. , PhD, Asst Prof, 333-1689
Physics, 237 C PB; 706 S Anderson, U
+SULLIVAN, Mary M., Supervs Tech Asst, State3.44-1481
Geol Surv, 118 Nat Res; 512 W Wash, C
352-2066
SULLIVAN, Maurice D. , Dairy & Food Plant. . .333-4441
Attend, Food Sci, 104 Dairy Mgf; Rt 1 , C
359-1859
SULLIVAN, Robert E. , BS, Actt II, Agr 333-0003
111 MH; 1102 Eastern Dr, U 367-^102
SULLIVAN, Wendell S. , Painter, PP
PPSB; 2306 Roland Dr, C 352-6717
+SULLIVAN, William T., BS, Asst Chem, State. 674-5725
Water Surv, Water Quality Sec, Peoria;
513 W Gift Ave, Peoria 682-4260
SUMLER, David E., MA, Visit Lecturer, Hist. 333-4434
351 Armory; 51 E John, Apt 2W, C 35S-4806
SUMMERFIELD, Louise G., Clerk III, Admiss .333-0413
& Recrds, 100 A Adm; 1418 N McKinley, C
359-3235
SUMMERHILL, Stephen J. , BA, Asst, Span... 333-3957
224 LH; 709 W Church St, C 352-1823
SUMMERS, David A.
,
PhD, Res Asst Prof 333-0500
Psych, 909 W Nevada; 2515 Arden Dr, C, 352-9529
SUMMERS, Gene F.
,
PhD, Asst Prof, Sociol. .333-2528
102-1204 W Oregon; 2006 S Vine, U, 367-1750
SUMMERS, Hollis.AB, ResidAsst, Scott Hall. 333-4274
Dean of Stu, Hous Div, 128 Scott Counsl Offc;
URH 2 30 Scott Hall, C 332-1453
SUMMERS, Judith E., Copyholder, Prnt Div, . 333-4657
UP, 234 UPB; 304 S 6th St, C 356-2403
SUMMERS, Mary R., BS, Assoc Ext Adv, Hm. 242-1482
Econ, Jefferson County Coop Ext Serv, Courthouse
Basemt, Mt Vernon; 322 N 10th St, Mt Vernon
242-4753
SUMMITT, Laura M., Clerk Typ II, Agr Eng.. 333-3571
245 Agr Eng Bldg; 602 Burkwood Ct, E, U
367-6470
SUMPTION, Merle R., PhD, Educ Adm 333-2155
324 EB; 110 S 6th St, St Joseph
SUN, Chemg-Yuan, MS, Res Asst, Met Eng. . 333-4983
108 MMB; 806 W Green, U
SUNDERMAN, Bertha J. , Typ Clerk III, PP 333-1219
119 PPSB; Rt 3, Danville 759-2663
SUNDMACKER, Lester E. , Painter, PP
.
PPSB; 2 09 E_Green, C 359-4329
SUNLEY, Judith L., County Ext Secy,Sangamon525-4617
County Coop "Ext Serv, 2449 N 31st St,
Springfield; 625 Black Ave, Springfield, 528-6210
SURBAUGH, Willard C, Brickmason, PP
(Retired); 311 Flora Dr, C 352-9252
SUSEDIK, Anthony J. , CSL 333-3379
2-114 CSL; 922 W Beardsley, C 352-6143
SUTER, Robert H., BS, Dept Bus Mangr, Hous333-1755
Div, 420 SSB; 1503 Maplecrest, C 356-8718
SUTHERLAND, Helen S., BS, Edit, Asst Prof . .333-0953
UP; 119 UPB; 404 E Calif Ave, U 367-3814
SUTHERLAND, Margaret L., AB, Asst, VPH... 333-1937
66 VMB; 2 07 W Vine St, C
SUTHERLAND, Peter G
.
, BS, Asst, Physics .. .333-2917
460 ERL; Rm 117, 1010 W Green, U, 332-2144
SUTTERLIN, Arnold M., PhD, Res Assoc 333-1663
Physiol & Biophysics, 531A Bur Hall; 1719 N
Neil, C
SUTHERLIN, Kathryn J. , BA, Assoc, Music
Emerlta; Hotel Woodstock, 127 W 43rd Sl, NY
582-5000
SUTTER, Dieter H., DR, Visit Scintst, Chem. .333-0558
& Chem Eng, 367F NL; 57 E John, Apt 11, C
359-4687
SUTTER, Peter E. , AB, Asst, Slavic Lang
495 LH; 173, 1010 W Green St, U 332-2432
SUTTERLIN, Natalie, BS, Nat Sci Lab Asst 3 .. 333-0197
An Gen, Physiol Res Lab; 1719 N Neil St, C
SUTTON, David C, PhD, Asst Prof, Physics. 333-4359
329 PB; 1620 W Union, C, 352-6879 333-3190
SUTTON, JoeC, MS, Edit, Assoc Prof , 111. . .333-1473
Alumni News, Public Infrmt, 227 IUB; 1914
Harding Dr, U 367-4840
SUTTON, Mary F. , Clerk Typ II, Hm Econ 333-0521
528 BH; Rt 1 , Phllo 684-4283
SUTTON, Robert M., PhD, Prof, Hist 333-1858
Dir, 111 Hist Surv, 302 Armory, 1A Lib 333-1777
1207 S Busey, U 344-4644
SUZUKI, Michio, PhD, Prof, Math 333-0759
371 AH; 2406 Melrose Dr, C 359-2852
SUZUKI, Tetsuro, Phd, Res Asst Prof , Physics .333-0915
290V MRL; 405 Avondale, C 352-5676
SVETEZ, Mary, Secy, Col Agr 333-3380
104 MH; 908 E Fairlawn, U 365-1064
SYLTIE, PaulW, BS, Res Asst, Agron 333-4376
w521 TH; 101 W Oregon, U
SYMONDS, Elsie, Typ Clk III, Home Econ, ..
260 Bevier H; 1101 W Univ Ave, C 356-2733
SYMPSON, Marian, MS, Assoc Prof & 333-0060
Asst St Leader, Coop Ext Serv, 547
Mincer H; 1115 Broadmoor, C i 352-7208
SYPHERD, Pauls, Asst Prof, Microbiol 333-2044
Dept Microbiol, 164 Burrlll H;
1913 Lynwood Dr, C 359-3735
SYTKO, Thomas H, MS, Teach Asst 333-2811
Mech Eng, Rm 221g MEE; 606 N
Lincoln, U 367-3977
SZABO, Steven, MEd, Res Assoc, Curr Lab, . 333-0150
Ed, 1210 W Springfield; 1008






* SZELPAL, Anthony, Elec Tech II, Elec Eng,
. .
333-29"
Rm 56 EEG; 1904 George Huff Dr,U365-3178
* TABAKA, Paul R. , Instr Maker, Aero & Astro. . .333-11,
Eng. 101 TB; 1404 W Columbia, C 352-3180
* TABER, Merlin A., Ph D, Assoc Prof, Jane 333-22
Addams Grad School of Soc Work, Rm 129, 1207 wj
Oregon; 1306 S Orchard, U 344-5536
TABER, Thomas D. , BA, Grad Res Asst 333-27
Communications Res, 14 Gregory Hall; 703 W High!
U 367-9586
* TADANO, Takeo, PhD, Res Assoc, Zoology.
. .333-05
518 Morrill; 2065D Orchard Down, U
344-1890
* TAFFE, Patsy J. , Clerk-Typist II, Steno Ofc. . 333-3E
Coll of Educ, 372 Educ; 1211 W Church St, Apt H
C 356-1453
* TAFT, Donald R., Ph D, Prof, Soc, Emeritus. .
1001 S Douglas, U 367-2143
* TAGUE, James R. , BS, Asst Prof, Gen Eng. . . .
Emeritus; 2001 Gait Rd, Pensacola, Fla
TAGUE, Paula V., Routing Dispatcher II. ... . 333-03
PP, PPSB; 501 S Race, Apt 6, U 367-5319
TAIZO, Abe, MS, Res Asst, Civil Eng 333-4!
111K TL; 406 1/2 N Mathews, U 367-9454
* TAKAI, Masayuki, Ph D, Res Assoc, .333-2!
Microbiology, 354 Burrill Hall; 2005C Orchard, U
344-0790
* TARIFF, Steven, MS, Tchr Fellow,
224 IH; 1924 C Orchard St, U
* TALBOT, Elizabeth M., AM, Instr
261 LH; 58 E Armory, C
* TALBOTT, Donald R.
, Refrlg Mech, PP, PPSB..
1704 Melanlc Lane,_C 356-8241
* TALBOTT, Marilyn K. , Clerk-Steno III, VM. . . 333-1!
157 VM; 313 E Sale St, Tuscola 253-3406
"* TALMADGE, Robert L. , MS, Prof, Lib Adm 333-0!
Div of Tech Depts, 302 Lib; 503 Burkwood Ct, U
367-6750 *
TALMADGE, William E. , Policeman, PP, PPSB.
504 W Elm, Apt 7, U
TAN, Maria L. , B Mus, Grad Asst, Personnel. 332-
Dean of Women Ofc, 906 Coll Ct, Blais Dell Hall
216, U
TANDON, Hari L. , MS, Res Asst, Soil 333
Fertility, Agron, S-513 TH; 103 S Gregory, U
344-2301
* TANG, Stephen, J. , MS, Prof, Arch 333
117 Arch Bldg; S First St Rd, C 344-042 8
* TANKSLEY, William R., MA, TchrAsst, Engl. .333
19 EB; 1003 S Mattis, Apt 1-7, C 359-3324
* TANNER Roger L. , BS, Asst, Chem & Chem. .333-4!
.Eng,. 57 East Chem; 207 W John St, C
356-2612
* TANNER, Sharon L., BS, Ext Adviser. . . 253-7
Home Econ, Saline Co, Coop Ext Serv, 21 1/2 W '
Robinson St; RR 1, Harrisburg 252-2100
* TANNO, Shuklchi, D Sci, Res Assoc, Math. . .333-K
227 IH; 1831A Orchard Place,' U 367-2761
* TAR, Zoltan, AB, TchrAsst, Soc; 331 LH 333
703 W Oregon, U 344-1556
* TARESKI. Val G., MSEE, Res Asst, Computer. .333
Set, 233 DCL; 1832A Orchard Place, U
344-4643
TARGET!, Carol A., MA, TchrAsst, Math 333
122 Arcade Bldg; 502 W Main, Apt 104, U
365-1203
* TARR, Susan A., Clerk-Typist II, Psych 333
383 Davenport Hall; 102 N Gregory, Apt 1, U
365-1525
* TASCH, Al F jr MS, Res & TchrAsst, Physics. 333-2:
202 N EERL; 1910 C Orchard St ,U 344-0269
* TASK, John J. , Janitor Foreman,' PP, PPSB
610 N Prospect, C 352-9632
* TATSUOKA, Maurice M. , MA, Ed D, Prof
Educ Psych & Psych, (On leave of absence)
TATUM, James P., Ph D, Res Assoc, Chem. . . 33
165c NL; 312 E White, C 352-6995
TATE, Forrest M. , Physical Sci Staff Asst.
. . . 333-01
Chem & Chem Eng, 62 East Chem; 1207 W Daniel
C 352-5092
TATE, Jon D. , ABJ, Res Asst, Advertising 333-0!
10 Gregory Hall; 1111 1/2 S 3rd St, C
* TATE, Mary J. , Co Ext Secy, Franklin Co 438-8!
Coop Ext Serv, 321 S Main, Benton
Rt 2, Benton 438-0096
*+TATE, Pauline F., Clerk-Typist II, State Geol. 344-1'
Survey, 136 NR; 1207 W Daniel, C '-189-216
352-5092
* TAUSIG, Carl M.
,
Ph B, Asst, Student Tchr. . 333-31
390 Educ; 704 Hawthorne Dr, U 367-7034
TAUBE, Elizabeth R.
,
Clerk-Steno II, IU 333-31
284 IU; 408 S Johnson Ave, U 365-2101
TAWAKULI, Zohreh, MA, Asst, Engl, 315 EB. . 333-1!
102 N Gregory, U
* TAYLOR, Alfred J., Janitor, Hsng Division...
504 1/2 Oak St, C
TAYLOR, Allen G.
,
BS, Tchr Asst, EE 333-41
330 D EEB; 401 E Green St, C 344-1616
* TAYLOR, Aubrey B., PhD, Prof, Physiol &... 333-4J
Biophysics, 435 Burrlll Hall; 108 W Wash, U
367-4132
TAYLOR-THOMPSON
*+THOMAS, Josephus, Jr, PhD, Chemist & 344-1481
Head of Physical Chemistry Section, State
Geol Survey, 221 Natural Resources, RR 1,
Mahomet 586-2444
* THOMAS, Kenneth L, Steamfitter, PP, PPSB
401 W Madison, Chrlsman 269-2265
* THOMAS, Lyell Jay, PhD, DSc, Prof Emeritus
Zoology, 307 Harker Hall, 1112 West Park Ave,
C 352-3620
* THOMAS, Marion Franklin, Laborer, Inst of . .822-5531
Aviation, Airport; 611 E Broadway, Box 583, Tolono
485-4515
* THOMAS, Norma Jean, Card Punch Operator. . 333-0414
Admissions & Records, Adm 177; 40 Roxbury Rd,
U 365-2577
THOMAS, Robert Earl, EdD, Assoc Prof 333-15'80
Music & Ext of Music, 608 S Mathews, U,
1727 Lincoln ^d, C 352-0310
* THOMAS, Ronald Jay, Space Analyst I, Ofc . .333-1232
of Space Utilization, 330 Davenport House,
602 E Washington St, Monticello 762-7181
* THOMAS, Stafford Hundley, PhD, Asst Prof .. 333-3253
Speech, Chrmn Verbal Communication in DGS,
215 AH; 1907 Bellamy, C 356-0235
* THOMAS, William Edgar, PhD, Prof, Acctg.. 333-4542
294 Commerce West; 901 S Busey, U 344-1791
* THOMASON, Lucretia A', Ext Adviser, Home. .824-2879
Ec, Coop Ext Service, Cook County, Rm 3,
622 Graoeland Ave, Des Plalnes; 9124 S
Hoyne Ave, Chicago 445-1896
THOMASSEN, Cora E, MS, Asst Prof, Grad .. 333-1666
, School of Lib Scl, 320 Lib; 1823 C Valley Rd, C
356-4287
THOMPSON, (Mrs.) Anna Lee, Chief Clerk .. ;333-3811
CE, 1109 CEB; 101 S Gregory St, U 344-1357
* THOMPSON, Anson Ellis, PhD Prof Plant
Genetics, Hort, Assigned under AID Projects as
Chief of Party & Adviser in Res at UP Agr Univ,
Pant Magar, Nanital Dist, UP, India
* THOMPSON, Carolyn Ruth, MS, Natural Sci . .333-6862
Lab Asst III, Agron, S-415 Turner Hall, 708 E
Pennsylvania, U 367-3235
* THOMPSON, Delores Irene, Dup Mach Opr I ..333-3980
Ofc of Agr Publications, 51 Mumford Hall;
1214 N Sixth St, C
THOMPSON, Dixon Arthur Roger, BSc, Chem. .333-3526
& Chem Eng, Asst, 351 ECB; 709 Western Ave,
U 367-7883
* THOMPSON, Donald Larry, Janitor, PP,
406 W Vine St, C 356-8265
* THOMPSON, Donald Ray, Tech I, Cryogenic . .333-1915
Physics, 175 PB; 1221 Joanne Lane, C 356-2102
* THOMPSON, Elaine Marie, County Ext Secy ..732-2871
Coop Ext Serv, Ogle County, Box 147; 806 Pines
Rd, Oregon 732-7541
THOMPSON, Gloria Janine, Typing-Clerk III, .333-3594
Purchasing Div, 223 Adm Bldg; 605 W Church,
U 367-4254
THOMPSON, (Mrs,) Hazel Alta, Cashier, IU..
165 IU(e); 1207 S Nell St, C 352-3205
* THOMPSON, Inez Ruth, Maid, Housing Div
1306 N Champaign St, C 356-2285
THOMPSON, James Earl, BS, Asst, Marketing 333-4514
174 Commerce West; 2317 S First St, Apt 104, C
344-6639
* THOMPSON, John, PhD, Prof, Geography 333-1881
222 Davenport Hall, 1733 Westhaven Dr, C 356-1910
THOMPSON, John Carl, MS, Res Asst, CE ...333-1657
Rm 401 EH; 510 E Stoughton #309, C 356-5575
* THOMPSON, John David, Camerman & Plate- .333-4658
maker. Combination Offset Pressman, Printing Div,
University Press, 234 University Bldg, RR 3, C
352-8568
* THOMPSON, John Laurence, Mail Messenger, PP
PPSB; 1210 W Tremont, U 367-3818
THOMPSON, Kent Lee., IU, Kitchen Laborer.
.
.333-0700
Military Leave of Absence, 165 IU, 605 W
Church St, U 367-4254
*+THOMPSON, Marcus Luther, PhD, Principal
.
.344-1481
Res Geol, State Geol Survey, 25 Natural Resources,
303 W Vermont, U 367-4396
* THOMPSON, Maria Rose, Clerk-Stenog II 333-2547
Agr Econ, RR, Thomasboro 694-2620
* THOMPSON, Marshall R, PhD, Asst Prof, CE. 333-3930
HID Talbot Lab; 1914 Bellamy Dr, C 352-7320
THOMPSON, Mary Frances, Duplicating 333-0605
Machine Operator I, Div of Univ Ext, 209 Arcade;
1108 Cambridge Dr, C, 352-0294
* THOMPSON, Marvin Charles, Janitor, IU
165 IU(e), 506 E Oregon, U 365-2997
* THOMPSON, Mary Ruth
,j
MS , Res Asst, 333-1526
Plant Path, 113 Hort Field Lab, 310 N Carson, C
356-5842
* THOMPSON, Norma Lucille , Clerk-Typist I . . 333-4870
Bursar's Div, Bus Ofc, 100b Adm Bldg; 1221
Joanne Lane, C 356-2102
* THOMPSON, Owen Orr, MSc, Res Asst, CE.. 333-6256
111F Talbot Lab, 708 E Pennsylvania, U 367-3235
* THOMPSON, Robert Allen, Automobile Mech
PP, PPSB; 113 W Florida Ave, U 344-5785
THOMPSON, Russell L. Janitor, Housing Div
1004 N Poplar, C 356-9542
* THOMPSON, Ruth Almedah, Maid, Housing Div
113 W Florida Ave, U 344-5785
TAYLOR, Bernard D. , Carpenter, PP, PPSB...
1502 Fairlawn Dr, U 367-5204
TAYLOR, Brucejr Laborer Elec, Subforeman
PP, PPSB;"T5"06 N Willis, C 356-3273
TAYLOR, Clarence N. , Mail Supervisor, PP.. . 333-2029
PPSB; 1207 Carver Dr, C 356-4705
TAYLOR, Charles R. , MED, Assoc Prof & 333-2337
Head, Police Training Inst, Div of Univ Ext
608 1/2 E Green, C 333-2338
304 Evergreen Ct, W, U 367-8829
TAYLOR, Clyde M. , BS, Acct I, An Scl 333-0124
332 Mumford Hall; RR 1, Mahomet 586-4860
TAYLOR, Craig E. , BS, TchrAsst, Phil 333-1939
219 A Gregory Hall; 1975A Orchard St, U
344-3918
TAYLOR, Dorothy J., Clerk-Steno III, Student. 333-4897
Teaching, 236 Educ Bldg; 2210 Phinney Dr, C
35 6-4543
TAYLOR, Donald P. , Ph D, Assoc Prof 333-0583
Nematology, Plant Path, 106b HFL
501 W Pa Ave, U 344-5119
TALBOT, Emile J. , MA, Instr, French 333-4728
179 LH; 58 E Armory Ave, C 356-5508
TAYLOR, E. Ruth, Clerk-Typist III, Dairy Sci. 333-3460
315 ASL; 101 E Lincoln, Ogden 582-7806
TAYLOR, Ivan D. , Driver, PP, PPSB
2712 Alton Dr, C 352-6682
TAYLOR, Danny L. , Elec Apprentice, PP.
PPSB; 1206 N Willis, C 356-3273
TAYLOR, Lois L., BS, Ext Adviser, Home Econ.342-4617
Knox Co, Coop Ext Serv, Rm 1&2, P O Bldg
Galesburg; Rural, Laura 446-3209
TAYLOR, James A. , Asst Instrument &
Efficiency Engr, PP, PPSB; 501 E Main, Tolono
485-3110
TAYLOR, James E. , Automotive Mech 333-6849
State NH & Geol Surveys, NR Garage
2210 Phinney Dr, C " 356-4543
TAYLOR, James L. , Painter, PP, PPSB; 2013..
Rainbow View, U 367-1270
TAYLOR, Judith A., Typing Clerk II, Hsng Div. 333-1100
142 Allen Hall; 2802 East Wash, U
367-9843
TAYLOR, Marlon M. , PhD, Post-doctoral ... 333-3750
Fellow, Microbiology, 302 Burrill Hall
1301 Laurel, U 365-2579
TAYLOR, Nellie H..BS, Lib Tech Asst 1 333-1997
12 Lib; 1414 Scottsdale Dr, C 356-3244
TAYLOR, Norma E., Clerk-Typist II 333-1363
Visual Aids Serv; South West St, Homer
896-2301
TAYLOR, Richard, Farm Foreman, Agron
N Eastern 111 Res Cntr; RR 1 , P O Box 80, Elwood
722-1908
TAYLOR, Roger H. , BS, Sr Res Engr, Physics. .333-4225
457 Physics; 2811 William St, C 352-5923
TAYLOR, RubyB., Clerk-Steno III, Microbiol. .333-3750'
302 Burrill Hall; 503 E Van Allen, Tuscola
253-3923
TAYLOR, Ronald W. , Duplicating Mach Opr 11.333-1601
Stenog Bur, 1203 W Oregon; 406 E Byron St
Sidney 688-2384
TAYLOR, Rosemary, Maid, Shng Division
1201 N Berkley, U 367-3724
TAYLOR, Sarah, Head Cook, Hsng Division. .333-7J-£a
Pa Ave Food Serv; 1003 W John, C 352-8205"
TAYLOR, Sandra A. , Co Ext Secy, Schuyler Co.322-BT)33
Coop Ext Serv, 710 Maple Ave, Rushville
Rt 2, Rushville 322-4786
TAYLOR, Susan, MA, Instr, Engl, 325 EB 333-1506
624 E Green St, C 359-3608
TAYLOR, Sylvia, Co Ext Secy, Woodford Co. . .467-3222
i Coop Ext Serv, 117 1/2 Cntr St, Eureka
512 Maple Dr, Eureka 467-2295
TAYLOR, Vera C. , Typing Clerk III, Acctg 333-0978
Bus Ofc. 257 Adnu_9fl8 E Michigan, U
TEBO, Leon Michael, BS, Tchr Asst, Div of .. .333-0669
General Studies, 1210 W California, Rm 206;
2107 W White St, C 356-9204
TEEL, Donald L, BS, Ext Adviser, Agr, Coop. 342-5108
Ext Service, Knox County, 95 N Seminary St;
RR 1 Galesburg 343-2691
••rEIGLER, Henry I, MD, Prof of Health Sci 333-2830
96 Health Center; 201 E Michigan, U 367-4181
TEMKE, Lester William, Conservation Tech .. .356-8865
Soil Conservation Service USDA , Country Fair Sta,
Box 3126; 1115 Westfield Dr, C
?EMPEL, Barbara Ann, Payroll Clerk II, . 333-2182
Bursar's Div, Bus Ofc, 100b Adm Bldg,
Pesotum 867-2306
'EMPEL, Carol Ann, Clerk-Typist I, PP, PPSB.333-4110
I 1507 Marigold Lane, C 352-3753
*'EMPEL, Maurice Charles, Janitor, Housing
I
Div, 508 W Bradley, C 356-5030
•EMPEL, Patricia, Clerk-Typist II, Univ 333-0950
|| Press, 103 Press Bldg,' PO Box 128, Iresdale
564-3135
* EMPEL, Ralph Edward, Janitor, Housing Div
6 Heritage Dr, C 359-2205
*EMPERLEY, Nicholas Mark, PhD, Visiting. .. 333-1612
Lecturer, Music, 304 Hill Annex; 702 W
I ;
Pennsylvania, U 344-1451
»:ENCZAR, Charlene Ann, BS, TchrAsst 333-4127
I 141 Physical Sci, 214, 1210 W California, 705
I
W Elm, U 367-1909
TENG, Nelson N H, PhD, Res Asst, Physics. 333-4358
351 PB; 1104 W Springfield, U 344-0388.
* TENNERY, Victor Joseph, PhD, Prof, Ceramic. 333-0976
Eng; 217, 307 Ceramics Bldg; 507 W John C 356-5886
TENZER, Mariann, Res Asst, Vet Med
36A VPH; 801 W Oregon, U 344-6968
* TESKA, James Allen, MS, Res Asst, Inst for. .333-4891
Res on Exceptional Children, Col Wolfe School,
Rm 240; 1620 Lockraven Rd, C 352-9229
* TERLEP, Kenneth Dick, BS, Asst, Physics 333-6803
564 ERL; 2068A Hazelwood Court, U 344-0694
* TERRAS, Audrey Anne, MA, Teaching Fellow. 333-3973
Math, 245 IH; 1107 W Green St, #429, U 344-0904
* TERRAS, Riho, MA, Teaching Fellow, Math.
.
.333-3973
245 IH; 1107 W Green #429, U 344-0904
TERRA ULT, Bernard, MS, Res Asst, Physics.. 333-0272
494 PB; 909 W Main St, U 367-5058
+TERRELL, Mary Alice, Secy, Athletic Assn. .. 333-2221
121 Assembly Hall; 333-2240
309 S Russell, C
*+TERSTRIEP, Michael Lee, BS, Asst Eng, 333-4959
State Water Survey, 243 Water Resourses; 19
Lange Dr, Savoy 352-6749
* TERWILLIGER, John Elmer, EdD, Bureau of 333-3554
Institutional Res, Urbana Ofc Dir, Surge Bldg,
801 West Healey St, C 356-0963
* TEUSCHER, Charles E, Agr Gardener, Hort .. .333-2123
100 Floriculture; 1 Plymouth Rd, U 367-3845
* TEWORDT, Ludwig, PhD, Visiting Res Prof ... 333-1977
Physics, 390T Materials Res Lab; 2034-A
Orchard St, U
* THADISON, Harold Davis,, Pan Washing 333-1452
Machine Operator, Housing Div, Central Food
Stores; 804 N State St, C 352-8766
THAKUR, Tukrel , MS, Rest Asst, Mln Eng . . .333-3117
312 Mln & Met; 8 58 E Armory, C 359-1534
THAL, Beverly Ruth, BFA, Grad Asst, Art ..
.,
Sculpture, FAB, Sculpture Studio; 804 W Church, C
* THATCHER, John, BS, Asst, Chem & Chem Eng
360 Noyes Lab; 205 E Healey St, C 359-2225
THATCHER, Roy Cannon,.. MS, Res Asst 333-4352
Physics, 361 PB; 205 S Lynn, C 352-0907
* THAYER, Frederick Daniels III, MA, Tchr 333-0497
Asst, Slavic, 495 Lincoln Hall; 201 N Goodwin,
U 365-3240
THAYER, Gary Richard, BS, Asst, NE, 106 ..333-2487
NEL; 1010 W Green #94, U 332-2418
THAYER, Louis Christian, MS, Grad Asst 333-0987
Educ Psych, Educ 242; 61 E John, C 356-0024
* THEESFELD, Lila Norene, Clerk-Typist II .... 333-2348
Catalog Dept, Lib, 246 Lib; 706 E California,
U 367-1766
THEILMANN, Esther, Chief Clerk, Acctg Div. 333-0978
Bus Ofc, 257 Adm Bldg; 1709 W Clark, C 352-9116
THIELEN, "Marianne, Clerk-Stenog II, Ofc of .333-1234
Space Utilization, 243 Davenport House, 209 W
University, C 359-1382
* THIESS, Carolyn W, MA, Asst Llbm, PE Lib .333-3615
146 Library; 814 West Church St, C 352-6924
THINNES, Timothy Noble, Lib Clerk II, Lib . . .333-0313
203 Lib, RR2, Box 131, Tolono 684-4330
THIRUVENGADAM, Thlruvalam, Radhakrlshnan333-69S9
ME, CE, 3119 CEB; 1010 W Green #516, U 332-2308
*+THOITS, Charles Frank III, BS, Res Assoc ... 245-3817
Natural History Sruvey, Sam A. Parr Fisheries
Res Center, RR 1, Box 104, Kinmundy 245-5607
* THOLEN, Eloise Jones, BS, Ext Adviser 942-3422
Home Ec, Coop Ext Service, Greene County,
319 West Side Square, Carrollton, R 2
Winchester; 742-3475
* THOM, Wilbur John, BS, Auditor, Audlting.>7. 333-0900
801 SWright; 1703 Princeton Dr, C 356-9667
* THOMAS, Stafford Hundley, PhD, Asst Prof
.
.333-3253
Speech, Chrmn Verbal Communications, DGS,
215 AH; 1907 Bellamy Dr, C 356-0235
* THOMAS, Alan Rowland, DMA, Asst Prof. .. .333-1089
Music & PEW, 203 Theory Annex, 126a W 333-2228
Gym; 107 W Mumford Dr, U 344-5861
* THOMAS, C Gomer, BA , Tchr Fellow, Math. . 333-1220
178 AH; 2078 C Hazelwood Court, U •
* THOMAS, Charles Ruel, BS, Asst Dir, 333-4802
Statistical Service Unit, 54 Adm; 2020 Boudreau
Dr,. U 344-2020
* THOMAS, Charles Scott, AB, Assoc Editor.
.
.333-0953
Univ Press, 112 University Press; 404 W California
Ave, U ' 365-2520
THOMAS, Don Roy, BS, Res Asst, Bur Educ. . 333-1223
Res, 276A Educ Bldg; 3119 W Kirby Ave,
C 356-6141
THOMAS, Francis Marion, MS, TAM, Tchr.
.
.333-1775
Asst, 105 A Woodshop; 714 W California, U
344-5314
* THOMAS, Harold Everett, Plumber, PP, PPSB
2106 Campbell, C 356-9435 '
* THOMAS, Howard Wellington Jr, BS, Asst ... 333-1927
Prof, Air Force Aerospace Studies, 224 Armory;
1205 Devonshire Dr, C 352-0464
* THOMAS, Jacqueline Jean Harris , BS, Ext 854-5116
Adviser, Home Econ, Coop Ext Service, Macoupin
County, 128 1/2 Broad St; 736 West Main,
Carlinville 854-6255
* THOMAS, John Alva, BA , Asst, Chem & 333-1169
Chem Eng, 496 ECB, 1003 S Anderson, U 367-1023
THOMAS, Joseph Francis, Jr, MS, Res Asst. .333-4106
Physics, 428 PB; 1001 S Oak St, C 356-1597
•117
THOMPSON-TRIANDIS
THOMPSON, Suellen, MS, Asst, Botany 333-0048
649 Morrill Hall; 509 W Main, Apt 11, U 365-1491
* THOMPSON, William Neil, PhD, Prof, Agr. .. 333-1817
Farm Management & Policy, 314 Mumford Hall;
1607 W Green St, C 359-3277
* THOMPSON, Victor Alexander, PhD, Prof 333-3880
Political Sci, Head, 330 LH; 1502 S Lincoln
Ave, U 344-2333
* THOMSON, Robb M, PhD, Prof, Physical Met
and Physics, Min, Met & Pet Eng, On Leave
* THOMSON, Robert Glenn, Elec Tech II 333-1903




THOMSON, Robert Stuart, PhD, Asst Prof, ...333-0046
French, Italian, 225 LH
THON, William Charles, Commercial ArtistI
.
.333-0956
University Press, 134 University Press; 607 1/2
W Church, C
* THOR, Alfred Uhno, MS, Asst Prof, Agron
Emeritus, 709 S Urbana Ave 367-2501
* THOR, Esther Klotzsche, MS, Ext Adviser
Home Econ, Coop Ext Service, Champaign County
Retired; 709 S Urbana Ave, U 367-2501
* THORNBERRY, Halbert Houston, PhD, Prof 333-1526
Plant Path, 113a Hort Field Lab; 1602 South Hilcrest
St, U 367-3390
* THORNBURG, David Devoe, BS, Res Asst, ...333-3365
Met, 208 Met & Min Bldg; 502 W Main, U 367-7808
THORNBURGH, Helen Marian, Clerk-Typist IL 333-0890
EE, 405A Min & Met Bldg, Mansfield 489-2321
* THORNBURN, Thomas Hampton, PhD, Prof 333-2543
CE, 2230 CEB, 1010 W Hill St, C 352-4476
* THORNE, Marlowe Driggs, PhD, Prof, 333-3420
Agron, Head, W 201c Turner Hall, 2205 S Cottage,
U 367-0230
*+THORNES, Henry Franklin, BS, Bus Mgr 333-1280
Athletic Association, 113 Assembly Hall, 210 W
Vermont, U 367-1605
* THORNTON, Julie Ann, Clerk-Stenog III 333-4525
Acctg, 250 Commerce West; 1404 McKinley,
C 352-9568
* THORNTON, Robert James, MA, Tchr Asst ... 333-0072
Econ, 115 Commerce Annex, 1404 McKinley,
C - 352-9568
* THORNTON, Ruth Meece, Acctg Clerk II 333-4880
Bursar's Div, Bus Ofc, 162 Adm Bldg, 1103 N
Highland, U 367-6138
* THORNTON, Shirley June, Clerk-Stenoglll . . . 333-0480
Dean of Students, Student Programs & Services,
110 Student Services, 813 E Grove, Rantoul
893-1563
* THORSHEIM, Howard Iuer, MA, Psychology. . 333-3138
396 Davenport Hall, 1002 W Springfield, U 365-1486
* THRASHER, Jo Ellyn, Clerk-Typist in. Coll.. 333-2980
of Vet Med, 102 Small An Clinic; 304 1/2 Kelly
Court, C 356-8414
THRASHER, William Albert, Staff Asst 333-1710
Physical Sci, Coor Sci Lab, CSL 140, 409
Fairlawn Dr, U 365-1723
* THRIFT, Robert Lyle, BS, Spectroscopist 333-0327
Chem & Chem Engr, 148A ECB, RR 2, U 367-0192
* THROCKMORTON, LaNee Ann, Clerk-Typist IIB33-2321
TAM, 214 Talbot Lab, 810 Hawthorne Dr, U
367-2594
* THRUSH, Harry L, BS, Asst to Superintendent 333-6417
PP, PPSB, 502 W Main St, Apt 119, U 367-1397
THUDIUM, Doris Esther, MS, Psychiatric 333-2703
Social Worker, Health Service, 193 Health Center,
502 W Main, 365-2193
THUNBERG, Linda Alice, BS, Asst, PEW 333-3806
127 W Gym; 909 S 5th St, #423, C 332-4728
* THURMON, John C, MS, Instr, Vet Clinical.. 333-2980
Med, 116 Small Animal Clinic, 2003 Cureton Dr,
U 367-3230
* TIBBETTS, Allen Francis, Janitor, PP, PPSB
1708 Burnetta, C 352-7750
* TIBBETTS, Arnold MacLean, PhD, Asst Prof .. 333-3181
Engl, 255 EB; 1902 George Huff, U 367-2815
* TIBBETTS, Charlene, MA, Res Assoc, Educ. . .333-4490
University High School, 1207 W Stoughton;
1902 George Huff Dr, U 367-2815
+TIBBETTS, Ronald K, Shop Foreman, State 333-6221
Water Survey, Rm 54, Water Resources; 1007
Maplepark, C . 35 6-3501
* TIEBOUT, Harry Morgan Jr, PhD, Assoc Prof. .333-0739
Phil, 201D Gregory Hall; 2014 Burlison Dr, U
344-6420
TIEDE, David Allen, MS, Res Asst, Physics. .333-0272
496 Physics Bldg; 301 S Prairie, C 359-4577
* TIEDE, Russell Louis, MS, Instr, Music
412 Fairlawn Dr, U 367-5157
* TIEN, HYuan, Assoc Prof, Sociology 333-1953
342 LH; 607 W Iowa, U 344-6173
* TIFFT, Larry Lowell, AB, Tchr Asst, 333-2070
Sociology, 1204 W Oregon; 402 W Clark, C 352-6653
TIGELAAR, Howard Lee, BA , Tchr Asst, Chem
305 Noyes, 1010 W Green #728, U332-2327
* TILLING, James Ralph, AM, Tchr Asst 333-2781
Political Sci, 408 S Goodwin St, Rm 11; 909 S
Matlis Ave, Apt #6, C 356-1418
* TILLING, Pamela Caswell, AB, Res Asst 333-3880
Political Sci, 325 LH; 909 S Mattis Ave, #6
C 356-1418
TILLMAN, Albert Carter, MA, Asst Prof 333-2046
English, 311 EB, 907 S Sixth 333-1656
1109 S Orchard, U 367-1815
* TIMM, Robert Frederick, PhD, Asst Prof 333-6631
Mech & Indus Eng, 130 MEB; 305 Bliss Dr,
U 344-1661
TIMMERMAN, Mary Jane Cunningham, BFA
Asst, Art, Arch 409-A; 1911 Crescent Dr, C
352-2657
* TIMMONS, Benjamin Finley, PhD, Assoc Prof
Sociology, Emeritus; 1605 Sangamon Dr, C 352-8606
*+TINBERG, Gilbert LeRoy, Tech Asst, State
. .
. 344-1481
Geol Survey, Natural Resources Garage; 1115 W
Green, C 352-3938
.* TINCHER, Fred Allison, MS, Ext Adviser, ...772-4075
Agr, Coop Ext Service, Whiteside County, 100 E
Knox; 616 N Orange, Morrison 772-4784
* TING, TsuanWu, PhD, Prof, Math, 213 AH. . 333-3997
2113 S Burlison Dr, U 344-0585
* TINGLEY, Marjorie Ellen, Clerk-Stenog III, 333-3622
276 Adm Bldg; RR 1, Sidney . 688-2065"
"
* TINKHAM, Robert Alan, PhD, Assoc Prof .... 333-1298
Indus Ed Div, Coll of Educ, 348 Educ Bldg; 1406
Diwson, C 356-0755
* TTPPETT, Muriel Croy, County Ext Secy 849-6931
Coop Ext Service, Cumberland County, PO Box
218 ; R 2, Box 1, Toledo 849-4171
* TIPTON, Craig Daniel, BS, Asst, Chem &
Chem Eng, 305 Noyes Lab; 1011 S First St,
Apt 3, C 352-6863
* TIPTON, Dorothy Ilene , Clerk-Typist III, 333-4376
S-506 Turner Hall; 2303 Campbell Dr, C 356-4682
* TIPTON, Elmer D, Janitor, PP, PPSB
1210 Williamsburg Dr, C 352-7226
* TRICK, Timothy Noel, PhD, CSL & EE, Asst ..333-0943
Prof, 4-119 CSL & 322 C EEB • 333-3803
4 Bellamy Ct, C 356-2793
* TITUS, John Smith, PhD, Prof, Pomology, ....333-1521
Hort, 102 Hort Field Lab; 805-W Nevada St, U
344-4063
* TITUS, Suzanne Petertyl, BA , Clerk II, Biol. . 333-3654
Lib, 101 Burrill Hall; 805 W Nevada, U 344-4063
* TTWARI, Anand D, MS, Asst, An Sci 333-1786
104 Stock Pavilion; 1011 W Illinois St, U
TOBIAS, Joseph, Prof, Dairy Tech, Food Sci. . 333-4441
103 Dairy Manufactures; 208 E Mumford Dr, U
344-6521
* TODD, Florence A., Janitress, Hsng Div
.809C N. Cunningham, U 367-5611
TODD, Kenneth S. , Ph D, Asst Prof 333-4689
'Vet Path & Hygiene, 359 VM; 1101 S Mattis
Apt 2-4, C 356-65,09
* TODD, Lee J. , Ph D, Asst Prof, Chem & 333-1807
Chem Eng, 355 E NL; 1511 W White, C
352-0609
* TODOROVIC, RadmlloA., PhD, Res Assoc .. .333-2671
Vet Path & Hygiene, Dairy Sci, 108 VM Annex
1700 Parkhaven, C 352-0128
* TOEPKE, Clara P. , AM, Asst, Lang Lab 333-1719
214 LH; 29 Leichner Dr, C 359-3587
* TOEPKE, IvalL., MS, Res Asst, Physics 333-2179
B-48 MRL; 29 Leichner Dr, C 359-3587
* TOGERSEN, Thomas S., Electrician, PP.
PPSB; 309 S Garfield, C 35 6-2106
TOIDA, Shunichi, MS, Res Asst, CSL 333-6570
4-130 CSL; 404 E Stoughton, Rm 8, C
356-6558
TOLBERT, Larry, AB, Res Asst, Jrn, 119 GH. . 333-2351
480 Scott Hall, C 332-1628
TOLE, Anil B. , ME, Res Asst, EE, 202-6 333-2397
EERL; 1010 W Green St, #303, U 332-2210
TOLSON, Janet M. , AB, Grad Asst, Student.. 333-4644
Personnel & Dean of Women Ofc, Wardall Hall
Counseling Ofc; Wardall 614, 1010 Will St, U
332-4418
* TOMKO, Lawrence A. , MS, Asst, EE 333-4182
47 EEB; 2015-D Orchard St, U 344-3183
* TOMLINS, Richard I., Grad Dipl in Food Sci. .333-1931
Res Asst, Food Sci, 567 Bevier Hall
2032-D Orchard St, U
* TOMLINSON, Elinor M. , Clerk-Typist II 333-2308
Zoology, 481 Morrill Hall; 2008 Silver Ct (W)
U 367-7533
* TOMLINSON, Robert M.
,
Ph D, Assoc Prof. . . 333-2757
Voc & Tech Educ, Chairman Indus Educa Div
51 E Armory Ave; 2008 Silver Ct, U
* TONDINI, Janice M. , Clerk-Stenog II 333-1230"
Space Utilization, 237 Davenport House
2 07 S Lincoln, Mahomet
* TONESS, Kay S. , BA, Tchr Asst, Antron 333-1854
1207 Davenport Hall; 107 E Daniel, C
352-0870
* TONG, Hua-Ching, MS, Res Asst, Met & Min.
,
408 I, MMB; 1932B Orchard Downs, U
* TOOLEY, Clarence, Farm Laborer, Dixon 949-2101
Springs Agr Cntr, Simpson; Rt 2, Simpson
* TOOLEY, DanielS., Cadet Adm, Air Force .. . 333-1927
Aero Studies, 232 Armory; 2603 E Calif, U
367-3112
* TOOLEY, Fay V., PhD, Prof, Glass Tech 333-3199
Ceramic Eng, 208 Cer Bldg; 611 W Oregon, U
344-6432
* TORBET, Diana L. , Card PunchOprI, PP 333-6235
PPSB; 404 W Springfield Ave, C 356-6559
118
TORKELSON, Anthony R. , MS, Asst, Chem &..333-6[|
Chem Eng, 428 E Chem; 1614 W Park, C
352-5962
TORRANCE, Ellen M. , MS, Asst Tchr, Math . . 333-lJ
350 AH; 408 E Stoughton, C
TORRES, David, MA, Asst, Spanish, Iralian
.
.
Portuguese, 224 LH; 707 S Gregory Place, U
344-0752
TORRES, Judith A., MS, Instr, Women's PE... 333-31
211 WGym; 2206 E Univ, U 365-2643
TOSAW, Rae, Periodicals Asst, Reference. ... 333-1]
200 Lib; 800 S Mattis, C 359-4117
TOTEL, Greg, BA, Asst, Physiol & Biophysics.
Burriel Hall; 1108 S Lincoln Ave, U
TOTH, Edmund F., MS, Prof, Arch, 103 Arch. .333-]!
1101 E Wash St, U 367-2201
TOUCHBERRY, Robert W. , Ph D, Dairy Sci. . . 333-28
(Leave of Absence) , 215EASL; 17036 Downing St I
Gaithersburg , Maryland 926-1687
TOURIGHY, Guy, PhD, Res Assoc, Chem &. . 333-:l
Chem Eng, 242 E Chem
TOUSEY, Marlene L.
, MA, Asst Dean of 333-cft
Women, Student Programs & Serv, 110 SSB
1201 N Coler, U 367-2662
TOUSEY, Walter C, MA, Res Asst, Bur of... 333-




BS, Res Asst, State 333-<
Water Survey, 271 WR; 1100-3 Falcon Dr, Rantoul
893-4281
+TOWNLEY, Enid, MS, Geologist & Asst to
Chief, State Geol Survey, Emeritus
1506 S Race St, U 367-2579
TOWNSEND, Richard, BS, Res Asst, Dean of . .333-(
Students, Hsng Division, Babcock Counseling Of
URH 416 Babcock Hall, U 332-3824
* TOWNSEND, Rosa L. , Stenog Secy, EE 333-;!
156 EEB; 2103 Rainbow View, U 367-2212
* TOWNSLEY, Richard L., Policeman, PP, PPSB.
8 Hedge Ct, C 352-7706
* TOYOZAWA, Yutaka, PhD, Visiting Prof 333-1
Physics, 39 0T MRL
* TRACY, Paul H. , Ph D, Prof, Dairy Tech
Emeritus, Food Sci; P O Box 253, Deland, Fla
734-2096
* TRACY, Norma C. , AB, Clerk-Typist III 333-
President's Ofc, 364 Adm; 1406 Maywood Dr, C
35 6-0641
+TRANQUILLI, John A., BS, Tech Asst, NHS... 333-
275 NR; 280 Weston Hall, C 332-1970
* TRAHERN, Joseph B. , Ph D, Asst Prof, Engl. . 333-I 1
305 EB; 203 W Vermont, U 365-1885
* TRAIL, James H., BS, Project Engr, PP, PPSB. .333-' :
908 W Charles St, C 352-0157
* TRANTINA/ Gerald G. , BS, Tchr Asst, Physics.333-:
TAM, 301 TL; 1930D Orchard St, U 344-6688
* TRASK, Roger R., PhD, Visiting Lecturer 333-,
History, 311 Armory; 1208 W Healey, C
352-8971
TRAUTMANN, George, J., Draftsman l/Arch. .333-'
PP, 605 E Green St; 910 Bellepark Dr, C
* TRAVERS, Kenneth J. , Ph D, Asst Prof 333-i'
Sec & Continuing Educ, 276B Educ
1805 Lynwood Dr, C 352-8111 I
TREBILCOCK, (Mrs.) Lorraine D. , MS, Prof . .333-L
Textiels & Clothing, Home Econ, 139 Bevier Half
508 Hessel Blvd, C 352-3723
TREDON, Thomas A., MS, Tchr Asst, Math .. .333-i
178 AH; 403 Briar Lane, Apt 115, C
352-2084
Kitchen Helper, 165 IU
Sidney 688-2551
Janitor, PP, PPSB; Homer
688-2229
., Millman, PP, PPSB
Sidney 688-2510
TREES, Betty M.




TREES, Lealan, Janitor, PP, PPSB
1225 OakwoodAve, Danville 442-5329
TREKELL, Marianna, Ph D, Asst Prof, PE 333- 1
for Men, 116 Huff Gym; 901 B Mumford Dr, U
365-2790
TRELEASE, Pauline A. , MS, Asst Prof, Psych. .333-1
156 CRC; 1118 WArmory, C 352-3094
TREMBLAY, Clifford W.
,
MA, Res Assoc 333-
Curriculum Lab, 1210 W Springfield, U
1009 Scottsdale Dr, C 359-2749
TREMAINE, Harold L. , Greenhouse 333-
Nurseryman, 204 Bot Annex, N Greenhouse 333-
2206 Rodney Dr, C 352-4664
TRENKLE, Charles J., BS, Res Asst, CE
204 TL; 508 E Stoughton St, Apt 207, C
352-5037
TRESELER, Fred, Electrician, PP, PPSB
Box 66, Mansfield 489-4671
TREVINO, Guillermo, Licencia in Phil, Asst.. 333-
Spanish, 909 S 6th St, 1st Floor
2082 C Orchard Downs, U 344-3695
TRIANDIS, Harry C. , Ph D, Psych, LIR 333
300C GH; 2511 Lawndale Dr, C 356-4350
TRIANDIS, Pola F. , MA, Res Asst, Ext in 333




* TWARDOCK, Arthur R. , BS DVM PhD.333-2506, 333-1109
Veterinary Physiology Phar; 23 5 Vet Med.
1513 Waverly Dr., C 359-1588
TWEIT, Cheryl A., Oprlll, Bus Ofo 333-4750
249 Admin Bldg; 312 W Illinois 367-4285
* TWOHEY, Francis P, MD,BS, As3t Prof 333-2826
270 Health Center; Apt 1825,1616 Valley Rd,C.
359-4548
* TYACK, David B., BA AMT PhD, Educ........ 333-2446
Education 230A; 704 S. Gregory P1,U 344-3947
TYKOCINER, Joseph T., D Eng, Prof Elec 333-4120
Electr Engineering Bldg 330D; 306 W, Iowa St.
Urbana; 367-4981
TYLER, Georgene E., BA MS, Library 333-3856
220 S. Library; 908 W. California, U 344-4982
+TYLER, Lloyd E., BS, & MS Agronomy 356-3785
200 W. Church St., C; 1008 W. Union, 356-8041
* TYMCHYSHYN, Roman E., AM, Instructor.... 333-4165
280 Armory; 303 Elmwood, C 356-0261
* TYNER, Edward H. , PhD, Prof Soil Fertility.. 333-4376
S-512 Turner Hall; 1119 W. Church C, 356-3380
TYNE, Jay R. , BSEE, Teach. Assls 332-2301
155 EEB; 654 Sherman Hall, C 332-4883
* TYREY, E. Lee, BS MS, Physiol, Blophys
440 Burrlll Hall; 4 Squire Ct. , U 367-8047
* TZENG, Kenneth Kai-Mlng, MS Elec. Engl. .. .333-6753
3-114 Coordinated Science Lab;
2030 C S. Orchard St. , U 344-1935
u
* UCHIDA, MarkF., B. S., M.S., 333-3494
Res. Asst. Data Processing Sect., Sur.Res. Lab.
437 D.K.H.; 502 W.Main.Apt 129 365-1130
* UHLHORN, Ivanka M., B.A., M.A., 333-3399
Library Tech. Asst. I, Spec. Languages, 246 Lib;
402 Briar Lane, C
* UHLHORN, RogerW., B.S., M.S.,Res. Asst. 333-4699
Elec. Engr., 217 Elec. Engr.Res. Lab.
402 Briar Lane, Apt. 1 356-8657
UHLIR, Richard F., B.S., M.S 333-6222
Instructor Spec. Educ, Rm. 202, 1005 W. Nevada;
800| W. White, C 359-1959
*-<-UJHELYI, ZoltanS., Audio-Visual Aids 333-0580
Tech. I. 55 E. Armory St. C
130 Scottswood, U 367-0451
* ULANOWSKY, Paul, Ph.D., Prof of Music ...
.
202 Stlven House, ; 16 Sylvan Lane,
Old Greenwich, Conn.
* ULLMANN, Leonard P., Ph.D. Prof, of 333-0040
Psych., 173 Children's Res. Center
403 Buena Vista Drive, C 356-1232
*-UU,MAMN
, Leonard-R^uB^—&_,M^-Ph . D . . -333-Wm
P»7cfr>-±73
* ULRICH, Richard L. , B. A. Ed 333-2882
Ext. Spec. Short Courses & Conf.
,
116-E Illlnl Hall;
1306 E. Florida, U 367-0575
* UMBARGER, Kenneth R. , Fieldman 333-2734
Agri. Eng., ShopAgri. Eng.
202 South East St., Homer 896-4213
UMBERGER, Forrest G., B. S., M.S.,
Asst. Speech, 601 E. John St. Speech &
Hearing Clinic; Hendrlck House, Rm. 405
90i W. Green St. , U
* UNDEEN, Albert H.', B.A., Zoology 333-6257
N.S.F. Trainee As St., 50 5 S. Goodwin
912 S. Lynn St., U 367-2731
* UNDEEN, Margaret E. , B.A. , M.A 333-3482
Res. Asst. Psychology, 129 N. Race;
912 S. Lynn St., U 367-2731
* UNDERWOOD, James R., Janitor, P.P
P.P. Service Bldg.;
301 E. Ethel St., St. Joseph 469-2751
UNDERWOOD, Michael L. , A.B. , Acct
Teaching Asst. 2 David Klnley Hall
2311 S. First, Apt 303, C 344-5397
"+UNDERWOOD, Robert E. Jr., M.A ..333-0580
NAEB Tape Project, Broadcasting, Manager,
59 E. Armory Street,;
1911 Winchester Drive, C 352-1276
"+UNFER, Beulah M., Tech. Asst 344-1481
State G
eol. Survey, 404 Natural Rescources;
308 West John, C 352-9895
* UNGER, Otto E., M.B.A., B.S., Asst 333-0616
Dir. of Housing, Res. Hall, 420 Student Ser. Bldg.
1614 West Union, C 356-5857
UNROE, John A., B.A.
, J.D., 333-0770
Res. Staff Advisor, Dean of Students Housing
174 Weston Hall,;
1007 Francis Drive, C 352-1593
UNRUH, Larry A., B.A. , Library Clerk II 333-3576
119 Engineering Hall,;
908 W. Healey, C 352-3949
* UNZICKER, Carol A., B.A., M.A., 333-1256
Asst. in Educ, 220 Univ. High School;
1 Newport Rd., U 365-1001
*+UNZICKER, JohnD., Ph.D., Asst. Taxonomlst333-6646
State Natural Hist. Sur. Faunistic Section,
93 Natural Resources Bldg.;
1 Newport Road, U 365-1001
* UNZICKER, Virgil D., Herdsman, Dairy Scl. .. 333-0472
Purebred DAlry Barns;
1500 S. Western, C 356-8267
* UPDIKE, Leonora C, Natural Scl. Lab 333-2135
Asst. I., Dept. Microbiology, 353 Burrlle Hall;
106 N. Washington St., Sidney 638-2271
TRIANDIS, Harry C, PhD, Psych, UR 333-2382
213 LIR Bldg, 504 E Armory, C
2511 Lawndale Dr, C 356-4350
TRICK, Timothy N. , Ph D, Asst Prof, EE 333-3803
CSL, 322C EEB, 4-119 CSL 333-0943
4 Bellamy Ct, C 356-2793
TRIGG, James R., Asst Farmer, Dixon 949-2101
Springs Agr Cntr & An Scl, Dixon Springs Agr Cntr
Simpson; Rt 2, Simpson . 949-2179
TRIGGER, Kenneth J. , MS, ME Prof, ME &... 333-0639
Indus Eng, 222 MEB; 705 W Columbia Ave, C
352-2560
TRIMBLE, Richard T. , M Ed, Instr, PE 333-1680
207 MOG; 2047 A Hazelwood Ct, U
344-0785
TRINKLE, Allan E. , Duplicating Mach Opr II. . 333-4763
Computer Scl, 73 DCL; 406 E Lincoln St
St Joseph 469-7250
TRINKLE, Paul V. , Equipment Attendant 333-3482
Psych, Comparative Lab, 129 N Race, U
Country Club Heights, RR 1 , U 367-4667
TRIPPY, Richard J., Cryogenic Tech II 333-1918
Physics, PB; St Joseph 469-7310
TRIPATHI, Ram K. , MS, Res Asst, Plant Path. 333-4723
8 HFL; 300 S Goodwin Ave, Apt 603, U
344-1939
rRIPATHY, DeoklN., MS, Res Asst, VPH 333-1937
35 VMB; 705 W Calif, U 344-5765
rRJITZINSKY, WaldemarJ., PhD, Prof, Math. 333-1114
365 AH; 603 W Oregon St, U 344-5163
rROEHLER, Virgil E. , Chief Clerk, Space 333-1233
Utilization, 237 Davenport House; 2203 W Klrby
C 356-1719
fROGDON, RayL., BS, Res Engr, CSL 2-131. 333-6446
108 W Mumford Dr, U 344-6983
rROMBI, Peter C. , MS, Tchr Asst, Math 333-4799
215 YWCA; 314 S Elm, C 359-1914
[ROTIER, Arnold H. , AM, Dir of Tech, Prof.
.
.
LibAdm, Emeritus; 1011 W White St, C
rROTTIER, June A. , BS . Biology
1010 W. Green # 350 U. 332-2256
352-9883
TROUSIL, Elaine B., MS, Res Asst, Microbiol. 333-1142
315 Burrlll Hall; 1114 W Nevada, Apt 12, U
344-2255
TROUT, Ellen L., BS, Tchr Asst, Women's...
PE; 702 W Church, C 352-9490
TROVER, James E. , Opr Crane Engr, PP, PPSB.
305 Church St, Savoy 822-5571
TROVER, Ileah W. , Res Asst, State Water 333-4968
Survey, Rm 62; 305 Church St, Savoy
822-5571
TROWBRIDGE, (Mrs.) Florence S. , Clerk III. . 333-1702
Coll of LAS; 410 Avondale, C 352-2638
TROWBRIDGE, Lynn M. , BFA, Asst, Music... 333-6676
1 Hill Annex; 206 Hartle Ave, Apt 2, U
365-2937
mOWBRIDGE, Nancy L. , Clerk-Typist III 333-4123
1007 W Nevada; 206 Hartle Ave, U
356-2937
rROYER, Stephen R., BS, Res Asst, Computer. 333-1587
Scl, 165 ERL; 1010 W Green, Apt 333, U
332-2239
TCUDYK. Pierce, Clerk-Typist II, MRL 333-1381
270 MRL; 113 W Birch St, C 356-4846
"RUESDELL, Dean H. , Elec Tech II, EE 333-1643
216 EE Annex; 1702 Garden Hills Dr, C
356-2996
RULL, George A., BS, Ext Adviser, Agr 243-2712
Morgan Co, Coop Ext Serv, E Morton Rd, Rt 4
Jacksonville; 1226 W Chamber, Jacksonville
243-2784
'RULOCK, Carol L., Clerk -Stenog III, PP.... 333-2440
704 S Sixth St; 710 Balboa Dr, C 356-9743
' RULOCK, William D. , MS, Instr, Avi
Airport; 710 Balboa Dr, C
.
356-9743
'RUMBULL, Robert B., Storekeeper IH 333-0495
Chem & Chem Eng, 304 Chem Annex
. Phillips Acres, RR 2, U 367-3037
*UMP, Henrietta C, Clerk III, Acctg 333-0978
Bus Ofc, 257 Adm; 903 W Western Ave, U
344-3745
' WMPETER, Margoj'.,^ MS, Res Assoc 333-1980
i Lib Res Cntr, 428 Lib; 906 S Maple St, U
367-3364
i tZCINSKI, Janet, BA, Tchr Asst, Math 333-1898
j 224 IH; 503 E Stoughton St, C 356-7933
I !AI, Joyce M. , BS, Res Asst, Agr Econ 333-0947
I 452 Mumford Hall; 484-1010 W Green St, U
332-2557
I'lAI, Randolph L. , MS, Asst, Chem & Chem . 333-3942
.Eng, 417 ECB; 16, 506 S Mathews, U
344-2122
CHOPP, Larry L., MS, Res Asst, EE 333-2397
202E EERL; 304 1/2 W Hill St, C 352-3530
IBRIS, John-Constantine M. , PhD 333-3942
Res Assoc, Chem & Chem Eng, 419 ECB
| 311 W Clark, C 359-4839
OULFANIDIS, Nick, MS, Asst, Nuclear Eng. 333-0332
( 205 NEL; 103 1/2 E Healey, C 359-2959
CKER, BernadineG., Clerk -Typist 1 333-0950
103 UP; 1720 Anita Dr, C
CKER, Charles E Jr. Programming Manager.. 333-3842
353 S Wash, Paxton 379-3262
* TUCKER, DaleD., BS, Asst, Forestry 333-2776
.
206 FSL; RR 2, Brownfield Rd, U 365-1236
* TUCKER, James C, Stagehand, Assembly H 333-3144
2603 Sangamon, C 356-4272
* TUCKER, LedyardR., PhD, Prof, Psych 333-3486
Educ Psych, 300A GH; 1704 Golfvlew Dr, U
367-9412
* TUCKER, Robert R., BS, Supervisor of 333-4771
Residential Custodial Opr, Hsng Div
Rm 7, LAR; 1810 Bellamy Dr, C 356-9404
TUCKER, Rosemary, Secy, Law, 209 LawBldg. 333-0931
1904 Country Squire Dr, U 365-2086
TUCKER, Stanley L. , BS, Res Asst, Agr Econ. 333-1829
149 Bevier Hall; 39 Maplewood Dr, U
367-6967
TUCKEY, MarclaF., BS, Res Asst, Unlv 333-0798
Archives, 19 Lib; 709 S Randolph St, Apt 3, C
356-3937
* TUCKEY, Stewart L., Ph D, Prof, Dairy Tech . 333-4441
Food Sci, 101 DMB; 919 W Charles St, C
352-9244
* TURCO, Barbara M., AB, Secy, Agron 333-3420
W-201 TH; 2020 N Mattls Ave, C
* TUFFORD, Betty J., AB, Res Asst 333-3340
Inst of Govt & Public Affairs, 1201 W Navada
1117 Holiday Park Dr, C 356-9540
TULLIUS, Diane D., MS, Asst, Chem & 333-3764
Chem Eng, 450 NL; 1010 W Green St, 267, U
332-2464
* TULLY, Sally M. , BA, Credentials Analyst . . . 333-0306
Admissions & Records, 100a Adm
905 E Dealware, U 365-3297
* TULUMELLO, Angelo, PhD, Sr Res Engr 333-3487
CSL 1-139; 1825 Parkdale, C 359-2157
* TULUMELLO, Jacqueline D. , MS, Tchr Asst. . 333-2520
Math, 313 AH; 1825 Parkdale, C 359-2157
* TUMMALA, Rao R. , MS, Res Asst, Cer Eng .
.
306 Cer Bldg; 300 S Goodwin, U 344-3367
TUMMELSON, Jay M. , BS, Res Asst, Math .. .333-6492
& Computer Sci, 171 DCL; 601 N Prospect, C
352-1351
* TUMOLILLO, Thomas A., MS, Res Asst. 333-4358
Physics, 351 PB; 2047C Hazelwood Ct, U
344-1986
TUNCALP, Secll, BS, Res Asst, Statistical. . .333-2170
Serv Unit, 54 Adm, 707 S Wright
208 E Green, C
* TUNG, Chi Chao, Ph D, Asst Prof, CE 333-6937
2213 CEB; 1110 Westfleld Dr, C 359-3367
TUNGATE, David, BA, Res Asst, Weston H. .. 333-4439
Dean of Students, Hsng Div, 178 Weston
Counseling Ofc; URH 230 Weston Hall, C
332-1933
* TURBOW, Marvin E. , MS, Asst, Physiol &...
Biophysics, 528 Burrlll Hall; 611 W Healey, C
352-8083
* TURCOT!, Laveme L.
,
Janitor, PP; 1622 W
Park St, C 356-1654
TUPJGLIATTO, Lucille, BS, Res Assoc 333-2174
President's Ofc, 380 Adm; 506 W Healey, C
359-3501
TURK, Patricia J., BS, GradAsst, Student... 332-3362
Personnel & Dean of Women Ofc, 370 Allen Hall
1005 W Gregory Dr, U 332-3362
TURKOWSKI, DavidS., BS, Asst Tchr, Math. .333-2040
122 Arcade Bldg; 408 E Stoughton St, C
352-9574
* TURLO, Richard P., MS, Res Asst, EE 333-4155
312 B EERL; 2 12 IB N Mattls, C
* TURNBULL, Robert J. , Ph D, Asst Prof, EE... 333-0890
405 MMB, EEB 330F 333-4207
1508 Lincolnshire Dr, C 352-6783
* TURNER, Betty J., Secy, Computer Sci 333-3427
2S2d DCL; 2004 Rainbow View, U 367-1052
* TURNER, Fred H. , Ph D, Dir of Unlv 333-2920
Centennial, Unlv Dean of Students, 420F IU
507 W Wash St, U 344-2247
* TURNER, JohnR., Janitor, PP, PPSB
346 W Spruce, Paxton
* TURNER, John M. , An Caretaker, VM 333-2980
Small An Clinic; 2004 Rainbow View, U
367-1052
* TURNER, Kathleen, Lib Clerk II, Serials 333-1997
501 Kenwood Rd, C 359-4578
* TURPIN, FredrlckG., ElecTechI, CSL 333-1446
215 CSL; 108 S Gregory Ave, U 344-4961
* TURQUETTE, AtwellR., PhD, Prof, Phil 333-4701
105F GH; 914 W Clark St, C 356-5149
*+TURUDA, Janet T. , AB, Clerk-Typist II 333-4264
State Water Survey, 265 WR; 702 W Western
Apt4, -U 367-1738
* TURYN, Alexander, PhD, Prof, Classics 333-6129
Prof, Cntr for Advanced Study (On Leave)
359 LH; 801 S Maple, U 367-3911
* TUTTLE, Jane S. , BA, Nat Sci Lab Asst 1 333-3943
Biochemistry, 304 EC; 1101 W Oregon, U
344-4357
* TUTTLE, Thomas E., Storekeeper II , PP, PPSB.
209 W Jefferson, Villa Grove 832-9139
TUZAR, Jana, MA, Instr, Slavic Lang & Lit... 333-1493
166 LH; 403 Briar Lane, C 359-4358 .
* TV, George, B.SC B, Ettgg. CE 333-2436





UPTON, Helen, E., B. S., Co. Ext. Secy. ... 664-
Lake & Harris , Greenville;
301 S. Sixth, Greenville 664-1738
* URBANO, Richard C, B. S., Res. Asst 333-
Children's Res. Center, 183 C RC;
11051 N. Coler, U 367-0507
* UROFF, Benjamin P., A. B., 333-
History Instructor, 304 Armory;
2001 S. Vine, U 344-0823
* UROFF, Margaret D. , A. B. , Ph.D 333-
Asst. Prof. Div. of Gen. Studies, 12 3 Aitgeld;
2001 South Vine St., U 344-0823
USPEL, Richard V., B.A., Asst. Engl 333-
304 English Building,
406 East Main, Apt. 5, U 367-1509
USRY, Edith M., M. A., B. M., F. A. G. O. .
Prof, of Music; 3825 John Lynda Road,
Des Moines, Iowa 255-2439
UTEG, Donald L. , B. A., Res. Asst 333-
Advertising, 103 Gregory Hall;
211 W. Springfield, C
* UTTERBACK, P. Wayne, Supervisor of
Main Desk, 174 Illini Union;
610 W. Oregon, U 344-6475
* UTLEY, Deborah B., B. A., M. L. S 333-
Asst. Instructor Commerce Library, 225 Library;
1105 N. Coler Ave., U 365-2478
UYAR, Klvilcim M., B. A., Teaching Asst 333-
Industrial Adm. , 350 Commerce W.;
509 E. Staughton Apt. 103, C 352-9704
V
* VABIC, Robert M. , Tab Oper II, Statis Serv. . . 333-4822
Unit, 54 Adm Bldg; 609 Fairlawn Dr, U ,367-0298
* VAICAITIS, Rimas, BS, Grad Asst, Aer & Astro.333-3146
Eng, 21 Trans Bldg; 509 W Nevada, U, 365-2401
*+VAIL, Edwin A. , Core Drill Hlpr, Soil Cons. . .356-3787
Serv, USDA, 200 W Church St.; Rt 1, Villa Grove
VALAITIS, Paula J. , BS, Grad Asst, Offc of. . . 332-3598
Stu Persnl & Dean of Women, 116 Saunders Hall;
906 College Ct, U 332-3598
*+VAIL, RuthS.,BS, Res Asst, State Geol Surv. .344-1481
216 Nat Res; 604 N Maple, #33, U 365-2160 189-261
VALBERG, Jerome J., PhD, Asst Prof, Phil
222 GH; 505 1/2 Stoughton, C 359-4685
* VALEK, James J., MEd, Head Football Coach. .333-1400
123 Assembly Hall; 1719 Lincoln Rd, C
359-1272
* VALENCIA, Leonor U. , Res Asst, Food Sci 333-1931
462 BH; Apt 624, Stu Staffs Apts, 1107 W Green ,U
'VALLANCE, Patricks., BS, Grad Asst, Health .333-2307
& Safety Educ, 114 Huff Gym; 1012 S 1st St, C
VALLENI, Robert R. , MS, Instr, Elec Eng 333-4344
523 Elec Eng; 1712 Tara Dr, C 356-8966
VALENTINE, Ira P Ji .Dup Mach Oper II, Steno. 333-1601
Bur, 1203 W Oregon; 213 W Chares St, C
356-3560
VALENTINE, Murvin Jr. Policeman, PP
PPSB; 110 W Dodson Dr, U 367-6491
VALENTINE, Robert, BS, Resid Asst, Oglesby. 333-0848
Hall, Dean of Stu, Hous Div, Oglesby Couns
Offc; URH 114 Oglesby Hall, U 332-5071
* VALLANCE, Kenneth S., AB, Mgr, CFS, Hous. 333-1406
Div, CFS; 1011 Hollycrest Dr, C 356-2070
* VAN ARSDELL, Paul M., PhD, Head, Finance. 333-2110
313 DKH; 209 W Michigan, U 367-6430
* VAN ARSDALL, Roy N., PhD, Prof, Farm Mgt& . 356-1142
Agr Econ, Agr Economist, Econ Res Serv, USDA,
306 MH; Rt 1, Mahomet 586-2134
* VANBILJON, Louis, DSc, Vis Assoc Prof,... 333-4751
Comput Sci, 22 DCL; 2053C Orchard Downs, U
344-482 5
VAN BLARICUM, Glenn F JrMS, Res Asst,Elec333-1200
"Eng, 445 EEB; 311 E John St, Apt 4, C ,344-4255
* VANGROENOU, Willem B., DRS, Instr, Ind. . .333-4515
Adm, 123 Com W; 1834 A Orchard PI, U, 344-2380
* VANCE, Larry J. , Tech Draftsman Illus 1 333-3434
Physics, Rm 104, New PB; Bondville , 863-6050
VAN CLEAVE, Kathryn L. , Clerk II, Alumni 333-1476
Relat & Recrds, 227 IUB; 511 East White St, C
356-3072
* VANCE, Ellis E., EdM, Dir, Intercol Athletics 333-3630
112 Assembly Hall; 2112 Noel, C 352-5546 -
* VANCE, Mary A., MS, Asst Prof, City Plan &. 333-0424
Landscape Librn, Arch, Lib, 203 MH;
Stoddard Acres , Monticello 762-3831
VANCIL, Catheryn M., MS, Ext Adv, Hm Econ327-8541
Washington County Coop Ext Serv, 132 W Adams
Nashville; 127 W St Louis St, Nashville
327-8516
* VANCIL, David L. , Instr, Speech 333-2818
249N Armory Bldg; 2029A Hazelwood Ct, U
344-0089
* VANCIL, Gayle A. , Lab Asst I, Bot 333-2919
115 Mor Hall; 2029A Hazelwood Ct, U, 344-0089
VANCY, Leonard T., Lab Mech, Physics, Nucl333-2200
Rad Lab, 210 Cyclotron; 202 E White St, C
356-4225
* VANDALL, Robert D. , BA, Asst, Music 344-2471
104 Practice Annex; 3 00 S Goodwin Ave, U
344-4673
VAN de KERCKHOVE, AB, Resid Asst, Hopkins .333-4482
Hall, Dean of Stu, Hous Div, Hopkins Couns
Offc; 480 Hopkins Hall, C 332-1385
* VANDEMARK, Josephs., PhD, Prof, Hort 333-1969
208 Veg Crops; 402 Evergreen Ct, U, 365-2894
*+VAN DEN BERG, Jacob, MS, Asst Geol, State. 344-1481
Geol Surv, 232 Nat Res; 1205 W Eureka, C 189-226
356-4975
* VAN DEN BERG, Peter, MA, Instr, German... 333-6440
2350 Armory; 2509 E Main, U 367-0269
* VANDENBORRE, Roger J. , PhD, Asst Prof ,Ag. . 333-1814
Econ, 305 MH; 703 E Colorado, Apt 308, U
367-0809
VAN DEN DAELE, Leland D. , PhD, Asst Prof. . 333-0971
Child Develpmt, Hm Econ, 211 Child Devlpmt
Lab; 611 W Green, U
* VANDEPUTTE, Joseph M., MS, Asst, Agr Econ333-2657
406 MH; 1826 D Orchard PI, U 344-3451
VANDERLYN, Amy L. , BA, Asst, French
304 Harvier; 705 W Nevada, U 344-5904
* VANDERMEER, Kees, Herdsman, Dairy Sci 333-0472
S Lincoln Ave Dairy Barns; 313 Elm St, St Joseph
469-2516
* VAN DEVENTER, Ethel B. , Maid, Hous Div
109 S Poplar, U 367-4862
* VANDEVENTER, Prentice L. , Constr Labrer, PP.
PPSB; 109 S Poplar, U 367-4862
VAN DYKE, Anne E. , MD, Asst Prof, Health. . .333-2827
Sci, Staff Physician, McKinley Hosp; 2 69 Health
Cen; 9 Hogan Blvd, Anhaua 367-7783
* VANDIVER, Harold D. , Storekeeper I , Avl 822-5532
Airport; 1522 Hollyhill'.C 356-4949
* VANDIVER, Hertha B. , Secy, Center for Asian. 333-4850
Studies, Rm 316, 1207 W Oregon; 1522 Holly Hill, C
356-4949
VANDUYNE, Frances O. , PhD, Prof, Foods. . .333-1325
Hm Econ, 461 Bev Hall; 704 S Gregory PI, U
344-1664
* VAN DUYNE, Herman J. , Fireman, PP
PPSB; 109 W Church St, Savoy 822-5403
* VANDYKE, Cecil G., MS, Res Asst, Plant Path333-0604
262 Dvpt Hall; 1107 W Green St, U, 344-1955
* VAN KOTEN, Stanley E, Painter Foreman, Hous333-3450
Div, Rm 14 Lincoln Ave Res; 510 S Chicago,
C
352-9156
* VAN METER, Jerry R. , MS, Outdoor Rec Spec. .333-3738
Coop Ext Serv, 404 MH; 2210 Brett Dr, C
352-6403
VAN METER, Nancy., B.A. , Grad. Asst 332-5751
Ofc. of Student Pers. & Dean Of Women
1214 Trelease Hall; 1001 South College Ct. 332-5751
* VAN OSDOL, Donovan H. , MA, Asst Tchr 333-6219
Math, 309 YWCA; Apt 317-502 W Main, U
367-7145
* VAN OSDOL, John A. , BSC, Asst, Accountancy333-1613
2 DKH; 2072 B Orchard St, U 344-1572
VAN RIPER, Jacqueline K. , BA, Asst, Hm Econ.333-0518
233 Bev Hall; 1010 W Green, #280, U, 332-2477
* VAN TASSEL, Alfred J. , PhD, Res Assoc Prof, . 333-2332
Bur of Econ & Bus Res, 42 5 DKH; 108 W Fla Ave, U
365-2332
VARNUM, Bertha A., (Mrs), MA, Ext Adv, Hm. 357-2031
Econ-, Hancock County Cop Ext Ser, 550 N Madison,
Carthage, 628 l/2Wabash, Carthage, 357-2419
VASAK, John M". , AB, Tchr Asst, Math 333-1193
114 IH; 801 S Vine St, U
* VASSQS, Nicholas, Elec Eng Asst, CSL 333-1710
140 CSL; Rt 1, U 643-3838
VASUDEVAN, Raman! , MSc, Tchr Fellow, Math .333-62 17
313 YWCA; 111 S Busey, U 367-7928
* VATTANO, Anthony J., PhD, Consult, Assoc. 333-2261
Prof, Social Wrk, Jane Addams Grad School of
Social Wrk, Rm 232, 1207 W Oregon; 207 Pell
Cir, U 344-2053
* VATTHAUER, Richard J., MS, Asst, An Sci 333-1334
264 ASL; 1005 S Prairie, C 352-4655
* VAUGHAN, Alice P., MS, Res Asst, Physiol.. 333-0629
& Biophysics, 44 Bur Hall; 501 W Calif, U
367-0795
* VAUGHAN, Herbert E., PhD, Prof, Math 333-0150
1210 W Springfield; 907 S Vine, U 367-2980
* VAUGHN, James B. , Carpenter, PP
PPSB; 1002 W Tremont, C 356-4413
* VAUGHN, Loran D. , Fieldman, An Sci 333-0347
General & Farming; Box 224, Deland, 664-3423
* VAUGHN, Robert R. , Utilltyman, PP
PPSB; 1202 Thomas, C 356-8975
* VAUGHN, Sandra K. , Clerk Typ III, Admiss. .
.
& Records, 73 Adm Bldg; 602 E White St,
Apt 1, C 352-5700
* VAUGHN, Stanley E. , An Caretaker, VM 333-2000
VCLA; 207 S Wash, Mansfield 489-4851
* VAUGHN, Wayne L. , Painter, PP
PPSB; 105 Sherman, St Joseph 469-7130
* VAVRA, Jlri, PhD, Vis Res Assoc Prof ,VPH,VM.333-2349
203 VMA; Apt 204 773 S 6th St., C
VAVRA, Terry G., MS, Tchr Asst, Marktng 333-6511
383 Com W; 1525 Lincolnshire Dr, #12, C
352-3227
* VEACH, Mary J. , MS, Asst Binding Librn 333-1997
Serials Dpt, 12 Lib; 406 W Elm,U 365-1760
* VEDRAL, MarciaL., BA, Clerk Typ III, Educ. .333-2155
Adm & Suprvsn, 317Educ Bldg; 106 E John St, C
356-0913
* VEJTASA, Stanley A., BS, Asst, Chem & Chem.333-3640
Eng, 103 EC; 205 N Busey, Apt 1, U, 367-4371
* VELU, John G., MS, Grad Asst, An Sci 333-1247
323 Grad Stu Rm; 2053 A Orchard St, U, 344-5187
VENIAMIN, Michael P., MS, Asst, Chem &.. 333-3944
Chem Eng, 497 E C; 9 09 S 5th #02 63/
C
332-4804
VENKATESWARAN, Subramanian, MSc, Tchr .. 333-4975
Asst, Math, 122 Arcade; 1009 W Springfield, U
367-4669
* VENOSDEL, Danny B. , BS, Asst Ext Adv, Agr. .285-2281
Pike County, Coop Ext Serv, 125 1/2 S Madison,
Pittsfleld; 326 1/2 E Fayette, Pittsfield, 285-4032
VENTERS, Dace, BA, Tchr Asst, Microbiol 333-1736
131 Bur Hall; 909 S 5th #128, C 332-4632
VERCHOTA, Judith M. , Mangr, Book Cen 333-3903
135 IU; 309 Hessel Blvd, C
* VERDEYEN, Joseph T. , PhD, Assoc Prof, Elec. 333-2480
Eng, 126 GEL; 2111 Roland Dr, C 352-6149
VERHEY, Lynn J., MS, Res Asst, Physics 333-4873
472 PB
+VERMETTE, James E., BS, Exe Dir, Alumni... 333-1474
Relat & Recrds, 227 IUB; 1115 Foothill Blvd, C
352-6750
120
* VERMILLION, Donald, Accelerator Tech II 333-4(
Physics, 204 Physics Res Lab; 910 Burkwood Dr,
U 367-6949
* VERMILLION, Joe B., Sheet Metal Wrker, PP..
PPSB; 305 E Pershing St, Philo 684-5661
* VERMILLION, Mary G. , Typ Clerk III, Admis . .333-0$
& Recrds, 69 Adm Bldg; 305 E Pershing Ct
Philo 684-5661
VERMES, Patrice, J., MS, Res Asst, Physics, ..333-2 ;
104 MRL; 903 W Oregon, U
* VERNLE> Dean G. , Construct Labrer PP.
PPSB; 404 W Springfield, C 356-8616
* VERNON, Edwin W., MS, Res Asst, Voc Agr. . 333-31
Serv, 434 MH; 1608 Williamsburg, C, 359-1358
* VERRIER, Barbara F., BA, Biol, Res Asst, Llfe.333-0]
Sci, 84 A Bev Hall, 104 Vivarium 333-11
407 W White St, Apt 1, C 344-2139
* VERTUNO, Bevllle A. , BS, Asst, Stu Tchr 333-11
398 Educ Bldg; 1819 A Orchard PI, U, 344-5215
* VERTUNO, Edward M. , MA, Asst, Stu Tchr. . . 333-11
398 Educ. Bldg; 1819 A Orchard P1,U, 344-5215
* VETUSCHI, Karen E. , Clerk Steno III, PEM. . . 333-2'
120 Huff Gym; 221 S Locust St, C 352-6447
* VETUSCHI, Phillip E.
,
BS, Flight Instr, Avi. . 822-5;
Airport; 221 S Locust St, C 352-6447
VICKERS, Charles K. , BEd, Data Process Anal .333-6:
I, Statis Serv Unit 54Adm Bldg; 904 S Oak, C
356-3998
VIEHMEYER, Larry A. , AM, Asst, Germ Lang. .333-1
& Lit, 512 E Chalmers; 112 E Green, C, 356-1918
* VIENS, Claude P., PhD, Prof, French 333-21
229 LH; 702 W Delaware Ave, U 344-6311
* VIERTEL, Carol M., BS, Asst Educ Spec, Inst. 333-41
for Res on Except Cldrn, 240A Colonel Wolfe
Children School; 2068D Hazelwood Ct, U
344-4410
* VIERTEL, William A., BS, Res Asst, Elec Eng. 333-6:
312 J EERL; 2068D Hazelwood Ct, U, 344-4410
* VIGO, Francesco M. , MS, Asst, Chem 333-0
447 EC; 504 W Elm, Apt 6, U 367-6164
VIJAYALAKSHMI , Gopalakrishnan, MS, Tchr. . .333-2.
Asst, Math, 222 IH; 1010 W Green St, #285, U
332-2482
* VTLES, Wendell G., Routeman, Pucsng Div. .. 333-1
Bus Ofc, Cen Rec Stat; 509 N 7th, St Joseph
469-3851
VLLLACORTA, Aurora, MS, Asst, Rec, PEW..333-1
9"EB'; 2 063 Ilustre St, Sta Cruz, Manila
Philippines
* VINCENT, Audrey M. , Asst Ext Adv, Youth. . . 322-6
Schuyler- Brown County Coop Ext Serv, 710 Maple,
Rushville, Rt 1, Camden 322-3971
VIRK, Kashmir S. , BS, Res Asst, Ag Eng 333-4:
330 AEB; 512 W Calif, U 367-8841
VISKUPICi Gary A., BFA, Tchr Asst, Graphic.
Design., FAB; 909 S 5th St, C, Sherman Grad
Dorm Rm 663, C 332-4892
*+VISOCKY, Adrian P., MS, Asst Hydrol , State . . 333-4!
Water Surv, 241 Wat Res Bldg; 1412 Dobbins,
C
359-3182
* VLACH, Jiri, PhD, Vis Prof, Elec Eng 333-4!
374D EEB, 4-109 CSL, 1111 3rd St, Apt 201.333-6!
C 356-7340
* VLACHOVA, Dagmar, PhD, Assoc, Chem & 333-3!
Chem Eng, 316 EC; 1111 3rd St, C 356-7340
VLIET, James H., Storekprll, Chem SChem. . .333-3!
Eng, 29AEC; 1104 W Clark St, U 365-1116
VOGEL, Glenn C, MS, Asst, Chem & Chem.. 333-3
Eng, 350 HI NL; 606 W Ohio St, U, 344-5812 !
* VOEGELE, Carol S. , Clerk Sten III, Civ Eng. . 333-3>
201 Eng Hall; 1408 N McKinley, Apt 11, C
352-1051
j
* VOGEL, Elva E., Clerk Typ III, PEM 333rli
201 MOG; 515 S Lynn St, C 356-8293
* VOGEL, Ramon F. , MS, Supt of Bldg Main 333-1
PP, PPSB; 515 S Lynn, C 356-8293
* VOHRA, Raj K. , MA, Tchr Asst, Math 333-21
122 Arc Y; Daniels Hall, U 332-2346
* VOKAC, William B. , Elec Tech II, Bot 333-6-
265 Mor Hall; Box 216, Mansfield, 489-3241
* VOLDEN, Mary K. , Secy, Cer Eng 333-1
2 04 Cer Bldg; 604 S Gray Dr, Gibson City
784-5717
VOLKERS, Carl O. , MM, Instr, Music 333-1
352 SMH; 707 W Calif, U 344-5488
* VOLL, Ronald W. , BS , Res Asst, Nuclear Eng.
106 NEL; 403 E Main Apt 1 , U
* VON BEHREN, Curtis E. , Policeman, PP
PPSB; Rt 1 , Sadorus 598-7633
* VON BEHREN, Rose E., Acct Clerk I, Hous... 333-1
Div, 420 Stu Serv; 606 N Willis , C, 352-7548
* VON BEHREN, Walter F.
,
Janitor, IU
165 IU(E); 606 N Willis , C 352-7548
VONESH, Naomi (Mrs), BA, Secy, PEM 333-2'
121 Huff Gym; 101 Flora Dr, C 356-8951
* VON FOERSTER, Heinz, PhD, Prof, Elec Eng.. 333-2!
& Biophysics, 330g EE Bldg; 4 Flora Ct, C..333-2I
356-5147
VONGUMPPENBERG, Johannes H., MFA, Instr.
Art, FAB 129; 906 1/2 EWash, U
* VONLEHMDEN-MASLIN, Alys A. , MS, Res. ..333-2!
Assoc, VPH, 22 5 VMB; 702 W University Ave, C
356-4292
* VON NEUMANN, Alice W . MSW, Res Assoc. . .333-4!
CRC, 151 CRC; 1215 W William St, C, 352-2140
* VONTURKOVICH, Branimir F. , Phd, Assoc. .. 333-3!
Prof, Mech & Indus Eng, 225 MEB; 1210 W
Stoughton, U 367-1438
* VOORHEES, Ruth S. , BA, Tchr Asst, Dept of. . 333-21
Soctol, Sociol Annex; 1711 Crescent Dr, C
352-7315
VOROBIOU, Alex, MA, Asst, Slavic Lang & . . .333-0'
Lit, 495 LH; 805 W Green
, U 344-3469
"•"VOSKUIL, Walter H., PhD, Principle Min Econ.
State Geol Surv, Emeritus; 2173 Vale St,
Reno, Nevada 323-5961
* VOSS, AnnM., Persnl Asst II, Psych Clinic . 333-01
158 CRC; 1005 Devonshire, C 356-8291
* VOSS, Edward W., PhD, Asst Prof, Microbiol .333-0!
22 BH
1
VOSS James A. , Herdsman, Dairy Sci 333-0472
S Lincoln Ave, Dairy Barns; 12 03 W Park St, C
352-2642
VOSS, Jerrold R. , MCP, Assoc Prof, Urban. . . 333-3892
Planning, 208 MH; 6 Shuman Cir, U, 367-1454
VOSSLER, Roger A., BS, Res Engr, G-20.'. 333-3018
Comput Supervsr, Elec Eng, 146 EEB; 909
Sunnycrest Dr, U 367-0977
VOTH, Brian W. , BS, Res Engr, CSL 333-1837
2-113 CSL; 702 Western, U 367-1228
VCYLES, Russell G., Carpenter, PP
PPSB; Rt 1, Rldgefarm 247-2549
VRINER, George L. , Janitor, PP
PPSB; 507 E Oregon St, U 367-6458
VUCINICH, Alexander, PhD, Prof, Sociol 333-0795
331 LH; 502 W Main #327, U 367-7333
w
WACHSMAN, Joseph T, PhD, Assoc Prof of 333-2067
Microbio, Microbio, 241 Burrlll Hall,
1111 W Springfield, C 356-5217
WACHTEL, Larry Lee, BS, Res Asst, Agron, . .333-1277
230 Davenport Hall,
106b E Armory, C 352-1972
WACHTER, Marciajoan, Secy, Chem 333-0675
164 ECB, 2004 W William, C 356-4228
WACK, DonA, BS, Asst to Dir, Ofc of 333-1232
Space Utilization, 335 Davenport House,
310 Griggs, Mansfield 489-2681
WACK, Don W, An Caretaker, Vet Med, 333-1445
Vet Res Farm, S Race Urbana,
106 S West, Mansfield 489-4591
WACK, H Robert, BS, Adviser to Dir of Ext under
AID Protects, Mjala Univ College, Sierra Leone,
Africa, Private Mail Bage, Freetown
WACKER, Holile Cruse, Building Operation 333-2114
Engr, Engine Room, IU,
709 W Maple, C 356-8145
WACKER, Marcia Clare, County Ext Secy, ..432-2479
Iroquois County, Coop Ext Serv, 123 S Fifth, Watseka
Box 241, Crescent City 683-2410
WACKWITZ, Frances Ann, BA , Res Asst 333-3987
Inst for Exceptional Children, Special Educ,
196 Children's Res Center,
107 W California #10, U 365-2404
WADDINGTON, Donald Thomas, BS, Res Asst333-0947
in Agr Econ, Agr Econ, 452 MH,
21 Oakwood Drive, U 367-6252
WADDINGTON, Sharon Lee, Lib Clerk II 333-1589
201 UHS, 21 Oakwood Drive, U 367-6252
WADE, Beatrice D, BA, Dir of Curriculum in 333-2262
Occupational Therapy, 1207 W Oregon,
1350 Lake Shore Drive, Chicago 664-0415
WADE, Carl W, Janitor, Housing Div
208 W Madison, Villa Grove 832-4611
WADE, Donald Lee, An Caretaker, Center 333-3376
for Zoonoses Res, Vet R4s Farm,




1401 E Green, U 367-0658
VADE, Michael George, DLC, "Graduate 333-2460
Asst, PE for Men, 121 Huff Gym,
1972b Orchard, U 344-3724
VAGGONER, Catherine Marie, County Ext 438-8821
1 Secy, Franklin County, Coop Ext Serv, 321 S Main,
1201 East Main, Benton 435-5071
GAGMAN, Morton, PhD, Assoc Prof of Psych333-3717
Clinical Counselor, Student Counseling Serv,
1 242 SSB, 801 W Indiana, U 344-4116
'VAGNER, Anka Cronsnest, BAS, 'Statistician B33-0519
Psych, 907 S Sixth,
I 810 W Park, U None
/AGNER, Curtis Arthur, BS, Tchr Asst 333-0918
Physics, 161 PB, 807 W Park, U None
I'AGNER, Donald Christian, BS, Asst Instr, . .822-'5237
I Inst of Avi, Willard Airport, Operations Ofc,
I 304 Fairlawn, U 367-3378
'
rAGNER, Edward Joseph, Plant Mechanic, PP Dept
| PPSB, 723 S State, C 352-5930
L'AGNER, Everett Peter, Construction Laborer, PP Dept
[ PPSB, Box 734, Tolono 485-5335
I'AGNER, Glessner.Jack, Cadet RecordsNCO, 333-1927
I Air Force ROTC, 232 Armory,
I 1010 Colorado Avenue, U _ 3 67-70 33
! AGNER, Howard Fred, Plumber, PP Dept, PPSB,
I 608 W Hill, C 352-9105
I'AGNER, Martin, Dir and Prof of Labor and 333-1480
I Indus Relations, ILIR, 249 LIR Building, 503 E
[lArmory, C, 1506 S Orchard, U 344-6482
I AGNER, Neal Richard, AM, Tchr Asst, 333-6209
I Math, 318 YWCA,
1 508 1/2 E Springfield, C 356-7349
\GNER, Robert Leland, BA , Asst, Hist ,.. .333-2099
1235A Armory, 810 W Park, U None
B.GNER, Rose Marie, Clerk-Typist I, 333-1360
Visual Aids Serv, 704 South Sixth,
I 2714 E Illinois, U 365-2559
MIL, Edward Carl, MBA, Asst Dir-OSU,. ..333-1232
I [nstr in General Eng, Ofc of Space Utilization,
§331 Davenport House,
I 509 West Main #33, U 367-2452
iHL, F Michael, PhD, Assoc Prof, Geol,
.
. 333-1963
1 13 NH, 2005 S Anderson, U 365-2567
ll.HLFELDT, Fred William , Combiniation 333-4658
I Offset Pressman, Cameraman, Platemaker, Printing
' 3iv, UP, 234 UP,
806 Duncan Road, C 359-3010
* WAHLFELDT, John Floyd, Asst Chief Engr, .. .333-1070
TV Serv, 1110 W Main,, RR 1, U 586-2171
* WAINWRIGHT, William Judson, PhD, Asst 333-0739
Prof of Phil, 201d GH,
708 W l_:.inois, U 367-0681
WAKAT, Diane, BS, Asst, UHS, 113 UHS, . . .333-:0323
1742 Valley Road, C 352-5436
* WAKE, William Paul, MA, Grad Asst, Math, .333-6219
• 309 YWCA, 110 S Dewey, U 367-2609
WAKEFIELD, Arlene Ann, Secy, Dept of Hort, 333-0351
124 MH, 1210 Theodore Drive, C 356-4655
WAKEFIELD, Michael Scott, Janitor, PP Dept, PPSB,
107 N Ellen, Homer 876-3465
* WAKEFIELD, Neslon Dowell, PhD CPA, Prof 333-3627
of Acctg, Acctg, 126 DKH,
South Race Street Road, U 344-6452
WAKEFIELD, William Daniel, BA, -Visiting 333-2634
Lecturer of Jrn, College of Jrn and Communications.,
20 GH,
WAKELAND, Howard Leslie, MS, Assoc Dean 333-2282
of Eng, Assoc Prof of Agr Engr, 101 EH,
2213 Combes, U 367-8606
* WALBERG, Robert Edwin, BS, Asst, Inst of 822-5237
Avi, Airport, 806 S Locust, C 356-2827
* WALCOTT, Wayne Arthur, AM, Asst, Geog,. 333-3129
276 Davenport Hall, 27 Raintree,C 352-0339
* WALDBAUER, Stephanie Margot, MA, Grad 333-6852
Asst, French, 208 HH
1410 Hollycrest Drive, C 359-3124
* WALDBILLIG, Richard Gould, Data Processing 333-6286
Analyst II, Statistical Serv Unit, 66c Admin
Building, 1914 Wlhchester Dr, C 356-5128
* WALDEN, Margaret Ellen, AB, Clerk-TypistIII333-0755
Mech and Indus Eng, 142 MEB,
912 South Vine, U ' 367-4771
* WALDOFF, Leon, PhD, Asst Prof , Engl, 333-0793
257 EB, 1827 Valley Road, C 359-4828
* WALDRON, Ruby Belle, Food Administrator I, 333-2160
Housing Div, Food Serv Ofc, Par Residence Hall,
1008 N Division, U ' 367-7090
* WALDROP, Ralph Joseph, Fireman, PP Dept, PPSB,
1510 Williamsburgh Dr, C 356-5285
* WALES, Hugh Gregory, PhD, Prof of Marketing333-4504
104 Commerce West, 605 South 6th C, 333-6189
409 W University, C 356-4415
* WALGRAVE, Carmen Rojene, BS, Ext 772-2016
Adviser, Home Econ, Whiteside County, Coop Ext
Serv, 100 East Knox St, Morrison
RFD. Port Byron 523-5013
WALKER, Alan D., BA , Head Resident 333-4133
Dean of Students/Housing Div, 104 Snyder
Counseling Office, URH 130 Snyder Hall, C
332-1647
* WALKER, Charles M., BS, Estimator, PP Dept
1012 W University Ave, C 352-2493
,+WALKER, Clareta, BS, MS, Asst Prof of .. .333-3196
Family Life Ext, Dept' of Home Econ, 536 Bevier
612 W Iowa St, U 344-6276
WALKER, Clinton B. , AB, Psych.... 333-3138
396 Davenport, 704 W Stoughton Apt 2, U
* WALKER, David J., BS, Asst Ext Adviser . .772-4075
Agri, Coop Ext Serv, 100 E Knox, RR 2, M
"772-2419
* WALKER, Don, Bldg Engr, Assembly Hall ..333-3144
112 W Vine, VG 832-4942
WALKER, Donald L.
, Jr., BFA, MFA 333-0178
Asst Prof, Landscape Arch, 201 Mumford Hall',
307 W Washington St, U 365-1530
* WALKER, Ernest D. , BS, Assoc Prof Agron
Ext and Ext Soil Conservationist, Emeritus,
1502 Delmont Court, U 367-1632
* WALKER, Frances S., SCB, Asst Chem Eng
360 Noyes Lab, 1729-C Valley Road, C
359-4339
WALKER, Geneva, BS, Clerk-TypisUI 333-0223
Dairy Science, 328 Animal Sciences Lab
1211 W Church, Apt 3, C
WALKER, George O., MS, Soil Scientist. . .333-2737
Soil Conservation Service, USDA , N-507 Turner
Hall, 908 S Foley, J2 356-5793
* WALKER, Harolrj Lee, Elevator Mechanic, PP "
PPSB; 1208 N Willis, C 352-3357
* WALKER, James Gordon, BS, Res Asst, Agr. . .333-1829
Econ, 151 Bevier Hall; 703 S Broadway, U 367-4295
* WALKER, James Scott, MD, Lecturer, Speech. 337-3150
2005 Golfview, U 367-6153
WALKER, James Scott Jr, BA, Asst, Zoology. .333-2108
Central Electron Microscope Lab, 97 Bevier Hall;
103 S Maple, U 367-8277
* WALKER, James Wiley, MS, Res Asst, EE .. .-.333-2397
202 EERL; 2030 D Orchard, U 344-5560
WALKER, Janet Maria, AB, Secy, Legal 333-0560
Counsel's Office, 258 Adm; 102 S Gregory, U
344-1609
* WALKER, Jerry Lee, EdD, Assoc Prof, Sec &..333-3675
Continuing Educ, 380 Educ Bldg; 1805 Winchester,
C 352-7428
* WALKER, John Adams, Jr, MS, Instr, Lib 333-2305
Educ & Social Sci Librn, 100 Lib; 708 S Race,
U 365-1451
* WALKER, Joseph Woodrow, Electrician, PP,
PPSB; 1206 Jo Anne Lane, C 356-4573
WALKER, Landon Tarther, Janitor, PP, PPSB
1206 West Beslin, U 367-0318
121
VOSS-WALSH
* WALKER, Leonard Dilworth, MS, Prof, Gen E
1123 West Daniel, C 352-5042
WALKER, Marsha Anne, BFA, Grad Asst 332-0652
Office of Student Personnel & Dean of Women,
URH, Taft 327; 1215 S Fourth St, 332-0652
WALKER, Mary Louise, MS, Instr, Lib 333-3441
Bibliographer, 220d Library; 707 S Sixth St, C
344-4509
* WALKER, Norma, MA, Asst, English 333-2976
225 EB; 708 S Race, U 365-1451
* WALKER, Patricia, Acctg Clerk II, PP, 276.. .333-3622
Adm Bldg; 312 W Springfield, Apt 9, U 367-3074
*+WALKER, Paul Dale, EdM, Tech Asst, Univ. . 333^3153
Civil Service System, 1205 W California; 712
Dover Place, C 359-2323
* WALKER, Robert D, EdM, Asst Prof, Soil 333-2664
Conservation Specialist, Coop Ext Service, 112
Mumford Hall; 608 West Illinois' St, U 365-1614
* WALKER, Robert L, Asst Dir, Ofc of Space . . .333-1233
Utilization, 240 Davenport House; 1010 N
Randolph, C 356-8897
* WALKER, Robert William , EdD, Asst Prof 333-3165
Vocational & Tech Educ, 356 Educ; 201 W
Pennsylvania Ave, U 365-1153
*+WALKER, Roily O'Neil, Asst Supt, Golf Course.
Maint, Athletic Assn, 113 Assembly Hall, PO
Box 156, Philo 684-3300
* WALKER, Thomas Jay, BS, Asst Ext Adviser,. 357-2150
Agr, Coop Ext Service, Hancock County, 550 N
Madison St; 722 Miller St, Carthage 357-2555
WALKER, Wayne James, MS, Tchr Asst, Math.333-2056
10 IH; 909 S Fifth, #250, C 332-4791
* WALKER, William Hamilton, PhD, Asst Prof.. 333-6948
CE, 3110 CEB; 2402 Melrose Dr, C 359-2945
*+WALKER, William Harry, BS, Hydrologist . . . . 333-0236
State Water Survey, 252 Water Resources;
2006 S Anderson St, U 367-7290
* WALKER, William Morgan, PhD, Asst Prof . . . 333-0158
Agron, Biometry, W-501c Turner Hall; 203 S
McKinley, C 356-1430
WALL, Alice Theresa, MA, Secy, Coll of 333-1661
Fine & Applied Arts, 110 Architecture; 604 S
Gregory Place, U 344-2365
* WALLACE, George Ira, PhD, Prof, Micro-
biology. Emeritus; 328 Conn Way, Vero Beach,
Florida 567-2546
* WALLACE, Harold Dale, BS,, Janitor, PP, PPSB
Ogden
* WALLACE, James Barton, MFA, Assoc Prof .. .333-0872
Art, 125 Fine Arts; 1208 E Pennsylvania, U 367-6276
* WALLACE, James Donald, PhD, Asst Prof 333-4702
Phil, 204 Gregory Hall; 717 W Columbia, C 359-2548
* WALLACE, Jerry Lee, Laborer, Inst of Avi , . . . 822-5531
Airport; 407 S Church St, Homer 896-4532
* WALLACE, Karl R, BA, MA, PhD, Prof of 333-2 683
Speech, Head of Dept, Dept of Speech, 333-2 684
129 LH; 1308 Mitchem, U 367-1836
* WALLACK, Philip Joseph, BS, MS, Res 333-6195
Programmer, Dept Comp Sci, 114A DCL
801 Haines Blvd, C 359-4325
* WALLACE, Sally Foster, BA, Rhetoric Asst, ..
.
Engl, 327 EB
717 W Columbia Ave, C 359-2548
WALLACH, Luitpold, PhD, D Phil, Prof of the .333-0396
Classics, 499 LH 333-0138
lb02 E2 Valley Road, C 356-8078
WALLE, Joyce Ann, Clerk-Stenog II, Coll of.. 333-2760
VM, 135 VM
1011 S Locust, C 356-4310
* WALLEN, Barbara Jean, BA, Editorial Asst, .. 333-1359
Grad Schl of Lib Sci, 435 Lib
408 S Elm, C
* WALLER, Clifford Elwood , Storekeeper III, . .
.
PP Dept, PPSB
1913 David Drive, C 352-4584
WALLER, Dorothy Kathryn, Clerk III, Coll of. .333-0462
Agr, 102 MH; 615 W White St, C 356-2453
* WALLER, Gilbert Raymond, Master of Mus, .. .333-1580
Prof of Music, TA Rm 1
910 Lincolnshire Dr, C 356-3828
* WALLER, Robert Alfred, BA, Ma, PhD, Assoc. 333-1245
Prof of Hist, Assoc Dean Coll of LAS, 315 333-1747
Armory, 294 LH; 301 WPennAve, U 367-0452
* WALLIS, Joe Denzil, Storekeeper II, Ofc ....333-1040
Supply Storeroom, Bus Ofc, Central Receiving Whse
513 E Wabash, Rantoul 893-1775
WALLIS, Leo Carlisle, BS, Res Asst, Food Sci 333-1874
BRL; 10 60 Sherman Hall, C
* WALLMAN, Lawrence Henry Jr, Res Af st, Dept333-1934
of Comp Sci, 214 DCL
704 W Calif, U 344-169.8
WALLRICH, Faye Louise, Clerk-Stenog. II, .. . 333-0300
Admissions and Records, 100a Adm
309 E Healey, Apt 5, C 352-3 697
* WALSH, Frances Mary, Cook, IU, 165 IU 333-0700
1510 Garden Hill Dr, C 356-0912
* WALSH, James Richard, Cer Eng Tech, Cer. . . 333-3009
Eng, 104 Cer Bldg; 805 Fairview, U 367-9737
* WALSH, Janice Elaine, BA, MA, Clerk-Typist. 333-1288
III, Germ Langs and Lits, 373 A LH
1006 S First, C 344-6968
* WALSH, John Donald, Janitor, PP Dept, PPSB
1617 Glen Park Dr, C 352-5057
WALSH-WEATHERFORD
* WALSH, John F, Clerk II, Circulation Dept ,.. 333-03 13
Lib, 203 Lib, Clr Dept
1510 Garden Hills Dr, C 356-0912 • •
WALSH, Mary Ellen, MS, BA, Tchr Asst, 333-1898
Math, 223 IH
403 Briar Lane, Apt 103, C 356-5898
WALSON, Robert Paul, BS, MS, Res Asst 333-4940
Mln, Met, and Pet Eng, 408G MMB
512 E Stoughton Apt 208, C 352-0770
* WALSTON, Loren Robert, Electrician, PP Dept,.
PPSB; 309 N Park Ave, Glfford 568-3356
WALTER, Beverly June, Secy, Civil Eng,
1114 CEB
WALTER, Bill Oliver, BA, MA, Asst In Political
Scl; 1717 Georgetown Dr, C 359-2339
* WALTER, Harold Lloyd, Janitor, PP Dept, PPSB..
405-S Glover, U 367-3007
WALTER, Marc, BS, Asst, Chem and Chem ... 333-4980
Eng, 56 ECB; 603 E Stoughton, C 356-7356
* WALTERS, Carl Richard, Storekeeper II 333-2975
Purchasing Dlv, Bus Ofc, Rm 121 Armory
Allerton 834-3179
* WALTERS, Charles Sebastian, BSF, MS, 333-2773
D For, Prof of Wood Tech and Utilization, 333-2406
For, 217 MH; 904 S Orchard, U 344-5625
* WALTERS, Eileen Jeanette, Clerk-Stenog III.. 333-2449
Dept VPH, 137 VM
2 Newport Rd, U 365-1242
* WALTERS, Ethel Louise, Mailing Serv 333-0800
Equipment Opr, Mailing Cntr, UP, Mailing Cntr,
1002 W Green, U; #4 Hill St Ct, U 367-3208
* WALTERS, Louis Lloyd, BA, MA, PhD, Vlslting333-1842
Assoc Prof, Elem Educ, 314 Education
404 W Green St, C 359-2528
WALTERS, Nell Thomas, Asst Tab Supervisor. .333-4822
Statistical Serv Unit, 54 Adm Bldg 333-4823
145 6 Harper Dr, Rantoul 893-3414
* WALTERS, Orville Selkirk, PhD, MD, Dlr of ..333-2711
Health Scl, Lectr in Psychiatry, Med Dlr of State
Univ Retirement Sys, 277 Health Cntr
405 W Delaware, U 344-6042
* WALTERS, Verle Forest, Instrument 333-0865
Measurement Tech II, Dept of Chem and Chem Eng,
33 ECB; 202 E White, C 356-4225
WALTON, Eric Keller, BS, Res Asst, Elec Eng. 333-2310
308 EERL; 909 S Fifth St #1357, C 332-5040
WALTON, Marlon Charles, BS, Accountant II. 333-4880
Bursar's Dlv, Bus Ofc, 162 Adm Bldg
117 S Dewey, U 365-2846
WANG, Feng-jou, BS, Res Asst, Food Scl.. .. 333-1870
107 S Wing HFL, 813 W Main St, U 367-0693
* WANG, Guang-Tsan, MS, Res Asst, VPH 333-4689
359 VMB; 206 W William, C 356-0379
WANG, Raymond C T, MS, Res Asst, Civil. .. 333-2299
Eng, 103 Hyd Eng Lab
1008 W Main, U 367-4535
WANG, Theresa Shu-yi, MS, Res Asst in 333-6183
Comp Scl, 138 DCL
1208 W_Callfornia Apt 2, U 344-3088
* WANN, Henry Lee, Fleldman, Dairy Scl 333-0582
Dairy Round Bam; 303 Country Club Rd, U 367-9435
WANTLAND, Larry Ralph, BS, Res -Asst, Food. 333-1874
Sci, 104 BRL; 604 W Vermont, U 344-5315
WARBURTON, Marian, BA, MA, Asst in French
309B HH; 624 E Green, C 359-3285
* WARD, Ben, Janitor, PP Dept, PPSB;
15 14 Grandvlew Dr, Apt 2, C 356-1710
* WARD, Bert, Roofer, PP Dept, PPSB
109 WMain, Sidney 688-2117
WARD, Clarence Fredrick, Painter, PP Dept ,...
PPSB; 1106 Scottsdale Dr, C 359-3883
* WARD, Dale Estol, Inst and Meas Tech I, EE. 333-1496
243 EEB; 407 W Vine St, C 356-3236
* WARD, Darrell Eugene, BS, Arch Mech Engr, . .333-1695
PP Dept, 704 S Sixth St, C
609 S James St, C 356-3322
* WARD, Ethel Andersen, Co Ext Secy, Cook Co
Coop Ext Serv, Rm 250, 10 N LaSalle St, Chicago
132 S Highland, Arlington Hts 253-0263
* WARD, Eugene Maurice, Groundsman and Opr
Engr, PP Dept, PPSB; Broadlands 834-3352
* WARD, Norma Jean, Clerk II, Admissions and 333-0216
Records, 69 Adm
RR 1, St Joseph 688-2187
* WARD, Peter Alan, BA, Res Asst, Surv Res ...333-2219
Lab, 421 DKH
510 W Springfield Ave, C 359-4120
WARD, Robert Leigh, BA, MS, Tchr Asst, ... 333-6216
Math, 315 YWCA
Rm223, 1010 W Green St, U 332-2178
* WARDROP, James Lester, PhD, Asst Prof of. . .333-0988
Educ Psych, Cntr for Instrnl Res and Curriculum Eval
270 Educ Bldg; 1708 Paula Dr, C 359-4638
WARFEL, Janice, Nat Sci Lab Asst I, Food Scl 333-1876
106 BRL; 606 W Park St, C 352-5654
* WARFEL, Marilyn Louise, Secy, Legal Couns. 333-0560
258 Adm Bldg; 909 Falrlawn, U 367-9085
* WARFIELD, Carol, BS, MS, Instr of Textiles. .333-0518
Home Econ, Rm 233 Bev Hall
1406 W Bradley, C 352-6861
* WARFIELD, Ronald Ralph, MS, Res Asst, Agr. .333-4244
Econ, 455 Bev Hall
106 E Green, C .352-5069
* WARMBIER, Edmund Albert, Electrician
Foreman, PP Dept, PPSB'
206 Ellen Ave, Savoy 822-5439
WARMBIER, Thomas A, Janitor, PP Dept, PPSB
510 E Clark, C 352-4713
* WARMBROD, James Robert, Ed D, Assoc Prof. 333-3273
Voc and Tech Educ, 359 Educ
506WHealey, C 359-3850
* WARMOTH, Patricia Marie, Clerk-Typist II. . .333-0950
UP, 102 UP; RR 1, Mahomet 586-4541
* WARNER, Delores Jean, Card Punch Opr I, .. 333-4750
Acctg Dlv Bus Ofc, 249 Adm
810 S Oak, C 356-3866
* WARNER, Jack Everett, Meat Cutter, Housing 333-1453
Div, Central Food Stores
1510 Thornton, C 359-1169
* WARNER, Robert Lewis, BS, MS, Res Asst in. 333-1277
Plant Physiology, 212 Dh
409 1/2 W University, C 356-5763
* WARNER, Rose Elaine, Clerk-Typist III, Hlth. 333-2713
Serv, Rm 124 McKlnley Hosp, Unlv Health Serv,
112 McKlnley Dr, Mahomet 586-4695
WARNES, William Charles, BS, Res Asst 333-2776
Forest Econ, FSL Rm 204
512 S Fourth St, C 352-4558
WARREN, Charles Allen, AB, MS, Psych
R B Cattell Personality Lab
1111 S Third St, Apt 101, C
* WARREN, Charles Linden, Groundsman, PP Dept
PPSB; 1106 S Cottage Grove, U 367-3897
* WARREN, Fonda Gall, Clerk-Stenog III 333-4525
Accountancy, 250 Comm W
PO Box 14, Mansfield 489-3471
* WARREN, Isolde Jahncke, DR, Tchr Asst 333-0731
Portuguese, 911 S Sixth
3214 Cameron Dr, C
* WARREN, Jerry Lee, Mailing Serv Equipment. . 333-6101
Opr, Mailing Cntr, UP, Mailing Cntr, 1002 W Green
101 South St, Mansfield 489-3471
WARREN, Judith A, Typing-Clerk III, Nonacad.333-2144
Pers Serv, DH
120 S Dewey, U. 367-3312
WARREN, Michael Lee, BA, AM, Asst, Hist. . .333-2099
235c Armory
104 1/2 N 6th, C 356-1273
* WARREN, Ruth M, Clerk-Stenog III, Extramural333-30 61
Classes, Dlv of Unlv Ext, Extramural Classes, 101
IH; 707 Burkwood Dr, U 367-6821
* WARREN, Samuel Pell, Housing Mntnce Inspr. 333-2344
Housing Div, #38 Peabody Res Halls
1414 Winding Lane, C 352-3096
* WARRICK, Elvln Schuyler, AM, MathLlbm,..
with rank of lnstr, Emeritus
709 W Iowa St, U 344-5813
+WARRICK, Paul Jean, BS, Watershed-River. ...356-3787
Basin Planning Party Leader Soil Cons Serv USDA,
200 W Church; 511 W Church Apt 2, C 352-7161
+WARRICK, Richard Dee Sr, Printer, Illlni Pub. .333-3730
Co, 22 IH; Box 44, Pesotum 867-2483
*+WARRICK, Ruth Rachel, BS, BSLS, Tech Libr,
.
State NH Surv, Retired; 709 W Iowa, U 344-5813
* WARSHAW, Harriet, BA, Clerk-Typist III 333-0631
Psych, 309 GH
1509 N Kiler Dr, C 359-2086
* WARSHAW, Stephen Isaac, PhD, Res Assoc. 333-2200
Physics, 102 NRL
1502 N Kiler Dr, C
.
359-2086
* WARWICK, Charles Edward, BA, Ed M, Ed D.. 333-3648
Assoc Dlr of Admissions and Records, Adm and Reds,
108 Adm; 1102 McHenry, U 367-0796
WASCHER, C Margaret, Chief Clerk, Law. ... 333-6714
111 Law; 726 S New St, C 352-8180
* WASCHER, Edward Ervln, Electronics Tech II. 333-2632
Physics, 112 PB
1616 Jeanne St, C 359-1987
* WASCHER, Herman L, MS, Assoc Prof of ....
Pedology, Agron Dept, Emeritus
123-C N Stanford Ave, Fullerton, Calif
WASHBURN, Barbara Diane, Clerk-Typist III. .333-1737
Dept of Microblo, 131 Burrlll Hall
203 N Gregory, U 367-32 60
* WASHBURN, Jack V, Nat Scl Tech Asst, Coll. 333-2000
of VM, 119c VCLA
203 N Gregory, U 367-3260
*+WASHBURN, Jane Crackel, Clerk-Stenog II,.. 344-1481
State Geol Surv, 434 NR
404 N Main St, St Joseph 469-7568
* WASHINGTON, Ellis E, Janitor, PP Dept, PPSB
1104 N 5th St, C 356-0654
* WASHINGTON, Ernest David, PhD, Asst Prof. 333-4894
Spec Educ, 224 Col Wolfe Preschool
405 Healey Blvd, C 359-4987
* WASHINGTON, Eugene S, Janitor, Housing...
Div; 1010 1/2 N Fifth St, C 352-1151
WASSERMAN, Mark Aaron, BA, Tchr Asst, ... 333-2309
Econ, 116 Comm Annex
1403 Hollycrest Dr, C 356-7381
* WASSON, Audrey, BA, Tchr Asst, Dlv of Gen. 333-3409
Studies, 121a AH
20 8 W Pennsylvania, U 367-8090
* WASSON, Francis Floyd, Steam Dlst Opr, PP..
Dept, PPSB; 213 Hessel Blvd, C 356-8022
WASSON, Richard Howard, BA, MA, PhD, ....333-3447
Assoc Prof, Engl, 204 EB
208 W Pennsylvania, U 367-8090
122
WATANABE, Mlsao, MS, Res Asst, Mln, Met. 333-33
and Pet Eng, #208 MMB
1010 W Green St #725, U 332-2381
WATERMEIER, Mary Rose, Co Ext Secy, 854-51
Macoupin Co Coop Ext Serv, 128 1/2 N Broad,
Carllnvllle; 604 S Plum St, Carllnvllle 854-8071
* WATERMEIER, Roberta Marlon, BA, Adm Secy. 333-26
Coll of Eng, 37 Id EEB
711 W Church #6, C 352-2640
*+WATKINS, Donovon Mann, Tech Asst, State.. 344-14
Geol Surv, 136 NR L- 189-2)
1708 S Prospect, C 352^2797
WATKINS, Katherlne Sue, Secy, Adm and Rcds.333-02
69 Adm; 105 S Dodson Dr, U 367-8018
WATKINS, Noel Harvey, BA, Asst, Chem and .333-3{
Chem Eng, 137 ECB
1010 W Green St #180, U 332-2439
WATKINS, Shirley Jean, Clerk-Stenog 1 333-3!
Purchasing, 223 Adm Bldg
105 S Dodson Dr, U 367-7982
+WATKINS, Sue Ed, Supervisory Asst, Section..333-61
of Econ Entom, State NH Surv, 163 NRB
1708 S Prospect, C 352-2797
* WATRACH, Adolf Michael, MRCVS, PhD, ... 333-31
Prof of VPH, VPH, 59 VM,
23 Baker Dr, U 367-9955
* WATRACH, Marian Ann, MS, Res Assoc, VPH. 333-31
54 VM; 23 Baker Dr, U 367-9955
* WATSON, Avon, Janitor Subforeman, PP Dept..
PPSB; 908 S Anderson, U 365-1858
*+WATSON, Daniel D, Meteorological Aide, .. . 333-4!
State Water Surv, WRB
2508 Sangamon Dr, C 352-6210
* WATSON, George Thomas, Constr Labr, PP
Dept, PPSB; 205 E Marshall, Tolono 485-5103
WATSON, Floyd Rowe, PhD, Prof, Physics, Emer.
Mt. San Antf Grdns, 900 E-3 E Harrison, Pomono, |
* WATSON, Janls Jane, Bach of Sc, Clerk-.... 333-0!
Typist III, Public Information, 115 DH
1410 N McKlnley, C
* WATSON, Patrick, Sr Lab Mech, Physics 333-3
120 PH; 317 N Fair St, C 356-2644
* WATSON, Richard Noble, BS, Asst, Chem and.333-3
Chem Eng, 355 ECB
2048 D Hazelwood Ct, U 344-0499
*+WATSON, Robert Otto Jr, BS, Asst to the Chf. 333-6
State NH Surv, 184 NRB
502 W Florida, U 344-1040
* WATSON, Victor Noel, Fieldsman, Agron 949-2
Dixon Springs Agr Cntr, Simpson
RR2, Simpson 949-3221
WATT, Jane Churchill, BA M Mus, Prof of Mus,
Emerita; Apt C-103, 1 Calvin Clr, Evanston 492-41
* WATTENBERG, Albert, PhD, Prof, Physics.... 333-4
437b PB; 706 Wlowa, U 344-5546
* WATTENBERG, Shirley Hier, %M, Asst Prof. . . 333-2
Jane Addams Grad Schl of Social Wk, Rm 339, 120
W Oregon; 706 Wlowa, U 367-1546
* WATTERS, Donald Dean, Carpenter, PP Dept .
PPSB; 809 S Sycamore, Villa Grove 832-8933
* WATTERSON, Ray Leighton, BA, PhD, Prof... 333-2
Zoology, 469 Morrill Hall
1717 Lincoln Rd, C 356-1916
WATTS, Betty Jane, BS, Asst Ext Adviser, ... 965-3
Home Econ, Winnebago Co Coop Ext Serv, 4311 V
State St, Rockford
971 Grant Ave, Rockford 963-3595
* WATTS, Emily Stipes, AB, AM, PhD, Asst Prof 333
Engl, 302 EB; 1009 W Unlv Ave, C 352-0636
* WATTS, Kenneth Albert, BS, Asst Ext Advr, . . . 824-
Agr, Christian Co Coop Ext Serv, 313 W Market,
Ta ylorvllle; 111 W Adams, Taylorvllle 824-6039
* WATTS, Lillian Jean, Varltyplst II, Stenog ... 333-1
Bur, 1203 W Oregon
605 Elm St, Mahomet 586-4491
* WATTS, Virgil Ray, Furniture Repairman, PP
Dept, PPSB; 605 Elm,, Mahomet 586-4491
* WAX, Loyd Monroe, BS MS, PhD, Asst Prof. 333
of Plant Physiology, Res Agron, Agr Res Serv, U!
Agron, 215 DH; 1005 Sunnycrest Dr, U 367-0635.
* WAX, Nelson, PhD, Prof of EE, Res Prof CSL. .333-
EE, 322a EEB, 4-139 CSL 333-;
802 Ventura Rd, C 356-42 62
WAXMAN, Bernard Michael, BS, Tchr Asst, .. .333-4
Math, 122 ARC
10 6 E Healey Apt 10, C
* WAXMONSKY, Raymond Warren, AM, Asst, ...333-3
Geog, 274 DH,1906-D Orchard Downs, U 344-15!
* WAXMONSKY, Virginia Galer, BS, MA, Lib 333-1
Clerk II, Geol Lib, 223 NHB
1906-D Orchard Downs, U 344-1522
* WAYMAN, Clarence Marvin, BS, MS, PhD, ,.333-C
Prof of Met, Met Dept, 115B MMB
2204 Pond St, U 367-5607
* WEARING, Rosemary J., Asst., Sociology... 333'
86 Soc. Dept., 412 W. Green, U. 367-2251
* WEARINGA, JUWfon, PHD, BA, Asst. Prof. . 333-1
Dept. of Germanic Lang. & Lit., 275 LH
203 Bliss Dr., U 344-0796
* WEASEL, Izetta M., Clerk-Typist II 333-1
Inst, for Res. on Excep. Children, 226 Coll. of Ei
Pesotum, 867-2383
WEATHERFORD, Harriett, F., Clerk-Steno II . .333-2
French, 244 LH, 105 W. Scott, Tuscola, 253-354!
"•"WEATHERFORD, Shirley L., Key Punch Op. IL. 344-1
State Geol. Surv., 32 NR, RR 1, Park Dr.
Villa Grove 832-9170
WEATHERSPOON-WESTWATER
* WELLS, Maurice R. , Asst. Farmer, An. Sci.. 949-2209
Dixon Springs Agrl. Ctr., Simpson
Route 2, Simpson 949-3621
WELLS, Merry S., Typing Clerk I, Bus. Off ... 333-4849
Burser's Div., 163 Adm. Bldg.
201 N. Lynn St., C 352-0973
* WELLS, Paul, PHD , Econ ., Prof. 333-4508
111 Commerce West
307 W. Vermont Ave, U 367-2256
* WELLS, Richard A., BA, Res. Programmer 333-6145
Dept. of Compu. Sci. , 140 DCL
2503 Lawndale, C 352-1956
WELLS , Richard D
.
, Steamfitter, PPSB
603 W. Church St., C
* WELLS, Virgil L. , Routeman Helper 333-1653
Purchasing, CR, RR 1, St. Joseph 469-7537
* WELLS, William E., Asst. to the Military Prop333-0137
Custodian, Purchasing Div. Bus. Off., 114 Armory
105 S. Webber St., U 367-3718
WELTON, Margaret G., BS, Res. Assoc 333-2938
Dept. of Microb., 348 Burrill Hall
* WEMHANER, Mary P., BS, Food Serv. Adm... 333-4630
Housing Div., 111. St. Res. Hall
704 So. Cottage Grove, U 365-2906
* WENBERG, Roger D., BS, Assoc. Ext. Adv... 352-3312
Agri, Champaign Co. Coop. Ext. Serv.
1715W. Springfield, C;2804W. Daniel, C, 352-9005
* WENDELL, Henrietta I., Maid, Housing Div.
Box 12, Elthlan 548-2277
* WENDELL, James S., Foreman, CYL Press ...333-2526
Prtg. Div., UP, 234 UPB, Adams, Fithian, 548-2277
* WENDELL, Shirley M., Head Cook, Housing .333-0310
Div., 1005 S. Lincoln Ave.
Rt. 2, Box 25, Fithian 548-2175
* WENDKER, Heinrich J., PHD, Res. Assoc 333-3090
Dept. of Astr., 116 0bserva., 607 EEB 333-2930
406 W. Springfield, U 367-4881
* WENDLANDT, Ronald M., BS, Dairy Sci 333-0203
Res. Asst., 210 ASL
2111 White St., C 352-7240
* WENDLLNG, Penny L. , Clerk-Steno II, 209a
College of Law , RR 1, Broadlands
* WENTA, Joseph V., Elec. Engr., Asst 333-1868
Dept. of Comp. Sci., 227 DCL
RR 1, St. Joseph 469-7492
* WENZEL, Harry G., BS, MS, PHD, Civ. Engr. 333-4934
200 Hydraulic. Eng. La., Mayfair Ct.,C 356-4278
* WENZEL, JosephW., BS , MA, PHD 333-2370
Asst. Prof of Speech, 257 Armory
708 W. John St., C 356-9772
* WERKMAN, Dorothy L., Bookbindry Asst 333-0599
Prtg. Div. UP, 234 UPB
501 E. Oakland Ave, U 367-6861
* WERKMAN, Robert H., Mech. Engr., Sci. Lab 333-0699
Sen. Lab. Mech, 217 ME
501 E. Oakland, U 367-6861
* WERNEGREEN, JohnO., BS EE, MED, Asst. .. 333-4127
DGS, 214, 1210 W. Calif., U
2070 A. Orchard St., U 344-1798
WERNER, Louis, BA, Instr. in Phil 333-4838
222 Gregory Hall; 207 E. Clark St.,C
WERNER, Michael, BS, MS, Grad.Asst 333-6406
Math, 305 YWCA; 615 1/2 S. Wright St., C
* WERRY, JohnS., MB, ChB, B Med., Sc, ... 333-4123
FRCP, Res. Child Psy., CRC, Assoc. Prof, of
Psy., 113 CRC; 1708 Golfview Dr., U, 367-5229
* WERT, Charles A., BA, MS, PHD, Prof, ard 333-1440
Head of Dept. of Min, Met. and Petr. Engr.
,
201 MMB; 1708 W. Green, C 356-6600
WERTS, Linda L., Clerk-Typist III 333-2886
Short Courses & Conf . Div. , 116 IH
RR 1, Sidney 688-2331
* WERTZ, Charles E
.
, Asst. to Dir. , IU 333-0693
165 IU; 504 E. Florida, U 367-2414
*/fWERTZ, Dolores S., Secy to Ticket Mgr 333-3470
Athletic Assn., 100 Assembly Hall
504 E. Florida Ave, U 367-2414
* WESBECHER, Alice M., Clerk-Typist II 333-6995
Civ. Engr.,CEB, 114; 1505 W. Kirby.C, 352-2123
+WESLEY, Nancy J., Clerk-Typist I. , 333-3860
State Univ. Ret. System, 807 S. Lincoln Ave. U
203 West State St. , Patomac 987-2555
WESSEL, Verle, BS, Supv. of Serv. for the . . . 333-4604
blind and Deaf, Div. of Rehab, and Educ Serv.
123 REC; Hendrick House, 904 W. Green, U344-6356
* WESSELS, Warren K. , Ed M., Asst. Dean ... 333-3380
of the Coll. of Agri. , 104 Mumford Hall
1016 W. Daniel, C 356-0790
* WEST, Charles K. , BS, MA, PHD, Asst 333-6125
Prof., Educ. Psy, 326 Educ.
Apt. 2-4, 1005 S. Mattis, C 352-0120
WEST, George, BA, Res. Asst., Townsend... 333-4643
Hall, Dean of Stu/ Hous. Div. , Townsend Counseling
Off; URH, 126 Townsend Hall, U, 332-4006
* WEST, Joan M., BA, MA, Clerk-Typist 333-3391
Spanish, Ital. and Port., 224 Lincoln Hall
406 W. Green, U 365-1378
* WEST, Vincent I., PHD, Assoc. Dean of Grad.
.
Coll., Prof, of Prices, Statis., Dept. of Econ.
330 Adm., 308 S. Van Doren St., C, 359-3787
* WESTEMEIER, Ronald L., BS, Regis., Educ 342-6075
Nat. Hist. Surv. Div., Sect, of Wildl.Res.
202 Bauer Bldg., Effingham,
Rt. 1 Box 131, Effingham 536-3152
* WESTENDART, LeroyW., Sr. Lab. Mech, 333-0699
Mech. Engr., 217 MEB
P. 0.,.BoX 117, Pesotum 867-2486
* WESTERIWN , Robert L., MS, Res. Asst 333-4376
Soil Fert. Dept. of Agron
.
, W 524 Turner Hall
2207 Philo Rd., U 367-5307
WESTMAN, Roiann M. , Clerk Typist I., Purch 333-3594
223 Adm. Bldg.; 1107 Holiday Dr. C, 352-0941
WESTON, Janet L. , 'BA, MA, PHD Assoc 333-3001
Prof., 109DKH;508W. Park St., C, 352-5476
* WESTON, Paul E, BA.MS, Res. Asst. , EE 333-6351
CSL 3-119; 1421 Rose Dr., C 352^1730
* WESTWATER, James W., PHD, Prof, of Chem 333-3640
Engr., Dept. of Chem. and Chem. Engr.
114 E. Chem. Bldg.; 116 W. Iowa St. , U, 367-6393
/VEATHERSPOON, Alvin, Storekeeper 333-4647
Housing Div., 111. St. Res. Hall
501 E. Park St., C 359-3580
WEAVER, GlenH., Janitor, Housing Div
706 E. Scott, Tuscola 302 7
VEAVER, Howard E., BS, MS, PHD, Assoc. 333-4410
Prof., Rec. and Park Adm., 104 Huff Gym
605 E. Florida Ave, U 367-8615
VEAVER, Loren E., AB,MS, Res. Asst 333-4843
Physics, 190 W. MRL, 1942-D. Orchard Dr. , U
VEAVER, Loren Edmund, Airport Fire Marshall. 822-5531
Inst, of Aviation, Airport
1012 W. Washington St, C 356-2908
VEBB, Arlene L., Clerk-Steno III, Museum. . .333-2517
of Nat. Hist., 438 NH; 307 N. Highland, U367-5900
VEBB, Donald W, BS.MS, Asst. Taxonomist . 333-6846
111. Nat. Hist. Surv, 296 NRB
202 Bliss Dr., U 344-5780
VEBB, Frances E. , MA, Asst. Prof 333-2612
Asst. State Leader, Coop. Ext. Serv.,
561 Bev. Hall; 8 Canterbury Ct.,C
VEBB, Harold D., AB, MA, PHD, Prof 333-4204
EE, 372 B, EEB; 812 W. Delaware, U 344-4575
rEBB, James E., BS, Grad Asst., Aero and 333-3140
Astro. Engr. Dept., 20 Trans.
909 S. First St., Apt. 11, C
l/EBB, MargaretH., MS, Instr., Lib 333-3856
Serials Cataloger, 22 Lib.
812 W. Delaware U, 344-4575
rEBB, Richard A., Janitor, IU, 165 IU
202 S. Calhoun, Tolono
/EBB, Robert J., MS, Prof, of An. Sci. Ext. . 949-2101
Asst. Dir., Agrl. Experiment Sta, Supt. Ext. Prog.
Dixon Springs, Sen. Staff Member, Center Zoonoses
Res., Adm. Bldg., Dixon Springs Agri. Ctr.,
Simpson 949-2106
/EBB, William J., Janitor, Housing Div
607 S. Bdwy St., U 367-1071
TBBER, CarlE., BA, Asst. Res. Prog., Psy. 333-3388
433 A Gregory; 3104 Brownfield, U, 367-6845
7EBBER, Thomas R. , Temp. Contr. Mech....
PPSB; 3 ll_S_o. Poplar St., U 367-1795
/EBER, Charles, DR, Assoc Prof., Accou. .. 333-2379
Accountancy, 298 Comm. West
902 W. Lincoln Ave, Apt. 107, U 344-1018
EBER, Evelyn J., BS,MS, PHD, Asst. Prof. .333-1277
of Plant Biochemistry; Res. Bioch.,Agr. Res. Serv.
USDA, 213 Davenport Hall; .
907 S. Lynn St., U . 367-8081
/EBER, Gregorio, PHD, MD, Prof, of Bioche. 333-3967
Chemistry and Chem . Engr., 397 E. Chem.
505 W. Mich., U 344-6774
/EBER, J.Arthur, MS, Prof . Agri. Engr 333-2969
100 Agr. Engr.; 806 S. Grove, U 367-6349
/EBER, LorralneW., BAMus.,Asst 333-0850
Broadcasting Prog., 228 Gregory Hall
810 S. Race St., U 367-4501
/EBER, Vemon O., Water Sta. Op, PPSB
202 N. Russell, C 359-1401
/EBER, WaldemarC, MS, Grad Res. Asst.. 333-6499
Math, 306 YWCA; 1206 W. Main, U 367-8959
/EBER, Wanda A. , Clerk-Steno III 333-4942
Higher Educ, 341 Armory
205 E. Healey, C 352-0853
/EBSTER, Bonnie J., Clerk Steno III. 333-6967
Civ. Engr., 3230 CEB,
711 E. Church St., Apt. 5 , C 352-9236
/EBSTER, George M., BA, Asst. Speech 333-3050
322 IH; 602 E. Stoughton, C 356-5747
/EBSTER, Mrs. KathrynA, BS , MS 333-4164
Bibliographer, Instr., Lib., 220a Ser. Dept. Lib.
705 S. Race, U 367-5255
ECKE, Harold W., BS, ME, Head 333-1444
Spec. Prof, and Res., Div. of Univ. Ext., 120 IH
909 W. Oregon, Apt. 311, U 344-3190
TDDING, Nugent, PHD, Prof of Adver 333-3859
I 22 Gregory; 23 Montclair Rd. U 344-5683
IEDEL, Waldo M. , BS,MS, Asst 333-4904
Mech. Engr , 264 Mech. Engr. Bldg.
1010 W. Green, 434, U 332-2292
!EECH, Terry L., AB, MS, Res. Assoc 333-6245
i
Lib. Res. C, 302, 409 E. Chalmers, IT
I 401 Hessel Blvd., C 356-0150
'EEKS, Barbara E., Clerk-Steno II 333-0480
Dean of Stud . , 110 SSB,
117 East Dodson Dri., U 367-2615
jEEKS, Donald R. , Brickmason, PPSB,.
RR2, U, v 367-6522
llEEKS, Francis W., AM, Prof, and Chairman 333-2960
Bus. arid Rech. Writing, 317 b DKH, (on leave)
iEEKS, Richard W., II, BS, MS, Asst 333-1775
jTAM, 105 A. Woodshop
I1010W. Green, 718, U 332-2374
SHR, Rowland B., AB, MA, BD, Asst. Supv
hof Student Teachers, Sec. and Cont. Educ.
889 Sheridan Rd., Winnetka 446-2076
HHRING, BernardW., BSE, MS, PHD, Asst. 333-4213
l.Piof., Nuclear Engr. , 212 NEL
1609 S. Edwin C 356-9250
hi, Lun-S., PHD, Asst. Prof 333-1870
[;Food Sci. , 5B So. Wing Hort FL
I 2007 Rainbow View Dr., U 367-9433
hlBEL, Rolando., MS. .Assoc Prof
Ipf Plant Breeding, Dpt. of Agron, assd. under
lUD, Proj. asAdv-Crops, Njala Univ. Coll.,
I Aljala , Sierra Leone", Africa, Freetown
llCHENTHAL, BurtonA., BS , MS, PHD 333-0013
I 3eet" Cattle Ext. Spec, ASD, 326 Mumford Hall
i'904 Carrelton Dr., C 356-8576
IlCHSEL, Paul M., BS,MS, PHD, Assoc. ..333-0407
I'rof., Math, 377 AH, 305 W. Oregon, U 365-2406
RlDEMANN, Elisabeth S., BS,MS 333-0084
''sychology, 300 Gregory Hall,
I .6 Coachman Dr., U 367-3549
l/IDNER, Diane, Clerk-Steno II, Coll. of .. 333-0931
liaw, 209 A Law Bldg,
I 205 Garden Hill, C 356-5473
WIDNER, J. Ronald, Electrician, PPSB
) 004Fairlawn, U 367-0373
WEIDNER, RoyG, Janitor, Housing Div
2322 E. Main, U 367-5751
WEIL, Charles G., BS, Asst. Physics 333-3368
33 Physics Bldg.,
1010 W. Green, (7ou) U 332-2386
WEINARD, RuthE., BS , Asoc. Editor 333-1473
22 7 IUB, 506 W. Mathews, U 344-0709
WEINBAUM, Marvin G., PHD, MA, BA, Asst. 333-0274
Prof, of Political Sci. 408 S. Goodwin, Rm 5
205 W. Calif. U 367-9768
WEINBERG, Elliot C, BS , MS. PHD, 333-4790
Assoc Prof, of Math, 223 YWCA
1012 N. Busey, U 367-9877
WEINMANN, Klaus J., MS, Asst. in Mech. 333-3938
and Ind. Engr., 226 MEB
33 1/2 E. Daniel St., C • 352-2315
WEINMANN, Slgrid B. , AM., Asst 333-1312
Germanic Lang. & Lit., 512 E.Chalmers
33 1/2 E. Daniel, C 352-2315
WEINSTEIN, Steven, BA, Res. Asst 33^3-9J133
Snyder Hall, Dean of Stu/Hous . Div. , .-
104 Snyder Coun. Off.; URH, 330 SH, 332-1764
WEIR, Morton W., PHD, Assoc. Prof .333-2858
Psychology, 88 CRC; 1801 Crescent Dr., C356-1164
WEIS, EdwardW., BS, Res. Asst 333-2316
Astronomy, 12 Observatory
1005 S. 6th St., Apt. 26, C 344-2272
WEISE, DoreenE., Nat. Sci. Lab. Asst. I,. .333-1874
Food Sci. Dept., 205 Bumsides Res. Lab
1404 Aztec Dr., C 352-7722
WEISE, RobertW., BS, Res. Asst, 333-0430
Dept. of PP, 2 Hort FL
509 E. Stoughton, Apt. 303, C 352-9053
WEISE, (Mrs.) Ursula A., Editor, Coll. of .. 333-1510
Engr., Engr. Pub., 112 Eng. H.
1109 W. Stoughton St., U 344-0050
' WEISENBERG, Joseph O., MS, Asst. Prof 333-2570
Bus. Mgm., 130 Commerce Annex.
904 Brighton Dr., U 365-2452
' WEISER, Lawrence A., PHD, Asst. Prof. .... 333-4519
Economics, 193 Commerce W.
,
2201 Fletcher, U 367-2892
' WEISIGER, George B., LLB, JD, Prof . Emeritus
Law; 309 W. Vermont, U 367-2835
WEISS, Jonathan D., BA, Asst In Physics .... 333-1065
Physics, 247 PB; 909 So. 5th St, C, 332-4915
: WEISS, Mitchells., BA, MA, Grad Asst.... 333-2781
Political Sci., 408 Goodwin, U
106 E. Healey, C 352-1723
WEISSBERGER, Marshall A. , Asst. , Physics. . 333-3368
33 Physics Bldg.; 708 A S. 6th, C 344-3783
' WEISSMAN, Slmha, BS, MS, Res. Assoc .... 333-4303
Civ. Engr., 213 Woodshop
1801 Carle Dr., U 344-3166
WEEMANN, Fredric, BA,MA, PHD 333-3545
Visiting Asst. Prof. Psychology, 201, 1003 W.
Nevada St.; 1019 S. Anderson, U 367-9639
WELCKER, Peter S., BS, Asst., Chem. and..
Chem. Engr., 350 D Noyes Lab.
502 W. Oregon, U 367-3462
' WELCH, CarlW., Janitor, PPSB
1311 W. Washington, C 352-6867
' WELCH, Franklin E., FireEqpt., Engr., PPSB *
1705 W. Clark, C 352-6618
WELCH, Helen L. , Clerk-Typist I, Lib.
.
44 Library; 805 S. Maple St., U 367-1315
' WELCH, Helen M., AM, Acquisition Llbr. ... 333-1054
Prof, of Lib. Adm. , 22a Lib.
401 W. Washington, U 344-5720
1 WELCH, Irene, B Ed, Ext. Adv., HE, Christ.. 824-2130
Co., Coop. Ext. Serv. , 313 W. Mkt. ,Taylorville




805 S. Maple, U 367-1315
' WELCH, Louis F., PHD, Assoc Prof 333-4373
of Soil Fert., Agronomy, S-316 Turner Hall
2201Vawter, U 365-2564
WELCH, Luther, Janitor, PPSB, 802 E. Florida
Ave., U 367-6053
WELCH, Luther R. , Kitchen Helper, IU, 333-0700
165 IU, 1401 W. Beech St. , U
• WELCH, Marvin J., Steamfitter, PPSB
803 Balboa Rd., C 356-2690
' WELCH, Orlena M., Clerk-Typist III. 333-0740
Educ. PI. Off,. 140 EB,
1311 W. Washington St., C 352-6867
' WELCH, Rebecca J., MA, BA.Asst. Dean.... 333-0056
of Women, Off. of Student Persn. , 130 SSB
703 E. Colorado, U 365-1695
• WELLER, Allen S. PHB, AM, PHD, LLD, Dean 333-1660
of Coll. of FAA, Prof, of Art, Dir. of Krannert Art
Museum, 110 Arch. Bldg.
412 West Iowa St., U 344-6182
WELLER, Charles M., BS, MES, EdD, Asst. ..333-3678
Prof., Sec Educ, 392 Educ. Bldg.
603 S. Western Ave., C 356-6144
' WELLER, Richard D., BS, Ext. Adv., Agr. ... 833-2840
McDonough Co., Coop. Ext. Serv., Rt. 832 West.
Macomb; 832 Madelyn, Macomb 836-6601
: WELLNER, William C, AB, MA, EdD, Asst. .. 333-1535
Prof., Sec. and Cont. Educ, 342 Armory
902 Westfield Dr. , C 352-2529
WELLS, Catherine N., Head Res., Off. of ... 333-1862
Stud. Persn. , Dean of Women, 119 Busey Hall
111 W. Nevada, U
' WELLS, Elaine C, Acctg. Clerk III 333-4880
Bus. Off., Burser's Div. , 162 Adm. Bldg.
1612 W. Union, C 352-7796
' WELLS, Elizabeth A., Secy, Mat. Res. Lab.. 333-1371
202 MRL; Waters St., Box 306, St. Joseph 469-7184
' WELLS, Gail M.., Clerk Steno III 333-1321
Correspondence Courses, 104 IH
902 Maplepark Dr., C 352-0510
' WELLS, Gary N., BA, MS, Res. Asst., 333-1277
Agronomy, 230 Davenport Hall
1011 S. Locust, Apt. 2, C 356-2128
WELLS, James E., BA, MS, Physics, 333-3827
308 MRL, 311 E. Springfield, C
123
WETENKAMP-WILD
* WETENKAMP, Harry R., MS, TAM, Prof 333-2313
224 Talbot Lab., 1705 Mayfalr, C 352-2800
WETHERALD, Shirley A., Clerk-Typist II 333-2812
Eleo. Engr. 159 EEB; 1002 N. Berkley, U, 367-4579
WETHERELL, Janis L.,,BS, Asst. Spec 333-6280
Spec. Educ, 139 CRC; RR 1, Mansfield, 586-2066
* WETHERELL, Robert M.', MS, Ext. Adv., Agr. 658-5322
Johnson Co. Coop. Ext. Serv., P.O. Box 158,
19 Court St., Vienna, P. O. Box 454,Vlenna658-4221
* WETMORE, Louis B, BA, Prof, of Urban and. . .333-0295
Regional Planning, Dept. of UP, 1201 W. Calif.
309 W. Elm St., U 365-1053
* WETZEL, Dorothy, BS, Editor, Inst, of Labor. .333-1488
and Ind. Relations, 125 LIR Bldg.,
802 W. Florida, U 344-3896
* WETZEL, Hubert J, BA,MA, Assoc. Prof 333-0910
4-H Spec, Coop. Ext. Serv., 414 Mumford
802 W. Florida, U 344-3896
* WETZEL, JohnE., BS, PHD, Asst. Prof 333-6317
Math, 226 YWCA; 4 Golfview Ct. , Savoy, 822-5493
* WETZEL, Richard M. , BS,MS, TAM 333-3174
Res. Asst., 321 F. Talbot Lab.
3217 W. Klrby, C 352-1686
* WEY, Hariet J.S., B. ED, HE, Asst. In HE .. 333-2527
437- Bev. Hall, 300 S. Goodwin, U
* WEY, Thomas J-C , MS, Res. Asst., EE 333-2133
108 G, EERL; 300 S. Goodwin Ave. ,Apt. 404,
U
* WEYBRIGHT, LorenD., BS, M Ed, Asst. Stu. . 333-3757
Teach., 390 Educ. Bldg.
1620 W. Clark, C 356-5185
* WEYGANDT, Enid M., BS, Clerk-Typist HI ...332-2534
Coord., Placement Off., 2 SSB
114 Broadmoor, Apt. 4, C 352-1837
* WEYGANDT, Jerry J. , MAS, CPA, Asst 333-4534
Accty, 263 Commerce W; 1114 Broadmoor, C 352-1837
*. WHALEN, Arthur J, Storekeeper II, PP Dept. .
.
PPSB; 904 S Lynn St, C 356-8709
* WHALEN, Dorothy Marie, Clerk-Stenog III,.. 333-1770
Cer Eng, 204 Cer Bldg
2422 E Green, U 365-2169
WHALEN, Edw, Asst, Engl, 304 EB 333-2633
50 6 E Springfield, C
* WHALIN, Oren Leslie, BS, MS, PhD, Assoc. 344-4411
Prof Agr Ext, Retired
612 W Washington, U 344-4411
* WHALLEY, Lawrence Robert, Res Asst, 333-1930
Physics, 308 PB
203 W California Ave, U
WHEATLEY, Harold David, Janitor; PP Dept,
PPSB; 3307 Arlene, RR2, U 367-2661
* WHEATLEY, Helen Lucille, Food Serv Clerk 11,333-3809
IU, Receiving Rm, IU
3007 Arlene Dr, RR 2, U 367-2661
* WHEATLEY, Norma Jean, Janitress, Housing..
Div; 809 Fairlawn Dr, U 367-8955
* WHELAN, William P, Janitor Foreman, Hsng.. 333-0869
Div, Custodial Ofc, Fourth St Residence Halls
402 S Fifth St, C 356-3202
* WHETSTONE, William Henry, BS, Traffic Mgr. 333-3592
Bux Ofc, Purchasing Div, 223 Adm Bldg
2105 Campbell, C 356-8525
WHIPPLE, Orville Blaine, Nuclear Reactor.
.
. 333-0866
Opr I, NE, 102 Nuc Reactor Lab
207 1/2 W William St, C ' 359-3257
* WHISENAND, Doris Helen, Chief Lib Clerk, . 333-1055
Acquisition Dept, Lib, 220a Lib
706 Fairlawn Dr, U 367-7193
* WHISENAND, John Long, BS, MS, Assoc Prof. 333-2357
Mech Eng, 35 6 MEB
706 Fairlawn, U 367-7193
* WHISLER, Frank Duane, PhD, Asst Prof of . . . 333-4370
Soil Physics, Dept of Agron, Soil Sci, Agr Res Serv,
USDA, S-213 TH; 2405 Slayback, U 367-0927
WHITAKER, Willard Francis, BS, Tchr Asst,
.
.
EE; 1012 S First Apt 3, C
WHITCHURCH, Shirley Lou, BS, Area Ext ... 438-8821
Adviser, Res Dev, Coop Ext Serv, 321 S Main St,
Benton; 1309 1/2 N Main St, Benton 435-5636
* WHITCOMB, Albert, BA, MS, Instr, Math 333-4284
243 IH; 605 Oregon, U 344-5806
* WHITE, Alma Evelyn, AB, Secy, Dept of An. . 333-3131
Sci, 124 ASL; 603 E Colorado, U 367-2929
WHITE, Ann Elisabeth, BA, MA, Tchr Asst,
.
. 333-1898
Math, 223 IH; 1010 W Green #478, U 332-2551
* WHITE, Bess Compere, AB, Tech Asst, State. .333-6846
NH Surv, 287 NRB 333-6847
507 W Delaware Ave, U
* WHITE, Cheryl Ann, BA, Res Asst, Antrop. ... 333-0667
64A LH; 808 S 5th St, C 344-4440
*+WHITE, Clarence Everett, BS, Asst Entom. ... 333-6821
Section of Econ Entom, State NH Surv, 80 NRB
RFD 2, U 469-4553
* WHITE, Cyril Marigo, MS, DLC, BA, Dir Ed, .333-1680
Instr, PE for Men, 201 MOG
2049A Hazelwood Ct, U
* WHITE, Darlene Tinsie, Chief Clerk, Div 333-1321
Univ Ext Correspondence Courses, 104 IH
1503 Curtiss Dr, U 365-2518
* WHITE, Ervin V, Painter, Housing Div, Rm 14.333-3450
LAR; 1709 Crestwood, Danville 442-8134
* WHITE, Eva Rogene, Typing-Clerk III, PP.... 333-1150
Dept, PPSB; 1205 N Division St, U 365-1751
* WHITE, George Willard, PhD, ScD, Res..... 333-2617
Prof, Geol, 419 NH Bldg 333-3540
305 S McKinley, C 356-4246
* WHITE, Harry Elwood, M Ed, Area Adviser,..
Farm Mgmt Fleldman Coop Ext Serv, 545 N 8th St,
Sheldon, 429-3027
* WHITE, Herbert Le Roy, BS, CE, Supt of 333-4111
Sanitation and Safety, PP Dept, PPSB
507 W Delaware Ave, U 344-6935
WHITE, John David, B Sc, Res Asst, Elec
. . . 333-2133
Eng, 108 G EERL; 601 S Fifth St, C 356-7043
* WHITE, Leona Delores, Telephone Opr, Hsng. 333-0133
Div, Rm 45, Clark Hall
202 E Washington St, C 356-4804
* WHITE, Linda Carol, BA, Clerk-Typist II,... 333-1850
Inst for Res on Exc Children, Educ Bldg Rm 22 6
1962-B Orchard Downs, U 344-0379
*+WHITE, Lois C, Clerk-Stenog I, State Water. .333-4954
Surv, Rm 134
711 MacArthur Ct, U 365-2458
* WHITE, Lucien W, PhD, Dir of Public Serv .. 333-0317
Depts, Lib, Prof of Lib Adm, 301 Lib
514 S Willis, C 356-0927
* WHITE, Omer Dale, Policeman, PP Dept PPSB
1503 Curtiss Dr, U 365-2518
I
* WHITE, Robert Allan, BS, MS, PhD, AsstTT.. 333-0623
Prof, Mech and Indus Eng, 132 MEB
2009 S Cottage Grove, U 367-0356
* WHITE, Robert Curtis, MA, Asst Prof of Lib.
.
.333-0827
Adm, Lib, 418b Lib
1007 Devonshire Dr, C 352-8037
* WHITE, Roger Lee, Janitor, PP Dept, PPSB...
709 N Coler, U 365-1806
* WHITE, Suzanne, BS, Supervisor, Speech. ... 333-2231
Speech Clinic; 1806 Garden Hills, C 356-0152
*+WHITE, William Arthur, PhD, Geol and Head. 344-1481
of Clay Resources and Clay Min Tech Section, State
Geol Surv, 129B NR
603 E Colorado, U 367-2929
* WHITE, William Philip, B Arch, M Arch, Instr 333-1884
Arch, 123 FAB
1733 Valley Rd, Apt D, C 356-4142
WHITENTON, Margaret A, BA, Asst, Dance,.. 2228
PEW, 162A; 707 S 6th St Apt 501, C
* WHITESIDE, Dorothy E, Clerk, Cent Rec Sta. .333-1653
111 Central Receiving Whse
703 1/2 W Green St, C 356-6618
* WHITESIDE, John Simpson, Farm Mech, Dixon 949-2101
Springs Agr Cntr, Dixon Springs Agr Cntr, Simpson
RFD, Vienna 949-3511
* WHITESIDE, William Franklin, MS, Ext Advsr. 532-4367
Agr, Cook Co Coop Ext Serv, 6657 South St, Tinley
Pk; 215 Todd St, Pk Forest 748-0933
+WHITING, Lester LeRoy, MS, Geol, State....
Geol Surv, Emeritus
Briggs Pk Villa, RR2, Cherokee 225-2963
* WHITMAN, George B, BS, Assoc Prof of Farm..
Mgmt, Dept of Agr Econ, Emeritus
1801 S Vine, U 367-4358
* WHITMORE, James Byron, Policeman, PP Dept,
PPSB; 706 N Vorcey, Tolono 485-5189
* WHITMORE, James Jonathan, AB, MA, Res ... 333-4226
Asst, Physics, 461 PB
2017c Orchard St, U 344-6424
WHITNEY, Patricia Sue, Co Ext Secy, Marion. 548-3349
Co Coop Ext Serv, 105 S Broadway, Salem
413 WElm, Salem 548-0476
* WHITNEY, Robert McLaughlin, PhD, Prof of. 333-4441
Dairy Tech, Food Sci, 202 DMB
1706 Henry St, C 359-4419
* WHITSON, Evelyn Liddell, Food Serv Admr II. .333-2160
Housing Div, Food Serv Ofc Penn Ave Res Hall
202 E Mumford Dr, U 344-6286
WHITT, Bernal Dale, Janitor, Housing Div...
RR 1, Fisher 897-2405
WHITT, Scott Sherman, Aud Vis Tech I, Aud-. 333-1432
Vis Aids Serv, 704 S Sixth
RR 1, Fisher 897-2405
* WHITTAKER, Patricia Ann, Card Punch Opr I...333-6184
Dept of Comp Sci, 129 DCS
Pine Acres Lot 3, U 367-7825
* WHITTAKER, Victor Augustus, BS, MS, Res. .. 333-0947
Asst, Agr Econ, 452 MH
1827-2 Orchard PI, U 344-2015
* WHITTEN, Richard, BM, Asst, Music, 106 PA.333-2471
306 Davidson Dr Apt 1, C 352-95 69
* WHITTEN, William Lawrence, Accelerator ... 333-4175
Tech I, Physics, 443 PB
304 E Sherman, St Joseph 469-7337
WHITTON (Mrs), Wanda Miller, Acctg Clerk. .333-2655
II, Acctg Div, Bus Ofc, 257 Adm
308 W Columbia, C 356-3571
* WHYTE, Lee, BS, Dept Bus Mgr, Comp Sci... 333-3278
240 DCL; 206 N Wood St, U 367-6552
WOAN, Wen-Jin, MS, Tchr Asst, Math, Arc". .333-4975
Rm 122; 808 W Calif, U
WOEPPEL, James Joseph, BA, Ma', Grad Asst. .333-2859
T, Math, 32 6 AH
905 S First St, C 352-1982
*+WOERNER, William Roger, BS, Agr Econ, Soil. 356-3787
Cons Serv, USDA, 200 W Church, C
705 S Emerson St, Monticello 762-7678
* WOERPEL, Janet Franger, Co Ext Secy, LaSalle433-0707
Co Coop Ext Serv, 301 1/2 W Madison St, Ottawa
600 Glen Ave, Marseilles 795-5308
WOJCIK, Anthony Stephen, BS, Res Asst, .... 333-6721
CSL, Rm 4-114 CSL
107 E Chalmers Apt #3, C 356-2581
WOLCOTT, Christina, BA, MS, Spec Langs.
. .333-1349
Bibliographer with rank of Instr, Lib, 128 Lib
044 E Healey Apt 8, C 352-1322
124
^
* WOLF, Don Lee, Stores Supervisor, PP Dept,.. j
PPSB; RR2, Box 128B, Homer 896-3296
* WOLF, Robert Frank, Agron Gardener, Agron,. 3!K.
Agron Greenhouse; 1902 W Klrby, C 356-4788
* WOLFE, Betty, Clerk-Stenog III, Adm and....33i3;
Reds, 178 Adm
10 6 E Healey Apt 4, C
* WOLFE, Earl Clifford, AM, Prof of LIR, Div.. 33.0!
of Univ Ext and ILIR, 243 LIR Bldg
112 Mumford Dr, U 367-8078 I
* WOLFE, Martin Sylvester, PhD, Res Asst Prof.33fi
of Educ, Curriculum Lab, 1210 W Springfield, >
808 E Mumford Dr, U 367-3659
* WOLFE, Ralph Stoner, PhD, Prof of Microbic . I
Dept of Microbio, on leave of absence
WOLFE, Sharon, AM, Res Assoc, Inst of.... 331!
Communications Res, 1207 W Oregon
WOLFERT, Julie Lynn, BA, Asst, Dept of Germ 33 J:
Lang and Lit, 512 E Chalmers
608 E Chalmers, C 344-0481
* WIBBEN, Herman C, B. S. Agri. Engr 67 91
Sup. Hydr. Eng. US Geological Sur.
213 State Water Sur. Bldg. Peoria
1701 Florence Ave, Pekin 346-4808
WICENCYJUSZ, Estelle C, Clerk Steno. III.. 66 t!
Div. Univ. Ext., 1028 University Hall;
7228 So. Harlem Ave., Bridgeview 458-4265 jl
* WICKERSHAM, Gail J. , Clerk Steno. Ill 33}i
100 Smith Music Hall;
2413 E. Oregon, U 367-2690
* WICKERSHAM, Philip H., B. S., M.Ed 33 );
Asst. Elem. Educ. 390 Educ Bldg.;
2413 Oregon, U 367-2690
WICKERSHEIM, Robert D., B. S., 33 f,
in Elem Educ. Res. Asst. Elect Engr. 231 DCL;
601 W. Washington, C 356-3171
WICKERSHEIMER, David J. , Bachelor of Arch. .33;
FAA, Grad Asst. 20 Arch.;
2313 So. 1st St., Apt. 104, C
* WICKLEIN, Andrew A., B. S., Ext. Adviser.. 72!
Agri. Will Co. 100 Manhattan Rd. Joliet
1822 Hillcrest Raod, Joliet 726-2980
* WICKLUND, Romayne C, B. S., LLB 33:
Asst. Secy, of the Univ., 354 Admin.;
601 S. Busey, U 344-6130
* WICKRAMASEKERA, IanE., B.A. , M.A
Res. Asst. Educ. Psych. 124 Children's Res.
2111 White St., Apt 207, C 356-2269
* WICKS, Eugene C, B.F.A., M.F.A 33;
Art, Assoc. Prof., 139-B F.A.B.;
2515 Alton Drive, C 356-9428
* WIDDOWS, Barbara, Clerk Typist III 33:
Acct. Div. Business Office, 257 Admin. Bldg.
705 East Michigan Ave., U 367-7392
WIEDMAN, James E., B.S., Res. Asst 335
Dept. of Plant Pathology, 252 Davenport Hall;
509 East Stoughton, Apt. 303, C 352-9053
* WIENEKE, Gary R. , B.A. , M.Ed.
, 333
Asst. Tra.ck Coach, Phys. Educ. 123 Assembly
807 Fairoaks Drive, C 352-2459
WIENKE, Leona H. , Clerk-Typist, 333
Catalog Dept. Lib., 246-A Library;
1102 Grant Place, U 367-6289
WIERENGA, Leanne B. , B.A. , French 333
Teaching Asst., 304 Harker Hall;
1010 West Green, Rm. 380, U 332-2515
* WIERSEMA, Janice K. , Secy, Whiteside Co... 772^
Coop. Ext. Ser. 100 E. Know St., Morrison;
517 Oakland Ave. Morrison 772-3555
* WIESE, Sharon K., Clerk-Typist III 33J
Health Service, Rm 199;
711 South Randolph, Apt. 8, C 352-5657
* WIESE, Vern M., M.S., Asst. Ext. Advisor.. 333|





812 N. Plum Street, Princeton 3-6221
* WIESINGER, Charlotte E., Clerk Acct. Ill 333
Bureau Div. Bus. Office, 162 Admin.;
1609 W. Church, C 356-8536
WIETING, MarkW., A.B., Asst. Engl 333
206 English Bldg.;
514| E. John, C 344-1526
* WIGGINS, Jerry S., Ph.D., Prof, of Psych. .. 333-
318 Gregory Hall;
1405 Grandview Drive, C 352-4081
* WIGGINS, Nancy, Ph.D., Inst ." 333-
Comm. Res. and Psych. 334 Gregory Hall;
1405 Grandview Dr. , C 352-4081
* WIGHTMAN, Allen R. , Aircraft Malnt 822-
Mech. Helper, Institute of Aviation, Airport;
1306 Hedge Raod, C 352-7215
* WIKOFF, James M.
,
Janitor, P.P
P. P. Service Bldg.;
R.F.D. 1, U 643-2742
* WIKOFF, Eileen A., Campus Architect P.P 333-
605 East Green; 1405 McHenry, U 367-8914
*+WILBOURN, Sammy L. , Hydraulic Engr 356-
Tech., 605 So. Neil St. C
Rural Route 4, C 356-8625
* WILD, Jeremy A., B.A., M.A., Instr 333-
English, 217 English;
709 W. Nevada, U 344-4878
* WILD, Judith M., B.A., Asst. Tech. Lib 333-
404 Library; 709 W. Neveda, U 344-4878
WILDER, Lee A. , Clerk Typist 1 333-1362
Visual Aids Ser. , 704 South 6th St.;
911 West Hill St. C 352-5472
* WILDHAGEN, Arthur R. , A. M., Asst. Dlr 333-0566
Public Information, 125 Davenport House;
1215 West Charles St., C 356^2183
+WILDMAN, Judy A. , Clerk Typist II 333-6857
Wildlife RgS. Nat. HistSur., 279 Nat. Res. Bldg.;
58 East Green Street, C 352-1736
+
WILEY, Fred R. Jr., Trans. Opr. Div. of 333-4616
Rehab. Educ. Service, 151 Rehab. Educ. Ser.;
1512 Winston, C 352-6286
* WILEY, Joyce H., Ph.D. Res. Assoc 333-0069
Animal Science, 255 Animal Sciences Lab.;
2011 South Vine, U
WILHELM, Barbara J., Clerk-Typist I, 333-6923
Civil Engr., 1205 Civil Engr. Bldg.;
Rural Route 1, Tolono 485-5381
WILHELMSON, Robert B., B.S., Res. Asst... 333-6711
Computer Sci. Dept. 114 DCL;
909 S. 5th St. Apt. 260, C 332-4807





1205 Mayfair Rd., C
I
* WILKERSON, Dean J., Janitor, P.P
P. P. Service Bldg.; Homer 896-4062
* WILKIE, Brian, B.A..M.A., Ph.D 333-4957
Assoc. Prof. English, 122 English Bldg.;
1009 S. 3rd St., C 356-8096
* WILKIE, Dennis F., B.S.E.E., M.S.E.E 333-6612
Re9. Asst. Coordinated Scl. Lab. 4-113;
2102 W. White, Apt. 96, C 356-0018
* WHKINS, Marilyn M., B.A.
, M.A. ,Ph.D.
. . . 333-1547
Asst. Prof. Res. Psych. & Institute of Comm. Res.
1207 W. Oregon, Rm. 215;







705 W. Elm, Apt. 5, U 367-2095
WILKINS, Sally H. , B.A. , Res. Asst 333-4197
Computer Science, 128 DCL;
705 W. Elm, U 367-2095
WILKINS, Shirley A., Clerk-Steno.III 333-0980
Institute of Labor & Indus. Relations, 247 LIR Bldg.,
707 South Broadway, U 367-9440
WILKINSON, Mary A., B.A., Span 333-0321'
Portuguese & Italian, 909 S Sixth, 2nd Fl.
704 E. Main, Apt. 5, U 367-3691
;.. WILKINSON, Raymond E., Janitor, P.P
P. P. S. Bldg.; 402 Scottswood Dr. 367-7176
WILL, Frederick L.
, Ph. D., Prof, of Philo.
. .333-3195
M 200-B Gregory Hall,;
805 West Hill Street, C 352-8874
WILL, Raymond L.
, B.S., M.S.,
Res. Asst. Center for Zoonoses Res.; R.R. 5
McLeansboro, 643-2831
WILLARD, Byron J., Phys.P. Dept
Tool Room Attendant, P. P. S. Bldg. ;
1310 Brairlliff Drive, U 367-1875
WILLARD, Donald D., Const. Labor Forman.
.
.
I P. P. S. Bldg.; R.R. 4, C 356-4218
WILLEM, Raymond A., B.S., M.S 333-4626
Theor. and Applied Mechanics, 105-E Woodshop;
502 W. Springfield, Apt 5, C 356-4935
WILLENBRING, Gordon J., Master 822-5532
Aircraft Radio Repairman Institute of Aviation,
Airport; 910 Holiday Drive, C 356-0022
WILLFONG, Elsie E., Clerk HI, 333-0416
Admissions and REcords, 10 Admin. Bldg.;
Box 55, 106 S. Leeney St. Ogden 582-4885
WILLIAM, Joseph L., Janitor, P. P. Dept
P. P. S. Bldg.; 446 W State, Paxton 379-2595
WILLIAMS, Benny, Janitor, Housing Div
Apt. 8 Burch Village, C 352-0666
WILLIAMS, Bernard J., M.A.,B.A 333-2789
Asst. Director of Nonacademic Personnel,
142 Davenport House;
406 S. Edwin, C 352-0643




I Physiology, 414 Burrill;
2301 So. First, Apt 201, C 344-0753
.VILLIAMS, Bonnie L.
, Clerk-Typist III 333-6513
Elem. Educ., 805 W. Pennsylvania,
2101 W. White Street, Apt. 114, C3S9-2912
'WILLIAMS, Clarence, Janitor, Housing Div.
.. .
21 Dunbar Court, U 365-2174
'WILLIAMS, Dan W. , B.A., M.A 333-1256
Instructor, Univ. High School, 219 Univ. High;
1107 W. Green
, Apt. 122, U 344-4722
VILLIAMS, David L., A.B., Cell Biology
Res. Asst.; 204 S. Hartle, Apt 6 U
VILLIAMS, DianellaB., B.S., Sociology 332-0421
Grad. Asst. Student Personnel, Dean of Women;
Noble Hall; 1215 South Fourth St. 332-0421
VILLIAMS, Donna J., Clerk Steno. Ill 333-6158
Computer Science, 297 Digital Computer Lab.;
1509 W. Kirby, Apt 11, C- 356-0856
*ra.LIAMS, Edith L., Clerk III, Grad 333-0035
College, 330 Admin.;
802 Foley, C 352-2489




, Maid, Housing Div
1105 N. Highland, U 367-6006
* WILLIAMS, Henry O., Janitor, Foreman 333-0845
Div. Box 5, Fla. Ave. Res. Halls;
903 S. Cottage Grove, U 367-1621
* WILLIAMS, Jan D. , Drp. P.E 333-2935
Grad. Teaching Asst. Phys. Educ .'VlV Mens Old
Gym.; 601 N. Lynn, C 352-9076
WILLIAMS, James L., Operator I, Tab. Mach. 333-4824
54 Admin. ;233 W. Center, Atwood 578-3381
* WILLIAMS, Jerry L.
,
B. S., Educ 333-2123
Res. Asst. Horticulture, 4-A FlorloultureBldg
Rural Route 1, Box 60, Areola
* WILLIAMS, John R.
,
Lab. Weldor II 333-6913
Civil Engr., 1237 C.E. Bldg.;
212 N. Oak, Villa Grove 832-4481
* WILLIAMS, Joseph R. Jr., Painter, P.P
P.P.S.Bldg.;1436 Keesler, Ranton 892-2679
* WILLIAMS, Kenneth E., Plant Breeding 333-4254
and Genetics/Agronomy, Crops Testing Tech
W-118 Turner Hall;
1209 South Anderson, U 365-1042
* WILLIAMS, Lawrence E., Herdsman 333-0472
Dairy Science, S. Lincoln Ave. Dairy Barns;
105 Bluff, Sidney 688-2123
* WILLIAMS, Leah M., Maid, Housing Div
Rural Route, Longview 614=4406
WILLIAMS, Lucinda A.
, Clerk-Typist I, 33TT1943
Measurement Program, Eng. Exp. Sta. 207 E.E.Res.
Lab; 208 Second St., St. Joseph 469-7163
* WILLIAMS, M. Lucille, Clerk III, Housing... 333-0941
Division, MRH Snack Bar Bldg.;
918 W. Maple, C 356-4910
* WILLIAMS, Maetel, Dip. P.E. Asst 333-1614
Physical Educ. for Women, Rm 9, English Bldg.;
601 N. Lynn, C 352-9076
* WILLIAMS, Margaret A., Tab. Mach 333-4822
Opr. II, 54 Admin. Bldg.;
Rural Route 2, C 822-5860
WILLIAMS, MaryE., Cook, Illini Union 333-0700
165 Illini Union; 507 W. Illinois, U 367-1458
WILLIAMS, MelvinD., B.S., Teaching Asst. . 333-2977
Dept. of Finance, 118 Commerce Annex;
619 West Hill, C 359-3708
* WILLIAMS, MoyleS., B.S..M.S., Ph.D 333-2664
Asst. Director, Cooperative Ext. Ser. 116-N
Mumfor Hall; 902 Westlawn Ave. C 352-7474
* WILLIAMS, Murray P., Driver, P. P. Dept
P. P. S. Bldg. ,506 Lincoln,
St. Joseph, 469-4926
* WILLIAMS, Raymond E., Ed. D 333-2802







* WILLIAMS, Richard C, Fireman, P
3008 Glifton, R.R. 2, U
* WILLIAMS, Robert C, Teach. Asst
A.B., M.A., 122 Arcade;
2022-D Orchard St., U
* WILLIAMS, Rosetta, Maid, Housing Div
1304 W. Beslin, U 365-1365
* WILLIAMS, Roberts., B.S., in Educ 333-2934
Library Clerk II, Circulation Dept., 203 Library;
2906 Mapelwood Dr., C 359-1820
* WILLIAMS, RoyF., Forman Steam Distribution.
.
P. P. Dept. P. P. S. Bldg.
2303 Dale Dr. C 352-5083
* WILLIAMS, RoyM., Meat Cutter 333-1453
Housing Division, Central Food Stores;





Ed , MS, Asst. Tib. ..-333-2305
Inst., Educ. and Soc.Sci. Lib., 100 Lib.
53E John Apt. 5E 356-5474
WILLIAMS, Wharon J., Blerk-Steno 1 333-2230
Speech Dept., 102 Speech Clinic, 601 E. John
105 E. Green St., Apt. B-16,C 352-0977
* WILLIAMS, Sheldon W., BS,MS, PHD, 333-1825
Agr. Econ., Prof., 435 Mumford Hall
501 E. Oregon St., U 367-8169
WILLIAMS, Susan K., Clerk-Steno III 333-1705
Coll. of LAS, 294 Lincoln Hall
408 E. Stoughton, Apt. 10, C 356-8708
* WILLIAMS, Theodore R. , Storekeeper II. , Che 333-3564
371 E. Chem. Annex
707 Scarbough, Sidney 688-2345
WILLIAMS, Thomas J., BA, Adv., Asst 333-0454
24 GH; 2307 S. First, C
* WILLIAMS, Violet M., Lib. Clerk III 333-3935
Undergrad Lib., 101 Lib.
1009 No. MoKinleySt., C 356-3156




* WILLIAMS, Wendell St., PHD, Assoc.' Prof. . 333-3524
Physics and Ceramics Engr. , 106 MRL
501 E. Mumford, U 365-1994
* WILLIAMS, Wendell St. , BA, PHD, 333-0255
Assoc. Prof., Physics, Ceram. Engr. ,106 MRL,
204 CB; 501 E. Mumford Dr., U 365-1994
* WILLIAMS,William K., AD.BD, Staff Assoc. .333-1345
Pres. Off., 447 Adm. Bldg.
702 S. Elm Boul., C 356-0333
WILLIAMS, Willie Mae, Maid, Housing Div.
509 E. Eureka St., C 356-1495
* WILLIAMSON, Barbara J., Clerk-Typist III, .. 333-6905
Civ. Engr., 312 9 Civ. Engr. Bldg.
1303 N. 6th St., C 356-8750
WILLIAMSON, Dorothea K. , BS, Landscape
Gardener, (Retired), 1602 S. Carle, U, 367-4242
* WILLIAMSON, E., Supv. Farm Foreman, Dlxon949-2101




WILLIAMSON, Harold F., Jr., MA, Econ
Instr. Econ. (On leave 1967-68)
* WILLIAMSON, LelandW., Mgr. of Off 333-1040
Supply Stores, Bus. Off.,114CRW
1307 W. Green, C 352-3919
WILLIAMSON, Lois M., Secy, Ctr. for 333-3771
Instr. Res. and Curr. Eval. , 270D Educ. Bldg.
1106 S. 2nd St., C 352-2895
* WILLIBY, Richard, Janitor, PPSB





1212 Redwood Dr., C 356-4390
* WILLIS, Eva R.
,
BS, HE, Nat. Sci. Lab 356-2610
Asst. Ill, Dept. An. Scl. , 108 An. Genetics -
610 Richards Ln.,C 356-2610
* WILLIS, JohnS., PHD, Physio. ,Assoc. Prof
. .333-0974






402 E. Park, C ' 359-4946
* WILLIS, Richard D., BA, Asst., Psych
406 Gregory Hall, 1611 W. Clark, C, 359-3044
* WILLIS, Warren K., MS, Instr., Supv. of. ... 333-3708
Testing and Clinical Couns., 247 SSB
2208 Roland Dr., C 359-1452
* WILLIS, Wllma L., BS, Food Serv. Adm. II ...333-0310
Housing Div., FS, Lincoln Ave. Res.
P. O. Box 107, Royal 583-4660
* WILLMAN, Charles E
. ,
BS, Ext. Adv. , Agri . . 443-3438
Randolph Co., Coop. Ext. Serv., So. St. Louis
and Belmont, and Sparta; 706 N. Maple,
Sparta 443-3542
+-WTLLMAN, Harold B. , PHD, Head of Strat.. . . 344-1481
and Areal Geol. Sec, Geol., State Geol Surv.
266 NRB; 411 W. Indiana, U 344-5368
WILLMORE, Tracy A., MS, Assoc. Prof 333-3831
of Ceramic Engr., CE, 303 CB
809 W. Illinois, Apt. 10, U
* WILLS, Creed A., Engr. Draftsman I. , Physic. 333*5434
104 Physics Bldg.; 803 S. Foley, C 356-6391
* WILLS, JohnE., PHD, Prof
. of Farm Mgm 333-1819
Agri. Econ.; 312 Mumford Hall;
1403 S. Grove St., U 367-r4I2
* WLLLSON, MaryF, BA.PHD, Asst. Prof 333-0608
Zoology, 203 Vivarium; RR 1, St. Joseph, 469-7515
WILMOT, CandaceC, BS, Res. Prog. , Dept. .333-6264
of Computer Sci, 191 DCL; 602-6 W. Elm,U367-7756
* WILSKI, Fred P.
,
Janitor, PPSB
RR. 4, C 643-6080
* WILSKI, Thelma E., Secy, PPD 333-3621
276 Adm. Bldg., Rt. 4, C 643-6080
* WILSKY, Fredrick W., Sen. Lab. Mech 333-6913
Civ. Engr. Mech. Shop, CEB 1135
RR 1, Kenwood Dr., C 356-6145
* WILSKY, Glen V., Electrician, PPSB
1507 W. Church St., C 352-3146
* WILSON, Adran L., Adm. II, Housing Div. .. 333-2273
413 SSB; 1402 Cambridge Dr., C 352-3633
* WILSON, A. Stewart, Sen. Lab. Mech 333-0609
School of Life Scl. , 59 Burrill Hall
1005 W. Healey C 356-0134
** WILSON, Agnes W., Mgr., Amer. Assn for
the Advancement of Slavic Studies , Inc.,.. 333-1244
1207 W. Oregon St., U
1005 W. Healey St., C 356-0134
WILSON, Allan M.
, BA,MA, MtS, Cataloguer 333-3399
(Asst. Prof.) Lib., 246 Lib.
312 West Nevada, V
* WILSON, Allen B., Asst. Elect. Engr 333-2107
226 EERL; RR 2, S 12th St. Rd, C 344-0909
* WILSON, Bobby L., Clerk-Typist III, LAS 333-1704
282 Lincoln Hall
1204 W. Carle Ave., U 367-1449
* WILSON, CarolyneE., Food Serv. Adm. I .. . 333-0700
IU, 165 IU (E); 1639 Keesler Dr. , Rantoul, 892-2843
* WILSON, Curtis M., BS,MS,PHD, Assoc. ... 333-1277
Prof, of PP, Agronomy, Biochem. ,Agr. Res. Sere
USDA, 213 Davenport Hall,
10_4W. Penn. St.,U 367-6148
WILSON, EffipC., BA, Food Serv. AdrnTT.
. . . 333-4630
Housing Dip., 111. St. Res. Hall
503 W. Green, U 367-5969
WILSON, Eleanore (Mrs.), Tech. Asst.
, 333-6857
Nat. Hist. "Bun/., Sec. ofWildl. Res.
279 NRB; 406 W. Vermont St.
, U 344-6952
""•WILSON, Elsie M., Adm. Clerk, Chem. and. . .333-0711
and Chem. Ingr., 110 c, Noyes Lab.
1223 Julie Dr., C
* WILSON, Francis G., PHD, Prof. Emeritus ..
of Political Sci., Dept. of Pol. Sci., C.W. Post
College, Long Island Univ. ,-Greenvale, N.Y.
+WILSON, George M., MS, Geol., State 344-1481
Geol. Surv., 102 NRB, 505 W. Vermont, U, 344-6060
* WILSON, Glenna, Clerk-Steno III, Phil 333-2889
Dept., 105 Gregory Hall
1716 Clover Lane, C
WILSON, Grace, BS, MS, Assoc. Prof 333-0897
Dept. of Gen. Engr., 207b, Transp. Bldg.
306 Sunnyerest Ct., U 367-1283
WILSON, Grace E., B Mus., M Mus, Prof. .. 333-0403
of Music, 210 Stlven House,
403 E.Colorado, Ave. U 367-8814
* WILSON, Harold K., BS, MS, PHD, Assoc... 333-4441
Prof, of Dairy Tech, Food Sci., 202 Dairy Mfgs.
506 S. Grove, U 367-6819
* WILSON, Harriette, Off. of the Campus
. . . 333-1695
Architect, 704 S. 6th;
1003 Westfield Drive, C 359-3620
* WILSON, Harris W., BS,MA,PHD, English .. .333-3914
102 Eng. Bldg.; 1204 S. Carlie, U, 367-1449
WILSON, James G., BS, TAM, Res. Asst.,333-"3294
122 TL; 207 E. Green, C
* WILSON, JeanG., BS, Res . Assoc. Agri 333-6825
164 NRB, 505 W. Vermont, U 344-6060
+ WILSON, JohnW., BS, BSE, State Water Sur. 333-4964
Res. Asst. , 267 WRB,
1215 1/2 Joanne Ln. C
,
352-3049
* WILSON, Joseph D. , Driver PPSB,
206 Caroline St., Homer 896-4281
* WILSON, Joseph G., Laborer Elec. , PPSB
610 W. 5th St., Tis-her 897-3830
WILSON-WOODY
WILSON, Judith K., Cleric Typist II 333-0100
Adm. and Records, 707-107 S. 6th C
110 Buena Vista Dr. , C 352-3946
WILSON, Linda L., Clerk- Steno ir 333-1307
Dean of Students Off. , 10*7 Lando PI. , 707 S. 6th St
Caroline St., Homer 896-4281
* WILSON, Marcla K., Clerk-Steno III 333-2123
Hot., 100 Floriculture, RR p, Longvlew, 834-3285
* WILSON, Nancy E., Clerk-Steno II, Socio ... 333-1951
342 Lincoln Hall; 410 S. Busey, U 367-7750
WILSON, Norman G., 3M Ed., Asst 333-0438
in Music. 305 Stiven House
1012 Springfield Ave, U 365-1782
* WILSON. Paul T., BS, Ext. Adv. Agr 844-3622
Livingston Co., Coop. Ext. Serv.,222 1/2 W
Madison, Pontioc; 717 W. Mill, Pontiac 844-5623
WILSON, Paula J. , Lib. Clerk II, Serials 333-1997
Dept. Lib., 12 Lib.; 505 S. Poplar, U, 367-2822
* WILSON, RlchardH., BS, MS, PHD 333-1277
Agronomy, Res^ Assoc. , 330 Daven. Hall
710 W. John St., C 356-6856
* WILSON, Thomas H., MS, Res.. Asst., Agr. . 333-6846
Entomology, 287 NRB; 2001 Orchard D, U, 344-3209
* WILSON, Thomas M., Janitor, Health Ctr. ... 333-3263
RR 1, Broadlands 688-2285
* WILTON, Donald R. , BS,MS, A sst. EE 333-4344
325 EEB, 604 N. Maple Apt. 45, U367-2031
* WIMER, David C, PHD, Prof. Soil Scl. Emeritus,
Dept. of Agron., 807 W. Penn , U, 344-3361
* WIMMER, Astrid, Nat. Sci. Lab. Asst. I 333-1874
Food Sci., 205 Burnsides Res. Lab.
1952 B. Orchard St., U 344-2021
* WIMMER, EckardA.F., Diplom Chemiker, DR. .333-6382
Botany, Res. Assoc, 683 Morrill Hall
1952 Orchard, U 344-2021
* WIMMER, Philip M., Janitor, Housing Dlv.
1111 Westfield, C
* WINEGARDNER, William D., Supv., Chem. .. 333-4509
Mach.- Shops, B 71 E. Chem.
1603 Valley Rd., B 2, C 359-4509
*+WINGET, DelbertE., BS, ME, Supv 356-5221
Hydraulic. Engr., US Geol. Surv., 605 S. Neil
St., C; 4 Mayfair Court, C 356-4304
*+WINGET, Osie B. , Clerk-Typist 356-3787
Dept. of Agr., Soil Cons. Serv, 200 W. Church St
Federal Building; No. 4, Mayfair Ct., C, 35B-4304
* WINGLER, Charles A., PPSB, Laborer Electr.
1302 Carrol, U 365-1145
WINGLER, Edward F.; BSE, MEd., Grad -333-3643
Asst., SE Ed., 376Educ,
909 S. 5th St., 1347 332-5030
* WINGLER, Martha G., County Ext. Secy 253-2713
Douglas Co., Coop. Ext. Serv.
600 S. Washington, Tuscola, RR 3, Areola, 268-3214
*WINGO, Nancy A., Physical Chem. , 333-2556
366 Noyes Lab., 13 Sandalwood, C, 352-7127
* WINGSTROM, Charles B. , Safety Insp 333-1106
Off. of the Safety Coor., 1203 W. Oregon, U
RR 1, 502 S. Duncan Rd., C 352-1304
WIN JE, Gilbert L. , BS, Res. Asst 333-1515
Computer Sci., 165 ERL;
24 East Chalmers, C 356-9842
* WINKELHAKE, Claude Arthur, PhD, Assoc... 333-1884
Prof, Arch, 123 FAB; 205 E Mumford Dr, U 344-6413
* WINN, Paul Richard, MS, Asst, Marketing .. .333-4514
174 Commerce West; 911 S First 352-7408
* WINSLOFF, Robert Frank, Janitor, Housing Div
1008 1/2 Belton, Danville
* WINSTON, Cora, Clerk-Typist II , Catalog 333-2348
Dept, Lib, 246a Lib, U
* WINTER, Leah Virginia, Clerk-Typist III 333-0516
Food Sci, 580 Bevier Hall; 1113 Nofftz Dr;
C 359-3377
WINTER, Steven Ray, BS, Res Asst, Agron... 333-4373
W-317 Turner Hall, 1301 S Busey, U 344-3603
* WINTERBOTTOM, Don Bradley, Campus 333-2440
Planning Analyst, PP, 704 S Sixth St, R 1
Montlcello 762-4401
* WINTERBOTTOM, Russell E, Electronic Tech . .333-1293
II, SMH Rm 18, RR 1, Monticello 762-4400
WINTERS, Glenn Curtiss, Jr, BEE, Res Asst . .333-2487
NE, 106 NEL; 1010 W Green St, U 332-2391
* WIRE, Gary Lee, BS, Asst, Physics, 247PB .. 333-1065
309 W Vine, C 352-3509
* WIRTH, Frederick W, Assembly Hall 333-3144
Attendant, RR 2, U 367-2155
* WIRTH, John Stephen, BA , Tchr Asst, Phil .. .333-1939
219A Gregory Hall; 1976 C Orchard Downs, U
* WIRTH, Paul Richard, BS, Assoc Ext Adviser. 393-2120
Coop Ext Service, Richland County, 306 S Fair
St; 15 19 N Walnut St, Olney 395-2868
* WISE, Betty Lee, Clerk-Stenog III , Alumni . . 333-1472
Relations & Records, 227 IUB; 215 Edgebrook Dr,
C 356-5636
* WISE, Eugene, Asst Farmer, An Sci, Cattle. I 949-3271
Headquarters, Simpson 949-2239
* WISE, Fred Sterling, BS, Tech Services,. 333-1376
Supervisor, MRL & Physics, 104aPB; 215
Edgebrook Dr, C 356-5636
*.WISE, Kenneth Douglas, Garage Attendent, PP
PPSB, 1207 E Pennsylvania, U 367-6119
* WISEHEART, Wllma, Maid, Housing Div
207 S Draper, C 352-5640
WISEMAN, David Alton, BS, Tchr Asst, Physiol
1210 California Ave, Rm 306; 509 S Fifth C
WISEMAN, Highland, MS, Clerk III, Catalog. 333-3399
Dept, Lib, 246 Lib; 805 S First, Apt 5, C 352-5673
* WISNIEWSKI, Ernest E, MS, Res Asst, EE . . . 333-2482
121 GEL; 502 E Stoughton Ave, C 352-9853
* WISNIEWSKI, Thomas Joseph, MM, Asst Prof. 333-1580
Music, Div of Unlv Ext, 608 S Mathews, U;
2605 S Combes St, U
WISTON, Janet Louise, PhD, Prof, Econ 333-3001
109 David Kinley Hall, 508 W Park, C 352-5476
WITHROW, Steven Parker, Tchr Asst, Physics.333-3368
33 PB, 505 E White, Apt 9, C 352-6287
* WITMER, Robert Earl, BM, Res Asst 333-6676
Musicology, 1204 W Nevada, Hill Annex, Rm 1,
1829 D Orchard Place, U 344-4323
* WITT, Frank E. L, Tech Serv Supervisor, 333-3436
Physics, 163 PB, 1217 Thomas Dr, C 352-9547
* WITT, Paula Frances, Clerk-Stenog II, Health333-3163
& Safety Educ, 212 Huff Gym, 905 E Main , U
* WITT, Peter Arthur, MS, Res Asst, Childrens.333-6710
Res Center, CRC Rm 20, 1805 C Orchard Place, U
344-4555
* WITT, William Harold, MS, Assoc Prof 333-3873
Vocational Agr, 434 Mumford Hall; 1708 Park
Haven Dr, C 352-9046
* WITTE, Carl George, Janitor, IU, 165 IU(e). ..333-3685
806 Sherwood Terrace, C 356-8675
* WITTE, Walter William, Janitor, Physical
Plant Dept, PPSB, 607 S Chicago St, C 352-2712
* WITTER, Lloyd David, PhD, Prof, .. .... .333-3717
Microbiology, Food Sci, 499 Bevier Hall; 810
Burkwood, U 367-8982
+WIT$ERS, Juanita, MS, Physicist, Emerita
State Geol Survey, 183 N Main St, St Albans.,
Vermont 524-5658
WITTIG, Curt Franklin, MS, Res Asst, EE 333-0208
Rm 200 EERL, 805 1/2 W Park, U 365-2334
* WITZ, Klaus Gerhard, PhD, Asst Prof, Math. .333-6319
222YWCA. 511 W Oregon. U 3 67-1390
* WOLFF, Ernst, MLS, PhD, Consultant in ... . 333-1501
Asian Bibliography, Lib, 111 Lib
305 W Vermont, U 367-2556
* WOLFF, Harvey Eli, BA, MA, Tchr Asst, Math333-1898
224 IH; 1400 McKinley Ave Apt 4, C 356-1402
* WOLFF, Joseph Lee, BA, MA, PhD, Asst Prof. 333-2533
Educ Psych, 33 6 Educ
1815 W John St, C 359-4444
* WOLFF, Sue Ann, AB, JD, Asst in Law, Coll. .333-0356
of Law, 104 P, Coll of Law
1815 W John, C 359-4444
* WOLFGRAM, Marlon, AB, Co Ext Secy 858-0355
DuPage Co Coop Ext Serv, Rm 101, 799 Roosevelt Rd
Glen Ellyn; 2-S-461 Burning Tr, Wheaton 688-2779
WOLFRAM, Arlene, MS, Asst State 4-H Leader333-2069
Home Econ, Ext, 557 Bev Hall
1005 S Sixth, C 344-0949
* WOLIN, Meyer Jerome, BS, PhD, Prof of 333-2090
Microblo, Depts of Dairy Sci and Microbio, 460 ASL
1601 S Hillcrest, U 367-2217
* WOLIUNG, Stanley Harold, Janitor, PP Dept,
PPSB; RR2, U 469-7358
WOLKEN, Leland Paul, Bach of Sc, Tchr 333-0936
Fellow, Agr Eng, 228 Agr Eng Bldg
707 E Main, U 367-6368
*+WOLLER, Dorothy Margaret, Hydrology Asst, . 333-6800
State Water Surv, 254 WRB
209 N Second St, St Joseph 469-7320
* WOLLERSHEIM, David Edward, MS, Instr in . 333-1126
Mech Eng, 25 MEB
914 W White, C 356-5655
WOLLMAN, Jack Burton, MS, CPA, Asst 333-4533
Accountancy, 219CommW
1106 S Euclid, Apt 104, C 352-7345
WOLLSCHLAGER, Joseph Frank, BS, Res Asst. 333-2 689
ME, 211 MEL, 1010 E Colorado, U 365-2852
WOLTERS, William Edwin, BS, Res Asst, Agr. 333-2638
Econ, 448 MH; RR 1, Carlinville 854-2852
* WOLVERTON, Robert Earl, AB, AM, PhD, ....333-4861
Assoc Dean of Grad Coll, Assoc Prof of Classics,
338 A Adm; 6 Bellamy Ct, C 352-9038
WOMACK, Martha Jean, BS, MA, Tchr Asst.. 333-2370
Speech Dept, 257 Armory
209 Sherman Hall, C 332-4644
WONG, Carl You, Res Asst, Food Sci, 205 ...333-1874
BRL; 1209 WUniv Apt 3, U 367-2055
* WONG, Chi Song, MS, Tchr Fellow, Math 333-4975
122 Arcade Hall
1107 W Green St, Apt 526, U 344-4243
WONG, Kam Wu, PhD, Asst Prof, Dept of . . . .333-4312
Civil Eng, 209 Woodshop
Apr 5, 509 S Fifth St, C 356-5235
WONG, K Y, BS, Res Assoc, Dept of Microblo 333-3750
302 Burrill Hall
913 S Lynn St, U 367-3857
+WONG, Marian Yuen Han, Tech Asst, NH. ... 333-6889
Surv, 277 NR; 206 S Hartle Apt 6, U
*.WOOD, Barbara Lindloff, Clerk-Typist III, ... 333-0373
Psych, 421 GHi 1204 Briarcliff, U 367-9420
WOOD, Ben, BA, Lib Tech Asst I, 12 8 Lib 333-1349
608 E White, C 356-6720
* WOOD, Bonnie Maxine, Typing-Clerk I, .... 333-2160
Hsng Div, Penn Ave Food Serv
1408 Williamsburg, C 356-6901
* WOOD, Christina Reinke, BA, MA, Asst in. .
.
Psych, 425 GH; 1417 D Orchard St, U
WOOD, Dennis Stephenson, B Sc , Visiting.. 333-1455
Lectr, Geol, 234 NH
515 Lando PI, S 6th St, C
* WOOD, Edward Snowden III, BA, MA, Asst. . 333-3490
Ofc of Instrnl Resources, 507 E Daniels St
1977-D Orchard St, U 344-0875
* WOOD, George Donald, BS, Res Engr, DCS.. 333-6159
Rm 160 EERL; 1902 C Orchard, U 344-5234
126
WOOD, Gerald Durbin, Assoc Broadcaslng ...333-0
Engr, Radio Sta, 228 GH
511 W Clark, C 352-9487
* WOOD, Jackie Dale, BS, MS, Asst, 333-li,
Physiology, 452 Burrill Hall
232 S Dewey, U 367-9833
WOOD, Janet Belle, BM, Asst in Mus, 109. ..333-2.
1205 1/2 W Nevada (PA)
1107 1/2 W Oregon Apt 7, U 344-2104
* WOOD, Jimmie Russell, Const Labr, PP Dept.
PPSB; 104 N Scarborough #5, Sidney 688-2576 '8
* WOOD, JoWilla, Secy, Physiology and .... 333-1
Biophysics, 524 Burrill Hall
232 S Dewey, U 367-9833
* WOOD, John Martin, BSc, PhD, Asst Prof,... 333-3
Biochem Div, Chem, 321 ECB
1672 Valley Rd, C 352-6060
* WOOD, Judith Ann, Clerk-Stenog III, Short. . .333-2
Courses and Conferences, Dlv of Univ Ext, 116 B
101 E Center, Monticello 762-4336
* WOOD, Mary Joy, Clerk-Stenog III, Elec... 333-2
Eng, '60 EEB; 105 Turner Dr, Mahomet 596-4763
WOOD, Mary Margaret, Payroll Clerk II,.... 333-1
Housing Div, 420 SSB
704 Scottswood Dr, U 367-2643
* WOOD, Michael Thomas, AB, MA, Res Asst,. 333*|
Psych, 302 GH; 1832 C Orchard PI, U 344-5578
* WOOD, Pamela Ann, Clerk-Typisf II, Clrc. . . 333-2
Dept, Lib, 203 Lib
104 N Scarborough, #5, Sidney 688-2576
WOOD, Patricia Ann, Clerk-Typist II, An Sci. 333
.Dept, 32 6 MH, RR2, Monticello 762-3199
* WOOD, Raymond Francis, Supervisor of ..... 333-2
Credit Collections, Bursar's Div, Bus Ofc, 163 A
Broadlands 834-3073
* WOOD, Ruth, Maid, Housing Div, 420 SSB...
Ogden 582-7310
WOOD, Shirley Jean, BS, MS, Asst in PE for
Women, Rm 118 EB
Sherman Hall Rm 405, 909 S 5th, C 332-4710
* WOOD, Susan Carol, Clerk-Typist II 333-!
Nonacademic Pers Ofc, DH
2103 White #130, C 352-4859
* WOOD, Vivian Louise, Recorder, Ofc of Adms 333
and Record s , 69b Adm Bldg
311 Edgebrook Dr, C 356-0941
* WOOD, Walter William, BS, Senior Res Engr. .333-:
Elec Eng, 300c EERL
43 Lange Ave, Savoy 822-5664
* WOOD, Woodrow, Janitor, Housing Div
519 N Main St, Farmer City 928-6819
*+WOODARD, Dolor%s Ann, Clerk-Typist, 333-
US Weather Bur, State Water Surv, 259 WRB
1502 Dobbins Dr, C 359-2791
WOODARD, Doreene Kaye, Clerk-Typist II ...33
Dept of PE for Men, 116 Huff Gym
RR2, Fairmount . 758-2869
* WOODARD', Doyle Dwayne, Asst Tabulating. . .333-
Machine Opr, Statistical Serv Unit, 54 Adm Bldg
RR 1, Sidney 688-2046
* WOODROW, Gordon .McDugle Jr, MS, Res ...
Fellow, Chem, 305 NL
1971 D Orchard St, U 344-0902
WOODRUFF, Benjamin Wilson Jr, BA, MS,... 333-
Asst in Bands, Bands Ofc, 140 Band Bldg
605 S 4th, Apt 207, C 352-1659
* WOODRUFF, Lois Wright, BA, Tchr, UH 333*
Grad Asst, Slavic Dept, 209 UHS, 495 LH 333-
905 S Second, Apt 5, C 352-4377
* WOODS, George Gene, Refrigeration Mech...
PP Dept, PPSB; 2408 John Dr, U 367-4774
* WOODS, George T, DVM, MS, MPH, Prof of. 333-
Vet Microbio and Public Health and of Vet Res; S
Staff Member, Cntr for Zoonoses Res, 63' VM
901 McHenry, U
WOODS, John L, MS, Ext TV Specialist, Asst 333-,
Prof of Agr Communications, 69 MH
412 W Washington, Apt 2, C 352-7128
* WOODS, Thomas Stephen, BS, Asst, Chem
and Chem Eng, 19A NL
300 S Goodwin Ave #611, U 344-2174
* WOODWARD, Barbara Anne, Dept of Hort , . . . 333-
Clerk Stenog III, 103 HFL
5 Southwood Ct, C 35 6-420 8
* WOODWARD, Donald Eugene, Janitor, Sub-.. 333-
Foreman, Housing Div, Fla Ave Res Halls
1512 W John, C 356-6840
* WOODWARD, James Leland, Policeman, PP
Dept, PPSB; 5 Southwood Ct, C 356-4208
* WOODWARD, Thomas Trask, Janitor, Sub- 333-
Foreman, 165 IU Bldg
1304 W Clark St, C 352-9847
*+WOODWORTH, Doreen Maxine, Typist III,... 333-
Univ Civil Serv System of Illinois, 605 S Goodw:
St, U; Box 100, RR 1, Tolono 485-5126
* WOODWORTH, Janet Louise, Clerk-Stenog III 333-
Coll of VM, 119b VCLA
RR 1, St Joseph 469-7308
* WOODWORTH, Laurence Leon, Painter 333-
Housing Div, Rm 14 LAR.
109 W Washington, U 367-0166
* WOODY, Bernard Allen, AB, Asst, Physics,..
PB Rm 33; 2017 Orchard St Apt D, U 344-4443
* WOODY, Harold Dean, Police Lieutenant, PP..
Dept, PPSB; 1506 W Clark, C 356-4361
WOODY-YOOS
'OODY, Robert Wayne, PhD, Asst Prof of .. 333-0686
Chem, Dept of Chem and Chem Eng, 49 NL
Apt 15, 106 E Healey, C 352-1265
OOLEN, Hubert Dean, Painter, PP Dept,...
PPSB; N Walters 2206, C 356-1479
OOLEY, Gerald Vane, Painter, PP Dept, PPSB.
Rt 1, Villa Grove
OOLEY, Orland Wayne, BS, Psych, 244... 333-3704
SSB; 403 S Poplar, U 365-3280
OOLEY, Susan Clark, BA, Psych, 238 SSB.. 333-3704
403 S Poplar, U 365-32 80
OOLLEY, Gary, BA, Resident Asst, Babcock. 333-0541
Hall, Dean of Students, Housing Div, Babcock
Couns Ofc; URH 316 Babcock Hall, U 332-3793
OOLLEY, Joseph Tarbet, PhD, Assoc Prof of. 333-1277
Plant Physiology, Dept of Agron, Plant Physiologist
Agr Res Serv, USDA, 237b DH
8 McDonald Ct, C 356-3261
OOLMAN, Susan M, BFA, Lib Clerk II, Eng. 333-3576
Lib, 119 EH
908 W Nevada, #4, U 344-071-0
ORTMAN, John Phillips, BA, MS, Grad Asst. 333-2800
Council on Tchr Educ, 110L Educ Bldg
1502 Honeysuckle Lane, C 356-6652
ORKER, Neil Adrian, PhD, Assigned as Adviser
in An Sci at Njala Univ Coll, Priv Mail Bag, Freetown
Sierra Leone , W Africa
ORKMAN, John Phillips, Ma, Grad Asst, ... 333-1791
Dept of Theatre, 50C LH
300 S Goodwin, U
ORKMAN, Robert Eugene, BS IT, Resident.. 333-4643
Asst, Townsend Hall, Dean of Students, Housing
Div, Townsend Couns Ofc
URH 362 Townsend Hall, U 332-4154
ORKS, Bemhard Russell, PhD, Assoc Prof. . 333-1790
Dept of Theatre, 50C LH
1107 W Daniel, C 356-629"3
ORLEY, Jimmy Weldon, BS, Asst, Chem and. 333-3526
Chem Eng, 353 ECB
1976-D Orchard, U 344-6411
ORLEY, Will J, PhD, Prof, TAM, 306e TL. . . 333-1607
2106Zuppke, U 367-4744
DRSLEY, Thomas Raymond, BS- MS, Asst In .
.
Geol, 1116 W Illinois
2078D Hazelwood Ct, U 344-3606
DRTHINGTON, Anita Higgerson, Secy, Polit.333-3880
Sci, 326 LH
624 S Fifth, C 356-4601
DRTHY, Robert H, BS, Res Asst, DCS 333-1515
165 ERL; 1059 Sherman Hall, C 332-4976
DRTHEY, Walter Everette, Painter, PP Dept,
PPSB; 604 N Maple Lot 48, U 367-9903
3RTIS, Michael , PhD, Asst Prof of Physics 333-4229
Physics,- 301a PB
904 W California, U 344-1739
3RTMAN, Norma J, Clerk-Typist II, Agr... 333-1826
Econ, 404 MH
1502 Honeysuckle Lane, C 356-6652
3RTMAN, Robert Hilton, BS, MS, Instr, ...333-2467
3tvll Eng, 304 EH
702 W Michigan, U 344-5205
DZENCRAFT, Howard Dennis, Janitor 333-3263
McKinley Hosp
RR2 Brownfield Rd, U 367-4223
5ZNIAK, Louis, MS, Instr, Gen Eng, 314 .. 333-3413
HB; 1 Rosewood PI, U 365-1036'
vVY, Jerald Jean, BS, MS, Res Physicist, . . 333-1559
'hysics, 408 PB
609 W Main, Apt 32, U 367-6441
tIGHT, Beulah Cleyon, Jr Proofreader 333-4657
printing Div, UP, 234 UP;
!10 Maple, Ogden 582-4750
'UGHT, Elmer Jr, BS, MS, Grad Asst, Voc. 333-3037
Tech Ed, 353 Educ
Daniels Hall, lOlOWGreen, U 332-2417
'UGHT, Frederick Dunstan, BA, MS, Prof...
>f Min Eng, Dept of Min Met and Pet Eng, (on leave)
'SIGHT, Gilbert George, AB, MA, PhD 333-3367
isst Prof, Engl, 219 EB
910 W Park Ave, C 359-4448
'UGHT, Gilbert George, Main Desk Attndnt. .333-3 685
:-'.U, 165 IU (E); RR 1, Mahomet 586-3336
UGHT, Grace Ann, BA, MS, Res Asst, VPH. 333-2671
!14 VM Annex; 502 E Healey #268, C 356-7149 '
UGHT, Harry Smith Jr, BS, Ext Adviser 285-2281
Vgr, Pike Co Coop Ext Serv, 125 1/2 S Madison,
,'ittsfield; RR3, Pittsfield 285-4591
UGHT, James Jr, Laborer Electrician, PP Dept
'PSB; 225 Sherman St, St Joseph 469-7240
UGHT, James Gayle, Janitor, PP Dept, PPSB
!R2, St Joseph 469-7485
UGHT, Janet Lee, Nat Sci Lab Asst I, Bot. . 333-0665
il7 Morrill Hall
'05 WStoughton #1, U 367-1510
UGHT, Jean, CPS, Adm Secy, Inst of Avi. . 333-2410
;18 EH; 717 S Prairie St, C 352-4395
UGHT, Jon Alan, PhD, Asst Prof, Physics. . 333-3256
:01b PB; 101 W Michigan, U
UGHT, Josef Franklin, AB, Dir of Public. .
.
delations and Assoc Prof Of Jm, Emeritus
'41 Over River Dr, Ft Myers Fla
UGHT, KathyLynn, Clerk-Typist II, Acctg. .333-0780
)iv Bus Ofc, 279 Adm Bldg
09 N Busey, U
* WRIGHT, Kenneth Ralph, Janitor, PP Dept
PPSB; 504 S Fair, C 356-4382
* WRIGHT, Lucille May, Clerk-Stenog II 333-0811
U of I Foundation, 224 IU Bldg
145 Kenyon Rd, C 356-8906
* WRIGHT, Marilyn Ann, Secy, TAM, 212 TL. . . 333-2321
507 S Cleveland, Philo . 684-4111
WRIGHT (Mrs) Martha Nelle, BS, Ext Dept, .. .949-2241
Dixon Springs Agr Cntr
Rt 2 Box u j, Metropolis 524-9381
* WRIGHT, Richard Newport, PhD, Assoc Prof. . 333-1328
Civil Eng, .3213 CEB
2506 Sheridan Dr, C 352-4420
* WRIGHT, Robert C, BA, MS, Assoc Prof of.
. .
333-3403
PE for Men, Head Track Coach, 123 Assembly Hall
702 Fairway Dr, C 356-0185
WRIGHT, Robert Lawley, B Arch, MArch,... 333-0524
Asst Prof, Arch, 308 Arch
105 S Urbana Ave, U 365-1186
* WRIGHT, Robert Lewis, Supervisor of Rehab.. 333-4617
Equipment and Facilities, Div of Rehab-Educ Serv,
151 Rehab-Educ Serv
S First St, Rd, C 344-4811
WRIGHT, Robert Louis Jr, Lineman I, Inst of. 822-5237
Avi, Airport; 3102 S 1st, C 344-1100
WRIGHT, Roger Wayne, BSCE, Res Asst 333-6256
Civil Eng, 111G TL
606 Scottswood, U 367-7020
* WRIGHT, Roland"' Hayden Jr, BS, MS, Res Asst.333-2482
Elec Eng, 122 GEB
502 E Healey, Apt 208, C 356-7149
* WRIGHT, Rollin Gene, BA, MA, EdD, Assoc. . 333-2460
Prof, PE for Men, 120 Huff Gym
2112 Galen Dr, C 352-1658
WRIGHT, Ronald Wood, BS, Personnel Of cr. . 333-2149
II, Ofc of Nonacademic Pers, 20 6 DH
312 E White, C 356-0857
WRIGHT, Sandra Mason, AB, MA, Asst, Div. .333-3409
of Gen Studies, 121 A AH
707 S Sixth, Apt 217, C
WRIGHT, Thomas Key, MFA, Grad Asst, Dept. 333-1791
of Theatre, 50C LH
508 E Stoughton Apt 102, C 356-0696
* WRIGHT, Wayne Wesley, Carpenter, PP Dept.
PPSB; 1206 S Cottage Grove, U 367-5067
WRIGHT, William Edward, BS, Res Asst, Dept. 333-6183
of Comp Sci, 138 DCL
322 Daniels Hall, 1010 W Green, U 332-2230
WRIGHT, William Herbert III, MA, BA , Grad..
Asst, Geol, UHB 148
401 S Lincoln, U 344-2090
WRIGLEY, John David Jr, SB, Asst r'hysics, ...333-3368
33 PB; 2049 Williamsburg Rd, Huntingdon Valley, Pa
* WRIGLEY, Robert Ernest, M Sc, Asst, Zoology.
412 NH Bldg; 1107 W Green St Apt 434, U
WRISK (Mrs) Lavella Mae, Clerk-Stenog III,
. .333-1695
Ofc of the Campus Arch, 704 S Sixth St, C
1206 S State St, C 356-0697
WROBEL, Robert, BS, Resident Asst, Scott ...333-4274
Hall, Dean of Students, Housing Div, 128 Scott
Couns Ofc, URH 330 Scott Hall, C 332-1523
*+WRONA, Jerilyn Gay, Clerk-Stenog, Ofc of . . 333-2430
Naval Res, Rm 102, 605 S Goodwin Ave, U
7 Florida Dr, U 344-3215
* WRONA, Joseph Albert, Electronic Tech II, . . 333-2545
Chem and Chem Eng, 31 NL
1120 Centennial Dr, C 356-1525
* WRONE, James Gilbert, BS, Tchr Asst, Econ. .333-1713
113 Comm Annex; 108 E Healey, C 359-2026
WU, Angela S..MA, Instr, Chinese, Ling 333-4166
309 Dvnpt Hall; 712 W Oregon St, U
WU, Chi C. , MS, Res Asst, Food Sci
104 DMB; 1002 W Nevada, U 344-3697
WU, Shiou-fu, BS, Asst, Chem & Chem Eng. . 333-0558
367 E NL; 1010 W Green St, #333, U, 332-2239
* WUELLNER, Lance H., BS, Asst, Rec & Park..
Adm, 220 Armory; 2014 B Orchard St, U
* WUKOVETS, Josephine V., Clerk Typ III, Hous333-1756
Div, 420 SSB; 303 N Greely, Monticello, 642-4241
WUSTMANN, Barbara, BS, Asst Ext Adv, Hm .233-0339
Econ, St Clair County Coop Ext Serv, 116 S Charles
Belleville; 7 Kercher PI, Apt 6, Belleville
234-6207
* WYATT, Stanley P. Jr. ,PnD, Prof, Astron 333-3090
108 Observatory; 510 W Michigan, U, 344-6349
WYFFELS, Michael K., BS, Tchr Asst, Mech. .333-2728
Eng, 108 MEL; 505 E Green St, Rm 217, C
344-3688
WYGACHIEWICZ, RhodaE., MS, Cataloger. . .333-3399
Catalog Dpt, Lib, 246 Lib; 611 W University, C
352-6337
* WYLD, HenryW., JR., PhD, Prof, Physics 333-1294
335 PB; 1707 S Vine, U 367-7349
* WYLIE, Doris K., Chief Clerk, Nonacademic. .333-2145
Persnl, 809 S Wright, Rm 303; 1208 W Church, U
365-1987
+WYLIE, Ruth A. , Secy, State Univ Retiremt. . . 333-3860
Sys, 807 S Lincoln Ave, U; 1208 W Church St, C
365-1987
* WYMAN, MarvinE., PhD, Prof, Nuc Eng &.. .333-2295
Physics, Chairman, Nuc Eng Program, 214 NEL;
605 Harding Dr, U 367-7509
* WYNINGER, Aileen, Secy, Offc of Univers. .. .333-1 120
Dean of Admis & Recrds, Rm 338, 409 E Chalmers;
1613 Mayfair Rd, C 356-5570
WYRICK, Floyd, MA, Res Asst, Sec & Contin..
Educ, 336 Armory, 1114 W Nevada, U
344-0834
YACKEL, Richard A, BS, Teach Asst, Elec Eng, 333-4221
Rm 45 EEG; 2307 S 1st Apt 103 , C 344-6865
YADAYA, Umedi L, MSc, Res Asst, Hort, 333-1520
107c HFL; 1005 W Oregon, U 344-1314
YAGER, Margie A, CO I, Dept Comp Sci, ... 333-6203
162 DCL; 21 Lakeside Terr.U 367-9582
YANCEY, Mary L, BA, Grad Asst, Ofc Stu 332-0493




* YANCEY, Thomas A, PhD, Assoc Prof, Econ, . 333-4584
444 DKH; 513 S Edwin, C 356-1540
* YANKWICH, Peter E, PhD, Prof," Chem 333-3518
Dept Chem & Chem Eng, 178 Noyes Lab;
604 W Washington, U 344-6385
YANG, Bunli, MS, Asst & Felw, Physics, ...
190w MRL; 1113 W Univ, U 367-0744
YANG, Chang-Yung K, MS, Res Asst, 333-1520
Hort, 107c HFL; 1002 W Nevada, U 344-3697
* YANG, Esther M, MS, Microanalyst, 333-3095
Chem & Chem Eng, 149 EC; 102
N Lincoln Apt 2, U 365-2408
YANG, Jih-Hsin, MS, Res. Asst, Food Sci, ...333-1870
107 S Wing HFL; 813 W Main, U 367-0 693
* YAPP, William W, PhD, Prof, Dairy Sci
Emer, 220 An Sci Lab; 608 W
Green, U 367-3765
* YARDLEY, James T, PhD, Asst Prof, 333-6490
Chem & Chem Eng, 365a Noyes;
1211 W Clark Apt 31, U 367-2698
* YARDY, PaulW, MD, Staff Physician & ......333-2739
Asst Prof, Health Sci, Health Serv,
285 HS; 1104 Mitchem Dr, U 365-2792
YATES, Barbara A, PhD, Asst Prof, Dept Hist . 333-2446
Phil of Ed, 276d Ed Bldg; 510 W John
St, C 356-1633
YATES, Charles M, Kitchen Laborer, IU, 333-0700
165 IU; 704 Front, Villa Grove 832-9391
* YATES, Donald E, Crops Test Tech 333-4254
Agron, sll8 TH; 807 Oakcrest.C 356-0939
* YATES, Elmer R, Master Lab Mech, T & AM, . 333-3868
127 TL & 319 TL; 1304
McHenry, U 367-7175
YATES, Hazel A, AB, Adm Secy, U Cent Ofc ..333-2921
& Univ Dean of Stu, 420 IU;
1108 S Lincoln Ave, U 344-0047
YAU, Leopoldo D, MSEE, Res Asst, Elec Eng, 333-2397
202e EERL; 1010 W Green Rm 407, U332-2267
* YAVIN, Avlvil, PhD, Assoc Prof, Physics, ...333-4359
329 Physics Bldg; 706 W Nevada, U344-6071
* YAWKEY, Thomas D, MS, Asst, Stu Teach, .. 333-3757
390 Ed Bldg; 2014d Orchard, U 344-4551
YEAGLE, Kay A, Cnty Ext Secy, Stephenson .. 232-7417
Cnty Coop Ext Serv, 1100 W Galena
Ave, Freeport; Rt 1, Dakota 789-4209
* YEATMAN, Frank R, BA, Asst, Psych, 333-0081
264 Davenport; 311 W Green, C 352-1473
*+YEATTER, Ralph E , PhD, Wildlife Spec,
Natl Hist Surv, Emer, 1014
W Daniel, C 356-1239
* YEAZEL, Joseph S, Plumber, PPD,
PPSB; 713 S Randolph, C 352-8597
*+YEARGIN, Edna M, Clk Steno I, St Geol 344-1481
Surv, 434 NR; 1108 Patton PI, U 367-8808
* YEAZEL, Russell J, Laborer, Inst of Avia, ....822-5531
Airport, 503 E Warren, Jt Joseph 469-4841
YEGERLEHNER, JohnF, PhD, Asst Prof 333-2630
Linguistics, 309 DH; 2510
Lawndale Dr, C 3 52-0743_
* YEH, Kung C. , PhD; Elec. Tngi Prof. 333-2930
60 B Electricl Engi. Bldg;
2514 Stanford Dr. ,C. 352-6219
YEH, Yu-Yan B.Ed & MS 333-1933
Div. Of Nutritional Bioch, Dept Of Animal Sci.
Rm 235 Animal Science; 1103 W. Oregon St. U
+ YEN, Andrew Chien-Chong, MS. Physics. ... .333-1065
247 Plysics Bldg; 706 W. Green U. 367-1933
YEN, Ben Chie, PhD; Civil Engi. 333-4934
200 Hydraulic Engi. Lab; 406 Briar Lane C. 356-8511
* YEN,Shee-Mang, PhD Prof Aeroonautical 333-3416
Astronautical Engi; 110 Transportation Bldg;
3-139 Coordinated Science Lab Bldg.
405 E. Pennsylvania, U 367-8856
* YERKE, Ronald L. , BS.MS, Res Asst 333-2200
Physics; 104 NRL; 2008 A Hazelwwood Ct U.
344-4465
* YEUNG, Nancy C, MA, Assistant 333-2099
History; 235 K Armory; 1120 Westfield C. 356-8185
* YEUNG, Patrick, BSc. MA, PhD, Assis Prof .. 333-4519
Economics; 193 Commerce West; 1120 Westfield Dr.
Champaign 356-8185
* YOCOM, Theodore R. , BS.MS Assoc. Prof 333-6258
Forestry Dept; 202A Forest Science Bldg;
714 W. Washington St., U 344-5827
* YOERGER, Roger R.
,
BS,MS PhD 333-3000
Prof Of Agriculture Engi; 107 Engineering Bldg?
910 W.Kirby Ave., C 352-1513
*+YOKE, Gail R., PhD, Chem State Geological.. 344-1481
322 Natural Resources; 189-239
313 E. Washington; 367-4289
* YOHE, Martha T., BA, Asst.Animal Sci Dept. . 333-0794
226 An. Sci. Lab; 313 E, Washington St.U
367-4289
* YOKOYAMA, MelvinT., BS, Dairy Sci 333-0203
Animal Science Lab; 300 S. Goodwin Ave,
Apt. 201, U 344-6101
* YOON, Duk Nong, PhD. Res. Assoc 333-0191
Physics; 290 F Materials Research Lab;
1829-B Valley Road, C 356-8923
YOON, Young Ja, Instr Of Korean 333-0108
309 A Davenport Hall; 1010 W. Green St. 243
Urbana 332-2196
* YOOS, Stuart F. Jr, Elec. Eng. Asst 333-4123
29 CRC; 305 Water, St. Joseph 469-7108
127
YOSHIDA-ZYCH
YOSHIDA, Jane Y. , AB, Grad Assis 333-2520
Math; 313 Altgeld Hall; 1010 W. Green, U 332-2532
* YOSS, Kenneth M, PhD MS BS 333-3090
Prof Astronomy; 106 Obs; 9 Shuman Circle
Urbana 367-1737
* YOUNG, Patience J., Pres Ofic Clrk Steno 111.333-3071
Rm 364; RR 1, Newman 837-2586
YOUNG, Philip M. , DCS Aide I 333-6203
DCL; 904 North Neil, C 356-4226
* YOUNG, RindaR., BA, Spanish Italian 333-1604
269 Lincoln Hall; 1405 Perkins Rd,U 367-3484
* YOUNG, Ronald R. , MA Spanish Italian 333-0321
224 Lincoln Hall; 1405 Perkins Rd,U 367-3484
YOUNG, Rosemary A, BA Illinois Historical. .. 333-1777
1 A Library; 207 North Second St. , St Joseph
469-3911
YOUNG, Suzanne, Clerk Stenographer I ..... 333-1937
. —157 Veterinary Medicine Bldg; 1005 S. 6th St.C
YOUNG, Thomas V.,Dupl Machine Operator. . .333-0150
1208 W. Springfield; 503 S. Brodway,U 367-3302
YOUNG, Vivian, Agronomy. Appl Oper.II 333-4373
S-306a Turner Hall; 305 W Nevada 367-1411
*+YOUNG, Zerla M, AB, Sec. Assis. Seer. .... 333-0811
2024 S. Race St., U 344-6768
* YOUNGBERG, Ivan G. , BS MA Political Sci. . ..
408 S. Goodwin; 324 Carilawn Dr.U
* YOUNGBERG, Richard S., BS MA Instr.Phy Ed. 333-4932
116 Huff Gym; 301 Country Fair Dr.C 359-4396




YOUNGBLOOD, Pauline F, Natural Sci Lab .. . 333-2568
707 S.Wabash, U 367-4660
+YOUNGER, Carolyn J, Admin, Asst 344-0622
160 Davenport Hall; 605 W Main U
*+YOUNGREN, James A, BS MS Vet I 333-1620
110 Veteninary Medicine; 40 Carviage PI. 367-7851
YU, Chang-An, MS Chem Eng 333-3946
409 E. Chemistry Bldg; 615 1/2 S Wright St
C 359-2384
* YU, Chih-yu, BS, Research Assis. Microbio. . 333-1738
217 Burrill Hall; 508 W. Oregon, U 367-1928
* YU, George T., PhD. Pol Sci
1967-1968 On Leave Of Absence
YU, Kuo-howere, BA National Tai Univ 333-1267
467 Bevier Hall; 909 W. California U, 344-1033
* YU, Ming-tsung, BS, Res.Assis, Microbiolog .333-1738
217 Burrill Hall; 508 W. Oregon, U 367-1928
YUAN, Robert L. , MS. ThesreticalApl Med.. 333-3126
100 TL; 808 W. California \U 344-5876
YURKOVICH, Rudolph N, BS AAE, Grad Assis. .333-3146
14 Transportation; 2309 s± lh St.C
YORK, Isabel, Personnel Assist 333-2140
702 Hames Blvd; Champaign 356-5912
YORK, Scott B, BS Educ, MS Educ 333-3060
Director Extramural Classes;
101 Illlnl Hall; 702 Haines Blvd,C 356-5912
* YOUAKIM, Maurice Y., B.Sc. EE, 333-2931
Electrical Engineering; Rm 60 EEB 333-2931
303 S. Busey,U 344-4100
* YOUMANS, Ruth E. , Library Clrk III 333-3399
246 Library; RR 1 Ogden, 369-2610
* YOUMANS, William F, Oper. Engi-Phys Pint.
Box 215, Fithian 548-2145
YOUNG, Arthur L. , MS, Prof Agri Engi
626 E. 29th, Davenport, I
YOUNG, Betty A., Card Punch Oper II 333-1476
227 Illini Union Bldg; 1416-3 N McKinley
Champajgn 356-2415
+YOUNG, Blanche P, AB Assoc Tech Editor ....
State NH Survey; 604 S.Gregory Place, U ,344-03 23
* YOUNG, Bruce D., BA Inst Aviation 822-5237
Airport; RR 3 , U; Box 9 , Savoy 367-8607
* YOUNG, Charles R, MD Assist Prof Hygiene. .333-2707
Health Service; 196 Health Center
Rt 2, Urgana 367-7952
YOUNG, Chung-Chang, MS. Dept Chem 333-3897
177 EC; Apt 6; 802 W. Illinois,U 344-6153
YOUNG, Harold C, MS, Architecture Prof ....
Villa Kazbek, Avenue du rio Albert Cannes, France
* YOUNG, KatherineA, BS, Food Science 333-1931
574 Bevier Hall; PO Bx 9 , Savoy 3 67-8607
* YOUNG, Leo C, Animal Caretaker ........ 333-2980
Small Animal Clinic; RR 1, Mahomet 586-3387
* YOUNG, Linda F, Nuclear Data Anal I 333-4174
Physics; Rm 451 Physics
24 Maplewood Dr. , U 367-8048
* YOUNG, Lloyd M, BS & MS, Res Asst ...... .333-4358
Physics; 351 PB; 1920c Orchard St,U 344-5457
* YOUNG, J. Nelson, BS,LLB, CPA 333-0061
Law; 237 Law; 2024 S. Race St, U 344-6768
YOUNG, Olive G., BA MA PhD, 333-6866




* ZABRISKIE, NoelB., MS, Instr, Bur Bus, ,.333-2570
Mqmt, 130 Com Annex; 1306 S State St, C
356-1917
* ZACCARIA, Josephs., EdD, Asst Prof, Educ .. 333-2550
Psych, 188G Educ Bldg; 192 David Dr, C
352-0879
* ZACHAY, Darwin D. , Mas Aircraft & Aircraft. .822-5532
Engine Mech, Airport; 304 E Locust, Tolono
485-3985
ZACHER, Giovanni G., Dr, Special Fellow 333-4798
Math, 225 YWCA; 205 W Nevada, U, 367-2171
* ZAGON, Ian S. , BS, Tchr Asst, Zool
312 NHB; 202 N Mattis Ave, 301A, C, 356-3040
* ZAGORSKI, Edward J., MS, Prof, Art 333-1459
128 FAB
ZAHORIK, Anthony, J. , AM, Asst, Math 333-6408
303 YWCA; Apt 11, 108 E Healey, C, 359-2 451
* ZAK, Adam R. , PhD, Assoc Prof, Aero & Astro. 333-4495
Enq, 106 Trans Bldg; 2302 Brookhaven Dr, C
352-0807
* ZAKS, Judith, BA, Lib Clerk II, Serials Dept. . 333-4164
Lib, 200S Lib; 1924B Orchard St, U 344-3452
ZALASKI, Walter J., BS, Tchr Asst, PEM
909 S 5th St, Rm 267, C 332-4808
* ZALLY, George D, MS, Asst, Physics 333-1975
390P MRL; 809 W 111 St, Apt 6, U 344-1466
ZALOKAD, Lidija T. , Res Asst, An Sci 333-3361
116 ASL; 909 S 5th St, #220, C 332-6655
* ZAMORA, Betty J., Clerk Typ III, Admiss &... 333-1198
Rcrds, 69 Adm Bldg; 905 W Hill, U, 367-9417
ZANDER, Dennis R., BS, Asst Res Eng, Physic 333-4175
443 PB; Apt 5, 407 S State, C 352-7465
ZANE, Nethel M.,(Mrs), Clerk Typ II Mailing .333-0800
Center, UP, 1002 W Green; 306 Davidson, ..333-6101
Drive, Apt 5 , C 359-2232
ZANGHI, William A., BA, Asst, Span, Ital,'& .333-0731
Portuguese, 911 S 6th St,
U
* ZAR, JerroldH., PhD, Res Assoc, Zool 333-2235
204 Vivarium; 905 S 1st, C 359-2317
* ZARING, Wilson M., PhD, Assoc Prof, Math. .333-2168
303 AH; 2510 Alton Dr, C 356-9709
* ZBINDEN, Maxine, Secy, Commerce Adm 333-2747
260 Com W. , 207 S Water St, St Joseph, 469-7215
* ZECH, Beulah E. , Secy, Offc of Safety Coor. 333-1106
1203 W Oregon; 302 W Oliver, Mansfield
489-4011
* ZECH, Dennis P. , Elect, PP
PPSB; 23 Carriage Estates, U 367-7841
* ZEGART, Eleanor B. , Nat Sci Lab Asst II, 333-0974
Physiol & Biophysics, 414 Bur Hall; Woodhaven
Mobile Home Pk, Rt 1 , U 643-2170
*+ZEHR, Wilmer D., Tech Photogrphr, State NH. 333-6883
Surv, 466 Nat Res; 1 Davidson Dr, C, 356-4164
* ZEIGLER, Martin L., PhD, Prof, Assoc Provost333-1562
& Dir of Instit Studies, Exe Vic Pres & Provost,
363 Adm (W); 2008 S Anderson, U 365-2671
* ZEIGLER, Earle F., PhD, Prof, PEM, Head of. 333-2460
Dept, 121 Huff Gym; 307 W Delaware, U,367-3282
* ZEITLER, Carl A. , BS, Res Asst, Min, Met. . . 333-1253
& Pet Eng, 210 MMB; 1604 Holmstrom Dr,.C
356-3819
* ZEITLER, Theo, MS, Asst Prof, Art 333-1796
126 FAB; 606 S Prairie, C 352-4326
* ZELLERS, Paul, Lead Oper Eng, PP
PPSB; 1008 Hollycrest Dr, C 359-3579
* ZELLMER, Carol E. , BS, Tchr Asst, Zool 333-2235
202 Vivarium; 2038 B Hazelwood Ct, U ,344-6762
* ZELLMER, David L. , MS, Asst Dept Chem &. .333-3897
Chem Eng, 177 EC; 2038B Hazelwood Ct, U
344-6762
* ZELNICK, StephenC, MA, Asst, Engl 333-2855
217 EB; 1400 W Wash, C 352-1395
ZEMANEK, Janice R. , MA, Tchr Asst, Math. . .333-2699
224 YWCA; 476-1010 W Green, U 332-2549
* ZEMLIN , Willard R. , PhD, Assoc Prof, ." 333-3050
Speech, Dir, Speech & Hearing Res Lab, 338 IH;
1519 W Park Ave, C 350-3416
ZERN, Valera, M. , County Ext Secy, Hancock357-2031
County, Coop Ext Serv, 550 N Madison,
Carthage; Niota 755-2533
*
+ZEWADSKI, Robert M., MS, Assoc Tech Edit.
.333-6882
111 NH Surv, 189 Nat Res; 1713 Westhaven Dr,£* " 356-0818
"""ZIEGENHORN, RussellW., BS , Asst Chem,.. 333-4954
State Water Surv, Rm 134; 805 N McKinley,
Lot 17, C 352-4023
ZIEGLER, Wandalou, Chief Clerk, Chem & 333-1235
Chem Eng, 105 NL; 905 W Harvard , C, 352-4449
* ZIEL, Walter W., BS, Asst, Gen Eng 333-0371
304 TB; 401 N Carson, C 352-0201
ZIERING, Gerald K., Tchr Asst, Microbiol
Rm 1163-1009 S 5th St, Sherman Hall; C
ZIKE, Charles A. , Groundman PP
PPSB; 2220 De Witt, Mattoon
ZIMBLEMAN, Gilda B.,(Mrs) MS, Bibliogphr. .333-1055
Acquisitions, 220 Lib; 1110 Centennial Dr, C
352-7432
ZIMMER, Roily W., MS, Asst Bursar, Bus Offc333-2184
125 Adm Bldg; 206 W Delaware, U 367-2672
ZIMMER, Ronald C. , Cigtal Comput Oper II. . 333-4812
Statis Serv Unit, 54 Adm Bldg; 206 W Delaware, U
367-2672
* ZIMMERMAN, EarlG., MS, Asst, Zool 333-4688
655 Mor Hall; 5 Dunellen Dr, U 365-1069
* ZIMMERMAN, Gifford S. , MS, Advsr, Agr
A.I.D. Programs, Educ, Njala Univers College
Sierra Leone , W . Africa , Private Mail BAg ,
Freetown
ZIMMERMAN, JohnD., B,Mus, Asst, Music. 333-2471
104 Practice Annex; 1203 1/2 W Main #3C , U
365-2451
* ZIMMERMAN, Marie F., MA, Clin Psych &.. .333-3710
Instr, Student Counslng, 237 SSB; 1605 Oxford Dr,
c 352-8239
ZIMMERMAN, Vernon K. , PhD, CPA, Prof 333-274)
Acctg, Dir, Cen for Internat Educ & Res, Acting
Dean of Coll of Com & Bus Adm, 260 Com W;
902 S Lincoln, U 344-1720
ZINGRAF, Suzanne E., BS, Catalog Asst, Lib. 333-3!
246 Lib; 909 S 5th, Sherman Hall Rm 310, C
332-4682
ZINSMEISTER, Philip P. , MS, Asst, Zool 333-
477 Mor Hall; 1108 W Nevada, U 344-4532
ZIOLKOWSKI, Fredric P. , MSEE, Res Asst 333-12G.
Elect Eng, 449 EEB; 209- 1010 W Green, U
332-2164
* ZIRNER, Laura B., Specialist, Instruct Mat. . .333-353!
5A SMH; 2002 Burlison Dr, U 344-6998
* ZIRNER, Ludwig, E., MM, Prof, Music 333-043;
205 SH; 2002 Burlison Dr, U, 344-6998 333-2621
* ZIROLI, Nicola V. , Prof, Art 333-1805
134 FAB; 111 McHenry, U 365-1870
ZITZMAN, Lewis H. , Res Asst, Physics 333-423t
466 MRL; 802 S Westlawn, C 356-5420
ZLATOFF-MIRSKY, Ola E., MA, Instr, Verbal. 333-OB!"
Comm DGS, 129 AH; 812 W 111 St, U, 344-5948
* ZOERNER, Cyril E., Jr., PhD, Asst Prof , Grad. 333-451.
School of Bus Adm, 117 ComW; 1406 Hollvcrest.C
ZOOK, Sharon A., BS, Asst Ext Adv, Hm Econ. 339-4747
McHenry County Coop Ext Serv, Box 2 68, Rt 47
& McConnell Rd, Woodstock; 132 2nd St, Huntley
669-5822
* ZORNS, Orville M., Res Lab Shop Sup, Physic333-343:
120 PB; 1730 Paula Dr, C 352-0947
ZRNIC, Dusan, MS, Res Asst, Elec.Eng 333-089
405 MMB; 1010 W Green, U 332-2379
ZUCKER, Naida Z. , BA, Grad Tchr Asst, Zool. 333-625'
505 Goodw-in Ave; 1010 W Green #351 , U
332-2257
* ZUIDEMA, Reiner T., DR, Assoc Prof, Anthrop 333-038"
& Latin Am Studies, 10 GE, Davnpt Hall; 201
Bliss Dr, U 344" 1949
„ ,„„
* ZUMMALLEN, Kathleen M., County Ext Sec. 432-201.
Iroquois County Coop Ext Serv, 123 S 5th St,
Watseka; Box 302, Crescent City 683-2331
* ZUNDO, Stanislavs, Eng Draftsman II, Compi 333-1!.
Sci, 54 DCL; 805 Texas Ave, Danville, 446-8044
ZUTECK, Michael D. , BS, Asst, Physics 333-10t:
247 PB; 2206 Dale Dr, C
* ZVILIUS, Julia, BS, Secy, Chem & Chem Eng . .333-Ubi
454 EC; 1501 Garden Hills Dr, C 352-4641
* ZVILIUS, Martynas, AB, Asst Reorder, Admis . .333-248
& RecTds, 69 Adm Bldg; 1501 Garden Hills Dr, C
352-4641
ZWERIN, Eileen, AB, Asst, Engl V
333 " 38 '
206 EB; 311 E Springfield, Apt 205, C, 356-6920
* ZWICKY, Ann D. , BA, Tchr Asst, French 333-623
304 HH; 1002 E Wash St, U 367-5329
* ZWICKY, Arnold M. , PhD, Asst Prof, Ling 333-12
309 C Davenport Hall; 1002 E Wash, U, 367-5329
ZWOLANEK, Helen K. , Assoc Prof, Tex & Clth 333-01.
133 Bev Hall; 402 W Birch St, C 356-0400
* ZWOYER, Russell E., AM, Sr Spec Ed, Cur. . . 333-015
Lab, 1210 W Springfield, U; Rt 1, U, 365-3273
* ZYCH Chester C. , PhD, Assoc Prof, Pomolo. 333-15-
Hort, 105 HFL; 2208 Brett Dr, C, 356-4996. .333-151
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UNIVERSITY STUDENT DIRECTORY
This directory Includes all students registered In the Urbana-Champaign
departments of the University of Illinois on October 1, 1967. Each student's
entry shows his college and class, local address and telephone number, and
home address. An asterisk (•) precedes the names of students who are mar-
ried. All addresses In Urbana have zip code 61801, those in Champaign
61820. Telephone Numbers for both Urbana and Champaign have area code
217. A Few entries are incomplete because information was lacking on the
student's registration card.
Names Of Colleges And Schools Are Abbreviated As Follows:
AGR College of Agriculture
AVI Institute of Aviation
COM College of Commerce and Business Administration
ED College of Education
ENG College of Engineering
FAA College of Fine and Applied Arts
GRAD Graduate College
JNL College of Journalism and Communications
LAS College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
LAW College of Law
PE College of Physical Education
VM College of Veterinary Medicine
Class years for undergraduate students are indicated following the college











30b S 17TH SI
GRAD 1010 t COLORADO
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 1010 E COLORADO
6RAINER0 MINN 56401
JNL3 URH SCOTT 482
MT VERNJN ILL 62864
AASLANU KATHRYN JANE AGR1 URH FLAGG 407









EO 4 807 S BUSEY
HUNTLEY ILL
LAS4 910 S 3RD
PANAMA PAN
COM3 211 E ARMORY
ROCKFORD ILL
GRAD URH DANIELS 32 5
HAJ I MUHU YOSUF RO NHABD KRACH1 W PAK
ABBOTT BARBARA ANN AGR4 302 E ARMCRY
5931 LAKUL AVE MORTON GROVE ILL
ABBOTT BARBARA JUNES GRAD DECATOR ILL
43b S SEIGEL DECATUR ILL
ABBOTT JAMES HUGH LAS4 1003 S 3RD
14834 LEXINGTUN HARVEY ILL 60426
A8BOIT JEANNE CAROLY GRAD URH SHERMAN 5l9
187 HOWLAND CIRCLE DANVILLE VA 24541
ABBOTT RATHER INE PE 4 URH LAR 491
Iblb ADELINL uH BURLINGAME CAL
AbBuTT MARY GATHER IN LAS1 URH ALLEN 437
3110 FAIRMONT AV COLLINSVILLE ILL 62234
ABBoTl RANDALL LEE LAS4 URH GARNER 424
910 E MAIN ST DANVILLE ILL












*AB0EL-HAL IM AHMEO A
110/ w GREEN
WASHINGTON ILL 61571
GRAD 1115 u GREEN
LEWISIOWN ILL 61542
GRAD STA A BOX 2149 C
MESSELEM SUDAN
GRAD 1107 W GREEN
ORBANA ILL 61801
•ABOEL-MAGOID MOOSIAF GRAD 300 S GOODWIN
20 LAR EL-SALAM KOBBA CAIRO EG
ABlELsALAH AHMED MAF GRAD STA A BOX 2128 C
STA A BOX 2126 CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
•ABOO CAUO ATIYEH GRAD 1104 n SPRINGFIELD U





GRAD 1104 W SPRINGFIELD U
BEIRUT LEBANON







LAS3 911 S 3RD
MACOMB ILL 61455
ENG3 URH TOWNSEND 211
CHICAGO ILL 60626
AGR2 ORH WARDALL 923
ELDORADO ILL 62930
GRAD ORH SHERMAN 758
OSSINING N Y 10562
A6ELSON ARTHUR RULFE COM4 301 E ARMORY
/616 MERRILL CHICAGO ILL
ABENOROTH ROSEMARIE GRAD 57 E CHALMERS
345 E 238TH ST NEW YORK N Y
ABERMAN JAMES LAWREN COM1 110 E ARMORY
bb34 N KUSTNER LINCOLNWOOO ILL 60645
ABERNATHY DAVID RICH LAS1 1004 S 4TH
220 S STATE ST ELGIN ILL 60120
ABERNATHY SYDNE GENE AGR3 URH ALLEN 411
RR 2 SALEM ILL 62881
ABERNAThY THOMAS DAV PE 4 307 E HEALEY
11101 LANOSEER OR ST LOOIS MO
• ABLIN JEFFREY EARL COM2 1 HOLLY
1 HOLLY CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ABLlN LESTER KENNETH COM4 1762 VALLEY RD
9657 OGLESBY CHICAGO 17 ILL
ABOBAKER ABOALLAH GRAD 1950 D ORCHARO ST
156TH MISR SUDAN CA 'RO EGYPT
*AB00 SAIF LAILA N GRAD 905 S 1ST
11 EL-GABALAYA ST CAIRO EG
ABOU-YOOSSEF M H GRAD 610 LA SELL
38 KALI FAT MAAMOON CAIRO EG
•ABUUELENEiN GABER GRAD 906 W CALIFORNIA
i.Z EL DUKKY ST CAIRO EGYPT
ABOULAF1A JACK BARRY ENG4 ORH SNYDER 159
2 CHURCH ST SPRING VALLEY N Y
ABRAHAM IRENE LAS4 ORH WARDALL 213










5. Unclassified (not Candidates for Degrees)
6. Irregular (Holding Degrees but Registered for Undergraduate Work)
UNIVERSITY RESIDENCE HALLS WITH ADDRESSES ARE:
Allen Hall 1005 W. Gregory Dr.
, U.
Babcock Hall 902 College Ct.
, U.
Barton Hall 1215 S. Fourth St, C.
Blaisdell Hall 906 College Ct. , U.
Busey Hall 1111 W. Nevada St.
, U.
Carr Hall 902 College Ct.
, U.
Clark Hall 1215 S. Fourth St.
, C.
Daniels Hall 1010 W. Green St.
, U.
Evans Hall 1115 W. Nevada St. , U.
Flagg Hall 1215 S. Fourth St. , C.
Forbes Hall 209 E. Gregory Dr.
, C.
Garner Hall 209 E. Gregory Dr. , C.
Hopkins Hall 209 E. Gregory Dr.
, C.
Lincoln Avenue Residence 1005 S. Lincoln Ave.
, U.
Lundgren Hall 1215 S. Fourth St. , C.
Noble Hall 1215 S. Fourth St. , C.
Oglesby Hall 1001 S. College Ct.
, U.
Saunders Hall 906 College Ct. , U
Scott Hall Peabody Dr.
, C.
Sherman Hall 909 S. Fifth St.
, C.
Snyder Hall Peabody Dr. , C.
Taft Hall 1215 S. Fourth St. , C.
Townsend Hall 1010 W. Illinois St.
, U.
Trelease Hall 1001 S. College Ct. , U.
Van Doren Hall 1215 S. Fourth St. , C.
Wardall Hall 1010 W. Illinois St.
, U.
Weston Hall Peabody Dr. , C.
ABRAHAM JOEL LESLIE GRAD 909 S 5TH
901-E ARMFLO CIT NORFOLK VA 23505
ABRAHAM THOMAS HENRY LAS2 102 E CHALMERS
1535 S MAPLE AV BERwYN ILL 60402
ABRAHAM WILLIAM JOHN LAS3 410 E JOHN
4041 CLAUSEN WESTRN SPRNGS ILL
ABRAHAMSON AOELE ARL LAS4 410 E GREEN
2717 ELDER LN FRANKLIN PARK ILL 60131
ABRAJANO BARBARA JEA LAS2 ORH LUNDGREN 23
C 332-4776
356-3569






ENG4 112 E DANIEL
CHICAGO ILL 60645













LAS1 URH WESTON 424
CHICAGO ILL 60626
FAA1 ORH HOPKINS 345
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAS3 URH WARDALL 721
HURTON GROVE ILL
ABRAMS HOWARD IRVING ENG3 904 w GREEN
6956 N KENTON LINCOLNWOOO ILL 60646
•ABRAMS KENNETH JAMES ENG3 412 E GREEN
401 JUY DR OFALLON ILL 62269
ABRAMS MELVYN ALLEN LAW3 2305 S 1ST
707 S 6TH CHAMPAIGN IL
ABRAMS ROBERT CHARLE LA SI ORH TOWNSEND 151
3824 N PITTSBURGH CHICAGO ILL 60634






ABRAMSON DAVID VICTO FAA3 908





HEWLETT NEW YORK 11557
LAS1 URH ALLEN 347
SKOKIE ILL 60076




ABRAMSON IRWIN ALLEN LAS1 URH HOPKINS 286
390 S COMMONWEALTH ELGIN ILL 60120
ABRAMSON WAYNE CHARL LAS2 URH GARNER 100
8319 K1LPATRICK SKOKIE ILL 60076
ABR0220 DANIEL NICHO ENG3 ORH BABCOCK 330
925 HELEN OR MELROSE PK ILL
ABR0220 FRANK A LAS1 URH GARNER 441
4507 S LEAMINGTON CHICAGO ILL 60638
•ACCURSO RICHARD WALT GRAO 1207 W OREGON
1207 W OREGON URBANA ILL 61801
ACHARRY THANU GRAD 902 W ILLINOIS
209 KIETTIKOON LN BANGKOK THAILAND












ACKERMAN ARTHUR WADE AGR3
RR 5 CARMI
ACKERMAN OIANE C LAS1 URH BARTON 324
RR DEER CREEK ILL 61733
ACKERMAN EMERY ELWOO LAS2 ORH WESTON 494
290B STATE ST GRANITE CITY ILL 62042
ACKERMAN MARCIA LYNN ED 1 ORH TRELEASE
7406 N KARLOV SKOKIE ILL 60076
ACKERMAN STEVEN LAS1 URH SNYDER 465
6933 N KE02IE CHICAGO ILL 60645
ACKERMAN WILLIAM H FAA4 1006 S 3RD
1023 WILLIAMS BLVD SPRINGFIELD ILL
ACKERMANN LVNNE ELSA LAS4 302 E ARMORY
14127 S WABASH CHICAGO 27 ILL
ACKINS GARY MICHAEL GRAO COMP SCI LAB
CHICAGO ILL
ED 2 URH WARDALL 1005
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAS4 904 S LINCOLN
ROCHELLE ILL
GRAO ORH SHERMAN 427
EATON RAPIDS MICH 48827








RR 4 FIVE PT HWY
ACORD JUN STEPHEN
2620 7TH ST







320 5 MORKEL DR
SASKATOON SASK CAN
LAS4 401 E JOHN
BARTONVILLE IL
AGR3 409 E CHALMERS
BLOOMING TON ILL 61701
















FAA4 URH TRELEASE 6 U 332-5*27
OAK PARK ILL 60302
GRAO URH BLAISDELL 316 U 332-3523
GODFREY ILL 62035
GRAO BOX 2397 C 352-8718
CHAMPAIGN ILL
AOAM KAIHERlNE LUSSK GRAO 111 M CHARLES C 352-1392
111 W CHARLES CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
AOAM RICHARD ANTHONY ENG4 106 E HEALEY C
227A S MAPLE AV OAK PARK IL 60302
AOAM ROBERT ELMER AVU URH TOWNSEND 4*2 U 332-4207
RR 2 RICHLAND IOhA 52585
A0AMAIT1S JANICE R0S ED 4 1404 S LINCOLN U 344-3821
3640 U 68TH ST CHICAGO 29 ILL
AOAMCZYK ANDREW ANTH ENG4 URH SNYDER 268 C 332-1719




















GRAD 2 JUNIPER C 356-3046
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
AGR3 1008 S 4TH C 344-1207
WASHBURN ILL
GRAO 2 JUNIPER C 356-3046
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAO 605 W WASHINGTON U 333-0560
OTTAWA ILL 61350
GRAO 52 E GREEN C 356-8037
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS4 606 W WASHINGTON U 344-1598
JULIET ILL 60436
COM4 910 W CALIFORNIA U 344-1266
AURORA ILL
AGR1 URH GARNER 473 C 332-0897
OES PLAINES ILL 60018
LAS1 MAHOMET ILL
PEORIA ILL 61603
AOAMS JEANETTE MARIE PE 1 URH NOBLE 213
944 NEVADA OVAL
•AOAMS JOHN CARLTON








811 w 15TH ST
PLATTSBURGH N Y 12903
GRAD 2104 WHITE
YELLVILLE ARK
LAS2 123 S DEWEY
URBANA ILL 61801
FAA3 910 S 3RD
ASHLAND ILL
LAS3 804 W OREGON
PARIS ILL
LAS1 URH LAR 464
HILLSBORO ILL 62049







AOAMS MICHAEL RAYMON VM 1 2319 S 1ST
820 20TH AV EAST MOLINE ILL










1445 N HURON ST
AOAMS RICHARD LEIGH




















2324 W 111TH PL
CHICAGO ILL 60617
LAS2 47 E CHALMERS C 332-0505
CINCINNATI OHIO 45237
FAA4 URH CARR 111 U 332-3869
WARRENSBURG ILL
LAS4 URH OGLESBV 227 U 332-5108
DECATUR ILL 62526
LAS2 1009 W PENN U 344-9518
MACOMB ILL 61455
FAA1 URH HOPKINS 395 C
MADISON WIS 53711
ENG4 1110 W STOUGHTON U 367-1842
TAMP ICO ILL
LAS4 202 E DANIEL C 352-4964
OLNEY ILL
LAS4 508 E ARMORY C 344-0501
CRETE ILL
LAW2 URH BARTON 118 C 332-0120
BERKELEY CAL 94701
GRAD 605 W WASHINGTON U 344-0560
OTTAWA ILL 61350
LAS4 601 W CALIFORNIA U 344-5554
URBANA ILL 61B01
LAS2 1009 W PENN U 347-9518
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62702
LAS4 611 E DANIEL C 344-1840
DANVILLE ILL
EO 4 URH WAROALL 1013 U 332-4513
CHICAGO 43 ILL
AOASKA WILLIAM WAYNE ENG4 URH TOWNSEND 120 U 332-4002
CHICAGO 29 ILL
AGR1 1105 S 4TH C 356-0880
V1RDEN ILL 62690
LAS2 URH SAUNDERS 224 U 332-3635
CHILLICOTHE ILL 61523
ENG3 806 W OHIO U
CHILLICOTHE ILL
•ADDISON DAVID NATHAN LAW1 300 S GOODWIN U
305 P0LK1NGH0RN TALLAHASSEE FLA 32304
AOCLEHAN ROBERT BARR GRAO 58 E ARMORY C
615 N 64TH ST MONMOUTH ILL 61462
•AOOY SANORA TURNEY GRAO 1806 GOLFVIEW U 365-2162
URBANA ILL





RR 2 BOX 90
ADO IS WILLIAM HENRY





6624 N KIMBALL AV
AOELMAN MELVIN LEONA GRAD 104 E JOHN
1089 E 17TH ST BROOKLYN N Y
AOELMAN MYRA VEE PE 3 910 S 3RD
5733 SHfcRlDAN CHICAGO ILL
AOELMAN RONALD STEVE CUM1 706 W
8341 N KOLMAR AV SKOKIE ILL
AOELSON MARLA KATHRY LA S3 409 E
9217 N LAWLER SKOKIE ILL
AOELT RICHARD ALLEN
3937 N NURA AV
ADEN KATHRYN MARIE
URH TAFT 9
AOERHOLD GAIL LESLEY LA SI 910 S 3RD
308 CIRCLE OR CULL1NSVILLE ILL 62234
ADES TRUDY SUSAN ED 2 URH BARTON 210
1345 M LuNT CHICAGO ILL 60626
AOHAM SAHAR MOHAMMED GRAD 605 W ILLINOIS
605 W ILLINOIS URilANA ILL 61801
•A0K1NS CALVIN LEE GRAO 1807 REBECCA
1301 HULIDAY PK Dk CHAMPAIGN ILL
ADKINS ROBERT JAMtS ENG4 904 W GREEN
1542 3R0 ST CMARLfcSION ILL 61920
ADLEK BEVERLY BILL IE LAS1 URH ALLEN 375





ENG1 URH HOPKINS 216
CHICAGO ILL 60634









1965 B ORCHARD ST
•AOLER JOHN STUART
1603 VALLEY RD
EO 4 1963 A ORCHARD ST
URBANA ILL 61801
C0M1 1603 VALLEY RD
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
•AOLER RICHARD RAYMON GRAO 1963 A ORCHARD ST U




8846 S CNSTNCE AV
AOLER THOMAS PETER
980 WORTON PARK OR CLEVELANO OHIO
AOOLFSUN ANDREW LENN GRAD 808 S 1ST
2622 SCUTT OES PLAINES ILL
ADOLPH KRISTIN KARGA LAS1 URH LAR 296
2 CALUMET AV AURORA ILL









LAS2 URH TRELEASE 525
NILES ILL 60648
LAS3 308 E HEALEY
CHICAGO ILL 60617





GRAO 508 E CLARK
LA SALLE ILL
LAS2 URH MARDALL 319
OANVILLE ILL
LAS2 URH HOPKINS 460
ROCKFORD ILL 61103
ADS1T MICHAEL WILL1A LAS1 URH GARNER 366
RR 3 BOX 3 MILFORO ILL 60953
AFRlCh JANIS LOUISE LAS4 URH WAROALL 1111
9007 KINGSTON CHICAGO ILL
AFR1CK HENRY LOUIS GRAO 909 W ILLINOIS
144-53 C00L1DGE AV JAMAICA N Y









703 S SCHOOL ST
ROLLING MOWS ILL 60008




GRAD 617 S WRIGHT
ANMEDNAGAR INDIA
LAS1 URH ALLEN 295
MT PROSPECT ILL 60056
AGGERTT KRISTINE LUC GRAD URH DANIELS 392
4310 PARK AV TERRE HAUTE IND 47B05
AGHETTA V1KI COM3 URH CLARK 322
BOX 1 W1LS0NVILLE IL 62093
AGLER THOMAS CHARLES ENG2 URH OGLESBY 1016
12628 LAFLIN CHICAGO ILL
AGNELLI) NINFA LAS2 URH ALLEN 443
498 KlNKAlD CT DES PLAINES ILL 60016
AGNEW HARLAN CHARLES LAS2 ROCK ISLAND
546 24TH ST ROCK ISLAND ILL 61201
AGNEW JACQUELINE MAR LA S3 409 E CHALMERS
8526 S HONORE CHICAGO ILL 60620
AGRAN RHONDA MARLENE LAS1 URH ALLEN 343
3030 W GUNNISON CHICAGO ILL 60625
•AGRAMAL RAMESHWAR P GRAO 909 W CALIFORNIA
JAIN TEMPLE RD DRUG MP INDIA
AGRAWAL VISHWANl DEO GRAO 504 E GREEN
7 CY CHINTAMANI RO ALLAHABAD 2 UP IND
AGREST GARY WARREN COM2 508 E WHITE
MORTON GROVE ILL 60053
LAS3 WILMETTE ILL
WILMETTE ILL
LAS4 407 E STOUGHTON




1160 AV VELZSRSFLD CAP FED ARGEN
AGULLU FRANCISCO J FAA4 808 S 5TH





LAS4 URH CARR 121
MT PROSPECT ILL
AGR2 URH TAFT 203
CAMPUS IL
AHERN KEVIN CHRISIOP LASl 1005 S 2ND
300 S 7TH
•AHLBERG JAMES EDWIN





2 BAY BROOK PL
AHLF VANCE FOSTER
AHLM TIMOTHY ALLAN





3801 S ALABAMA AV
60920
60525LA GRANGE ILL
ENG4 1606 HOLMSTROM i
GLADSTONE ILL
LAS4 1606 HOLMSTRCM I
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 312 E DANIEL i
ARMSTRONG ILL 61812
GRAD 706 S RACE
CLEARWATER FLA 33516
LAS4 408 W SPRINGFIELD
ARMSTRONG ILL
AGR1 310 E CHALMERS
WEST FRANKFORT ILL 62B96
GRAD URH LUNDGREN 119
HICKSVILLE N Y
GRAD URH DANIELS 506
SNOW VIEW RAJ BAGH SRlNGR KASHMIR IND
AHMEO MAHMOUD EL TAY GRAO URH DANIELS 708
URH DANIELS 708 URBANA ILL 61801
AHMER DOUGLAS WALTER ENG3 206 E JOHN
710 RIVER LN LOVES PARK ILL 61111
•AHO GERHARD GRAO SPRINGFIELD ILL
1317 CONCORDIA CT SPRINGFIELD ILL 62702
ENG4 UKH OGLESBY 110
MILWAUKEE 7 WIS
AHRENS ROBERT MERWlN COM3 801 W ILLINOIS
427 S ANN MARENGO ILL
•AHRENS RONALD EDWARD ENG4 901 W' SPRlNGFItLO
1138 N 2ND ST SPRINGFIELD ILL
AIELS MARTHA JU EO 2 AURORA ILL
2125 PLEASURE VIEW AURURA ILL
•AIKEN JAMES ALLAN GRAO 805 W CHURCH
774 UNION SI N KITCHENER ONT CAN
AlKEN RICHARD CHALON LAS2 505 E GREEN
12 LAKEiHIRE OR CASEYVILLfc ILL 62232
A1RAUCI JESSE TERRY LAS3 604 E ARMORY
941 W STEPHENSON FREEPORT ILL 61032
AIKOO FRANCES EL IZAB AGR1 URH LAR 406
4623 W 89TH PL HUMETUWN ILL 60456
A1RULA JOHN ALLEN ENG3 URH BABCOCK 301
198 N ELMWOOO RD FARMINGTON ILL
GRAO URH DANIELS 526
MADRAS UP INDIA
GRAO 408 N PRAIRIE
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAO 300 S GOOOhlN
URBANA ILL 61801
































































Si 1 9 N STONE AV
•AKtRS LYNN ROBIN
































ALBERT 1NE JOHN MARTI





































































548 N 5TH AV
• ALEXANDER hILDA R
ALEXANDER JAMES N




1908 E RIVER OR
•ALEXANDER KENNETH JO
502 N PRAIRIE
GRAO URH SHERMAN 332 C 332-4704
TOK.YO JAPAN
COM3 910 S 3R0 C 344-5000
ELGIN ILL 60120
EO 2 715 W MICHIGAN U 344-6150
LAGRANGE PARK ILL 60525
LAS3 1106 N DIVISION U
MIAMI FLA 33150
AGR4 58 E GREGORY C 356-3152
STFRANCISVILLE ILL
GRAO 1111 W GREEN C 359-4664
SHAWNEE Ml SON KANS 66205
AGR4 713 W ILLINOIS U 352-1751
GBONGAN NIGERIA
GRAO URH DANIELS 528 U 332-2320
BAGHDAD IRAQ
GRAD 1811 B ORCHARD PL U 344-0207
BAGHDAD IRAQ
GRAO 1012 S 1ST C
STATE COLLEGE PA
AGR4 URH WAROALL 521 U 332-4400
IBAOAN NIGERIA
AGR2 409 E CHALMERS C 332-0765
BERGENFIELD N J
LAS1 URH LAR 364 U 332-3011
CHICAGO ILL 60641
VM 3 301 E UNIVERSITY C 359-3247
LOCKPORT ILL
LAS2 312 S WILLIS C 352~4544
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAO 1007 S 5TH C 359-3540
STATEN ISLAND N Y




LAS3 URH WARDALL 725 U 332-4453
BLOOMFLD HLS MICH
GRAO 1005 S OAK C 352-8573
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAW1 URH SHERMAN 759 C 332-4910
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62703
FAA4 202 E DANIEL C 352-5151
CRYSTAL LAKE ILL
LAS2 206 E JOHN C 352-8707
CRYSTAL LAKE IL 60014
FAA1 URH VANDOREN 421 C 332-0552
VILLA PARK ILL 60181
AGR1 13 SALEM U 365-2378
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG1 308 E ARMORY C
NEWMAN ILL 61942
LAS1 URH FORBES 289 U 332-1006
CARL1NVILLE ILL 62626
LAS1 201 E GREEN C 356-1714
CHICAGO HTS ILL 60411
COM4 25 HERITAGE CT C 352-0428
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS3 URH TRELEASE 313 U 332-5479
ANTIOCH ILL
GRAD 701 W CHURCH U 365-1771
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 604 E ARMORY C
JULIET ILL 60432
GRAO 1211 W MAIN U 367-8630
BUKIDNON P I
LAS4 207 E JOHN C 356-8947
ST JOSEPH ILL
LAS4 URH CARR 317 U 332-3929
DANVILLE ILL
ENG1 URH SCOTT 300 C
HAVANA ILL 62644
ENG4 308 W LOCUST U 367-2639
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 112 E DANIEL C 356-7936
ELMHURST ILL
GRAD 101 E CHALMERS C 352-8360
HYAITSVILLE MO 20782
GRAD URH OANIELS 527 U 332-2319
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG1 URH SNYDER 254 C 332-1707
MAPLETON ILL 61547
LAS2 611 E DANIEL C
PEKIN ILL 61554
LAS2 URH LAR 424 U 332-2924
PEKIN ILL 61554
GRAD GALESBURG ILL 365-2879
GALESBURG ILL 61401
LAS2 URH CARR 215 U 332-3896
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS4 WHITE HEATH ILL 332-4095
WHITE HEATH ILL
LAS4 1104 W -NEVADA u 344-6955
CHICAGO ILL 60649
FAA1 904 W GREEN U
MARGATE FLA 33063
LAW1 505 E SPRINGFIELD C 359-4141
PEKIN ILL 61554
FAA3 URH OGLESBY 918 U 332-5309
CHICAGO ILL
ENG4 412 E GREEN C 356-790)
THOUSAND OAKS CAL
ENG1 URH FORBES 226 C 332-0965
PEKIN ILL 61554
LAS2 30 SALEM RD U 367-7984
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60004
ENGi 209 E JOHN C 332-1145
ELDORADO ILL
GRAO UES PLAINES ILL
DES PLAINES ILL
GRAO 615 W JOHN C 359-2008
POTOMAC ILL 61865
LAW2 URH OGLESBY 117 U 332-5073
CHICAGO IL 60649
ENG2 609 S 4TH C 356-7809
CARPENTERSVIL ILL 60110
GRAO 1203 W MAIN U 365-2451
MARGATE FLA


























70S W ELM 6
ALFTER FRANCIS JOSEP
280 A WATTS AV
•ALGUERO MANUEL S
PANAMA 8 65A









121 S LUDLOW ST
ALLAMAN GAIL LEE
RR 2




































ALLEN JESSE DAVID JR
RR 2 BOX 32A
ALLEN JOHN LEE




1601 N KILER DR 6
ALLEN KATHLEEN LEE
1907 W ACRES RD
ALLEN KATHLEEN SUE













• ALLEN NEIL KEITH
RR 1
•ALLEN PARIS MARSHALL



















FAA4 806 W PENN U 344-2024
URBANA ILL 61801
AGR2 URH TRELEASE 327 U 332-5492
DECATUR ILL 62526
LAS3 URH EVANS 226 U 332-2719
FLOSSMOOR ILL
LASl URH WARDALL 1225 U 332-4573
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG3 209 E CLARK C
CLARENDON HLS ILL 60514
LAS2 URH WESTON 419 C 332-2067
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60004
GRAD URH SHERMAN 514 C 332-4752
TUCSON ARIZ 85711




GRAD 304 W CALIFORNIA U 367-2277
WASHINGTON C
GRAO URH DANIELS 68 U 332-2394
TAMPA FLA
FAA2 210 E JOHN C 344-4473
WINNETKA ILL 60093
GRAO 705 W ELM U 365-257*
URBANA ILL 61801
ENGI URH WESTON 362 C 332-2042
LANGLE Y AFB VA
GRAD 211 N COLER U 365-2279
PAN
LAW3 2051 A ORCHARD U 344-3329
KHARTOUM SUDAN
GRAD 208 E GREEN C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS4 1404 S LINCOLN U 344-3821
BLOOMINGTON ILL




AGR4 58 E GREGORY C 356-3152
ROSEVILLE ILL
GRAD URH SHERMAN 316 C 332-4688
OTTAWA 7 ONT CAN
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 327 U
GLENVIEW ILL 60025
GRAO 1820 D ORCHARD PL U 344-6376
COLUMBIA MO 65201
GRAO URH DANIELS 342 U
MONTPELLIER 34 FR
LAS3 1003 W OREGON U 356-5465
CHICAGO ILL 60643
GRAD 409 E CHALMERS C
MEMPHIS TENN 38106
LAS3 907 S WRIGHT C 344-0545
PEORIA ILL
LASl URH TRELEASE 311 U 332-5477
NORTHBROOK ILL 60062
ENG4 801 W ILLINOIS U 344-5313
ROCKFORD ILL
EO 4 CHANUTE AFB ILL
CHANUTE AFB ILL 61866
C0M1 211 E ARMORY C
EVANSTON ILL 60202
LASl URH SNYDER 496 C
ELBURN ILL 60i_19
LAS4 800 S MATTIS C 356-0005
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 2006 B ORCHARD ST U 344-0190
FLORAL PARK N Y
ED 2 402 E DANIEL C 344-0540
JACKSONVILLE ILL 62650
LAS3 URH WARDALL 1205 U
JOLIET ILL 60435
ENG2 411 E GREEN C 344-9434
TUSCOLA ILL 61953
LAS4 1202 W NEVADA U 344-1173
WARSAW ILL
LAS2 308 E ARMORY C 356-7542
LAKE ZURICH ILL 60047
C0M1 URH SNYDER 342 C 332-1770
MARSEILLES ILL 61341
GRAD 904 W GREEN U 344-3039
ARCOLA ILL
GRAO 1601 N KILER C 352-1192
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820




AGR2 409 E CHALMERS C
ELBURN ILL 60119
LAS4 1754 VALLEY RO C 356-2673
GALENA ILL
LAS2 URH WESTON 344 C 332-2015
PARIS ILL 61944
LAS4 312 E DANIEL C 332-0022
WHEATON ILL 60187
GRAD URH DANIELS 262 U 332-2459
BOULDER COLO 80302
FAA1 URH LUNOGREN 16 C 332-0206
GREEN VALLEY ILL 61534
GRAD 1111 S 3RD C 359-1402
ELBURN ILL 60119
GRAO 1965 C ORCHARD ST U 344-1491
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 1909 HARDING U 365-2419
URBANA ILL 61801
LAW1 910 S 3RD C
ROCKFORD ILL 61103
COM3 804 OREGON U
ELMWOOD PARK IL 60635
LASl URH GARNER 372 C 332-0826
PRINCETON ILL 61356
JNL3 202 E DANIEL C 352-5151
ALEDO ILL
GRAD URH SHERMAN 1367 C 332-5050
CANTuN CONN 06019




1239 N TAYLOR AV






OAK PARK ILL 60302
EO 4 1111 S 3RD
ELBURN ILL 60119
VM 2 URH FORBES 2 80
OBLONG ILL 62449
LAS2 1204 S LINCOLN
GLEN ELLYN ILL 6013T
• ALLEN MILMA ARMSTRON GRAO TUSCOLA ILL
SOS S JOHN TUSCOLA ILL
ALLENSWORIH THOMAS E LAS2 URH TOMNSEND 267
919 OHIO ST QUINCY ILL 62301
ALLER JOHN EARL ENG4 GALESBURG ILL
385 INDIANA AV GALESBURG ILL 61401
ALLES PATRICIA LOUIS PE 3 410 E GREEN
1744 U COLUMBIA CHICAGO 26 ILL
• ALLES UESLEY F GRAO 300 S GOODWIN
257 TAN SHANTER MOORESTOWN N J
GRAD 704 S GROVE
URBANA ILL
GRAO 501 S RACE






















































ALWARD PHILLIP DOUGL ENG4 408 E GREEN C
KR 4 SHELBYVILLE ILL 62565
ALY HAMOY FOUAD GRAO 1114 W SPRINGFIELD U
1114 M SPRINGFIELD URBANA ILL 61801
AHAUU RICHARD STEVEN LAS2 URH CARR 315 U
305 FORESTHAY DR NORTHBROOK ILL 60062
LAS1 URH EVANS 111 U
GREENVILLE ILL 62246
ENG2 311 E GREEN C
HAMBURG N Y 14075
GKAO 2204 t UNIVERSITY U
URBANA ILL 61801
AMBERG ELIZABETH ANN LAS2 URH 8LAISDELL 310 U
16005 LATHRUP HARVEY ILL 60426
AMBERG STEPHEN CHARL ENG2 URH OGLESBY 609 U
298 W GUEKT1N ST ST ANNE ILL 60964
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 122 U
ST ANNE ILL 60964
LAS3 1606 PARKHAVEN C
CHAMPAIGN ILL
AMBROSINI AOELINE 01 LAS3 URH BLAI SDELL 430 U
247 E 25TH ST CHICAGO HTS ILL
AMBROSIUS JAMES MILL GRAO 503 E STOUGHTON C
1155 N OAKLAND DECATUR ILL
AMOAL JAMES RUSSELL FAA1 309 E CHALMERS C
DECATUR ILL 62522
GRAO URH CLARK 240
BELLFLOMER ILL 61724
COM4 FARMER CITY ILL
FARMER CITY ILL
AGR4 601 S 4TH
LE ROY ILL
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 1128
ROCKFQRD ILL 61103
GRAO 1106 M UNIVERSITY
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 510 E STOUGHTON
CHICAGO ILL
AGR3 URH SNYDER 177
YDRKVILLE ILL
LAS1 910 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL 60645









•ALL IE GARY RUSSELL
2343 H 120TH ST
ALLIE GLEN LEONARD
2343 W 120TH ST





213 E 13TH ST
ALLISON SARA ANN
RR 2




GLEN COVE N Y
GRAD 704 ta NEVADA
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG3 20 WAYSIDE RO
BLUE ISLAND ILL 60406
PE 4 106 E DANIEL
BLUE ISLAND ILL
GRAO URH SHERMAN 1261
BOHMANVL ONT CAN
ENG4 2319 S 1ST
ASSUMPTION ILL
COM4 URH FORBES 339
LOCKPORT ILL 60441
AGR3 805 W OHIO
STRONGHURST ILL
PE 4 URH ALLEN 357
MORTON GROVE ILL
JNL4 URH LAR 184
NEW WINDSOR ILL
ALLSPACH PAMELA JILL LAS2 URH TRELEASE 602
KR 1 MACON ILL
ALLWE1SS PEP I RACHEL EO 1 910 S 3RD
638 W GRACE ST CHICAGO ILL 60613
ALLWORTH ROBERT C GRAO 806 S 1ST
28 SALONICA RO YORK ONT CAN
•ALNAR10 CONRAOO H GRAO 1002 S BUSEY
ALMGREN NANCY ANNE
409 NE 2ND ST
•ALMON RICHARD REILIN




19 N WILLE ST

























































603 W MILLER ST
ALVIS JEHRY RAY




LAS1 URH LAR 327
GALVA ILL 61434
LAS4 308 W WASHINGTON
AYLMER QUEBEC CAN
FAA3 308 W WASHINGTON
GODFREY ILL
LAS1 URH BARTON 218
MT PROSPECT ILL 60056
AGR1 801 W NEVADA
GEORGETOWN ILL 61846
FAA1 URH ALLEN 123
SKOKIE ILL 60076






ENGl URH TOWNSEND 152 t
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAS2 411 E GREEN (
PITTSBURGH PA 15237
FAA3 402 W PENN I
URBANA ILL
LASl URH TRELEASE 206 I
EVANSTON ILL 60202
LAS4 30 TULIP TREE (
FLUSHING N Y 11365
GRAO 5 BUENA VISTA CT I
BERKELEY HTS NJ
FAA3 205 E ARMORY I
BERKELEY HTS N J
ENG3 4 SAFFER CT I
CHICAGO 20 ILL
ENG2 URH WESTON 420 I
WALNUT HILL ILL 62893
GRAO URH FLAGG 405 I
CHICAGO ILL
EO 2 URH WAROALL 416 I
AVISTON ILL 62216
AGR3 1116 W NEVADA
LAROSE ILL
LAS3 307 E JOHN '
MENDOTA ILL 61342
COM4 102 E ARMORY
WAUKEGAN ILL 60085
LAW2 508 E STOUGHTON
CHICAGO ILL 60649
EO 2 302 E ARMORY
QUINCY ILL 62301




LAS3 904 S 3RD
WESTCHESTER ILL
LAS2 1103 S BUSEY
LINCOLNWOOD ILL
GRAO 2301 S 1ST
REDOING CAL
ENG4 505 E GREEN
EVANSTON ILL
ED 4 1523 LINCOLNSHIRE
CHAMPAIGN IL
LAS3 URH LAR 460
HARRISBURG ILL 62946
LASl URH HOPKINS 415
8L0QM1NGT0N ILL 6170L
AGK1 1004 S 4IH
TROY ILL 62294
AMAOON CYNTHIA








































930 FALL CREEK RO . LINCOLN NEB 68510
AMES CAROL ANNE
RR 1
GRAO 905 S BUSEY
HARVARD ILL
U
AMES GEORGE MELVILLE LASl URH GARNER 309
OAKLAWN ILL 60459
LAS3 URH WESTON 336
GLENVIEW ILL 60025
LAS4 URH WARDALL 210
WILMETTE ILL
LAS4 URH TOWNSENO 536
SAVANNA ILL 61074
LAS3 URH HOPKINS 320
GLENVIEW ILL









AHIDON GEOFFREY RICH LAS2 910 S 3RD
1040 W HAWKINS ST KANKAKEE ILL 60901
AMIOON RUTH ELLEN LASl URH ALLEN 461
404 E WILLIAMS ST DWIGHT ILL 60420
AMIGUET LU1SA SOPHIE GRAO 409 E CHALMERS
950 S ALVORD BLVD EVANSVILLE IN
AML1NG JOHN RICHARD AGR1 URH SNYDER 150
924 JEANNETTE OES PLAINES ILL 60016
•AMLUNG ALBERT THOMAS VM 2 40 WILSON TRLR PK
WILSON TRAILER PK URBANA ILL 61801
AMMIRAT1 JAMES LOUIS VM 2 1007. S ORCHARD
14729 S MICHIGAN DULTON ILL 60419
AMMONS EOSEL ALBERT LAS2 URH WESTON 363
1206 MAIN ST EVANSTON ILL 60202
AMURE FRANCIS JOSEPH GRAD 403 BRIAR LN
6842 W DICKENS CHICAGO ILL 60635
AMOROSI BARBARA JOAN LAS2 1106 S 3RD
5742 DEARBORN PKWY DOWNERS GROVE ILL 60515
AMOSU JAMES OLAKUNLE GRAO 1314 W UNIVERSITY
BOX 447 1BA0N WSTRN NIGERA
AMRAM ROBERT MICHAEL LAS4 401 E DANIEL
1171 MERIONETH DR CRETE ILL
LAS4 URH WAROALL 1205
FORREST ILL
ENGl 302 E GREGORY
ELMHURST ILL 60126






2035 A ORCHARD ST

















VM 3 18 WAYSIDE
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
COM4 505 E «HITE
LINCOLNWOOD 46 ILL
ANOALMAN DAVID AARON ENG2 110 E CHALMERS
4836 » BIRCHWUOO SKOKIE ILL







LASl URH ALLEN 36
DAYTON 0H1U 45415
ENG2 URH OGLESBY 624
RAYMOND ILL 62 560
ANOERER RICHARD E JR LASl URH WESION 288
3544 W 111TH ST CHICAGO ILL 60655
ANOERMAN 0AV1O BRUCE AVI1 409 E CHALMERS
164 CLINTON AV ELMHURST ILL 60126
ANDEKMANN MARILYN JO LAS3 URH EVANS 303
601 S 9TH AV LA GRANGE ILL 60525
ANGERS DENNIS ARNOLD ENG4 407 EDGEBRQUK
9122 KAKLOV SKOKIE IL 60076
ANDERSEN CAKUL HELEN EO 3 706 S MATHEWS
10563 S DRAKE AV CHICAGO ILL 60655
ANDERSEN 0AV1O BALOti LAS3 908 S 1ST
342 SUDBURY LN BALLWIN HO
ANCERSEN CAV1D KAY FAA2 7C2 ta WASHINGTON
I960 tLMWUOD DR H1GHLAN0 PARK IL 60035
•ANCEKStN DONALD JARL GRAO 3206 CAMERON










































































4653 N BEACON ST
ANOERSON KAREN MARIE
43 N COUNTRY CLUB
ANOERSON KAREN MARY














3739 H 80TH PL






































ANOEKSUN RAND I LAINE
23 MCUUEEN ST
ANDERSON RANDY MICHA
20 E K EN IL WORTH
ANOERSON REBECCA R








1934 D ORCHARD ST
ANDtRSON RICHARD G














8B20 S RICHMOND AV
ANDERSEN
l-AAl 604 E ARHflRV
DANVILLE ILL 61832
GRAD URH SHERMAN 1362
EL CAJON CAL
EO 3 1102 S LINCOLN
ELMHURST ILL
ENG3 1005 S 2ND
LUUISVILLE KY 40213
GRAD 1706 PARK HAVEN
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG2 309 E CHALMERS
OES PLAINES ILL
GRAD 2319 S 1ST
WILMINGTON DEL
LAS4 1016 W MAIN
MATTOON ILL
LAS4 107 E DANIEL
CHICAGO ILL 60626
LAS2 URH LAR 216
BEECHER CITY ILL 62414
PE 4 2412 E ELM
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 707 S 6TH
CHICAGO ILL 60634
GRAO 206 N NEW
OSMOND NEB 68765
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 618
MCHENRY ILL 60050
LAS3 URH BARTON 308
WOODDALE ILL
LAS1 URH EVANS 328
ITASCA ILL 60143
GRAD 301 W PARK
CHICAGO ILL 60640
LAS3 1110 H NEVADA
DECATUR ILL
LAS1 URH ALLEN 402
SPARTA ILL
GRAO 1001 W OREGON
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS4 URH OGLESBY 124
SENECA ILL
FAA1 904 W GREEN
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60005
PE 3 710 VENTURA
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS4 1404 S LINCOLN
OOLTON ILL
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 175
DES PLAINES ILL 60016
FAA1 URH ALLEN 71
CHICAGO ILL 60652
FAA2 904 S WEBBER
URBANA ILL 61801
EO 2 1204 S LINCOLN
GLEN ELLYN ILL 60137
LAS3 URH LAR 402
ROCKFORD ILL 61103
PE 2 URH LAR 212
BROADLANOS ILL
FAA2 URH ALLEN 257
REYNOLDS ILL 61279
LAS1 910 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL 60623
ENG1 402 E ARMORY
MCHENRY ILL 60050
FAA4 910 S 3RD
ROCKFORD ILL 61107




GRAD 2412 E ELM
FRANKLIN PARK ILL
LAS1 212 E OANIEL
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62707
LAS2 URH LAR 112
FREEPORT ILL 61032
LAS2 1207 W NEVADA
DANVILLE ILL 61833
LAS3 URH TRELEASE 1202
BENLO ILL
GRAD 603 E CALIFORNIA
LELAND ILL 60531




GRAD 206 N NEW
WAUSA NEB 68786
LAS3 URH BUSEY 1C7
KATONAH N Y
FAA1 205 E ARMORY
VILLA PARK ILL 60181
GRAO URH DANIELS 260
TAYLOR TEX 76574
PE 4 308 E ARMORY
MCKEE SPORT PA
ENG4 311 E DANIEL
DIXON IL
FAA4 URH OGLESBY 717
HOME WOOD ILL
GRAO 1934 ORCHARD ST
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG4 307 S PRAIRIE
TACOMA 3 WASH
ENGl URH HOPKINS 208
MONTICELLO ILL 61856
AGR2 604 N MAPLE
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 2027 C HAZELWD CT
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS
NORTHBROOK ILL 60062
LAS1 402 E ARMORY
PROSPECT HTS ILL 60070
ENGl URH SNYDER 291
CHICAGO ILL 60656
LAS2 311 E GREEN











5348 N OSCEOLA Av
ANOERSON BARBARA GA I





















































































1090 S ELM AV
•ANDERSON GERALD H














12 GLEN OAKS AV
ANDERSON JAMES D





C0M1 URH SCOTT 319 C
CHICAGO IL 60628
GRAO 705 W ELM U
ROCKFORD ILL
GRAD 1107 S EUCLID C
CHICAGO ILL 60639
GRAO 1101 E PENN U
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAW1 508 W ELM U
CHICAGO ILL 60656
LAS3 URH EVANS 302 U
CHICAGO ILL
LAS1 409 E CHALMERS C
JULIET ILL 60432
COM3 1 SAFFER CT U
CHICAGO ILL
LAS2 URH TAFT 127 C
EAST ST LOUIS ILL 62207
LAS3 URH BUSEY 333 U
KNOXVILLE ILL 61448
LAS1 URH BARTON 102 C
WAUKEGAN ILL 60085
LAS5 LINCOLN HALL 8 U
MONTICELLO ILL 61856
LAS2 1105 4TH C
OOLTON ILL 60419
FAA1 312 E DANIEL C
STERLING ILL 61081
ENGl URH FORBES 461 C
KEWANEE ILL 61443
FAA1 URH SAUNDERS 5 U
GENEVA ILL 60134
EO 4 URH TAFT 302 C
CHICAGO IL 60630
FAA4 1934 D ORCHARO ST U
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS2 URH LUNDGREN 111 C
LINCOLNWOOD ILL 60645
LASS 706 S MATHEWS U
JULIET ILL
AGR3 405 E JOHN C
COAL VALLEY ILL
LAS2 1207 w SPRINGFIELD U
WATSEKA ILL 60970
ENG4 106 N GREGORY U
ROCKFORD ILL
GRAD URH SHERMAN 561 C
PACIFIC PALSOS CAL 90272
AGR2 URH BUSEY 360 U
TINLEY PARK ILL 60477
LAS1 URH SAUNDERS 227 U
ROSELLE ILL 60172
LAS1 910 S 3RD C
GLENVIEW ILL 60025
GRAO 904 S WEBBER U
URBANA ILL 61801
COM2 313 E JOHN C
CLARENDON HLS ILL 60514
AGR1 URH SCOTT 420 C
MILFORD ILL 60953
FAA2 1712 W CLARK C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG4 1826 VALLEY RD C
SANDWICH ILL
LAS4 1001 W OREGON U
URBANA ILL 61801
COM2 URH OGLESBY 1102 U
HOME WOOD ILL 60430
LAS1 URH EVANS 302 U
CHICAGO ILL 60631
GRAD 110 S GREGORY U
CHAUTAUQUA N V 14701
ENGl URH FORBES 360 C
PARIS ILL 61944
LAS1 URH FLAGG 41 C
REYNOLDS ILL 61279
LAS4 URH GARNER 341 C
SKOKIE ILL
GRAO 2612 WILLIAM C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820




EO 3 624 S 5TH C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 2021 B ORCHARD ST U
URBANA ILL 61801
GKAD 403 BRIAR LN C
ELLIOTT ILL






LAW3 624 S 5TH
CHAMPAIGN ILL




GRAO 2021 6 ORCHARD ST
URBANA ILL 61801
AGR1 URH GARNER 225
MAPLE PARK ILL 60151
GRAD 207 S BUSEY
URBANA ILL 61801
CUM1 URH HOPKINS 317
LDWARQSVILLE ILL 62025
AGR3 URH CLARK 210
GIBSON CITY ILL
GKAD 212 W WHITE
MONMOUTH IL
GRAO 1202 W MAIN
OAK PARK IL





























































































































SnSIESBR HJBBCT R M LAS1 URH l-UUUtb, m 1 jjj-iuym
301 S ALBERT SI MT PROSPECT ILL 60056
ANDERSON RONALD DALE ENG4 8 ROSEWOOD PL U 332-3887
103 NE 6TH ST GALVA ILL
ANOERSON RONALD OAVI LAS2 URH SNVOER 3*6 C 332-1774
SCOUT RD K1RKLAN0 ILL 60146
ANDERSON RONALD HERB GRAD 707 S 6TH C
RR 2 BOX 128 ME ST CHICAGO ILL
•ANDERSON RONALD P GRAD LEROY ILL
723 E CENTER LEROY ILL 61752
•ANDERSON RONALD HILL ENG3 503 M COLUMBIA C 532-3916
1109 KOEHN DANVILLE ILL 61832
ANOERSON ROSS 8YR0N AGRl 1116 w NEVADA U
RR 1 BOX 20 MALTA ILL 60150
•ANDERSON RUSSELL DEA LAS* 1612 MAYNARD C 359-4877
1612 MAYNARD CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ANDERSON SALLY LOU LAS4 URH SAUNOERS 205 U 332-3616
PANA ILL
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 1224 U 332-5760
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60005
ANDRIST ANSON HARRY GRAD 1208 CALIFORNIA
3062 PALO VERDE AV LONG BEACH CAL
ANOROS ALICE G ED 1 URH TRELEASE 927
151 N LOMBARD AV OAK PARK ILL 60302
ANORUS DONALD GEORGE GKAD 707 S 6TH
707 S 6TH CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ANESIOS THEMISTOCLES ENG4 512 E WHITE
708 S FELL NORMAL ILL
ANFINSUN CAROL LOUIS LAW1 URH SHERMAN 107
Rk 3 CHARLESTON ILL 61920
ANGEL GLADYS LAS4 URH BLAI SOELL 119
3755 PINE GR CHICAGO ILL
ANGELICH DAVID LAURE C0N1 912 S 2ND
7017 S OAKLEY AV CHICAGO ILL 60636
ANGELL PATRICIA JANE PE 1 URH ALLEN 402
404 N JOHN ST MASCOUTAH ILL 62258
ANGfcLL SUSAN FISHER LAS4 804 W OREGON
GLENCOE ILL
LAS4 URH CLARK 413
WILMETTE ILL
508 M 3RD ST
ANDERSON SHERYL ANN
702 M ROCKWELL ST
ANDERSON SIBYL ANNET LAS2 1305 u CLARK C 356-3201
1305 W aARK ST CHAMPAIGN ILL
ANOERSON SIDNEY 0W1G ENG1 103 E ARMORY C 352-3660








508 W 3RD ST
WOODHULL ILL 61490
GRAD 1010 S OAK
NILES 48 ILL
AGR3 URH ALLEN 427
NORMAL ILL 61761
C0H1 URH FORBES 408
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS4 URH SAUNDERS 205
PANA ILL
ANDERSON SUSAN DIANE LAS1 URH FLAGG 321
147 SHAOVMOQO LN ELK GROVE ILL 60007
ANOERSON SUSAN MARIE LAS2 URH LAR 387
867 S FAIRFIELO ELMHURST ILL 60126
ANOERSON TERAV CAHIL COM3 URH FORBES 206
BOX 21* GOLCONOA ILL
ANOERSON THOMAS CARL LAS2 1009 M PENN
1629 SCOTTSHOOO ROCKFORO ILL 61107
ANDERSON THOMAS CHAR ENG3 URH TOUNSEND 104
619 BRYAN AV DANVILLE ILL 61832
•ANDERSON THOMAS HUGH GRAB NEWMAN ILL
ROUTE 1 BOX 9 HECTOR AR
ANOERSON THOMAS JANE COM4 2006 VAHTER
745 MCKINLEY AV GENEVA ILL
ANOERSON THOMAS RICH GRAD 205 W HILL
14319 UHITEROCK OR LAM1RADA CAL
ANOERSON TIMOTHY LEE FAA1 604 E ARMORY
619 BRYAN AV DANVILLE ILL
ANDERSON V1CM KAY AGR2 URH LAR 384
RR 1 TAMP ICO ILL
ANOERSON WAYNE PHILP GRAO 1205 M MAIN
RR 2 JAMESTOWN N Y
ANOERSON WILLIAM FLO COM4 205 E ARMORY
333 S MICHIGAN VILLA PARK 1L
•ANOERT KATHERINE P GRAD 402 S HIGHLAND
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 URH BARTON 202















5336 S ASHLAND AV
ANDRE KENNETH WILLIA LAS4 2307 S 1ST
CRETE ILL
GRAD 405 E GREEN
AMHERST MASS 01003
GRAD URH DANIELS 79
CHICAGO IL
EO 2 URH EVANS 317
EVANSTON ILL 60202
ENG4 URH TOWNSEND 249
BELLEVILLE ILL
LA S3 URH VANDQREN 307
VALHEYER ILL
ANDRESEN RICHARD JAM FAA4 LA NAPOLE FR
743 DUNOEE AVE BARRINGTON ILL
•ANDREW RICHARD HARLA GRAO 204 E CALIFORNIA
204 E CALIFORNIA URBANA ILL 61801
ANDREWS ALAN DOUGLAS LAS3 URH OGLESBV 820
1152 E PATTEN DR PALATINE ILL
LAS2 806 OHIO
ELMHURST ILL
LAS1 URH SAUNDERS 102
PARIS 1U. 61944
ANDREWS DALE RUSSELL ENG2 URH SNYDER 336
3833 E WILLIAM ST DECATUR ILL 62521
ANDREWS GAIL LYNN LAS1 URH ALLEN 34
200 EVERGREEN ELMHURST ILL 60126
ANDREWS GEORGE JAMES C0M1 URH OGLESBY 1030
392 E CHURCH ST ELMHURST ILL 60126
ANDREWS KERROLO DEAN LAS4 1118 W NEVADA
RR 1 POTOMAC ILL
•ANDREWS JOYCE RUDER T LAS4 406 W CLARK
406 W CLARK CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ANDREWS KENNETH JOSE COM2 911 S 4TH
207 AUDREY LN MOUNT PROSPECT ILL 60057
ANDREWS MARSHA SUE AGR2 URH TRELEASE 330
RFD 2 MENDOTA ILL 61342
ANDREWS MICHAEL JOHN ENG1 URH HOPKINS 266
513 N KANKAKEE LINCOLN ILL 62656
ANDREWS MICHAEL LEE LAS3 1105 S 4TH
PARK RIDGE ILL
FAA2 URH EVANS 219
AURORA ILL 60505
RR 1 BOX 9A
•ANDRE THOMAS
29 PELHAN RO















ANOREWS PATRICK PAUL LAS3 604 E ARMORY
QUINCY ILL 62301




GRAO 1101 S MATT1
CHICAGO RIDGE ILL









18 N 211 KNOLLNOOD VILLA PARK ILL
ANDRICH1K DAVID MESL FAA1 201 E GREEN
20 W 431 MARLBROGH LOMBARD ILL
ANDRIETTE SUSAN J LAS2 URH TAFT 324
1417 S 9TH AV HAYWOOD ILL
ANDKlS RUSSELL LCRAN PE 3 604 E ARMORY
8153 S PAULINA CHICAGO ILL
ANORISIN M1CHELE J GRAD 1503 KlRBY


























ANGERAME WAYNE MlCHA FAAl 604 E ARMORY
1649 N KIMBALL AV CHICAGO ILL
•ANGERER JOHN DAVID GRAD 307 W ELM
307 W ELM URBANA ILL












8614 W N TERRACE
CHAMPAIGN ILL b
LAS3 604 E ARMORY
VILLA GROVE ILL
AGR4 807 E HIGH
URBANA ILL C
LAS2 URH BUSEY 241
NILES ILL







PE 4 309 E CHALMERS
JULIET ILL





















•ANIBALLI DOUGLAS FRA AGR4 1009 W STOUGHTON U
434 HIGHLANO AV
ANIHAGI CARMEN














LAS3 1202 W NEVADA
CHICAGO ILL 60636
LAS1 907 S 4TH
FLOSSHOOR ILL 60422




GRAO 8 SUTTON PL
URBANA ILL 61801
FAA4 309 E JOHN
AURORA ILL
AGR3 109 E HEALEY
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ANNISS WILLIAM THONA AGR2 109 E HEALEY
109 E HEALEY CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ANSEL MARC JOEL LAS1 907 S 4TH
9157 S CHAPPEL AV CHICAGO ILL 60617
ANSELMO FRANK MICHAE CONS URH HOPKINS 339
645 S MADISON LAGRANGE ILL
ANSERVITZ ROBERT M GRAO URH SHERMAN 356
PITTSBURGH PA 15201







2988 E 8INKLEV 4
•ANSUN BROOKE BONEN
211 W OREGON









EO 1 1106 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL 60645






GRAD 808 S LINCOLN
URBANA ILL 61801
LA S3 URH NOBLE 22
NAPERVILLE ILL
GRAO 1106 S 2ND
SOUTH DUXBURY MASS
ANTICOL ANNABELLE RU LAS4 1106 S 3RD
6215 N FAIRFIELD CHICAGO 45 ILL
ANTICOL BONNIE DALE
6215 N FAIRFIELD
ANT ILL A GARY ALAN
OGOEN DUNES 1063
•ANT1PA GREGORY ALEXI GRAO 803 W GREEN
803 W GREEN URBANA ILL
ANTLEPT GARY ALAN LAS1 604 E ARMORY
2605 PRAIRIE EVANSTON ILL
ANTONOVYCH BORIS ROM LAW3 2006 VAWTER
2102 W CHICAGO CHICAGO 22 ILL
ANIOS JUHN JEFFREY LA S 1 112 E DANIEL
3325 S 59TH CT CICERO ILL
ANTOSZ THOMAS RAYMON LAS2 URH SNYDER 320
109 SANDALWOOD OR NAPERVILLE ILL 60540
ANTRAM SAMUEL ROBERT FAAl URH SNYDER 470
220 W MAIN ST GRAND RIDGE ILL 61325
ANTROBUS THOMAS DARR COM2 URH BABCOCK 220
RR 2 YORKVILLE ILL 60560
ANZINE PAUL CHARLES LAS2 URH GARNER 445
EVERGREEN PARK ILL 60642
ENG4 URH SCOTT 459
CHICAGO ILL 60625
LAS1 URH SNYDER 438
EFFINGHAM ILL 62401




APPtLMAN CAROL ELLEN LAS3 1104 W NEVADA
1788 RICHFIELD AV HIGHLAND PARK ILL
APPERSUN OEANE W JR AVU 606 W MAIN
112 ENNIS LN URBANA ILL 6 1801
APPLEBAUM JOSEPH AUS GRAO 509 S 5TH
64 ELDORADO ST ATLANTIC BCH N Y
APPLEBAUM MORRIS DAV LA S3 206 S GREGURY
2458 W 8ERWYN AV CHICAGO ILL 60625
APPLEGATE CRYSTAL DE PE 1 601 N NEVADA
9025 TROY
AOKl KENJI RICHARD

















































FAAl URH SCOTT 339
ATLANTA ILL 61721
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 1223
CHICAGO ILL 60645






TKCT TO £ CHaLHe rs
galesburg ill
eng2 urh hopkins 293
cali Colombia
gkad 1605 a orchakd pl
ukbana ill 61801
grao 509 e green
champaign ill 61820
grad 509 e green
champaign ill 61820
grao urh sherman 366
tokyo jap








1805 A ORCHARD PL
•ARAWAY CAROL S
509 E GREEN






AR6EITER JUDITH MCBR LAS4 1207
139 S EVANSLAWN AURURA ILL
ARCESE JOSEPH FALBOT COM2 URH HOPKINS 173
J01 PLEASANT VIEN LANCASTER N Y 14086
ARCHANBAULT MARY ANN LAS4 URH EVANS 329
324 WILTSHIRE LN CRYSTAL LAKE ILL 60014
LAS2 1004 S 4TH
CUMPTON ILL 61318
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 803
EL WOOD ILL 60421
ARCHER ROBERT LUTHER LAS4 803 LA SELL
803 LA SELL CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ARCHER ROBERT RICHAR LAS3 URH FORBES 224
15 SUNSET OR MT VERNON IL
ARCHER ROBERT STANLE AGRl 1010 S 2ND
612 E ILLINOIS ST HHEATON ILL 60187
GRAO URH SHERMAN 308
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAO URH SHERMAN 1046









AROIZZONE ANTHONY VI LAS1 URH GARNER 276










GRAO URH SHERMAN 1152
BOGOTA COLOMBIA
LAS2 URH TOWNSEND 550
QUINCY IL 62301
ENG4 URH OGLESBY 716
CHICAGO 55 ILL
ENG1 URH SNYDER 286
CHICAGO ILL 60645
ARENCT JAMES WILLIAM COM4 310 E GREGORY
252 W KENILWORTH PALATINE ILL
AR&OE OIMITRI TH1ERR ENG4 2206 E EASY
4942 N FAIRFIELD CHICAGO ILL
ARHART RICHARD JAMES GRAD 606 W OHIO
952 CARMEL PALATINE ILL
AHIAGNO RICHARD PAUL ENG3 103 E ARMORY



















ARLT STEPHANIE KAREN LASS 508 E
1101 tLluT DR URBANA ILL
ARMBORST DAVIC EDWAR GRAD 909 S
306 t SOMNER AV INOPLS IND
ARMBRUST RONALD ORAN ENG2 410 E















GRAD 1408 S RACE
URBANA ILL
GRAO 1113 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL 60613
LAS3 205 E GREEN
CHICAGO 13 ILL
GRAO 102 N GREGORY
BIAFRA WEST AFR
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 1010
CHICAGO ILL 60649
LA SI URH TRELEASE 807
ALTON ILL 62002
LAS1 910 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL 60649
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS







LAS3 308 N COLER
UKBANA ILL 61801
GRAO 711 W CHURCH
EL PASO TEX
FAA2 504 S LINCOLN
URBANA ILL 61801
FAA2 URH CARR 123
CULLINSVILLE ILL
ENGl 504 S LINCOLN
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 201 E JOHN
STILLMAN VALY ILL
LAS1 URH ALLEN 4B1
2026 FLOWER CIRCLE ARLINGTON HTS ILL
ARMSTRONG CYNTHIA LY LAS2 1106 S L1NCCLN
501 S MONROE CLINTON ILL 61727
•ARMSTRONG DENNIS EAR COM4 57 E JOHN
707 W GLOVER OTTAWA ILL
ARMSTRUNG DIANE RAE LAS2 409 E CHALMERS
2101 HUNTLE1GH RO SPRINGFIELD ILL 62704
•ARMSTRONG DONALO ALB ENG4 22 RAINTREE
22 RAINTREE CHAMPAIGN ILL 6182U
ARMSTRUNG HARLOW SCO ENG4 209 E ARMORY
2026 FLOWER CR ARLINGTON HTS ILL
ARMSTRUNG JOHN PHILI LAS1 URH GARNER 459
14426 UNION AV RIVERDALE ILL 60627
ARMSTRONG MEREDITH L LAS4 311 E WHITE
747 W DOUGLAS JACKSONVILLE IL
ARMSTRONG PETER DAVI LAS3 1004 S 4 IH
445 WILOWUUD DR PARK FOREST ILL
ARMSTRUNG RAY LLOYD AGR3 410 N CALIFORNIA
410 W CALIFORNIA URBANA ILL 61801
ARMSTRUNG ROBERT ALA LAS1 401 E DANIEL
30 NORWOOO OR DECATUR ILL 62521
ARMSTRUNG VICKIE LYN AGR2 605 W OHIO
KR 1 BOX 53 EL PASO ILL 61738
ARNDT GkORGE PHILIP GrtAO 701 U CLARK
715 N LAKAMIE CHICAGO IL
ARNETT EDWARD FRANC I LAS3 URH SCOTT 267
259 MAYWOOD
ARNETT JAMES RALPH
2103 N CLARKE AVE
ARNETT KATHLEEN ANN
2dl4 8TH AV
HOFFMAN EST ILL 60172
LAS4 URH TOWNSEND 174
PEORIA ILL
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 505
































































UNDER HAUGSVN 61 C
ARNOFF HOWARD JOEL
6123 N CENTRAL PK
ARNOLD CHERYL JUNE
506 DENNIS DR
• ARNOLD DAVID BURTON























































ARSENEAU BELL SME IRE
2 ANDREWS CT
ARSENTY RICHARO PETE
RR 2 BOX 108
•ARSLANER CAROL H
411 W HILL
•ARSLANER MEL IH ESEN
411 W HILL



















2734 S RIOGEWAY AV
•ARYEETEY ANDREW Nil























GKAU 90 1 S 2NU C 356-5633
CICERO ILL 60650
JNL3 URH LAR 227 U 332-2860
CALUMET CITY ILL
LAW3 507 FAIRLAWN U 367-2671
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 909 S OAK C 356-4630
FAR OSLO NORW
LAS1 1105 S 1ST C
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAS4 URH LAR 433 U 332-2931
DANVILLE ILL 61833
GRAO 2080 C ORCHARD ST U 344-3258
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAO 708 E WASHINGTON U 365-2897
TECUMSEH NEB
GRAD 709 W CALIFORNIA U 344-3548
OELL RAPIDS S 57022
FAA2 706 W OHIO U 344-9519
CHICAGO ILL 60645
FAA4 603 S BUSEY U 356-6366
LUKA ILL
LAS1 URH TOWNSEND 184 U 332-4047
GURNEE ILL 60031
GRAO 1900 S PH1L0 RD U 367-1123
LA GRANGE PK IL
AGR2 URH WESTON 263 C 332-1556
HULL ILL 62343
GRAD URH DANIELS 495 U 332-2566
SAN ANTONIO TEX
AGR3 604 E ARMORY C 344-1266
ANDALUSIA ILL 61232
LAS3 211 E ARMORY C 356-5132
PEORIA ILL
COM4 205 E HEALEY C 356-6071
MARENGO ILL
GRAD 909 S 5TH C 332-4685
ALTAVISTA VA 24517
LAS2 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
CHICAGO ILL
LAS4 URH NOBLE 302 C 332-0403
WESTWOOD NJ
LAS4 503 E JOHN C 344-1964
CHICAGO 17 ILL
PE 3 508 E WHITE C 352-9166
SKOKIE ILL 60076
LAS1 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
DALLAS TEX 75209
LAS3 404 E DANIEL C 352-3420
WESTCHESTER ILL
LAS2 107 E CHALMERS C 344-4599
EVANSTON ILL 60202
LAS4 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
CHICAGO 26 ILL
LAS1 706 w OHIO U 344-9519
SKOKIE ILL 60076
GRAD 1009 W SPRINGFIELD U 367-7236
AMRITSAR PS INDIA
GRAO 406 E HEALEY C 356-2925
NHOW MP INDIA .
LAS4 901 S 1ST C 352-5809
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ED 4 901 S 1ST C 352-5809
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS3 URH SCOTT 488 C 332-1631
PARK FOREST ILL 60466




GRAO 2303 S 1ST C 344-4087
HARVARD ILL 60033
GRAD 411 W HILL C 352-9231
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 411 W HILL C 352-9231
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAO 714 S RACE U 367-2073
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 106 E DANIEL C 356-1766
COCOA FLA
LAS1 URH LUNDGREN C 332-0258
COLLINSVILLE ILL 62234
LAS3 706 MATHEWS U 344-0137
RIVER FOREST ILL
GRAD 1408 MCKINLEY C 356-9103
HAMILTON ILL 62341
LAS4 URH TOWNSEND 536 U 332-4265
FRANKFORT ILL 60423




ED 4 409 E CHALMERS C 332-3137
CHICAGO 45 ILL
ENGl 604 E ARMORY C 344-1266
CHICAGO ILL 60623
GRAD 1977 B ORCHARD ST U 344-5537
URBANA ILL 61801
FAA4 509 S 5TH C 359-4967
HONOMU HAWAII
GRAO URH DANIELS 205 U 332-2160
TSURUMI-KU JAP
ENG2 311 W CLARK C 356-2626
TEHRAN IRAN
ENG3 212 E DANIEL C 352-4430
PEORIA ILL
ENG2 2206 BRETT C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
FAA4 804 S LOCUST C 365-2700
NILMETTE ILL 60091
ENGl URH LUNDGREN 325 C 332-0277
RANTOUL ILL 61866
LAS3 111 E CHALMERS C
EVANSTON ILL
GRAD UKH DANIELS 269 U 332-2466
WILMETTE ILL 60091
LAS2 1116 W NEVAOA U 344-0205
FOREST PARK ILL 60130
ED 4 1003 W ILLINCIS U 344-1062
HOLLYWOOD FLA
ASH - AYLSWORTH













JNL4 302 E ARMORY
CANTON ILL
LAS2 URH SNYDER 158
LITCHFIELD ILL 62056
LAS3 910 S 3RD
WILMETTE ILL 60091




AShAMY CORINNE MARIE LAS1 URH ALLEN 497
611 M PALLADIUM JULIET ILL 60435
ASHAMY SHARUN ANNE LAS4 1202 W NEVAOA
611 W PALLADIUM OR JOLIET ILL
ASHBAUGh JOHN DAVID COM4 1301 S BUSEY
5644 H FLORISSANT ST LOUIS 20 MO
ASHBkuOK DEBuRAh LOU COM4 URH LAR 493
RR 1 ROSSVILLE ILL
ASHBY ROBERT CLARK GRAO 101 S LINCOLN
2203 29TH ST LUBBOCK TEX
ASHENFELTER JOHN WAL GRAD 1803 PARKHAVEN
1B03 PARKHAVEN CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ASHER JONATHAN ELLIS LAS1 211 E DANIEL
1037 SHERIDAN RO EVANSTON ILL 60202
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 306
PARK FOREST ILL 60466
GRAO 311 W GREEN
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAO URH DANIELS 335
SHEBOYGAN FLS WIS
GRAD 408 W OREGON
MYRJON PRES BOX 86 NEW GRETNA N J
ASKENAZI MARC FAA3 508 E SPRINGFIELD
929 MARGATE TERR CHICAGO IL
ASLAKSEN JAMES GILES FAA1 URH OGLESBY 620
525 FREDERICKS AURORA ILL 60505
ASOPA V1JENDRA NATH GRAD MUMFORO HALL 452
MUMFORD HALL 452 URBANA ILL 61801
ASPRuOTH ELLEN MARIE LAS3 URH TRELEASE 408
523 N CHICAGO AV ROCKFORO ILL 61107
ASSELBURN DONNA MAR I LAS1 URH FLAGG 415
274 JtFFERSoN AV AURORA ILL 60505
ASS1NK ROGER ALYN GRAD 301 S 1ST
RR 2 HOLLAND MICH 48823
AST WALTER ADOLPH JR ENG4 907 S 2ND
AShER LUU1S TOPPY
123 ALGONQUIN

















GRAD 300 S GOODWIN
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS1 URH ALLEN 359
-61265MULINE ILL
PE 4 3 PENN CT
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS1 3 PENN CT
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 308 W CLARK
KABUL AFGHANI STAN
•ATHERTON CHARLES ROB GRAD 1813 CLOVER LN
2304 25TH ST RUCK ISLAND ILL 61201
ATHERTUN KIRBY KATHR LAS1 LRH EVANS 215
18 S 4TH ST AURORA ILL 60505
ATHERTUN RONALD LYNN AGR 1 URH FORBES 411
RR 1 BOX 43 THOMSON ILL 61285
ATKENSON SUSAN JEANN EO 3 706 S MATHEWS
8210 W 131ST ST PALOS PARK ILL 60464
ATKIN SUSAN JEAN LAS1 LRH LAR 327
3012 BALMORAL CRST FLOSSMOOR ILL 60422
ATKINS DALE LINDA AGRl URH SAUNDERS 10
BOX HZ MORRISTOWN N J 07960
ATKINS CANIEL EwELL GRAO 1009 W STOUGHTON
WHtATON MO
las3 404 e stoughton
Chicago ill 60620
LASl URH OGLESBY 707






1306 W PARK ST
ATKINS KE.MNETh LEE






AGR4 1111 S 1ST
CHENOA ILL
GRAO 1009 W STCUGHTON
URBANA ILL 61801
ATKINSON MICHAEL BRU FAA3 URH SNYDER 239
KT 7 MT VERNON ILL
ATLAS JANE ELLEN LAS4 URH CLARK 204
199 IVY LANE HIGHLAND PARK ILL
ATLAS MARSHALL ALLAN GRAD URH DANIELS 535
15 FENTON ST FRAM1NGHAM MASS 01701
ATLAS SUSAN MIRIAM ED 2 302 E ARMORY
829 WASHINGTON ELMHURST ILL 60126
ATOLS MARGARET FELEN PE 3 URH WAROALL 419
6056 N K1RKW00D CHICAGO ILL 60646
ATTfcfaERkY RAY EUGENE LAS2 401 L JOHN
2324 E CLAY DECATUR ILL
ATTEKNEYER MARY L ILL GRAO 1201 W OREGON
9906 S SAINT LOUIS EVERGRN PK 42 ILL
ATWUOC ANEITA KAY FAA4 B02 W OREGON
1910 GALEN OX CHAMPAIGN ILL
ATWOOu BARBARA J LAS4 502 W VERMONT
702 W PENN URBANA ILL 61801
ATWOOD BETTY BURDICK ED 4 1004 W HILL
1004 W HILL CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820






















































AU JUStPh J IM-SAI








GRAG 100t W HILL
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61B20
GRAD 909 S MATTIS
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAO 203 COUNTRY FR
OT TAwA ONT CAN
LAS2 LRH TRELEASE 729
FORSYTH ILL 62535
LAS4 1C12 W MAIN
KuWLOON HUNG KONG
LAS2 URii wAROALL 920
GRANlIt CTY ILL 02042
FAA2 ST JOSEPH ILL
ST JOSEPH ILL 61873




























































1915 W 59TH ST
AURILMMU LANA PATRIC


























































AYER NAIFAN JUFN JK
105 E JOHN
AYtKS JAMES LESLIE
448 N PIATT SI
AYLRS HARK ALAN













GRAD 2051 U ORCHARD SI U
URBANA ILL 61801




GRAD 260 7 E HIGH u
OSHKOSH WIS 54901
FAA1 URH SNYDER 245 C
OAKLAWN ILL 60453
AVI1 URH HOPKINS 42 C
VILLA PARK ILL 60181
LAS3 806 S 3R0 C
MATTOON ILL
ENG3 810 W CHURCH C
TREMONT ILL
LAW2 URH OGLESBY 414 U
CHICAGO ILL 60636
GRAD LRH DANIELS 402 U
LIVINGSTON ILL 62058
GRAO 309 S STATE C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENGl URH TOWNSEND 107 U
ORLAND PARK ILL 60462
GRAD 309 S STATE C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENGl URH WESTON 440 C
HAZEL CRES1 ILL 60429
GRAO 1005 S 6TH C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
AGR3 58 E GREGORY DR C
R0SEV1LLE ILL
PE 1 URH ALLEN 75 U
MONMOUTH ILL 61462
LAS4 1208 w CALIFORNIA U
SEATTLE WASH 98103
AGR2 URH WAROALL 626 U
ROSEVILLE ILL 61473
LASl URH LUNOGREN 225 C
JOLIET ILL 60436
GRAD 1107 W OREGON U
KETTERING OHIO




AGR2 309 E JOHN C
BERWYN ILL 60402
LASl 907 S 4TH C
LAKE FOREST ILL
GRAD 1002 W SPRINGFIELD U
URBANA ILL 61801
FAA4 512 W PARK C
EMINGTON ILL
ENG2 URH HOPKINS 404 C
SKOKIE ILL 60076
GRAD 407 SUNNYCREST U
URBANA ILL









AGRl URH WESTON 268
FORREST ILL 61741
COM3 604 £ ARMORY
MIAMI FLA
LAS2 URH TAFT 112
FALLS CHURCH VA 22042
GRAD 1005 S 6TH
VERONA PA
GRAO 1005 S 6TH
CHAGRIN FALLS OHIO 44022
GRAD 800 S MATTIS
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
AGRl 409 E CHALMERS
PAW PAW ILL 61353
GRAO 1607 VALLEY RD
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
VM 3 2211 PHILC RD
CHAMPAIGN ILL
ED 2 1104 W NEVADA
ROCK ISLAND ILL









COM4 707 S 6TH
HIGHLAND PARK ILL
PE 3 1202 W NEVAD
tVANSTON ILL
LASJ 409 L CHALME
CRYSTAL LK ILL
GRAO 507 S ELM
CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAO 105 E JOHN
SALT LAKE CTY LTAh
GkAU 105 L JOHN
CHAMPAIGN ILL
AGR2 106 L OAMtL
BLMENT ill
AoR2 URH GARNLR i
riOURBCNNAls ILL
AGR2 URH GARNER 1
KUCHEilLR ILL
AuR 1 106 L DAM EL
BLMENT ILL
LAS4 Hoi w PLNN
HINSUALL ILL















































































AZIM AHMEt NAGUIB A8





GRAO 208 W GREEN
0R8ANA ILL 61801
ENG4 70S W HIGH
CHICAGO ILL 60625
COM4 URH FORBES 4CC
CIULL1C0THE ILL o!523
LAS1 212 E DANIEL
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62707
GKAO 1115 W GREEN
CAIRO EG





BAbBS JACUOEL INE RAE
BOX lt.1
BAbCOCK ALAN SEARCH
6128 N SHERIDAN KD
BABCOCK BETH ANN
329 N SYCAMORE ST
BABCoCk BROCE ARTHOR


















1417 NEW YORK AV



























aolo S KEOVALE AV



































2 1 KINGSBURY DR
bALR MARY MARGARET
Rl 1






GRAO 1601 VALLEY RD
WHEATON ILL
LAS4 1005 S WRIGHT
WESIFlELO ILL
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 817
PEORIA ILL 61614
AGR2 1005 S WRIGHT
GENOA ILL
ENG4 502 U MAIN
EVANSTON ILL
AGK2 910 S 3RD
PARIS ILL ,. 61944
GRAD 408 W ELM
OTTAWA ILL
ENG1 URH BABCOCK 406
HARVEY ILL 60426
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS
DEARBORN MICH 48126




AVI I URH FORBES 418
HICKORY HILLS ILL
COM4 URH FORBES 273
NILES ILL
GRAD URH DANIELS 619
BROOKLYN N Y
LAS4 311 E DANIEL
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
PE 4 1106 LINCOLN
BERWYN ILL 60402




GRAO ORH DANIELS 367
PALATINE ILL 60067
ENG1 URH SCOTT 346
ORANGEVILLE ILL 61060
JNL3 401 E JOHN
FORREST ILL 61741
LAS1 604 E ARMORY
BARTELSU ILL 62218
COM3 706 N LINCOLN
UR8ANA ILL




GRAO 2702 E CALIFORNIA
WORCESTER MASS
LAS1 ORH TRELEASE 620
HIGHLAND ILL 62249
LAS1 ORH ALLEN 36
CHICAGO ILL 60652
ENG2 URH TOwNSENo 268
GLEN ELLYN ILL 60137
GRAD 1106 CAMBRIDGE
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS1 ORH TOwNSEND 172
MATTESON ILL 60443
LAS3 URH OGLESBY 531
CHICAGU ILL
LAS4 1109 S 3RD
DES PLAlNES ILL
LAS2 910 S 3RD
river forest ill 60305
grad 2103 pond
orbana ill 61801
grad 1008 w green
chevy chase md 20015
eng4 207 n goodwin
Chicago ill
EO 1 910 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL 60617
LAS1 URH ALLEN 465
MASCOOTAH ILL 62258
ENGl URH GARNER 456
ALTON ILL 62002
GRAD 1830 VALLEY RD
PARK FOREST ILL
LAS3 604 E ARMCRY
ROCKFORD ILL 61111
PE 3 210 E JOHN
DOWNERS GROVE ILL
ENG.3 205 E ARMCRY
WASHINGTON ILL
GRAO 603 W NEVADA
URBANA IL
EU i LRU WARDALL 411
BELLEVILLE ILL 62221
LAS3 URH WARDALL 209
HugPESTOim ILL
law1 503 w green
champaign ill 61820
gkAl, ran tool ill
RAmTOOL ILL





























































































4020 N PIONEER AV
BAILEY KEITH DONALD
RR 3 BOX 144
BAILEY LARRY JOE































BAIRC GEORGE I JR





bairc john harris jr








525 W CLOVERNOK LN



















LAW2 2303 S 1SI
bronxville n y 10708
las1 orh tkelease 107
oecator ill 62526
las4 1601 n kiler
Champaign ill 61820
grad 102 e armcry
new delhi 1 india
grao 903 w illinois
chicagu ill 60622
LAS5 908 S 1ST
MONHCELLO ILL
FAA3 1108 S 1ST
peoria ill 61604




grad 1301 s busey
rantoul ill
las2 311 e armory
oak lawn ill 60453
las3 1211 w park
champaign ill 61820
las2 105 e armory
skokie il 60076
grao 106 e healey
bloomington ill 61701
eng4 101c e cqloraoo
bagdad ky 40003




las4 urh lar 297
fox rvr gr ill
grad 1400 n mckinley
decatur ill 62526
las1 urh lar 418
oanville ill 61832
las2 urh weston 319
forrest ill 61741
eng4 1201 w university
chicago 34 ill
faa4 907 s wright
peoria ill
las1 urh lar 127
PANA ILL 62557
LAS1 URH BARTON 2
CHICAGO ILL 60634
GRAD 1212 W MAIN
FERNDALE MASH
GRAO 2085 C ORCHARD ST
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG4 401 BUENA VISTA
PALESTINE ILL
EO 2 313 E JOHN
OANVILLE ILL 61833
ENG4 27 SALEM RD
ORBANA ILL 61801
LAS1 URH NOBLE 422
OOOUOIN ILL 62832
FAA3 URH EVANS 403
CHICAGO 41 ILL
FAA4 201 COUNTRY FR
KEWANEE ILL







LASl 105 E ARMORY
SKOKIE ILL




GRAD URH DANIELS 25b
ALBANY N Y 12208
LAwl 204 S OEWEY
ZION ILL 60099
GRAD 405 W HILL
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG6 709 S BROADWAY
MT CARMEL ILL
COM2 3C8 E ARMORY
NAPERVILLE ILL 60540
ENG3 ORH GARNER 418
LOMBARD ILL
LAS2 URH FORBES 300
GLENDALE WIS 53217
LAS4 1007 S 1ST
DECATUR ILL 62522
GKAD 6GB S STATE
ST LOUIS MO 63136
LAS3 URH WESTON 267
CARTHAGE IL
LAS2 212 E CHALMERS
MELROSE PARK ILL 60160
GRAO URH DANIELS 70
MILWAUKEE WIS 53217
LASl 1115 W NEVADA
SMITHBOKO ILL 62284
LASl 604 W OREGGN
SMITHBORO ILL
LAS3 907 S 4TH
HIGHLAND PARK ILL
LAS3 910 S 3R0
CKEVE COEUR MO




LAS3 910 S 3RD
HIGHLAND PARK ILL
EO 1 312 E OAMEL
CHICAGO ILL
GRAO 406 E GREEN
ORBANA ILL










































































270 W ST CHARLES
BAKER JAMES EDWARD
220 W 6TH ST
BAKER JAMES WILLIAM





















283 N POPLAR ST
BAKER MICHELLE HARRI



































BALBACH STANLEY B JR
1005 S DOUGLAS
BALCH ROBERT WILLIAM
76 W 67TH PL
BALUlf.0 PETER A JR










































ed 1 urh allen 250
mjnticellu ill 61856
grao 1107 s euclid
Chicago ill 60657
las3 809 w penn
mt morris ill
grad 300 s goodwin
orbana ill




com4 urh carr 224
momence ill
com3 313 e armory
springfield ill
las1 urh weston 225
homewuou ill 60430
las3 301 e chalmers
canton ill
ENG1 706 S 2ND
LINCOLN ILL 62656




GRAD URH SHERMAN 528
TOLAR TEX
LAS1 URH FLAGG 331
LA GRANGE ILL 60525
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 510
CHICAGO ILL 60649
LAS3 1105 S 4TH
DIXON ILL
LAS1 URH GARNER 294
LINCOLNWOOD ILL 60645
ENG1 URH FORBES 264
MANTENO ILL 60950
AGR4 URH TRELEASE 1118
MUNDELEIN ILL
JNL4 URH LAR 465
MARION ILL
LAS4 802 W OREGON
CICERO ILL




LAS2 URri TRELEASE 216
HIGHLAND PK ILL 60035






EO 1 URH LUNDGREN 203
DIXON ILL 61021
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 442
EVERGREEN PARK ILL 60642
GRAD 603 W NEVADA
BALTIMORE MO
GRAO 1827 W JOHN
WHITINSVILLE MASS




LAS3 URH TOWNSEND 380
WALNUT ILL
ENG4 221 S LOCUST
CHICAGO ILL 60628
LAS3 910 S 3RD
SKOKIE ILL
GRAO 112 E JOHN
N DcLHI INDIA
LAW1 1005 S DCUGLAS
URBANA ILL 61801
COM4 604 E ARMORY
HINSDALE ILL 60521
GRAD 301 E WHITE
CHAMPAIGN ILL
ENG4 408 E HEALEY
SPRINGFIELD ILL
GRAD 1008 S BUSEY
WESTERN SPRS ILL
ENG3 1813 MELAME. LN
CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAO 1112 S ARBOR
GREENVILLE ILL 62246
PE 3 211 E ARMCRY
t ALTON ILL 62024
GRAD 506 S GREGORY PL
BRUCKTON MASS 02401
FAA1 UKH WESTCN 3C0
PORTLAND 1ND 4737V
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO ILL
LAW3 1807 VALLEY P.0
MAT TOON ILL
GRAD 608 SHERWOOD TERR
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
AVU 910 S 3RD
NAPERVILLE ILL 60540
GRAD 1114 W NEVADA
FORI MITCHELL KY
GRAO 808 SHERWOOD TERR
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS! URH FORBES 241
GALESBURG ILL t>1401
AGR3 URH BUSEY 325
GALESHURG ILL
LAS3 1008 w GREEN
GRANVILLE ILL
GRAO 300 S GOODWIN
Oil IP I MYSORE INDIA
VM 3 URH SNYDtk I DO
CHICAGO 31 ILL









































































BALLANTYNE WILL IAM B
1201 N FLORA AV
BALLARD JOHN RICHARO
101 W LESLIE LN
BALLARD LYNN VALERIE
3033 W SHERWIN











979 E GRANT DR
BALOGH RONALD C
12206 S LASALLE SI
BALSANO BRUCE
935 S 8TH AV
BALSLEY LAWRENCE E







BALTAXE WENDY GL ICK




























1805 N OAK PARK AV
BANDY PEGGY JOANNE




RR 1 BOX 102
BANGERTtR LOWELL ALL













1 BANKENDORF ELLIOTT C
5400 SHERIDAN KD
BANKuFF JOSEPH R
3118 N 11TH ST
BANKS EL IZABETH LOUI
17 CONNINoHAM S1AP
: BANKS LINDA CIANE













LAsl URH HUPKlAs 3l!
EOWAROSVILLE ILL 62025
FAA3 URH SCOII 356
CHICAGO HTS ILL
ENG2 310 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO ILL 60639
COM4 111 S BUSEY
ROCKFORO ILL
ED 4 508 E ARMCRY
DEKALB ILL
LAS4 6C4 E ARMORY
BEMENT ILL
GRAD 502 W MAIN
LOWVILLE N Y 13367
GRAO NORMAL ILL
JOLIET ILL






ENG3 2C9 E ARMORY
VILLA PARK ILL
LAS4 910 S 3RD
CHICAGO 45 ILL
ENG1 ORH TOwNSEND 383
PORTAGE I NO 46368
EO 3 1005 S WRIGHT
GRANITE CITY ILL
JNL4 1110 W NEVADA
PHILADELPHIA 51 PA
ENG4 609 E PARK
CHICAGO ILL 60640
GRAD 910 W NEVADA
SYRACUSE N Y 13205
ENG4 803 W OREGON
DES PLAINES ILL
PE 1 URH SNYOER 322
CHICAGO ILL 60628
ENG1 URH SCOTT 450
KANKAKEE ILL 60901
ENG4 609 S 4TH
YORKVILLE ILL
LAW3 URH DANIELS 116
ROCKTON ILL
GRAD 502 W ELM
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAO 907 S 2ND
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
PE 4 907 S 2N0
CHAMPAUGN ILL
GRAD 2313 S CARLYLE
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS1 1004 S 4TH
CHICAGO ILL 60625
GRAO 2107 W WHITE
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
JNL4 602 E STOUGHTON
FREEPORT ILL
GRAD 503 N MCCULLCUGH
FREEPORT IL
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 609
CHICAGO ILL 60638
ENG4 107 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO ILL
C0M1 205. E ARMORY
ELMWOOD PARK ILL 60635














ENG4 311 E CLARK
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO ILL 60635
LAS1 URH WAROALL 1220
CHILLICOTHE ILL 61523
EO 4 URH EVANS 435
DECATUR ILL
AGR1 311 E ARMORY
BLUE MOUND ILL 62513
GRAO 1970 A ORCHARD ST
CLEARFIELD UTAH 84015
GRAD 503 W GREEN
PARIS ILL
GRAD 1112 S 2ND
SIERRA LEONE AFR
GRAD 1003 w MAIN
6EN0EMBU WEST AFR
ENG3 URH FORBES 210
MILWAUKEE WIS
GRAO 1213 W CLARK
TEHERAN IRAN
GRAD 57 E JUHN
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAW2 209 E CLARK
CHICAGO ILL
LAwl 308 E GREEN
TERKE HAUTE I NO
GRAO MOMFORD HALL 446
PLECRQSS W AUS
LAS2 URH WAROALL
E ST LOUIS ILL
GRAD 807 W ILLINLIS
KANSAS CI TY MO
LAwl 608 S SIATE
CHAMPAIGN ILL
EO 3 706 W UHIC
SKOKIE ILL
GRAO 807 W ILLINU
URdANA ILL
CUM4 2303 S 1ST
JOLIET ILL








































































6067 N NEVA AV
•BARAN BARBARA C







*BARANYK MILL 1AM S
















120 N LINCOLN LN
BARBER JERRY GAIL
RR 1








BARBERA L INDA MARIE





















































BARKEI CAROL YNE JOY





BARKER JOHN L ENNARU











LAS1 607 W HtSSEL
champaign ill 61322
las2 409 e chalmers
peoria ill 61604
las1 urh allen 123
morion grove ill 60053
eng4 urh wes-1cn 2 70
Chicago ill
LASl 910 S 3R0
OAK PARK ILL 60302
EO 1 ORH BLAISDELL 308
CHICAGO ILL 60631
ED 3 403 S LINCOLN
CHICAGO ILL 60620
ENG4 403 S LINCOLN
URBANA ILL 61801
C0M1 1005 S 2ND
Chicago ill 60625
eo 1 orh trelease 910
chicago ill 60645
grad 321 7 cameron
vermilion alta can




grad 1603 w church
champaign ill 61820
LASl 1215 S 4TH
GLENCOE ILL 60022
LASl GRH VANDOREN 406
PITTSFIELO ILL 62363
GRAD 1002 W NEVADA
ATLANTA GA 30305
LAS2 1207 W NEVADA
WOODSTOCK ILL 6009B
LAS3 1202 W NEVADA
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60004
ENG1 205 E ARMORY
NEOGA ILL 62447
ENG2 URH 0GLES8Y 804
CHICAGO IL 60655
LASl URH LAR 469
SPRINGFIELD ILL
LASl URH 8ABCGCK 204
SALEM ILL 62881
EO 2 URH TRELEASE 40o
PEORIA ILL 61614
LAS3 706 S MATHEWS
CHICAGO IL 60622




LASl 209 E ARMCRY
ROCKFORD ILL 61107
LAS3 URH OGLESBY 321
DtCATUR ILL
AGR4 1201 W OREGON
HINSDALE IL 60521
AGR1 URH SNYDER 286
EOWARDSVILLE ILL 62025
GRAD 1107 W GREEN
LAoONA PHIL
LAW3 URH TOWNSEND 183
PARK FOREST ILL
LAS2 URH BLAISDELL 108
62005ALTON ILL
GRAO 2307 S 1ST
BELLMONT ILL 62811
COM2 1101 W PENN
ORBANA ILL 61801
LASl 910 S 3RD
NILES ILL 60648
LAS4 1005 S WRIGHT
SALEM ILL
GRAD 1107 W GREEN
URBANA ILL
LASl 409 E CHALMERS
evergreen park ill 60642
com3 313 e armory
evergreen park ill
eng1 urh hopkins 244
rock island ill 61201
faa3 1110 w nevada
rockford ill 61107
faa2 urh Snyder 255
crugers n y 10521
grad 2037 c orchard st
PRuVO UTAH B4601
LAS4 904 S LINCOLN
HARVEY IL
PE 2 6 APRICOT
EVANSVILLt IN' 47711
EO 3 409 E CHALMERS
ROCKFORD ILL 61108
LAb4 911 S 3RD
ANCUNA ILL 61311
LASl GRH SAUNDERS 413
SKOKIE ILL 60077
EO 3 URH EVANS 223
CHICAGO ILL










ENG3 URH BUSEY 2Gf
LUCKPuRT ILL 60441






















































BARNABEE JAMES J II
7030 IOBI LN
flARNAK CHERYL ANN
5552 S MOODY AV
6ARNARD EOITH ELLEN
312 E CONGRESS









































900 W VAN METER
BARNES WILLIAM FOBBA

















3648 w 71ST ST
BARNETT JAMES V II
2001 ILLINOIS AV
BARNETT LELAND BRUCE
1B08 A ORCHARD PL
BARNETT MARK ALLAN
6520 CENTRAL PARK












BARuN JAMcS FRANK JR























303 t WUOOFURO ST
BARRACREE KENNETF E



















FAA4 <,10 t GREEN
RAnIOUL ILL
LASl 605 W OHIO
RANTOUL ILL 61866
FAA1 CRH VANDOREN 406
WASHINGTON MC 63090








eo 4 506 e armory
lacon ill
faa1 orh oglesby 917
clarendon hls ill 60514
grad crh townsend 562
kankakee ill
las2 611 e daniel
la grange ill
las4 103 e armcry
new lenox il
las4 309 e john
haokegan ill




LAS4 2007 S PHILO RD
CHICAGO ILL 60643
LAS2 608 W ELM
ORBANA ILL 61801
COM2 URH WARDALL 618 "
SEYMOUR ILL 61875
ENG1 303 £ CHALMERS
JOLIET ILL 60435
EO 4 703 S BROADWAY
URBANA ILL 61801
FAA1 ORH FORBES 489
CHATHAM ILL 62629
EUG4 1110 S ARBOR
KANKAKEE ILL
LASl 1010 S 2ND
MT PROSPECT ILL 60057
FAA4 405 E SPRINGFIELD
CHICAGO ILL
GRAD 503 S MATTIS
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 URH LoNOGREN 105
MAROA ILL 61756
ENG1 311 E GREEN
GLENVIEW ILL 60025
AGR1 URH BABCOCK 9
MACON ILL 62544
LASl URH WESTON 111
CHICAGO ILL 60626
LASl 301 E ARMORY
PEORIA ILL 61614




GRAD 1808 A ORCHARD PL
ORBANA ILL 61801
LASl 907 S 4TH
LINCOLNWOOD ILL 60646
LAW2 508 E WHITE
HIGHLAND PARK ILL
GRAO 2303 S 1ST
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820




LASl 310 E JOHN
ELGIN ILL 60120
GRAD 2020 N MATTI
S
oRANO RAPIDS MICH 49507




LAS3 1706 W ONIVERSITY
SKOKIE ILL
COM2 ORH FORBES 113
MAOAWASKA MAINE
LAS2 404 E DANIEL
CHICAGO ILL
EO 3 504 S 3RD
SKOKIE ILL
FAA4 URH SCOTT 416
CUKUZAL COLOMBIA
GRAD 70o S 1ST
HAMOEN CONN
EMG3 ORH CARR 313
SYCAMORE ILL
ENo4 502 L WHITE
LAKE BLOFF ILL
FAA1 311 W NCVADA
BUFFALO GROVE ILL 600^0
ENG1 1110 S 2ND
ROANOKE ILL 61561
L0M2 111 S 3USEY
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 1203 W MAIN
MEXICO 13 OF MEX
LAS2 623 WRIGHT
CHICAGO IL
EO 2 409 E CHALMERS
NuRTHBROUK ILL 60062
LASl 313 b ARMORY
BLOOMINGTON ILL 61701
LAS3 212 L OANUL























































115 H FENNVILLE ST
BARRON LESLIE MARGAR
611 E VAN BUREN
BARRON MICHAEL ANTHO
























703 E COLORADO 305
•BARRY ROGER JOSEPH
1810 S 10TH ST
BARRY SUSAN LORRAINE









































•BARTHEL RUTH E B
2108 BURL1S0N OR
BARTHOLOMAUS RICHARD
20 GOOSE HILL RO
BARTHULOMY KATHY





BARTLETT EDWIN T JR










1017 E LONDON AV
BARTLETT SANDRA JUAN
1304 LTBERTY ST









3027 N BIGELOW SI
BARILOW SHARUN K.AY
24 CALIFORNIA






COM2 410 S BUSEY
ELGIN ILL
GRAD 305 K OREGON
CANYON TEX
GRAD 1110 « STOUGHTON
FENNVILLE MICH
LAS3 URH SAUNDERS 212
OTTAWA ILL 61350
LAS1 URH OGLESBY 1120
BRIOGEVIEW ILL 60455
GRAD URH SHERMAN 1154
THEALE BERKS ENG
GRAD 901 S 1ST
NUEVO LEON MEXICO




LASl URH OGLESBY 916
HOMEWOOD ILL 60430
ENG4 4 NEWPORT RD
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 703 E COLORADO
ORBANA ILL 61801
LASl 910 S 3RD
PEORIA ILL 61614
GRAD 304 W LOCUST
ROCKLAND MASS
ENG4 1203 W MAIN
URBANA ILL 61801
LASl 1604 S PROSPECT
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820




LAS2 904 S LINCOLN
PEORIA ILL 61614
ENG2 URH OGLESBY 1204
CHICAGO ILL 60625
ENG3 URH OGLESBY 110
BELLWOOO ILL
GRAD 104 E ARMORY
FRETWN SIERA LEONE
FAA3 702 W WASHINGTON u
SPRINGFIELD MO 65804
LASl 910 S 3RD C
RUCKFORD ILL 61103
GRAD 905 S 1ST C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LASl 312 E ARMORY C
PEORIA ILL 61603
GRAD 905 S 1ST C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 903 W NEVADA U
WHEATRIOGE COLO 80033
FAA4 306 E STOUGHTON C
CHAMPAIGN ILL
FAAl 1508 LINCOLNSHIRE C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS4 1508 LINCOLNSHIRE C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS3 910 S 3RD C
WOODLAND HILLS CAL 91364
LAS3 URH TRELEASE 312 U
CHICAGO IL 60649
PE 3 URH ALLEN 301 U
ROCK ISLAND ILL
AGR4 1728 L1NCCLN RD C
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 826 U
GLENVIEW ILL 60025
LAS3 URH WARDALL 909 U
DULTON ILL
LAS2 URH HOPKINS 161 C
FOUNTAIN CTY WIS 54629
ENG1 URH HOPKINS 366 C
HAZEL CREST ILL 60429
GRAD 2108 BURLISON U
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS4 37 E GREEN C
COLD SPR HARBR N Y




CUM1 URH HOPKINS 264 C
CHICAGO ILL 60618
ENG4 U1C W SPRINGFIELD U
RANTOUL IL 61866
ED 3 410 E GREEN C
DOWNERS GROVE ILL
GRAO STA A BOX 2184 C
CHICAGO 38 IL
LAS6 2317 S 1ST C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 URH LAR 437 U
RUCKFORD ILL 61103
ED 2 URH WARDALL 411 U
PEORIA HTS ILL 61603
LASl URH ALLEN 243 U
MORRIS ILL 60450
LAS3 1102 S LINCOLN U
CRYSTAL LAKE ILL 60014
LAS2 URH BLAISDELL 230 U
MUUNT PROSPECT ILL 60057
LAS2 509 JOHN C
MT PROSPECT ILL
AGK3 804 W CREGGN U
SAUNEMlN ILL
GRAO 508 E STOUGHTCN C
PEORIA ILL 61604
EO 3 URH NUBLE 125 C
UANVILLb ILL 61H32
VM 6 "505 c MICHIGAN U
URdANA ILL 61801
CUM 1 LRH TAFT 409 C
SPXING VALLbY ILL 61362

























































































3 32 -Oft hi
12
BARTOCCI FRANCIS DEN

















605 S NA-WA-TA AV
BARTON JAMES MICHAEL
1402 S PROSPECT
• BARTON WILL IAM W




















































































1445 W GALENA BLVD
BATtS RUBERT EARL
1986 WARSUN RD
BATES I IMUTHY MASON









ENG3 910 CALIFORNIA I
LYONS ILL
LASl URH VANDCREN 427 C
CHERRY ILL 61317
ED 4 904 S LINCOLN I
CHERRY ILL
GRAD URH GARNER 230 C
FRANKLIN PARK ILL
LAS2 URH WESTQN 100 C
CLAIRTON PA
LAS4 1118 W NEVADA I
VALIER ILL
ENG3 705 S 3RD C
VILLA PARK ILL 60181
GRAO 509 S 5TH t
CHICAGO ILL 60637
GRAD 1814 LARCH PL I
URBANA ILL 61801
FAAl URH SNYDER 495 t
MT PROSPECT ILL 60056
LASl 1402 S PROSPECT C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG3 105 E GREEN C
WESTMONT ILL 60559
ENG2 106 E DANIEL (
MORTON GROVE ILL 60053
ENG4 1004 S 2ND (
ITASCA ILL
LAS4 706 W OHIO I
LINCOLNWOOD 46 ILL
LASl URH SAUNDERS 204 I
GRANITE CTY ILL 62040
LASl URH FORBES 371 (
GRANITE CITY ILL 62040
ENG3 205 E GREEN I
CHICAGO 17 ILL
GRAD 606 W OHIO I
CHICAGO ILL
LAS3 URH WESTON 258 I
MACOMB ILL
ENG4 $M E ARMORY (
BROOKFJSLD ILL




LAS2 URH TOWNSEND 276 I
ELMONT N Y 11003
LAS3 URH GARNER 367 I
DEERFIELD ILL
FAA3 URH CLARK 424 I
SOUTH HOLLAND ILL 60473
LAS3 1104 W NEVADA
LINCOLNWOOD ILL
LAS2 URH SNYDER 413 I
MORTON GROVE ILL
COM2 907 S 4TH I
EVANSTON ILL
LAS3 502 W GRIGGS
EVANSTON ILL 60203
LAS3 URH GARNER 310 '
VERMONT ILL
LAS2 202 E JOHN t
WENONA ILL 61377
EO 3 907 S WRIGHT
MENDON ILL-
LAS3 URH SNYDER 275
BERWYN ILL
LAS4 URH CLARK 414
AURORA ILL
LASl URH OGLESBY 1106
NILES ILL 60648
GRAD URH SHERMAN 552
BAYARD NEB 69337
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 601
DES PLAINES ILL 60016
ENG4 1111 S 3RD
LIBERTYVILLE ILL
GRAD 502 E HEALEY
RALEIGH N C 27610
ED 3 URH WARDALL 526
DES PLAINES ILL
JNL4 HIGHLAND PARK ILL
HIGHLAND PARK ILL 60035
ENG4 404 BRIAR LN
PQNTIAC ILL 61764
GRAD URH DANIELS 470
KILGORE TX 75662
GRAD 608 S RANDOLPH
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG4 502 W SPRINGFIELD
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 1918 WINCHESTER
ANN ARBOR MICH 48105
ENG3 1105 S 4TH
ruckford ill
las3 807 w illincis
decatur ill 62522
c0m1 urh garner 273
rock island ill 61201
grao 102 n lincoln
rockford ill
LASl URH BUSEY 360
GLENVIEW ILL 60025
GRAD 2311 S 1ST
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62704
ENG1 URH FORBES 246
AURORA ILL 60506
LAS2 1101 W PENN
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62704
CJM4 100y W PENN
CHICAGO ILL 60643
ENG4 <i03 N HARVEY
BtECHEK IL
ENG4 URH FURBES 276
CHICAGO IL 60647
ED 4 1106 S LINCOLN
.JtblCHLSItR ILL



































































300 S GOODWIN 310
• BAIT DENNIS FREDERIC
1410 N MCKINLEY
BATT JAMES CLELAND
402 S 3RD ST
BAIT EN RICHARD DAN IE
219 RICHARDS
•BATTHAUER DAVID F
















143 FREEZE AVE NH
BAUD1N0 REBECCA LYNN
231 E COURT ST
BAUD1N0 RODNEY JAY
RR
• BAUER BRIAN JOSEPH
203 COUNTRY FR
BAUER CAROL LOUISE




11 DUN ELL EN
BAUER DAVID CARL
213 S PEACH ST
BAUER FRANKLIN SAMUE
615 S 4TH ST


































100 E 1ST ST
BAULT ROBERT JOSEPH
457 W BLUFF ST
BAUM GLENN AUBRY
1506 N KILDARE AV
BAUM SUSAN MARIE
2900 OAK AV
• BAUMAN DALE ELTON





BAUMAN HENRY LOUIS J
1785 MURSE AV
BAUMAN JUN WARD




729 N OAK PARK AV
BAUMANN GERALD E
204 S ALBERT ST
BAUMANN GLORIA JEAN
1119 S 9TH ST
BAUMANN JOHN LEONARD
ROUTE 2 BOX BOB
BAUMANN RICHARD ALLE





LAS4 141C W UNIVERSITY U 367-9673
TEHRAN IRAN




ENG4 141C W UNIVERSITY U 367-9673
TEHRAN IRAN
GRAD 306 N MATHEWS U 367-5683
ROHTAK PUNJAB IND
GRAO 300 S GOODWIN U 344-3168
URBANA ILL 61801
LAW2 1410 N MCKINLEY C 356-3928
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
C0M1 URH SNYDER 339 C
DUNDEE ILL 60118




GRAO 1110 W STOUGHTON 367-4314
ELKHART IND 46514
COM2 102 E CHALMERS C 356-2673
EVANSTON ILL 60202
LAS3 URH TRELEASE 421 U 332-2846
CLINTON ILL
ENG1 URH SNYDER 440 C 332-1838
CHICAGO ILL 60655
LAS3 URH FORBES 123 C 332-0935
CAIRO ILL




GRAD 502 W ILLINOIS U 367-3680
CONCORD N C 28025
ED 3 802 W OREGON U
FARMINGTON ILL
ENG2 URH GARNER 219 C 332-0718
KINSMAN ILL 60437
ED 1 203 COUNTRY FR C 359-4298
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD URH SHERMAN 529 C 322-4767
DUQUOIN ILL 62832
ED 4 1106 S LINCOLN U 344-5739
PEORIA ILL 61614
ENG2 11 DUNELLEN U 367-3575
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS1 URH GARNER 246 C 332-0738
DU QUOIN ILL 62832
GRAD 302 W LOCUST U 367-2656
GREENVILLE ILL
LAS3 1004 S 4TH C
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62704
GRAD 1206 W MAIN U
SAN LEANDRO CAL
LAS3 710 W OHIO U 344-6541
COFFEEN ILL
GRAD 1007 W OREGON U 344-1354
VALPARAISO IND 46383
LAS2 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
CHICAGO ILL 60657
LAS4 2311 S 1ST C 344-2131
EAST ST LOUIS ILL
ENG1 URH GARNER 242 C 332-0734
BELLEVILLE ILL 62221
GRAD 907 W STOUGHTON U 367-1542
MILTON JCT WIS
GRAD 1108 W NEVADA U
RAVENNA OHIO 44266
LAS3 URH HOPKINS 160 C 332-1172
DEKALB ILL
GRAD 2016 D ORCHARD ST U 344-1434
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 207 E JOHN C 356-8738
CRYSTAL LK ILL
LAS2 2502 ROLAND OR C 356-0037
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820




AGR2 602 S LINCOLN U 344-0357
MILLEDGEVILLE IL 61051
LAS1 URH SAUNDERS 128 U 322-3610
EVANSTON ILL 60203
PE 1 907 W ILLINCIS U
MILLEDGEVILLE ILL 61051
LASl URH FORBES 336 C 332-1039
MARSEILLES ILL 61341
LAS6 1014 W MAIN u
CHICAGO ILL 60651
Eli 3 URH BLAISDELL 321 U 332-3528
MATTOON IL
GRAO 1972 D ORCHARD ST U 344-6874
EASI LANSING MICH
ENG4 307 S PRAIRIE C 344-0508
MORTON GROVE ILL
FAA4 208 S HARTLE U 367-1869
UR8ANA ILL
ENG4 203 E ARMORY C 332-4001
DES PLAINES ILL 60018
GRAD 618 E DANIEL C 344-1872
DENVER CO
AGR4 311 W CLARK C 356-4529
UNION ILL
GRAD 504 W ELM U
OAK PARK ILL 60302
VM 4 903 H ILLINCIS U 344-1265
MT PROSPECT ILL
GRAD URH SHERMAN 507 C 332-4745
WATERTUWN WIS 53094
VM 2 2307 S 1ST C 344-9560
WEST CHICAGO ILL 60185
tNG4 URH OGLESBY 1216 U 332-5397
CHICAGO 55 ILL
LAS2 401 E JOHN C 344-1650
JULIET ILL
ENG1 URH OGLESBY 508 U 332-5180


















2424 N TUCKAHUE ST
BAV10U ROBERTA MARIE
2229 ELM ST





718 S MONROE ST















547 E MAPLE ST
•BAYER BARKY DAVID
















F1ELD0N RO RR 3
•BEACHEY DALE EDWIN
1011 S LOCUST















































• BEASLEY BEVERLY H
202 N RUSSELL
BEASLEY CLYDE DONALD







AGR1 58 E GREGORY c
SOLLIVAN ILL 61951
ENG3 ORH WESTON 3C8 C 332-1985
FREEPORT ILL
COM4 1205 W MAIN U 367-8240
ROCKTON ILL
AGR2 605 W OHIO U 344-4784
LENA ILL 61048
GRAD 106 N VINE U 367-9960
SULLIVAN ILL
EO 1 URH TRELEASE 919 U 332-5665
BROOKFIELD ILL 60513
LAS2 1104 W NEVADA U 344-3479
SIOUX CITY IOWA 51104
GRAD 400 BRIAR LN C 356-5795
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
FAA1 409 E CHALMERS C
ARLINGTON VA 22213
LASl URH LAR 366 U 332-3013
RIVER GROVE ILL 60171
AGR4 309 E CHALMERS C 356-1894
DECATUR ILL
PE 4 905 N CUNNINGHAM U 367-3728
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 106 E DANIEL C 356-8876
STREATOR ILL
ENG6 1019 W JOHN C 352-1912
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 602 W SPRINGFIELD C 352-8065
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
FAA4 1302 W CLARK U
DANVILLE ILL
AGR2 1406 w UNIVERSITY U
RUTLAND ILL 61358
GRAD 1944 A ORCHARD ST U 344-4536
URBANA ILL 61801
AGR4 107 E CHALMERS C 356-2581
EARLVILLE ILL
LASl 401 E DANIEL C
DANVILLE ILL 61832
LAS3 505 E GREEN C 344-3576
CANTUN ILL 61520
LAW2 709 S MATTIS C 359-4085
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
COM4 410 E JOHN C 344-9477
LINCOLN ILL
LAS2 URH WARDALL 711 U 332-4439
SKUKIE ILL
AGR4 1108 W SPR1NGFIEL0 U 344-1743
ST LOUIS MO
LAS2 307 E DANIEL C 332-0122
BARTLETT ILL
LAS3 312 E ARMORY C
PEORIA ILL
PE 3 2006 BRUCE U 367-3488
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD URH OANIELS 220 U 332-2175
DE KALB ILL
LASl URH SAUNDERS 210 U
JERSEYVILLE ILL 62052
COM4 1011 S LOCUST C 359-3788
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAO 1006 E FAIRLAWN U 367-2089
BOULDER COLO 80302
GRAO 505 W INDIANA U 344-6856
URBANA ILL 61801
LASl URH FORBES 415 C 332-1095
MONMOUTH ILL 61462
LASl URH FORBES 415 C 332-1095
MONMOUTH ILL 61462
LAW1 311 W HIGH U
EVANSTON ILL 60202
EO 4 2033 B ORCHARD ST U 344-4923
PASADENA CAL 91106
ENG4 501 E OANIEL C 344-1510
PRINCEVILLE ILL
GRAD 2033 8 ORCHARD ST 344-4923
PASADENA CAL 91106
GRAD 1001 W OREGON U 344-1476
URBANA ILL
GRAD 203 S COLER 367-6782
ORBANA ILL 61801
COMl URH ALLEN 493 U 332-3417
CASEYVILLE ILL 62232
ENol URH WESTON 232 C 332-1938
LISLE ILL 60532
ENG3 303 KELLY CT C
CANTON ILL
GRAD 1203 N HICKORY C 352-9351
AKRON OHIO 80720
LAS2 402 E DANIEL C 344-0540
WHEATON ILL
ED 4 URH EVANS 201 U 332-2699
STREATOR ILL
ENG3 408 E GREEN C
MT VERNON ILL 62864
GRAD URH DANIELS 184 332-2443
BURLINGTON VT 05401
LAS4 404 DUNCAN RD C 352-2545
CARMI IL 62821
GRAD 111 S LINCOLN U
KANKAKEE ILL 60901
LAS2 URH LUNDGREN C 332-0215
DECATUR ILL 61825
GRAD 604 N MAPLE U 367-1635
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS2 URH WARDALL 1016 U 332-4516
LANSING ILL 60438
GRAD 603 HAWTHORNE 365-2300
ORBANA ILL 61801
ED 4 202 N RUSSELL C 356-9872
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LASl 910 S 3RD C
CASEYVILLE ILL 62232
GRAO 202 N RUSSELL C 356-9872
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 207 W WILLIAM C 356-8258
CHAMPAIGN ILL

















































3520 S 55TH AV
BECK ROGER LYNE








707 W MAIN ST
BECKEMEYER RONALD E
707 W MAIN ST
BECKER ARTHUR M
5532 N PAULINA ST
BECKER BARBARA ANN
118 S UNION ST
BECKER BRIAN ELDEN
2035 S PARK





















































710 t INDIANA SI
BECKMAN JUDITH LEE
710 E INDIANA ST
GRAD URH SHERMAN 327 C 332-469";
TORONTO ONT CAN
ENG3 URH TOWNSEND 416 U 332-418'
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62704
LAS1 URH OGLESBY 628 U 332-522S
OAK PARK ILL 60302
LAS2 URH BLAISDELL 408 U 332-354«
LA GRANGE PARK ILL 6052 8
FAA2 URH FORBES 300 C
BELLEVILLE ILL 62223
ENG1 URH HOPKINS 212 C 332-1194
PARK RIDGE ILL 60068
ED 2 508 E ARMORY C 332-326*
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62704
GRAD 603 S 5TH C 359-4102
PEORIA ILL
ENG1 313 ARMORY C 356-7766
FRANKLIN PARK ILL 60131
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 111 U 332-5022
ELMHURST ILL 60126
ENG2 2505 STANFORD C 352-882C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 307 S PRAIRIE C 344-5674
ARCOLA ILL
LAS2 606 S HIGHLAND C 356-6124
CHAMPAIGN ILL
ENG1 URH BABCOCK 429 U
STAUNTON ILL 62088
GRAD 307 S PRAIRE C 365-4097
EUREKA ILL
LAS1 URH LAR 301 U 332-2870
OAKLAWN ILL 60453
LAS1 604 E ARMORY C
RANTOUL ILL 61866
LAS1 1005 S 2ND C
OES PLAINES ILL 60016
AGR1 URH FLAGG 422 C 332-
MACOMB ILL 61455
LAS4 202 E DANIEL C 352-
MAHOMET ILL




LAS1 URH FORBES 290 C
CICERO ILL 60650
GRAD 110 E JOHN C 356-
CHAMPAIGN ILL
ENG1 URH TOWNSEND 318 U 332"
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60004
GRAD 802 CENTENNIAL C 352-
CHAMPA1GN ILL 61820
ENG1 205 E ARMORY C 359-
RANTOUL ILL 61866
COM4 URH CLARK 228 C 332-
ROBINSON ILL 62454
ENG2 URH TOWNSEND 266 U 332-
ROBINSON ILL 62454
GRAD 408 W NEVADA U 356-
CHICAGO ILL 60640
PE 4 URH EVANS 322 U 332-
ELGIN ILL
COHl URH HOPKINS 300 C
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62704
ENG2 URH SNYDER 256 C 332-
WESTCHESTER ILL 60156
AGR3 URH ALLEN 411 U 332-
JACKSONVILLE ILL
GRAD 501 WILDWOOD CT C 352-
WICHITA KANS 67218
VM 3 2418 E ELM U 367-
URBANA ILL 61801
ED 1 URH ALLEN 350 U 322-
EVANSTON ILL 60203
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 516 U 332-
IUKA ILL 62849
LAW3 609 W WHITE C 352-
GLENCOE IL
ENG2 512 W GRIGGS 367-
CRYSTAL LAKE IL 60014
LAS1 1105 1ST C
OMAHA NEB 68132
LAS4 910 S 3RD
MORTON GR ILL
LAS1 206 E GREEN
TINLEY PARK ILL 60477
LAS2 URH LAR 372
SUBLETTE ILL 61367
LAS1 URH CLARK 407
STOCKTON ILL 61085
LAS2 907 S 4TH
HIGHLAND PARK ILL
LAW1 404 EDGEBROCK
GREEN ROCK ILL 61241
ED 3 1106 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL
El) 3 902 S 2ND
SKOKIE ILL 60076
AGR4 709 W CHURCH
MARENGO ILL
AGR2 URH OGLESBY 303
MINONK ILL
LASS 508 E ARMORY
WILMETTE ILL
VM 2 URH OGLESBY 525
MIDLOTHIAN ILL 60445
LAS1 URH ALLEN 296
MURPHYSBORO ILL 62966
FAA4 URH OGLESBY 1201
MT CARMEL ILL




COM3 905 E CALIFORNIA U 35o-
STKEATOR ILL
LAS3 715 W MICHIGAN U 344-
WMbATUN ILL












































LAS1 URH ALLEN 434
WESTERN SPRS ILL 60558
FAA3 1204 S LINCOLN
MT VERNON ILL
H GRAD 901 S 1ST
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 901 S 1ST
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 1009 S 2ND
CHAMPAIGN ILL
































ED 4 URH HOPKINS 282
CHICAGO ILL
ENG4 307 S PRAIRIE
STAUNTON ILL
ENG2 509 E STOUGHTON
STAUNTON ILL
LAS1 URH ALLEN 495
PALOS PARK ILL 60464
BEDNARCZYK DONALD JO LAS4, 103 S MCCULLCUGH
3242 N NORMANDY AV CHICAGO 34 ILL
BEDOWS ELLIOTT DAVID LAS2 409 E CHALMERS
5724 N BERNARD ST CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAS2 URH HOPKINS 236
SKOKIE ILL 60076
VM 4 804 W OREGON
CLAYT0NV1LLE ILL
GRAD 1780 VALLEY RD
CHICAGO ILL 60626
LAW3 URH SHERMAN 1048
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820























BEGANDO DEVILLO JOBA ED 3 URH BUSEY 157
842 WASHINGTON ELMHURST ILL
BEGULE PHILLIP JAMES AGR1 URH FORBES 343
RR 2 PANA ILL 62557
ED 3 910 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL
GRAD 509 E STOUGHTON
PORTLAND JAMAICA
ENG2 305 E JOHN
CHICAGO ILL 60609
BEHR WILLIAM CARLTON LAS3 603 S BUSEY
137 N PARK AV WAUKEGAN ILL
BEHRENOS ROGER WILLI AGR4 505 M HEALEY
BOX 223 CLIFTON ILL 60927
BEHRENDT JUDITH EDYT GRAD 1764 VALLEY RD
4218 N WASHBURN MINNEAPOLIS MINN 55412
BEHRENDT WALTER R JR AGR4 1006 W NEVAOA
5816 MAPLE BERKELEY I'LL 60163
BEHRENS JAMES W1LLIA ENG3 1008 S LINCOLN
115 N UNION BUNKER HILL ILL
BEHRENS JEAN LOUISE LAS4 12 MONTCLAIR RD
222 MAIN ST S BOUND BROOK N J
BEHRSTOCK BROCE ALAN COM3 301 E ARMORY
7822 CHAPPEL AV CHICAGO ILL
«BEHUNIN ORAL GRAD 1727 HENRY
FREMONT UTAH

















DES PLAINES ILL 60016
FAA3 1002 S LINCCLN
HINSOALE ILL
ENG4 604 E ARMORY
PERU ILL 61354
GRAD 301 W BIRCH
SOUTH ELGIN ILL




COM4 URH SNYDER 326
CHICAGO ILL 60648
BEJR0WSK1 JAMES JOSE COM2 1009 W CALIFORNIA
3615 PHEASANT DR ROLLING MEADOW ILL 60008
• BEKEMEYER DENNIS LEE LAW2 610 HARWOOD
610 HARWOOD CT CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
BEKIER JANINA MARGAR LAS1 URH LAR 228
227 S CEDAR PALATINE ILL 60067
BEKKEDAL TEKLA K GRAD RR 2
LLOYD C BEKKEDAL WESTBY WIS
BEKKER ALEXANDER AGR3 1005 S 6TH
4618 N ST LOUIS AV CHICAGO ILL
BEKOWSKY LEORA MARIO LAS1 URH TRELEASE 608
6523 N HOYNE CHICAGO ILL 60645
BELANGER FRANCIS R ENG4 101 S BUSEY
113 RIVER RD PLANU ILL 60405
BELCHIK BONNIE LOOIS LAS1 URH NOBLE 415
3802 WESTERN AV ALTON ILL 62002







EU 4 902 S 2ND
CHICAGO 26 ILL















WEST CHICAOU ILL 601B5
LEN LAS1 ORH TAF T 219
PARK F0RES1 ILL 60466
ENG1 URH HOPKINS 216
HARWOOD HIS ILL 60656
GRAD 309 E HEALEY
LINCOLNWOOD ILL 60646






















































































106 S 8TH AV


























5419 S HARPER AV
BELLESON GEORGE A
454 S WISCONSIN AV
BELLETIRE STEVEN P
1923 N 75TH AV
BELLINGER KAREN ANN
2423 N 78TH AV
BELLIS MARILYN LEE






















268 E DUNDEE RD
BELSSNER CHARLES NOR




312 S RAILWAY AV
BELTRAMINI RICHARD F
2228 W KELLOGG AV



















1800 S CLARENCE AV
LAW2 1503 KIR8Y C 356-1720
CHICAGO ILL 60657
GRAD 105 E GREEN C 352-3906
BARR1NGT0N ILL 60010
LAS4 URH TRELEASE 812 U 332-5629
CHICAGO ILL
LAS1 URH SNYDER 296 C
NORMAL ILL 61761
LAS1 URH LAR 187 U 332-2960
MURTON GROVE ILL 60053
JNL3 URH EVANS 241 U 332-2727
ELMHURST ILL
FAA1 URH SCOTT 445 C 332-1603
HARVEY ILL 60426
LAS2 URH SNYDER 273 C 332-1724
RUCK ISLAND ILL 61201
C0M1 URH GARNER 475 C
MAYWOOD ILL 60153
GRAD 607 LOUISIANA C 359-4296
PALESTINE ILL
LAS3 URH SAUNDERS 430 U 332-3703
CHICAGO ILL 60608
LAS4 URH TRELEASE 427 U 332-5522
BLOOMINGTON ILL
GRAD 40 EHLERS TRLR CT U
URBANA ILL 61801




LAS3 505 E WHITE I
SKOKIE ILL
EO 3 URH TAFT 326 I
ST CHARLES ILL 60174
C0M1 604 E ARMORY I
OAKLEY ILL 62552




LAS4 URH SAUNDERS 431
CHICAGO ILL 60608
ENG4 URH CARR 310 I
KILBOURNE ILL
LAS4 409 E CHALMERS I
ARLINGTON HTS ILL
LAS3 907 S 4TH '
OAK PARK ILL
LAS4 910 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL
GRAD URH SHERMAN 328
CHICAGO ILL 60621
ED 1 URH VANDOREN 12
SKOKIE ILL 60077
ED 1 URH NOBLE 318
PARK FOREST ILL 60466
GRAD 1523 LINCOLNSHIRE
WALNUT MISS 38683
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO ILL 60645
COM4 618 E DANIEL
CHICAGO ILL 60615
LAS2 URH SCOTT 463
VILLA PARK ILL 60181
FAA1 URH GARNER 432
ELMWOOD PARK ILL 60635
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 319
ELMWOOD PARK ILL 60635
ED 1 URH TRELEASE 611
BROOKFIELD ILL 60513




FAA1 712 W WHITE
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG4 URH CARR 407
SILV1S ILL 61282
GRAD 404 S LINCOLN
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS2 907 S 4TH
CHICAGO ILL 60619
LAS3 904 W GREEN
HUMEWOOD ILL
LAS1 URH WAROALL 326
SKOKIE ILL 60076
GRAD 1904 C ORCHARD ST
GREENVILLE PA
GRAD 1904 C ORCHARD ST
GREENVILLE PA 16125
LAS3 URH TRELEASE 612
WHEELING ILL




LAS3 311 E GREEN
MASCOUTAH ILL 62258
LASl URH FORBES 468
PEORIA ILL 61604
ENG1 URH SCOTT 228
E ST LOUIS ILL 62203
LASl URH FORBES 290
BROADVIEW ILL 60153
ENG2 404 S 6TH
CHICAGO ILL 60625
GRAD 1206 W CALIFORNIA
HOLON ISR
GRAD 2067 D HAZELWD CT
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG4 URH TOWNSEND 175
ARLINGTON HTS ILL
FAA4 604 E ARMORY
ARTHUR ILL
ENG2 206 E GREEN
HIGHLAND PK ILL 60035
PE 1 URH FORBES 223
E CHICAGO HTS ILL 60411













































































































ROUTE 4 BOX 4
BENNETT ALICE BERNIC






407 W LINCOLN AV
BENNETT DAVID IRWIN












4114 H 5BTH PL
BENNETT MYRON M JR



















BENNETT WILLIAM H JR
231 N PARK AV
BENNETTS DAVID PAUL






20 E WUODLAWN RD
LAS4 610 W CALIFORNIA U 359-1182
AK LING ION HTS ILL
JNL4 URH TOWNSEND 340 U 332-4141
CICERO ILL 60650
LAS2 URH GARNER 239 C 332-0731
CHICAGO ILL
LAW2 107 E JOHN C 356-9271
CHICAGO ILL
LAW1 307 S PRAIRIE C
CHICAGO ILL 60645
FAA3 1118 NEVAOA U
CHICAGO ILL 60625
LASl URH TRELEASE U
PALOS HEIGHTS ILL 60463
GRAD 6 PLYMOUTH RO U 367-9074
URBANA ILL
GRAD 1005 S 67H C 344-1929
CHAMPAIGN ILL
COM4 58 E ARMORY C 359-2045
CHICAGO 25 ILL
LAS3 602 E STOUGHTON C 352-3172
CHICAGO ILL
LAS3 301 E ARMORY C 356-7606
SKOKIE ILL
GRAD 6 PLYMOUTH RD U 367-9074
LONG BEACH N Y
ENG3 313 E CHALMERS C 352-4613
MEDINAH ILL
EO 3 URH WARDALL 1126 U 332-4550
CANTON ILL 61520
FAA2 1004 S 4TH C 359-2011
BROOKFIELD WIS 53005
EO 3 312 E DANIEL C 344-0671
E ST LOUIS ILL
GRAD 1603 W HEALEY C 367-0200
SKOKIE ILL
LAS2 907 S 3RD C 344-1077
ROCKFORO ILL 61108
LASl 211 E DANIEL C
GODFREY ILL 62035
ENG4 1206 W STOUGHTON U 367-8597
URBANA ILL 61801
LASl 1206 W STOUGHTON U 367-8597
CARACAS VENEZUELA
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS C 332-5718
DIXON ILL
LAS3 910 S 3R0 C
LAURELTON N Y 11422
EO 4 URH CLARK 239 C 344-1369
DASSEL MINN 55325
VM 1 URH WARDALL 922 U 332-4498
BLOOMINGTON ILL 61701
AGR1 URH HOPKINS 419 C
FC MITRE ARGEN
ENG4 721 W WASHINGTON C 344-6338
HUNTINGTON WV
LAS4 209 E ARMORY C 356-8816
BARRINGTON ILL 60010
LASl 110 E CHALMERS C 352-3608
CHICAGO ILL 60645
ENG2 502 E WHITE C 356-7735
BROOKLYN N Y 11230
AGR3 1005 W CALIFORNIA U 344-4870
GILMAN ILL
GRAO MT ZlON ILL
MT ZION ILL 62549
GRAD 1708 ALTON C 359-4169
STARKVILLE MISS
LAS2 URH TAFT 27 C 332-0586
NAPERVILLE ILL 60540
LASl 1303 W CLARK U 367-5030
CHICAGO ILL 60620
PE 2 611 E DANIEL C 344-1840
MARSHALL ILL 62441
LAS3 715 W MICHIGAN U 344-5111
WHEATON ILL 60187
LAS4 510 E STOUGHTON C 352-6772
CHICAGO ILL
COM3 URH SCOTT 202 C 332-0T85
PALATINE ILL
LAS2 URH WARDALL 312 U 332-4344
CHICAGO ILL 60618
LAW3 106 E GREEN C 352-5355
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
AGR2 506 W IOWA U 344-5743
URBANA ILL 61801
LASl URH ALLEN 137 U 332-3139
NAPERVILLE ILL 60540
FAA1 URH BUSEY 202 U 332-2599
CHICAGO ILL 60629
JNL4 URH OGLESBY 901 U 332-5293
CHICAGO 18 ILL
GRAD 602 W ALABAMA C 356-6033
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG3 7 PERSIMMON C 359-4819
S ELGIN ILL 6Q177
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 307 U 332-5473
ROCKFORD ILL 61108




GRAD 1001 CRESTWOOD U 367-0810
URBANA ILL 61801
COM4 1009 W PENN U 344-9518
FAIRBURY ILL
FAA4 503 N LAKE U 367-3894
DOWNERS GROVE ILL 60515
COM4 URH WESTON 393 C 332-2049
LOMBARD ILL
GRAO 1212 W UNIVERSITY U 367-9112
HINSDALE ILL
GRAD 135 W CLARK C
ISHPEMING MICH
GRAO 1724 HENRY C 359-2235
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAO URH DANIELS 245 U 332-29B1
KAILUA HA 96813




















1010 S 6TH AVE
BENSON BARRY DANIEL






3910 U OAK AVE
BENSON JAMES ROBERT
RR 2

















































































2845 W 100TH ST













MT VERNON ILL 62864
GRAD 1111 S 3RD
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 1111 S 3RD
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 2038 C HAZELWD CT
UR8ANA ILL
ED 1 URH ALLEN 395
GARY I NO 46404
AGR1 URH ALLEN 407
RIVERSIDE ILL 60546
LAS4 URH FORBES 339
JOLIET ILL 60435
COM3 URH TOWNSEND 307
VILLA PK ILL
LAS4 409 E CHALMERS
ST CHARLES ILL
LAS3 202 E DANIEL
ROCHELLE ILL
ENG1 URH HOPKINS 360
LAWRENCEVILLE ILL 62439
VM 1 904 W GREEN
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62707
LAS4 209 E ARMORY
MCHENRY ILL
AGR3 URH BABCoCK 110
GIBSON CITY ILL 60936
LAS4 53 E JOHN
MAQUON ILL
GRAD URH DANIELS 338
CHICAGO ILL




FAA4 902 N CLARK
JOLIET ILL




LAS2 URH SCOTT 320
SANDWICH ILL 60548
GRAD 303 W ILLINOIS
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS2 53 E JOHN
ASSUMPTION ILL
LASl URH OGLESBY 826
ELK GROVE VI L ILL 60007
GRAO . FAIRMOUNT ILL
FAIRMOUNT ILL 61841
GRAD 616 E DANIEL
HALIFAX NS CAN
ED 4 URH TAFT 307
CHICAGO IL 60645
FAA2 508 E ARMORY
CARLINVILLE ILL 62626
LAS3 1111 S 1ST
DES PLAINES ILL
COM3 508 E ARMORY
CARLINVILLE ILL
LAS4 102 E CHALMERS
URBANA ILL
LASl URH TOWNSEND 252
MAROA ILL 61756
GRAO 801 E SUNNYCREST
PORTALES N M 88130
ENG4 307 S LINCOLN
CHICAGO IL 60623
AGR2 311 E GREEN
PAXTON ILL 60957
C0M1 1004 S 4TH
PAXTON ILL 60957
LAW2 102 E ARMORY
CAR80NDALE ILL
GRAD 502 W GRIGGS
E SYRACUSE N Y 13057
GRAD 400 BRIAR LN
ROANOKE ILL 61561
ENG4 104 E JOHN
WATERLOO ILL
LAW3 8006 S MATTIS
JOLIET ILL
LAS2 URH SNYDER 219
DECATUR ILL 62521
COM4 907 S 4TH
CHICAGO ILL
FAA1 212 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO ILL 60640
LAS3 1103 S BUSEY
ELMHURST ILL




LAW2 617 W SPRINGFIELD
WEST ENGLEWOOD N J 07666
LASl 910 E 3RD
CHICAGO ILL 60617
LAS3 309 E JOHN
ELMHURST ILL
FAA4 908 W NEVADA
HOME WOOD ILL
AGR3 805 W OHIO
6LU0MINGT0N ILL 61701
LAS3 1111 S 1ST
ELMHURST ILL
GRAD 624 E GREEN
EVERGREEN PARK ILL 60642
AGR2 401 E JOHN
BROOKFIELO ILL
LAS2 1102 S LINCOLN
EVANSTUN ILL
C0M1 URH HOPKINS 215
LOOGOOTEE ILL 62857
ED 1 805 W OHIO
BL00M1NGT0N ILL 61701










































































102 N HIGHLAND AV
BERGENS JEAN ANN
















































BERGLUND DAVID C JR
4700 ROOSEVELT


















































• BERKMAN RONALD EDWIN
403 E CALIFORNIA
LASl 706 W OHIO U 344-9519
SKOKIE ILL 60076
COM4 2020 N MATTIS C 356-2491
LINCOLN ILL
GRAD 406 E GREEN U 367-5267
WAUKEGAN ILL 60085
LASl 1206 N BUSEY U 367-4542
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 1206 N BUSEY U 367-4542
URBANA ILL 61801
ED 1 URH ALLEN 4 U 332-3086
DES PLAINES ILL 60016
ENG1 URH HOPKINS 373 C
ARGO ILL 60501
LAS3 URH LAR 315 U 332-2883
LA GRANGE ILL 60525
LAS2 URH WARDALL 1204 U 332-4553
LOMBARD ILL 60148
LAS3 URH WARDALL 224 U 332-4331
LOMBARD ILL
LASl URH WESTON 372 C 332-2035
PARK RIDGE ILL 60068
FAA3 1008 S 4TH C 344-1207
OLNEY ILL
LAS3 47 E CHALMERS C 356-7663
CHICAGO ILL 60625
PE 1 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAS3 404 E STOUGH TON C 359-4309
CHICAGO ILL
ENG1 URH TOWNSEND 152 U
CHARLESTON ILL 61920
FAA4 1506 KIRBY C 356-7585
SKOKIE ILL
LASl URH GARNER 263 C
EVANSTON ILL 60202
COM3 110 E ARMORY C 356-7435
LINCOLNWOOO ILL
LAS4 510 E STOUGH TON C 356-4732
CHICAGO 45 ILL
LASl URH LAR 192 U 332-2963
WILMETTE ILL 60091
LAS4 308 S LINCOLN U 344-1649
LAKE ZURICH ILL 60047
ENG2 URH OGLESBY 922 U 032-5339
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62704
GRAD 2073 B ORCHARD ST U 344-3011
JAMAICA N Y 11413
LASl URH FLAGG 321 C 332-0308
CHICAGO ILL 60625
GRAD 54 E JOHN ( C
FREDERICKSBURG VA 22401
GRAO 2901 W WILLIAM C 356-9384
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 2073 B ORCHARD ST U 344-3011
ROCHESTER N Y 14617
LAS3 410 E GREEN C 359-3077
ROCKFORD ILL
AGR1 URH FORBES 432 C
DE KALB ILL 60115
AGRl URH OGLESBY 430 U 332-5171
MATTOON ILL 61938
LAS3 807 S BUSEY U 334-6687
ELMHURST ILL
LAS2 URH ALLEN 189 U 332-3294
OAK PARK ILL 60302
LASl 905 W CALIFORNIA U 344-9581
HILLSIDE ILL
EO 6 221 ARCADIA C 3S6-2949
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS4 URH EVANS 204 U 332-2704
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 312 W CHURCH C 356-0688
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LASl URH SCOTT 464 C 332-1614
CHICAGO HTS ILL 60411
ENG1 URH HOPKINS 223 C 322-1205
LOVES PARK ILL . 61111
PE 2 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
OAK PARK ILL 60302
LAS4 2309 S 1ST C 344-9752
LOMBARD ILL
LAS2 1005 S 2ND C 359-4461
BARRINGTON ILL 60010
LAS3 705 S 3RD C 356-7676
JOLIET ILL 60431
LAS3 URH TRELEASE 912 U 332-5659
BEAUMONT TEX 77706
ENG1 URH HOPKINS 222 C 332-1204
HINSDALE ILL 60521
LASl URH CLARK 215 C 332-0018
ROCKFORD IL 61108
EU 3 GLEN ELLYN ILL 344-5077
GLEN ELLYN ILL
ENG1 URH GARNER 370 C 332-0824
GLEN ELLYN ILL 60137
LAS3 508 E ARMORY C 344-0501
GLENVIEW ILL
LAS4 URH BABCOCK 415 U 332-3823
CHICAGO ILL
LASl URH OGLESBY 121 U 332-5074
CHICAGO ILL 60629
EO 1 URH LAR 266 U 332-2977
SKOKIE ILL 60076
LASl 52 E ARMORY C 356-7715
WAUKEGAN ILL 60085
LASl URH TOWNSEND 184 U 332-4047
BELLEVILLE ILL 62223
EO 2 47 E CHALMERS C 356-7663
WILMETTE ILL 60091
EO 2 URH TAFT 224 C 332-0610
PEKIN ILL
GRAO 506 S MATHEWS U 344-0063
LA JOLLA CAL 92037
GRAD 512 E STOUGHTON C 352-5998
CHICAGO ILL 60649
LAS4 UKH IUWNSEND 173 U 332-4037
NEW MlLFORD N J








BERKOVER ROBERT LEWI LAS3 LINCOLNWOOD ILL 356-7659
72*5 N KILPATRICK LINCOLNWOOD ILL
BERKUN PETER FREDERI LAS1 901 SUNNYCREST U 365-1555
901 SUNNYCREST URBANA ILL 61801
BERK0W1TZ RHONA SONO LAS2 307 E JOHN C 3*4-3635
5053 M HOWARD SK0K1E ILL 60076
•BERKSON ANN SYLVIA EO 4 207 COUNTRY FR OR C 356-6080
207 COUNTRY FR CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
•BERKSON BURTON MARTI GRAB 207 COUNTRY FR C 356-6080
207 COUNTRY FAIR CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
FAA4 201 N LYNN C 352-4356
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS4 201 N LYNN C 352-4356
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
BERLIANT PAMELA RENE EO 4 URH VANdOREN 320 C 332-0529
8119 KNOX SKOKIE ILL
BERLIN BARBARA SHARO LAS4 802 M OREGON U 332-4470
7057 N CRAWFORO LINCOLNWOOD 46 ILL
BERLIN BONNIE SUSAN ED 4 URH WARDALL 522 U 332-4401
9040 N KENNETH AVE SKOKIE ILL
BERLINER DONALD DENN ENG2 URH OGLESBY 223 U 332-5104
6856 N KILDARE LINCOLNWOOD ILL 60646
•BERLINER RONALD RICH GRAO 511 E MITCHEL C 356-1907
511 MITCHEL CT D CHAMPAIGN ILL
BERMAN DAVID ELIOT ENG1 105 E ARMORY C 356-7585
1733 HEATHER LN HIGHLAND PARK ILL 60035
BERMAN OAVID MICHAEL FAA3 110 E CHALMERS C 356-7659
6951 KEOVALE LINCOLNWOOD 46 IL
BERMAN DAVID SAMUEL FAA2 110 E ARMORY C 356-7435
7036 MEADE PL PITTSBURGH PA 15208
BERMAN ELAINE BONNIE LAS3 URH WARDALL 712 U 332-4440
4637 N LAWNDALE CHICAGO ILL







ED 3 1106 S 3RD C 359-4754
SKOKIE ILL
LAS1 1106 S 3RD C 352-2058
MORTON GROVE ILL 60053
BERMAN MICHAEL ROBER LAW3 1103 S 1ST C 356-8847
1623 W LUNT CHICAGO ILL
BERMAN MONA RITA FAA1 URH TRELEASE 627 U
25 PAIKlN DR SPRING VALLEY N Y 10977
BERMAN RONALD CHARLE LAS1 URH TOWNSEND 546 U 332-4273
3555 LYONS ST EVANSTON ILL
BERNARD JOYCE LYNNE LAS3 1102 S LINCOLN U 332-4205
207 N ACACIA B FULLERTON CAL
BERNARD RICHARD JOSE AGR4 1762 VALLEY RD C 359-4794
3940 N ST LOUIS CHICAGO 18 ILL
BERNARD1NI CHARLES R JNL4 410 E JOHN C 344-9477
703 E BROADWAY STREATOR ILL 61364
BERNARDO JOHN LAS4 905 W CALIFORNIA U 344-9581
607 BERMUDA RD WEST BABYLON N Y
BERNBERG FLORENCE SU LAS3 URH TAFT 305 C 332-0634
6301 N SHERIDAN RD CHICAGO IL 60626
BERNBERG VICTORIA CE LAS4 902 S 2ND C 356-4432
6175 N WOLCOTT CHICAGO 26 ILL
•BERNOT ALEXANDER GRAD 1833 A ORCHARD PL U
RUA AMARAL GURGEL SAO PAULO BRAZ
GRAO ROUTE 3 U 367-6920
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 405 W ILLINOIS U
2890 CAVEY CR ST CR ALLISON PARK PA 15101
•BERNER WILLIAM SHERM GRAD 2031 ORCHARD ST U 344-1772
2031 D ORCHARD ST URBANA ILL 61801
BERNGARD RUSSELL LEE LAS2 907 S 4TH C 344-9693
676 GREENBAY RD HIGHLAND PARK ILL_ 60035.
•BERNHARO WINFR1E0 H LAS3 1113 W GREEN U 344-3877
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAO 512 E STOUGHTON C 359-3004
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820













BERNS FREDERIC JAMES AGR4 309 E
RR OCONEE ILL
•BERNS THOMAS BERNHAR ENG4 314 S
314 S DODSON URBANA ILL
BERNSEE FREDERICK R FAA2 201 E
7943 S KOHENSKY CHICAGO ILL
BERNSTEIN BONNIE AVI LAS3 910 S
7629 S CHAPPEL CHICAGO ILL





EO 1 URH LAR 409
CHICAGO ILL










DES PLAINES ILL 60016
LAS4 509 S 4TH
WINNETKA ILL 60093








BERNSTEIN NAOMI hARR EO 4 1101
5329 N ST LOUIS CHICAGO IL
HIGHLAND PK ILL 60035
LASl- URH FORBES 102
SKOKIE ILL 60076
FAA4 2020 MATTIS
NEW YORK NY 10456




BERNSTEIN ROSALIE H GRAO URH SHERMAN 223
2979 AVENUE R BROOKLYN N Y
BERNSTEIN STEVEN JAM LAS4 110 E ARMORY
3518 MAIN SKOKIE ILL 60076
BERNSTEIN WILLIAM AS LAS4 909 W ILLINOIS
2930 W FITCH CHICAGO 45 ILL
•BERNTSEN DENIS ALAN ENG3 243 DEWEY
HOMEWOOD ILL 60430
COM3 URH ALLEN 45
MASON CITY IOWA 50401















LAS1 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
CHICAGO ILL 60617
LAS1 URH TOWNSEND 353 U 332-4152
BELLWOOD* ILL 60104










LAS2 902 S 2ND
EVANSTON ILL 60202


























































1916 A ORCHARO ST
BERTOGLIO MARK RAYMO




234 E 2ND SOUTH ST
BERTRAM AUGUST MATTH
244 N SUMMIT
• BERTRAM EOWARD FRANK
807 W ILLINOIS
BERTRAM JANET SUE























•BESSE ROBERT W III
2750 W WILSON AV
BESSINGER BARBARA AN









BET HUN E DUNN A JEAN






8 S 553 LINDEN
BETLINSKI JOAN ELISE
3213 N QUEEN ANNE
BETIEN THOMAS WILL 14
1950 RIVER RD
BETTIS GREGORY STEvE




PE 4 301 W GREEN C 359-3695
LA GRANGE ILL
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 420 U 332-5515
RIVERSIOE ILL 60546
LAS1 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
SKOKIE ILL 60076
ED 3 URH TRELEASE 902 U 332-5649
LUOGOOTEE ILL
GRAD URH DANIELS 366 U
FAIR LAWN N J 07410
ENG1 URH TOWNSEND 410 U 332-4183
PIPER CITY ILL 60959
FAA4 URH SNYDER 160 f. 332-1655
LIVERPOOL N Y




ENG3 URH SCOTT 496 C
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62704
PE 3 907 S WRIGHT C' 344-0545
RIVERSIOE ILL
LAS4 1106 S LINCOLN U 344-3616
EVANSTON ILL
LASl URH TRELEASE 606 U 332-5563
LOOGOOTEE ILL
FAA4 301 W GREEN C 359-3695
HINSDALE ILL
LAS3 102 E CHALMERS C 359-3232
NAPERVILLE ILL
LAS3 706 W OHIO U 344-9519
LINCOLNWOOD 46 ILL
GRAO 1007 FRANCIS C 356-1539
CHICAGO ILL 60626
GRAD 1007 FRANCIS C 356-1539
CHICAGO ILL 60626
LASl URH SCOTT 243 C 332-1461
WATERLOO ILL 62298
LAW3 105 N ELM C 356-5201
WATERLOO ILL
GRAD 58 E ARMORY C 359-2913
MT PROSPECT ILL
COM3 205 E ARMORY C 356-1847
GLEN ELLYN ILL
LAS3 106 E ARMORY C 332-2014
FRANKLIN SQUARE NY
LASl URH SCOTT 364 C 332-1544
ROCK ISLAND ILL 61201
GRAD 1413 S CAMBRIDGE C
PARK RIDGE ILL
LAS4 2303 S 1ST C 344-4721
LOUISVILLE ILL
ED 3 804 W SPRINGFIELD U 367-2333
PK RIDGE ILL
LAS3 URH SCOTT 254 C 332-1466
DANVILLE ILL
GRAD 1916 A ORCHARD ST U 344-3134
URBANA ILL
LASl URH OGLESBY 1213 U 332-5395
BENLD ILL 62009
LAS4 801 W PARK U 367-4497
URBANA ILL 61801
LASl URH FORBES 460 C 332-1126
CARL1NVILLE ILL 62626
LASl 904 W GREEN U
DECATUR ILL 62522
GRAO 807 W ILLINOIS 'J 344-6194
URBANA ILL 61801
LASl URH LUNDGREN 202 U
MILFORD ILL 60953
GRAD 1107 EUCLID C 359-3635
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAO 807 W ILLINOIS U 344-6194
URBANA ILL
LAS3 URH ALLEN 287 U 332-3332
ELGIN ILL 60120
AGR4 103 S MCCULLOUGH U 367-7612
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG4" 103 S MCCULLOUGH U 367-7612
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 URH LAR 472 U 332-3053
CHICAGO ILL 60629
LAS! URH OGLESBY 816 U
BELVIOERE ILL 61008
LAS3 410 E GREEN C 356-6197
WASHINGTON ILL
COM2 1101 W PENN U 344-9469
BLOOMINGTON ILL 61701
COM4 1101 W PENN U 344-6741
BLOOMINGTON ILL
GRAD 901 S LINCOLN U 344-0845
REALMONT FRANCE
LAS3 2048 A HAZELWD CT U 344-3353
CHICAGO ILL 60625
ED 4 902 S 2ND C 356-9231
CHICAGO 49 ILL
AGR1 58 E GREGORY C
MURRISON ILL 61270
GRAD 1805 B ORCHARD PL U 344-4311
BOULDER COLO 80302
GRAD 1805 8 ORCHARO PL U 344-4311
EVERGREEN COLO 80439
ENG3 904 W GREEN U
D1ETERICH ILL 62424
LAS3 URH BUSEY 107 U 332-2585
CICERO ILL 60650
LAS2 URH EVANS 340 U 332-2748
RANKIN ILL 60960
LAS3 URH EVANS 325 U 332-2745
RANKIN ILL
GRAD 1786 VALLEY RD C 352-9447
WESTMONT ILL
ED 1 URH SAUNDERS 225 U 332-3636
WOODSTOCK ILL 60098
ENG3 1305 N LINCOLN U
MELROSE PARK ILL
AVI2 205 E ARMORY C 356-1847
ST CHARLES ILL 60174











































BEYNON ROZAMUND L G
1435 EDGEWOOD
• BEZDEK ROGER HUGH
8131 SALISBURY AV
BEZMAN ROBERT BRUCE


















306 fc BERKSHIRE LN
BIBLE DANA KING


















612 WEST N 5TH ST
BIGERMAN GEORGE ROBE




1136 N DUN TUN
BIEDER DIANE MARIE
























lib POWDER HSE LN
BIESCHKE RICHARD R
6010 W dYRQN ST
BIfcSZCZAD ROBtRT LOU
4837 W MEDILL AV
GRAO 103 S LINCOLN
GALESBURG ILL
ENG1 910 S 3RD
OREGON ILL 61061
GRAD 102 E ARMORY
MOBILE ALA
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 1103
S CHICAGO HTS ILL 60411
GRAD 2017 B ORCHARD ST
LAWRENCEBURG TENN
GRAD 408 E HEALEY
WESTERN SPRS ILL
LAS3 URH CLARK 232
HINSDALE IL
COM3 804 W VERMONT
AURORA ILL
AGR1 604 E ARMORY
EGAN ILL 61026
GRAD 910 S 3RD
CHESTNUT HILL MASS
ENG4 206 E JOHN
SPRINGFIELD ILL
LAS3 102 E CHALMERS
CLARENDON HLS I LL
ENG1 URH HOPKINS i~)Q
CHICAGO ILL 60634
LAS4 409 E CHALMERS
HILLSIDE ILL
COM3 URH GARNER 312
WILSQNVILLE 3 ILL
LAW1 105 E GREEN
NORTH CHICAGO ILL 60064
COM3 910 S 3RD
ST JACOB ILL
GRAD 808 N LINCOLN
PHILLIPSBURG KANS
ENG4 502 W MAIN
PANA ILL
COM3 604 E ARMORY
PANA ILL
LA S3 URH BLAISDELL 126
DANVILLE ILL
GRAD 1410 N MCKINLEY
LYONS ILL
LA S3 URH TOWNSEND 182
CHICAGO ILL
LAS3 804 S 3RD
DANVILLE IL
LAS1 106 E ARMORY
DANVILLE ILL 61832
GRAO • 2303 S 1ST
CHICAGO ILL 60620
ENG3 1110 S 2ND
ELMHURST ILL
GRAD 207 N BUSEY
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS4 1102 W STOUGHTON
OGLESBY ILL 61348
GRAO 207 N BUSEY
ATHENS GA
FAA3 207 E JOHN
SPRINGFIELD ILL
AGR4 URH EVANS 227
MT PROSPECT ILL
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 125
MT PROSPECT ILL 60057
COM2 URH CARR 405
ADDISON ILL 60101
LAS2 URH SCOTT 432
CLEARWATER FLA 33515
GRAD 2317 S 1ST
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LA S3 URH TAFT 227
SPARTA ILL
JNL3 802 E GREEN
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG2 1004 S 2ND
NAPERVILLE ILL 60540
ENG3 604 E ARMORY
NEWMAN ILL 61942
ENG3 URH WESTON 366
PITTSFIELO ILL
LAS3 URH LAR 415
SHELBYVILLE ILL 62565
COM4 501 E DANIEL
LAGRANGE ILL
AGR2 801 W NEVADA
MAHOMET ILL 61853
AGR1 URH LAR 427
ARLINGTON HTS ILL_ 60004
PE 2 URH WARDALL 1017
SPRING GROVE ILL 60081
GRAD 401 E JOHN I
EVERGREEN PARK ILL
LAS4 211 E DANIEL I
CHICAGO 28 ILL
LAS4 URH BLAISDELL 202
LUMA ILL
COMl URH OGLESBY 116
CHICAGO ILL 60615
ENG3 URH OGLESBY 727 I
RIVERDALE ILL 60627
COM2 URH HOPKINS 272 I
E CARONDELET ILL 62240
GRAD 1607 VALLEY RD I
INNSBRUCK AUST
FAA3 609 W MAIN I
NEWTON CTR MASS
LAS4 1209 W CLARK I
LA GRANGE ILL 60525




GRAD\ URH LAR 321 I
NEW ALBANY 1 NO 47150
FAA1 URH GARNER 200 I
CHICAGO ILL 60634






















































AVU URH WESTON 200 C
LA GRANGE ILL 60525
GRAD URH SHERMAN 412 C 332-4717
CICERO ILL
LAS1 903 W NEVADA U 344-1931
OAK LAWN ILL 60453
COMl URH FORBES 325 C 332"1035
CULLINSVILLE ILL 62234
AGR2 902 W CALIFORNIA U 344-6160
BROWNSTOWN ILL 62418
LAS3 1005 S 6TH C 344-4805
MARION ILL 62959
PE 1 URH ALLEN 103 U 332-3116
CHARLESTON ILL 61920
LAS3 1005 S 6TH C 344-3409
MARION ILL
GRAD 203 COUNTRY FR C 356-6281
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
FAA3 1010 2ND C
KANKAKEE ILL 60901
ENG4 URH SCOTT 292 C 332-1495
ROCKFORD ILL 61103
LAS3 1116 W NEVADA U 344-1442
OAKLAWN ILL 60459
GRAO. URH DANIELS 199 U 332-2456
ISTANBUL TURK
ENG1 312 E ARMORY C
NORMAL ILL 61761
GRAO MUMFORD HALL 317 U 352-6780
KARACHI 18 PAK
LAS4 911 S 4TH C 344-9560
PERU ILL 61354
grao 1940 b orchard st u 344-3706
urbana ill 61801
agr1 710 w ohio u
chicago ill 60623
grao 906 s anderson u 367-3412
urbana ill
las1 urh trelease 620 u 332-5576
chicago ill 60625
eng4 1108 w springfield u 344-1743
camargo ill 61919
grad 1820 a orchard pl u 344-5999
atlanta ga 30326
grad 609 w high u 365-1337
urbana ill 61801
grad 609 w high u 365-1337
urbana ill 61801
agr4 paxton ill 344-6838
assumption ill
las3 809 w penn u 344-4069
assumption ill
las4 409 e chalmers c 344-3146
crete ill
las1 urh hopkins 345 c 322-1290
chicago ill 60625
grao urh sherman 762 c 332-4913
cicero ill 60650




las1 urh garner 450 c 344-6389
hinsdale ill 60521
eng2 urh garner 209 c 332-0708
chicago iu. 60616
eng1 1107 w green u
decatur ill 62526
avi1 206 s gregory u
lincoln ill 62656
las4 815 n mckinley c 359-2585
champaign ill 61820
grad 105 e john c 352-1017
east st louis ill
eng2 1116 nevada u 344-0205
oak lawn ill 60459
las3 409 e chalmers c 332-5960
el paso ill 61738
agr1 urh garner 291 c 332-0768
elburn ill 60119
agr2 409 e chalmers c 332-1193
elburn ill 60119
las1 urh hopkins 321 c
chicago ill 60655
faa1 urh weston 440 c 332-2082
crystal lake ill 60014
faa2 1404 s lincoln u 356-3821
oes plaines il 60018
COM4 402 S 6TH C 352-9613
BARTONVILLE ILL 61607
LAS2 URH SNYDER 242 C 332-1700
POCAHONTAS ILL 62275
AGR2 URH FORBES 391 C 332-1078
HOOPESTON ILL 60942
AGR2 URH TOWNSEND 466 U 332-4421
HOOPESTON ILL
LAS3 508 E ARMORY C 344-0501
WASHINGTON ILL
GRAO 605 S STATE C 359-1065
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS4 302 E ARMORY C 359-4244
QUINCY ILL
LAS2 811 W HILL C 359-1949
WINSLOW ILL 61089
ENG1 URH FORBES 468 C 332-1134
PEKIN ILL 61554
LAS1 URH WESTON 346 C
MT VERNON ILL 62864
LAS3 URH CLARK 311 C 332-0042
MOUNT VERNON ILL 62864
GRAD 108 E DANIEL C 359-1153
CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAD 909 W CALIFORNIA U 344-3541
KASGANJ U P INDIA
GRAD 2034 D ORCHARD ST U 344-0497
FLUSHING N Y 11365
GRAD 1203 W MAIN U 365-1120
BRUUKLYN 29 N Y
GRAD 2034 D ORCHARD ST U 344-0497




1412 S 58TH CT
BIGELOW MARY LOU




























1940 B ORCHARD ST
BILLER NINA






























































209 S VINE ST









808 S 25TH ST
BIRKNER JANETTE KAY
















































6 W KEYSTONE AV
•BISHOP JACK LAMSON J
2062 A ORCHARD ST
•BISHOP MARGARET M
















































1011 E LA FAYETTE
BIWER THOMAS CHARLES




2014 C ORCHARD ST
BJERKAN JAMES ROLF




107 N EMERSON ST
BJOKN I UNI ANNA








1408 S 26TH ST










COM4 508 E WHITE
DECATUR ILL
GRAD 307 E WHITE
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD URH SHERMAN 518
CHICAGO ILL 60645








ENG3 URH SNYDER 344
DOLTON ILL
LAS3 2410 E MAIN
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60004
LAS1 URH TOWNSEND 149
ORLAND PARK ILL 60462
LAS3 410 E JOHN
ENCINO CAL
AGR1 201 E JOHN
STILLMAN VAL ILL 61084
VM 3 2410 E MAIN
URBANA ILL
ENG1 52 E ARMORY
SKOKIE ILL
LAS3 1004 S 2ND
CANTON ILL















ENG1 311 E GREEN
WELLMAN IOWA






LAW2 1012 S 1ST
GLENCOE ILL
C0M1 1004 S 4TH
NORMAL ILL




LAS4 311 E JOHN
RIVER FOREST ILL
C0M1 910 S 3RD
ELMHURST ILL




















LAS1 URH SAUNDERS 317
CHICAGO ILL 60645
ENG3 505 E CHALMERS
ROCKTON ILL 61072
ENG2 505 E CHALMERS
ROCKTON ILL 61072
LAS3 205 E GREEN
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS4 618 E DANIEL
CLAY CITY ILL
GRAD 606 W OHIO
OWOSSO MICH 48867
ED 2 409 E CHALMERS
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 1110 W STOUGHTON
CHICAGO ILL 60613
GRAD 1912 D ORCHARD ST
WAUKEGAN ILL
FAA1 409 E CHALMERS
TISKILWA ILL 61368
LAS1 URH ALLEN 448
SHELBYVILLE ILL 62565
AGR1 604 E ARMORY
BELLEVILLE ILL 62221
LAS1 URH LAR 291
DIXON ILL 61021
LAS1 312 E ARMORY
BLOOMINGTON ILL 61701
LAS2 212 E DANIEL
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60005
LAS3 508 E CHALMERS
WESTCHESTER ILL
GRAD 2014 C ORCHARD ST
URBANA ILL 61801
COM3 305 E GREEN
MOLINE ILL
AGR1 URH TAFT 308
DEERFIELD ILL 60015
ED 3 URH LAR 417
HT PROSPECT ILL
PE 4 1404 S LINCOLN
ROCKFORD ILL 61108
ED 3 904 S 3RD
MEMPHIS TENN
LAS.l URH GARNER 208
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAS1 URH LUNDGREN 122
CUWDEN ILL 62422
FAA1 604 E ARMORY





JNL3 107 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO ILL
AGR1 810 W OREGON
GAYS ILL 61928










































9955 S TRUMBULL Av
BLACK STEPHEN FRANKL
MOUND FARM







6840 S PAXTON AV




• BLACKBURN TERRY OLNE










































517 N JEFFERSON AV
BLAIR LEE GARRET
127 E MAIN ST \
•BLAIR LESLIE MITCHEL










1667 W 105 ST
BLAKE DENNIS MICHAEL
811 N ALLEN AV
•BLAKE JUNE E SWANGO
502 E HEALEY
• BLAKE MARTHA ABEL
1632 FRANCISCO C
BLAKE MERRY ARLENE
406 W CENTER ST




































ED 2 108 ELMWOOD
CHAMPAIGN IL
LAS3 URH OGLESBY 308
EVERGREEN PK ILL




ENG2 805 W WASHINGTON
WEBSTER CITY IOWA 50595
FAA3 4 SAFFER CT
CHICAGO ILL
GRAD URH ALLEN 130
CHICAGO ILL 60649
GRAO 1607 VALLEY RD
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
COM2 1004 S 2N0
MOLINE ILL 61265
GRAD 1607 VALLEY RO
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS4 508 E ARMORY
CHICAGO 43 ILL
GRAO 507 W ILLINOIS
EAST LANSING MICH
LAS2 URH WESTON 316
SALT LAKE CITY UT 84108




GRAD 1915 CLOVER LN
CHAMPAIGN IL
LAS4 806 W OHIO
CHICAGO ILL
LAS4 URH OGLESBY 1219
ARLINGTON HTS ILL
LAS2 1106 S LINCOLN
RIVER FOREST ILL 60305
LAS3 URH BUSEY 327
OUINCY ILL
COM4 706 W MAIN
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS2 907 W ILLINOIS
WARRENSBURG ILL 62573
GRAO 604 W MICHIGAN
TUSCOLA ILL 61953
FAA2 URH SCOTT 482
LAKE BLUFF ILL 60044
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 424
ITASCA ILL 60143
LAS3 501 E DANIEL
KANKAKEE ILL 60901
LAS1 313 E CHALMERS
SCHENECTADY N Y 12309
LAS1 706 S 2ND
URBANA ILL 61801




ED 1 URH ALLEN 1
DIXON ILL 61021
FAA3 LAKE BLUFF ILL
BARRINGTON ILL
GRAD 610 W STOUGHTON
CONNELLSVILLE PA
GRAO URH DANIELS 490
MORRIS ILL 60450
LAS4 309 E HEALEY
CHICAGO ILL
AGR4 2303 S 1ST
COLUMBIA ILL
LAS3 URH FORBES 256
LAWRENCEVILLE ILL




LAS3 502 E HEALEY
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 909 W OREGON
BERKELEY CAL 94703
LAS1 URH ALLEN 319
YORKVILLE ILL 60560
COM4 502 E HEALEY
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG1 505 E GREEN
HUDSON ILL
ENG3 1008 M NEVADA
GODFREY ILL
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 904
DAYTONA BEACH FLA 3201B








COM2 309 E CHALMERS
PALATINE ILL 60067








LAS3 1206 W STOUGHTON
SPRINGFIELD ILL
LAS2 6 ROSEWOOD PL
PERU ILL 61354
ENG3 1205 W MAIN
SAN JOSE COST RICA
LAS2 URH WARDALL 716
WASHINGTON ILL 61571










































































E JUNE LAS2 URH BLAISDELl 322
OAK PARK ILL
EO 6 RR 3
MAHOMET ILL
LAS1 URH NOBLE 21
HARVARD ILL
LAS3 708 M ELM
CHICAGO ILL
PENN




101 N DIVISION ST
BLANK DALE LESTER
5659 S KOLMAR AV
BLANK RICHARD GERALD LAS2 1009 I
422 E KENWOOD DECATUR ILL
BLANK ROBERT SIMPSON LAS1 403 S RANDOLF
927 CHERRY MT CARMEL ILL 62863















GRAD 801 S GROVE
UR8ANA ILL
GRAD 801 S GROVE
URBANA IL
LAS2 URH GARNER 304
NOKOMIS ILL 62075
BLANKENSTE1N WILLIAM LAS2 112 t DANIEL
304 W 106TH PL CHICAGO ILL 60628
BLASDELL JUDY ELLEN JNL3 URH BLAISDELL 113
919 FOSTER ST EVANSTON ILL
BLASE FREDERICK GEOR AGR4 URH TOWNSENO 274
1423 S 14TH AVE MAYWOOD ILL
BLASER JANET LEE GRAD 309 E HEALEY
654 BEECHWOOD LN SMOKE RISE N J 07405
LAS1 ORH TRELEASE 419
UNIV CITY MO 63124

















FAA2 904 W GREEN
CORAL GABLES FLA 33134
LAS3 904 W NEVAOA
CHICAGO 17 ILL
BLAZIER MICHAEL WAYN LAS3 URH OGLESBY 526
ELGIN ILL 60120
GRAD 2303 S 1ST
WALNUT ILL 61376
ENG2 URH SNYDER 252
CHICAGO ILL 60656
ENG4 URH SNYDER 238
CHICAGO ILL
AGR1 .910 S 3RD
HINSDALE ILL 60521
GRAD 1107 W GREEN
URBANA ILL
BLEFFER MICHAEL JOSE LAS1 URH OGLESBY 507
623 GREEN VALLEY LOMBARD ILL 60148
BLEHA WILLIAM PAUL J GRAO 406 E GREEN
17W410 EISENHOWER VILLA PARK ILL
BLEHM BARBARA JO FAA4 1404 S LINCOLN
517 W CHAMPAIGN RANTOUL ILL 61666






BLECHA JOHN F JR
7800 W FARRAGUT
BLECHA MICHAEL JOHN







1974 D ORCHARD ST
BLEM LEANN BORROR
372 PASADENA AV
BLENKER ELLEN LOUISE LAS3 URH ALLEN
925 WERNER RD BELLEVILLE ILL
BLESSENT JAY JONATHA ENG1 MAHOMET ILL
.1.12 W STATE ST MAHOMET ILL 6
BLESSENT JOHN BERNAR GRAD 1706 W PARK
RR GARDNER ILL
BLESSIN ROBERT ALLEN ENG2 URH GARNER 282
RANTOUL ILL 61866
LAS4 1004 W NEVADA
PAXTON ILL
GRAO 1974 D ORCHARD ST
URBANA ILL 61801









GRAO 1009 W CALIFORNIA
CHICAGO ILL
ENG3 URH GARNER 336
SPRINGFIELD ILL
BLEYMAN MICHAEL ALAN GRAO 804 W HILL
804 W HILL CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
bLICK FREDERICK WILL AGR3 102 N GREGORY
61801URBANA ILL
GRAD 307 E HEALEY
W HEMPSTEAD N Y
LAS4 1105 W OREGON
TOWANDA ILL 61776
LAS1 URH BABCOCK 102
CHICAGO ILL 60619
ENG2 URH TOWNSEND 145
BLUOMINGIUN ILL

















8828 S HARPER AV
BLISS FREO CHARLES





BLISS MARY KATHERINE LAS3 611 E
RFD COUKSVILLE
BLITST1EN LORI SUE ED 1 910 S
2724 W GRANVILLE CHICAGO ILL
BL1VAISS DAVIU HARVE LAS1 URH TOWNSEND 315
7546 CLYDE AV CHICAGO ILL 60649
*BLOCH DANIEL RICHARD GRAD 201 S GLOVER
202 S LYNN 5 URBANA ILL
BLOCH ERIC MARSHALL GRAD 110 E JOHN
WICHITA KANS
LAS2 47 E CHALMERS
EVANSIUN ILL 60202
BLOCH ROSANNE LOUISE LAS1 URH TRELEASE 312
1107 SKOKIE RDG DR GLENCOE ILL 60022
BLOCK OUNNA FAY LAS4 URH TRELEASE 1216
RR 1 SIDNEY ILL
BLOCK DOUGLAS RUBERT AGR3 PEARL CITY ILL
RR 2 PEARL CITY ILL
BLuCK JAMtS HOWARD L'AS4 309 E HEALEY
307 LAwNDALE AVt AURORA ILL
BLOCK JAMtS IRWIN LAS1 URH OGLESBY 812
6244 N CAMPBtLL AV CHICAGO ILL 60645
BLOCK LtSLIE JAY LAS4 2313 S 1SI



































































7136 S COLES Av
BLUCK RONNA JANE




603 S MAIN ST
BLODGETT JERRY ALAN
6050 40TH AVE









7 E ASH ST
BLOMUUIST JOANN




















1043 E MICHELLE CR
BLOOS GUNTHER JOHN










21 W 444 FAIRWAY
BLUCKER JAMES DWIGHT







BLOEM MEL V IN FRANCIS
ROOTE 2
BLUESTEIN KAREN SUE














R 1 163A FOX RIVER
BLUM JOHN HERBERT














1405 S GROVE ST
BLUME VERNA CLAUCIA

















LAS2 URH TOWNSEND 460 U 332-4588
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAS2 312 E ARMORY C 356-7961
SKOKIE ILL 60076
COM2 52 E ARMORY C 356-7715
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAS3 URH SNYDER 241 C 332-1699
CHICAGO ILL
EO 4 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
CHICAGO ILL
AGR1 URH BABCOCK 308 U
PEARL CITY ILL 61062
GRAD 703 E COLORADO U 367-8118
HOMER ILL 61849
GRAO 502 W MAIN U 367-1969
KENOSHA WIS
ENG1 URH TOWNSENO 174 U 332-4038
BELLEVILLE ILL 62223
ENG4 508 E WHITE C 352-5013
PARK RIDGE ILL
ENG4 212 E DANIEL C
KENILWORTH ILL
LASS LOVES PARK ILL 332-0028
LOVES PARK ILL 61111
AGR1 • 2023 BURLISON U 344-5461
LOMBARD ILL 60148
LAS1 URH WARDALL 625 U 332-4428
OAKLAWN ILL 60453
COM4 URH GARNER 222 C 332-0721
ROCKFORD ILL
GRAO 708 S FOLEY C 359-1005
CHAMPAIGN IL
GRAD 1209 N 01 VISION U 367-2842
URBANA ILL 61801
PE 3 902 S 2ND C 356-2931
PK FOREST ILL
LAS1 URH SCOTT 490 C 332-1633
RIVER FOREST ILL 60305
ENG2 110 E CHALMERS C
CHICAGO ILL 60645
GRAO BLOOMINGTON RD C 356-5718
CARLINVILLE ILL 62626
LAS3 711 S PRAIRIE C 359-3836
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
AGR2 URH TOWNSENO 245 U 332-4080
ASHLAND ILL 62612
LAS1 URH FLAGG 418 C 332-0332
MEMPHIS TENN 38107
ENG1 URH OGLESBY 630 U 332-5231
CHICAGO ILL 60634
GRAD 605 W INDIANA U 344-5649
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG4 706 W CHURCH C 359-1904
PERU ILL
FAA3 809 W ILLINOIS U 344-5564
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 809 W ILLINOIS U 344-5564
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 229 U 332-5110
GLEN ELLYN ILL 60137
FAA1 604 E ARMORY C
ARTHUR ILL 61911
LAS2 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
CHICAGO ILL 60617
GRAD 406 N PROSPECT C
CHAMPAIGN ILL




GRAD 309 E HEALEY C 352-1904
EDMORE MICH
LAS1 303 E JOHN C 344-1103
MEMPHIS TENN 38117
GRAD 2110 W WHITE C 359-2482
REVERE 51 MASS
FAA3 URH HOPKINS 389 C 332-1319
MICHIGAN CITY IN
LAS1 ST JOSEPH ILL
ST JOSEPH IL 61873
C0M1 URH SNYOER 493 C 332-1876
CHICAGO ILL 60645
PE 3 1404 S LINCOLN U 344-3821
WESTRN SPRNGS ILL
LAS1 910 S 3RD ' C 344-5000
CHICAGO ILL 60617
ED 3 URH TRELEASE 1112 U 332-5719
CRYSTAL LK ILL
AGR4 URH OGLESBY 424 U 332-5165
CRYSTAL LAKE ILL
LAS1 910 S 3RD C
EVANSTON ILL 60201
LAS2 902 S 2ND C 356-4432
CHICAGO ILL 60617
GRAD 1003 W CLARK U 367-2126
URBANA ILL 61801
EO 2 47 E CHALMERS C 356-7663
CHICAGO ILL
LAS3 1104 W NEVAOA U 344-9617
CHICAGO ILL 60617
ENG2 110 E CHALMERS C 356-7659
CHICAGO ILL 60645
EO 4 URH ALLEN 456 U 332-3390
URBANA ILL
EO 1 URH TRELEASE 316 U 332-8491
PEORIA ILL
LAS3 907 S 4TH C 344-9693
CHICAGO ILL 60645
ED I URH ALLEN 481 U 332-3410
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAS1 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAS4 409 c Chalmers c 344-4481
MuRTON GROVt ILL
GRAD URH SHERMAN 254 C 332-5028
WHEATON ILL
LAS1 URH TRtLtASt 318 U
CH1CAGU ILL 60625
ENG2 206 [ GREEN C 356-4014
CHICAGU ILL 60645






415 NW 2ND ST
BLUSTE1N JACUUELYN H










615 N 8TH ST
BOBBITT JOHN LESLIE































• BODE CARLTON BRETT
909 S OAK
BOOEL SERGEI
740L M 58TH PL
BOOENNER RALPH KING






























123 E HELLEN RD
BOEING JOHN THOMAS




























120 E SHERIDAN PL
BCGNER GUANE THOMAS





LAS4 804 W OREGON U 344-1063
KANKAKEE ILL
LAW3 807 W ILLINCIS u 344-4728
GALVA ILL 61434
LAS4 902 S 2ND c 359-3518
SKOKIE ILL
LAS1 910 S 3RD c 344-5000
FLOSSMOOR ILL 60422
GRAD 220 S DEWEY U 365 -1361
EAST ALTON ILL 62024
FAA1 1110 S 2ND c
DECATUR ILL 62521
FAA1 910 S 3RD c 344 -5000
BUFFALO N Y 14216
GRAD 2075 D ORCHARD ST u 344 -4219
WYTHEVILLE VA
LAS3 505 E GREEN C 344 -1861
E SI LOUIS ILL
GRAO 2075 D ORCHARD ST u 344 -4219
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS4 508 E ARMORY c 344 -0501
SKOKIE ILL
PE 2 109 E STOUGHTON c 344 -0357
POPLAR GROVE ILL 61065
ENG3 910 S 3RD c 344 -5000
LA GRANGE ILL 60525
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 322 u
MORTON GROVE ILL 60053
ED 3 URH TAFT 318 c 332 -0643
EVANSTON ILL
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 326 u 332 -5491
LA GRANGE PK ILL 60525
LAW3 406 E GREEN u 367 -6364
LINCOLN ILL
GRAD 406 E GREEN u 367 -6364
EAST ST LOUIS ILL
LAS6 52 E DANIEL c 359 -4008
ALTON ILL
LAS4 1404 S LINCOLN u 344 -3821
WILLIAMSVILLE ILL
COM2 URH CARR 212 u
LIBERTY ILL
GRAD URH DANIELS 486 (J 332 -2559
FAIRPORT N Y 14450
LAS4 715 W MICHIGAN u 344 -5111
DES PLAINES ILL
LAS1 URH LUNDGREN 9 c 332 -0200
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAW3 909 S OAK c 356--4630
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS4 603 W NEVADA u 344--1291
SUMMIT ILL
COM2 112 E JOHN c
W DUNDEE ILL 60118
LAS1 URH ALLEN 477 u 332--3806
PROSPECT HTS ILL 60070
FAA2 209 E ARMORY c 356--7567
PROSPECT HTS ILL
LAS2 URH LAR 106 u 332--2811
OAKLAWN ILL 60453
GRAO 905 S 1ST c
HAGERSTQWN MD 21740
FAA4 706 S MATHEWS u 344--0137
PARK RIDGE ILL
LAS2 URH GARNER 496 c 332--0913
STREATOR ILL 61364
LAS4 URH TRELEASE 810 u 332--5627
AURORA ILL 60506
GRAD 1816 VALLEY RO c 359--4074
SPARLAND ILL
GRAD 1654 VALLEY RD c 352--2378
FARMERSVILLE ILL
GRAD 1006 HOLLYCREST C 352--6943
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
FAA4 1116 W NEVADA u 344--1416
RUSHVILLE ILL
AGR4 302 E ARMORY C 359--4244
NORTHFIELO ILL
AGR2 205 E ARMORY c 356-1848
WESTERN SPRS ILL 60558
LAS2 106 E DANIEL c 356--1766
WESTERN SPRS ILL 60558
LAS2 URH VANDOREN 208
PALATINE ILL
c 332-"0532
ENG4 307 E HEALEY c 352--8760
BREESE ILL
LAS2 306 E GREGORY c 356--7995
WINNEBAGO ILL 61088
FAA<, 617 W CHURCH c 359- 4579
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG4 211 E ARMORY c 356- 2852
BELLEVILLE ILL 62221
LAS4 801 MAPLEPARK c 352- 7350
CHICAGO ILL 60626
LAS3 1510 DAWSCN C 356- 3177
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS4 206 E STOUGHTON c 352- 3934
WARREN ILL
AGR1 106 E DANIEL c 356- 8876
PLEASANT PLNS ILL 62677
ED 3 URH SAUNDERS 221 u 332- 3832
NASHVILLE ILL
PE 1 105 E ARMORY c 356- 7585
SKOKIE ILL 60077




FAA1 910 S 3RD c 344- 5000
JOLIET ILL 60435
ENG4 508 E STOUGHTON C 332- 3713
PALOS PARK ILL
LAS4 212 E GREGORY c
LAKE BLUFF ILL
LAS3 URH TOWNSEND 418 U 332- 4191
HENRY ILL
FAA4 911 S 4TH C 344- 9560
WILMETTE ILL






bogumill michael p j
73 bel aire dr
boguta john joseph




















1410 W MAIN CROSS
BOHLEN ROGER HENRY
115 S EAST ST
BOHLEN THOMAS DOUGLA
115 S EAST ST
BOHLIN GAREN GENE
216 S COOK ST
BUHL MAN MONICA SUE
4017 W 94TH ST











BOOA S MATTIS 7
BOIES JOHN HENRY






4310 N CENTRAL PK
B0JAN0WSK1 HELEN ANN
7523 W 62ND ST
•BOJANOWSKI ROBERT JO
752 3 W 62N0
BOJANOWSKI WILLIAM




4930 S ASHLAND AV
BOLDT ROBERT CURTIS
328 W TAYLOR




















BOLIN JACflUEL INE KAY
RR 1 BX 99 WOLF RD
•BOLIN JEANNE F
2711 MAPLEWOOD



















711 E MAIN ST
BOLLOW RICHARD CHARL
4740 UAKWOOD AV
BQLNICK Kit. HARD NEAL
6233 N WASHTENAW
BOLOTIN ANNE DIEDRE
1123 N FAIR OAKS
BOLOTIN JUDITH OALE
4540 W OAVIS
GRAD 205 E GREEN
WINCHESTER MASS
FAA3 URH 8USEY 426
PARIS ILL 61944
ENG3 212 E DANIEL
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62703




LASl URH TOWNSEND 337
PEORIA ILL 61603
LAS3 URH WARDALL 1112
GALESBURG ILL






LAS3 305 E GREEN
SKOKIE ILL 60076
LASl URH FORBES 224
MUWEAOUA ILL 62550
PE 2 URH ALLEN 489
MATTOON ILL 61938
LAS2 URH SAUNDERS 5
TAYLORVILLE ILL 62568
ENG1 URH FORBES 108
MOWEAQUA ILL 62550
FAA4 112 E DANIEL
MOWEAQUA ILL
COM3 410 E JOHN
BARRINGTON ILL 60010
ED 2 URH TRELEASE 718
PRAIRIE VIL KANS
GRAD 602 S WALNUT
URBANA ILL 61801
LASl HIGHLAND PARK ILL
HIGHLAND PARK ILL 60035
GRAD 1838 B ORCHARD PL
URBANA ILL 61801
AGR1 URH CARR 307
DIETERICH ILL 62424
GRAO 1601 VALLEY
WEST OES MOINES IA
GRAD 1523 LINCOLNSHIRE
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAW2 311 W CLARK
SYCAMORE ILL 60178
LASl URH LAR 226
LINCOLNWOOD ILL 60645
LASl URH SCOTT 232
CHICAGO ILL 60618
ENG3 URH OGLESBY 429
CHICAGO ILL
LAS2 URH WAROALL 216
ARGO ILL 60501
GRAO 904 W STOUGHTON
ARGO ILL
LASl URH HOPKINS 394
ARGO ILL 60501
GRAD 307 E HEALEY
DETROIT MICH
FAA1 URH HOPKINS 494
CHICAGO ILL 60609
COM2 1009 W PENN
LOMBARD ILL 60148
GRAD 2029 C HAZELWO CT
W VANCOUVER BC CAN
ENG2 212 E DANIEL
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60004
GRAD 1920 WINCHESTER
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 1210
NORRISTOWN PA 19401
LAS3 URH OGLESBY 1129
ZION IL
COM4 307 S PRAIRIE
EAST MOLINE IL






AGR2 506 W ELM
CHICAGO ILL




JNL3 URH CARR 328
PARK RIDGE IL
EO 3 1101 W PENN
ROCKFORD ILL
AVI1 URH HOPKINS 209
VILLA PARK ILL 60181
ENG1 410 E JOHN
DES PLAINES ILL 60016
LASl URH LAR 309
DES PLAINES ILL 60018
AGR2 URH GARNER 362
EDWARDSVILLE IL 62025
GRAD URH DANIELS 235
CONCORD MASS
LASl URH TRELEASE 517
STEELEVILLE ILL 62288
COM2 URH OGLESBY 407
CHESTER ILL 62233
VM 2 508 V, MICHIGAN
BELLEVILLE ILL
LAW1 802 W PARK
UUWNERS GROVE ILL
LAS2 101C S 2ND
CHICAGO ILL
LASl 910 S 3R0
OAK PARK ILL































































RR 2 BOX 102
BQMKE JUHN CHARLES J
10 LAUREL CT
BGMMARITO DOUGLAS





















1210 W MAIN ,
BOND JOHN B JR








BONOE ALFONS AXEL II
169 N HAMPSHIRE
BONOI JOHN JOSEPH




















906 MAPLE PARK -
BONK JOHN THOMAS
























BOOKER BR EN DA
218 S HAGUE
BOOKER EVELYN YUKYEE



























GKAD 50J H SPRlNGHtLU i
HAMMOND IL
JNL4 UKH VANDOREN 121
WORTH ILL 60682
GRAO 709 W CHURCH i
ERLANGER KY 41018
LAS4 211 E ARMORY
FURRESTON ILL 61030
LAS3 URH SCOTT 286
JACKSONVILLE ILL
ENG1 409 E CHALMERS
BELLEVILLE ILL 62223
ENG3 403 BRIAR LN
ROCHESTER N Y 14613
LAS4 611 W HEALEY
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS1 URH FLAGG 413
CHICAGO ILL 60628
LAW2 URH SNYDER 230
VILLA PARK ILL 60181
LAS4 911 S 4TH
MCLEANSBORO ILL




LAS2 URH VANDOREN 8
VILLA PK ILL 60181
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 722
ROCKFQRO ILL 61111
GRAD 1108 DUNCAN RD
INGALLS KANS 67853
FAA6 1210 W MAIN
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS4 904 W GREEN
ARLINGTON VA 22207
GRAD 1105 S ANDERSON
DECATUR ILL
ENG1 410 E JOHN
CHESTER ILL 62233
FAA2 311 E ARMORY
PK. RIOGE ILL
LAS3 206 S GREGORY
ELMHURST ILL 6012T
LAS4 502 E WHITE
CHICAGO 38 ILL
GRAO 307 W ELLS
CAMILLUS N Y
GRAO URH SHERMAN 554
CUSHING OKLA
GRAO 108 E JOHN
LA GRANGE PK ILL
LAS2 910 S 3RD
NORMAL ILL 61761
AGR1 URH ALLEN 71
GAYS ILL
LAS3 212 E DANIEL
SPRINGFIELD ILL
COM2 URH WESTON 319
MORTON GR ILL 60053




GRAO 906 MAPLE PARK
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG1 URH OGLE SB Y 406
EVERGREEN PARK ILL 60642
C0M1 URH SNYDER 408
ROBINSON ILL 62454
C0M1 URH SNYDER 412
AMBOY ILL 61310
FAA2 1108 S 1ST
HOMEWOOO ILL 60430
ENG4 274 S DEWEY
HAVANA ILL 62644
C0M1 URH SNYDER 422
BUFFALO GROVE ILL 60090
AGR2 405 S MCKINLEY
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
PE 2 URH ALLEN 377
CHICAGO IL
LAS2 URH WAROALL 1217
WILMETTE ILL 60091
ENG1 1010 S 2ND
DOLTON ILL 60419
FAA2 URH TAFT 119
GRANVILLE ILL 61326
GRAO 1205 W MAIN
ST PETER ILL
GRAO 1113 S 2ND
COLUMBUS OHIO
GRAD 113 S 2N0
INDEPENDENCE MO 64050
COM3 URH GARNER 228
ROCKFORD ILL
LAS1 URH OGLESBY 713
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAS1 910 S 3R0
SKOKIE ILL 60077
FAA4 1632 VALLEY RD
SKOKIE ILL
GRAD 53 E CHALMERS
ITHACA N Y 14850
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS
S NORWALK CONN
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS
JULIET ILL 60436
JNL4 1207 W NEVADA
ROCK ISLAND I-LL
LAS3 URH WARDALL 423
HIGHLAND PARK ILL 60035
LAS4 309 E CLAKK
CHICAGO ILL 60611
LAW2 706 S 1ST
W1NNETKA ILL
ENG3 1101 S MATTIS
DECATUR ILL
LAS3 910 S 3RD






































































3221 N TWELVE OAKS
BORDEAUX JANICE DIAN





























BORGESON GAYLE COR IN
5440 W BERTEAU
BORGESON JEFFREY R


























407 CUSTER AV \
BORON 1 THOMAS ANDREW
2435 ERSKINE RD
BOROVEC RICHARD T

























2139 N KEYSTONE AV
BORUTTA ROBERT ALLEN












2930 N 75TH AVE
LAS4 2303 S 1ST C 344-5837
OLNEY ILL
LAS! 409 E CHALMERS C 344-4096
OAK PARK ILL 60304
LAS3 URH GARNER 374 C 332-0828
CALUMET CITY ILL
ENG4 112 E DANIEL C 332-1297
OAK PARK ILL 60304
ENG4 1004 W NEVADA u 344-0676
DANFORTH ILL
LAS2 805 W OHIO U 344-4784
SIBLEY ILL 61773
LAS2 URH TAFT 24 C 332-0583
CHICAGO ILL 60625
LAS3 URH OGLESBY 708 U 332-5240
PEORIA ILL 61604
FAA1 URH ALLEN 235 U 332-3165
PEORIA ILL 61604
ENG3 1110 S 2N0 C 332-1297
CHICAGO ILL 60652
LAS1 URH ALLEN U 332-3338
CHICAGO ILL . 60637
GRAD 1406 W CLARK C 359-4083
DECATUR ILL 62526
LAW!' 910 S 3R0 C 344-5000
LAWRENCEVILLE ILL 62439
LAW1 1406 W CLARK C 359-4083
DECATUR ILL 62526 .
LAS4 2305 S 1ST C 344-4614
MINONK IL
GRAD 109 E SPRINGFIELD C 344-4597
PONTEVEDRA BCH FLA
LAS1 1010 S 2ND C
CANTON ILL 61520
GRAD URH DANIELS 729 U 332-2385
ST PAUL MINN
LAS4 1102 S LINCOLN U 344-4205
WILMETTE ILL
LAS4 619 W HILL C 359-3708
NEBO ILL
AGR4 1762 VALLEY RD C 359-4794
MORRIS ILL 60450
ED 4 1110 W NEVADA U 344-0425
CHAMPAIGN ILL
ENG4 URH SNYOER 430 C 332-1834
ROCKFORD ILL
ED 4 706 S MATHEWS U 344-0136
CHICAGO ILL
FAA2 904 W GREEN U
MILWAUKEE WIS 53217
COM2 904 W GREEN U
GLENVIEW ILL 60025
LASl URH TRELEASE 225 UJ~*>
MURPHYSBORO ILL 62966
LA S3 211 E DANIEL C 344-9583
MURPHYSBORO ILL
LAS2 EDWAROSVILLE ILL 332-5241'
EDWAROSVILLE ILL 62025
AGR3 809 W PENN U 344-4069
HUNTLEY ILL
LASl URH OGLESBY 1107 U 332-5359
geneseo ill 61254
grao 2410 e main u 367-8948
riverside ill 60546
ENG4 1007 S 3RD C 356-9894
BROOKFIELD- ILL
GRAD 710 S GOODWIN U 344-3684
JANESVILLE MINN 56048
FAA1 URH ALLEN 122 U 332-3128
ELGIN ILL 60120
GRAD 1782 VALLEY RD C 359-4278
DECATUR ILL 62521
COM4 1505 KIRBY C 352-3600
EVANSTON ILL
LASl URH TOWNSEND 108 U 332-3990
EVANSTON ILL 60202
ENG3 URH HOPKINS 350 C 332-1398
JOLIET ILL 60432
GRAO 807 W MAIN U 367-8593
BERWYN ILL
AVI2 311 E ARMORY C 352-4453
ZION ILL 60099
LAS4 URH ALLEN 460 U 332-3364
WILMETTE ILL








ENG1 URH BABCOCK 326 U
STOCKTON ILL 61085
GRAD 205 E GREEN C 356-9704
OXFORD MICH
GRAD 41 WILSONS TRLR PK U 367-0463
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 800 S MATTIS C 352-8355
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAO 800 S MATTIS C 352-8355
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 203 E ARMORY C 332-5093
CHICAGO ILL 60634
ENG2 URH GARNER 221 C 332-0720
CHICAGO ILL 60639
ENG3 URH TOWNSENO 484 U 332-4239
BELLEVILLE ILL
LAS3 806 W SPRINGFIELD U 367-6778
AURORA ILL 60506
LAS4 URH CLARK 236 C 332-0030
CICERO ILL 60650
LAS3 711 W ILLINOIS U 344-5075
CHICAGO ILL
LASl URH NOBLE 20 C 332-0358
DES PLA1NES ILL 60016
ENG4 URH TOWNSEND 164 U 332-4028
DES PLAINES ILL
LAS4 URH TOWNSEND 576 U 332-4295





11 E 118TH PL
BOSK.EV JAMES ALBERT
















































































ROUTE 1 BOX 142
BOUWKAMP JAMES WILLI






373 W 4TH ST
BOVEE CLAUDIA JEAN
RR 1 BOX 122
B0V1LSKY SHEILA FAYE
1751 E 83RD ST
BOW ROUH TYAN






RR 2 BOX 99
•BOWEN MARY MARGARET













C0M1 URH HOPKIN 491 C
OAKLAWN ILL 60459
ENG1 URH WESTON 436 C
CHICAGO ILL 60628
LAS2 URH WESTON 132 C
CHICAGO ILL 60628
LAS3 1215 S 4TH C
DECATUR ILL
LAS1 1106 S 3RD C
SKOKIE ILL 60076
LAS3 1005 S WRIGHT C
CLARENDON HLS ILL 60514
GRAO 33 E CHALMERS C
WILMETTE ILL
GRAO 1121 WESTFIELD C
NORMAL ILL 61761
LAS2 706 S MATHEWS U
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 711 W CHURCH C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAO 808 OAKCREST C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 907 S WRIGHT C
MORTON GR ILL 60053
LAS2 URH CARR 424 U
PALOS HTS ILL 60463
COM2 URH TAFT 218 C
ELMHURST ILL 60126
COM2 909 S 3RD C
ELMHURST IL 60126
PE 1 907 W ILLINOIS U
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62702
AGR3 907 W ILLINCIS U
SPRINGFIELD ILL
GRAO 806 IOWA U
CHICAGO ILL 60625
LAS2 URH WAROALL 911 U
CHICAGO ILL
LAS4 201 E GREEN C
RIVERDALE ILL
LAS1 URH LUNDGREN 124 C
FOREST PARK ILL 60130
GRAO 705 S WALNUT U
MURPHYSBORO ILL
FAA3 604 E ARMORY C
KANKAKEE ILL
LAW2 815 N MCKINLEY C
CHICAGO ILL
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 268 C
PALATINE ILL 60067
COM3 URH BLAISOELL 14 U
PALATINE ILL
ENG4 1110 S 2ND C
MAY WOOD ILL
LAS3 URH BUSEY 233 U
KANKAKEE ILL
LAS4 URH TOWNSEND 477 U
KANKAKEE ILL
ENG4 1007 S 1ST C
CALEDONIA ILL
LAS1 URH FLAGG 418 C
EAST PEORIA ILL 61611
LAS3 1004 S 3RD C
OwIGHT ILL
ENG4 602 E STOUGHTON C
ELMWOOD ILL
FAA3 909 S 3RD C
EVANSTON ILL 60203
VM 2 1310 CENTENNIAL C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
FAA4 1202 W NEVADA U
SYCAMORE ILL
GRAO 912 S NEW C
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS2 1209 W OREGON U
DECATUR ILL 62521
GRAD 1806 KIRBY C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG1 URH FORBES 420 C
PARIS ILL 61944
ENG1 904 W GREEN U
WESTERN SPRS ILL 60558
GRAD 2612 SHERIDAN C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAO URH SHERMAN 556 C
MULBERRY FLA 33860
LAS1 URH SNYDER 211 C
VILLA PARK ILL 60181
LAS2 310 E JOHN C
CLARENDON HLS ILL 60514
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS C
DUQUOIN ILL 62832
LAS2 URH TREtEASE 1102 U
chicago hts ill 60411
eo 2 1202 w nevaoa u
sugar grove ill 60554
las4 urh evans 235 u
chicago 17 ill
grao urh daniels 230 u
taipei taiwan
grao 1970 b orchard st u
livonia mich
las1 urh lar 136 u
barry ill 62312
faa3 410 e green c
paxton ill
las4 203 w elm u
freeport ill 61035
grad 1970 b orchard st u
laharpe ill
vm 2 807 s busey u
e st louis ill
las4 203 w elm u
freeport ill 61032
eng4 urh townsend 165 u
bloomington ill
com2 208 e john c
NuRTHBROOK ILL






















































































BOW IT Z HELEN
2551 W CUYLE
BOWLER KATHLEEN ANN
536 S CRAIG PL
BOWLES JAMES EDGAR
205 WOOOLAWN BLVO










































BOYD ARTHUR LEE JR
302 CHANDLER AV
BOYD CAVIC GERALD
ROUTE 2 BOX 960
BOYO COCK ALEXANDER
9700 S HARVARO AV
BOYD ERNEST JAMES
















_^2028 S 22N0 AV












1096 OAK ST WINNET
BOYER PETER WILLIAM















ENG3 910 W CALIFORNIA
NAPERVILLE ILL 60540
LAS1 URH TOWNSEND 145
BLOOMINGTON ILL 61701
COM2 604 E ARMORY
KANKAKEE ILL
GRAD 2410 E MAIN
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAO 2410 E MAIN
URBANA ILL
ENG4 910 S 3RD
HIGHLAND PARK ILL 60035
GRAO 1005 S 3RD
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
COM4 TINLEY PARK ILL
TINLEY PARK ILL
LAS3 411 E HEALEY
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS3 910 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAS1 313 E JOHN
LOMBARD ILL 60148
LAW2 501 S ELM
E PEORIA IL 61611
AGR3 802 S LINCOLN
MILLEDGEVILLE ILL
LAS4 912 S 2ND
GLEN ELLYN ILL
FAA3 URH CLARK 424
CHICAGO ILL 60617






LAS2 URH LUNOGREN 42 5
COLONA ILL 61241
LAS2 URH LAR 365
ROCHESTER N Y 14624
LAS1 URH BARTON 103
PALATINE ILL 60067
LAS2 URH BLAISOELL 2 03
MONMOUTH ILL 61462
ED 2 508 E CHALMERS
URBANA ILL 61801
C0M1 1004 S 4TH
KANKAKEE ILL 60901
LAS1 URH GARNER 438
LONG BEACH CAL 90815
ED 3 508 E CHALMERS
CHESTER ILL
GRAO 311 W CLARK
TEL-AVIV ISR
LAS1 52 E ARMORY
WAUKEGAN ILL
ENG1 212 E DANIEL
NEWTON ILL 62448
VM 3 801 W IOWA
EVANSTON ILL 60202
FAA3 609 S 4TH
BROOKLYN NY 11238
GRAD 402 N ELM
OAK PARK ILL
LAS3 505 E GREEN
E ST LOUIS ILL
LAS3 1003 W ILLINOIS
LINOEN N J
LAS3 203 E ARMORY
COLLINSVILLE ILL 62234
GRAD 305 E ARMORY
CHICAGO ILL 60628
LAS3 URH OGLESBY 402
MANKATO MN
ENG4 311 E GREEN
OGLESBY ILL
GRAO 1108 RAINBOW VIEW
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS1 URH FLAGG 320
ELMHURST ILL 60126




LAS1 URH CARR 220
WEST FRANKFORT ILL 62896
LAS4 301 E ARMORY
SKOKIE ILL
FAA3 905 S 1ST
BROADVIEW ILL
_
ENG3 URH TOWNSEND 314
ELK GROVE VIL ILL










AGR2 URH OGLESBY 1208
BIGGSVILLE ILL 61418
GRAO 1205 W UNIVERSITY
TA ILL
ENG4 505 E GREEN
DECATUR ILL
ENG1 106 E DANIEL
GRANITE CITY ILL 62040
VM 3 WILSCN TRAILER PK
MARSHALL ILL
FAA2 912 S 2ND
ORANGEVILLE ILL 61060
LAS4 1009 W CALIFCRMA
NURTH BABYLON I* Y 11703
LAS3 1207 h NEVADA
ELMHURST ILL
VM 3 203 S 6TH
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820





























































2041 N 74TH CT
•BOYS NORMAN EUGENE
606 N 3RD ST
BOZARTH JOHN LUTHER



















BRACK ETT JERRY RAY
RR 2
BRACKETT ROBERT LEE
















2001 W OMAHA ST















BRADLEY E RAYMOND II










































759 S 22ND ST
BRADY NANCY CAppEAU






314 W KRENZ AVE




AGR4 1002 W OREGON I
REYNOLDS ILL
GRAD 511 W WASHINGTON (
CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAD 205 E GREEN (
ELMWOOD PARK ILL
GRAD 205 E GREEN (
SHELBYVILLE ILL
FAA2 1111 S 1ST I
TUSCOLA ILL 61953
AGR2 505 E GREEN I
CARMI ILL 62821
JNL3 912 S 2ND I
CHICAGO HTS ILL
GRAD URH DANIELS 261 I
FLORINA GR
COM4 106 E HEALEY I
CHICAGO 45 ILL
FAA1 910 S 3RD I
ELMHURST ILL 60126
GRAD 103 N NEW I
RAHWAY N J
GRAD URH DANIELS 460 '
ROCKTON ILL 61072
ENG1 610 S GLOVER
UR3ANA ILL 61801
LAS2 313 E ARMORY i
WESTERN SPRS ILL 60558
LAS1 URH WESTON 278 i
NEWTON ILL 62448
LAS1 URH FORBES 112 I
ASSUMPTION ILL 62510
LAS2 305 E GREEN i
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 801 W HILL
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 905 S WABASH
CLARENDON HLS ILL
ENG2 URH SCOTT 222
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS1 URH SQOTT 226
MINONK ILL 61760
LAS3 604 E ARMORY
HARTFORD IL 62048
EO 4 1204 S LINCOLN
DECATUR ILL
GRAD URH DANIELS 284
RAPID CITY S D 57704
ENG2 409 E CHALMERS
SIDELL ILL
ED 4 706 S MATHEWS
SPRINGFIELD ILL
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 726
GIBSON CITY ILL 60936
ENG1 211 E JOHN
SACRAMENTO CAL 95842
LAS4 1401 W HEALEY
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS3 1401 W HEALEY
CHAMPAIGN ILL
AGR2 1110 W NEVADA
JUNCTION ILL 62954
JNL2 URH CLARK 333
PALATINE ILL
GRAD URH DANIELS 721
PHILA PA 19111
COM3 URH SNYDER 273
LISLE ILL
GRAD URH DANIELS 463
HUNDRED W VA 26575
AGR4 805 W OREGON
BONFIELD ILL
LAS1 URH GARNER 370
GLEN ELLYN ILL 60137
ENG4 1110 W STOUGHTON
CHICAGO ILL 60646
GRAD URH DANIELS 242
GREENFIELD I ND 46140




ED 3 713 W OHIO
SHEFFIELD ILL
COM2 URH SNYDER 389
NORMAL ILL 61761
ENG4 URH TOWNSEND 414
FRANKLIN PARK ILL
LAS4 28 BLUE SPRUCE
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
PE 1 URH ALLEN
GLEN ELLYN ILL 60137















LAS3 URH BABCOCK 426
ARLINGTON HTS ILL




PE 1 URH LAR 377
WINNETKA ILL 60C
LAS3 109 W ELLIS
CHICAGO ILL 606
AGR4 309 E HEALEY
NfcPONSET ILL










































































2415 S ANGLE CT













562 S 4TH AV
BRAND KATHRYN ANN
415 E SYCAMORE






• BRANDABUR AGNES E M
506 N EDWIN
BRANOEHOFF SUSAN E
532 E 4TH ST
BRANDEL ROBERT JOHN






13811 S 80TH AV
BRANDON LAWONDA
















































RR 1 BOX 17
BRAUER MARY ALICE





brault lawrence e jr
18746 carson dr
braun Bonnie sue









GRAD URH DANIELS 615
BEAVER W VA
GRAD URH SHERMAN 130
RIVERSIDE ILL
LAS2 110 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO ILL 60645




GRAD URH ALLEN 30
HARVEY ILL 60426
LAS2 901 S LINCOLN
GLEN ELLYN ILL 60137
PE 1 706 W OHIO
SKOKIE ILL 60076






LAS1 URH TRELEASE 417
EVANSTON ILL 60202
LAS4' 907 S 4TH
KANKAKEE ILL
VM 4 VET CLINIC SA
URBANA ILL 61801




LAS1 URH ALLEN 4
DES PLAINES ILL 60016




LAS2 110 E ARMORY
CALUMET CITY ILL 60409




JNL4 307 E DANIEL
DELPHOS OHIO 45833
FAA1 306 E DANIEL
CHICAGO ILL 60628
ENG1 409 E CHALMERS
SKOKIE ILL 60076
ENG4 URH TOWNSEND 282
SPRNG VALEY ILL
LAS3 704 S 3RD
ORLANO PARK IL
ED 1 URH BARTON 203
EAST ST LOUIS ILL 62205
LAW1 1216 W CHURCH
CHICAGO ILL 60626
LAS1 1215 S 4TH
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAW1 ST JOSEPH ILL
ST JOSEPH ILL 61873
GRAO MAHOMET ILL
MAHOMET ILL 61853
LAS1 URH ALLEN 371
ELGIN ILL ' 60120
LAS3 URH TAFT 26
CARY ILL 60013




LAS1 URH GARNER 373
ELMHURST ILL 60126
FAA3 1105 S 1ST
RIVERDALE ILL 60627
LAS1 URH FLAGG 328
WESTMONT ILL 60559
GRAD 411 W SPRINGFIELD
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 1106 S LINCOLN
DIXON ILL
GRAD 101 E ARMORY
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS3 URH SCOTT 326
PITTSFIELD ILL
LAS3 410 E JOHN
CARMI ILL
LAS1 URH SNYDER 267
ATHENS OHIO 45701
GRAD 1813 VALLEY RD
CALGARY ALTA CAN
LAS2 URH SNYDER 311
BROADVIEW ILL 60155
GRAD URH DANIELS 228
DURBAN SOUTH AFR
GRAD 58 E ARMORY
AURORA ILL
AGR4 809 W PENN
OAKFORD ILL
PE 1 211 E ARMORY
HOMEWOOD ILL 60430
LAS3 805 W OHIO
OAKFORD ILL
LAS1 URH LAR 218
ROCKFORD ILL 61103
PE 2 805 W OHIO
OAKFORD ILL 62673
GRAD 618 I DANIEL
CHICAGO ILL 60622
LAS1 URH TOWNSEND 209
HOMEWOOD ILL 60430
LAS1 910 S 3RD
K PARK ILL 60302
JNL3 301 E ARMORY
GLENLOE ILL
AGR2 904 S 3RD
ELMWOOD PARK ILL 60635













































































































4934 W CHURCH ST
BREHMER STEPHEN CRAI


























2421 S EUCLID AV













ROUTE 1 BOX 149
BRENNAN DARLENE GRAC
2721 N TROY ST
BRENNAN KENNETH ROBE
8108 W 46TH ST
BRENNAN MARK THADUEU















1158 W FARWELL AV
BRENT ELIZABETH LEE
1158 W FARWELL
ENG3 URH TOWNSEND 435
MOUNT PULASKI ILL
LAS4 URH CLARK 339
WiLMETTE ILL 60091
AGR3 URH ALLEN 2
GRANITE CITY ILL
FAA1 910 S 3R0
LINCOLNWOOD ILL 60646
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 707
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAS1 409 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO ILL 60626




COM4 1701 W HEALEY
CHAMPAIGN ILL
ENG4 1206 W PARK
SOMERS CONN 06071
LAW2 806 S 3RD
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS1 URH ALLEN 219
STICKNEY ILL 60402
LAS3 URH ALLEN 113
CHICAGO 40 ILL
FAA3 802 W OREGON
CHICAGO ILL
LAS1 401 E DANIEL
MORTON ILL 61550
ENG2 604 E ARMORY
CHICAGO ILL 60623
JNL4 302 E ARMORY
LAGRANGE ILL
ENG3 102 E ARMORY
WINTHROP HRBR ILL 60096
GRAO 1204 W OREGON
CHICAGO ILL 60613
ENG1 URH FORBES 318
BEATRICE NEB 68310
GRAD URH DANIELS 621
NASHVILLE TENN 37207
LAS1 706 W OHIO
SKOKIE ILL 60076




ENG3 URH TOWNSEND 303
JOLIET ILL
GRAD 901 W SPRINGFIELO
WAUKEGAN ILL 60085
ED 3 47 E CHALMERS
SKOKIE ILL
C0M1 URH GARNER 325
DELPHI IND
GRAO 618 W HEALEY
DAYTON OH
GRAO 511 W GREEN
URBANA ILL





EO 1 URH BARTON 103
PALATINE ILL 60067
LAS1 URH VANDOREN 103
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG1 URH HOPKINS 223
LOVES PARK ILL 61111
LAS4 809 W CALIFORNIA
MILAN IL
GRAD 809 W CALIFORNIA
ALEOO ILL
LAS2 URH FORBES 272
CHICAGO ILL 60617
LAS2 URH TOWNSEND 316
CHICAGO ILL 60638
ENG4 URH OGLESBY 1212
EVERGREEN PARK IL 60642
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 311
NORTHBROOK ILL 60062
FAA4 URH BUSEY 356
BERWYN ILL
GRAD 2009 S PHILO RD
METROPOLIS ILL









GRAO 706 W CHURCH
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
C0M1 URH TAFT 404
LAKE VILLA ILL 60046
LAS4 URH CLARK 206
CHICAGO IL 60647
ENG3 604 E ARMORY
LYONS ILL 60534
FAA1 905 W CALIFORNIA
PALATINE ILL 60067
ENG1 URH GARNER 123
LA GRANGE PARK ILL 60525
ENG1 110 E CHALMERS
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62704
ENG2 URH TOWNSEND 107
MINIER ILL 61759
GRAD 902 W ILLINOIS
TOLEDO OHIO
LAS1 URH LINCOLN 368
KANKAKEE ILL 60901
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 718
NJRTHBROOK ILL
PE 2 URH SAUNOERS 418
GULCONDA ILL 6293 8
LAW1 URH FORBES 430
CHICAGO ILL 60626






























































860 N DEWITT PL
BRETSCHER NANCY LORE
1555 W EDWARDS ST
• BR EI SCHNEIDER JOHN H
310 S PRAIRIE
BRETT JACQUELYN ANN
8554 S PAULINA ST
•BRETTHAUER GARY LEE
RR 1 BOX 304
• BRETTHAUER WILLA M
MAPLE ST
•BRETZLAFF CELESTE QU





















RR 1 BOX 286
BREWER KENNETH CHARL




3144 N CICERO AV
BREWICK MARILYN JUNE
























415 S PEARL ST
BRICKMAN JUDITH PAUL












432 S 6TH AV
•BRIDGES ROGER DEAN




















3933 N TRIPP AV
BRIGGS BARBARA LYNNE
1503 S 57TH CT




C0M1 URH GARNER 242
BELLEVILLE ILL 62223
COM4 906 W HILL
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS1 URH GARNER 465
MOWEAQUA ILL 62550
LAS4 107 E WHITE
SPRINGFIELO ILL
LAS1 52 E ARMORY
SKOKIE ILL 60076
ED 3 910 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL 60611
EO 3 1102 S LINCOLN
SPRINGFIELO ILL
GRAO 310 S PRAIRIE
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS2 URH BLAISOELL 11
CHICAGO ILL 60620
GRAO 1206 W CLARK
YORKVILLE ILL
AGR4 1206 W CLARK
SUGAR GROVE ILL 60554
GRAD TOLQNO ILL
TOLONO ILL 61880




LAS3 URH OGLESBY 512
NEWARK ILL
ED 1 SIDNEY ILL
SIDNEY ILL 61877












EO 2 URH TRELEASE 1007 U
ROSCOE ILL 61073
AGR1 URH BABCOCK 124 U
CHICAGO ILL 60618
GRAD 1305 E PENN U
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 105 E GREEN B7 C
CHICAGO ILL 60641
FAA4 URH EVANS 230 U
MARSEILLES ILL
LAS3 URH LAR 207 U
BELLWOOD ILL 60104
GRAO 808 W CHURCH C
THREE LAKES WIS 54562
LAS1 URH LUNOGREN 322 C
MATTOON ILL 61938
EO 3 508 E CHALMERS C
WAUKEGAN ILL
LAS3 105 E ARMORY C
CHICAGO IL
LAS1 URH OGLESBY 629 U
BERWYN ILL 60402
ENG1 URH HOPKINS 360 C
FLAT ROCK ILL 62427
FAA4 1005 S 6TH C
CICERO 50 ILL
COM2 603 S BUSEY U
AVON ILL 61415
EO 4 URH ALLEN 101 U
QUINCY ILL
ENG3 111 S LINCOLN U
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62707
FAA3 609 W MAIN U
JERSEYVILLE ILL
LAS4 904 S 3RD C
SKOKIE ILL
AGR3 URH OGLESBY 530 U
DEKALB ILL
JNL4 2512 SHERIDAN C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 907 S WRIGHT C
OLNEY ILL
GRAD 1505 WILEY U
URBANA ILL
AGR2 412 E GREEN C
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62702
PE 1 MT VERNON N Y
HT VERNON N Y 10550
GRAD 2057 C ORCHARD ST U
URBANA ILL 61801
FAA1 URH SNYDER 382 C
HUNTINGTN BCH CAL 92647
LAS1 1009 W PENN U
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62707
AGR2 604 E ARMORY C
BRIMFIELD ILL 61517
C0M1 URH HOPKINS 472 C
PARIS ILL 61944
LAS4 509 £ GREEN C
CHICAGO ILL 60629
LAS2 URH SNYDER 156 C
OTTAWA ILL 61350
GRAD 901 S 6TH C
CHICAGO ILL
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 271 C
SCHAUMBURG ILL 60172
LAW2 801 W SPRINGFIELO C
SPRINGFIELD ILL
LAS2 URH FORBES 218 C
CHICAGO ILL 60641





































































































































































AGR4 805 W OHIO
STONINGTON ILL
JNL4 1101 W PENN
OECATUR ILL
LAS2 604 E ARMORY i
CICERO ILL 60650
GRAD 2112 WHITE i
BIRMINGHAM ALA 35209
EO 2 B05 W OHIO
STONINGTON ILL 62567
LAS1 805 W OHIO
STONINGTON ILL 62567
LAS1 1009 W PENN
KANKAKEE ILL 60901
ENG2 URH FORBES 254
VILLA PARK ILL 60181
GRAO 1005 PHILO RD
UR8ANA ILL 61B01
FAA1 312 E DANIEL
PRINCETON ILL 61356
LAS2 303 E JOHN
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
FAA4 MAPLEWOOO N J
MAPLEWOOD N J 07040
GRAD URH DANIELS
ROCHESTER N Y 14618
GRAD 1846 VALLEY RD
NEW YORK N Y 10456
FAA4 URH TOWNSEND 173
CLAYTON ILL
FAA2 URH LAR 485
HOMEWOOO ILL 60430
GRAD 510 E STOUGHTON
SKOKIE IL
PE 4 URH ALLEN 176
LINCOLNWOOD 45 ILL
LAS4 104 E GREEN
MELROSE PARK ILL
LAS1 URH SNYDER 388
MELROSE PARK ILL 60160
ED 1 URH VANDOREN 112
HILLSIDE ILL 60162
ENG3 805 W OREGON
GRANITE CTY ILL
GRAD 309 S DRAPER
CHAMPAIGN ILL
ED 4 LODA ILL
LODA ILL
LAS2 URH FORBES 308
CHICAGO ILL 60656
LAS2- URH TRELEASE 431
HIGHLAND PK ILL 60035
FAA4 URH WARDALL 526
CARLYLE ILL
LAW1 URH SHERMAN 1066
FREEPORT ILL 61032
COM2 604 E ARMORY
CHICAGO ILL 60657
ENG3 URH OGLESBY 528
DECATUR ILL 62526
GRAO 2410 E GREEN
URBANA ILL 61801
FAA1 URH WARDALL 502
PEORIA ILL 61614
LAS4 URH ALLEN 102
HATTOON ILL
COM3 907 S 4TH
CHICAGO ILL
LAS3 305 E JOHN
CHICAGO ILL 60628
LAS3 105 E ARMORY
CHICAGO ILL
LAS3 105 E ARMORY
SKOKIE ILL
LAS4 1004 W NEVADA
EAST MOLINE ILL
GRAD 1006 S LOCUST
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAW2 1013 S 1ST
ELMHURST ILL
VM 4 1010 E COLORADO
URBANA ILL
LAS2 209 E ARMORY
URBANA ILL 61801
AGR2 804 W OREGON
SMITHBORO ILL 622 84
GRAO 1208 W CALIFORNIA
BELOIT WIS
LAS3 2 CANTERBURY CT
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
EO 2 2 CANTERBURY CT
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAO 1111 S 3R0
TORONTO ONT CAN
tO 4 DANVILLE ILL
DANVILLE ILL
LASl URH FORBES 215
CANTON ILL 61520
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS
MATTOON ILL 61938




ENG2 705 W ILLINOIS
CHICAGO ILL
ENG4 URH OGLESBY 423
CHICAGO ILL
ENG1 910 S 3RD
BROOKFIELO ILL 60513
JNL3 803 W OREGON
MI CARROLL ILL 61053
LAS3 URH SCOTT 332
WATSEKA ILL
LASl URH LAR 362
DOLTON ILL 60627
FAA3 URH LAR 2C9
WESIFIELO ILL 62474





















































111 E 2ND ST
BRUCKMEYER JERRY WAY
138 W HlNES AV
BROCKMEYER TERRY OLY


















1601 SOUTH RR 12
BRODSKI HOLLY CHARLE










101 W G HUFF
BRODT PAUL VICTOR













RR 1 BOX 214
BROKERING LARRY GENE







































320 W HICKORY ST
BROOKS DANNY PAUL



























EO 3 706 S MATHEWS
GENOA ILL
ENG1 306 E DANIEL I
PEURIA HTS ILL 61614
AGR3 RR 2 I
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 605 W INDIANA I
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS4 URH LAR 304 I
DECATUR ILL 62522
LAS2 112 E DANIEL I
SAVANNA ILL 61074
ENG1 URH FORBES 262 I
OAKLAWN ILL 60453
GRAO 1780 VALLEY RO I
CHICAGO ILL
LASl URH WESTON 313 I
CHICAGO ILL 60629
C0M1 URH SCOTT 454 I
SCOTT AFB ILL 62225
LAS4 610 W HILL I
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS3 911 S 3RD i
INGLESIDE ILL
LAS2' 409 E CHALMERS i
MT PROSPECT ILL 60056
LASl 110 E ARMORY
LINCOLNWOOD ILL 60646
FAA1 URH GARNER 372 i
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS3 URH TUWNSEND 139
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS i
WILMETTE ILL 60091
FAA2 101 W GEORGE HUFF
URBANA ILL 61801
ED 2 101 GEORGE HUFF
URBANA IL
ENG4 KENIL WORTH ILL
KENILWORTH ILL 60043
LASl 910 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LASl 47 E CHALMERS
SKOKIE ILL 60076
LAS4 URH WARDALL 1103
WHITE HALL ILL
LAW2 2319. S 1ST
CHICAGO ILL 60611
C0H1 URH SCOTT 494
ESMOND ILL 60129
C0M1 URH OGLESBY 1217
WAUCONDA ILL 60084
LAS2 URH SCOTT 273
NEW BADEN ILL 62265
VM 3 705 W HIGH
BROOKLYN 26 N Y
GRAD 606 W OHIO
URBANA ILL
FAA1 112 E DANIEL
DEERFIELD ILL 60015
FAA2 409 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO ILL 60645
ED 4 1101 S EUCLID
CHICAGO 45 ILL
LAS2 URH TAFT 25
ARLINGTON "HTS ILL 60005
GRAD 507 W GRIGGS
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAO 508 W MAIN
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 807 W NEVADA
URBANA ILL 61801
AGR4 URH EVANS 340
SUMNER ILL
ENG4 501 E DANIEL
VILLA PARK ILL 60181
AGR2 URH SNYDER 340
MT PROSPECT ILL 60056
LAS2 URH BLAISDELL 310
BARRINGTON ILL 60010
GRAO 2313 S 1ST
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 URH LAR 283
TAYLORVILLE ILL 62568
LASl URH GARNER 316
WAUKEGAN ILL 60085
PE 3 308 E ARMORY
ROCHELLE ILL
FAA1 URH CARR 408
EAST PEORIA ILL 61611
ED 2 706 S MATHEWS
HINSDALE ILL 60521
LAS2 URH FORBES 326
PEKIN ILL 61554
COM3 URH OGLESBY 903
ARLINGTON HTS ILL
LAS3 412 E GREEN
HINSDALE ILL 60521
FAA2 47 E CHALMERS
LINCOLNWOOD ILL 60646
AGR1 1009 S 1ST
N HENDERSON ILL 61466
LAS4 307 ELLS
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAO 909 W OREGON
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS4 809 S MATTIS
CHICAGO ILL 60626




GRAO 805 S LINCOLN
JACKSONVILLE ILL 62650
ENG6 909 W OREGON
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 URH EVANS 309
BELLEVILLE ILL































































1834 C ORCHARD PL
BROOKS RONALD RAY












609 E VINE AV
BROOM WILLIAM LEWIS
705 S 3RD ST
BROOME ROBERT MURPHY
2615 N STATE 'RD
BROOME SHIRLEY LOUIS


















































1970 C ORCHARD ST
BROWN DAVID STANLEY
RR 6 BOX 315
BROWN DEALVER LVET
1827 CRESTDALE OR

































12512 S 73RD AV
BROWN GWYNN C
514 N MICHIGAN AV
FAA1 URH ALLEN 122
BELLEVILLE ILL 62223
LAS3 611 E DANIEL
NURMAL ILL
COM2 402 E ARMORY
ATLANTA ILL 61723
GRAD URH SHERMAN 1256
JERSEY ILL 62052
GRAD 1834 C ORCHARD PL
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS4 LINCOLN TRLR PARK
GIBSON CITY ILL
AGR2 1009 S 1ST
NEW WINDSOR ILL 61465
GRAD 109 E HEAlEY
ORANGE CONN
LAW2 910 S 3R0
GREENVILLE ILL 62246
LAW1 URH FORBES 380
GREENVILLE ILL 62246
ENG4 1004 S 2ND
SALEM ILL
AGR1 402 E DANIEL
GREENVILLE ILL 62246
C0H3 102 E CHALMERS
EFFINGHAM ILL
LAS4 URH SCOTT 176
ARLINGTON HTS ILL
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS
PALATINE ILL
LAS1 URH FORBES 313
EAST PEORIA ILL 61611




FAA4 1001 S WRIGHT
MUNSTER I NO
AGR1 URH TRELEASE 412
MT PROSPECT ILL 60056
LAS2 URH WESTON 302
WINNETKA ILL 60093




LAS1 URH HOPKINS 336
CHICAGO ILL 60625
LAS4 506 W NEVADA
DEKALB ILL
ENG2 203 N HARVEY
OAK PARK ILL 60302
GRAD 907 N BUSEY
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS1 URH ALLEN 219
EAST PEORIA ILL 61611
ENG2 1001 S 1ST
EVANSTON ILL
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS
MOLINE ILL




LAS3 URH BABCOCK 315
PONTIAC ILL
LAS4 205 E ARMORY
RIVERDALE ILL
GRAD 1408 N MCKINLEY
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 URH WAROALL 720
OFALLON ILL
GRAD 1778 VALLEY RD
COAL CITY ILL 60416
AGR3 URH HOPKINS 170
WESTVILLE ILL
LAS1 URH OGLESBY 1205
DIVERNON ILL 62530
GRAD 1970 C ORCHARO ST
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG3 URH BABCOCK 117
PARIS ILL 61944
GRAO URH DANIELS 268
CHARLOTTE N C 28208
GRAD RR 2
URBANA IL
GRAD 1402 N MCKINLEY
PEORIA ILL 61603
LAS1 URH BLAISOELL 418
SKOKIE ILL 60076




ED 4 URH TAFT 220
ROCHELLE ILL 61068
GRAD 309 W SPRINGFIELD
LUBBOCK TEX








COM3 VILLA GROVE ILL
VILLA GROVE _ILL
GRAO URH GARNER 380 •
PELHAM N Y
LAS3 URH SCOTT 242
JOLIET ILL
FAA2 907 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL 60655
LAS2 801 lOWft,.
WEBSTER GROVES MO 63119
C0M1 912 S 2ND
PALOS HEIGHTS ILL 60463
GRAD URH SHERMAN 433































































































5717 W VIEW LN











































•BROWN RICHARD E JR
1105 S EUCLID 2
•BROWN RICHARD H JR































AVI3 907 S 2ND C 352-4043
WESTMINSTER MD




LAS2 1203 W UNION C 356-2272
CHAMPAIGN IL 61B20
ENG1 URH WESTON 313 C 332-1990
CHICAGO ILL 60629
ED 4 105 E GREEN C 359-3162
MARSHALL ILL
AGR2 58 E GREGORY C 332-5696
MACON ILL 62544
LAS1 URH OGLESBY 416 U 332-5157
MORTON GROVE ILL 60053
FAA1 1004 S 4TH C
CHICAGO ILL 60629
AGR3 907 W ILLINOIS U 334-0695
POCAHONTAS ILL 62275
GRAO 301 W ILLINOIS U 367-2169
NORFOLK VA 23505
AGR1 URH SAUNDERS 8 U 332-3576
PARK FOREST ILL 60466
AGR2 URH BLAISDELL 12 U 332-3445
VILLA GROVE ILL 61956
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS C 344-2123
SALEM ILL
COM2 URH FORBES 368 C 332-1083
CICERO ILL 60650
LAS3 212 E DANIEL C 356-7908
MT KISCO N Y
LAS1 1503 S MATTIS C 352-2509
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820




LAS1 URH TRELEASE 602 U 332-5559
DOWNERS GROVE ILL 60515
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 504 U 332-5530
LISLE ILL
FAA4 URH SAUNDERS 414 U 332-3687
CHICAGO 25 ILL
GRAD RR 2 U 367-8219
URBANA IL
FAA3 205 W PENN U 367-7143
URBANA ILL
FAA2 1005 S WRIGHT C 344-0571
EVANSTON ILL 60201
LAS2 URH EVANS 117 U 332-2693
CHICAGO ILL
LAS1 URH LAR 126 U 332-2828
HOMER ILL _ 61849
LAS2 URH WAROALL 222 U 332-4329
DES PLAINES ILL 60016
ED 3 URH WAROALL 1107 U 332-4532
CHAMPAIGN ILL




PE 1 1004 S 2ND C 352-4108
WASHINGTON ILL 61571
LAS1 301 E ARMORY U
CHICAGO ILL 60645
ENG1 URH FORBES 390
BARRINGTON ILL 60010
PE 1 URH NOBLE 426
CARLINVILLE ILL 62626




GRAD 706 W STOUGHTON
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 508 E ARMORY
VILLA PK ILL
FAA2 904 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL
AGR2 URH WAROALL 810
HOMER ILL 61849
COM2 URH FORBES 393
DANVILLE ILL 61832
AGR3 1106 S LINCOLN
INDIANOLA ILL 61850
FAA3 1105 S EUCLID
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 301 W ILLINOIS
'
NORFOLK VA 23505




GRAD 1002 W SPRINGFIELD U 367-4505
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS1 910 S 3RD C
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60005
FAA1 URH GARNER 386 C 332-0834
COAL CITY ILL 60416
GRAD 904 W GREEN U
LOMBARD ILL
LAS4 302 E ARMORY
DECATUR ILL
LAS1 103 E ARMORY
CLINTON ILL 61727
ED 2 907 S WRIGHT
PEORIA ILL 61614
COM4 1105 S 4TH
CHICAGO 45 IL
GRAD URH TOWNSEND 103
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
FAA2 402 E DANIEL
WHEATRIDGE COLO 80033
GRAD 512 E STOUGHTON
CHICAGO ILL 60628
PE 4 RANTOUL ILL
RANTOUL ILL 61866
























1617 N 29TH ST
BRCJUNf-lELC SANDRA LE






















































122 S BRIGGS ST
BRUHNKE PAUL EDWARD
909 N SPRING AVE
BRULEY ROGER LEE
310 M ASH ST
BROMIS GAY








120 N SPRING ST
BRUMMETT MELLODY LYN
107 S ALFRED AV
BRUNDERMAN JOHN MART








823 S ELMWOOD AV
BRUNET ROBERT WALTER










435 M 7TH ST
BRUNNER MICHAEL KRAI
435 W 7TH ST
BRUNNER SHERRY DEE











1307 N 23RD AV
BRUNU WALTER
5704 N OKIOLE AV
BKUNS CATHERINE ALIC





GRAD 922 W VINE
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS1 311 E GREEN
SPRINGFIELD ILL
LAS2 202 S COTTAGE GR
URBANA IL
LAS4 1611 N MARKET
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820




LAS4 108 E HEALEY
FREEBURG ILL
LAS2 URH WAROALL 218
EAST LANSING MICH 48223




LAS4 512 E WHITE
MORTON ILL
AGR4 1111 S 1ST
PEORIA 14 ILL
JNL3 202 E DANIEL
BL00M1NGT0N ILL
LAS4 1105 S 4TH
PARK FOREST ILL 60466
EO 1 URH FLAGG 312
LITCHFIELD ILL 62056
LAS! URH LAR 381
PARK FOREST ILL 60466






ENG2 308 E ARMORY
CHICAGO IL 60655
GRAD 1719 LYNWOOD DR
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAW2 103 E CHALMERS
OLNEY ILL 62450
AGR2 URH OGLESBY 731
GRANVILLE ILL 61326
GRAD 1818 VALLEY RD
GRANVILLE ILL 61326
FAA4 1108 S 1ST
WHITTIER CALIF
C0H1 910 S 3R0
BREESE ILL 62230
LAS3 URH GARNER 224
PERCY ILL
ENG3 306 E GREGORY
CARLYLE ILL
LAS1 URH FLAGG 330
BARRINGTON ILL 60010
JNL3 URH NOBLE 204
JOLIET ILL 60433
COM3 308 E ARMORY
LA GRANGE PK ILL
ENG2 URH HOPKINS 467
FAIRBURY ILL 61739
LAS1 URH ALLEN 119
PALOS HILLS ILL 60465
VM 4 1015 S ANDERSON
URBANA IL
LAS4 903 S BUSEY
DECATUR ILL 62526
COM3 URH OGLESBY 203
URBANA ILL 61801
COM3 1205 W MAIN
GENESEO ILL 61254
LAS2 URH TAFT 411
ELGIN IL 60120
LAW1 605 W WASHINGTON
LINCOLNWOOD ILL 60045
GRAD OAK PARK ILL
CHICAGO ILL
GRAD 606 W OHIO
DOVER DELAWARE
AGR1 1206 N BUSEY
CABERY ILL 60919
LAW2 1821 W JOHN
WAUKEGAN ILL
LAS1 URH OGLESBY 1126
WAUKEGAN ILL 60085
GRAO 264 S DEWEY
URBANA IL
GRAD 53 E GREEN
COLLAGE HLS ILL
ED 1 910 S 3RD
PARK RIDGE ILL 60068
ENG1 202 S DRAPER
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG4 106 E DANIEL
PECATONICA ILL
FAA2 1010 S 2ND
PECATONICA ILL 61063
VM 1 URH SAUNDERS 423
PECATONICA ILL 61063
COM2 110 E ARMORY
WILMETTE ILL
GRAD 2305 S 1ST
LOUISVILLE KY
LAS3 710 W OHIO
CHICAGO ILL
LAS1 URH ALLEN 213
WESTMONT ILL 60559
GRAD 1527 HEDGE RD
MELROSE PARK ILL 60160
VM 3 URH SCOTT 180
CHICAGO IL
LAS2 URH EVANS 102
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62702
AuKl URri FORBLS 452
NEW L6NUX ILL 60451





































































933 N WESLEY .
BRYANT JUHN HULON
205 NE 28TH ST
BRYANT MARGARET P
























503 BONNIE BRAE RD
BUCHANAN ARTHUR DON
201 GUN ION
BUCHANAN MARY J G
2048 B HAZELWD CT
BUCHANAN ROBERT CARL















BUCHSBAUH MAR GAL IT C







BUCK MARY E PAYNE
2200 PROSPECT
BUCK WILLIAM CLIFFOR
8329 S KOLMAR AV







800 W RIDGE RD
BUCKLER JOHN ALLEN
BOX 637



























310 E LAFAYETTE ST
BUDNIK PAUL PETER JR




6020 N NASSAU AVE
GRAD URH DANIELS 361
CARTERVILLE ILL 62918
GRAD 1302 W CLARK
SYRACUSE 10 N Y
LAS2 1104 NEVADA
CHICAGO ILL 60617
LAS3 110 E ARMORY
LINCOLNWOOD IL 60645
FAA2 URH WESTON 439
FAIRFIELD ILL 62837
GRAD 802 W DELAWARE
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 61 E JOHN
WINNETKA ILL
LAS4 905 S MATTIS
SPRINGFIELD ILL
GRAD 6 SOUTHWOOD CT
OKLAHOMA CITY OKLA 73105
LAS3 1005 S WRIGHT
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG4 706 S 1ST
CAIRO ILL
LAS2 URH BUSEY 228
MORTON GROVE ILL 60053
LAS3 . URH HOPKINS 260
HETTICK ILL
LAS1 1004 S 2ND
ELGIN ILL 60120
GRAO 207 W HESSEL
CHAMPAIGN ILL
ENG3 URH TOWNSEND 345
MELROSE PARK ILL 60160
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS
GLEN ELLYN ILL 60137
ENG4 URH OGLESBY 1000
ROCKFORO ILL
GRAD 1003 E FLORIDA
URBANA ILL
LAS1 URH ALLEN 455
LOMBARD ILL 60148
LAS2 907 S 4TH
SPRINGFIELD ILL
FAA2 1106 S LINCOLN
HINSDALE ILL
ENG1 URH WESTON 444
PEKIN ILL 61555
ED 4 2048 B HAZELWD CT
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 2048 B HAZELWD CT
URBANA ILL 61801
AGR4 URH HOPKINS 361
LAWRENCEVILLE ILL 62439
ENG4 212 E GREGORY
ELMHURST ILL
ENG3 1203 W GREEN
COAL VALLEY ILL 61240
GRAD 1617 WILLIAMSBURG
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
COM4 1109 S 3RD
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ED 4 1109 S 3RD
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 1723 VALLEY RD
ROCHESTER NY 14626
ED 1 URH LAR 108
CHICAGO ILL 60617
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 405
BENSENVILLE ILL 60106
FAA3 309 E CHALMERS
GLENCOE ILL 60022
AGR1 URH LAR 467
WATSEKA ILL 60970
EO 3 907 S WRIGHT
EVANSTON ILL
LAS3 102 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO ILL
LAS1 URH TAFT 319
ELGIN ILL 60120
FAA1 212 E OANIEL
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62703
LAS1 URH LAR 499
JOLIET ILL 60435
PE 4 502 E HEALEY
PEORIA ILL
VM 6 TOLONO ILL
TOLONO ILL 61880
LAS2 URH HOPKINS 367
SPRINGFIELO ILL 62704
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 359
LATHAM ILL 62543
LAS2 706 S MATHEWS
BELVIDERE ILL 61008
FAA4 1009 W CALIFORNIA
MOLINE ILL




LAS4 110 E ARMORY
SK0K1E ILL
LAS1 URH FORBES 208
CRYSTAL LAKE ILL 60014
GRAD 1 SALEM
URBANA ILL 61801
FAA6 1611 W GREEN
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 508 E CHALMERS
DECATUR ILL 62522
FAA1 209 E ARMORY
ELMHURST ILL 60126
LAS4 106 E ARMORY
TUSCOLA ILL
LAS1 URH LAR 481
BLOOMINGTON ILL 61701
GRAO 510 S 1ST
BLUOMINGTIJN ILL 61701
LAS2 URH SCOTT 219
UtS PLAINtS ILL 60016




















































































5 OAK HILL DR
BUFORD JANE ANN
RR 3 BOX 37
BUFORD MARGARET JEAN






Rft 1 BOX 30
BUHMANN CAROLYN JEAN
2043 W 111TH SI
BUHSE RICHARD LEE







BUJALSK1 JANICE MAR I
2634 N LAWNOALE AV
BUKIET JAMES ANDREW
5029 W 32ND ST
BUKOWSKi RICHARD S
5010 N CENTRAL PK
BUKVICH GAEL MARILYN








321 E PRAIRIE AV
BULAWA DENNIS EDWARD










3967 N NEELY AV
BULLARD KENNETH LELA













*BULLW INKLE LARRY JOE
1006 FRANCIS
BULMASH ANN LYNN


























ENG2 URH BA8C0CK 126 U
CICERU ILL 60650
FAA2 OREoON NORTH HOUSE U
PEORIA ILL
LAS3 906 S 5TH C
JULIET IL 60435
LAS1 URH WESTON 400 C
CHESTNUT ILL 62518
LAS1 URH SCOTT 361 C
WEST CHICAGO ILL 60185
LAS4 703 W ILLINOIS U
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS C
BARRINGTON HLS ILL
GRAD 806 S 3RD C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 502 W MAIN U
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 502 W MAIN U
URBANA ILL 61801
EO 2 URH BLAISDELL 314 U
CHICAGO ILL 60649
LAS4 509 W HEALEY C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 205 E HEALEY C
MADISON GA 30650
ENG4 311 W NEVADA U
MACON MO
AGR3 URH BUSEY 333 U
STOCKTON ILL
AGR2 URH LAR 467 U
STOCKTON ILL 61085
ENG3 706 S 2ND C
CHICAGO ILL 60608
ENG2 1009 W PENN U
HOME WOOD ILL 60430
AGR1 URH SNYDER 490 C
ALPHA ILL 61413
LAS3 1106 S LINCOLN U
CHICAGO ILL
LAS1 URH FORBES 314 C
WATERMAN ILL 60556
LAS1 URH LAR 128 U
PITTSBURGH PA 15221
AGR2 809 W PENN U
MINONK ILL 61760
LAS1 URH WARDALL 326 U
ALTON ILL 62004
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 202 U
CHICAGO ILL 60647
ENG1 URH FORBES 294 C
CICERO ILL 60650
GRAD 909 S 1ST C
CHICAGO ILL 60625
LAS1 URH LAR 391 U
NAPERVILLE ILL 60540
GRAD URH DANIELS 469 U
CAGAYAN PHIL
ENG4 URH GARNER 204 C
FRANKFORT ILL 60423






LAS2 409 E CHALMERS
DES PLAINES ILL 60016
JNL3 405 E CHALMERS
SAVANNA ILL
LAS3 URH SCOTT 236
EAST MOLINE ILL
GRAD 212 W WHITE
BOULDER COLO 80302
GRAD 1110 W STOUGHTON
SPRINGFIELD ILL
FAA1 URH GARNER 216
DECATUR ILL 62526
ENG2 URH BABCOCK 209
LITTLETON COLO 80120
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 1203
ELMWOOD MASS 0233 7
LAS4 705 W OREGON
CHICAGO ILL 60641
FAA3 409 E CHALMERS
BERKELEY ILL
GRAO 1709 W JOHN
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS3 URH TRELEASE 421
DECATUR ILL




LAS1 URH ALLEN 332
CHICAGO ILL 60617
ED I URH LAR
SKOKIE ILL 60203
LAS4 508 E WHITE
CHICAGO 17 ILL
LAS1 509 W MAIN
DECATUR ILL 62522
AGR1 URH BLAISDELL 318
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62703
AGR2 URH LAR 298
XENIA ILL 62899
FAA1 URH ALLEN 242
OFALLON ILL 62269




LAS4 1005 S WRIGHT
FREEPORT ILL 61032
FAA1 604 E ARMORY
BELLWOOD ILL 60104
AGR1 URH 0GLES8Y 619
WOOD RIVER ILL
LAS3 URH ALLEN 132
DECATUR ILL 62526






























































517 FRANKLIN AV 3
BUNKER TONI ANN
5532 LOGAN AV S
BUNN DEANNA SUE




































305 E OMEN ST
BURDA JEANNETTE C
















145 S OAK ST
BURGENER DONNA LYN






















117 E LAFAYETTE ST
BURGSTALLER HEINZ AL

















BURKE HAROLD F JR










4829 W 97TH PL
LAS2 URH LAR 293 U 332-3000
HOMEWOOD ILL 60140
PE 4 1742 VALLEY RD C 352-5436
HOMEWOOD ILL
GRAD 702 SCOTTSWOOD U
GGRHAM MAINE 04038
GRAO 408 W ILLINOIS U 367-5615
KENT OHIO
GRAD URH SHERMAN 204 C 332-4639
MINNEAPOLIS MINN 55419
ED 1 308 EVERGREEN CT W U 367-1020
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 39 BLUE SPRUCE C 359-4292
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 1010 W ILLINCIS U 332-4346
NEWTON CENTRE MA
FAA1 URH GARNER 352 C 332-0809
NORMAL ILL 61761
LAS1 910 S 3RD C 332-5000
CHICAGO ILL 60645
FAA3 URH ALLEN 462 U 332-3396
ELMHURST ILL 60126
LAS4 715 W MICHIGAN U 344-5111
CHICAGO ILL 60626
GRAD URH DANIELS U 332-2485
NAKORN PATHOM THAI
GRAD URH SHERMAN 466 C 332-4851
NEW BRITAIN CONN 06051
PE 3 1102 NEVADA U 332-1689
CHICAGO ILL
COM4 609 S 4TH C 356-7809
HOMEWOOD ILL 60430
LAS3 312 W SPRINGFIELD U 367-9753
ROCK ISLAND ILL 61201
FAA2 406 E FLORIDA U 367-2591
URBANA ILL 61801
JNL4 50 E HEALEY C 356-0813
DUPO ILL
LAS1 URH SNYDER 218 C 332-1684
MORRISON ILL 61270
ENG4 1102 W STOUGHTON U 367-5107
HAMMOND ILL
GRAD 406 E GREEN U 367-0096
URBANA ILL
GRAD URH DANIELS 262 U 332-2459
HOMEWOOD ILL
LAS2 URH FORBES 310 C 332-1020
RIDGEFARM ILL 61870
PE 4 URH EVANS 421 U 332-2767
CICERO IL 60650
GRAD 1508 WESTFIELD C 356-2019
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 1508 WESTFIELD C 356-2019
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 605 S DRAPER C 352-0703
MARTIN TENN
LAS2 URH WESTON 420 C 332-2068
PEORIA ILL 61614
ENG3 401 E JOHN C 344-1650
ROCKFORO ILL
LAS3 URH ALLEN 193 U
LA GRANGE ILL 60525
ENG1 URH GARNER 417 C 332-0856
CHICAGO ILL 60651
LAS2 906 S 1ST C 352-7342
COTTAGE HILLS ILL 62018
AGR2 URH LUNDGREN 115 C 332-0225
MOWEAQUA ILL 62550
GRAD 512 E STOUGHTON C 359-3004
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 302 W HEALEY C 356-9367
SALEM WIS 53168
LAS3 1110 W NEVADA U 344-4019
PITTSBURGH PA 15228
FAA4 715 W MICHIGAN U 344-6150
OWIGHT ILL 60420
LAS3 5 SAFFER CT U 344-0748
URBANA ILL
GRAD 2101 POND U 367-8065
URBANA ILL 61801
LAW1 910 S 3RD C
FERNDALE MICH 48220
ED 3 URH BLAISDELL 319 U 332-3526
OAK PARK ILL 60304
GRAD 1810 KIRBY C 359-4479
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ED 2 1204 S LINCOLN U 344-9892
PARK FOREST ILL 6Q466
FAA3 URH BARTON 25 C 332-0105
MONTICELLO ILL
GRAD 806 S 1ST C 356-9707
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 821 U 332-5637
THORNTON ILL 60476
COMl URH OGLESBY 425 U 332-5166
THORNTON ILL 60476
ENG1 URH SNYDER 469 C 332-1860
HIGHLAND PARK ILL 60035
LAS1 1105 S 1ST C
CHICAGO ILL 60617
GRAO 1108 W NEVADA U 344-0924
DAYTON OHIO
LAS1 URH TAFT 309 C 332-0638
NORTHBROOK ILL 60062
GRAO 722 S BROADWAY U 367-4806
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG2 1116 W NEVADA U 344-1442
ROCHELLE ILL
FAA4 URH TOWNSEND 241 U 332-4078
POMPANO 8EACH FLA
LAS4 1205 W MAIN U 352-2596
CHICAGO IL
FAA4 402 W HIGH U 367-1271
ROCK FALLS ILL 61071
FAA2 907 S WRIGHT C 332-4406
ST CHARLES ILL 60174
VM 1 URH DANIELS 461 U
OAK BROOK ILL 60521




1834 S 18TH AV
BURKE MARIANNE E
403 N LEWIS AV
BURKE MARY KATHERINE













BURKE WILLIAM CARL J


















































5649 N RENWOOD AV
BURNEY DONALD ROBERT










832 N LOMBARD AV
BURNS BARBARA ELLEN
842 TIMBER HILL RD
BURNS DEBORAH
































RR 1 BOX 217
BURPEE MARY CATHEK IN
*04 W ILLINOIS
COM3 URH BARTON 122
MAYWOOD ILL
LAS2 URH WAROALL 324
WAUKEGAN ILL 60085
EO 1 URH LUNOGREN 2
ST CHARLES ILL 60174
ED 1 URH WARDALL 516
HIGHLAND PARK ILL 60035
ENG4 2021 A ORCHARD ST
MT PROSPECT ILL I
ENG3 URH OGLESBY 424
MATTOON ILL
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 227
TINLEY PARK ILL 60477
GRAD 105 E GREEN
DE KALB ILL 60115
GRAD 105 E GREEN
DEKALB ILL
ENG2 URH FORBES 396
MORTON GROVE ILL 60053
ENG4 307 E HEALEY
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 604 E ARMORY
SKOKIE ILL 60076
FAA2 URH WARDALL 820
DWIGHT ILL 60420
LAS4 URH CLARK 431
ST CHARLES IL
ENG2 1001 S WRIGHT
MAZON ILL
ENG4 URH OGLESBY 722
BELLEVILLE ILL
LAS2 1806 DIANA LN
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61821
LAS3 102 E CHALMERS
ROCHELLE ILL
EO 1 URH TRELEASE 1113
EVANSTON ILL 60201
GRAO 1803 B ORCHARD PL
TROY N Y 12180
AGR3 802 S LINCOLN
CASEY ILL




GRAD 1008 W STOUGHTON
PLACONTIA CAL
LAS2 URH SCOTT 270
HINSDALE ILL 60521
LAS4- 1004 S 3RD
DOLTON ILL 60419
EO 1 URH ALLEN 485
NORTHBROOK ILL 60062
PE 2 URH LAR 339
WOODSTOCK ILL 60098
GRAD URH DANIELS 473
SOCIETY HILL S C 29593
LAS2 910 S 3R0
DIXON ILL 61021
LA SI URH FLAGG 320
MATTE SON ILL 60443























LAS3 URH WARDALL 1026
URBANA ILL
ENG3 45 MAPLEWCOD
OAK PARK ILL 60302
LAS2 URH WARDALL 711
HIGHLAND PARK ILL 60035'
LAS1 URH WARDALL 311
HIGHLAND PARK ILL 6003,5
FAA4 1104 S BUSEY
ROCKFORO ILL 61107
GRAD URH DANIELS 534
FERGUSON MO
GRAD 212 GREGORY
BUFFALO N Y 14220
LAS1 URH TOWNSEND 260
GLENWOOD ILL 60425
JNL3 URH CLARK 420
GIBSON CITY ILL
LAS3 910 S 3R0
E ST LOUIS ILL
LAS1 URH NOBLE 322
WILMETTE ILL 60091
LAS4 508 E ARMORY
QUINCY ILL
ENGl 910 S 3RD
MT PROSPECT ILL 60056
COM3 1007 W MAIN
URBANA ILL 61801
ENGl URH SCOTT 276
OTTAWA ILL V 61350
FAA4 509 S RACE
DOWNERS GROVE ILL
LAS1 URH SAUNDERS 429
SPARTA ILL 62286'
AGR1 URH TAFT 127
WHEELING ILL 60090
COM2 309 E CHALMERS
CAIRO ILL 62914
GRAD 211 W ILLINOIS
MUiMDELEIN ill































































3835 N DONNA LN
BURRIS WILLIAM STEVE

























BURSON CRAIG N IMAN
917 KENYON ST
BURSON GARY HERBERT




533 W BARRY 14G
BURSTEIN MARK HOWARD

































420 fc 7TH ST
BUSCH MICHAEL GEORGE
6158 S NAGLE
BUSCH ROBERT EARL II





























BUSH WILL IAM JOSEPH
735 UPLANO RD
BUSHELL VALERIE JEAN
437 W HIGH ST
BUSHING ROBERT LOUIS
ULDFIELD RD RR 2
BUSHMAN ARLAN GENE
307 S CHERRY ST
BUSHMAN JUHN FRANCIS
RR 4
ENG4 509 N MCKINLEY
CHAMPAIGN ILL
ENG4 URH BABCOCK 419 I
LOCKPORT ILL 60441
ED 1 URH FLAGG 418 (
BELLEVILLE ILL 62223




AVI 3 URH TOWNSEND 153 I
EL PASO ILL 61738
FAA2 URH FORBES 205 I
MONROE WIS
LAS1 207 E JOHN (
CHICAGO ILL 60641
PE 3 409 E CHALMERS (
OAK PK ILL
COMl URH HOPKINS 268 I
PALATINE ILL 60067
FAA4 1201 N PARK I
EVANSTON ILL 60201
LAS2 18 MONTCLAIR RD I
URBANA ILL 61801
LASi 1206 W CLARK I
WINNETKA ILL
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 330 I
ST LOUIS MO 63126
GRAD DECATUR ILL
DECATUR ILL 62526
ENG3 409 E CHALMERS I
HINSDALE ILL 60521
GRAD 1407 W PARK I
ST PAUL MINN
LASI URH TOWNSEND 271 l
DOWNERS GROVE ILL 60515
ENGl URH SCOTT 465 l
AURORA ILL 60505
GRAD 506 W MICHIGAN
PEORIA ILL 61606
LAS4 URH SHERMAN 534 l
CHICAGO ILL
ENG3 URH TOWNSEND 122
CHICAGO IL 60645
LASI 309 E HEALEY i
ROCKFORD ILL 61103








LAS3 5 BURCH VI
L
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LASI 910 S 3RD
CLINTON ILL 61727
LAS4 212 N MCCULLOUGH
URBANA ILL 61801
COM2 URH BABCOCK 105
NORTHBROOK ILL 60062
LAS2 907 S WRIGHT
MILFORO ILL 60953






AGR1 URH SAUNDERS 326
CHAMPAIGN ILL 6L820
ENG2 604 E ARMORY
JOLIET ILL 60433
COM2 406 W GREEN
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61822
LAH2 508 E WHITE
HINSDALE ILL 60521
LAS3 1211 W CLARK
CHICAGO ILL
ENG2 URH HOPKINS 241
MASON CITY ILL




LAW2 1004 S 4TH
CHICAGO IL 60613




ED 1 URH BLAISDELL 11
GLEN ELLYN ILL 60137
COMl 604 E ARMORY
DOWNERS GROVE ILL 60515
LAS3 URH WARDALL 707
SKOKIE ILL 60076
ENG2 URH WESTON 422
BLOOMINGTON ILL 61701
LASI URH LAR 372
CHICAGO ILL 60628
LAS2 URH TOWNSEND 215
SKOKIE ILL 60076
LAS4 706 S MATHEWS
GLEN ELLYN ILL
COM4 204 E JOHN
CHICAGO ILL 60626
LAS4 1109 S 3RD
EAST PEORIA IL
AGR4 3 SHARLYN
W PALM BEACH FLA 33401
LAS2 907 S WRIGHT
PEORIA ILL 61606
FAA1 401 E JOHN
PLAINFIELO ILL 60544
LASI URH TOWNSEND 434
MORRISON ILL 61270
































































3914 E 8TH ST
BUSS STEPHEN ALAN




S0l6 ST JOHNS RO
BUSSAN DAVID NICHOLA
CHE TLA IN LN
BUSSE CARYN RUTH






























13250 S BOTH CT
BUTH DONALD GEORGE






































215 4TH AV NE
BUTLER THOMAS RICHAR



























ENG3 211 E JOHN
DIXON ILL 61021
LAS1 URH ALLEN 351
MILLEDGEVILLE ILL 61051
LAS3 103 E ARMORY
GLEN ELLYN ILL
FAA4 611 W ELM
HARRISBURG ILL
LAS2 505 E GREEN
HARRISBURG ILL
PE 2 907 W STOUGHTON
VANCOUVER WASH 98661
LAS4 URH SCOTT 218
EAST MOLINE ILL
LAS2 505 E CHALMERS
OLNEY ILL 62450
GRAD 907 H STOUGHTON
VANCOUVER WASH
VM 3 404 E STOUGHTON
GALENA ILL
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 827
CHICAGO ILL 60625
AGR2 1004 W NEVADA
FARINA ILL 62838
JNL3 URH LAR 1B3
DECATUR ILL
LAS2 1104 W CLARK
PEORIA ILL 61604
ENG3 1104 W CLARK
GLASFORO ILL
GRAD 509 S MATTIS
CHAMPAIGN ILL 46383
ED 3 1107 S EUCLID
MELROSE PARK ILL 60160
LAS2 URH ALLEN 32
PARK RIDGE ILL 60068
COMl 2 ROSEWOOD PL
ARNOLO MO 21012
LAS4 URH SCOTT 304
LA GRANGE PARK ILL
LAS2 URH LAR 292
LA GRANGE PARK ILL 60525
ENG4 4 BAY TREE
FOREST PARK IL
ENG2 409 E CHALMERS
FLORA ILL 62839
AGR4 URH ALLEN 263
CHICAGO ILL 60646
AGR3 310 E CHALMERS
GRATERFORO PA 19426
LAS3 URH TOWNSENO 153
PALOS PK ILL
LASl URH FORBES 111
BELLWOOD ILL 60104
LAS3 URH GARNER 310
WESTVILLE ILL
LASl URH HOPKINS 291
HOME WOOD ILL 60430
LAS3 URH EVANS 108
CHICAGO ILL 60629
GRAD URH DANIELS 90
NEWTONVILLE MASS 02160
LAWl 2113 WHITE
OAK PARK ILL 60304
PE 1 URH LAR 337
PEORIA ILL 61614
ENG1 904 W GREEN
DEERFIELD ILL 60015
LAS4 URH CLARK 221
CRYSTAL LAKE ILL
ENG1 1010 S 2ND
APO NEW YORK N Y 09293
LAS2 URH FORBES 260
LANSING ILL 6043B
LASl URH FORBES 356
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62704
LAS4 1009 W CALIFORNIA
BLOOMINGTON ILL
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 425
BLOOMINGTON ILL 61701
GRAO 1113 W GREEN
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 423
AVON ILL 61415
GRAD 606 E STOUGHTON
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 1008 S 4TH
PEORIA ILL 61604
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS
WESTCHESTER ILL 60153
GRAO URH LUNDGREN 307
AUSTIN MINN 55912
ENG2 313 E ARMtlRY
PEORIA ILL 61604
ENG1 URH OGLESBY 212
CHICAGO ILL 60617
GRAO URH SHERMAN 967
PHILA PA
ENG6 310 E JOHN
OAK PARK ILL 60302
GRAD 705 W NEVADA
LAGRANGE ILL 60525






GRAD 1106 S EUCLID
MIDDLESEX ENG
LAS3 310 E JOHN
WESTRN SPRNGS ILL
PE 2 1101 W PENN
DECATUR ILL
ENG2 211 E OANIEL
LOS ALTOS CAL 94022
COM3 409 t CHALMERS
MATTOON ILL
LAS4 803 W CEDAR
DECATUR ILL


































































7900 W 131ST ST
BUYSSE JAMES LESTER



























BYRO WILL 1AM JOHN












6105 BULL VAL RD
BYRNES HELEN t MARIE
232 HICKORY
BYRNSIOE RONALD LEEHE 92ND ST
BYS1EK THADDEUS HENR
8301 W FARRAGUT AV
BYVIK RICHARD LEROY












ELEC ENG BLOG 155
CABEEN ROBERT LAWREN































3146 W 85TH ST
CAHILL ANNE LOUISE
425 E JEFFERSON
CAHILL EDWARD C JR





GRAO 809 W NEVADA
URBANA ILL
VM 1 1005 S 2ND
BLOOMINGTON ILL 61701
LAS3 URH TAFT 23
HATSEKA ILL




LASl URH OGLESBY 218
PALOS PARK ILL 60464
COM4 312 E ARMORY
PROPHETSTOWN ILL
LASl URH BLAISDELL 304
CHICAGO ILL 60608
LAWl 602 W MICHIGAN
CHICAGO ILL 60641
GRAO URH SHERMAN 964
CHICAGO 36 ILL
LAS4 URH WAROALL 709
CHICAGO IL 60639
ED 4 508 E CHALMERS
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62704
EO 3 604 N MAPLE
URBANA ILL 61801
FAA2 604 N MAPLE
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG1 URH FORBES 265
ELHHURST ILL 60126
AGR2 URH WESTON 290
ROSEVILLE ILL 61473
AGR1 URH WESTON 475
ROSEVILLE ILL 61473
LAW3 214 E STOUGHTON
CHICAGO ILL
LAWl 1825 W JOHN
LANSING ILL 60438
VM 2 RR 3
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 57 W JOHN
MILWAUKEE WIS
GRAD 1212 W CLARK
NEW ALBANY 1 NO
PE 4 URH WAROALL 825
NORTH AURORA ILL
LASl URH GARNER 470
DANVILLE ILL 61832
LAS4 URH WAROALL 226
CHICAGO ILL
C0H4 URH OGLESBY 411
AURORA ILL
FAA1 URH BABCOCK 219
WOODSTOCK ILL 60098
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS
PARK FOREST ILL 60466
GRAD 905 W STOUGHTON
NEW YORK N Y
GRAD URH DANIELS 93
NORRIOGE ILL 60656
LAS3 1213 W CLARK
LADO ILL 61329
GRAD 27 BLUE SPRUCE
EAU CLAIRE WI
GRAD URH DANIELS 462
STA ANA MANLA PHIL
ENG3 URH BARTON 213
GRANITE CITY ILL
COM4 URH BARTON 226
LAWRENCEVILLE ILL
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 726
CHICAGO ILL 60631
GRAD URH DANIELS 216
URBANA ILL 61801
EO 4 305 E JOHN
GALESBURG ILL
LASl 509 E STOUGHTON
LANSING ILL 60438
LAS3 URH TRELEASE 927
JULIET ILL 60435
LAS3 904 W GREEN
CHICAGO ILL 60646
LAS4 L'RH TOWNSEND 282
SPRING VALEY ILL
GRAD 2015 B ORCHARD ST
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 910 S MATTIS
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LASl 1004 S 2ND
CHICAGO ILL 60626
GRAO 703 W NEVADA
URBANA ILL
LAS2 URH LAR 287
BELLWOOD ILL 60104
LAS4 URH BARTON 117
ROCKY HILL CT 06067
LASl URH HOPKINS 422
NORTHBROOK ILL 60062
AGR2 URH WESTON 263
KINDERHOOK ILL 62345
LASl URH TOWNSEND 273
OAK PARK ILL 60302
GRAO URH DANIELS
OENVER COLO
JNL4 URH TOWNSEND 421
CHICAGO IL 60652
LAS2 309 E JOHN
WHEATON ILL 60187
COM3 205 E ARMORY
OAK PARK ILL 60304
GRAO 1108 S LINCCLN
URBANA ILL 61801






























































LAS3 1111 S 1ST
EVANSTON ILL
FAA3 URH GARNER 325
TERRE HAUTE I ND
LAS1 605 E WHITE
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
EO 1 SAVOY ILL
SAVOY ILL 61874
CALARCO JOHN RICHARD GRAO 309 GLENN
309 GLENN DR URBANA ILL
CALARCO PATRICIA GIL GRAD 309 GLENN
309 GLENN URBANA ILL 61801
CALCAGNU ROBERT SAMU ENG1 URH FORBES 265
753 SWAIN AV ELMHURST ILL 60126
CALDWELL CAROL LINDA ED 2 1404 S LINCOLN
2028 W ALGONQUIN MT PROSPECT ILL 60056
CALDWELL DONALD GRAH GRAD 811 W MAIN
474 S ARROYO BLVD PASADENA CAL 91105
GRAD 811 W MAIN
VANNUYS CAL 91406
ENG2 205 E ARMORY
MARION ILL
CALDWELL SUSAN JOYCE LAS1 901 S LINCOLN
216 PARIS AV ROCKFORD ILL
CALEBAUGH DONALO L LAS2 308 E ARMORY
633 OAK AV AURORA ILL 60506
CALETTI PAGANIN EDDO GRAD 624 S 5TH
78 APARTADO LIMA PERU
CALHOUN DEAN STAUB PE 3 502 E WHITE
1170 CASTLEVALE DR LOUISVILLE KY
CALHOUN JAMES FRANK GRAD 2020 D ORCHARO ST
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG4 206 S GREGORY
BELLEVILLE ILL
VM 3 1807 SOUTHWOOD
PRINCEVILLE ILL
LAS1 402 t DANIEL

































CALLAHAN JOHN PATRIC LAS3 . 709 S
1515 KENTUCKY OUINCY ILL
VILLA PK ILL
LAS2 URH SAUNDERS 422 U 332-3695
PEORIA ILL
GRAD 1502 W COLUMBIA C 367-2466
BOUNTIFUL UTAH
LAS3 402 S 6TH C 352-96 13
PORT WASHINGTN N Y 11050
GRAD URH DANIELS 81 U 332-2407
NAPERVILLE ILL 6054*




'CALLAHAN JOSEPH PATR GRAD 2418 E ILLINOIS
2418 E ILLINOIS AV URBANA ILL
U 367-9698
CALLAHAN MICHAEL P




606 SUNNYHILL TERR RIVERVALE N J
CALLANAN THOMAS PATR GRAD 707 S 6TH
LAS2 411 E GREEN
CHICAGO ILL 60638
GRAD 2416 E ILLINOIS
URBANA ILL
LAS2 URH BARTON 208
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820




960 S 18TH ST
CALLEN JOhN B GRAO 408 E
639 W SHERIDAN RD CHICAGO ILL
CALLEN PETER WILLIAM LAS3 110 E
639 W SHERIDAN RD CHICAGO ILL
CALL ION ETHEL YN MILD LAS2 URH LAR 431
7433 S LUELLA AV CHICAGO ILL
CALLISS WILLIAM ALLE ENG4 402 E DANIEL
420 S 13TH ST HERRIN ILL











5 N BELCHER AV
11368CORONA N Y
VM 4 40 MAPLEWOOD
URBANA ILL 61801
B GRAD 2101 W WHITE
BROCKTON MASS 02401
CALVERT DAVID MICHAE ENG2 URH SNYDER 332
803 N ST LOUIS ST SPARTA ILL 62286
CALVERT DENNIS WAYNE FAA4 2009 PHILO RD
600 N BORDERS MARISSA ILL
CALVERT JOHN HENDERS GRAO URH SNYDER 280
207 N LONOON AV ROCKFORD ILL
CALVIN MICHAEL R ENG2 401 E GREEN
201 N JEFFERSON ST HARVARD ILL 60033
CALVO MARY ELIZABETH AGR 1 910 S 3RD
3254 WESTCHESTER GRANITE CITY ILL 62040
CALZA THOMAS JOSEPH COM2 URH FORBES 472
COLLINSVILLE ILL 62234
AGR 3 302 W LOCUST
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG4 1106 S EUCLID
CHICAGO ILL 60644
CAMERON DON RANDOLPH LAS1 URH FORBES 132
422 w WESTWOOD DR PEORIA ILL 61614
CAMERON EDMUND SIMON GRAD 1313 LARKSPUR LN
1313 LARKSPUR LN CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
CAMERON EDWARD S ENG4 910 S 3RD
5225 W ADDISON CHICAGO 41 ILL
CAMERON THOMAS BARRY ENG4 502 £ SPRINGFIELD
1523 TERRACE CT WAUKEGAN ILL 60085
CAMINA MARGARET M B GRAD 1206 W STOUGHTON
1206 W STOUGHTON URBANA ILL 61801
CAMLIN THEUDORE EDMU ED 3 1101 W PENN









212 N CENTRAL AV


















CAMPA PEDRO FRANC1SC GRAD 1105 S 4TH




1370 w CRYSTAL SI
MIAMI FLA
CUM4 107 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO 51 ILL































108 6TH AV SW







407 S ASH ST
CAMPBELL GEORGE R
























































2320 S 24TH AV
CANHAM JEFFREY ROBER




847 jefferson dr w
cannan Judith ann
1124 GRANT ST













717 S 3RD AV










CANTZLER RICHARD M J
340 WESTGATE
LAS4 2705 SANGAMON
KANSAS CI TY MO 64110
LAS4 ST JOSEPH ILL
SI JOSEPH ILL 61873
FAA4 405 E SPRINGFIELD
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS3 URH WARDALL 408
BELLEVILLE ILL
GRAD 1107 W GREEN
NAPERVILLE ILL
ENG3 401 E DANIEL
DANVILLE ILL 61832
LAW2 105 E GREEN
MT VERNON ILL 62864
ENG2 URH OGLESBY 418
BELLEVILLE ILL 62221
LAS1 URH LAR 394
EAST PEORIA ILL 61611
GRAD 907 S 2ND
WAVERLY IOWA
C0M1 1101 W PENN
MATTOON ILL 61938
ENG4 URH TOWNSEND 312
CHICAGO ILL 60639
GRAO- 1101 S MATTIS
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 408 W ELM
CARBONDALE ILL




GRAD 1827 W JOHN
ARTHUR ILL
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 159
SYRACUSE N Y 13210




LAS3 URH BARTON 305
UUINCY ILL
FAA1 URH CLARK 312
CHICAGO ILL 60655
LAS2 URH FLAGG 431
UUINCY ILL 62301
GRAD 1105 W OREGON
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG1 URH GARNER 392
DAYTON OHIO 45424
LAS4 1010 S 2ND
JOLIET ILL 60435
GRAD 906 W NEVADA
URBANA IL
LAS2 312 E ARMORY
KANKAKEE ILL
GRAD 1105 W OREGON
URBANA ILL 61801
C0M1 910 S 3RD
OAK PARK ILL 60302
FAA3 106 E DANIEL
VALMEYER ILL
GRAD 815 N MCKINLEY
ROANOKE VA
ENG2 28 SALV4 RD
MENDOTA ILL 61342
LAS4 910 S 3RD
GLENVIEW ILL 60025
GRAD 610 S 4TH





COM2 202 E GREGORY
uHICAGO ILL 60637
GRtD 304 E G HUFF
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS4 408 E HEALEY
CHICAGO ILL 60641
FAA1 HJRH LAR 376
CHICAGO IL 60641
LAS1 307 E JOHN
MORTON GROVE IL
FAA1 1004 S 4TH
BROADVIEW ILL 60153
LAS2 URH TOWNSEND 180
DECATUR ILL 62522
FAA1 URH GARNER 465
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62702
LAS4 URH WARDALL 1209
FREEPORT IL
LAS1 URH NOBLE 21
ELOURADO ILL 62930
LAS3 URH LUNDGREN 222
ROCKFORD ILL




AGR 1 URH NOBLE 310
ATHENS ILL 62613
GRAO 202 E GREGORY
DUBUUUE IOWA
GRAD URH SHERMAN 504
NEW YORK N Y
LAW1 URH SHERMAN 1255
MAYWOOD ILL 60153
LAS2 904 W GREEN
DOWNERS GROVE ILL 60515
ENG4 URH TOWNSEND 117
XENIA ILL
LAS2 URH TOWNSEND 350
XENIA ILL 62899
ENG4 1102 W STOUGHTON
LOVES PARK ILL 61111
LAS1 111 E CHALMERS
PARK FOREST ILL 60466
LAS4 1105 S 4IH





































































1828 N 17TH AV
CARAVELLI JAMES F





CARDENAS RUDOLPH S P
HOSPITAL RO
•CAROENASENRlQUEZ ALE








1000 18TH ST NE 2
CAREY GRACE PATRICIA













16 W 460TH 3RD AV
CARINGELLO MARIANNE








410 N 6TH ST
CARLETON DANIEL WEBS
322 N GARFIELD AV
CARLETON JOHN CHARLE
RR 1 BOX 197
CARL IN COLLEEN KAREN
2510 METROPOLITAN



















14631 S LONG AV
CARLSON BRENT FEILIN
2146 N LAVERGNE AV
CARLSON BRUCE ELBERT






1510 S 8TH ST i
CARLSON DAVID HAROLD








442 S CORNELL AV
CARLSON JfcFFRtY WILL
6975 W NELSON ST
CARLSON JOAN DIANE
2601 PARK PL





LAS1 URH LAR 312
CHICAGO ILL
LAS3 311 E JOHN
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 706 S MATHEWS
NEW BRUNSWICK N J 08901
LAS2 URH TOWNSEND 506
SKOKIE ILL 60077
LAS3 URH FORBES 123
AUBURNDALE MASS
GRAD 307 E WHITE
CRAMSTON R I 02910
ENG3 400 BRIAR LN
NORTHLAKE IL
GRAD 2012 D ORCHARD ST
PITTSBURGH PA 15237




LAS1 URH HOPKINS 388
MELROSE PARK ILL 60160
LAS2 909 S 3RD
N CHICAGO ILL 60064
LAS4 1852 VALLEY RD
CHICAGO 29 ILL
COM2 306 E ARMORY
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62702
LAS4 307 E HEALEY
TAMUNING GUAM
GRAD 1971 C ORCHARD ST
UR8ANA ILL 61801
GRAD 305 W PARK
DENVER COLO 80218
AGR2 58 E GREGORY
MT PULASKI ILL 62548
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 177
PHILA PA 19111
LAS1 URH WARDALL 316
WASHINGTON D C 20002
LAS4 URH WARDALL 723
CHICAGO 43 ILL
VM 2 ORH FORBES 130
HIOALGO ILL
FAA3 URH TRELEASE 929
DECATUR ILL 62521
GRAD 902 S NEW
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
COM4 121 N RACE
SEATONVILLE ILL
C0M1 URH HOPKINS 152
FAYETTE ALA 35555
ENG2 ORH SCOTT 324
DECATUR ILL 62522
ENG2 URH FORBES 458
BENSENVILLE ILL 60106
LAS2 URH ALLEN 24
CHICAGO ILL 60629
GRAD 908 W OREGON
QUEZON CI TY PHIL
ENG2 912 S 2ND
GREENFIELD WIS 53220
LASS 1111 S 1ST
WASHINGTON ILL
LAW1 1111 S 3RD
WYOMING ILL 61491
LAS2 502 E WHITE
HINSDALE ILL 60521
LAS4 705 W ILLINOIS
ROCKTON ILL 61072
LASl URH TRELEASE 325
WAUKEGAN ILL 60085
LAS4 URH WARDALL 218
SKOKIE ILL
LAS2 URH WARDALL 907
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62704
LAS2 URH BARTON 424
GLEN ELLYN ILL 60137
GRAO 802 W MAPLE
FT PLAIN N Y 13339
GRAD 408 E STOUGHTON
SYCAMORE ILL
ENG3 URH WESTON 464
VILLA PK ILL
GRAD 603 W CHURCH
IOWA CITY IOWA 52241
PE 1 URH TRELEASE 222
GENEVA ILL 60134
PE 4 907 S WRIGHT
FRANKLIN PARK ILL
LASl 409 E CHALMERS
MIDLOTHIAN ILL 60445
LAW1 URH SHERMAN 906
CHICAGO ILL 60639
LASl 1004 S 4TH
GENOA ILL 60135
LAS4 1008 S LINCOLN
DANVILLE ILL
AGR2 URH ALLEN 236
RIVEROALE ILL 60627
COM3 URH GARNER 322
PEKIN ILL
ENG3 203 N HARVEY
GALVA ILL 61434
LAS^ URH LUNDGREN 317
CHICAGO ILL 60617
GRAD 29 E HEALEY
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS4 URH TRELEASE 211
PARK FORE SI ILL 60466
COM3 URH OGLESBY 10ia
VILLA PK ILL
ENG1 URH FORBES 219
CHICAGO ILL 60634
PE 1 URH WARDALL 702
EVANSTON ILL 60201
LAS3 508 W UNION
fcVANSTUN ILL















































































17928 GLEN OAK AV
CARLSON MARY VIVIAN
















7301 W FITCH AV
CARLSON RICHARD ALLE











































CARMEN KATHLEEN MAR I


























4920 N SHERIDAN RD
CARPtNTER OAVID EARL
RR 1




GRAD 1804 W WILLIAM
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 URH ALLEN 235
RIVEROALE ILL 60627




ENG3 URH GARNER 478
RIVEROALE ILL
LASl URH ALLEN 353
SALEM ILL 62881
EO 3 409 E CHALMERS
ROCKFORD ILL
GRAD 29 E HEALEY
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
AGR1 URH WESTON 128
ROCKFORD ILL 61107
ED 3 907 S WRIGHT
ROCKFORD ILL 61103
LAS4 2319 S 1ST
ONEIDA ILL
LAS2 URH NOBLE 419
LANSING ILL 60438
LAS2 URH LAR 304
PEORIA ILL 61604
LAS3 302 E ARMORY CT
SKOKIE ILL
LAS2 1202 W NEVADA
DES PLA1NES ILL 60016
LAS4 404 E STOUGHTON
WEST CHESTER PA
LAS3 401 E JOHN
MENDOTA ILL
ED 1 URH TRELEASE 1226
ROCKFORO ILL 61107
LAS4 URH CLARK 336
MOLINE ILL 61265
COM3 URH OGLESBY 809
LANSING ILL
COM3 URH OGLESBY 224
CHICAGO ILL
LASl URH SCOTT 352
CHICAGO ILL 60643
GRAO 707 W WHITE
ARLINGTON HTS ILL
GRAD 510 S STATE
LYNN CENTER ILL 61262
VM 3 706 S MATHEWS
HOOPSTON ILL
GRAD URH SHERMAN 961
GENOA ILL 60135
LAS4 1203 W MAIN
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS3 URH N08LE 404
BENSENVILLE ILL
LAS3 URH TOWNSEND 109
GALES8URG ILL
LAS3 112 E JOHN
ALGONQUIN ILL
LAS2 URH ALLEN 415
MOLINE ILL 61265
AGR1 URH SNYDER 490
RIO ILL 61472
ENG1 803 W OREGON
GALESBURG ILL 61401
LAS2 303 E JOHN
DECATUR ILL 62526
GRAD 403 W HEALEY
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD URH DANIELS 423
ROCKFORD ILL 61107
GRAD 310 W HILL C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 607 W HEALEY C
WATSEKA IL
LAS4 1405 STOUT U
SKOKIE ILL
LAS3 311 ARMORY C
DEERFIELD ILL
LASl 1106 E MUMFORD U
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 3215 CAMERON C
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62704
AVI2 313 E ARMORY C
MIDLOTHIAN ILL
LASl URH ALLEN 289 U
LINWOOD N J 08221
AGR3 809 W PENN U
ROCHE LLE ILL
LASl 604 E ARMORY C
MOLINE ILL 61265
AGR4 512 E STOUGHTON C
P1TTSFIELD IL
GRAD URH DANIELS 165 U
NORMAL ILL




LAW1 208 E GREEN C
SKOKIE ILL 60076
LAS2 402 W GREEN C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61822
FAA2 1207 w SPRINGFIELD U
VILLA PARK ILL 60181
GRAD 1950 B ORCHARD ST U
SALEM MASS
AGR4 1950 B ORCHARD ST U
TOPSFIELD MASS
LAS4 205 E ARMORY C
CHAMPAIGN ILL
ENG3 307 S PRAIRIE C
PEORIA ILL
LAS3 1116 W NEVADA U
ROSE HILL ILL
FAA2 1101 PENN U
OANVILLE ILL 61833






























































































CARR JOSEPH CONRAD I
51B BRENTWOOD
CARR JUDITH FAYE
1616 E HENDRYX LN
CARR KATHLEEN MARY





































































CARSWELL JAMES CL IFF
CARTER ANNA KATHER1N
2028 BURL I SON
•CARTER BONNIE ASBURY
RR 2 BOX 295
CARIER CAROLYN MAE
2336 6TH AV
ENG4 602 S BROADWAY U 367-2555
BEMENT ILL
LAS4 1940 C ORCHARD ST U 344-3769
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 503 W CHARLES C 359-2217
CHAHPAIGN ILL 61820
JNL4 URH WARDALL 622 U 332-4425
BELLEVILLE ILL 62223
GRAD 1940 C ORCHARD ST U 344-3769
URBANA ILL 61801
AGR1 URH HOPKINS 375 C 332-1312
DWIGHT ILL 60420
GRAD 901 S 1ST C
GOLDEN COLO 80401




LAS4 URH LAR 299 U 332-3006
MORTON ILL




C0M1 URH OGLESBY 625 U 332-5226
EUREKA ILL 61530
GRAD 1505 PHILO RD U 365-1783
PEORIA ILL
ENG6 403 N DRAPER C 356-9679
CHAHPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 804 W OREGON U 344-4994
AVON ILL 61415
LAS4 URH FORBES 258 C 332-0982
LAWRENCEVILLE ILL
PE 4 2309 S 1ST C
WAYNE N J
ENG4 211 E DANIEL C 344-95B3
CHICAGO IL 60618
ENG2 URH SNYDER 496 C 332-1879
EFFINGHAM ILL 62401
LAS3 URH ALLEN 249 U 332-3179
PEORIA ILL
LAS1 URH ALLEN 127 U 332-3133
LOCKPORT ILL 60441
COM3 BONOVILLE ILL 332-1002
WILMINGTON IL
PE 3 307 E DANIEL C 344-1779
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG4 URH FORBES 424 C 332-1104
CHICAGO ILL
LAS2 URH HOPKINS 391 C 332-1321
ROCKFORD ILL 61107
GRAD 1106 W STOUGHTON U 367-1383
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS2 1105 4TH C 356-7645
LAWRENCEVIL ILL 62439
GRAO 1106 W STOUGHTON U 367-1383
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS C
BROADVIEW ILL 60153
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 410 U 332-5157
CHICAGO ILL
LAS1 URH CARR 407 U 332-3950
CHICAGO ILL 60643
ENG4 1007 S OAK C 356-4052
CHICAGO IL 60614
FAA3 URH CARR 217 U 332-3898
SKOKIE IL




ED 3 1106 S LINCOLN U 344-3616
BLUE ISLAND ILL
LAS3 URH ALLEN 479 U
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62704
GRAD 1012 W STOUGHTON U 367-6500
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG4 910 W CALIFORNIA U 344-4391
STOCKTON ILL 61085
ED 4 1117 W WILLIAM C 352-0154
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
C0M1 903 W NEVADA U 344-1931
ELK GROVE ILL 60007
LAW1 URH SHERMAN 1253 C
CHICAGO ILL 60620
LAS3 102 E CHALMERS C 359-3232
JACKSONVILLE ILL
EO 2 1113 ARBOR C 359-2590
OTTAWA ILL 61350
FAA4 703 W NEVADA U 332-0204
PK RIDGE ILL
GRAD 515 BASH CT C 356-2413
URBANA ILL
ENG3 URH SNYDER 374 C 332-1795
MARION ILL
ENG3 URH WESTON 374 C 332-2038
FRANKLIN PARK ILL
EO 2 URH WESTON 215 C
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62703
LAS3 URH EVANS 205 U 332-0527
LA SALLE ILL 61301
FAA6 203 W HIGH U 367-0939
URBANA ILL 61801
COM3 1008 S 4TH C 344-1207
PEURIA ILL
ENG1 1714 CAROLYN C 359-3011
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 901 S FOLEY C 359-1077
PITTSBURGH 13 PA
ENG2 409 E CHALMERS C 344-5338
PALATINE ILL 60067
COM4 108 E HEALEY C 352-8191
PAWNEE ILL
LAS2 2028 BURLISON U 344-6551
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS2 2206 BRETT C 359-1063
PROSSER WASH 99350
FAA2 URH BARTON 123 C 332-0123






4 S EDISON AVE















924 S WAIOLA AV
CARTER NICHOLAS KN1G




























































2917 25TH AV A
CASEY DANIEL EDWARD


























1976 B ORCHARD ST
CASSEL EL ISt BARBARA
606 E POLO DR
CASSELL MARTIN LEROY
SUTTUN RD BOX 331
CASSkNS DANIEL LEE
RR 3
LASS ICY DANIEL JOHN
6912 W 91ST ST
COM3 1415 DOBBINS C 356-8444
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS1 1005 GREGORY U
ROCKFORD ILL 61107
COM4 1004 S 2ND C 359-4504
ELGIN ILL
C0M1 409 E CHALMERS C 344-5338
ROCKFORD ILL 61107
LAS1 URH SCOTT 436 C
CHICAGO ILL 60619
C0M1 1305 W UNIVERSITY C 356-3294
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAO 1208 W BEARDSLEY C 356-8444
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG2 506 S MCKINLEY C 356-2208
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61822
AGR1 URH WESTON 394 C 332-2050
FAIRMOUNT ILL 61841
LAS3 URH TOWNSEND 524 U 332-0893
CHICAGO ILL
AVI1 905 W CALIFORNIA U
LA GRANGE ILL 60525
LAS2 URH WESTON 242 C 332-1941
ROCKFORD ILL 61107
LAS1' URH NOBLE 407 C 332-0425
MORTON ILL 61550
LAS4 309 E JOHN C 344-0250
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62702
LAS4 104 E JOHN C 356-5132
SPRINGFIELD ILL
GRAO 107 W CALIFORNIA U 367-0244
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAO 1608 OXFORD DR C 356-4484
LUBBOCK TEX 79409
GRAO 23 MAPLEWOOD U 365-2872
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS4 URH TOWNSEND 476 U 332-4231
DECATUR ILL
LAS1 1004 S 2ND C 352-4108
ELGIN ILL 60120
GRAD URH DANIELS 195 U 332-2452
OXFORD KANS 67119
GRAD 2069 A HAZELWD CT U 344-4783
URBANA ILL 61801
ED 4 URH DANIEL 312 U 344-0671
CHICAGO ILL 60640
ENG1 1004 W NEVADA U
ROCKFORO ILL 61107
FAA1 409 E CHALMERS C
LA SALLE ILL 61301
AGR1 URH TRELEASE 624 U 332-5580
SKOKIE ILL 60076
COM3 1004 S 3R0 C 332-1145
CANTON ILL 61520
C0M1 URH OGLESBY 821 U 332-5282
CARMI ILL 62821
GRAD 902 S LINCOLN U 344-0671
NORMAL ILL
LAS1 URH LAR 397 U
JULIET ILL 60433
FAA2 902 S LINCOLN U 344-3076
NORMAL ILL 61761
GRAD URH DANIELS 111 U 332-1328
FRESNO CAL 93705
LAS2 302 W FLORIDA U 365-1933
URBANA ILL' 61801
ENG2 1415 KIRBY C 359-2322
SYRACUSE N Y 13208
LAS5 1605 W HEALEY C 356-4071
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 1727 LINCOLN RO C 359-2108
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS3 URH ALLEN 244 U 332-3174
BARTONVILLE ILL 61607
GRAD URH DANIELS 122 U 332-2149
BOONE IOWA
GRAD 2208 COMBES U 365-2945
URBANA ILL
GRAO 2204 RODNEY DR C 359-3548
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
PE 1 510 E HEALEY C
MOLINE ILL 61265
COM4 306 E CANIEL C 344-6213
MOLINE ILL
ENG4 1780 VALLEY RD C 356-7979
CHICAGO IL 60620
GRAD URH DANIELS 73 U 332-2399
EVANSTON ILL
GRAO 1306 ELLIS U 367-0971
URBANA ILL
GRAO 121 DODSON U 367-7093
NEWTON ILL 62448
ENG2 404 N GOODWIN U
COLLINSVILLE ILL 62234
GRAD 907 W STOUGHTON U
MILWAUKEE WIS 53218
LAS4 1007 S 1ST C 332-5131
OAK PARK ILL
FAA1 609 S 4TH C 356-7809
HILLSIDE ILL 60162
GRAO 2035 C ORCHARD ST U 344-1818
WILMETTE ILL
AGRl URH GARNER 4C9 C 332-0848
MT PROSPECT ILL 60057
GRAD 305 S URBANA U 365-1887
URBANA ILL
GRAO 305 S URBANA U 365-1887
URSANA ILL 61801
AGRl URH LAR 218 U 332-2853
BLUOMINGTUN ILL 61701
GRAD 1976 B ORCHARD ST U 344-5542
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS2 1104 W NEVADA U 344-9617
CLAYTON MCI 63105
LAW2 URH SHERMAN C 332-5036
BARKINGTON ILL 60010
AGR4 805 W OREGON U 332-1718
DIXON ILL
ENG2 UAKLAWN ILL 332-5289
UAK LAWN ILL 60453
34
CASSIDY - CHANCE
CASSIDY MICHAEL FRAN COM4 702 W UNIVERSITY
702 W UNIVERSITY 6 CHAMPAIGN IL
CASSIDY ROBERT D GRAD ST JOSEPH ILL
11 BIRCH ST DERRY N H
CASSIOY THOMAS GEORG LAS3 604 E ARMORY
RR 1 BOX 21 MINONK ILL
CASSIN ROBERT JOSEPH AVI 3 1834 VALLEY RD
12509 STEWART AV CHICAGO ILL 60628
CASSINELLI PETER J FAA1 URH OGLESBY 322
11520 PRINCETON PK CINCINNATI OHIO 45246
CASSON RICHARD THOMA LAS2 1004 S 2ND
ABEROEEN OR CRETE ILL 60417
CAST FREDERICK A JR COM4 309 E HEALEY
1402 N MCKINLEY CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
CASTAGNO BARBARA ANN LAS2 URH LAR 475
1109 N 12TH QUINCY ILL
CASTAN ALLAN HILLARD C0M1 URH GARNER 390
4309 OLEANDER NORRIOGE ILL 60634
CASTATOR ALAN BYRON COM4 911 S LOCUST
11317 TECUMSEH LN LAGRANGE ILL
CASTEEL JAMES L EONAR LAW! URH SHERMAN 1348
5120 NEHBERG DR N SALEM ORE 97303
CASTELLANI JERRY ALA C0M1 URH OGLESBY 425
325 E CIRCLE AV LOMBARD ILL 60148
CASTENSON RICHARD LE LAS4 57 E JOHN
1246 HOME AVE BERWYN ILL
CASTERTON CHER IE LYN LAS4 904 S LINCOLN
873 HOLLY HAY PALETINE ILL 60067
CASTILOM DAVID HUNTE LAS3 202 E DANIEL
1025 4TH ST NEW MARTINSVLE W V
CASTLE OEAN LOWELL GRAD 2002 A ORCHARD ST
ALBUQUERQUE N M 87110
GRAD 707 S 6TH
DALLAS TEX
1316 AV MANANA NE
CASTLEBERRY CAROLYN
10028 SAN LORENZO













CUM4 1109 S 4TH
CHICAGO 29 ILL
GRAD 409 E CHALMERS
DANVILLE ILL 61832
CATALFANO HELENA ANN LAS3 710 W OHIO
3RD ST CT 38TH AV EAST M0L1NE ILL
CATCHING REBECCA SUE LAS3 1106 S LINCOLN
446 N PARK RD LA GRANGE PARK ILL 60525
CATENA ANTHONY GRAD 203 S WRIGHT
203 S WRIGHT 3 CHAMPAIGN ILL
*CATES MARSHALL LOUIS GRAD 713 S WALNUT
BOX 2143 CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
CATHCART DARLENE MAR LAW2 910 S 3RD
8401 COLFAX CHICAGO ILL
CATHEY KATHLEEN FAYE C0M1 2803 WILLIAM
2803 WILLIAM ST CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
CATLETT MARK JAMES LAS2 URH HOPKINS 272
CAHOKIA ILL 62206





CATLETT STEVEN TILTO C0H1 URH CARR 128
615 EARLSTON
CATLIN DAVID NORMAN






GRAO 2042 C ORCHARD ST
BROCKPORT N Y 14420




CAUOELL JAMES MICHAE LAS3 1004 S 2ND
3803 N CLAREMONT CHICAGO ILL
CAUGHEY PATRICIA ELA AGR1 405 E JOHN
RR 1 ORION ILL 61273




CAUL FIELD EDWARD M
8125 W WINONA AV
CAUSGROVE ALEX JOHN
14912 RIVERSIDE DR HARVEY ILL
CAVANAUGH JAMES ALBE AGR2 505 E
WEBSTER GROVES MO 63119
ED 4 1307 MAYFAIR RD
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG1 URH SCOTT 300
NURRIDGE ILL 60656








ED 4 904 S LINCOLN
WAUKEGAN ILL




LAS4 204 E GEO HUFF
URBANA ILL 61801
FAA2 301 E ARMORY
EVANSVILLE I ND 47715
COM3 URH BLAISOELL 413
FARMER CITY ILL, 61842
CAVINS MARK KING
509 N BATAVIA AV
CAVINS MARY ALICE
204 E GEORGE HUFF
CAWN GARY MARC
656 S COLONY RD
CAYTON JANET LYNN
RR 2 BOX 162





2345 W 23RD PL






CECH L 1NDA ANN
20W221 DIVERSEY
CECH THOMAS JOSEPH
3012 N MASON AV
CEDENU LUIS VERA
1105 W MAIN
ENG4 1107 S EUCLIO
BERWYN ILL 60402
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO ILL 60608
GRAD URH SHERMAN 1065
REISTERSTOWN MD 21136
LAS3 URH WAROALL 1118
N RIVERSIDE ILL
LAS1 URH ALLEN 374
SKOKIE ILL 60076
LAS1 URH LAR 484
ADDISON ILL 60101
ENG1 URH HOPKINS 290
CHICAGO ILL 60634
LAS2 1105 W MAIN
URBANA ILL 61801









303 N 88TH ST
LA GRANGE ILL 60525
PE 2 URH VANOOREN 305
WAUKEGAN ILL 60085
LAS4 1202 W NEVADA
HARVEY ILL
GRAD 406 M CLARK
CHICAGO ILL 60638
ENG2 907 S 4TH






































































907 N 2 1ST AV









1247 N CAMPBELL AV
CERVERA LOUIS FRANC I
121 COUNTRY CLUB
CESCAS MICHEL


























178 GROVE PARK CR
CHAFF IN TOMMY LYNN
.



























139 SUNSET RDGE RD
CHAMBERLIN MERLE AL
10 STONY RIDGE DR
CHAMBERS JAMES THOMA








ROUTE 2 BOX 38
CHAMLESS JOHN PAUL











CHAN DANIEL H M
CHAN EUGENE SHING






4J SEYMOUR RD 4/F
CHAN WAI-MAN WAYNE





GRAO 208 W OREGON U
BUFFALO N Y 14208
GRAD 1213 W MAIN U 367-3402
URBANA ILL 61801
COM2 706 W OHIO U 344-9519
SKOKIE ILL 60203
LAS4 URH CARR 306 U 332-3918
LISLE ILL
ED 3 URH VANDOREN 116 C 332-0482
CHICAGO ILL
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 444 C 332-1359
MELROSE PARK ILL 60160
LASl URH WARDALL 418 U 332-4373
WACCABUC N Y 10597
FAA3 409 E CHALMERS C 344-4015
WACCABUC N Y
GRAD URH DANIELS 186 U 332-2443
SAMARATE VARESE IT
ENG4 2410 E MAIN U 367-0265
URBANA ILL 61B01
ENG3 801 W ILLINOIS U 344-5978
CHICAGO ILL
COM4 URH WESTON 316 C 332-1993
CHICAGO HTS ILL
GRAD 807 S COTTAGE GR U 367-8195
URBANA ILL 61801
FAA1 URH SCOTT 439 C
HARVEY ILL 60426
GRAO 509 W MAIN U 365-1229
URBANA ILL 61801
LASl URH ALLEN 213 U
LOMBARD ILL 60148
LAS3 706 S 1ST C 356-2629
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
JNL4 706 S 1ST C 356-2629
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 1788 VALLEY RD C 356-7111
BAYSIDE N Y
AVU 311 E GREEN C
DECATUR ILL 62526
AVI4 712 W GREEN U 365-0866
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS4 809 S 5TH C 344-5202
BLOOMINGTON ILL
LAS2 URH TOWNSEND 177 U 332-4041
CHICAGO ILL 60622
LAS3 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAS3 1105 S 1ST C 356-6858
CHICAGO ILL 60626
LASl 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
MEMPHIS TENN 38117
GRAD 1952 D ORCHARD ST U 344-1874
URBANA ILL
GRAD 1114 W SPRINGFIELD U 344-0837
CALCUTTA 7 INDIA
GRAO 1206 W MAIN U 367-2450
URBANA ILL 61801
COM3 904 W GREEN U 344-6242
GENEVA ILL
ED 4 1207 W NEVADA U 344-1450
MAROA ILL
PE 3 URH BARTON 19 C 332-0101
CHICAGO ILL 60626
LAS3 GRANITE CITY ILL 332-3663
GRANITE CITY ILL
ENG3 401 E JOHN C 344-1650
ELMHURST ILL
ENG1 401 E JOHN C
ELMHURST ILL 60126
AGR3 URH GARNER 109 C 332-0687
GENESEO ILL
GRAD OAK PARK ILL 332-5030
OAK PARK ILL 60302
LASl URH ALLEN 339 U 332-3207
PARK RIDGE ILL 60068
C0M1 105 E DANIEL C 356-7423
CHICAGO ILL 60637
LAS2 308 E ARMORY C 352-1998
NORTHFIELD ILL
ENG3 URH SAUNDERS 110 U 332-3592
HILLSDALE N J 07642
GRAD 2023 ORCHARD ST U 344-4879
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD URH SHERMAN 1355 C 332-5038
WESTFIELD N J 07090
GRAD 1803 D ORCHARD PL U 344-1275
GAINESVILLE FLA
LAS6 1803 D ORCHARD PL U 344-1275
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 1007 W OREGON U 344-1354
STAR CITY ARK
LAS3 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
E ST LOUIS ILL
GRAD 1203 W MAIN U 367-8605
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 URH SNYDER 216 C 332-1682
PALOS HTS ILL
VM 1 58 E GREGORY C 356-3152
PRINCETON ILL 61356
GRAD 712 W OREGON U
MANILA PHIL
GRAO 808 W NEVADA U 344-4788
SAN FRAN CAL
GRAO 501 W CALIFORNIA U 367-0392
LAS4 1004 S 4TH C
CHICAGO ILL 60617
GRAD URH SHERMAN C 344-6507
HUNG KONG
LAS4 301 W GREEN C 356"9828
KOWLOON HONG KONG
LAS3 URH ALLEN 179 U 332-3277
HUNG KONG
ENG4 1012 W MAIN U 359-3387
KOWLOON HONG KONG
GRAD URH SHERMAN 860 C 332-4933





CHANDERSEKARAN C S GRAD 111 S 8USEY
111 S BUSEV CHAMPAIGN ILL 61801
CHANDLER ARTHUR BAYA GRAD 510 H UNIVERSITY
4603 2^ST LUBBOCK TX
CHANDLER GERALD DAVl GRAO 806 S 3RD
806 S 3RD CHAMPAIGN ILL 61803
CHANDLER JOHN CHARLE LAS2 URH HOPKINS 173
1447 S CHRISTIANA CHICAGO ILL 60623
GRAD 404 MUMFORD
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS
BATTLE CREEK MICH 49017
CHANDLER RONALD GEOR ENG1 URH GARNER 269
501 54TH PL WESTERN SPRS ILL 60558
CHANOLER VIRGINIA RU LAS1 URH FLAGG 420
7309 W TOUHY AV CHICAGO ILL 60648
CHANDRA SATISH GRAD URH SHERMAN 1063
URH SHERMAN 1063 CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820












CHANG CHE IN Y ING







CHANG JAMES SHIH TSI GRAD 1106
1106 W MAIN URBANA ILL
CHANG JAMES SHIN-SIN LAS2 URH FORBES 424
1 A FOR FAR RO 4F KOWLOON HONG KONG
CHANG LINDA SHUN-WAN GRAD 1008 W GREEN
155 CHNNG-HWA RD TAICHUNG TAIWAN
CHANG MARCIA LAI SHE GRAD URH ALLEN 70
1285 KANEWAI ST HONOLULU HA 9
CHANG MICHAEL LOH T FAA3 306 S 5TH
62301QUINCY ILL
LAS4 1213 W MAIN U
DECATUR ILL
LAS5 2033 A ORCHARD ST U
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS2 206 S ORCHARD U
FITHIAN ILL 61844
GRAD 206 S ORCHARD U
HYATTSVILLE MD
GRAD 1114 W SPRINGFIELD U
FENGYANG TAIWAN
MAIN U
15 KAI YUEN TERR
CHANG MING CHU
7 TUNG HSING ST
CHANG SHU-JEN DONNA
N POINT HONG KONG
GRAD 104 E ARMORY
CHI-SHAN TAIWAN
GRAD 909 W CALIFORNIA
320 LN KUN-MING ST TAIPEI TAIWAN
CHANG SUK-JIN GRAD 102 S LINCOLN
123-1 CHEKI 2-DONG SEOUL KOREA
CHANGCHIEN SHIU-YUAN GRAD 409 E CHALMERS
19 CHEN-KONG RD FONGSHAN TAIWAN
CHANSKY DARLENE SUSA LAS2 URH TRELEASE 909
5842 N ST LOUIS
CHAO CAROLINE C




GRAD 506 S GREGORY
TAIPEI TAIWAN
GRAO 909 W ILL
CHNGHU HSEN TAIWN
CHAO LIAN NORMA SHIH LAS4 601 W GREEN
601 W GREEN URBANA ILL 61801
CHAO LINDA LAS2 URH TAFT 25
601 W GREEN URBANA ILL 61801
CHAO SHIRLEY HO GRAD URH DANIELS 484
5 LN 171 TONG HUAH TAIPEI TAIWAN
CHAO SHUH NANCY SHIH LAS3 601 W GREEN
601 W GREEN URBANA ILL 61801
CHAPDU ROBERT EDWARD GRAD 507 WESTLAWN
_507 WESTLAXN CHAMPAIGN ILL..
CHAPEK LINOA ELAINE LAS3 URH BLAISDELL 111
GLEN ELLYN ILL 60137






CHAPMAN ALAN RICHARD LAS3 312 E
7 KNOLLCREST CT NORMAL ILL






CHAPMAN GEORGE EM IL
RR 3
URBANA ILL 61801
ED 3 URH TRELEASE 1201
MT CARMEL ILL
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 503
MT CARMEL ILL 62863
ENG2 711 W GREEN
GREENUP ILL 62428









C0M1 URH SCOTT 454 I
BELLEVILLE ILL 62221
GRAD URH DANIELS 356
WILMETTE ILL 60091
LAS1 910 S 3RD
LINCOLNWOOD ILL 60645
CHAPMAN PHYLLIS GWEN AGR4 706 S MATHEWS
7618 YATES CHICAGO ILL
CHAPMAN WAYNE ALLEN ENG1 JOLIET ILL
2806 GLASGOW ST JOLIET ILL 60435
CHAPMAN WILLIAM ALLE COM4 110 E CHALMERS
7921 NILES AV SKOKIE ILL
CHAPMAN WILLIAM CARL FAA1 409 E CHALMERS
313 WISCONSIN AV OAK PARK ILL 60302
CHAPPLE RICHARD LYNN GRAD 601 W SPRINGFIELD
601 W SPRINGFIELD CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
CHAPPLE STEPHEN C LAS3 310 E GREGORY
BOX 522 BARRINGTON IL
CHAPUIS LARRY EDWARD AVI I URH CARR 113
712 WILDER ST ELGIN ILL 60120
CHARBONNEAU DAVID PE LAS2 URH WESTON 492
1002 COMMUNITY DR LAGRANGE PARK ILL 60525
CHARBONNEAU LARRY F GRAD 2082 D ORCHARD ST
2613 CONWAY AV 303 ST PAUL MINN 55119
CHARLES MICHAEL LEON C0M1 311 E ARMORY
844 E MCKINLEY AV MUNDELEIN ILL 60060
CHARLES PAMELA MUNRO GRAD 1611 VALLEY RD
TURKEY POINT RR 1 POTTSTOWN PA
CHARLESTON DAVID ALB AGR1 311 E GREEN
RR 3 STERLING ILL 61081
CHARLESTON JOHN GEOR LAS2 URH WESTON 320
227 S SLUSSER ST GRAYSLAKE ILL
CHARLSON GARY SAMUEL GRAD 703 E COLORADO
2390 E ASBURY 409 DENVER COLO 80210
CHARLTON DONALD SCOT FAA6 2008 W GREtNDALE
2008 W GREENDALE CHAMPAIGN ILL
CHARMAN SALLY MARCIA LAS2 47 E CHALMERS
9352 N KEELER SKOKIE ILL 60077
CHARNESKI LOIS B ED 4 205 E GREEN




































































ENG4 205 E GREEN
DECATUR ILL
LAS3 " 910 S 3RD
MORTON GROVE ILL
CHARTRAU RONALD PERR COM4 1118 W NEVADA
ALEXANDRIA VA
COM3 911 S 4TH
KANKAKEE ILL








RR 4 BOX 385
CHASE JOHN BARKER
613 PITCAIRN PL
CHASE MARY DOOL IN





'CHASE STEPHEN MARTIN GRAD 1806
1806 D ORCHARD PL URBANA ILL
>CHASIN DAVID GILBERT GRAD 2055
2055 C ORCHARD ST URBANA ILL
CHASIN ROSALYN GRAD .2055
2055 C ORCHARD URBANA ILL
CHASTEEN NORMAN DENN GRAD 504
CAHOKIA ILL
GRAD 1009 S LYNN
CHICAGO ILL 60637








GRAD 1806 D ORCHARD PL U 344-4259
URBANA ILL
LAS1 505 E GREEN C
METROPOLIS ILL 62960


















GRAD URH SHERMAN 524
DOWNERS GROVE ILL 60137
ENG3 1107 W MAIN
MORTON GROVE ILL 60653
GRAD 210 N HARVEY
SANTA MONICA CAL 90405
GRAD 1206 W MAIN
CALCUTTA 34 INDIA
CHAUORY MOHAMED AKHT ENG3 URH TOWNSEND 303
BOX 3944
CHAUNCEY JANE MARIE






GRAD URH ALLEN 430
MT VERNON ILL 62864
GRAD 300 S GOODWIN
URBANA ILL 61801
ED 1 URH TRELEASE 628
CHICAGO ILL 60617
CHAWLA KRISHAN KUMAR GRAD MET C MIN BLDG
U OF I MMB URBANA ILL 61801
CHA2IN MICHAEL FRANK LAS2 URH HOPKINS 414
6221 N MONTICELLO CHICAGO ILL 60645
CHE FRITZ L C ENG3 107 E JOHN
107 E JOHN CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
CHEANEY DENNIS CRAIG GRAD URH SHERMAN 448
2720 CHAYES HOME WOOD ILL







LAS1 URH TRELEASE 516
EFFINGHAM ILL 62401
LAS1 URH TAFT 118
PEORIA ILL 61614
CHEEMA LAKHVENDAR SI GRAD URH DANIELS 612




318 MARY ALICE RD
LAS1 1001 COLLEGE CT
BLOOMINGTON ILL 61701
FAA2 409 E CHALMERS
RANTOUL ILL 61866
CHELGREN MICHAEL AND FAA3 409 E CHALMERS
576 FAIRVIEW ELMHURST ILL
CHELIN JORY IVES GRAD 58 E ARMORY
8447 S BENNETT CHICAGO ILL 60617
CHELINE RICHARD ROBE AGR2 1008 S LINCOLN
ROUTE 1 GALVA ILL
CHELINI KRISTINE ANN AGR1 URH TAFT
902 N ALLEN AV MCHENRY ILL 60050
CHELNEK CLAIRE MARIE LAS3 910 S 3RD
4837 TOPEKA DR TARZANA CAL 91356
CHEMERS MARTIN MYRON GRAD 404 E GREEN
404 E GREEN URBANA ILL . . 61801
CHEN ALICE KAO GRAD 300 S GOODWIN
300 S GOODWIN 202 URBANA ILL 61801
CHEN ALLEN WEN-SHIN GRAD URH DANIELS 234
P1NGTUNG SUGAR MIL PINGTUNG TAIWAN
CHEN CHENG-I GRAD 802 W ILLINOIS
TA LI ST 1 LN 160 TAIPEI TAIWAN




167 CHIENKOU N RD
CHEN DAVID HAROLD
5831 N ST LOUIS














6 LN S-6 ANLO RD
CHEN MING HUNG
13 LN 21 CHIN-SI
CHEN RONNIE TSUNG-HA
















GRAD 1213 W CLARO
TAIPEI TAIWAN
ENG3 604 E ARMORY
CHICAGO ILL 60645
GRAD 404 E DANIEL
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 204 E JOHN
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 306 S 5TH
TEIPEI TAIWAN CHIN
GRAD 300 S GOODWIN
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 204 N GREGORY
TAIPEI TAIWAN
GRAD 706 W NEVADA
LAS1 URH FLAGG 429
CHICAGO ILL 60626
GRAD 1210 W STOUGHTON
TAIPEI TAIWAN
GRAD URH DANIELS 329
TAIPEI TAIWAN
ENG4 102 N GREGORY
KOWLOON HONG KONG
LAS3 URH BUSEY 104
HUNG KONG
GRAD 603 W NEVADA
HSINCHU TAIWAN
GRAD AGR ENG BLDG 330
TAIPEI TAIWAN
LAS1 910 S 3RD
TAYLORVILLE ILL 62568
GRAD 710 W OREGON
TAIPEI TAIWAN
GRAO 704 W STOUGHTON
URBANA ILL 61801

















































CH1NELL JACQUELINE S FAA3 URH EVANS 324 U 332-274*
IS 132 BUTTERCUP VILLA PK ILL
































9523 S 49TH AVENUE






























































912 S JOLIET ST








805 W MICHIGAN AV
CHIN BENJAMIN H
524 E GREEN
CHIN DUDLEY ST ALYOS
ELM CRESCENT 7
CHIN GEORGE M IN





CHIN ROBERT M IN
9023 S HOUSTON AV
CHIN SUSAN MEE
9023 S HOUSTON AV
CHIN TING-YUN
8 JALAN SHELLEY






LAS3 URH BLAISDELL 331
CHARLESTON ILL




LAS1 URH TRELEASE 628
CHICAGO ILL 60617
GRAD 1788 VALLEY RD
WOODHAVEN N Y 11421
LAS2 URH SNYDER 392
CHICAGO ILL 60645
PE 1 URH GARNER 378
ELMONT N Y 11003
LAS1 1010 S 2ND
CHICAGO ILL 60619
FAA1 URH FORBES 282
PEORIA ILL 61602
LAS2 URH VANDOREN 118
OAK PARK ILL 60302
GRAD URH SHERMAN
STUDIO CITY CAL 41604
ENG1 URH SNYDER 446
PARK FOREST ILL 60466
LAS2 207 E JOHN
OAKLAWN ILL 60453
FAA4 107 E HEALEY
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
AVI4 409 E CHALMERS
PARK RIDGE ILL 60068
LAS2 URH BLAISDELL 413
RIDGEFARM ILL 61870
ENG4 510 E HEALEY
0EERF1EL0 ILL
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS
KANKAKEE ILL
LAS2 URH SNYDER 162
RED BANK N J
LA SI 706 W OHIO
CHICAGO ILL 60645
GRAD 404 E MAIN
COLORADO SPRS COLO 80904
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 621
HIGHLAND PARK ILL 60035
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS
SKOKIE ILL
LAS3 910 S 3RD
HONG KONG
LAS1 1102 N DIVISION
URBANA ILL 61801
FAA3 1108 W NEVADA
JOLIET ILL
COM2 615 S WRIGHT
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 1103 S RANDOLPH
BALTIMORE MD 21222
GRAD URH DANIELS 517
SEOUL KOREA
GRAD 1001 S WRIGHT
PERAK MALAYSIA
ENG4 401 E JOHN
WESTVILLE ILL 61883
GRAO URH SHERMAN 557
TAIPEI TAIWAN
LAS2 URH BARTON 14
CHICAGO ILL 60628
LAS1 URH CARR 425
CHICAGO ILL 60625
FAA3 URH TRELEASE 816
N MERRICK N Y 11516
ENG1 URH FORBES 362
MARION ILL 62959
ENG2 905 W CALIFORNIA
ARLINGTON HTS ILL
GRAD 706 W GREEN
GRAD 506 GREGORY PL
S PASADENA CAL 91030
LAS3 410 S BUSEY
NORTHBROOK ILL 60062
GRAD 1110 W S TOUGH TON
MORTON GROVE ILL 60053




AGR3 OVERMAN'S TRLR PK
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG1 URH GARNER 476
WILMINGTON ILL
ENG4 URH SCOTT 496
JOLIET ILL
EO 1 URH CLARK 433
CHICAGO ILL 60646
C0M1 303 E CHALMERS
LINCOLNWOOD ILL 60646
FAA1 URH GARNER 282
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG.l 524 E GREEN
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 1812 A ORCHARD PL
KINGSTON 10 JAM WI
LAS1 URH BABCOCK 103
CHICAGO ILL 60617
FAA4 509 E STOUGHTON
ST ANN JAM WI
LAS2 URH FORBES 202
SAN MATEO CAL 94402
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 478
CHICAGO ILL 60617
LAS3 URH LAR 288
CHICAGO ILL































































6436 N OAKVIEW DR
CHIU TELONG








1222 N NEW HAMPSHR
CHO FREDERICK YITUNG
1222 N NEWHAMPSHIR











205 E CHURCH ST
CHONG DIANNE
315 N ELMWOOD AV
CHOU IIH-NAN




420 CHUNG SHAN RD
CHOW DAVID KUOKIEN
15 HA-KUS SING OWN
CHOW FREDERICK C
28 N CHUNG- SHAN RD
CHOW JAMES CHEH-MIN
34 KENNEDY RD B-12
CHOW TSEN
300 S GOODWIN 607
CHOW WINNIE




519 W 10TH ST
CHRISMAN BRUCE CHARL
































10434 S CHURCH ST
CHRISTENSON KEITH A


































LAS1 URH BARTON 3
WAUKEGAN ILL
LAS1 907 S 3RD
GLENWOOD ILL
AGR2 505 E GREEN
WATSON ILL
LAS1 311 E GREEN
INDPLS IND
GRAD 1102 W CLARK
TAIPEI TAIWAN CHIN
ENG1 URH TOWNSEND 375
LAKE VILLA ILL 60046
GRAD 216 E GREGORY
LAKE VILLA ILL 60046
GRAD 712 W HILL
WESTCHESTER IL
GRAD URH SHERMAN 151
LOS ANGELES CAL
GRAD URH DANIELS 524
LOS ANGELES CAL
GRAD 409 W CLARK
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LA S3 URH TAFT 22
JACKSONVILLE ILL
ED 4 DANVILLE ILL
DANVILLE ILL
LA SI URH LAR 495
ARLINGTON HTS JLL
GRAD 1002 W NEVADA
SEOUL KOREA
LAS3 505 E CHALMERS
BENTON ILL
LAS1 URH BARTON 102
WAUKEGAN ILL 60085
GRAD 615 S WRIGHT
SANCHUNG TAIWAN
GRAO 707 W CALIFORNIA
LOMBARD ILL
GRAD 201 N LINCOLN
CHIAYI TAIWAN CHIN
GRAO 1209 W MAIN
TAIPEI TAIWAN
GRAD 603 W NEVAOA
TAIPEI TAIWAN
GRAD URH HOPKINS 280
HONG KONG
GRAD 300 S GOODWIN
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 406 E SPRINGFIELD
HONG KONG
ENG1 URH GARNER 388
CHICAGO ILL 60639
LAS4 106 E ARMORY
BELVIOERE ILL 61008
ENG1 URH SNYDER 296
NORMAL ILL 61761
GRAO 711 W WASHINGTON
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 1502 ROSE
WEST PEORIA ILL 61604
AVI2 102 E CHALMERS
WESTCHESTER ILL 60156
EO 1 URH WESTON 391
OSWEGO ILL 60543
ENG1 1010 S 2ND
MOLINE ILL 61265
LASl URH OGLESBY 1225
UNION ILL 60180
C0M1 URH LAR 128
BELLEVILLE ILL
LASl URH LAR 313
SPRINGFIELD ILL
ENG2 URH CARR 429
MT PROSPECT ILL
GRAD 508 W UNION
BL00MF1ELD CONN








LAS3 1204 S LINCOLN
WAUKEGAN ILL
FAA3 URH VANDOREN 127
CHICAGO ILL
LAW3 PARK RIDGE ILL
PARK RIDGE ILL
LAS3 710 W IOWA
EAST MOLINE ILL




LAS4 URH OGLESBY 207
DEKALB ILL
LAS4 URH TOWNSEND 121
CHICAGO 47 ILL
LAS2 URH SCOTT 213
EVANSTON ILL 60201
FAA1 URH VANDOREN 410
HOFFMAN ESTS ILL 60172
LAS4 URH ALLEN 401
TAYLOR RIDGE IL 61284
GRAO 1107 W GREEN
ROCKFORD ILL
ENG3 112 E DANIEL
BALTIMORE MD
GRAD 309 E CLARK
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 URH ALLEN 222
WESTERN SPRS ILL 60558








































































21 W 113 KENSINGTN













5515 S ST LOUIS
CHU HELEN










256 M 24TH ST
*CHU SHIH-CHI
5025 _57TH SI S
CHU TZU-CHENG
CHANG-AN E RD














16 LN66 I-TONG ST
CHUNG CHEUNG-WO






























2639 N MELVINA AV
CICHON MARY LOUISE
27 VIEUX CARRE DR
CIECHANOWSKI LOREE K
8 S 239 DARIEN
CIECHANOWSKI THOMAS
1019 S 7TH AV
CIELLO RICHARD ANTHO
6210 W BARRY AV
CIEPLY BRIAN ANDREW
8228 S COLES AV
CIESEL STANLEY DALE
5133 W 23RD PL
CIGRAND SUSAN LOUISE
913 S CRESCENT
CIMINO MICHAEL WILL I
_34 4TH
CINCINELLI LINDA MAR
6147 W WARWICK AV
CINI LYN GORDON
568 E 105TH ST
CINI VLADIMIR M





GRAD EAST LYNN ILL
EAST LYNN ILL 60932




LAS3 URH LAR 415
HIGHLAND ILL
AGR3 1404 S LINCOLN
HIGHLAND ILL
GRAD 1001 S OAK
HIGHLAND ILL
LAS1 URH WARDALL 802
CHICAGO HTS ILL 60411
ENG1 URH BABCDCK 214
LOMBARD ILL 60148
LAS1 GRANITE CITY ILL
GRANITE CITY ILL 62040
GRAD 206 E CLARK
PK RIOGE ILL
ENG1 604 E ARMORY
RANTOUL ILL 61866
ENG2 409 E CHALMERS
SULLIVAN ILL 61951
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS
RANTOUL ILL
LAS3 910 S 3RD
ELMHURST ILL 60126
EO 1 URH TRELEASE 527
CHICAGO ILL 60629
FAA2 URH SAUNDERS 121
LONG BEACH N Y 11561
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS
EVANSTON ILL 60202
GRAD 1308 W MAIN
TAIPEI TAIWAN




ENG3 604 E ARMORY
CHICAGO ILL
GRAO 306 E THOMPSON
SEATJLE WASH 98118
GRAD 2001 A ORCHARD ST
TAIPEI TAIWAN
GRAD 300 S GOODWIN
GRAD URH SHERMAN 1055
TAIPEI TAIWAN
I A S3 408 E GREEN
CALUMET CITY ILL 60409
LAS1 URH LAR 435
CHICAGO ILL 60656
GRAO URH DANIELS 304
KIEV USSR
GRAO 1010 W GREEN 703
BANGKOK THAILAND
GRAD URH DANIELS 293
PACO MANILA PHIL
GRAD 1208 W CALIFORNIA
TAIPEI TAIWAN
LAS2 104 E GREEN
QUARY BAY HNG KONG
GRAD 1102 W CLARK
SEOUL KOREA
GRAO 712 N OREGON
TAIPEI TAIWAN
ENG2 306 S 5TH
CASWAY BAY HNG KNG
GRAD 1104 W STOUGHTON
KOWLOON HONG KONG
GRAD 709 W NEVADA
CHICAGO ILL 60620
GRAD 511 W CALIFORNIA
URBANA IL
LAW3 1408 N MCKINLEY
MOLINE ILL
ENG2 202 S LYNN
RIVERTON ILL 62561
LAS1 800 S MATTIS
CHICAGO ILL 60632
FAA4 906 S 5TH
washington 16 d c
c0m1 urh garner 290
oak park ill 60302
las2 urh scott 302
rockford ill 61107
grad 312 w springfield
urbana ill 61801
grad 312 w springfield
urbana ill 61801
eng3 urh forbes 412
chicago ill
las4 urh busey 326
east st louis ill 62203
las4 311 e john
westmont ill
las4 311 e john
maywood ill
eng2 urh hopkins 343
chicago ill 60634
LASl URH HOPKINS 175
CHICAGO ILL 60617
LASl URH FORBES 361
CICERO ILL 60650
LAS4
PARK RIDGE ILL 60068








&RAD 2113 W WHITE
HERSHEY PA 17033
ENG3 URH WARDALL 919
FERGUSON MO
FAA3 2311 S 1ST


































































3302 W 109TH ST
CLANCY MICHAEL JOHN













CLARK BILL IE CLYDE
BOX 11
CLARK BRUCE ARTHUR





















CLARK DANIEL FUN MCLEAN BLVD
CLARK DENNIS LARRY
9828 N GLENDALE LN
CLARK DONALD GEOFFRE
185 N WOLF







210G E PARK AV
CLARK JAMES JOSEPH
6010 N OCONTO













































306 N 27TH ST
CLARK STEPHEN MAYNAR
202 t 1ST AV
LAS4 2020 N MATTIS C 356-2491
CHICAGO ILL 60646
LAW2 602 E STOUGHTON C 356-9120
GLENCOE ILL
COM4 1110 W STOUGHTON U 367-4878
UNIVERSITY CITY MO
FAA1 URH CARR 305 U 332-3917
ROCKFORD ILL 61103
LAS2 313 E JOHN C 359-2165
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS3 URH WARDALL 310 U 332-4342
ROCKFORD ILL 61108
PE 1 URH SNYDER 360 C
CHICAGO ILL 60643
LAS4 URH OGLESBY 128 U 332-5081
WILMETTE ILL 60091
LASl 307 E GREEN C 344-0365
CHICAGO ILL 60655
ENG1 URH FORBES 246 C 332-0977
ST CHARLES ILL 60174
LASl URH TOWNSEND 472 U 332-4227
chicago ill 60645
las4 urh 8abc0ck 327 u 332-3804
sioell ill
engv 301 e white c 352-1743
champaign ill 61820
eng4 409 e chalmers c 344-1266
naperville ill
las3 604 e armory c 344-1266
bellwooo ill
grad 207 e white c
shel8urne ont can
grao urh sherman 521 c 332-4759
institute w va 25112
grad 103 e stoughton c 356-0607
garfield hts ohio 44125
grad 1007 w oregon u 344-0476
whitehouse sta n j
LASl URH LAR 416 U
EVANSTON ILL 60203
ED * URH EVANS 221 U 332-2712
MEMPHIS 6 TENN
LASl URH ALLEN 15 U 332-3094
GLEN ELLYN ILL 60137
LAS2 1101 W PENN U 344-9469
BATAVIA ILL 60510
VM 1 1010 S 2ND C 332-5294
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62704
LASl URH SAUNDERS 107 U 332-3589
WHITE HALL ILL 62092
LAS3 907 S WRIGHT C 344-0545
PEORIA ILL
COM2 313 E ARMORY C 356-7766
MORTON ILL 61550
FAA4 303 KELLY CT C 359-2893
PALATINE ILL 60067
C0H1 URH CARR 114 U
ELGIN ILL 60120
LAS4 110 E ARMORY C 356-7435
NILES ILL
LASl URH FORBES 266 C 332-0990
DES PLAINES ILL 60016
LAS4 2802 ALTON C 359-1451
CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAD 2011 D ORCHARD ST U 344-4162
SEATTLE W«SH 98107
AVI 4 703 S WALNUT U 367-9937
URBANA ILL 61801
LASl URH LAR 499 U 332-3075
ELMHURST ILL 60126
ENG1 URH GARNER 250 C
CHICAGO ILL 60631
COM4 702 W UNIVERSITY C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAO 205 W HIGH U 367-1201
OAKLAWN ILL 60453
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 930 U 332-5676
CARBONOALE ILL 62901
LAS4 URH WARDALL 912 U 332-4489
ROSSVILLE ILL 60963
AVI3 905 S RACE U 332-4019
GRAYSLAKE ILL
GRAD 54 COACHMAN U 367-7600
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAO 2007 S VINE U 344-6746
URBANA ILL 61801
LASl URH WARDALL 506 U 332-4386
DECATUR ILL 62526
L4S3 URH CARR 311 U 332-3923
QUINCY ILL
GRAD 804 E FAIRLAWN U 367-4357
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG3 1807 A ORCHARD PL U 344-3748
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 408 W ELM U
URBANA ILL 61801
COM3 312 E ARMORY C 356-7961
LOMBARD ILL
LAS3 URH WARDALL 202 U 332-4310
STOCKTON ILL
FAA1 1010 S 2ND C
BATAVIA ILL 60510
LASl 1004 S 4TH C
SAOORUS ILL 61872
LASl 604 E ARMORY C 344-1266
NORMAL ILL 61761
LAS4 908 W NEVADA U 344-5615
OAK LAWN ILL
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 403 U 332-5145
GLEN ELLYN ILL 60137
GRAD 807 SCOTTSDALE C 356-4383
WALNUT RIDGE ARK 72476
GRAO 1724 HENRY C 359-4079
MCCOOK NEB 69001
LASl URH LAR 288 U 332-2997
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62704
LASl URH TRELEASE 224 U 332-5459
QUINCY ILL 62301




























2114 W KELLOGG AV
CLAUSEN DONALD LLOYD
2724 U SUNNY SIDE
CLAUSEN WALTER SCOTT
506 S MAIN ST
CLAUSER CONSTANCE E
314 W JACKSON RO
CLAUSING WARREN HILL





CLAVELL LAWRENCE J J
6418 S CAMPBELL
*CLAXON WILLIAM RUSSE
317 W KIRKHAM ST
•CLAY ERNEST HEDRIC
8129 S MICHIGAN AV





































1011 S HARVEY AV
CLEMENS DONALD ELSWO




8130 S EXCHANGE AV
CLEMENT PATRICIA LOU
355 STRATFORD RO





















907 S KANKAKEE ST
CLENNON SUZANNE FRAN
907 S KANKAKEE ST
CLEVELAND ALAN THORB
810 W INDIANA




LAS3 llll S 1ST
PEKIN ILL
AGR4 URH BUSEY 215
ROCKTON ILL
FAA4 509 S 5TH
FREEPORT ILL
ENG4 1115 W GREEN
DECATUR ILL
JNL2 202 E DANIEL
MATTOON ILL
GRAD 1214 W EUREKA
NORFOLK VA 23523
ENG4 501 W HIGH
MORTON ILL
GRAD 811 S LOCUST
PITMAN N J 08071
ENG4 206 E JOHN
MILAN ILL
GRAD 1710 CAROLYN DR
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LA SI URH LAR 187
CHICAGO ILL 60626
ENG4 112 E DANIEL
NORMAL ILL
GRAD 406 W HEALEY
PEORIA ILL 61604
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 396
CHICAGO ILL 60625
LAS2 URH HOPKINS 412
WILMINGTON ILL 60481
PE 2 409 E CHALMERS
WEBSTER GROVES HO 63119




LAS1 URH HOPKINS 400
CRETE ILL 60417
LAS3 404 E STOUGHTON
CHICAGO ILL 60629
ED 4 BONDVILLE ILL
LITCHFIELD ILL
FAA4 204 E ROPER
CHICAGO ILL 60619










LA SI URH OGLE SB Y 531
HARWOOD HTS ILL 60656
GRAD 709 WESTERN
WIDNES LANCS ENG
LAS3 URH EVANS 227
DES PLAINES ILL
ENG 3 URH BABCOCK 201
MINOOKA ILL
LAS1 URH ALLEN 379
FREEPORT ILL 61032
LAS3 715 W MICHIGAN
DEERFIELO ILL
LAS1 URH LUNOGREN 12
ROCKFORD ILL 61103
GRAO 306 S WILLIS
MAO I SON CONN 06443
GRAD 501 S HIGHLAND
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS4 llll S 1ST
DECATUR ILL 62526
ENG4 1109 W MAIN
DES PLAINES IL 60016
GRAD 408 E STOUGHTON
BELLEVILLE ILL 62223
LAS3 URH WESTON 221
BELLEVILLE ILL
C0M1 URH SNYDER 411
OAK PARK ILL 60304
ENG1 URH SCOTT 306
CREVE COEUR ILL 61611
ED 2 URH TAFT 20
ELGIN ILL 60120
LAS2 1706 W PARK
CHICAGO ILL 60617
LAS1 URH WARDALL 1024
DES PLAINES ILL 60016
ENG1 URH WESTON 375
GLENVIEW ILL 60025
GRAD 1808 D ORCHARD PL
BLYTHEVILLE ARK 72315
PE 2 llll N 5TH
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 1808 D ORCHARD PL
BLYTHEVILLE ARK












GRAD URH SHERMAN 1058
SANTA BARBARA CAL 93105
COM4 205 E HEALEY
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG3 URH TOWNSEND 334
WILMINGTON ILL 60481
LAS1 URH TAFT 211
WILMINGTON ILL 60481
GRAD 810 W INDIANA
URBANA ILL 61801







































































113 N PEARL ST
CLIFTON KIM TARA


































ROUTE 2 BOX 288
CLUM MARY ANN
11 PHEASANT LN









• COATES RENATA G
2722 N RIDGEWAY










•COBB HARVEY DEAN III
1727 HENRY
COBB JAMES COLLINS


































304 N EASTWOOD AV
COCKERHAM LOUIS W









GRAO 702 W WESTERN
URBANA ILL 61801
C0M1 URH FORBES 490
WILMETTE ILL 60091
LASS 805 W OHIO
HARVEL ILL
PE 1 1008 S LINCOLN
HARVEL ILL 62538
AGR3 URH EVANS 239
HAVANA ILL
LAS1 URH BUSEY 328
ELMHURST ILL 60126
ENG3 604 E ARMORY
PERU ILL 61354
LAS2 310 E JOHN
FREEPORT ILL 61032
LAS1 URH WARDALL 320
DECATUR ILL 62521
GRAD 303 W ILLINOIS
MONTGOMERY ALA 36109
COM3 300 S GOODWIN
PETERSBURG ILL
GRAD 1114 W NEVADA
KANSAS CTY 38 MO
GRAD 1107 W GREEN
ARLINGTON HGTS ILL 60005
LAS2 URH WESTON 244
ELMHURST ILL 60126
AGR4 1204 S LINCOLN
VIROEN IL 62690
FAA1 1001 S WRIGHT
MONTICELLO ILL








FAA2 505 E CHALMERS
PARK RIDGE ILL 60068
LAS1 URH NOBLE
CHICAGO ILL 60656
ENG3 907 S 3RD
ROCKFORD ILL 61108
GRAD 1837 B ORCHARD PL
ACAMPO CAL
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 702
CASTLETON N Y 12033
COM3 604 E ARMORY
BRIMFIELD ILL
ENG2 801 W IOWA
PALOS HTS ILL
GRAD URH DANIELS 271
PASAY CITY PHIL
LAS3 102 E HEALEY
URBANA IL 61801
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO ILL 60613
LAS1 809 W ILLINOIS
CHICAGO ILL 60647
ENG4 809 W ILLINOIS
CHICAGO ILL 60607
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS
MT PROSPECT ILL 60056
GRAD 724 S BROADWAY
URBANA ILL
AGR4 604 S BUSEY
W HANOVER MASS
AGR4 1813 B ORCHARD PL
ALMA ILL
VM 1 1727 HENRY
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
COM2 309 E CHALMERS
DECATUR ILL 62522
COM4 309 E CHALMERS
DECATUR ILL
LAS3 408 W SPRINGFIELD
PEORIA ILL
LAS2 811 W CLARK
CAIRO ILL 62914
GRAD URH SHERMAN 530
RALEIGH N CAR
ED 1 1109 S WESTERN
CHAMPAIGN ILL
VM 2 URH DANIELS 178
SPRINGFIELD ILL
LAS4 URH BABCOCK 218
FLORA ILL
FAA2 910 S 3RD
LYONS ILL 60534
ENG4 502 W MAIN
JERSEYVILLE IL




ED 4 1202 NEVADA
CHAMPAIGN ILL
ENG2 llll S 1ST
WASHINGTON ILL 61571
ENG3 311 E GREEN
DECATUR ILL




LAS1 URH LUNDGREN 304
MT PROSPECT ILL 60056
GRAD 1103 S 1ST
REDLANDS CAL 92373
LAS4 401 E DANIEL
PARK RIDGE ILL
COM2 409 E CHALMERS
NEW CANTON ILL 62356
ED 3 1204 S LINCOLN
NEW CANTON ILL
LAS3 URH SAUNDERS 113
BRADFORD ILL



























































181'. C ORCHARD PL
COGGESHALL ALICE JEA
COGHLAN MARGARET MAR
10430 S LEAVITT ST
COGNATA DAVID JASPER
60 N COUNTRY CLUB
CGGNATA LUUIS JOHN
























































6825 N LOWELL AV
COHENOUR REBECCA








7838 S PHILLIPS AV
COhN L INDA SUE
3600 L1LLIBET
COHN RALPH MICHAEL






8601 L1LL I8ET TERR
COHOON THOMAS LEWIS
205 W WEST ST
COIL GEORGE LEON
















6720 N sr LOUIS
CULbERT TERRY CORDON
iJi OHIO AVt
COLURtSL WILL IAM LAR
LH40 1B7TH ST
LULIJURN STEPHEN
1U5 E CUNUVEK AV
GRAD 1402 GRANDVIEW
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG3 URH TOWNSENO 160
HAMILTON ILL 62341
GRAD 108 E HEALEY
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG3 URH CARR 10
OWENSHORE KY 42301
GRAD 1814 C ORCHARD ST
URBANA ILL 61801
LASl 405 E JOHN
1NDIAN0LA ILL 61850
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 426
CHICAGO ILL 60643
LAS2 201 E GREEN
DECATUR IL 62521
ENG1 306 E DANIEL
DECATUR ILL 62521
AGR1 URH ALLEN 195
ROCKFORO ILL 61103
LASl URH FLAGG 415
NEW YORK N Y 10040
ED 1 URH TRELEASE
CHICAGO ILL 60645
GRAD 512 E STOUGHTON
DETROIT MICH
GRAD 610 W WASHINGTON
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD URH DANIELS 234
LOS ANGELES CA 90036
LAS4 307 S LINCOLN
CHICAGO 45 ILL
LASl 910 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL 60649
LAS2 106 E ARMORY
DES PLAINES ILL 60645
GRAD 107 N BUSEY
CHICAGO ILL 60645
VM 2 2301 S 1ST
HANSON MASS 02341
PE 2 910 S 3RD
LINCOLNWOOD ILL 60646
LASl 105 E ARMORY
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAS3 404 E STOUGHTON
CHICAGO ILL
GRAD 303 BURKWOOD CT
URBANA ILL
GRAD 907 W SPRINGFIELD
SWAMPSCOTT MASS
COM3 301 E ARMORY
BELLWOOD ILL
COM3 52 E ARMORY
JOLIET ILL
LAS3 907 S 4TH
LITCHFIELD ILL
LAS2 URH ALLEN 26
GLENCOE ILL 60022
LASl URH FORBES 323
HIGHLAND PARK ILL 60035
LAW2 102 E ARMORY
CHICAGO ILL 60626
C0M1 52 E ARMORY
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAS4 902 S 2ND
SPRINGFIELD ILL
GRAD URH SHERMAN 555
ALBUQUERQUE N M 87108
GRAD URH DANIELS 103
LOS ANGELES CA 90036
LAS4 47 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO ILL
C0M1 1105 S 1ST
LINCOLNWOOD ILL 60646
GRAD URH DANIELS 360
CHICAGO ILL 60610
LAS3 URH BLAISOELL 328
ELDORADO ILL
LASl 910 S 3RD
WILMETTE ILL 60091
LAS2 URH VANDOREN 302
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
FAA2 410 E GREEN
CHICAGO ILL 60649
FAA2 47 E CHALMERS
MORTON GROVE ILL
LASl URH SNYDER 465
YOUNGSTOWN OHIO 44504
GRAD 111 E HEALEY
CHICAGO ILL
LAS3 309 E HEALEY
SKOKIE ILL




LAW2 URH DANIELS 83
NASHVILLE ILL
GRAD URH VANDOREN 126
KERALA INDIA
LAS2 802 W OREGON
LEXINGTON ILL 61753
ENG3 205 E ARMORY
HARRISBURG ILL
LASl URH FORBES 439
PEORIA ILL 61605
LAS3 URH TOWNSFND 351
PEORIA ILL
LASl URH BLAI SDELL 313
RANTOUL ILL 618b6
LAS2 URH FORBES 217
RANTOOL ILL 61866
LASl URH FLAGG 333
LINCOLNWOOD ILL 60645
LAS4 106 E HEALEY
GALESBURG ILL
PE 3 HOME WOOD ILL
HOMtWOOD ILL

























































2321 W 120TH PL
COLE DAVID JOSEPH




















































RR 3 BOX 395
COLEMAN REED ELLIS












3140 W JEROME ST
COLLEY JOHN DAVID







6650 S SEELEY AV
CCLLINS BRUCE WAYNE
21 E FORREST AV
COLLINS CECIL EUGENE
324 W 100TH ST
COLLINS CHARLES W JR




851 E 76TH ST
COLLINS EDWARD MILTO














355 E 59TH ST
COLLINS KATHERINE MA




110 E ADAMS ST
COLLINS LARRY EUGENL
118 CLIiMTON AV
AGR1 URH LAR 493
LINCOLN ILL 62656
FAA2 URH WESTON 265
HULL ILL 62343
FAA3 URH HOPKINS 320
CRUTONONHUDSON NY
LAS2 URH LAR 203
BLUE ISLAND ILL 60406
ENG1 URH SCOTT 246
STREATOR ILL 61364
AGR4 402 E DANIEL
HUMBOLDT ILL
GRAO 405 E GREEN
CHICAGO ILL 60621




FAA3 502 W MAIN
CHICAGO ILL
GRAD 2001 C ORCHARD ST
FRETWN SIERA LEONE
FAA2 URH TRELEASE 1010
WALNUT ILL 61376
LASl' URH BLAI SDELL 231
MACON ILL 62 544
GRAD 1003 E WASHINGTON
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 310 E JOHN
HIGHLAND PK ILL
LAS3 1106 S LINCOLN
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LASl URH LAR 202
PAWNEE ILL 62558
ENG3 URH TOWNSEND 575
GLEN ELLYN ILL
PE 1 URH FORBES 274
ELMHURST ILL 60126
ENG1 URH TOWNSEND 519
CHICAGO ILL 60656
AVI2 2319 S 1ST
DOWNERS GROVE ILL 60515
ENG1 URH OGLESBY 210
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60004
LAS4 401 E JOHN
ELGIN ILL
ENG1 URH WESTON 486
DES PLAINES ILL 60018
LAS4 2317 S 1ST
CHICAGO ILL
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS
ELMHURST ILL
LAS4 URH LAR 230
PEKIN ILL
LASl URH GARNER 375
DOWNERS GR ILL 60515




PE 1 1102 W NEVADA
IRWIN PA 15642
GRAD 1804 MELINDA LN
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
AGR3 305 E JOHN
ROCK FALLS' ILL 61071
COM4 307 E HEALEY
CHICAGO ILL
LAS3 812 W CHARLES
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
AGRl 604 E ARMORY
LOUISVILLE ILL 62858
GRAD 712 W OHIO
URBANA ILL
LAS2 910 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL 60645
GRAD URH SHERMAN 346
FARMINGTON KY
PE 1 1004 S 4TH
CHICAGO ILL 60615
LAS3 604 E ARMORY
DANVILLE ILL 61832
FAAl 212 E CHALMERS
GURNEE ILL 60031




LASl URH SNYDER 232
CHICAGO ILL 60628
AVI3 703 W OREGON
OXFORD N Y 13830
AVI4 216 E GREGORY
CHICAGO ILL
FAAl URH TRELEASE 426
CHICAGO ILL 60619
ENG3 URH SCOTT 410
C0LL1NSVILLE ILL
LASl URH WARDALL 216
ROCKFORO ILL
LAS2 URH CLARK 230
ELMWOOD PARK ILL 60635
GRAD 505 E HEALEY
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAW1 505 E UNI VE R SI TY
SPRINGFIELD ILL 6271)4
LASl URH LUNOGREK 13
CHICAGO ILL 60645
GRAD 607 W HEALtY
DOUGLAS ARIZ 85607
ENG4 1107 W GRtEN
CHICAGO ILL 60637




CUM1 URH GARNER 389
M'lRTON ILL 61550
GKAO FARMER CI I Y ILL























































I486 E 56TH ST
COLLINS NANCY H
RK 2 BOX 78AA
COLLINS PAMELA JOY
1*60 W DECATUR
COLLINS PATR ICIA ANN

































COLSON CHARLES E III
4778 STILES AV







1223 W MAIN ST
COLVER RICHARD JAYE
1012 BEL AIR DR
COLVIN CYNTHIA LEE
9216 CLIFTON PK




























1107 W GREEN 322
COMROE JAMES
8700 S PAXTON ID



















213 W LINCOLN AV
CONDON JUDY ANNE













LAS1 URH TRELEASE 707
CHICAGO ILL 60637
VM 4 709 W CHURCH
BARRINGTON ILL
ED 4 URH BUSEY 357
DECATUR ILL 62522
LAS2 URH NOBLE 112
FREEPORT ILL 61032
FAA4 901 W CALIFORNIA
DECATUR ILL
EO 3 URH LAR 211
ALLENDALE ILL
ENG3 URH TOWNSEND 203
ROCK ISLAND ILL
LAS1 URH CLARK 219
ELMWOOD PARK ILL 60635
ENG3 URH SNYDER 200
LEWISTOWN ILL
GRAD 2032 C ORCHARD ST
ROCHESTER 17 N Y 14617
LAS4 313 E JOHN
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS4 311 E JOHN
ALTON ILL 62002
LAS4 311 E JOHN
ALTON ILL
LAS2 URH BARTON 316
DES PLAINES ILL 60018
GRAD 248 S DEWEY
URBANA ILL 61801




LAS3 URH BUSEY 343
P1TTSFIELD ILL 62363
GRAD 909 W MAIN
URBANA ILL 61801
ED 2 611 E DANIEL
BERWYN ILL 60403
GRAD 1906 C ORCHARD ST
COLUMBUS OHIO
LAS4 1906 C ORCHARD ST
URBANA ILL
ED 3 1701 S ANDERSON
URBANA ILL
GRAD URH DANIELS 628
NASHVILLE TENN 37215




AGR3 907 W ILLINOIS
EVERGREEN PK ILL
C0M1 URH SNYOER 240
DECATUR ILL 62526
LASl URH TOWNSEND 504
DANVILLE ILL 61832
GRAD 102 N GREGORY
MATTAPAN MASS
LAS2 URH CARR 103
OAKBROOK ILL
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 106
BARRINGTON ILL 60010
AGR4 1109 S 4TH
PRAIRIE CITY ILL
LAS4 509 E CLARK
SPRINGFIELD ILL
LASl URH WESTON 291
STERLING ILL 61081
COM4 1110 W NEVADA
BERWYN ILL
ENG4 112 E DANIEL
REDDICK ILL
COM4 201 COUNTRY FR
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
AGR4 401 BUENA VISTA
SHELBYVILLE ILL
ENG4 1007 S 1ST
CHICAGO ILL 60629
ENG2 106 N GREGORY
PUEBLO COLO 81004
LAS4 1107 W GREEN
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS2 1010 S 2ND
CHICAGO ILL 60617
FAA3 102 E CHALMERS
FT ATKINSON WIS
LAS2 URH LAR 222
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62704
GRAD 715 S PRAIRIE
CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAD 706 S 3RD
BELVIDERE ILL 61008
GRAD 2009 A HAZELWO CT
URBANA ILL
LAW2 URH TOWNSEND 526
ROCKFURD ILL
ENG3 910 S 3RD
LOS ANGELES CAL 90048
COM4 1101 W PENN
BLOOMINGTON ILL
LASl URH TOWNSEND 249
WHEATON ILL 60187
COM2 905 W CALIFORNIA
BARRINGTON IL 60010
FAA4 409 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO ILL 60648
LAS3 URH BLAISDELL 208
STEGER ILL
LAS4 508 E STOUGHTON
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG4 URH TOWNSEND 352
CHICAGO ILL
GRAD 53 E SPRINGFIELD
OSWEGO ILL 60543

































































































833 N FOREST AV
CONN CYNTHIA RUTH















3822 W BIST ST
CONNELLY TIMOTHY LEE


























2149 S 86TH ST
CONRAD JAMES RICHARD










3515 FREMONT ST _
CONRUY tDMUND JOHN



















LASl URH SCOTT 438
GLEN ELLYN ILL 60137
LAS2 URH TAFT 203
ARLINGTON HTS ILL
LASl URH GARNER 352
CHICAGO ILL 60655
LAS3 URH OGLESBY 426
CHICAGO ILL
COM4 URH WESTON 442
MOLINE ILL 61265
ENG4 URH BABCOCK 417
OAK PARK ILL
ED 1 URH LAR 261
ROCKFORD ILL 61108
C0M1 URH FORBES 364
CHICAGO ILL 60608
COM4 1840 VALLEY RD
PALATINE ILL
LASl URH BARTON 103
PALATINE ILL 60067
FAA4 603 W CALIFORNIA
URBANA ILL




LAW2 102 E ARMORY
ARLINGTON MASS
GRAD 724 S ELM
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 1823 W JOHN
BELVIDERE ILL
LAS2 URH SCOTT 461
CLARENDON HLS ILL 60514
LAS2 URH SAUNDERS 201
CHICAGO IL 60652
C0M1 906 S 1ST
CHICAGO ILL 60649
LAW1 URH GARNER 430
CHICAGO ILL 60619
LASl URH ALLEN 19
OAK PARK ILL 60302
JNL4 508 E CHALMERS
SPRINGFIELD IL
AGR2 805 W OHIO
THAWVILLE ILL 60968
AGR3 1002 S LINCOLN
THAWVILLE ILL
GRAD 508 W GREEN
CHICAGO ILL
ED 3 URH VANDOREN 223
STREATOR ILL 61364
GRAD 406 W WASHINGTON
DELAVAN ILL 61734
PE 1 802 W OREGON
MATTOON ILL 61938
LASl URH TRELEASE 220
DES PLAINES ILL 60016
JNL3 307 E HEALEY
CHICAGO ILL
LASl 604 E ARMORY
DANVILLE ILL 61832
FAA4 1108 W NEVADA
PARK RIDGE ILL
GRAD 1206 W CALIFORNIA
EAST LANSING MICH 48823
LASl URH HOPKINS 200
DE KALB ILL 60115
PE 1 805 W OHIO
MAPLE PARK ILL 60151
LAS2 URH CARR 125
CHICAGO ILL
AGR1 URH LUNOGREN 2
SOMONAUK ILL 60552
LASl URH CLARK 320
J0L1ET ILL 60435
GRAD 1107 W GREEN
NEWTON ILL 62448
ENG4 URH TUWNSEND 419
MT PROSPECT ILL 60056
ENG2 URH SCOTT 315
EFFINGHAM ILL 62401
GRAD 1607 VALLEY RD
PLYMOUTH MICH
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS
GALESBURG ILL 61401
GRAD 909 S 5TH
WEST ALUS WI S 53227
LASl URH WESTON 342
NORTHLAKE ILL 60164
ED 3 611 E DANIEL
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS3 URH WARDALL 911
GLENVIEW ILL
LAS2 1 SAFFER CT
BERWYN ILL 60402
FAA2 1007 W OREGON
KENOSHA WIS 53140
GRAD URH SHERMAN 515
RUCISfORD ILL 61103
ENGi 206 S GREGORY





GRAD -'Sll BASH CT
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS
JOLIET ILL
LAWl 2105 WHITE
LAKE FOREST ILL 60045
LASl 910 S 3RD
OtCATUR IL
ENG4 URH OGLESBY 302
CHICAGU 28 ILL
G<UD 1211 W UNIVhRSITY
URBANA ILL 61801






















































•CONVERSE JAMES CLARE GRAD 20*0 ORCHARD ST U 344-4470
2040 ORCHARD SI URBANA ILL 61801
CONVERSE MARGARET MA LAS4 802 W OREGON U 344-4998
521 N RAYNOR AVE JOLIET ILL
•CONVERSE ROBIN MCCOY FAA6 2071 B ORCHARD ST U 344-3136
2071 B ORCHARD SI URBANA ILL 61801
•CONWAY EVERETT WAYNE FAA4 2417 E OREGON U 367-2593
2417 E OREGON URBANA ILL
•CONWAY GEORGE ALAN ENG4 2411 ELM U 365-1068
2411 ELM URBANA ILL 61801
CONWAY GEORGE EDWARD ENG2 1008 S 4TH C 344-1207
3720 23RD AV ROCK ISLAND ILL 61201
CONWAY MICHAEL ANTHO LAS3 911 S 4TH C 344-9560
1001 S W 3RD AV ALEDO ILL
CONWAY NADA CORA GRAD 209 W PENN U 365-2253
329 W HIGH SYCAMORE ILL 60178
CONWAY STANLEY CURTI AGR4 601 S 4TH C 332-0924
BERWICK ILL
LAW3 604 W MICHIGAN
LINCOLN ILL
LAS! URH TAFT 211
GLENVIEW ILL 60025
GRAD 209 E GREEN
ROCKFORD ILL
GRAD 502 W ELM
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 606 W OHIO
SPOKANE WASH
LAS3 URH WARDALL 511
PK RIDGE ILL
ENGl URH TOWNSEND 381
LA GRANGE ILL 60525
GRAD 502 W MAIN
URBANA ILL
LAS2 URH WESTON 274
ROCKFORD ILL 61103




ENGl URH FORBES 3 86
COTTAGE HILLS ILL 62018
COOK MICHAEL WILLIAM FAA2 604 E ARMORY
1203 LAURA LN MARION ILL 62959
COOK NINA ELLEN PE 2 904 S LINCOLN
11309 HERMOSA CHICAGO ILL















76 N DREXEL AV
•COOK JEAN HALL






















64 N CNTRY CLB RO
OAK PARK ILL
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 105 U 332-5052
SK0K1E ILL 60076
EO 2 1301 N NEIL C 356-3044
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENGl 1004 S 4TH C
DECATUR ILL 62521
•COOKE BRYAN EDWARD M GRAD 52 E JOHN
52 E JOHN CHAMPAIGN ILL
•COOKE CAROLYN GRAVES COM4 52 E JOHN
61820
GLEN ELLYN ILL
C0M1 URH SNYDER 258
NORTHBROOK ILL 60062
LAS3 904 W GREEN
CHICAGO ILL 60617
FAA4 910 S 3RD
CHICAGO IL 60626
GRAD URH SHERMAN 1054










COOLEY ROBERT jOSEPh ENGl 904 W GREEN
2225 OVERHILL PEORIA ILL 61614
COOLEY TIM ARTHUR AGR4 801 W IOWA
603 N MAPLE EFFINGHAM ILL
COOL 1C AN BRYAN FRANC COM2 708 S PROSPECT
708 S PROSPECT CHAMPAIGN ILL 61822
•COOMBER VICTORIA E AGR4 1113 S 3RD
F41 KRJSHINAGAR JABALPUR INDIA

























GRAD 1226 JOANNE LN
CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAD 1226 JOANNE LN
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 1106 S LINCOLN
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60005
GRAD 1405 N DI VI S10N
URBANA ILL
LAS3 URH FORBES 268
CHICAGO ILL 60617
LAS4 205 E UNIVERSITY
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 802 S ELM
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 1418 LINCOLNSHIRE
SYRACUSE N Y 13206
COONEY MARGARET HELE GRAD URH SHERMAN
2257 EDGEBROOK DR ROCKFORD ILL 61100
COONEY RAYMONO PATRI LAS3 URH TOWNSEND 305
1327 SHERWIN CHICAGO IL
COONEY RAYMOND PAUL ENGl URH BABCOCK 215
CHICAGO ILL 60628
GRAD 1405 E FAIRLAWN
URBANA ILL 61801
FAA3 URH ALLEN 299
BELLWOOD ILL
LAS1 1009 W PENN
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62704
LAS2 URH NOBLE 411
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62702





















124 S WILLISTON ST WHEATON ILL 601b7




ENG2 URH FORBES 242 C 332-0973
BLUE MOUND ILL 62513
FAA4 1804 B ORCHARD PL U 344-3825
PLYMOUTH MTING PA 19462




GRAD URH DANIELS 260
3843 KENILWURTH DR KNOXVILLE TtNN 37919
COUPER BRUCE ELWUUD AGR2 810 W ORfcGUN























505 W MORO DR
COOPER MARK FOLEY
_3 S REGENCY DR E
COOPER MICHAEL EUGEN








3 S REGENCY DR E
COOPER SALLIE QUINN































































8042 S OOBSON AVE
CORMAN HOPE CATHER IN
7323 A N CAMPBELL
CORMAN ILENE ESTHER






















6240 N INDIAN RD
ENG2 URH TOWNSEND 137 U 332-4014
PEORIA ILL
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS C 344-4837
SKOKIE ILL 60077
GRAD 807 W NEVADA U 344-4320
RCHRDS LND ONT CAN
ENG4 1101 W PENN U 344-9469
PARIS ILL
FAA3 401 W OREGON U 367-3960
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 URH SAUNDERS 406 U 332-3679
LINCOLNWOOD ILL
GRAD 209 E CLARK C 367-1804
PLEASANTVILLE N Y
GRAD 305 W PARK U 344-5764
BERKELEY CAL 94704
ED 1 URH BARTON 16 C 332-0098
MORO ILL 62067
FAA1 604 E ARMORY C
ARLINGTON HTS ILL
LAS3 211 E ARMORY C 356-8767
MCHENRY ILL
LAS3 105 E SPRINGFIELD C 352-3479
PADUCAH KY
LAS2" 1105 S 1ST C 356-7570
SKOKIE ILL 60203
LAS3 918 W DANIEL C 356-9282
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS3 604 E ARMORY C 344-1266
ARLINGTON HTS ILL
LAS1 URH ALLEN 22 U 332-3097
TAYLORVILLE ILL 62568
GRAD 1402 N MCKINLEY C 359-2480
CHAMPAIGN ILL




GRAD 909 S 5TH C 332-4831
LURAIN OHIO
COM3 1111 S 1ST C 352-0329
ARLINGTON HTS ILL
PE 3 309 E DANIEL C 344-1998
MASON CITY ILL
FAA4 1007 S 1ST C 332-0731
ROCHESTER NY
FAA1 201 E GREEN C
GLENCOE ILL 60022
LAS2 URH BUSEY 201 U 332-2598
CHICAGO ILL
COM2 URH HOPKINS 460 C 332-1367
ROCKFORD ILL 61103
LAS3 705 W GREEN U 344-0385
PEORIA HTS ILL
GRAD 1921 SOUTHWOOD C 356-0156
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS2 URH BARTON 322 C 332-0166
CHICAGO ILL 60649
LAS1 URH WARDALL 407 U 332-4363
COAL CITY ILL 60416
JNL3 URH GARNER 322 C 332-0791
STREATOR ILL
GRAO 204 S HARTLE U 365-2583
HINGHAM MASS 02043
JNL3 4 ROSEWOOD PL U 367-6133
GLENVIEW ILL
GRAD 107 E JOHN C
CHICAGO ILL 60629
GRAO 614 COLORADO U
URBANA ILL 61801




AGR4 207 E JOHN C 356-8502
GALENA ILL
GRAD 505 E WHITE C 359-2721
WESTERN SPRS ILL
ENG4 115 W GREEN C 359-4965
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
AGR3 URH WARDALL 417 U 332-4372
SKOKIE ILL 60076
LASl URH BABCOCK 103 U 332-3720
CHICAGO ILL 60617
LASl 401 E DANIEL C
MARSHALL ILL 62441
LAS3 URH TAFT 210 C 332-0617
CHICAGO ILL 60651
LAS2 URH WESTON 482 C 332-2113
MARSEILLES ILL 61341
LAS4 URH TOWNSEND 471 U 332-4226
LINCOLN ILL
ENG4 1102 W NEVADA U 344-9745
CHICAGO ILL
LAS3 309 E JOHN C 344-9814
CHICAGO ILL
FAA1 URH ALLEN 334 U 332-3202
SKOKIE ILL 60076
LAW2 800 S MATTIS C 352-0766
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
AVI2 409 E CHALMERS C 344-5338
ELGIN ILL 60120






GRAD 201 N BUSEY U 367-2948
URBANA ILL




LAS3 106 E DANIEL C 356-1766
WESTERN SPRS ILL
LAS3 URH ALLEN 94 U 332-3273
ROANOKE VA










RR 1 BOX 68
CORNWELL STANLEY AME
623 W PARKVIEW ILL
CORONA DAVID ANThONY
517 N MAPLE ST
CORPIER JARED NEIL
427 N MARTIN AVE
CORREA-LAVERDE S


























2200 NE 60TH ST
CORY THOMAS FREDERIC


























6852 W DICKENS AV
COSTELLO JAMES J JR
1116 WAVERLY DR
COSTELLO JOHN ROBERT
4832 W 144TH ST
COSTELLO MELVIN LEE










































GRAD WOODHAVEN TRLR PK
MARTINSVILLE VA
COM4 1104 W STOOGHTON
HEBRON ILL
FAA3 1207 W NEVADA
MARLlN TEX 76661




FAAl 401 E JOHN
MT PROSPECT ILL 60056
LAS4 404 E STOUGHTON
WAUKEGAN ILL
GRAD 300 S GOODWIN
BOGOTA COLOMBIA
LAS1 URH FORBES 456
PARK FOREST ILL 60466
LAS3 URH EVANS 237
EDWARDSVILLE ILL
AGR3 205 E ARMORY
RUSHVILLE ILL
GRAD 107 E CHALMERS
SPRINGFIELD ILL
PE 1 URH GARNER 300
OAK PARK ILL 60304
GRAD 1211 W CLARK
JOLIET ILL 60432
ED 2 URH WAROALL 509
PLEASANT PLNS ILL 62677
LAS4 ORH EVANS 440
MACOMB ILL
COM2 URH HOPKINS 178
MACOMB ILL 61455
LAS4 1212 W MAIN
VILLA PARK ILL
FAA2 206 S GREGORY
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAS1 URH LUNDGREN 11
DECATUR ILL 62522
GRAD 508 E STOUGHTON
KANSAS CITY MO 64118
ENG1 911 S 4TH
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60005
GRAD DECATUR ILL
DECATUR ILL 62522
LAS3 309 E CHALMERS
TAYLORVlLLE ILL
LAS1 405 E JOHN
ASSUMPTION ILL 62510
LAW3 URH TOWNSEND 326
NORTHBROOK ILL
ENG3 URH TOWNSEND 212
ROCKFORD ILL
COM3 509 N WILLIS
SKOKIE IL
GRAO 1 PATRICIA CT
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 1107 W GREEN
FRAMINGHAM MASS
AGR3 URH BLAISDELL 426
CHICAGO ILL
COM4 URH TAFT 108
NOKOMIS ILL 62075
LAS1 URH BARTON 304
GREAT LAKES ILL 60088
LAS4 1102 S LINCOLN
CHAMPAIGN ILL
ENG6 URH DANIELS 706
CHICAGO ILL 60635
C0M1 URH TOWNSEND 264
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
COM4 206 E GREEN
MIDLOTHIAN ILL 60445
COM4 720 S ELM
MIDLOTHIAN IL 60445
LAS2 URH ALLEN 354
GLEN ELLYN ILL 60137
ENG4 508 E STOUGHTON
OAK LAWN ILL
ED 4 907 S OAK
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAO 1810 LARCH PL
URBANA ILL 61B01
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 422
ORLANO PARK ILL 60462
GRAD 701 W ILLINOIS
CARMI ILL 62821
PE 1 URH WAROALL 1009
CHICAGO ILL 60618
LAS3 312 E ARMORY
LAGRANGE ILL.
LAS2 705 S 3RD
JOLIET ILL 60436
LAS4 URH CLARK 237
HIGHLAND PARK ILL
ENG4 1762 VALLEY RD
SPRINGFIELD ILL
GRAD 508 E STOUGHTON
EVERGREEN PARK IL
GRAD ORH SHERMAN 266
DALLAS TEX 75224
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 471
SHELDON ILL 60966
LAS4 508 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO ILL 60645
FAA3 409 E CHALMERS
WEST ACTON MASS 01720
LAS3 URH BUSEY 219
CHICAGO IL 60620
LAS2 907 S WRIGHT
CHAMPAIGN ILL
ED 1 1215 S 4TH
PEORIA ILL 61614
LAS2 URH VANDOREN 14
WESTMONT ILL 60559















































































•COURT IN GERARD MIC HA


































428 w exchange st
covey karlen robert







































COX HOWARD WILLIAM J
1009 PIATT AV
CGX JAMES E JR





















ENG2 313 E CHALMERS
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60004
FAA4 509 S RACE
COLLEGE STA TEX 77840
LAS3 URH BLAISDELL 422
LA SALLE ILL 61301




GRAD 702 W PENN
HARVEY ILL 6042 6
AGR3 805 w OREGON
PROPHETSTOWN ILL
GRAD URH SHERMAN 120
EAST PEORIA ILL 61611
ENG1 904 W GREEN
STICKNEY ILL 60405
FAA4 204 E JOHN
CHICAGO ILL 60647
GRAD 1934 A ORCHARD ST
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS1 URH SAUNDERS 310
CARMI ILL 62821
GRAD 2033 D ORCHARD ST
EVANSTON ILL
GRAD 2033 ORCHARD ST
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 396
SHIRLAND ILL
LAS4 1110 S 2ND
WATSEKA ILL
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 1003
GREENVILLE ILL 62246
ENG3 2311 S 1ST
ROCK FALLS ILL
JNL4 408 E GREEN
CHICAGO ILL 60631
LAS3 302 W HEALEY
WILMETTE IL
GRAD 1601 VALLEY RD
SHERBROOKE QUE CAN
LAS3 910 N BUSEY
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 URH TAFT 307
CHICAGO ILL 60636
LAS3 URH TOWNSEND 479
PEORIA ILL
AGR2 URH HOPKINS 158
HOME WOOD ILL 60430
LAS1 URH WARDALL 1002
NORTH AURORA ILL 60542
AGR2 URH LAR 384
SANDWICH ILL 60548
LAS2 URH LAR 217
FREEPORT ILL 61032
LAS3 604 E ARMORY
CRYSTAL LAKE ILL 60014
GRAD URH ALLEN 470
PARK RIDGE ILL
PE 2 1005 S WRIGHT
OAK PARK ILL 60302
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 530
PARK RIOGE ILL 60068
LAS1 URH TOWNSEND 465
ROCKFORD ILL 61107
LAS3 508 E ARMORY
ARLINGTON HTS ILL
GRAD URH SAUNDERS 416
REFORM ALA
LAS1 URH OGLESBY 730
CHICAGO ILL 60625
ENG1 URH SCOTT 314
MT PULASKI ILL 62548
GRAD 1017 S ANDERSON
URBANA ILL
GRAD 1017 S ANDERSON
URBANA ILL
LAS3 URH TRELEASE 702
HILLSBURO ILL 62049
VM 4 405 FAIRLAWN
URBANA IL
GRAD 406 W OREGON
SUNNYVALE CAL




ED 2 URH FLAGG 308
WYOMING ILL 61491
ENG4 112 E DANIEL
JACKSONVILLE ILL
LAS2 URH LAR 284
DECATUR ILL 62521
C0M1 URH OGLESBY 1206
CULLOM ILL 60929
LAS4 1830 VALLEY RD
MATTOON ILL
ENG1 URH WESTON 206
DURAND ILL 61024
FAAl URH GARNER 318
WILMINGTON ILL 60481
ED 2 URH ALLEN 207
BERWYN ILL 60402
ENG3 1110 S 2ND
LINDENHURST ILL
JNL4 1005 S WRIGHT
MUNDELEIN IL
AGR1 708 W WHITE
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 604 E ARMORY
DECATUR ILL 62 521
ENG1 URH SNYDER 159
JOLIET ILL 60436































































221 E MAIN ST
COY RUTH LOUISE
605 S FAIR ST
LASL URH BABCOCK 209
LAKE ZURICH ILL ' 60047
LAS3 605 S FAIR
CHAMPAIGN ILL






•COYNER JOHN V JR
RR 1














COM4 409 E CHALMERS
GRANITE CITY ILL






















CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820 ...
GRAD CHARLESTON ILL
CHARLESTON ILL 61920
LAS2 URH EVANS 209 U
SPRINGFIELD ILL
LAS4 409 E CHALMERS C
BARRING TON ILL
LAS1 409 E CHALMERS C
BARRINGTON ILL 60010
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 504 L
PEKIN ILL 61554
LAS4 GIBSON CITY ILL
CENTRAL1A IL
GRAD 2111 W WHITE C







CRADDOCK JAMES FRANK ENG4 409 E CHALMERS
RR 1 SIDELL ILL
AGR2 URH HOPKINS 170
SIDELL ILL 61876
LAS2 2804 E WASHINGTON
UR8ANA ILL 61801
LAS2 URH ALLEN 398
RANTOUL ILL 61866
CRAHAN MARTIN EDWARD GRAD 1110 W STOUGHTON
209 S PLUM GNADENHUTTEN OHIO 44629
CRAIG CAROL ELAINE GRAD 806 S 1ST
1436 N REDFIELD ST PHILA PA 19151
CRAIG JOSEPH CHESTER LAS4 106 N GREGORY
100 E JEFFERY KANKAKEE ILL 60901
CRAIG TIMOTHY TYLER GRAO 1115 W GREEN
1115 W GREEN URBANA ILL 61801
CRAIGHEAD WAOE EDWAR GRAO 205 COUNTRY FR
112 PICKLE ST SHELBYVILLE TENN
CRAIGIE MICHAEL JAME GRAD MANLIUS N Y

































CRANDALL JANICE MARG GRAD URH SHERMAN
15331 MURRAY HILL DETROIT MICH
CRANDALL JEFFREY B
ENG4 606 W WHITE
MURPHYSBORO ILL 62966
LAS1 URH ALLEN 41
QUINCY ILL
ED 4 23 LEXINGTON
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS2 URH GARNER 220
JOLIET ILL 60435
LAS5 1315 W COLUMBIA
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG1 313 E CHALMERS
HOFFMAN ESTS ILL 60172
GRAO 509 F GREEN
FINDLAY OHIO
LAS3 URH TRELEASE 116
BURLINGTON WIS
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 501
GLENCOE ILL 60022

















LAS3 308 E ARMORY
CANISTEO N Y
ED 3 URH TRELEASE 1004
MT PROSPECT ILL
LAS1 410 E GREEN
OAK LAWN ILL 60453
AGR1 URH NOBLE 118
MASCOUTAH ILL 62258
LAS3 412 E GREEN
SALEM ILL 62881
C0M1 URH HOPKINS 436
AURORA ILL 60506
GRAD 705 W GREEN
ABINGDON ILL
LAS2 URH VANOCREN 316
BROOKFIELD ILL 60513
CRANE LAWRENCE RICHA COM4 URH OGLESBY 1028
LAGRANGE PARK ILL
LAS4 910 W CALIFORNIA
CHICAGO ILL 60620
COM2 52 E ARMORY
EVANSTON ILL 60203
PE 3 URH BLAISDELL 221
URBANA ILL 61801




LAS2 909 W PENM
WASHBURN ILL 61570
CRAVENS KAREN KELLAM GRAO 54 MAPLEWOOO
54 MAPLEWOOO URBANA ILL 61801
CRAVENS LINDA SUE LAS1 URH LAR 417
2422 W HOWETT PEORIA ILL 61605
CRAVENS RICHARD WAOE GRAD 54 MAPLEWOOO
54 MAPLEWOOO URBANA ILL 61801




GR4U 507 E UNI VLRSl TY




















































































2015 A ORCHARD ST
CREMEENS CHARLES R
2010 JUANNE LANE
CREMENS ANN MAR IE





























CRISP CHARLES C JR
1432 NOYES ST
CRISP RAYMOND DW1GHT
14430 S KOLINX AV
CRISSEY FAITH LENORE













































FAA1 URH CLARK 231 C 332-0026
NEW BERLIN ILL
ED 3 710 W OHIO U 344-6212
HILLSIDE ILL
PE 1 909 S 3RD C 344-9860
CHICAGO ILL 60619
GRAD URH DANIELS 75 U 332-2401
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 306 E THOMPSON U 367-7522
GEORGETOWN ILL
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 611 U
LA GRANGE PK ILL 60525
LAS2 206 E JOHN C 332-1261
CLINTON ILL 61727
ED 2 URH VANDQREN 109 C 332-0478
CLINTON ILL 61727




LAS1- URH LUNDGREN 124 C
WHEATON ILL 60187
LAS3 URH LAR 285 U 332-2993
HIGHLAND PARK ILL
FAA3 1766 VALLEY RD C 344-5000
CASS LAKE MINN 56633
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 476 C
GLEN ELLYN ILL 60137
LAS1 URH TOWNSEND 128 U
NAPERVILLE ILL 60540
LAW2 1107 W OREGON U 344-3108
RIVERSIDE ILL 60546
LAS3 1110 W NEVADA U 344-0425
ELMHURST ILL
LA SI URH LAR 330 U 332-2894
OLIVETTE MO 63132
GRAD 2015 A ORCHARD ST U 344-3206
URBANA ILL 61801
AGR2 2010 JOANNE LN C 352-9044
CHAMPAIGN ILL
ED 1 URH BUSEY U 332-2674
CHICAGO ILL 60626
AGR3 106 ARMORY C
LONDON MILLS ILL 61544
ED 1 URH LAR 478 U 332-3058
JACKSONVILLE ILL 62650
AGR1 URH FORBES 232 C
MILWAUKEE WIS 53220
PE 2 410 E JOHN C 344-5942
KANKAKEE IL 60901
JNL4 704 W STOUGHTON U
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 URH HOPKINS 324 C 332-1276
ELGIN ILL
GRAO 1814 A ORCHARD ST U
WALSH COLO 81057
EO 3 1102 S LINCOLN U 344-4205
AURORA ILL 60506
ENG3 URH TOWNSEND 371 U 332-4162
PRINCETON ILL




LAW3 URH OGLESBY 101 U 332-5061
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS1 604 E ARMORY C
ALBION ILL 62806
LAS1 URH ALLEN 252 U 332-3306
FOREST PARK ILL
ENG1 313 E CHALMERS C
EVANSTON ILL 60201
GRAD 2101 POND U 367-5991
MIDLOTHIAN ILL
LAS4 1404 S LINCOLN U 344-3821
BLOOMINGTON ILL 61701
LAS2 802 W OREGON U
AVON ILL 61415
GRAD RR 2 U 367-9777
URBANA ILL 61801
AGR2 RR 2 U 367-9777
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD URH DAMELS 32 U 332-2408
LEXINGTON KY 40505
LAS1 URH BLAISDELL 412 U 332-3550
GLENVIEW ILL 60025
C0M1 106 E DANIEL C
WHEATON ILL 60187
FAA2 1207 W NEVADA U 344-1459
AURORA ILL 60506
LAS4 206 E JOHN C 344-0884
GRANITE CITY ILL
GRAD 1510 GRANDVIEW C 352-1937
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 307 S WRIGHT C 332-2139
CINCINNATI OHIO 45216
GRAD 1114 W NEVADA U 344-1773
URBANA ILL
GRAD URH DANIELS U 332-2488
FT MADISUN IOWA
AGR2 URH GARNER 236 C 332-0729
CARMI ILL 62821
AGR4 URH OGLESBY 506 U 332-5178
LEAF RIVER ILL
LAbl URH TRELEASE 522 U 332-5547
OEPUE ILL 61322




GRAD URH SHtRMAN R55 C 332-4928
HIGHTWN LIVRPL CNG
ENG2 1632 VALLEY RO C 152-5513
MAZON ILL 60444






CRONEN MYRNA PADAWER GRAB
1822 BROWN AV
CRONIN PAMELA E
4560 W 88TH PL
CRONK MICHAEL JOHN
211 W GREEN
FAA2 ORH OoLESBY 825
WESTMONT ILL 60559
2020 N MATT1 S 304C
MEMPHIS TENN 38107
FAA2 URH VANOOREN 41R
HOMETOWN ILL
GRAD 211 W GREEN
URBANA ILL 61801




GRAO 101 AVONDALE PL
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820











CROOKER ALICE COORTE LAS3 29 SALEM RD
29 SALEM RD ORBANA ILL
CROOKER ANDREW JACKS GRAD 29 SALEM RD
29 SALEM RD URBANA ILL 61801
CROOKER WILLIAM STOR LAS2 1001 S 4TH
244 N SEMINARY AV PARK RIDGE ILL 60068
CROOKS WILLIAM HENRY GRAD 2025 B ORCHARO ST
2025 B ORCHARO ST URBANA ILL 61801
CROOM PAOLINE LAS1 URH VANDOREN 425
3220 GILEAO AV Z ION ILL 60099
CROPPER DONALD VOLNE C0M1 ORH FORBES 282
8745 FULLER TON RIVER GROVE ILL 60171
CRUPPER JAMES BENNET GRAD URH DANIELS 712
RR 2 WARREN ILL 51181
CROSBY WILLIAM R LAS3 204 E JOHN
2816 RIDGEWAY AV ROCKFORD ILL 61103
LAS1 URH WARDALL 318





CROSS JEFFREY FRANKL LAS3 401 E
2130 N HAMPTON CT PEORIA ILL
CROSS WILLIAM HANEY COM4 705 E ONIVERSITY
752 N 39TH ST E ST LOUIS ILL

























CROUSE ANNETTA MARIE AGR2 801 S RACE
WESTCHESTER ILL
GRAD 207 COUNTRY FR
WEST HAVEN CONN 06
GRAD CHICAGO ILL
SAN FRAN CAL 94















ENG1 URH GARNER 340
CHICAGO HIS ILL 60411
GRAO URH DANIELS 120
SANDY ORE 97055
LAS1 URH SCOTT 368
MIDLOTHIAN ILL 60445
FAA1 410 E JOHN
FLOSSMOOR ILL 60422
LASl URH FORBES 490
DOWNERS GROVE ILL 60515
U 332-2147











GRAD CARLINVILLE ILL 356-0521
CARLINV1LLE ILL 62626
PE 1 URH TRELEASE 230 332-5465
PALOS HEIGHTS ILL 60163
LAS3 109 E CHALMERS C 311-3487
ELMHORST ILL 60126
LAW3 902 S LINCOLN U 359-2377
WINNETKA ILL
CRUWLEY ROBERT FRANC COM3 312 E ARMORY C 356-7958
1846 OAK LN RD FLOSSMOOR ILL
CROWLEY ROCCO EUGENE COM3 1210 W CLARK U 367-0770
436 JEFFERSON ST PECAT0N1CA ILL
CROWLEY THOMAS F GRAD URH WESTON 380 C 332-2041
533 S KENILWORTH OAK PARK ILL
CROWLEY TIMOTHY JAME ENG1 205 E ARMORY C 356-1847
11607 SAN FRANCSCO POSEN ILL 60469
CROWN MARLYN DALE ENG1 2213 S PHILO RD U 365-2157
2515 PRIAL AV ROCKFORD ILL 61103
CROWSON CYNTHIA DEAN AGR 1 URH SAUNDERS 312 U
350 OAKWOOD PARK FOREST ILL 60466
CROWSON ROBERT E JR LAS3 1105 S 1TH C 356-7615
350 OAKWOOD PARK FOREST ILL
CROZIER TERRY ERNEST ENG2 102 S 6TH C
RR 2 RANTOUL IL
COM3 I105 S 4TH C 356-7615
E ST LOUIS ILL
C0M1 1016 W MAIN C
WILMETTE ILL
ENG1 903 S 4TH C 344-1809
CHICAGO IL 60611
CRUM THOMAS FRANKLIN PE 3 907 S LOCUST C 356-9798
907 S LOCUST CHAMPAIGN ILL,
CRUMBAUGH LEE FORRES JNL3 310 W GREGORY C
22 INDIAN DR CLARENDON HLS ILL 60514
CRUMP GARY ALLEN GRAD 1003 W JOHN C 352-8205
303 N LINCOLN ST KIRKSVILLE MO 63501
CRUMP JOHN GEORGE ENG1 211 E ARMORY C
1211 N CHESTNUT AV ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60004
CRUMP SHEILA MARINDA FAA2 URH ALLEN 368 U 332-3361
237 S 20TH ST MAYWOOO ILL 60153
CRUMRIN STEVEN CHARL ENG1 URH SNYOER 215 C 332-1681
CRUM DONALD JAY




751 N CENTRAL AV
123 S 6TH
CROMRINE SUZANNE F




C0M1 URH LAR 333
BARRINGTON ILL










707 S GREGORY PL









FAA2 57 E CHALMERS C 356-2157
CASI COLOMBIA
GRAO 707 S GREGORY PL U 333-2657
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD URH TRELEASE 1011 U 332-5691
CORAOPOLIS PA 15108
LASl URH WESTON 100 C 332-1886
HINSDALE ILL 60521
LASl 1010 2ND U
CHICAGO ILL 60610






























183 W MAIN ST
CULP DAVID ALAN







9949 HARNEw RD H
CULYAT DAVID JOHN
102 S ONIEL ST
COMMINGS CONSTANCE R




1102 W 3RD ST
CUMMINGS ROBERT CLYO




























































RR 1 BOX 59












LAS2 901 LINCOLN U 332-0515
MONTICELLO ILL
AGR1 907 S WRIGHT C 311-0515
JOY ILL 61260
AGR3 58 E GREGORY C 356-3152
JOY ILL
FAA1 505 E UNIVERSITY C 359-1961
BELLWOOD ILL
ENG2 URH SCOTT 312 C 332-1530
ELGIN ILL 60120
LASS 206 S GREGORY U 311-1090
ROCKFORO ILL
PE 2 205 E ARMORY C 356-1817
SHELDON ILL




LAS3 106 E ARMORY C 356-1807
CHICAGO ILL
GRAD 903 W ILLINOIS U
GLEN ELLYN ILL
LAS3 URH SCOTT 157 C 332-1412
CINCINNATI 44 OH
PE 2 409 E CHALMERS O
FLOSSMOOR ILL 60422
GRAO URH DANIELS 71 U 332-2397
LAKE ZURICH ILL
AGR1 URH FORBES 386 C 332-1075
BETHALTO ILL 62010
LAS4 1113 S ARBOR C 332-4199
WILLISVILLE ILL
LAS4 1110 W NEVADA U 344-0425
ONARGA ILL
C0M1 URH TOWNSEND 404 U
GLEN ELLYN ILL 60137
ENG1 401 E DANIEL C
OAKLAWN ILL 60453
LAS3 604 E ARMORY C
JOLIET ILL 60436
LAS3 URH BUSEY 425 U 332-2667
PALOS PARK ILL 60464
COM3 203 E ARMORY C 344-9637
HODGKINS ILL
LAS4 URH WARDALL 403 U 332-4359
STERLING ILL
LASl URH WESTON 486 C
OLNEY ILL 62450
LAS2 URH WESTON 271 C 332-1963
MATTOON ILL 61938
GRAD URH SHERMAN 525 C 333-0920
PITTSBURGH PA 15228
LAS2 URH GARNER 200 C
BLUE ISLAND ILL 60406
COM2 URH FORBES 127 C 332-0939
CHESHIRE CONN 06410
COM3 URH SCOTT 352 C 332-1543
ATHENS ILL
ED 1 URH 8USEY 305 U 332-2636
WESTERN SPRS ILL 60558
C0M1 1101 W PENN U
INDPLS IND 46205
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 1131 U 332-5737
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62704
GRAD 306 W UNIVERSITY U 367-3310
URBANA ILL
LASl 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
OAK FOREST ILL 60452
ENG4 URH TOWNSEND 441 U 332-4206
PARIS ILL
GRAD 1208 E FLORIDA U 367-7398
URBANA ILL 61801
FAA4 URH BABCOCK 313 U 332-3790
CARROLLTON ILL 62016
FAA3 806 W OHIO U 332-3752
DANVILLE ILL
LAS4 409 E CHALMERS C 344-5857
GURNEE ILL




GRAD 3 PATRICIA CT C 356-2869
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 URH TAFT 102 C 332-0587
MARTINSVILLE ILL 62442
LAS4 205 E ARMORY C 356-1847
LAWRENCEVILLE ILL
PE 2 URH BLAISDELL 212 U 332-3488
CLINTON ILL 61727
LAS2 209 E ARMORY C 359-1159
HUME ILL 61932
GRAD 606 W OHIO U 344-5812
GREENSBORO N C
LAS2 604 E ARMORY C 344-1266
NAUVOO ILL 62354
C0M1 201 W PENN
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAO 401 S 6TH C 352-8608
OAK PARK ILL
ENG2 ORH WESTON 411 C 032-2117
FREEPORT ILL 61032
GRAD 204 W PENN 367-7355
UR8ANA ILL 61801
LAS3 201 W PENN U 367-7355
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 205 E GREEN C 367-2535
SEVILLE OHIO






COM4 101 E DANIEL C 311-1261
CAIRO ILL
FAA3 904 W GREEN U
LAKE GENEVA WIS 53147















CURRIER EDWARD G JR






































2705 W LINCOLN AV
CURTIS TERRENCE M





CURTTRIGHT JOHN M II










































445 W 8TH ST
CYBOROwSKI JAMES M
1509 MACKINAC









2278 W U5TH ST
CZAKNtCKI PATRICIA L
507 L HIGHLAND AV
CZtChOWSKI MICHAEL J
BUX N
GRAD 6 CALIFORNIA CT u 367-8838
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 506 W WILLIAM C 356-0768
LONG BEACH CAL 90815
LAS3 211 E DANIEL C 332-2048
VERMONT ILL
ENG1 URH GARNER 421 C 332-0860
BROCTON ILL 61917
ENG4 URH TOWNSEND 377 U 332-5381
LASALLE ILL
AGR4 902 W CALIFORNIA U 344-1492
PAXTON ILL
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 221 U 332-5102
LOOA ILL 60948
LAS1 URH OGLESBY 531 U 332-5202
PARK RIDGE ILL 60068
PE 2 211 E ARMORY C 356-5424
ALTON ILL 62003
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 808 U 332-5125
DAWSON ILL 62520
AGR4 803 W OREGON U 344-0020
TAYLORVILLE ILL
AGR3 58 E GREGORY C 356-3152
ALPHA ILL
ENG3 URH BABCOCK 113 U 332-1542
LOVINGTON ILL
LAS4 904 W GREEN U 344-6245
TAYLORVILLE ILL
LAS1 1004 S 4TH C
LA GRANGE PARK ILL 60525
LAS2 313 E JOHN C 344-5835
CHICAGO ILL 60656
GRAD 502 E HEALEY C 356-8607
BIRMINGHAM 9 ALA
GRAD 50 WILSONS TRLR CT U 367-5680.
URBANA ILL
LAS1 URH BABCOCK 102 U
ROCKFORD ILL 61103
AGR3 1113 W OREGON U 344-6498
SCIOTA ILL
LAS3 505 S VICTOR C 359-3153
CHAMPAIGN ILL
FAA3 102 E CHALMERS C 356-5928
JACKSONVILLE IL
FAA4 506 S LINCOLN U 344-1590
JACKSONVILLE ILL
LAS1 409 E CHALMERS C
SCIOTA ILL 61475
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 806 U
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62704
GRAD RR 2 C
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS4 205 E GREEN C 344-0351
ROCK ISLAND ILL
AGR4 URH WAROALL 1011 U 332-4512
PEORIA ILL 61605
LAS3 URH HOPKINS 262 C 332-1229
OAK PARK ILL
GRAD 909 S 3RD C 344-9860
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG3 URH SCOTT 358 C 332-1538
AMITE LA 70422
LAS1 URH SNYDER 208 C 332-1674
RUCKTON ILL 61072
GRAD 1041 BUENA VISTA C 356-5134
BELTON MO 64012
GRAD URH SHERMAN 560 C 332-4867
BRISTOL 9 GB
GRAD 103 S POPLAR U
LANSING MICH
LAS1 URH LAR 197 U 332-2968
GLENVIEW ILL 60025
C0M1 604 E ARMORY C 344-5000
OAK LAWN ILL 60453
VM 4 707 S 6TH C 344-2259
JOLIET ILL
LAS2 919 W WILLIAM C 352-3811
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LA S3 905 S 6TH C
BELLWOOD ILL
LAS3 URH TOWNSEND 275 U 332-4102
LINCOLN ILL
GRAD 713 S COTTAGE GR U 367-4653
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS1 403 SUNNYCREST CT U 367-0011
URBANA ILL 61801
AGR2 403 SUNNYCREST CT U 367-0011
SALT LAKE UTAH 84117
LAS3 1004 S 4TH C
CINCINNATI OHIO 45231
LASl URH ALLEN 463 U 332-3397
ROCK ISLAND ILL 61201
LAS2 1008 S 4TH C 344-1207
TAYLORVILLE ILL 62568
GRAD 901 S 1ST C 352-7263
HOUSTON TEX
LASl 301 E ARHORY C 356-7606
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAS2 213 E CLARK C 356-3624
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
C0M1 1101 N MCKINLEY C 356-9737
GREENUP ILL 62428
GRAD URH DANIELS 363 U 332-2498
ST PAUL MINN 55105
ENG1 URH HOPKINS 450 C 332-1400
CHICAGO HTS ILL 60411
FAA4 207 E WHITE C 359-2419
S MILWAUKEE WI S
ED 1 409 E CHALMERS C 344-4163
CHICAGO HTS ILL 60411
LAS2 URH WARDALL 1019 U 332-4519
HOME WOOD ILL
ED 2 URH ALLEN 215 U 332-3153
ELMWUUD PK ILL 60635
FAA1 URH ALLtN 434 U
SKOKIE ILL 60076
LASl UPH ALLEN H2 U 3)2-27 f'7
CHICAGO ILL 60641
LASl URH VANUORtN 105 C (32-0485 '
MI PROSPECT ILL 6-J056












6247 W PETERSON AV
CZWORNIAK KENNETH J
5537 S MULL IGAN
CZYL PETER EDWARD





LAS2 URH LUNDGREN 321
CHICAGO ILL 60628
COM2 212 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO ILL 60632
ENG4 URH CARR 405
CHICAGO ILL 60634
AGR1 604 E ARMORY
GLENDALE N Y 11227
LAS4 URH BARTON 215
CHICAGO 46 ILL
LAS2 URH SCOTT 312
CHICAGO ILL 60638
ENG1 313 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO ILL 60642
ENG1 211 E ARMORY
GLEN ELLYN ILL 60137












DAAR ELLEN JAY LAS3 902 S 2ND
9919 KEYSTONE AV SKOKIE ILL
•DABELKO DAVID DONALD GRAD 505 ROBINSON CT












LAS2 907 S 3RD
ROCKFORD ILL 61108
LASl 409 E CHALMERS
LEMONT ILL 60439
AGR1 URH TRELEASE 110
TOLUCA ILL 61369
GRAO 1021 S ANDERSON
ARLINGTON VA
LAS4 307 E DANIEL
HAMILTON IL
DADANT TIMOTHY CHARL COM4 309 E CHALMERS
331 N 7TH ST HAMILTON ILL
DADY RALPH JOHN III LASl 409 E CHALMERS
2019 IRVING PKWY WAUKEGAN ILL 60085
DAESCHNER REBECCA JA FAA 3 901 S 3RD
310 MAYFAIR RD ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60005
DAGGETT EDWARD ARTHU LAS3 504 E WHITE
1952 LASALLE ST OTTAWA ILL
DAGGETT KENNETH EDWA GRAO 2069 B HAZELWD CT
2069 B HAZELWD CT URBANA ILL 61801
DAGGETT WILLIAM ANDR FAAl 912 S 2ND
1952 LASALLE ST OTTAWA ILL 61350
DAGGITT MARGARET SUE LAS2 302 E ARMORY
1624 MACON ST MCLEAN VA 22101
DAGNILLO DONNA MAE LAS4 904 W NEVADA
2481 E 74TH ST CHICAGO ILL 60649
DAGNON THOMAS ROBERT ENG3 URH CARR 120
805 DREXEL BLVD RUCKFORD ILL
DAGOSTINO SAVER 10 A ENG3 URH OGLESBY 33
10810 WRIGHTWOOD ^flELROSE PARK ILL 60164
ENG4 URH OGLESBY 330
NEWMAN ILL
LAS2 URH ALLEN 365
LONGVIEW ILL 61852




COM3 201 E GREEN
WAUKEGAN ILL
LAS4 801 S PRAIRIE
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS2 URH TOWNSEND 571
WAUKEGAN ILL 60089
DAHLBACKA GLEN HAMIL LAS4 503 W GREEN
610 N LEWIS AV WAUKEGAN ILL 60085
OAHLBERG GLENN ALAN LASl URH HOPKINS 436 I
3122-A NEBRASKA CT GREAT LAKES ILL 60088
DAHLGREN CAREN JO AGR2 409 E CHALMERS I
640 RILEY DR MARENGO ILL 60152
DAHLGREN LEONARD ROY LASl URH WESTON 326 I
10558 S CHURCH ST CHICAGO ILL 60643
DAHLIN JAN FRANKLIN C0M1 URH FLAGG 408 I
304 S EUCLID OAK PARK ILL 60302
DAHLKE CHARLES KENRl ENG1 URH TOWNSEND 453 I
10824 KEELER OAKLAWN ILL 60453
OAHLQUIST BRUCE ROBE FAAl URH CARR 203 I
7804 W OLIVE AV CHICAGO ILL 60631
DAHLOUIST PAUL THOMA COM4 URH OGLESBY 408 I
4147 OZANAM AV NORRIDGE IL 60634
DAHLSTEDT NANCY JANE LAS4 URH TRELEASE 811 I
310 GARY AV WHEATON ILL















445 S MASON ST BENSENVILLE ILL












DAILEY MICHAEL JOSEP C0M1 401 E JOHN
1205 W MAIN
DAILY GERALD JOHN




4201 S PARK DR


























LAS2 505 E GREEN
BELLEVILLE ILL 62223




GRAD 312 W SPRINGFIELD
URBANA ILL
COM3 606 S GLOVER
MOWEAUUA ILL
LAS3 904 W GREEN
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60004
LAS4 705 W MAIN
CHICAGO ILL 60634














































































EAST ST BOX 244
DAM LEONARD ANTHONY
















115 S WELLER LN
DAMLER JAMES MICHAEL
300 S 6TH ST
DAMMERS CHRISTOPHER
802 W GREEN

























































158 W PEARL ST
•DANIELS WILLIAM JOHN
305 W ELLS
AGR1 801 W NEVADA
POCAHONTAS ILL 62275
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 328
CHICAGO HTS ILL 60411
LAS3 1101 W PENN
CHICAGO HTS ILL
GRAO 505 S BIRCH
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 URH OGLESBY 1113
ANTIOCH ILL
GRAD 608 HARWOOD CT
RICHTON PK ILL
LAS2 URH HOPKINS 258
ROCK ISLAND ILL 61201
JNL4 1005 S WRIGHT
SPRINGFIELD ILL
LAS4 505 E HEALEY
DOWNERS GROVE ILL
ENG1 URH SCOTT 462
DOWNERS GROVE ILL 60515
LAS1 URH BLAISDELL 109
BLUE MOUND ILL 62513
GRAD 102 E ARMORY
NEW DELHI INDIA
LAS2 URH WARDALL 505
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG1 URH HOPKINS 217
PRINCETON ILL 61356
ENG4 510 S 1ST
OAK PARK IL
LAS4 URH HOPKINS 318
COLLINSVlLLE ILL
AGR3 910 S 3RD
WINFIELD ILL 60190
LAW1 URH OGLESBY 714
FOX LAKE ILL 60020
GRAO URH DANIELS 436
NIBE DEN
GRAD 1963 C ORCHARD ST
W SPRINGFIELD MASS 01089




LAS3 501 E SPRINGFIELD
VILLA PARK ILL 60181
C0M1 URH HOPKINS 291
CHICAGO HTS ILL 60411
ED 1 URH TRELEASE 128
MT PROSPECT ILL 60056
LAS3 203 E ARMORY
MT PROSPECT ILL
ENG2 102 E CHALMERS
WATSEKA ILL 60970
LAS3 715 W MICHIGAN
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 606 S BROADWAY
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG1 URH SNYDER 2 82
TINLEY PARK ILL 60477
LAS2 URH BARTON 115
WAUKEGAN ILL 60088
LAS2 URH FORBES 414
WAUKEGAN ILL 60089
LAS1 URH WESTON 123
WHEAT RIDGE COLO 80033




LAS2 URH FORBES 239
KANKAKEE IL 60901
































AGR1 URH SCOTT 317 C
ROBERTS ILL 60962
LAS3 URH BABCOCK 223 U' 332-5086
ROBERTS ILL
LAS1 1004 4TH C 332-5226
PALATINE ILL 60067
LAS3 1115 HOLIDAY PARK C 344-0694
WALWORTH WIS
COM3 508 E ARMORY C 344-1223
PAYSON ILL
LAS1 1004 S 2ND C
QUINCY ILL
COM2 307 S PRAIRIE C 344-5000
WESTMONT ILL
GRAO 1942 A ORCHARD ST U 344-4463
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG3 1108 W SPRINGFIELD U 344-1743
VILLA GROVE ILL 61956
LAS4 103 E STOUGHTON C 359-2921
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
AGR1 URH ALLEN 495 U 332-3276
CHICAGO ILL 60632
GRAD 502 E HEALEY C 356-4850
SEATTLE WASH 98125
GRAO 103 E STOUGHTON C 359-2921
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS3 508 E ARMORY C 332-5454
CHICAGO ILL
LAS1 607 W UNIVERSITY C 356-6908
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS4 308 E ARMORY C 356-7542
GLEN ELLYN ILL
COM2 URH SNYDER 236 C 356-7966
MT PROSPECT ILL
ENG3
MT PROSPECT ILL 60056
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 230 U
DEERFIELD ILL 60015
ENG3 311 E GREEN C
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62702
LAS1 211 E DANIEL C
WHEATON ILL 60187
GRAD 305 W ELLS C 356-10U0
HAZEL PK MICH













































4827 S KEDVALE AV
DARBY JOHN EDWIN

















• DARLING MARK EDWARDS


















1920 S 49TH CT
•OARROCH OOROTHY B
2039 B HAZELWO CT
•OARROCH RUSSELL KENT









DAS P1NAK I RANJAN
J E S CO LTD
OASENBROCK LOUIS W
504 E FAYETTE AV
DASHER DAVID CHARLES








18 C TAMER LN
DAU KATHLEEN ELIZABE
16840 WILLOW LN
DAUBS JAN IE JO









FAA1 803 HAMILTON C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
PE 1 URH HOPKINS 172 C
NORTHLAKE ILL 60164
LAS2 208 E JOHN C
LA GRANGE ILL 60525
LAS1 604 E ARMORY C
GLENVIEW ILL 60025
GRAD 1318 ALMS C
ROCKFORD ILL 61107
LAS3 408 W SPRINGFIELD C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS1 URH TOWNSEND 460 U
WILMINGTON ILL 60481
LAS2 URH WESTON 272 C
AURORA ILL 60504
LAW3 2410 BROWNFIELD RD U
UR8ANA ILL 61801
ENG2 1016 W UNION C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61822
ED 3 URH TRELEASE 308 U
URBANA ILL
GRAO 1809 REBECCA C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAO URH DANIELS U
VEZIN NAMUR BELG
COM2 505 E CHALMERS C
LYONS ILL
PE 4 405 E JOHN C
EAST ST LOUIS ILL
GRAD 1825 C ORCHARD PL U
URBANA ILL 61801
FAA2 URH GARNER 405 C
KOWLOON HONG KONG
ENG4 212 E DANIEL C
STREATOR ILL
GRAO 1802 8 ORCHARD PL U
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 404 E DANIEL C
DOWNERS GROVE ILL 60515
LAS1 URH CARR 221 U
EAST ST LOUIS ILL 62203
LAS1 604 E ARMORY C
CHICAGO ILL 60632
LAS3 1 OUNELLEN U
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAO 707 S 6TH C
CHARLEROI PA 15022
GRAD 2317 S 1ST C
GENEVA ILL 60134
GRAO 708 W STOUGHTON U
URBANA ILL 61801
C0M1 URH CARR 330 U
DANVILLE ILL 61832
GRAD 708 W STOUGHTON U
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 1203 W MAIN U
BATON ROUGE LA
PE 1 URH TRELEASE 610 U
JACKSONVILLE ILL 62650
GRAD 305 COUNTRY FR C
CINCINNATI OHIO
LAS3 1804 A ORCHARD PL U
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS1 URH NOBLE 308 C
STREATOR ILL 61364
LAS1 URH LAR 325 U 332-2891
ROCKFORD ILL 61103
ENG1 URH BABCOCK 14 U
KIRKLAND ILL 60146
ENG4 URH CARR 126 U 332-3878
MUNDELEIN ILL 60060
LAS3 210 E JOHN C 356-3675
MATTOON ILL 6193 8
GRAD 510 E STOUGHTON C 344-2378
GRANITE CITY ILL 62040
LAS1 URH SAUNDERS 305 U 332-3647
CHICAGO ILL 60651
LAS2 URH TAFT 425 C 332-0672
E ALTON ILL 62024
LAS2 URH SCOTT 466 C 332-1690
CICERO ILL 60650
GRAD 2039 B HAZELWO CT U 344-1292
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 2039 B HAZELWD CT U 344-1292
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS4 1404 S LINCOLN U 344-3821
CAIRO ILL
LAS3 907 W ILLINOIS U 344-0695
POTOMAC ILL
GRAO URH DANIELS 193 U 332-2450
SHAWNE MISION KANS 66204
GRAD URH DANIELS 420 U 332-2280
CUTACK ORISA INDIA
GRAD 1107 W GREEN U 344-0343
JUBBELPORE MP I ND
AGR1 URH SCOTT 424 C
EFFINGHAM ILL 62401
LAS2 URH SNYOER 178 C 332-1660
RIVERTON ILL 62561
ENG4 111 HEALEY C 332-5315
HINSDALE ILL
ENG3 1008 S 4TH C 344-1207
W DE PERE WIS
ED 3 611 E DANIEL C 344-1840
HILLSIDE ILL
GRAO 1107 W GREEN U 344-4919
CALCUTTA 9 INDIA
LAS1 URH LUNDGREN 304 C 332-0260
TINLEY PARK ILL 60477
LAS1 URH EVANS 109 U 332-2691
FAIRFIELD ILL 62837
LAS1 URH GARNER 107 C 332-0865
ARTHUR ILL 61911
LAS3 URH SCOTT 150 C 332-1408
OAKLAWN IL 60453
FAA1 URH FORBES 389 C 332-1076
ELGIN ILL 6J120



































RR 1 BOX 77
DAVE HARSHAD B
919 E LEMON 9
DAVENPORT OIANE
307 E HEALEY 10
DAVENPORT ELIZABETH



















































































106 N GREGORY 5
DAVIS DAVID GEORGE
























405 W 3RD ST
DAVIS GREGORY RUSSEL
3324 S EUCL ID AV
ENG1 URH FORBES 296 C 332-2013
PLAINFIELD ILL 60544
GRAO 404 E HEALEY C 352-0400
TEMPE ARIZ 85281
GRAD 901 W SPRINGFIELD U 352-1876
CHAMPAIGN ILL




GRAD 703 W HIGH U 367-4351
URBANA ILL
AGR4 SAVOY ILL
URBANA ILL 61801 .
FAA1 URH TRELEASE 1205 U
BLOOMINGTON ILL 61701
ENG1 URH SCOTT 373 C
PAWNEE ILL 62558
LAS1 URH ALLEN 337 U 332-3205
WAUKEGAN ILL 60085
LAS1 107 N BUSEY U
ALTON ILL 62 002
EO 3 DANVILLE ILL
DANVILLE ILL 61832
LA S3 604 N MAPLE U 367-8640
BELLWOOD ILL 60104
ENG4 604 N MAPLE U 367-8640
MAYWOOD ILL
GRAD 905 S 1ST C 356-2239
PH1LA PA 19137
LAS1 705 S 3R0 C 332-0990
GEORGETOWN ILL 61846
LAS1 URH GARNER 271 C 332-0755
PALATINE ILL 60067
FAA4 1204 W CLARK U 367-1925
KEW GARDENS NY
GRAD 2007 BOUDREAU U 344-6808
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG4 1118 W NEVADA U 344-0128
DOVER DEL
LAS1 URH SNYDER 446 C 332-1844
PARK FOREST ILL 60466
LA SI URH WESTON 443 C
WILMETTE ILL 60091
GRAD 704 E CALIFORNIA U 367-6485
LA SALLE ILL 61350
C0M1 911 S 4TH C
WESTERN SPRS ILL 60558
LAW3 1601 VALLEY RD C 352-5550
PEORIA ILL
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS C 344-2258
ST LOUIS MO 63113
LAS3 URH SAUNDERS 420 U 332-3693
ROCKFORD ILL
LAS2 URH BARTON 425 C 332-0192
PARK FOREST ILL
GRAO 2079 A HAZELWD CT U 344-2057
ROMNEY ENG
LAS2 URH ALLEN 37 U 332-3108
LA GRANGE ILL 60525
C0M1 SIDNEY ILL
SIDNEY ILL 61877
JNL4 405 E CHALMERS C 356-2482
CHICAGO 17 ILL
FAA2 CHICAGO ILL 344-9445
CHICAGO ILL
ED 1 URH BARTON 16 C 332-0098
EDWARDSVILLE ILL 62025
GRAD 1113 FAIRVIEW U 367-4502
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 629 U 332-5585
WAUKEGAN IL 60089
FAA3 5 SAFFER CT U 344-0748
PK RIDGE ILL
GRAD 509 W NEVADA U 367-9963
GAHANNA OHIO
LAS1 310 W IOWA U 367-7339
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 106 N GREGORY U 365-2393
URBANA ILL 61801
PE 3 306 E GREGORY C 352-5742
FITHIAN ILL
LAS2 1006 S 3RD C 344-6538
RICHTON PARK ILL 60471
PE 2 URH LAR 117 U 332-2821
MATTE SON ILL 60443
EO 3 910 S 3RD C 356-4000
SKOKIE ILL
ENG3 URH OGLESBY 406 U 332-5148
DANVILLE ILL
GRAD 106 N GREGORY U 365-2393
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 905 S MATTIS C 356-7072
CHRISTOPHER ILL
LAS1 URH GARNER 411 C
HAVANA ILL 62644
LAS4 809 S 5TH C
NEWTON ILL
AGR2 URH WAROALL 1126 U 332-4550
HAVANA ILL 62644
LAS1 URH FLAGG 306 C
SKOKIE ILL 60076
FAA2 URH VANDOREN 302 C 332-0515
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61822
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 503 U 332-5529
WOOOSTOCK ILL 60098
LAS2 604 E ARMORY C 344-4935
LAKE FOREST ILL 60045
ED 1 URH TRELEASE 330 U 332-5495
WILMETTE ILL 60091
AGR2 URH FORBES 408 C 332-1088
AVON ILL 61415
AGR2 313 E JOHN C 344-1562
FREEPORT ILL 61032
LAS4 409 E CHALMERS C 332-3990
LINCOLNWOOD IL 60645
AGR1 URH LUNDGREN 16 C 332-0206
HOMER ILL 61849










2307 E JACKSON ST
DAVIS JARY EILEEN
906 N BEVERLY LN
DAVIS JEAN ANN
1605 W MOSS AV
DAVIS JEFFREY ALAN





























































































12 N SCHOOL DR
DAVIS WILLIAM C JR










1018 S MAIN ST
FAA4 505 BASH CT
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS3 URH BARTON 305
OUINCY ILL
C0M1 1009 W PENN
WESTERN SPRS ILL 60558
ENG4 401 E DANIEL
BLOOMINGTON ILL
LAS1 URH FLAGG 332
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60004
LAS2 1005 S WRIGHT
PEORIA ILL 61606

















LAS2 1007 S 1ST
CHAMPAIGN ILL
ENG1 106 E ARMORY
PONTIAC MICH
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS
SKOKIE ILL 60076
PE 4 212 E DANIEL
CALUMET CITY ILL
GRAD 1005 S 6TH
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS1 URH NOBLE 125
AURORA ILL 60506
ENG3 412 E GREEN
DANVILLE ILL
LAS1 1106 S 3RD
SKOKIE ILL 60076
LAS3 URH OGLESBY 405
CHICAGO ILL
GRAD 403 E GREEN
TURNER ARK
LAS2 EAST PEORIA ILL
E PEORIA ILL 61611
LAW1 309 E HEALEY
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 1506 JOANNE LN
URBANA ILL
LAW2 508 E WHITE
CHICAGO ILL 60626
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS
EAST ALTON ILL 62024
ED 1 URH ALLEN 499
WAUKEGAN ILL 60085




AGR4 1008 W NEVADA
GREENVILLE ILL 62246
GRAD 44 MAPLE CT
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 213 S OEWEY
FT LAUDERDALE FLA
LAS1 URH, BLAISDELL 206
DANVILLE ILL 61832




AGR1 801 W NEVADA
CANTON ILL 61520
FAA4 602 W MICHIGAN
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 712 ARLINGTON CT
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG4 302 E GREGORY
ALTON ILL
ED 5 3 BURNETT CIRCLE
URBANA IL
GRAD 1965 A ORCHARD ST
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 URH NOBLE 18
LA GRANGE PARK ILL 60525
GRAD 406 E SPRINGFIELD
ETHRIDGE TENN 38456
LAS2 URH SAUNDERS 329
DECATUR ILL 62521
LAS3 702 W WASHINGTON
WATSEKA ILL
ENG4 2305 S 1ST
BERKELEY ILL
COM2 401 E DANIEL
MT VERNON ILL 62864
GRAD 2064 C ORCHARD ST
URBANA ILL
AGR2 1301 S BUSEY
MONTICELLO ILL 61856
LAS1 1706 W UNIVERSITY
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS1 URH SCOTT 3«2
GURNEE ILL 60031
GRAD 2013 B ORCHARD ST
BARR1NGT0N N J
ENG3 901 S 2ND
WAUKEGAN ILL
ENG3 URH GARNER 120
BELLEVILLE ILL 62221
LAS2 URH WESTON 108
PEKlN ILL 61554
ENG1 URH SNYDER 359
DE KALB ILL 60115


























LAS2 311 E GREEN
CHICAGO ILL
GRAO 410 E PARK
KINGSTON 10 JAM Wl




















































RR 2 TILE LN RD
DAY DOUGLAS STEPHEN
2601 N KINGSTON OR
DAY EMHETT BUNCH















DAY ROBERT GEORGE JR





































DL BENDER JOHN JEFFRE







































LAS1 URH LUNDGREN 126 C
CHICAGO ILL 60640
FAA1 1517 HOLLY HILL C
ROCKFORD ILL 61108
ENG1 910 S 3RD C
HERRIN IL 62948
GRAD 53 E JOHN C
CHAMPAIGN ILL
ENG4 501 HARDING U
URBANA ILL 61801




GRAO 1103 S 1ST C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG3 URH TOWNSEND 580 U
GLEN CARBON ILL
ENG4 ST JOSEPH ILL
ST JOSEPH ILL 61873
LAS3 909 S 3RD C
CHARLESTON ILL
ENG3 313 E ARMORY C
CRYSTAL LK ILL
LAS2 209 E ARMORY C
PEORIA ILL
COM3 URH OGLESBY 301 U
CHICAGO ILL
LAS3 705 S 3RD C
JOLIET ILL 60433
GRAD 609 W MAIN U
WINCHESTER ILL
LAS1 URH SCOTT 419 C
BEARDSTOWN ILL 62618
ENG3 1103 S BUSEY U
KINMUNDY ILL
ENG3 312 E ARMORY C
LOMBARD ILL
LAS2 604 E ARMORY C
DECATUR ILL 62526
JNL3 302 E ARMORY C
ROCK ISLAND ILL
LAW1 103 S 3RD C
PEORIA ILL 61604
LAS3 909 E PARK U
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG2 313 E ARMORY C
CRYSTAL LK ILL
LAS4 1207 LINVIEW U
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS2 URH ALLEN 222 U
BELLWOQD ILL




LAS3 1005 S 2ND C
MT CARMEL ILL 62863
LAS1 URH BABCOCK 414 U
ELMHURST ILL 60126
LAS3 903 W NEVADA U
BELLWOOD ILL
LAS4 309 E CHALMERS C
LINCOLN ILL
FAA1 1101 THEODORE C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 1963 B ORCHARD ST U
AMES IOWA 50010
ENGl 604 E ARMORY C
CHICAGO ILL 60628
ENG2 URH OGLESBY 909 U
MORRIS ILL 60450
LAS4 URH WARDALL 1021 U
PALOS PARK ILL
ENGl URH GARNER 316 C
WAUKEGAN ILL 60085
ED 4 1207 W NEVADA U
CRYSTAL LAKE ILL 60014
GRAO 605 PRAIRIE C
WESTCHESTER ILL
LAS3 URH OGLESBY 1106 U
CHICAGO 13 ILL
GRAD 1011 S ANDERSON U
URBANA ILL
GRAD 1011 S ANDERSON U
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS1 URH GARNER 394 C
UNION CITY N J 07087
AGR3 URH WARDALL 621 U
HARRISBURG ILL
ENGl URH TOWNSEND 209 U
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62702
LAS2 1101 PENN U
PEORIA ILL 61614
ED 1 URH TRELEASE 508 U
PEORIA ILL 61614
LAS3 1101 W PENN U
PEORIA ILL
LAS3 1101 PENN U
PEORIA ILL
FAA4 910 S 3RD C
SILVIS ILL 61282
LAS1 URH ALLEN 224 U
INE ILL 61265
LAS2 URH LUNDGREN 301 C
CHICAGO IL 60633
LAS3 1109 S 4TH C
PALATINE ILL 60067
GRAO 310 S LOCUST C
CHAMPAIGN ILL
FAA4 901 CALIFORNIA U
CHICAGO ILL
GRAO 105 S WRIGHT C
SPRINGDALE CONN 06907
GRAO URH SHERMAN C
ELMWOOD PARK ILL 60635
LAS3 URH BABCOCK 319 U
GLENCOE ILL














































































LAS3 309 E JOHN
BROOKFIELD ILL
ENG3 112 E DANIEL
CHICAGO ILL
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 108
WESTCHESTER ILL 60153
GRAD 412 W CLARK
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAO 412 M CLARK
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS3 405 E JOHN
EUREKA ILL
GRAD 406 S VINE
CYNTHIANA INO




LAW3 908 N RANDOLPH
METROPOLIS ILL
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 424
CHICAGO ILL 60645
COM4 1008 S 4TH
NORTHBROOK ILL
ENG2 112 E DANIEL
CHARLESTON ILL 61920









2085 D ORCHARD ST
DEOERING GLENN ERIK
SOUTH BEND I ND 46615
ENGl 409 E CHALMERS
PALATINE ILL 60067
FAA3 911 S 4TH
MOLINE ILL 61265
AGR2 URH ALLEN 376
CHAMPAIGN IL
GRAD 2085 D ORCHARD ST
URBANA ILL
LAS1 URH GARNER 300
826 N STRATFORD RD ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60004






COM4 112 E DANIEL
LA GRANGE ILL
FAA4 URH CLARK 408
WILMETTE ILL







AGR3 1113 W OREGON
BLAND1NSVILLE ILL
LAS4 URH WARDALL 816
HIGHLAND PARK ILL












DES PLAINES ILL 60016
FAA3 21 LEXINGTON
DES PLAINES ILL 60016
JNL3 URH CLARK 213
OAK BROOK ILL 60521
LAS3 310 E CHALMERS
DES PLAINES ILL











LAS1 112 E DANIE
FISHER ILL
FAA2 310 E JOHN
LOMBARD ILL 60148
LAS1 URH OGLESBY 1031
BELLWOOD ILL 60104
GRAD URH SHERMAN 422
SANTO DOMINGO






las3 urh babcock 211
melvin ill
eng2 711 w illinois
chicago ill 60617
OEGENER DENNIS ALFRE LAS3 URH WESTON 214
411 W 3RD
DEGEORGE REBECCA A
2116 W CONCORD PL
DEGIOANNI JOSEPH J
6945 35TH AV 1
SPARTA ILL
LAS2 URH ALLEN 255
CHICAGO ILL 60647
GRAD URH SHERMAN 665
MONTREAL QUE CAN
DEGIROLAMO GRACE ANN GRAD URH SHERMAN 406
4938 N ROCKWELL CHICAGO ILL 60625
DEGLER MICHAEL A AGR3 58 E GREGORY
RR 1 MATTOON ILL
OEGLIN MARTIN THOMAS COM3 1770 VALLEY RD
3524 W 84TH PL CHICAGO ILL 60652
DEGN DONALD WAYNE GRAD 1018 W EUREKA
841 GALENA ST AURORA COLO 80010
OEGRAAF DOUGLAS WARR ENG2 URH TOWNSEND 110
16825 RIVERSODE TINLEY PARK ILL 60477
OEGROOTE MARY LOUISE LAS3 URH CLARK 310


















LAS4 302 E ARMORY
ELK GROVE VILL ILL
LAS2 312 N EDWIN
CHAMPAIGN ILL 6182
ENGl 312 N E0W1N
CHAMPAIGN ILL 6182
ENG3 URH TOWNSEND 338
SHUMWAY ILL
DEILE ANDREW JOHN IV GRAD 707 S 6TH
49















AGR1 URH SCOTT 443
SAN JOSE ILL 62682
LAS3 313 E JOHN
E ALTON ILL





































































• DELAMAR JOHN ROBERT












422 N STATE ST
DELAP DENNIS JOHN




BOX 366 NEWBERG RD
DELAROSA MO IRA DELSA















DEL IN BARRY STEVEN
5034 N TROY
DELISE WALTER E




2010 PINE ST 321
DELL DAVID HUMPHREYS








2207 E MAIN ST
*DELOACH CHARLENE P
519 PARK AV




















































8533 S KOSTNER AV
DEMMERT ROBERT EOWAR
105 HI-LUSI
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 1101 U 332-5708
LIBERTYVILLE ILL 60048
ENG1 310 E CHALMERS C
OAK PARK ILL 60302
LAS2 1110 W NEVADA U 344-0425
QUINCY ILL 62301
PE 1 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
DES PLAINES ILL 60018
LAW1 2103 W WHITE C 352-5534
CHICAGO ILL 60642
GRAO URH DANIELS 513 U 332-2305
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 102 N GREGORY U 367-2528
KETTERING OHIO
GRAO 1001 W WILLIAM C 356-9797
FALL RIVER MASS 02720
GRAD 705 W UNIVERSITY C 356-2808
NEW LENOX ILL
GRAO 1008 W CLARK U
ST LOUIS MO
ED 3 WESTVILLE ILL
WESTVILLE IL
ENG2 904 W GREEN U
BROADVIEW ILL 60153
GRAD 303 W ILLINOIS U 359-1244
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ED 3 409 E GREEN C 344-9571
ROCKFORD ILL
LAS4 URH ALLEN 325 U
PANAMA PAN
GRAD 300 S GOODWIN U
OUMAGUETE CTY PHIL
GRAD URH DANIELS U 332-2460
CHATOU FRANCE
GRAD 407 E STOUGHTON C 344-6771
EVANSTON ILL 60202
PE 1 URH GARNER 314 C 332-07B3
MELROSE PARK ILL 60160
GRAD URH SHERMAN 457 C
CHICAGO ILL 60639
LAS1 URH OGLESBY 1026 U 332-5347
MANVILLE ILL 61339
LAS6 705 W GREEN U
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62702
LAS2 URH GARNER 356 C 332-0811
CHICAGO ILL 60625
ENG3 904 W GREEN U
CICERO ILL 60650
LAS1 URH GARNER 491 C 332-0908
PARK FOREST ILL 60466
JNL3 URH NOBLE 325 C 332-0420
DES PLAINES ILL 60018
LAW3 1774 VALLEY RD C 352-1975
MARENGO I LL
LAS3 410 E JOHN C 344-9477
PK RIOGE ILL
GRAD 30 JUNIPER C 352-7502
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS3 404 E STOUGHTON C 359-4309
CHICAGO ILL 60617
LAS1 URH BLAIS0ELL410 U 332-3548
DANVILLE ILL 61832
GRAD 300 S GOODWIN U 344-6325
WAUSAU WIS
GRAD 1107 W GREEN U 344-6325
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS2 1006 W NEVADA U
OAKLAWN ILL 60459
AGR1 URH BABCOCK 304 U
LANARK ILL 61046
COM2 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
BERWVN PA
AGR4 508 E CHALMERS C 344-1170
CHICAGO HTS ILL
ENG2 112 E DANIEL C 356-7936
DECATUR ILL 62526
GRAD FARMER CITY ILL
PRAIRE DU ROCHR IL
PE 1 URH LAR 295 U 332-3002
HILLSIDE ILL 60162
GRAD 907 W STOUGHTON U 352-7151
ROCK ISLAND ILL
GRAD 803 W GREEN U 344-4601
SOUTH OZONE PK N Y 11420
GRAD 33 WILSON TRLR PK U 367-7161
ROME N Y 13440
ENG3 1004 S 4TH C
ELMWOOO PARK ILL 60635
LAS1 URH TRELEASE U 332-5727
CHICAGO HTS ILL 60411




FAA4 207 E GREEN C
BERKELEY CAL 94704
LAS4 108 S MATTIS C 356-5043
CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAD URH DANIELS 620 U 332-2344
SANTA MONICA CAL 90403
GRAD URH SHERMAN 563 C 332-4870
GRAND RAPIDS MICH 49506
ENG4 512 E WHITE C 352-8495
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG3 410 E JOHN C 344-9477
CAHOKIA ILL
GRAO 510 E STOUGHTON C 352-9887
CHICAGO ILL
ENG4 URH TOWNSEND 117 U 332-3999
CHICAGO 23 ILL
LAS4 605 W GREEN U 332-4558
CHICAGO 23 ILL
LAS2 1306 W CLARK U 367-1439
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS4 1306 W CLARK U 367-1439
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAO 505 E WHITE C 359-2721
CHICAGO IL
ENG1 URH OGLESBY 721 U



































16 S STONE AV


















































RR 5 BOX 55
DEOREO KAREN DAVIS

































GRAO 509 W CALIFORNIA U
DANVILLE ILL
FAA6 603 W HIGH U
URBANA ILL 61801
FAA2 URH FORBES 395 C
CHICAGO ILL
AGR3 809 W PENN U 344-4070
BOWEN ILL
LAS2 312 E DANIEL C
DANVILLE ILL 61832
ED 3 1806 PARKHAVEN C 356-4280
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS3 URH EVANS 105 U 332-2687
CARLYLE ILL 62231
GRAD 240 S DEWEY U 367-2048
URBANA ILL
COM2 309 E DANIEL C 344-4691
BATAVIA ILL 60510
LAW2 URH SHERMAN 1047 C 332-4964
CHICAGO IL 60621
GRAO 240 S DEWEY U 367-2048
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS1 URH TRELEASE U 332-5748
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS4 1514 W HEALEY C
ROSCOE ILL
GRAO 1114 W NEVADA U 344-0654
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 309 E CHALMERS C 356-1894
BLOOMINGTON ILL
C0M1 110 E ARMORY C 356-7435
HIGHLAND PARK ILL 60035
LAS4 409 E CHALMERS C 344-4481
CHICAGO ILL
LAS1 910 S 3RD C
ELMSFORD N Y 10523
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 107 U 332-5064
WAUKEGAN ILL 60085
LAS1 URH BARTON 310 C 332-0156
OAKLAWN ILL 60453
ED 3 409 E CHALMERS C
LINCOLNWOOD ILL 60645
C0M1 URH SCOTT 308 C 332-1503
PEORIA ILL 61603
GRAD 1217 W PARK C 356-9529
LANCASTER PA 17602






LAS2 URH BUSEY 221 U 332-2608
CHICAGO ILL
ED 4 802 BREEN C 352-0847
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAO 802 BREEN C 352-0847
CHAMPAIGN IL
GRAD URH SHERMAN 647 C
LEWISBURG PA
ENG4 211 W SPRINGFIELD C
CHICAGO ILL 60645
GRAO 604 S LINCOLN U 344-4781
GENESEO ILL




FAA2 URH TOWNSEND 135 U 332-4009
PEKIN ILL 61554
ENG1 URH GARNER 206 C 332-0706
WESTERN SPRS ILL 60558
LAS3 URH WARDALL 1210 U 332-4559
FLORA ILL
LAS1 URH WESTON 444 C
ROLLING MDWS ILL 60008
ENG6 1614 SANGAMON C 359-1318
CHAMPAIGN ILL 6182




LAW1 508 STOUGHTON C
OAK PARK iLL 60302_
LAW1 URH OGLESBY 1228 U 332-5409
EAST PEORIA ILL 61611
GRAD 1634 VALLEY RD C 359-4328
RAVENNA OHIO 44266
GRAO 822 W HILL U 367-3365
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 1212 MIMOSA C 352-6184
ROCKFORD ILL 61111
GRAD 601 W HIGH U 367-9874
CHICAGO ILL 60638
AGR1 409 E CHALMERS C 344-3046
CLIFTON N J 07013
EO 2 1202 W NEVADA U 344-1173
DANVILLE ILL . 61832
LAW2 46 MAPLEWOOD U 367-4828
SILVIS ILL 61282
GRAD 1513 KIRBY C 352-1940
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 1513 KIRBY C 352-1940
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
FAA4 602 S BUSEY U 344-6934
GLEN ELLYN ILL
LAS1 URH WESTON 418 C
WESTVILLE ILL 61883
ENG4 1004 W OREGON U 344-1542
APPLETON WIS
LAS3 URH BUSEY 228 U 332-2612
DEERFIELD ILL 60015
GRAO 608 E STOUGHTON C 344-6202
BUNKER HILL I NO
LAS3 509 E GREEN C 344-4880
SKOKIE ILL
COM3 1010 S 2ND C
CHICAGO ILL 60638

























920 W CHARLES ST







3115 N 79TH AV
*DESMON0 JOHN PATRICK


































1511 KARV RD POUNA
DEVAN SANDRA KAY













DEVINE PAUL JOSEPH J
6157 12TH ST N
DEVINE RUSSELL RANDO
1820 S FOLKERS AV







1020 25TH AV CT
DEVOSS JOSEPH SHERRI



























GRAO 1831 D ORCHARD PL U 344-4915
TORONTO 13 ONT CAN
GRAD 1001 S OAK C 356-1597
CLARENDON HLS ILL
ED 1 URH BUSEY 317 U 332-2640
CHICAGO ILL 60634
GRAO URH SHERMAN 533 C 332-4771
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAO 2416 ALTON C 356-6261
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS1 URH SAUNDERS 310 U
MT CARHEL ILL 62863
LAS1 URH TAFT 310 C 332-0639
ST CHARLES ILL 60174
LAS3 505 E GREEN C
DDL TON ILL 60419
LAS2 1111 S ARBOR C 332-1324
ROCK ISLAND ILL 61201
GRAD 601 W GREEN U 367-2066
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS4 920 W CHARLES C 359-2301
CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAD 704 W STOUGHTON U 367-7271
ELMHURST ILL 60126
GRAD TURNER HALL 411 U 333-4379
RAJASTHAN INDIA
GRAD 1203 W MAIN U 367-8605
ARLINGTON VA 22203
LAS3 508 E ARMORY C 344-0501
ELMWOOD PK ILL
ENG4 706 S DUNCAN C 359-4555
WOODSTOCK ILL
GRAD URH DANIELS 434 U 332-2292
CEARA 8RAZ
GRAD 1107 W GREEN U
LOVELL WY 82431
GRAD 1101 N COLER U
ST GEORGE UTAH 84770
GRAD URH DANIELS 409 U 332-2269
GIENOBL 38 ISER FR
LAS2 URH ALLEN 21 U 332-3096
NASHUA N H 03060
LAS4 URH BUSEY 435 U 332-2676
TALLAHASSEE FLA
LAS1 1006 W NEVADA U
TALLAHASSEE FLA 32303
AGR1 URH FORBES 443 C 332-1116
MATTE SON ILL 60443
LAS1 313 E ARMORY C 332-3356
EVERGREEN PARK ILL 60642
GRAO URH SHERMAN 103 C 332^4607
BERWICKE PA 18603
ENG2 URH CARR 327 U 332-3939
HOMEWOOD ILL 60430
LAS3 213 E PARK C 344-5000
STREATOR ILL
LAS3 410 E JOHN C 344-9477
PK RIDGE ILL
COM2 412 E GREEN C
OES PLAINES ILL 60016
LAS! URH BARTON 208 C 332-0133
HOMEWOOD ILL 60430
GRAD 901 MUMFORD U 365-2790
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 1101 W CLARK U 367-1638
MAHARASTRA INDIA
ED 1 URH ALLEN 353 U 332-3347
DECATUR ILL 62526
LAS3 310 E GREGORY C 356-6112
WESTCHESTER ILL
AGR3 1008 S LINCOLN U 344-3901
GREENVIEW IL
LAS2 310 E JOHN C 344-9352
FREEPORT ILL 61032
GRAO 307 E HEALEY C 352-3568
HOLFNTEN OF S S AFR
COM4 1009 W PENN U 344-9518
ARLINGTON HTS ILL
LAS1 604 E ARMORY C 344-4196
LOCKPORT ILL 60441
GRAD URH SHERMAN 566 C
ARLINGTON VA 22205
LAS2 URH SNYDER 172 C 332-1661
PEORIA ILL 61605
COM2 409 E CHALMERS C
WAUKEGAN ILL
AGR1 1616 CLOVER LN C 359-1971
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 505 E GREEN -C 344-0424
EFFINGHAM ILL 62401
COM3 401 E JOHN C 344-1650
MOLINE ILL
FAA3 904 W GREEN U
CLARKSVILLE I ND 47130
LAS4 URH CLARK 411 C 332-0067
SUSSEX N J
GRAD 2060 B ORCHARD ST U 344-0092
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 904 N WILLIS C 356-3159
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 2060 B ORCHARD ST U 344-0092
VICKSBURG MICH
LAS! 1116 W NEVADA U
WILMETTE ILL 60091
AGR3 1110 H NEVADA U 332-4505
SPRINGFIELD ILL
LAS2 401 E DANIEL C 356-1612
NORMAL ILL 61761
AGR3 102 E CHALMERS C 356-7928
FARMINGTON ILL
FAA2 URH TOWNSEND 364 U 332-4159
CEDAR LAKE I ND 46303
LAS4 1501 HILLCREST U 367-8954
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 1008 S 4TH C 344-1207
PEORIA ILL
ENG2 408 E GREEN C
GLEN ELLYN ILL 60137














11431 S YALE AVE
DEYOUNG MICHAEL DAVI




















230 S LINCOLN WAY
DIAZ MODESTO MARIO
2010 PARKDALE




1330 N 24TH ST
DICE STEPHEN ROBERT




































311. N LAKEVIEW DR
DICKIRSON RITA RAE




















RR 1 BOX 187
DIDIER JOHN LINK

















GRAD 1104 ELIOT U 367-7264
MARTINTON ILL 60951
LAS1 URH CLARK 412 C 332-0068
WHEELING ILL 60090
GRAD 2209 PHILO RD U 367-2706
URBANA ILL




LAS4 108 E HEALEY C 356-9881
CHICAGO ILL
LAS4 1101 W PENN U 344-6062
PEDRIA ILL
AGR3 1011 S LOCUST C 332-3887
ST ANNE ILL
LAS1 907 S 3RD C
LEBANON ILL 62269
AGR1 505 E GREEN C 356-0521
THOMPSONVILLE ILL 62890
ED 4 URH EVANS 409 U 332-2763
PARK RIDGE ILL 60068
LAS1 910 S 3RD C 334-5000
ROANOKE VA 24016
FAA3 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
CHICAGO ILL
ED 2 508 E CHALMERS C 332-5504
PARK RIDGE ILL 60068
LAS1 1105 S 1ST C
CHICAGO ILL 60645
COM4 110 E CHALMERS C 352-4471
CHICAGO ILL
ENG3 604 E ARMORY C 344-3350
NORTH AURORA ILL 60542
GRAO 2010 PARKDALE C 352-7175
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 1107 W GREEN U
GRAD 2010 PARKDALE C 352-7175
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD URH DANIELS 404 U 332-2264
GR JUNCTION COLO
FAA3 708 W HIGH U 332-2056
MAN W VA
LAS2 URH LAR 426 U 332-2926
CHICAGO ILL 60645
PE 4 1207 W NEVADA U 344-1459
PALOS PK ILL
ED 4 105 E GREEN C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
AGR1 308 ARMORY C
ALTON ILL 62002
ED 4 611 E DANIEL C 344-1840
MINNETONKA MINN
AGR1 407 W UNIVERSITY C 356-2484
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 502 W MAIN U 367-3335
BALTIMORE MD 21229
ENG4 105 E GREEN C 332-0298
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 502 W MAIN U 367-3335
BALTIMORE MD 21229
LAS3 1401 MAYFA1R RO C 356-5983
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS4 1101 W PENN U 344-4366
CHAMPAIGN ILL
AGR3 801 W IOWA U 332-4242
CISNE ILL 62823
LAS1 URH ALLEN 75 U 332-3266
BUFFALO WY , 82834
LAS1 URH SNYDER 475 C 332-1866
FARMER CITY ILL 61842
GRAD 503 S WILLIS C 356-0937
CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAD URH SHERMAN 117 C 332-4621
ST LOUIS MO 63136
GRAD 104 E JOHN C 356-1992
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
C0M1 308 E ARMORY U
SALEM ILL 62881
LAS3 802 W OREGON U
SALEM ILL
LAS3 105 E ARMORY C 356-7585
CHICAGO IL
LAS4 URH WARDALL 1221 U 332-4569
STEGER ILL
GRAD 1803 LYNWOOD C 356-8406
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS1 URH OGLESBY 818 U 332-5279
PEKIN ILL 61554
AGR4 1803 LYNWOOD C 356-8406
CHAMPAIGN IL
LAS4 609 W MAIN U 367-3119
CHICAGO 45 ILL
LAS4 109 E JOHN C 352-1836
SKOKIE ILL
GRAD 209 W PARK C 356-4495
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS1 52 E ARMORY C
SKOKIE ILL 60076
ENG3 912 S 2ND C 356-7432
ROSCOE ILL
AGR1 URH WESTON 300 C
PRAIRIE VIEW ILL 60069
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 825 U
GLEN ELLYN ILL 60137
AGR2 106 E DANIEL C 356-1766
HILLSIDE ILL 60162
COM2 509 E STOUGHTON C 352-2080
WAUKEGAN ILL 60085
GRAD 209 E HEALEY C 356-6822
CHICAGO ILL
LAS2 URH LAR 162 U 332-2942
DE KALB ILL 60115
GRAD 602 S BROADWAY U
MOUNIRA CAIRO
LAS2 URH BLAISDELL 22B U 332-3086
CHAMPAIGN IL 61821
LAS1 URH BLAISDELL 301 U 332-3508



















550 E MCKAY RD
DIERCKS OWIGHT R
RR 2











RR 2 BOX 464
DIETER RONALD CLAREN
















132 ST LEO DR
D1GENNAR0 THOMAS M
3615 BOWMAN CIR NE
DIGIAOJMO KRISTINE M
4737 W 89TH PL
DlGlROLAMO JANICE LE







































*DILLOW LESTER E JR
107 W CALIFORNIA
OILLOW WILLARO ALLEN
705 W JOHNSON ST
DILLS STEVEN MICHAEL
1605 S 36TH ST
DIMARIA MICHAEL STEV
250 PIERCE RD















707 S 6TH 514
DINGER PAUL CHARLES
650 WILD CHtRRY RO
LAS1 URH GARNER 463 C 332-2373
FREEPORT ILL 61032
LAS2 URH BABCOCK 11 U 332-1509
GREENVIEW ILL 62642
LAS1 URH SCOTT 313 C 332-2106
ROCKFORD ILL 61108
FAA4 LA NAPOLE FR 332-2037
MILWAUKEE WI
C0M1 URH GARNER 245 C
STREATOR ILL 61364
LAS3 1009 W CALIFORNIA U 344-9696
DOLTON ILL




ENG2 URH TOWNSEND 583 U 332-4302
SHELBYVILLE I NO 46176
GRAO URH SHERMAN 547 C 332-5387
FREEBURG ILL 62243
LASl URH VANDOREN 422 C 332-0553
FOREST CITY ILL 61532
AGR1 URH SAUNDERS 312 U 332-3654
DES PLAINES ILL 60018
ENG3 206 N GREGORY U 367-4738
URBANA ILL
LAS4 1202 NEVADA U 344-1173
NAPERVILLE ILL
COM2 URH SCOTT 343 C 332-1532
NAPERVILLE ILL 60540
AGR1 URH FLAGG 326 C
AURORA ILL 60504
AGR4 URH OGLESBY 827 U 332-5288
NAPERVILLE ILL
LASl URH LAR 466 U 332-3048
WAUKEGAN ILL 60085
COM2 709 S 2N0 C
PESOTUM ILL 61863
AGR2 1109 S 4TH C 356-0311
GILMAN ILL 60938
ENG3 WYOMING ILL 332-5092
WYOMING ILL
LAS4 901 CALIFORNIA U 352-1620
ELMWOOO PK 35 ILL
ENG1 URH FORBES 390 C 332-1077
WILMETTE ILL 60091
LAS4 URH WARDALL 821 U 332-4473
FOREST PK ILL
LAS3 109 E CHALMERS C 332-2702
CAH0K1A ILL
LAS4 109 E CHALMERS C 332-1299
CLEVELAND TENN
LAS2 URH VANDOREN 418 C 332-0549
HOMETOWN ILL
LAS5 412 W WASHINGTON C 352-4422
SPRINGFIELD ILL
LAS2 313 E JOHN C 344-0680
TINLEY PARK ILL 60477
LAS2 102 E DANIEL C 352-9000
CHICAGO ILL 60631
C0M1 907 S 3RD C
EVANSTON ILL 60202
ENG4 1010 E COLORAOO U 367-4716
URBANA ILL
LAS3 302 E ARMORY C 359-4244
CICERO ILL
GRAD URH DANIELS 607 U 332-2331
LAKE BLUFF ILL
LAS3 203 N HARVEY U 344-1266
E ST LOUIS ILL
FAA2 205 E STOUGHTON C 365-5905
PUNTIAC ILL 61764
FAA2 URH LAR 423 U 332-2923
DECATUR ILL
GRAD 203 E MICHIGAN U 367-0895
URBANA ILL




JNL3 1301 S BUSEY U 344-1956
R1DGEFARM ILL
LAS4 602 E CHURCH C 333-1874
BELLWOOD ILL 60104
LASl URH BARTON 318 C
CHICAGO ILL 60620
GRAD 1303 BRIARWOCD C 352-0758
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS C
CHICAGO ILL 60655
GRAD 811 S LOCUST C 352-1615
WOUOSTOCK ILL 60098
LAS3 408 W SPRINGFIELO C
CAHOKIA ILL
FAA2 107 W CALIFORNIA U 367-
URBANA ILL 61801
LAW2 WOOOHAVEN TRLR CT U 643-
CLINTON ILL
LAS2 1110 S 2ND C 352-
DECATUR ILL 62521
ENG1 URH BABCOCK 202. U 332"
HOFFMAN tSTS ILL 60172
FAA1 305 E JOHN C 244-
INDPLS INO 46226
ENS1 URH FORBES 267 C
ROCKFORD ILL 61102
JNL3 URH SNYDER 2 76 C 332-
PEORIA ILL
FAA3 609 S 4TH C 332-
BELLEVUE wash
ENG3 311 E GREEN C 344-
CHICAGO ILL 60632
GRAO 615 W HEALEY C 356-
ATHENS GREECE
ENG4 911 S 3RD C
des plaines ill 60016
grao 707 s 6th c 344
Champaign ill



















































































808 S LINCOLN 8
DIXON ELIZABETH RUTH
2214 E 96TH ST
DIXON EMILY HUXSOLL
808 S LINCOLN B
DIXON GRACE HARRISON








































3828 S MAPLE AV
OOBSUN CLAIRE E
RR 1 BOX 8
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO IL 60617
PE 2 310 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO IL
GRAO 909 S 5TH
ROCKWELL CITY IOWA 50579
LASl 501 E DANIEL
CHICAGO ILL 60652
ENG1 URH SNYDER 2 90
GLENVIEW ILL 60025
AGR1 URH TOWNSEND 528
ROCKFORD ILL 61103
LAS4 505 E CHALMERS
JULIET ILL
LAWl 1760 VALLEY RO
PARK RIDGE ILL 60068
LAS2 1111 S 1ST
BENSENVILLE ILL 60106
ENG3 URH TOWNSEND 374
CHICAGO ILL
FAAl URH ALLEN 241
BARRINGTON ILL 60010




LAS2 URH SCOTT 423
BLUE ISLAND ILL 60406
GRAO 904 W NEVADA
HIGHLAND PARK ILL 60035
LAS3 1111 S 1ST
ARGO ILL
EO 1 902 S 2ND
NILES ILL 60648
FAA2 1010 S 2N0
ROCK ISLAND ILL 61201
LASl URH NOBLE 118
TOWER HILL ILL 62571
LAS4 URH SNYDER 202
ELGIN ILL 60120
LASl URH ALLEN 219
CHICAGO ILL 60656
GRAD 2301 S 1ST 204
BROOKLYN N Y 11208
LAS4 706 W OHIO
LlNCOLNWOOD 45 ILL
LASl 1010 W STOUGHTON
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG2 305 E JOHN
E PEORIA ILL 61611
PE 3 903 W NEVADA
CARTHAGE ILL 62321
LAS3 803 W OREGON
E PEORIA ILL
LASl 805 W OHIO
CARTHAGE ILL 62321
ENG3 401 E GREEN
CARTHAGE ILL 62321
LASl URH SNYOER 392
OAK PARK ILL 60302
GRAD 608 E WHITE
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LASl URH ALLEN 387
MOLINE ILL 61265
LAS2 URW FORBES 466
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60006
EO 1 URH ALLEN 104
HUME WOOD ILL 60430
GRAO 707 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL 60628
GRAO 808 S LINCOLN
URBANA ILL 61801
LASS URH SAUNOERS 420
CHICAGO ILL
GRAD 808 S LINCOLN
URBANA ILL 61801














GRAD URH WARDALL 1214
PARK RIDGE ILL 60068
FAA2 201 E GREEN
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60005
ENG3 1111 S 1ST
QUANTICO VA
LAS4 411 E GREEN
PARK RIDGE ILL 60068
EO 1 URH TOWNSEND 577
CATLIN ILL 61817
LAS2 206 S GREGORY
WESTERN SPRS ILL 60558
GRAD 606 W CHURCH
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
C0M1 URH WESTON 309
WESTERN SPRS ILL 60558
GRAD OGOEN ILL
OGDEN ILL 61859
LAS3 1006 W NEVADA
CENTRALIA ILL 62801
LASl URH ALLEN 337
WAUCONOA ILL 60084
ENG4 URH FORBES 226
WAUCONOA ILL
EO 4 CHICAGO ILL
CHICAGO ILL 60628
C0M1 URH SCOTT 440
HIGHLAND PARK ILL 60035
ENG2 1101 W PFNN
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LASl 409 F CHALMERS
SKOKIE ILL 60076
ENG3 URH GARNER 308
ROCKFORD ILL
AGR4 313 E JOHN
BERWYN ILL










































































10146 S PARK AV
DOESECKLE ROBERT JOH














1849 N 72ND ST
DOHRN GREGORY N
8139 BRYN MAWR AV
• DOLAN JAMES CONRAD
1108 WESTFIELO OR
DOLAN JUHN STEPHEN



































DOM AN LlNOA LEE














7100 N OVERHILL AV
*DOMKE LANCE JEFFREY






201 W 6TH ST












GRAD 2016 G HUFF
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 206 E JOHN
SHERRARD ILL
GRAO 1313 N BERKLEY
URBANA ILL






AGR1 URH LAR 188
BUCKLEY ILL 60918
GRAD 106 E DODSON
URBANA ILL 61801




GRAD 708 S 1ST
MAO I SON WIS
LAS2 URH BLAI SOELL 4
OLNEY ILL 62450
GRAO 704 E CALIFORNIA
BOONE IOWA 50036
AGR2 URH TRELEASE 303
CHICAGO ILL 60628
AGR4 URH WESTON 374
ORLAND PARK ILL
AGR3 URH CARR 14
CHICAGO ILL
GRAD 109 W WILLIAM
CHICAGO ILL 60645
C0M1 URH SCOTT 228
OLNEY ILL 62450
LAS1 URH GARNER 436
CHICAGO ILL 60649
LAS4 904 W GREEN
CHICAGO HTS ILL
LAS1 URH SCOTT 175
AURORA ILL 60506
LAS4 606 W WASHINGTON
MILWAUKEE WIS




LAS3 806 W MAIN
GODFREY ILL
FAA1 URH SCOTT 350
DES PLAINES ILL 60018
COM3 URH BLAISDELL 428
GRAYSLAKE ILL
GRAD 610 S 4TH
CHAMPAIGN ILL
AGR1 1010 S 2ND
BARRY ILL 62312
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS
FA1RBURY ILL 61739
LAS2 410 E GREEN
SKOKIE ILL 60077
ENG3 106 E DANIEL
LACON ILL 61540
AGR2 804 W OREGON
POCAHONTAS IL 62275
ENG4 802 W ILLINOIS
MORTON ILL 61550
LAS4 401 E DANIEL
DECATUR ILL 62522
LAS3 URH WARDALL 826
HIGHLAND PARK ILL 60035
LAS3 313 E JOHN
LIBERTYVILLE ILL
GRAO URH DANIELS 521
UNIV HTS 18 OHIO
GRAD 108 E HEALEY
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820




GRAO 306 E DANIEL
CRYSTAL LAKE ILL 60014
LAS2 URH BLAISDELL 315
LINCOLNWOOD ILL 60645
GRAD 203 N LYNN
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 203 N LYNN
URBANA ILL
LAS1 904 W GREEN
BERWYN ILL - 60402
ENG3 URH SCOTT 208
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62704
LAS2 205 E ARMORY
WAUKEGAN ILL 60085
COM3 URH SNYDER 345
CHICAGO ILL
FAA1 URH SAUNDERS 324
CHICAGO ILL 60631
ENG3 31 WILSON TRLR PK
URBANA ILL 61801
ED 1 URH ALLEN 162
LISLE ILL 60532
FAA2 URH TRELEASE 220
WILMETTE ILL 60091
ENG4 503 E STOUGHTON
SPRING VALLEY ILL
GRAD 903 E DELAWARE
URBANA ILL
LAS1 313 E JOHN
BELVIDERE ILL 61008
LAS4 310 E GREGORY
BATAVIA IL
LAS2 URH SCOTT 294
BATAVIA ILL 60510
GRAD URH BLAISDELL 416
CHICAGO ILL 60649






















































1409 W CYNTHIA AV
DONEY DENNIS WILLIAM
614 S LASALLE














DONOGHUE GEORGE T 11
1905 W 186TH PL







































































DOROTHY MORTON F III




RR 1 BOX 29
•DORSETT HAROLD L










8229 S CLYDE AVE
TJOSS ARVILLA GAARD
1012 N STATE








GRAD URH DANIELS 386 U 332-2521
PARK RIDGE ILL 60068
COM2 704 S 3RD C 344-0 704
AURORA IL 60505
COM4 310 E JOHN C 352-6865
VERONA N J
LAS4 1104 W NEVADA U 344-9617
LINCOLNWOOD 46 ILL
ENG4 510 E HEALEY C 352-1816
CHICAGO ILL
LAS1 604 E ARMORY C
HILLSIDE ILL 60162
LASl URH FORBES 125 C 332-0937
JERSEY CITY N J 07304
LAS3 207 E JOHN C 356-8738
ELMWOOD PK ILL
ENG2 B01 W ILLINOIS U 344-5353
JOLIET ILL 60436
LAS3 604 E ARMORY C 344-1266
HOME WOOD ILL
ENG1 310 E CHALMERS C 344-9442
GLENVIEW ILL 60025
GRAD BOURBONNAIS ILL 367-3963
BOURBONNAIS IL
GRAD 411 W WHITE C 352-6388
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD ST JOSEPH ILL
NUTLEY N J
AGR3 URH TRELEASE 429 U 332-5524
BENTON ILL 62812
LAS3 1004 S 2ND C 352-5573
CHICAGO ILL
LASl 1411 W PARK U 367-8744
ODELL ILL 60460
AGR1 URH BABCOCK 204 U 332"3750
DUNDEE ILL 60118
LAS2 301 E CHALMERS C 356-7675
AURORA ILL 60506
LASl 706 S 2ND C
MORO ILL 62 067
GRAO 410 W GREEN U 365-3254
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS4 410 W GREEN U 365-3254
URBANA ILL 61801
FAA4 1108 S 1ST C 359-2011
SWANNANOA N C
LAS3 URH TAFT 109 C 332-0578
KINMUNDY ILL
PE 1 URH LAR 193 U 332-2964
FRANKLIN PK ILL
LAS4 1102 S LINCOLN U 344-0672
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS4 1009 W CALIFORNIA U 344-9696
MORRISON ILL 61270
GRAD 7 WAYSIDE u 367-6524
URBANA ILL
LAS3 1010 S 2ND C
EVERGREEN PARK ILL 60642
LAS3 301 E ARMORY C 356-7606
LINCOLNWOOD ILL
LASl 910 S 3RD C
LINCOLNWOOD ILL 60646
LAS3 501 E SPRINGFIELD C 344-3196
CHICAGO ILL




LASl URH ALLEN 377 U 332-3367
SKOKIE ILL 60076
GRAD URH DANIELS U 332-2134
MIAMI BEACH FLA
LAS2 URH VANDOREN 118 C 332-0483
NEW ORLEANS LA 70124
GRAD URH DANIELS 267 U 332-2464
PERRY IOWA
LASl URH TOWNSEND 472 U 332-4227
SKOKIE ILL 60076




LAS4 2315 S 1ST C 356-3231
ROCKFORD ILL
COM3 1010 S 2ND C 356-0521
FLOSSMOOR ILL
GRAD RR 2 U 367-2267
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG3 URH TOWNSEND 467 U 332-0899
OAK PARK ILL
LAS4 URH OGLESBY 1020 U 332-5341
CHICAGO 26 ILL
LAS4 1101 W CLARK U
SPRINGFIELD ILL
LAS3 URH OGLESBY 1119 U 332-5370
MT VERNON ILL 62864
AVI3 MAHOMET ILL 356-3314
MAHOMET ILL






LAW1 PRARIE VIW TRLR PK C
PENFIELD ILL
LAS4 705 W ILLINOIS U 352-5993
HINSDALE ILL
GRAD 602 W GREEN U 367-0428
URBANA ILL 61801




COM4 311 E ARMORY C 352-6485
CHICAGO IL 60656
ENG4 207 E CLARK C 352-6715
CHAMPAIGN ILL
AGR2 409 E CHALMERS C
CHICAGO ILL 60617





















































1950 E KENWOOO DR











110 5 W ORE GUN 4
DUWNEY JAMES MERRITT
MNCHSTR MBL EST 22
OOWNEY THOMAS JOSEPH
9658 S AVERS AV
DOWNING GLADYS REED
2004 WINCHESTER
DOWNING L INDA LEE
218 MINE ST
DOWNING TERRY ROBERT
77 E 155TH ST
DOWNING TUDD RALPH









DOWNS KENNETH D II


































LAS4 505 E CHALMERS I
DURAND ILL
AGR2 58 E GREGORY I
WILLIAMSFIELD IL 61489
LAS1 URH SNYDER 223 I
OAKLAWN ILL 60453
LAS1 ORH EVANS 411 I
ELGIN ILL 60120
LAS3 1102 S LINCOLN I
TAYLORVILLE ILL
ENG3 DRH TCfcWNSFND 246 I
BELLEVILLE ILL 62221
LAS2 DRH WARDALL 609 I
OAK BROOK ILL
LAS1 DRH BLAI SDELL >
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 504 E GREEN I
DUBLIN IRE
LAS1 URH FORBES 445 I
MORTON GROVE ILL 60053
LAS3 URH OGLESBY 929
RULLING MOWS ILL






LAS3 1015 W BRADLEY I
CHAMPAIGN IL
COM4 5 CARRIAGE PL
CHAMPAIGN ILL
ED 3 1102 S LINCOLN
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS4 URH WARDALL 817
CHICAGO ILL 60652
PE 4 DRH ALLEN 176
MULINE ILL 61265
L*S1 URH BARTON 8
KANKAKEE ILL 60901
AGR4 URH TRELEASE 418
BROUGHTON ILL
GRAD 102 N LINCOLN
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD URH SHERMAN 166
GRAND FORKS N D 58201
AGR4 80B S STATE
FLORA ILL
LAS1 URH WESTON 236
SAINT PAUL MINN 55117




ED 1 URH WARDALL 805
DANVILLE ILL 61832
GRAD URH DANIELS 403
ORANGEBURG S C 29115
LASl URH LAR 178
BLOOMINGTON ILL 61701
GRAO 1105 W OREGON
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 1924 ORCHARD ST
N MANCHESTER I ND 46962
AV11 311 E GREEN
EVERGREEN PARK IL 60642
GRAD 2004 WINCHESTER
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
C0M1 910 S 3RD
BETHALTO ILL 62010
LAS3 609 W MAIN
HARVEY ILL
ENG2 603 S BUSEY
HARVEY ILL 60426
GRAD 300 S GOODWIN
ROCKFORD ILL 61103
LAS2 307 S WRIGHT
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 713 S ELM
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 713 S ELM
DECATUR ILL 62522
ENG2 URH BABCUCK 417
OAK PARK ILL 60302
AGR4 903 W NEVADA
HENRY ILL
VM 1 212 E CHALMERS
MORRIS CONN
ENG4 303 F CHALMERS
BELLEVILLE ILL
LAS3 313 E CLARK
CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAD 310 W EUREKA
SUMMIT ILL 61820




LAS3 1106 S LINCOLN
CHICAGO ILL
LAS2 1106 S LINCOLN
CHICAGO ILL 60626
FAA1 313 E CLARK
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LASl URH SCOTT 371
CHICAGO ILL 60633
LAS3 STA A BOX 2025
ARCULA ILL 61910
AGR2 URH WESTON 415
HENRY ILL
ENG4 ORH BABCOCK 425
MILLSHOALS ILL




AGR4 2011 S PHILO RD
SAUKEMIN ILL
























































































115 W HINES AV
DRAKE STEPHANIE SUE
320 E HIGH ST
ORANTZ VERONICA ELLE
4253 N ODELL AV
ORAP ALBERT JOSEPH J
























2319 S AUSTIN BLVD
DRAZNER FREDRICK HOW






1640 N CENTRAL AV
DREHER GEORGE K JR
2648 CENTRAL DR
DRELICH SYLVIA IDA













DRES AMEL IA VASILlKl
2436 S 53RD AV
DRESDNER RANDY STEVE
6042 N CENTRAL PK
DREW NANCY ANN








508 S PARK AV
DREYFUS IOA RUTH














B46 :. CHICAGO AV
DRUM SUSAN KAY
3 S 125 BLACK CHER
FAA2 1106 S LINCOLN
ARLINGTON HTS ILL
ED 3 URH LAR 492
MELVIN ILL
LASl URH OGLESBY 228
ELMHURST ILL 60126
LAS3 604 E ARMORY
N Y 70 N Y









LASl URH LAR 317
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60005
COM4 1110 W NEVADA
TOULON ILL
ENG4 URH TOWNSEND 570
ROCKFORD ILL
LAS4 211 E DANIEL
BELViDERE ILL 61008
AGR2 1005 W CALIFORNIA
BEASON ILL
COM3 URH WESTON 470
COLOMBUS 1ND 47201
AGR1 URH TRELEASE 520
BEASON ILL 62512
LASl 907 W ILLINOIS
BEASON ILL 62512
LAS2 1101 W PENN
PEORIA HTS ILL 61614
LASl URH ALLEN 268
FARMER CITY ILL 61842
GRAD 510 E STOUGHTON
NORRIDGE 34 ILL
FAAI URH SNYDER 463
VlRDEN ILL 62690





LASl 401 E DANIEL
LEMONT ILL 60439
LAS2 710 W OHIO
ROCK ISLAND ILL
FAA4 107 E HEALEY
GALESBURG IL
GRAO 801 W IOWA
WATERLOO IOWA 50702
LASl URH TAFT 224
CHICAGO ILL 60609
FAA3 508 E ARMORY
EVANSTON ILL
LAS4 URH NOBLE 304
CHICAGO 17 ILL
LAS2 URH BABCOCK 426
CHICAGO ILL 60617
ENG2 URH WESTON 202
CRYSTAL LAKE ILL 60014
LAS2 505 E GREEN
BELLEVILLE ILL 62221
ED 3 URH WARDALL 418
CICERO ILL 60650
LAS4 609 >W MAIN
CHICAGO 45 ILL
LASl URH SCOTT 313
ROCKFORD ILL 61108
LAS4 URH LAR 204
CHICAGO 45 ILL
PE 4 URH WARDALL 1020
CHICAGO ILL 60639
LAS4 URH TOWNSEND 233
FLOSSMOOR ILL 60422
EO 4 URH ALLEN 185
SKOKIE ILL
LAS2 301 E ARMORY
ROCKFORD ILL 61103
COM4 910 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL
GRAO 503 W GREEN
GROTON CONN
LAW3 814 W HILL
NAPERV1LLE ILL
GRAD 814 W HILL





LASl 910 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAS2 URH ALLEN 227
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62704






LAS3 URH TOWNSEND 440
STEELEVILLE ILL
LASl 409 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO ILL 60649
PE 2 URH WARDALL 1211
LOCKPORT ILL 60441
GRAD 2021 D ORCHARD ST





LASl URH SCUTT 319
CHILL1C0THE ILL 61523
LASl 609 S 4TH
THORNTON ILL 60476
LAW2 903 S 4TH
KANKAKEE ILL 60901
LAS2 URH ALLEN 4J9






















































UROST ADAM WILL IAM
301 BRUCE RD
UROST RAYMOND GEORGE
43V w 107TH ST
DRGwER STEVEN DAVID


















1104 S LEE ST
DRYSCH MARY ANN



































OUBSON RONALD STEP HE
39 HARMON DR
DUCAR ROBERT JAMES














































2034 W MELROSE ST
DUEWER UAN HENRY
RR 2 BOX 40
DUFF CAVIO POTTER
1023 S AUSTIN
AVI3 WILSON TRAILER PK
RIOGWAY ILL 62979
LAS3 710 W OHIC
LAGRANtE PK ILL
LAS4 209 E ARMORY
LOCKPORT ILL
ENG4 1604 S CORANADO
CHICAGO ILL 60628




GRAD URH SHERMAN 1162
NEW YORK N Y 10032
LAW2 5 WESTWOOD PL
BECHTtLSVILLE PA
ENG1 313 E ARMORY
WOODSTOCK ILL 60098
LAS3 URH WESTON 210
OAK LAWN IL
ENG3 409 E CHALMERS
MAUMEE OHIO
ED 2 1102 S LINCOLN
GLEN tLLYN ILL 60137
LAS4 515 BASH CT
CHICAGO ILL
ENG4 311 E SPRINGFIELD
BLOOMING TON ILL
ED 1 URH BUSEY 133
LA GRANGE ILL 60525
COM3 1606 JEANNE
CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAO 1610 W HEALEY
PEORIA ILL
FAA1 URH TRELEASE 328
SKOKIE ILL 60076
LAS3 URH LAR 264
LINCOLN ILL 62656
GRAD 104 E ARMORY
ALLAHABAD UP INDIA
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 711
HIGHLAND PARK ILL 60035
GRAD 909 W CALIFORNIA
MP INDIA
GRAO 1107 W GREEN
URBANA ILL 61801
COM3 806 W OHIO
CHICAGO ILL
LAS3 URH NOBLE 411
EAST ST LOUIS ILL 62205
LAS3 902 S 2ND
CHICAGO ILL
LAS2 910 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL 60615
GRAO URH SHERMAN 1259
MONTREAL CAN
FAA2 1102 S LINCOLN
OLYMPIA FLOS ILL 60461
C0M1 URH ALLEN 491
CHICAGO ILL 60649
COM3 208 E JOHN
LOCKPORT ILL 60441
LAS3 611 W HEALEY
BELLWOOD ILL 60104
LAS1 URH GARNER 436
LEBANON ILL 62254
GRAO URH DANIELS 203
CHICAGO ILL 60643
GRAD 505 E GREEN
ELGIN ILL
FAA1 1212 W CLARK
URBANA ILL
ENG4 203 N HARVEY
ST MARTINVILLE LA
AGR1 604 E ARMORY
HOOPESTON ILL
ENG3 904 W GREEN
LA GRANGE ILL
FAA3 1008 W NEVADA
BERKELEY 5 CAL
LAS2 URH SCOTT 220





LAS1 URH CLARK 220
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820







EAST CHICAGO I ND
GRAD 1801 D ORCHARD ST
SANLUIS OBISPO CAL 93401
LAS1 1801 D ORCHARD PL
SANLUIS OBISPO CAL 93401
GRAD 503 t STOUGHTON
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 410
DAWSON ILL 62520




GRAO 502 W MAIN
CHICAGO ILL 60617
LASl URH LAR 133
glenview ill 60025




AGR4 1110 S 2ND
WAVERLY ILL





























































320 E MULBERRY ST






LAS2 URH SAUNDERS 42 7
CHICAGO ILL 60643
LAS4 1201 W OREGON
CLAYTON MO 63105
AGR2 URH SCOTT 208
PONTIAC ILL 61764
GRAD 105 E GREEN
NORTHBROOK ILL 60062













DUFFY THOMAS JOSEPH W MAIN
2250 ALTA VISTA DR WAUKEGAN ILL 60085
DUFFY THOMAS MICHAEL GRAD 2025 A ORCHARD ST
2025 A ORCHARO ST URBANA ILL 61801
DUFOURD EDWARD RICHA LAS4 1309 BRIGHTON
1309 BRIGHTON URBANA ILL






3439 W 84TH ST
•OUGGAN PATRICK J JR
97 KItRNAN DR
*DUGRE DONALD HARVEY










RR 1 BOX 36




GRAD 2059 ORCHARO ST U 344-0307
URBANA ILL
LAS4 410 E GREEN C 344-6386
SKOKIE ILL
LAS4 302 E ARMORY C 352-3602
MART1NT0N ILL
ED 4 302 E ARMORY C
MILFORD ILL
AGR2 URH WESTON 260 C 332-1952
MARTINTON ILL 60951















801 S VINE URBANA ILL
DULGAR KAREN BACY AGR3 409 E
428 E MORGAN ST NEWTON ILL
DULKIN LINDA SUE LAS2 902 S
8543 LAWNOALE SKOKIE ILL
DULMAN HARC JAY LASl 904 W
901 NURWOOD MELROSE ILL
DULSK1 ROY JOSEPH
RR 1 BOX 52B
OULYS NANCY CAROL
8644 S TALMAN
DUMERER JAMES EDWARD LAW2 201
1
2526 N MONITOR CHICAGO ILL
WOODALE IL
LAS3 306 E DANIEL
PEORIA ILL
LAS2 URH LUNDGREN 428
PARK FOREST ILL 60466
LASl 604 E ARMORY
PARK FOREST ILL 60466
FAA1 URH SCOTT 293
YURK PA 17403
GRAD 401 W MICHIGAN
CHAMPAIGN ILL






ENG2 URH HOPKINS 428
PRAIRIE VIEW ILL 60069










DUMFORD STEPHEN WILL GRAD 2016 SOUTHWOOD C 356-9476
2016 SOUTHWOOD DR CHAMPAIGN ILL
CUMSER MARGARET ANN FAA2 910 S 3RD C
1145 GORDON DEERFIELD ILL 60015
DUNATOV ELAINE TISCH LASS 207 EOGEBROOK C 359-4294
207 EDGEBROOK CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
DUNAWAY LAUREN EOWIN VM 3 1409 HONEYSCKLE LN C 356-40<*3
1409 HONEYSUCKLE CHAMPAIGN IL
DUNBAR GEORGE DOUGLA COM3 URH OGLESBY 1009 U 332-5331
RUSHVILLE ILL




0UN8AR WILLIAH PERCY ENG1 505 E GREEN
600 N LINDEN ST NORMAL ILL 61761
DUNCAN BRENDA JU LASl URH VANOOREN 120
432 RUSSELL RD DE KALB ILL 60115
DUNCAN OANIEL MARTIN GRAD 206 W UNIVERSITY
OEWEY ST
DUNBAR GLEN BERRY
1204 S PARK ST
DUNBAR RANOY ALLEN
18 N ALEXANOER






38 GREEN OAK DR
MILLSTADT ILL









DUNCAN JOHN MITCHELL COM4 616 E OANIEL
7628 WASKNGTN BLVD RIVER FOREST ILL
GRAO 607 W HEALEY
LAWTON OKLA 73501
FAA4 206 W UNIVERSITY
CHICAGO ILL 60632
FAA3 URH CLARK 207
ITASCA ILL
LAS4 GLEN ELLYN ILL
GLEN ELLYN ILL

















DUNHAM BRADLEY WARRE LAW2 909 S
4619 8TH AV MOLINE ILL 61265
DUNHAM WAYNE CAMPBEL LAS3 212 E DANIEL
1109 BELLWOOD AV BELLWOOD ILL
DUNKEL WILLIAM WATTS ENG3 URH OGLESBY 1005
1623 S 8TH ST SPRINGFIELD ILL










COM4 102 F CHALMERS
EFFINGHAM ILL
LAS2 202 E DANIEL
BRADFORD ILL
PE 4 183 8 C ORCHARD PL
URBANA ILL 61801
DUNLAP THOMAS DUNALO ENG2 URH TUWNSEND 454





217 E MAIN ST
DUNLAP RONALD CRAIG




1930 B ORCHARD ST
DUNLOP GARY ROBERT







DUNN DENN IS JAMES





OONN J AN IS ARLENE
7728 MERRILL
DUNN JOHN RICHARD












1908 S 4TH ST
DUNN STEVEN JOE
RR 1
OUNN THOMAS JOSEPH J
911 S 4TH
DUNNAN MELISSA JO





















RR 2 BOX 108
DUPUIS RUSSELL OEAN












1108 E GLEN AV
DURBIN PATRICK LYNN









119 W PARK ST
DORINSKI ARTHUR R



































5218 BRAE BURN DR
DURRENBERGER WILLIAM
R I ARSENAL OTRS 1
LURRER WILLIAM G
304 UNION ST




DURFSCHI WILL 1AM GEO




216 ST CLA1K DR
GRAO 1930 8 ORCHARD ST U 344-4828
URBANA ILL 61801
FAA4 603 S BUSEY U
CICERO 50 ILL
PE 3 404 BRIAR LN C
CHICAGO ILL 60617




ENG1 604 E ARMORY
PALATINE ILL 60067
LAS4 408 W HILL
KEWANEE ILL
GRAD URH SHERMAN 305
GRSE PNT FARM MICH 48236
LAS1 910 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL 60649






GRAO 307 W CLARK
MARYVILLE MO 64468
FAA4 1756 VALLEY RD
CHICAGO 43 ILL
GRAO 704 W ILLINOIS
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 1519 W GREEN
SPRINGFIELD ILL
CUM3 URH SCOTT 220
NIOTA ILL
VM 2 911 S 4TH
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
PE 2 611 E DANIEL
PAXTON ILL 60957
COM4 201 E GREEN
CHICAGO 42 ILL
ENG2 401 E JOHN
PEORIA ILL 61605
AGR2 URH ALLEN 115
JERSEY CI TY N J
GRAD RANTOUL ILL
CHANDLER ARIZ
FAA3 URH WESTON 239 C 332-1937
HAMBURG N J
AGR2 1002 W OREGON U 344-0453
SULLIVAN ILL
AGR1 809 W PENN U
MODESTO ILL 62667
L-AS1 URH HOPKINS 493 C
LA GRANGE ILL 60525
GRAO 207 W VINE C 352-2022
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
FAA3 508 E ARMORY C 344-0501
COLLINSVILLE ILL
VM 1 URH WESTON 252 C 332-1919
GRANT PARK ILL 60940
ENG3 URH TOWNSEND 552 U 332-1928
GRANT PARK ILL
C0M1 URH TRELEASE 605 U 332-5562
CHICAGO HTS ILL 60411
GRAD 209 E CLARK C 352-2158
STAMFORD CONN
ENG4 601 S 4TH C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 1115 HOLIDAY PARK C 359-2283
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
FAA4 408 E SPRINGFIELD C 332-7770
GRANITE CITY ILL
LAS1 URH VANOOREN 270 C 332-0470
PEORIA HTS ILL 61614
GRAO 706 S 1ST C
CAHOKIA ILL 62206
AGR2 URH FORBES 452 C 332-1121
MT PULASKI ILL 62548
AGR3 URH TAFT 226 C 332-0629
GOLCONDA ILL
ENG1 URH FORBES 475 C 332-1141
BARTLETT ILL 60103
ENG4 URH HOPKINS 243 C 332-1218
EAST MOLINE ILL 61244
LA S3 URH LAR 363 U
HARRISBURG ILL 62946
FAA3 1004 S 4TH C
CHICAGO ILL 60655
ENG1 URH HOPKINS 496- C 332-1396
LIBERTYVILLE ILL 60048
tNGl URH GARNER 450 C 332-0918
CHICAGO ILL 60634
FAA3 409 E CHALMERS C
ELMHURST ILL 60126
LAS3 1009 W CALIFCRN1A U 344-9696
NUTLEY N J 07110
GRAO 105 E GREEN C
>ILMETTE ILL 60091
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 619 U 332-5575
CHICAGO HTS ILL 60411
LAS2 URH BLAISDELL 106 U 332-3458
OAK PARK ILL 60302
ENG4 608 S STATE C 352-7764
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAO DAVENPORT HALL U 367-3690
BELLAIRE TEX
LAS1 604 E ARMORY C
ROCK ISLAND ILL 61201
LAS2 URH GARNER 496 C 332-0913
JULIET ILL 60433
LAST 506 S MATHEWS U 344-4816
UP.BANA ILL 61801
LAS6 506 S MATTHEWS U 344-4816
URBANA ILL 61801
fcNG2 URH HUPKINS 456 C 332-1364
STuCKTUN ILL 61085
ENG4 1004 S 4TH C 352-8915
KtWANEE ILL 61443



















ROUTE 1 BOX 167
DUTTON REBECCA E










RR 1 BOX 472
DVORAK FAITH LOIS



















112 W ST JAMES ST
DYBALA RAY A
5804 S MOODY AV
DYCHIE ULGA MYROSLAV
















5425 W OTTO PL
DYREK PAUL ANDREW
11324 S STEWART ST
DYSERT TERRY GENE
RR 2







307 E 11TH ST
DZ1EDZIC JANET MILDR
























103 CLARK CT MARO
LARLEYW 1NE MARY JO
KR 1
EARLY ANTFONY JOHN
2005 W 139TH ST
GRAO 206 E CLARK
BENTON H8R MICH
FAAl URH CARR 214
ISELIN N J
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO ILL 60655
GRAD 110 E JOHN
CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAD 602 S LYNN
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 403 E WASHINGTON
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
FAA3 1111 S 1ST
PEORIA ILL
GRAD URH SHERMAN 1367
ROSELLE ILL
ENG4 URH TOWNSEND 376
SOUTH ELGIN ILL 60177
LAS3 802 W OREGON
CHICAGO ILL
LAS2 211 E DANIEL
FARMINGTON MICH
LAS2 212 E DANIEL
GLEN. ELLYN ILL 60137
LAS1 311 E GREEN
MEDINA N Y 14103
LAS3 1005 S 2ND
BELLEVILLE ILL 62220
LAS2 604 E ARMORY
CARY ILL 60013
LAS4 URH TRELEASE 1013
RIVERSIDE ILL
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 326
HOLLYWOOO ILL 60513
LAS3 URH OGLESBY 819
SKOKIE ILL 60076
FAA4 1104 W NEVADA
CHICAGO 49 ILL
GRAD 1712 W CLARK
HUME ILL




GRAD 1206 W STOUGHTON
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 307 E CHALMERS
EAST ORANGE N J
GRAD DECATUR ILL
DECATUR ILL
LAS1 URH OGLESBY 323
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60004
ENG1 URH OGLESBY 1012
CHICAGO ILL 60638
LAS4 URH TAFT 121
CHICAGO 47 ILL
LAS3 311 E GREEN
HOMEWOOO ILL 60430
LAS2 1118 W NEVADA
MONTROSE ILL 62445
COM2 412 E GREEN
CHICAGO ILL 60620
AGR1 URH SCOTT 174
ELGIN ILL 60120
LAW3 105 ,E CLARK
PARK RIDGE ILL
GRAD 1207 W UNIVERSITY
UNION N J
ENG2 312 E ARMORY
ROCKFQRD ILL 61107
LAS1 URH BABCOCK 318
OAKLAWN ILL 60453
AVI1 URH FORBES 238
CHICAGO ILL 60628
LAS1 URH WESTON 212
FITHIAN ILL 61844
GRAD CRYSTAL LAKE ILL
CHICAGO ILL 60612
LAS2 508 W MICHIGAN
OAK PARK ILL 60304
GRAD 1004 S WESTERN
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAWl 312 S PRAIRIE
LOCKPORT ILL




VM 1 508 S 4TH
CHICAGO ILL 60634

































GRAO 1106 W STOUGHTON
URBANA ILL 61801
PE 3 611 E DANIEL
RUCK ISLAND ILL
GRAD 306 E GREEN
FOLKESTNE KENT E NG
LAS4 31L E JOHN
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS3 907 W ILLINOIS
CHICAGO 1L 60618
JNL4 1217 W PARK
N KG IRIS S INDIA
COM2 211 E DANIEL
HIGHLAND PK ILL 60035
AGR2 URH WESTON 415
SHEFFIELD ILL 61361
LAS3 URH WAROALL 207
PEKIN ILL
LASl URH NOBLE 121
JUDA WIS 53550
GRAO MAHOMET ILL








































501 S EMERALD DR
EASTWOOD BARBARA SUE




217 S PLUH ST
EATON DENNIS HAMMOND


















RR 3 BOX 214
EBERHARD DENNIS J




















7715 w BERWYN AV
EBNER RUTH






































2004 D ORCHARD ST
LAS4 MAHOMET ILL
MAHOMET ILL
LAWl 1101 N COLER
WASHINGTON D C 20011
GRAO 502 W MAIN
NEW ORLEANS 22 LA
ED 4 URH SCOTT 159
E PEORIA 8 ILL
LAS4 403 S LINCOLN
AURORA ILL
ENG1 1205 W CLARK
HARMONY MINN 55939
PE 2 1010 W PARK
CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAD 604 N MAPLE
UR8ANA ILL 61801
GRAD URH DANIELS 410
BREVARD N C 28712
LAS4 310 E GREGORY
WHITE HALL ILL
LAS1 URH WARDALL 1116
MATTOON ILL 61938
LAS3 401 E JOHN
MOLINE ILL
GRAD 1611 VALLEY RD
MOLINE ILL




ENG2 409 E CHALMERS
MCHENRY ILL 60050
GRAD URH SHERMAN 413
LOUISVILLE KY
LAS1 URH ALLEN 241
WILMETTE ILL 60091
GRAD 1101 W OREGON
HAVANA ILL
GRAD URH DANIELS 713
VENTURA CAL
LAS2 501 E DANIEL
NJRTHFIELD ILL 60094
AGR2 URH ALLEN 376
PHILO ILL 61864
LAS4 1014 W MAIN
CHICAGO IL
FAA2 410 S 3RD
LEXINGTON MASS 02173
LAS2 313 E CHALMERS
FLORA ILL
GRAD 1614 W WILLIAM
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
FAA4 910 S 3RD
DAVENPORT IOWA 52804
LAS4 112 E DANIEL
TRENTON ILL
ENG4 505 E GREEN
PLAINFIELD ILL
GRAD 1108 W NEVADA
CLEVELAND OHIO 44110
GRAD 58 E ARMORY
MCHENRY ILL
LAS3 910 S 3RD
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62703
AGR1 URH ALLEN 237
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 1786 VALLEY RD
FREEPORT ILL




AGR2 1008 S LINCOLN
ONARGA ILL 60955
ENG4 210 E JOHN
DOLTON IL 60419
LAS2 411 E GREEN
TUSCOLA ILL 61953

















GRAD 1821 A ORCHARD PL
SANTIAGO CHILE
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS
LA GRANGE ILt 60525
ED 4 LA GRANGE PARK ILL
LA GRANGE PK IL
LAS1 URH SAUNDERS 125
ELMHURST ILL 60126
ENG4 303 E HEALEY
CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAD 2025 D ORCHARD ST
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS4 URH 0GLES8Y 610
HIGHLAND PARK ILL
GRAD 1727 LINCOLN RD
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61801
LAS4 1727 LINCOLN RO
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ED 1 URH TRELEASE 519
SKOKIE ILL 60077
COM2 209 E ARMCRY
GLEN ELLYN ILL 60137
LAS1 910 S 3RD
LA GRANGE ILL 60525




FAA4 611 S EDWIN
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820






























































































3114 W JARVIS '





1028 N WILDER AV























































5855 N SHERIDAN RD




ECWARDS RAN DA JEAN















LAS2 URH ALLEN 124 U 332-3130
MARIETTA GA 30060
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 130 U 332-5525
LIBERTYVILLE ILL 60048
ENG4 812 W MAIN U 332-1722
OLYMPIA FIELDS IL
GRAD URH DANIELS 176 U 332-2435
BALTIMORE MU 21212
LAS1 312 E ARMORY C
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62702
LAS3 URH ALLEN 399 U 322-3383
SPRINGFIELD ILL
LAS3 805 W OREGON U 344-4291
BLOOMINGTON ILL 61701
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 126 U 332-5434
GIBSON CITY ILL 60936
LAS3 ANNA ILL
ANNA ILL
GRAD 907 E MAIN U 365-3175
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD VILLA GROVE ILL 359-2638
CHICAGO 45 ILL
LAS2 URH LUNDGREN 125 C 332-0233
SKOKIE ILL 60076
FAA4 904 S 3RD C
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAS3 907 S 4TH C 344-9693
DIXON ILL
,
ED 4 URH TOWNSEND 239 U 332-4076
FRANKLIN PK ILL
COM2 1116 W NEVADA U
MORTON ILL
COM4 910 W NEVADA U 344-4337
FRANKLIN PARK ILL
ENG1 URH SCOTT 358 C
DORSEY ILL 62021
EO 3 902 S 2ND C 352-4677
CHICAGO ILL
FAA1 910 S 3RD C
WINNETKA ILL 60093
LAS4 URH FORBES 228 C 332-0966
FLORISSANT MO
FAA3 URH BLAISDELL 315 U 332-3538
DECATUR ILL
LAS4 409 E CHALMERS C 344-4015
PALATINE ILL 60067
AGR4 106 E HEALEY C 332-5351
FLAT ROCK ILL v
GRAO 705 W OREGON U 344-6369
CHICAGO ILL 60641
ED 3 907 S WRIGHT C 344-0545
MT VERNON ILL
C0M1 URH FORBES 441 C 332-1114
OLYMPIA FLDS ILL 60461
ENG4 1502 DELMONT CT U 367-2105
BERNARDSVILLE N J
GRAD RR 2 U 367-0981
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 URH OGLESBY 702 U 332-1586
SALEM ILL
GRAD 1826 ORCHARD ST U 344-3490
ROCKFORD ILL
LAS1 509 ROBINSON CT C 359-2900
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 URH VANDOREN 216 C 332-0504
FLOSSMOOR ILL 60422
LAS2 1909 ROBERT C 352-4738
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61822
COM4 1111 S 1ST C 356-3314
FLOSSMOOR ILL
ED 2 URH BARTON 216 C 332-0137
WORLAND WY 82401
GRAD 107 E DANIEL C 352-5973
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG4 URH TOWNSEND 111 U 332-3993
WHITE HALL ILL
FAA2 URH SAUNDERS 220 U 332-3631
SKOKIE ILL
LAS2 URH GARNER 314 C 332-0783
COTTAGE HILLS IL 92018
LAS3 52 E ARMORY C 356-7715
ANTIOCH ILL
LAS3 105 E DANIEL C 356-7423
NORTH CHICAGO ILL 60064
EO 3 503 S RACE U 367-9078
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 716 U 332-56C2
MARION ILL 62959
ENG1 505 E GREEN C
GENESEO ILL 61254
GRAD 509 ROBINSON CT C 359-2900
CHAMPAIGN ILL




LAS4 URH SAUNDERS 417 U 332-3690
EVANSTON ILL 60202
FAA3 1 SAFFER CT U 352-6309
CHICAGO ILL 60626
GRAD URH DANIELS 399 U 332-2532
SAND LAKE N Y
GRAO 1001 S OAK C 356-1597
OKEMAS MICH
LAS2 URH LAR 496 U 332-307?
DECATUR ILL 62526
AGR3 1801 S PARKHAVEN C 344-0760
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 504 E STCUGHTON C 359-1333
AU3URN ILL
LAW3 107 E DANIEL C 344-3949
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 205 E GREEN C 356-4393
CHICAGO ILL 60640
















1961 A ORCHARD ST
•EERTMUED GARY EUGENE
1961 A ORCHARD ST
EFFLANO NANCY LOUISE



















837 E HENRY ST
*EGGEMAN GEORGE WAYNE
2209 PHILO





















2439 W WALTON ST
*EGGERS SHARON WEISKO
1109 BROADWAY
EGGERT CHARLES CURT I
124 N GREENWOOD OR
EGGERT DONALD LOUIS






















































FAA3 BOX 959 C 356-4449
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
C0M1 501 E DANIEL C 334-1000
QUINCY ILL 62301
AGR3 URH OGLESBY 1111 U 332-5363
WHITE HALL ILL
ENG1 URH OGLESBY 730 U 332-5261
HOOPESTON ILL 60942
FAA3 312 E OANIEL C 332-5499
MANKATO MINN 56001
LAS4 1961 A ORCHARD ST U 344-1273
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAO 1961 A ORCHARD ST U 344-1273
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS1 URH WARDALL 610 U 332-4414
AVON ILL 61415
PE 2 510 E HEALEY C 356-2095
MOLINE ILL 61265
LAS1 URH SAUNDERS 3 U
GODFREY ILL 62035
COM4 1101 S MATTIS C 356-3675
CHICAGO 55 ILL
ED 3 URH BLAISDELL 218 U
CHICAGO ILL 60655
ENGl URH FORBES 318 C 332-1028
DEER GROVE ILL 61243
ED 4 URH CARR 3 U 332-3851
CHICAGO 31 ILL
LAS4 212 E DANIEL C 356-7908
HINSDALE IL
LAS1 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
LINCOLNWOOD ILL 60646
ENG4 901 S 2ND C 352-9541
ST FRANCISVLLE ILL
ENG4 408 E HEALEY C 367-0467
STAUNTON ILL
GRAD 2209 PHILO RD U 365-2203
URBANA ILL 61B01
GRAD 2209 PHILO RD U 365-2203
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS2 URH WESTON 323 C 332-2001
DOWNERS GROVE ILL 60515
COM4 307 S PRAIRIE C 356-8715
CHICAGO 45 ILL
GRAD 104 BUENA VISTA C 332-2200
LOUISVILLE KY 40213
ENGl 705 S 3RD C
RED BUD ILL 62278
LAS4 606 W OHIO U 344-9752
REO BUD ILL
FAA1 1004 W NEVADA U 344-0676
FOREST PARK ILL 60130
GRAD 300 S GOODWIN U
WACO TEX 76708
LAS2 1404 S LINCOLN U 332-5725
SYCAMORE ILL 60178
ENG4 501 E DANIEL C 344-1510
CENTRALIA ILL
LAS1 1001 S COLLEGE CT U 332-5578
CHICAGO ILL 60622
GRAD 1523 LINCOLNSHIRE C 356-8778
NORMAL ILL
ENG2 URH OGLESBY 1131 U 332-5382
ROUND LK ILL
LAS2 URH GARNER 440 C 332-0872
CALUMET PARK ILL 60643
ED 3 710 W OHIO U 344-4142
ADDISON IL
LAS2 URH 8ABC0CK 307 U 332-1988
WESTCHESTER ILL 60156
LAS2 URH NOBLE 212 C 332-0390
CHICAGO IL 60653
ENG3 URH GARNER 354 C 332-0810
CHICAGO ILL
GRAD 1618 CHEVY CHASE C 356-4587
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENGl URH GARNER 211 C 332-0710
EAST PEORIA ILL 61611
AGR4 209 F CLARK C 352-6267
ENUGU NIGERIA
ED 1 URH WARDALL 508 U 332-4388
PONTIAC ILL 61764
C0M1 URH HOPKINS 338 C
FREEPORT ILL 61032
COM4 URH TOWNSEND 320 U 332-4129
DES PLAINES ILL
LAS2 1004 W NEVADA U 332-1358
BROOKFIELO ILL 60513
ED 4 311 E DANIEL C 344-3071
CHICAGO 18 ILL
LAS1 URH NUBLE 124 C 332-0379
UNIVERSITY CITY MO 63132
LAS2 URH WESTON 242 C 332-1941
RQCKFORD ILL 61108
AGR3 409 E CHALMERS C 344-5111
ADAIR ILL
AGR4 805 W OHIO U 344-4784
ADAIR ILL
LAS4 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
DANVILLE ILL
GRAD 107 E MUMFORD U 344-5728
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS1 URH BLAISDELL 107 U 332-3454
BLOOMINGTON ILL 61701
AGR1 58 E GREGORY U 356-3152
CHARLESTON ILL 61920




LAS2 URH SCOTT 413 C 332-1514
DECATUR ILL 62522
LAS1 URH LAR 399 U 332-3041
ROCKFORD ILL 61107
GRAD 710 S BROADWAY U 365-2?41
SIBLEY IOWA 51249
LAS3 URH BLAISDELL 424 U 332-3562
OOWNERS GROVE ILL
LAS1 910 S 3RD C










1907 S 21ST ST
EIGEL JAY SIANLEY




















1438 W 35TH AV
*EIMERMANN THOMAS E




















































1922 E 92ND ST
EIS1N WALTER MICHAEL












RR 3 BOX 407
EITER MICHAEL EDWARD


















327 S 1ST ST
AGR3 904 W GREEN U 332-5313
CARLOCK ILL
ENG4 609 S 4TH C 356-4387
CHICAGO ILL 60615
GRAO 810 S 3RD C 344-0405
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAO 810 S 3RD C 344-0405
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
VM 1 1404 MCKINLEY C
MAYWOOD ILL
LAS1 1002 W OREGON U 344-4107
CRYSTAL LAKE ILL 60014
COM4 2 PLYMOUTH RD U 365-2694
URBANA ILL
LAS4 2 PLYMOUTH RD U 365-2694
URBANA ILL
PE 1 URH SAUNDERS 320 U 332-3662
INTERLOCHEN MICH 49643
GRAD 1700 W WILLIAM C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 904 W NEVADA U 344-0072
LINOEN N J 07036
FAA4 1108 S 1ST C 359-2011
CARLYLE ILL
GRAD 2075 A ORCHARD ST U 344-1897
SPARTA ILL
GRAD 247 S DEWEY U 369-9968
URBANA ILL
ENGl 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
CHICAGO ILL 60625
FAA1 URH FORBES 492 C 332-1150
GARY IND 464 08
GRAD 1601 VALLEY RD C 356-2030
MILWAUKEE WIS 53216
LAS1 URH BARTON 227 C 332-0176
SKOKIE ILL 60076
ENGl URH WARDALL 1110 U
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62703
LAS1 URH ALLEN 202 U 332-3143
AURORA ILL 60505
LASl URH SCOTT 416 C 332-1581
HINSDALE ILL 60521
LASl URH EVANS 307 U 332-2734
NAPERVILLE ILL 60540
LASl URH SCOTT 213 C
HOMEWOOD ILL 60430
ENG4 HOMEWOOD ILL 344-5000
HOMEWOOD ILL
GRAD 1608 MAYNARD C 359-4490
SAN JOSE 25 CALIF
GRAO 602 E STOUGHTON C 356-5747
SAN JOSE CAL
LAS4 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
SKOKIE ILL
JNL4 URH BLAISDELL 122 U 332-3469
EVANSTON ILL
LASl 719 S PRAIRIE C 356-6795
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
EO 1 URH ALLEN 223 U 332-3157
WESTCHESTER ILL 60153
COM2 910 S 3RD C
CEDAR RAPIDS IOWA 52403
C0H1 52 E ARMORY C 356-7715
SKOKIE ILL 60076




LASl 907 S 4TH C 344-9693
LINCOLNWOOD ILL 60646
GRAO 206 N NEW C 359-4688
ROCHESTER N Y 14607
ENG4 1807 SOUTHWOOD C 352-9575
CHICAGO ILL 60640
GRAD 504 W ELM U 356-7936
URBANA ILL 61801
C0M1 907 S 4TH C
CHICAGO ILL 60617
LAS2 206 E GREEN C 356-4014
DES PALINES ILL
LASl 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
CHICAGO ILL 60617
LAS2 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
CHICAGO ILL 60617
LAS4 508 E WHITE C 352-6767
CHICAGO 17 ILL
LAW3 1203 W UNIVERSITY U 356-6385
PALOS PARK ILL
LASl URH TRELEASE 531 U
DEERFIELD ILL 60015
LAS3 URH CARR 211 U 332-3892
CHICAGO ILL
LAS2 812 W UNIVERSITY C 356-1248
CHAMPAIGN ILL M821
LAW3 2311 S 1ST C 344-3634
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD
RIVER EDGE N J
FAA3 106 E JOHN C 356-2849
WEST CHICAGO ILL 60185
C0M1 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
WEST CHICAGO ILL 60185
FAA3 409 E CHALMERS C 344-4010
SKOKIE ILL 60203
ENG4 205 E ARMORY C 356-1847
EVANSTON ILL
GRAD 411 W SPRINGFIELD U
LIOINGO 1 SUED
ENG2 URH WESTON 493 C 332-2120
LOCKPORT ILL 60441
LAS4 URH CARR 229 U 332-3910
ROCKFORD ILL
LASl URH WESTON 496 C
FOX LAKE ILL 60020
LASl 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
CHICAGO ILL 60646
FAA1 URH FURBES 345 C
ROCKFORD ILL 61103
































•ELBERT I JOHN PAUL

























































































LAW2 2 FISHERS CT U 367-8846
URBANA ILL 61801
ED 4 1207 W NEVADA U 344-1459
LAGRANGE ILL
LAS3 1625 W CLARK C 356-5486
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
FAA1 1625 W CLARK C 356-5486
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
COM4 2309 S 1ST C 344-4223
ROCKFORD ILL
ENG1 URH WESTON 468 C
E PEORIA ILL 61611
FAA2 URH GARNER 265 C 332-0749
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60004
GRAD 1620 CHEVY CHASE C 352-6885
EVANSTON ILL 60201
ENG3 URH OGLESBY 807 U 332-5269
CHICAGO ILL
ENG2 URH BABCOCK 222 U 332-3768
DDL TON ILL
GRAO 303 W HIGH U 367-4905
FAKOUS CAIRO EG
GRAD 1107 H GREEN U 344-1650
GAZA STRIP EG
GRAD 201 N LINCOLN U 367-4567
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 212 E DANIEL C 356-7908
CHICAGO 17 ILL
LAS1 URH FORBES 338 C
OES PLAINES ILL 60016
GRAD 710 W JOHN C 356-5723
ARLINGTON VA 22201
ENG3 URH OGLESBY 217 U 332-5047
DECATUR ILL
LAS4 URH VANOOREN 224 C 332-0511
CHICAGO 45 ILL
LAS1 URH LAR 224 U 332-5468
AVON ILL 61415
GRAD 14 LEXINGTON U 365-2693
MA YF I ELD KY
LAS2 URH EVANS 326 U
WARSAW ILL
COM4 401 E JOHN C 344-1650
SALEM ILL
AGR4 309 E CHALMERS C 356-1895
SULLIVAN ILL 61951




ENG4 301 E CHALMERS C 356-7675
NEW LISBON WI 53950
GRAD 606 S BROADWAY U 365-1895
URBANA ILL 61801
COM2 211 E ARMORY C
DANVILLE ILL 61832
LASl 910 S 3R0 C
CHICAGO ILL 60617
C0M1 URH SCOTT 391 C 332-1564
DES PLAINES ILL 60016
LAS3 URH SAUNDERS 414 U 332-3687
OES PLAINES ILL
AGR3 URH VANOOREN 123 C 332-0488
SHELBYVILLE ILL
FAA2 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
CHICAGO ILL 60630
LASl 306 E DANIEL C 344-9541
ELMHURST ILL 60126
LAS3 1106 S LINCOLN U 366-3616
PARK RIDGE ILL
ENG4 URH DANIELS 330 U 332-2238
SKOKIE ILL 60076
ED 4 URH VANOOREN 226 C 332-0542
CHICAGO 26 ILL
eo i urh Evans 233 u 332-2722
CHICAGO ILL 60626
ENG1 URH BABCOCK 104 U 332-3721
AMBOY ILL 61310
LAS3 908 S LINCOLN U 344-2170
BINGHAM ILL
ENG1 URH WESTON 432 C
KANKAKEE ILL 60901
AGR3 URH ALLEN 427 U 332-3237
NASHVILLE ILL
LASl URH BLAISDELL402 U
GLEN ELLYN ILL 60137
LAS4 305 E JOHN C 344-9424
CASEY ILL
GRAO 909 W CALIFORNIA U 332-4743
WAYNE N J 07472
GRAO 2073 A ORCHARD ST U 344-1136
HARRISON NEB' 69346
PE 3 URH WARDALL 825 U 332-4477
DOWNERS GROVE ILL 60515
LASl URH SNYDER 328 C 332-1763
GRAYSLAKE ILL 60030
GRAD 601 W SPRINGFIELD C
MORTON ILL
ENG4 307 S LINCOLN U 344-9742
EVANSTON IL 60201
FAA1 URH FORBES 295 C
LOCKPORT ILL 60441
GRAD 413 GLENN U 367-6246
URBANA ILL
COM4 1004 W NEVADA U 344-0676
OEERFIELD ILL
ENG2 URH SCOTT 288 C 332-1491
CHICAGO HTS ILL
LAS3 WHEATON ILL 332-0B98
WHEATON ILL 60187
AGR1 URH GARNER 225 C
ASHMORE ILL 61912
LAS4 706 S MATHEWS U 344-0136
HARVARD ILL
PE 2 URH BARTON 317 C 332-01^3
LANSING ILL 604*8
C0M1 URH TRELEASE 7Lb U 332-5602
UHLONG ILL 62449































3406 N NORTH ST
ELLIS JOHN RICHARD










RR 1 BOX 65



















1101 W PRATT BLVO




























•ELSAIEDI ALI FAHMY I
300 S GOODWIN
ELSASSER JOHN ALLEN
421 S ORCHARD AV
ELSBURY ROGER FRANC I





































COMl URH SCOTT 322
BELVIDERE ILL 61008
LAW2 58 E ARMORY
MADISON WIS 53704
ENG4 502 S DODSON
URBANA ILL




LASl URH OGLESBY 225
WATSEKA ILL 60970
LASl URH TRELEASE 403
DECATUR ILL 62522
GRAD 207 S BUSEY
CHICAGO 37 ILL
LASl URH SCOTT 171
WESTCHESTER ILL 60153
LASl 1105 S 1ST
CHICAGO ILL 60645




COM3 1101 W PENN
WESTCHESTER ILL
LASl 910 S 3RD
LA GRANGE PARK ILL 60525
LASl 310 E GREGORY
PEORIA ILL 61604
ENG1 308 E ARMORY
RANKIN ILL 60960




EO 1 URH FLAGG 411
CHICAGO ILL 60645
PE 2 53 E HEALEY
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS2 106 E DANIEL
TAYLORVILLE ILL 62568
LAS2 208 E JOHN
GLENVIEW ILL 60025
ENG1 URH WESTON 240
LAKE FOREST ILL 60045
LA S3 URH TOWNSENO 433
STERLING ILL 61081
ED 3 URH WAROALL 708
CHICAGO ILL 60617
GRAD URH DANIELS 337
CAPE CORAL FLA 33904
ENG2 313 E ARMORY
CRYSTAL LAKE IL 60014
LAS3 URH TOWNSEND 253
CHICAGO ILL 60617
GRAD 906 N RANDOLPH
FLUSHING N Y
LASl URH WARDALL 311
HIGHLAND PK ILL 60035
FAA1 URH TRELEASE 525
CHICAGO ILL 60626
COM3 1004 S 2ND
CLAVENDON HLS IL
LAS3 302 E ARMORY
NORMAL IL
LASl 1407 S MAPLE
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD STA A BOX 2191
OAMANHOUR U A R





ROLLING MOWS ILL 60008
ENGl URH FORBES 494'
CHICAGO ILL 60652
GRAO 801 W HILL
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
FAA4 323 FAlRLAWN
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60004
LAS4 603 S BUSEY
CHARLESTON ILL
ENG4 URH SCOTT 318
HARVEY ILL 60426
LASl URH TRELEASE 828
GODFREY ILL 62035
AGR4 320 E GREGORY
ELGIN ILL 60120
GRAO 300 S GOODWIN
URBANA ILL 61601
COM4 312 E ARMORY
MAUKEGAN ILL
LASl URH WESTON 423
MILAN ILL 61264
ENG4 910 W CALIFORNIA
WOODSTOCK ILL
GRAO 402 W MICHIGAN
URBANA ILL 61801
ED 4 111 E HEALEY
CRYSTAL LAKE ILL 60014
COMl URH SCOTT 326
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60004
FAA2 209 E ARMORY
BLOOMINGTON ILL
ENG3 URH WESTCN 304
BIGGSVILLfc ILL 61418
ENG3- 404 S 6TH
LOMBARD ILL
COM2 604 E ARMORY
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60004
PE 3 712 OHIO
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60005
LASl URH TOWNSEND 406 U
PEORIA ILL 61614
GRAD 1960 A ORCHARD ST U 344-0173
URBANA ILL 61801
















EMER1CK RICHARD WARN ENG1 305 W WHITE
305 W WHITE CHAMPAIGN ILL 61R20
EMERSON BERTRAND MOR COM4 312 E ARMORY
701 RILEY OR MARENGO ILL
EMERSON KENNETH C PE 3 605 S 3R0
8030 S KILPATRICK CHICAGO ILL 60652
EMERSON MICHAEL WARR GRAD ENG HALL
115 S TILLOTSON MUNCIE IND
EMERSON TIMOTHY LYNN LAS2 409 E CHALMERS
701 RILEY OR
EMERY LEE WEISER




LAS4 605 W OREGON
SCOTTSDALE ARIZ
LAS2 1612 W HEALEY
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61822
EMERY SOZANNE ELUAB LAS1 URH TRELEASE 231




975 S CURTIS AV
EM1L CARLA RUTH




LAS2 1010 S 2ND
CHICAGO ILL 60617
COM3 URH TOWNSEND 447
KANKAKEE ILL 60901
LAS1 910 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL 60615
AGR2 1301 S BUSEY
FARMINGTON ILL 61531
EMMERMAN HERBERT PAU GRAD 800 W CHURCH
5129 N CENTRAL PK CHICAGO ILL 60625
EMMERT JOYCE ANN AGR3 907 W ILLINOIS
503 E 3RD ST GILMAN ILL
EMMONS GEORGE HERBER GRAD 904 W GREEN
3108 SOUTHLAND DR FRANKLIN WISC
EMMONS NANCY JANE LAS4 URH EVANS 407
CARTTER RURAL STA KELL IL 62853




LAS2 311 E ARMORY
WILMETTE ILL 60091




ED 1 URH ALLEN 2 03
CHICAGO ILL 60626




























325 S 14TH ST
ENDLER MARLENE LYNN
2923 W SHERWIN A-V
PEKIN ILL















GRAD 601 W HIGH
FLUSHING N Y 11354
GRAD 1001 W OREGON
PEORIA ILL 61604









LAS2 910 S 3RD
1263 W WINNEMAC AV CHICAGO ILL 60640
ENGBERG MARILYN SOE AGR1 URH LUNDGREN 324
1446 E 4TH ST CENTRALIA ILL 62801
ENGDAHL WALTER ARNOL LAW2 809 S 1ST
809 S 1ST CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENGEL BARBARA ANNE LAS1 URH ALLEN 336
126 LESLIE LN VILLA PARK ILL 60181
ENGEL JACQUELINE APR GRAD 808 S LINCOLN
2030 N 77TH CT ELMWUOD PK ILL 60635
ENGEL SUSAN JANE JNL4 309 E JOHN
15 HILL OR CRYSTAL LAKE IL
ENGELBERG ALAN LINOS LAS2 URH SCOTT 412
2121 W 100TH ST CHICAGO ILL 60643
ENGELBERG SUZANNE LAS4 404 E STOUGHTON
8B31 S CLYDE AVE CHICAGO 17 ILL
ENGELHARD NANCY JANE LAS2 410 E GREEN
2 ASH PARK FOREST ILL 60466
ENGELHARDT IRL FREDR CUM4 505 E GREEN
RR 2 PINCKNEYVILLE IL
ENGELHARDT JOHN PAUL FAA1 1314 S STATE
1314 S STATE CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENGELHARDT LUDWIG E LAS2 URH GARNER 295
NILES ILL 60648
COM4 2307 S 1ST
CHICAGO ILL
ENGELHORN RICHARD DA PE 4 106 E HEALEY
CORNELL ILL
ENGELlNG PAUL DOUGLA GRAD 502 W MAIN
1709 E 32N0 AUSTIN TEX 48722
ENGtLKING ELANA SUE EO 4 1202 W NEVADA
RR 4 CARHUNDALE ILL
ENGELKING GAIL FRANC LAS4 910 S 3RD
156 N HAGER AVE BARRING TON ILL
ENGELMANN DENNIS LEE LAS1 URH TOWNSEND 504
EDWARDSVILLE ILL 62025







506 E UNION ST
ENGELMANN JOHN HUGH
1010 W GREEN 614
*ENGELS SHIRLEY E
2009 BURLISON
ENGELSTAD HARRY ALVI ENG2 URH OGLESBY 231
SKOKIE ILL
EO 1 URH LAR 266
SKOKIE ILL
8711 SPRINGFIELD
ENGERMAN GLOR IA C
8426 KEYSTONE
ENGERS THOMAS ALBERT ENG3 211 E JOHN
733 S WISCONSIN AV VILLA PARK ILL
ENGGAS VALERIE ANNE LAS4 URH LAR 263
1789 SPRUCE ST DES PLAlNES ILL
ENGLAND MARSHALL H I AGR4 802 E GREEN
1443 GREENOELL OR DECATUR ILL












GPAD 209 E GREEN
YONKERS N Y
CUM I URH TOWNSEND 4'il
CHICAGU ILL 60625
GKAO URH DANIELS 222
FT WAYNE INl) 46KU5












































































15 S EDWARD ST
ENTMAN BARI LEE
6426 N SPAULDING




ENYART WILLIAM LEE J






10511 S HALE AV
EPPLIN JEROME JOSEPH
204 S BEAUCOUP ST
EPPLIN MARGARET ANN
RR 1 BOX 106


















































EROMAN WILL IAM A
RR 2
ENG1 409 E CHALMERS C 332-2004
PAWPAW ILL 61353
LAS2 URH WARDALL 226 U 332-4333
CHICAGO ILL 60626
FAA4 105 E DANIEL C 356-7423
ALTON ILL
LAS4 906 S MAPLE U 367-4459
BLOOMINGTON ILL
LAW3 301 W BIRCH C 356-3366
BLOOMINGTON ILL
LAS2 URH VANDOREN 107 C 332-0476
BLOOMINGTON ILL 61701
ENG3 URH TOWNSEND 548 U 332-4057
ROCKFORD ILL
AGR2 709 W ILLINOIS U 344-1177
PARIS ILL 61944
C0M1 305 E CHALMERS C 332-2017
PARIS ILL 61944
ENG1 604 E ARMORY C
NAPERVILLE ILL 60540
GRAO 910 W NEVADA U 332-0652
ELHWOOD PARK IL 60635
ENG4 URH TOWNSEND 570 U 332-1942
GALESBURG ILL
GRAD 514 E JOHN C
HIGHLAND PARK ILL
FAA3 604 E ARMORY C
STEGER ILL 60475
ENG5 707 W OREGON U 344-5975
HOVAS SWED
GRAD 1510 GRANDVIEW C 359-1235
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 309 E WHITE C 352-4613
ROCKFORD ILL 61107
LAS4 URH LAR U 332-3042
MARION ILL
AGR1 1106 MITCHUM U 367-4927
URBANA ILL 61801
COM2 1101 W PENN U 344-9765
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG4 224 DEWEY C 356-2986
CHICAGO ILL 60644
LAS3 URH CLARK 339 C 332-0062
CHICAGO ILL 60652
LAS1 306 E DANIEL C
CHICAGO ILL 60643
ENG2 305 E JOHN C
ROCK ISLAND ILL 61201
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS C 332-0969
MT PROSPECT ILL 60057
LAS2 47 E CHALMERS C 356-7663
LINCOLNWOOD ILL 60645
FAA3 909 W ILLINOIS U 356-1642
BROOKFIELD ILL 60513
LAW1 1308 GRANDVIEW C 352-6646
CHICAGO ILL 60626
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 288 C
SANDWICH ILL 60548
LAS1 907 S 3RD C
NAHANT MASS 01908
GRAD 300 S GOODWIN U 333-3059
CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAD 402 S LINCOLN U 344-1932
CHICAGO ILL
LAS1 URH TOWNSEND 538 U 332-4267
PINCKNEYVILLE ILL 62274
LAS1 URH ALLEN 134 U 332-3136
PINCKNEYVILLE ILL 62274
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS C
VERGENNES ILL 62994
AGR1 1004 S 4TH C
PINCKNEYVILLE ILL 62274
FAA3 310 E GREGORY C 356-3996
MARSEILLES ILL
LAS2 715 W MICHIGAN U 344-6150
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60004
ED 3 409 E CHALMERS C 332-5591
CHICAGO ILL
LAW3 703 E COLORADO U 365-1949
CHICAGO ILL
GRAO 135 W CLARK C 352-6116
CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAD 1717 GEORGETOWN C 359-2339
LONGMEAOOW MASS
LAS3 URH SNYDER 361 C 332-1782
CHICAGO ILL
LAS2 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
WILMETTE ILL 60091
ED 2 URH ALLEN 443 U 332-3249
CHICAGO ILL 60645
EO 4 904 S 3RD C 344-9579
CHESTER ILL
GRAD URH SHERMAN 306 C 332-4678
MIAMI FLA 33133
LAS4 904 S 3RD C 344-0091
CHICAGO 45 ILL
LAS1 409 E CHALMERS C 344-5098
SKOKIE ILL 60076
LAS4 1814 VALLEY RD C 352-6731
ELIZABETH N J
LAS2 110 E ARMORY C 356-7435
HIGHLAND PARK ILL 60035
COM2 1111 S 1ST C 356-3314
GLENVIEW IL 60025
FAA1 URH HOPKINS 245 C 332-1220
MT PROSPECT ILL 60057
LAS2 URH SNYDER 373 C 332-1794
KANKAKEE ILL
LAS2 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
CHICAGO ILL 60615
LAW3 801 S MATTIS C 344-5000
CHICAGO ILL 60615
FAA2 611 E DANIEL C 332-08^5
GLEN ELLYN ILL 60137
LAS4 URH TRELtASE 1.009 U 312-0482
HIGHLAND PARK ILL
GRAO 101 N RUSEY U 367-9054
URBANA ILL 61801




4909 W MAIN ST
ERENBERG GERI ANN









ERICKSON DONALD H V
2706 CARREL TON





















118 E 13TH ST
ERICKSON MARY M PHEL
118 E 13TH ST
ERICKSON PHYLLIS H




























2027 A HAZELWD CT
ERKKILA RONALD ROGER


































COM3 501 E DANIEL C
BELLEVILLE ILL
PE 3 URH BARTON 19 C
CHICAGO IL 60625
LAS1 URH WARDALL 425 U
MT PROSPECT ILL 60056
LAW1 1529 KIRBY C
PRINCETON ILL
LAS4 126 DEWEY U
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS2 URH SCOTT 468 C
KANKAKEE ILL 60901
GRAD 2706 CARRELTON C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAW1 51 E JOHN C
WINNETKA ILL 60093
GRAD 206 E SPRINGFIELD C
SMELTERVILLE IDAHO
ED 4 510 4TH C
HOOPESTON ILL 60942
AVI4 1008 S 4TH C
SKOKIE ILL
ENG4 1007 S OAK C
OAK PARK ILL
LAS3 313 E JOHN C
SULLIVAN ILL 61951
GRAD 303 BLISS U
CHARLOTTE N C 28205
ENG4 209 E JOHN C
KIRKLAND ILL
COM4 URH WESTON 368 C
PALOS HTS ILL
LAS1 URH WARDALL 1122 U
BERWYN ILL 60402
ED 3 URH NOBLE 125 C
DANVILLE ILL 61832
ED 4 DANVILLE ILL
DANVILLE ILL 61832
GRAD 2021 BURLISON U
URBANA ILL
ENG4 126 DEWEY U
URBANA ILL 61801
AGR4 210 E JOHN C
STILLMAN VALLEY IL 61084
LAS1 URH SCOTT 393 C
MORTON GROVE ILL 60053
LAS3 URH WESTON 306 C
OMAHA NEB
ENG1 URH WESTON 261 C
ROCKFORD ILL 61108
COM2 910 S 3RD C
LIBERTYVILLE ILL 60048
LAS4 906 W SPRINGFIELD U
ONITSHA NIGERIA
LAS3 910 S 3RD C
CLARENDON HLS ILL 60514
LAS4 2309 S 1ST C
LOMBARD ILL
ENG1 URH SCOTT 361 C
WINFIELD ILL 60190
GRAD 508 STOUGHTON C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG4 1003 W UNIVERSITY U
SPRINGFIELD ILL
LAS1 URH SCOTT 159 C
PEORIA ILL 61614
GRAD 2027 A HAZELWD CT U
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG4 URH WESTON 467 C
ARLINGTON HTS IL 60004
LAS2 202 E JOHN C
FOREST PARK ILL 60130
AGR1 1002 S LINCOLN U
SM1THSHIRE ILL 61478
GRAD 2912 MAPLEWOOO C
CHAMPAIGN ILL
AGRl 807 S BUSEY U
SMITHSHIRE ILL 61478
GRAD 2912 MAPLEWOOD C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ED 4 902 S 2ND C
CHICAGO 49 ILL
ENG1 URH WESTON 211 C
MT PULASKI ILL 62548
GRAD 209 E CLARK C
DES PLAINES ILL
LAW3 URH SHERMAN 659 C
HAVANA ILL
GRAD 1205 W MAIN U
AGRl 910 S 3RD C
OGLESBY ILL ' 61348
LAS2 313 E JOHN C
DECATUR ILL 62521
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 294 C
ALTON ILL 62002
ENG1 URH GARNER 388 C
SANDWICH ILL 60548
LAS3 802 W OREGON U
FARINA ILL
LAS4 URH WAROALL 204 U
FORT LEE N J
LAS2 URH HOPKINS 311 C
BELLWOOD ILL 60104






ERNSTEIN BARBARA JEA LAS1 910 S
7238 S SHORE DR CHICAGO ILL
ERNSTEIN KATHLEEN B LAS3 409 E
7238 S SHORE DR CHICAGO ILL
EROS LARRY PAUL LAS1 URH OGLESBY 523 U
10 NOTTINGHAM RD SPRINGFIELD ILL 62704
ERSCHEN JERRY LEE AGR3 202 W GREEN U
KR 3 PUNTIAC ILL
ERTAS REBII GRAD 1009 W SPRINGFIELD U
GURBON SERAMIK ISTANBUL TURK
ERVIN ALEXANDER MACK GRAD 212 E WHITE C
U OF I OH 100B URBANA ILL 61801
ERVIN EILEEN LAVONNE GRAD URH SHERMAN 418 C

































































RFD 3 BOX 208
ESCHMANN PAULA LEAH














































































814 W COLLEGE AV
EU CEDRIC YEE-KUEN
2 OEI TIONG HAM PK
EU8ANKS UAVID RAYMON
2113 W WHITE


















AGRl URH SCOTT 356
CALEDONIA ILL 61011
AGR4 58 E GREGORY
CALEDONIA ILL
AGR2 1110 W NEVADA
SPRINGFIELD ILL
GRAD 1107 W GREEN
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS2 405 E JOHN
WARSON WOOOS MO 63122
AGRl URH FORBES 409
EFFINGHAM ILL 62401
FAA1 9l0 S 3RD
MUNSTER IND 46321
GRAD 606 E STOUGHTON
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS3 URH WESTON 124
WATERLOO ILL
LAS3 URH ALLEN 452
WATERLOO ILL




ED 4 409 E CHALMERS
BERWYN IL 60402
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 505
ROCK ISLAND ILL 61201
LAS2 604 E ARMORY
ROCK ISLAND ILL 61201
C0M1 104 N CENTRAL
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG2 URH WESTON 122
TINLEY PARK ILL 60417
ENG1 412 E GREEN
CHICAGO ILL 60619
LAS3 106 E ARMORY
MATTE SON ILL
ED 2 URH TRELEASE 524
LENA ILL 61048
GRAD 509 S RACE
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 509 S RACE
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD URH SHERMAN 767
BOGOTA COLOMBIA
PE 4 305 E JOHN
GURNEE ILL
GRAD URH SHERMAN 1067
KINGMAN ARIZ
LAS5 1211 W CLARK
UPPSALA SWED
LAS1 URH ALLEN 260
KETTERING OHIO 45429
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 510
CHICAGO ILL 60649
FAA4 54 E JOHN
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG4 1012 S 1ST
LAGOS NIGERIA
ENG4 2011 PHILO RD
OMAHA NEB 68132
C0M1 1311 W GREEN
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS1 URH WARDALL 620
SKOKIE ILL 60076
LAS4 210 E GREEN
LEAF RIVER ILL
LAS2 URH CARR 414
CHICAGO ILL 60625
AGRl 409 E CHALMERS
LENOIR N C 28645
ENG3 401 E JOHN
LEWISTOWN ILL
FAA2 ST JOSEPH ILL
ST JOSEPH ILL
LAS1 702 W WASHINGTON
FLORA ILL 62839
GRAD URH DANIELS 84
HENOERSONVILLE N C
LASl URH ALLEN 92
BUFFALO ILL 62515
AGRl URH WESTON 465
MASON CITY ILL 62664
AGR2 URH OGLESBY 731
POLO ILL 61064
GRAD 312 S PRAIRIE
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS3 URH WARDALL 803
HONOLULU HA 96821
C0M1 URH SCOTT 452
GLEN ELLYN ILL 60137
LAS3 URH WARDALL 1119
WOODLAND HILLS CAL




FAA4 903 W OREGON
SINGAPORE S1NGAP0R 50000




LAS2 URH LAR 283
CHICAGO ILL 60635
GRAD URH SHERMAN 501
CIRCLEVILLE N Y 10910
COM4 309 E CHALMERS
CEDAR RAPIDS IA
ENG4 501 E GREEN
CHICAGO ILL
LAS3 URH SAUNOERS 119
LANSING ILL 6043 8
GRAD 102 E DANIEL
78 LE PECS FR







































































































EVANS TERRY L YN
1013 NORTHMOOD DR









































































AGRl URH BUSEY 156
CHICAGO ILL 60629
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS I
CHICAGO ILL 60615
LAS3 URH LUNDGREN 309 i
CHICAGO ILL




GRAD 20B S DODSCN
URBANA ILL




LAS4 URH ALLEN 392
FREEPORT IL
LAS3 URH FORBES 204
HILLSBORO ILL
GRAD 808 N LINCOLN
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 510 N GARFIELD
DECATUR ILL
LAS2 URH SNYDER 332
ROCK ISLAND ILL 61201
ENG2 206 E GREEN
CHICAGO ILL 60630
ENG2 URH WESTON 417
SOUTH HOLLAND ILL 60473
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 616
BELLEVILLE ILL 62223
LAS3 URH WARDALL 518
WESTCHESTER ILL
LAS1 URH ALLEN 198
HILLSBORO ILL 62049
GRAD 808 N LINCOLN
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD URH DANIELS 324
E LANSING MICH 48823
LASl URH ALLEN 221
SALEM ILL 628B1




LAS3 URH FORBES 125
CHICAGO ILL 60613
COM3 912 S 2N0
GLEN ELLYN ILL
COM2 502 E STOUGHTON
ELDON MO 65025
ENG1 URH TOWNSEND 306
ALBION ILL 62806




AGR4 201 E JOHN
GALVA ILL
LAS3 1009 W CALIFORNIA
ITASCA ILL
LAS2 URH ALLEN 240
ZANESVILLE OHIO
ENG6 1905 S PROSPECT
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG4 112 E DANIEL
AURORA ILL
GRAO 608 W VERMONT
URBANA ILL
FAA4 1110 W NEVADA
MENLO PK CAL
AGR3 801 W NEVADA
PETERSBURG ILL
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 723
DANVILLE ILL 61832
JNL2 906 S 1ST
LANSING ILL
GRAD 1415 S WESTERN
CHAMPAIGN ILL
ENG2 112 E DANIEL
SOUTH HOLLAND ILL 60473
FAA3 SUSSEX WIS
SUSSEX WIS
LAS2 LRH VANDOREN 104
CHICAGO ILL
JNL3 205 E HEALEY
BELLEVILLE ILL 62223
LAS2 URH SNYDER 219
DECATUR ILL 62526
FAA2 1009 W PENN
WILMETTE ILL 60091
LASl URH BABCOCK 228
OHIO ILL 61349
LAS2 URH ALLEN 227
CANTON ILL 61520
ENG2 207 E GREEN
JERUSALEM JORDAN
GRAD 105 E JOHN
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS2 907 S WRIGHT
GREENVIEW ILL 62642
FNG4 106 E HEALEY
WESTERN SPR ILL
LASl URH GARNER 306
GREENVIEW ILL 62642
GRAO 1007 S 1ST
ELGIN ILL




LAS4 802 W OREGON
CAIRO ILL
AGR2 805 W UHIO
MT CARMEL IL 62B63
ENG2 302 E GREGORY
ROBINSON ILL 62454



























































































GRAD 209 E WHITE
GRANT PARK ILL 61920
ENG1 URH CARR
GRANT PARK ILL 60940
AGR2 URH SNYDER 288
N CHICAGO ILL 60064
FAA1 URH SNYOER 439
ELMHURST ILL 60126




LAS2 URH SCOTT 288
FLOSSMOOR ILL 60422
LASl URH ALLEN 22
CARY ILL 60013
LAS3 1116 W NEVADA
MATTOON ILL
LAS3 1010 S 2ND
OAK PARK ILL 60302
PE 1 URH ALLEN 207
BERWYN ILL 60402
LAS3 907 S WRIGHT
CHICAGO ILL
ED 4 907 S WRIGHT
CHICAGO 46 ILL
GRAD 1301 W CLARK
AMICHI NNEWI NIGRA

























































































RR 1 FAIRVIEW DR
FAlWELL MARK JAY
410 RIDGE AVE







RR 1 BOX 619-A
GRAD FAIRBURY ILL
FAIRBURY ILL
FAA3 URH CLARK 206
HIGHWOOO ILL
ENG'l 1009 W PENN
BARTLETT ILL 60103
LAS3 URH TOWNSENO 278
MAPLE PK ILL
LAS4 URH OGLESBY 503
ROCKFORD IL
LASl 604 E ARMORY
CHICAGO ILL 60617
GRAD 509 S 5TH
VERONA IT
GRAD URH DANIELS
WEST COVINA CAL 91790
LASl URH CARR 409
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAS2 URH ALLEN 127
SPRINGFIELD IL 62707
FAA2 408 E GREEN
WALTONVILLE ILL 62894
LASl URH NOBLE 119
EVANSTON ILL 60202
FAA3 1205 W MAIN
AURORA ILL
FAA4 902 W ILLINOIS
ROCKFORD, ILL
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS
GRAD 807 STRATFORD
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
PE 1 910 S 3R0
chicago ill 60645
las3 409 e chalmers
danville ill 61832




grao 209 w illinoi s
winfield ill
agr4 209 w illinois
urbana ill 61801
jnl4 1206 w stoughton
chicago 43 ill
agr2 urh oglesby 704
winslow ml 61089
vm 1 1004 oregon
joliet ill 60435
grao 1114 w nevada
urbana ill
grad 606 e stoughton
champaign ill 61820
LASl 1106 S 3RD
SKOKIE ILL 60076
LASl URH ALLEN 125
MOBILE ALA 36606
LASl URH SNYDER 294
GENEVA ILL 60134
GRAO 504 E PENN
SYCAMORE ILL 60178




C0M1 URH HOPKINS 274 •
BENSENVILLE ILL 60106
GRAD 609 W MAIN
BERWYN ILL
LAS4 313 E ARMORY
SPRINGFIELD ILL
AGR4 1106 S 2ND
DE KALB ILL 60115
LAS4 706 S 1ST
EVANSTON ILL
FAAl 407 E ARMORY
PARK FOREST ILL 60466
GRAO URH GARNER 126
HJLYUKE MASS 01041
ENG4 715 W IOWA
CHICAGO ILL
LASl 910 S 3RD





























































FALTER CAROLYN AL ICE
FALTYSEK JILL ELLEN










242 NATHAN RD 3 FB
FANG LESLIE SHU-TUNG
MT TRIO CT A-l
FANG MlNA SHIU~YUN
80 TAI PO RD 5A
FANG MING
242 NATHAN RD 3/F
FANNING FRANCIS GERA
519 S WISCONSIN AV
FANSELOW DAN LAKE
120 RANDOLPH RO 1
FANT JOHNNIE MAE
ROUTE 3 BOX 196-B
FANTA NOEL WALTER















FARL IK RICHARD GEORG
2731 S RIDGELAND
FARLOW IRL RONALD











FARNEY ROBERT FRANC I
RR 1
FARNHAM L INDA JANE












1916 C ORCHARD ST
FARkAk RALPH WILLIAM
2017 GREENDALE OR
FAKRAR RAYMON S i



















COM2 409 E CHALMERS
RIVERSIDE ILL 60546
ENG3 505 E GREEN
ROCKFORO ILL 61102
AGR2 1701 VALLEY RO
EVANSTON ILL 60201
LAS3 306 E DANIEL
CHICAGO ILL
LAS4 510 E STOUGHTON
OAK PARK ILL




LAS1 URH TRELEASE 210
CHICAGO ILL 60617
LAS1 URH LAR 461
CHICAGO ILL 60617
GRAD 1101 W OREGON
URBANA ILL
GRAD 1101 W OREGON
URBANA ILL




LAS4 409 E CHALMERS
KEMPTQN ILL
LAS2 1005 S WRIGHT
OAK PARK ILL 60302
LAW1 802 S LINCOLN
CHICAGO ILL 60617
ENG3 107 E CHALMERS
GILMAN ILL




LAS4 1104 W STOUGHTON
KOWLOON HONG KONG




GRAD 1104 V STOUGHTON
KOWLOON HONG KONG
LAS2 212 E DANIEL
VILLA PARK ILL
GRAD 502 W GRIGGS
PLAINFIELD N J 07060
GRAD 1113 S 2ND
HOLLY SPRINGS MISS 38635
ENGl URH WESTON 490
CHICAGO ILL 60629
ED 4 302 E ARMORY
KEWANEE ILL
LASl URH SCOTT 493
URBANA ILL 61801
ENGl 412 E GREEN
MT OLIVE ILL 62069
ENG4 104 E JOHN
DEKALB ILL
AGR1 910 S 3RD
DECATUR ILL 62521
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 207
R1CHVIEW ILL 62877
LAS3 706 W OHIO
CHICAGO ILL 60625
LASl 906 S 1ST
BERWYN ILL 60402
LAS3 905 E CALIFCRNIA
MCLEANSBORO ILL
LAS3 1102 S LINCOLN
DANVILLE ILL
ENG3 URH OGLESBY 204
G13S0N CITY ILL
GRAD 118 W VERMONT
URBANA ILL 61801
LASl URH ALLEN 221
LEXINGTON ILL 61753
PE 2 URH WESTON 400
DECATUR ILL
GRAD URH OANIELS 422
ELLSWORTH KANS
LASl URH ALLEN 239
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61822
FAA2 211 E ARMORY
EVANSTON ILL 60202
LAS3 1102 S LINCOLN
NORMAL ILL
GRAD 806 W DANIEL
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 806 W OREGON
DETROIT MICH 48223
LAS4 URH LAR 282
MT VERNON IL




GRAD 506 S MATHEWS
CHICAGO ILL 60648
LASl URH LAR 476
CHICAGO ILL 60626
LASl URH TRELEASE 310
DECATUR ILL 62522




ENG2 1004 S 4TH
EFFINGHAM ILL
GRAD 204 W PENN
ALLERTON ILL 61810
FAA4 509 S RACE
CHICAGO 39 ILL
LAS4 706 S WALNUT
CHICAGO 39 ILL
GRAD 705 W GREEN





























































2560 W 83R0 ST
FASMAN BARRY ALAN





FATA JOHN JOSEPH JR
17843 OAKLEY
FATE JON LEWIS










408 N MAY ST
FAVUR FREOERICK VAIL
17 W BREWSTER AV
FAVUS MITCHELL JAY





































































5101 W 147TH ST
FEIN VICTOR DOUGLAS























LASl URH ALLEN 302
CHICAGO ILL 60652
LAS4 1405 W UNIVERSITY
CHICAGO ILL
COM4 URH SNYDER 378
CHICAGO ILL
GRAD 2065 A ORCHARD ST
CAMBRIDGE MINN
ENG2 302 E GREGORY
LANSING ILL 60438
LASl 1008 S LINCCLN
BRADFORD ILL 61421
LAS3 URH EVANS 104
AURORA ILL
GRAD 1208 W BEARDSLEY
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 806 S RANDOLPH
HAMILTON ONT CAN
ENG2 803 W OREGON
ARLINGTON HTS ILL
GRAD 603 E CHALMERS
AURORA ILL 60506
LAS4 211 E JOHN
LAGRANGE PARK ILL 60525
LAS4 1010 S 1ST
PRORIA ILL
EO 2 910 S 3RD
PEORIA ILL 61604
FAA4 URH LAR 209
FAIRFIELD ILL
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS
WESTRN SPRNGS ILL
ENGl URH TOWNSFND 537
BEMENT ILL 61813
JNL3 URH SNYDER 216
BEMENT ILL
LASl URH LUNDGREN 323
AURORA ILL 60506
LASl URH NOBLE 111
HOMEWOOD ILL 60430
COM2 305 W PARK
BUSHNELL ILL 61422
GRAD 800 S MATTIS
ROCKFORO ILL
LAS4 URH TOWNSEND 121
EAST ST LOUIS ILL




GRAD 108 E HEALEY
OSWEGO ILL
GRAD 804 W SPRINGFIELD
TORONTO 3 CAN
LAS2 URH GARNER 100
LYONS ILL 60534
AGR3 308 E ARMORY
ROLLING MOWS ILL
LASl URH FORBES 432
N1LES ILL










GRAD 709 W CHURCH
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD URH SHERMAN 326
NEW AUBURN WIS
AGR2 B09 M PENN
ROANOKE ILL 61561
GRAD CERAMICS BLDG 204
MT PROSPECT ILL
LAS6 51 E CHALMERS
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAW2 51 E CHALMERS
INGRAHAM ILL
AGR2 604 E ARMORY
8ARTELS0 ILL 62218
LAS2 802 W OREGON
JOLIET ILL 60435
GRAO 514 E ELM
DES PLAINES ILL
LAS2 110 E ARMORY
CHICAGO ILL 60637
GRAO 401 N PRAIRIE
MARENGO ILL
LAS2 307 E JOHN
SKOKIE ILL 60077
LAS2 1102 S LINCOLN
FAIRFIELD ILL 62837
GRAD 611 W GREEN
EVANSTON ILL 60202
GRAD 402 S LINCOLN
MIDLOTHIAN ILL
PE 3 304 S 5TH
MIDLOTHIAN ILL
ENG4 510 E STOUGHTON
CHICAGO 17 ILL
LASl URH VANDOREN 314
ROSLYN HTS N Y 11577
ED 3 910 S 3RD
KANSAS CITY MO 64113
LAS3 910 S 3R0
LINCOLNWOOD ILL 60645
LASl URH OGLESBY 812
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAS4 703 E COLORADO
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 1104 W NEVADA
CHICAGO ILL
ED 3 47 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO IL
LASl URH TRELEASE 728
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LASl URH ALLEN 493
COLLINSVILLE ILL 62234
ENG3 E ST LOUIS ILL






































































8904 S CHAPPEL AV
FELDHAKE DONALD JOHN
RR 1





























































6321 N KARLOV AV
FELT THOMAS C













































GRAD 801 W HILL C 356-5466
ATLANTA ILL 61723
ENG3 303 N ORCHARD U 367-7303
URBANA ILL
FAA3 URH NOBLE 224 C
MAPLE PARK ILL 60151
FAA3 URH OGLESBY 727 U 332-5238
HARVEY IL
GRAD 909 W CALIFORNIA U 344-0589
CHICAGO 17 ILL
ENG3 604 E ARMORY C 344-1266
SIGEL ILL
ENG3 409 E CHALMERS C 344-3674
PK FOREST ILL
EO 2 902 S 2ND C 356-4432
CHICAGO IL 60625
LAS3 URH OGLESBY 331 U 332-5142
CHICAGO ILL 60617
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS C 344-1945
CHICAGO 17 ILL
GRAD 1114 BROADMOOR C 352-4569
SKOKIE ILL
LAW3 509 S 5TH C 359-4569
CHICAGO ILL
FAA2 URH FORBES 426 C 332-1106
PARK FOREST ILL 60466
ENG4 110 E CHALMERS C
CHICAGO ILL 60645
ENG1 505 E GREEN C
FAIRFIELD ILL 62837
GRAD 803 S FAIR C 356-9520
CHAMPAIGN ILL
EO 1 URH TRELEASE 1027 U 332-5703
CHICAGO ILL 60625
ENG1 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
SKOKIE ILL 60076
COM2 URH SNYDER 391 C 332-1804
MORTON GROVE ILL 60053
LAS4 805 W OREGON U 344-1266
MORTON GROVE ILL
EO 4 604 S 3RD C
NORRIDGE ILL
FAA3 URH GARNER 428 C 332-0866
MORTON GROVE ILL 60053
LAS1 URH FORBES 394 C 332-108 1
ELMWOOD PARK ILL 60635
LAS3 URH ALLEN 205 U 332-3146
FAIRFIELD ILL
JNL3 403 S BUSEY U 344-4184
GLEN ELLYN ILL
AGR3 URH TOWNSENO 533 U 332-4248
BADEN ONT CAN
LA S3 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
WILMETTE ILL
LA SI 907 S 4TH C
HIGHLAND PARK ILL 60035
LAS3 URH LUNOGREN 101 C 332-0214
HINSDALE ILL
GRAD C1SSNA PARK ILL
CISSNA PARK ILL 60924
ENG2 112 E DANIEL C 356-7936
PEORIA ILL 61614
GRAD 606 W OHIO U 344-5812
LONG BEACH CAL 90814
LAS4 808 N LINCOLN U 367-5919
OLNEY ILL
LAS1 110 E CHALMERS C
SKOKIE ILL 60076
ED I URH TRELEASE 206 U 332-5442
EVANSTON ILL 60202
LAS3 308 E ARMORY C 356-7542
BROOKFIELD ILL
LAS4 URH TOWNSEND 360 U 332-4586
SKOKIE ILL 60076
LAS1 URH CARR 323 U 332-3935
VILLA PARK ILL 60181
C0M1 URH BABCOCK 412 U
NORTH AURORA ILL 60542
AGR1 URH SCOTT 154 C 332-1410
WEST CHICAGO I LL 60185
COM2 URH SNYDER 317 C 332-1753
NORTH AURORA ILL 60542
EO 3 902 S 2ND C 356-4432
CHICAGO ILL
FAA1 801 W PENN U 344-2263
AURORA ILL 60506
GRAD 704 WESTERN U 365-1239
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG1 1311 HONEYSUCKLE C 352-2585
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 URH ALLEN U 332-3159
SKOKIE ILL 60076
LAS2 URH LAR 403 . U 332-2906
HOOPESTON ILL 60942
LAS1 URH SCOTT 458 C 332-1608
VILLA PARK ILL 60181
LAS2 508 E CHALMERS C 356-1170
DE KALB ILL 60115 .
GRAD 1207 PHILO RD U 365-2976
URBANA ILL 61801
FAA3 URH CARR 3 U 332-3841
CHATHAM ILL
LAS3 URH LAR 323 U 332-2889
CHICAGO ILL
GRAD 301 E WHITE C 352-6982
USNOTS CHNA LK CAL
GRAD 308 W ELM U 367-5048
URBANA ILL 61801
FAA4 1801 PARKHAVEN C 352-5327
ROCKFORD ILL
ENG1 URH HOPKINS 494 C 332-1394
PARK RIDGE ILL 60068
GRAD URH SHERMAN 867 C 332-4940
REGO PARK N Y 11374
COM4 1110 W STOUGHTON U 367-5974
URBANA ILL 61801
ED 2 URH WAROALL 519 U 332-4398
WILMETTE ILL 60091























FERNANDES VERNA MAR I
2519 S 8TH
FERO THOMAS STEPHEN
























































513 E HARDING AV








1825 N RAYNOR AV
F1BEGER FRED MICHAEL
1404 EAST AV S
FlCHTE ROYCE JAY
























RR 1 BOX 162
FIELDS BETTY CAROL
1801 S PROSPECT AV
GRAO URH DANIELS 78
GROSSE PT WDS MICH
AGR3 313 E JOHN
DIXON ILL




GRAO 1111 S 3RD
SOLON SPRS WIS
LAW3 404 BRIAR LN
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 URH WARDALL 302
GLENVIEW ILL 60025




LAS3 1008 W NEVADA
GRAYSLAKE ILL 60030
COM2 901 S 2ND
GLENCOE ILL




LAS3 910 S 3RD
LA GRANGE ILL 60525
COM4 618 E DANIEL
LYONS ILL




LAS3 706 S GREGORY PL
ROCKFORD ILL 61103
GRAO 800 S MATTIS
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS4 401 E JOHN
MOLINE ILL 61265
C0M1 1010 S 2ND
NORTHBROOK ILL 60062
C0M1 604 E ARMORY
OTTAWA ILL 61350
LAS3 604 E ARMORY
OTTAWA ILL
LAS2 URH SCOTT 209
DECATUR ILL 62526
FAA2 2210 E UNIVERSITY
REMSEN N Y
AGR4 711 W GREEN
MALTA ILL 60150
LAS1 402 E ARMORY
ROCKFORD ILL , 61108
GRAD 610 LA SELL
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS2 URH WESTON 271
EAST PEORIA ILL 61611
LAS2 URH EVANS 303
CHICAGO ILL 60609
LAS2 URH SAUNDERS 210
ELMHURST ILL 60127




LAS4 404 E DANIEL
CHICAGO ILL




ED 3 URH BLAISOELL 209
RICHTON PK ILL
LAS3 802 W OREGON
EMERSON N J
COM3 409 E CHALMERS
STREATOR ILL
VM 1 1009 BUSEY
OES PLAINES ILL 60018
ENG1 205 E ARMORY
LAGRANGE PARK ILL 60525
AGR1 URH FORBES 317
KINGSTON ILL 60145
AVI4 907 S 2ND
CHICAGO ILL
FAA2 901 S 2ND
FOREST VIEW ILL 60402
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 474
JOLIET ILL 60435
GRAD URH DANIELS 320
LA CROSSE WIS 54601
LAW1 107 E CHALMERS
PROSPECT HTS ILL
ENG3 1109 S 4TH
BELLEVILLE ILL 62223
COM4 2319 S 1ST
MELVIN ILL
GRAD 508 S 3RD
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG1 URH GARNER 461
BELLEVILLE ILL 62221
ENG1 URH SNYDER 259
VILLA PARK ILL 60181
LAS3 URH TRELEASE 804
CRYSTAL LAKE ILL 60014
LAS3 510 E STOUGHTON
CHICAGO ILL 60626
GRAO 802 W ILLINOIS
SKOKIE ILL 60076
EO 2 910 S 3RD
MORTON GROVE ILL
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 218
PARK FOREST ILL 60466
ENG4 WILSON TRLR PK
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG2 URH HOPKINS 461
DWIGHT ILL 60420
PE 1 1215 S 4TH













































303 S 6TH ST
FIELDS JACQUELINE E
835 E SEMINARY ST























9144 S PAXTON AV
FIGGE CYNTHIA
7300 2A TALCOTT AV
F1GUER0A JOSEPH ANTH












ROUTE 3 BOX 49A
•FILECCIA ROBERT JOSE
302 W UPSAL ST
FILICSKY MICHAEL BYR




1802 NW 38TH TERR
FILIPPI LAWRENCE PAU



































































6439 N ROCKWELL ST
ENG1 URH WESTON 452 C 332-2089
CARMI ILL 62821
LAS1 URH ALLEN 171 U
DANVILLE ILL 61832
PE 4 206 W WILLIAM C 359-4689
ELGIN ILL
LAS2 110 E CHALMERS C 359-2132
CHICAGO ILL 60645
PE 3 1404 STOUT U 356-7715
SKOKIE ILL
PE 4 206 W WILLIAM C 359-4689
MODESTO CAL
ENG4 URH OGLESBY 626 U 332-5227
STEELEVILLE ILL
GRAD 508 W GREEN U 367-2854
RANDOLPH ILL 62288
GRAD 610 COLUMBIA C 356-1095
TINLEY PK ILL
LAS1 110 E CHALMERS C
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAW3 25 MAGNOLIA C 355-4973
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LASl URH OGLESBY 931 U 332-5322
LAKE FOREST ILL 60045
LASl URH WARDALL 318 U 332-4349
GRANITE CITY ILL 62040
LASl 1105 S 1ST C 356-7570
CHICAGO ILL 60617
LASl URH LAR 399 U 332-3041
CHICAGO ILL 60631
ENG4 302 E GREGORY C 359-3521
WAUKEGAN ILL 60085
LAS3 311 E ARHORY C 352-4453
DEERFIELD ILL 60015
ENG3 804 W OREGON U 332-4260
CHICAGO ILL
LAS3 209 E ARMORY C
TONICA ILL 61370
AGR2 URH LAR 233 U 332-2865
8ERWYN ILL 60403
AGR1 1116 W NEVADA U 344-1442
POCAHONTAS ILL 62275
GRAD 309 E HEALEY C 352-1904
EDWARDSV1LLE ILL 62025
GRAD 301 COUNTRY FR C
PHILA PA 19119
LAS3 805 W OREGON U
OANVILLE ILL 61832
AGR1 URH TRELEASE 617 U 332-5573
BROOKFIELD ILL 60513
GRAO 1709 W JOHN C
GAINESVILLE FLA 32601




FAA3 508 E ARHORY C 344-0501
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60004
LAS2 907 S 4TH C 344-9693
UNION CITY TENN 38261
PE I URH BARTON 2 C 332-0088
CHICAGO ILL 60635
GRAD 212 W WHITE C 359-1537
RIVERDALE ILL
GRAD 2313 S 1ST C 356-7081
CHICAGO ILL 60630
LASl URH WESTON 392 C 352-2048
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62704
EO 4 508 E ARMORY C 344-0501
WEST FRANKFORT ILL
COM4 1706 W PARK C 356-2620
GLEN ELLYN ILL 60137
GRAD 1611 VALLEY RD C
FORT WAYNE IND 46805
LAS3 603 S BUSEY U 344-0077
GLEN ELLYN ILL 60137
LAS3 URH ALLEN 487 U 332-3413
HARRISBURG ILL
AGR1 907 W ILLINOIS U
WYOMING ILL 61491
PE 4 302 E ARMORY C
GALESBURG IL
FAA3 URH CLARK 208 C 332-2730
GALESBURG ILL
ED 2 URH NOBLE 112 C 332-0370
GALESBURG ILL 61401
GRAD 1829 C ORCHARD PL U
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
CHICAGO ILL 60615
GRAD 2061 C ORCHARD ST U 344-4079
SHOAL LK MAN CAN
GRAD 1220 W CHARLES C 356-6209
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ED 4 47 E CHALMERS C 356-7663
CINCINNATI 37 OHIO
LAS2 47 E CHALMERS C 356-7663
CHICAGO ILL
PE 1 URH TRELEASE 1209 U 332-5746
CHICAGO ILL 60649
LASl 110 E CHALMERS C
SKOKIE ILL 60077
GRAD 502 W SPRINGFIELD C 356-1011
BROOKLYN N Y 11203
LAS2 URH WARDALL 824 U 332-0600
CHICAGO ILL 60620
LAS4 URH WARDALL 816 U 332-4468
CHICAGO ILL
ED 3 1903 GEORGE HUFF U 367-6432
URBANA ILL
LAS2 706 W OHIO U 344-3149
SKOKIE ILL




LASl URH WARDALL 710 U 332-4438
SHAKER HTS OHIO 44120
GRAD URH DANIELS U 332-2467
PITTSBURGH PA 45056
















FINK EL BARRY SHOLEM
10314 S OAKLEY AV
FlNKEL LEE MYRON








1274 E LAKE SHORE
FINKS ARNOLD G JR






































FIORIO WILLIAM S JR






2455 E 78TH ST
FISCHER ANDREA SUE














1318 N 2ND ST
FISCHER JUDITH C
4712 N ORIOLE BLVD
FISCHER LAURA VACHET
1318 N 2ND ST
FISCHER LAURENCE ELI










5432 W 26TH ST
FISCHER ROBERT ERNES






107 W 8TH ST
FISCHER WILLARD JOHN




3 N 303 EMROY AV
FISCHER WILLIAM JOHN
1906 PATTERSON
COM4 911 S 3RD C 344-6375
STICKNEY ILL
C0M1 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
LA GRANGE ILL 60525
FAA2 1207 E SPRINGFIELD U 344-0511
CRETE ILL 60417
GRAD 1207 FOOTHILL C "352-7496
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
FAA4 URH WESTON 245 C 332-1944
CHICAGO 17 ILL
LAS2 1104 W NEVADA U 344-9617
BIRMINGHAM ALA 35213
ENG1 URH SNYDER 309 C 332-1130
LOMBARD ILL 60148
LASl 904 W GREEN U
CHICAGO ILL 60643
JNL3 URH GARNER 326 C 332-0795
CHICAGO ILL
LAS2 URH BLAISDELL 121 U 332-3468
PARK FOREST ILL 60466
GRAD 2024 BURLISON U 344-6226
PHILA PA 19111
AGR2 URH OGLESBY 704 U 332-5236
WINSLOW ILL 61089




LASl URH ALLEN 234 U 332-3164
MORTON ILL 61550
COM3 1005 S WRIGHT C 344-0571
SPRINGFIELD IL
GRAO 516 W JOHN C 356-5573
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
VM 1 URH DANIELS U
BENTON ILL 62812
FAA4 URH CLARK 432 C 332-0079
QUINCY ILL 62301
GRAD 106 W MAIN U 365-2648
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ED 4 307 E DANIEL C 344-1590
OAK LAWN ILL
LAS4 103 E ARMORY C 356-2217
OAK LAWN ILL
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS C
STERLING ILL
LASl URH SNYDER 396 C 332-1809
PEORIA ILL 61614
LASl 706 W OHIO U 344-9519
LINCOLNWOOD IL 60645
FAA1 URH GARNER 389 C 332-0836
MORTON ILL 61550
ENG1 URH HOPKINS 340 C 332-1285
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60004
GRAD 909 S 2ND C 356-6981
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD URH SHERMAN 853 C 332-4926
ROCHESTER N Y 14621
GRAD 908 N MCKINLEY C 352-1712
CAPE MAY N J
GRAD 908 S LOCUST C 359-4287
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
FAA3 URH FORBES 124 C 332-0936
ROCKFORD ILL 61102
LAS3 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
CHICAGO ILL
LAS3 1008 S 4TH C 344-1207
ERIE ILL
FAA2 URH TAFT 303 C
CHICAGO ILL 60645
GRAD 1018 S FRANK C 352-6881
CHICAGO ILL 60649
LAS4 1104 W NEVADA U 344-9617
HIGHLAND PARK ILL
FAA1 URH FORBES 359 C 332-1054
BROOKFIELD WIS 53005
LAS2 URH SCOTT 163 C 332-1418
FARMINGTON MINN
C0M1 URH SNYDER 460 C
ELMHURST ILL 60126
GRAD 6 TULIP TREE C 359-4159
LAWRENCE MASS 01343
ENG1 URH WESTON 238 C 332-1936
PARK FOREST ILL 60466
LASl URH OGLESBY 327 U 332-5138
LISLE ILL 60532
GRAO 1107 W GREEN U
VINCENNES IND 47591
ED 2 URH WARDALL 412 U 332-4368
NORRIDGE ILL 60656
GRAD 1107 W GREEN U
VINCENNES IND
LAS2 907 S 4TH C 344-9693
HIGHLAND PARK ILL 60035
LAS4 907 S 4TH C 344-9693
HOMEWOOO ILL
LASl 312 E DANIEL C
CHICAGO ILL 60613
LAS4 URH LUNDGREN 409 C 332-0282
NORTHBROOK ILL 60062
LASl URH LAR 495 U 332-3071
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60004
LAS3 URH LAR 369 U 332-3012
CICERO IL
GRAD URH SHERMAN 347 C 332-4805
DEKALB ILL
GRAD 2309 S 1ST C
FRANKLIN N Y 11010
ENG2 112 E DANIELS C 332-1360
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62707
LAS3 102 E CHALMERS C 356-7928
HINSDALE ILL
LAS2 CHICAGO ILL 332-1196
CHICAGO ILL 60643
GRAD 24 SALEM RD U 365-1279
ARLINGTON HTS ILL
LASl URH OGLESBY 921 U 332-5312
ELMHURST ILL 60126













3622 LESH RD N E
FITZHUGH WILLIAM M J


























611 S STATE 2
FLAGGERT PAMELA
135 W 110TH ST
FLAHERTY ROBERT JOSE
402 E CLEVELAND ST
FLAIG JOHN DAVID
BOX 345 RT 2
FLAIG JOSEPH WILLIAM




301 S ASHLAND AVE
FLANAGAN CATHLEEN CO
705 W MICHIGAN
FLANAGAN MONICA MAR I
RR 1
FLANAGAN STEPHEN MAR
1150 N RIVER RD
FLANOERS JANET ANN
RR 1
















































BOX 177 RR 3
FLEMING ELIZABETH C






























1944 B ORCHARD ST
FISHER CHARLES EDWAR
224 W 11TH ST
FISHER CHARLES ROBER
3RD £ OAK ST
FISHER CHERI DALE
9216 N KOLMAR AV
FISHER DAVID CAMPBEL


































FISHER RALPH T III















1055 OAK SPRING RD
FISHER SUSAN MARIE










































AGR4 58 E GREGORY
OUINCY ILL




GRAD 1209 W UNIVERSITY
JOLIET ILL 60435
GRAD URH DANIELS 177
LOS ANGELES CAL
LAS4 505 E WHITE
EAST ST LOUIS ILL
GRAD 1606 SANGAMON
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS1 409 E CHALMERS
ST JOSEPH ILL 61873
GRAO 1944 B ORCHARD ST
URBANA ILL 61801
LAW2 1306 N NEIL
HT CARMEL ILL
ENG1 604 E ARMORY
ALBION ILL 62806
LAS1 910 S 3RD
SKOKIE ILL 60076
COM4 309 E CHALMERS
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS2 URH HOPKINS 204
BEMENT ILL 61813
LAS2 URH GARNER 296
PEKIN ILL 61554
GRAO 1944 B ORCHARD ST
URBANA ILL 61801
LA S3 URH SAUNDERS 422
PEORIA ILL




LAS1 URH ALLEN 306
CAMERON ILL 61423
LAS3 803 S LOCUST
CHAMPAIGN ILL
PE 2 313 E CHALMERS
BUFFALO ILL 62515
GRAD 1321 S STATE
POLK NEB
LAS2 1004 W NEVADA
MT CARMEL ILL 62863
PE 3 401 E JOHN
CANTON ILL
FAA3 1202 W NEVADA
STERLING ILL 61081
GRAO URH DANIELS 276
SEATTLE WASH 98105
ENG1 405 E UNIVERSITY
BRIDGEPORT ILL 62417
LA SI URH TRELEASE 1002
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAO 310 S PRAIRIE
CHICAGO ILL
FAA1 URH BABCOCK 409
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 911 S 1ST
HONTICELLO ILL
LAS2 1004 S 2ND
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62704
FAA2 URH FORBES 200
INDPLS INO 46208
LA SI 907 S 4TH
SKOKIE ILL 60076






























GRAD 602 E WHITE
OAK PARK MICH 48237
LAS1 409 E CHALMERS
LIBERTYVILLE ILL 60048
ED 3 904 S 3RD
HARVEY ILL
AGR2 800 W CHURCH
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
AVI3 310 E JOHN
ELMHURST ILL 60126
ENG1 URH WESTON 456
DES PLAINES ILL 60016




LAS2 URH ALLEN 441
HIGHLAND PARK ILL 60035
GRAD 1416 SCOTTSDALE
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ED 1 1104 W NEVADA
OLIVETTE MO 63132
LAS1 URH ALLEN 454
SKOKIE ILL 60076
GRAO 303 COUNTRY FR
LIVINGSTON MANR NY
LAW3 1506 LINCOLNSHIRE
E ST LOUIS ILL
GRAD 103 E HEALEY
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62702
LAS4 802 W OREGON
NAPERVILLE ILL 60540
ENG2 URH SNYDER 214
NORTH AURORA ILL 60542
AGR2 805 W OHIO
JOLIET ILL 60435
JNL3 205 E ARMORY
PARK RIDGE ILL
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS
MAYWOOD ILL
ENGl 604 E ARMORY
CHICAGO ILL 60620
LAW1 915 W HILL
CAKBONDALE ILL 62901
GRAO 805 W ILLINOIS
CHICAGO ILL 60649



















GRAD 608 4 RACE D 367-7273
GIBBON MINN 55335
ENG3 607 E PARK C 356-6153
CHICAGO ILL
ENG2 URH BABCOCK 12 U 332-3715
WATSEKA ILL 60970
FAA2 URH ALLEN 385 U 332-3372
DANVILLE ILL 61833
ENG4 1209 W CLARK U 367-7085
CANTON OHIO
LAS4 URH CARR 301 U 332-3913
HARTFORD ILL
LAS3 URH SCOTT 478 C 332-1671
MARSHALL ILL
ENG4 402 E ARMORY C 344-9713
ARTHUR ILL
LAS1 URH SCOTT 341 C
AURORA ILL 60538-
JNL4 302 E ARMORY C
EVERGRN PK 42 ILL
COM2 1004 S 4TH C
BRAIDWOOD ILL 60408
LAS4 URH WARDALL 221 U 332-3550
EARLVILLE ILL 60518
GRAD WHEATON ILL 352-3915
WHE»TON ILL
LAS3 212 E DANIEL C
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62704
LAS1 URH TOWNSEND 203 U 332-4048
EVANSTON ILL 60202
GRAO 300 S GOODWIN U 344-5191
MILWAUKEE 17 WI
ENGl URH HOPKINS 244 C
GRANITE CITY ILL 62040
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 292 C
EFFINGHAM ILL 62401
ENG4 BONOVILLE ILL 352-5553
BONOVILLE ILL
LAS1 URH LAR 213 U 332-2848
CHICAGO ILL 60628
ENG3 604 E ARMORY C
LAOD ILL 61329
ENG3 URH GARNER 369 C 332-0823
CHESTERFIELD MO
GRAD 1205 W MAIN U 332-3865
CHESTERFIELD MO 63017
C0M1 911 S 4TH C
LITTLE ROCK ARK 72207
FAA4 904 S LINCOLN U 344-4848
LAGRANGE ILL
GRAD 705 W MICHIGAN U 344-5073
URBANA ILL 61801
AGR3 313 E JOHN C
BERWICK ILL 61417 .
LAS1 URH SNYDER 446 C 332-1844
DES PLAINES ILL 60016
AGR2 URH BUSEY 307 U 332-2638
ELBURN ILL 60119
LAS4 719 S FOLEY C 352-3179
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 818 U 332-5634
YATES CITY ILL 61572
LAS3 URH TRELEASE 709 U 332-5596
CLAYTON ILL
GRAD 1809 LYNWOOD C 352-4881
CHAMPAIGN ILL
EO 1 URH NOBLE 417 C 332-0433
BENSENVILLE ILL 60106
LAS1 URH FORBES 346 C 332-1048
DOWNERS GROVE ILL 60515
LAS1 URH LAR 402 U
HOME WOOD ILL 60430
GRAD 1806 B ORCHARD PL U 344-3818
WINONA MINN
FAA3 URH ALLEN 13 U 332-3093
ST LOUIS MO 63141
LAS1 URH CLARK C 332-0465
GLENVIEW ILL 60025
ENG3 1101 W PENN U 344-9469
PEORIA ILL
GRAD 808 FAIROAKS C 352-5088
MCHENRY ILL
GRAD 107 W CHARLES C 359-3476
CHAMPAIGN ILL_ 61820
FAA1 406 E CLARK C 332-0488
LOVINGTON ILL 61937
ED 3 406 E CLARK C 332-1743
LOVINGTON ILL
LAW3 3220 CAMERON C 356-8594
FRANKFORT MICH
FAA1 410 E JOHN C 344-9477
AURORA ILL 60506
VM 3 URH SHERMAN 148 C 332-3746
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 110 E ARMORY C 356-7435
CHICAGO ILL 60657
LAS3 907 S 4TH C 344-9693
NEWTON CTR MASS
GRAD 709 W CHURCH C 359-4865
ROCHESTER 17 NY
GRAD 301 E ARMORY C 344-9477
BEVERLY HILLS CAL
LAS4 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
LINCOLNWOOD ILL
LAS4 205 E ARMORY C 356-5414
KEWANEE ILL
LAS1 URH BARTON 302 C 332-0150
WATSEKA ILL 60970
LAS1 405 E JOHN C
LAWRENCEVILLE ILL 62439
COM4 URrf OGLESBY 124 U 332-5077
FAIRFIELD ILL
PE 4 808 N LINCOLN U 367-5919
HIGHLAND PARK ILL
ED 1 URH LAR 362 U 332-3009
HAZEL CREST ILL 60429
EO I URH ALLEN 444 U 332-3250
BOURBUNNAIS ILL 60914





1028 S 5TH ST
FLEMING SHIRLEY ANN
FLEMING SUSAN BONFIE
3021 E MICH BLVD
FLEHMING JOHN C JR
























































304 S MERRILL AV
FLORENCE MERLE SUE
924 PINE TREE LN
FLORENCE ROBERT A




2770 N 44TH ST
FLORES CHRISTOPHER A








219 ALBANY PARK AV
FLOWERS ELLIOTT G JR
2633 STEEL
FLOWERS JEANENE SUE
837 S 4TH ST
FLUG HOWARD






















2900 S 14TH ST
FOCKS CLAUDIA ANN LE
9328 ORIOLE
FODOR CYNTHIA GASSMA




1763 S CEDAR AV
FOGEL SAMUEL
201 N LINCOLN
ED 3 URH TAFT 207
ST CHARLES ILL
PE 4 509 S 5TH
SLATER IOWA 50244
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 631
MICHIGAN CITY I ND 46361
GRAD 624 E GREEN
OKLAHOMA CITY OKLA
LAW2 910 S 3RD
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
JNL3 URH ALLEN 381
OES PLAINES ILL
GRAD 311 E JOHN
MT PROSPECT ILL b0057








C0M1 1114 W NEVADA
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD URH SHERMAN 1165
LOUISVILLE KY
LAS1 URH LAR 228
CHICAGO HTS ILL 60411
LAS3 1105 S 1ST
CHICAGO IL
GRAD URH DANIELS 629
JOHNSTON R I
ED 3 MAHOMET ILL
MAHOMET ILL
GRAO 2051 C ORCHARD ST
METHUEN MASS 01845
PE 3 910 S 3RD
SKOKIE ILL
LAS3 URH SCOTT 269
CHICAGO IL 60645
ENG3 311 E GREEN
MOLINE ILL 61265
LAS3 URH SAUNDERS 407
CHICAGO ILL
LAS3 1002 W OREGON
PROSPECT HTS ILL 60070
AGR2 URH WAROALL 903
CHICAGO ILL
GRAD 508 W UNION
CHICAGO ILL 60634
ENG3 505 E CHALMERS
W FRANKFORT ILL
ENG1 URH HOPKINS 156
OAK PARK ILL 60304
LAS1 URH CLARK 214
WEST FRANKFORT ILL 62896
ENG1 URH GARNER 340
TINLEY PARK ILL 60477
COM2 609 W JOHN
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
JNL3 URH WARDALL 826
WESTCHESTER ILL
LAS2 706 S MATHEWS
PARK RIDGE ILL 60068
LAS4 URH WAROALL 1107
WINNETKA ILL 60093
LAS3 URH WESTON 326
PK RIDGE ILL
AGR4 211 W JOHN
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG4 211 E ARMORY
EAST ST LOUIS ILL
C0M1 211 E ARMORY
EAST ST LOUl S ILL 62201
ENG2 408 W ILLINOIS
ELMHURST ILL 60126
LAS4 URH ALLEN 460
SULLIVAN IL
GRAD 602 E STOUGHTON
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAO 906 N RANDOLPH
ENFLD MlDLESEX ENG
GRAD 203 COUNTRY FR
HOUSTON TEX 77006
LAS1 URH ALLEN 262
AURORA ILL 60505
GRAD 3 ROSEWOOD PL
BROOKLYN 35 N Y
ED 4 URH SAUNDERS 405
CHICAGO 34 ILL
LAS1 URH TAFT 221
CHICAGO ILL 60629
AGR4 505 E CHALMERS
PECATONICA ILL
GRAD 1717 VALLEY RD
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAW2 908 N MCKINLEY
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG3
GLOUCESTER N J 08030
LAS4 1717 VALLEY RO
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 809 W PENN
FREEPORT ILL 61032
GRAD 313 W ELLS
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ED 4 URH NUBLE 212
ELMHURST ILL 60126
COM3 URH BABCOCK 431
SPRINGFIELD ILL
LAS1 URH LAR 199
MORTON GRUVE ILL 60053
GRAD 1202 W MAIN
NEW YORK N Y 10024
GRAD 1801 C DKCHARD PL
SASKATOON SASK CAN
LAS3 1004 n OREGLN
FREEPORT ILL 61032
































































FOGERSON THOMAS B JR
RR 3







FOHRMAN HUN I LA MARC I
9424 N HAMLIN
FOHRMAN PhYLL IS R
9424 N HAMLIN Av
FOIT NANCY JOYCE
2412 S 7TH AV
F0JT1K ALEX JOHN
6232 W SCHOOL ST
FUJI IK MICHAEL EDWIN
1920 BRISTOL AV
FOLEY ANNE M
5482 HYDE PK BLVD
FOLEY FRANK W JR
8918 COTTAGE GR PL
FOLEY JAMES IGNATIUS






1536 W ROSEMONT AV
FOLEY LINDA SUZANNE














ROUTE 2 BOX 109
FOLTZ RANDALL ALFRED








55 AUSTIN RD 2/F
FONG WESLEY FRANCIS
2053 MAKIKI ST
FONNER MARY K DORRIS



























600 S POPLAR ST
FORBIS RICHARD MARSH






420 S 23RD ST
FORD DIXIE LEE
RR 1









323 E 4TH ST
FORD ROBERT DRAKE





LAS2 312 E ARMORY C 356-7961
PEORIA ILL 61603
GRAD 409 E CHALMERS C 344-4016
DES PLAINES ILL
AGR2 URH GARNER 236 C 332-0729
DECATUR ILL 62526
AGR1 URH ALLEN 262 U 332-3315
ELMHURST ILL 60126
GRAD 908 S 1ST C 359-30B7
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG4 309 E CHALMERS C 356-1894
TAYLORVILLE ILL
GRAD 1107 W GREEN U 344-1372
MASON W VA
LAS1 URH LUNDGREN 219 C 322-0250
EVANSTON ILL 60203
FAA2 47 E CHALMERS C 356-7663
EVANSTON ILL
AGR2 URH LAR 191 U 332-2962
N RIVERSIOE ILL 60547
ENG3 URH CARR 328 U 332-3940
CHICAGO ILL
LAS1 URH FORBES 296 C
WESTCHESTER ILL 60153
GRAD URH SHERMAN 426 C 332-4731
CHICAGO ILL 60615
GRAD URH TOWNSEND 262 U 356-9889
HIGHLAND I ND
GRAD URH SCOTT 380 C 332-1558
CINCINNATI OHIO 45208
LAS2 URH SCOTT 236 C 332-1455
CHICAGO ILL 60631
PE 3 201 E JOHN C 356-7515
CHICAGO ILL 60630
JNL3 206 E GREEN C 356-4014
CHICAGO ILL
LAS2 URH SAUNDERS 126 U 332-3608
PARIS ILL 61944
AGR2 58 E GREGORY C 356-3152
MONTICELLO ILL 61856
ENG4 302 E GREGORY C 359-3521
PERU ILL 61354
VM 4 1727 HENRY C 356-0425
HOME WOOD ILL
LAS3 URH TOWNSEND 420 U 332-4196
GILLESPIE ILL
ENG1 URH WESTON 315 C
MARSEILLES ILL 61341
GRAO 1508 WILLIAMSBURG C 359-2090
CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAD URH TRELEASE 814 U 332-5631
NEW BROCKTON ALA 36351
LAS4 URH HOPKINS 162 C 332-1174
LOMBARD ILL
LAS4 910 S 3R0 C 344-5000
ENCINO CA
LAS3 102 N GREGORY U 367-5995
N POINT HONG KONG
GRAO URH SHERMAN 652 C 332-4881
KUCHING MALAYSIA
GRAD 1008 W GREEN U 344-3968
KOWLOON HONG KONG
LAW3 1012 S 1ST C 352-7439
HONOLULU 14 HA
ED 3 1212 N BERKLEY U 367-0026
URBANA ILL
LAS4 1111 S 1ST C 356-3314
MARYVILLE ILL
C0M1 URH WESTON 442 C 332-2081
CHICAGO ILL 60620
LAS1 203 BLISS U 344-0796
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG2 URH WESTON 272 C 332-1920
OSWEGO ILL 60543
LAS2 URH HOPKINS 218 C 332-1200
HOME WOOD ILL 6O430
GRAD 1107 W GREEN U 344-3358
URBANA ILL 61801
COM3 211 E DANIEL C 344-6149
MULINE ILL
ED 2 URH BARTON 410 C 332-0715
MOLINE ILL 61265
GRAD 509 E STOUGHTON C 356-5075
CHICAGO ILL
GRAD 2010 B ORCHARD ST U 344-1024
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG3 408 E GREEN C 356-3397
RIVER FOREST ILL
GRAD 2010 B ORCHARD ST U 344-1024
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS1 URH TOWNSEND 508 U 322-4245
ROBINSON ILL 62454
AGR1 URH SAUNDERS 14 U 332-3582
PANA ILL 62557
GRAD 1916 B ORCHARD ST U 344-0523
URBANA ILL 61801
LAW3 URH DANIELS 133 U 332-2129
RIVER FOREST ILL 60305
LAS2 URH GARNER 410 C 332-0849
GRANITE CITY ILL 62040
FAA3 URH BARTON 308 C 332-0155
MT VERNON ILL 62864
GRAD URH DANIELS 362 U 332-2497
PECK KANS 95204
GRAD URH SHERMAN 450 C 332-4835
CONSHOHOCKEN PA
GRAO 1006 FRANCIS C 352-1114
CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAD 1006 FRANCES C 352-7114
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS4 URH EVANS 208 U 332-2717
GLEN ELLYN ILL
ED 3 URH WARDALL 410 U 332-4366
M1NUNK ILL
LAS3 1006 M NEVADA U
CENTRALIA ILL 62801
GRAD 604 N MAPLE U 365-2650
URBANA ILL 61801














812 W 12TH ST
FOREMAN EDWARD VAUGH
2113 N KIRBY
FOREMAN RONALD C JR
300 S GOODWIN 516
FORGUS SILVIA PARVE1


















3146 S MAPLE AV
FORNERO JOSEPH CARL











































































120 N 3RD ST
FOSTER STtPHEN FRANC
2060 C URCHARO ST
FOTZLfcR NEIL MILAN
RR 2 BOX 167
FUUbNIES ADfcL MARIA
205 W MAPLE AV
ENG1 305 E JOHN C 344-6192
CARPENTERSVL ILL 60110
LAS1 URH ALLEN U 332-3194
FRANKLIN PK ILL 60131
GRAD URH SHERMAN 953 C 332-4948
PHOENIX ARIZ
COM4 BARBADOS W I 332-0847
BARBAOOS WI
LA$l URH SAUNOERS 429 U 332-3702
SHERMAN ILL 62684
ENG2 URH TOWNSEND 247 U 332-4083
STERLING ILL 61081
GRAD 2113 KIRBY C 352-1261
CHAMPAIGN IL
GRAD 300 S GOODWIN U 344-1867
URBANA ILL
GRAD 1961 C ORCHARD ST U 344-4650
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS4 609 S 4TH C 356-7809
BENSENVILLE ILL 60106
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS C 344-4163
GLEN ELLYN ILL 60137
LAS4 505 E WHITE C 356-7294
SK0K1E ILL
JNL3 310 E CHALMERS C 344-9442
HOFFMAN ESTS ILL
ENG1 604 E ARMORY C
COUNTY CL8 HLS ILL 60477
ENG4 URH SCOTT 268 C 332-1439
SKOKIE ILL
FAA4 307 E GREEN C
CICERO 50 ILL
GRAO 1820 VALLEY RD C 356-7012
JOLIET ILL
FAA1 URH FORBES 422 C
BERWYN ILL 60402
ENG2 URH BABCOCK 12 U 332-3715
STREATOR ILL 61364
EO 4 1010 ALTON C 352-7182
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 1405 KIRBY C 356-8143
DULUTH MINN
ENG1 URH SNYDER 444 C 332-1842
ROSELLE ILL 60172
ENG2 803 W OREGON U 344-1356
PARIS ILL 61944
ENG3 URH OGLESBY 212 U 332-5094
ROCKFORD ILL
GRAO 605 N LYNN C 359-3049
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAO 605 N LYNN C 359-3049
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAO 1308 BRIARCLIFF U 365-1077
LONDON ONT CAN
GRAD URH SHERMAN 321 C 332-4693
E LIBERTY OHIO
LAS4 105 S 4TH C 352-9336
LINCOLN ILL
ENG4 112 E DANIEL C 356-7936
MORTON ILL
AGR4 302 E ARMORY C 352-2060
KANKAKEE ILL
ENG4 904 W GREEN U
CHICAGO ILL 60608
AGR2 1207 W SPRINGFIELD U 344-0511
BOURBONNAIS ILL 60914
FAA1 URH TRELEASE 121 U
HOFFMAN ESTS ILL 60172
LAS4 211 E ARMORY C 356-3280
CAHOKIA ILL 62206
ENG2 702 W WASHINGTON U 344-6530
JACKSONVILLE ILL 62650
LAW1 1760 VALLEY RO C
PARK RIOGE ILL 60068
AGR3 710 W OHIO U 344-6212
NASHVILLE ILL
GRAO 1011 W HEALEY C 359-2104
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
PE 3 1004 W NEVADA U 344-0676
MUNOELEIN ILL
ENG2 1510 WINSTON C 352-6237
EVANSTON ILL 60202
LAS4 208 E CLARK C
PEKIN ILL
GRAD 2060 C ORCHARD ST U 344-0661
URBANA ILL 61801
FAA3 409 E CHALMERS C
LA GRANGE PARK ILL 60528
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 225 C
ELWOOD ILL . 60421
GRAO 2060 D ORCHARD ST U 344-0670
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS2 URH BLAISDELL 423 U 332-3561
OECATUR ILL 62526
GRAD 1006 S ANDERSON U 367-8654
BRUCE S D
COM4 2004 CYNTHIA C 359-2520
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS3 606 WASHINGTON U 344-1598
EVANSTON ILL 60202
LAS1 URH OGLESBY 416 U 332-5157
DELAND ILL 61839
GRAO 2060 ORCHARD ST U 344-0670
ROCKY FORD COLO
LAS1 URH CARR 305 U 332-3917
ROCKFORD ILL 61107
GRAO 902 W OREGON U 344~07<U
BOONEVILLE ARK
LAS3 URH LUNDGREN 15 C 322-0205
ALTON ILL 62002
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 324 U 332-5235
OUINCY ILL 62301
GRAO 1005 FRANCIS C 359-21B7
OE KALB ILL 60115
GRAD 2060 C ORCHARD ST U 344-0661
URHANA ILL 618(H
AGR2 708 W HIGH U 332-2058
PROPHETSIOWN ILL 61277










FOUNTAIN DAVID AORIA JNL4 1905 KIRBY
1905 KIRBY CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
FOUTCH DOUGLAS ALLEN ENG3 URH WESTON 482
399 LINCOLN ST MARSEILLES ILL
FOUTCH EDWARD EPPERS ED 3 URH OGLESBY 1131
BRADFORD ILL
FOUTE WILLIAM EDWARD LAS2 URH HOPKINS 242
BATAVIA ILL 60510




GRAD 209 E CLARK
ARLINGTON VA 22205
FOWLER RICHARD LOUIS LAS2 707 W CHURCH
805 W LAUREL SPRINGFIELD ILL 62704
FOWLER ROBERT RENARD COM4 404 E STOUGHTON
12138 S RACINE CHICAGO 43 ILL
FOX ANDREW MULVEY LASS 910 S 3RD
8947 S HOYNE AV CHICAGO ILL 60620






































610 W HEALEY ST
FOX RONNIE ROBERT




ENG4 URH CARR 228 I
WESTMONT ILL
GRAO 1965 D ORCHARD ST t
URBANA ILL
LAW3 105 E CLARK I
GLEN ELLYN ILL
ENG3 URH WESTON 210 I
OAK LAWN ILL
AGR1 URH FORBES 416 I
CHICAGO ILL 60617
LAS3 URH WESTON 339 l
MT CARMEL ILL 62863
ENG4 URH OGLESBY 614
PAXTON ILL
LAS1 URH ALLEN 322
SKOKIE ILL 60076
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 712
DECATUR ILL 62521
LAS1 URH WARDALL 607
ELMHURST ILL 60126
LAS3 206 E GREEN
EVANSTON ILL
VM 4 1954 D ORCHARD ST
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 309 S VANDOREN
MADIS0NV1LLE KY
ENG1 305 E JOHN
STRONGHURST ILL 61480
GRAD 610 W HEALEY
CHAMPAIGN ILL
ENG3 URH TOWNSEND 553
E ST LOUIS ILL
LAS3 47 E CHALMERS
FLOSSMOOR ILL
FOX SHARON LEE OEISS COM4 1965 D ORCHARD ST
RR SAN JOSE ILL
FOX SHERYL DIANE LAS1 URH TRELEASE 528
8716 KIMBALL AV SKOKIE ILL 60077
FOX STANLEY FORREST LAS4 1008 W CLARK
SINNISSIPPI FOREST OREGON ILL
FOX STUART ALAN LAS2 1105 1ST
7016 GREENVIEW AV CHICAGO ILL 60626
LAS1 URH SNYDER 436
EDWARDSVILLE ILL 62025
LAS3 URH TOWNSEND 106
PEORIA ILL
COM4 802 W PARK
LOMBARD ILL 60148
GRAO 1011 N COLER
URBANA IL
LAS1 URH BARTON 206
FOX VERNON STANLEY
RR 2 BOX 192
FOX WALTER JOHN
1801 W SHERMAN
FOX WILLIAM J III






806 N MAPLETON AV
FRAHM ERIC J








LAS1 910 S 3RD
OAK PARK ILL
LAS1 1207 W CLARK
TUSCOLA ILL
ENG1 904 W GREEN
ELIZABETHTOWN ILL
GRAO 509 S 5TH
LAFAYETTE IN
ENG4 1101 W PENN
MT VERNON ILL
11566
FRAME CHARLES EDWARD ENG1 URH SNYDER 390
2001 JONOUIL PL
FRAME RHONDA LEE









FRANCIS JOSEPH EDWAR GRAO 607







ROCKFORD ILL 61 107
LASl URH ALLEN 442
WOODSTOCK ILL 60098
LAS4 12 RAIN TREE
DES PLAINES IL








LAS3 URH WAROALL 208
JOLIET ILL 60435
LASl URH ALLEN 394
PARK FOREST ILL 60466
GRAD 607 W HEALEY
CHAMPAIGN ILL >1820
FRANCIS OLIVER KEITH ENG3 URH CARR 318
KR 6 PARIS ILL











COM2 904 W GRFEN
CHICAGO ILL
AGR2 URH SNYIltR 204
PRUPHfcTSTUWN ILL 61277
AGR1 58 b GREGURY
WILMINGTON ILL 60481































































29l9 N WOODED LANE
FRANCKOWIAK RICHARD












ROUTE 1 BOX 393
FRANK ARTHUR JUDD
1020 OAK RIDGE DR
FRANK BONNIE
5401 N KIMBALL
















FRANK JO ANN KENNY
1519 ALBANY AV
FRANK JOHN ALLAN






2305 W MELROSE PL
FRANK LYNN HOKE
509 S VINE ST
FRANK MARILYN DENISE
























117 W DODSON DR
FRANKLIN DAVIO GRIFF
1406 SCOTTSDALE
FRANKLIN GEORGE A JR
1615 W WILLCOX
FRANKLIN JAMES E JR
RR 2 N GLENWOOD AV
FRANKLIN JANET E
2034 D ORCHARD ST
FRANKLIN MICHAEL LEO

















FRANZ EL CON HENRY




2064 B ORCHARD ST
FRANZEN JAMES JOSEPH









FRASER HAKVEY REEC J
ENG1 1110 S 2ND I
SPARTA ILL 62286
LAS4 URH CLARK 415 I
MCHENRY ILL
ENG2 URH OGLESBY 1022 I
OAKLAWN ILL 60453
GRAD 1005 S 3RD I
PLANT CITY FLA
LAW2 1403 MUMFORD I
SPRINGFIELD ILL
LAS4 409 E CHALMERS I
SKOKIE ILL
FAA4 605 S WESTERN I
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
AGR2 910 S 3RD I
CHATSWORTH ILL 60921
GRAD 404 STANAGE I
DALLAS ORE 97338
LAW1 707 S 6TH I
GLENCOE ILL 60022
LAS4 URH VANOOREN 227 I
CHICAGO ILL
LAS4 508 E CHALMERS I
PEORIA ILL
GRAD 2084 ORCHARD ST I
ST LOUIS PARK MINN 55416
ENG4 URH CARR 304 I
DOWNERS GROVE ILL




GRAD 502 W MAIN I
LANHAM HD 20801
GRAD 1205 W MAIN
MADISON 5 WIS
LAW3 753 MATTIS I
CHICAGO ILL
GRAD 2084 D ORCHARD ST
ST PAUL MINN 55108
LAS1 501 E DANIEL I
CHICAGO ILL 60643
LAS2 URH CARR 213
CALUMET CITY ILL 60409
GRAD 209 E CLARK
FLUSHING N Y 11366
ENG1 URH TRELEASE 717
PEORIA ILL 61604
LAS1 URH GARNER 107
ARTHUR ILL 61911
LAS3 910 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL
LAS3 206 E GREEN
CHICAGO ILL
ED 2 409 E CHALMERS
HIGHLAND PARK ILL 60035
LAS2 URH HOPKINS 443
STAUNTON ILL 62088
ENG4 URH BABCOCK 408
STAUNTON ILL
LAS4 1101 W PENN
PEORIA HIS ILL
COM4 1527 LINCOLNSHIRE
BAYS1DE OAK 64 N Y
LAS1 URH GARNER 486
WILMETTE ILL 60091
C0M1 URH TOWNSEND 315
CHICAGO ILL 60649
GRAD 2020 N MATTI
S
CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAD 106 E HEALEY
WESTBURY N Y






LAS4 802 S LINCOLN
PEORIA ILL






ENG1 505 E GREEN
CATL1N ILL 61817




GRAD 1114 W PARK
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS4 505 E CHALMERS
PHILO ILL 61864
ENG1 URH OGLESBY 1206
SAUNEMIN ILL 61769
LAS2 311 E GREEN
PEORIA ILL 61614
COM2 1301 S BUSEY
MACKINAW ILL
GRAD 2064 B ORCHARD ST
OMAHA NEB
COM3 501 E DANIEL
CARLINVILLE ILL
LAS4 2064 B ORCHARD ST
UR3ANA ILL 61801
GRAD 606 W ELM
BROADVIEW ILL 61055
LASl URH FORBES 3 76
ROCKFORD ILL 61107
GRAD URH SHERMAN 522
TUCSON ARIZ 85719
LASl URH WESTON 222
LISLE ILL 60532
LAS4 509 S 5TH
ELGIN ILL






























































201 E PINE ST
FRASER STOLP DALES




U OF I TH 411
FRAZEE LOIS SUMMERS
135 W CLARK 205
FRAZEE MARY LOUISE









































1620 S 5TH AV
FREDLUND SUSAN LYNN


























2912 W 97TH PL
FREtDLUNO JAMES ARTH
RR 1

























2609 N LEWIS AV
FREESE KATHRYN PEARL
4711 OAK CREST DR
FRE6EAU JOHN CHARLES
1261 DARTMOUTH RD
FREIBOTh WILL IAM HEN
1185 W NORELIUS AV
FREIDIN JAY DAVID
306 DOUGLAS
GRAO 106 E HEALEY C 356-1446
GLENSHAW PA
ENG3 910 S 3RD C 332-3712
VILLAPARK ILL
LASl DECATUR ILL 344-1650
DECATUR ILL
LAW2 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
STERLING ILL 61081
GRAD 135 W CLARK C 352-8136
URBANA ILL
GRAD 135 W CLARK C 352-8136
CHAMPAIGN ILL
ED 1 URH NOBLE 417 C 332-0433
ELMHURST ILL 60126
FAA3 STOUGHTON GOODWIN U 332-4273
AURORA ILL
LAS3 URH NOBLE 411 C 332-0429
WORTH ILL
VM 1 URH LAR 315 U 332-2883
JERSEYV1LLE ILL 62052
FAA3 1010 S 2ND C 352-4818
EAST PEORIA ILL 61611
AGR2 58 E GREGORY C 356-3152
URSA ILL 62376
LAS2 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAS4 URH WESTON 212* C 332-1966
SKOKIE ILL
LAS3 511 E WHITE C 352-0375
CHRISMAN ILL 61924
GRAD 909 W OREGON U 344-3458
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 URH LAR 230 U 332-2862
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG4 1205 W MAIN U 367-0200
ELMWOOD PK 35 ILL
AGR2 1006 W NEVAOA U 344-4391
STOCKTON ILL 61085
LAS3 1221 HOLIDAY C 356-0852
CHAMPAIGN IL 61820
LAS3 URH ALLEN 920 U 332-3272
BLISSFIELD MICH 49228
LAW3 PHILO ILL 359-1927
PETERSBURG ILL




GRAO URH DANIELS 95 U 332-2419
VEGREVL ALTA CAN
LAS3 URH WARDALL 609 U 332-4413
ROCKFORD ILL
ENG2 URH SCOTT 217 C 332-1442
ROCKFORD ILL 61108
LAS2 302 E ARMORY C 359-4244
KANKAKEE ILL 60901
LAS3 302 E ARMORY C 359-4244
KANKAKEE ILL
LAS3 303 E JOHN C 344-5000
MARION ILL
LASl URH SNYDER 173 C 332-1662
WHEATON ILL 60187
PE 4 302 E ARMORY C 359-4244
WHEATON ILL
LAW1 903 S 4TH C 344-3035
ST CHARLES ILL 60174
COM3 1003 W CALIFORNIA U 344-9581
PARK RIDGE ILL 60068
GRAD 506 W STOUGHTON U 367-2734
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 URH FORBES 482 C
ELGIN ILL 60120
GRAD 506 W STOUGHTON U 367-2734
URBANA ILL 61801
LASl URH VANDOREN 419 C
HOMEWOOD ILL 6P430
ENG3 708 W HIGH U 332-2056
KEWANEE ILL 61443
GRAD 2006 VAWTER U
OTTAWA ILL 61350
GRAD 1106 W UNIVERSITY U 367-3948
URBANA ILL 61801
JNL4 907 S 4TH C 344-9693
EVERGRN PK 42 ILL
AGR1 URH GARNER 362 C 332-0816
ROCKTON ILL 61072
LAS4 7 SAUFFER CT U 344-1457
NORMAL ILL 61761
LAW2 515 E BASH CT C 359-3962
GLENCOE ILL
FAA2 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
CHICAGO ILL 60626
FAA2 604 E ARMORY C 344-1266
MELVIN ILL 60952
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 601 U 332-5558
BELVIDERE ILL
ENG4 1004 S 4TH C 332-4081
CHICAGO ILL
C0M1 URH GARNER C 332-0198
CHICAGO ILL 60617
AGR3 715 W MICHIGAN U 344-5111
RANTOUL ILL
FAA4 706 S 1ST C 356-7979
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 1208 U 332-5745
ZION ILL 60099
LAS3 URH LAR 195 U 332-2966
WAUKEGAN ILL
LASl 110 E ARMORY C
CHICAGO ILL 60625
COM4 211 W SPRINGFIELD C 356-2286
WAUKEGAN ILL
PE 4 URH LAR 318 U 332-2886
CRYSTAL LAKE ILL 60014
C0M1 211 E ARMORY C 359-3073
FLOSSMOOR ILL 60422
LASl URH FORBES 463 C
RI1UNU LAKE ILL 60073
LAS2 PARK FOREST ILL 356-7435
PARK FOREST ILL 60461
FREIDINGER - FRUCHTL
FREIDINGER LOUIS ART










































3036 N LONG AV
FREY JOHN RICHARD











FREY WILLIAM A III
2401 DELHAR
FREYMAN RICHARD C





































5644 N ST LOUIS
FRIEDLANDER KENNETH




















12900 NE 12TH AV
LAS3 204 E JOHN C
WATSE^KA ILL
LAS3 URH TOWNSEND 469 U
PEK1N IL
JNL4' 1106 S LINCOLN U
DEERFIELD ILL
LASl 105 E ARMORY C
SKOKIE ILL 60076
FAA4 807 S BUSEY U
AURORA ILL 60505
LASl URH SAUNDERS 223 U
DECATUR ILL 62521
FAA2 URH FORBES 220 C
GREENBRIAR TENN
GRAD 1205 W MAIN U
EFFINGHAM ILL 62401
LASl 1004 S 2ND C
JOLIET ILL 60436
LAS3 410 E JOHN C
DAHLGREN ILL
AVI2 111 S LINCOLN U
UR8ANA ILL 61801
GRAD 214 E GREGORY 302 C
KRISTIANSTAD SWED
LAS4 URH LAR 299 U
CHICAGO ILL
GRAD URH SHERMAN 567 C
ISTANBUL TURK
JNL3 URH CARR 215 U
ELMHURST IL
GRAD 107 E CHALMERS C
CHICAGO ILL 60630
ENG2 URH OGLESBY 1103 U
PEORIA ILL
JNL4 URH CARR 224 U
ROCKFORD ILL
LAS2 505 E GREEN C
HANTENO ILL 60950
GRAD 2301 RODNEY C
KEOKUK IOWA 52632
GRAD 205 E HEALEV C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 1110 W STOUGHTON U
CHICAGO ILL 60641
LAS2 2206 S COTTAGE GR U
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG4 412 E GREEN C
STEGER ILL 60475
ED 2 URH LAR 114 U
RIVERTON ILL 62561
LASl URH ALLEN 440 U
ROSCOE ILL 61073
LASl URH TOWNSEND 205 U
HIGHLAND ILL 62249
GRAD 109 E SPRINGFIELD C
WOODSTOCK ILL 60098
COM4 505 E CHALMERS C
GRANITE CITY ILL
LAS4 1404 S WESTERN C
MOUNT PROSPECT ILL
AGR3 801 W IOWA U
MINOOKA ILL
ENG2 URH OGLESBY 1023 U
NEWTON ILL 62448
ENG1 URH WESTON 332 C
SIDNEY ILL 61877
FAA4 901 S 1ST C
BARRINGTON ILL 60010
LAS2 302 E ARMORY C
PETERSBURG ILL 62675
LAS3 910 S 3RD C
REEDS FERRY N H 03078
LASl 312 E ARMORY C
CHICAGO HTS ILL 60411
GRAD 2301 S 1ST C
GREAT FALLS MONT
GRAD 708 S 6TH C
PARK FOREST ILL
COM2 1648 VALLEY RD C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAW2 1107 E WASHINGTON U
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 1107 E WASHINGTON U
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS2 2 MAYFAIR CT C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61822
GRAD URH TRELEASE 1114 U
MARIETTA OHIO
LASl 604 E ARMORY C
GRANITE CITY ILL 62040
AGR1 URH ALLEN 366 U
CHICAGO ILL 60609
LASl URH TRELEASE 2 04 U
WAUKEGAN ILL 60085
LAS3 205 E ARMORY C
WAUKEGAN ILL
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 309 U
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAS2 105 E ARMORY C
CHICAGO ILL 60617
LAS2 410 E GREEN C
WILMETTE ILL 60091
COM4 1503 KIRBY C
CHICAGO 45 ILL
LAS4 706 W OHIO U
SKOKIE ILL
LAS3 4 SAFFER CT U
GLENVIEW ILL
LASl 910 S 3RD C
MUNSTER IND 46321
GRAO URH SHERMAN 417 C
BAYSIDE N Y 11360
C0M1 910 S 3RD C
NILES ILL 60648
LAS2 URH BLAISDELL 418 U
UNIVERSITY CTY MO 63132
LASl URH BUSEY 345 U
OKLAHOMA CITY OKLA 73106





























































6143 N MOZART ST
FRIEDMAN PATRICIA L


















38 S PLUM GROVE AV
FRIEND CAROLYN JOYCE






2239 S 21ST AV
FRIESE ADRIAN SUE
















4229 S VERNON AV
FRITSCH THEADQORE B




















18442 GLEN OAK AV














































COM3 105 E ARMORY C
CHICAGO ILL
LAS2 301 E ARMORY (
SKOKIE ILL 60076
LAS3 303 E JOHN C
CHICAGO ILL 60645
COM4 58 E ARMORY (
NORTH MIAMI FLA 33161
ED 4 902 S 2ND (
JOLIET ILL
LAW3 2305 S 1ST (
GLENCOE ILL
LASl 52 E ARMORY (
SKOKIE ILL 60076
LAW2 URH OGLESBY 214 I
SPRINGFIELD ILL




GRAO URH SNYDER 361 I
JOLIET ILL
ENG1 URH ALLEN 419 I
JOLIET ILL 60432
ENG4 URH HOPKINS 322 I
PALATINE ILL
ED 2 1104 NEVADA I
SKOKIE ILL
LAS2 611 E OANIEL I
PARK RIDGE ILL 60068
ED 3 910 S 3RD t
CHICAGO ILL
FAA4 307 S LINCOLN I
BROADVIEW ILL
PE 2 SIDNEY ILL
SIDNEY ILL 61877
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS I
E ST LOUIS ILL 62203
FAA3 1108 S 1ST I
NORMAL ILL
LASl URH BLAISDELL 107
BLOOMINGTON ILL 61701
ED 3 910 S 3RD
CHICAGO 30 ILL
ENG1 1004 S 2ND >
ELGIN ILL 60120
COM2 URH HOPKINS 495
POLO_U.L_ 61061
LAS2 203 E ARMORY
BLOOMINGTON ILL
LASl URH TAFT 422
BROOKFIELO ILL 60513
ENG1 706 S 2ND
SANDWICH ILL 60548
GRAD URH DANIELS 405
MACOMB ILL 61455
GRAO 206 E WHITE
CLINTON ILL
LASl URH WESTON 291
DES PLAINES ILL 60018
AGR1 305 E JOHN
JERSEYVILLE ILL 62052




AGR3 412 E GREEN
SKOKIE ILL 60076
GRAO 1110 N STOUGHTON
LA SALLE ILL 61301
ENG4 804 W SPRINGFIELD
LAGRANGE ILL




LAS2 URH SNYDER 250
RANTOUL ILL 61866
LASl URH HOPKINS 215
ST ELMO ILL 62458
LAS2 904 S LINCOLN
URBANA ILL 61803
FAA4 1108 S 1ST
BELLEVILLE ILL 62223
LAS2 URH CARR 213
CHICAGO ILL 60633
LAW3 7 WEAVER PL
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 7 WEAVER PL
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAO 2005 B ORCHARD ST
FLANAGAN ILL 61740




LAS4 URH WARDALL 624
SPRINGFIELD ILL




LAS3 800 S MATH S
OKLAHOMA CITY OKLA
GRAD 625 E GREEN
CHICAGO ILL
LAS2 904 S 3RD
DENVER CO
GRAD 109 S BUSEY
HUBART OKLA
ENG1 URH BABCOCK •
BERWYN ILL
VM 3 624 E GREEN
CHAMPAIGN ILL


























































928 N 4TH ST
FRUIN RONALD JOSEPH
2001 BENJAMIN LN



























2107 W WHITE 185
FRYZEL THOMAS WALTER
11840 S NORMAL












753 S WATER ST
FUENTES RENE FRANCIS





































































4 NE 1ST AV
LAS4 104 E ARMORY C
BURLINGTON IOWA 52601
ENG3 609 S 4TH C
BLOOMINGTON ILL
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 294 C
GILMAN ILL 60938
GRAD URH DANIELS 66 U
VIOLA WIS 54664
JNL3 505 E CHALMERS C
PAXTON IL
FAA4 1107 W GREEN U
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS2 URH LAR 331 U
SPRINGFIELO ILL 62704
GRAO 606 W OHIO U
JACKSON MISS 39212
GRAD RR 1 U
FLORA ILL
LAS1 URH BABCOCK 207 U
POLO ILL 61064
LAS1 904 W GREEN U
AURORA ILL 60506
LAS2 URH GARNER 356 C
HOMER ILL 61849
ED 1 708 W VERMONT U
UR8ANA ILL 61801
LAS1 1004 S 2ND C
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62704
ENG1 URH OGLESBY 419 U
ROCKFORO ILL 61108
LAS4 2107 W WHITE C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 816 U
CHICAGO ILL 60628
ENG1 604 E ARMORY C
OTTAWA ILL 61350
GRAD 714 W CALIFORNIA U
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 1107 W OREGON U
URBANA ILL 61801
COM3 URH OGLESBY 503 U
ROCKFORO ILL
COM3 1116 W NEVADA U
TOLUCA ILL 61369
COM2 910 S 3RD C
FARMERSVlLLE ILL 62533
ED 1 URH LAR 482 U
WILMINGTON ILL 60481
ENG3 URH TOWNSENO 448 U
HOME WOOD ILL
LAS4 1404 S LINCOLN U
ST LOUIS MO
GRAO 1002 2ND C
WILMETTE ILL
AGR3 405 E JOHN C
FAIRBURY ILL
C0M1 URH SNYDER 213 C
MELROSE PARK ILL 60164
FAA4 904 W GREEN U
CHICAGO ILL 60618
GRAD 2047 B HAZELWD CT U
LOGAN UTAH
LAS2 URH SNYDER 328 C
CHICAGO ILL 60614
ENG1 URH TOWNSENO 578 U
CHICAGO ILL 60640
LAS3 URH WAROALL 1212 U
CHICAGO ILL
GRAD 1809 A ORCHARD PL U
SHIBUYAKU TKYO JAP
ENG3 URH TOWNSENO 147 U
ST CHARLES ILL
ENG4 501 W SPRINGFIELD C
CHICAGO ILL 60657
FAA3 1004 S 3RD C
MANITOWOC WIS
GRAD 911 W SPRINGFIELD U
OSAKA JAP
AGR3 URH GARNER 121 C
STERLING ILL
FAA3 9 LEMON TREE C
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62702
COM4 1520 N WILLIS C
CERRO GORDO ILL
LAS2 URH TOWNSENO 384 U
OREGON ILL 61061
GRAO 807 W ILLINOIS U
MANVILLE ILL 61339
GRAD 807 W ILLINOIS U
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 URH TAFT 223 C
CAIRO ILL
AGR4 405 E JOHN C
CARMI ILL
AGR1 URH SNYDER 417 C
MATTOON ILL 61938
GRAD 311 W CLARK C
SALISBURY N C
LAS1 URH TAFT 408 C
PARK RIDGE ILL 60068
GRAD 809 HAWTHORNE U
BIG STONE GAP VA 24219
GRAD MUMFORD HALL 205 U
EDWARDS ILL
FAA3 910 S 5TH C
ALEXANDRIA VA
ENG2 URH GARNER 417 C
LINCOLN ILL 62656
ENG4 1227 JOANNE LN C
CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAO 906 W NEVADA U
URBANA ILL




LAS1 URH BUSEY 225 U
TOLEDO OHIO 43614








































FULLERTON PR1SCILLA GRAD 406 t MAIN
BOX 83 RR 1 AVUN ILL

















LAS3 URH GARNER 113 I
MARIETTA OHIO
FAA2 URH BARTON 315 I
ASHLAND ILL 62612
GRAO 1403 HOLLYCREST I
SOMERSET PA
FULTON ROBERT EDMUND ENG2 702 S GREEN I
RR 1 BOX 124 MUN0ELE1N ILL- 60060
FULTUN SUSAN MARIE ED 1 URH ALLEN 203 I






















107 N CLEVELAND ST ROANOKE ILL
LAS4 910 W CALIFORNIA
CAMBRIDGE MASS 02138
LAS3 806 W CALIFORNIA U 367-2564
HONG KONG
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 238 C
SKOKIE ILL 60076
GRAD 404 E STOUGHTON C 352-2249
KOWLOON HONG KONG
ENG2 URH SCOTT 214 C 332-1439
GLENVIEW ILL 60025
LAS1 URH LUNDGREN 325 C 332-0277
FREEBURG ILL 62243





















FURKERT RICHARD EUGE ENG2 1010 S
2925 W GREGORY CHICAGO ILL
FURL AN CAROL JEANNE LAS2 LA SALLE ILL
1532 ST VINCENT AV LA SALLE ILL
•FURMAN FRED JOHN GRAD 2003 C
2003 C ORCHARD ST URBANA ILL
• FUR* AN MARY HAZEL




AGR1 1006 W NEVADA
LIBERTY ILL 62347
ENG3 URH WESTON 312
ROANOKE ILL
AGR2 804 W OREGON
GRIDLEY ILL 61744
GRAD URH DANIELS 519
ELIZABETH I ND
ENG3 401 E GREEN
PROSPECT HTS ILL
COM4 310 E CHALMERS
MCHENRY ILL
LAS1 URH BARTON 212
WHEELING ILL 60090
ENG1 1111 S 1ST
PALATINE ILL 60067
AGR1 URH OGLESBY 1227
RUSHVILLE ILL 62681




















GRAD URH TOWNSEND 226
MORTON ILL 61550
GRAO 2073 C ORCHARD ST
LAIE HA
•FUSCO SAMUEL ANTHONY GRAD 1814 B ORCHARD PL
153 GORDON AV TOTOWA BOROUGH N J 07512
FUSS SUE ANN LAS1 URH TRELEASE 309
15126 MYRTLE AV HARVEY ILL 60426
FUTRELL WILLIAM MORG LAS3 202 E JOHN
458 W NORMAL PKWY CHICAGO ILL
FUTTERMAN MARSHA REN LAS3 47 E CHALMERS
6308 N ROCKWELL CHICAGO ILL
FYALKA JOHN FRANCIS LAS2 910 W CALIFORNIA
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62704
PE 1 URH VANOOREN 218
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60005
COM2 401 E OANIEL
FAIRFIELD ILL 62837































FYIE VINCENT LUKE JR ENG4 URH BABCOCK 420





















1800 NE ADAMS ST
•GADOESS TERRY GENE







C0M1 205 E ARMORY C
WESTCHESTER ILL
GRAD 807 N LINCOLN U
LONG IS CITY 6 N
ED 4 904 W GREEN U
CHICAGO ILL 60631
FAA2 URH SNYDER 214 C
ROCKFORO ILL 61103
LAS1 URH SCOTT 446 C
PERU ILL 61354
GRAD 806 W HILL C
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAW3 207 E WHITE C
CHICAGO ILL 60651
LAS1 URH LAR 308 U
N RIVERSIDE ILL 60547
LAS1 URH CLARK 328 C
CHICAGO ILL 60632
ENG1 505 E GREEN C
PEORIA ILL 61601
GRAD 2057 B ORCHARD SI U
URBANA ILL
LAS4 2009 KIRBY C
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS2 912 S 2ND U
ROCKFORU ILL























9*33 M PALMETTO AV WAUWATOSA
GAFFNEY JOHN LAWRENC GRAD 606
LAS4 ORH TRELEASE 1216
SADORUS ILL
LAS2 ORH FORBES 343
JOLIET ILL 60436
AGR4 907 W ILLINOIS
WEST SALEM ILL
LAS2 207 E JOHN
MT PROSPECT IL
GRAO 1613 VALLEY RD
S 53222
HILL
574 PARK BLVD GLEN ELLYN ILL
GAGERMAN JEROME STUA GRAD 2105 M WHITE
2105 WHITE CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GAGNERON LOOISE E JNL3 409 E CHALMERS
RR 3 POWELL RO PEORIA IL
GAGSTETTER KAROL SOE GRAD 1005 S 6TH
1406 8TH ST FARGO S D
*GAHAN LAWRENCE WILLA GRAO 1601 N KILER
1601 N KILER DR A CHAMPAIGN ILL
*GAHAN LINDA CLINE GRAD 1601 N KILER
1601A N KILER DR CHAMPAIGN IL
GAHL NANCY KATHERINE LAS2 URH ALLEN 274
655 BRIERHILL DEERFIELD ILL 60015
GAHLON JAMES MAURITZ COM2 URH GARNER 302
4616 FOREST AV DOWNERS GROVE ILL 60515
GA1K0WSKI THOMAS E LAS3 1105 S 4TH
CHICAGO ILL 60628
GRAD 205 E HEALEY
MORTON GROVE ILL
ENG4 502 E WHITE
AURORA ILL
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 1213
CHICAGO ILL 60625
LAS2 105 E DANIEL
N CHICAGO ILL 60064
119 E 122ND ST
GAIN BRIAN ROBERT







GAINES RICHARD DAVID LAW2 202 WOOO I
310 E LOCUST WATSEKA ILL 60970
GAINES RICHARD LEROY FAA1 URH SCOTT 317 (
ROBERTS ILL 60962
GAINSBURG CAROLYN LAS2 1809 VALLEY RD (
1809 VALLEY RO CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GAIROLA ChANDRACHURA GRAD 901 WESTERN I
HORT FIELD LAB 1 URBANA ILL 61801
FAA1 2103 WHITE I
GALESBURG ILL 61401
ENG3 2103 WHITE (
WILLIAMSFIELD ILL
LAS3 URH GARNER 371 (
NAPERVILLE ILL
GALES CAMILLE YVONNE LAS4 URH CLARK 213 (
1208 E 67TH ST CHICAGO ILL 60637
GALFORD KAREN LESLIE LAS2 URH VANDOREN 222 I
9123 S CONSTANCE CHICAGO ILL 60617
GALFORD TERESE LINDA LAS1 URH ALLEN 217 I
9123 CONSTANCE AV CHICAGO ILL 60617
COM4 URH SAUNDERS 114 I
CHICAGO 23 ILL
ENG2 604 E ARMORY I
CHICAGO ILL 60609
ENG1 904 M GREEN I
VILLA PARK ILL 60181
FAA4 VILLA PARK ILL
VILLA PARK ILL
ENG4 106 N GREGORY
ROCKFORD ILL
AGR2 URH TRELEASE 116
EVANSTON ILL 60201
GALLAGHER DANIEL THO ENG1 URH HOPKINS 273
ROUTE 5 KANKAKEE ILL 60901
GALLAGHER JAMES D GRAO 510 W HIGH
410 N LINDEN ST BLOOHINGTON ILL
GALLAGHER JOAN SHODD GRAD 107 N BUSEY
107 N BUSEY URBANA ILL 61801
GALLAGHER JOSEPH P GRAD 107 N BUSEY
URBANA ILL 61801
COM2 201 E GREEN
RIVERDALE ILL 60627
ENG1 URH HOPKINS 409
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60004
GALLAGHER MICHAEL JO LAS3 603 S BUSEY
6047 S MCVICKER CHICAGO ILL 60638
GALLAGHER NANCY JUNE LAS3 508 E ARMORY
1239 16TH ST WILMETTE ILL
GALLAGHER SUSAN MAE LAS1 URH LuNOGREN 313
2332 W ARGYLE ST CHICAGO ILL 60625
GALLAGHER THOMAS GER ENG3 604 E ARMORY
1306 PLAINFIELD RD JOLIET ILL 60435
GALLAHER STUART ALLA GRAD GIBSON CITY ILL
170 TAMARACK BEREA J3HI0
GALLATI TIMOTHY CYRIC0M1 910 S 3RD
508 E 231ST ST CHICAGO HTS ILL 60411




GRAO URH SHERMAN 958
BOWLING GREEN OHIO 43402
FAA4 505 E CHALMERS
NORTHBROOK ILL
LAS4 50B W STOUGHTON
BERWYN ILL 60402
ENG2 702 WASHINGTON
PALOS HTS ILL 60463




GRAD 707 S BROADWAY
NEWTON MASS
PE 4 1104 W NEVADA
CHICAGO ILL










































6933 N KEDZ IE AV
GALUS KENNETH WAYNE
6611 .W 85TH ST
GALVANONI ROBERT JAM ENG4 URH CARR 431
1J13 REBECCA 102 LOMBARD ILL




GRAD 806 S 3RD
UNIVtRSITY CITY MO 63130


























































































































1806 N 74TH AV
GANTZ NORMAN JAY






6228 N OAKLEY AV
GARAY MARGARET JANE
































447 COTTAGE HL AV
GARDNER CHARLES EDKA








LAS2 URH TRELEASE 903 U
PAWNEE ILL 62558




LAS4 URH LAR 122 U 332-2824
COLUMBUS OHIO 43224
LAS1 1006 W NEVADA U
JOLIET ILL 60435
LAS4 1106 S LINCOLN U 367-3606
HlGHLANO PARK ILL
ED 2 47 E CHALMERS C 356-7663
LINCOLNWOOD ILL 60646
ED 4 812 W PENN U 344-0623
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 2206 DALE C
GAINESVILLE FLA 32601
GRAO 812 W PENN U 344-0623
LA GRANGE ILL
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 223 U 332-5458
WILMETTE ILL
GRAD URH SHERMAN C
IPOH PERAK MLAYSIA
ENG3 DECATUR ILL 356-6781
DECATUR ILL
PE 4 URH LAR 109 U 332-2814
ROCKFORD ILL
GRAD 410 W HIGH U 367-9004
LAGRANGE ILL
GRAD 209 W CALIFORNIA U 367-9408
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 602 S BUSEY U 344-1969
POONA 2 INDIA
GRAD 714 W CALIFORNIA U 344-5314
W BENGAL INDIA
GRAD 510 E HEALEY C 352-2742
DECATUR ILL
ENG4 902 W CALIFORNIA U 344-5438
WINDSOR ILL 61957
GRAD URH SHERMAN 307 C 332-4820
WALLINGFORD CONN 06492
LAS3 904 W GREEN U
GEORGETOWN ILL 61846
LAS1 URH WESTON 336 C 332-2008
CHICAGO ILL 60655
ENG3 URH TOWNSENO 575 U 332-4294
GLEN ELLYN ILL
ENG4 1900 DIANA C 356-9427
HARRISBURG ILL
LAS4 URH BUSEY 259 U 332-2629
DES PLAINES ILL
ED 1 URH BUSEY 259 U 332-2629
DES PLAINES ILL 60018
LAS1 402 E ARMORY C
FOREST PARK ILL 60130
GRAO 807 W INDIANA U
LOMBARD ILL
LAS1 807 W INDIANA U
LOMBARD ILL 60148
FAA3 2309 S 1ST C 332-5318
CHICAGO 8 ILL
LAS2 URH SCOTT 488 C 332-1631
CHICAGO ILL 60620
GRAO 1509 N KILER C 359-4635
WHEATON ILL 60187
FAAl URH GARNER C
CHICAGO ILL 60615
LAS4 URH WAROALL 319 U 332-4350
ELMWOOD PARK IL
LAS3 301 E ARMORY C 356-7606
CHICAGO ILL
FAA2 URH FORBES 263 C 332-0987
CHICAGO ILL
GRAD 1613 VALLEY RD C 356-0784
QUE CAN
ENG3 URH TOWNSEND 407 U 332-4180
CHICAGO ILL 60645
ED 1 URH WARDALL 803 U 332-4456
CHICAGO ILL 60645
ED I 910 S 3RD C
CRYSTAL LAKE ILL 60014
GRAD 1211 W UNIVERSITY U 367-8854
PHILADELPHIA PA
LAS4 611 W GREEN U 367-8979
BROOKLINE MASS
GRAO 503 E JOHN C 344-1964
ROCK ISLAND ILL 61201
LAS3 URH WESTON 419 C 332-2067
CHICAGO ILL
GRAO 611 W GREEN U 367-8979
BROOKLINE MASS 02146
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS C
CHICAGO ILL 60617
LA SI URH GARNER 399 C
CARBONDALE ILL 62901
COM2 URH FORBES 462 C
MUNOELEIN ILL 60060
GRAD URH SHERMAN 565 C
JAMAICA N Y 11435
LAS3 211 E ARMORY C 352-1411
BELLEVILLE ILL
ENG4 510 W GREEN U
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG1 URH GARNER 346 C 332-0808
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62702
GRAD 429 FAIRLAWN U 367-6180
URBANA ILL
COM2 604 E ARMORY C
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62704
AVI2 URH FORBES 389 C 332-1076
ELMHURST ILL 60126
GRAD 609 W MAIN U 167-97 12
LONG BEACH MISS 39560
ENG2 URH GARNER 111) C 332-0688
SAVANNA ILL 61074
CUM2 1517 W JUHN C 352-1216
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820














4219 W SOLON RD
GARDNER ROBERT EDWAR
585 S ELIZABETH





8214 N SOLON RO
GARDNER HILL IAM ROBE
SYCAMORE DR BOX 98







9048 S YATES AV
GARGO STEVEN FRANKLY
366 MARION AV
GARLAND DENN IS MICHA




8059 S BENNETT AV
GARLAND MICHELE MAR I
602 S JAMES
GARLANGER JOHN ERNES














310 W MAIN ST
GARNIER PATRICK R











2800 W JEROME ST
GARRIGUS MARK TYLER
811 W WILLIAM ST
GARRISON CHARLES NAT
1212 3RD AV
GARRISON GEORGE C JR
821 DIANE CT
GARRISON ROBERT LEE





GARRITY TERENCE P JR










1263 W 74TH ST
GARTLEY EDWARD P JR
1724 GREENWOOD AV
GARTMAN DONALD GARY




















2547 W 103RD ST
oAkY ERUCE WILLARC
Jbl*. iTtKL ING RO
LAS4 1207 W NEVADA
MT PROSPECT ILL
LAS4 URH TUWNSEND 479
FARMER CITY ILL
GRAD URH SHERMAN 1349
CANOGA PARK CAL 91306
C0M1 1517 W JOHN
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61B20
GRAD 402 W ILLINOIS
URRANA ILL 61801
ED 3 URH LUNOGREN 224
SOLON MILS ILL
LAS2 704 S 3RD
LOMBARD ILL 60148
LAS1 URH ALLEN 8
HOOPESTON ILL 60942
LAW2 502 S ELM
P0NT1AC ILL 61764
LAS1 URH ALLEN 471
SOLON MILLS ILL 60080
ENG2 URH SCOTT 243
WATERLOO ILL 62298




GRAD 307 E GREEN
CHICAGO ILL 60626
LAS2 910 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL 60617
LAS1 URH SCOTT 465
AURORA ILL 60505
ENG1 ORH BABCOCK 104
AMBOY ILL 61310
LAS2 904 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL 60617
COM3 URH OGLESBY 331
CHICAGO ILL
LAS1 URH WAROALL 203
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 9 SALEM RD
SPRINGFIELD ILL
Et> 1 URH ALLEN 183
ROCKFORD ILL 61107
LAS1 505 E GREEN
ELMHURST ILL 60126
ENG4 URH TOWNSEND 550
CHICAGO IL 60625
LAS1 URH BUSEY 105
CHICAGO ILL 60635
ENG4 1609 VALLEY RD
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS4 1006 W NEVADA
CARMI ILL
GRAD 1113 S ARBOR
CARMI ILL (
GRAD 1009 W OREGON
PARIS 7 FR
ENG3 URH BABCOCK 2
ROBERTS ILL
GRAO 2508 E ILLINOI S
URBANA ILL
FAA2 910 W HILL
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 111 E CHALMERS
COLLINSVILLE ILL 62234
GRAD 207 E CLARK
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG1 URH SNYDER 256
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAS1 811 W WILLIAM
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
FAA1 URH SNYDER 445
MENOOTA ILL 61342
LAS2 208 E JOHN
MARENGO ILL 60152
LAS2 212 DANIEL
CHICAGO HTS ILL 60411










ENG1 501 E DANIEL
ANNA ILL
EO 1 URH LAR 218
BLOOMINGTON ILL 61701
LAS3 URH GARNER 422
MACKINAW ILL 61755




LAS1 409 E CHALMERS
WAUKEGAN ILL 60085
LAW2 58 E HEALEY
CHICAGO IL 60645
LAS1 URH BUSEY 303
JULIET ILL 60435
LAS3 URH TUWNSEND 338
JOLIET ILL
ED 4 409 E CHALMERS
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62704
LAS1 URH BUSFY 154
CHICAGO ILL 60629




AGR3 URH BAHCC1CK 118
SroNINGTON ILL 62567
GRAD 1717 GEORGETCWN
SIGNING TON ILL 62567
AVI1 809 W PENN
STONING TUN ILL 62567
LAS4 409 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO 55 ILL
LAS1 211 E DANIEL





























































GASPERICH FRANK J JR
922 CORA ST






























GATEWOOO JOHN BROOK I





































GAURON L ELAND ROBERT






























2956 N MASON AV
GBUR CAROL JEAN
1145 L 90TH ST
GBUREK LOUISE LOLITA




506 E CRUGER ST
GRAD URH SHERMAN 262
CLEVELAND 9 OHIO
LAS3 405 E JOHN
MUNTICELLU ILL
ENG2 310 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO ILL 60639
LAS2 URH WAKDALL 503
BROOKFIELD I LL 60513
LAW1 URH DANIELS 726
CHICAGO ILL 60628
ENG3 409 E CHALMERS
JOLIET ILL 60435
LAS2 URH LAR 227
BtLLEVILLE ILL 62221
GRAO 302 E PARK
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 302 f: PARK
CHAMPAIGN ILL 6182ft-
VM 3 804 W VERMONT
OFALLON ILL
LAS3 910 S 3RD
CICERO ILL 60650
LAS1 URH VANDOREN 312
EDWAROSVILLE ILL 62025
LAS1 910 S 3R0
CHICAGO ILL 60617
LAS2 URH HOPKINS 163
PARK FOREST ILL 60466
LAS3 URH LAR 185
WILDWOOO ILL
ENG1 1010 S 2ND
ROCKFORD ILL 61109
ENG1 711 W ILLINOIS
WILDWOOD ILL 60030
GRAD 604 E WHI TE
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
C0M6 1024 W DANIEL
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAO URH DANIELS 251
FAYETTEVILLE N C 23301
ENG6 102 E ARMORY
TUSCOLA ILL 61953




ENG2 URH HOPKINS 408
SKOKIE ILL 60076
GRAD TERRE HAUTE IND
TERRE HAUTE IND 478C3
ENG1 URH FORBES 319
CHICAGO ILL 60618




GRAD 1830 VALLEY KD
WESTERN SPRS ILL 60558
COM3 URH CARH 13
EDWARDSVILLE ILL
LAS1 URH ALLEN 338
EDWARDSVILLE ILL 62025
LAW1 707 S LOCUST
ROCKFORD ILL 61111
GRAD URH DANIELS 411
AURORA ILL 60506
LAS1 URH WESTON 418
MIDLOTHIAN ILL 60445
ENG1 URH HOPKINS 220
GRANITE CITY ILL 62040
LAS2 305 E JOHN
GRANITE CITY ILL 62040






LAS3 URH LUNDGREN 219
WESTERN SPRS ILL 60558




LAS4 409 E CHALMERS
EAST ST LOUIS IL 62205
ENG2 URH SCOTT 211
CHICAGU HTS ILL 60411
ED 4 URH SAUNDERS 115
ALTON ILL 62002
LASl 1101 w PENN
PEORIA ILL 61604
LAS4 1207 W CLARK
PEORIA ILL
LAS2 URH BLAISDELL 308
PARK RIDGE ILL 60068
LAS3 715 W MICHIGAN
LOMBARD ILL
COM4 URH hOPKINS 369
VILLA PARK ILL
LASl URH VANDOREN 14
LA GRANGE ILL 60525
GRAD 312 W. CLARK
JEFFERSONICWN KY
GRAO 910 S 3R0
CHICAGO ILL 60643
LASl URH LA* 461
URBANA ILL 61801
EO 2 URH IAR 360
URBANA ILL 61801
FNG1 URH GARNER 245
CHICAGU ILL 60634
ED 2 URH NOBLE 424
CHICAGO ILL 60619






































































2730 11TH AV B
*GEBHAR0T RONALD JOSE
APT 81*$ SAXON HTS
GECAN GARY JOHN




5270 N LIANO AV
GEOGAOOAS THOMAS V
















































17 DUN ELL EN
GEISEN RONALD GENE
2703 TULANE
GEISER ANNE AUREL IA
917 GRANT ST
GEISS ALBERT EDWARD






























5311 N MELVINA AV











7915- L INDLR AV
GENNARO liAVID MICHAE
RR 2 BUX 18
GENUVfcjE THUMAS M
3231 CLLVtLANU AV
• GtNSKOW KUY DONALD
RR 2
FAA6 1302 ELIOT U
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG3 URH WESTON 310 C
BETHANY MO
GRAO 502 E HEALEY C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61B20
LAS4 910 S 3RD C
MOLINE ILL 61265
GRAD 1101 S MATTIS C
ALFRED N Y 14802
ENG1 604 E ARMORY C
TINLEY PARK ILL 60477
GRAD 807 S 1ST C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG1 URH SNYDER 488 C
CHICAGO ILL 60630
ENG1 604 E ARMORY C
CHICAGO ILL 60629
LAS2 URH FORBES 328 C
ROCKFURO IL 61102
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 412 U
ELMHURST ILL 601^6
ENG4 30B S RANDOLPH C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ED 2 URH BUSEY 237 U
WARSAW IND 46580
LAS2 URH WESTON 462 C
EVANSTON ILL
ED 4 53 MAPLEWCOD U
GALESBURG ILL
GRAD 53 MAPLEWOOD U
URBANA ILL
ENG2 26 SALEM U
CHICAGO ILL 60618
GRAD 1101 S MATT1 S C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 URH BARTON 214 C
MCHENRY ILL 60050
C0M1 URH WESTON 396 C
CARLYLE ILL 62231
ENG2 URH FORBES 217 C
GIFFORD ILL 61847
FAA2 URH SNYDER 391 C
EFFINGHAM ILL 62401
FAA1 910 S 3RD C
CHICAGO ILL 60649
AGR2 907 S WRIGHT C
WATSEKA ILL 60970
ENG1 URH SCOTT 354 C
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62702
LAS2 URH ALLEN 274
DES PLAINES ILL 60016
LAH3 624 S 5TH C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 606 E STOUGHTON C
DAVENPORT IOWA 52803
GRAO 704 W HIGH U
URBANA ILL 61801
LASl URH SCOTT 250 C
SYRACUSE N Y 13215
GRAD 311 E JOHN C
WILMETTE ILL




ENG1 1010 S 2ND C
ALTON ILL 62002
LAS4 1208 NOFFTZ C
YPSILANTI MICH 4S197
C0M1 910 S 3RD C
BIRMINGHAM ALA
LAS4 611 E DANIEL C
ROCKFORD ILL
GRAO 1012 W SPRINGFIELD U
WILMETTE IL
LAS4 URH TAFT 114 C
CHICAGO 47 ILL
JNL4 1105 S FOLEY C
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAW1 910 S 3R0 C
CHICAGO ILL 60649
AGR2 910 S 3RD C
CHICAGO ILL 60649
LAS4 105 E GREEN C
JOLIET ILL
LAS2 URH CARR 406 U
CHICAGO ILL
ENG3 1004 W OREGON U
LITCHFIELO ILL
ENG2 URH TOWNSEND 242 U
SKOKIE ILL 60077
LASl URH ALLEN 497 U
HIGHLAND PARK ILL 60035
LAS3 S07 S 3RD C
HIGHLAND PARK ILL 60035




























LAS4 505 S 4TH
QUINCY ILL 62301
LAS6 603 W GREEN
CHICAGO ILL 60630
LAS4 URH EVANS 140
CHICAGO ILL 60622
ENG2 ARLINGTON HTS I LL
ARLINGTON HIS IL 60004
GRAD 1609 VALLEY RD
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
FAAl 1108 S 1ST
MULINE ILL 61265
LAS4 904 W NEVADA
CHICAGO ILL 60643
ENG2 URH TUWNSEND 439
Mi)RTON GR ILL 60053
FAAl TULUNO ILL
TOLUNO ILL 61880
L4S2 911 S 4TH
BRUOKFIELD ILL 60513


























939 S 20TH ST




































GEORGES CHARLES N II










1310 N IRVING AV
GERBER JAMES NORMAN
6129 N HAMILTON
GERBER JOHN WAYNE JR
410 S 3RD ST
GERBER LOWELL IAN


















101 w ALLEN ST
GERDING JANICE BONIT
101 W ALLEN ST
GEREG MARY ANN
145 COUNTRY CLB RD
GERENSTEIN JAN LOIS




454 CHERRY HL CT
• GERK ALVIN PHILLIP




3322 W 60TH PL
GERLEVE FRANK JAMES
155 OAK RIDGE AV
GERMAINE MELANIE C
7649 M ARDMORE
GERMAN ERNEST CARL J





















GRAD URH SHERMAN 219 (
ROCKY RIVER OHIO 44116
LASl URH FORBES 490 (
GLENVIEW ILL 60025
COM3 310 E JOHN (
QUINCY ILL
COM3 URH BUSEY 160 I
SIBLEY ILL
LASl URH LAR 425 I
CHENOA ILL 61726
LAS4 RANTOUL ILL
JEFFERSON CITY MO 65101
LASl URH LAR 317 I
RUCKFORD ILL 61107
ENG2 URH SCOTT 472 I
BARTONVILLE ILL 61607
GRAO 903 W ILLINOIS I
WOOD RIVER ILL
COM2 URH BABCOCK 128 I
BURLINGTON N C
LAS2 310 E JOHN I
CHICAGO ILL 60643
LAS3 604 E ARMORY I
CARTERVILLE ILL 62918
LAS4 403 S BUSEY I
MARION ILL
LAW2 916 W DANIEL I
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS3 302 E ARMORY '
BLOOMINGTON ILL
GRAD 611 W GREEN
BETHLEHEM PA 18018
LAS3 URH WARDALL 417
WAUKEGAN ILL 60085
LAS2 URH WESTON 304
SIDNEY ILL 61788
GRAD URH DANIELS 488
HOUSTON TEX 77005
AGR1 URH TOWNSEND 560
PARIS ILL 61944
GRAD 300 S GOODWIN
KERALA INOIA
FAA4 910 W CALIFORNIA
BLOFFTON IND
GRAO URH DANIELS 433
ATHENS GR
LAS2 1101 W PENN
CHICAGO ILL
LASl URH TOWNSEND 219
NORTHBROOK ILL 60062
LAS2 706 W OHIO
SKOKIE ILL
GRAD 1118 W NEVADA
WHEATON ILL 60187
LAS4 URH GARNER 270
CHICAGO ILL 60645
AGR3 1004 S 1ST
FAIRBURY ILL
LAS2 907 S 4TH
CHICAGO ILL 60625
LAS3 904 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL 60625




LAS4 509 E STOUGHTON
CHICAGO ILL 60620




AGR1 58 E GREGORY
WALNUT ILL 61376
LASl URH LAR 134
GRANT PARK ILL 60940
FAA3 URH LAR 474
OTTAWA ILL
FAA3 URH EVANS 141
OTTAWA ILL
LASl URH BUSEY 205
CHICAGO HTS ILL 60411
LASl URH VANDOREN 225
ELMWOOD PARK ILL 60635
JNL4 1102 S LINCOLN
BARRINGTUN ILL
ENG1 URH FORBES 444
ADDISON ILL 60101
GRAD 2042 D ORCHARD ST
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 2042 D ORCHARD ST
URBANA ILL 61801
AGR1 URH TOWNSEND 311
CHICAGO ILL 60629
£NG2 206 E GREEN
HILLSIDE ILL
LASl URH BARTON 318
CHICAGO ILL 60631
AGR3 URH CARR 108
WAVERLY ILL




ENG1 409 E CHALMERS
GARFIELD N J 07026
FAA6 806 W CHURCH
URBANA ILL 61801
LAW1 608 S MATTI S
CHATHAM ILL 62629
COM4 911 S 3RD
ULNEY ILL 62450
AGR4 502 E HEALLY
HUUPESTUN ILL
LAS3 806 W MAIN
BERKELEY HTS NJ
CuMl URH LUNDGREN 405
PARK FOREST ILL 60466





























































































2918 M PKRIDGE DR
GESSE MARK STEVEN
5 AV PETITS 80IS
GESSLING MARY ELLEN














309 W ROTH RD
GETZEN RUFUS THOMAS










203 E DODSON DR
GHERARD1NI GERALD LE


































322 W 3RD ST
GIBBS RONALD THOMAS
505 S ASHLAND AV
GIBLICHMAN MERLE BET
3138 HILL LN









717 S LINCOLN ST
GIBSON J RAMSEY
808 S 7IH Av
GIBSON JO L CHASE
514 N P INE
GIBSON MICHAEL OTIS
LEASK. LN RR 2
GRAO 1208 W CLARK
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS
SKOKIE ILL
LAS3 405 W ILLINOIS
PK FOREST ILL
ENG1 706 W OHIO
SKOKIE ILL 60076
ENG2 URH FORBES 406
WAOKEGAN ILL 60089
COM2 904 W GREEN
W ORANGE N J
GRAD 606 W HIGH
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAS2 URH SNYDER 340
CHICAGO ILL 60629
ED 1 URH TRELEASE
GLENVIEW ILL 60025
LAS1 301 E ARMORY
DEERFIELO ILL 60015




PE 1 URH TRELEASE 420
RIVER FOREST ILL 60305
AGR3 312 E DANIEL
WESTVILLE ILL
JNL3 408 E STOUGHTON
WAUKEGAN ILL 60085
LAS1 URH BLAISDELL 406
PEORIA ILL 61604
COM3 309 E CHALMERS
PEORIA ILL 61604
COM4 1109 S 3RD
RHODE STGESSE BELG
LAS3 910 S 3RD
MANSFIELD OHIO 44903
LAS4 509 E STOUGHTON
MAHOMET ILL
JNL4 802 W OREGON
CHICAGO ILL 60628
LAS4 URH CLARK 228
MIDLOTHIAN ILL
AGR4 2317 S 1ST
ELDRED ILL
LASl URH TRELEASE 1130
ROCKFORD ILL 61108
LAS3 URH SCOTT 491
NORRIDGE ILL
FAA3 910 S 3RD
MORTON ILL
GRAD 512 E UNIVERSITY
EASTOVER S C 29044
LAS4 1004 S 2ND
SPRINGFIELD ILL
LAS3 URH CLARK 222
ARAK IRAN
GRAD 300 S GOODWIN
BfclRUT LEBANON
LAS4 605 S RACE
WAKEFIELD ILL
GRAD 203 E DODSON
URBANA ILL 61801




GRAO URH SHERMAN 664
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 208 E GREEN
W BENGAL INDIA
FAA3 108 E HEALEY
NORRIDGE ILL
GRAO 508 E SPRINGFIELD
SAN JOSE CAL 95112
ENG3 311 E GREEN
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62702
LASl URH TRELEASE 708
CLARENDON HLS ILL 60514
LASl URH TRELEASE 703
CHICAGO HTS ILL 60411
ENG3 1730 LINCOLN RD
MILAN ILL 61264
ENG1 506 BURKWOOO CT
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS4 URH OGLESBY 1211
BIGGSVILLE ILL
COM4 1107 S EUCLID
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LA S3 URH CARR 223
PK RIOGE ILL
LASl URH OGLESBY 521
OECATUR ILL 62526
AGR1 604 E ARMORY
HENRY ILL. 61537
COM3 401 E DANIEL
ROCKFORD ILL
ENG4 409 E GREEN
WATERLOO ILL
ENG3 LA GRANGE ILL
LAGRANGE ILL
LASl 910 S 3RD
WILMETTE ILL 60091
CUM1 604 E ARMORY
HARMON ILL 61042
FAA1 1004 S 4TH
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LASl URH WESTON 259
CHICAGO ILL 60645
EO 2 409 E CHALMERS
NURTHBROUK ILL 60062





WINDSOR ILL 61 '-57











































































































































1600 S 16TH AVE
GILLESPIE BECKY LOU
350 HUBBARD LN






GILLESP IE JUNETTA K






1209 S 6TH AV
GILLESPlt MAUREEN F
117 SI BAR9ARA LN
GILLESPIE MICHAEL P
5^31 WALTUN
GlLLtSP IE MONTE CRAI
1236 KAV1NA PK RO
FAA1 URH LAR 414
RIVERSIDE ILL 60546






LAS3 URH GARNER 426
PEORIA ILL
LAS2 310 E GREGORY
JOLIET ILL 60435
VM 1 1008 S 4TH
MATTOON ILL 61938
LAS4 URH ALLEN 403
CHICAGO ILL 60652
LASl URH TRELEASE 828
BLUE ISLAND ILL 6040*
COM4 201 S WRIGHT
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG4 URH TOWNSEND 347
CHICAGO ILL 60632
ENG1 URH SNYDER 296
NORMAL ILL 61761




LAS4 URH CLARK 438
ST LOUIS MO 63138
COM3 106 E DANIEL
COLUMBIA ILL
JNL3 310 E GREGORY
WYCKOFF NJ
AGR2 1202 W NEVADA
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62707
ENG1 1408 S GROVE
URBANA ILL 61801
EO 1 URH ALLEN 285
RIVERDALE ILL 60627
LAS2 904 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL 60645
EO 3 107 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO ILL 60617
LAS4 URH CLARK 330
MANSFIELD ILL
LASl URH SNYDER 176
CARBONDALE ILL 62901
LAS4 910 S 3RD
CHICAGO 45 ILL
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 1224
DE KALB ILL 60115
ENG3 URH SCOTT 311
GRANITE CITY ILL
GRAO 22 CARRIAGE ESTS
URBANA ILL
ENG4 URH TOWNSEND 234
GALESBURG ILL
ED 2 URH TRELEASE 424
MAZON ILL 60444
ED 3 URH SAUNDERS 314
HARVARD ILL 60033
FAA1 1118 U NEVADA
MARION ILL 62959
GRAD 1784 VALLEY RD
MARION ILL
FAA4 908 S 1ST
MALONE WIS 53049
LAWl 405 W WHITE
MATTOON ILL 61938
GRAO URH DANIELS 361
LAWRENCE KANS 66044




GRAO URH SHERMAN 531
OAK PARK ILL
ENG4 311 E DANIEL
EOELSTEIN ILL
GRAD 604 S LINCOLN
SHEBOYGAN WIS 53081











LAS3 URH ALLEN 424
ALTON ILL 62002
LAS4 URH WARDALL 1218
ASHLANO KY 41101
LAS4 211 E ARMORY
ROCKFORD ILL
LAS4 URH TAFT 106
WHITE HALL ILL
LAS4 410 E GREEN
MAYWOOO ILL




GRAO 1514 GRANDV1EW 4
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG3 410 E JOHN
CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAD 1014 W WILLIAM
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61320
ENG1 URH GARNER 442
VILLA PARK ILL 60181
GKAD 810 BREEN
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
AGR2 409 E CHALMERS
MAYWOOD ILL 60153
LASl URH BARTON 324
CAHUKIA ILL 62206
JNL4 212 E DANIEL
CHICAGO ILL































































































































GILL INGHAM ROBERT A
30209 WOLF RD




GILLOCK L INDA SUE




























712 W CHANDLER ST
GINGOLO ALAN ROBERT















































56 E MUNOZ RIVERA





7617 F N EASTLAKE
GIUFFRE MICHAEL CHAR
7608 GKENVILLE ST
GIUNT0L1 PHIL IP ALFR
12255 KENNY DR
GIURATU RUBER f SANTO
1255 N AUSTIN
GIVEN CHARLES MARTIN
725 N 2ND ST
GlVLNS ROGER WAYNE
657 RIDGE CHAPEL




GRAD 1009 COUNTRY SQI
UR8ANA ILL 61801
COM3 604 E ARMORY
DANVILLE ILL 61832
GRAD 706 S 3RD
EAST LANSING MICH 48823
FAA2 910 S 3RD
QUINCY ILL 62301
LAS1 URH WARDALL 1225
HOMEWOOD ILL 60430
LAS1 URH ALLEN 219
PARK FOREST ILL 60466
ENG1 205 E ARMORY





COM4 205 E ARMORY C
BAY VILLAGE OHIO
GRAD 1007 W FRANCIS C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 504 U
ROCKFORD ILL" 61108
LAS1 URH BUSEY 245 U
MT PRUSPECT ILL 60056
LAS3 910 S 3RD C
HIGHLAND PARK ILL 60035
COM3 1113 NEWBURY RO C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS3 313 E ARMORY C
ELIZABETH ILL
LAS3 URH OGLESBY 720 U
ROCKFORD ILL
ENG2 RR 3 C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61821
LAS2 1102 S LINCOLN U
W1LMETTE ILL 60091
PE 1 904 W GREEN U
TAYLORVILLE IL
GRAD 605 S RANDOLPH C
CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAD 2605 CARRELTCN C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG3 205 E ARMORY C
WARSON WOODS MO 63122
LAS4 609 W MAIN U
CHICAGO ILL
LAS2 402 S 6TH C
HAMMONO I NO 46323
AGR1 URH SCOTT 244 C
ARENZVILLE ILL 62611
ED 1 URH ALLEN 276 U
MACOMB ILL 61455
COM2 409 E CHALMERS C
CHICAGO ILL 60617
ENG4 2020 N MATTI S C
LANSING ILL
AGR2 1 SAFFER CT U
WAUKEGAN ILL 60085
AGR1 URH LAR 213 U
JULIET ILL 60435
LAS1 URH WAROALL 1220 U
HILLSBORO ILL 62049
ENG4 1110 N DIVISION U
HILLSBORO ILL 62049
GRAD URH SHERMAN 247 C
CHICAGO ILL 60654
COM4 910 S 3RD C
PARK FOREST ILL
LAS3 1106 S 3RD C
WILMETTE ILL
LAS1 URH BARTON C
CHICAGO ILL 60645
GRAD 1507 KIRBY C
JACKSONVILLE FLA
ENG3 URH SCOTT 370 C
BEREA OHIO
ENG4 1205 w MAIN U
CARACAS VENEZUELA
GRAD 1010 S ANOERSON U
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS4 1208 W CALIFORNIA U
WEST CHESTER ILL 60156
LAS3 1002 S 2ND C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
COM2 209 E ARMORY C
CHICAGO ILL 60628
ENG2 707 S 6TH C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
AGR2 URH OGLESBY 102 U
CORNELL ILL 61319
LAS4 303 E CHALMERS C
OAK PARK ILL
ENG4 URH TOWNSEND 217 U
CHICAGO ILL
LAS1 1004 S 4TH C
MANITO ILL 61546
GRAO 601 W OREGON U
PATCHOQUE N Y 11772
ENG2 URH FORBES 457 C
CERRO GOROO ILL 61818
GRAD 1107 W GREEN U
MAYAGUEZ PR 00708
GRAD GREGCRY HALL 309 U
BUFFALO N Y 14216
LA54 710 W INDIANA U
SKUKIE ILL
LAS3 47 E CHALMERS C
CHICAGU ILL 60626
ENG3 ill W WASHINGTON t
ROCKFURD ILL 61111
FAA2 210 E JOHN C
GRANADA HILLS CAL 91344
ENG2 604 E ARMORY C
CHICAGO ILL 60651
LAW2 2009 PHILC RD U
CARMI ILL 62821


































































6725 N KEELER Av
GLADZISZEWSKI CYNTHI
1300 W 52ND ST
GLAS CURINNE LORRAIN













GLASS L INDA SUE
1234 BACON ST
GLASS MARK ALAN
702 ST LOUIS RD
GLASS THOMAS PETER
3715 N BlGELOW ST
GLASSBERG JOAN BETSY
3355 W NORTH SHORE
GLASSCOCK ROBERT W






















8204 S JUSTINE ST
GLEASON MICHAEL JOSE
613 N RAYNOR AV
GLEASON TERENCE BRUN



















GLENNON ROBERT E JR




9049 N MAIN RD
GLERUM RILEY OONALD
,




110 W LINCOLN ST
GLETTY GARY CLINTON



















LAS1 URH EVANS 341 U
PRINCEVILLE ILL 61559
C0M1 URH FORBES 364 C 332-1059
CHICAGO ILL 60608
GRAD 2107 WHITE C
MILAN MINN
ENG4 105 E GREEN C 356-2229
BUSKERUD NORW
ENG4 904 W GREEN U
CHICAGO 48 ILL
PE 3 618 E DANIEL C 344-5954
CHICAGO ILL 60649
LAS1 1004 W NEVADA U
DES PLAINES ILL 60018
LAS6 1905 MEADOW C 359-2325
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 303 JOHN C 344-1103
LINCOLNWOQD ILL 60646
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 402 U 332-5498
CHICAGO ILL 60609
LAS1 URH BARTON 5 C 332-0091
CHICAGO ILL 60631
C0M1 URH CARR 319 U
CHICAGO HTS ILL 60411
FAA4 1007 S 3RD C
LAGRANGE ILL




LAS4 907 S WRIGHT C 344-0545
LAGRANGE ILL
ED 1 URH TRELEASE 1110 U 332-5717
RIVERSIDE ILL 60546
LAS3 URH LAR 234 U 332-2866
PEKIN ILL 61554
LAS3 907 S 4TH C 344-9693
COLLINSVILLE ILL
LAW3 PEORIA ILL 356-1537
PEORIA ILL
LAS3 1106 S 3RD C 352-2058
LINCOLNWOOO ILL
ENG4 URH GARNER 204 C 344-6388
JOLIET ILL 60436
FAA3 409 E CHALMERS C
HOMEWOOD ILL
LAS3 904 S 3RD C 344-9828
MT VERNON IL
LAS1 805 W OREGON U
CHICAGO ILL 60645
ENG4 206 E GREEN C 356-4014
CHICAGO ILL
LAS4 307 E HEALEY C 356-4326
CHICAGO ILL
LAS4 904 S 3RD C 344-0091
EVANSTON ILL
GRAD 7039 S 1ST C
PARK FOREST ILL 60466
FAA1 URH SAUNDERS 409 U 332-3682
PARK FOREST ILL 60466
LAS2 1116 NEVADA U 344-1416
PEORIA ILL 61614
LAS3 URH WARDALL 511 U 332-4391
CHICAGO ILL
LAS4 705 S GREGORY PL U 344-3751
CHICAGO ILL 60620
LA S3' URH OGLESBY 316 U 332-5127
JOLIET ILL 60435
LAS3 1111 S 1ST C 352-3660
CHICAGO ILL 60643
FAA3 URH TOWNSEND 465 U
OAK PK ILL
AGR2 URH CARR 307 U 332-3919
NEW SALEM ILL 62357
LAS4 905 W CALIFORNIA U 344-9581
ARLINGTON HTS ILL
LAS1 110 E ARMORY C 356-7435
CHICAGO ILL 60645
GRAO 203 W STANAGE C 359-4390
ISLAND LAKE ILL
FAA2 1218 W PARK C 356-5917
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61821
ENG4 1404 MCKINNEY 6 C
ELMHURST ILL 60126
ED 3 611 E DANIEL C 344-1840
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS4 310 E JOHN C
ELMHURST ILL
LAS2 URH BABCOCK 123 U 332-3740
BEMENT ILL 61813
GRAD 307 E HEALEY C 356-5237
BEMENT ILL
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS C
ROCKFORD ILL 61103
LAS1 URH SNYDER 438 C 332-1836
MAYWOOD ILL 60153
LAS1 URH FLAGG 422 C 332-0335
BEAROSTOWN ILL 62618
ENG1 1004 S 4TH C
WATERMAN ILL 60556
FAA4 URH OGLESBY 1104 U 332-5356
WATERMAN ILL
FAA1 URH NOBLE 110 C 332-0368
OBLUNo ILL 62449
LAS2 URH CARR 330 U 332-3942
MUrtPHYSBORO ILL
LAS2 310 E GREGORY , C 352-5628
MT CARMEL ILL
LAS2 URH HOPKINS 446 C 332-1361
MT CARMfcL ILL 62863
LAS1 URH TOWNStNO 503 U 332-4240
UES PLAINES ILL 60016
LAS3 910 S 3RD C 341-5000
CHICAGO I LI
AGR1 URH WESTON 361 C 332-2024
BROOKLYN N Y 11236
GRAO 404 I WHI Tt C
I L I U 7 Mb
PE 1 URH FORBES 223 C 132-0962










5141 N NEW ENGLAND
GLUCK HARLENE GAIL
761 ELDER CT


























GOOOW KEW ARNOLD JR




















GOERS MARTIN JOHN JR




























603 S AUGUSTA ST
GOHK DONALD LAWRENCE






















800 S MATTIS 38
*GULD MARC WILL IAM
909 CRESTWOOD
GOLD MARILYN NANCY





JNL3 URH SNYDER 272 C 332-2712
VIENNA ILL
GRAO FAB 131 U
LAKEWOOD OHIO 44107
FAA2 URH SNYDER 336 C 332-1765
ROSELLE ILL 60172
LAS2 URH ALLEN 224 U 332-3158
CHICAGO ILL 60656
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS C 344-1388
GLENCOE ILL
LAS4 1101 S EUCLID C 359-4009
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS1 910 S 3RD C
MT PROSPECT ILL 60057
GRAO 209 W PENN U 365-2253
ALTON ILL
GRAO 209 W PENN U 365-2253
UR8ANA ILL 61801
ENG1 302 E GREGORY C
CHICAGO ILL 60629
LAS3 601 S 4TH C
MORTON ILL 61550
LAS2 URH VANDOREN 106 C 332-0475
DECATUR ILL 62522
GRAD 602 SUNNYCREST U 367-8500
URBANA ILL
ED 3 706 S MATHEWS U 344-0136
CHICAGO ILL 60651
LAS1 906 CULLEGE CT U 332-3609
ELMWOOD PARK ILL 60635




ENG4 508 E WHITE C 344-1407
LYONS ILL
LAS4 2303 S 1ST C 344-6662
CHICAGO 57 IL
GRAD 2033 C ORCHARD ST U
COLORADO SPRS COLO 80901
LAS3 URH BABCOCK 226 U 332-3772
EFFINGHAM ILL
LAS2 211 E DANIEL C 344-9583
WATERLOO ILL 62298
GRAD 1110 W STOUGHTON U 367-7573
CHICAGO ILL 60618
LAS4 FARMER CITY ILL 344-0695
FARMER CITY ILL 61842
AGR2 URH OGLESBY 413 U 332-5155
RAYMOND ILL 62560
ENG1 211 E GREEN C
BYRON ILL 61010
GRAD 1910 B ORCHARD ST U 344-3498
GHAZIAHAO INDIA
COM3 URH SNYDER 269 C 332-1720
CHICAGO ILL
LAS3 203 N HARVEY U 367-9236
GLEN ELLYN ILL
JNL3 URH SNYDER 154 C 332-1650
BATAVIA ILL
LAS1 URH BUSEY 256 U 332-2626
DECATUR ILL 62526
COM3 1204 LINCOLN U 356-5608
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS2 202 E JOHN C
DUNDEE ILL 60118
COM3 2113 WHITE C 356-2220
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
AGR1 URH SAUNDERS 405 U 332-3678
MORTON GR ILL 60053
ENG3 URH WESTON 224 C 332-1929
CARROLLTON IL
COM2 904 W GREEN U
AUBURN N Y 13021
AGR2 201 E JOHN C 356-7515
HOFFMAN EST ILL 60173
ENG4 806 W MAIN U 367-0394
LEWISTOWN ILL
ED 1 URH TRELEASE U
RIVER FOREST ILL 60305
LAS2 URH WARDALL 412 U 332-4368
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAS4 URH GARNER 288 C 332-0765
CICERO ILL
GRAD 2055 B ORCHARD ST U 344-3658
SELANGOR MALAYA
LAS2 URH LAR 132 U 332-2832
OFALLON ILL 62269
C0M1 URH SNYDER 424 C 332-1830
CHICAGO ILL 60620
FAA3 URH CLARK C 332-3244
PLACENTIA CAL




LAS2 1204 KINCH U 365-1732
URBANA ILL 61801
FAA1 URH HOPKINS 445 C 332-1360
CHICAGO ILL 60617
LAS4 105 E SPRINGFIELD C 352-2373
EVANSTON IL
ENG4 URH SNYOER 314 C 332-1750
CHICAGO IL 60645
GRAO URH BABCOCK 216 U 332-3762
BROOKLYN N Y
GRAO 800 S MATTIS C 356-0rio4
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAwl 102 E ARMORY C
MATTAPAM MASS 02126
GRAO 800 S MATTIS C 356-0064
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 909 CRESTWOCD II 365-2060
URBANA ILL 61801
JNL4 904 S 3K0 C 344-9828
CHICAGO 45 [LL
ED 2 URH VANDOKEN 405 C 332-1540
EAST ALTON ILL 62024
LAS2 110 E ARMORY C 356-7435
WILMcTTE ILL 60091
GOLD PENNY HANNA




2428 W FARWELL AV
GOLDBERG ANN BARBARA
4415 W tSTES AV
GOLDBERG BARBARA JEA






6244 N CENTRAL PK
GOLDBERG DEBORAH FAY


























































































3200 LAKE SHORE DR












LAS4 1715 VALLEY RO
NEW YORK N Y 10025
LAS1 52 E ARMORY
HIGHLAND PARK ILL 60035
LAS2 907 S 4TH
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAS1 910 S 3RD
LINCOLNWOOD ILL 60646
LAS4 URH TAFT 114
CHICAGO ILL
ED 1 307 E JOHN
SKOKIE ILL 60077
ED I 910 S 3RD
LINCOLNWOOO ILL 60646
ED 2 1104 W NEVADA
CHICAGO ILL 60645




LAS4 403 S BUSEY
ROCKFORD ILL
GRAD 1846 VALLEY RO
REGO PARK N Y 11374
LAS2 907 S 4TH
HIGHLAND PARK ILL 60035
LAS3 URH GARNER 418
MURTON GROVE ILL
LAS2 URH ALLEN 278
CHICAGO ILL 60617
GRAD 1005 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAS3 303 E CHALMERS
OAK PARK ILL 60302
LAS4 URH WAROALL 613
CHICAGO ILL
LAS1 910 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL 60617
LAS1 110 E ARMORY
CHICAGO ILL 60649
C0M1 1105 S 1ST
SKOKIE ILL 60076
LAS1 105 E ARMORY
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAS1 URH OGLESBY 723
LINCOLNWOOO ILL 60646













JNL3 910 S 3R0
CHICAGO ILL









ENG1 URH OGLESBY 525 U 332-5196
CHICAGO ILL 60625
JNL3 URH TRELEASE 912 U 332-5659
CHICAGO IL 60657
GRAD 608 S STATE C 359-4026
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAS3 303 E JOHN C 344-1103
HIGHLAND PARK ILL 60035
LAS3 1005 W GREGORY U 332-3124
OAK PARK ILL
LAW2 602 E STOUGHTON C 352-8477
HIGHLANO PARK ILL 60035




JNL3 URH CARR 426 U 332-3969
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62704
FAA2 URH OGLESBY 1122 U 332-5373
LINCOLNWOOD ILL 60646
COM2 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
EAST ST LOUIS ILL 62203
FAA3 904 E GREEN U
CHICAGO ILL 60643
LAS! URH TRELEASE 201 U 332-5437
PARK FOREST ILL 60466
ENG6 2009 PHILO RO U 359-3863
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS4 1527 KlRBY C 352-7097
BROADVIEW ILL 60153
LAS! 105 E ARMORY C
NURTHBROOK ILL 60062
LAS1 1004 S 4TH C
MUNDELEIN ILL 60060
LAS1 907 S 4TH C 344-9396
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62704
LAS2 901 S LINCOLN U 344-5000
GLENVIEH ILL 60025
LAS1 910 S 3R0 C 344-5000
CHICAGO ILL 60649
LAS3 URH TOWNSEND 342 U 332-4143
CLARENDON HLS ILL
LAS2 1104 W NEVAOA U 344-9617
CHICAGO ILL
AGR1 URH TRELEASE 216 U 332-5451
CHICAGO ILL 60617
LAS1 409 E CHALMERS C
LINCOLNWOOD ILL 60646
ENG2 26 R0X6URY RD U 367-9915
URSANA ILL 61801
EO 1 1104 W NEVADA U
CHICAGO ILL
LAS4 904 S 3RD C 344-95 79
AURORA ILL
COM4 1658 VALLEY RD C 359-4369
EVANSTON ILL
LAS1 URH BLAISDELL 118 U 332-3465
CHICAGO ILL 60625
LAS1 URH CLARK 323 C 332-0049
CHICAGO ILL 60625
VM 3 2105 W WHITE C )59-1954
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LASl URH TRELEASE 1222 U 332-5758
PA«K FOREST ILL 60466
77
GOLDMAN - GORDON
GOLDMAN SHEILA ELLEN LAS3 URH LUNDGREN 417
6341 N OAKLEY CHICAGO ILL 60645
GOLDMAN STEPHEN SHEP GRAD 604 W PARK
62 ELLIS ST
GOLDMAN SUSAN ANN








12336 S 35TH ST
GOLDSMITH GHEN
BOX 126
GOLDSMITH MARLENE JO ED 1 901 S
5427 N CHRISTIANA CHICAGO ILL
BROCKTON MASS
LAS4 910 S 3RD
AURORA ILL
LAS1 URH BLAISDELL 411
NEW ORLEANS LA 70124
C0M1 URH SNYDER 444
CASEYVILLE ILL 62232
LAW2 FAR ROCKAWAY N Y
FAR ROCKAWAY NY 11691
LAS4 1002 W OREGON
OMAHA NEB 68123







GOLDSMITH SUZANNE E GRAD URH SHERMAN 225 I
19360 KENTUCKY DETROIT MICH 48221
GOLDSTEIN BETH ADINA LAS3 902 S 2ND I
2148 MORSE CHICAGO ILL
GOLDSTEIN CHARLES E GRAD 308 W LOCUST I
308 W LOCUST URBANA ILL 61801
GOLDSTEIN ELYSE EO 2 508 E CHALMERS >
5129 SHERWIN AV SKOKIE ILL
GOLDSTEIN HARVEY JAY FAA1 110 E CHALMERS I
4615 W DAVIS SKOKIE ILL
GOLDSTEIN JEFFREY IR LAS3 301 E ARMORY
2508 37TH AV ROCK ISLANO ILL
GOLDSTEIN JOYCE WILM GRAD 1106 W CLARK
1302 NEWKIRK AV BROOKLYN N Y
GOLDSTEIN JUDY ANN LAS1 URH ALLEN 199
2010 W 103RD ST CHICAGO ILL 60643
GOLDSTEIN MARCEY RAE LAS1 URH BLAISDELL 225
15 164TH ST CALUMET CITY ILL 60409
GOLDSTEIN MICHAEL J LAS2 706 W OHIO
GLENVIEW ILL 60025
LAS1 401 E JOHN
URBANA ILL 61801
GOLDSTEIN ROBERT JUS LAS4 URH TOWNSEND 280
4609 ROSEDALE AV BETHESDA MD
GOLDSTEIN STUART JUL GRAD 1896 VALLEY RD
850 E 31ST ST BROOKLYN N Y
GOLDSTEIN SUSAN ROYC LAS1 URH BARTON
6844 RAYMOND AV ST LOUIS MO 63130
GOLDSTEIN TAHARA GRAO 1008 W GREEN
2700 BATHURST 507 TORONTO ONT CAN




LAW3 805 S MATT1S
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS4 1011 W CHURCH
EMINGTON ILL 60934
GRAD 304 S BUSEY
JOLIET ILL 60435
LAS1 URH LAR 208
ELMHURST ILL 60126
FAA2 301 E CHALMERS
BOGOTA COLOMBIA
LAS6 URH SCOTT 473
PUTUMAYO COLOMBIA
*GONDA AILEEN PETERGA LAS4 URH DANIELS 381
URH DANIELS 381 URBANA ILL 61801
GONOEK THOMAS GEORGE GRAD 304 BARR
3635 S 18TH ST MILWAUKEE WIS 53221
GONDO DEXTER ENG4 1203 W MAIN
2212 N CLEVELAND CHICAGO ILL 60614
LAS1 URH ALLEN 61
MT PROSPECT ILL 60056
LAS3 1102 S LINCOLN
MASCOUTAH ILL























9533 S LONGWOOD DR CHICAGO ILL 60643
GONIS MARY P








2107 W WHITE 188
GONZALES LOLITA P
469-C JUNQUERA ST
PE 3 URH LUNDGREN 226
CHICAGO HTS ILL 60411
ENG3 1102 W STOUGHTON
BROOKFIELD ILL
COM4 URH OGLESBY 621
VERONA ILL
GONSETH ANNE LINDSAY LAS1 409 E CHALMERS
36 RUSSEL AV FT MONMOUTH N J
GONSETH STUART BEVAN C0M1 URH TOWNSEND 228
MCHENRY ILL
LAS2 URH BUSEY 355
QUINCY ILL 62301
LASS 2107 W WHITE
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAO 803 S COLER
CEBU CITY PHIL
GONZALEZ DUNCAN LEST FAA4 405 W SPRINGFIELD
405 W SPRINGFIELD CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GONZALEZ KAY S FAA4 405 W SPRINGFIELD
405 W SPRINGFIELD CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GONZALEZ PAUL VICTOR GRAO URH SHERMAN
2339 N COMMONWELTH CHICAGO ILL 60614
GONZALEZ THOMAS LEON PE 1 306 E GREGORY
2019 KINGSHIGHWAY EAST ST LOUIS IL 62204
GONZALEZ-CARO ALFONS GRAD 1944 C ORCHARD ST
DIAGONAL 59*19-71 BOGOTA CJLMBIA S A








GOOD NICHOLAS EUGENE LASl 604 E ARMORY
KR 1 RANTOUL ILL 61866
GOOD RICHARD JOHN GRAD 509 W UNIVERSITY
700 TULIPS LIVERPOOL N Y 130B8
GLUU VERUA HERSHBERG ED 3 RANTOUL ILL
GOOD ANN
1210 W CHARLES ST
•GOOD DALE WARREN


































































































































DONWOOD DR BX 32 7
GOODSON ORR JR



























GOON DAVID JAMES WON
1827 HEWITT AVE
GOOSSENS ELIZABETH A
1015 S ELMWOOD AV
GOOSSENS GREGG PAUL
1015 S ELMWOOD AV
GORAJ WILLIAM STANLE








527 N HANOVER ST
GURDEN SUSAN ANNETTE











LAS3 URH HOPKINS 368 C 332-1305
CHICAGO ILL
LAS3 910 S 3RD C
LITTLE ROCK ARK 72204
GRAD 3 CALIFORNIA CT U 367-7284
URBANA ILL 61.801
LASl URH WESTON 388 C
GALESBURG ILL 61401
ENG1 URH WESTON 436 C 332-2078
KANKAKEE ILL 60901
AGR3 1010 S 2ND C
SHELOON ILL 60966
FAA6 805 W CALIFORNIA U 344-6514
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 1009 W PENN U 344-9518
DOWNERS GR ILL
LASl 310 W MICHIGAN U 367-8104
URBANA ILL 61801
LASl URH ALLEN 371 U 332-2800
SYOSSET N Y 11791
LASl URH BLAISDELL 112 U
LINCOLNWOOD ILL 60645
GRAD 702 WESTERN U
CHICAGO ILL 60617
ENG3 706 W OHIO U 367-9519
DES PLAINES ILL
LASl 706 W OHIO U 344-9519
EVANSTON ILL 60201
FAA2 URH BARTON 104 C 332-0107
PROSPECT HTS ILL 60070
FAA4 702 WESTERN U 332-5320
MILWAUKEE 8 WI SC
GRAD 905 W SPRINGFIELD U 367-7750
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS4 1107 S EUCLID C 332-4035
CHICAGO ILL 60617
GRAD 1203 W UNIVERSITY U 359-3695
SYOSSET N Y 11791
LASl URH HOPKINS 400 C 332-1399
CHICAGO ILL 60617
ED 1 URH ALLEN 276 U
CHICAGO ILL 60649




LAS2 URH BABCOCK 5 U 344-3708
PLEASANT HILL ILL 62366
LASl 52 E ARMORY C
SKOKIE ILL 60076
LAW1 URH SHERMAN C 332-4917
WILMETTE ILL 60091
LAW2 208 W OREGON U 365-1140
URBANA ILL 61801
LASl URH TRELEASE 730 U
SALEM ILL 62881
GRAD 412 W NEVADA U 367-1818
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS2 1103 S 1ST C 356-7570
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAS3 1506 LINCOLNSHIRE C 356-7585
SKOKIE ILL
COM2 413 W STANAGE C 352-5741
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD URH SHERMAN 112 C 332-4616
NAPERVILLE ILL 60540
LAS4 1206 W STOUGHTON U 365-3247
WOODSTOCK ILL
LAS2 28 SALEM RD U 367-7571
PERU ILL 61354
LAS3 TOLONO ILL 344-9696
TOLONO ILL
GRAD 1605 MAYFAIR C
CAPE GIRARDEAU MO
FAA4 306 E THOMPSON U 344-6606
URBANA ILL 61801
ED 3 312 E DANIEL C 344-2253
WILMINGTON ILL
LAS2 URH LUNDGREN 116 C 332-0226
MINONK ILL 61760
GRAD CHICAGO ILL 356-6882
CHICAGO ILL 60644
GRAO 405 E GREEN C 344-2190
STARKV1LLE MISS 39762
AGR3 2317 S 1ST U
FLAT ROCK ILL 62427
LAW3 306 E THOMPSON U 367-1387
UR8ANA ILL 61801
C0M1 1713 COTTAGE GROVE U 367-2755
URBANA ILL 61801
COM2 URH WARDALL 1202 U 322-4551
KENILWORTH ILL 60043
LAS2 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
OAKLAWN ILL 60453
GRAD URH DANIELS 611 U 332-2335
ST PAUL 4 MINN
LAS2 1207 w NEVADA U 344-1450
OAK PARK ILL
COM2 604 E ARMORY C 344-1266
OAK PARK ILL 60304
LAS4 URH OGLESBY 112 U 332-5066
CHICAGO 35 ILL
ENGl 110 E CHALMERS C
UN IV CITY MO 63130
LAS4 702 W GREEN U 344-5479
MULINE ILL 61260
LAS4 903 W NEVADA U 344-1931
CAMBRIDGE ILL
LAS4 603 E CHALMERS C 344-1592
MOWEAGUA ILL
LASl URH NU8LF 217 C 332-0393
BLUE MOUND ILL 62513
FAA1 405 E JOHN C 344-0557
MT STERLING ILL 62353
GRAO 501 MITCHELL CT C 356-0236
CHAMPAll,N ILL 61820
EAA3 1108 S 1S1 C 359-2011
CHICAGU ILL
ED 4 1007 i IS! C 356-6313
PhNHELI) ILL



























2815 M SHERHIN AV































































338 w EVERETT ST
GORMAN ROBERT EUGENE




1920 B ORCHARD ST
•GORMLY JOHN BERNARD




1372 E 57TH ST
GORSHE RONALD ANTM3N










2637 w 89TH ST
GORTON KAKEN ELLEN






i S 154 SEyUUIA OR
LAS3 1002 W OREGON U 344-4141
CHICAGO ILL
GRAD 611 W UNIVERSITY C 356-8841
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS3 707 W HEALEY C 356-4229
CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAD 306 N ROMINE U 367-5975
MELROSE PARK ILL
EO 2 URH WARDALL 606 U 332-4410
PEORIA ILL 61606
LAS1 URH NOBLE 23 C
UNIV CITY HO 63130
GRAO 1007 WESTFIELD C 356-4677
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 723 U 332-5609
CHICAGO ILL 60617
LAS1 URH NOBLE 111 C 332-0369
8ENSENVILLE ILL 60106
PE 1 110 E ARMORY C 356-7435
CHICAGO ILL 60657
LAS1 1105 S 1ST C
MORTON GROVE ILL 60053
PE 1 110 E ARMORY C 356-7435
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAS2 URH ALLEN 489 U 332-3412
PENFIELD ILL 61862
COM2 110 E CHALMERS C 356-7659
CHICAGO ILL
GRAO 606 W OHIO U 344-58 12
OAK PARK 37 MICH
COM2 52 E ARMORY C 356-7715
WAUKEGAN ILL 60085
FAA3 URH WARDALL 1121 U 332-4545
CHICAGO ILL
EO 1 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
CHICAGO ILL 60617
LAW1 URH TOWNSEND 426 U 332-4197
MELROSE PARK ILL 60160
LAS1 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
PRAIRIE VIL KANS 66208
GRAD 711 W CHURCH C 352-3315
MOLINE ILL 61265
GRAD URH SHERMAN C 332-4885
CHICAGO ILL 60614
GRAO 611 W UNIVERSITY C 356-8841
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 1833 ORCHARD PL U 344-3945
WOOOCLlFF LAKE N J
GRAD 1103 S ANDERSON U 365-2340
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS4 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
HIGHLAND PARK ILL
LAS1 1105 S 1ST C
MORTON GROVE ILL 60053
LAS3 904 S 3RD C 344-9579
CHICAGO ILL
ENG4 502 E WHITE C
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62702
LAS2 904 S 3RD C 344-9579
SKOKIE ILL 60077
GRAO 208 E STOUGHTON C 352-0770
TORONTO 19 ONT CAN
GRAD CLIFTON ILL
CLIFTON ILL 60927
LAS3 203 E CLARK C 356-0180
HOMEWOOD IL 60430
PE 3 409 E CHALMERS C 344-1825
LAWRENCE VI LLE ILL
COM2 URH HOPKINS 324 C 332-1276
HIGHLAND PARK ILL
FAA1 URH NOBLE 409 C 332-0427
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LASl 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LASl URH WESTON 241 C 332-1939
SENECA ILL 61360
ENG4 1005 W UNIVERSITY U 365-1654
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS2 1102 S LINCOLN U
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
FAA4 912 S 2ND C 356-7432
MELROSE PARK ILL 60160
AGR1 206 E GREEN C 356-4014
SKOKIE IL 60076
LAS4 409 E CHALMERS C 356-0521
DECATUR ILL 62521
LAS2 URH VANDOREN 20 C 332-0463
DIXON I L 61021
GRAD URH 0G1ESBY 814 U
WILMETTE ILL
LAS3 DANVILLE ILL 344-4128
DANVILLE ILL
GRAD 1920 B ORCHARD ST U 344-4362
UR6ANA ILL 61801
GRAD 1920 B ORCHARD ST U 344-4362
URBANA ILL 61801
FAA3 URH TAFT 14 C
L1NC0LNW00D ILL
GRAO 300 S GUOOWIN U 344-0627
CHICAGO IL
ENG2 URH OGLESBY 1209 U 332-1322
PEKIN ILL 61544
AGR1 1004 LINCOLNSHIRE C 356-0225
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61822
GRAD 410 W DELAWARE U 344-0045
URBANA ILL 61801
COM4 URH CARR 422 U 332-3957
CHAMPAIGN ILL
ENG4 1826 VALLEY RD C 352-4076
CHICAGO 34 ILL
ENG3 URH FORRES 2C2 C 332-0944
EVERGREEN PK ILL
LAS3 URH CLARK 419 C 332-0072
NAPfcRVILLE ILL 60540
LAS4 URH OGLESBY 613 U 332-5215
CHICAGO ILL
ENG3 107 E CHALMERS C 359-13<>8
TEHRAN IRAN















































1719 N 77TH AV
GOULD WAYNE ALAN
RR 1 BOX 191B
GOULKA JOANNE LYNN












212 MCHAEL JOHN DR
•GOWAN EUGENE III
























































453 S WILDWUOO AV
GRAD BRADFORD ILL
BRADFORD ILL 61421
GRAD URH SHERMAN 467 C 332-4852
DEARBORN MICH 48124
LAS2 802 LINCOLN U 332-0835
HINSDALE IL 60521
LAW1 604 S 3RD C
HINSDALE ILL
LASl URH BARTON 323 C 332-0167
NORTHBROOK ILL 60062




GRAD 404 N GOODWIN U 365-1471
FRANKLIN ILL 62638
LASl URH ALLEN 198 U 332-3302
ANNANOALE VA 2200S
EO 3 107 E CHALMERS C 344-4680
CHICAGO IL 60617
GRAD 1729 VALLEY RD C 352-2067
EVANSTON ILL
GRAD 1840 VALLEY RD C 359-1537
PHILA PA 19150
GRAO 310 ELIOT U 367-6762
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAO 902 W ILLINOIS U
NEW YORK N Y 10012
LAS3 URH VANDOREN 102 C 332-0471
NILES ILL
LAS4 211 E ARMORY C 356-5132
NILES ILL
LASl URH ALLEN 494 U
ELMHURST ILL 60126
LAS2 URH LAR 367 U 332-3014
WESTERN SPRS ILL 60558
GRAO 1108 S LINCOLN U 344-1122
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG4 509 E STOUGHTON C 359-3206
LANSING ILL
LAW3 1603 W HEALEY C 356-9394
KANKAKEE ILL 60901
GRAD 102 N GREGORY U 367-1252
EDMONTON ALTA CAN
LAS2 URH TAFT 410 C 332-0661
ELMWOOD PARK ILL 60635
ENG3 URH CARR 109 U 332-3881
WENTZVILLE MO
LASl URH BLAISOELL 201 U 332-3477
OEERFIELO ILL 60015
LAS2 URH ALLEN 247 U 332-3177
LINCOLNWOOD ILL 60645
COM2 501 E DANIEL C 344-1510
CARLINVlLLE ILL 62626
LASl URH FORBES 482 C
ROSELLE ILL 60172
AGR1 URH HOPKINS 206 C
WOODSTOCK ILL
GRAD URH DANIELS 255 U 332-2208
FERGUSON MO 63435
C0M1 URH SNYDER 278 C
PARK RIDGE ILL 60068
GRAO 2023 B ORCHARD ST U 344-3072
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 1719 N NEIL C 332-3194
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAW3 800 S MATTIS C 352-9546
BIRMINGHAM MICH 43009
LAS3 URH BUSEY 319 U 332-2641
CHICAGO ILL 60649
ENG1 URH SNYDER 395 C 332-1800
CHICAGO ILL 60628
GRAD 207 S WRIGHT C
UP IND HARYANA
LAS4 605 S 5TH C 352-1187
NILES IL
COM4 1415 KIRBY C 356-7542
DECATUR ILL
COM3 308 E ARMORY C 359-3878
DECATUR ILL
PE 1 URH EVANS 317 U
ELMHURST ILL 60126
GRAO 301 COUNTRY FR C 359-4836
PISCATAWAY N J 08854
LAS3 107 E CHALMERS C 356-9516
CHICAGO ILL
LAS2 URH FLAGG 433 C 332-0349
HINSDALE ILL 60521
LAS4 808 W HEALEY C 352-4482
CHAMPAIGN ILL
COM! 410 E JOHN C 344-9477
CHICAGO ILL 60644
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 1102 U 332-5354
ANN ARBOR MICH 40103
GRAD 610 W ELM U 332-2271
MERRYLANDS NSW AUS
LAS3 602 E STOUGHTON C 352-8954
NILES ILL
LAS2 URH WARDALL 504 U 332-4384
PARK FOREST ILL 60466
LAS4 URH OGLESBY 808 U 332-5270
LEMONT ILL
LAS3 1110 S ARBOR C 356-3539
MT CARMEL ILL
AGR2 1110 S ARBOR C 356-3539
MT CARMEL ILL
LASl URH BABCCCK 124 U 332-3741
CHICAGO ILL 60647
GRAD 307 E HEALEY C 352-2146
CHICAGO ILL




LAS4 512 t JOHN C 132-5854
DANVILLE ILL
GRAD 419 FAIKVIfrW C 352-6125
CHAMPAIGN ILL o1820












GRAO 59 E CHALMERS I
TROTWOOD OHIO 45426
LAS2 1004 S 2ND i
berwyn ill
jnl4 508 e chalmers
chicago 26 ill
grao 1401 s aoams
dixon ill
graff barbara jeanne jnl4 409 e chalmers
8832 s luella av chicago ill
graff carol lea las3 urh busey 358
631 w washington marengo ill 60152
graff donald william com3 30 salem ro
640 dee rd park ridge ill 60068
graff madalyn rae las2 910 s 3rd
7522 s yates av chicago ill 60649
graglia kathleen ter jnl3 urh noble 226
88 homestead rd tenafly n j 07670
graham ann florence grad urh sherman 221
10550 s bell av chicago ill 60643
graham lonald walter faa3 209 e armory
2338 walters av nurthbrook ill 60062
graham franklin earl las2 304 e florida
304 e florida urbana ill 61801
graham gary linn faa4 1106 s euclid
rr 2 dallas ci ty ill
graham james lawrenc eng4 311 e armory
722 s clarence ave oak park ill
graham james m n lawi 182 5 w john
12731 duchess detroit mich
graham john michael com3 304 e florida
urbana ill 61801
grad urh sherman 517
geneva ill 60134
ed 2 urh allen 398
rantoul ill 61866
grao 2087 c orchard st
urbana ill 61801
CUH1 1001 S 1ST
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61822
LAS3 URH CARR 422
SUGAR GROVE ILL






516 E GROVE AV
GRAHAM MICHAEL F




RR 1 BOX 118
GRAMLEY BOB LLOYD
RR 1 BOX 118
GRAMLING WILLIAM EDG GRAO 206 W GREEN
212 W MITCHELL 15 ARLINGTON TEX














6536 N TROY ST
GRANAT DAVID JOEL
6536 N TROY ST
PEORIA ILL 61614
LAW3 URH SCOTT 102
GRANITE CITY ILL
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 238
CHICAGO ILL 60620
ED 2 409 E CHALMERS
ROCKFORD ILL 61103
GRAD URH MARDALL 414
CHICAGO ILL 60630
LASl 409 E CHALMERS
WAUKEGAN ILL 60085
LASl URH TOWNSEND 207
CHICAGO ILL 60645
























GRANAT KENNETH HOWAR LAWI 1733 VALLEY RD
GLENCOE ILL 60022
FAA6 1603 VALLEY RD
CLEVELAND OHIO 44112
AGR2 1733 VALLEY RD
GLENCOE ILL 60022





GRANATH JAMES WILTON LASl 904 W GREEN U
9124 LACROSSE SKOKIE ILL 60076
GRANATH KAY VIVIAN LASl URH VANDOREN 309 C
2939 W HOWARD SI CHICAGO ILL 60645
GRANDCHAHP ROBERT JO GRAD 604 N MAPLE U
604 N MAPLE 24 URBANA IL
GRANDE CAROLINA A LASl URH ALLEN 78 U
20 DOWNES NEW HAVEN CONN 06519
GRANDEY ROBERT CLIFF GRAD 2013 D ORCHARD ST U
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS2 904 W GREEN
CHICAGO HTS IL 60411
COM2 312 E ARMORY
EAGARVILLE ILL 62023
LAS5 RANTOUL ILL
MAMARONECK N Y 10543
ENG4 510 E STOUGHTON
FARMINGTON ILL
AGRI ST PETER ILL
ST PETER ILL 62880
GRANCT TERRENCE ALAN AGR3 .URH OGLESBY 1003
RT 1 FARMINGTON ILL
GKANUYS ROBERT FRANC GRAD URH DANIELS 212
4251 N SPAULDING CHICAGO ILL
ED 3 506 N ELM
IUKA ILL
LAS4 1107 W GREEN
CHICAGO 45 ILL






GRANDT ALTEN F JR
RR 1




















GRANT LAWRENCE EDWAR GRAD 705 W MAIN
HILLSBORO N D
GRANT LAWRtNCE VERNU GRAO 1403 PHILO RD
CHICAGO 49 ILL
LAS4 1107 W GREEN
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 901 S 2ND
ELMHURST ILL 60126
LASl URH NOBLE 23
ROCKFORD ILL 61107
FAA4 URH SHERMAN 666
KINGSTON 3 WI
C0M1 URH TRELEASE 710
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62704
LAS4 501 E DANIEL
HARVEY ILL























LAS3 URH WAROALL 905
MARION ILL























602 E FA1RLAWN DR
GRANZOW LYNN CAROL
LOVE RD BOX 193E
GRASS FRANK STEPhEN
1201 NE 4TH ST







10156 S UTICA AV
GRATZER ALAN FRANKL I
735 S RIDGE AV
GRAU MAUD THEA
















































248 N BOTHWELL ST
GRAY RUST FLUEKIGER





















GREAGER JOHN A II










2945 N MASON AV
GREBENAR TENNYSUN W




210 SHELL ER DR
bRbcN BETH
304 N STATE ST
GREEN BtTTE FRANCES
15 W MONROE AV
GREtN HETTY




GRAD 809 W ILLINOIS U 344-0618
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG1 URH FORBES 382 C 332-1159
PARK FOREST ILL 60466
LAS3 1109 W BRADLEY C 356-2091
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 602 FAIRLAWN U 367-9804
URBANA ILL
ENG4 URH WARDALL 812 U 332-4465
ROSCOE ILL
GRAO 1110 W STOUGHTON U 367-1608
WASHINGTON I ND 47501
FAA1 1004 W NEVADA U
LOMBARD ILL 60148
LASl URH FORBES 464 C 332-1130
MARION ILL 62959
GRAD 306 W BEARDSLEY C 359-4658
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG2 911 S 4TH C 332-0962
EVERGREEN PK ILL 60642
LASl URH TOWNSEND 246 U 332-4081
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60005
LAS3 802 W OREGON U 344-3117
LK ZURICH ILL
GRAD 2 PATRICIA CT C 359-3427
WHEAT RIDGE COLO
ENG1 URH TOWNSEND U 332-4582
UNIVERSITY CITY MO 63130
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 123 U 332-5431
GRANT PARK ILL 60940
ED 2 URH WARDALL 1008 U 332-4509
BLOOMINGTON ILL 61701
COM4 1301 S BUSEY U
DECATUR ILL
FAA4 211 E ARMORY C 356-5132
GLEN ELLYN ILL
LASl URH LUNDGREN 322 C 332-0274
PEORIA ILL 61614
ENG3 URH TOWNSEND 116 U 332-3998
GLENVIEM ILL




AGR3 1U1S1ST C 356-3314
SPARLAND ILL
LASl URH SNYDER 394 C 332-1807
LEMONT ILL 60439
GRAD 809 W ILLINOIS U 344-5736
MEMPHIS TENN
GRAD 1005 S 6TH C 344-3961
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62704
LASl URH GARNER 290 C 332-0767
GLENVIEW ILL 60025
LAS4 URH TOWNSEND 441 U 332-4206
ROCKFORD ILL
GRAD 2311 S 1ST C 344-1499
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
AGR4 611 W HEALEY C 352-0998
EAST ALTON ILL
GRAD 903 BELLE PARK C 359-1493
CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAD 903 BELLEPARK C 359-1493
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
AGR4 611 E DANIEL C 344-1645
ARLINGTON HTS ILL
LAS2 307 E DANIEL C 344-1779
ONARGA ILL 60955
LASl 32 E DANIEL C 352-6612
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 URH BARTON 424 C 332-0191
PALATINE ILL 60067
GRAD 1735 VALLEY RD C 359-1418
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LASl URH BLAISDELL 102 U
ARCOLA ILL 61910




AGRI 1004 N BUSEY U 367-2666
URBANA ILL 61801
LASl URH ALLEN 98 U
CICERO ILL 60650
LASl 1010 S 2ND C
PLAINVIEW N Y 11803
GRAD 1105 S 4TH C 356-7645
CHICAGO ILL 60649
LASl URH TRELEASE 1206 U
OUINCY ILL 62301
LASl URH ALLEN 213 U 332-3152
MORTON GROVE ILL 60053
C0M1 URH TOWNSEND 383 U 332-4174
.ARNOLO PA 15068
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS C 352-5151
CHESTER ILL 62233
GRAD DECATUR ILL 356-8572
DECATUR ILL 62522
GRAD URH DANIELS 250 U 332-2203
VINTON IOWA 52349
LAS2 904 S LINCOLN U 344-1391
NORTHBROOK ILL 60062
LASl URH CARR 326 U 332-3938
COLLINSVILLE ILL 62234
LASl URH BARTON 1215 C 312-0088
CHICAGO ILL 60634
LAW2 605 S NEIL C 356-4449
CHICAGO ILL 60634
GRAD URH BLAISDELL 116 U 332-3463
HAMMONDSPURT N Y
FAA4 URH CLARK 421 C 332-0074
CHARLESTON 14 W VA
LASl URH WAROALL 508 U
MONTICLLLO ILL 61856
GRAD 1416 N MCKINLEY C 356-2415
ALIAMONT ILL
LASl URH BARTON 124 C 132-0174
MUNTILfcLLU ILL 6185b









GRfcEN DIANE MAR IE
2001 GRANT
GREtN EDWARD F JR



































4223 W JARVIS AV
GREEN LINDA MARIE


















1495 H DECATUR ST
GREEN ROBERTA LYNN


















1516 N AND S
GREENBERG BARRY SCOT
































8616 E PRAIRIE RD
GREENFIELD DONALD T
1118 w WASHINGTON
LAW3 407 S STATE I
CHICAGO ILL
GRAD 1202 N MCKINLEY I
MT ZION ILL
LAW3 54 E GREEN (
CHAMPAIGN ILL
ED 1 URH LUNDGREN 102 (
EVANSTON ILL 60201
FAA3 209 E JOHN I
OAKLAWN ILL 60453
PE 3 310 E CHALMERS I
CHICAGO ILL
ENG1 408 E GREEN I
WUNDbR LAKE ILL 60097
LAS2 907 S 4TH (
MEMPHIS TENN 38108
FAA4 207 W JOHN I
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 804 M MICHIGAN I
WASHINGTON ILL
LAS4 410 E GREEN I
M0NT1CELLU ILL
ENG2 URH SCOTT 295 I
CHICAGO ILL
GRAD 706 S RACE i
BIRMINGHAM MICH
LAS3 110 E ARMORY I
CHICAGO ILL 60645
ENG4 2103 W WHITE I
GODFREY IL
GRAD 1012 W MAIN I
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 1813 D ORCHARD PL I
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS1 106 S 5TH I
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS1 910 S 3RD I
CHICAGO ILL 60613
ENG2 URH TOWNSEND 422 I
NAPERVILLE ILL 60540
ENG1 URH SCOTT 216 I
GREENUP ILL
LAS1 910 S 3RD I
LINCOLNWOOD ILL 60646
FAA3 802 W OREGON '
OGDEN IL 61859
JNL3 611 E DANIEL <
HINSDALE ILL
LAS2 URH BARTON 120 I
ROSSVILLE ILL 60963
LAS3 54 E GREEN I
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS4 910 S 3RD I
WILMETTE ILL
C0M1 105 E ARMORY I
SKOKIE ILL
AGR3 2315 S 1ST I
RANTOUL ILL
VM 3 605 S 3RD i
GREAT NECK N Y




ED 3 47 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO ILL
LASl 310 E JOHN
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 1813 ORCHARD PL
SKOKIE ILL
C0M1 907 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL 60644
LAS2 URH SAUNDERS 128
WAUKEGAN ILL 60085
LAS2 URH TOWNSEND 449
DIXON ILL 61021
GRAO URH DANIELS 729
SKOKIE ILL
COM3 503 S 5TH
CHICAGO ILL
LAS2 505 E WHITE
CHICAGO IL
LAS3 218 E GREGORY
UNIV CITY MO
LASl 52 E ARMORY
SKOKIE ILL 60076
LAS4 907 S 4TH
GLENCOE ILL
ED 1 URH ALLEN
CHICAGO ILL 60645
GRAO 2028 D HAZELWD CT
URBANA ILL 61801
LASl 1215 S 4TH
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAS3 1104 W NEVADA
CHICAGO ILL








COM4 URH FORBES 324
PALESTINE ILL
COM4 309 E HEALEY
NILES ILL
COM4 301 W GREEN
LOMBARD ILL
AGR2 URH SNYDER 354
BROOKLYN N Y 11214
LASl 1115 W NEVADA
NILES ILL
LAS3 111 S BUSEY
BALDWIN N Y
JNL4 904 S 3RD
SKOKIE ILL































































66 W 3RD ST
GREENFIELD JONATHAN
101 W PARK 301
GREENFIELD PAUL STEV










268 TERRY LN RR 1
GREENMAN STEVEN BARR























































GREGORY DAVIO ANT HON
405 N 3RD
GREGORY FLINT JOSEPH
5830 S NORDICA AV
GREGORY FRED ANDREW














2111 N BONNIE BROK
•GRELLE LAWRENCE EDWA
BOX 425 RT 2
GRELLNER RICHARD J J














2049 B HAZELWD CT
•GRENOBLE LINDA FYE
2049 B HAZELWD CT
GRESEY CASEY NORBERT
1214 N FORREST AV
LASl 301 E ARMORY C
SKOKIE ILL 60076
GRAD 2085 B ORCHARD ST U
JERSEY CITY N J 07306
GRAD 101 W PARK U
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 2085 B ORCHARD ST U
W ALEXANDRIA OHIO 453H1
VM 1 101 W PARK U
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG1 907 S 4TH C
SKOKIE ILL 60076
GRAD 1510 &RANDVIEH C
DIXON ILL
FAA4 1108 S 1ST C
BARABOO WIS
ENG4 307 E HEALEY C
BROOKLYN 19 N Y
ENG4 URH HOPKINS 2&2 C
DANVILLE ILL
LAS4 URH ALLEN 2e5 U
NEW LENOX ILL 60451
LAS3 907 S 4TH C
LINCOLNWOOD ILL
LASl 110 E CHALMERS C
SKOKIE ILL 60076
GRAO 16 WAYSIDE RD U
URBANA ILL
ED 1 910 S 3RD C
CHICAGO ILL 60649
LAS2 URH SAUNDERS 327 U
SKOKIE ILL 60076
LASl URH BLAISDELL 8 U
RICHARDSON TEX 75080
COM3 911 S 4TH C
MONMOUTH ILL 61462
LAS4 401 E DANIEL C
DOWNERS GROVE ILL
AGR4 305 E JOHN C
COFFEEN ILL
LAS3 URH CLARK 330 C
PEORIA ILL
ENG4 508 S 4TH C
PONTIAC ILL




GRAD URH DANIELS 385 U
VAUGHAN MISS 39179
ENG4 505 E GREEN C
MT VERNON ILL
ENG1 URH GARNER 392 C
DECATUR ILL 62526
LAS3 1004 W UNIVERSITY C
CHAMPAIGN ILL




AGR1 401 BUENA VISTA C
SHELBYVILLE ILL 62565
LAS4 710 S BROADWAY U
LANSING ILL 60438
GRAD 1605 VALLEY RD C
MINONK ILL 61760
COM3 402 E ARMORY C
MINONK ILL
LAS4 URH WARDALL 1123 U
HOME WOOD ILL
LAS3 1207 W NEVADA U
ROCKFORD ILL
LASl 1009 W PENN U
ROCKFORD ILL 61103
LAS4 URH WARDALL 705 U
JOLIET ILL 60435
LAS4 URH WESTON 480 C
RANTOUL ILL
FAA3 URH SNYDER 210 C
CANTON ILL
PE 2 URH GARNER 443 C
CHICAGO ILL 60638
ENG1 URH CARR 203 U
SKOKIE ILL
PE 3 810 S 3RD C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 810 S 3RD C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
C0M1 URH WESTON C
GIBSON CITY ILL 60936
LAS4 URH CLARK 237 C
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60005
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 712 U
RANTOUL ILL 61866
LAS3 303 E JOHN C
CHICAGO ILL
LASl URH HOPKINS 346 C
WAUKEGAN ILL 60085
LAW3 1109 S 3RD C
BARRINGTON ILL
ENG2 212 E DANIEL C
NAPERVILLE ILL 60540
LAS4 URH ALLEN 405 U
SILVIS ILL 61282
GRAO 403 BRIAR LN C
SARATOGA CAL
GRAD 1912 C ORCHARD ST U
CARTHAGE MO
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 207 U
WOODSTOCK ILL 60098 /
AGR2 80^ W PENN /ll
CHANA ILL 61015/
ENG3 502 E SPRINGFIELD/
CHANA ILL
GRAD 2049 B HAZELWD
URBANA ILL 61/601
GRAD 2049 B HAZELWD CT
UR8ANA ILL 61801
LASl URH SNYDER 4^4



























































529 E PARK BL VD
GRESKO LILLIAN MAY


















ROUTE 1 BOX 67
GRICE CHARLES LEE














1335 S WENONAH AV
GR1FFET CAROL KNOTT
206 W BeARDSLEY









ROUTE 2 BOX 4
GRIFFIN GREGORY EDWA
4270 W 81ST ST





















505 W FRONT ST
GR1FF1S KATHERINE AN















1164 W NORTH ST
























ENG2 409 E CHALMERS
OE KALB IL 60115
GRAO 7 PENN CT
URBANA ILL 6LB01
CQM1 URH GARNER 442 I
VILLA PARK ILL 60181
LAS2 1204 S LINCOLN I
CICERO ILL 60650
GRAD 519 FAIRLAWN I
URBANA ILL
GRAD 519 FAIRLAWN I
URBANA ILL
LAS1 URH FORBES 473 I
GRANITE CITY ILL 62040
LAS2 URH WARDALL 1206 I
GRANITE CITY ILL 62042
COM3 108 E HEALEY I
GRANITE CITY ILL
ENG1 209 E ARMORY i
CHICAGO ILL 60616
LAS4 UN1VERSI TY ARTS I
CHICAGO ILL 60629
ENG2 201 E GREEN •
WAUKEGAN ILL 60 08 5
ENG3 604 E ARMORY
MARSEILLES ILL 61341
ENG2 URH HOPKINS 270
CHICAGO ILL 60608
LAS4 505 E GREEN
LONDON MILLS ILL
GRAD URH SHERMAN 508
WILLIAMSPORT PA 17701
GRAD 809 S 1ST
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS1 309 E CHALMERS
DANVILLE ILL 61832
LAS3 402 E ARMORY
CHICAGO ILL 60657
AGR4 URH TOWNSEND 317
OUINCY ILL
LAS4 2319 S 1ST
NIOTA ILL
LA SI URH SNYDER 466
BERWYN ILL 60402
GRAD 206 W BEARDSLEY
CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAD 911 W CHARLES
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LASl URH GARNER 414
ROCKFORD ILL 61107




GRAO URH DANIELS 385
TERRY MISS 39170
COM4 1770 VALLEY RO
CHICAGO ILL 60652




C0M1 URH HOPKINS 423
RIVER GROVE ILL
ED 3 216 E GREGORY
WILMETTE ILL 60091
GRAD 303 E MUMFORD
URBANA ILL 61801
PE 4 216 GREGORY
WILMETTE IL 60091
LAW1 102 E DODSQN
MORRIS ILL 60450
LAS2 URH SCOTT 376
MATTOON ILL 61938
LAS4 URH BUSEY 159
BARTONVILLE ILL
FAAl URH SCOTT 305
STREAMWOOD ILL 60103
ENG1 211 E ARMORY
WHEATON ILL 60187
LAS2 903 W NEVADA
BELVlDERE IL 61008
LASl 409 E CHALMERS
GLENVIEW ILL 60025
ENG1 URH SNYDER 174
TOWANDA PA 18848




C0M1 410 E JOHN
DEERF1ELD ILL 60015
AGRl 713 W OHIO
CHARLESTON ILL 61920
PE 1 URH ALLEN 271
COLUSA ILL 62329
GRAO 2007 PHILO RD
DECATUR ILL 62522




GRAD 807 W NEVADA
GANMAIN AUST
1 ENG1 URH HOPKINS 240
CHICAGO ILL 60643
GRAD 211 W GREEN
PEORIA ILL
FAA4 1111 S 1ST
OAK PARK ILL
GRAO .906 W HlLL
URBANA ILL
ENG3 412 E GREEN
STEGER ILL 60475


































































1942 E JACKSON ST
GRIMES ROBERT JOHN
GRIMM EVELYN EL IZABE
8 N ELM ST
GRIMM GRETCHEN MARY
205 E RICHMOND ST
GRIMM JAMES WILLIAM






ROUTE 1 BOX 327














































2063 B ORCHARD ST
GRONINGER MARGARET L
2063 B ORCHARD ST
GRONLUND BARBARA ANN






3806 S AUSTIN BLVD
GROOME DAVID WARREN


















904 17TH ST BX 10
GROSS GARY JOSEPH






















LAW2 URH SHERMAN 749
BELVlDERE ILL 61008
COM3 211 E ARMORY
BEARDSTOWN ILL




ENG3 1004 S 2ND
TOWANUA ILL
LASl URH LAR 488
MT PROSPECT ILL 60056
LASl URH NOBLE 113
WESTMONT ILL 60559




GRAO 307 E HEALEY
JOLIET ILL
LASl URH SCOTT 415
NAPERVILLE ILL 60540
COM4 URH TOWNSEND 147
GLEN ELLYN ILL
GRAD 300 S GOODWIN
JOHANNESBURG S AFR
LAS2 901 S 2ND
FAIRFIELO ILL 62837
C0M1 907 S 4TH
CHICAGO ILL 60645
GRAD URH SHERMAN 466
NORMAL IL
LAS2 URH ALLEN 496
MURPHYSBORO ILL 62966
LASl 409 E CHALMERS
ED 2 910 S 3RD
LINCOLNHOOD ILL 60646
GRAD 1613 VALLEY RD
LEVITTOWN N Y 02139
COM3 312 E ARMORY
HARVEY ILL




AGRl URH SNYDER 436
CHICAGO ILL 60646
FAA3 212 £ CHALMERS
GREEN LAKE WIS 54941
LASl URH CLARK 230
LAKE FOREST ILL 60045
LAS3 URH BUSEY 429
CHICAGO ILL 60643




ENG4 108 E HEALEY
CHICAGO ILL
GRAO 110 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO ILL 60645
AGR3 804 W OREGON
EDELSTEIN ILL
ENG3 401 E DANIEL
TRIVOLI ILL
COM3 904 S LINCOLN
GIFFORD ILL 61847
GRAD 2063 B ORCHARD ST
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAO 2063 B ORCHARD ST
URBANA ILL
GRAD 505 E WHITE
CLINTON ILL 61727




PE 2 URH TRELEASE 402
CICERO ILL 60650
LASl 305 E JOHN
PEORIA ILL 61603
LASl URH LAR 173
PEORIA ILL 61603
ENG4 URH WESTON 276
PEKIN ILL
AGR2 URH LUNDGREN 53
EAST ALTON ILL
LAS3 910 S 3RD
PETERSBURG ILL
FAA2 URH BLAISDELL 214
LA MOILLE ILL 61330
GRAD 507 CRYSTAL LAKE
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAO 503 BASH CT
MILWAUKEE WIS 53217




ENG4 507 CRYSTAL LAKE
URBANA ILL 61801









FAAl URH GARNER 439
ELIZABETH N J 07201
COM4 1111 S 2ND
CHICAGO 28 ILL
LASl URH NOBLt 317
CHICAGO ILL 60634
GRAU 503 RASH CT
MILWAUKEE WI S 53211
ED 3 URH TAFT 410
OAK PARK ILL 60302
GRAD 904 W GREEN
MALVERNE N Y





































































222 S KASPAR AV
GROSZCZYK THOMAS PAU
























































1122 N 14TH ST
GRUNE CAROLYN FAITH







RR 3 BOX 229
GRUPE ALAN DOUGLAS










213 E 11TH ST
*GRZEBIK JOSEPH JOHN












10730 S HARDING AV
GUASTAOISEiM M1CHAE





FAA2 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
GLtNCOE ILL 60022
LAS1 313 ARMORY C
HINSDALE ILL 60521
GRAD URH DANIELS 340 U 332-2246
JAMESTOWN N Y 14701
ENG2 URH OGLESBY 310 U 332-0820
CHICAGO ILL
AGR1 1001 S COLLEGE CT U 332-5646
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAS4 409 E CHALNERS C 344-4730
SK0K1E ILL
FAA1 URH CARR 202 U 332-3883
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAS1 URH ALLEN 204 U 332-3145
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAS1 910 S 3RD C
BLOOMFIELD N J 07003
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 1005 U 332-5682
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAS1 409 E CHALMERS C
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60005
GRAD 2313 S 1ST C 332-1266
MILWAUKEE WIS 53219
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 31 U 332-5617
OTTAWA ILL 61350
LAS1 706 S 2ND C
OAK PARK ILL 60304
ENG3
FRANKFORT ILL 60423
ENG4 1301 S BUSEY
CHICAGO 34 ILL








FAA4 904 S LOCUST
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 URH TOWNSEND 533
DOWNERS GROVE IL 60515
ENG2 GRANITE CITY ILL
GRANITE CITY ILL 62040
GRAD 3303 KIRBY
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820








LAS4 409 E CHALMERS
MONTICELLU ILL
LAS2 URH CLARK 332
LOMBARD ILL
AGR1 809 W PENN
EL PASO ILL 61738
GRAD GLENVIEW ILL
GLENVIEW ILL 60025
GRAD 212 E JOHN
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
FAA1 URH TRELEASE 1022
EVANSTON ILL 60202
FAA4 315 N WALNUT
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS6 315 N WALNUT
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS3 910 S 3RD
BARRINGTON ILL 60010
GRAD 808 W MAIN
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 URH ALLEN 304
FREEPORT ILL 61032
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 703
OE KALB ILL 60115
ED 2 URH WARDALL 323
BELLWOOD ILL 60104
GRAD HORT FIELD LAB 10
URBANA ILL 61B01
GRAD 404 E WHITE
NEW YORK N Y
LAS2 604 E ARMORY
EFFINGHAM ILL 62401
LAS4 514 E JOHN
GALESBURG ILL
LA S3 508 E WHITE
CHICAGO ILL 60645
ED 4 1606 CHEVY CHASE
CHAMPAIGN ILL
ENG1 409 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO HTS ILL 60411































ENG3 412 E GREEN
CHICAGO ILL 60617
FAA1 910 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL 60617
LAS3 URH CARR 402
MACKINAW ILL
ENG1 URH OGLESBY 216
MACKINAW ILL ol755
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 329
RUCKFORD ILL 61108
COM2 402 E ARMORY
CHICAGO ILL 60655


























































1010 W GREEN 522























561 S GRACE ST
GULLANG RICHARD MICH





GULL ION KATHRYN DAWN
561 LORRAINE RD

































405 PARK AV E
GUNTHER FRED J





ED 4 1002 W SPRINGFIELD U
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 204 8ARR U
EAST ALTON IL
LAS4 204 BARR U
HIGHLAND ILL 62249
GRAD 1513 HOLLY HILL C
FLORISSANT MO 63031




EO 1 208 W NEVADA U
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 1116 W NEVADA U
RED BUD ILL 62278
LAS3 URH WESTON 386 C
RED BUD ILL
GRAD 1012 S 1ST C
FLUSHING N Y
AGR2 801 W NEVADA U
PEMN ILL 61554
LAS4 1204 S LINCOLN U
ST CHARLES ILL
LAS2 URH SNYDER 178 C
UAKLAWN ILL
GRAO 905 S 1ST
ELMHURST ILL
LAS1 URH TAFT 325
FREEPORT ILL
FAA2 401 E DANIEL
MOKWONAGO Wl









JNL3 URH OGLESBY 1222
BELVIDERE ILL
GRAU URH SHERMAN 354
LAVICTOR LIMA PERU
AGR2 URH FORBES 271
OUITO ECUA
FAA4 LA NAPOLE FR
NURTHBRUOK ILL
LAS3 910 S 3RD
UNION HILL ILL 60969
GRAO URH DANIELS 522
URBANA ILL 61801
FAA2 URH SCOTT 295
NEW ROCHELLE N Y
LAS2 1014 W MAIN
CHESHIRE CONN
LAS4 313 E JOHN
EVERGREEN PARK ILL
AGR3 907 S WRIGHT
OAK PARK ILL
ENG4 201 E GREEN
DUWNERS GROVE ILL
ENG2 604 E ARMORY
JOLIET ILL 60435
GRAD 601 W SPRINGFIELD
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 1806 C ORCHARD PL
REDMOND WASH 98052
GRAO URH SHERMAN 319
DECATUR ILL 62526
GRAD URH DANIELS 335
ANKARA TURK
ENG4 URH TOWNSEND 170
CLARENDON HILL ILL
LAS1 URH VANOOREN 404
LOMBARO ILL 60148
LAW1 URH SHERMAN 1358
LOMBARO ILL 60148
GRAD 906 S VINE
ARLINGTON HTS ILL
COM3 1101 W PENN
BENTON ILL
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 124
ELMHURST ILL 60126
LAS4 1104 w STOUGHTON
BROADVIEW ILL
LAS1 URH ALLEN 4235
STREATOR ILL 61364
ENG1 409 E GREEN
NEW LENOX ILL 60451
LAW2 119 E ROPER
NEW LENOX ILL
LAS3 106 E DANIEL
COLUMBIA ILL
LAS3 910 S 3RD
LA GRANGE PARK ILL 60525
LA S3 URH BUSEY 3 03
GLENVIEW ILL
FAA4 103 S GLOVER
URBANA IL




LAS1 URH ALLEN 342
SOUTH HOLLANO ILL 60473
COM2 911 S 4TH
LA GRANGE PARK ILL 60528
C0M1 URH FORBES 324
OUINCY ILL 62301
PE 1 URH TRELEASE 1119
OES PLAINES ILL 60018
LAS1 URH ALLEN 421
PEORIA ILL 61604
ENG1 904 W GREEN
SAVANNA ILL 61074
LAW2 203 E HEALEY
PRINCETON ILL 61356
ENG4 AUGGtRVILLE RO
CALUMET CITY ILL 60409
ENG1 412 E GREEN
CALUMET CITY ILL 60409
























































4552 W 89TH PL
GUNTZEL CURINNF ANN


































4237 N MONITOR AV
GUSTAFSON ERIC SCOTT
519 N GENESEE ST
GUSTAFSON JAMES GORD
419 S HALE ST
*GUSIAFSON JUDITH C
809 M ILLINOIS 8
GUSTAFSON JULIE RAE




2407 N ROCK TON AV
GUSTAFSON ROBERT JOH






809 W ILLINOIS 8
GUSTASON RONALD W
918 N PRINCETON AV
GUSTAT FREDERIC JAME
40 IRENE ST RR 4
GUSTAVSCN DENNIS M
1323 W MULBEkRY ST
GUSTAVSCN THOMAS ALL
847 E SLAYTON DR
GUSTIE KARLA KAY
77 WILMOT RO
GUSTITUS PAUL WILL IA
































12843 S PARNELL AV
GUTTMANN PAUL FRANCI
GUITORMSEN ChERYL LY
447 S EUCLID AV
GUI IU jHARA LEE




1902 L ORCHARD SI
GUY GERALD LELAND




1902 IJ URCHAkU sr
COM4 713 W OHIO
PEORIA ILL
LAS1 URH FORBES 404
PEORIA ILL 61604
LAS1 URH LAR 406
HOMETOWN ILL 60456
GRAO 306 S LINCOLN
MINNEAPOLIS MINN
GRAD JOOHPR RAJSTHN I ND
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 207 S WRIGHT
NEW DELHI INUIA
GRAD URH DANIELS 626
UR8ANA ILL 61801
GRAD 406 E HEALEY
UR8ANA ILL 61801




LAS2 URH BLAISDELL 401
HOFFMAN ESTS ILL 60172
LAS1 1010 S 2ND
CHICAGO ILL 60646
C0M1 212 E DANIEL
BELLEVILLE ILL 62223
LAS3 910 S 3RD
CHICAGO IL
JNL3 904 S 3RD
WILMETTE ILL
FAA3 URH SNYDER 332
MOLINE ILL 61265
C0M1 1105 S 1ST
LINCOLNWOOD ILL 60646
LA S3 706 W OHIO
LINCOLNWOOD ILL
LAS1 URH ALLEN 448
CREVE COEUR MO 63141
AGR1 URH HOPKINS 342
BLUE ISLAND ILL 60406
LAS2 URH VANDOREN 114
CHICAGO ILL 60634
LAS2 907 S 4TH
MORRISON ILL 61270
LAS4 1106 S EUCLID
PALATINE ILL
GRAO 809 H ILLINOIS
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 508 E CHALMERS
MORRISON ILL
GRAD 411 W WHITE
CHICAGO ILL
ENG3 311 E GREEN
ROCKFORD ILL
AGR2 URH HUPKINS 463
COAL VALLEY ILL 61240
ENG4 306 E DANIEL
MOLINE ILL
AGP.1 509 W MAIN
CHICAGO ILL
GRAO 809 W ILLINO
URBANA ILL
COM2 1111 S 1ST
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60004
LAS1 1008 S 4TH
STREATOR ILL 61364
LAW3 1103 S 1ST
BLOOMINGTON ILL
LAS3 206 E GREEN
PALATINE IL
FAA2 URH LAR 386
DEERFIELD ILL 60015
ENG3 905 W CALIFORNIA
ARLINGTON HTS ILL
it) 1 URH 1RELEASE 1031
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAS2 URH CARR 409
MATTE SON ILL 60443
LAS1 URH 8LAI SDELL 217
PAXTON ILL 60957
GRAD 807 S WABASH
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 1211 W CLARK
OAK PARK ILL 60302
LAW2 1211 W CLARK
OAK PARK ILL
LASL 504 w GRCEN
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62704
GRAD MELROSE PK ILL
URBANA ILL
FAA1 URH ALLEN 397
UN1V CITY MO 63130
LAS3 403 S COLER
MUNDELEIN ILL
LAS4 911 S 4TH
wILMETTE ILL
COM2 URH WESTON 258
TISKILWA ILL 61368




LAS1 URH SNYDER 360
CHICAGO ILL 60628
ENG4 404 E STOUGHTDN
VALMEYER ILL
LASJ 1106 S LINCOLN
VILLA PARK ILL
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS
MEMPHIS TENN 38117
LAS1 . URH WAROALL 402
WtSTERN SPRS ILL 60558




GRAO 506 W MICHIGAN
CULUM8IA S C




































































306 W OLIVE ST
GUYTUN THOMAS LEE






























14222 S UNION AV
GRAD URH ALLEN 153 I
URBANA ILL 61801
FAA1 URH HOPKINS 332 (
WAUKESHA WIS 53186
LAS4 403 W HILL (
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 109 S BUSEY I
PARIS 14 FRANCE
LAS4 1506 KIRBY I
CHICAGO 25 ILL
LAS4 1005 S WRIGHT I
CANTON ILL
LAS1 URH FORBES 215 I
CANTON ILL 61520
ENG1 URH FORBES 471 I
HARVEY ILL 6042c
LAS1 URH ALLEN 471
CHICAGO ILL 60651
COM3 URH TRELEASE 1207
CHICAGO 38 ILL




AGR1 URH HOPKINS 372
ALTON ILL 62002
GRAD 206 E WHI TE
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS1 1003 S ELM
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG1 112 E JOHN
FRANKLIN PK ILL 60131
LAS2 706 E MATHEWS
CHICAGO ILL 60617
ENG1 URH HOPKINS 488
EVERGREEN PARK ILL 60642
GRAD URH DANIELS 203
URBANA ILL 61801
FAA1 URH SCOTT 439
RIVERDALE ILL 60627
LAS4 309 E JOHN
CHICAGO ILL









































141 S COUNTY LINE
HABECOST CHRISTY CAR
1334 ST JOHNS AV
HABERKORN MICHAEL HA





































GRAD 906 W NEVADA
STRAWN ILL
LASS 1110 S 2ND
CHICAGO ILL 60628
GRAD 1805 D ORCHARD PL
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 508 E STOUGHTON
WHEELING W VA
FAA1 URH FORBES 350
NAPERVILLE ILL 60540




ENG1 809 W PENN
AVON ILL 61415
GRAD 202 S LYNN
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS1 604 E ARMORY
NAPERVILLE ILL 60540
ENG1 URH GARNER 109
BLOOMINGTON ILL 61701
FAA4 1106 S LINCOLN
PROSPECT HTS ILL
GRAD 1007 W OREGON
CHICAGO ILL 60646




LAS2 URH LAR 396
HIGHLAND PARK ILL 60035
FAA4 1002 W OREGON
JOLIET ILL 60433
VM 3 URH DANIELS 707
CHICAGO 25 ILL
GRAO 706 S 1ST
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
JNL3 804 W OREGON
WONDER LK ILL
GRAO URH SHERMAN 1352
WILMINGTON DEL






LAS1 URH TRELEASE 126
CRYSTAL LAKE ILL 60014
LAS4 205 E GREEN
CHICAGO 45 ILL
LAS4 1106 S 3RD
CHICAGO 25 ILL
GRAD URH SHERMAN 419
NORMAL ILL
GRAU 402 E GREEN
PJLO ILL 61064
LAS2 409 E CHALMtPS
EJWAROSVILLE ILL 62025
LAS2 URH TUWNSbM) 277
NORMAL ILL 61761
GKAJ 107 E CHALMERS
LLMHORST ILL
LAS3 1404 S LINCOLN
VILLA GRUVE ILL
LAS3 705 E ARMORY
BELLEVILLE ILL
GRAO 1811 VALLfY RD































































733 S MAPLE AV
HAEGSTROM JOHN AR THU
6105 JOHN ST
HAFENRICHTER DURHOOD
RR 1 BOX 121
HAFENRICHTER KAREN L
ROUTE 2 BOX 322
HAFER GEORGE BYRON J


























220 W AOAMS ST
HAGEN CHARLES ROBERT
514 N WAIOLA AV
HAGEN DAVID WILLIAM


















176 E 2ND 10
HAGER JAMES BONNER
2410 E MAIN 4
HAGER JAY DEAN







HAGERMAN DIANA K H




300 S GOODWIN 602
HAGERUP LYNN
123 N REGENCY DR W
HAGERUP WILLIAM E JR














1833 5 4TH AV
HAHN CRAIG LEIGh
5909 N VIRGINIA
HAHN FKLURICK W JR
3626 HARRISON AV
HAHN GARY ARThUR
2b 14 t HARRISON
VM 3 1010 E COLORADO
MINOOKA ILL
GRAD URH DANIELS 217
THESSALONIKI GR
ENG4 URH SNYDER 378
CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAD 801 W HILL
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 URH LAR 436
GLEN ELLYN ILL 60137
GRAD 201 COUNTRY FR
BELOIT WIS 53511
GRAD 1834 D ORCHARD PL
BROOKLYN N Y 11225
GRAD 1S34 D ORCHARD PL
BROOKLYN N Y 11204
GRAD URH SHERMAN 1350
ELMHURST ILL 60126
LAS1 URH WESTON 446
PEORIA ILL 61604
ENG2 804 W OREGON
WESTCHESTER ILL 60156
FAA3 1009 W PENN
OAK PARK ILL
FAA2 URH OGLESBY 312
LOVES PARK ILL 61111
AGR4 302 W GREEN
OSWEGO ILL
GRAD 502 W MAIN
OSWEGO ILL 60543
GRAD 906 S VINE
STATE COLLEGE PA
GRAD 906 S VINE
URBANA IL
AGR1 URH LUNOGREN 324
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60005
LAS1 310 E JOHN
QUINCY ILL 62301
GRAD 5 KENT CT
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS4 304 W WASHINGTON
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
JNL4 1008 S 4TH
CHICAGO 31 ILL
LAS2 URH LAR 198
DOWNERS GR ILL 60515
GRAD 409 E CHALMERS
CANBY MINN
LAS2 301 E ARMORY
CHICAGO ILL
COM3 409 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO ILL
VM 3 VET CLINIC LA
SPRINGFIELD ILL
LAS3 722 S BROADWAY
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 910 S 3RD
TAYLORVILLE ILL 62568
COMl URH FORBES 370
LA GRANGE PARK ILL 60525
AVI2 507 W OREGON
HAYWOOD ILL 60153
ENG4 906 S 1ST
CRYSTAL LAKE ILL
GRAO 1005 S 6TH
WEST CHICAGO ILL
COM4 305 S RACE
LA GRANGE PK ILL
LAS2 URH LAR 102
E ST LOUIS ILL 622 03
GRAD 1103 S BUSEY
URBANA ILL
FAA4 305 S RACE
URBANA ILL 61801
VM 2 URH BABCOCK 125
PALOS HTS ILL 60463
AGR1 58 E GREGORY
UTICA ILL _ 61 3.73
GRAD MANTENO ILL
MANTENU ILL
GRAD 2410 E MAIN
URBANA ILL
AGR4 705 S GREGORY
PROSPECT HTS ILL
GRAD URH SHERMAN 222
EJGEWOOD R I 02905
LAS4 URH FORBES 374
ROCKPORT ILL
COMl 901 W CALIFORNIA
QUINCY ILL 62301
AGR2 57 E CHALMERS
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 57 E CHALMERS
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAO 2206 RAINBOW VIEW
URBANA ILL
AGR2 URH LAR 176
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60004
FAA4 URH TOWNSEND 541
ARLINGTON HTS IL
LAS3 URH LUNDGREN 25
FOX RIVER GR I LL
ENG1 URH FORBES 352
HANOVER ILL 61041
COM2 206 S GREGORY
ST LOUIS MO 63147
LAS4 URH TOWNSEND 215
SPRINGFIfcLD ILL
ENu2 1010 S 2ND
SPRINGFIELD ILL
GRAO 506 W STUU&HUIN
CHAMPAIGN IL
ENG4 URH SNYDER 150
MAYhUUD IL 60153
LAS3 URH ObLESBY 902
CHICAGO ILL
LAS3 604 E ARMORY
BRullKFIELD ILL 60513







































































































6840 W 29TH PL
HALBECK HUGH JORDAN













HALE EVERETT EDMAN J
140 N WOLF RD
HALE MARK PENDLETON

















HAL IK EDWIN J JR
3643 RIDGELAND AV
HALL ALLEN HARVEY
2 S 241 CENTER ST
HALL ALVA AARON








1630 N GILBEkT ST
HALL CAVIO BAKER JR













HALL KENTUN ALLEN JR







LAS2 412 E GREEN C
PARK FOREST ILL 60466
AGR2 311 E DANIEL C 344-3071
OLNEY ILL 62450
AGR3 809 W PENN U 344-4069
MINONK ILL
ENG2 604 E ARMORY C 344-1266
CARLYLE ILL 62231
AGR1 311 E DANIEL U
OLNEY ILL 62450
EO 1 910 S 3RD C
DUPO ILL 62239
LAS1 URH LAR 438 U 332-2936
LINCOLN ILL 62656
ENG2 URH GARNER 262 C 332-0746
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60004.
GRAD 506 SUNRISE U 365-1795
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS2 URH HOPKINS 278 C 332-1244
AURORA ILL 60505
GRAD 300 S GOODWIN U 344-2206
RAWALPINDI W PAK
JNLJ URH SAUNDERS 9 U 332-3577
CHICAGO ILL 60618
GRAD 300 S GOODWIN U 344-2206
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS2 URH SNYOER 352 C 332-1776
KANKAKEE ILL 60901
LAS3 108 E PENN U 365-1183
URBANA ILL 61801
AGR4 810 W OREGON U 344-6485
TEX1C0 ILL
COM3 212 N MCCULLOUGH U
SKOKIE ILL 60076
LAS2 402 E ARMORY C 344-9713
ROCKFORD ILL
GRAO 713 S STATE C 352-5667
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG4 URH TOWNSEND 367 U 332-4158
ELMWOOD PARK ILL
LAS3 URH LAR 311 U
BERWYN ILL 60402
LAW3 1502 HOLLY HILL C 356-1274
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS C
ELGIN ILL 60120
ENG3 508 E STOUGHTON C 344-6338
CLAYTON MO
LAS1 URH SNYOER 442 C
BERWYN ILL 60402
LAS1 URH SNYDER 442 C
BERWYN ILL 60402
LAS3 706 S MATHEWS U 344-0136
CHAMPAIGN ILL
ENG1 202 E DANIEL C 352-5151
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS3 412 E GREEN C
HIGHLAND ILL 62249
AVU SAVOY ILL
COAL CITY ILL 60416
GRAD 1 CEDAR CIRCLE U 367-3380
MOUND CITY ILL
COMl URH LUNDGREN 13 C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 1514 W HEALEY C 352-7504
WHEELING ILL 60090
GRAO 22 G H BAKER U 365-18?7
URBANA ILL
LAS2 311 E SPRINGFIELD C 352-8962
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
AGR3 207 E JOHN C 356-8938
CHICAGO ILL
FAA1 URH ALLEN 371 U 332-2800
CHICAGO ILL
ED 3 706 S MATHEWS U 344-0136
KEMPTON ILL 60946
GRAD 808 S 1ST C 356-0433
PALATINE ILL 60067
ENG3 URH TOWNSEND 542 U 344-3580
CHICAGO ILL
GRAO 1216 W WASHINGTON C 356-3625
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
FAA1 URH GARNER 482 C 332-0903
MAROA ILL 61756




GRAD 1210 S DUNCAN RD C 356-8135
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS4 307 S LINCOLN U 344-6997
GOLCONOA ILL
LAS2 URH WARDALL 525 U 332-4404
CARMI ILL 62821
FAA1 1609 W WHITE C 356-4040
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS3 URH FORBES 259 C 332-0983
DANVILLE ILL
ENG4 112 E DANIEL C 356-7936
CHICAGO IL 60634
COM3 410 E JOHN C 344-9477
COLLINSVILLE ILL 62234
LAS1 URH WARDALL 1216 U 332-4564
OAKLAWN ILL 60459
ENG1 URH GARNhR 318 C 332-0787
LAKE BLUFF ILL 60044
FAA3 910 S 3RD C
HtAOVlLLE PA 16335
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 516 U 332-5187
SALEM ILL 62881
EO 1 UR-H LAR 37b U 332-3023
CRYSTAL LAKE ILL 60014
PE 3 1101 W PENN U 344-9469
TUSCOLA ILL










































4917 N NEENAH AV
HALLAM KATHLEEN OELO
3 7 BARCLAY DR
HALLBERG JOHN CHARLE
306 E L INCOLN ST
HALLBERG TERRY ALFRE














121 W 3RD ST
HALLO MARGARET ULIVE
125 L 1MEST0NE AV
HALLOWELL R1CHAR0 A
304 CATHERINE ST












HALPER IN BARBARA IDA
744 CARROLL PL















138 S 11TH ST
hALVURSEN WILLIAM T




322 S WHITTAKER ST



















RR 4 BOX 1^3
HAMENOL V ICK1 LARAYN
721 STUCKTUN HIS
HAMICK OlANNt SUSAN
16 E BRIDGE SI
ENG2 402 E DANIEL C 344-0540
MIJNCIE IL
GRAO 1203 W MAIN U 367-7729
HOUGHTON N Y
LAS1 URH TOWNSENO 467 U 332-4222
ROCKFORO ILL 61102
ENG4 304 S 5TH C 359-2825
PEK1N ILL
LAS3 1008 S 4TH C 344-1207
MUL1NE ILL
ENG4 607 S VICTOR C 356-5677
CHAMPAIGN ILL
FAA2 409 E CHALMERS C 344-3910
CENTRALIA ILL 62801
GRAO 207 E HEALEY C 352-7404
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
PE 3 ST LOUIS MO 332-"993
SI LOUIS MU
GRAD 800 S MATTIS C 359-3264
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS4 504 M ELK 367-6361
HlNNETKA ILL
EU 4 MUNCIE ILL
MUNCIE ILL
LAS3 508 E CHALMERS C 344-6625
PEORIA IL
LAS2 713 W OHIO U 332-4400
BLOOMINGTON ILL 61701
AGR3 809 W PENN U 344-4069
AUBURN IL
LAS4 1111 S 1ST C 356-3314
CHARLESTON ILL
ENG4 305 E JOHN C 344-3765
EVANSTON ILL
LAS3 URH WARDALL 1020 U 332-4520
CHICAGO ILL 60656
PE 1 URH LAR 477 U
BLACKWOOD N J 08012
LAS2 URH CARR 5 U 332-1569
SYCAMORE ILL 60178
LAW1 913 S LOCUST C
CHICAGO ILL 60655
LAS2 302 E ARMORY C 332-3370
UUINCY ILL 62301
ENG1 URH FORBES 245 C 332-0976
ROCKFORD ILL 61103
LAS3 712 W HILL C
DE KALB ILL 60115
LAS2 URH TOWNSENO 446 U 332-4209
CHICAGO ILL 60655
LAS3 712 W HI LL C
CHESTERTUN I NO 46304
GRAO URH SHERMAN 122 C
CHICAGO ILL 60617
GRAO 705 W SPRINGFIELD U 367-5961
DELAVAN ILL 61734
GRAD ARMORY C 332-4625
CANBERRA AUS
LAS1 URH OGLESBY 523 U 332-5194
PEKIN ILL 61554
GRAO 3 WEAVER PL U 365-2173
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG4 1110 S 2ND C 359-1458
EVANSTON IL 60201
EO 2 1404 S LINCOLN U 344-3821
EVANSTON ILL 60201
AGR2 URH OGLESBY 1128 U 332-5379
CARY ILL 60013
COM3 409 E CHALMERS C
LA SALLE ILL
COM2 1105 S 1ST C 356-7570
WILMETTE ILL 60091
LAS3 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
TEANECK N J
ENG4 1007 N DIVISION U 359-4538
DANVILLE ILL
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 519 U 332-5544
DANVILLE ILL 61832
LAS2 706 W OHIO U 344-3050
NILES ILL 60648
LASI 910 S 3RD C
LINCOLNWOOD ILL 60645
ENG3 1304 E MICHIGAN U 367-7802
URBANA ILL
LAS2 904 S 3RD C 344-6125
MEMPHIS TENN
GRAD 1603 SHERIOAN RD C 356-5085
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG3 102 E CHALMERS C 356-7928
CARMI ILL 62821
LAS2 URH SCOTT 488 C 332-1631
CHICAGO ILL 60620
GRAD 1610 GLEN BURNIE C 352-6471
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 821 U 332-5637
TUULON ILL 61483
ENG4 URH TOWNSEND 154 U 332-4026
GRANT PARK ILL
LAS3 313 E JOHN C 344-9444
KANKAKEE ILL
GRAD 403 PFEFFER RD U 367-2168
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG1 409 E CHALMERS C
BRADLEY ILL 60915
ENG4 URH TOWNSEND 206 U 332-4051
WILLOW SPGS ILL
LASI 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
CHICAGO ILL 60617
LAS3 1003 HOLIDAY C 352-2643
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
FAA1 URH ALLEN 244 U 332-3174
NURTHLAKE ILL 60164
GRAD 1302 W UNIVERSITY U 367-4807
MC LEAN VA
JNL3 903 N COLtR U 367-30 !9
ANTIUCH ILL
tU 1 URH ALLEN 444 U 332-3250
BilUKHUNNAIS ILL 60914
LAS3 URH LAR 438 U 132-2936
DANVILLE ILL 61832
HAMILTON CHARLLS I HU LUM1 URH HOPKINS 319 C
3908 E 112TH CHICAGO ILL 60617
HAMILTON OAVIO LEWIS GRAD 1603 VALLEY RO C
1603 VALLEY RD El CHAMPAIGN ILL
HAMILTUN EDWIN CLARK AGR6 701 W UNIVERSITY U
701 W ONIVERSITY URBANA ILL 61801




HAMILTUN JAMES ORNSB ENG4 1110 W SPRINGFIELD U
RR 4 CARRULLTON ILL
EO 2 312 E DANIEL C
DANVILLE ILL 61832
JNL4 907 S WRIGHT C
NAPERVILLE ILL









527 S WRIGHT ST
HAMILTON JEFFREY C
405 S CHICAGO





GRAD 205 W OREGON
URBANA ILL 61801
HAMILTON KENNETH WAL ENG4 URH TOWNSEND 312











COM3 1004 S 4TH
LANSING ILL 60438
GRAD 205 W OREGON
URBANA ILL 61801
HAMILTON MICHAEL RAY ENG1 URH SCOTT 460
17 GREER EAST ALTON ILL 62024
HAMILTON PATRICIA AN GRAD 1107 S EUCLID
5515 PUROUE AV BALTIMORE MD
HAMILTON PHYLLIS S GRAO 611 HESSEL
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LASI 1008 S 4TH
MONEE ILL 60449
LAW3 404 S LINCOLN
CHICAGO ILL 60639
HAMILTON SUSAN PAULS GRAO 1603 VALLEY RD
1603 VALLEY RD 1 CHAMPAIGN IL
HAMILTON WANDA JEAN
RR 2





1942 C ORCHARD ST
HAMLIN EL WOOD R II
306 S LOCUST
HAMM CAROL JANE
162 S 5TH ST
HAMM JACK KENNETH







LAS2 URH ALLEN 247 I
MCLEANSBORO ILL 62859
LAS3 211 E DANIEL I
WESTRN SPRNGS ILL
COM4 1107 W GREEN I
ELIZABETHTOWN KY
GRAO 1942 C ORCHARD ST I
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 306 S LOCUST I
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
EO 4 904 S LINCOLN
SHELDON ILL
GRAD URH DANIELS 316
SHELDON ILL 60966
FAA3 URH NOBLE 313
MISSOULA MONT 59801
LAS3 205 E ARMORY
BLOOMINGTON ILL
ENG1 URH HOPKINS 356
DECATUR ILL 62526
HAMMER RONALD RUSSEL AVI1 URH WESTON 230
RR 3 POLO ILL 61064
HAMMER TERENCE MICHA LAS4 URH TOWNSEND 274
532 N RIDGELAND AV OAK PARK ILL
HAMMERSCHLAG DORIS S GRAD 1786 VALLEY RD
NORTH ST PINE BUSH N Y
HAMMERTON DAVID ALAN FAA2 1 SAFFER CT
3009 WALDRUN RD KANKAKEE ILL 60901
HAMMES ROBERT M JR j ENG2 URH OGLESBY 106
2007 DRESDEN AV ROCKFORD ILL 61103
HAMMOND CLARK RICHAR ENG4 510 S 3RD
10 POWERS LANE PL DECATUR ILL
HAMMOND JAMES ROSS LAS2 URH FORBES 269
194 MYRTLE AV ELMHURST ILL 60126
HAMMOND JEFFREY KEIT ENG 1 URH SNYDER 370
177 MARSCH AV AURORA ILL 60538
HAMMOND JOHN HERNDON ENG4 1011 W STOUGHTON
RR 1 TABLE GROVE ILL
HAMMOND PATRICK RAYM LAS4 1418 LINCOLNSHIRE
1416 LINCULNSHIRE CHAMPAIGN ILL 61620
HAMMOND PAUL MAGEE LASI 604 E ARMORY
70 MAIN ST GLENS FALLS N Y 12801
HAMMOND VINCENT ELWO LAS3 URH FORBES 213
1405 MATILDA PEKIN ILL
HAMMOND WALTER CECIL GRAD 505 E GREEN
908 E MAIN URBANA ILL
HAMMOND WILLIAM R JR LAS4 2010 C ORCHARD ST





EO 3 409 i CHALMERS
DANVILLE ILL 61832
EO 4 URH TRELEASE 811
SYCAMORE ILL
HAMPER GEORGE JOSEPH ENG2 URH HOPKINS 406
228 THORNEWOOO LEMONT ILL 60439
HAMPTUN BILL R GRAO 203 COUNTRY FR
703 VILLAGE SO DR HAZELWOOD MO 63042
HAMPTON EARLETTA KAY ED 1 1215 HOLIDAY
1215 HOLIDAY DR CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820


















GRAD 1005 S 6TH
CHICAGO HTS ILL
LAS4 908 S 1ST
BERWYN IL




hANAFY AbDALLA ABDEL GRAO 1114 W SPRINGFIELD U
13 HtLWA ST
HANAGAN MIChAEL PATR
1302 L MAIN ST
86
CAIRO EGYPT
LAS3 URH TOWNSEND 566
WEST FRANKFURT ILL
HANAKUTO CLAIRE MASA FAA1 URH IAF T 420
1248 n CORNELIA CHICAGU ILL 60657
HANut HKLNDA JU LASI URH LAR 2«6
115 WILLOW CT EAST PURlA ILL 61611
HANCK KLNNEIh WILLIA uRAU 1205 w MAIN













































159- 1 7'; 1
344-17HA








40b N MICHIGAN MAR
HANCOCK SUE ANN
620 S 2ND ST
HANCOCK THOMAS F
45 HILLCREST DR
HANCOCK WIN SLOW HARR
701 N UNIVERSITY
HAND CRYSTAL KAY
RR 3 BOX 30 OH
HANOELSMAN ROBERT A











































5128 N AVERS AV
HANK INS CHARLES R
1006 GOELZ DR_
HANKINS GAIL JACQUEL









































• HANNEN CHARLES DAN IE
2112 M WHITE 165
HANNEK JAMES RICHARD




BOX 196 RR 1
HANNO MILDRED SARA






2905 N 77TH AV
HANNULA RUSSELL JOHN
575 THURNDALE RD
GRAO 604 N MAPLE
URBANA ILL 61B01
ENG2 URH TOWNSfcND 512
SHALL ILL 62441
LAS2 50b E CHALMERS
PEKIN ILL 61554
GRAO 61 E JOHN
HAMILTON OHIO 45013
GRAO 701 W UNIVERSITY
URdANA ILL 61801
LAS2 URH ALLEN 297
GALESOURG ILL
LAS3 910 S 3RD
LINCOLNWOOD IL 60646
AGR1 URH LAR 403
DENVER COLO 80204
GRAO 706 W OREGON
URBANA IL
FAA1 URH SNYDER 440
CHICAGO ILL 60626
LAS2 URH WARDALL 206
SPRINGFIELD ILL
LAS3 1106 S LINCOLN
WILMETTE ILL
LAS4 205 E HEALEY
URBANA ILL 61801
AGR1 59 E GREGORY
VIRGINIA ILL 62691
CUM I URH HOPKINS 267
WATSEKA ILL 60970
LAS3 1106 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL
COM2 202 E OANIEL
STREATOR ILL
ENG2 URH HOPKINS 226
FRANKLIN PARK ILL 60131
AGR1 URH GARNER 482
MAROA ILL 61756
EO 1 URH VANOOREN 409
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60004
LAS1 URH SAUNDERS 319
SHELBYVILLE ILL 62565
AGR2 URH WARDALL 202
SIGEL ILL 62462
LAS3 URH OGLESBY 701
OAK PK ILL
AGR4 1206 W STOUGHTON
CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAO 1206 W STOUGHTON
URBANA IL
JNL4 210 E JOHN
BUTLER IL
AGR1 URH ALLEN 468
SUGAR GROVE ILL 60554
AGR3 801 W NEVADA
SUGAR GROVE ILL
LAS3 309 E DANIEL
CHICAGO ILL 60625
ENG4 706 S 1ST
E ST LOUIS ILL
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 1218
ITASCA ILL 60143
GRAO 1012 HOLLYCREST <
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAO 1012 HOLLYCREST i
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS3 501 E SPRINGFIELD i
CHICAGO ILL 60644




LAS1 URH TRELEASE 1008 I
NEENAH WIS 54956
GRAO 1008 W GREEN !
URBANA ILL 61801
COM4 206 E GREEN I
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAO 711 DOVER PL I
CHAMPAIGN ILL
ENG4 1006 W NEVADA I
SOMONAUK ILL
GRAO 1404 N MCKINLEY t
WAUKEGAN ILL
GRAO 611 S RANDOLPH I
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS3 1404 N MCKINLEY I
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 611 S RANDOLPH I
DETROIT MI
LAS1 URH VANOOREN 21 I
CLINTON OHIO 44216
LAS3 URH HOPKINS 406 I
BROOKFIELD ILL 60513
GRAD 408 STOUGHTON (
MARTINSVILLE I ND 46151
LAS4 916 DEVONSHIRE (
CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAO 403 W SPRINGFIELD I
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 1604 SANGAMON I
KANSAS CITY KANS
GRAO 2112 W WHITE I
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS1 URH UGLESBY 311 I
PARIS ILL 61944
GRAO URH DANIELS 77 I
MArOLEHEAD OHIO
LAS2 URH TAFT 12 (
CRETE ILL 60417
































C0M1 URH HOPKINS 458
ELMWOOD PARK ILL 60635





























































2941 N PRATER AV
HANSEN DAVID ARDEN


























1103 W CHURCH 5
HANSEN MARY LOUISE




459 S ARTHUR ST
HANSEN RICHARD FRANS
RR 4 BOX 72
HANSEN SUSAN MARIE
2332 BRYANT
HANSEN TERR I LEE
409 CARL ETON
HANSEN WILLIAM OOUGL





440 N WILLIAMS DR
HANSON BETTE ANN
1401 E RACINE AV
HANSON CAROL JEANNE











































AGK2 310 t GREuUHY C 356-6715
BLUE MOUND ILL 62513




ENG1 URH HUPKINS 300 C
MENTOR OHIO 44060
GRAD 504 t STOUGHTON C 352-3496
URBANA ILL 61801
PE 1 URH EVANS U
OAKLAWN ILL 60459
LAS4 901 S LINCOLN U 332-2905
EL8URN ILL 60119
LAS2 312 E ARMORY C 356-7961
EL8URN ILL 60119
FAA1 URH HUPKINS 389 C
HAZEL CREST ILL 6042«




ENG2 106 E HEALEY C
ROCK FALLS ILL 61071
LAS1 112 E DANIEL C
BUOA ILL 61314
ENG1 URH WESTON 472 C 332-2106
MELROSE PARK ILL 60164
FAA4 1306 SILVER U 365-2777
CHICAGO ILL
LAS2 506 E HEALEY C 359-2247
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS4 307 W WHITE C 344-9741
CRYSTAL LAKE IL
FAA1 URH FORBES 300 C 332-1014
CHICAGO ILL 60655
LAS2 URH FORBES 372 C 332-1067
MT PRUSPECT ILL 60057
LAS4 2077 C HAZELWD CT U 344-4882
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 URH HUPKINS 318 C 332-1270
DES PLAINES ILL
FAA4 1009 S MATHS C 356-3871
MAHOMET ILL 61853
EO 1 URH BUSEY 243 U
OFALLON ILL 62269
GRAO 2077 C HAZELWD CT U 344-4832
URBANA ILL
LAS3 212 E DANIEL C 356-7908
N1LES ILL 60648
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 475 C 332-1382
OAKLAWN ILL 60453
El) 2 409 E CHALMERS C 332-5685
ROCKFORD ILL 61108
GRAO 1103 W CHURCH C 356-2249
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS1 URH WARDALL 409 U 332-4365
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60004
LAS1 URH GARNER 250 C 332-0679
PARK FOREST ILL 60466
GRAD 1006 E DELAWARE U 367-2713
POCATELLO IDAHO
AGR3 58 E GREGORY C 355-3153
KANKAKEE ILL
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 1206 U 332-5743
EVANSTUN ILL 60201
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 1020 U 332-5696
GLEN ELLYN ILL 60137
LAS4 106 E HEALEY C 359-4353
ROCK FALLS ILL 61071
FAA1 1009 W PENN U 344-9518
PAXTON ILL 60957
LAS2 URH WARDALL U 332-309 1
PALATINE ILL 60067
GRAD 605 S 4TH C
WAUKESHA WIS
EO 3 611 E DANIEL C 344-1840
CHAMPAIGN ILL
ENG4 URH TOWNSEND 111 U 332-3993
GLEN ELLYN ILL
ENG4 203 N HARVEY U 365-1545
URBANA ILL 61801




LAS2 1301 S BUSEY U 344-5225
NEWMAN ILL
LAS1 URH VANOOREN 212 C 332-0503
MATTOON ILL 61938
GRAD 307 W ILLINOIS U 367-0484
URBANA ILL 61801
FAA2 1102 LINCOLN C 344-4205
ELMHURST ILL 60126
GRAO 307 W ILLINOIS U 367-0484
URSANA ILL
LAS1 URH WARDALL 1126 U 332-4550
BROOKFIELD ILL 60513
GRAD 1836 A ORCHARD PL U 344-3526
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 909 E DELAWARE U 365-1636
URBANA ILL 61801
FAA2 URH WARDALL 308 U 332-4340
BLUfc ISLAND ILL 60406
FAA3 409 E CHALMERS C
CHICAGO ILL 60625
LAS2 URH ALLEN 181 U 332-3290
CHICAGO ILL 60b26
FAA3 URH TAFT 14 C 332-3438
WINNETKA ILL 60093
LAS1 URH CLARK 226 C 332-0023
JULIET ILL 60436
FAA2 URH TAFT 122 C 332-0613
LA GRANGE PARK ILL 60525
ENG4 311 t OANIEL C 344-3)71
MENOOTA ILL
ENG2 URH SCOTT 492 c 332-1102
WINHELD ILL 60190









2400 S 7IH AV
HAKBACK HERBERT F
750 WEBSTER CR
LAS4 UKH WARDALL 707
CICERO ILL
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 328
NURTH8R00K ILL 60062
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 1110
N R1VERSI0E ILL 60547
LAS6 1510 WINSTON
KANKAKEE ILL
HARBAUGh BARBARA ELL EO 1 URH LUNDGREN 203
KR 1 PRAIRIE UURCHR ILL 62277
HARBAUGH RUBERT DAN 1 ENG1 URH SCOTT 396
112 AM INGTUN UR DANVILLE ILL 61832
HARBER KRIST1NE E LAS1 URH WARDALL 326
23 W 687 GOODRIUGE ROSELLE ILL 60172
HARBOUR IRL JR EO 2 306 E GREEN
841 ROANOKE DR SPRINGFIELD ILL 62702
HARBUZIUK ALEX DAVID LAS1 URH OGLESBY 230
ELMHURST ILL 60126
LAS2 URH ALLEN 136
HIGHLAND PARK ILL 60035
COM3 URH SCOTT 202
PALATINE ILL
HAKUACRE LOUIS NELLO ENG2 410 E JOHN
1000 S HARRISON PARK RIDGE ILL 60068
HARDEN KERMIT LAVERN GRAD 903 S MATTIS
903 S MATTIS CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
HARDER ERIC MICHAEL LAS3 URH BABCOCK 313
GLEN ELLYN ILL
GRAD 306 N RUSSELL
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG2 URH SNYDER 365
BUNKER HILL ILL 62014
LAS1 410 JOHN
UR8ANA ILL 61801
LAS3 604 S LINCOLN
URBANA ILL 61801
















1312 BR1ARCLIFF DR RANTOUL ILL











HARBINGER JOHN MlCHA AGR3 1101 W PENN
3413 WESTERN AV MATTOON ILL
HARDINGER RACHEL LAS2 1102 S
3413 WESTERN AV MATTOON ILL














LAS4 1752 VALLEY RD
BARTLETT ILL
LAS2 URH VANDOREN 122
SKOKIE ILL







HARFORD DUNALD DOUGL ENG4 607 W HEALEY
PIPER CITY ILL
ED 3 URH TRELEASE 902
PIPER CITY ILL
LAS1 410 E GREEN
SYCAMORE ILL
CUM2 505 S 1ST
SALEM ILL
EJ 4 808 S LINCOLN
SULLIVAN ILL 61951














RR 3 BOX 125
HARIAN1 VASANT KUMAR GRAD 504 E GREEN
JAIPUR RAJASTHAN IND
HAR1EC ANDREW AMIL GRAD 1104 WESTFIELD
1104 WESTFIELD CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
HARIMUIO NATHAN KEIJ GRAD URH OGLESBY 1114
1471 ALENCASTRE ST HJMOLULU HA
HARMNS CFERILUE FAA1 URH TRELEASE 1127
4b GREENCROFT CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
HAKKNESS CAROL LYNNE LAS1 URH TRELEASE 303
427 S LINCOLN KANKAKEE ILL 60901
HAKKNESS LOUIS GEORG LAS3 URH SCOTT 489
3436 RANDOLPH LANSING ILL 60438
HARKNESS MARGUERITE LAS4 907 W ILLINOIS
KENT OHIO





HARLAN RICHARD RUNAL LAS3 201 E GREEN
600 S YORK ELMHURST ILL
HARLESS ALLEN EUGENE AGR I 311 E ARMORY
BOX 349
HAKLUW RUBERT ALLEN
















LAS3 307 W COLUMBIA
KEWANEC ILL 61443
















HARMON ANTHONY FRANK COM2 URH FORBES 308











•HAKMUN IHOMAS FARREL ENG4 404 DUNCA^
40 1 SMITH DR CARMI ILL
CHICAGO ILL 60632
GRAD 512 E STOUGHTON
SPRINGFIELD ILL
LAS1 URH SNYDER 366
CARMI ILL 62821
LAS2 URll VANDOREN 220
SPRINGFIELD ILL
EMG1 URH fCRSES 465
RuCKFORD ILL 61103







































































































212 N JACKSON ST
HARPER DONALD WILLIA











304 S 22ND ST
HARPER ROBERT T JR
403 S CENTRAL ST
HARPER ROBERTA C
















618 S STATE ST
HARRINGTON JOAN ANN
3100 FARMINGTON OR
HARRINGTON JOHN F JR


































6119 N LENlKAL PK
HAkkIS JOHN FRANK
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 236 C 332-1212
CISCO ILL 61830
AGR1 URH GARNER 236 C 332-0729
RED BUD ILL 62278
LAS3 310 E JOHN C 344-9752
URBANA ILL 61801
FAA1 URH TRELEASE 1030 U 332-5706
FAIRBURY ILL 61739
PE 4 1604 CORONADC C 356-4981
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
CGM1 URH SCOTT 418 C 332-1583
CHENOA ILL 61726
ENG1 URH TOWNSEND 473 U 332-4228
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62707
LAS2 604 E ARMORY C 344-4931
PEORIA ILL 61614
LAS3 207 E JOHN C 35o-2945
AUBURN ILL
COM4 1604 CORONADO C 332-0580
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 URH WARDALL 220 U 332-4327
CISCO ILL 61830
AGR4 1004 W NEVADA U 344-0676
FAIRBURY ILL
AGR4 1001 S WRIGHT C 344-1351
CARLINVILLE ILL
GRAD URH DANIELS 435 U 332-2293
BLOOMINGTON MINN 55431
GRAD URH DANIELS 520 U 332-2312
MONTREAL QUE CAN
GRAD 58 E ARMORY C 359-4263
BELVIDERE ILL 61008
FAA3 URH BUSEY 226 U 332-2610
MOBILE ALA 36608
LAS3 URH WARDALL 1226 U 332-4574
EAST ALTON ILL
GRAD 1816 SOUTHWOOD C 356-6983
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 1106 S 2N0 C
BOULDER COLO B0301
LAS4 URH LUNDGREN 103 C 332-0216
GENEVA ILL 60134
AGR4 103 FLOROIA U 344-6707
ELLISVILLE ILL 61431
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 292 C 332-1252
WEST FRANKFORT ILL 62896
AGR1 URH FORBES 332 C
CHICAGO ILL 60647
AGR3 1111 S 1ST C 352-0329
OGDEN ILL
LAS3 1009 W PENN U 344-9518
OANVILLE ILL
AGR4 1002 W OREGON U 344-4109
MANSFIELD ILL
LAS3 URH TAFT 312 C 332-0640
SPRINGFIELD ILL
PE 2 716 W MICHIGAN U 332-0215
CHANDLERVILLE ILL
LAS3 URH CLARK 325 C 332-0051
CAMP HILL PA
GRAD 532 FAIRLAWN U
WINONA MISS 38967
LAS1 URH TAFT 122 C 332-0603
CHICAGO ILL 60620
FAA1 URH EVANS 415 U
LEWISTOWN ILL 61542
GRAD 1419 CAMBRIDGE C 356-4336
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
FAA2 410 E GREEN C 352-1039
MT VERNON ILL 62 864
AGR1 URH HOPKINS 439 C 332-1354
ROCK FALLS ILL 61071
LAS1 URH TOWNSEND 384 U
AURORA ILL 60506
GRAD 806 W IOWA U 344-3738
CHICAGO ILL
AGR3 904 S LYNN C 356-8796
HUMBOLDT ILL
LAS2 1002 OREGON U 344-3858
CARO MICH 48723
GRAD URH DANIELS 375 U 332-2510
GREENSBORO N C 27244
GRAD 407 N STATE C 352-2960
TACUMA WASH
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 713 U 332-5600
GODFREY ILL 62035
FAA2 410 E GREEN C 356-7820
RANTOUL ILL 61866
LAS4 913 WEBBER U 344-9710
GLFNCOE ILL
LAS4 RR 1 U 367-0690
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS C 352-5151
PARK RIDGE ILL 60068
•LAS2 403 S LINCOLN U
EVANSTON ILL 602 02
AVI2 URH FORBES 322 C 332-1032
EARLVILLE ILL 60518
LAS2 URH BUSEY 315 U 332-2639
WILMETTE ILL 60091
COM4 1404 h SPRINGFIELD C 352-1860
RIVERDALE 27 ILL
LAS1 URH ALLEN 419 U 332-2793
CHICAGO ILL 60643
LAS3 URH TOWNStNU 505 U 332-4242
W SALEM ILL
LAS2 URH SNYDER 182 C 332-1669
SKOKIE ILL 60077
LAS2 501 E HEALEY C 356-817/
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG3 URH SNYDER 215 C 332-1681
OTTAnA ILL
GRAD URH DANIELS 167 U 132-24^6
CHULA VISTA CAL 92011
LAS1 URH TAFT 107 C 332-OS72
MACOMtt ILL 61455
FAAl LRU TRELEASE 1025 LI 332-5701
CHICAGO ILL 60645












HARRIS LEON M JR
302 TUCKAHOE BLVO
HARRIS LINDA LEE













HARRIS OVID L ISBERG
3730 S MCCLINTOCK
HARRIS PAMELA LOUISE
















ROUTE 2 BOX 460
HARRIS SALLY


















9009 S PAXTON AV
HARRISON CHER I JILL
2006 BOUDREAU DR
HARRISON CONSTANCE A








1925 N WOODLAWN PK
HARRISON GEORGE R
616 W STANTUN ST
HARRISON RICHARD ALA
8235 S LAFL IN
HARRISON RODMAN PAUL




1721 fc 92ND ST
HARRISON STEVEN MICH
620 N LINCULN 106













1202 t WILLOW AV
HARShA KAREN RAE
















370 5 B1SSELL ST
GRAO 1907 SOUTHWOCD
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61822
FAA4 1110 W STOUGHTDN
HAMILTUN ILL 62341
LAS1 URH SNYDER 478
OAKLAND CITY I ND 47560




LAS3 URH BUSEY 330
LOMBARD ILL
LAS3 URH BARTON 320
CHICAGO ILL 60631
GRAD 2071 D ORCHARD ST
LOS ANGELES CAL 90007
LAS2 405 E JOHN
EARLVILLE ILL 60518
ENG2 URH SCOTT 170
ROCKFORO ILL 61108
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 231
COLLINSVILLE ILL 62234
GRAD 1902 E VERMONT
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 2071 ORCHARO ST
LOS ANGELES CAL 90007
PE 2 2206 S VINE
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS1 URH 8LAISDELL 115
CHICAGO ILL 60623
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS
MUNDELEIN ILL 0OO6O
COM2 110 E ARMORY
CHICAGO ILL
ENG2 505 E GREEN
VANDALIA ILL 62471
ENG2 301 E ARMORY
CHICAGO ILL 60617
GRAD 504 W ELM
URBANA ILL 61801




LAS4 URH WARDALL 926
CHICAGO ILL
LAS1 URH SNYDER 275
UNIVERSITY CITY MO 63130
LAS1 URH ALLEN 135
GODFREY ILL 62035
VM 2 URH BABCOCK 121
WAUKEGAN ILL
GRAD WOODHAVEN TRLR CT
MEDFORD WIS 54451
AGR3 409 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO ILL 60626
FAA4 URH VANDOREN 323
PRINCETON ILL 61356
COM2 1005 S 2ND
CHICAGO IL 60626
LAS1 URH CARR 214
BLUE ISLAND IL




AGR4 1202 W NEVADA
PRINCEVILLE ILL
LAS1 URH GARNER 214
PEORIA ILL 61604
ED 2 URH FORBES 315 1
MASON CITY ILL 62664
C0M1 110 E ARMORY 1
SKOKIE ILL 60076
LASl URH HOPKINS 388 I
MCHENRY ILL 60050
COM3 410 E JOHN I
STREATOR ILL 61364
FAA4 1003 S 3RD I
CHICAGU 20 ILL
GRAO 2079 C HAZELWI) CT
UR3ANA ILL
LAS2 URH HOPKINS 412 I
CHATHAM ILL 62629
COM3 1106 S EUCLID I
CHICAGU 1 7 ILL
LAS3 206 E JOHN I
ADDISON ILL 60101
LASl 1004 S 4TH I
WOOD RIVER ILL 62095
LAS3 806 W MAIN I
CHICAGU ILL 60649
LAS3 105 L~ DANIEL I
HARVEY ILL
AGR4 205 E GREtN I
WAPtLLA ILL
ENG1 URH WESTON 463 I
EAST PEORIA ILL 61611
agr4 iii6 w Nevada i
WAYNESVILLE ILL
COM3 309 E CHALMERS I
WHtATON ILL
L<VS1 2007 PHILU RD I
URBANA ILL 61801
FAA1 RR 3 I
UR3ANA ILL 61801
PE 3 502 t PENN I
URrlANA ILL
LAS2 LRH FORBES 100 I
ARCOLA IL
F4A3 URH WARDALL 520 I
URBANA ILL
Ai.^2 58 E GREGORY I
PLAINFItLO ILL 60544
EN33 URH tOnNSCNU 224 I
BtLLEVlLLE ILL
LAS4 URH SNYDER 380 I
URliANA IL





























































541 N 6TH SI
HARI KAREN MINCKLER










118 S CRESCENT OR
HART SUSAN LYNN
322 E 7TH ST
HART SYLVIA ANN
16 N CHANN1NG ST
HART TERENCE MICHAEL




















609 N 17TH ST





























RR 1 BOX 51A











420 E NORTH ST

























450 c PINE ST
HARTTER DORIS JEANNE
Rk 1 BOX 75
GRAD MAHOMET
MAHOMET ILL 61853
LASl URH SNYOtR 425
OAK PARK ILL 60304
ENG1 URH GARNER 212
ELGIN ILL 60120
FAA3 2319 S 1ST
ELMHURST ILL
LAS3 URH SAUNDERS 308
SPRINGFIELO ILL
LASl 604 E ARMORY
DE KALB ILL 60115
GRAD 300 S GOODWIN
13440ROME N Y
LAS4 1009 W PENN U
CHICAGO ILL
LAS3 510 HEALEY C
PEUR1A ILL 61603
LASl 806 W OHIO U
CHICAGO ILL 60643
GRAD 806 W OHIO U
ASHTON ILL
GRAD 300 S GOODWIN U
ROME N Y 13440
LAS3 URH WAROALL 310 U
MT CARMEL ILL
FAA3 1106 S LINCOLN U
ELGIN ILL
LASl URH SCOTT 422 C
MT CARMEL ILL 62863
GRAD 1008 S BUSEY U
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 1008 S BUSEY U
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 1611 VALLEY RD C
SAN DIEGO CAL 92115
LASl URH CARR 312 U
SAVANNA ILL 61074
LAS4 206 W EUREKA C
GLENVIEW ILL
GRAD 212 W WHITE C
CASTRO VALLEY CAL 94546
CUM1 409 E CHALMERS C
HOMEWOOD ILL 60430
ENG4 URH SCOTT 378 C
LEAVENWORTH KANS 66048
LAS2 1114 W ILLINOIS U
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62702
LAS3 URH ALLEN 319 U
BELLEVILLE ILL 62221
ENG2 URH SNYDER 340 C
PERU IND 46790
LAS2 URH TRELEASt 819 U
DOWNERS GROVE ILL 60515
COM4 401 E JOHN C
ROCK ISLAND ILL
LASl URH TRELEASE 609 U
FULTON ILL 61252
ENG3 905 S 1ST C
HIGHLAND PK ILL
LAS4 1005 S WRIGHT C
FREEPORT ILL
LAS2 URH WARDALL 719 U
KANKAKEt ILL 60901
LASl 402 ARMORY C
GRANITE CITY ILL 62040
GRAD 1107 W GREEN u
FREIBURG GER
LASl 507 S DRAPER C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAW1 202 AVONDALE C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAW3 1860 VALLEY RD C
CHICAGO ILL 60645
AGR4 2102 RODNEY C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG4 URH WESTON 2 08 C
ROCKFORD ILL
FAAl URH TUWNSEND 417 U
STEELEV1LLE ILL 62288
GRAD 1102 W SPRINGFIELD U
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG4 409 E CHALMERS C
LIBERTYVILLE ILL
GRAD 1107 W GREEN U
FREIBURG GER
LASl URH BABCOCK 311 U
CRETE ILL 60417
LAS2 URH BUSEY 156 U
CRETE ILL
LASl URH BABCOCK 6
MANHATTAN ILL 60442
GRAD 403 BRIAR LN C
BELMONT 78 MASS
AGR4 URH TRELEASE 813 U
ST LOUIS MO 63109
LAS4 607 E WHITE C
CHICAGU ILL
LAS4 UkH WARDALL 916 U
CHICAGO ILL 60643
LAS2 1701 GLENN PARK C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61821
GRAD 908 S LINCOLN U
BLUUMVILLE OHIU 44818
LAW2 1010 S 1ST C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
AGR3 809 W PENN U
HARMON ILL
FAA3 307 W ELM U
LK BLUFF ILL
FA 4 3 307 W ELM U
LI8ERTYVILLE ILL
GRAD 172J BELLAMY C
CHAMPAluN ILL 61820
LAS2 52 E ARMORY C
SK.OKIfc ILL 60076
LAS2 URH GARNER 210 C
PAXTON ILL 60937









































































































9 N 95TH ST
HARVEY THEODORE R JR
2309 S 1ST
HARVICK DONALD L






807 S 1ST 33
HASEGAHA ROBERT MASU


























411 S 2ND ST











504 W COOY CT
HASSELBERG NANCY MAE










*03 E MUMFORO DR











180 7 GROVt AV
hATCH DIANt JANL
RK 2
HA1CH DUST IN DEAN




10 50 MfcMOK IAL Uk
LAW3 608 S STATE
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 608 S STATE
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS3 URH TOWNSEND 468
SATELLITE BCH FLA
LAS2 410 E JOHN
BARRING TUN ILL
ENG1 URH HOPKINS 300
PUTNAM ILL 61560










LAS2 URH SCOTT 293
CALEDONIA ILL 61011




PE 4 2309 S 1ST
CHICAGO 13 ILL
LAS2 URH WESTON 494
RIVEROALE ILL
LAS2 URH TOwNSEND 506
CHICAGO ILL 60628
GKAD 107 E CHALMERS
ROCKFORD ILL 61103
GRAU 404 EDGEBROOK
RIVER EDGE N J
VM 4 202 N WOOOS
BELLEVILLE ILL
LAW3 309 W UNIVERSITY
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61B20
GRAO ORLAND PARK ILL
OKLAND PARK ILL 60462
GRAD 1608 W HEALEY
KANKAKEE ILL 60901
LAS2 URH LAR 177
RANTOUL ILL 61866
GRAO 807 S 1ST
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAW2 404 E OANIEL
CHICAGO ILL 60619
ENG2 1004 S 4TH
HONOLULU HA 96816
LA SI 4 SALEM RD
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG4 4 SALEM RO
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG1 112 E DANIEL
ELMHURST ILL 60126
FAA2 URH ALLEN 209
ELMHURST ILL 60126
ENG2 URH FORBES 354
CHICAGO ILL




FAA4 1648 HESSEL MANOR
ISTANBUL TURK




LAS2 309 E JOHN
LOVES PARK ILL 61111
LAS1 URH TRELEASF 1031
WEST DUNDEE ILL 60113
GRAD 906 W CALIFORNIA
URBANA ILL
LAS4 304 S BUSEY
PEORIA ILL 61604
LAS4 URH SNYDER 356
WILMETTE ILL
COM4 BOO W CHURCH
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG1 URH SNYDER 262
BRIMFIELD ILL 61517
LAS4 1101 W PENN
PEORIA ILL
LAS2 907 S WRIGHT
PEORIA ILL 61614
LAS3 212 E CHALMERS
PARK RIUGfc ILL 60063
COM3 201 E JOHN
APO SAN FRANCISCO 96331




LAS1 203 E MUMFORD
URBANA ILL 61801
FAA1 URH SCOTT 300
OSWEGU N Y 13126
GRAD 1005 E DELAWARE
UR6ANA ILL 61801




LNG4 608 S STATE
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
FAA1 UKri TKELEASL 224
OUINCY ILL 62301
LAS! URH ALLEN 126
MANTCNU ILL 60950
LHhL URH OAKNEK 243
PKAIKIE VIEW ILL 60069
FAA4 501 E DANIEL
UUINCY ILL













































































HATHAWAY JUL INE SUE
2531 WILLOW DR
HATHAWAY RONALD PHIL




























178 W 157TH ST
HAUPT FUEHRER DAWNA L
6 LOMBARD CIRCLE
HAURI CHRISTINE GAIL
846 S HARVARD AV
HAUSCH RONNY HERMAN
1011 FRANCES DR 2
HAUSCHULZ KEITH ALAN











HAVELKA GEORGE F JR
4128 S CLINTON
HAVENAR BARBARA ANN






















636 W MACON ST
HAWKING JAMES EDWARD









HAWKINS L INUA MARIE
569 DORSET AV
HAWKINS MARY LOU
402 N RANGE ST
HAWKINS SHARNELL A
8512 S MICHIGAN AV
HAWKINS VICKIE LYNN








1065 N KELLOGG ST
HAWLIY BYRON KAYMOND
549 AKbUR
GRAD 4 JAMES PL U 367-0706
URBANA ILL 61801
AGR1 URH VANOOREN 22 C 332-0465
MAHOMET ILL 61853
LAS3 106 ARMORY C
AURORA ILL 60506




LAS4 505 E GREEN C 344-3475
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
AGR1 1103 S WESTLAWN C 356-8600
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 URH TAFT C 332-0637
DECATUR ILL 62521
ED 3 URH TAFT 110 C 332-0595
DECATUR ILL
GRAD MAHOMET ILL 352-6495
MAHOMET ILL 61853
FAA4 URH TAFT 104 C 332-0589
DECATUR IL




COM3 604 E ARMORY C
CHICAGO ILL 60634
GRAD 2508 SHERIDAN C 359-1291
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG1 SEYMOUR ILL
DES PLAINES ILL 60016
GRAD 208 E GREEN C 352-5330
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LASl URH ALLEN 352 U 332-3346
LA GRANGE ILL 6052 5
GRAD 1509 KILER OR C 356-3677
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAO 1509 KILER C 356-3677
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS3 URH OGLESBY 511 U 332-5183
LAGRANGE PK ILL
ENG2 URH BABCOCK 425 U 332-3833
WORTH ILL 60482
LAS3 106 E ARMORY C 359-4423
RIVERSIDE ILL 60546
LAS3 910 W CALIFORNIA U
HARVEY ILL 60426
FAAl URH ALLEN 346 U 332-3214
LOMBARD ILL 60148
LASl URH LUNDGREN 302 C 332-0258
VILLA PARK ILL 60181
LAW3 1011 FRANCES C 356-4064
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820




LAS4 309 E JOHN C 344-9814
AURORA ILL
VM 1 URH DANIELS 226 U
CHICAGO ILL 60625
LASl 1017 W WHITE C 352-3210
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LASl URH ALLEN 323 U
SAN JOSE ILL 62682
ENG1 URH GARNER 413 C 332-0852
BERWYN ILL 60402
LAS4 URH LAR 411 U 332-2913
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62702
ENG3 1111 S 1ST C 356-3314
SriELBYVILLE ILL
LAS3 1105 S 1ST C 356-7570
EVANSTON ILL
GRAD URH SHERMAN 366 C 332-4828
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LASl 910 S 3RD C
VILLA PARK ILL 60181
ENG4 910 W SPRINGFIELD C 352-3616
WAUKEGAN ILL
ENG3 URH WESTUN 311 C 332-19d8
MT CARMEL ILL
LASl URH SAUNDERS 12 U 332-3580
MT CARMEL ILL 62863
LAS3 URH BABCOCK 231 U 332-3777
EAST ST LOUIS ILL
LASl URH BLAI SDELL 411 U 332-3549
DOWNERS GROVE ILL 60515
LAW1 URH DANIELS 103 U 332-2130
DANVILLE ILL 61832
LASl URH FORBES 358 C 332-1053
DECATUR ILL 62522
LAS4 53 E DANIEL C 352-2371
CHICAGO ILL
LAS3 53 E DANIEL C 352-2371
BLANDINSVILLE ILL
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS C 332-27^0
CHICAGO IL
ENG4 310 E CHALMERS C
GRANITE CITY ILL 62040
ENG2 1713 WESTHAVEN C 35b-0818
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61821
FAAl 910 S 3RD C
GLEN ELLYN ILL 60137
PE 3 1404 S LINCOLN U 332-5465
OBLONG ILL
LAS3 105 E DANIEL C
CHICAGO ILL 60619




ENG1 UKH GARNtR 376 C 3)2-0810
KANKAKEE ILL 60901
AGR4 58 E GREGORY C 356-3152
GALESBURG ILL
FAA2 101C S 2ND C 356-0521
GALESBURG ILL 61401




















6315 N WAYNE AV
HAYASHI TOSHIO
6315 N WAYNE AV
HAYCEL RANDOLPH WAYN
903 S WAVERLY



























































726 W RIDGE RD
HAYS BARRY LEONARD





































LAS2 URH OGLESBY 708
GLEN ELLYN ILL 60137
ENG2 URH OGLESBY 100B
NAPERVILLE ILL 60540
LAS1 1203 W CLARK
MONEE ILL 60449
ENG4 URH OGLESBY 319
ALTON ILL
ENG1 209 E JOHN
DIVERNON ILL 62530




At,R3 URH WESTON 296
WARREN ILL 61087
LAS1 URH BUSEY 432
CHICAGO ILL 60626
ENG1 URH GARNER 332
CHICAGO ILL 60626
LAS2 1006 W NEVADA
MT PROSPECT ILL
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 1124
HIGHLAND PARK ILL 60035
GRAD 2110 W WHITE
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS3 URH BARTON 113
BELLEVILLE ILL
GRAD 806 S 1ST
DEMAREST N J
FAA4 509 S RACE
DECATUR ILL
LAS3 URH VANDOREN 411
SPRINGFIELD ILL
GRAO 2055 A ORCHARD ST
LAKEWOOO CAL 90713
GRAO 405 W ILLINOIS
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 508 E WHITE
AIRDRIE SCOT
LAW1 801 W SPRINGFIELD
MORRIS ILL 60450
AGR2 URH BABCOCK 328
M0L1NE ILL 61265
GRAD 608 W NEVADA
URBANA ILL 61801




ENG3 112 E OANIEL
ANNANDALE VA
LAW2 1408 N MCKINLEY
MOLINE IL 61265
GRAO 607 W MAIN
CO KILDARE IRE
LAS6 314 ROYAL CT
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 802 W OREGON
AVON ILL 61415
COM2 307 N PROSPECT
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61821
LAW2 705 RANDOLPH
EAST LANSING MICH 43823
GRAD 512 E STOUGHTON
OTTAWA 14 ONT CAN
LAS4 1102 S 2ND
ROCK ISLAND ILL
ENG2 URH TOWNSEND 548
WOOD DALE ILL 60106
ENG1 URH WESTON 371
ST AUGUSTINE ILL 61474
AGR4 1752 VALLEY RO
ALTONA ILL 61414
LAS1 2015 RAINBOW VIEW
URBANA ILL 61801
ED 6 606 S LOCUST
DECATUR ILL 62526
LAS2 URH SCOTT 286
CHICAGO ILL 60641
ENG3 411 W SPRINGFIELD
PEORIA ILL 61614
LAS4 705 S LINCOLN
CASEYV1LLE ILL
COM3 1009 W PENN
CHAMPAIGN ILL
AoR4 URH WAKOALL 903
SPARTA ILL
LAS3 1009 W PENN
CHAMPAIGN ILL
EO 3 URH TAFT 109
SHANNON ILL 61078
ENG1 1506 SUMMIT RIOGE
FITHIAN ILL 61844
LAS1 URH SNYDER 293
HUMEWOOO ILL 60430
ENG1 501 E DANItL
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62703
PE 4 302 FAIRLAWN
URBANA ILL
GRAO 703 W CHURCH
AUCKLAND NZ
LAW2 307 W ELM
URBANA ILL
LAS3 805 W OHIO
GRAND RIDGE ILL
COM2 110 E ARMORY
61801
HIGHLANO PARK ILL 60035
LAS1 URH TGWNSL.NO 150
CHICAGO ILL 60617
GRAO 1630 ORCHARD PL
AVON OHIO 44011
COM3 604 E AKPGRY
DANVILLE ILL 6133?
C0M1 52 E ARMORY
HIGHLAND PK ILL 6J035
LAS4 903 S STATE
BtLLEVILLE ILL 62221






















































HEAKAL MOHAMED S M E
























































1971 B ORCHARD ST
HECHT SIDNEY MICHAEL
1971 B URCHARD ST
HECKERT EDDIE LEE
605 E 4TH ST
HECKERT VICKIE LYNN






135 S ROSEDALE AV
HEDDEN GARY LEWIS
15 N ASH
HEUEEN HERBERT V JR














RR 6 BUX 219A
HEDivICK ROBERT THEUD
626 S MAPLE AV
HEOSTRUM MARY LOU
213 N ELMHURST AV
HEDSTROM PAUL ALAN

















HEGG JOHN MARShALL J
o901 N CURA
HtGGEMEIER KATHY SUE
KR 1 BUX 112
HEGI.EN PATRICIA
304 rtlLLARD AV
GRAD URH DANIELS 605
MUNDELEIN ILL 60060
GRAD 1107 W GREEN
DOKKI GIZA EG
FAAl URH GARNER 439
ELIZABETH N J 07201
FAA2 401 E DANIEL
JOLIET ILL
ENG3 URH TGWNSEND 551
ROME N Y
LAS3 1005 S WRIGHT
BELLEVILLE ILL
ED 1 URH WARDALL 1216
JOLIET ILL 60435
LAS1 305 E JOHN
ROME N Y 13440
ENG2 810 W OREGON
DUWNS ILL 61736.
ENG3 1104 W MAIN
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG1 URH SNYDER 456
VILLA PARK ILL 60181
ENG1 URH SCOTT 340
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60004
ENG2 URH HOPKINS 363
LITTLE ROCK ARK 72205
LAS1 URH FORBES 413
MONEE ILL 60449




AGR4 108 S GREGORY
GOOD HOPE ILL
GRAD URH DANIELS 299
OLEAN N Y 14760
ENG4 408 E GREEN
FLOSSMOOR IL 60422
GRAO URH DANIELS 470
SALFRD LANCSHR ENG
GRAO 58 E ARMORY
ALTUS OKLA
AGR4 205 N BUSEY
PEARL ILL
ENG4 1006 W NEVAOA
NEW BADEN ILL
LAS4 1204 S LINCOLN
CARLINVILLE ILL
LAS1 1101 W PENN
CARLINVILLE ILL 62626
LAS4 409 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO ILL
LAW2 1412 N MCKINLEY
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820,
GRAD 901 E DELAWARE
URBANA ILL 61801
EO 1 URH OGLESBY 916
HOMEWUOD ILL 60430
LAS3 URH TOWNSEND 447
KANKAKEE ILL 60901
GRAO 1971 8 ORCHARD ST
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAO 1971 B ORCHARD ST
URBANA ILL 61801
ED 4 1004 S 2ND
STERLING ILL 61081
ED 1 URH CLARK 236
STERLING ILL 61081
LAS2 706 W OHIO
SKOKIE ILL 60076
JNL4 URH 0GLES8Y 801
CHICAGO 45 ILL
JNL4 1404 S LINCOLN
AURORA ILL
GRAD URH DANIELS 310
EUGENE TOE 97402




GRAD 907 W STOUGHTON
DENVER CULC) 80222
ED 2 URH BLAISDELL 117
DALLAS CI TY ILL 62330
ED 2 URH VANDOREN 304
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG2 URH TOWNSEND 507
W SALEM ILL 62476




LAS3 URH OGLESBY 921
OAK PARK ILL
LAS2 611 E DANIEL
MT PROSPECT ILL 60056
FAA4 707 S GRFGORY PL
WHEATON ILL 601B7
LAS3 910 S 3RD
RIVERDALt ILL 60627
GRAD 304 N COLER
EDWARDSVI LLE ILL
GRAD 405 S 6TH
CHICAGO ILL 60620
LAS3 203 S WRIGHT
NORTH RIVERSIDE IL 60547
GRAD 201 N GOODWIN
J1JHNSUN CITY N Y 13790
EMG2 LRH TOWNSEND 452
LEXINGTON ILL 6175)
LAS4 URH TRELEASE 810
GLENVIEW ILL 60025
SO 3 1508 n COLUMBIA
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS2 URH WtSTON 232
UES PLAINES ILL 60010
LAS1 URH TRtLEASE 304
NASHVILLE ILL 62263


































































C 359--44 2 3
u 365"-167/
u 332 -42 15
u 332 -5627
C 356 -,/ .J
c 332 -19?.4
u 332 -54/0







50 W KANO RO
HfclOtN JUHN SCUTT





HEIDKAMP EMIL N III




























416 E WALNOT ST
HE1MERDINGER WALTER

































































601 N 44TH ST
HEITSCHMIUT WILLIAM
1032 N PLEASURE CT
HEIIZ MICHAEL GEORGE
121 TtRRA( E LN
HEIIZ WAL (ER LEWIS
907 BRUADMOUR




GRAD 1803 VALLEY RD C 352-748 1
TEHRAN IRAN
LAS1 ORH ALLEN 82 U 332-2797
CHICAGO ILL 60643
LAS1 URH WARDALL 420 U
VILLA PARK ILL 60181
LASl 1004 S 2ND C
BARRINGTON ILL 60010
LAS3 ORH SCOTT 267 C 332-1481
RUSELLE ILL
LASl URH FORBES 491 C
FREEPORT ILL 61032
PE 1 URH SNYDER 436 C
CHICAGO ILL 60641
LASl URH TRELEASE 602 U 332-5559
CHICAGO ILL 60641
FAA4 305 S NEIL C 332-3791
ALGOMA WIS
GRAD 907 W CHURCH C 356-8608
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 1203 S ORCHARD U 344-5628
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 707 S BROADWAY U
URBANA ILL 61801
ED 1 URH TRELEASt 631 U 332-5587
CHICAGO ILL 60649
ED 4 106 N GREGORY U 367-4802
CHICAGO 49 ILL
LAS3 URH BABCOCK 112 U 332-3729
CHICAGO ILL
FAA3 908 W NEVADA U 344-4888
CHICAGO ILL
LAS4 603 S BUSEY U
PARK FOREST ILL
LAS3 607 W SPRINGFIELD C 356-1945
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG4 607 W SPRINGFIELD C 356-1945
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820




GRAD 706 S 1ST C 359-1277
CHICAGO ILL
GRAD URH SHERMAN 231 C 332-4670
RYE N Y 10580




ENG2 WILSON TRLR CT 49 U 367-3392
GOLDEN ILL
PE 1 URH LAR 161 U 332-2941
WHEATON ILL 60187
LAS3 ORH NOBLE 22 C 332-0360
SKOKIE ILL 60076
GRAD 1902 ANDERSON U
BELLEVILLE ILL 62220
GRAD 606 W OHIO U 344-5812
EAST BRUNSWICK N J 08816
FAA4 804 W OREGON U 359-2267
MURTON ILL
COM2 1004 W NEVADA U 344-0676
WINSLOW ILL 61089
ENG1 URH GARNER 240 C
OAKLAWN ILL 60453
ED 4 2 SANDALWOOD C 352-7249
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
COM3 1004 S 3RD C 332-3924
SANDOVAL ILL
GRAO 1901 WEAVER U 367-1862
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG4 804 W VERMONT U 344-3532
EDWARDS ILL
ENG4 101 S BUSEY U 332-0305
SKOKIE ILL
LASl 1010 S 2ND C 356-0521
QUINCY ILL 62301
AGR1 URH ALLEN 345 U 332-3213
BR IMF I ELO ILL 61517
JNL4 307 E HEALEY C 365-1237
NURTHFIELO ILL
GRAO 509 S 5TH C
CHICAGU ILL 60611
LASl 201 E GREEN C
CHICAGO ILL 60655
LAS4 ORH LAR 271 U
PEORIA ILL 61614
ED 4 907 S WRIGHT
PEORIA ILL
COM4 402 E ARMORY
COLUMBIA ILL
ED 1 URH NOBLE 41
C
WATERLOO ILL
LAW1 406 E GREEN
FISHER ILL
LAS4 1110 W STOUGH
SPRINGFIELD IL
PE 2 URH TRELEASE
COLUMBIA ILL
AGR2 801 W NEVADA
PfcUTONE ILL
ENG3 707 S 6TH
RUCKFURO ILL
fcNv,3 707 S 6TH
RuCKFORD ILL
LAS2 47 E CHALMERS
FLuSSMGOR ILL
ENG3 311 t GREEN
BELLEVILLE IL 62223
ENGl 201 i GREEN C
AURORA ILL 60506
LASl 205 E ARMORY C
EAST PtOiUA ILL
GRAD 907 BROADMOOR C 356-5293
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
FAA4 1008 S LINCOLN U 344-3901
LITCHFIELD ILL

















> c 352-766 3
c 344-98 19
HEITZMAN RAYMUND D





















HELGERSON L INDA LC1UI
HASKELL HALL 434
•HELGESEN GREGG STUAR












































106 S WA PELLA AV
HELMER RICHARO MICHA


































RR 2 BOX 82
HEMPHILL JOSEPH ALLE




RK 2 BUX 390
HEMSTRtLT KENNETh AL




146 N MYRTLE AV
LAS2 URH HUPKINS 163
.
MOUNT PROSPECT ILL 60056
LASl URH WARDALL 1216
SOUTH HOLLAND ILL 60473
PE 4 715 W MICHIGAN
ST LOUIS 47 MO
GRAO 20 TULIP TREE
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
EO 3 47 E CHALMERS
CHICAGU ILL 60645
VM 4 4 WAYSIDE RD
CHICAGO ILL




EO 3 706 W OHIO
SKOKIE IL 60077
PE 3 1101 W PENN
PARIS ILL
CUM1 URH WESION 200
PARIS ILL 61944
GRAD 504 W ELM
MEDFORD MA
FAA4 1612 W LOCKRAVEN
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS3 907 S WRIGHT
PALATINE ILL
GRAD 509 E GREEN
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 509 E GREEN
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG3 URH WESTON 267
VILLA PARK ILL
LAS3 URH TOWNSEND 437
MOLINE ILL
GRAD 1611 VALLEY RD
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS4 508 E CHALMERS
GENESEO ILL
GRAD 1611 VALLEY RD
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG3 205 E GREEN
SANTIAGO CHILE
FAA3 URH LUNDGREN 422
CHICAGO 45 ILL
LAS2 110 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAS3 47 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO ILL
FAA6 306 E GREEN
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820




LAS2 URH WARDALL 925
LA GRANGE PK ILL 60528
JNL4 404 E STUUGHTON
STREATOR ILL
ENG4 705 S VINE
URBANA ILL 61801
LAW3 BEMENT ILL




ED 1 URH SAUNDERS
HIGHLAND PK ILL
ENG2 106 E ARMORY
MT PROSPECT ILL
LAS2 410 E JUHN
MT PROSPFCT ILL
GRAO 300 S GOODWI
CAIRO EG




ED 2 URH BLAISOEL
GLENVIEW ILL
GRAD 1403 W HEALt
CHAMPAIGN ILL
JNL4 905 W CALIFC
PALOS PARK ILL






EO 4 1104 W STOUG
SPRINGFIELD ILL




ENG4 1110 W PARK
GREENUP ILL
AGR3 905 S 6 TH
HUNTLEY ILL
LAS3 1108 S 1ST
DBS PLAlNtS ILL
LAS4 403 W GREEN
JACKSONVILLE ILL
LHGi 512 t S TOUGH
GdLCONDA ILL
LAS4 409 E CHALML
PARIS ILL
ENG3 202 E DAN1FL
JACKSONVILLE ILL
GRAO BOH N LINCOL
CHADUS FORI) PA

































































































2605 W OVERHILL RD
HENDERSON RICHARD E
406 E JACK SUN ST
HENDERSON ROBERT H
1211 S 4TH ST
HENDERSUN ROBERT NEL
2209 GREY TWIG OR
HENDERSON ROSALIND D























1101 S STATE ST
HENDRICKS MICHAEL AL

















































RR 2 HOX Ufa
HENNE PRESTON ALAN
203 W SUMONAUK ST
HENNE SALLY ANN
209 M 2ND ST
HENNES MITCHELL BRUC









ED 4 URH WARDALL 526
OAKLAWN IL 60453
ED 4 URH TAFT 120
SALT LAKE CTY UTAH 84108
LAS3 URH TUWNSEND 552
IOLA ILL




LAS1 URH FORBES 392
FRANKLIN PARK ILL 60131
GRAD 2702 SHERIDAN
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS1 311 E GREEN
IOLA ILL 62847
ENG3 311 E GREEN
HAVANA ILL 62644
LAS4 URH WARDALL 621
MANCHESTER MO
LAS1 URH GARNER 111
PEORIA ILL 61614
GRAD 606 W OHIO
ME8ANE N C 27302
FAA4 1007 S 1ST
EFFINGHAM ILL
GRAD 105 E GREEN
KOKOMO IND 46901
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 322
LOMBARD IL 60148
AGR2 205 E ARMORY
TOWANDA ILL 61776
LAS1 910 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL 60619
JNL4 907 S WRIGHT
MATTOON ILL
AGR1 511 W CHARLES
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
FAA3 URH BLAISOELL 421
CHICAGO IL 60628
AGR3 913 W CHURCH
ARROWSMITH ILL
EO 3 313 E JOHN
LIBERTYVILLE ILL 60048
FAA3 705 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL
ENG1 1010 S 2ND
EAST ST LOUI S I L 62203
LAS4 910 S 3RD
OUINCY ILL
FAA1 1103 COUNTRY SOI
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG2 102 E CHALMERS
MARENGO ILL 60152
C0M1 211 E DANIEL
MURPHYSBORO ILL 62966
LAS1 URH BARTON 203
EAST ST LOUIS ILL 62201
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 226
MUNDELEIN ILL 60060
GRAD 2020 B ORCHARD ST
REPUBLIC MICH
AGR4 1204 S LINCCLN
STREATOR ILL
AGRl URH VANDOREN 206
LAHARPE ILL 61450
ENG1 1010 S 2ND
JOLIET ILL 60436
AGR3 1002 S LINCCLN
ROCHESTER ILL
ENG2 605 S NEIL
ELMWOOD PARK ILL
LAS4 107 E JOHN
ELMWOOD PK 35 ILL
LAS4 909 S FOLEY
CHAMPAIGN ILL
AGR2 URH CARR 111
MlLMINE ILL 61855
LAS1 URH FORBES 275
HERSCHER ILL 60941
GRAD 503 N MCCULLOUGH
CLIFTON ILL
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 319
RIVERDALE ILL 60627
LAS3 112 E JOHN
WESTCHESTER ILL
COM4 409 E CHALMERS
PALATINE ILL
LAS2 URH BLAISOELL 325
ST LOOIS MO 63136
LAS4 401 E JOHN
KENILWORTH ILL
ED 3 ORH BLAISOELL 126
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60005
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 1227
CHICAGO ILL 60645
GRAO 711 W WASHINGTON
URBANA ILL
LAS2 1106 S LINCCLN
PARK RIDGt ILL 60068
GRAD 105 S WRIGHT
AUKORA ILL
EJ 4 702 tr GREEN
URbANA ILL 61801
COM4 302 E ARMCRY
YORKVILLE ILL
ENG3 112 E DANIEL
YURKVILLC ILL
PE 1 409 E CHALMERS
STREATOR ILL 61364
L4S4 10b N GRCGORY
HIGHLAND PARK ILL
LAW2 GLEN F-LLYN ILL
GLEN ELLYN ILL 60117
GRAD 408 E STGUGHTfiN






















































4708 W 99TH ST
HENNINGER ENID S
1907 E OAKLAND AV
HENNINGS ROTH A




























































































711 W CHURCH 4
HERCHE PAUL HEKSCHEL
1305 W 41ST ST
HERFORTH CORRlNfc CLA









FAA6 504 W PENN
WADSWORTH ILL
CUM1 408 E GREEN
CHICAGU ILL 60637
LASl URH FLAGG 313
AURORA ILL 60506




LAS3 409 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO ILL 60623
LAS3 URH OGLESBY 1002
CHESTER ILL
JNL3 1004 W NEVADA
DANFORTH ILL
AGR4 58 E GREGORY
DANFORTH ILL
ENG3 904 W GREEN
MT MORRIS ILL 61054




AGR2 URH WESTON 242
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62707
GRAD 1610 W JOHN
ELGIN ILL 60120
AGR4 1607 VALLEY RD
LELAND ILL
LAS2 URH LAR 217
LENA ILL 61048
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 421
RUCKFORD ILL 61107
AGR 3 URH BUSEY 436
ROODHOUSE ILL
LAS3 313 E ARMORY
LERUY ILL
LAS3 1730 VALLEY RD
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ED 1 1008 S LINCOLN
CERKO GORDO ILL 61818




LASl URH TRELEASE 1106
RUSAMOND ILL 62083
COM3 202 E DANIEL
WESTERN SPRS ILL 60558
LAS3 202 E DANIEL
WESTERN SPRS ILL 60558
ENG3 106 E DANIEL
HIGHLAND ILL 62249
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS
MCLEANSBOKO ILL 62859
ED 2 405 E JOHN
ULYMPIA FLDS ILL 60461
GRAO 810 W CHURCH
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS3 501 E DANIEL
STREATOR ILL
GRAD URH DANIELS 343
CINCINNATI OHIO 45236
ENG2 2319 S 1ST
DES PLAINES ILL 60016
PE 1 URH RARTUN 15
GLENVIEW ILL 60025
GRAD 1713 VALLEY RO
WHITESTONE N Y 11357
LAS2 URH WESTON 243
GALESBURG ILL 61401
AGR4 1204 S LINCOLN
STREATOR IL
LAS3 910 S 3R0
BUFFALO N Y
AGRl 409 E CHALMERS
GLEN ELLYN ILL 60137
PE 3 URH TRELEASE 427
WESTMONT ILL 60559
GRAD 2305 S 1ST
WESTMONT ILL 60559
GRAD 211 W SPRINGFIELO
DEWEESE NEB
AGRl ORH BABCOCK 231
WINNEBAGO ILL 61088
LAS2 URH SNYDER 208
ELK GROVE VI L ILL 60007




LASl URH SAUNDERS 123
WINNEBAGO ILL 61083
GRAO URH SHERMAN 1150
WHEATON ILL
GRAD 707 S 6TH
MINNEAPOLIS MINN 55436
FAA2 1108 S 1ST I
BELLEVILLE ILL 62221
AGR4 711 W ILLINOIS
MAHOMET ILL
JNL3 910 S 3RD I
LAGRANGE ILL
LAS2 110 E CHALMERS t
LINCOLNWOOO ILL 60645
GRAO 711 w CHUPCH I
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS3 309 GREEN I
LA GRANGE ILL 60525




AGR4 406 t GREEN
tvASHINGTUM ILL
LAS2 401 E DANIEL
WASHINGTON ILL 61571




























































1210 W 70TH ST













3 N 550 WILSON ST













300 S GOODWIN 601
HERNANDEZ DONALD JAM










507 W LAMOTTE ST
HERRICK KENNETH LEE



























420 BROWNS VAL RD
HERSEE STEPHEN ALLEN















HERIL ING JEANNE E
820E N MILWAUKEE










HERIZENBERG ELL IUT P
2126 MILBURN AV
HERZIG JUHN REX
1032 W WILL IAM
HERZMANN FRANK JUERG
2410 N 75TH CT
HERZC DENNIS PAUL
1205 W MAIN 1A
HfcKZOG SYLVIA WACKER
306 W STANAGE
HER/.ON FREDERICK OA V
1411 HULLYCRtST
HESCOlf RJ.NALO ALBER
2044 C ORCHARD ST
ED 4 URH BUSEY 321
CHICAGO 25 ILL
LAS2 206 E GREEN
JULIET ILL 60432
FAA3 904 S LINCOLN
DECATUR ILL
GRAD 906 S VINE
KANSAS CITY MO 64113
GRAO 906 S VINE
YORK PA 17403
ED 4 URH WARDALL 509
WESTVILLE ILL
LAS1 URH GARNER 321 I
ELMWOOD PARK ILL 60635
LAS3 URH SNYDER 266 I
LAGRANGE ILL
LAS1 311 E GREEN I
DOLTON ILL 60419
GRAD URH DANIELS I
DUWNERS GROVE ILL
AGR1 URH GARNER 344 I
ELMHURST ILL 60126
GRAO 1726 PAULA I
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS I
WOODSTOCK ILL 60098
COM3 URH BUSEY 254
MELRUSE PARK ILL
LAS4 1111 S 1ST I
CHICAGO ILL 60655
GRAO RANTOUL ILL
N MASSAPEQUA L I
LAS3 URH LAR 430
QUINCY ILL
GRAD 300 S GOODWIN
URttANA ILL
LAS2 URH HOPKINS 370 i
ONTARIOVILLE ILL 60169
LAS4 307 E DANIEL
GLEN ELLYN ILL
GRAD URH SNYDER 170
NEW YORK NY 104 72
GRAD 115 W GREEN
MARACAIBO VENEZLA
ENG2 105 E GREEN
LILLESTROM NORW
ENG4 URH OGLESBY 1031
PALESTINE ILL
ENG4 URH OGLESBY 813
NORTHFIELD N J
LAS4 1001 S WRIGHT
MARKHAM ILL
LAS1 1414 W WILLIAM
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD URH DANIELS 530
DEFOREST WIS
LAS3 1005 S 6TH
CHICAGO ILL 60626
ED 5 SEYMOUR ILL
SEYMOUR ILL
ED 1 511 W GREEN
SIDNEY ILL 61877
LAS1 307 W JOHN
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS
JUSTICE ILL
LAS4 615 W CHURCH
WESTCHESTER ILL
LAS3 1204 S LINCOLN
PARK FOREST ILL
LASl URH GARNER 324
ROCK ISLAND ILL 61201
PE I URH ALLEN 473
ROCK ISLAND ILL 61201
GRAD 807 W I L LI NO I
S
URBANA ILL
LASl 807 W ILLINOIS
WATSONVILLE CAL 95076
ENG3 910 S 3R0
WEST CHICAGO ILL 60185
LAS4 URH CLARK 422
DOWNERS GROVE ILL




ENG2 URH OGLESBY 712
RANTOUL ILL 61866
JNL4 URH SCOTT 304
LA GRANGE ILL 60525
VM 1 505 E WHI TE
BELLEVILLE ILL 62221




GRAD 1201, N BUSEY
UR13ANA ILL 61801
FAA3 1201 N BUSEY
URBANA ILL 61801
COM3 801 W IOWA
KANKAKEE ILL 60901
C0M1 910 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAS3 1104 W NEVADA
CHICAGO 45 ILL




CNuI 412 E GREEN
ELMWUOD PARK ILL 60635
GRAU 1205 W MAIN
URBANA ILL




GRAU 2044 C ORCHARD ST
















































HESS EDWARD F III
610 W MICHIGAN AV
HESS ELIZABETH LEE
HESS JAMES MURTEN
2082 A ORCHARD ST

















































































































LASl 610 W MICHIGAN U 344-5126
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 208 E GREEN C 352-8873
IVESDALE ILL
GRAD 2082 A ORCHARD ST U 344-3801
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD GLENDALE HTS ILL 352-7564
DETROIT MICH 48207
VM 2 2301 S 1ST C 344-4460
UTICA ILL 61373
COM4 1406 MCKINLEY C 356-9545
QUINCY ILL 62301
PE 3 610 W MICHIGAN U 344-5126
URBANA ILL 61801
LASl URH LAR 269 U 332-2786
BELLEVILLE ILL 62221
AGR3 706 S MATHEWS U 344-0136
HINSDALE ILL
LAS2 706 S MATHEWS U 344-0136
HINSDALE ILL 60521
LASl 105 E ARMORY C
SKOKIE ILL 60076
FAA2 710 W PENN U 344-6111
URBANA ILL
LAS4 802 W OREGON U
DECATUR ILL
PE 4 1106 S LINCOLN U 344-3616
PARK FOREST ILL
COM2 211 E DANIEL C 344-9583
PARK FOREST ILL 60466
LAS4 URH LAR 407 U 332-29 10
ANDREWS AFB D C 20331
GRAD 703 E COLORADO U 367-4641
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 8 POMPTON PL U
GREENCASTLE I ND 46135
GRAO 1003 S MATTIS C 356-2835
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
COM4 512 E STOUGHTON C 344-6150
MONTICELLO ILL
FAA1 URH FORBES 436 C
MONTICELLO ILL 61856
C0M1 1101 FOOTHILL C 352-9391
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
AGR4 1101 FOOTHILL C 352-9391
CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAD 606 W OHIO U 344-5812
NEW LONDON CONN 06320
LAS4 URH EVANS 117 U 332-2727
RIVERSIDE ILL 60546
AGR1 URH ALLEN 359 U 332-3353
OORSEY ILL 62021
ENG1 311 E ARMORY C
MAPLE PARK ILL 60151
GRAD 1811 VALLEY RD C 356-0033
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS4 EAST PEORIA ILL 332-1435
EAST PEORIA ILL
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 322 U 332-5487
ROCK ISLAND ILL 6L201
GRAD 407 E STOUGHTON C
EVANSTON ILL 60201
LAS3 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
CASEYVILLE ILL 62232
AGR4 1114 W ILLINOIS U 332-5348
STREATOR ILL 61364
LAS4 401 E DANIEL C 344-4132
SPRINGFIELD ILL
GRAD 1008 S BUSEY U 344-4847
WESTERN SPRS ILL
GRAD 1005 HOLLYCREST C 359-4379
SPRINGFIELD ILL
LAS2 309 E CHALMERS C 356-1894
LAKE BLUFF ILL
LAS2 URH HOPKINS 359 C 332-1296
POLO ILL 61064
GRAD 504 W WASHINGTON C
SALT LAKE CTY UTAH 84117
AGR1 URH LAR 178 U 332-2785
BARRINGTON ILL 60010
GRAD 405 W ILLINOIS U 367-4635
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG4 1201 W CLARK U 367-6227
BERWYN ILL
FAA4 1003 S 3RD C 359-3696
CHAMPAIGN ILL 6.1820
GRAD 1009 FRANCIS C 356-0804
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 URH SCOTT 359 C 332-1539
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60004
'LASl URH TRELEASE 1026 U 332-5702
chicago ill 60637
las4 urh oglesby 1210 u 332-5392
chicago il 60631
las4 409 e chalmers c 344-0136
waukegan ill
faa2 209 e john c 352-4039
palos heights ill 60463
LASl URH GAKNtR 394 C 332-0841
CHICAGO ILL 60617
GrlAO URH DANIELS P5 U
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS3 URH CAKR 207 U 332-1243
RoCKFORO ILL
LAS4 URH GARNER 113 C ii?-Oh^>l
VINTON IOWA
GRAD 509 N WILLIS C 356-0796
CAMP GROVE ILL 61424
GKAO 2103 S 1ST C 344-5817
LA GRANGE ILL
GRAJ URH SHERMAN 2'.)5 C 3V-4640
COVINGTON KY 41015
LAS2 URH LA!< .199 U 332-3041
CLMHURSt ILL 60l2o
ENG3 URH WESIgN j66 C 332-2029




• HICKMAN JAMkS CLYDE










302 E PARK 102
•HICKS BARRY EMMETT
51 TURN BULL RD
HICKS DALE RAY
RK 3
HICKS DAVID NEIL JR







HICKS LEWELLYN W JR
307 SEVILLE RD
•HICKS PEARLIE LITTLE






















































901 S FIRST APR 24
• HIGHFILL WILLIAM CAR






732 N MAIN ST
HIGHTOWER MARY ANNE



















• H1LER ALLISON G
52 KELLtR AV
HILER GEORGE MYERS
202 W LEAFLAND AV
HILES CONNIE SUE
114 WlLLARD
HILUNGEK DE ANNE KA
•4 COUNTRY CLB PL
LAS3 URH FORHES 112
HOUPESTON ILL




GRAD 604 N MAPLE
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS2 URH LAR 325
MENDOTA ILL 61342
ENG4 604 N MAPLE
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 302 E PARK
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820




LA SI 803 W OREGON
GALESBURG ILL 61401
GRAD 901 W SPRINGFIELD
SARASOTA FLA
LAS3 1102 S LINCOLN
GODFREY ILL 62035
GRAD 404 BRIAR LN
HOUSTON TEX 77008
LAW1 407 E STOUGHTON
BLOOMINGTON ILL 61701
GRAD 302 E PARK
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61620
AGR1 URH TRELEASE 1275
BLOOMINGTON ILL 61701




ENG1 URH SHERMAN 461
SAIGON VIETNAM
LAS2 URH WARDALL 808
ATLANTA ILL 61723
LAS3 URH GARNER 460
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG3 311 E GREEN
BROOMFIELD COLO 80020
ENG2 910 S 3RD
PEKIN ILL 61554
LAS3 URH LAR 305
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62702
LAW1 URH SHERMAN 255
WEST FRANKFORT ILL 62896
LAS4 805 W OREGON
TROY GROVE IL 61372
LAS1 910 W CALIFORNIA
ROBINSON ILL 62454
GRAD 300 S GOODWIN
GREELEY COLO
ENG4 1110 W STOUGHTON
DECATUR ILL
GRAD 2210 E UNIVERSITY >
PITTSFORD N Y 14534
FAA1 1010 ARMORY I
OTTAWA ILL 61350
GRAD URH DANIELS I
PEORIA ILL 61606
GRAD 300 S GOODWIN I
GREELEY COLO 80631
C0M1 309 E CHALMERS I
CRYSTAL LAKE ILL 60014
LAS1 803 S MATTIS I
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
FAA2 604 E ARMORY I
DECATUR ILL 62521
JNL4 907 S WRIGHT I
CRYSTAL LAKE ILL
GRAD 1201 E MICHIGAN !
BRENTWOOD MO
GRAD 1107 WESTLAWN I
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG3 URH WESTON 460 (
BRIDGEVIEW ILL
ENG4 57 E JOHN I
CHANA ILL
GRAD 901 S 1ST I
CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAD 901 S 1ST (
CHAMPAIGN ILL
ENG4 1512 WAVERLY (
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS3 URH TOWNSEND 524 I
BELLEVILLE ILL
COM4 607 S BUSEY I
PARIS ILL
LAS3 904 S LINCOLN I
PARIS ILL
ENG2 URH OGLESBY 312 (
ROCKFORD ILL
ENG4 602 E STOUGHTON (
LYNDON ILL
COM2 604 E ARMORY (
CHICAGO ILL 60620
LAS4 205 N BUSEY I
GLEN ELLYN ILL
LAS4 205 N BUSEY I
GLEN ELLYN ILL 60137
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS (
CHICAGO ILL
AGR1 URH WARDALL 421 I
LA MOlLLt ILL 61330
LAS1 URH BLAISDELL 415 1
ELGIN ILL 60120
GRAD 1213 W CHARLES (
WESTWUOD MASS 02090
GRAD 1107 W GREEN I
KENMORE N Y
AGR1 801 W NEVADA
ASSUMPTION ILL
LA S3 UKH TAFT 109
GIFFURD ILL

























































204 PARK LANE DR
HILL ARTHUR WILMOT J
10800 S WOOD ST
HILL DAVID BRUCE
















13 E 600RD N
• HILL LESL IE BROOKS












9120 S 84TH CT
HILL ROBERT ARTHUR



















•HILL WILLIAM JAMES J






























































las2 urh trelease 123
grant park ill 60940
las4 506 e green
chicago 43 ill
las4 211 e white
lockport ill 60441
ENGl 404 E STOOGHTON
ST LOUIS MO
AGRl URH ALLEN 292
PARK FOREST ILL 60466
GRAD 1005 W UNIVERS1 TY
RUCKFORD ILL 61103
E»IG4 108 E HEALEY
MORRIS ILL
LAS4 URH BABCOCK 415
DECATUR ILL
ENG3 URH CARR 13
GRANITE CITY ILL
GRAD URH DANIELS 406
PASADENA 7 CALIF
GRAD 605 S CHICAGO
PROVO UTAH 84601
GRAD 2078 A HA2ELWD CT
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 403 S LINCOLN
GLEN ELLYN ILL
LAS3 309 E JOHN
DANVILLE ILL 61832
AGR2 URH LAR 339
MATTOON ILL 61938
LAS1 URH OGLESBY 320
EAST ST LOUIS ILL 62205
FAA4 URH CARR 320
LANSING ILL 60438
ENG2 URH FORBES 418
OAKLAWN ILL 60457
LAS2 URH SCOTT 158
SHAWNEETOWN ILL 62984
LAS4 904 W GREEN
SANTA BARBARA CAL 93103
ENG4 1206 W CLARK
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS1 202 E GREGORY
CHICAGO ILL 60621
GRAD 1106 S NEW
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 URH WARDALL 924
DIXON ILL 61021
LAS1 URH WARDALL 309
EVANSTON ILL 60201
LAS3 711 W GREEN
ANNA ILL 62906
JNL4 78 E BEARDSLEY
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS3 1102 W STOUGHTON
WAUKEGAN ILL
GRAD ST JOSEPH ILL
ST JOSEPH ILL 61873
LAS1 910 S 3RD
ROCK ISLAND ILL 61201
ENGl RANTOUL ILL
RANTOOL ILL 61866




LAS2 URH HOPKINS 313
OTTAWA ILL 61350
LAW1 2317 S 1ST
CARROLLTON ILL 62016
LAS2 URH BABCOCK 222
PALOS HEIGHTS ILL 60463
LAS3 URH WARDALL 304
GHLAND PARK ILL 60035
GRAD URH DANIELS 224
PENNINGTON N J 08534
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS
MT VERNON ILL 62864
LAW3 1003 S MATTIS
CHICAGO ILL
LAS4 802 W OREGON
CAIRO IL
LAS2 803 W OREGON
MENDOTA ILL 61342
GRAD 606 W HILL
TOWER HILL IL
LASS 406 E SPRINGFIELD
PARK FOREST ILL
LAS1 URH VANDOREN 119
HAVANA ILL 62644
GRAD URH DANIELS 613
KUGANEI JAP
ED 2 1010 S 2ND
WEST CHICAGO ILL 60185
LAS1 URH BUSEY 256
DECATUR ILL 62525
LAS1 URH WARDALL 1226
WATSEKA ILL 60970
GRAD 1006 N HICKORY
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAU 1008 N HICKCRY
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
COM3 110 E ARMORY
SKOKIE ILL
ENGl URH WESTON 4C4
EARLVILLE ILL 60518
LAS4 309 E CHALMERS
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS1 1006 S PROSPECT
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61822
LAS4 URH CLARK 340
MuLINE ILL
GRAO 806 S LYNN
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820































































409 M MAIN ST
HINKLt REX AARON JR
BOX 134
HINKLE RUSSELL DALE
39 L AURAL EE OR
H1NNER1CHS MARILYNN
906 CRESCENT CT
























































































861 N 73RD ST
HIT1LE OOUGLAS CARL
2208 FLETCHER
HIX JOHN H JR








1611 W WINTHROP LN
HLAVAL MILLiCENT MAR
9136 S 83RD AV
ENG1 URH OGLESBY 819
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62704
COM3 1101 W PENN
SPRINGFIELD ILL
AGR3 609 S 4TH
SOUTH HULLANU ILL 60473
AGR1 URH ALLEN
CHICAGO ILL 60619
GRAU 408 W HILL
MAROA ILL 61756
ENG4 502 E HEALEY
ROSSVILLE ILL
ENG2 6 ROSEWOOD PL
EAST ST LOUIS ILL 62206
ED 1 URH LUNDGREN 316
STEELEVILLE ILL 62288
LAS1 URH SAUNDERS 226
CHICAGO ILL
LAS3 URH SCOTT 272
FALLS CHURCH VA
GRAD 2083 C ORCHARD ST
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG3 URH TOWNSEND 220
SPRINGFIELD ILL
GRAD URH LAR 371
ORBANA ILL 61801
FAAl URH WESTON 209
LOVES PARK ILL 61111
ENGL 604 E ARMORY
NORMAL ILL
AGRl URH EVANS 224
DECATUR ILL 62522









ENG1 URH WESTON 209
SAN JOSE ILL 62682
ENG4 901 W SPRINGFIELD
SOUTH HOLLAND ILL
LAS1 URH SNYDER 157
CHICAGO ILL 60651
PE 4 1106 S LINCOLN
AURORA ILL
GRAD 312 S COLER
PARK FOREST ILL
GRAJ 312 S COLER
PARK FOREST ILL
LASl 1009 W PENN
GLEN ELLYN ILL
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS C
CHICAGO ILL 60625
GRAD 1001 S WRIGHT C
COM2 URH FORBES 272 C
CHICAGO ILL 60617
GRAD 509 S 5TH C
CHICAGO ILL 60645
ED 1 409 E CHALMERS C
NORTHBROOK ILL 60062
LAS4 URH WARDALL 1002 U
JOLIET ILL
LAW3 208 S 1ST C
HIGHLAND PARK ILL
ENG4 URH GARNER 400 C
NORTHBROOK ILL
LAS2 910 S 3RD C
CHICAGO ILL 60649
LAS6 2012 ZUPPKE CIRCLE U
URBANA ILL
LAS4 URH GARNER 416 C
CHICAGO IL 60645
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS C
HIGHLAND PARK ILL 60035
LAS2 URH NOBLE 226 C
CHICAGO ILL 60617
GRAD 1203 W MAIN U
SANTIAGO CHILE
AGR4 102 S GROVE U
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG1 706 W OHIO U
LINCOLNWOOD ILL 60645
LAS4 706 W OHIO U
LINCOLNWOOD 45 ILL
LASl URH WESTON 409 C
OAK LAWN ILL 60453
ED 1 309 N MCKINLEY C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61821
LAS4 1910 SANGAMON C
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS4 1204 S LINCOLN U
WESTERN SPRS ILL
ENG1 URH HOPKINS 491 C
OAKLAWN ILL 60459
C0M1 URH TAFT 418 C
ELMHURST ILL 60126
LAb2 715 W MICHIGAN U
OECATUR ILL 62521
LASl URH TRELEASE 507 U
SUMMIT N J 07901
ENG4 809 W STOUGHTON U
GLEN ELLYN ILL
LASl GLEN ELLYN I LL
GLEN ELLYN ILL 60137
ENG3 URH OGLESBY 625 U
E ST LOUIS ILL
EN<53 2208 FLETCHER U
URBANA ILL 61801
LAW1 1505 KIRBY C
MARION OHIO 43302
AGR4 23 RAINTREE C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS4 1409 W WILLIAM C
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS4 415 W MAIN U
WESTCHESTER ILL 60153
LASl 501 E DANIEL C
SCHAUMBURG ILL 61172























































109 N LOTUS AV
HO HING KAY
LAS3 909 W ILLINOIS
KOWLON CTY HNG KNG
FAAl 1012 W MAIN
146 NEW YORK N Y 10002
ENG2 URH TUWNSEND 252
CHICAGO ILL 60644

















212 N GRANT ST
HOBAN JAMES LEON JR
811 ALBANY AV
HOBAN MARGARET HELEN






601 E YOUNG AV
HOBBS DOLORES ANN
1703 NE JEFFERSON









915 E 6TH ST
HOCK JUAN CAROL
















724 E PENN ST
HODGES MELVIN LEROY
BOX 252









648 S MONTEREY AV
HOEBEL JOHN LOUIS






































1961 b ORCHARD ST
HOFFBERG JOSEPHINE
41/5 HURSL AV
GRAD 706 W GREEN
TAIPEISHIEN TAIWAN
LAS3 URH TAFT 106
KANKAKEE IL 60901
VM 3 502 W MAIN
OHAMA NEB
COM2 URH TRELEASE 111
EVERGREEN PARK ILL 60642
LASl 306 E DANIEL
PEORIA HTS ILL 61614
FAA4 1905 N CUNNINGHAM
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG1 URH WESTON 425
ZION ILL 60099
LAS4 URH ALLEN 185
HINSDALE ILL
GRAD URH SHERMAN 562
ALEXANDRIA VA
LAS3 510 E SPRINGFIELD
CHICAGO ILL 60629
FAA3 904 W GREEN
DOWNERS GROVE ILL
LASl 1215 S 4TH
AURORA ILL 60506
LAS3 URH LAR 307
HOOPESTON ILL 60942
LASl URH VANDOREN 21
PEORIA ILL 61603
LASl URH TRELEASE 518
PARK FOREST ILL 60466
C0M1 306 E DANIEL
WHEATON ILL 60187
ENG1 904 W GREEN
EVANSTON ILL 60201
LAS2 910 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL 60617
LASl URH LUNDGREN 303
ALTON ILL 62002
GRAD URH SHERMAN 323
WASHINGTON D C
GRAD 1107 W GREEN
COLUMBUS OHIO 43201
AGR3 106 E ARMORY
ROANOKE ILL
AGRl 1103 S BUSEY
ROANOKE ILL 61561
GRAO 510 W UNIVERSITY
CHICAGO ILL 60644




ENG1 URH SNYDER 173
WARNER ROBINS GA 31093
COM2 1010 S 2ND
HOOPESTON ILL 60942
ENG4 109 E JOHN
STONINGTON IL
LASl URH ALLEN 296
SHEFFIELD ILL 61361
ED 4 903 W NEVADA
GRAYVILLE ILL
ENG2 1004 S 4TH
ITASCA ILL 60143
ENG4 706 W CHURCH
NORTH CHICAGO ILL
LAS3 URH TOWNSEND 484
VILLA PK ILL
ENG3 URH TOWNSEND 372
PRINCETON ILL
AGR2 408 W SPRINGFIELD
TEUTOPOLIS ILL 62467
ED 1 URH SAUNDERS 109
WESTERN SPRS ILL 60558
GRAD R1DGEFARM ILL
RIDGEFARM ILL 61870
FAA3 409 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO ILL 60628
AVI2 2107 W WHITE
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS4 505 E GREEN
SOUTH HULLAND ILL
GRAD 800 S MATTIS
MELVIN ILL
GRAD URH DANIELS 408
PHILA PA 19149
COM2 910 S 3RD
MIDDLE VILLAGE N Y 11379
ED 3 910 S 3RD
ST ALBANS W VA 25177
LASl URH ALLEN 455
PEORIA ILL 61614
FAA2 211 E ARMORY
CHICAGO ILL 60619
GRAD 1603 W HEALEY
SOUTHPORT CONN 09460




AGR4 58 E GREGORY
EDELSTEIN ILL
COM3 URH TOWNSEND 382
ELMHURSI ILL
Aul<4 1961 B ORCHARD ST
THOMSON ILL
LAS3 URH TUWNSEND 135
RuCKFdRD ILL
GRAD 1961 3 ORCHARD ST
URrtANA ILL 61801






















































404 S E 6TH ST

















1212 N PRAIRIE AV
HOFFMAN CHARLES WILL








































































242 S WESTERN AV









































jnl3 611 e daniel c
fairfield ill
las2 604 e armory c
moline ill 61265




agr4 107 e chalmers c
chicago ill 60625
las1 urh wardall 507 u
park ridge ill 60068
las2 urh lar 197 u
glenview ill 60025
grad 1012 w springfield c
melruse park ill
LAS4 902 S 2ND C
SKUKIE ILL
AGR3 URH BARTON 312 C
JULIET ILL 60435
LAS1 URH BABCOCK 412 U
BROADVIEW ILL 60153
LAS3 904 W GREEN U
ROCKFORD ILL 61107
LAS2 110 E CHALMERS C
CHICAGO ILL 60625
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS C
DMIGHT ILL
FAA4 409 E CHALMERS C
BALTIMORE HD 21215
PE 1 URH FLAGG 329 C
DUNDEE ILL 60118
GRAD 1109 S 3RD C
CHICAGO ILL 60649
ENG1 402 E ARMORY U
ROCKVILLE CTR N Y 11715
LAS2 1002 W OREGON U
EVERGREEN PK ILL 60642
AGR4 URH CLARK 237 C
COLUMBIA ILL
ED 1 URH TRELEASE 1128 U
SKOKIE ILL
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 300 C
KIRKWOOD MO 63122
LAS1 URH LAR 284 U
ROCKFORD ILL 61103
COM2 URH OGLESBY 602 U
PALATINE ILL 60067
ENG1 URH FORBES 360 C
WATERLOO ILL 62298
ENG3 URH TOMNSENO 420 U
SPRINGFIELD ILL
GRAD 1806 W WILLIAMS C
NEW YORK NY
LAS4 110 S GREGORY U
QUINCY ILL
COMl URH FORBES 375 C
PALATINE ILL 60067
ENG2 URH HOPKINS 218 C
FLOSSMOOR ILL 60422
LAS2 URH BABCOCK 8 U
CHICAGO ILL
ENG3 401 E DANIEL C
CARLOCK ILL
GRAD URH SHERMAN 104 C
ELMHURST ILL 60126
FAA2 1108 S 1ST C
MILWAUKEE WIS 53216
LAS4 212 N MCCULLOUGH U
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 207 E JOHN C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 3 PERSIMMON CIRCLE U
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 1727 CRESCENT C
CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAD 107 E CHALMERS C
RALEIGH N C
ENG4 URH SNYDER 376 C
WATERLOO ILL
GRAD URH SHERMAN 648 C
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS4 1505 W CHARLES C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 109 E JOHN C
ARLINGTON HTS ILL
COM3 1004 S 2ND C
JOLIET ILL
LAS4 107 E CHALMERS C
CHICAGO ILL
GRAO 300 S GOODWIN U
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS C
BARTLETT ILL
ENG1 2310 RAINBOW VIEW U
URBANA ILL 61801
COM3 URH SNYDER 266 C
WESTRN SPRNGS ILL
GRAO 505 E WHITE C
RIDGEWOOD N Y
LAS3 2034 C ORCHARD ST U
CLARENDON HLS ILL 60514
GRAD 2034 C ORCHARO ST U
LASI
LOWPOINT ILL 61545
FAA3 URH LAR 398
ROCKFORD ILL 61103
LAS4 208 E JOHN
LOMBARD ILL 60148
LAS4 URH BARTON 301
HOME WOOD ILL 60430
LAS2 1101 H PENN
HUMEWOOO 1L 60430
GRAD 1842 VALLEY RD
WALNUT ILL
GRAD BURRILL HALL 524
CHICAGO ILL

























































HOHtNSEE KOLL IS A
180b N 77TH CT
HOHF MICHAEL HARRIS











































































5407 W HADDON AV
HOLLAND STEVEN JAY
910 SUNNYCREST DR




































LAS2 1009 W PENN U
MORRISUN ILL 61270
ENG2 URH WESTON 225 C
ELMWOOD PARK ILL 60635
FAA2 URH WESTON 439 C
DOWNEY ILL 60065
LAS4 409 E CHALMERS C
CHICAGO ILL 60620
JNL4 1110 W NEVADA U
JACKSONVILLE ILL
LAS3 URH OGLESBY 623 U
RED BUD ILL
GRAD 1404 W PARK C
CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAD EDMONTON ALTA CAN
EDMONTON ALTA CAN
ENG1 1103 BUSEY U
ROANOKE ILL 6156r
LASI URH GARNER 406 C
HIGHLANO PARK ILL 60035
LASI 402 E ARMORY C
OMAHA NEB 68124
GRAD URH SHERMAN 206 C
BEAVER PA 15009
AGR1 308 E COLORADO U
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 302 W CEDAR C
CHICAGO ILL 60626
COM2 401 E DANIEL C
WATSEKA ILL 60970
FAA1 URH HOPKINS 150 C
DEERFIELD ILL 60015
ENG1 URH SCOTT 390 C
SKOKIE ILL 60076
AGRl URH ALLEN 237 U
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG1 URH GARNER 4B6 C
AURORA ILL 60505
LAS3 313 E JOHN C
FREEPORT ILL 61032
GRAD 2015 CURETON U
UR8ANA ILL 61801
LAS4 312 E ARMORY C
PEORIA ILL
LASI URH WARDALL 1223 U
DES PLAINES ILL 60016
GRAD 1813 A ORCHARD PL U
CARBONDALE ILL
GRAD URH SHERMAN 114 C
CHESTERFIELO MO 63017
GRAO 1006 W SPRINGFIELD U
DIBOLL TEX
AGR4 309 E CHALMERS C
MORRIS IL
AGRl 1002 S LINCOLN U
ALEDO ILL 61231
GRAD 1205 JOANNE LN C
BEECHER ILL 60401
LAW1 3215 KIRBY C
RUCKFORD ILL 61108
FAA4 108 E CLARK C
GALVA ILL 61434
LASI 909 S 3RD C
MORTON ILL 61550
COM3 905 W CALIFORNIA U
DOWNERS GR ILL
LAS3 203 W IOWA U
FLOSSMOOR ILL
LAS2 URH LAR 386 U
OREGON ILL 61061
ENGI 904 W GREEN U
LINCOLN ILL








ENG4 907 W STOUGHTON U
CHICAGO IL 60651
FAA3 910 SUNNYCREST U
URBANA ILL 60801
LAS4 URH WARDALL 512 U
PEORIA ILL
LAS4 1505 KIRBY C
CHICAGO ILL
GRAD URH SHERMAN 325 C
ROCHESTER N Y 14621
LAS4 1102 S 2ND C
CHICAGO 55 ILL
LASI URH VANDOREN 416 C
EVERGREEN PARK ILL 60642
LASI 1712 BURNETIA C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD NEW LENOX ILL
MANTENO ILL
COM3 804 W OREGON U
MONMOUTH ILL
LAS3 806 S STATE C
BOURBONNAIS ILL 60914
LAS2 410 E JOHN C
TULSA OKLA 74114
ENG4 204 N DRAPER C
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS2 313 E JOHN C
PARIS ILL 6L944
LAS4 405 E GREEN U
URBANA ILL
ENG4 401 E GREEN C
STERLING ILL 61081
EO 4 405 E GREEN U
URBANA ILL 61801
EO 2 1110 W NEVADA U
PALATINE ILL 60067
FAA4 URH EVANS 417 U
SULLIVAN IL








































































333 S 25TH AV
HOLMAN TERRY L INN
323 55TH ST









6250 W HOLBROOK ST
HOLMEN PHYLLIS JANE
6250 W HOLBROOK ST
HOLMER ELIZABETH MAY











































7801 NILES CTR RD
HULSTEN MICHAEL DALE










541 E GALENA BLVD
HOLT SHARON ELIZABET
1509 W HEALEY
























GRAD 2040 B ORCHARD PL
URBANA ILL 61801
PE 3 604 S RACE
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 2040 B ORCHARO ST
URBANA ILL 61B01
LAS3 1005 N ELM
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG4 205 COUNTRY FR
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
FAA2 410 E JOHN
PARK RIOGE ILL 60068
AGR3 1113 W OREGON
GRANVILLE IL
LAS3 URH CLARK 222
OTTAWA ILL 61350
LAS2 2708 WILLOW PK
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61822
COM4 106 N GREGORY
CHCIAGO ILL
LAS2 URH LAR 182
BELLWOOD ILL 60104
LAS1 URH TOWNSENO 335
DOWNERS GROVE ILL 60515
JNL4 602 E STOUGHTON
DOWNERS GROVE ILL 60515
LAS1 URH GARNER 254
PEKIN ILL 61554
ENG1 URH FORBES 486
LA GRANGE PARK ILL 60525
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 311
WAUKEGAN ILL 60085
C0M1 904 W GREEN
CHICAGO ILL 60646
LAS2 URH LAR 324
CHICAGO ILL 60646




GRAD 403 BRIAR LN
EOELSTEIN ILL
GRAD 1310 S BROADWAY
ORBANA ILL 61801
AGR4 211 E ARMORY
DUNLAP ILL
PE 4 VILLA GROVE ILL
VILLA GROVE ILL
LAS2 906 S 1ST
LAGRANGE PARK ILL 60528
FAA1 URH ALLEN 23
LENA ILL 61048
LAS2 406 E JOHN
PIPER CITY ILL 60959
GRAD 1306 SILVER
WINDSOR ONT CAN
AGR2 501 E DANIEL
DUNLAP ILL 61525




C0M1 1101 W PENN
ROCKFORD ILL 61107
LAS3 URH VANDOREN 211
CHICAGO ILL
GRAO URH DANIELS 69
CHICAGO ILL 60647
PE 3 1204 S LINCOLN
RIVER FOREST ILL 60305
LAS3 2030 BURLISON
URBANA ILL
LA SI URH SNYDER 458
GRANITE CITY ILL 62040
LAS4 URH BABCOCK 403
BLOE ISLAND ILL 60406
ENG1 URH HOPKINS 465
C0LLINSV1LLE ILL 62234
GRAD 505 S MCKINLEY
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 902 S 2ND
SK0K1E ILL
GRAO URH SHERMAN 962
PRAIRIE V1L KANS 66208
AGR1 URH WARDALL 502
MILAN ILL 61264
AGR2 URH HOPKINS 463
MILAN ILL 61264
LAS3 1104 W NEVADA
CHICAGO ILL
LAS4 910 N BUSEY
UR3ANA ILL 61801
LAS2 505 E GREEN
AURORA ILL 60505
LASl URH SAUNDERS 125
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61B20
LAS3 URH SNYDER 268
ARLINGTON HTS ILL
LAS2 501 E SPRINGFIELD
ELMHURST ILL
LAS3 URH LUNDGREN 310
PALATINE ILL 60067
LASl URH SNYDER 294
GENEVA ILL 60134
LAS4 616 E DANIEL
HINSDALE ILL
PE 1 1004 W NEVADA
OES PLAINES ILL 60016
ENG2 1004 W NEVADA
DES PLAINES ILL 60016
ENG4 108 t HEALtY
PARK RIUGE ILL
LAS2 910 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL
AVll URH EORrtES 243
OTTAWA ILL 6HbO









































































































HONHON GEORGES L J


























RR 1 BOX 142
HOOKS JAYNE E
RR 1 BOX 142
HOOKS JEAN E
RR 1 BOX 142
HOOL LAORA LEE


















438 N CAIN AV
HOPKINS JUDITH
19 EVERGREEN AV 9
HOPKINS KENNETH DAVI
BOX 243













LAS2 URH SNYDER 302
BERWYN ILL 60403
EO 1 URH FORBES 366
CHICAGO ILL 60652
LAS2 URH SNYDER 302
BERWYN ILL 60403
GRAO 1954 B ORCHARO ST
URBANA IL
PE 2 1003 W CALIFORNIA
ARLINGTON HTS ILL
GRAD URH DANIELS 254
PLANO ILL 60545
GRAD URH DANIELS 534
CLEVELAND OHIO 44125
ENG3 URH SNYDER 226
MARENGO ILL
ENG4 706 S 1ST
OAK LAWN ILL
ENG3 112 E DANIEL
HAMPSHIRE ILL
LAS4 403 W SPRINGFIELD
URBANA ILL
EO 4 47 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO ILL 60645




GRAD 1211 W CHORCH
LISBON OHIO
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 708
DECATOR ILL 62526






ENG3 401 E JOHN
CANTON ILL




FAA2 209 E ARMORY
DUNDEE ILL
ENG4 1009 W PENN
NATCHEZ MISS
JNL3 URH SAUNDERS 230
FORREST ILL 61741
AGR3 1002 S LINCOLN
FORREST ILL
GRAD URH DANIELS 175
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 1826 B ORCHARO PL
BRUXELLES 14 BELG
LAS2 902 S 2ND
UNIVERSITY CITY MO 63130
LAS4 605 S BUSEY
LINCOLNWOOD 46 ILL
ENG3 904 W GREEN
DOWNERS GROVE ILL 60515
COM2 1102 S LINCOLN
PARK RIDGE ILL 60068
LAWS URH GARNER 130
MARION ILL
GRAD 409 E CHALMERS
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LASl 813 W COLUMBIA
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
EO 4 URH GARNER 202
NAPERVILLE ILL
GRAD URH SHERMAN 1166
ERIE PA 16503
PE 2 409 E CHALMERS
ORANGE CITY IOWA 51041
FAA3 111 E CHALMERS
BARRINGTON ILL
FAA2 1106 S LINCOLN
GLENVIEW ILL 60025
AGftl 1008 S LINCOLN
LAWRENCEVILLE ILL 62439
VM 2 801 W OREGON
LAWRENCEVILLE ILL 62439
VM 2 801 W OREGON
LAWRENCEVILLE ILL 62439




LAS4 807 S BUSEY
EDWARDSVILLE ILL 62025
LA S3 1404 S LINCOLN
HOME WOOD ILL
ENG4 URH TOWNSENO 221
SPRINGFIELD ILL




COM3 URH TOWNSEND 142
WESTRN SPRNGS ILL
GRAD 606 W DELAWARE
URBANA ILL 61801
VM 1 307 S PRAIRIE
ROODHOUSE ILL 62082
GRAD 309 S STATE
HAMUEN CONN 06518
JNL3 URH TOWNSENO 260
SPARTA N J 07871
LAS4 904 S LINCOLN
W ORANGE N J
LASl 312 E ARMORY
NORMAL ILL 61761
PE 2 905 CALIFORNIA
CARPfcNTERSVL ILL 60110
LASl URH HOPKINS 364
WAUKEGAN ILL 600R5


























































RR 3 BOX 352
HOPP SHERRY LYNN
5643 S FRANCISCO





105 N SHORE OR
HOPPER JEFFREY ALAN






RUUTE 2 BOX 551
HOPMOOO JAMES ALBERT












321 N FAIRVIEU AV
HORLICK GARY





•HORN CHARLES J JR




169 M FREMONT AV
HORN JULIANA KAY


















•HORN IK HEATHER W
2002 ORCHARD ST
•HORNIK JOHN ALAN






































402 W COLE ST
HCRVITZ ARONA SHARUN
580B N CALIFORNIA
HGScK RAYMOND WILL 14
3140 S EUCLID AV
•HOSKEN ROBERT W1LLIA








LAW1 912 W CHURCH C
NAPERVILLE ILL 60540
LAS2 CHICAGO ILL 344-6978
CHICAGO IL
GRAD RR 2 U 367-4753
MENOMONEE FLS WIS 53051
GRAD AUGERVILLE RD U 367-4753
MENOMONEE FLS WIS 53051
COM4 URH TOWNSEND 468 U 332-4223
PARIS ILL
COM2 210 E JOHN C 332-1773
DES PLAINES ILL
FAA1 409 E CHALMERS C
MONTICELLO ILL 61856
LAS2 URH VANDUREN 316 C 332-0526
GLEN ELLYN ILL 60137
COM4 44 MAPLE CT C 367-9156
LAKE VILLA ILL 60046
COM4 313 E ARMORY C 352-8992
SPRINGFIELO ILL
LAS2 URH SNYDER 336 C 332-1765
DECATUR ILL 62521
ENG2 907 S OAK C 352-9759
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
VM 2 40B W ELM U 367-5761
MATHERVILLE ILL 61263
FAA3 1108 S 1ST C 359-2011
MILWAUKEE WIS 53207
GRAD URH SHERMAN 751 C 332-4902
TUJUNGA CAL 91042
LAS2 URH WESTON 256 C 332-1949
MT PROSPECT ILL 60056
GRAD URH SHERMAN 1354 C
VANCOUVER BC CAN
ED 3 1 WAYS10E U 367-7679
FLORISSANT MO 63033
LAS4 1 WAYSIDE U 367-7679
JERSEYVILLE ILL
GRAO 1956 A ORCHARD ST U 344-1535
URBANA ILL 61801
AGR4 907 S 4TH C 344-9693
MATTOON ILL
FAA3 URH WARDALL 1224 U 332-4572
ELMHURST ILL
LAS1 URH WARDALL 1204 U 332-4553
ELMHURST ILL 60126
LAS4 409 E CHALMERS C 344-4084
CHICAGO ILL
AGR4 810 W OREGON U 344-6343
BRIMFIELD ILL
ENG4 300 S GOODWIN U 344-3366
URBANA ILL 61801




LAS1 909 S 3RD C 344-9860
CHICAGU ILL 60615
GRAD 603 S 1ST C 352-8077
URBANA ILL
LAS3 300 S GOODWIN U 344-3366
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 308 C
MELVIN ILL 60952
GRAD 2002 D ORCHARD ST U 344-2219
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 2002 D ORCHARD ST U 344-2219
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 307 E HEALEY C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG1 URH WARDALL 1226 U
CHICAGO ILL 60618
GRAD URH SHERMAN 331 C 332-4703
JERUSALEM ISR
LAS1 706 W OHIO U 344-7519
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAS3 URH VANDOREN 209 C 332-0500
MT PROSPECT ILL
FAA1 URH WESTON 490 C 332-2117
HT PROSPECT ILL 60056
LAS2 907 S WRIGHT C 344-0545
WHEATON ILL 60187
ENG2 106 E DANIEL C 332-0789
COLUMBIA ILL
GRAD 2002 B ORCHARD ST U 344-0541
NEW ORLEANS LA
GRAD 309 E HEALEY C
GENEVA ILL 60134
LAS1 URH FORBES 260 C
CARMI ILL 62821
LAS1 URH SCOTT 442 C 332-1600
SCOTT AFB ILL 62225
LAS2 116 SCOTTSWOOD U 367-1902
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 URH ALLEN 196 U 332-3300
CHICAGO ILL 60613
LAS3 404 S 6TH C
MILAN ILL 61264
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 341 C 332-1286
CLARENDON HLS ILL 60514
ED 1 URH VANDOREN 103 C 332-0472
WILMETTE ILL 60091
LAS1 310 E CHALMERS C
CHICAGO ILL 60634
LAS4 205 N BUSEY U 367-1544
OUQUUIN ILL
LASl URH ALLEN 121 U 332-3127
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LASl URH HOPKINS 466 C 332-1373
BERWYN ILL 60402
GRAO 1115 W GREEN U 344-2395
QUEENS VIL 29 N Y




AGR1 613 W SPRINGFIELO C
BETHANY ILL 61914































503 E 4TH ST
HOUGH LAURA JEAN
414 N WEST ST
HOUGH LORRAINE LUCIL
























RR 2 BOX 307






























































GRAD AGR ENG SLOG U 333-3495
HUNTINGTON 1 ND
AGR1 URH WARDALL 1203 U 332-4552
SOUTH HOLLAND ILL 60473
LASl 1107 MAPLE PARK C 356-9810
NIAGARA FALLS NY 14304
LAS2 209 E ARMORY C 356-8833
HERRIN ILL 62948
LAS4 501 E DANIEL C 344-1510
ZION ILL
LAS2 URH LAR 462 U 332-3044
PEORIA ILL 61603
GRAO 2805 MAPLEWOOO C 359-4549
NATICK MA 01762
ENG1 URH SCOTT 444 C 332-1602
WESTCHESTER I'LL 60153
GRAO 708 W SPRINGFIELD U 367-7235
URBANA ILL
AGR1 1116 W NEVADA U
ULNEY ILL 62450
ENG1 URH FORBES 474 C 332-1140
DOWNERS GROVE ILL 60515
LAS2 URH VANDOREN 114 C 332-0481
PARK FOREST ILL 60466
LAS3 412 E GREEN C
WILMINGTON ILL 60481
LAS3 701 W CHURCH U 365-2047
URBANA ILL 61801
COM4 509 E GREEN C 344-4941
SANDWICH ILL
LASl URH BARTON 110 C 332-0112
SANOWICH ILL 60548
LAS4 509 E GREEN C 344-4941
SANDWICH ILL
GRAD 701 W CHURCH U 365-2047
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS2 313 E ARMORY C 356-7766
BLOOMINGTON ILL 61701
ED 1 URH ALLEN 126 U 332-3132
ALBUQUERQUE N M 87110
ENG1 1104 W STOUGHTON U
PLAINFIELD ILL 60544
FAA1 301 E DANIEL C 332-0840
GLEN ELLYN ILL 60137
LAS3 2311 S 1ST C 344-1859
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS3 2311 S 1ST C 344-1859
OGOEN ILL
LAS4 802 W ILLINOIS U 344-3655
CHICAGO 29 ILL
COM4 URH FORBES 216 C 332-0955
MILFORD ILL
LAS2 1102 S LINCOLN U 344-4205
NEWMAN ILL 61942
FAA3 URH CLARK 432 C 332-0079
CHAMPAIGN ILL




AGR2 URH WESTON 475 C 332-2059
EUREKA ILL 61530
GRAD 1008 W UNIVERSITY U 367-3278
HAYWARD CAL 94541
ENG3 URH WESTON 310 C 332-1987
FARMER CITY ILL
ENG4 309 W WHITE C 352-9893
WOUORIVER ILL
ED I 405 E^JOHN C 344-0556
FARMER CI TY ILL 61842
GRAD MONTICELLO ILL
MONTICELLO ILL
FAA3 2303 S 1ST C 344-4639
PAXTON ILL
COM4 2305 S 1ST C 344-9477
SPRINGFIELD ILL
GRAD 2022 A ORCHARD ST U 344-4365
CHICAGO ILL 60616
FAA2 URH CARR 119 U 332-3871
ROCKFORD ILL 61107
LASl 904 W GREEN U
DES PLAINES ILL 60016
ENG4 105 HARTLE U 365-1680
URBANA ILL 61801
AGR1 URH ALLEN 468 U 332-3401
STEELEVILLE ILL 62288
LASl 1004 S 4TH C
NEWBURGH N Y 12550
LAS3 105 E ARMORY C 356-7585
CHICAGO ILL 60645




ENG3 URH SCOTT 352 C 332-1535
STAMFORD CONN
LASl URH WESTON 478 C 332-2111
SKOKIE ILL 60076
LAS2 URH ALLEN 403 U 332-3220
CHICAGO ILL 60610
LASl URH SNYDER 396 C 332-1809
ROCKFORD ILL 61108
LASl 311 S DRAPER C 352-5034
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 709 U 332-4251
SPRINGFIELD ILL
LAW1 707 S 6TH C 344-4649
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
COMl URH SNYDER 2 74 C 332-1725
DOWNERS GROVE ILL 60515
CuM3 202 E DANIEL C 352-5151
DOWNERS GR ILL
LAS4 307 E HEALEY C 352-5988
ELMHURST IL 60126
ENG2 URH OGLESBY 207 U 332-5089
ST CLOUD FLA
GK401 903 S MATTIS C 352-0942
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820













2028 B HAZELWO CT
HOWELL LARRY JOE













































COLUMBUS RD RR 3
HOYT MORTON NICHOLAS




520 N WOLF RD 301
HRIVNAK JOHN GARY
6555 NW HIGHWAY







1 S 763 WESTVIEW
HRVOL JOSEPH JOHN
3918 W 55TH ST
HRYHORCZUK LEW MYKOL
20001 MACKAY
HSI ANGELA NING-JY S
HSIA CH1H-YING









































AGR2 URH WESTON 215 C 332-1920
MARTINSVILLE ILL 62442
GRAD 1956 6 ORCHARD ST U 344-4757
CAIRO EGYPT
GRAD 1820 VALLEY RD C 356-7012
EDEN N Y
AGR2 601 S 4TH C 367-1604
DONGOLA ILL
GRAD 2028 B HAZELWO CT U 344-2157
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS4 108 E HEALEY C 352-5421
ARTHUR ILL 61911




LAS3 URH HOPKINS 202 C
WINCHESTER ILL 62674
ENG1 URH TOWNSENO 360 U
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62703
GRAD 1105 W OREGON U 344-1944
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG1 URH SNYDER 175 C 332-1666
OAK LAWN ILL 60453
COM4 6TH 6 GREEN C 367-8921
CASEYVILLE ILL
FAA2 910 S 3RD C
EVANSTON ILL 60202
LAS2 1004 S 4TH C 332-2077
AUBURN ILL 62615
ENG1 URH SCOTT 375 C 332-1555
MUNDELEIN ILL 60060
LAS1 URH FORBES 214 C 332-0953
LA GRANGE ILL 60525
GRAD WILSON TRLR CT U 367-6185
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS2 308 W GREEN U 367-4206
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG1 URH FORBES 378 C 332-1072
DETROIT MICH 48224
LAS1 URH SCOTT 176 C
RUCKFORO ILL 61103
ENG1 1010 S 2ND C
GRANITE CITY ILL 62 040
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 207 U 332-5443
UEERF1EL0 ILL 60015
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 225 C
LAKEWOOO OHIO 44107
LAS3 2424 E GREEN U 332-2113
PARK RIDGE ILL
GRAD 1833 B ORCHARO PL U
BINGHAMTON N Y 13903
GRAD 1833 B ORCHARD PL U
BINGHAMTON N Y 13903
ENG3 311 W NEVADA U 367-7104
QUINCY ILL 62301
ENG1 401 E JOHN C 344-1650
BLOOMINGTON ILL 61701
ENGl 402 E DANIEL C
QUINCY ILL 62301
LAS2 412 E GREEN C 356-7901
HILLSIDE ILL
ENGl URH WESTON 489 C 332-2116
CHICAGO ILL 60631
ENG4 URH BABCOCK 119 U
CHICAGO IL 60632
GRAD 107 E CHALMERS C
BUTLER PA 16001
LAS3 912 S 2ND C 356-7432
MENOOTA ILL
FAAl URH ALLEN 466 U 322-3400
LOMBARD ILL 60148
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 219 U 332-5100
CHICAGO ILL 60632
GRAO 1212 W CLARK U 367-7877
DETROIT MICH
GRAO 1010 W CALIFORNIA U
GRAD 1304 W CLARK U 367-7725
TAIPEI TAIWAN
GRAD URH OANIELS 167 U
CHUTUNG TAIWAN
ENG2 808 W CALIFORNIA U 344-5876
KNOXVILLE TENN 37918
ENG4 808 W CALIFORNIA U 344-5876
KNOXVILLE TENN 37918
GRAD 802 W ILLINCIS U 344-6153
PINGTUNG TAIWAN
GRAD 1114 W SPRINGFIELD U 344-1913
MIAOTI TAIWAN
GRAD 1201 WILLIAMSBURG C 352-1176
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS C
JOHNSON CITY TENN 37601
GRAO 204 N GREGORY U 367-1644
TAIPEI TAIWAN
GRAO URH DANIELS 233 U 332-2186
TAIPEI TAIWAN
LAS3 URH LAR 427 U
UAR ER SLAM TNZMA
GRAO TURNER HALL 109 U 333-4254
TAIPEI TAIWAN
GRAD 712 W OREGON U 344-1004
TAINAN TAIWAN
GRAD 602 S LINCOLN U 344-33 10
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 204 N GREGORY U 344-14 31
URBANA ILL 61901
GRAO URH DANIELS 337 U 332-2243
TAICHUNG TAIWAN
GRAD 904 W ILLINOIS U 344-20 11
UKBANA ILL
GRAD URH SHERMAN 211 C 332-4646
TAIPEI TAIWAN
GRAD 803 S 2ND C 352-6758
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAU 803 S 2ND C 3S2-67'">8
TAIPLI TAIWAN
GRAD 904 W ILLINCIS U 344-20H
URBANA ILL 618"!
HUBALIK JANET LOUISE
8150 S SAWYER AV
HUBBARD BILLY WAYNE
751 PARK AV























































2061 D ORCHARD ST
HUCK ROBERT LEO






916 S HUL IDAY DR
HUDDLESTUN NANCY SUE
236 E 150TH ST
HUOERA ELEANOR FRANC








1141 S 4TH ST
HUDSON JANETTE CATON
708 S BIRCH


















HUEHLS LLUYD BR IAN


















EO 2 508 E ARMORY (
CHICAGO ILL 60652
ENG4 404 E STOUGHTON (
SYCAMORE ILL
GRAD 212 W WHITE (
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 603 W GREEN I
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 1511 WESTF1ELD (
CRAWFORD OKLA
FAA4 308 S LINCOLN I
PEORIA ILL
LAS2 BOX 66 I
URBANA ILL 61801
FAA4 LA NAPOLE FR
ELMHURST ILL
LAS1 1010 S 2ND I
OSWEGO ILL 60543
AGR2 505 E GREEN I
ELDRED ILL 62027
PE 1 URH FORBES 336 I
SOUTH HOLLAND ILL 60473
AGR4 1002 E MAIN I
URBANA ILL
GRAD 2077 D HAZELWD CT I
URBANA ILL
LAS4 705 W HEALEY I
URBANA ILL
COM4 800 W CHURCH I
DES PLAINES ILL
LAS1 URH WARDALL 324 I
WESTERN SPRS ILL 60558
ENGl 1112 S 2ND I
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 409 E CHALMERS I
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENGl 506 W INDIANA
FAIRBURY ILL 61739
GRAD URH SHERMAN 134
CHICAGO ILL 60641
ENGl 809 PENN
PLEASANT PLNS ILL 62677
COM3 URH FORBES 206
TAYLOR SPRNGS ILL
ENG3 412 E GREEN
GODFREY ILL 62035
FAA4 405 E JOHN
FLORISSANT MO
PE 1 706 S COTTAGE GR
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS2 URH VANDOREN 25
G1LMAN ILL 60938
VM 3 705 W ELM
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAO 714 W CALIFORNIA
SANDSTONE MINN
FAAl URH WESTON 232
BUFFALO N Y 14217
LAS1 URH FORBES 321
CHICAGO ILL 60628
GRAD 2063 C ORCHARD ST
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS1 URH WESTON 438
LACON ILL 61540
GRAD 2307 S 1ST
STREATOR IL
ENG4 508 E SPRINGFIELD
GLENARM ILL 62536
LAS2 916 S HOLIDAY
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS3 710 W DHIO
HARVEY ILL
AGR4 508 E ARMORY
WARRENVILLE ILL
AVI2 508 W UNION
NURTHFIELD ILL 60093
ENGl 1401 WINDING LN
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61821
GRAD 2059 C ORCHARD ST
BELOIT WIS
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS
SPRINGFIELD ILL
GRAD 708 S BIRCH
URBANA ILL
GRAD 300 S GOODWIN
URBANA ILL 61801
AGR1 URH LAR 494
BELLEVILLE ILL 62221
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62703
LAS1 310 E GREGORY
PEORIA ILL 61614
LAS1 URH BARCOCK 205
PEORIA ILL 61614
' ENGl URH CARR 413
GLENWOOD ILL 60425
AGR4 1110 W NEVADA
FLUSSMOOR ILL
ENG4 311 E GREEN
BELLWOOD ILL
CJM1 202 E DANIEL
LA GRANGE ILL 60525































GLEN ELLYN ILL 60137
ENG3 508 E SPRINGFIELD
ALTON ILL 62002
ENG2 URH TUWNSEND 469
URLANDU FLA 32809
LAS3 409 t CHALMERS
DOLTUN ILL 60419
LASl URH LAR 382
ZIUN ILL 60099
















































211 S JEFFERSON ST
HUFFMAN JULIAN MAYNA








310 E NORTH ST
















214 W 113TH ST
HUGHES KENNETH ROWLA




1122 NORTH AV K
HUGHES MARY ELIZABET
4N194 CHURCH RD











106 W OAK ST
HUGHES RUTH ANN
521 E 2ND ST
HUGHES SALLY RUGERS
41 E MAIN
HUGHES THOMAS C JR

















































1148 S 8TH AV
HULSEBEkG JUDITH LYN
732 MITCHELL
FAA2 212 E DANIEL C 356-7908
DECATUR ILL 62522
LAS2 URH HOPKINS 482 C 332-1306
PEORIA ILL 61605
COM4 URH EVANS 437 U 332-2778
LEBANON ILL
LAS2 URH GARNER 359 C 332-0813
LEBANON ILL 62254
LAW1 506 E GREEN U 367-4243
CHICAGO ILL 60643
GRAD 1005 S MATTIS C 356-1681
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61801
FAA1 URH NOBLE 111 C 332-0369
WUUDSTUCK ILL 60098
AVI2 1107 W MAIN U 332-2044
TOLEDO ILL 62468
AGR3 502 W OREGON U
ALTON ILL 62002
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 516 U 332-5541
CARBONDALE ILL 62901
GRAO 1409 W GREEN C 352-2519
OMAHA NEB
LAS2 907 W ILLINOIS U 344-0695
COLFAX ILL 61728
FAA2 URH VANDOREN 221 C
PRINCETON ILL 61356
FAA4 905 S WABASH U 367-6791
HAMILTON OHIO
GRAO URH DANIELS 608 U 332-2332
FAIRFIELD ALA
GRAD 1523 KIRBY C 352-2779
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAO 704 S 3RD C 344-0704
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAO 1108 W NEVADA U 344-3699
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 1823 B ORCHARD PL U
BOWLING GREEN OHIO 43402
GRAD 1904 GALEN C 356-9600
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG3 904 W GREEN U 352-1169
CHICAGO ILL
LAS2 1111 S 1ST C 356-3314
CHRISTOPHER ILL 62822
GRAD 804 S FAIR C 356-4834
CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAD 2067 C HAZELWD CT U 344-2299
PORTALES N M 88130
JNL4 URH CLARK 221 C 332-0021
BENSENVILLE ILL
LAS2 URH NOBLE 219 C 332-0395
NURRIDGE ILL 60656
ENG3 URH OGLESBY 805 U 332-5267
BERKELEY ILL
CUM3 604 E ARMORY C
OAK PARK ILL
LAS3 URH BLAISDELL 118 U 332-3465
KEWANEE ILL
GRAD 701 W GREEN U 367-3156
URBANA IL
LAS3 LRH SAUNDERS 6 U 332-3574
CHATSWORTH ILL 60921
LAS3 URH LAR 385 U 332-3027
CENTRAL1A ILL
ENG6 41 E MAIN C 359-1212
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
CJM1 604 E ARMORY C
CHICAGO ILL 60623
GRAD URH SHERMAN 451 C 332-4836
KINGFISHER OKLA
LAS1 URH SAUNDERS 329 U 332-3671
CHATSWORTH ILL 60921
VM 1 2020 N MATTIS C 356-2356
CHICAGO ILL 60630
GRAD URH WARDALL 1014 U 332-4515
ST LUUIS MO 63136
C0M1 409 E CHALMERS C
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60005
GRAO URH SHERMAN 1267 C 332-5028
CARLYLE ILL 62231
C0M1 URH SCOTT 250 C 332-1403
HOMEWOOD ILL 60430
GRAD URH DANIELS 341 U 332-2247
BATAVIA OHIO 45103
AGR4 58 E ARMORY C 352-98B5
DELANO ILL
ED 1 URH BARTON 124 C 332-0124
MONTICELLO ILL 61856
GRAD URH SHERMAN 506 C 332-4744
GRAND RAPIDS MICH 49507
GRAD LEXINGTON ILL
LEXINGTON ILL 61753
EO 4 URH WARDALL 916 U 332-4492
VIRDtN ILL 62690
GRAD 107 W CALIFORNIA U 367-8637
SHfcLBYVILLE IL
ENG2 201 E GREEN C 356-0712
LA GRANGE ILL 60525
AgR4 URH CARR 102 U 332-3854
MASON CITY I LL
LAS1 URH WARDALL 606 U 332-4410
SHELBYVILLt ILL 62565
GRAO 1010 E COLORADO U 367-4213
URBANA ILL
COM4 URH OGLESBY 1104 U 332-5356
MASCOUTAH ILL
ENG4 302 E GREGORY C 359-35?l
ALTUN ILL
GRAO URH SHERMAN 149 C 332-4774
PLA1NVILLE ILL
CO 4 1905 S VINE U 344-6842
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAO 406 t GREEN U 365-1928
URBANA ILL
ENG4 307 S PRAIRIE C 344-0508
ROCK ISLAND IL
FAA3 URH HUPKINS 239 C 332-1214
KANKAKEE ILL 60901





































































8J2 W 54TH PL
HUNT DEAN ROBERT









































































LAS2 URH BLAISDELL 231
TINLEY PARK ILL 60477
GRAO 1005 S 6TH
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
FAA4 LA NAPOLE FR
TINLEY PARK ILL
GRAD 1005 S 6TH
URBANA ILL 61801
AGR2 URH WkSTON 410
SHEFFIELD ILL 61361
GRAD URH DANIELS 291
WHEATON ILL 60187
LAS4 1005 S 2ND
DOWNERS GROVE ILL




PE 4 1727 HENRY
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
PE 3 URH BLAISDELL 114
CHICAGO ILL
VM 1 1613 VALLEY RD
LAKE FOREST ILL 60045




GRAO 2042 A ORCHARD ST
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 URH BARTON 24
WOODSTOCK ILL
LAS1 904 W GREEN U
SK0K1E ILL
ENG1 604 E ARMORY C
S FT MITCHELL KY 41017
FAA4 604 E ARMORY C
S FT MITCHELL KY
LAS2 URH SCOTT 242 C
LAHARPE ILL 61450
LAS3 309 E JOHN C
MATTOON ILL
GRAD 9 RAINTREE C
JOPLIN MO 64801




ENG2 408 E GREEN C
SCHILLER PARK ILL 60176
GRAO 1005 S MATTIS C
HONEYVILLE UTAH
ENG4 106 E HEALEY C
ROCK FALLS ILL
GRAD RR 2 U
EL PASO ILL 61738
AGR1 501 E DANIEL C
EDINBURG ILL 62531
AGR4 58 E GREGORY C
EDINBURG ILL
LAS1 URH LAR 373 U
BELLEVILLE ILL 62223
LAS4 208 E GREEN C
CHICAGO 9 ILL
LAS1 URH WESTON 132 C
OAKLAWN ILL 60453
LAS3 2319 E MAIN U
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 105 E GREEN C
NORTH CHICAGO ILL 60064
AGR2 URH EVANS 103 U
WILDWOOD ILL 60030
ENG6 109 E DODSON U
URBANA IL
FAA4 807 S LOCUST C
ELM GROVE WIS
ENG2 806 W OHIO U
URBANA ILL 61801
FAA1 URH FURBES 492 C
ST ANN MO 63074
LAS2 VARNA ILL
VARNA IL 61375
ENG1 104 W VERMONT U
URBANA ILL 61801
FAA3 URH CARR 314 U
MATTE SON ILL
GRAD 1112 S ARBOR C
PITTSFIELD ILL 62363
EO 1 1730 WESTHAVEN C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 6182U












VM 3 904 W GREEN
MAKISSA ILL
LAS2 URH SAUNUERS 223
DECATUR ILL
LAS3 204 E JOHN
MORRIS ILL
ENG2 101 S GREGORY
GALfcSBURG ILL 61401















































125 S YUKON ST





















































2111 E B ST
HUSFELDT JERRY JOSEP









































2009 PHILO RD 12
HUTTER GARY MICHAEL










1024 N UHURY LANE




GRAD 205 W HILL (
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
COM4 404 ROMINE I
FRANKLIN PARK ILL
FAA1 URH SNYOER 382 I
LAKtWOOD COLO 80226
LAS2 904 S LINCOLN I
ROCK ISLAND ILL 61201
LAS4 1113 DEVONSHIRE I
CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAD 1111 JOANN LN I
TAYLORVILLE ILL
LAS2 URH SAUNDERS 12 I
MT CARMEL ILL 62863
LAS2 1110 W NEVADA I
DES PLAINES ILL 60016
GRAD URH SHERMAN 1167 I
CHICAGO ILL 60636
AGR3 RR 1 I
URBANA ILL
AGR3 305 E ARMORY I
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ED 2 URH LAR 464 I
URBANA ILL 61801
AGR2 305 E ARMORY I
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
VM 1 715 W IOWA
WATSEKA ILL 60970
LAS1 URH VANDOREN 104 I
DEERFIELO ILL 60015
LAS4 308 E HEALEY I
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS4 308 E HEALEY I
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ED 1 URH WARDALL 1004
DECATUR ILL 62526
COM2 802 S LINCOLN
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62704
GRAD URH FORBES 126
ST JOSEPH MICH 49085
GRAD 1106 S 2ND i
MULBERRY FLA
AGR1 URH FORBES 461
CASEY ILL 62420
LAW3 101 W PARK
PARK RIDGE ILL 60068
LAS4 706 S MATHEWS
DECATUR ILL
GRAD 1004 S LOCUST
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 501 MITCHELL CT
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS4 URH WARDALL 211
MOLINE ILL 61265
LAS3 52 E ARMORY
CHICAGO ILL
FAA6 1008 W NEVADA
CHICAGO ILL 60655
AGR4 115 W GREEN
BELLEVILLE ILL 62221
FAA3 URH SNYDER 152
CHICAGO 28 ILL




ED 2 611 E DANIEL
DECATUR ILL
PE 2 105 E GRhEN
BERWYN ILL




FAA2 fill S PINE
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ED 3 1204 S LINCOLN
LOOA IL
COM2 URH WESTON 411
GURNEE ILL 60031
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO ILL 60651
PE 3 309 E CHALMERS
CHAMPAIGN ILL






VM 1 1008 W OREGON
FT WASH FOREST MD 20022
FAA2 121L HOLLYCREST
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS1 402 E DANIEL
RUSEVILLE ILL 61473
LAS3 1102 S LINCOLN
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS1 URH FORBES 296
STOCKTON ILL 61085
LAS3 1207 W NEVADA
wAUKEGAN ILL
GRAD 2009 PHILO RD
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG2 ORH WESTON 454
HARVtY ILL 60426
ENG2 306 E GREGORY
BFRKELEY ILL 60163
Al.Kl B02 S LINCOLN
SANDWICH ILL 60548
GRAD 1103 W OREGON
MEMPHIS TENN 38112
FAA3 401 E JOHN
SKUKIt ILL 60076
LAS1 URH ALLEN 248
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60004
GRAD 410 STANAGt
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820











































































306 W 9TH ST
HYDE THUMAS JAY





















AVI2 1105 HOLIDAY PARK
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS1 URH BARTON 3
WAUKEGAN ILL 60085
GRAD 608 S RANDOLPH
CHAMPAIGN 22 ILL
GRAO 608 S RANDOLPH
CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAD 502 W GRIGGS
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 502 W GRIGGS
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG2 910 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL
ENG3 URH TOWNSEND 167
WAUKEGAN ILL 60085
ED 1 URH ALLEN 389
WAUKEGAN ILL 60085
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 1109
BEARD STOWN ILL 62618
FAA3 1004 S 4TH
BEARDSTOWN ILL
AGR2 URH OGLESBY 1118
KEWANEE ILL 61443




ENG4 URH OGLESBY 1101
CHICAGO ILL
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS
SPRINGFIELD ILL
ED 3 URH TRELEASE 426
LA SALLE ILL
FAA4 1102 S 2ND
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
C0M1 405 N PROSPECT
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS3 606 W WASHINGTON
ST LOUIS MO









P/366 FORST OFF RD
IBSEN PAMELA ANN
1309 W EARLY AV
ICE ALLEN MITCHEL




































STA A BOX 2378
IKLER WILLIAM JOSEPH


















• IMBRIALL WILL IAM A
3645 MCLAUGHL IN
IMDIEKE LLKUY f
Ziii IOTH AV S
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 231
ELKHART I ND 46518
LAS2 URH SCOTT 150
EAST PEORIA ILL 61611
LAS2 704 W CALIFORNIA
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAO 1203 W MAIN
RAWALPINDI W PAK
PE 2 URH LAR
CHICAGO ILL
ENG4 502 E STOUGHTON
SPRINGFIELD ILL
ENG4 509 E STOUGHTON
CHICAGO ILL 60657
GRAD 201 N GOODWIN
CHICAGO ILL 60657
LAS1 URH LAR 301
OAKLAWN ILL 60453
LAS1 URH NOBLE 119
LOMBARD ILL 60148
LAS1 409 E CHALMERS
ST JOSEPH ILL 61873
LAS1 URH SCOTT 436
CHICAGO ILL 60618
AGR2 1103 S BUSEY
FAIRBURY ILL 61739
AGR1 807 S BUSEY
FAIRBURY ILL 61739
GRAD 509 W NEVADA
CHICAGO ILL 60649
COM4 URH SNYDER 459
OLYMPIA FIELDS ILL 60461
C0M1 706 w OHIO
OLYMPIA FIELDS ILL 60461
AGR1 212 E CHALMERS
ELMHURST ILL 60126
LAS1 205 E ARMORY
OAK PARK ILL 60304
GRAD URH DANIELS 711
HONOLULU HA 96816
GRAD 504 W ELM
TOKYO JAP
GRAD URH DANIELS 890
PRT HARCRT NIGERIA
GRAO 808 S LINCOLN
KOBE CITY JAP
AGR4 STA A BOX 237B
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 1116
PARK RIDGE ILL 60068
GRAD 1009 S MATTIS
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS4 802 W OREGON
MELROSE PK ILL 60164
FAA4 209 E ARMORY
CHICAGO ILL 60629
GRAD 506 W HEALEY
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
VM 2 URH GARNER 330
CEDARV1LLE ILL 61013
GRAD 506 W HEALEY
CHAMPAIGN ILL
FAA3 URH ALLEN 66
PALOS HTS ILL
LAS1 910 S 3RU
DUWNERS GROVE ILL 60515
GRAO URH SHERMAN 1263
MATANt OUt CAN
GRAU 1309 N HICKt.RY
LOS ANGELES CAL 901)66














































• iMIb TERRY RAYMOND
PARKHILL HbL ESTS
IMLfc DEBURAH






207 E 74TH ST
IMMLR DENNIS LAVERNE
1406 LAUREL ST















4825 w 96TH ST
•INGLE DONALD LEE
ROUTE 2














































•IOERGER PHYLL IS R
IOSCU ANTHONY ALFRED






















831 W LINCOLN BLVD
IRWIN DEIDRE SUSAN
400 E RANDULPH ST
IRWIN DONNA Jll
RR 1
















FAA4 904 S LINCOLN
HILLSBORO ILL
LAS1 URH BLAISOELL 205
EVANSTGN ILL 60202
AGR3 URH OGLESHY 803
POLO ILL
LAS2 URH TOWNStND 449
KANSAS CITY MO 64114
ENG4 810 W CHURCH
HIGHLAND ILL
GRAO 807 W CLARK
RIVER FOREST ILL
GRAD 604 W CALIFORNIA
SAPPORO HOKAID JAP
GRAD 603 S 1ST
MILWAUKEE 9 WI S
GRAD URH DANIELS 491
UR6ANA ILL
EO 1 URH ALLEN 408
NURRIDGE ILL 60656
LAS1 URH LAR 322
LOMBARD ILL 60148
EO 3 1204 S LINCOLN
LOMBARD ILL
GRAO 504 W UNIVERSI TY
OAKLAWN ILL
GRAD 2069 C HAZELWD CT
KENDR1CK IDAHO
LAS4 URH OGLESHY 1028
WESTERN SPRNGS ILL
GRAD 800 S MATTIS
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
PE 4 800 S MATTIS
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
FAA3 URH FORBES 182
WASHINGTON ILL 61571
LAW2 URH FORBES 182
WASHINGTON ILL 61571




COM4 311 E JOHN
PALOS PARK ILL
PE 3 1101 W PENN
DANVILLE ILL
LAS4 URH TAFT 216
LA GRANGE ILL 60525
EO 3 THOMASBORO ILL
THOMASBORO ILL 61878
PE 2 401 E JOHN
LAKE FOREST ILL 60045
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 493
LA GRANGE ILL 60525
LAS3 ZION ILL
ZIUN ILL 60099
FAA4 URH FORBES 222
BELTON TEX
LAS2 803 W OREGON
BELKNAP ILL
LAS4 201 N GOODWIN
BELKNAP ILL
LAS4 URH WESTON 228
WOODSTOCK ILL
FAA1 URH SCOTT 412
CHICAGO ILL 60643
GRAD 1201 W OREGON
UBOL THAILAND
AGR2 58 E GREGORY
TRIVOLI ILL 61529
C0M1 604 E ARMORY
DEERF1ELD ILL 60015




LAS1 URH CARR 107
MELROSE PARK ILL 60160
ED 1 ROCKFORO ILL
ROCKFORD ILL 61107
FAA2 URH TRELEASE 407
BARTLETT ILL 60103
ED I URH VANDOREN 420
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62702
COM4 4 SAFFER CT
CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAD
scotia n y 12302
eng4 urh townseno 580
haywood ill
grao 1784 valley rd
east lansing mich
eng1 urh weston 113
decatur ill 62521
agr4 209 e john
galatia ill 62935
ed 3 urh Allen 21
belleville ill 62221
las3 lrh townsend 228
freeport ill 61032
AGR4 910 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL 60601
JNL3 1106 S LINCOLN
ElHNUURG ILL
VM 1 1613 VALLEY RD
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62704
AGK3 URH WARUALL 804
MUSCATINE IOWA
LAS1 URH FLAGG 334
BLUOMlNOTON ILL
COM3 410 E JOHN
FT KNOX KY
LAS1 311 E GREEN
LUMBARD ILl
GRAD HUFF GYM 212
UKtlANA ILL












































































•1SASI-D1AZ JOSE A E
206 S HARTLE 1























ISMAIL BADR EL-DIN H

















































712 N RINGOLD ST
1WAKAMI EILEEN E
330 7 CASTLE ST
IWAMI STEVEN FREDR1C












613 W SURF ST
IWAoKA WAYNE TADASHI
94-970 AwALAI ST




LAS3 URH TUWNSLND 547 U 332-4274
DES PLAINES ILL
LAS4 URH SAUNDERS 231 U 332-3642
HIGHLAND PARK ILL
AGR4 604 S RACE U 367-35B3
MEDIA ILL
COM2 4 ROSEWOOD PL U 367-6133
CHICAGO ILL 60645
EO 1 910 S 3RD C
WILMETTE ILL 60091
LAS3 206 S GREGORY U 344-0071
HIGHLAND PK ILL
ENG2 URH GARNER 258 C 332-0742
ARLINGTON HTS ILL o0005
COM3 301 E ARMORY C 356-7606
LINCOLNWOOD-ILL
LAS1 URH SNYDER 261 C 322-1712
CARLYLE ILL 62231
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 418 U
TUSCOLA ILL 61953
GRAD 2038 HAZELWD CT U 344-4556
URBANA ILL
GRAD 700 S GOODWIN U 344-0820
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 1613 VALLEY RO C 352-4908
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 700 S GOODWIN U 344-0820
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 50B E WHITE C 356-289H
CHICAGO ILL 60628
AGR3 58 E GREGORY C 352-3512
CLARE ILL
LAS1 URH FORBES 363 C
FREEPORT ILL 61032
AGR1 58 E GREGORY C
CLARE ILL 60111
ENG1 URH FORBES 421 C 332-1101
CHICAGO ILL 60626
GRAO 502 W SPRINGFIELD C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD URH DANIELS 236 U 332-2270
CHICAGO ILL
AGR2 URH OGLESBY 405 U 332-5147
GREENVIEW ILL
LAS4 309 W SPRINGFIELO C 359-3565
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 501 S RACE U 367-6829
CAIRO EG
GRAD 1005 S 6TH C 344-1360
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
FAA2 807 W MAIN U 367-1957
URBANA ILL ' 61801
AGR2 1106 S LINCOLN U 344-3616
ASSUMPTION ILL 62510
GRAD URH SHERMAN 852 C 332-4925
TOKYO JAP
LAS4 507 E UNIVERSITY C 333-2043
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
SKOKIE ILL 60076
GRAO 507 E UNIVERSITY C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LASl URH TRELEASE 1028 U 332-5704
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LASl 201 E JOHN C
CHICAGO ILL 60640
GRAD 703 S MATTIS C 352-1985
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61B20
GRAO 316 COTTAGE CT C
CLEVELAND HTS OHIO 44118
LASl URH TRELEASE 631 U
CHICAGO ILL 60645
GRAD URH SHERMAN 750 C 332-4901
HONOLULU HA
GRAD 2010 A ORCHARD ST U 332-2407
NAGOYA JAP
GRAD 814 W STOUGHTON u 36 7--6103
HAYAMA JAP
GRAO 102 E ARMORY c
KYOTO JAPAN




LASl URH TRELEASE u 332--5525
CHICAGO ILL 60625
LAS4 211 E JOHN c 359--4353
ELDREO ILL 62 02 7
GRAD 304 E ILLINCIS u 365--2 743
PALATINE ILL
LASl URH TRELEASE 227 U 332--5462
OLYMPIA FLDS ILL 60461
ED 2 605 S 4TH c 352 -8771
RANTOUL ILL 61866
GRAD URH DANIELS 716 u 332 -2372
OAK PARK ILL
FAA3 1108 S 1ST c 359--2011
JANESVILLE WIS
GRAD URH DANIELS 398 u 332 -2531
HONOLULU HA 96815
ENG1 1004 S 4TH c
LOMBARD ILL 60148
LAS4 URH OGLESBY 616 u 332 -5217
NURTHBRUOK ILL
ENG1 URH OGLESBY 616 u 332 -5217
NURTHBROOK ILL 60062
ENG1 URH OGLESBY 616 u 332 -5217
N0RTH8R00K ILL 60062
LASl URH TAFT 42C c 332 -0667
KOLOA HA 96756
COM4 URH GARNER 226 c 332 -0725
CHICAGO ILL
LASl LRH ALLEN 17 u
CHICAGO ILL 60657
GRAD URIT DANIELS 719 u 3 32 -2375
WAIPAHU HA 96797
ENG4 2210 E UNIVERSI TY u 367 -1073
URBANA ILL 61(101





5955 N LEADER AV
1ZENMAN MICKEY
3202 W ARDMORE
FAA3 211 E ARMORY C
CHICAGO ILL 60646













3750 h 113TH ST
JACHIMOWICZ ANTHONY
1190 M HAWKINS ST
JACHNIW MARIA ANN
133 S GREENWOOD
JACK THOMAS B III
1216 N PARKVIEW DR
JACK WILL IAM LEWIS
RR 2
JACKANICZ JOHN ARTHU
5B56 N ELSTON AV
JACKISCH MARCIA RUTH






5545 S TRIPP AV
JACKSON ANITA JOYCE

















































1923 S DELAWARE PL
JACKSON ROBERT SHERW




611 N 8TH AV
JACKSUN WAYNE DAVIO
13703 STEWART 3E
JACKSON WILLIAM B JR
2J03 6RUUKHAVEN DR
JACOB DEBORAH JO
431 N MAPLE AV
JACOB JAMES MICHAEL
229 DICKENS
JACOB JUDITH OARL 1NE




531U n IRVING PK
JACOBtR L INDA ANN
291J HOLMES
JACUBS ALLAN IDWARD









LAS2 URH BLAI SDELL 3
VILLA PARK ILL 60181
GRAD 310 W ILLINOIS
ORBANA ILL 61801
LAS2 URH BLAI SDELL 228
CHICAGO ILL 60641
LAS3 URH BUSEY 260
CHICAGO ILL
LAS2 904 W GREEN
KANKAKEE ILL 60901
LAS2 URH SAUNDERS 229
PALATINE ILL 60067
LAS4 812 W PENN
BISMARCK N D
ENG4 URH CARR 231
ASHLEY ILL
LAS2 URH HOPKINS 372
CHICAGO ILL 60646
LAS1 URH SAUNDERS 209
PARK RIDGE ILL 60068
ENG4 812 W MAIN
GLENCOE ILL
AV12 URH GARNER 202
LAWRENCEVILLE ILL
C0M1 URH OGLESBY 219
CHICAGO ILL 60629






las2 409 e chalmers
kankakee ill 60901
pe 4 114 w green
rock island ill 61201
faa4 611 e daniel
kewanee ill 61443
com3 urh oglesby 209
toulon ill
com4 714 w green
east moline ill
las1 urh trelease 1119
des plaines ill 60016
grad 505 s race
oklahoma cty okla 73118
pe 2 urh hopkins 378
hartsdale n y 10530
grad 709 w church
riverside conn
grad urh daniels
e st louis ill 62201
pe 1 urh snyder 274
chicago ill 60624
las1 urh noble 407
chicago ill 60621
com4 urh oglesby 317
prospect hts ill
eng4 904 w green
Chicago ill 60625
pe 1 404 hessel
champaign ill 61820
LAS2 f URH ALLEN 236
RIVERDALE ILL 60627




LAS1 URH ALLEN 277
NORTHFIELD ILL 60093




LAS2 URH TAFT 206
CHICAGO ILL
GRAO 703 E COLORADO
TULSA OKLA 74104
COM4 2007 S PHILC RD
LAoRANGE PK ILL
GRAD 402 BRIAR LN
JUiMESBORO ARK 72401
FAA4 1372 W CLARK
CUNTON ILL




LAS3 URH TAFT 323
ITASCA ILL
FAA3 URH OGLE SOY 224
NURTHLAKt ILL
ED 3 1108 W NEVADA
LUVfcS PARK ILL 61111
GRAO URH DANIELS 286
CHNGNR KRLA S I ND
A',;*4 90S 4 IH
CHICAGO 41 ILL
FAA4 106 E IIEALEY
SPRINGFIELD ILL
GRAD 501 N MCCULLCUGH
URBANA ILL 61801
LAdi 707 S 6TH
CHICAGO ILL



















































344- 2 I !5
332-155^
JACUBS CHRISTA K






















































1435 S PROSPECT AV
JAEGER JOSEPH






































1704 W 100TH PL
JAKUSA RICHARD NEAL










625 S STUNE AV
JAMES ALAN THOMAS
725 S LYNN










GRAD 501 N MCCULLCUGH
URBANA ILL 61801














FAA3 URH OGLESBY 323
EAST ST LOUIS ILL 62204









LAS2 910 S 3RD C
ELGIN ILL 60120
ENG4 108 E HEALEY C 356-2483
LONG GROVE ILL
PE 4 728 S STATE C
CHICAGO ILL 60614
ED 4 1106 S 3RD C 356-8721
WHEATON ILL
GRAD 810 S 3RD C 344-2137
RIVER FOREST ILL
COM4 108 E JOHN C 359-1276
MENDOTA ILL
AGRl URH ALLEN 389 U
HILLSIDE ILL 60162
ENG4 907 W STUUGHTON U 344-0213
CHICAGO IL 60645
VM 4 VET CLINIC LA U 333-2000
MANTENO ILL
JNL3 COLUMBIA ILL 356-6170
COLUMBIA ILL
GRAO 301 E WHITE C
BENSENVILLE ILL 60106
FAA4 1002 W OREGON U
LEUNIA N J 07605
FAA1 1006 W NEVADA U
ADDISON ILL 60101
LAS3 309 E CHALMERS C 356-1894
HAZEL CREST ILL 60429
LASl URH ALLEN 245 U 332-3175
STREAMWOOD ILL 60103
GRAD URH DANIELS 169 U 332-2428
URBANA ILL 61801
LASl URH WESTON 269 C 332-1961
NILES ILL 60048
ENG2 URH TOWNSEND 581 U 332-4300
CHICAGO ILL
ENG1 309 E DANIEL C
ELKHORN WIS 53121
AVI1 URH HOPKINS 323 C
CHICAGO ILL 60617
ENG1 1008 S 4TH C
PARK RIDGE ILL 60068
C0M1 706 W OHIO U
LINCOLNWOOD ILL 60645
AGR2 URH SAUNDERS 120 U 332-3602
FREEPORT ILL 61032
ED 2 802 W OREGON U 332-5569
PALATINE ILL 60067
LAS4 1110 W NEVADA U 344-0425
ELMHURST ILL
GRAD 35 W CHALMERS C
NEWARK N Y
COM2 URH BABCOCK 427 U 332-3835
BROOKLYN N Y 11230
GRAD 806 S 1ST C 356-9707
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD HO W CHARLES C 352-2928
N WHITE PLAINS N Y
AGR4 URH CARR 220 U 332-3901
CHICAGO 34 ILL
LAS2 1003 W CALIFORNIA U 344-9785
OWENSBORO KY 42301
GRAD 403 BRIAR LN C
KLAGENFURT AUST
ENG4 207 W BEARDSLEY C 352-4433
W CHICAGO ILL
LAS4 503 N LAKE U 367-3894
DOWNERS GROVE ILL
GRAD 1213 N REDWOOD C 352-6058
FARINA ILL
GRAD 1308 W MAIN U 367-6733
KHATAULI UP INDIA
AGRl URH TAFT 425 C 332-0672
PARK RIDGE ILL 60068
GRAO 1009 W SPRINGFIELD U 367-4868
RAIPUR MP INDIA
ENG1 URH TOWNSEND 304 U 332-4113
NtlRTH CHICAGU ILL 60064
GRAD 510 E STOUGHTON C 352-9387
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
AGRl URH WAROALL 209 U 332-4317
CHICAGO ILL 60643
ENG1 URH GARNER 292 C 332-0769
6ELLW00D ILL 60104
GRAD 111 S BUSEY U 365-2695
CHICAGU 29 ILL
ENG1 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
CHICAGO ILL 60647
LAW1 108 E HEALEY C 352-2388
WULID DALE ILL 60191
LAS2 URH BABCOCK 307 U 332-3784
NGRTHBRuUK ILL 60062
ENG4 904 W GREEN U
LA GRANGE ILL 60525
LAS4 725 S LYNN C 352-28?l
CHAMPA I QN ILL
E^IGl URH HOPKINS 237 C 332-09?l
KANKAKfct ILL 60901
ENG4 1312 HEDGE PI) C 352-3167
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LASl 1005 W GREGORY U 332-3?30
CHICAGO HIS ILL 60411
Gi<AO 2031 C ORCHARD ST U 344-5751
SAN JOSE CAL






































1738 E 83RD PL
JANOESKA WILLIAM FRA




2240 S 3RD AV
JANECEK ROBERT FRANK










1ST ST AND 2ND AV
JAN1CH MICHAEL GEORG
15661 ROSE DR




















JANUV IC SANDRA LEE
5209 S CHRISTIANA
JANSEN BERNARD JAN
325 SYLVAN RD '
JANSEN CHARLES M1CHA
471 W JUOD ST
JANSEN JAMES MERRITT




ROUTE 1 BOX 21-13
JANSSEN RONALD HERMA
•JANSSEN SANDRA L B





























GRAD 1008 W CLARK
TALLAHASSEE FLA 32301
LAS4 1007 W UREGUN
EVANSTON ILL 60202
I4») URH OGLESBY 1214
DANVILLE ILL




GRAO URH SHERMAN I
CHICAGO ILL 60623
COM3 212 E DANIEL I
RANTOUL ILL
GRAD 410 E CHURCH I
JACKSONVILLE FLA 32209
COM4 1004 W NEVADA I
CHICAGO 20 ILL
LAS1 URH GARNER 359 I
JULIET ILL 60435
LAS2 311 E ARMORY I
MAYWOOD ILL 60153
ENG3 409 4TH I
KINMUNDY ILL 62854
ENG4 505 E GREEN I
EDINBURG ILL
LAS1 URH FORBES 269 I
BERWYN ILL 60402
GRAD 207 E GREEN I
CHICAGO ILL
GRAD URH DANIELS 633 '
BRIDGEPORT CONN 06604
GRAD 901 W MAIN I
W BENGAL INDIA
ENG3 URH TOWNSEND 254
CHICAGO ILL
GRAD 805 W STOUGHTON
CHICAGO ILL 60617
PE 3 309 E CHALMERS I
CLARENDON HLS ILL 60514
ED 2 910 S 3RD I
N RIVERSIDE ILL








GRAD 713 S 6TH
CLIFTON ILL 60927
LAS1 URH BLAI SDELL 325
CLIFTON ILL 60927
AGR3 907 S 3RD
S HOLLAND ILL 60473
GRAD 1104 ELLIOTT
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS2 URH SCOTT 217
RUCKFORD ILL 61107
ENG1 409 E GREEN
ROUND LAKE ILL 60073
LAS3 URH FLAGG 408
CHICAGO IL 60626






LAS1 1116 W NEVADA
PARK FOREST ILL 60466




AGR1 URH ALLEN 303
CHICAGO ILL 60632
FAA1 1305 N LINCOLN
LAKE BLUFF ILL 60044
LAS1 URH FORBES 268
WOODSTOCK ILL 60098
GRAD URH DANIELS 413
EVANSVILLE 1 ND 47714








AGR1 1002 S LINCOLN
MILFORD ILL 60953
C0M1 URH GARNER 123
CHICAGO ILL 60647
ENG2 1118 W NEVADA
CHICAGO ILL 60618
GRAD 1108 N LINCCLN
PINE LAWN 21 MO
ED 4 1108 N LINCCLN
URBANA ILL 61801
AGR1 910 S 3RD
HAMPSHIRE ILL 60140
GRAD 907 W STOUGHTON
CHICAGO 18 ILL
LAS1 URH LAR 265
PENFIELD ILL 61862
LAS1 URH ALLEN 295
CHICAGO ILL 60631
COM4 403 BRIAR LN
CHICAGO ILL
LAS2 310 E GREGORY
GLEN ELLYN ILL 60137
GRAD 623 S WRIGHT
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS2 URH SNYDER 2 65
GLfcNVIEW ILL 60025








































8315 S CALUMET AV
JARRETT THOMAS KING
1438 N 6TH ST
JARVI ELLEN IRENE












2218 S AUSTIN BLVD
JASIUWIbNAS LEONARD
3617 W BELMONT AV
JASKULA BARBARA JEAN
1421 N ASHLAND AV
•JASNOW DAVID MICHAEL




5017 34TH AV A
JAVA LINDA ANN

























































2325 S MRSHAL BLVD











1027 N WALNUT ST
•JENKINS JOE WILEY
JENKINS PHOEBE
313 N 5TH ST
JENKINS RICHARD NATH
JENKINS ROBERT WILLI
707 S RIUGE AV
JENKINS STUART E




311 Nw 3RD ST
JENNINGS FRANK Will










LAS3 113 W ILLINO:
CHICAGO ILL
COM3 1010 S 2ND
SPRINGFIELD ILL
LAS1 URH BLAI SDELL 229
CHICAGO ILL 60647
GRAD 1208 W CALIFORNIA
BOSTON MASS 02119
PE 4 302 E ARMORY
FLOSSMOOR ILL
PE 4 CHICAGO ILL
CHICAGO 13 ILL
AGR1 URH NOBLE 218
UAK PARK ILL 6030*4
LAS2 412 E GREEN
DANVILLE ILL 61832
LAS1 URH LAR 382
CICERO ILL 60650
ENG2 902 W ILLINOIS
CHICAGO ILL 60618
LAS1 URH ALLEN 327
CHICAGO ILL 60622
GRAD 300 S GOODWIN
URBANA ILL
LAS3 102 E CHALMERS
OAK LAWN ILL
LAS1 URH BLAI SDELL 30l
MULINE ILL 61265
LAS3 URH BARTON 408
N RIVERSIDE ILL
GRAD 1206 W CALIFORNIA
QUEZON CI TY P I
ED 2 URH ALLEN 358
CHICAGO ILL 60608
FAA4 304 W CALIFORNIA
GLENCOE ILL
ENGl URH FORBES 438
BERWYN ILL 60405
ENG2 505 E CHALMERS
WESTCHESTER ILL 60156
GRAD 607 W SPRINGFIELD
HENOMONIE WIS 54751
LAS3 URH WARDALL 425
STERLING ILL 61081




FAA2 URH BABCOCK 114
PEURIA ILL 61614










GRAD 501 S ELM
DES PLAINES ILL
LAS3 904 W GREEN
JULIET ILL
LAS4 907 S 2ND
CHAMPAIGN ILL




GRAO 208 E GREEN
HOLLAND OHIO
LAS1 URH SNYDER 492
HOMEWOOD ILL 60430
JNL3 203 N HARVEY
DOWNERS GROVE ILL
LAS1 URH WESTON 213
LOMBARD ILL 60148
LAS1 URH OGLESBY 1019
EDWARDSVILLE ILL 62025
C0M1 URH TRELEASE 316
CHICAGU ILL 60629
LAS2 401 E DANIEL
MATTOON ILL 61938
LAS2 URH LAR 274
CHICAGO ILL 60623
ENGl 201 t GREEN
EVERGREEN PARK ILL 60642
FAA4 814 W CHURCH
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG2 URH TOWNSEND 114
WASHBURN ILL 61570
GRAO 1613 W WHITE
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 425
MIDLOTHIAN ILL 60445
FAA1 URH LAR 108
DANVILLE ILL 61832
GRAD 513 BASH CT
BRONAUGH MO
ED 3 URH ALLEN 405
BELLEVILLE ILL
AGR4 58 E GRCGORY
RANSOM ILL
LAS2 URH CARR 408
ARLINGTON HTS ILL
GRAD 508 S RACE
BELLEVILLE ILL




LAS1 309 E CHALMERS
EUFAULA ALA 36027



























































818 WATSON ST AURORA ILL
JENNINGS WILLIAM GEO LAW3 509 S 5TH
PLAINFIELD ILL 60544
AGR3 58 E GREGORY
PALMYRA ILL







3517 25TH AV A
JENSEN CLARK DAVID
11729 S 83RD AV
CHICAGO ILL
AGR2 505 E CHALMERS C
OLNEY ILL
COM3 106 E JOHN C
MOLINE ILL
LAS1 904 W GREEN U
PALUS PARK ILL 60464
JENSEN CURTIS ROBERT FAA3 210 W MAPLE C
210 W MAPLE CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
JENSEN DAVID WILLIAM LAS3 URH SCOTT 432 C
119 FUKSYTHE LN DEKALB ILL
JENSEN OONALO M IL ION LAS4 410 E JOHN C
2112 WESTV1EW DR SPRINGFIELD ILL
JENSEN EDWARD CHARLE ENG1 URH SCOTT 242 C
114 CARULEE LN MORRISON ILL 61270
JENSEN ELIZABETH ANN LAS2 URH BLAISDELL 420 U
BLUFF RD BOX 82 CARY ILL 60013
JENSEN ERIC MABEN GRAU 3102 BROWNFIELO RD U
702 W UNIVERSITY CHAMPAIGN ILL
JENSEN JOHN ARTHUR LAW3 409 W CALIFORNIA U
7311 S PHILLIPS AV CHICAGO ILL 60649
ENG1 URH OGLESBY 205
S WILMINGTON ILL 60474
GRAD 107 W GREEN
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS1 910 S 3RD
URBANA ILL 61801
ED 3 URH BUSEY 302
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62704
JENSEN KENNETH EDWIN ENG2 URH SNYDER 317
RR 1 REDDICK ILL 60961
JENSEN MARGARET HIND LAS6 809 W ILLINOIS
609 W ILLINOIS URBANA ILL 61801
JENSEN NORMAN SCOTT LAS4 1007 S 1ST
CARY ILL
FAA4 210 W MAPLE
SADORUS ILL
JENSEN PAUL FREDRICK COM4 106 E JOHN
3517 25TH AVE A MOLINE ILL




























LA GRANGE ILL 60525
ENG4 434 FAIRLAWN
URBANA ILL 61801
JENSKY LEONARD MARTI ENG1 105 E ARMORY
1854 CLAVEY RD HIGHLAND PARK ILL 60035







390 N 19TH ST
RIVER FOREST ILL 60305
ENG4 712 S PRAIRIE
ELGIN ILL 60120
FAA3 1005 S WRIGHT
BELLEVILLE ILL 62220
ED 2 URH LAR 272
HAMILTON ILL 62341
JERINA KENNETH LAWRE ENG4 302 E GREGORY
2427 CLINTON ST RIVER GROVE ILL
JERM1H0V NATALIE LAS4 URH WARDALL 523
4104 N CAMPBELL CHICAGO ILL 60618
JERUTIS CYNTHIA ANNE LAS1 URH WARDALL 1102
1616 S MANNHEIM RD WESTCHESTER ILL 60156
JERZYCKE CHARLES LEE ENG4 URH BABCOCK 419
121 N MAY ST JOLIET ILL 60435
JERZYCKE PHILIPPA AN LAS4 URH WARDALL 510
1004 WINTHROP JOLIET ILL 60435
JESCHKE JOHN LESLIE ENG4 70S W ELM
ROCK CITY ILL
LAS1 URH WESTON 359
KANKAKEE ILL 60901
JESKE RICHARD THOMAS LAS2 URH SNYDER 323
1937 S 50TH CT CICERO ILL 60650
JESKIE JUDITH LOUISE COM2 URH TAFT 227
1927 WESTERN AV GENEVA ILL
JESPERSEN DAVID NILS ENGl URH HOPKINS 226
1513 GLENDALE AV PEKIN ILL 61554
JESSE BARBARA JEAN LAS1 URH TRELEASE 531
885 HUCKLEBERRY LN NORTHBROOK ILL 60062
JESSEE DIANE ELAINE LAS2 910 S 3RD
AURORA ILL 60506
LAS3 508 E ARMORY
GRANITE CITY ILL











JESSUP ROBERT WILLIA LAW3 906 S OAK
415 N COUNTRY CLUB MCHENRY ILL
JESSWEIN WAYNE ALBER GRAD WILSONS TRLR PK
BUFFALO N Y












ENG3 URH TOWNSEND 169
SALEM ILL




JEVERT SHARON LOUISE AGR4 1106 S LINCOLN
7919 S ESCANABA CHICAGO 17 ILL
JEWELL ERYLENE SUE AGR1 URH WARDALL 726
3605 BERKELEY AV ALTON ILL 62002
JEZEK MARY CATHERINE LAS1 URH VANDOREN 119
346 HIbH RIDGE HILLSIDE ILL 60162
JEZIOR FREDERICK TON LAS4 URH OGLESBY 513
2030 E LILAC TERR ARLINGTON HTS IL






































ENG3 908 S 1ST
CARPNTRSVILLE ILL
LAS3 1004 S 2ND
60651
2405 hAINSWORIH AV N RIVERSIDE ILL







LAS3 808 S 5TH C 344-56M
CHAMPAIGN ILL 6 L 82
GRAU 705 W CALIFORNIA U 344-5765





1213 S 56FH CT
JOACHIM GEORGE MICHA














810 W DIVISION ST
JOCHUMS CARL EDWIN




2906 w CHASE AV
JOFFE JULIAN MARC
2906 W CHASE





























































10921 S HOYNE AV
JOHNSON BLANCHE MAR I





511 W 6IH ST
JOHNSON BRUCE CARL IS
1106 S EUCLID
JOHNSON BRUCE CARLTO

















PE 2 209 E ARMORY C 356-8833
HOMER ILL 61849
JNL4 309 E DANIEL C 344-5818
SHERRARD ILL
ENG2 URH FORBES 368 C 332-1056
CICERO ILL 60650
FAA4 2005 ORCHARD ST U 344-1815
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAO 502 W MAIN U 367-0640
URdANA ILL 61601
AGR2 URH ALLEN 450 U 332-3384
NEWMAN ILL 61942
LASl URH TAFT 409 C 332-0660
CARTHAGE ILL 62321
LAS3 1204 S LINCOLN U 332-0264
CALUMET CITY ILL
COM2 401 E JOHN C 344-1650
PEORIA ILL 61604
LAS4 904 S LINCOLN U 344-1391
PEORIA ILL
LAW2 URH SHERMAN 1064 C 332-4981
NORMAL ILL 61761
LAS2 505 E GREEN C
NORMAL ILL 61761
GRAO 1111 W GREEN C
NEW YORK N Y 10009
C0M1 706 W OHIO U 334-9119
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAS3 706 W OHIO U 344-9519
CHICAGO ILL
LAS3 URH LAR 206 U 332-2842
GURNEE ILL
ENGl URH BABCOCK 311 U 332-3788
OFALLON ILL 62269
LAS4 903 S 4TH C 344-5111
BELVIDERE ILL
FAAI 306 E DANIEL C 344-9541
SILVER SPRING MD 20904
LAS4 URH LUNOGREN 24 C 332-0212
FREEPORT LINY
ENG4 URH BABCOCK 9 U 332-3712
CHICAGO IL 60634
FAAI 311 E ARMORY C 352-4453
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60004
FAA4 URH OGLESBY 216 U 332-1380
LAFAYETTE CAL 94549
GRAO INOORE MP INDIA
INDORE CITY MP I ND
GRAD 1403 SCOTTSDALE C 356-3509
CHICAGO ILL
GRAD 1930 A ORCHARD ST U 344-4771
NANTICOKE PA
LAS4 URH OGLESBY 126 U 332-5079
MT CARMEL ILL




ENGl URH GARNER 340 C 332-0802
CHICAGO ILL 60626
ENGl URH TOWNSEND 242 U
ELMWOOD PARK ILL 60635
ED 1 URH FLAGG 421 C 332-0334
DECATUR ILL 62526
LASl URH HOPKINS 154 C 332-1167
PARK FOREST ILL 60466
LASl URH HOPKINS 154 C 332-1167
PARK FOREST ILL 60466
GRAD 1709 W JOHN C 365-6597
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 601 E FAIRLAWN U 365-2838
URBANA ILL 61601
GRAD 1811 BROADMOOR C 359-4210
OGDEN UTAH
LAS2 903 S ELM C 356-8084
PAXTON ILL 60957
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 1102 U 332-5354
MARENGO I LL 60152_
_ _
GRAD 207 W GRIGGS U 367-9020
PALMER ILL
AGR1 1202 E MICHIGAN U 367-2740
URBANA ILL 61B01
GRAD 2011 PHILO RD U 367-4491
LANSING ILL
LASl URH TRELEASE 722 U 332-5608
ROCKFORD ILL 61107
LAS3 URH VANDOREN 307 C 332-0520
CHICAGO 28 ILL
GRAD 611 W HILL C 359-1854
CHAMPAIGN ILL
ENG3 URH SCOTT 173 C 332-1422
CHICAGO ILL
LAS3 1112 W GREEN C 359-1381
CHAMPAIGN ILL
'ED I URH LAR 208 U 332-2844
HULL ILL 62343
ENG3 URH FORBES 256 C 344-5735
GENESEO ILL
LAS3 302 E JOHN C
BENTON ILL
COM4 1106 S EUCLID C 359-2377
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 1004 S 2ND C 352-4108
MOLINE ILL 61265
GRAD 306 N HARVEY U 367-7529
URBANA ILL
C0M1 URH FORBES 476 C 332-4112
CHICAGO ILL 60640
LASl URH SCOTT 446 C
JOLIET ILL 60435
CUM4 2301 S 1ST C 344-4223
CRETE ILL
ENG4 1203 W GRfctN U 344-1135
MULINE ILL
GRAO 107 S PRAIRIE C 356-4lb8
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
AGR2 505 E GREEN C 344-6947
UDIN ILL 62H70

























58 WILSON TRLR PK
JOHNSON OAVIO BERT
5 14_ >L I03RD J>L
JOHNSON DAVID CARL












































53 E SIGNAL DR
JOHNSON ELIZABETH C
























6019 N SHERIDAN RD
JOHNSUN FREDERICK LO











2639 W 107TH ST
JOHNSUN HAROLO RANDA
713 F 'ST W
JOHNSON HELEN RUTH
717 CHESTNUT ST
JOHNSON HENRY C JR
512 S VALE ST
JOHNSON HtRSCHEL E J
1316 BEL-AIR OR




60 4 805 W OHIO U 344-3909
PEORIA ILL
GRAD 107 S PRAIRIE C 356-4188
CHAMPAIGN ILL 6182
JNL3 508 E CHALMERS C 344-1171
ROCKFORD ILL
GRAD 2006 C ORCHARD ST U 344-6221
LAPEER MICH
LAS3 1854 VALLEY RD C
PARK FOREST ILL
LAS1 URH LUNDGREN 25 C
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 URH BUSEY 255 U 332-2625
PARK RIDGE ILL 60068
LAS3 URH WARDALL 403 U 332-4359
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60005
COM2 907 S 3RD C
PARK RIDGE ILL 60068
AVI1 URH HOPKINS 370 C
MAPLE PARK ILL 60151
GRAO 58 WILSON TRLR PK U 365-2082
URBANA ILL 61801
LASl URH FORBES 321 C 332-1071
CHICAGO ILL _ 60626
AVI 3 401 E DANIEL C 344-1261
SUGAR GR ILL
GRAD 1103 S 1ST C 352-6724
CHAMPAIGN IL
GRAD RANTOUL ILL 893-4011
RANTOUL ILL 61866
COM4 1007 S 1ST C 332-5088
ROCKFORD ILL
LAS2 URH WESTON 382 C 332-2042
WAUKEGAN ILL 600B5
LAS3 2103 ZUPKE U
PEURIA ILL 61614'
PE 3 105 E DANIEL C 359-2961
HARVEY ILL
ENG4 1012 S 1ST C
WINNEBAGO ILL 61088
LASl URH WESTON 356 C 332-2020
DURAND ILL 61024
AVU URH WESTON 372 C
PARK RIDGE ILL 60068
GRAO URH BABCOCK 116 U 332-3733
LOMBARD ILL 60148
AGR1 604 E ARMORY C
BATAVIA ILL 60510
GRAO 1803 VALLEY RD C 359-4595
CHICAGO ILL
ENG2 URH SNYDER 367 C
MACOMB ILL 61455




ENG2 URH SCOTT 252 C 332-1465
NOKOMIS ILL 62 075
GRAD URH SHERMAN 947 C 332-4942
CHICAGO ILL 60645
GRAD 2309 CARLISLE C 352-5070
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS3 604 E ARMORY C
FOX RIVER GR ILL 60021
PE 2 1111 S 1ST C
ROCKFORO ILL 61108
GRAO 2105 S ANDERSON U 365-2553
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 1101 S MATTIS C 356-7082
RAPID CITY S D 57701
ED 3 1404 S LINCOLN U 344-3821
URBANA ILL
GRAO 306 N HARVEY U 367-7529
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 1801 VALLEY RD C 352-5802
GARLAND TEX
GRAO URH DANIELS 412 U 332-2272
TWINSBURG OHIO
ENG4 1004 S 2ND C 356-2911
OAK PARK ILL
LASl URH TOWNSEND 228 U
ARLINGTUN VA 22207
LAS3 401 E GREEN C
PARIS ILL 61944
GRAD RULONO ILL 356-4190
TOLONO ILL 61880
LAW3 815 N MCKINLEY C 352-9871
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS4 URH ALLEN 265 U 332-3318
LbMONT ILL 60439
AGR2 805 W OHIO U 344-4784
DUNLAP ILL 61525
LAS4 106 N GREGORY U 367-9448
URBANA ILL 61801
LAW3 1012 W DANIEL C 356-6237
PEORIA ILL
GRAO 2901 WILLOW PARK C 359-1905
TERRE HAUTE IND
GRAD 501 S ELM C 332-5018
DALLAS TEX 75216
AGR3 URH SCOTT 296 C 332-1499
SUGAR GROVE ILL
GRAD 502 W MAIN U 367-4219
URBANA ILL 61801
LASl URH VANDOREN 309 C 332-0522
GLENVIEW ILL 60025
LASl URH CARR 428 U 332-3971
CHICAGO ILL 60655
GRAO 1407 WILEY U 367-936E
VALE ORE




PE 3 308 E ARMORY C 355-754;
BELLEVILLE ILL
GRAO 616 E DANIEL C 344-207'
AURORA IL























315 S RAMMER AV
JUHNSON JEANNE MARIE
440 E MAPLE ST
JOHNSON JEFFERSON B




































































622 N SPRING AV
JOHNSON LESTER R'






1003 N JOLIET ST
JUHNSON L INDA LEE
7 LIVINGSTON AVE
JOhNSON LINWOOD JARE
214 E CHERRY ST
JOHNSON LOUISE MARIE
1712 S 7TH AV
JOHNSON MARCUS RAY
535 E 88TH PL
JCHNSUN MARGARET C
1103 S 1ST
JUHNSON MAR I ANNA
846 E KNUX ST
JCHNSUN MARILYN





GRAO 824 W HARVARD C 367-9566
MELRUSE PARK ILL
GRAD 903 S MATTIS C 356-0674
ST PAUL MINN 55105
VM 3 1505 KIRBY C 352-8477
URBANA IL
LAWl 2206 EASY U 367-3154
DANVILLE ILL
LAW2 1101 W OREGON U 344-4656
BERWYN ILL 60402
LAS3 URH WARDALL 906 U 332-4483
WAYNE ILL
LASl ROCK ISLAND ILL
ROCK ISLAND ILL 61201
GRAD URH SHERMAN 424 C
HERSCHER ILL 60941
GRAD URH DANIELS 733 U 332-2387
OLNEY ILL 62450
AGR4 URH TOWNSEND 503 U 332-4240
STILLMAN VAL ILL
LAS2 URH VANDOREN 211 C 332-0502
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60004
LAS2 URH LUNDGREN 423 C 332-0288
LUMBARD IL 60148
ENG1 URH GARNER 425 C
MACOMB ILL 61455
EO 3 URH OGLESBY 127 U 332-5080
BATAVIA ILL
ENG2 1004 S 2ND C 356-0298
MOLINE ILL
LAS3 URH SNYDER 271 C 332-1722
ELMHURST ILL
GRAD 2602 SHERIDAN C 359-1495
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAW2 FARMER CITY ILL
OTTAWA ILL
_
LAS4 911 S 4TH C 344-9560
INOIANAPLS 27 IND
GRAD 611 W HILL C 359-1854
CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAD 1503 KIRBY C 352-3763
CHESTERFIELD MO
FAA6 2102 WHITE C 356-2718
CANTON ILL 61520




GRAD 404 S LINCOLN U 344-5240
EVANSTON ILL
ENG2 311 GREEN C
DANVILLE ILL 61832
VM 4 708 W NEVADA U 344-6677
ROCKFORD ILL
FAA4 311 E DANIEL C 344-5381
DEERFIELD ILL
ENG3 305 E JOHN C 344-9424
CLINTON ILL
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS C 344-3773
GURNEE ILL
LAS2 611 E DANIEL C 344-1840
BLOOMINGTON ILL
FAA1 URH WARDALL 507 U 332-4387
ARLINGTON HTS ILL
LASl URH LUNDGREN C 332-0230
CHICAGO ILL 60643
LASl URH LAR 397 U
JOLIET ILL 60433
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 409 U 332-5505
RUCKFURO ILL 61107
GRAD 2108 M WHITE C 359-1130
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 URH FORBES 275 C 332-0999
PALATINE ILL 60067
AGR1 URH SCOTT 210 C 332-1435
OREGON ILL 61061
ENG4 501 W CALIFORNIA U 367-0819
MOLINE IL
COM2 409 E CHALMERS C 344-6348
ELDORADO ILL
ENG1 RR 2 U 367-6043
URBANA ILL 61801
COM3 902 S FOLEY C 356-4366
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
AGR2 58 E GREGORY C 332-3751
WALNUT ILL 61376
AGR4 809 W PENN U 344-4069
HUNTLEY ILL
LAS3 URH OGLESBY 606 U 332-5208
LEMONT ILL
LASl URH SNYDER 224 C 332-1690
LAWRENCEVL ILL 62439
ENG2 206 S GREGORY U 332-1154
LA GRANGE PARK ILL 60528
AGR1 1301 S BUSEY U 332-1836
WINNEBAGO ILL
LASl URH ALLEN 396 U 332-3380
GLEN ELLYN ILL 60137
PE 2 URH SAUNDERS 321 U 332-5508
CHICAGO ILL 60630
FAA3 URH WARDALL 1211 U 332-4560
WILMINGTON ILL
LAS4 308 W GREEN U 367-4206
CARPENTERSVILL ILL
LAS2 URH TOWNSEND 306 U
OLNEY ILL 62450
LASl URH VANDOREN 419 C
MAYWOOD ILL 60153
ENG4 1102 W NEVADA U 344-9545
CHICAGO ILL 60619
GKAD 1103 S 1ST C 352-6724
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD URH DANIELS 471 U 332-2544
GALESSURG ILL 61401
LAS2 URH LAR 462 U 332-3044
FREEPORT ILL 61032
GRAO 408 FAIRLAWN U 367-4994
URrtANA ILL 61801





































236 E 140TH PL
JOHNSON RALPH EVERET
10413 S TROY ST
JOHNSON RAYMOND E JR
316 E FREMONT
JOHNSON RAYMOND FRAN




122 E MAIN ST
JOHNSON RICHARD A JR










































752 BURKS HILL RD

















902 S LINCOLN 206
JOHNSON STEPHEN RICH
RR 1 BOX 133
JOHNSUN STEVEN RALPH
210 HARDING




•JOHNSON STUART PHIL I
8251 HESS AV
JOHNSON TERRANCE LEE
1330 S 59TH AV
JOHNSUN TERRY CUANt
2406 BRENDENWUOO
LAS1 URH GARNER 217
ELMHURST ILL 60126
FAA3 805 W OHIO
STREATOR ILL




LAS1 URH GARNER 489
WATSEKA ILL 60970
LAS4 107 E CHALMERS
NEPONSET ILL
GRAO 902 N MCKINLEY
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 URH EVANS 327
LA GRANGE ILL 60525
EO 1 URH WAROALL 516
CHICAGO ILL 60643
LAS3 URH OGLESBY 617
LEMONT ILL




LAS3 1110 W NEVADA
BROOKFIELD ILL
AGR2 409 E CHALMERS
MOLINE ILL 61265
VM 3 1904 WILLOW RD
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS2 URH LAR 214
HARVARD ILL 60033
LAS2 301 W WASHINGTON
DOLTON ILL 60*19
FAA2 URH OGLESBY 1027
CHICAGO ILL 60655
LAS1 URH GARNER 258
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60004
LAS1 URH TOWNSENO 168
CHICAGO ILL 60652
GRAD 715 S PRAIRIE
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS1 URH WESTON 392
MORRISON ILL 61270
LAS3 URH GARNER 374
VILLA PK ILL
LAS4 209 E ARMORY
CHAMPAIGN ILL
ENG4 URH WESTON 228
WOODSTOCK ILL




PE 3 308 E ARMORY
CANTON ILL
COM2 URH OGLESBY 403
GLEN ELLYN ILL
LAS1 201 E JOHN
N HENDERSON ILL 61466
GRAD 2105 WHITE
E LONGMEADOW MASS
GRAD 1842 VALLEY RD
DE KALB ILL
ENG4 URH OGLESBY 608
LEMONT ILL
LAS4 707 S 3RD
FREEPORT IL
LAS4 506 E WHITE
CALUMET CITY ILL
ENG3 URH SNYDER 175
OAK LAWN ILL
ENG2 URH WESTON 240
ROCKFORD ILL 61108
VM 3 1604 CORONADO
ELMHURST ILL
GRAD 1904 WILLOW RD
URBANA ILL 61801










COM3 URH OGLESBY 618
MT CARMEL ILL 62863
FAA2 1002 W OREGON
SPOKANE WASH 99208
ENG3 206 E GREEN
ROCKFORD ILL
LASS 1005 S 2ND
MARSEILLES ILL 61341
LAS5 URH WARDALL 212
DIXON ILL
GRAD 407 W GREEN
GREENCASTLE IN




FAA4 902 S LINCOLN
URBANA ILL
AGR3 URH CARR 325
DECATUR ILL
LAS1 URH SCOTT 216
tLMHURST ILL 60126
PE 1 2407 CARRELTON
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS4 501 E DANIEL
NORMAL ILL 61761
GRAD 2030 B ORCHARD ST
LA GRANGE ILL 60525
LAS4 2 SAFFER CT
CICERO ILL











































































JOHNSON WILL IAM BRUC
RR 1 BOX 164
JOHNSON WILLIAM EDWA
3 706 UNION AV
JOHNSON WILLIAM FRAN



















































•JOHNSTON TAYLOR J IMM
1601 N KILER 9
JOHNSTON WALTER WESL
7522 CHAPPEL















8925 W CHURCH ST
JONAS CAROLYN LORRAI
15 W 331 HARVARD
JONASSEN ALLEN OOUGL

















AGR3 405 E JOHN C 344-0557
SEATON ILL
ED 4 1009 W CALIFORNIA U 344-9696
CHICAGO ILL
GRAD 1204 W UNIVERSITY U 365-1243
FORT DODGE IOWA
GRAD 603 E CLARK C 356-2353
LOCKPORT ILL
AGR1 URH SNYDER 490 C
WOODHULL ILL 61490
LAW1 409 NEVADA C
HUMEWOOD ILL 60430
LAS3 507 E WASHINGTON U 367-2464
URBANA IL
LAS2 2110 ZUPPKE U 367-3236
URBANA ILL 61801
AGR3 802 S LINCOLN U 344-3874
CHENUA 1H. 61726
ENG4 2210 E UNIVERSITY U 356-6192
URBANA ILL 61801
AGR4 901 S 2ND C 352-9541
STFRANCISVILLE ILL
LAS2 URH SNYDER 367 C 332-0340
HILLSBORO ILL 62049
GRAD 506 W HEALEY C 359-3850
SUGAR GROVE ILL 60554
ENG1 311 E GREEN C 344-9760
STEGER ILL 60475
ENG1 URH OGLESBY 1022 U
OAK PARK ILL 60302
GRAD 906 STRATFORD C 352-9317
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG4 205 E GREEN C 352-6128
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD URH GARNER 152 C 332-0941
CHICAGO ILL 60630
LAH3 URH HOPKINS 102 C 332-1163
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
FAA4 203 W ELM U 332-2894
ELDORADO ILL
ENG4 MAHOMET ILL
FARMER CI TY ILL
LAS1 URH FORBES 121 C 332-0933
OAKLAWN ILL 60453
LAS4 213 E CHALMERS C 356-5634
DECATUR ILL
PE 2 802 HESSEL C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
FAA4 807 S LOCUST C
MILWAUKEE WIS 53222
AGR3 802 HESSEL C 352-5653
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAO NORMAL ILL 356-1477
NORMAL ILL 61761
GRAD SAVOY ILL 367-0115
EDMONTON ALTA CAN
LAS4 902 W OREGON U 344-4909
BRADFORD ILL
AGR4 URH ALLEN 64 U 332-2795
CARLINVILLE ILL
FAA1 313 E ARMORY C
HUMBOLDT ILL 61931
LAS3 URH FORBES 220 C 332-0959
CHICAGO ILL
GRAD URH DANIELS 603 U 332-2327
LA CROSSE WIS 54601
LAS3 URH CARR 402 U 332-3945
OMAHA NEB 63104
ENG3 408 E GREEN C 356-7939
HEYWORTH ILL 61745
GRAD 1605 VALLEY RD C 352-6290
REGINA SASK CAN
GRAD 1107 W GREEN U
DENVER COLO 80209
GRAD 312 W SPRINGFIELD U 367-0692
ROCK ISLAND ILL
COM4 URH VANDOREN 310 C 332-0523
GIRARD IL
LAS4 503 W PENN U 344-6076
URBANA ILL
GRAD 1601 N KILER C 352-8694
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAO URH DANIELS 1229 U 332-2184
CHICAGO ILL 60649
LAS3 URH TOWNSEND 410 U
FLOSSMUOR ILL
FAA3 URH FORBES 472 C 332-1138
CAIRO ILL
GRAD 213 E CHALMERS C 356-5634
DECATUR ILL
FAA4 207 E WHITE C 359-2419
LAKE GENEVA WIS




GRAD 46 E JOHN C 356-9552
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG4 706 S 2ND C
DES PLAINES ILL 60016
LAS2 URH BLAISDELL 313 U 332-3302
ELMHURST ILL 60126
COM2 URH HOPKINS 314 C 332-1266
BERWYN ILL 60402
GRAD 1005 S 6TH C
SYCAMORE ILL 60178
LAS1 URH WARDALL 506 U 332-4386
MARQUETTE HTS ILL 61554
GRAD 1832 ORCHARD PL U 344-1853
RIVERSIDE CAL 92509
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 225 U 332-5460
MURPHYSBORO ILL 62966
FAA2 903 WESTERN U 344-4928
MORRIS ILL 60450
LAS1 URH EVANS 1C9 U 532-2691
FAIRFIELD ILL 62837
El) 2 URH ALLEN 341 U 332-3209
MACOMB ILL 61455








JONES BRIAN MAL TON























































2061 A ORCHARD ST
JONES KENNETH WILLIA
C H R 9
JONES LAWRENCE L




1025 NELA VIEW RO
JONES LOUIS HALE
501 BROADWAY
JONES LOUISA ETHEL WY
6504 JUBILEE RO
JONES MARILYN ANNE
















4423 A CLARENCE AV
JONES PAULA JEAN












JONES ROBERT W III
16 JAN AV














LAS2 409 E CHALMtRS
OUONSET POINT R I




LAS4 409 E CHALMERS >
DIXON ILL
LASl URH FORBES 288 I
ARTHUR ILL 61911
ENG2 1004 S 2ND '
SYCAMORE ILL




LAS3 1009 W PENN
MT VERNON ILL
LAS3 URH SCOTT 404
WILMINGTON DEL 19803
GRAO 1001 S OAK
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
AGR1 URH HUPKINS 410
EFFINGHAM ILL 62401
LASl 1111 S 1ST
GRANITE CITY ILL 62040
AGR4 1107 W GREEN
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAO 509 S 5TH
KINMUNDY IL
ENG4 16 SALEM RD
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAO 1211 W CLARK
JOLIET ILL




FAA2 102 E CHALMERS
WHITE PIGEON MICH 49099
GRAD 1107 W GREEN
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD URH SHERMAN 956
STATE COLLEGE ARK 72467
GRAO 101 W PARK
HUNTSVILLE TEX
LAS2 1004 S 3RD
PEORIA ILL 61614
ED 4 508 E HARDING
URBANA ILL 61801




ED 1 URH TRELEASE 508
SYCAMORE ILL 60178
LAS2 309 E JOHN
GIBSON CITY ILL 60936
GRAD 2061 A ORCHARD ST
URBANA ILL 61801
FAA4 CRAWFORDSVILLE I ND
CRAWFORDSVILLE INO
LAS6 310 E GREGORY
ARTHUR ILL
AGR3 VILLA GROVE ILL
VILLA GROVE ILL 61956
GRAD 1001 S OAK
CLVLND HTS 12 OHIO
LAS4 1822 VALLEY RD
EAST ALTON ILL
GRAO 909 S 1ST
HALIFAX NS CAN
EO 2 URH LAR 374
OAK PARK ILL 60302
ED 4 URH TAFT 105
CHICAGO ILL 60619
GRAD 1505 BELLE PARK
DECATUR ILL
GRAD 110 7 S 3RD
EDWAROSVILLE ILL
ENG1 707 S 3RD
E ST LOUIS ILL 62201
AGR3 1009 W PENN
CARLISLE PA 17013
FAA1 URH TRELEASE 625
CHENOA ILL 61726
LAS4 1202 W NEVADA
E ST LOUIS ILL
LAS3 112 E CHURCH
ST LOUIS MU 63115
LAS2 702 W GREEN
STREATOR ILL
LAS3 505 E CHALMERS
RALEIGH IL
LASl URH ALLEN 393
DECATUR ILL 62521
COM3 URH OGLESBY 220
ROCKFORD ILL
LAS3 211 E JOHN
LOMBARD ILL 60418
ENG4 401 E DANIEL
ROSEVILLE ILL
ENG4 906 W SPRINGFIELD
RIDGWAY ILL
LAS2 202 E DANIEL
KANKAKEE ILL 60901
GRAD 307 E DANIEL
LAKEWOUD OHIO 44107
LAS2 313 E CHALMERS
LOUISVILLE ILL
AoRl URH WESTON 238
ALMA ILL 62807
ENG3 7 LEMON TREE
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS4 URH TOWNSEND 203
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62703

























































































2106 W ALICE ST
JORDAN JANIS EVELYN
1218 W MARGARET AV
JORDAN JOSEPH LOUIS




























































602 E 4TH ST
JOSTEN RANDAL LESTER
KLEMME RD RR 1
JOSWICK RICHARD 8 JR
1610 LUUINGTON AV
JUT1KASTHIRA VCRAVUD






410 N HUMPHREY AV
JUYCE DENNIS WAYNE
1505 N LOREL
JOYCE JUHN M ICHAEL
3416 N RUCKWOUD RD
GRAD 209 E MUMFORD
URBANA ILL 61801
LASl URH TRELEASE 512
CHICAGO ILL 60652
GRAD 2077 A HAZELWD CT
PALO ALTU CA
LAS2 1118 W NbVADA
SCOTT AFB ILL 62226
PE 1 URH FORBES 128
AURORA ILL 60505




LAS3 211 E DANIEL
LAGRANGE ILL
LAS3 URH OARNER 274
CHICAGO ILL 60619
FAA2 URH HOPKINS 489
CHICAGO ILL
LASl URH SNYDER 182
CHICAGO ILL 60626
AGR2 401 E JOHN
CHICAGO ILL 60620
LAS4 904 W GREEN
CHICAGO ILL 60620
LAS4 1107 S EUCLID
URBANA ILL 61801
COM3 505 E CHALMERS
JOLIET ILL
LAW3 903 W ILLINOIS
CRYSTAL LAKE ILL
LASl URH BABCUCK 127
SAUK VILLAGE ILL 60411
GRAD 604 W HEALEY
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS3 402 E DANIEL
GRAYVILLE ILL 62840
ENG1 URH FORBES 439
PEORIA ILL 61604
LAS3 URH TRELEASE 706
PEORIA ILL 61604
GRAD URH DANIELS 72
FT LAUDERDALE FLA
PE 4 LOUISVILLE KY
LOUISVILLE 11 KY
FAA2 302 W HEALEY
MONTICELLO ILL 61852
GRAD 2702 E CALIFORNIA
COLUMBUS OHIO
LASl 415 W INDIANA
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS2 907 S 4TH
LINCOLNWOOD ILL 60645




LAS3 URH LUNDGREN 326
PITTSBURG 37 PA
COM3 1111 S 1ST
AURORA ILL
GRAD 807 W NEVADA
AURORA NEB
LAS2 URH SAUNDERS 126
PALATINE ILL 60067
COM2 905 W CALIFORNIA
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60005




ENG4 311 E DANIEL
MOLINE ILL 61265
JNL4 205 E GREEN
MUNDELEIN ILL
ENG4 508 E STOUGHTON
CHICAGO ILL
LAS4 1009 W CALIFORNIA
CHICAGO IL 60640
LAS3 404 S LINCOLN
CHICAGO ILL 60657




LAS4 213 W JOHN
DIXON ILL
LAS3 URH NOBLE 225
ALTONA ILL 61414
LAS2 URH BLAISDELL 306
BERKELEY ILL 60163
GRAO 703 W ILLINOIS
UP INDIA
GRAD 901 W SPRINGFIELD
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS4 URH BLAISDELL 429
SKUKIE ILL
C0M1 URH GARNER 319
DELAVAN ILL 61734
LASl 409 E CHALMERS
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LASl URH SCOTT 367
NORTHBROOK ILL 60062




FAA3 712 W OREGON
WAUWATUSA WIS
ENG3 53 E CHALMERS
WASHINGTON D C




LASl 604 E ARMORY
OAK PARK ILL 60302
L*S4 904 W GREEN
CHICAGO ILL



























































307 n 14TH ST
JU FU-SHYONG





































ROUTE 1 BOX 43-E
•JUNG ANTHONY
1113 W GREEN 320
JUNG DENNIS WILLIAM












5615 W WAVELAND AV
JUNOR SUSAN MARZETTE
3419 LAUDERDALE LN





















4231 W 108TH PL
JURKIN GARY JAMES












AGR2 URH NOBLE 324
REDDICK ILL 60961
ENG4 URH HOPKINS 376
STERLING ILL 61081
GRAD 909 W ILLINOIS
TAIPEI TAIWAN
GRAD 910 S 3R0
CARRIZO SPRS TEX




LAS2 1758 VALLEY RD
FLORA ILL 62839
ED 5 208 S HARTLE
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 276
WEST CHICAGO ILL 60185
GRAD 1307 W UNIVERSITY
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG2 410 E JOHN
LINCOLN ILL 62656
LAS3 URH CARR 420
E ALTON ILL
FAA4 LA NAPOLE FR
DAYTON 20 OHIO
LAS2 901 S 2ND
LAKE FOREST ILL 60045
AGR3 1204 S LINCOLN
DANVILLE ILL
GRAD URH FORBES 230
LOMBARD ILL
LAS1 604 E ARMORY
LAKE FOREST ILL 60045
CUM1 311 E GREEN
SKOKIE ILL 60076
AGR4 316 S STATE
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG4 310 E DANIEL
SHEKRARD ILL
ENG2 211 E DANIEL
JULIET ILL 60435
GRAD 102 E ARMORY
MANNING S C 29102
GRAD 1113 W GREEN
URBANA ILL 61801
AGR3 1010 S 2ND
CHICAGO ILL 60618
LAS3 313 E ARMORY
CHICAGO ILL 60620
FAA2 706 S MATHEWS
SUMMIT ILL 60503




LAS1 URH EVANS 202
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAO 606 W MAIN
CHICAGO ILL 60634
LAS2 URH ALLEN 350
ROCKFORD ILL 61107
LAS1 URH SCOIT 415
ROCKFORD ILL 61103
GRAD 1008 W GREEN
EAST LANSING MICH 48823
GRAO URH DANIELS 535
GUANA JUATU ME X
ENG4 309 E DANIEL
SHERRARD ILL
LAS2 206 E GREEN
HARVEY ILL 60426
LAS3 URH BABCOCK 405
CHICAGO 32 ILL
FAA2 URH WESTON 495
COLUMBUS IND 47201









ENG1 URH WESTON 490
UAKLAWN ILL 60453
ENG1 URH CARR 109
CHICAGO ILL
ENG4 906 S 1ST
JOLIET ILL
LAS3 1008 S 4TH
WASHBURN ILL
C0M1 604 E ARMORY
DES PLAINES ILL 60018
ED 3 1106 S LINCOLN
MCHENRY ILL
ENG1 URH HOPKINS 214
HARWOOD HTS ILL 60656









































































FAA1 1008 W NtVADA
DES PLAINES ILL 60016
LAW3 607 W WHITE
CHICAGO ILL
LAS3 110 t ARMORY
CHICAGO 49 I LL
GRAD 406 E GREEN
WAUWATUSA 26 WIS
GRAD 1107 W GREEN
CAIRO EGYPT
LAS3 910 S 3RD
MT MORRIS ILL
LAS1 UKH ALLFN 363
STEGER ILL 60475










7241 N BELL AV
KACHADUKIAN WILLIAM
6 7 NELSUN RO
KACIAN DANIEL LOUIS




5535 S TRIPP AV
KACZOR KENNETH M






















209 N COLER 1W
KAGA HIROYUKI
209 N COLER 1W
KAGAN JOYCE ELLEN






6236 N HOYNE AV
KAHAN JAMES BARRY
















































705 E 4TH ST
KAISER JOHN
1528 fc FOX ST
KAISER JOSEPH MATTHE
224 N 28TH ST
KAISER PAUL RICHARD




11255 S LAWLER AV
KAISER SIDNEY VAUGHN















ED 1 URH WARDALL 416 U 332-4371
CHICAGO ILL 60645
GRAO 807 W ILLINOIS U 344-3730
S WEYMUUTH 90 MASS
GRAD 605 S 4TH C 352-8904
STRONGSVILLE OHIO 44136
LAS4 904 S LINCOLN U 344-1391
CHICAGO 29 ILL
LAS2 URH ALLEN 24 U 332-3099
CHICAGO ILL 60629
ENG1 1116 W NEVADA U 344-0205
ST1CKNEY ILL 60638
GRAD 605 W MICHIGAN U 344-1445
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS4 907 S 4TH C 344-9693
CHICAGO ILL"
LAS1 910 S 3R0 C 344-5000
HIGHLAND PARK ILL 600*35
LAS4 211 E DANIEL C 344-9583
MT PROSPECT ILL
LAS3 706 S 2ND C 356-8832
FOX RIVER GR ILL
LAS3 1106 S LINCOLN U 344-3616
MT PROSPECT ILL
LAS3 URH BLAISDELL 319 U 332-3526
CHICAGO ILL 60632
LAS4 912 S 2ND C 356-7432
LOMBARD ILL
AGR2 912 S 2ND C
LINCOLN ILL
GRAD 304 w WASHINGTON C 352-9808
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS5 209 N COLER U 367-3798
URBANA ILL 61B01
GRAD 209 N COLER U 367-3798
URBANA ILL • 61801
ED 1 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
CHICAGO ILL 60617
AGR4 URH BABCOCK 230 U 332-3776
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS1 110 E CHALMERS C
LINCOLNWOOD ILL 60645
ENG2 URH SNYDER 473 C 332-1864
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAS2 URH WESTON 244 C 332-1943
CHICAGO ILL 60625
GRAD 808 W OREGON U 344-5494
URBANA ILL 61801
COM4 312 S PRAIRIE C 356-6097
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG4 610 W STOUGHTON U
NORTHBROOK ILL 60026
AGR4 58 t GREGORY C 356-3152
SOUTH ELGIN ILL
LAS4 URH WARDALL 313 U 332-4345
WILMETTE ILL
LAS2 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
CHICAGO ILL 60645
ED 2 URH BLAISDELL 314 U 332-3521
CHICAGO ILL 60649
ED 1 URH LAR 192 U 332-2963
GLENVIEW ILL 60025
ED 1 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
MORTON GROVE ILL 60053
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 212 U 332~5448
ROCK ISLAND ILL 61201
LAS4 404 E DANIEL C 344-4496
URBANA ILL
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 1217 U 332-5753
DECATUR ILL 62522
LAS4 URH BUSEY 258 U 332-2616
CHICAGO ILL
LAS2 2307 S 1ST C 344-4455
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS C 332-2925
ELDORADO ILL 62930
ENG4 URH HOPKINS 293 C
CHICAGO ILL
LAS3 111 E CHALMERS C 332-5303
OMAHA NEB
ENG3 URH 0GLES8Y 324 U 332-5135
CRYSTAL LK ILL
AGR1 URH WARDALL 502 U 332-4362
NORMAL ILL 61761
LAS4 716 S BROADWAY U 367-7009
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 URH WARDALL 1218 U 332-4566
PALATINE ILL
AGR4 502 W MAIN U 367-6807
BELLEVILLE ILL
ENG2 URH HOPKINS 454 C 332-1363
DEER CRtEK ILL 61733
LAS4 106 E HEALEY C 344-9694
W FRANKFURT ILL
LAS1 URH GARNER 325 C 332-0794
SOUTH BEND IND 46613
ENG2 URH WESION 414 C 332-206?
BELLEVILLE ILL 62221
FAA2 604 E ARMORY C
MILWAUKEE WIS 53222
COM4 716 S BROADWAY U 367-7009
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 URH SNYDER 471 C 332-1862
WORTH ILL 60482
ENG4 609 W MAIN U 367-2452
URbANA ILL 61801
FAA4 1108 S 1ST C 359-2011
CHICAGO ILL
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 416 U 332-5511
CHICAGO. ILL 60640
CUM1 904 W GRLEN U 356-1847
ARCULA ILL 61910
ENG2 801 W ILLINCIS U 332-209?
FRANKLIN PK ILL 60131
LAS3 1202 W NEVADA U 344-1414
LOMBARD ILL
VM 4 URH WESTON 130 C 332-1906
L'JMIARO ILL




























KALIS IK SANDRA LEE
1110 ITASCA ST
KAL1TA DEBORAH RUTH














2219 S LOMBARD AV
KALMANSON JAN IS SUE
8912 N CRAHFORO AV
KALNINS OJARS ERIK














2753 W 96TH ST
KALVER GAIL ELLEN
9821 S MERRILL AV
































1015 N GROVE AV

























324 t WELLS ST
ENG4 URH BABCOCK 212
CHICAGO 1L 60617
ED 1 URH ALLEN 378
HOME WOOD ILL 6 0430
COM2 901 S 2ND
WAUKEGAN ILL 60085
LAS1 URH CLARK 307
DOWNERS GR ILL 60515
AVI1 URH HOPKINS 482
N RIVERSIDE ILL 60547
LAS2 611 E OANIEL
CHICAGO ILL 60643




COM4 904 S LINCOLN
CHICAGO 46 ILL
LAS4 402 W OREGON
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS1 URH SNYDER 246
SKOKIE ILL 60076
GRAD 402 W OREGON
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS1 URH EVANS 207
BENSENVILLE ILL 60106
LAS2 URH EVANS 103
HINSDALE ILL 60521
ED 1 URH ALLEN 283
VILLA PARK ILL 60181




AGR2 STA A BOX 2212
SIERRA LEUNE W AFR




LAS2 508 E CHALMERS
CICERO ILL 60650
ED 1 URH 8USEY 258
SKOKIE ILL 60077
LAS1 URH TOWNSEND 283
CHICAGO ILL 60644
GRAO 309 E HEALEY
FLORAL PARK N Y
GRAO 705 W ELM
MEMPHIS TENN
LAS2 902 S 2ND
SKOKIE ILL
ENG4 206 E GREEN
CHICAGO HTS ILL
EO 3 307 E JOHN
LINCOLNWOOD ILL 60646
ED 3 910 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL 60645
FAA3 URH TAFT 320
EVERGREEN PARK ILL 60642
FAA2 URH MARDALL 402
CHICAGO ILL 60617
GRAD URH SHERMAN 1365
HONOLULU HA
LAS2 47 E CHALMERS
LINCOLNWOOD ILL 60646
LAS3 206 E JOHN
N1LES ILL 60648
ENG1 1005 S 2ND
DES PLAINES ILL 60018
GRAD 1107 W GREEN
URBANA ILL 61801




LAS3 410 E JOHN
DANVILLE ILL
ENG2 310 E CHALMERS
STICKNEY ILL 60402
GRAD URH SHERMAN 1262
PARK RIOGE ILL 60068
CUM2 URH OGLESBY 1123
BELLWOOD ILL 60104
LAS4 1106 S LINCOLN
PALOS PARK ILL
LAS2 URH ALLEN 107
WILMETTE ILL 60091
LAS3 707 W MAIN
URBANA ILL
ED 3 409 E CHALMERS
PARK RIDGE ILL
JNL3 301 £ ARMORY
OAK PARK ILL
GRAD 505 E WHI TE
LAGRANGE ILL
LAS2 URH WESTON 222
CHICAGO ILL 60617
LAS3 URH VANDOREN 323
CHICAGO ILL
GRAO 1210 W STOUCHTON
TAIPEI TAIWAN
CUM1 501 E DANIEL
FAIRFIELO ILL 62837
LAS3 202 E DANIEL
DECATUR ILL 62521
LAS3 URH TOWNSEND 565
LJHHARO ILL
LAS2 105 C ARMORY
SKOKIE ILL 60077
GRAD 408 W HEALEY
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61020
GRAO 1010 S 1ST
THONBURI THAILAND


































































6809 N SULUN RD
KANfc NANCY LOUISE




2530 S 13TH ST
KANE ROBERT MORSE










































































































EO 1 URH LAR 388 U 332-3031
EVANSTON ILL 60202
LAS2 URH TAFT 22 C 332-0561
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62704
LAS3 URH LUNDGREN 224 C 332-0260
RICHMOND ILL 60071
ED 4 410 GREEN C 344-4590
OAK LAWN ILL
COM2 705 S GREGORY U 344-2159
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG2 205 E ARMORY C 332-1248
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62703
LAS3 107 E CHALMERS C 332-1440
OAK LAWN ILL
GRAD 409 E CHALMERS C 344-4094
TUKYO JAP
LAS2 910 S 3RD C
HIGHLAND PARK ILL 6003-5
AGR3 URH BLAISDELL 303 U 332-3510
FORRESTON ILL
GRAD 107 E CHALMERS C
PRT ARTHUR ONT CAN
COM3 904 LINCOLN U 344-1391
CHICAGO ILL
ENG2 904 W GREEN U 344-0934
CHICAGO IL 60629
ED 4 URH BARTON 105 C 332-0110
CHICAGO IL 60630
LAS4 1404 S LINCOLN U 344-6555
ROCKFORD ILL
ENG4 1004 W NEVADA U 344-0676
STERLING ILL
ENG2 1105 W MAIN U 367-5659
WAUCONDA ILL 60084
ENG3 409 E CHALMERS C 344-1266
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62704
LAS1 URH LAR 232 U 332-2864
JACKSONVILLE ILL 62650
GRAD 1102 SPRINGFIELD U 344-1904
CHICAGO 33 ILL
ED 2 1104 W NEVADA U 256-5176
SKOKIE ILL 60077
LAS2 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
CHICAGO ILL 60645
COM3 URH SNYDER 325 C 332-1761
CHICAGO ILL
LAS4 510 E STOUGHTON C 352-2883
CHICAGO 45 ILL
AGR6 1113 S 3R0 C
MYSONE INDIA
VM 3 1109 S ARBOR C 352-6103
NEW YORK N Y 10023
GRAD 712 W OREGON U
BRABANT BELG
GRAD 501 E SPRINGFIELD C
GRAO 712 W OREGON U 344-9765
YUANLI MIALI CHINA
ENG1 URH GARNER 244 C 332-0736
COLNA LMAS MEX MEX
ENG4 1110 S 2ND C 352-4222
CHICAGO ILL 60647
LAS1 URH SAUNDERS 331 U 332-3673
CHICAGO ILL 60626
GRAD 705 S GREGORY PL U 344-3751
FLOSSMOOR ILL
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 909 U 332-5656
UNIVERSITY CITY MO 63130
GRAD URH OGLESBY 514 U 332-5186
BRIGHTON 35 MASS
LAS3 URH SAUNDERS 311 U 332-3653
CHICAGO ILL 60645
GRAD 1007 S 1ST C 356-6333
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAS1 110 E ARMORY C 356-7435
CHICAGO ILL 60657
LAS1 URH FORBES 323 C 332-1033
HIGHLAND PARK ILL 60035
GRAO 1705 VALLEY RD C 356-4714
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS3 508 E WHITE C 367-4333
SKOKIE ILL 60076
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 218 U 332-5453
PARK FOREST ILL 60466
LAS1 URH EVANS 203 U 332-2701
LINCOLNWOOD ILL 60645
GRAD 110 E JOHN C 356-7387
WHITE STONE 57 NY
LAS1 108 E HEALEY C 344-5289
CHICAGO ILL 60628
FAA4 802 W OREGON U 344-2076
HIGHLAND PARK ILL
LAS3 URH TOWNSEND 316 U 332-4125
SKOKIE IL
ED 1 904 S 3RD C 344-9579
CHICAGO ILL 60617
GRAD URH SHERMAN 752 C 332-4903
BROOKLYN N Y
LAS3 110 ARMORY C 356-7435
SKOKIE ILL
LAS3 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAS4 URH LAR 215 U 332-2850
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG1 110 E CHALMERS C 356-7659
CHICAGO ILL 60625
LAS1 706 W OHIO U
LINCOLNWiJOU ILL 60645
ENG4 1658 VALLtY RD C 359-43b9
Chicago ill
las2 1104 w nevada u 344-9617
wilmette ill 60091
GRAD 408 N GOODhlN U
JULLuNDUR PUNJAB
GRAD 1401 WAVFKLY C 356-5977
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS1 URH TAFT 16 C 332-0576
MATTE SON ILL 60443
ENG2 2320 fc MAIN U 365-2438





































1847 N NEVA AV
KARLIN BETH LYNN




5516 MORGAN ST 301
KARLINSKY LANA REBEC
5222 M VIRGINIA AV
KARLINSKY MALCOLM LY
6240 N RICHMOND ST
KARLQUIST DAVID W






















2106 E 73RD ST
KARPS SANDRA KAY














2228 40TH PL NW















4U2 MT PROSPECT AV
KASIK PHILLIP MARK i








415 WHITE DUE TRL
KASuWSKl ANN HOtlART
l<.22 ST PAUL AV
KASUWSKI WAL1LR JOhN




6353 N NORMANDY AV
LAS4 1204 S LINCOLN I
PEORIA ILL
LAS3 URH ALLEN 278
CHICAGO HTS ILL
GRAD 808 S LINCOLN
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 805 S LINCOLN
URBANA ILL 61801
FAA1 URH GARNER 245 i
CHICAGO ILL 60656
GRAO 512 E WHITE
ARGOS GREECE
LAS3' 103 E ARMORY
ROCKFORD ILL 61107
LAS1 URH GARNER 274 '
CHICAGO ILL 60617
COM3 410 E JOHN
ROCKFORD ILL
GRAD URH DANIELS 503
ATHENS GREECE
ENG3 URH SNYDER 161
MT PROSPECT ILL
FAAI URH TAFT 310
MORTON GROVE ILL 60053
LAS1 URH BUSEY 325
NJRTHBRUUK ILL 60062
GRAD STA A BOX 2376
8ANANA HILL KENYA
ED 1 URH VANDOREN 409
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60004
LAS1 URH FORBES 282
CHICAGO ILL 60648
LAS4 URH CARR 9
DECATUR ILL
LASl URH BABCOCK 118
CHICAGO ILL 60635
LASl 910 S 3RD
LINCOLNWOOD ILL 60645
LASZ URH SCOTT 423
CHICAGO ILL 60617
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS
ALEXANDRIA VA
LASl URH TRELEASE 318
CHICAGO ILL 60625
LAS3 901 S 4TH
CHICAGO ILL
FAAI URH SNYDER 386
CHICAGO ILL 60625




ENGJ 904 W GREEN
MORTON ILL 61550
FAAI URH LAR 431
EVANSTON ILL 60202
LASl URH ALLEN
ROCK ISLAND ILL 61201




ENG4 312 E ARMORY
CHICAGO ILL 60617
GRAD 310 S PRAIRIE
URBANA ILL 61801
LASl URH FLAGG 332
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62703
LAS3 URH 8LAISDELL 427
CHICAGO ILL
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 1005
CHICAGO ILL 60649




LASl URH VANDOREN 408
MT PROSPECT ILL
GRAD 2053 ORCHARD ST
URBANA ILL 61801
COM2 URH BABCOCK 111
OAK LAWN ILL 60453
LASl URH FORBES 261
LANSING ILL 60438
GRAD 102 E ARMORY
WASHINGTON C 20036
LAS3 URH WESTON 356
URLAND PK ILL
ENG4 300 S GOODWIN
GREAT LAKES ILL 60088
GRAD 53 E JOHN
ROCHESTER N Y 14610
LAS4 706 W OHIO
SKOKIE ILL
LASl ORH LAR 208
ELMHURST ILL 60126
LASl 110 E CHALMERS
WILMETTE ILL 60091
LAS3 URH BLAISDELL 331
PRINCETON ILL
GRAD 135 W CLARK
NEWARK N J
ENG4 1754 VALLEY RD
GLEN ELLYN ILL
ED 4 303 t JOHN
SKOKIE ILL
FAA3 URH ALLEN 424
WESTCHESTER ILL 60153
LAS3 URH NOBLE 212
DLNLD ILL
LASl URH SNYDER 341
KUCKFORD ILL 61102




LA S 3 1 1 1 I S 1ST
PfcURIA ILL
LAS2 URH TOWNSLND 246











































































2079 B HAZELWD CT
KASTEN RICHARO CHARL
5820 N 65TH ST
KASTERN ALAN JOSEPH
1217 S 101ST ST





















































































207 ULD OAK RD
081 KAUFMAN RIChARD ALLE
1405 K IR8Y
112
LASl URH LUNUGKEN 223
PARK RIDGE ILL 60068
LAS2 110 E ARMORY
HIGHLAND PARK ILL 60035
GRAO 2305 S 1ST
CHICAGO ILL 60641
LAS4 310 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO 9 ILL
C0M1 URH SCOTT 363
ROCK FALLS ILL 61071
AGR3 1004 S 4TH
ROCK FALLS ILL
LAS4 1008 W OREGON
WESTFIELD N J
LAS4 108 E HEALEY
ISFAHAN IRAN
GRAD 205 E HEALEY
ASTORIA N Y 11105
ENG4 706 W OHIO
EVANSTON ILL
COM3 212 E DANIEL
NEWTON ILL
LAS3 URH FORBES 239
LOMBARD ILL
COM4 URH OGLESBY 302
CLARENDON HILS ILL
VM 2 2079 B HAZELWD CT
URBANA ILL 61801
FAA3 URH OGLESBY 522
MILWAUKEE WIS
AGR4 111 S LINCOLN
W ALLIS WIS
LAS4 410 E JOHN
PEORIA 1L
GRAD 1109 S ARBOR
KENOSHA WIS
LASl 211 E ARMORY
ELGIN ILL
FAA4 308 W GREEN U
COLUMBUS OHIO
GRAD 811 N PROSPECT C
HINSDALE ILL 60521
GRAD 811 N PROSPECT C
ROSELLE ILL 60172
GRAD 805 W STOUGHTON U
CHICAGO 28 ILL
GRAD URH SHERMAN 748 C
HONOLULU HI
ENG1 URH HOPKINS 392 C
GILLESPIE ILL 62033
GRAD 1106 W STOUGHTON U
TOKYO JAP
LAS2 1005 S WRIGHT C
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60004
GRAD 806 W WASHINGTON U
MS INDIA
LAS2 URH SCOTT 206 C
CHICAGO ILL 60652
GRAD URH SHERMAN C
MUSASHIN TOKYO JAP
LAS4 URH WARDALL 818 U
NORTHBROOK ILL
LAS3 URH CARR 219 U
NORTHBROOK ILL
COM3 110 E CHALMERS C
CHICAGO ILL
ED 3 409 E CHALMERS C
LINCOLNWOOD ILL
GRAO URH SHERMAN 167 C
PLAINFIELD N J 07060
COM4 309 E HEALEY C
CHICAGO ILL
GRAD 609 W MAIN U
DAVENPORT IOWA 52803
LAS2 910 S 3RD C
MORTON GR ILL 60053
LASl 910 S 3RD C
LINCOLNWOOD ILL 60646
LAS3 1207 CLARK U
CHICAGO IL 60645
LASl 1856 VALLEY RD C
SKOKIE ILL 60077
GRAO 206 S HARTLE U
N HOLLYWOOD CAL 91606
LAS4 107 E CHALMERS C
CHICAGO 17 ILL
LAS2 706 W OHIO
LINCOLNWOOD ILL 60646
ED 4 1104 W NEVADA U
ST LOUIS 30 MO
ENG1 301 E ARMORY C
MORTON GROVE ILL 60053
LASl URH TRELEASE 2 09 U
CHICAGO ILL 60649
COM4 301 E ARMORY C
FOREST HILLS. N V
FAAI URH FORBES 444 C
ADDISON ILL 60101
ED 3' 902 S 2ND C
CHICAGO ILL 60617
GRAO 615 S WRIGHT C
GRAD 106 N MCCULLOUGH U
PRINCETON MO 64673
ENG4 410 W CHURCH C
PEORIA ILL 61606
LAS4 907 S 4TH C
FLGSSMOOR ILL
LASl URH OGLESBY 906 U
CHICAGO ILL 60649
LASl URH GARNER 3 76 C
KANKAKEE ILL 60901
GRAU URH SHERMAN 249 C
OECATUR ILL
LAS3 209 E ARMORY C
HUDSON ILL
LAS4 14U5 K1RBY C
RICHMOND VA 2 3229


































































ROUTE 3 BOX 375
KAUTZ SUSAN JANE




292* N 75TH CT
KAVELARAS DIANE GAIL
12 OAK LN
KAVENEY GEORGE J JR
LAKE BLOOM INGTON
KAVINSKY HOWARD DENN




















*18 W SANTA FE
KAZ1K RANOALL J










9328 S MAJOR AV
KEAN PAMELA








180 W LAUREL AV
KEARNEY PAUL ROBERT
2101 W WHITE 118
KEARNEY THOMAS P








76 OAK DALE AV
KEBLIS ROMAN CHARLES
7311 S CALIFORNIA







120 E CUTTRISS PL
*KECKRITZ MICHAEL LEE
KEECH NANCY JOYCE
7*17 BEAR RIDGE RD
KEEFER JANE ALLEN











KEELER MARY J M
3160 SW 21ST ST
KEELY JAMES LEO
511 N MAIN ST
KEEN JAMES PATRICK









LAS3 1301 S BUStY
HAROA ILL 61756
AGR* 106 E ARMORY
CISSNA PARK ILL
PE 3 309 E CHALMERS
WAUKEGAN ILL
LAS3 1 SAFFER CT
PARK RIDGE ILL 60068
LAS* 1105 S 1ST
CHICAGO 17 ILL
LAS1 URH ALLEN 293
AURORA ILL 60506
LAS2 URH BUSEY 306
W CHICAGO ILL 60185
LAS1 URH FLAGG 318
WEST CHICAGO ILL 60185
LAS1 802 W OREGON
CALUMET CITY ILL 60*09










LAS3 URH TOWNSENO 171
EVERGREEN PK ILL
LAS3 901 S 1ST
CHICAGO ILL 60625
ENG2 URH GARNER 295
PAHALA HI 96777
EO * 1*05 STOUT
NORTHBROOK ILL 60062
LAS3 URH 8LA1S0ELL *26
KANKAKEE ILL 60901
PE 3 URH EVANS 315
HIGHLAND PK ILL




ENG3 URH OGLESBY 611
DECATUR ILL
GRAD 61* W CHURCH
CHICAGO ILL 60651
ENG1 60* E ARMORY
TOLUCA ILL 61369






ED * 80* S LOCUST
CHICAGO 29 ILL
LAS1 *09 E CHALMERS
OAK BROOK ILL 60521
LAS1 URH SNYDER 272
OAKLAWN ILL 60*53
LAS2 URH TAFT 18
CAIRO ILL 6291*
LA SI URH LAR *2 5
GODFREY ILL 62035
LAS1 URH WESTON 3*0
OAK PARK ILL 6030*
LAS3 310 E JOHN
LAKE FOREST IL
LAS2 611 E DANIEL
LAKE FOREST IL 600*5
COM* 2101 W WHITE
CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAD 607 E PARK
CHICAGO ILL
GRAD 1713 S MATTIS
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG1 URH BABCOCK 107
OTTAWA ILL 61350
AGR1 URH LAR 317
EVERGREEN PK ILL 606*2
GRAD URH DANIELS 393
DEDHAM MASS 02026
ENG* URH TOWNSENO 120
CHICAGO ILL 60629
ENG1 1101 W PENN
CHATSWORTH ILL 60921
COM2 109 E JOHN
DECATUR IL 62522
LAS3 708 W HIGH
HINSDALE ILL
ENG1 URH BABCOCK 321
PARK RIOGE ILL 60068
ENG3 309 W UNIVERSITY
VALMEYER ILL
GRAD 205 E GREEN
N TONAWANDA N Y 1*120
GRAD 90 5 S 1ST
CHAMPAIGN IL
LAS2 910 S 3RD
WESTERN SPRS ILL 60558
LAS1 URH OGLESBY 1030
ROCKFORD ILL 61103
LAS1 URH LAR *78
JACKSONVILLE ILL 62650
GRAD 1901 ALDER LN
CHAMPAIGN IL
FAA* 310 S PRAIRIE
DOWNERS GROVE ILL
GRAO 502 E HEALEY
MIAMI FLA 331*5
LAS3 209 E ARMORY
WASHINGTON ILL
PE 1 1101 W PENN
TUSCOLA ILL 61953
ENG3 URH SNYDER 226
LAMOILLE ILL
GRAD 2611 W JOHN
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
CuMl 211 E ARMORY
AURORA ILL 60506
GRAO 510 E STOUGHTON


























































































































































K 1 L Lit FRANCIS DGUGLA
















6057 N 27TH ST
KELLER GEORGE DOUGLA

















































GRAD 1116 W CHARLES
PERU ILL
AGR* 1507 N HIGHLAND
CHAMPAIGN ILL




EU * 1808 KIRBY
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820




LAS1 URH HOPKINS *96
ALEXIS ILL 61*12
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 516
DUNDEE ILL 60ir8
GRAD URH DANIELS 705
NUTLEY N J 07110
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 1202
EAST PEORIA ILL 61611
ENG2 URH FORBES 25*
LOMBARD ILL 601*8
LAS* URH WARDALL 1013
WESTCHESTER ILL
GRAD URH DANIELS *16
FREMONT NEB 68025
LAS3 URH WARDALL 1025
JOLIET ILL
ED 2 URH LAR *3*
DECATUR ILL 62521
AGR* 1103 W CHURCH
RAYMOND ILL 62560
GRAD BOB S LINCOLN
ALTON ILL 62002
LAS3 URH TOWNSEND *03
SPRINGFIELD ILL




FAA* URH BUSEY 103
URANGEVILLE ILL
AGR1 URH TOWNSEND 328
ORANGEVILLE ILL 61060
GRAD 803 W HEALEY
WILMETTE ILL 60091
ENG* 607 w SPRINGFIELD
BLANDINSVILLE ILL
ENG* 607 W SPRINGFIELD
BLANDINSVILLE ILL
COM2 305 E JOHN
P0NT1AC ILL 6176*
COM* URH FORBES 312
EVERGREEN PARK ILL 606*2
CUM* 309 E CHALMERS
CHAMPAIGN ILL
JNL* 302 W HEALEY
ROCK ISLAND ILL
AGR3 108 E HEALEY
WILHINGTON DEL 19809
LAS1 URH TAFT *27
DES PLAINES ILL 60018
GRAD *0* N GOODWIN
URBANA ILL
AGR* 908 N BROADWAY
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS1 URH ALLEN 191
ARLINGTON VA 22207
GRAD 1782 VALLEY RO
DECATUR ILL
AGR* 809 W NEVADA
STERLING ILL 61081
GRAD *01 WHITE
SOUTH LAGUNA CAL 92677




LASL 1110 S ARBOR
WHEATON ILL 60187
COM2 90* W GREEN
WILMETTE ILL 60091
LAS3 URH GARNER 210
BENSENVlLLE ILL
GRAD URH DANIELS 190
CAPE GIRARDEAU MO 63701




LAS1 URH HOPKINS 25*
NAPERVILLE ILL 605*0
C0M1 202 E DANIEL
QUINCY ILL 62301
COM* URH BUSEY *36
LAGRANGE ILL
ENG1 URH CARR 107
ROCKFORD ILL 61109
GRAD 101 S LINCOLN
BOWLING GREEN KY *2101
ENG2 WASHINGTON ILL
WASHINGTON ILL 61571
GRAD 55 E JOHN
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG3 209 E JOHN
ELGIN ILL 60120
FAA2 1102 E LINCOLN
BARRINGTON ILL 60010
E.NG* 1106 S 2ND
WASHINGTON ILL
I.AS1 URH BABCOCK 309
SYCAMURl ILL 60178






























































































































807 S URBANA AV
KELLY WILLIAM DANIEL
516 N 6TH ST
KELM JEAN ANN




RR 1 BOX 790
KELMAN BRUCE JERRY
1030 E PRAIRIE AV
KELMAN PAUL BRIAN
























PLA1NHELD RD RR 2
KEMP JAMES MARTIN
KR 3
KEMP JOHN EUGAK JR
1103 W 'CHURCH






LAS2 URH HOPKINS 261
MONMOUTH ILL 61462
LAS4 715 W IOWA
MT VERNON ILL
GRAD 907 W MAIN
BELLEVILLE ILL




GRAD 808 BELLE PARK
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS3 3 SHARLYN
RIVIERA BEACH FLA 33404
LAS4 URH TOWNSEND 521
DES PLAINES ILL 60016
FAA4 URH WESTON 245
MOLINE ILL




LAS2 URH SAONDERS 409
VINCENTUWN N J 08088
LAS4 URH ALLEN 35
WASHBURN ILL 61570














GRAO 57 E CHALMERS
ATLANTA GA 30309
LAS1 URH GARNER 288
BROADVIEW ILL 60153
LAS1 604 E ARMORY
RANTOUL ILL 61866
ENG4 1615 W PARK
MT PULASKI ILL 62548
LAS2 URH LAR 194
WATERLOO ILL 62298
GRAD 3 SHARLYN
W PALM BEACH FLA 33401
LAS1 908 S LINCOLN
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62704
LAS1 201 E GREEN
HINSOALE ILL 60521
VM 2 804 S CkOAR
LANOUNG N J 07850
FAA1 FISHER ILL
FISHER ILL 61843
LAS1 URH LUNDGREN 303
WATERLUO ILL 62288
LAW1 2702 E CALIFORNIA
NILES ILL 60648
LAS2 906 S 1ST
ELMHURST ILL 60126
COM3 URH WESTON 458
VANOALIA ILL
FAAl URH HOPKINS 263
MOLINE ILL 61265
COM2 URH ALLEN 37
LA GRANGE ILL 60525
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 930
CHICAGO ILL 60620
FAA2 URH BUSEY 354
EVANSTUN ILL
GRAD 309 E GREEN
CHICAGO ILL 60620
LAS3 807 S URBANA
URBANA ILL
C0M1 URH WESTON 458
VANDALIA ILL 62471
LAS3 URH TRELEASE 213
WHEELING ILL
ED 3 URH BARTON 217
DECATUR ILL
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS
ST CHARLES ILL 60174
LAS3 910 S 3RD
NAPERVILLE ILL 60540
GRAD URH SHERMAN 0266
MIAMI FLA 33134
LAS2 910 S 3RD
GLENCOE ILL 60022
LAS4 302 E ARMORY
L1BERTYVILLE ILL
GRAD 411 W ILLINOIS
SENECA FALLS N Y 13148
AGR4 1405 WINDING LN
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS4 URH VANDOREN 121
DULTON ILL
LAS3 604 E ARMCRY
CRETE ILL 60417
GRAD 808 W CALIFORNIA
RICHMOND I NO
LAS4 1111 S 1ST
EASI ST LOUIS ILL
LAS3 907 W ILLINOIS
SAN JOSE ILL
ENG2 58 E GREGORY
PROPHETSIOWN ILL 61277
LAS1 URH OGLESBY 92 7
RUCKFORO ILL 61109
LAS3 URH SNYDER 260
NAPERVILLE ILL
ENG3 URH UGLESBY 1111
RUODHOUSE ILL
ENG4 1103 W CHURCH
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 14 TULIP TRtfc
CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAD 904 W GREEN
CHICAGO ILL
ENG1 URH WLSTON 224
























































































RR 2 BOX 66
KENNEOY JOHN FRANCIS


















602 W HEALEY ST
KENNEDY THOMAS DANIE
RT 1
KENNEDY THOMAS E III

























































GRAD 205 N BUSEY
UR8ANA ILL 61801
GRAD 1203 W MAIN
TRAVERSE CITY MICH
LAS3 URH BLAISDELL 110
DES PLAINES ILL
AGR2 207 E JOHN
REYNOLOS ILL 61279
LAS1 URH NOBLE 407
SULLIVAN ILL 61951
EO 2 1112 MUMFORD
UKriANA ILL 61801
£NG4 1007 S 3R0
OECATUR ILL




GRAD 405 W WHITE
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS3 URH BABCOCK 423
BARRINGTON ILL 60010
LAS4 URH ALLEN 226
EVANSTON ILL 60202
LAS4 605 W OHIO
TOLEDO ILL
LAS4 URH TRELEASE 1229
CHICAGO ILL 60619
LAS4 URH SAUNDERS 103
CHAMPAIGN ILL
ENG1 URH OGLESBY 724
OAK LAWN ILL
LAS3 911 S 4TH
BETHLEHEM PA




AGR2 605 W OHIO
PONTIAC ILL
AGR4 1109 S 4TH
SENECA ILL




GRAD URH SHERMAN 550
NORMAL ILL
LAS! URH TOWNSEND 308
LA GRANGE ILL 60525
LASl 907 W ILLINOIS
Colfax ill 61728
las4 urh allen 401
moline ill 61265
AGR4 101 N ELM
JOY ILL 61260
LAW2 806 W IOWA
CHICAGO ILL
LAS4 602 W HEALEY
CHAMPAIGN ILL
ENG3 605 W MAIN
SERENA ILL
LAW1 909 W ILLINOIS
NORTHBROOK ILL 60062
GRAD 901 S 1ST
SERENA ILL




GRAD 603 S 1ST
MORTON ILL
LAS4 URH WARDALL 1123
CHICAGO ILL
AGR3 1004 W OREGON
DIXON ILL
ENG1 URH OGLESBY 527
ALEDO ILL 61231
FAA2 URH TAFT 208
MORTON ILL 61550
LASl URH TRELEASE 919
DEERFIELD ILL 60015







GRAD 1806 A ORCHARO PL
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS4 1003 W OREGON
CHICAGO IL
AVI2 URH HOPKINS 323
BERKELEY ILL 60163
GRAD 2049 D HAZELWD CT
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 2049 HAZELWD CT
URBANA ILL




LAS3 URH LUNOGREN 121
HOME WOOD ILL
ED 2 URH BLAISDELL 430
ROSSVILLE ILL 60963
FAA3 10b E DANIEL
DtS PLAINES ILL 60018
COM2 410 E JOHN
RIVERSIDt ILL 60546
COM4 ORH GARNER 273
PALATINE ILL
GRAD URH WESTON 152
LAFAYETTE I ND
LASl 910 S 3RD
8EACHW00D N J 08722
LASl URH TRELEASE 305
BRYAN TEX 77801
ENGl URH SNYOtR 241
STERLING ILL 61061
COM4 808 S LINCOLN
LISLE ILL

























































































RR 1 BOX 54A
KERN1S JUDITH ELLEN






228 S MAY ST
KEROFF FREDERICK M
7411 N TALMAN AV





















3217 29TH AV CT
KERSHNER MINDELLE S










348 W FRANCIS RD
KERWIN JAMES JOHN
















































LASi 409 E CHALMERS C
S HOLLAND ILL 60473
PE 3 URH LUNOGREN 212 C 332-0744
GRANITE CITY ILL
ENG1 904 W GREEN U
CHICAGO ILL 60651
LAS2 803 W OREGON
MENDOTA ILL 61342
ENG4 5 BLUE SPRUCE
SHEFFIELD ILL
FAA1 URH HOPKINS 278
PARK FOREST ILL 60466
ENG2 URH WESTON 428
WAUKEGAN ILL 60085
LAS4 61 E JOHN (
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS3 61 E JOHN I
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 310 S PRAIRIE <
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG3 409 E CHALMERS (
MT VERNON ILL 62864
AGR1 URH WESTON 278 I
NEWTON ILL 62448
PE 1 URH NOBLE 115 I
CLARENDON HLS ILL 60514
C0M1 910 S 3RD (
BETHALTO ILL 62010
EO 3 303 E JOHN (
CHICAGO 17 IL
LAS2 801 W IOWA I
PROSPECT HTS ILL
AVI2 511 W UNIVERSITY I
EVANSTON ILL 60202
LASI URH BARTON 204 I
BENSENVILLE ILL 60106
LAS2 52 E ARMORY <
CHICAGO ILL 60645
JNL2 409 E CHALMERS I
KANKAKEE ILL
ED 4 910 S 3RD I
ROCKFORD ILL
LAW1 400 BRIAR LN I
EAST PEORIA ILL 61611
GRAO 606 OHIO 1
BARRINGTON ILL 60010




ENG4 URH TOWNSEND 265
WHEATON ILL
LAS2 URH ALLEN 257
HUNTLEY ILL 60142
FAA2 110 E CHALMERS I
CHICAGO ILL 60645
GRAD 508 W GREEN
BERKELEY CAL
ENG1 URH FORBES 446 •
ROCK ISLAND ILL 61201
LAS3 408 E HEALEY
RUCK ISLAND ILL 61201
LAS4 616 E DANIEL
CHICAGO ILL 60626
ENG2 URH FORBES 261
LANSING ILL 60438
GRAD 312 W SPRINGFIELD
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 312 W SPRINGFIELD
URBANA ILL 61801
FAA3 1109 S 4TH
NEW LENOX ILL
COM2 1009 W CALIFORNIA
WHEATON ILL
ENG6 409 E CHALMERS
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG1 URH GARNER 412
DES PLAINES ILL 60018
ENG3
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62703
LAS3 1840 VALLEY RD
WHITE HALL ILL
AGR2 805 W OHIO
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61821
ENG1 URH SCOTT 238
OFALLON ILL 62269
ENG1 409 E CHALMERS
URBANA ILL 61801
COM4 706 W OHIO
EVANSTON ILL
ED 3 910 S 3R0
SKOKIE ILL
LAS3 1210 W UNION
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LASI 110 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LASI 105 E ARMORY
HIGHLAND PARK ILL 60035
ENG1 URH FORBES 340
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62704
LAS2 910 S 3RD
OECATUR ILL 62522
AGR6 101 E DANIEL
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG3 505 PARKHAVEN CT
CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAO 2020 N MATTIS
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG1 URH GARNER 486
WlLMETTE ILL 60091
LAS3 1210 W UNI UN
CHAMPAIGN ILL
C0M1 90? S 4TH
BLUUMINGTON ILL 61701













































7036 W 29TH ST
KETCHUM CAROLINE JU
1426 W HAWKINS KAN
KETCHUM RALPH ARNOLD



































320 E 2ND ST
KEYSOR RIC EDGAR




















































2742 W 84TH ST
.
KIEFER ROBERT ALLEN

























COM4 905 W CALIFORNIA
BERWYN ILL 60402
EJ 3 1005 S WRIGHT
KAKEE ILL 60901
LAS2 211 E ARMORY
AURORA ILL 60506
LASI 910 S 3RD
LOMBARD ILL 60148
LASI URH ALLEN 498
tLMHURST ILL 60126
GRAO 212 E WHITE
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 901 W SPRINGFIELD
URBANA ILL 61801
LASI URH ALLEN 492
61938MATTOON ILL
GRAD 910 S 3RD I
CRESTON IOWA 50810
LAW2 208 CRYSTAL LAKE
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS I
CULLINSVILLE ILL
GRAO 609 W MAIN
LITCHFIELD ILL
ENG4 URH BUSEY 807
NEW ATHENS ILL
LAW2 2035 B ORCHARD ST
CHICAGO ILL 606^1




LAS2 URH FORBES 450
MAKOA ILL 61756




COM4 1204 S LINCOLN
SPRING VALLEY ILL
LASI 1008 S 4TH
EAST PEORIA ILL 61611
GRAD FISHER ILL
MENDOTA ILL 61342




GRAO 510 E STOUGHTON
KARACHI 19 PAK
GRAD URH DANIELS 204
RAMPUR UP INDIA
GRAD 207 S WRIGHT
MURAOABAD UP INDIA
GRAD 104 S GREGORY
NEW DELHI INDIA
GRAD 1102 W CLARK
SEOUL KOREA
GRAO 58 E ARMORY
KANPUR UP INDIA
GRAD 707 W SPRINGFIELD
N DELHI-15 INDIA
LAS4 URH O&LESBY 204
SYRACUSE N Y
LAS3 1005 S 2ND
WlLMETTE ILL 60091




LAS2 URH SAUNDERS 215
DUNDEE ILL 60118
LAS3 URH SNYDER 218
STAUNTON ILL
LAS2 1005 S 2ND
PEKIN ILL 61554
ENG3 806 E MAIN
BELLEVILLE ILL 62223
AGR3 URH LAR 172
GLEN ELLYN ILL
LASI URH SAUNDERS 423
SHIRLEY ILL 61772
LASI URH ALLEN 76
CICERO ILL 60650
ENG4 URH OGLESBY 524
KEOKUK IOWA




LASI 710 W OHIO
OAKLAWN ILL 60453
ENG3 URH OGLESBY 1110
CHICAGO ILL
ENo2 URH TOWNSEND 365
CHICAGO ILL 60652
GRAD URH SHERMAN 649
CRESTWOUO MO 63126
GRAD URh SHERMAN 1147
LEWISBERG PA
AVI3 408 E STOOGHTON
CHICAGO ILL
GRAD 2113 W WHITE
FAIRFIELD ILL
LASI URH SCOTT 275
BENStNVILLE ILL 60106
GRAD URH GARNER 480
CHICAGO ILL 60620
GRAD 1205 W MAIN
LcJNGVIEW TEXAS




LASI URH GARNER 39b
AUKUKA ILL 60506
AGR3 902 W OREGON
DANVILLE ILL 61B33





















































































312 W ACACIA ST
KILKENNY SHARON LEE
70 t JEFFERY AV
KILLAM MARTHA JANE
151 SOUTH ST













6837 W 112TH ST
KILROY BARBARA ANN




1624 S 4TH ST
KlLTY ROGER STEVEN
407 KNOLL CREST DR
























RR 2 BOX 72
KIMMELL WILLIAM S W
311 S MAIN
KIMMELMAN KENNETH N
8420 :> CRANDON AV
KIMURA BERT YOSHITO
1323 KAM IV RD
KIMURA MICHAEL M































KING LAV I J MERK ILL
Lrt50 PRAtKIt
GRAD 1207 E GREEN U 367-3504
URBANA IL 61801
LASS 410 E GREEN C 344-3959
HuLUALOA HA
EO 4 106 E HEALEY C 356-1446
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS4 1204 S LINCOLN U 344-9892
DECATUR ILL
COM3 URH WESTON 464 C 332-2098
CHICAGO ILL
LAS4 URH WARDALL 718 U 332-4446
COLLINSVILLE ILL 62234
LAS1 URH SNYDER 393 C 332-1806
DES PLAINES ILL 60016
PE 3 1110 W NEVADA U 344-0425
BR00KF1ELD ILL
LAW2 613 W SPRINGFIELD C 365-2024
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS1 URH LUNOGREN 319 C 332-0272
KANKAKEE ILL 60901
GRAD 505 E WHITE C 356-3121
ALEXANDRIA LA
GRAD 1412 N MCKINLEY C 356-1174
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 530 U 332-5556
CRYSTAL LAKE ILL 60014
GRAD 608 E STOUGHTON C
GLENOALE CAL
ED 2 URH CLARK 238 C 332-0032
WHEELING ILL 60090
GRAD 1108 W NEVADA U 344-3652
PORTSMOUTH N H.
GRAD 102 N GREGORY U 367-9081
PETROLIA ONT CAN
AGR2 58 E GREGORY C 356-3152
RUSEV1LLE ILL 61473
LAS6 507 W GREEN U 367-6478
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD URH SHERMAN 567 C
COMMERCE TEX 75428
COM3 1405 S MAPLE U 367-1205
UR3ANA ILL
GRAD 1303 E MICHIGAN U 365-2154
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS1 URH LAR 412 U 332-2914
WORTH ILL 60482
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 327 U
SKOKIE ILL 60076
LAS4 211 W SPRINGFIELD C 356-2286
MUNDELE1N ILL 60060
LAS4 406 E CLARK C 352-9128
ROCKFORD ILL
ENG2 URH GARNER 400 C 356-0521
PEORIA IL 61614
GRAD ORH DANIELS 355 U 332-2261
KANGWON-DO KOREA
GRAO 1211 W MAIN U 367-1093
SEOUL KOREA
ENG4 STA A BOX 2389 C
CHICAGO ILL
GRAD 1609 VALLEY RD C
ST LOUIS MO 63141
GRAD 502 S BROADWAY U 367-1549
SEOUL KOREA
ENG4 2107 RODNEY C 356-1776
CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAO URH DANIELS 119 U 332-2146
NAPERVILLE ILL
AGR2 URH UGLESBY 420 U 332-5161
JOY ILL 61260
LASl URH TOWNSEND 412 332-4185
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62704
ENG4 URri TOWNSEND 141 U 332-4015
SPRINGFIELO ILL 62704
LAS2 URH LAR 496 U 332-3072
DECATUR ILL 62526
GRAO 2315 S 1ST C 332-4833
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG2 URH SCOTT 328 C 332-1522
MILFURO ILL 60953
LAS4 206 E CLARK C 35-9334
WASHINGTON ILL
ENG4 702 W UNIVERSITY C 359-2756
CHICAGO IL 60617
GRAD URH DANIELS 225 U 332-2180
HONOLULU HAWAII
GRAD 2072 C HAZELWD CT U
WAIPAHU HA 96797
GRAD 501 S ELM C 359-4609
TOKYO JAP
GRAO 1729 VALLEY RD C 356-2443
CH4MPAIGN ILL
ENG4 42 MAPLEWOOD 367-0004
LOMBARD ILL
AGR2 115 W GREEN C
LOUISVILLE ILL 62858
ENG4 115 W GREEN C 34<e-36?3
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG1 URH WESTON 346 C 332-2017
HILLSDALE ILL 61257
FAA3 409 E CHALMERS C 344-6609
MUNDELEIN ILL 60060
GRAD 1105 W NEVADA U 333-3069
UR3ANA ILL 61801
VM 3 9 WAYSIDE U 367-2850
URBANA ILL 61831
LASl 604 E ARMORY C 344-1266
WESI NYACK N Y 10994
LAS2 211 W HIGH U 367-5164
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS2 CRN SAUNDERS 215 U 332-36'6
MILWAUKEE "IS 5)208
GRAO UKil DANIELS 256 U 332-2209
YJGHO TAPE I TAI wAN
LAS^ URH FORBES 450 C 332-1120
BROOKf IELI) 1 LL 6051 i
GRAO URH SHERMAN C 3 32-464}
YLLLUWSPRj OHIO 45387











5770 CHIPOLA C IR
KING HERLEIN MINNIE
LASl 906 COLLEGE CT
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60004
ENG2 2313 S 1ST
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG3 604 E ARMORY
LASALLE ILL
LASl URH WESTON 246
DANVILLE ILL 61832
FAA4 303 E CHALMERS
ORLANDO FL 32809
GRAD 1212 W MAIN
BUSHRUD I MONROVIA MONSURRAOO LIBERIA
ENG4 31 E DANIEL
CHAMPAIGN IL
EN&2 408 W SPRINGFIELD
OREGON ILL




GRAD 1107 W GREEN
BRISTOL CONN
AGR3 URH CARR 11
SUMNER ILL
LASl 305 E JOHN
FRANKLIN PARK ILL 60131
GRAD 804 HAWTHORNE
BRUOKLYN 9 N Y




















KING LAWRENCE SIANFQ LAS4 901 S 2ND
909 W OREGON URBANA ILL 61801
KING LINDA LOUISE LASl URH VANDOREN
822 FAIR OAKS OAK PARK ILL 60302
KING MARGARET FRANCE LAS2 710 W OHIO
1503 E GROVE ST BLOOMINGTON ILL 61701
KING MARVIN MURL LAS2 702 W WASHINGTON
509 E FRANKLIN ASHLAND ILL 62612
KING MICHAEL EDWARD LAS3 806 OHIO
1503 E GROVE ST BLOOMINGTON ILL
KING MICHAEL RICHARD LASl URH WESTON 417
407 SYCAMORE QLNEY ILL 62450
KING MICHAEL WILLIAM FAA1 URH GARNER 495
7224 LYONS ST MORTON GROVE ILL 60053
KING PHILIP OEWAYNE ENG2 URH GARNER 256
PRINCEVILLE ILL 61559
LAS3 805 W OREGON
BLOOMINGTON ILL 61701
LAS3 502 E WHITE
WILLOW SPRNGS ILL
ENG1 1004 S 2ND
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62702




AGR1 URH CARR 326
EL PASO ILL 61738
LAS4 313 E JOHN
DECATUR ILL 62521
K1NGSLEY RONALD LEON LASl URH WESTON 486
1562 SCHILLING CHICAGO HTS ILL 60411
KINGSTON MICHAEL LEW ED 3 607 E WHITE
102 S ELM ST PAXTON ILL

















2639 E 23RD ST
KINNEY DONNA LEE
2639 E 23RD ST
MORTON ILL
AGR2 URH ALLEN 3
GRANITE CITY ILL 62042
AGR2 URH ALLEN 3
GRANITE CITY ILL 62042
KlNNUCAN KATHRYN ANN LASl URH ALLEN 38
610 PRAIRIE AV NAPERVILLE ILL
KINOSHITA TAKUO GRAD 808 W SPRINGFIELO
ASAGAYAKITA 6 CHOH SUGINAMI TOKYO JAP
KINOSHITA WAUNITA M GRAD 808 W SPRINGFIELD
RR 6 MARION I NO
KINRA RAVINDAR KUMAR GRAD 300 S GOODWIN
20H BADHWAR PK BOMBAY INDIA




LAS4 1002 W HILL
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
AGR3 URH TOWNSEND 435
LINCOLN ILL
K1NSINGER MALCOLM HE ENG3 URH OGLESBY 1006
209 S HIGH WASHINGTON ILL
KINS1NGER MICHAEL HE ENG3 URH OGLESBY 603
209 S HIGH WASHINGTON ILL
KINSTEDT GEORGE CARL LAS3 112 E DANIEL
2269 CEDAR ST DES PLAINES ILL 60018
KINTUN NANCY LEA GRAD URH DANIELS 238
717 GEORGE AV , AURORA ILL 60505
KINTZEL NANCY LUUISE ED 2 302 E ARMORY
188b RIDGE DR FREEPORT ILL 61032
KINZIE PAULA DIANNE LAS2 LRH LAR 434
MUNTICELLO ILL
AGR1 311 E GREEN
UUINCY ILL 62301
EO 4 URH LAR 223
CHICAGO ILL
















KIPMS RONALD MURRAY VM 2 911 S MATTIS




LAS3 URH 6USEY 237
ELMHURST ILL 60126












AGR 1 URri WESTON 208
FASTUN ILL 62633
FAA4 URH HOPKINS 369
WESTERN SPRNGS ILL
GRAO URH SHERMAN 154
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 203 t ARMtiRY
MIDLOTHIAN ILL 60445




























































•KIRBY MAJUR HENRY JR
5133 PICKFORD WAY
KIRBY PATRICIA ANNE
14224 S CICERO AV
KlKBY RICHARD CARL
















































RUUTE 5 8UX 227
•KIKKLEY OWEN MAJOR

















•KIRSCH JOSEPH L JR



































3130 S OAK PARK AV
MSTENMACHER THOMAS
3706 n LUM8ARU









COLVER CI TY CAL 90230
LAS1 URH TAFT 21
MIDLOTHIAN ILL 60445
LAS2 406 E DANIEL
TOLONO ILL 61B80
LAS4 203 E ARMORY
MIDLOTHIAN ILL
ENG2 402 E ARMORY
BLUE ISLAND ILL 60406
LASl URH SCOT I 350
METAMORA ILL 61548
LAS2 UHR BLAISDELL 10
CHICAGO ILL 60648
CUM4 905 S MATT1S
PARK RIDGE ILL
ENG3 306 E GREGORY
BRADLEY ILL
LAS4 1107 S GREGORY
COLLINSVILLE IL
LASl URH HOPKINS 486
PARK RIOGE ILL 60068








LAS4 URH TOWNSEND 379
CHICAGO 31 ILL
GRAD 300 S GOODWIN
OUINCY ILL 62301
ENG1 111 E HEALEY
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LASl URH OGLESBY 806
OAK PARK ILL 60302
LASl URH GARNER 293
LUDLOW ILL 60949




LAS2 611 E DANIEL
MILWAUKEE WI 53217
LAS4 319 FAIRLAWN
URBANA ILL . 61801
ED 1 URH VANOOREN 322
PANA ILL 62557
GRAD PIPER CITY ILL
PIPER CITY IL
EO 5 URH DANIELS 393
SUMTER S C 29150
GRAD 1804 LARCH PL
CLARKSVILLE MD 21029






GRAD 1716 VALLEY RD
CHAMPAIGN ILL
ED 3 1204 S LINCOLN
CUAL VALLEY ILL
LAS3 URH LAR 175
R0SEV1LLE ILL
LAS2 URH WARDALL 1008
PARK RIDGE ILL 60068
FAA3 URH EVANS 207
CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAD 300 S GOODWIN
URBANA ILL 61801
LASl URH CARR 007
MILL8URN N J 07041
JNL4 910 S 3RD
CHICAGO IL 60625
LAS3 URH WARDALL 302
CHICAGO ILL
LAS3 URH F0R3ES 326
DUNLAP ILL
LAS2 URH ALLEN 43
MT MORRIS ILL 61054
ENGl HUUPtSTON ILL
HOOPESTON ILL 60942
COM2 302 E JOHN
DOWNERS GROVE ILL 60515
EO 3 2204 BROOKHAVEN
CHAMPAIGN IL
AoR3 409 F CHALMERS
SAVANNA ILL 61074
LASl URH SNYDER 311
MEDINAH ILL 60157
CUM1 704 S 3RD
CARPENTERSVIL ILL 60110
ENG2 URH HUPKINS 346
CARPENTERSVIL ILL 60110
LAS3 910 S 3R0
WILMETTE ILL
GRAO 1977 C ORCHARD ST
TOLEDO OHIO
FAA2 URH TUWNSEND 324
RUCKFURU ILL 61108
AGR1 604 N MAPLE
ROC-KFORO ILL 61103
ENG4 604 N MAPLE
ROCKFOKD ILL
LASl 309 E JUHN
BERWYN ILL 60402
GRAD URH DANIELS 430
DAVENPORT IOWA
LAS2 504 W DELAWARE
PETERSBURG ILL 62675
GRAO ',01 S ELM
GARY IND
LASl 501 E DANIEL
UUINCY ILL 62301





















































8056 N KENTUN AV
KITICK RODNEY GEORGE
























3101 W 54TH PL
KLAMSCKI BRONISLAUS






8130 S ESSEX AV
KLAPPAUF JEANNE MAR I








242 S PRINCETON AV
KLASSEN MAUREEN HAZE
242 S PRINCETON AV
KLASSMAN OAVID ALAN
534 HIBBARD RD













342B S 61ST AV
























































LASl URH OGLESBY *726 U 332-5257
SKOKIE ILL 6U076
ENGl URH TOWNSEND 535 U 332-4264
CHICAGU ILL 60634
AGR4 1510 WINSTON C 352-4858
BEMENT ILL
LAS3 401 EDGEBRUOK C 356-3544
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 401 EDGEBROOK C 356-3544
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS2 URH GARNER 474 U
CHICAGO ILL 60640
C0M1 URH WARDALL 702 U 332-4430
EVANSTUN ILL 60203
PE 4 URH HOPKINS 352 C 332-1292
EVANSTON ILL
GRAO 512 E UNIVERSITY C 352-2057
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS4 512 E UNIVERSITY C 352-2057
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG2 URH TUWNSEND 513 U 332-4250
RIVERSIDE ILL 60546
LAS3 29 MAPLEWOOD U 344-0988
HARRISBURG ILL
GRAD 311 CEDAR C 352-7589
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAO 1207 W OREGON U
CHICAGO ILL 60632
GRAO 1203 W UNIVERSITY U
CHICAGO ILL 60617
ENGl URH WESTON 346 C 332-2017
EVANSTON ILL 60202
ENGl URH HOPKINS 494 C 332-1394
CHICAGO ILL 60625
LAS4 URH OGLESBY 304 U 332-5116
CHICAGO ILL
LAS4 715 W MICHIGAN U 344-0632
CHICAGO ILL
LASl URH BLAISDELL 121 U
DES PLAINES ILL 60016
GRAO URH SHERMAN 1167 C 332-5006
STONY POINT N Y 10980
COM2 URH TOWNSEND 446 U 332-4263
GLENWOOD IL 60425
LAS4 1005 S WRIGHT C 344-0571
ARLINGTON HTS ILL
EO 1 URH ALLEN 311 U
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60005
LASl URH SCOTT 421 C
WILMETTE ILL 60091
ED 3 URH NOBLE 224 C 332-0399
SKOKIE ILL
GRAD 106 E OREGON U 365-2398
URBANA ILL 61801
FAA3 URH BUSEY 158 U 332-2607
HARVEY ILL
LAS4 604 E ARMORY C 344-1266
CHICAGO 22 ILL
AGR4 102 E CHALMERS C 356-7928
BELVIDERE ILL
LAS3 502 W MAIN U
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAO URH DANIELS 609 U 332-2333
CICERO ILL 60650
GRAO 502 W MAIN U 367-8900
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG2 311 E GREEN C 344-9889
LENA ILL 61048
GRAO 60 E CHALMERS C 352-7278
CHICAGO ILL
ENGl 402 E ARMORY C
MINONK ILL 61760
C0M1 URH SNYOER 416 C 332-1822
OOLTON ILL 60419
PE 4 1106 S LINCOLN U 344-3616
ARLINGTON HTS ILL
JNL3 2311 S 1ST C 356-5480
SKOKIE ILL
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 804 U 332-5621
SKOKIE IL 60076
COM4 1110 W STOUGHTON U 365-2765
CHICAGO 34 ILL
ENGl URH TOWNSEND 474 U 332-4229
LINCOLNWOOD ILL 60645
GRAD 306 N ROMINE U 365-1094
BROOKLYN N Y
C0M1 110 E CHALMERS C 356-7659
CHICAGO ILL 60626
VM 1 URH SHERMAN C 332-4818
CHICAGO ILL 60625
LAS4 505 E WHITE C 356-7294
EVANSTON ILL
COM2 409 E CHALMERS C 344-20b2
SKOKIE ILL 60076
'LAS3 1908 DAVID C 356-1452
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAO URH SHERMAN 646 C 332-4875
FLINT MICH
GRAO 1110 w STOUGHTON U
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 210 U 332-5446
CHICAGO ILL 60617
LASl 409 E CHALMERS C 332-0130
DES PLAINES ILL
LASl 910 S 3RD C
CHICAGO ILL 60629
GRAO 1506 DELMCNT CT U 367-4460
URBANA ILL
LAS3 1107 w GREEN U 332-4213
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS2 1104 W NEVADA U 332-3101
LOUISVILLE KY 40205
ENGl URH HOPKINS 418 C 332-1340
SUGAR GROVE ILL 60554
AJR3 715 W MICHIGAN U 344-6150
CHICAGO 52 ILL
LAS4 URH HOPKINS 174 C 332-1180
TUCSUN ARIZ 8571B
ENG4 302 t GREGORY C 359-3521




















5825 W 109TH PL
KLEIN PAUL LOUIS



























KLEMT LEROY CARL H
2800 MAPLE AV 1-C
KLEPETAR RONALD JOEL















KLIMA ARTHUR JAMES J
2623 S 58TH CT
KLIMO PAMELA LOUISE
5641 S OAK PARK AV
KLINE KATHLEEN THERE
1744 W 106TH PL
KLINE ROBERT EDWARD
123 N ELMWOOD AV
KLING KATHLYN LOUISE











KLINGLER RAYMOND P J














6939 W NELSON ST
KLOCEK GREGORY WAYNE


















GRAD 1605 VALLEY RD
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820




LAS3 47 t CHALMERS
CHICAGO ILL
LAS1 URH ALLEN 336
VILLA PARK ILL 60181






LAS1 URH TRELEASE 603
CHICAGO RIDGE ILL 60415
ENG4 URH TOWNSEND 417
BELLEVILLE ILL 62221
GRAD 1506 DELMONT CT
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS1 URH BARTON 225
HENRY ILL 61537
ED 1 URH ALLEN 449
CHICAGO ILL 60617
FAA1 URH BLAISDELL 10
CHICAGO ILL 60646
LAS4 URH WARDALL 819
CHICAGO ILL
LAS4 1004 S 3RD
SOUTH HOLLAND ILL 60473
AGR2 URH TRELEASE 1011
GRAYVILLE ILL 62844
FAA4 URH NOBLE 103
WELLSVILLE MO
LAS1 URH CLARK 320
TUSCOLA ILL 61953
LAS2 URH WESTON 476
PARK FOREST ILL 60466
COM4 RR 2
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS3 URH SNYDER 269
BROOKFIELD ILL
LAS1 105 E ARMORY
HIGHLAND PARK ILL 60035
LAW1 URH DANIELS 734
DOWNERS GROVE ILL 60515
LAS4 601 W SPRINGFIELD
CHICAGO ILL
GRAD 809 W STOUGHTQN
GLEN ELLYN ILL
GRAD 250 S DEWEY
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 512 E STOUGHTON
CHICAGO ILL 60649
ED 2 URH WARDALL 1019
EVANSTON ILL 60202
LAS3 URH LAR 413
AURORA ILL
ENG2 401 E JOHN
SPRINGFIELD ILL
ENG2 URH SCOTT 292
NEWTON ILL 62448
FAA2 URH HOPKINS 289
CICERO ILL 60650
LAS1 URH ALLEN 174
CHICAGO ILL 60638
LAS1 URH LUNOGREN 416
CHICAGO ILL 60643
LAS3 408 W SPRINGFIELD
PALATINE ILL
ED 2 URH TRELEASE 806
MARENGO ILL 60152
ED 1 URH WARDALL 525
ROCK ISLAND ILL 61201
AGR3 URH TOWNSEND 345
ROCK ISLAND ILL
LAS2 URH BUSEY 217
PEORIA ILL 61614
ENG1 209 E ARMORY
OFALLON ILL 62269




LAS4 902 W CALIFORNIA
EVANSTON ILL
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 424
BRADLEY ILL 60915
ENG1 URH GARNER 323
ROCKFORD ILL 61107
ENG4 409 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO ILL 60622
COM3 312 E ARMORY
GRANITE CITY ILL
LAS2 URH HOPKINS 256
MARKHAM ILL 60428
LAS2 URH BLAISDELL 226
CHICAGO ILL 60634
ENG3 211 E ARMORY
CHICAGO ILL
LASS 1004 W NEVADA
ROCK ISLAND ILL
LAS3 URH LUNDGREN 222
HOOPESTON ILL
ENG1 URH SCOIT 221
HOOPESTON ILL 60942
ENG3 505 W PARK
MDLINE ILL 61265
LAS1 URH SAUNOERS 311
EAST ST LOUI S ILL 62204
LAS2 URH ALLEN 94
LA GRANGE PARK ILL 60525
LN&2 URri TUWNSEND 273
E SI LUUI S I LL 62204
ACR3 58 E GREGURY
ENOtN ILL 62635























































































7837 W 45TH PL
KLUGER MATTHEW JAY














3641 S CENTRAL AVE
KMIEC NOREEN FRANCES






6632 W 26TH ST
KNAAK DIANA JANE
BOX 157
KNAPP JAMES D JR















ROUTE 2 BOX 208
KNECHT JOHN ALAN
8949 OAK PARK AV
KNECHT RUNALC LEE






209 N LEONARD DR
KNELL ChARLES PINCOF
480 W JACKSON ST
KNELL PHILIP DENNE


























LAS3 313 E JOHN (
MAY HOOD ILL 60153
LAS3 1207 W NEVADA I
ROSELLE ILL
LAS1 211 E OANIEL (
HOFFMAN ESTS ILL 60172
CUM1 409 E CHALMERS (
PROSPECT HIS ILL 60070
ENG4 205 E HEALEY I
PROSPECT HTS ILL
GRAD 1101 E DELAWARE I
URBANA ILL 61801
C0M1 URH GARNER 275 (
EFFINGHAM ILL 62401
LAS1 910 S .3RD I
CHICAGO ILL 60625
COM4 603 S BUSEY I
BERWYN ILL
LAS1 URH NOBLE 308 I
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAS4 311 E JOHN I
OAK PARK ILL
LAS3 URH BLAISDELL 328 I
EVERGREEN PARK ILL 60642
FAA3 112 E JOHN I
RJVERSIDE IL 60546
LAS2 URH BUSEY 261
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62704
GRAD 1005 W FRANCIS I
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG4 2307 S 1ST
PERU ILL 61354
LAS2 URH LAR 106
SPRINGFIELD ILL
PE 1 URH TRELEASE 724
LYONS ILL 60534
GRAO 1819 B ORCHARD PL
ITHACA N Y
GRAD 1819 B ORCHARD PL
NEW YORK N Y 10463
LAW1 301 E ARMORY
CHICAGO ILL 60626
GRAD 202 N WOODS
PORT WASH N Y
ENG4 904 S RACE
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 910 S 3RD
schiller park ill 60176
com2 urh snyder 411
chicago ill 60617
pe 4 308 e armory
cicero 50 ill
ed 3 urh wardall 1111
chicago ill
pe 1 urh hopkins 172
cicero ill 60650
grad 3 alder ct
champaign ill 61820
las2 urh hopkins 391
berwyn ill 60402




grad 2005 a orchard st
camillus n y
grad tolono ill
frankfort n y 13340
com2 604 e armory
milwaukee wis 53219
las1 urh trelease 324
winnetka ill 60093
avi3 205 e armory
sirawn ill
AGR1 706 S 2ND
LANARK ILL 61046
ENG4 313 E ARMORY
WINNETKA ILL
AGR'l URH GARNER 121
LONG GROVE ILL 60047
ENG4 203 N HARVEY
MORTON GROVE ILL 60053
LAS1 604 b ARMORY
BELLEVILLE ILL 62223
GRAO 36 LAKESIDE TERR
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 310 E JGHN
QUINCY ILL
ENG2 URH WESTON 223
CHILLICOTHE ILL 61523




AGR4 1107 W GREEN
EUREKA IL
COM4 312 E ARMORY
PEORIA ILL
GRAD URH DANIELS 124
DEARBORN MICH 48128
LAS1 URH LUNDGREN 205
BELLEVILLE ILL b?ii.\
LAS2 303 E CHALMERS
OLD SAYBROOK CONN 06475




LAS4 URH ALLEN 301
DANVILLE ILL
AGR3 809 W PENN
CHRISMAN ILL
LAS2 URH SCOTT 246
ARLINGTON HIS 1 L 60004
GRAO 511 W OREGON
KANSAS ILL
LAW1 SOI S MATHS
UAKLAWN ILL 60459



































































KM ITER DONALO JOSEP




























602 NW 6TH ST
KNOX LINDA LOU











































































GRAO 1102 S 2ND
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAO 1607 VALLEY RO
ONAGO KANS 66521
GRAO 1607 VALLEY RO
WICHITA KANS 67218






LAS4 401 E JOHN
SPRINGFIELD ILL
ENG4 412 E GREEN
SUMMIT ILL 60503
EO 3 706 S MATHEWS
MACOMB ILL
COM4 2020 N MATTIS
VALMEYER ILL
GRAO 1803 E MICHIGAN
UR8ANA ILL 61801
ENG4 904 W GREEN
FILLMORE ILL
ENG4 407 E STOUGHTON
EVANS TON ILL
GRAO 911 S OAK
EVERGREEN PARK ILL 60642
FAA2 URH TRELEASE 431
HOME WOOD ILL 60430
LAS1 910 S 3RD
ELMHURST ILL 60126
LAS2 1204 S LINCOLN
ROCKFORO ILL 61107
LAS4 912 S 2ND
N RIVERSIDE ILL
LAS4 URH WARDALL 410
GENEVA ILL
GRAD 2315 S 1ST
PARK FOREST ILL 60466
LAS3 102 N LINCOLN
UR8ANA ILL 61801
LASl URH WARDALL 1208
ALEDO ILL 61231
LAS4 715 W MICHIGAN
MOLINE ILL
LAS3 202 E DANIEL
EOWARDSVILLE ILL
LAS4 URH CARR 213
BROADVIEW ILL
LAS4 305 E GREEN
BLOOMINGTON ILL
AGR1 URH WESTON 462
OTTAWA ILL 61350
LAS2 1103 BUSEY
NORTH CHICAGO ILL 60064
LAS4 313 E ARMORY
NEWARK ILL 60541
AGK4 URH HOPKINS 260
OOUSMAN WIS 531 IB




AGR1 311 E ARMORY
ALPHA ILL 61413
FAA4 310 E GREGORY I
OTTAWA ILL
GRAD 601 MITCHELL CT
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS4 404 E STOUGHTON
EVERGREEN PARK IL
EO 1 2504 ALTON I
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS3 URH BUSEY 429
CHICAGO ILL 60626
PE 1 URH BARTCN 325 I
CHICAGO ILL 60631
LAS3 URH TOWNSENO 212
PLAINFIELO ILL
ENG4 503 E STOUGHTON I
CHICAGO ILL 60647
ENG3 904 W GREEN
CHICAGO ILL 60638
LAS2 URH CARR 204
SUMMIT ILL
JNL3 URH SNYOER 432 l
PARK RIDGE ILL 60068
AGR1 B05 W OHIO I
WARREN ILL 61087
COM3 URH SNYOER 364 I
TRENTON ILL
ENG3 311 E GREEN I
BELLEVILLE IL 62221
GRAO 802 W GREEN I
OECATUR ILL
LASl 204 E SPRINGFIELD I
HAMILTON ILL 62341
LAS3 URH NOBLE 109 I
MI STERLING ILL 62353
GRAO 2022 C ORCHARD ST I
SIMI CAL 93065
ENG1 1103 S BUSEY I
TREMONT ILL 61568
ENG3 URH TOWNSENO 277 I
LENZBURG ILL 62255
LAS2 302 E ARMORY I
ITASCA ILL 60143
LASl 911 S 4TH I
TREMONT ILL 61568
GRAD 2105 BURLISON I
TEMPE ARIZ 85281
LA S3 URH TAFT 303 I
LK ZURICH ILL
GRAO URH FOR36S 104 I
RIBER EOiE N J
GRID URH SHERMAN 105h I
MT PLEASANT IOWA 52641
ENG4 URH HuPKlNS 295 I




































































2750 w 107TH ST
KOCZO MICHAEL JR
415 E PARK ST
KUEBEL LENXIRE ELAINE






















257 E 1ST 1
KOENTOPP KURT KREAHL
2 E SUNSET RO
KOEPKE JERALD WALTER






115 S BOWMAN AV
KOERNER NANCY L0RRA1
8104 N WISNER ST
KOESTER DAVID GORDON


















2128 E 100TH ST
KOHLER SUE ANN


































6530 w CRESCtNT CT
KOLATA JU01TH ANN
1011 N VINE ST
KULAZ UAVIO JAMES
1505 N 8Th ST
*KOLo DUKUTHY C
711 w NEVAOA
ENG2 URH BABCOCK 207 U 332-1753
C 344-3071
GENOA ILL 60135
AGR1 311 E DANIEL
DUNOAS ILL 62425
ENG1 604 E ARMORY
GENOA ILL
AGR3 311 E DANIEL
CLAREMONT ILL
AGR1 311 E DANIEL C
CLAREMONT ILL 62421
ENG2 URH GARNER 112 C 332-0690
JOLIET ILL 60<35
LAS3 1005 S 2N0 C
CHICAGO ILL 60614
ENG1 OAK PARK ILL
OAK PARK ILL 60302
ENG2 URH CARR 327 U 332-3939
CHICAGO ILL 60655
ENG2 305 E JOHN C
PLANO ILL 60545
LASl URH TRELEASE 626 U 332-5582
CHICAGO ILL 60634
JNL3 409 E CHALMERS C 344-6699
DANVILLE ILL 61832
LASl 309 E JOHN C
DUNLAP ILL 61525
LAS3 URH LUNDGREN 417 C 332-0286
DES PLAINES ILL
AGR3 509 W NEVAOA U
GREENFIELD ILL 62044
AGR4 211 DEWEY U 367-4347
NEW CANTON ILL
FAA2 URH TAFT 119 C 332-0600
HAZEL CREST ILL 60429
GRAO 25 SYCAMORE C 352-3823
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS3 URH TAFT 312 C 332-0640
BELLEVILLE ILL
FAA4 907 S WRIGHT C 344-0545
GLENVIEW ILL
GRAO 2070 B ORCHARD ST U 344-0367
CHICAGO ILL
COM3 801 W IOWA U 344-1266
CHICAGO ILL
LAS3 310 E GREGORY C 356-6112
ELMHURST ILL
FAA1 402 E ARMORY C 344-9713
MT PROSPECT ILL 60056
LAS4 117 W DELAWARE U 367-3615
MCHENRY ILL
GRAD 6 LEMON TREE C 356-5388
WALWORTH WIS




LAS2 URH LAR 162 U 332-2942
NILES ILL 60648
ENG3 1519 W HEALEY C 352-4384
CHICAGO ILL 60628
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS C
MASCOUTAH ILL 62258
LAS3 710 W OHIO U 344-6212
GILMAN ILL 60938
GRAD 1973 8 ORCHARD ST U 344-3051
HOWARD KANS
LASl 904 W GREEN U
ROCHELLE ILL 61068
ENG4 URH TOWNSENO 248 U 332-4083
INDIANAPOLIS I NO
LASl URH NOBLE 320 C 332-0416
EDINSURG ILL 62531
LAS4 903 W NEVAOA U 344-1931
NORMAL ILL
AGR3 405 E JOHN C 344-0557
EOINBURG ILL
LAS4 URH WARDALL 703 U 332-4431
CHICAGO 17 ILL
LASl URH TAFT 209 C 332-0616
OSWEGO ILL 60543
ENG1 URH HOPKINS 321 C
CRYSTAL LAKE ILL 60014
GRAO OANFORTH ILL
DANFORTH ILL 60930
GRAD 1940 ORCHARD ST U 344-5359
MILWAUKEE 21 WIS
GRAO 1940 ORCHARD ST U 344-5359
EAST LANSING MICH
LAS4 409 E CHALMERS C 344-6819
HARRISON N Y
LASl 105 E ARMORY C 356-7585
CREVE COEUR MO 63141
FAA1 201 E GREEN C 356-4014
CHICAGO ILL 60626
GRAD 1213 W MAIN U 367-2541
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAO 1213 W MAIN U 367-2541
URBANA ILL 61801
LAW3 611 S STATE C 356-2286
DECATUR ILL
LASl URH ALLEN 275 U 332-3324
PALATINE ILL 60067
GRAD URH SHERMAN 865 C 332-4938
BEOGRAD YUGOSLAVY
COM4 1111 S 1ST C 35o-3231
NEW LENOX ILL
COM2 URH TRELEASE 1225 U 332-5406
LlBERTYVlLLE ILL 60048
GRAO 902 N GREGORY U 365-2630
URBANA ILL
£0 4 3 QUINCE C 359-3308
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
FAA3 URH WESToN 495 C 332-2122
OAK LAWN ILL
LAS3 1005 S WRIGHT C 344-0572
KEWANEt ILL
ENG1 212 E OANIEL C 356-7992
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62702















2200 E FLORIDA ST
KOLLER JAMES DANIEL
2108 M KETTELLE ST
KOLLER JAMES PAUL
7330 SUFFIELD CT





















6134 OAK POINT CT
KOLTER THOMAS FREDER
6134 OAK POINT CT
KOLTON BRUCE PHILLIP



















KONETT LEE CHARLES J
2332 NOBLE AV





611 S ASHLAND AV
KONISTIS NICK












3755 W 112TH PL
KONTANIS GEORGE ELIA





















M,i. j CAVIC ALAN
3208 15TH ST A
KGOY RUSScLL GENE















LAS1 URH SNYDER 338
CHICAGO ILL 60639
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO ILL 60647




FAA3 URH SCOTT 239
EVANSVILLE IN
VM 2 804 w FLORIDA
PEORIA ILL 61605
LASl URH WESTON 456
MORTON GROVE ILL 60053
GRAD URH SHERMAN
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
FAA1 URH SAUNDERS 212
MELROSE PARK ILL 60160
ENG3 URH FORBES 428
WAUKEGAN ILL
LASl URH EVANS 311
WAUKEGAN ILL 60085
GRAD 1107 W GREEN
WAUKEGAN ILL
LAS2 URH FORBES 428
WAUKEGAN ILL 60085
AGR2 805 W OHIO
WATERLOO ILL 62298
LAS3 URH WARDALL 712
CHICAGO ILL
ED 3 910 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL
LAS3 508 E CHALMERS
OAK PARK ILL
LASl 309 E CHALMERS
PEORIA ILL 61614
LAS3 309 E CHALMERS
PEORIA ILL 61614
LAS4 907 S 4TH
CHICAGO ILL 60626
LAS2 URH WESTON 200
NILES ILL 60648
LASl URH HOPKINS 410
LITTLE NECK N Y 11362
LAS3 504 S BUSEY
FLOSSMOOR ILL
LAS3 URH SCOTT 173
SEVERNA PARK MD 21146
LAS2 URH SAUNDERS 428
OAKLAWN ILL 60453
LAS4 URH WARDALL 1010
CHICAGO ILL 60629
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS
GLEN ELLYN ILL 60137
ENG1 URH GARNER 493
NORTH AURORA ILL 60542
LAS7 2008 HAZELWD CT
WOODSTOCK ILL
C0M1 309 E CHALMERS
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62705
LAS3 504 W ELM
HOMEWOOD IL 60430
GRAD URH DANIELS 196
SAN JUAN PHIL
ED 2 508 E ARMORY
LA GRANGE ILL 60525
ENG3 609 W CALIFORNIA
EFPALION GR
FAA4 409 E CHALMERS
SKOKIE ILL
LAS4 408 W ILLINOIS
NEW LENOX ILL 60451
LASl URH SNYDER 263
CHICAGO ILL 60634
LASl URH EVANS 311
CHICAGO ILL 60655
LASl URH SNYDER 463
MINONK ILL 61760
ENG4 603 S ELM
CHICAGO ILL 60655
GRAD 901 S 1ST
dartmouth mass
grad 55 e springfield
chicago ill 60644
agr1 urh trelease 624
berwyn ill 60402
grad 1008 w green
taipei taiwan
grad 305 e illinois
ur8ana ill
grad 1107 w green
urbana ill
LASl URH HOPKINS 354
LA GRANGE ILL 60525
C0M1 URH BLAISDELL 13
CHICAGO ILL 60617
AGR1 58 t GREGORY
ILLI0P0L1S ILL 62539
LASl 910 S 3RD
ILLIOPOLIS ILL 62539
AGR4 URH WARUAIL 204
ALGONQUIN ILL
COM2 1111 S 1ST
MULINE ILL
LAS3 URH SNYUtR 228
LANSING ILL




GRAD 509 W KAIN
JUSTICF ILL
LAS2 URH OGLE SHY
WHEATON ILL
C0M1 URH WLSIUN 354
PARK FOREST ILL 60466
ENG4 307 E HEALLY


























































120 N HALE ST
KOPP MARY ANN








501B W 29TH ST
KOPPLIN RONALD PH1LI








































3733 W 148TH PL
KORNICK BARRY ALLEN






























olO E MARKET ST
KOSHER EDWARO JOSEPH
48 CHERRY LN
KOSIBA PHIL IP R1CHAR
3300 H MARQUETTE
KUSICK BARBARA ANN
314 LAWN DALE AV
KOSlErtlAK PERRY MART
RUUTE 3 dOX 31C
KOSKI DAVID DON
ROUTE 1 BRIAR WOOD
KOSKI GERALD WILLIAM
RR 2 BOX 618
KCSKI JOSEPH PAUL
4929 W 24TH PL
KOSKI SANDRA LYNN










6049 S KUMENSKY AV
KUSIEL PAUL J
19 N l.RYDEN
LAW1 URH SHERMAN 948
RIDGEWUOO N J 07450
LASl URH HUPKINS 336
HUME WOOD ILL 60430
LAS2 URH ALLEN 361
SI LOUIS MO 63136
LASl URH NOBLE 321
WHEATON ILL 60167
GRAD URH LAR 421
FT LAUDERDALE FLA 33308
AGR3 508 E CHALMERS
SPRINGFIELD ILL
JNL3 303 E JOHN
MORTON GROVE ILL
GRAO 419 W MAIN
FOREST HILLS N Y 11375
VM 1 1320 HEDGE RD
_
CICERO ILL 60650
VM 1 1320 HEDGE RD
CICERO ILL 60650
ED 4 910 S 3RD
LINCOLNWOOD ILL
ENG2 URH GARNER 320
BERKELEY ILL 60163
LAS4 URH ALLEN 412
E ALTON ILL
ENG3 URH TOWNSEND 124
ACCRA GHANA
ENG3 URH SAUNDERS 110
CHICAGO ILL
LAS4 307 W HIGH
URBANA ILL 61801




LASl URH ALLEN 266
CHICAGO ILL 60646
LASl 409 E CHALMERS i
BAY SHORE N Y 11706
LAS3 URH SNYDER 221
WAUKEGAN ILL
LAS3 URH ALLEN 456
BERWYN ILL
VM 4 708 W NEVADA
ROCHELLE ILL
ENG2 URH OGLESBY 1208
RANTOUL ILL 61866
ENG1 URH SNYDER 494
SKOKIE ILL 60076
LASl 110 E CHALMERS
SKOKIE ILL 60077
LASl URH 8USEY 345
ST LOUIS MO 63132
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO IL
GRAD URH DANIELS 198
DAYTONA BEACH FLA 32014
LAS3 402 S LINCOLN
MIDLOTHIAN ILL
C0M1 110 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO ILL 60645
ENG4 URH WESTON 314
CHICAGO 55 ILL
LASl URH FLAGG 410
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LASl URH HUPKINS 286
ROCKFORD ILL 61108
LASl URH CLARK 435
HIGHLAND PK ILL 60035
LAS4 3 ETON CT
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 910 S 3RD
FREEPORT ILL
LASl URH TRELEASE 831
CHICAGO ILL 60651
FAA3 208 E STOUGHTON
CHICAGO ILL 60617
ENG4 211 E ARMORY
CLINTON ILL 61727
LASl URH FORBES 474
DOWNERS GROVE ILL 60515
LAS3 URH EVANS 201
DOWNERS GROVE ILL








ENG3 1002 W OREGON
LEVITTOWN PENN
ENG3 1004 S 4TH
CHICAGO ILL 60629
AbR4 URH EVANS 241
WILMETTE IL
ENG2 URH WESTON 491
W CHICAGO ILL 60185
LAW2 URH HOPKINS 430
KANKAKEE ILL 60901
ENG2 URH FORBES 312
ZION ILL 60099
LAS2 URH FORBES 376
CICERO ILL 60650
LAS3 207 E JOHN
ZION ILL
LAS3 URH OGLESBY 1016
OAK PARK ILL
LASl URH NOBLE 218
CHICAGO ILL 6.3645
LAW2 209 W HENRY
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
PE 3 1110 w NEVADA
CHERRY HI LL N J
LAS2 201 E JOHN
CHICAGO ILL 60679
LAS2 901 S 2ND



























































































7118 W 40TH ST
KOTTAS URALEE MARIE




























1303 N PRAIRIE AV
KOVALIC MARY LOU






















2831 W 92ND ST
KOWALSKI LAWRENCE DA

























KOZLIK JEAN MAR lb
11012 S TALMAN AV
GRAD 505 W UNIVERSITY
CHAMPAIGN ILL
ENG2 URH WESTON 469
LYNDON ILL 61261
LAS1 1215 S 4TH
CHICAGO ILL 60617
PE 1 1001 W HILL
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
FAA4 2425 E GREEN
UR3ANA IL
GRAD 2105 WHITE
STEVENS POINT WIS 54481
GRAD 201 DEWEY
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG4 302 E GREGORY
CICERO ILL
FAA2 URH ALLEN 261
LA GRANGE ILL 60525
LAS4 47 E CHALMERS
WILMETTE ILL
ED 1 URH BARTON 102
NURRIDGE ILL 60656
ENG2 806 W CALIFORNIA
HUNG KONG
EO 2 805 W OREGON
CHICAGO ILL 60638
GRAO 211 W OREGON
BERWYN ILL 60402
GRAD 1202 W MAIN
MADRAS INDIA
GRAD 110 E JOHN
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD URH SHERMAN 866
HIGHLAND PARK N J 08904
LAS1 URH SNYDER 292
SKOKIE ILL 60076
AGR4 URH WESTON 358
STICKNEY ILL
COM4 408 W ILLINOIS
STEELEVILLE ILL 62288
LAS2 URH HOPKINS 156
CLARENDON HLS ILL 60514
FAA4 URH BABCOCK 423
WAUCONDA ILL
ENG1 1004 S 2ND
EDWARDSVILLE ILL 62025
FAA2 URH TRELEASE 918
CHICAGO ILL 60632
LAS3 URH VANDOREN 320
MUNDELEIN ILL 60060
PE 4 715 W MICHIGAN
LOMBARD ILL
LAS4 URH CARR 417
STICKNEY ILL 60405
ENG1 207 S 3RD
ALEXANDRIA VA 22308
LAS1 URH CLARK 321
LAWRENCEVILLE ILL 62439
ENG3 604 S 3RD
PATRAS ACHAIA GR
ED 2 URH WARDALL 217
EVERGREEN PARK ILL 60642
COM4 312 E ARMORY
KANKAKEE ILL
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 351
ELMHURST ILL 60127
LAS3 URH OGLESBY 1125
JOLIET ILL
LAS1 URH VANDOREN 352
CHICAGU ILL 60634
PE 2 910 S 3RD
BELLEVILLE ILL 62221
ENG1 URH SNYDER 371
MELROSE PARK ILL 60164
LAS4 47 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO IL
CUM4 902 W ILLINOIS
WARSAW POLAND
LAS3 1111 S 1ST
RIVERDALE ILL
GRAD 209 E CLARK
EVERGREEN PARK ILL




ENG2 805 W OREGON
CHICAGO ILL 60656
ENG4 313 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO ILL
ED 4 1834 VALLEY RD
EVERGREEN PARK ILL 60642










ENG4 URH BABCOCK 122
GENEVA ILL 60134
FAA2 409 E CHALMERS
ELK GRUVE ILL 60007
LAS1 URH SCOTT 470
NILES ILL 60648
LAS1 URH SNYDER 338
CHICAGO ILL 60634
LAS2 1910 S ROBERT
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
FAA2 806 E HIGH
NILES ILL 60648
COM3 URH GARNER 222
ELMHURST ILL
COM3 URH FURBES 3C4
EVANSTUN IL




























































5232 N NEW ENGLAND
KOZUCH JON WASON
5232 N NEW ENGLAND
KOZUSZEK DOROTHY ANN










4552 S HARDING AV
KRACEN SCOTT ANDREW
































221 S GIBBONS AV


























































GRAO 1211 W CHURCH
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAS3 URH WARDALL 619
CHICAGO" ILL 60656
LAS1 URH SCOTT 450
CALUMET CITY ILL 60409
GRAD 1006 W NEVADA
CHICAGO ILL
ENGl 302 E GREGORY
CHICAGO ILL 60624
ENG4 501 E GREEN
CHICAGO ILL 60625
GRAD URH WARDALL 514
CHICAGO ILL
FAA3 1004 S 4TH
CHICAGO ILL 60656
ED 3 URH NOBLE 419
NASHVILLE, ILL 62263
COM2 907 S 3RD





GRAO URH SHERMAN 866
BURLINGTON IOWA
GRAD 402 N ELM
CHICAGO ILL
COM2 1110 S 2ND
ELGIN ILL 60120
ED 1 URH ALLEN 311
CHICAGO ILL 60630
LAS2 1110 W NEVADA
ANDERSON IND
LASl URH ALLEN 254
GALT ILL 61037
LAS2 URH BUSEY 22
LA GRANGE ILL 60525
GRAD 1723 VALLEY RD
COLFAX WIS
LAS2 URH CLARK 233
WHEATON ILL 60187
VM 2 1807 SOUTHWOOD
OOLTON ILL 60419
GRAD SAVOY ILL
EAU CLAIRE WIS 54071
LAS4 411 W SPRINGFIELD
CHICAGO ILL
ENG2 URH FORBES 252
WAUKEGAN ILL 60089
JNL3 302 E ARMORY
WAUKEGAN ILL 60085
ENGl 1008 S 4TH
GILMAN ILL 60938
LAW2 808 E WASHINGTON
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG3 URH SNYDER 372
CHICAGO ILL
LAS2 URH BLAI SOELL 13
CHICAGO ILL 60617
LASl URH TRELEASE 412
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60004
LAS4 412 E GREEN
JOLIET ILL 60635
LAS4 110 E ARMORY
LINCOLNWOOD ILL
LAS3 110 E ARMORY
CHICAGO ILL
LAS4 401 E DANIEL
OAK PARK ILL
FAA3 URH VANDOREN 216
HIGHLAND PARK ILL
LASl URH BABCOCK 215
PALATINE ILL 60067
LAW3 7 CEDAR CIRCLE
URBANA ILL 61801
AGR3 603 S BUSEY
ROSEVILLE ILL
LASl URH HOPKINS 228
OAK PARK ILL 60302
ED 4 47 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO ILL 60645
ENG2 URH TOWNSEND 581
WAUKEGAN IL
LASl URH ALLEN 391
HIGHLAND PARK ILL 60035
GRAD URH EVANS 106
OLYMPIA WASH 98501
LASl URH WESTON 343
CHICAGO ILL 60648
GRAD 1835 A ORCHARD PL
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS4 601 S 4TH
WESTMONT ILL 60551
GRAD URH SHERMAN 167
SULLIVAN MO 63080
LASl 205 E ARMORY
DANVILLE ILL 61832
LAS3 1104 W NEVADA
HIGHLAND PARK ILL
ENGl URH CARR 201
CHICAGO ILL 60630
LAS2 1106 S 3RD
CALUMET CITY ILL 60409




LAS3 406 BKIAR LN
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 406 BRIAR LN
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 URH GARNER 445
OFALLON ILL 62269
LAS3 706 W OHIO
CHICAGO ILL
LAS3 902 S 2ND
CHICAGO ILL



















































1155 W S4TH ST
KRAUS KAKtN LEE
5731 N CENTRAL PK
KRAUS MICHAEL JULIAN






















8257 S MERRILL AV
KRAUT JULIE ANN
540 W 7TH ST






























346 S LOOM IS ST









11 ROYAL VALE DR
KREIMEIER VIRGINIA E








1913 W 60TH ST
KREJCI RONALD FREO








3925 W 67TH PL















1108 W WILLIAM ST
KREUSCH KAROLYN JEAN
811 E JULES ST
KREUTER ROBERT LINN
RR 1 BUX 107
KREUTZER OAN I EL W







GRAD 607 E PARK C 356-6153
ERIE PA
GRAO URH DANIELS 346 U 332-2252
CHICAGO ILL 60645
GRAO 401 S LINCOLN U 344-2090
PARK RIDGE ILL
LAS4 1104 W NEVAOA U 344-9617
CHICAGO 17 ILL
LAS1 URH WARDALL 407 U 332-4363
FRANKLIN PK ILL 60131
FAA4 URH TGWNSEND 436 U 332-420 1
MILWAUKEE WIS 53209
GRAO 2009 CURETON U 367-6952
URBANA ILL
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 1223 U 332-5759
RIVER GROVE ILL 60171
ENG1 URH HOPKINS 262 C 332-1229
MT PROSPECT ILL 60056
ENG3 1004 W NEVADA U 344-0676
LINCOLN ILL




LAS2 1204 S LINCOLN U 332-5730
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61822
LAS1 301 E ARMORY C 356-7606
CHICAGO ILL 60617
LAS1 URH ALLEN 340 U 332-3208
PECATONICA ILL 61063
GRAD 101 S BIRCH U
URBANA ILL
PE 3 501 E OANIEL C 344-1511
DES PLAINS ILL
LAS2 105 E ARMORY C 356-7585
CHICAGO ILL
ENG1 URH BABCOCK 320 U 332-3797
PARK FOREST ILL 60466
FAA3 URH WARDALL 1213 U 332-4562
CHICAGO IL
ENG4 803 W OREGON U
PARK FOREST ILL
LAS6 1203 W UNIVERSITY U 367-7239
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAO 1203 W UNIVERSITY U 367-7239
BROOKFIELD ILL
ENG3 805 W OREGON U
CRYSTAL LAKE ILL 60014
GRAO URH SHERMAN 1249 C 332-4945
NORMANDY ILL
ENG4 1111 S 3R0 C 332-1911
ELMHURST ILL
AGR3 210 E GREEN C 356-7979
ARLINGTON HTS ILL
ENG1 1004 NEVADA U
DES PLAlNES ILL 60016
C0M1 105 E ARMORY C
HIGHLAND PK ILL 60035
GRAD 310 S PRAIRIE C 352-4052
CHARLESTON S C
LAS2 URH WESTON 243 C 332-1942
NAPERVILLE ILL 60540
C0M1 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
HINSDALE ILL 60521
ENG4 312 E ARMORY C 356-1439
ALTON ILL
ED 3 1005 S WRIGHT C 344-0571
AVON ILL
GRAD URH DANIELS 421 U 332-2281
FT THOMAS KY
AGR1 710 W OHIO U 344-6212
OAK BROOK ILL
LAS1 409 E CHALMERS C
OAKBROOK ILL 60521
LAS3 706 W OHIO U 344-9519
LINCOLNWOOD IL
GRAD 302 E PARK C 356-2959
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 302 E PARK C 356-2959
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
FAA4 URH OGLESBY 918 U 332-5307
LAGRANGE ILL
FAA2 URH OGLESBY 916 U 332-5307
LA GRANGE ILL 60525
ED 3 901 S 2ND C 356-5027
WAUKEGAN ILL 60058
LAW1 603 S MATTIS C
GLENARM ILL 62536
LAS4 914 W HILL C 356-8719
SKOKIE ILL
LAS4 URH ALLEN 113 U 332-3124
CHICAGO ILL 60629
LAS4 308 E WHITE C 356-9192
CHICAGO ILL
LAS2 1004 S 2ND C 352-4108
ROSELLE ILL
LAS4 URH BLAISDELL 219 U 332-3495
BERWYN ILL
LAS2 URH LAR 414 U 332-2916
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61822
LAS2 313 E JOHN C 344-9444
OAK BROOK ILL 60523
FAA1 1108 S 1ST C 359-2011
NEENAH WIS 54956
AGR2 URH TRELEASE 1207 U 332-5744
GLENVIEW ILL 60025
LASS 611 E OANIEL C 352-8997
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS I URH NOBLE 421 C
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60004
ENG3 URH OGLESBY 611 U 332-5213
RUCKTON ILL
ENG2 904 w GREEN U 332-1521
CHICAGO ILL 60635
GRAD HI E HEALEY C 356-0377
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820




LAS4 408 E STOUGHTON
BELVIDERE ILL
LAS2 URH WARDALL 918
RICHMOND VA 23221








KRISCHER GORDON EUGE LAS4 1503 KIRBY (
3009 W SHERWIN CHICAGO 45 ILL
KRISTAK RICHARD MICH PE 1 URH HOPKINS 325 (
3524 S 58TH CT CICERO ILL 60650
KRISTJANSOOTTIR T J ED 4 1002 W NEVADA I
SKAFTAHLID 10 REYKJAVIK ICELAND
KRISTUFEK JAMES ALLE FAA1 910 S 3RD I
7310 E 108TH ST NUBLESV1LLE I ND 46060
•KRISTUFEK LARITA WAT LAS3 RANTOUL ILL
3751 W 64TH PL CHICAGO IL
KRITCHEVSKY BERNICE LAS3 URH TAFT 314 i
2113 HOWARD ST EVANSTON ILL
•KRITSKY DELANE CHARL GRAD 502 E UNIVERSITY
BUTTE N D
JNL4 78 E BEARDSLEY
DIXON ILL
ENG1 911 S 4TH
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG4 URH CARR 304
WESTMONT ILL
LASl URH FORBES 320
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62702
LAS4 47 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO 45 ILL
LASl 409 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO ILL 60648
LASl URH SNYDER 373
HARVEY ILL 60426
ENG4 108 E HEALEY
PERU ILL
LAS 3 URH HOPKINS 282
WILMETTE ILL 60091
GRAD 2410 E MAIN
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 URH BABCOCK 109
CHICAGO HTS ILL
COM3 110 E CHALMERS
LINCOLNWOOD IL 60645
AGRl URH SCOTT 215
WEST BROOKLYN ILL 61378
ENG2 URH WESTON 428
PEORIA ILL 61614
LAS2 URH LUNOGREN 216













24 W UGDEN AVE
KROHE ROGER BURTON























KRONE LAWRENCE JAMES GRAD URH DANIELS 108
3423 S OAKLEY AV
KRONE MICHAEL LEE




6642 N MOZART ST
KRONSNOBLE LYNN A
386 LINDEN ST




FAA3 1010 S 2ND
DUQUOIN ILL
ENG4 307 E HEALEY
CHICAGO IL 60616
ED 2 409 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO ILL
LAS4 910 S 3RD
GLEN ELLYN ILL
FAA4 1301 S BUSEY
SHEBOYGAN WIS 53081
4930 S KOLIN AV
KROUPA KENNETH MART
1916 S HARVEY AV
KRUEGER JAMES BARRY




ENG4 URH TOWNSEND 336
BERWYN ILL 60402
ENG1 URH BABCOCK 321
WHEATON ILL 60187
LAS2 URH BUSEY 206
WATERLOO ILL 62298
KRUEGER KAREN OIANNE LAS6 515 W UNIVERSITY
515 W UNIVERSITY URBANA ILL. 61801_
AGRl URH HOPKINS 213
PARK FOREST ILL 60466
JNL4 1410 N MCKINLEY
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820









5372 W OTTO PL
KRUEGER REYNOLO JACK GRAD 610
610 W ELM URBANA ILL
•KRUEGER RICHARD D ENG4 2514 SHERIDAN
2514 SHERIDAN CHAHPAIGN ILL 61820





932 LEAHY CR E
EVANSTON ILL 60203
FAA1 112 E DANIEL
EDINBURG ILL 62531
ED 1 URH LUNDGREN 3
DES PLAINES ILL 60016
KRUEGER SPENCER MILT GRAD 1112 W CLARK
108 DIVISION ST ALGONQUIN ILL
KRUEGER TERRENCE S LAS3 505 E GREEN
621 CATHERINE METROPOLIS ILL 62960
KRUEGER WILLIAM ARTH GRAD 715 S PRAIRIE
715 S PRAIRIE CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
•KRUG ALAN OALE GRAD 1406 N MCKINLEY
1406 N MCKINLEY CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
KRUG RICHARD RUSSELL FAA2 2026 BURLISON
2026 BURLISON DR URBANA ILL 61801
KRUG SAMUEL EDWARD GRAD 409 W CALIFORNIA
7215 S MILLARD AV CHICAGO 29 ILL
KRUGER RICHARD KERMI LAW1 407 W PENN
407 W PENN URBANA ILL 61801
•KRUGER WILLIAM ARNOL GRAD 1104 CENTENNIAL
1104 CENTENNIAL DR CHAMPAIGN ILL
KRUGGEL KIM ELIZABET LASl URH SAUNDERS 323
1416 HINMAN AV EVANSTON ILL
KRUGH JERRY FRANKLIN PE 1 URH GARNER 365
504 W 3RD ST HOMER ILL 61849
•KRUGLER JOHN DAVID GRAD 1001 N BERKLEY
1001 N BERKLEY URBANA ILL 61801
KRUGMAN JUDITH ELLEN LAS4 URH ALLEN 185
CHICAGO ILL
LASl 910 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL 60617
G LAS4 506 W MAIN
URBANA ILL 61801
KRUIDEN1ER JOHN ROBE LAS2 506 W MAIN
506 W MAIN URBANA ILL 61801






















































1639 S HIGHLAND AV
KRUK0WSK1 DONALD AND
1414 STATE LINE AV
KRULEWlTCH HAKRY SCO


















5631 S KILDARE AVE
KRUZAN DELANO DEAN
























17126 S 70TH AV
KUBITZ WILLIAM JOHN
304 E PENN
KUBY ANDREW EWING II
315 S VALLEY HILL
KUCESKI CHRISTINA










































6147 N LEGETT AV
KUEHN THOMAS RAYMOND





















ENG1 URH SCOTT 376
BERWYN ILL 60402
LAS I URH WESTON 292
CALUMET CITY ILL 60409




LAS3 URH BUSEY 359
CHICAGO ILL 60619




LAS2 URH TRELEASE 320
LA GRANGE PK ILL 60525
AGR1 1110 S 2ND
PECATONICA ILL 61063
AGR4 1311 N BERKLEY
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 910 S 3RD
FRANKFORT ILL
GRAO URH DANIELS 315
CHICAGO 29 ILL
GRAO 807 W CLARK
CANTON ILL 61520
GRAD 106 N GREGORY
N RIVERSIDE ILL
ENG2 URH TOWNSEND 149
N RIVERSIDE ILL 60547
ENG3 1111 S 2ND
FREEPORT ILL
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 703
CHICAGO ILL 60643
GRAD 70f W SPRINGFIELD
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS1 910 S 3RD
BREESE ILL 62230
GRAD URH SHERMAN 1252
PENFIELD N Y 14526
GRAD W1LMETTE ILL
WILMETTE ILL
LAS4 402 E GREEN
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 611 W HEALEY
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG2 212 E DANIEL
CHICAGO ILL 60634
ED 3 903 W NEVADA
TINLEY PK ILL
GRAO 304 E PENN
URBANA ILL
FAA2 URH BA8C0CK 219
WOODSTOCK ILL 6009B
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 619
CHICAGO HTS ILL 60411
LAS2 715 W MICHIGAN
CHICAGO HTS ILL 60411
LAS3 URH LAR 288
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62707
LAS4 409 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO IL 60638
FAA1 URH ALLEN 291-
CHICAGO ILL 60645
GRAD 1205 W MAIN
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS1 URH FLAGG 323
PARK FOREST ILL 60466
ENG4 URH TOWNSEND 175
GENESEO ILL
FAA2 URH HOPKINS 182
WESTMONT ILL 60559
ENG4 305 E JOHN
CHICAGO ILL
LAS3 410 E GREEN
CHICAGO ILL 60643
FAA1 URH BLAISDELL 309
BROOKFIELD ILL 60513
LAS3 508 E ARMORY
WHEELING ILL
ENG4 58 E ARMORY
SYCAMORE ILL
GRAO URH SHERMAN 757
MAYWOOD ILL
LAS3 URH OGLESBY 123
CALUMET CITY ILL
GRAD URH DANIELS 461
ROCK ISLAND ILL
LAS4 302 E ARMCRY
DOWNERS GROVE IL
AVI1 URH WESTON 292
CALUMET CITY ILL 60409
LAS2 207 E JOHN
WAPELLA ILL 61777
LAS2 202 E DANIEL
BELLEVILLE IL 62221
FAA3 URH BLAISDELL 424
CHICAGO ILL
ENG3 URH TOWNSEND 278
BELLEVILLE ILL 62221
COM2 URH SNYOER 339
DANVILLE ILL 61832
GRAD 203 E HEALEY
GRAND RAPIDS MICH 49504
AGR2 URH OGLESBY 720
VALMEYER ILL




LAS3 URH TRELEASE 705
ELMWOOD PARK ILL
GRAD URH OANIELS 42 7
KITCHENER ONT CAN


















































































1436 UN1V TERR 613
KUIPERS MARILYNN KAY
































641 W WASH ST
KUNOE SALLY ANN
641 W WASHINGTON





















3912 PINE CREST RD
*KUNZMAN GLEN GARY





























12400 S 80TH AV
KURASCH DONALD ALAN
1034 CLEVELANO ST
ENG2 URH TOWNSEND 3 77
SEUALIA MO
PE 3 313 E JOHN
BARR1NGT0N ILL
LASl URH ALLEN 232
GILMAN ILL 60938
LAS2 1207 W NEVADA
DANVILLE ILL 61833
LASl URH OGLESBY 924
CLARENDON HLS ILL 60514
LASl 910 S 3RD
EVANSTON ILL 60202
ENG4 101 S BUSEY
CANTON ILL




GRAD 806 W CALIFORNIA
LAGUNA PHILIPPINES
LAS2 206 E GREEN
GLENVIEW ILL 60025
LAS2 1101 W PENN
MEMPHIS TENN 38117
LAW1 103 N NEW
MEMPHIS TENN 38117
GRAD 1107 W GREEN
ANN ARBOR MICH 48104
LAS2 1107 W GREEN
ANN ARBOR MICH 48104
LAS2 URH CARR 424
CARPENTERSVIL ILL 60110




GRAO URH WARDALL 1114
SKOKIE ILL
LASl URH WESTON 338
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG1 URH GARNER 388
CHICAGO ILL 60639
LAS2 402 E DANIEL
CRETE ILL 60417
GRAD 1204 W UNIVERSITY
CHICAGO ILL
GRAO 1324 GRANDVIEW
CHEVY CHASE MD 20015
LAS2 URH FORBES 259
WESTERN SPRS ILL
LAS3 1105 S 1ST
CHAMPAIGN ILL
£0 1 910 S 3RD
SKOKIE ILL 60077
LASl URH ALLEN 453
LA GRANGE ILL 60525
COM3 211 E DANIEL
CHICAGO ILL
ENG4 1007 S 1ST
CHICAGO 32 ILL
LASl URH HOPKINS 265
MARENGO ILL 60152
LAS4 710 W OHIO
MARENGO ILL
FAA3 401 E JOHN
AURORA ILL 60506
FAA4 713 W OHIO
JOPLIN MO
LASl URH ALLEN 194
CULLINSVILLE ILL 62234
AGR2 802 S LINCOLN
STREATOR ILL 61364
AGR4 URM CARR 430
MORRIS ILL
LASl URH GARNER 343
DES PLAINES ILL 60016




LAS3 806 W MICHIGAN
VANOALIA ILL
LAS4 1102 W STOUGHTON
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62701
LASl URH ALLEN 109
ROCKFQRD ILL 61107
GRAO 1803 A ORCHARD PL
ST LOUIS MO 63116
AVI1 1104 W STOUGHTON
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62704
GRAD 404 E STOUGHTON
KOWLOON HUNG KONG
GRAD 808 S 5TH
PEARL RIVER N Y 10965
GRAD 813 W MAIN
TAIPEI TAIWAN CHIN
















































EO 2 RANKIN ILL
RANKIN ILL
LAS2 313 E JOHN
PALATINE ILL
LASl URH ALLEN 2
CHICAGO ILL
LAS3 URH LAR 231
NAPERVILLE ILL
GRAD 2004 C ORCH
UR3ANA ILL
FAA4 910 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL
COM2 1110 S 2ND
BERWYN ILL
LAS2 710 W OHIO
MIDLOTHIAN ILL































































RR 3 YESTERYR FARM
KURZYDLO JAMES E


























3462 W DIVERSEY AV
KUTAL CHARLES RONALD
2122 S CUYLER AV
KUTKO LUBOMYRA JOAN
1311 N OAKLEY BLVD
KUTSCHE JEFFREY PAUL




















13324 MACK INAW AV
KUZNIAR THEODORE LOU






4005 S CLARENCE AV
KWAIN GEORGE MATTHEW
BOX 306 RT 1
KWANT WALTER
254 S HIGHLAND AV
KWINN PATRICIA ANNE






3 7 ADAMS DR
KYRIAZ1S JOHN PHILLI
1800 ALPINt 2




KYZIVAI 1 IMUTHY J
150 BUHLANO
LAS1 URH OGLESBY 430 U 332-5171
SKOKIE ILL 60076
LAS2 URH BLAISDELL 209 U 332-3485
DANVILLE ILL
GRAD 1208 W CLARK U
UKBANA ILL 61801
C0M1 URH SNYDER 236 C 332-1695
CHICAGO ILL 60625
CQM1 110 E CHALMERS C
SKOKIE ILL 60076
ED 3 1104 W NEVADA U 344-9617
CHICAGO ILL
LAS1 PROSPECT HTS ILL 332-5162
PROSPECT HTS ILL 60070
ENG4 URH SCOTT 292 C 332-1495
CHICAGO IL 60617
AGR3 1010 S 2ND C
GENOA ILL 60135
GRAD 209 E CLARK C 359-2583
GLEN ELLYN ILL
COM3 201 E GREEN C 356-1714
MATTESON ILL
LAS2 307 E JOHN C 344-2129
SKOKIE ILL 60077
ENG2 1105 S 1ST U 356-7570
CHICAGO ILL 60625
ENG2 URH SNYDER 386 C 332-1800
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60004
ED 2 904 S 3RD C 344-5000
SKOKIE ILL 60077
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 608 U 332-5210
MILLSTADT ILL 62260
GRAD 2064 A ORCHARD ST U 344-2040
URBANA IL
GRAD 2064 A ORCHARD ST U 344-2040
DENVER 21 COLO
LAS2 ROUTE 3 C 352-3206
CHAMPAIGN IL 61820
VM 2 URH DANIELS 307 U 332-2214
PRAIRIE VIEW ILL 60069
FAA2 URH ALLEN 263 U 332-3316
ELGIN ILL 60120
LAS3 310 E DANIEL C 344-2375
ROCKFORD ILL
ENG3 604 E ARMORY C
CHICAGO ILL 60641
LAS3 URH TOWNSEND 182 U
WILMETTE ILL
LAS2 904 S 3RD C 344-5000
OAK PARK ILL 60302
LA SI 706 U OHIO U
LINCOLNWOOD ILL 60645
GRAD 809 W ILLINOIS U 344-1628
LACON ILL 61540
GRAO 809 W ILLINOIS U 344-1628
LACON ILL 61540
AGRl 912 S 2ND C 356-7432
RIVERSIDE ILL 60546
GRAD 512 E STOUGHTON C 332-2345
BRAIDWOOD ILL 60408
JNL3 508 E CHALMERS C 344-1170
DEERFIELD IL




GRAD 509 E GREEN C 344-0821
BERWYN ILL
GRAD 806 W SPRINGFIELD U 367-6778
CHICAGO ILL 60622
FAA3 1108 S 1ST C 359-2011
WAUWATOSA WIS
AGR4 32 LEXINGTON U 365-2911
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LA SI URH BARTON 218 C 332-0142
EVANSTON ILL 60202
LAS1 409 E CHALMERS C
CHICAGO ILL 60631
LAS1 URH ALLEN 338 U 332-3206
OFALLON ILL 62269
LASl URH CARR 212 U
CRYSTAL LAKE ILL 60014
GRAD 606 W CALIFORNIA U 344-5150
URBANA IL
LAS2 URH CLARK 233 C 332-0028
CHICAGO ILL
LASl 904 W GREEN U 344-6308
CHICAGO IL 60619
AGRl 604 E ARMORY C
CHICAGO ILL 60636
ENGl URH OGLESBY 1218 U 332-5399
CHICAGO ILL 60633
ENG1 URH HOPKINS 468 C 332-1375
CHICAGO ILL 60632
LAS3 501 E SPRINGFIELD C
CHICAGO ILL 60622
LASJ URH SNYDER 242 C 332-1700
SOMONAUK ILL
LAS2 URH ALLEN 463 U "132-3397
BERWYN ILL 60402
LAS3 300 HESSEL C 352-1558
PEOTONE ILL
ENG4 108 S GREGORY U 352-H98?
AURORA ILL
LASl URH ALLEN 379 U 332-316°
CHICAGO ILL 60629
GRAO 401 S LINCOLN 344-2090
ANUONG KUREA
ENGl URH GAKNER 339 C
LENA ILL 61048
ENG4 URH SCOTT 282 C 332-0720
ADDISON IL
GRAD 1321 ALMS C 359-4136
BOULDER CO
ED 4 1321 ALMS C 359-4136
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAU URH SHERMAN 123 C 332-9627
INSE IN BURMA
COM4 URH WtSION 4 70 C 332-2104
BELLWOOI) ILL 60104
LAATCH JAMES DAVID GRAD 606 S LOCUST
203 GRAND AV NE1LLSVILLE WIS 54456
LAATSCH RANDOLPH OWE ED 4 904 W GREEN
115 N 12TH ST CLINTONVILLE WIS
LABANOSKY JAMES ALAN LAS3 URH SNYDER 396
2106 NAME0K1 RD GRANITE CITY ILL
LABANUWICH STANLEY GRAD 309 S WHEATON
309 S WHEATON CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
*LABARRE ALFRED BAKER LAH3 URH TRELEASE 117
3700 OLD JACKSONVt SPRINGFIELD ILL
LABARRE JANE SHUMAN GRAD URH TRELEASE 117
URH TRELEASE 117 URBANA ILL 61801
LABEN NEAL EDWARD ENG2 URH SNYDER 282
7611 W CLARENCE AV CHICAGO ILL 60631
LABISKY MARTHA HOPE GRAD 2 WELLAND PL
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LASl URH HOPKINS 271
RIVERSIDE ILL 60546
GRAD 2020 C ORCHARD ST
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 2020 C ORCHARD ST
CUBO QUZN CTY PHIL
GRAO URH DANIELS 170
CUMMINGTON MASS 01026
























ED 2 URH TRELEASE 112
OREGON ILL 61061
LASl 102 W WASHINGTON
URBANA ILL 61801
LACtWELL BARBARA JEA LAS3 309 E JOHN





PE 2 URH FORBES 120 I
FARINA ILL 62838
FAA3 URH BARTON 18 I
DOWNERS GR ILL
ENG2 802 S LINCOLN I
PEARL ILL 62361
LACH THEODORE MARION LAS4 URH LAR I
967 TAFT RD HINSDALE ILL
LACHAPELLE MICHAEL J LASl URH SNYOER 288 <
1818 S 3RD AV MAYWOOD ILL 60153
LACHARITE ROBERT DAV LAS4 604 E ARMORY
510 W 1ST ST ASSUMPTION ILL
LACKOVIC MILDRED EIL LAS2 URH SAUNDERS 428
6412 W 89TH PL OAK LAWN ILL 60453
LACOMBE ROBERT HENRY GRAD 720 S BROADWAY
177 HOWE ST MARLBORO MASS
*LACOST JERRY LYNN ENG4 311 S PRAIRIE
RR 1 BOX 63A DECATUR ILL 62526
*LACOSt SHERRY NEWMAN LAS4
RR 1 DECATUR ILL 62526
LACQUEMENT LAWRENCE LAW1 MT CARMEL ILL
119 W 7TH ST MT CARMEL ILL 62863
LACUUET JOANN MARGAR FAA4 21 RAIN TREE
21 RAINTREE CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LACRIOLA JOHN PETER ENG4 1107 W MAIN
DES PLAINES ILL 60018
ENGl URH WESTON 365
PANA ILL 62557
GRAD 8 FISHER CT
NEDERLAND TEX
GRAD 2024 ORCHARD ST
PASADENA TEX
GRAD 8 FISHERS CT
NEDERLAND TEX
ED 4 803 W OREGON
LOAMI ILL
GRAD URH SHERMAN K05
BROOKLYN N Y 11229





































1775 E 18TH ST
LAESCH JOHN HERBERT
RR 1 SAYBROOK ILL 61770











LASl 910 S 3RD
LINCOLNWOOD ILL 60646
ED 4 907 W ILLINOIS
CARTHAGE ILL
LAS2 1116 W NEVADA
CARTHAGE ILL 62321
ENG4 URH BABCOCK 314
MT PROSPECT ILL
LAFLEUR LAWRENCE WAL GRAD 1405 SCOTTSDALE
1405 SCOTTSDALE CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAFLEUR ROBERT ALFRE COM4 211 E ARMORY
969 LEHNERTZ AVE AURORA ILL
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS
MUNSTER IND 46321
LASl URH WAROALL 823
KANKAKEE ILL 60901
GRAD 103 W OREGON
UKBANA ILL 61801










LAGEOSE RICHARD TIMO GRAD 506 W CLARK
506 W CLARK CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAGERLUND STEPHEN R ENG4 504 S BUSEY
4944 N ODELL HAKWOOU HTS ILL
LAGERQUIST LINDA CAR LASl URH SAUNDERS 10




7 5 JACKSON ST
LAGRANGE RONALD GENE G«AD 800 S MATTIS
800D S MATHS AVE CNAMPAIGN ILL
LAHtY KATHLEtN ANN
NAPEKVILLE ILL 60540
GKAO 1007 W ILLINOIS
RED BANK N J
LASl URH TAFT 309
OSWEGO ILL 60541
308 S 3RD ST
LAHtY L 1NDA MAR IE
308 S 3RD ST
LAS3 706 S MATTHtWS
WATSEKA ILL 60970




































406 W MAIN ST
LAHTI LILLIAN IRENE
527 EVERTON ST
LAI AMY YUE YUEN





















1700 E 86TH PL
*LAKNER EDWARD WILLIA
502 W MAIN
•LAKOTA RQXWELL J II
LKWO GRONS MBL HMS
LALEMAN RICHARD LEE




830 N ORYOEN AV
LALLA DOUGLAS JOHN










1417 E 53RD ST
LAM HIMI YIN






















































LAMK1N LHARLES E JR
311 H BEARDSLEY AV
LAMM MARC STUART









LAS1 406 E PENN U
EL CERRITO CAL
ENG1 URH WESION ',88 C
PEORIA ILL 61603
LAS1 905 CALIFORNIA U
ROBINSON ILL 62454
GRAO 809 W NEVADA U
KINGSFORO MICH 49801
FAA1 URH LAR 377 U
KOWLOUN HONG KONG
GRAO 300 S GOODWIN U
QUEZON CI TY P I
LAS2 URH SCOTT 175 C
MUNDELEIN ILL
ED 1 103 E ARMORY U
WILMINGTON ILL 60481
GRAD 805 W ILLINOIS U
URBANA ILL 61801
LASl URH BARTON 5 C
CHICAGO ILL 60622
LAS3 1003 W CALIFORNIA u
WESTRN SPRNGS ILL
LASl URH LAR 114 U
WESTERN SPRS ILL 60558
LASl 409 E CHALMERS C
GENEVA ILL 60134
LAS2 52 E ARMORY C
DES PLAINES ILL 60016
ENG3 508 E WHITE C
CHICAGO 17 ILL
GRAO 502 W MAIN U
URBANA ILL 61801
VM 1 RK 3 C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 904 W GREEN U
EAST MOLINE ILL 61244
LAS2 URH BLAISDELL 407 U
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60004
LAS2 URH BLAISDELL 407 U
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60004
LAS2 URH SNYDER 316 C
LOMBARD ILL 60148
LAS6 113 ARMORY C
EVERGREEN PARK ILL 60642
ENG3 806 W CALIFORNIA U
KOWLOON HONG KONG
LAS3 306 S 5TH C
HONG KONG
ENG4 1304 W CLARK U
KOWLOON HONG KONG
LAS4 URH WAROALL 907 U
CHICAGO ILL 60615
LAS2 1207 W SPRINGFIELD U
WANCHAI HONG KONG
GRAO 606 E ELM U
MCLEAN ILL 81754
GRAD 606 E ELM U
BLOOMINGTON ILL 61701
ENG3 URH CARR 12 U
COTTAGE HILLS ILL
GRAO 208 E GREEN C
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62704
ED 2 1001 S WRIGHT C
CHICAGO ILL 60643
GRAD 604 W MAIN U
URBANA ILL 61801
C0M1 200 E JOHN U
CRYSTAL LAKE ILL 60014
FAA3 LA NAPOLE FR
DECATUR ILL
GRAD 106 E HEALEY C
VERNON N Y




ENG3 112 E DANIEL C
VILLA GROVE ILL
ENG1 URH TOWNSEND 454 U
FARMER CITY ILL
AGR2 910 S 3RD C
DANVILLE ILL 61832
GRAD 604 W MAIN U
URBANA ILL
GRAO GIBSON CITY ILL
GIBSON CI TY ILL
LAS4 URH BABCOCK 322 U
WESTERN SPRGS ILL
LAW1 URH SHERMAN 767 C
CHICAGO ILL 60652
FAA1 URH TAFT 402 C
BENSENVILLE ILL 60106
LAS4 2307 S 1ST C
WAUKEGAN ILL 60085




ENG4 1118 W NEVADA
METROPOLI S ILL
AVI 1 URH SNYOER 464
ORANGEVILLE ILL 61060
ENGl URH FORBES 236
FOREST PARK ILL 60130
GRAO DANVILLE ILL
DANVILLE ILL 61832
Pfc 3 902 S 2ND
CHICAGO ILL 60626
PE 4 1222 GERTRUDE
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LASl 105 E ARMORY
CHICAGO ILL 60625
EJ 4 KIRKLANO ILL
KIKKLAND ILL
AGR3 1002 S LINCCLN
LANARK ILL
FAA3 207 COUNTRY FR
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61B20






















































155 PATTON MTN RD
LAMZ TERRY ANNE
50 BUNNIE BRAE RD
LANAGAN MARJORIE EIL
























































236 N CORNELL AV
LANDIS RICHARD ODELL






















510 W 136TH ST
LANfc CHARLES RAY
KR 2
LANE JER I CLUTILDE
82B 21ST ST NE






*LANL WILL IAM NICUL
2020 N MATT1S
LANEY CARTER CAMERON







LANG LAV 10 JAMES
823 BUCKINGHAM CT
FAA2 110 E ARMORY C 356-7435
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
FAA1 402 ARMORY C
ROCKFORD ILL 61111
LAS4 1111 S 1ST C 359-1492
MClEANSBORO ILL
EO 3 URH NOBLL" 2C8 C
EAST MOLINE ILL 61244
LAS3 URH WESTON 282 C 332-1971
E PEORIA ILL
AGR4 1005 S WRIGhl C 344-0571
ELMHURST IL
GRAD 300 S GUODWIN U 344-4250
ASHEVILLE N C
ED I URH ALLEN 168 U 332-32B1
HUNTLEY ILL 60142
LAS4 URH WARDALL 100? U 332-4503
JULIET ILL 60435
GRAD 10 SHUMAN CIRCLE U 367-1366
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG2 URH CARR 406 U 332-3949
COLLINSVILLE ILL 62234
ENGl URH SCOTT 246 C 332-1464
ERIE ILL 61250
LAS4 1304 E MAIN U 367-3828
URBANA ILL
LASl URH FORBES 388 C 332-1075
STERLING ILL 61081
GRAD 606 W OHIO U
YUMA ARIZ
LASl URH BLAISDELL 305 U 332-3512
SALEM ILL 62881
LASl URH ALLEN 324 U 332-3196
WAUKEGAN ILL 60065
LAS2 302 E ARMORY C 332-4358
PARIS ILL 61944
FAA2 URH GARNER 345 C 332-0807
S MILWAUKEE WIS
GRAD 1402 N MCKINLEY C 352-4597
CHICAGO ILL 60626
GRAD 510 S ELM C 356-265?
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS4 409 E CHALMERS - C 332-3137
CHICAGO 45 ILL
LAS2 1009 W PENN U 344-9518
WESTERN SPRS ILL 60558
ED 4 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
MADISON IL
ENG3 801 W IOWA U
CHICAGO ILL 60619
GRAD 1010 COLORADO U 365-2638
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD RR 2 U 367-3475
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD RR 2 U 367-3475
URBANA ILL
GRAD 1010 COLORADO U 365-2638
EVANSVILLE IN 47710
LASl URH WARDALL 610 U 332-4414
CHICAGO ILL 60645
GRAO 502 E HEALEY C 332-4504
WAUKEGAN ILL
FAA4 URH WESTON 445 C 332-2087
MOKENA ILL
ENG3 URH WESTON 308 C 332-1985
FREEPORT ILL
GRAO 1207 W BEARDSLEY C 356-5367
CHAMPAIGN ILL
AGR2 URH SNYDER 286 C 332-1730
LYNDON ILL 61261
AGR3 URH HOPKINS 158 C 332-1170
ROCK FALLS ILL
LASl 1854 VALLEY RO C
VILLA PARK ILL 60181
ENGl URH SNYDER 394 C
OAKLAWN ILL 60453
PE 1 110 E ARMORY C 356-7435
WILMETTE ILL 60091
LAS4 305 E GREEN C 356-1791
HOUSTON TEX 77035
LASl URH ALLEN 96 U 332-S274
LACONIA N H 03246
LAS3 203 N HARVEY U
WtSTERN SPRS ILL 60558
C0M1 1004 4TH C
BELLWOOD ILL 60104
FAA4 510 S 5TH C
CHICAGO 26 ILL
LAS3 105 E ARMORY C 356-7585
CHICAGO ILL
LAS3 1104 NEVADA U 344-4849
CHICAGO ILL
ENGl URH BABCOCK 406 U 332-0378
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LASl URH LAR 484 U 332-3062
ELMHURST ILL 60126
LAS2 URH WESTON 109 C 337-1892
RUSELAND ILL
LASl 604 E ARMORY C 344-1266
GtFF ILL 62842
LAS3 URH SAUNDERS 407 U 332-0289
WASHINGTON C 20002
LAS2 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
EVANSTGN ILL 60202
PE 4 302 E ARMCRY C 352-7730
LIBERTYVILLE ILL
LAS3 209 E ARMORY C 356-8833
FOREST PARK ILL
GRAO 2020 N MATTIS C 352-4169
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61320
C0M1 URH UGLESBY 404 U 332-5146
CHICAGO ILL b0651
GRAO 610 W INDIANA U 344-19?8
URBANA ILL 61801
1AS4 409 E CHALMERS C
HIGHLAND PARK ILL 60035
LASl URH VANDORIN LZ C 332-»458
SKUME ILL 60076
ENGl URH HOPKINS 321 C


















1653 W SUPERIOR ST
LANGE BARBARA ANN




1181 S E0CL1D AV





































4820 W DRUMMOND PL























113 E GEORGE ST
LANTfcR JAMES EDWARD





















654 W NEW YORK ST
LAPOLLA JAMES PETER
295 01AMUND HD DR
LAPPIN ALLEN RALPH
1510 W PARK
LARA GLOR IA MARIA




7*0 C SI Nt
LAREN TIMOTHY. DANILL
217 BLRNlCb
GRAD 205 N 6TH C
ELIZABETH N J
LAS3 2110 BOUOREAU U
UR3ANA ILL 61801
LAS4 201 N LINCOLN U
0R8ANA ILL 61801
GRAD URH DANIELS 709 L
COVINGTON KY
LAS3 508 E CHALMERS C
BUULDER CITY NEV
ENG4 108 E HEALEY C
MENDOTA ILL
LAW2 URH HOPKINS 330 C
QU1NCY IL 62307
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 473 C
CHICAGO ILL 60622
FAA2 URH EVANS 1C7 I
ELGIN ILL 60121
ENG1 1008 S 4TH C
ROCKFORD ILL 61103
LAS1 102 E CHALMERS £
OAK PARK ILL 60304
LAS4 URH FORBES 216 (
MILFORD ILL
ED 2 902 S 2ND (
CHICAGO 45 ILL
LAS3 URH GARNER 214 (
CHICAGO ILL
LAS1 211 E ARMORY '(
BELLEVILLE ILL 62221
GRAD 1307 E GREEN 1
URBANA ILL
LAS1 URH ALLEN 451 I
VIRDEN ILL 62690
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS (
HOME WOOD ILL
LAS3 604 E ARMORY <
MOLINE ILL 61265
ENG4 310 E JOHN (
ELMHURST ILL
ENG4 508 W UNION I
OLD BRIDGE N J 08857
FAA2 EFFINGHAM ILL
EFFINGHAM ILL
LAS1 URH WESTON 269 I
GLENVIEW ILL 60025
LAS! URH TOWNSEND I
MATTESON ILL 60443
LAS1 1310 LINCOLNSHIRE I
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
VM 2 103 S MCCULLOUGH '
HENRY ILL
£N62 910 S 3RD i
ROCK ISLAND ILL 61201
ENG1 URH FORBES -486 <
CHICAGO RIDGE ILL 60415
LAS4 303 E CHALMERS
BURLINGTON IOWA




GRAD 1827 B ORCHARD PL
BRINGHURST I NO
ENG3 611 W HEALEY
ROBINSON ILL 62454
COM2 1004 S 3RD
GLENWOOD ILL
LAS1 604 E ARMORY
EAST MEADOW N Y 11554
GRAD 2065 3 ORCHARD ST
SHREVEPORT LA
LAS3 URH CARR 321
NURTHBROOK ILL
GRAO 1801 A ORCHARD PL
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG1 URH HOPKINS 266
LINCOLN ILL 62656
GRAD 608 E CHALMERS
CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAD 514 S ELM
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAW3 1002 S 2ND
MASCOUTAH ILL




LAW2 URH FORBES 480
OSWEGO ILL 60543
LAS1 URH LAR 308
WESTCHESTER ILL 6J153
LAS1 604 E ARMORY
OTTAWA ILL 61350
GRAO 611 W HILL
QUEZON CTY PHLIPNS

































PE 3 910 S 3RD
WHEATON ILL 60187
ED 4 307 W ELM
URBANA ILL 61801
LAW2 307 W EL^
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 440
CHICAGO ILL 60630
LAS3 URH WAKOALL 802
AURORA ILL
LASl 312 E ARMORY
UES PLAINtS ILL 60018
LAS4 1510 W PARK
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LASl URH TAFT 404
LAKE VILLA ILL O0046







































LARK1N FRANCIS GAR VI
PARSONAGE RD
LARMORE GERRY KENT
120 S FOX MILL
LARMORE KIM SCOTT












































1640 N 20TH ST
LARSON OUANE PAUL








628 E MAIN ST
LARSON JOHN LEONARD
1351 HOWELL PL









































LARUSSA PHIL IP STEPH
1727 HENRY
LASALLE FRANCIS PAIR
39 N 71 H AV
LAsBY GARY ALAN
633 37TH ST






LASl URH ALLEN 38 U
PHILO ILL 61864
FAA4 3207 CAMERON C 352-4541
PEORIA IL
LAW2 203 E HEALEY C 359-4537
GREENWICH CONN 06831
LASl URH TOWNSEND 473 U
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62707
LAS4 711 W GREEN U 332-4025
SPRINGFIELD ILL
LASl 604 E ARMORY C
AURORA ILL 60505
LAS2 1014 W UNIVERSITY C 356-5087
CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAD 214 E STOUGHTON C 352-2205
CHAMPAIGN IL
GRAD 192 A ORCHARD ST U 344-3264
GUYAOUL ECUADOR SA
LAS2 508 E CHALMERS C 344-1170
DECATUR ILL 62522
ENG4 URH TOWNSEND 115 U 332-3997
OGDEN UT 84403
LAS3 URH TRELEASE 306 U
CHICAGO ILL 60628
LASl URH ALLEN 135 U 332-3137
ELMHURST ILL 60126
LAS3 URH BARTON 122 C 332-0122
NAPERVILLE ILL
FAA1 URH NOBLE 412 C 332-0430
ELMHURST ILL 60126
GRAD 612 W CALIFORNIA U
HANOVER PARK ILL 60103
FAA2 URH ALLEN 209 U 332-3150
ELMHURST ILL 60126
PE 2 409 E CHALMERS .C
HOME WOOD ILL 60430
GRAD 1906 EASY U 367-4315
TUCSON ARIZ 85710
GRAD 1111 W CHURCH C 352-4903
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG1 401 E GREEN C 344-1616
WILMETTE ILL 60091
LAS4 URH WARDALL 1109 U 332-4534
JOLIET ILL
GRAD 505 E WHITE C 352-2195
CHICAGO ILL 60643
LASl URH CARR 226 U
ROCKFORD ILL 61108
LASl URH GARNER 471 C 332-0895
KEUANEE ILL 61443
GRAD 1211 W.CLARK U 367-9616
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS2 1010 S 2ND C 356-0521
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62702
AGR2 302 E GREGORY C 359-3521
PROPHETSTOWN ILL 61277
LASl URH LAR U 332-3050
CHICAGO ILL 60628
LAS3 1202 W NEVADA U 344-1173
BR00KF1EL0 ILL
FAA4 718 SOUTHWEST C 352-0850
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 URH TOWNSEND 428 U
MORRIS ILL 60450
LASl 904 W GREEN U
AURORA ILL 60538
JNL3 904 S LINCOLN U 344-1391
RIVERSIDE ILL
GRAD 1014 W JOHN C 352-7703
CHAMPAIGN ILL
COM3 URH GARNER 319 C 332-0788
MULINE ILL
EO 4 URH BUSEY 206 U 332-2603
ROCK ISLAND ILL 61201
LAS3 715 W MICHIGAN U 344-6150
NEWARK ILL
COM3 URH OGLESBY 612 U 332-5214
LOMBARO ILL 60148
GRAD 705 W ELM U 367-2845
OMAHA 4 NEBR
LAS3 910 S 3RD C
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60005
GRAD 1108 W NEVADA U 344-0924
URBANA ILL 61801
AGR2 URH WESTON 290 C 332-1975
SANDWICH ILL 60548
VM 4 RR 3 U 367-1282
ALPHA ILL
GRAO 204 S 6TH C 352-9706
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAW2 206 E CLARK C 356-0405
WHITE HALL ILL 62092
LAW2 111 t HEALEY C 356-0405
WHITE HALL ILL
FAA2 URH WESTON 345 C 332-2016
HARVARO ILL
AGR2 1106 S LINCOLN U 344-3616
PEORIA ILL 61614
AGR2 503 E CHALMERS C 344-1171
ELMHURST ILL 60126
LAS3 60 E ARMORY C 352-0144
PARK FOREST ILL
ASR3 903 W NEVADA U 344-0776
SANDWICH ILL
LAS4 URH HOPKINS 336 C 332-1292
RUCK ISLAND ILL 6L201
LAS4 1202 W NEVADA U 344-1173
WALNUT ILL
VM 4 1727 HENRY C 356-0425
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61020
FAA3 URH FORBES 2C0 C 332-0941
DES PLAINtS ILL
GRAO URH DANIELS 208 U 332-2441
NIAGARA FALLS N Y
LASl URH VANOOREN 208 C 332-0499
NILES ILL 6064H
LAS3 105 t GREEN C 352-5519
DUNDEE ILL
LAsl URH GARNER 317 C >32-07»6
EAST ALTON ILL 62024
126
LASKOWSKI - LEARY









4536 OAK PK AV








LATHAM WILLIAM R III
15 SE 25TH TR
LATHOUWERS CLIFFORD






5742 W AINSLIE ST



































2109 S 48TH COURT
LAURENT KATHLEEN ANN












3618 S SCOVILLE AV
LAUTER NANCY ANN
8553 S MARSHFIELD
LAUTER VINCENT A JR
8553 S MARSHFIELD
LAUTERBACh JEAN BETT
















103 B STAFF ROW
LAV1N LESLIE PATRICK
203 N CHARLOTTE
LAV IN MARGARET J
14913 ASHLAND
LAV1NE GLENN




8010D W LYUNS ST
LAW ALBERT OAVIO JR









FAA2 URH BABCOCK 229
LAKE ZURICH ILL









ED I URH TRELEASE
SPRINGFIELD ILL
LAS3 1 SAFFER CT
BERWYN ILL




ED 3 802 E MICHIGAN
GAINESVILLE FLA 32601
LAS3 1207 W NEVADA
WAUKEGAN ILL
GRAD 802 E MICHIGAN
GAINESVILLE FLA 32601
ENG1 URH FORBES 246
CHICAGO ILL 60652
COM4 304 W UNIVERSITY
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG3 112 E DANIEL
BOISE IDAHO
ENG2 urh Snyder 212
CHICAGO ILL 60630
FAA3 102 N GREGORY
HAPPY VAL HNG KNG
VM 4 1505 KIRBY
LOMBARD ILL
LAS3 605 W ILLINOIS
KOWLOON HONG KONG
LAS1 URH BARTON 12
NORMAL ILL 61761
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO ILL 60626
LAS2 URH ALLEN 439
NILES ILL 60648
LAS1 URH SNYDER 422
ELGIN ILL 60120
FAA2 URH LAR 216
BLUE ISLAND ILL 60406
LAS4 URH OGLESBY 805
JOLIET ILL
LAS2 URH HOPKINS 42 8
JOLIET ILL 60436
PE 3 URH ALLEN 406
MATTE SON ILL
ED 2 706 S MATTHEWS
CHICAGO IL
LAS2 212 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO ILL 60646




PE 2 305 W MICHIGAN
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS1 61 E JOHN
CURNING ARK 72422
ENG3 URH ALLEN 344
CICERO ILL 60650
LAS3 URH WARDALL 505
63123ST LOUIS MO
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 202
PARK RIDGE ILL
GRAD 1107 W GREEN
SPRINGFIELD ILL
FAA1 URH TAFT 402
BENSENVILLE ILL 60106
AGR1 URH GARNER 304
GARDNER ILL 60424
AGR4 1111 S 2ND
GARDNER ILL
ENG4 904 W GREEN
BERWYN ILL
LAS3 508 E ARMORY
CHICAGO ILL
COM4 URH BABCOCK 405
CHICAGO ILL
LAS4 715 W MICHIGAN
PARK R10GE ILL
GRAD 509 E GREEN
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ED 4 1107 W MAIN
LA GRANGE ILL
LA.S4 URH BUSEY 203
CHICAGO 31 ILL
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 1125
CHICAGO ILL 60631
GRAD URH DANIELS 227
YONKERS N Y 10704
GRAD 1506 KIRBY
WOBURN MASS 01801




ENG3 401 S RACE
LOMBARD ILL
LAS3 URH NUBLE 109
HARVEY ILL 60426
FAA1 110 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO ILL 60617
FAA1 URH FORBES 488
BELLWUOD ILL 60104
LAS3 410 £ JOHN
NILES 48 ILL




AGR2 801 W NEVADA
ROCKPORT ILL 62370
ENG4 1009 « SPRINGFIELD U
HONG KONG



















































































LAWRENCE RICHARD AL F
107 PARK ST
LAWRENCE RONALD WESL




9622 S PROSPECT AV
LAWRY JOHN FINLAY
804 S ELM BLVD
LAWRY THOMAS F
804 S ELM
LAWS MARVIN NEAL JR






















LAZ SUSAN LESL IE
303 CENTRAL AV
LAZAR BURTON WAYNE


















































ENG3 106 E GREEN
COLORAOO SPRS COLO 80907
LAS3 URH GARNER 306
DIVERNON ILL
LAS2 URH WESTON 314
LOMBARD ILL 60148
LAS4 409 E CHALMERS
LOMBARD ILL 60148
LAS2 URH GARNER 464
LOMBARD ILL 60148
LAS4 706 S MATTHEWS
BARTONVILLE ILL
GRAD 907 S 2ND
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS1 URH LAR 308
N RIVERSIDE ILL 60546
COMl URH BABCOCK 320„
CHICAGO ILL 60631
ENG3 910 W NEVADA
VERNUN ILL 62892
ED 4 709 W NEVADA
MANTENO ILL
ED 2 URH VANOOREN 207
EAST ST LOUI S ILL 62201
GRAD 312 W CLARK
COXS CREEK KY
PE 2 URH LAR 204
CHICAGO ILL
LAS1 301 E ARMORY
FLOSSMOOR ILL 60422
AGR4 URH OGLESBY 530
SAVANNA ILL
ENG1 URH GARNER 317
EAST ALTON ILL 62024
LAS3 904 W GREEN
CLEW1ST0N FLA 33440
GRAD 110 W CHARLES
CHICAGO ILL
LAS3 1008 S 4TH
CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAD 804 S ELM
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS1 410 E JOHN
FAIRFIELD ILL
LAS2 910 S 3RD
HINSDALE ILL 60521
LA.S4 2301 S 1ST
HINSDALE ILL
GRAD 910 S 3RD
JOLIET ILL
LAS1 910 S 3RD
FLOSSMOOR ILL 60422
COMl 604 E ARMORY
HOOPESTON ILL 60942
GRAD URH DANIELS 284
COM2 212 E DANIEL
LA GRANGE ILL 60525
ENG3 URH WESTON 302 '
HEBRON ILL
ENG6 711 W CHURCH
MOLINE ILL 61265
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS
AURORA ILL 60506
ED 1 URH NOBLE 425
NORTH AURORA ILL 60542
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS
AURORA ILL
LAS1 910 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL 60645
GRAD 510 E STOUGHTON
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
PE 1 910 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL 60617
LAS4 135 W CLARK
NEWPORT R t
ENG2 2 ROSEWOOD PL
SKOKIE ILL
FAA4 301 E ARMORY
CHICAGO 25 ILL




COMl URH ALLEN 461
LA GRANGE ILL 60525
LAS4 URH TRELEASE 709
BERWYN ILL
EO 4 1005 S WRIGHT
DECATUR ILL
COM3 402 E ARMORY
WAUKEGAN ILL
ENG4 206 E GREEN
DOWNERS GROVE ILL
ENG1 URH SNYDER 344
DECATUR ILL 62526
ENG4 URH SCOTT 266
LOUISVILLE ILL
GRAD
ENG1 201 E GREEN
DOWNERS GROVE ILL 60515
ED 1 URH TRELEASE 522
PEORIA ILL 61604
Pt 4 1730 LINCOLN PL
CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAD URH DANIELS 194
GOLF ILL 60029
LAS1 910 S 3RD
SKOKIE ILL 60076




GRAD 207 W IOWA
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS2 410 E JOHN
NORMAL ILL


































































2039 w 23RD ST
LEBtNSORGER JOAN MAR




















203 N LYNN 36
LECOMTE JOHN ROBERT









LEDDY L INDA ELEANOR
113 MINNEOLA
LfcDtNE KENNETH M JR










































1648 W 100TH PL
LEE JAMES TRAVIS JR
608 S RACE
LEE JASPER SLOAN


















LAS2 409 t CHALMERS
HOME WOOD ILL
LAS4 ORH WARDALL 417
CARLINVILLE ILL
LAS1 409 E CHALMERS
CARBONDALE ILL 62901
LAS2 URH ALLEN 68
ROSSVILLE ILL 60963
COM2 URH FORBES 341
LINCOLNWOOD ILL 60645
GRAD 503 W GRLEN
RIVERSIDE CAL 92506
LAS1 URH SCOTT 263
HAZtLCREST ILL 60429




FAA4 301 W GREEN
CHICAGO ILL
LAS3 URH WAROALL 206
EVERGREEN PK ILL
LAS2 910 S 3RD
GLENVIEW ILL 60025
LAS4 URH SCOTT 264
OAKLAWN ILL
LAS1 URH SNYDER 488
MUN0EL1EN ILL b0060
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 1029
OAK PARK ILL 60302
GRAD 201 S LINCOLN
CHICAGO ILL 60625
GRAD 401 S COLER
RUTHERFORD N J
LAW3 214 E STOUGHTON
CHICAGU 47 ILL
GRAD URH OANIELS 172
ELKTON MICH
AGR4 306 E DANIEL
WESTCHESTER ILL
LAS4 203 N LYNN
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS2 URH HOPKINS 404
SKOKIE ILL 60076
GRAD 202 S DODSON
URBANA ILL
GRAD 804 DONCAN RO
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
FAA1 URH FORBES 492
MARION ILL 62959
PE 1 URH ALLEN
HARDIN ILL
LAS4 907 S WRIGHT
HINSDALE ILL
COMl 201 E GREEN
LA GRANGE ILL




LAS2 212 E DANIEL
NORTHBROOK ILL




ENG1 URH OGLESBY 831
ALGONQUIN ILL 60102
GRAD URH TOWNSEND 162
ASTORIA N Y 11106




LAS1 URH NOBLE 122
ELMHURST ILL 60126
LAS1 URH NOBLE 322
MOLINE ILL 61265
GRAD 1211 W MAIN
MACOMB ILL
GRAD 2039 A HAZELWD CT
SEOUL KOREA
GRAD 236 S DEWEY
URBANA IL
COM2 - URH TOWNSEND 346
SHELDON ILL 60966




LAS1 URH TRELEASE 231
CHICAGO ILL 60637
LAS4 1812 VALLEY RD
SILV1S IL 61282








CUM2 604 E ARMORY
HARVEY IL 60426
ENG1 309 E CHALMERS
CL-AKENDON HILLS IL 60514
ENG4 302 E GREGORY
RIVERDALE M Y
LAS3 URH LAR 282
ROBERTS ILL
LAS1 910 S 3RD
MEMPHIS TfcNN 38111
LAS2 313 E JOHN
GRAM IE CITY ILL 62040
CUM1 RANTOUL ILL
DANVILLE IND 46122
AGR2 5 SALEM RO
URHANA ILL 61801








332-4347 LEE MARSHA ANN











332-1473 LEE ROBERT EMMETT



















344-3720 LEE YONG NAK
1914 A ORCHARD ST
367-0956 LEE YONIH
2 YONGDONG
' •-."!• LEEPER MICHAEL WILL
305 W WATSON





• LEES LORE PIECK
201 W WASHINGTON
* LEES NORWYN WENDELL
728 N HICKORY
367-0288 LEEVER DENNIS EUGENE
511 S JAMES
lV>-v. ,''> LEFAV1 BRUCE ANTHONY
21 VIULET









! ' ' LEFTON IRENE JOAN
159-14 NORMAL RD
LEFTWICH WILL IAM C I
301 W 10TH ST
356-7908 LEGEL DENNIS RAE
709 PEORIA ST














332-0418 LEGUE RICHARD KENT
1006 S LYNN
367-1096 LEHMAN JOHN MURRAY
RR 1
i'-.'-i'"/ LEHMAN KAREN ELIZABE
618 S EUCLID ST
>.:*'< LEHMAN STEVEN EDWARD
2362 NEV1N DR





621 S QUINCY ST
'-'-•''' LEHMANN STEVEN GARY
203 PARKVIEW DR
352-9050 LEHMKUHL GEORGE DENN





333-3526 LEHNHOFF TERRY FRANK
4658 FEEFEE RD




! LfcHK JUDITH G
150 N ELMWOOU
LEHR NOLA RUTH
203 S w 10TH
LEHIO NANCY ROBERTA
RR 5
LEIBLUM SANDRA R I SA
1300 AVENUE P
LEIbSOHN BARRY LEWIS





359-455F! ' LE1CHI JUHN LAURENCE
1210 W CENTRAL RO
128
LAS4 URH WARDALL 723
SHELDON ILL
GRAD 814 w MAIN
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 1008 W GREEN
HONG KONG
LAS1 110 E ARMORY
LINCOLNWOOD ILL 60645
LAS3 1004 U OREGON
WEST SALEM ILL 62476
LAS1 110 E ARMORY
LINCOLNWOOD ILL 60645
LAS4 URH FORBES 210
CHICAGO ILL
LAS3 208 E JOHN
CHICAGO ILL
LA SI URH TAFT 219
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 CHICAGO HTS ILL
CHICAGO HTS ILL 60411
LAS4 5 SALEM RD
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 206 E WHITE
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG1 1010 S 2ND
WOODSTOCK ILL 6009B
GRAD 1963 D ORCHARD ST
MORGANTOMN W VA 26505
GRAD 1208 W CALIFORNIA
TAIPEI TAIWAN CHIN
GRAD 1914 A ORCHARD ST
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 1104 S BUSEY
INCHON KOREA
ENG1 URH WESTON 246
FORREST ILL 61741
AGR2 URH FORBES 293
FARMINGTON ILL 61531





ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60004




ENG3 URH FORBES 354
CHICAGO 22 ILL
LAS4 URH WESTON 328
THORNTON ILL
LAS1 URH VANDOREN 409
PROSPECT HTS ILL 60070
AGR2 808 W CLARK
LIBERTY ILL 62347
LAS2 URH 9LAISDELL 309
JAMAICA N Y 11432
FAA2 904 W GREEN
STERLING ILL 61081














JNL3 1102 S LINCOLN
CHAMPAIGN ILL •
LAS1 URH BARTON 203
EAST ST LOUIS ILL 62201
LAS2 URH WARDALL 618
SANDWICH ILL 60548
LAS2 907 S WRIGHT
HINSDALE ILL 60521
LAS3 102 E CHALMERS
GRANITE CITY ILL
PE 4 1006 S LYNN
URBANA ILL
LAS3 212 E DANIEL
PONTIAC ILL
AGR3 URH EVANS 321
MARISSA ILL
LAS4 203 S WRIGHT
PITTSBURGH PA
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS
FLANAGAN ILL
FAA2 307 E DANIEL
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAW2 604 E ARMCRY
HINSDALE ILL
LAS2 209 E ARMORY
BLOOMINGTON ILL
GRAO 808 W CHURCH
WACONIA MINN
LAS1 URH FORBES 240
EAST MOLINE ILL 61244
COMl URH HOPKINS 458
ELMWOOD PARK ILL 60635




VM 3 1412 SCOTTSDALE
CHAMPAIGN IL
LAS1 URH ALLEN
OAK PARK ILL 60302
LAS1 URH ALLEN 340
FAIRFIELD ILL 62837
FAA4 1404 S LINCOLN
PRINCETON ILL
GRAD 705 W NEVADA
BROOKLYN N Y
LAS2 105 E GREEN
MCHENRY ILL
LAS1 URH CARR 20B
PARK FOREST ILL
GRAO 208 E GREEN
BE THE SUA Ml)
ENG1 305 L JOHN





















































































1685 N MONROE ST
LEISEBERG LOREN E
819 S 4TH ST
LEISTER SANDRA JEANN
RR 4
LEISTRA PHILIP W JR





















































































ENG4 307 E HEALEY
WAUKEGAN ILL
ED 1 URH ALLEN 435
DOWNERS GROVE ILL 60515
LAS4 1604 CORONADO
ELMWOOD PARK I LL 60635
ENG2 904 W GREEN
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60005
ENG4 904 W STOUGHTON
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 904 W STOUGHTON
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS1 URH FLAGG 331
CHICAGO ILL
PE 4 URH WARDALL 205
CHICAGO 19 ILL
LAS1 1111 S 1ST
DEERFIELD ILL 60015
COM3 907 S 4TH
MINONK ILL
ED 3 715 W MICHIGAN
CHESTNUT ILL
ED 2 902 S 2ND
LINCOLNWOOD ILL 60646
FAA2 URH GARNER 494
PARK FOREST ILL 60466




LAS1 URH GARNER 223
AURORA ILL 60505
LAS1 URH LUNDGREN 123
PONTIAC ILL 61764




LAS2 910 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL 60618
LAS1 URH GARNER 491
N1LES ILL 60648
GRAD URH SHERMAN 753
BROOKLYN N Y 11224
LAS3 URH CLARK 209
CHICAGO IL 60618
COM4 1110 S ARBOR
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG4 1110 S ARBOR
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
VM 4 1010 E COLORADO
EUREKA ILL
AGR2 58 E GREGORY
EUREKA ILL 61530
GRAD URH ALLEN 81
URBANA ILL 61801
AGR1 1010 E COLORADO
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD URH ALLEN 81
URBANA ILL 61801






ENG1 209 E ARMORY
OFALLON ILL 62269
PE 4 408 W HILL
DECATUR ILL
ENG1 1003 N RANDOLPH
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS4 1003 N RANDOLPH
CHAHPAIGN ILL
LAS3 URH OGLESBY 226
ROCK ISLAND ILL








ENG1 URH HOPKINS 465
COLLINSVILLE ILL 62234
AVI1 303 E CHALMERS
KANKAKEE ILL 60901








COM2 1834 VALLEY RD
EVERGREEN PARK ILL 60642
LAS1 URH BABCOCK 302
BARTONVILLE ILL 61607
FAA3 URH EVANS 137
NEW YORK NY
AGR1 URH TOUNSEND 460
YONKERS N Y 10701
LAS3 501 E SPRINGFIELD
CHICAGO ILL 60633
COM3 URH TOWNSEND 270
CHICAGO ILL 60617
GRAD 907 W STOUGHTON
DOWNERS GROVE ILL
GRAD 204 W FLORIDA
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 1408 JOANNE LN
EVANSTUN ILL 60202
LAS4 202 E DANIEL
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
C0M1 604 E ARMCRY
GRANITE CITY ILL 62042
















































































307 E MYRICK AV
. EU KATHLEEN MARIE




















4174 W NELSON ST
.EONARD MARGARET MAR
0N498 DARL ING ST
.EONARD ROBERT THOMA













.EOPOLD WILBUR R III




























































6017 N CENTRAL PK




LA S3 URH LAR 2 86
CHICAGO ILL
GRAD 1208 W CALIFORNIA
CHICAGO ILL 60629
GRAD 303 W GREEN
SOUTH HOLLAND ILL 60473




JNL4 1106 S LINCOLN
MT PROSPECT ILL
ENG2 206 E GREEN
WAUKEGAN ILL 60089
LAS2 URH OG&SBY 1209
ADDISON ILL 60101
AGR2 URH TRELEASE 1020-
LA GRANGE PARK ILL 60525
ENG2 1114 W ILLINOIS
ROCHESTER N Y 14621

















VM 1 706 S
WHEATON ILL
FAA1 1004 S 2ND
MOLINE ILL
ENG3 311 E GREEN
CHICAGO ILL
AGRl 501 E DANIEL
PONTIAC ILL
FAA2 1009 W PENN
URBANA ILL
ENG3 URH SNYDER 304
CHICAGO ILL
ED 1 URH LAR 322
WHEATON ILL 60187
GRAD 803 E OREGON
KINGSTON R I 02881
LAS4 604 E ARMORY
BENLD ILL
C0M1 URH SNYDER 222
CHICAGO ILL ' 60630
GRAD 506 E HEALEY
ELHHURST ILL
LAS6 300 S GOODWIN
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS2 1004 S 4TH
DANVILLE ILL 61832
LAS4 408 W ILLINOIS
SYCAMORE ILL
LAS1 URH WESTON 441
DECATUR ILL 62521
LAS2 URH SAUNDERS 204
PARK FOREST ILL 60466
VM 1 106 E DANIEL
COLUMBIA ILL 62236
LAS1 URH LAR 324
MORTON GROVE ILL 60053
LAS2 1204 S LINCOLN
ASHLAND ILL 62612
AGR4 802 S LOCUST
JOLIET ILL 60435
LAS4 802 S LOCUS
JOLIET ILL
LAS3 313 E CHALMERS
SKOKIE ILL




LAS2 URH ALLEN 454
CHICAGO ILL 60645
FAA2 URH WESTON 489
TAYLORVILLE ILL 62568
LASS 1208 W CALIFORNIA
CHICAGO ILL
LAS2 URH VANDOREN 325
LINCOLNWOOD ILL 60646
COM2 107 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO ILL 60617
ED 1 URH ALLEN 68
GLEN ROCK N J 07452
ENG1 URH GARNER 412
SKOKIE ILL
LAS2 URH NOBLE 219
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAS4 807 W MAIN
DETROIT MICH
GRAO 2047 D HAZELWD CT
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAO 2047 D HAZELWD CT
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
VM 4 721 S FOLEY
CHICAGO 29 ILL
LAS4 902 S 2ND
CHICAGO 17 ILL
LAS1 1105 S 1ST
CHICAGO ILL 60644
LAS2 907 WRIGHT
WESTERN SPRS ILL 60558
AGR3 809 S 5TH
MANTENO ILL
AGRl 809 S 5TH
MANTENO ILL 60950
FAA1 URH TRELEASE
PARK RIDGE ILL 60068
ENG3 910 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL 60634
FAA2 URH TRELEASE 1102
FLOSSMOOR ILL 60422

























































































































3440 LAKE SHORE OR
LEVATO CLAUOIO MARIO












630 W SHER IDAN
LEVENTHAL ILLA RUE
3950 LAKE SHORE DR
LEVERENZ "DONALD JAME

























HIV IN ELLIS IRA






2313 £ 100TH SI
ENG3 URH CARR 331
CHICAGO ILL
LA SI URH NOBLE 418
CHICAGO ILL 60645
COM4 309 E HEALEY
CHICAGO 45 ILL
ED 3 1709 MAYFAIR RD
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 105 E GREEN
ELMHURST ILL 60126
LAS2 URH BUSEY 102
WESTCHESTER ILL
C0M1 301 E ARMORY
HIGHLAND PARK ILL 60035
LAS2 306 E GREGORY
OLNEY ILL 62450
GRAD 807 N LINCOLN
CHICAGO 31 ILL
LAS5 508 W STOUGHTON
CHICAGO ILL 60656
LAS2 211 E DANIEL
HAZEL CREST ILL 60429
GRAD URH DANIELS 463
CHICAGO ILL 60633
ED 4 URH OGLESBY 112
NORRIDGE 56 ILL
LAS1 URH FORBES 478
OAK LAWN ILL 60659
LAS1 1008 S 4TH
CHICAGO ILL 60643
LAS1 URH WARDALL 1206
WILMETTE ILL 60091
LAS3 URH TRELEASE 1104
WANTAGH N Y
ENG3 URH WESTON 214
SPARTA ILL
LAS1 1208 N LINCOLN
BUFFALO ILL 62515
LAS3 907 S 4TH
CHICAGO ILL
FAAl URH TRELEASE 221
BLOOMINGTON ILL 61701
PE 1 URH TRELEASE 321
VILLA PARK ILL 60181
COM2 912 S 2ND
VILLA PARK ILL 60181
LAS1 URH ALLEN 471
CHICAGO ILL 60622
LAS2 802 W OREGON
PALOS HTS ILL 60463
LAS3 URM WESTON 314
HAZEL CREST ILL
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO IL 60626
LAS3 URH BLAISDELL 111
PALATINE ILL 60067
ENG2 URH BABCOCK 212
HONG KONG
GRAD 103 S GREGORY
KOWLOONJiONGKONG
GRAD 1208 W CALIFORNIA
URBANA ILL
GRAD 1107 W GREEN
BORGERHOUT BELG
LAS4 1008 W UNIVERSITY
URBANA ILL 61801
AGR3 911 S 4TH
MENDOTA ILL 61342
LAS4 301 E ARMORY
CHICAGO 57 IL
LAS2 URH CARR 302
ADDISON ILL 60101




FAA2 1108 S 1ST
GALES8URG ILL 61401
LAS4 509 E STOUGHTON
VILLA PARK ILL
LAS1 706 W OHIO
SKOKIE ILL 60076
LAS3 52 E ARMORY
CHICAGO 13 ILL
LAS2 URH LUNDGREN 402
CHICAGO ILL 60613






GRAD 509 E GREEN
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 2085 A ORCHARD ST
JERUSALEM I SR
ED 2 409 E CHALMERS
SKOKIE ILL 60077
LAS1 URH WESTON 443
WILMETTE ILL 600<U
LAS1 907 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL 60617
LAS3 107 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO ILL
LAS3 URH VANDOREN 306
CHICAGO ILL
LAS2 305 E GREEN
SKUKIE ILL
GRAD 808 W ILLINOIS
CHEVY CHASE MD
AGR4 47 E CHALMERS
BEACHWOOD 21 OHIO
GRAD 1620 VALLEY RD
CHICAGO ILL 60617
ED 4 47 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAS1 706 W OHIO
SKOKIE ILL 60076

























































































































8527 E PRAIRIE RD





















































ENG2 301 E ARMORY
CHICAGO ILL 60645
ED 3 1106 S 3R0
WILMETTE ILL
ENG2 910 S 3RD
LINCOLNWOOD ILL 60646
LAS1 110 'E ARMORY
SKOKIE ILL 60076
FAA2 URH TAFT 407
CHICAGO ILL 60645
GRAD 808 W ILLINOIS
URBANA ILL 61801










LAS4 URH VANDOREN 204
CHICAGO ILL
LAS2 URH CARR 218
SKOKIE ILL 60077
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 1128
MORTON GROVE ILL 60053
LAWl 306 E DANIEL
ROYAL OAK MICH 48073
LAS3 URH WARDALL 306
SKOKIE ILL 60676
ENG2 URH TOHNSEND 506
SKOKIE ILL 60077
VM 1 209 E CLARK
NEW YORK CITY N Y 11413
LAS1 105 E ARMORY
CHICAGO ILL 60645




AGR1 910 S 3RD
DYER IND 46311
ED 2 URH TRELEASE 805
WHITE PLAINS N Y 10607
C0M1 URH FORBES 442
SKOKIE ILL 60076
GRAO 103 E GREEN
NEW YORK N Y 10462
LAS2 110 E ARMORY
TOLEDO OHIO 43606
COM4 309 E HEALEY
SKOKIE ILL
LAS4 301 E ARMORY
SKOKIE ILL
ED 2 URH VANDOREN 16
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAS3 105 E SPRINGFIELD
CHICAGO ILL












C0M1 110 E ARMORY
SKOKIE ILL 60076
GRAD 509 E GREEN
SKOKIE ILL
LAS4 309 E HEALEY
SKOKIE ILL
GRAD 1960 D ORCHARD ST
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG1 URH SCOTT 443
HIGHLAND PK ILL 60035
GRAD 402 S LINCOLN
NEW YORK N Y
FAA2 URH ALLEN 366
EVERGREEN PK ILL 60642
GRAO GOOD HOPE ILL
GOOD HOPE ILL 6143 8
LAW2 1012 S 1ST
CHICAGO ILL 60625
LAS4 2309 S 1ST
CHICAGO ILL 60615
LAS3 105 E ARMORY
CHICAGO 45 ILL
LAS2 URH CLARK 333
HIGHLAND PARK IL
LAS3 907 S 4TH
JOLIET ILL
FAA4 307 E HEALEY
CHICAGO 45 ILL
GRAD 502 E HEALEY
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAS2 47 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAS1 URH ALLEN 355
CHICAGO ILL 60617
GRAO URH SHERMAN 351
SOUTH WORWACK CONN 06854
LAS1 907 S 4TH
glencoe ill 60022
LASl 910 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL 60657
GRAD 3 NEWPORT RD
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS2 206 E GREEN
EVERGREEN PARK ILL 60642
LAS2 URH BARTON 104
CHICAGO ILL 60617
COM2 102 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO ILL 60625
GRAO 305 W PARK
HARLOW ESSEX ENC
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 817
CHICAGO ILL
LAS4 URH CARR 403
CHICAGO 17 ILL





























































































1915 N OAK ST
LEWIS JOAN CLAUDIA
209 W LINCOLN AVE
LEWIS JOHN ALLEN
RR 1
















206 N MADISON ST
LEWIS LINDA ANN


















206 N MADISON ST
LEWIS SCOTT WAYNE
4916 W WASHNGTN ST
LEWIS SHELIA GWEN








831 S CATHERINE AV
LEWKE ROBERT EDWARD
831 S CATHERINE AV
LEWTICH JAMES MARVIN
2750 W WINNEMAC AV
LEWY MARGERY SUE






76 KHAIMG MING ROAO
LI TING-
1
145 KING HWA ST
•LIANG CHARLES SHIHTU
212 E JOHN 6
LIANG CHENG








23 N HUME AVE
•LIAW GOANG-TZER
GRAD URH DANIELS 307 U
MUNTGOMERY ALA 36111
PE 4 610 VENTURA C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61B20
AGR2 1604 S HILLCREST U
JOLIET ILL 60436
LAS2 310 E GREGORY C
PERU ILL
GRAD 908 S RACE U
BALTIMORE MD 21210
GRAD 707 W WHITE C
ALFRED STA N Y 14803
GRAD 1009 S MATTIS C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
AGRl URH WESTON 122 C
AUBURN ILL
GRAD 907 S WABASH U
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 2039 C HAZELWD CT U
URBANA ILL
ED 3 DANVILLE ILL
DANVILLE ILL 61832
LAS2 1107 PATTON PL U
URBANA ILL
GRAD 1511 HEDGE RO C
COLUMBIA MO 65201
ENG4 905 S OAK C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
AGR4 URH VANDOREN 123 C
SIMPSON ILL
GRAD 1203 W HEALEY C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS4 611 E DANIEL C
DANVILLE ILL
JNL4 1207 W NEVADA U
BARRINGTON ILL
AGRl 1003 S LINCOLN U
DELAVAN ILL 61734
GRAO 2805 JUDITH C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 1101 S MATTIS C
ATHOOO KANS
ED 4 910 S 3RD C
CHICAGO 45 ILL
AGR2 2410 ELIZABETH U
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD URH OANIELS 353 U
ANDERSON IND
LAS4 905 S OAK C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ED 4 URH LAR U
HARVEY ILL 60426
FAA4 2903 WILLOW PK OR C
CHAMPAIGN ILL
ED 3 405 E JOHN C
BENTON ILL
GRAO 207 COUNTRY FR C
CHAMPAIGN IL
GRAD 1107 PATTON U
URBANA ILL 61801
EO 4 1005 WRIGHT C
BENTON ILL




GRAO 1403 N MARKET C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
AGRl URH FLAGG 326 C
DANVILLE ILL 61832
COM3 URH TOWNSEND 375 U
MORTON GROVE ILL
GRAO 209 N CENTRAL U
OXFORO MICH
LAS1 URH SCOTT 218 C
BENTON ILL 62B12
LAS4 1101 W PENN U
BELLEVILLE ILL 62223
LAS2 721 S FOLEY C
GRAYVILLE ILL 62844
GRAO 1211 W UNIVERSITY C
PITTSBURGH PA
LAS3 301 E ARMORY C
CHICAGO ILL
ENG1 URH GARNER 263 C
EVANSTON ILL 60202
ED 1 URH LUNDGREN 3 C
LA GRANGE ILL 60525
GRAD 1110 W STOUGHTON U
LA GRANGE ILL
ENG4 4 BAY TREE C
CHICAGO IL 60625
LAS4 URH VANDCREN 204 C
CHICAGO ILL
PE 6 2105 WHI TE C
DOLTON ILL 60419
GRAD 206 S 4TH C
HONG KONG
GRAO 1102 W CLARK U
TAIWAN CHINA
GRAD 1104 W SPRINGFIELD U
TAIPEI TAIWAN
GRAD 212 E JOHN C
CHAMPAIGN ILL
ENG4 405 E GREEN C
NEW YORK N Y
FAA1 EAST ORANGE N J
EAST ORANGE N J 07017
GRAD 1107 W GREEN
PING TUNG TAIWAN
LAS1 409 E CHALMERS C
GLEN ELLYN ILL 60137
GRAD 1610 U HEALEY C
PARK RIOGE ILL





















































LIBBIN ROBERT PHILIP LAS2 110 E CHALMERS C
3920 W GRAIN ST SKOKlE ILL 60077
LIBERA CAROL CLAUDIA FAA4 URH BUSEY 329 U
1411 MAPLE AV BERHYN ILL
LIBERA DANIEL ALEXAN


































































410 S RIOGE RD
LIEBMAN PAUL ALLEN






















7634 S PAXTON AV
LIFTON LINDA EILEEN


















345 HIGH RIDGE RD
LILES JACUUEL INE T
123 FAIRLAWN DR
LILES SUSANNE KAY
123 N FAIRLAWN DR
LILIENTHAL PAUL A
BOX 21
LILIENTHAL PETER F I
PE 3 URH FORBES 410
CHICAGO ILL
LA SI 910 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL 60645
ED 2 URH BLAISDELL 127
CHICAGO ILL 60645
ENG4 URH HOPKINS 252
CHICAGO IL 60641
ENG3 301 E ARMORY
CHICAGO ILL
COM4 URH OGLESBY 510
CHICAGO ILL
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 526
HIGHLAND PARK ILL 60035
LA SI URH FORBES 367
ROCKFORO ILL 61107
FAA3 409 E CHALMERS
CALUMET CTY ILL
ENG1 URH FORBES 432
NAPERVILLE ILL 60540




GRAD URH DANIELS 67
HESSTON KANS 67062
ED 3 1111 S 1ST
LANARK ILL
ENG1 URH SCOTT 388
HARVEY ILL 60426
LAS3 1105 W UNIVERSITY
CHICAGO ILL 60629




LAS2 300 S GOODWIN
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS1 URH LAR 291
NAPERVILLE ILL 60540
LA S3 URH TRELEASE 706
ELGIN ILL 60120












LAS1 910 S 3RD
OLYMPIA FIELDS ILL 60461
ENG1 910 S 3RD
LINCOLNWOOD ILL 60645
LAS1 1010 S 2ND
CHICAGO ILL 60645
ENG3 1004 S 4TH
CHICAGO ILL 60641
ENG3 URH SNYOER 228
HIGHLAND ILL 62249
FAA1 311 E GREEN
THOUSAND OAKS CAL 91360
FAA2 910 S 3R0
MCHENRY ILL 60050
LAS3 907 S 3RD
MCHENRY ILL
LAS4 URH LAR 262
ROCKFORO ILL
LAS2 URH BLAISDELL 427
CHICAGO ILL 60645
GRAD 1000 U STOUGHTON
BOGOR INDONESIA
LAS2 URH SCOTT 466
BELLEVILLE ILL 62223
GRAD 411 W HILL
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
C0M1 411 W HILL
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61521
FAA1 URH TRELEASE 121
GLENVIEW ILL 60025
ENG1 URH FORBES 438
BERWYN ILL 60403
GRAD 1207 JOANNE LN
APPLETON WIS
LAS3 707 S 6TH
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820







LAS1 110 E ARMORY
SKOKIE ILL
COM3 URH SCOTT 274
KANKAKEE ILL




LA S3 31 E JOHN
PEKIN IL
GRAO 213 W JOHN
CHAMPAIGN ILL
ENG2 1004 S 4TH
LAKE ZURICH IL 60047
LAS1 URH NOBLE 108
OECATUR ILL 62526
ENG4 1101 M PENN
HILLSIDE ILL
COM3 URH BLAI SDELL 7
ROUND LAKE ILL 60073
LAS3 URH NOBLE 112
ROUND LAKE PK ILL 60073
GRAD 2317 S 1ST
SOUTH NEHFANE VT














































































1509 N KILER B
LIMBERT DALE M JR
4417 ACKERMAN BLVD
LIME KENNETH ALLEN








52 WEN-MU LN CHNJN
LIN HSIEN TEH
47 SECT 3 FU-SHING
LIN YING-WEI


















1640 W 89TH ST
LINO JULIEN LEE






1611 E 15TH ST
•LINOBERG CAROLYN J
















































5848 N MULL IGAN
LINDLEY JUDITH MERRI
9806 EDGEFIELD DR
FAA1 401 E GREEN C
DfcS PLAINES ILL 60016
LAS2 303 E JOHN C
SKOKIE ILL 60076
LASl EGLIN AFB FLA
EGLIN AFB FLA 32542
LASl 409 E CHALMERS C
TINLEY PARK ILL 60477
COM4 URH NOBLE 302 C
MATTE SON ILL
LASl URH TRELEASE 518 U
MATTE SON ILL 60443
FAA1 702 W WASHINGTON U
RIVERSIDE ILL 60546
GRAD URH DANIELS 415 U
KMPR PERAK MALAYSA
ED 3 914 DEVONSHIRE C
CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAD 914 DEVONSHIRE C
CHAMPAIGN IL
LASl URH SCOTT 294 C
BATAVIA ILL 60510
GRAO 1509 N KILER C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD URH DANIELS 31 1 U
KETTERING OHIO
ENG2 1109 W MAIN U
CHICAGO ILL 60640
GRAD 706 W GREEN U
MIAOLI TAIWAN
GRAD 300 S GOODWIN U
TAIPEI TAIWAN
GRAD URH SHERMAN 463 C
GRAD 60 E HEALEY C
GRAD 601 W ILLINOIS U
PATU KELUNG TAIWAN
GRAD 306 S 5TH C
TAICHUNG TAIWAN
GRAD 1206 W MAIN U
TAIPEJ TAIWAN
LASl URH VANDOREN 219 C
WOOD RIVER ILL 62095
AGR4 802 W OREGON U
DANVILLE ILL
GRAO 904 W GREEN U
WASHINGTON D C 20031
LAS4 VILLA GROVE ILL
VILLA GROVE ILL
LAS3 107 E DANIEL C
CHICAGO ILL 60626
FAA1 URH BLAISDELL 117 U
HINSDALE ILL 60521
LAS2 401 E JOHN C
CHICAGO ILL 60620
LASl URH LAR U
CHICAGO ILL 60645
ENG3 401 E JOHN C
CHICAGO ILL 60620
GRAD 104 BUENA VISTA C
MINNEAPOLIS MINN 55418
LASl URH LAR 309 U
GLENVIEW ILL 60025
AGR3 411 HESSEL C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD URH DANIELS U
CHEYENNE .WY 82001
LAS3 1408 N MCKINLEY C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
FAA3 905 N CUNNINGHAM U
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 1408 N MCKINLEY C
LAWRENCE KANS 66044
GRAD 305 W ELLS C
PROPHETSTOWN ILL
FAA2 URH OGLESBY 1220 U
JOLIET ILL 60435
LASl 409 E CHALMERS C
CHICAGO ILL 60643
FAA4 809 W SPRINGFIELD U
CHICAGO ILL 60641
GRAO URH TRELEASE 714 U
JACKSON HTS 72 N Y
LAS2 1220 W CHURCH C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
AGR1 URH SAUNDERS 301 U
DEERF1EL0 ILL 60035
AGR4 1002 S LINCOLN U
BRADFORD ILL
LAW3 106 N GREGORY U
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 1010 S OAK C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ED 3 URH VANDOREN 127 C
W BROOKLYN ILL
GRAD 501 S ELM C
LAWRENCEVILLE ILL 62439
FAA4 1008 S LINCOLN U
GEORGETOWN ILL
LAS2 52 E ARMORY C
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62704
JNL4 409 E CHALMERS C
TAYLORVILLE ILL
GRAD 606 W OHIO U
DETROIT MICH 48205
COMl URH HUPKINS 426 C
CHICAGO ILL 60626
GRAD 707 S 6TH C
EAST PEORIA ILL 61611




COM3 1311 S STATE C
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LASl URH HOPKINS 441 C
CHICAGO ILL 60646
GRAD URH DANIELS 365 U











































•LINDLEY LESTER GALE GRAD RR 2
RR 1 MlNONK ILL
LINDLEY THOMAS ERNES LAS2 URH OGLESBY 201
202 EDWARDS








GRAD 1317 FREDERICK (
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 1317 FREDERICK I
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LINOQUIST CARL JOSEP LAS2 910 W CALIFORNIA I
5149 BLOOHINGDALE CHICAGO ILL 60639
LINOQUIST JOHN CHARL LAS3 210 E JOHN I
2121 MILTON PARK RIDGE ILL 60068
LINOQUIST JUDITH ANN LASl URH NOBLE 107 I
1144 ELMWOOD DEERFIELD ILL 60015
LINOQUIST KENNETH W LASl URH GARNER 217 I
2310 GLEN FLORA AV WAUKEGAN ILL 60085
LINOQUIST LLOYD OSCA ENG3 910 S 3RD I
411 H BERKLEY DR ARLINGTON HTS ILL
LINOQUIST NANCY E AGR4 URH BLAISDELL 204 I
11943 S 69TH CT PALOS HEIGHTS ILL 60463
LINOQUIST ROBERT GEO ENG3 URH CARR 111
7137 KARLOV LINCOLNWOOD IL 60646
LINOQUIST SUSAN LEE LASl URH ALLEN 252
PARK RIDGE ILL 60068
ENG4 309 E GREEN
LANSING ILL
LINDROTH L1N0A DARLE LAS3 URH WARDALL 617
7655 N MILWAUKEE NILES ILL
LINDSAY MICHAEL 8RUC COM3 1101 W PENN
132 PARIS AV ROCKFORD ILL
•LINDSAY RONALD CANPB GRAD 800 W CHURCH
489 79TH ST NIAGARA FALLS N Y 14304
•LINDSEY ALFRED J GRAO MACOMB ILL
2B0 JANA RD MACOMB ILL
LINDSEY CHERYL LORRA AGR4 705 W GREEN
RIO ILL
LINDSEY DONALO ROY ENG1 URH SCOTT 225
360 ELM ST EL PASO ILL 61738
LINDSEY EUNICE IRENE LASl OFALLON ILL
903 CORAL DR OFALLON ILL 62269
LINDSEY JOHN RUSSELL FAA4 1002 W OREGON
541 E PARK AV ELMHURST IL 60126
LINDSEY MICHAEL OAY COM2 1101 W PENN
4314 N NELSON OR PEORIA ILL 61614
LINOSTROM CARL MICHA LASl URH CARR 222
4709 MANHEIM RD ROCKFORD ILL 61108
,
LINOSTROM DEBORAH JE ED 3 611 E DANIEL
912 E 8TH ST LOCKPORT ILL
•LINDSTROM JOHN R GRAD 1722 WESTHAVEN
1722 WESTHAVEN CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LINDSTROM RICHARD KE LASl URH TOWNSEND 517
201 PAYSON ST KEWANEE ILL 61443




LAS4 409 E HEALEY
URBANA ILL
FAA3 207 E JOHN
EVANSTON IL
LASl 910 S 3RD
LEXINGTON MASS
































LINGO LEONARD LEE II
5400 GILBERT
LINICK CHARLENE HARR COM4 910 S 3RD C
7115 N HAMLIN LINCOLNWOOD ILL
LINICK MICHAEL DALE LAS2 706 W OHIO U
7115 HAMLIN LINCOLNWOOD ILL
LINK CAROL BARTUSIAK GRAO 1207 W SPRINGFIELD U




GRAO URH DANIELS 498
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62704
FAA4 1805 PLEASANT CR
SPRINGFIELD ILL


















LINNE HERBERT WILLIA ENG3 202 E JOHN
RR 1 ALVIN ILL
LINNELL JAMES MICHAE ENG3 904 W GREEN
1014 SYLVAN CR NAPERVILLE ILL
LINNET LINDA MARIE C LASl URH ALLEN 273
1215 E 161ST PL SOUTH HOLLAND ILL 60473
LINNIG SUSAN V1CT0RI LAS4 URH BLAISDELL 124
575 PARKSIDE ELMHURST ILL 60126
LINSKY MILES ALAN LASl 110 E CHALMERS
2050 W ARTHUR CHICAGO ILL 60645
LINSKY NANCY CAROL ED 2 URH LAR 235
BOX 494 PRAIRIE RD ROCKFORD ILL 61102
L1NSTR0MBERG THOMAS LASl URH HOPKINS 294
RR 5 JACKSONVILLE ILL 62650
GRAD URH WARDALL 714
MILFORD CONN




32 MAPLE OR CASEYVILLE ILL 62232
LIONBERGER EDWARD EA ENG2 2303 S 1ST
BOX 41 COLUSA ILL 62329
LIONBERGER JESS RALP ENG3 2303 S 1ST
COLUSA ILL
LIPINSKI JOHN HOBART LAS3 RANTOUL ILL
412 BROADMEADOW RD RANTOUL ILL
•LIPINSKI LINDA F GRAD 808 W ILLINOIS
808 W ILLINOIS URBANA ILL 61801
LIPINSKI LINDA KAY GRAD URH SHERMAN 317
2706 S FLEMING ST INDPLS 41 I ND













2151 W 120TH PL
LIPKIN EILEEN L INDA
6641 N MAPLEWOOD
•LIPKIN RAYMOND ARTHU COM4 502 E HEALEY
502 E HEALEY CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LIPKIND LESLIE HER8E GRAD 909 U ILLINOIS
77 WILLARO CIR WKSTWOOD MASS
LIPOFSKY DEBORAH DAV GRAD 1726 VALLEY RD
113 KANE ST GFNEVA ILL
LIPOVSKI GERALD JOHN GRAD 103 E FLORIDA







































































































301 E GEORGE HUFF
LITTLE WILLIAM IV






















35 YEOU HENG ST
LIU LIDIA WEI
118 LN JEN-AI RD
LIU MING CHIN




1 LN 22 WEN CHOW
LIU YIU-SING
50 BLUE POOL RD
LIVELY LARRY DALE
501 E SPROUL ST
LIVELY PAUL TURNER
2320 S 4TH ST
LIVELY REBECCA SUE






1520 S MEYERS RD
GRAD 1111 JOANNE LN C 356-8785
GERLAW ILL 61435
GRAD 1101 W GREEN U 344-3387
PITTSBURGH PA
GRAD LINCOLN HALL 371 C 359-2656
TEANECK N J 07666
ENG2 112 E DANIEL C 356-7936
OSWEGO ILL 60543
ED 2 904 S 3RD C 332-3632
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS C 344-4166
MT PROSPECT ILL
FAA1 36 E CHALMERS C
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 URH BLAISDELL 307 U 332-3514
TOKYO JAPAN
GRAD URH SHERMAN 267 C 332-4808
KITCHENER ONT CAN
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS C
SKOKIE ILL
ED 1 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
EVANSTON ILL 60201
ED 4 URH CLARK 436 C 332-0083
CHICAGO 17 ILL
LAS1 URH GARNER 444 C
CHICAGO ILL 60645
FAA1 URH HOPKINS 438 C 332-1353
BLOOMINGTON ILL 61701
COM3 URH NOBLE 227 C 332-0402
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62704
LAS1 ARGO ILL 332-1724
ARGO ILL 60501
GRAD 403 BRIAR LN C
CHICAGO ILL 60613
COM4 208 E GREEN C 352-4528
SKOKIE ILL
GRAD 1018 EUREKA C 352-7337
ROCHESTER N Y 14617
ENG1 URH TOWNSEND 583 U
MT PROSPECT ILL 60056
FAA3 212 E DANIEL C 332-1963
RANTOUL ILL
LAS3 1106 S EUCLID C 352-5483
CHICAGO ILL
ENG3 URH SNYDER 300 C 332-1740
ST FRANCISVIL ILL
LAS4 1754 VALLEY RD C 356-2673
PARK FOREST ILL
LAS1 URH OGLESBY 431 U 332-5172
PARK FOREST ILL 60466
ENG1 URH WARDALL 1110 U 332-4535
CHICAGO ILL 60645
GRAD 2301 S 1ST C 344-0939
N HOLLYWOOD CAL 91607
GRAO 2301 S 1ST C 344-0939
BEVERLY HILLS CAL 90212
AGR4 1820 VALLEY RD C 356-7012
FREEPORT ILL 61032
LAS1 311 E GREEN C 344-3161
PEORIA ILL 61606
LASl URH TOWNSEND 270 U
GRANITE CITY ILL 62040
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS C
NAPERVILLE ILL
GRAO URH SHERMAN 421 C 332-4726
DECATUR GA 30033
GRAD 1107 W GREEN U 344-1580
URBANA ILL 61801
AGR4 1107 W GREEN U 344-1580
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG3 604 S BUSEY U
LA GRANGE ILL
LASl URH LAR 377 U 332-2787
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG2 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
GLENVIEW ILL 60025
LAS2 URH SCOTT 171 C 332-1420
BUDA ILL 61314
ENG4 401 E GREEN C 344-1616
DELAVAN ILL
LAS4 706 W OHIO U 344-9519
CHICAGO 45 ILL
EO 1 URH TRELEASE 1023 U 332-5699
CHICAGO ILL 60645
ENG1 URH HOPKINS 459 C 332-1366
OCONEE ILL 62553
ENG4 1304 W CLARK U 367-3844
HONG KONG
GRAD 56 E HEALEY C 352-1765
KANGSHAU TAIWAN
GRAD 1114 W SPRINGFIELD U 344-1913
TAIWAN CHINA
GRAD 1107 W GREEN U 344-6632
NEW YORK N Y 10040
GRAD 605 W ILLINOIS U 344-6177
CHIA-YI TAIWAN
GRAD 909 W CALIF AV 2A U 344-1033
TAICHUNG TAIWAN
GRAD 1005 S 6TH C 344-0204
TAIPEI TAIWAN
GRAD 909 W ILLINOIS U 344-9765
TAICHUNG CY TAIWAN
GRAD 605 E CHALMERS C 344-1639
NAZARETH KY 40048
GRAD URH DANIELS 67 U 332-2393
TAIPEI TAIWAN
GRAD 2087 B ORCHARD ST U 367-4815
HONG KONG
COM3 505 E GREEN C 352-4613
SPARTA ILL 62286
LAS2 202 E DANIEL C 352-5151
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62703
LAS2 URH CLARK 234 C 332-0029
SHELBYVILLE ILL 62565
LAS2 508 E ARMORY C 344-0501
PEORIA HTS ILL
LASl URH NOBLE 311 C 332-0409
DANVILLE ILL 61832
ED 1 URH ALLEN U 332-3400
LOMBARD ILL 60148








































28/3 PAO TOUCHU RD
LO TANG-YUNG










































2087 D ORCHARO ST
LODL ALAN FRANK








RR 1 BOX 207
LOEHR ROBERT JOHN
417 S ILLINOIS ST
LOERZfcL KENNETH JAME





















COM2 202 E DANIEL C 352-5151
MATTOON ILL 61938
LASl URH LUNDGREN 11 C 332-0201
DECATUR ILL 62522
LASl 604 E ARMORY C 332-4087
WALNUT ILL 61376
LASl URH SNYDER 404 C 332-1812
WALNUT ILL 61376
FAA1 URH TRELEASE 719 U 332-5606
DANA ILL 61321
ED 3 1106 W STOUGHTON U 367-5064
LA GRANGE ILL
LAS3 URH TOWNSEND 275 U 332-4102
MATTOON ILL
LAS3 1106 W STOUGHTON U 367-5064
LA GRANGE ILL
LAS2 URH SAUNDERS 203 U 332-3614
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60004
GRAD 1203 W MAIN U 367-8605
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD URH DANIELS 121 -. U 332-2148
URBANA ILL 61801




ED 4 1811 LARCH PL U 365-2530
URBANA ILL 61801




GRAD 1604 CORONADO C 356-5175
PESOTUM IL
GRAD 1203 w MAIN U 367-7729
MANLIUS N Y
AGR1 URH OGLESBY 1205 U 332-5387
GIRARD ILL 62640
LAW3 1216 W CHURCH C 344-6459
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD URH DANIELS 616 U 332-2340
TAIPEI TAIWAN
GRAD 706 W GREEN U 367-1933
KAOHSIUNG TAIWAN
LAS3 202 E DANIEL C 352-5151
COLFAX ILL 61728
LASl 409 E CHALMERS C
OAK FOREST ILL 60452
PE 4 402 E ARMORY C 344-6124
PARK RIDGE ILL
GRAD 214 GREGORY C 356-5143
SPARTA ILL
ENG4 512 E UNIVERSITY C 352-8271
CHICAGO 23 ILL
LASl 409 E CHALMERS C
CHICAGO ILL 60641
LAS4 307 E DANIEL C 344-1779
CHICAGO 41 ILL
ENG2 408 W OREGON U 367-2209
CHICAGO ILL 60611
LAS3 311 E GREEN C 344-3141
KANKAKEE ILL 60901
JNL4 URH BA8C0CK 217 U 332-3763
BERWYN ILL
GRAD 301 W WASHINGTON U 367-3408
675 KAISRSLTRN GER
LASl URH OGLESBY 128 U 332-5259
PALATINE ILL 60067
LASl URH VANDOREN 24 C 332-0467
EVANSTON ILL 60202
AGR1 URH ALLEN 9 U 332-3091
AVON ILL 61415
AGR4 URH BABCOCK 428 U 332-3836
AVON ILL
GRAO 809 S 1ST C 356-7141
NEW ORLEANS LA 70122
LAS4 415 W MAIN U 365-2790
URBANA ILL
_ 61801_
ENG3 URH CARR 301 U 332-3913
LANCASTER OHIO
PE 1 URH OGLESBY U
CHICAGO ILL 60625
LAS3 URH HOPKINS 224 C 332-1200
DECATUR ILL




LAS2 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
LAWRENCEVILLE ILL 62439
ENG4 URH TOWNSEND 250 U 332-1037
STREATOR ILL
LAS2 URH LAR 201 U 332-2837
STREATOR ILL 61364
LAS4 705 W SPRINGFIELD U 367-4352
SPRING VALLEY ILL 61362
ENG2 URH WESTON 414 C 332-2062
BELLEVILLE ILL 62220
C0M1 URH WESTON 492 C 332-2119
WHEATON ILL 60187




LASl 305 E JOHN C 344-9424
HONOLULU HA 96816
LAS2 1105 S 1ST C 356-7570
CHICAGO ILL
COM2 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62704
LASl URH HOPKINS 486 C 332-1387
SKOKIE ILL 60076
LAS2 706 OHIO U 344-9519
EVANSTON ILL 60201
LAS4 404 N ROMINE U 365-1709
WAUKEGAN ILL
PE 1 URH WESTON 341 C
DOlVNERS GROVE ILL 60515













20130 NW 14TH PL
LOGAN TERRANCE GUY



















107 E STEWART PL
LOHR MARY LYNETTE
1744 E CANTRELL ST
LOHR RAYMOND ANTON J















108 N FLOYD LN
LOMAN RICHARD BERNAR








2725 S 59TH CT
LOMBAROI GERALD VICT
2725 S 59TH CT
LOMBARDI MICHELLE JE








































KR 1 BOX 266
LONG JOHN REYNOLDS












2511 N 14TH ST
LAS4 135 W CLARK
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 610
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62707
LAS4 135 W CLARK
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS1 URH ALLEN 281
FRANKFORT ILL 60423




ENG4 1838 VALLEY RO
PEORIA ILL 61614
LAS1 URH FORBES 388
GENESEO ILL 61254
LAS3 URH NOBLE 109
KEOKUK IOWA 52632
LAS4 URH TOWNSEND 136
HILLSBORO ILL
GRAD 308 W ILLINOIS
URBANA ILL 61801








LAS1 312 E ARMORY
NORMAL ILL 61761
LAS2 URH BARTON 423
DECATUR ILL 62521
LAS3 301 CHALMERS
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60005
ENG4 604 E ARMORY
CHICAGO ILL 60641
ENG2 RR 3
BLOOMING TON ILL 61701
GRAD 309 W HEAlEY
INDIANAPOLIS I NO
GRAD 1011 S OAK
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
FAA3 1011 S OAK
champaign ill 61820
grao 503 s prospect
madison wis 53715
eng2 604 e armory
aurora ill 60506
las2 urh garner 454
chicago hts ill
las1 urh oglesby 1223
e chicago hts ill 60411
agr2 urh babcock 301
abingdon ill 61410
60 1 urh wardall 912
chicago ill 60636
eng3 409 e chalmers
pk forest ill
eng4 1110 w stoughton
Cicero 50 il
grad 1110 w stoughton
cicero ill 60650
las1 urh blaisdell 311
chicago ill 60608
las2 urh trelease 211
evanston ill 60202
grad 618 w healey
san diego cal 92105
eng3 urh oglesby 1224
chicago ill 60634
faa1 urh clark 321
elmhurst ill 60126
las2 306 w university
urbana ill 61801
las4 306 w university
urbana ill 61801
las2 409 e chalmers
chicago ill 60617
grao urh daniels 182
brooklyn n y 11235
grad 902 s locust
chicago ill 60626




LAS4 808 W MICHIGAN
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS1 URH NOBLE 312
DOWNERS GROVE ILL 60515
AGR2 URH GARNER 422
ELBURN ILL 60119
ENG4 313 E CHALMERS
MT PROSPECT ILL
GRAD URH DANIELS 127
OAKLEY KANS 67748
LAS1 URH SNYDER 425
NAPERVILLE ILL 60540
ENG2 302 E GREGORY
BLUE MOUND ILL 62513
LAS2 URH FLAGG 333
CHICAGO ILL 60619
LAS1 810 W OREGON
CAPE GIRARDEAU MO 63701
AGR2 1301 S BUSEY
MULINE ILL 61265
LAS1 1005 S 2ND
WHEATON ILL 60187
GKAD 1202 W CLARK
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ED 2 URH SAUNOERS
CHICAGO ILL 60611






















































LCNG ROBERT EUGENE J
7200 S RHODES AV
LONG ROBERT LANDIS





















L0NGT1N ROGER L ELAND
619 S SMALL
LONGWELL CHARLES W J
319 E ST LOUIS ST




























LOPAT IN DENNIS EDWAR
8615 E PRAIRIE RD
LOPATKA WALTER LEO
134 N CORNELL AV
LOPEZ CARLOS GARCIA
AV 10 MAYO 245
LOPEZ RAUL SANTIAGO












7232 S COLES AV
LORD WILLIAM SWIFT I










































LAS1 604 E ARMORY (
CHICAGO ILL 60619
GRAD 1975 D ORCHARD ST I
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 51 E DANIEL (
OURAND ILL 61020
LAS1 URH CLARK 306 I
OREGON ILL 61061
ENG4 602 S RACE I
DANVILLE IL
FAA3 311 E GREEN I
ELNORA N Y 12065
GRAD 2208 E UNIVERSITY I
DECATUR ILL
LAS3 URH LAR 305 I
PARK FOREST ILL 60466
AGR2 409 E CHALMERS I
LIBERTY ILL 62347
AGR3 809 W PENN I
LIBERTY ILL
GRAD 208 E CLARK I
MT MORRIS ILL 61054
GRAD RANTOUL ILL
RANTOUL ILL 61866
LAW1 1110 S ARBOR l
KANKAKEE ILL
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 202 >
NASHVILLE ILL 62263
GRAD URH DANIELS 99
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAO 2035 D ORCHARD ST
URBANA ILL 61801
FAA4 1108 S 1ST
PEORIA ILL 61605
LAS3 710 W OHIO
PARK FOREST ILL
LAS1 URH BLAISOELL 404
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
C0M1 1104 N JANES
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
FAA1 910 S 3RD
MADISON WIS 53711
GRAD 401 S LINCOLN
PARMA OHIO 44134
ED 3 URH SCOTT 250
LENA ILL 61048
AGR3 URH BLAISOELL 204
BATAVIA ILL
LAS1 URH ALLEN 106
DIXON ILL 61021
LAW1 408 E STOUGHTON
CHICAGO ILL 60632
GRAO 504 S CHICAGO
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
C0H1 URH SCOTT 467
WHEATON ILL 60187
LAS2 URH SCOTT 312
SKOKIE ILL 60077
ENG1 URH SNYDER 259
VILLA PARK ILL 60181
GRAD URH SHERMAN 667
HEX 18 OF MEX
GRAD 2068 B HAZELWD CT
URBANA ILL 61801
PE 4 506 S LINCOLN
GEORGETOWN ILL 61846




JNH 103 E ARMORY
STILLMAN VAL ILL 61084
LAS1 1105 S 1ST
CHICAGO ILL 60625
FAA2 409 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO IL 60649
LAS3 103 E ARMORY
STILLMAN VAL ILL 61084
ENG2 URH TOWNSEND 134
HOMEWOOD ILL 60430
ENG1 URH WESTON 391
CREVE COEUR ILL 61611
GRAD 1707 S PLEASANT
URBANA ILL 61801
PE 4 2305 S 1ST
COLLINSVILLE ILL
COM4 1707 S PLEASANT
URBANA ILL
LAS2 706 W WASHINGTON
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG2 URH WESTON 2 86
ELMHURST ILL 60126







































LAS1 URH LAR 427 U 332-2784
CHICAGO ILL 60640
LAS1 604 E ARMORY C
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62704
LAS3 RANTOUL ILL 344-0868
RANTOUL IL
FAA1 URH WESTON 262 C 332-1954
GLENVIEW ILL 60025
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 127 U 332-5435
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAS4 URH TRELEASE 812 U 332-5629
CHICAGO 44 ILL
LAS1 UKH OGLESBY 1025 U 332-5346
NAPERVILLE ILL 60540
LAS6 1104 N HIGHLAND U 367-6878
URBANA ILL 61801
VM 1 LORAL PK U
MACON ILL 62544
VM 2 URH DANIELS 80 U
GtNUA ILL













































6728 S OGLESBY AV
•LOVEROE BRIAN VINCEN

























•LOWE RANDALL HARR ISO
2006 VAWTER
LOWE RICHARD WILLIAM


















183 GREEN BAY RD
LOWMAN CHARLES JOHN






















501 NW 9TH ST
LOY ROUNEY HAMILTON
2305 S 1ST 301
LUZAR ROBERT CARL
702 N SPRING AV
LUBdEN RODGER DEAN
RR 1
GRAD 405 N MATHEWS U 367-1294
URBANA ILL 61801
FAA1 URH ALLEN 74 U 332-3265
GLEN ELLYN ILL 60137
FAA3 508 E ARMORY C 344-05U1
GRANITE CITY ILL
PE 4 1010 COLORADO U 367-6564
PINCKNEYVILLE ILL
ENG4 1110 W STOUGHTON U 344-1886
LOMBARD ILL
C0M1 URH ALLEN 471 U 332-3425
CHICAGO ILL 60629
LAS2 URH LUNDGREN 113 C 332-0223
STERLING ILL 61081
ENG3 URH HOPKINS 204 C 332-1188
CHICAGO ILL 60639
LAS4 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
MILWAUKEE WIS
GRAO 1913 ROBERTA LN C 359-2947
DIXON ILL 61021
FAA1 URH NOBLE 107 C 332-0365
OTTAWA ILL 61350
LAS4 403 S LINCOLN U
EVANSTON ILL 60201
ED 4 302 E ARMORY C 352-89 11
ROBINSON ILL
GRAD 1527 LINCOLNSHIRE C 356-4728
LOUISVILLE KV
GRAO 106 S URBANA U 365-1772
UROANA ILL 61801
LAS4 211 E JOHN C 344-3006
CHICAGO HTS IL 60411
ENG3 806 W MAIN U 332-1204
MCCLURE ILL
GRAO 106 S URBANA U 365-1772
URBANA ILL 61801
COM3 805 W OREGON U 332-1039
BLOOMINGTON ILL
EO 3 URH WARDALL 1112 U 332-4537
RIVER FOREST ILL 60635
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 606 U 332-5563
CHICAGO ILL 60649
GRAO 707 S 6TH C 344-0341
CHAMPAIGN IL
ENG2 904 W GREEN U
CHICAGO ILL 60625
LAS3 907 S WRIGHT C 344-6463
WHEATON ILL
AGR3 URH FORBES 302 C 332-1015
ROCK ISLAND ILL
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS C 344-4096
RIVER FORREST ILL
ED 4 1104 W NEVADA U 344-9617
SKOKIE IL
LAS4 URH OGLESBY 223 U 332-5104
OELRAN NJ
AGR1 604 N MAPLE C
OREGON ILL 61061
LAS3 604 N MAPLE U 367-7151
OREGON ILL
EO 3 902 S 2ND C 356-4432
CHICAGO ILL
LAS1 URH WESTON 294 C
JOLIET ILL 60436
GRAD 506 S MATHEWS U 344-1654
WITT ILL
LAS1 1 PHILLIPS ACRES U 367-1274
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 2006 VAWTER U 367-2505
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG1 505 E GREEN C
EVERGREEN PARK ILL 60642
LAW1 URH SHERMAN 952 C 332-4947
PARMA OHIO 44129
GRAD 2006 VAWTER U 367-2505
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS4 901 S 1ST C 359-2928
BENSENVILLE ILL
GRAD URH DANIELS U 332-2141
FLUSHING N Y 11354
ENG2 604 E ARMORY C 344-1266
EAST PEORIA ILL




AGR3 1110 S 2ND C 352-4858
MAZON ILL
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS C 344-3046
HIGHLAND PARK ILL 60035
FAA1 URH HOPKINS 438 C
MOMENCE ILL 60954
LAS1 URH GARNER 294 C 332-0772
WAUKEGAN ILL 60085
GRAU 1920 ORCHARD ST U 332-4624
URBANA ILL 61801
AGR2 URH WESTON 370 C 332-2033
CLINTON ILL 61727
GRAD 206 W MICHIGAN U 367-1752
URBANA ILL 61801
ED 4 URH WARDALL 8l9 U 312-0471
CHICAGO 17 ILL
LASl 307 E JOHN C 344-2129
EVERGREEN PARK ILL 60642
GRAD 603 S 1ST C 359-4266
BRADFORD UHIO 46308
FAA2 1010 S 2N0 C
ROCKFORD ILL 61103
LAS3 411 E GREEN ST C 344-9434
EFFINGHAM ILL 62401
LAS3 106 E ARMORY C 332-1449
CHICAGO ILL
AGR2 1204 S' LINCOLN U 344-1718
FAIRFIELD ILL 62837
LAW3 808 S 1ST C 352-4381
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
FAA2 604 E ARMORY C
LA GRANGE PARK ILL 60528











































































KR 1 bOX 141
LUCZAK PAUL JOHN
608 FINLtY p(0
LUCZK IW ANTHONY N
1321 N LATRUBE AV
LUDEN EVA









































PE 4 910 S 3RD
EVERGREEN PK ILL
AVI 1 URH WESTON 488 C
PARK RIDGE ILL 60068
LAS2 301 E ARMORY C 356-7606
LINCOLNWOOO ILL 60646
LASl URH ALLEN 19 U 332-2789
HIGHLAND ILL 62249
GRAD 802 BRIGHTON U 367-9055
URBANA ILL
GRAD 802 BRIGHTON U 367-9055
URBANA ILL 61801
LASl 52 E ARMORY C
SKOKIE ILL 60076
ED 4 TOLONO ILL 352-6946
TOLONO ILL
ENG6 TOLONO ILL 359-4122
CH1LLIC0THE ILL 61523
GRAD 312 W SPRINGFIELD U 367-5138
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 303 E JOHN C 344-1103
UNIVER CITY MO
PE 3 1102 S LINCOLN U 344-6074
DANVILLE ILL
LAS4 107 E HEALEY C 356-1894
PEORIA ILL
LAS4 URH BUSEY 233 U 332-2617
WESTVILLE ILL
CCTM1 309 E CHALMERS C
DANVILLE ILL 61832
GRAD 110 W CHARLES C
KIRKWOOO MO 63122
FAA4 KOKOMO I NO 352-4108
KOKOMO I NO
GRAD 606 E STOUGHTON C 356-0105
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 606 E STOUGHTON C 356-0105
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS4 508 E STOUGHTON C 332-5404
DECATUR ILL
LAS3 401 E DANIEL C 344-1261
EDWARDSVILLE ILL
C0M1 URH TOWNSEND 275 U 332-4230
LEMONT ILL 60439
ENG4 URH OGLESBY 1016 U 332-5336
CHICAGO ILL 60635
GRAD 624 E GREEN C 359-4395
MARTINTON ILL
LASl 711 W GREEN U 367-9162
EFFINGHAM ILL 62401
VM 2 205 W OREGON U 367-2158
SUAMICO WIS
LAW1 307 S PRAIRIE C 352-4097
AUGUSTA ILL
ENG2 URH WESTON 472 C 332-2106
PALATINE ILL 60067
JNL4 602 E STOUGHTON C 359-2760
CARBONDALE ILL
FAA1 URH TRELEASE 509 U 332-5535
BLOOMINGTON ILL 61701
GRAD 409 HESSEL C 359-2661
CHAMPAIGN ILL
C0M1 URH OGLESBY 601 U
UNIVERSITY CTY MO 63130
LASZ URH LUNDGREN 214 C 332-0246
CHICAGO ILL 60645
ENG4 210 E JOHN C 356-3675
BELVIDERE ILL
LAW2 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
TUULON ILL 61483




ENG1 1010 S 2ND C
LOMBARD ILL 60148




AGR2 912 S 2ND C 352-5632
FJRRESTON ILL 61030
LAS2 1404 S LINCOLN U 332-5593
FdRRESTON ILL 61030
ENG3 URH TOWNSEND 574 U 332-4293
PARK FOREST ILL
LAS4 URH WARDALL 926 U 332-4502
PARK FOREST ILL
GKAD 1776 VALLEY RD C 352-0173
SUGAR GROVE PA




AGR4 2 SALEM RD U 367-5097
UR3ANA ILL 61801
LAS3 URH ALLEN 279 U 332-3328
PANA ILL 62557
AGR4 2 SALEM U 367-5097
UROANA ILL 61801
LASl URH FORBES 204 C 332-0945
HILLSBORU ILL
LAS4 1115 W GREEN U 344-4697
URBANA ILL 61801
COM4 1111 S 2ND C 332-1298
PEORIA 3 ILL
C0M1 URH WESTON 332 C 332-2007
PEORIA ILL 61603
FAA1 311 E GREEN C
LIBERTYVILLE ILL 60048
ENG2 604 E ARMORY C 344-4196
LOCKPORT ILL 60441
LAS3
LA GRANGE ILL 60525
LAS4 508 E ARMORY C 344-0501
LAKE ZURICH ILL
GRAD 1010 E COLORADO U 367-7118
URBANA ILL











15A AUSTIN FLAT F
PE 4 512 E STOUGHTON
OSWEGO ILL 60543
COM3 313 E JOHN
WATERLOO ILL
AGRl URH NOBLE 410
WATERLOO ILL 6229B
ENG2 URH CARR 210
KOWLUON HONG KONG
LUKACEK JAMES JOSEPH COM2 URH FORBES 370
10826 AVENUE A CHICAGO ILL 60617
LUKAS HELEN KATHLEEN LAS2 URH TRELEASE 411
601 IOWA AV AURORA ILL 60506
LUKAS VIRGINIA KAYE AGRl URH LAR 272
ANTIGO WIS 54409
COM4 1003 W CALIFORNIA
BERWYN ILL







LUKENBACH ELVIN RUSS GRAD 48 E JOHN
SCOTTSBLUFF NEB
LAS1 URH SAUNDERS 430
BLOOMINGTON ILL 61701
ENG3 URH GARNER 289
PALOS HTS ILL
LAS1 URH ALLEN 98
BERWYN ILL 60402
LAS1 URH TOWNSEND 118
MASAKA UGANDA
LAS4 307 E DANIEL
LOMBARD IL
LAS2 URH SAUNDERS 431
CHICAGO ILL 60608
ENG2 112 E DANIEL
12123 WENTMORTH AV CHICAGO ILL 60628
LULY LANCE EARLE ENG1 URH BABCOCK 107
1832 PARK AV ALTON ILL 62002
LUM DIANA MAY LAS4 506 W ELM
4907 N KARLOV AV CHICAGO ILL 60630
LUM GERALD HOONG WUN FAA2 URH SCOTT 404





12421 S 69TH AV
LUKEVICH JANET E



























FAA3 1007 S 2ND
LONDON MILLS ILL 61544
LAS1 904 W GREEN
GLENVIEW ILL 60025
LA SI URH TOWNSEND 204
MT PROSPECT ILL 60056
GRAD URH OANIELS 219
HOLLA MO
LAS4 606 W PARK
LA GRANGE ILL
GRAD 905 COUNTRY SQI











LAS3 707 S 6TH
WILMETTE ILL 60091
LAW2 707 S 6TH
LOCKPORT ILL 60441
FAA4 2017 A ORCHARD ST
PEORIA ILL
LAS1 URH BARTON 15
PARK RIDGE ILL 60068
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 309
HARVEY ILL 60426
LUNOEEN BRUCE EDWARD LAS4 415 W MAIN
114 N WASHINGTON LAKE FOREST ILL
LUNOFELT JEAN KATHLE LAS1 URH ALLEN 291
922 FRANKLIN DOWNERS GROVE ILL 60515
LUNDGREN CHERYL ANN LAS1 URH LuNDGREN 125
8319 S SEELEY AV CHICAGO ILL. 60620
LUNDGREN utBORAH MAE PE 2 URH LAR
740 SUFFOLK AV WESTCHESTER ILL 60156
LUNDGREN DIANE RUTH LAS1 URH BUSEY 217
740 SUFFOLK AV WESTCHESTER ILL 60153
LUNDGREN JAMES R ENG2 205 E ARMORY
15155 BRIAR LN OAK FOREST ILL 60452
•LUNDMAN RICHARD JACK GRAD 105 E JOHN
6620 W HARLEM CHICAGO ILL
LUNDOUIST BONNIE J LAS6 609 HARWOOO CT
722 WESTCHESTER ROCKFORD ILL
LUNDQUIST RONALD EVA GRAD 210 E MAIN
1518 N WALLER AV CHICAGO ILL
LUNDQUIST ROY ARTHUR C0M1 URH TOWNSEND 573
9349 S SAYRE
LUNDQUIST THOMAS E











LUPARDU JAMES A JR
264 ILL INOIS AV
LURIE L INDA LEE
184 MONEE RD
LURITU JEANETTE MADA LAS4 910 S 3R0
^206 N 75TH CT ELMWOOD PK 35 ILL
LUSC0M6E GEORGE A II LAW2 508 E WHITE
OAKLAWN ILL 60453
PE 1 103 E ARMORY
HT CARROLL ILL 61053




ENG4 1207 W CLARK
PERU ILL 61354
FAA2 URH OGLESBY 825
BERKELEY ILL 60163
VM 1 22 MAPLEWOOD
URBANA ILL 61801
LASS 1009 W CALIFORNIA
PATERSON N J 07503
LAS2 URH WARDALL 504
PARK FOREST ILL 60466
506 S JACKSON
LUSCOMBfc MARK ALAN




COM2 URH TOWNSEND 148
CLINTON ILL 61727
GRAD URH SHERMAN 430
CHICAGO ILL 6064S
•LUSSIt WILLIAM GORDO GRAD 2313 S 1ST
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS1 URH SCOTT 224
VANDALIA ILL 62471
LAS! URH TRELEASE 109
EAST ALTON ILL 62024
LUItCKI LEUNARD CASI LNG1 URH HOPKINS 269
7403 W CLARENCE AV CHICAGO ILL 60631
LUTH GARY EDWARD AGRl URH GARNER 361




























































532 EDEN PARK OR











312 E GREENWOOD ST
•LUTZ JULIE HAYNES






2070 C ORCHARD ST
LUXEN WILLIAM PAUL
268 S BARRON



















5705 N MEADE AV
LYMAN MICHAEL CAHILL














E 6TH ST RD BX 305
LYNCH JOHN JOSEPH
4 N 751 ITASCA RD
LYNCH KATHLEEN ALYCE
16048 DEBBIE LN






•LYNES JOHN WALTER JR
355 S MARSHALL ST
LYNGE MARY P
6501 N BROOKWOO LN
•LYNGE STEPHANIE BRUN






























187 DELHI CT C
LYTLE RAYMOND HARLAN
693 ELM ST
AGRl URH GARNER 361 C 332-0815
HUME ILL 61932
ENG1 URH CARR 210 U
RANTOUL ILL 61866
VH 4 708 W NEVADA U 344-6677
SPRINGFIELD ILL
ENG1 URH SNYDER 402 C- 332-1811
CERRO GORDO ILL 6A8T8
LAS4 409 E CHALMERS C 352-2096
BERWYN ILL
GRAD WRH SHERMAN 661 C 332-4890
SILVER SPR MD
LAS3 URH LAR 474 U 332-3056
EDWARDSVILLE ILL 62025
LAS2 URH WESTON 476 C 332-2110
MORTON ILL 61550
GRAD 2070 C ORCHARD ST U 344-2392
URBANA ILL 61B01
COM3 501 E DANIEL C 344-1510
GREEN VALLEY ILL
GRAD HUDSON ILL 356-8529
HUDSON ILL 61748
GRAD 2070 C ORCHARD ST U 344-2392
URBANA ILL 61801
COM3 911 S 4TH C 344-9560
BENSENVILLE ILL
ENG1 URH SCOTT 346 C 332-1534
NAPERVILLE ILL 60540
LAS1 211 E DANIEL C 344-5000
DEERFIELD ILL 60015
GRAD 202 W WHITE C 352-4472
NILES ILL 60648
GRAD 204 W CALIFORNIA U
WOOSTER OHIO 44691
FAA4 URH WESTON 358 C 332-2021
VILLA PARK ILL 60181
FAA1 112 E JOHN C 352-9365
CHICAGO ILL 60626
COM3 BELLFLOWER ILL 367-9694
BELLFLOWER ILL
GRAD VET RES ANNEX 108 U 333-4886
MANSFIELD ILL 61854
AGRl URH SAUNDERS 322 U 332-3664
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAS4 308 E ARMORY C 367-1255
EL PASO ILL
ENG4 URH FORBES 271 C 332-0995
CHICAGO IL 60646
LAS2 URH GARNER 290 C 332-0767
LAKE FOREST ILL 60045
ENG4 MONTICELLO ILL 356-7936
MONTICELLO ILL 61856
GRAD URH SHERMAN 434 C 332-4739
FORT WORTH TEX 76107
COM3 311 E GREEN C 344-5442
ROLLING MOWS ILL
ED 4 MONTICELLO ILL
MONTICELLO ILL 61856
VM 3 1 OAKWOOD U 367-7434
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG2 URH HOPKINS 452 C 332-1362
SENECA ILL 61360
ENG1 URH WESTON 365 C 332-2028
PANA ILL 62557
COM3 804 W OREGON U
ITASCA ILL
LAS3 URH TRELEASE 1104 U 332-5711
S HOLLAND ILL 60473
LAS4 505 E STOUGHTON C 356-3905
CALUMET CITY ILL 60473
ENG2 907 S 3RD C 344-6471
LONG I CITY N Y 11101
ENG3 806 OHIO U 344-9876
TAYLORVILLE ILL
GRAD 3104 BROWNFIELO RD U
LANCASTER PA
ED 4 1005 S WRIGHT C 344-0571
PEORIA ILL 61614
GRAD 205 E HEALEY C 356-5384
BELLEVILLE ILL 62221
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 1130 U 332-5736
EVANSTON ILL 60201
ENG3 912 S 2ND C 356-7432
EVANSTON ILL_
ED 4 URH BLAISDELL 124 U 332-3471
EVANSTON ILL 60201
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS C
EVANSTON ILL 60201
ED 1 URH FLAGG 421 C 332-0334
ELMHURST ILL 60126
LAS2 110 E ARMORY C
LINCOLNWOOD ILL 60646
ENG1 URH GARNER 2 06 C 332-0706
HILLSIDE ILL 60162
GRAD 1909 ALTON C 352-6481
CHAMPAIGN ILL
ENGl 1008 S LINCOLN U 344-3901
THAWVILLE ILL 60968
LAS3 URH BABCOCK 8 U 332-3711
JERSEYVILLE ILL
GRAD URH SHERMAN 407 C 332-4712
PROVIDENCE R 1 02909
GRAD 407 S STATE C
CHICAGO ILL 60657
GRAD 604 SCOTTSWOOD U 365-2441
URBANA ILL 61801
COM2 URH WESTON 492 C 332-2119
HINSDALE ILL 60521
GRAD 2419 E GREEN U 367-3470
COLUMBUS UHIO 43202





8 H WASHINGTON ST
MCAOAMS MICHAEL DALE






















316 W ROSELYN ST
MCBRIDE BARRY CLARKE


























































401 W BEECHTREE LN
MCCANN VALERIE ANN












8001 S ST LOUIS AV
MCCARTHY SUSAN P




2701 W 79TH ST
MCCARTHY TIMOTHY JOH




7 3 01 ANNE DR
LAS2 URH SAUNDERS 11
PANA IL 62557
COM3 URH GARNER 264
JACKSONVILLE ILL
LAS4 312 E ARMORY
CHICAGO 28 ILL
LAS1 URH ALLEN 326
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60005
ENG3 1101 W PENN
RUCKFORD ILL
LAS2 306 E GREGORY
DOWNERS GROVE ILL 60515
LAS2 URH ALLEN 117
DOWNERS GR ILL 60515
LAS1 707 S 6TH
CHICAGO ILL 60617
GRAD 508 E STOUGHTON
DANVILLE ILL
LAS2 URH LUNOGREN 23
CHICAGO ILL 60647
JNL3 705 S 3RD
PARK RIDGE ILL 60068
GRAD 1406 WILEY
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD URH SHERMAN 149
PHILADELPHIA 20 PA
GRAO 2070 ORCHARD ST
URBANA ILL 61801




AGR1 810 W OREGON
RUTLAND ILL 61358
PE 1 URH TOWNSEND 483
ORLANDO PARK ILL
ED 1 URH WARDALL 1004
WILMETTE ILL 60091
LAS2 907 S 3RD
OSWEGO ILL
LAS3 806 W GREEN
ALTON ILL
AGR3 801 W NEVADA
PONTIAC ILL
GRAD 1835 B ORCHARD PL
SAN DIEGO CAL 92106
ENG2 URH TOWNSEND 572
E PEORIA ILL 61611
ENG2 URH TOWNSEND 433
DIXON ILL 61021
ENG1 URH GARNER 468
EAST PEORIA ILL 61611
LAS4 1005 S LINCOLN
CHICAGO ILL
FAA1 URH TRELEASE 1030
PINE BLUFF ARK 71601
LAS2 URH SNYDER 320
CHICAGO 27 ILL 60627
ED 1 URH TOWNSEND 480
PARK FOREST ILL 60466
LAS3 URH BLAISOELL 307
WONDER LK ILL
GRAO 512 S 4TH
CHICAGO ILL 60626




FAA2 URH TOWNSEND 110
PARK FOREST ILL 60466
AGR4 106 E HEALEY
KANKAKEE ILL 60901
ED 2 904 S LINCOLN
QUINCY ILL 62301
ENG2 405 E JOHN
RIOGE FARM ILL 61870
LAS1 URH SNYDER 474
PARK RIDGE ILL 60068
LAS1 URH LUNDGREN 319
CINCINNATI OHIO 45231
GRAD URH VANOOREN 327
EAST ST LOUIS MO 62203
LAS1 1402 HILLCREST
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS1 URH FLAGG 418
WAYNE PA 19087
PE 1 URH LUNDGREN 19
MONMOUTH ILL 61462
LAS2 1005 S WRIGHT
CRYSTAL LAKE ILL 60014
ED 5 2207 KIRBY
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG3 URH WESTON 376
BAIEOURFE OUE CAN
LAW3 54 E DANIEL
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAO URH SHERMAN 228
SAN FRAN CAL 94127
FAA3 URH BUSEY 217
CHICAGO ILL 60652
LAS3 2061 D ORCHARD ST
NEW YORK CITY N Y 10017
GRAO 2061 D ORCHARD ST
WENTWORTH N H
ENG4 619 S WRIGHT
CHICAGO 52 ILL















































































RR 4 WAKEFLD RD
MCCLAIN BETTY CAROLE
ROUTE 2 BOX 294
MCCLEARY ALEELA M
610 E POLK ST
MCCLEISH MICHAEL L
419 N CENTRAL AV
MCCLEISH WILLIAM EUG













11358 S GREEN ST
MCCLENOON JOHN EDWAR
DEERS RD RR 3
MCCLINTOCK ROBERT WH




















































1655 N 38TH ST
MCCONKEY ROY ROBERT




600 W MCKINLEY ST
MCCONNELL DEBORAH JO








COM4 230J S 1ST C 344-9232
BELLEVILLE ILL 62222
GRAD URH SHERMAN 229 C 332-4664
CRIDERSVILLE OHIO 45806
FAA2 URH HOPKINS 432 C 332-1351
GRANITE CITY ILL 62042
ENG3 HINSDALE ILL 359-3521
CASEY ILL
ENG4 910 S 3RD C 332-5882
PALATINE ILL
LAS3 1403 SCOTTSDALE C 356-3509
RUCKFORD ILL
LAS1 URH FORBES 311 C
COULTERVILLE ILL 62237
GRAD 103 W HEALEY C
BURNABY 1 BC CAN
FAA3 1108 S 1ST C 359-2011
FOLSOM PENN
AGR1 URH GARNER 344 C 333-8060
PREEMPTION ILL 61276
AGR2 URH OGLESBY 1222- U 332-5403
ALEDO ILL 61231
EO 1 URH TRELEASE 1120 U 332-5726
HILLSBORO ILL 62049
ENG3 URH WESTON 390 C 332-2046
RIO ILL 61472
GRAO 1604 CORONADO C 359-1100
CONCORD TENN




ENG2 URH GARNER 478 C 332-0901
ROXANA ILL 62084
ENG3 502 E WHITE C 356-7735
OAK PARK ILL
JNL4 1111 S 1ST C 356-3231
MARTINSVILLE ILL
JNL3 901 S 2ND C 352-9541
ELMHURST ILL
PE 4 2014 A ORCHARD ST U 344-2176
URBANA ILL 61801
AGR2 409 E CHALMERS C 344-4784
RUSHVILLE ILL 62681
GRAO 2014 A ORCHARD ST U 344-2176
WEST POINT ILL
GRAO 405 S 6TH C 356-8579
HOMEWOOD ILL 60430
C0M1 URH GARNER 328 C
CHICAGO ILL 60643
AGR2 DEERS RD U 367-8768
URBANA ILL
LAS3 806 W FLORIDA U 344-3790
URBANA ILL
C0M1 1212 DEVONSHIRE C 356-9241
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS4 602 E STOUGHTON C 356-0651
CAMP LEJEUNE N CAR
AGR4 807 S 1ST C 344-1391
NORTHBROOK ILL 60062
GRAD 608 S STATE C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
AGR1 URH NOBLE 310 C 332-0408
CARLOCK ILL 61725
COM3 807 S 1ST C 344-9477
BEARDSTOWN ILL 62618
LAS1 URH SCOTT 392 C
KANKAKEE ILL 60901
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 511 U 332-5183
PARK RIDGE ILL 60068
AGR3 URH OGLESBY 920 U 332-5311
DECATUR IL
C0M1 URH OGLESBY 1130 U 332-5381
FLAT ROCK ILL 62427
LAS1 URH CARR 411 U 332-3954
ROCKFORD ILL 61103
LAW1 504 W ELM U
ROCKFORD ILL 61108
LAS2 53 E HEALEY C 352-6692
METROPOLIS ILL 62960
LAW3 PHILO ILL 359-1927
HILLSIDE ILL
COM3 506 E GREEN U 367-6398
WORTHINGTON OHIO
GRAD 1101 S ORCHARD U 344-5138
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS6 713 ARLINGTON CT C 352-6931
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG4 1206 W STOUGHTON U 365-1988
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS4 1206 W STOUGHTON U 365-1986
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS2 713 ARLINGTON CT C 352-6931
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS4 1110 W NEVADA U 344-0425
GRANITE CITY ILL
GRAD 2111 W WHITE C 359-2635
FT COLLINS COLO
AGR1 URH SCOTT 262 C 332-1472
SPARTA ILL 62286
LAS4 1110 W NEVADA U 344-0114
ELMHURST ILL
ENG4 201 E GREEN C 356-4014
CHICAGO ILL
LAS3 403 E CHALMERS C 344-3200
E ST LOUI S ILL
LAS1 URH WESTON 466 C 332-2100
BEECHER ILL 60401
ENG3 URH GARNER 369 C 332-0823
ST LOUIS MO
COM2 212 E DANIEL C 356-7908
HARVARD ILL 60033
LAS1 URH EVANS 307 U 332-2734
NAPERVILLE ILL 60540
GRAD 304 S BUSEY U 367-2245
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD URH LAR 171 U 332-2946
HUBBARD OHIO 44425














































969 W WOOD ST
MCCREARY EUGENE PATR












1823 E JEFFERSN ST
MCCUEN PATRICIA RAE





MCCULLOUGH JAMES D J


















316 N PRAIRIE ST
MCCUMBER DOUGLAS RAY


















1717 N OAYTON ST
MCDANIEL BARBARA LYN

















GRAD 2010 S VINE
URBANA ILL
LAS3 311 E GREEN
DECATUR ILL
ENG1 912 S 2ND
LA GRANGE ILL
FAA1 402 E ARMORY
ZION ILL







LASl URH HuPKINS 390 C
CHICAGO ILL 60629
LAS2 URH CLARK 439 C
DES PLAINES ILL 60018
LAS2 1115 W SPRINGFIELD C
CHAMPAI5N ILL 61822
LAS3 1404 S LINCOLN U
MACOMB IL 61455
AGR3 408 E GREEN U
NEW LENOX ILL 60451
GRAD 1423 ROSE C
CHAMPAIGN ILL
COM4 106 E DANIEL C
DECATUR ILL
LAS4 112 E JOHN C
ROBINSON ILL
ENG1 URH FORBES 252 C
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60004
LASl 904 W GREEN U
RUCKFORO ILL 61107
AGR2 25 LEXINGTON U
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS2 1404 S LINCOLN U
DECATUR ILL 62526
LAS2 URH HOPKINS 420 C
MONTICELLO ILL 61856
GRAD 1003 W OREGON U
KENMORE NY
LASl 405 E JOHN C
DECATUR ILL 62522
GRAO 510 W UNIVERSITY C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS4 510 W UNIVERSITY C
BETHLEHEM PA
LAS4 211 E WHITE C
BETHLEHEM PA 18018
LAW2 404 BRIAR LN C
MASON CITY ILL
PE 2 URH SCOTT 268 C
CHICAGO ILL
AGR4 904 W GREEN U
TUSCOLA ILL
FAA3 203 N HARVEY U
SPRINGFIELD IL
LAS3 1404 S LINCOLN U
ELGIN ILL 60120
FAA1 501 E DANIEL C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LASl URH FLAGG 414 C
PARIS ILL 61944
GRAD 106 S 3RD C
SANTA MONICA CAL
GRAO 902 W OREGON U
BERWICK PA
GRAO 502 E HEALEY C
DALTON OHIO 44618
GRAD 604 E CLARK C
ANDERSON IND
GRAD URH DANIELS 97 U
SPENCS BROG BC CAN
LAS4 URH LAR 166 U
KEMANEE ILL
LAS2 101 S COLER U
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 1912 B ORCHARD ST U
GLENCOE IL
LAS4 1207 W SPRINGFIELD U
LACON ILL
LAS3 1301 S BUSEY
LACON ILL 61540




LASl URH SCOTT 328
BATAVIA ILL 60510
COM4 URH TOWNSEND 224
HAZEL CREST ILL
LAS2 302 E ARMORY
GLENVIEW ILL 60025
GRAD 505 E WHITE
BAYSIDE N Y
FAA2 URH TOWNSEND 572
PEORIA ILL 61606
LAS2 1107 N DIVISION
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 906 S ANOERSON
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS2 URH BLAISDELL 421
CHICAGO ILL 60614
FAA1 URH TRELEASE 731
CARTHAGE ILL 62321
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS
ROCK ISLAND ILL 61201
FAA2 URH HOPKINS 150
DE KALB ILL 60115
GRAD 1932 A ORCHARD ST
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS2 410 E GREEN
CARTHAGE ILL
GRAD 504 E PARK
MURRAY KY 42071
LASl URH SNYDER 240
OtCATUR ILL 62526
GRAO URH SHERMAN 218
HOUSTON 5 TEXAS

















































































ROUTE 1 BOX 100
MCDONALD PAUL ANDERS


















207 N 13TH ST
MCDONOUGH MOLL IE MAR
2544 BENNETT
MCDOWELL CLYDE RICHA






























214 N ASHLAND AVE
MCEVOY DENNIS MICHAE






















HCGARVEY MEL INOA MAR
204 W AGARO
MCGAVIC JOHN PATRICK








333 M CHAMPAIGN AV




AGR2 URH TAFT 416 I
PEORIA ILL 61604
AVI2 1004 S 4TH I
CLINTON N Y 13323
LAS4 1109 S 4TH I
DWIGHT ILL 60420
LASl URH NOBLE 413
DOWNERS GROVE ILL 60515
LASl URH LUNOGREN 30?
FAIRBURY ILL 61739
LASl URH SNYDER 458
GRANITE CITY ILL 62040
JNL4 503 W ELM
OAK LAWN ILL
COM3 201 E JOHN
PARK RIDGE ILL
GRAO 209 E GREEN
URBANA ILL 61801
ED 1 409 E CHALMERS
RQCKFORD ILL 61103
LASl URH TRELEASE 1016





LAS2 URH SCOTT 290
MCHENRY IL 60050
LASl URH SCOTT 394
ROCK ISLAND ILL 61201
LASl 409 E CHALMERS
SPRINGFIELD IL 62704
C0M1 URH GARNER 252
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60005
LAS4 309 E CHALMERS
LOMBARD ILL
LAW3 URH BABCOCK 129
ARTHUR ILL
ENG2 604 E ARMORY
ROCK ISLAND ILL 61201
LASl URH BUSEY 241
NILES ILL 60648
GRAD 1003 S MATTIS
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
PE 2 308 E ARMORY
BEECH GROVE IND
ED 3 904 S LINCOLN
EVANSTON ILL
LAS3 1004 S 4TH
MOUNOS ILL 62964
ENG4 609 S 4TH
OAK PARK ILL 60304
LASl URH WESTON 367
BARTONVILLE ILL 61607
LASl URH OGLESBY 330
ELGIN ILL
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS
WOODSTOCK ILL 60098
C0M1 212 E CHALMERS
DANVILLE ILL 61832




GRAO 1830 C ORCHARD PL
BREWTON ALA 36426
GRAO 1110 S ARBOR
ANNANOALE VA 22003








AGR3 809 W PENN
BUSHNELL ILL
AGR4 706 S MATHEWS
PARK RIOGE ILL
C0M1 212 E DANIEL
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62707
LAS3 URH TRELEASE 511
PERU ILL 61354
LAS3 105 E OANIEL
CHICAGO ILL 60636
LAW1 1110 S ARBOR
CHICAGO ILL 60643
LASl URH ALLEN 464
STRONGHURST ILL 61480
LAS4 707 W UNIVERSITY
URBANA ILL 61801
LASl URH SNYDER 304
SYCAMORE ILL 60178
LAS4 707 W UNIVERSITY
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 605 S BIRCH
HUNTSVILLE TEX 77340
LAS4 305 E JOHN
CHICAGO ILL
ENG4 409 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO ILL 60618
FAA3 409 E CHALMERS
RIVEROALE ILL 60627
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 803
WYOMING ILL 61491
ENG4 24 SALEM RD
PANA ILL
GRAO 1954 C ORCHARD ST
SARNIA ONT CAN











































































736 W BALDWIN RD
MCGINN IS WILLIAM TRA



























MCGRAOY OENIS A JR






409 E OREGON AVE
MCGRATH DIANE
426 E 10TH ST
MCGRATH JAMES LEO

















MCGREGOR GEORGE F JR
579 E PARK AV
MCGREGOR OTIS WAYNE







































AGR4 2061 B ORCHARD ST U 344-4237
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS1 URH ALLEN 268 U 332-3320
MATTOON ILL 61938
LAS1 URH ALLEN 102 U
CHICAGO ILL 60644
AGR2 106 E OANIEL C 356-5856
JOLIET ILL 60435
ENG4 URH TOWNSEND 505 U 332-4242
FAIRFIELD ILL
AGR2 URH HOPKINS 432 C 332-1351
DOWNERS GROVE ILL 60515
ENG2 VANOENBURG AF8 CAL 344-9639
VANOENBURG AF8 CAL 93747
COM2 1101 W PENN U 344-9735
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61822




PE 4 1207 H NEVADA U 344-1459
PALATINE ILL
LASl URH SCOTT 350 C 332-1405
MATTOON ILL 61938
LASl 49 E LOGAN C 352-92 54
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS4 49 LOGAN C 352-9254
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS3 1012 W SPRINGFIELD U 367-5072
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 928 U 332-5674
CHICAGO ILL 60643
LASl URH OGLESBY 420 U 332-5161
ELMHURST ILL 60126
LAS2 1105 W OREGON U 344-1777
URBANA ILL 61801
JNL3 URH BLAISDELL 211 U 332-3487
LA GRANGE ILL
ENG1 URH FORBES 394 C 332-1081
CHICAGO ILL 60631
COM4 1307 N MARKET C 356-2067
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS3 URH LAR 472 U 332-3053
CHICAGO ILL
ED 1 URH WAROALL 804 U 332-4757
CAR80NDALE ILL 62901
ENG4 URH HOPKINS 332 C 332-1281
DOWNERS GROVE ILL
AGR4 URH CLARK 322 C 332-0048
GILLESPIE ILL
LAW1 108 E JOHN C 344-1650
GILLESPIE ILL
LASl 201 E JOHN C 356-7515
HILLSIDE ILL
LASl URH NOBLE 322 C 332-0418
PROSPECT HTS ILL 60070
GRAD 409 E OREGON U 367-8655
URBANA ILL
GRAD 911 S LOCUST C 359-2600
BLOOMINGTON INO
ENG3 501 E OANIEL C 344-1510
LOMBARD ILL
COM4 910 W CALIFORNIA U
LOMBARD ILL
LAS3 URH WAROALL 910 U 332-4487
FLOSSMOOR ILL 60422
GRAD 409 E OREGON U 367-8655
URBANA ILL
ENG3 102 E ARMORY C 359-3481
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820




LAS4 905 S 1ST C 356-5269
CHAMPAIGN ILL
COM3 1105 S 4TH C 356-7645
CHICAGO ILL
LAS3 URH TOWNSEND 151 U 332-4023
ELMHURST ILL
GRAO 2313 S 1ST C 344-4501
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS3 512 E STOUGHTON C
CHICAGO ILL
PE 2 904 W GREEN U 332-3779
CHICAGO ILL 60626
LAS5 906 LOCUST C 344-9696
CLIFTON N J
GRAD 604 E STOUGHTON C 356-2261
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LASl 211 E ARMORY C 356-3280
CHICAGO ILL 60636
COM4 705 S LINCOLN U 332-0755
FOREST PARK ILL
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS C 334-0218
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61B20
ENG1 URH OGLESBY 710 U
PARK RIOGE ILL 60068
PE 2 401 E JOHN C
DEERFIELD ILL 60015
LAS2 705 S LINCOLN U
FOREST PARK ILL . 60130
LAS4 URH WAROALL 1120 U 332-4544
LOVINGTON ILL
LAS2 601 S 4TH C 332-0926
ROCKFORD ILL 61103
LAS4 1102 S LINCOLN U 344-4205
OAK PARK IL
EO 3 504 S LYNN C
IVESDALE ILL 61851
ENG1 URH FORBES 344 C 356-5041
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG3 112 E DANIEL C 356-7936
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS3 URH BLAISDELL 405 U 332-3543
HAVANA ILL
LAS3 URH ALLEN 348 U 332-3216
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62704
FAA1 LRH WAROALL 1124 U
MATTOON ILL 61938
MCHUGH JANE EL1ZABET LAS4 URH SAUNDERS 421
1036 N LAVERGNE AV CHICAGO ILL 60651
MCHUGH KATHLEEN B LASl URH VANDOREN 125
2531 E POPLAR SPRINGFIELD ILL 62703
MCHUGH PATRICIA C LAS3 URH BARTON 410
1903 E INDIANA WHEATON ILL
MCILRATH JOHN CHARLE LAS4 901 S 2ND
974 BEECHWOOD RD BUFFALO GR ILL 60090
LASl URH FLAGG 324
DE KALB ILL 60115
C0M1 604 E ARMORY
GRANITE CITY ILL 62040
















920 N STONE AV
MCINNIS TITUS LELAND GRAD 906 S





GRAO 906 S VINE
LA GRANGE PARK ILL
NE
LL
MCINTIRE ROBERT EDWA LAS4 313 E ARMORY
668 S HARRISON KANKAKEE ILL 60901







223 S MAPLE ST
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS6 307 E GREEN
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
jflL4 601 W SPRINGFIELD
MT PROSPECT ILL
ENG4 807 S BUSEY
PIPER CITY ILL
MCINTOSH HUGH EUGENE LAS2 106 E OANIEL
223 S MAPLE ST
MCINTOSH JUDITH LEE
3085 SPR LAKE DR
MCINTOSH L K
1510 W 13TH ST
MCINTOSH PAUL AARON
223 S MAPLE ST
PIPER CITY ILL 60959
PE 3 302 E ARMORY
ROCKFORD ILL
LASl URH TOWNSEND 418
CHICAGO ILL 60608
AGR4 URH GARNER 259
PIPER CITY ILL
MCINTYRE JOHN SIDNEY GRAO 2071 A ORCHARD ST
416 42ND ST S W CALGARY ALTA CAN
MCINTYRE PATRICIA E LAS2 URH WAROALL 617
1039 BLOOMFIELD ST HOBOKEN N J 07030
MCINTYRE THOMAS EDWA C0M1 604 E ARMORY
28 W 321 MAIN ST WARRENVILLE ILL 60555
MCJUNKIN MARY CLARKE GRAO 102 N GREGORY
1425 MAPLE EVANSTON ILL
MCKASSON STEPHEN C LAS3 1111 3RD
21 ARTHUR AV CLARENDON HLS ILL
MCKAUGHAN LARRY SCOT GRAD WILSON TRAILER PK
WILSON TRLR PK 46 URBANA ILL 61801

















COM3 910 S LOCUST
PALOS PARK ILL
MCKAY JOAN MACDONALD LAS3 910 S LOCUST
14909 SUNSET OAK FOREST ILL
MCKEAN JAMES OANIEL VM 2 502 W MAIN
1804 FLDRIAN AV DECATUR ILL
MCKEChNlE JAMES KEIT LAS2 URH SNYDER 206
17558 HENRY ST LANSING ILL 60438
MCKfcE KATHARINE SUE AGR2 URH WARDALL 623
RR 1 VARNA ILL 61375
MCKEE RICHARD DONALD GRAD 1711 W UNIVERSITY
1334 POTOMAC AV HAGERSTOWN MD 21740
MCKEIGHEN RONALD EUG GRAD 612 W ILLINOIS
1006 W A1KMAN MARION ILL
MCKEITHAN WILLIAM P LAS3 412 E GREEN
BOLIVIA N C
MCKELVEY GREGG MALCO GRAO HAMILTON ONT CAN
MCMASTER U PHYS ED HAMILTON ONT CAN
MCKENORY LENNON HARO GRAD 1113 W OREGON
1113 W OREGON URBANA ILL 61801
MCKENNA JON FRANCIS GRAD 1011 S 1ST
CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAD 1011 S 1ST
CHAMPAIGN ILL
MCK-tNNA SUSAN GENEVI LAS4 901 S LINCOLN
1435 WINONA CHICAGO ILL
MCKENNA THOMAS M GRAD 1310 h UNIVERSITY
87 MILL KENT AV TORONTO 4 CAN
MCKENZIE CAROLYN FAY GRAD 409 E CHALMERS
606 N NEW CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
MCKENZIE JOHN DAVID FAA1 URH OGLESBY 1013
212 AUSTIN AV PARK RIDGE ILL 60068
MCKEON fcLLEN LORETTA LAS3 URH BUSEY 325
634 W 37TH ST CHICAGO ILL 60609
MCKEOWN GEORGE EOWAR GRAD 205 W HILL
ROUTE 3 LAWRENCEVILLE ILL
MCKIBBEN CLAUDE FRAN ENG1 URH FORBES 232
1445 E COURT ST KANKAKEE ILL 60901
MCKIBBEN GARY ELVERT AGR2 URH SCOTT 182
RR 2 SIMPSON ILL 62985
MCKIBBIN SUE ELLEN LAS4 MAHOMET ILL
2304 S SPRING SPRINGFIELD ILL
MCKINLEY DUANE KEITH LAS4 URH 8ABC0CK 119
814 N MARION ST CARBONDALE ILL
MCKINLEY RAYMOND RAL GRAD 1900 DIANA LN
3234 LOSCOYUTES DG LONG REACH CAL
MCK1NNEY BESSIE S GRAD 1305 W EUREKA
1306 CARVER CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
MCKINNEY HEATHER ELL LAS4 1204 S LINCCLN
1705 W BARKER ST PEORIA ILL
MCKINNEY JANET EVELY LAS4 URH SAUNDERS 402
2902 E 52ND INDPLS IN





VM 1 URH TOWNSEND 540
WEST SALEM ILL
MCKINNEY RHONDAL LEE ENG2 610 W STOUGHTON
121 E JOURDAN NEwTUN ILL 62448
MCKINNON SARA LOUISE LAS3 URH ALLEN 77
1218 S UTH ST SPRINGFIELD ILL 62703
MCKINZIE RICHARD M GRAD 1007 S WESTERN
1007 S WESTERN CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
MCKISSIC DANIEL EARL LAS2 309 E CHALMERS














































































































805 S 1ST 36
•MCLENNAN ROBERT G JR
101 W PARK 302








































353 E 5TH ST
MCMILLAN EDWARD LEWI
RR 2


















LAS3 URH SCOTT 491
HIGHLAND PARK ILL
GRAD URH DANIELS 179
OLYMPIA WASH 98501
GRAD 408 W OREGON
PHILA PA 19142




ENG1 URH BABCOCK 430
SULLIVAN ILL 61951
LAS2 311 E GREEN
HOMER ILL 61849
ED 4 114 BRADY LN
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG3 604 E ARMORY
SPRINGFIELO ILL 62704
LAS2 URH GARNER 342
BRAOLEY ILL 60915
ENG1 URH GARNER 308
PEORIA ILL 61614
ED 3 1207 W NEVADA
CHICAGO ILL
C0M1 58 E GREGORY
MASON CITY ILL 62664
GRAO 1108 NEVADA
ROCHESTER N Y 14619
GRAD 2405 CAMPBELL
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
AGR3 1004 S 4TH
TROY GROVE ILL 61372
ENG2 409 E CHALMERS
PALOS HEIGHTS ILL 60463
AGR1 URH TOWNSEND 260
CLIFTON ILL 60927
FAA2 URH HOPKINS 414
CHICAGO ILL 60608
LAS4 718 S STATE
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 806 W GREEN
GLENVIEW ILL 60025
LAS3 108 S 5TH
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS3 108 S 5TH
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD URH DANIELS 246
PITTSBURGH PA 15235
LAS2 1111 S 1ST
ST LOUIS MD
VM 3 706 W MAIN
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS4 206 E GREEN
LOMBARD ILL
GRAD 805 S 1ST
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAW3 101 W PARK
URBANA ILL 61801
EO 4 STA A BOX 2264
WEST CHICAGO ILL
GRAD URH DANIELS 238
ROCKFORO ILL 61111
LAS4 58 E ARMORY
RANTOUL ILL
GRAO 201 S WRIGHT
DECATUR ILL
GRAD 903 E PENN
URBANA ILL
COM3 410 E JOHN
SALEM ILL
FAA2 URH TRELEASE 825
SALEM ILL 62881
GRAD 606 S LOCUST
TUNNEL HILL IL
LAS3 URH FORBES 350
WESTCHESTER ILL
LAS2 URH LAR 132
WESTCHESTER ILL 60156
LAS2 URH WAROALL 917
ELMHURST ILL 60126
LAS2 URH ALLEN 17
OAKLAWN ILL 60453
LAS2 URH FORBES 342
WESTCHESTER ILL 60156
JNL3 202 E DANIEL
EFFINGHAM ILL
LAS1 URH NOBLE 415
WATSEKA ILL 60970
LAS4 1201 W OREGON
CLARKSTON WASH
LAS1 URH FORBES 440
ROCKFORD ILL 61111
ENG4 810 W CHURCH
ONEIDA ILL
LAS2 URH LUNDGREN 204
RANTOUL ILL 61866
LAS1 URH OGLESBY 810
GRANITE CITY ILL 62040
AVI1 505 E CHALMERS
EL PASO ILL 61738
AGR3 1002 S LINCOLN
MACOMB ILL 61455
LAS4 410 S BUSEY
OAK PARK ILL
GRAD 502 W MAIN
BUSHNELL ILL 61422
PE I URH ALLEN 313
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD EAST LYNN ILL
EAST LYNN ILL
LAS4 307 E DANIEL
CHICAGO 17 ILL
LAS2 URH SAUNDERS 207
DECATUR IL 62526
FAA2 1108 S 1ST
WILMETTE ILL 60091
AGK 1 URH TAFT 19































































RR 2 BOX 215
MCMULLEN MAURA E
830 S HOME
MCMULLEN RICHARD A J
RR
MCMULLEN ROSEMARY C






















RR 2 BOX 466
MCNALLY JOHN JEFFERS





MCNAMARA EDWARD D JR
2120 LINDSAY RD
MCNAMARA JAMES WILLI












6558 S FAIRFLD AV
MCNARY CAVID DOUGLAS
1559 W LINCOLN BLD









MCNAUGHTON JOHN D JR
10924 GREEN
MCNAUGHTON WILLIAM H








5721 N VIRGINIA AV
MCNEIL ALTON CHARLES
204 S 29TH ST
MCNEIL DEBORAH KAY
1707 S COTTAGE GR
MCNEIL JANET EL IZABE




































1212 S 50TH AV
LAS3 TUSCOLA ILL 332-2095
TUSCOLA ILL
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 931 U 332-5677
EAST M0L1NE ILL 61244
LAS4 1006 S 3R0 C 359-4181
PARK RIDGE ILL
VM 3 604 S RACE U 367-3583
MINIER ILL
GRAD 1006 S 3RD C 359-4181
RIDGE ILL
GRAO 2082 A ORCHARD ST U 344-4705
VESTAL N Y 13850
GRAD 1830 B ORCHARD ST U 344-4705
VESTAL N Y 13850
FAA1 1613 SANGAMON C 356-4618
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG3 905 W CALIFORNIA U 344-9581
SPRINGFIELD ILL
GRAD 1817 HEMLOCK C 352-1753
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS2 1613 SANGAMON C 356-4618
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS1 URH OGLESBY 931 U
LAKE FOREST ILL 60045
FAA4 BELLEVILLE ILL
BELLEVILLE ILL
GRAD 1664 VALLEY RD C 356-3910
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LASl URH TRELEASE 1021 U
OAKLAWN ILL 60459
GRAO 807 W NEVADA U 344-4320
BERRIEN SPRS MICH
GRAD URH SHERMAN 1052 C 332-0513
LEWISTOWN ILL
LAS2 URH WARDALL 1018 U 332-4518
MINONK ILL 61760
GRAO 312 W CLARK C 352-0954
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAW3 1832 VALLEY RO C 359-4258
SPRINGFIELD ILL
LAS2 604 E ARMORY C 344-1266
MT PROSPECT ILL 60056
LAS4 1207 W NEVADA U 352-2538
MUNDELEIN ILL
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS C 356-7542
MUNDELEIN ILL 60060
GRAD 205 COUNTRY FR C 352-0620
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LASl URH ALLEN 39 U
DWIGHT ILL 60420
ENG1 URH GARNER 213 C 332-0712
ROCHELLE ILL 61068
LAS3 URH BLAISDELL 15 U 332-3448
CHICAGO ILL 60629
LAS6 2317 S 1ST C 344-6639
FREEPORT ILL 61032
VM 3 1110 S ARBOR C 359-3247
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
FAA4 1110 S ARBOR C 344-0671
NORMAL ILL
LAS3 URH WAROALL 524 U 332-4403
NEW CANTON ILL
GRAO URH SHERMAN 314 C 332-4686
DENVER COLO 80212
GRAD 1804 W WILLIAMS C 333-3827
PHILADELPHIA 38 PA
FAA1 URH SNYDER 322 C 332-2112
CHICAGO ILL 60643
COM3 401 E JOHN C
PALOS HEIGHTS ILL
AGR1 URH SNYDER 358 C
MT STERLING ILL 62353
GRAD AUGERVILLE RD U 367-5636
SARCOXIE MO 64862
LASl 102 E CHALMERS C
JACKSONVILLE ILL 62650
FAA1 604 E ARMORY C 344-1266
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAS2 URH FORBES 411 C 332-1091
DECATUR ILL 62521
ED 1 URH ALLEN 313 U 332-3190
URBANA ILL 61801
FAA1 URH VANDOREN 218 C 332-0505
MT PROSPECT ILL 60056
GRAO 203 S 4TH C 352-8092
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS4 URH SCOTT 282 C 332-1489
BERWYN ILL 60402
GRAD 203 S 4TH C 352-8092
CHAMPAIGN IL
AGR4 807 S BUSEY U 332-4469
URBANA ILL 61801
FAA4 1102 S LINCOLN U 332-5469
FREEPORT ILL 61032
LAS2 URH SCOTT 406 C 332-1572
WOODSTOCK ILL 60098
EO 3 309 W HIGH U 367-5682
PANA ILL
LAS4 309 W HIGH U 367-5682
BARRINGTON ILL 60010
LASl 201 E GREEN C 356-4014
MORTON GROVE ILL 60053
COM2 206 E GREEN C 356-4014
MORTON GROVE ILL 60053
LAS3 URH WARDALL 309 U 332-4341
QUINCY ILL O2301
COM3 409 E CHALMERS C 344-4851
CRYSTAL LK ILL
LAW2 910 S 3K0 C 344-5000
GLENVIEW ILL
LASl URH SCOTT 363 C
DES PLAINES ILL 60018
LAS2 URH TOWNSEND 516 U 332-4253
DES PLAINES ILL 60016
AGRl 604 E ARNORY C
HENRY ILL 61537
Al,«3 409 E CHALMLRS C 344-500J
BLOOMING TUN ILL




MCPHAIL J LAN CLAIRE




523 H HAVASUPA1 RD
MCPHERSON MARJORIE S
1306 BRAEBORN RD




























1712 S WALNUT ST
MCSPAODEN DAVID EUGE
114 S RACE
MCTERNEN MALCOLM 6 I
6126 OAK POINT CT

















313 N CHARLES ST
LAS3 910 S 3RD
OAK PARK ILL
ED 2 URH FLAGG 308
WEST CHESTER PA
GRAD 708 S NEW
FLAGSTAFF ARIZ
LAS2 URH BARTON 126
FLOSSMOOR ILL
ENG3 910 S 3RD
RIVER GROVE ILL 60171
GRAD 1201 W OREGON
ALTON ILL 62002
ENG4 URH BABCOCK 404
BERWYN ILL
GRAD 2002 C ORCHARD ST
SPOKANE WASH 90218
LAS3 408 W CHURCH
HURPHYSBORO ILL
LAS2 URH SCOTT 290
ROCKFORD ILL 61107
AGR4 907 S WRIGHT
MANTENO ILL
FAA4 1108 S 1ST
W SPRINGFIELD MASS
GRAD 909 S 5TH
CHICAGO IL 60630
LAS4 1107 W OREGON
THOHASBORO IL
LAS3 808 S LINCOLN
PEORIA ILL
GRAD 1107 W OREGON
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 102 E DANIEL
TWIN FALLS IDAHO 83301
LAS2 URH SCOTT 172
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62702
LAS3 114 S RACE
URBANA ILL 61801
COM2 910 S 3RD
PEORIA ILL 61614
GRAD 601 S 4TH
BRAINTREE MASS 02184
ENG4 108 E HEALEY
MOMENCE ILL 60954
AGR1 URH ALLEN 292
GLEN ELLYN ILL 60137
ENG2 1102 W NEVADA
EAST ST LOUIS ILL 62201
ED 2 904 S LINCOLN
AURORA ILL 60506
GRAO 1834 B ORCHARD PL
STARKVILLE MISS 39759
LAS2 715 W MICHIGAN
LOMBARD ILL
FAA2 URH SCOTT 160
FREEPORT ILL
FAA3 1110 S 2ND
CARLINVILLE ILL
M
MA CHARLES CHAN LEE














122 W OAK ST
MABRY JEAN MARIE






CUL OF WM 6 MARY
MACOONALD BRUCE ANDR
1046 E VILLA DR
MACDONALD RAYMONO JO
5542 S TRIPP AV
MACDONALD SARA JANE
MACGILVRAY DANIEL F





















































COM2 URH GARNER 320
HONG KONG
ENG3 505 E GREEN
HONG KONG
LAS4 411 E HEALEY
DOWNERS GROVE ILL
ED 2 910 S 3RD
PK FOREST ILL
GRAD 607 W HEALEY
ONALASKA Wl S
AGR2 URH TOWNSEND 346
SHELDON ILL 60966
EO 4 508 E CHALMERS
HIGHLAND PARK ILL 60035
AGR3 805 W OHIO
PIPER CITY ILL
AGR1 URH BUSEY 101
PIPER CITY ILL 60959
GRAO 36 E CHALMERS
HILO HAWAII
ENG3 HIGHLANO PARK ILL
HIGHLAND PK ILL
GRAD 221 S LOCUST
WILLIAMSBURG VA 23185
COM2 1010 S 2ND
DES PLAINES ILL




GRAO 805 S 1ST
8ELVIDERE S D
GRAO 101 W PARK
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS1 URH SCOTT 323
SOUTH BENO I ND 46615




A&R4 URH WESTON 393
VILLA PARK ILL
FAA2 URH SCOTT 152
VILLA PARK ILL 60181
GRAD 1107 W GREEN
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 1204 W UREGCN
NAIROBI KENYA
COM4 2313 S 1ST
CHICAGO ILL
FAA4 1102 S 2ND
NIAGARA FALLS N Y 14304
LAS2 1007 ILLINOIS
NIAGARA FALLS N Y 14304
FAA4 707 W CALIFORNIA
NORTH CHICAGO ILL








































RR 2 BOX 337
MACKENZIE HEATHER







MACK IE OIANA JANE


















321 W UNION AV
MACNIVEN BARBARA HOP
2140 W BALDWIN RD
MACOMBER BARTON OOUG
RR 2
MACOMBER JANET A W
423 FAIRLAWN
MACPHERSON ELINOR CA




3840 W 76TH PL













9239 S MERRILL AV
MADDEN SHARI RAE
9910 S CALHOUN Av
MAODEN THUMAS C JR
1 S 160TH FRST TRL
HAODOX LENORE ADELE
3501 E COOK ST













533 E LOCUST ST
MADISON DAVID LYON




























GRAD 808 S CEDAR U
URBANA ILL 61801
AGRl URH SNYDER 412 C
FAIRBURY ILL 61739
LAS3 URH OGLESBY 920 U
LEVITTOWN PENN
LAS1 URH GARNER 246 C
ELMHURST ILL 60126
GRAD 407 W GREEN C
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62704
GRAD URH DANIELS U
MIDDLESEX N Y 14507
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 1030 U
CHICAGO ILL 60625
LAS4 601 W GREEN U
DUNDEE ILL
LAS3 URH BUSEY 249 U
CHICAGO ILL
LAS1 URH ALLEN 440 U
ROCKTON ILL 61072
LAS4 URH CARR 218 U
CHICAGO 14 ILL
COM2 URH GARNER 102 C
BARRINGTON ILL 60010
LAS4 URH WARDALL 921 U
GLEN ELLYN ILL 60137
LAS3 903 W NEVADA U
CHICAGO ILL
ENG1 URH SCOTT 250 C
HAWTHORNE N Y 10532
GRAO 604 N MAPLE U
GLACE BAY NS CAN
LAS3 603 S 4TH C
JOLIET ILL
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 412 U
LEXINGTON KY 40503
LAS4 1008 S 4TH C
VILLA PARK ILL
GRAD 619 S WRIGHT C
OTTUMWA IOWA 52501
GRAD 1114 W NEVADA U
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG4 302 E GREGORY C
VIRDEN ILL
ED 1 URH BUSEY 255 U
PALATINE ILL 60067
AGR4 52 E GREEN C
LENA ILL
GRAD 423 FAIRLAWN U
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 57 E CHALMERS C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG2 URH FORBES 236 C
JOLIET ILL 60436
PE 4 URH CLARK 212 C
CHICAGO ILL
GRAD 405 GREEN C
REDLANDS CAL 92373
LAS1 URH TOWNSEND 204 U
NILES ILL 60648
GRAD 1012 W SPRINGFIELD U
KOLTAYAM INDIA
LAS2 1204 S LINCOLN U
GLENVIEW ILL 60025
LAS4 800 W OHIO U
CHICAGO ILL
GRAD 1418 N MCKINLEY C
CINCINNATI OHIO 45213
GRAD 901 S 1ST C
CHICAGO ILL 60617
EO 2 901 S LINCOLN U
CHICAGO ILL 60617
LAS3 308 E ARMORY C
ELMHURST ILL 60126
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 1222 U
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62703
COM2 1004 S 4TH C
RIVERDALE ILL 60627
LAS1 URH LAR 116 U
CHICAGO ILL 60629




LAS1 408 E GREEN C
ELIZABETHTOWN PA 17022
LAS3 URH TOWNSEND 140 U
WOODSTOCK ILL 60098
GRAD 3 BUENA VISTA CT U
LANARK ILL
GRAD 3 BUENA VISTA CT U
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 1102 S LINCOLN U
CHICAGO ILL
AGR2 1004 W NEVADA U
LAMOILLE ILL 61330
LAS3 1109 S 4TH C
QUINCY ILL
GRAD 404 ROMINE U
SCHILLER PK ILL 60176
LAS4 902 WESTFIELD C
URBANA ILL 61801
LAW3 2 WESTWOOD PL U
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS4 1207 W NEVADA U
CHICAGO ILL 60634
COM2 URH BABCOCK 217 U
OAK LAWN ILL
LAS2 URH TAFT 222 C
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60004
LAS1 RANTOUL ILL
RANTOUL ILL 61866
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 1024 U
CHICAGO ILL 60617
ENG4 2303 S 1ST C
HINSDALE ILL
GRAD 109 E SPRINGFIELD C
METUCHEN N J 08840





























































4815 N CENTRAL PK
MAGGIURE MARCIA ROSE
2119 H ERIE ST
*MAGGS BARBARA WIDENO























HAGNUSON ROBERT C JR
7218 W GREENLEAF
•HAGNUSON VINCENT R






















823 N SUMMIT ST
HAHER JOHN TIMOTHY
9441 S ADA ST
MAHER HARTIN J JR












1320 N STATE ST
MAIER JOSEPH PETER











































ENG3 URH TOWNSEND 508 U 332-4245
UTICA ILL
GRAD 909 S 1ST C 352-7739
CHICAGO ILL 60620
LAS4 410 E GREEN C 344-6662
LANSING ILL
GRAD 1009 W SPRINGFIELO U 332-4464
CHICAGO ILL 60625
LAS3 URH CLARK 233 C 332-0028
CHICAGO ILL
GRAD 2009 SILVER CT E U 367-6410
URBANA ILL 61801
LAW1 1802 W WILLIAM C 359-4915
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS3 910 S 3RD C 334-5000
OAK PARK ILL 60302
LAS1 URH GARNER 37 C 332-0831
OAK PARK ILL 60302
LAS3 808 S LINCOLN U 344-3068
CHICAGO ILL 60626
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 711 U 332-5598
BARRINGTON ILL 60010
COM2 URH SCOTT 374 C 332-1554
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62704
GRAD 2701 MAPLEWOOD C 359-1048
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LASl URH GARNER 494 C
ELMHURST ILL 60126
ENG3 URH TOWNSEND 137 U
PEORIA ILL
GRAD 109 E CHALMERS C 356-69 15
MORRIS ILL 60450
LASl URH NOBLE 220 C 332-0396
ROCKFORD ILL 61103
ED 3 804 W SPRINGFIELD U 367-2333
CHICAGO ILL 60631
GRAD 906 S VINE U 367-2190
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 901 S 1ST C 352-6811
MARSHALL TEX 75670
LAS3 URH ALLEN 422 U 332-3232
ALTON ILL
LAS3 1116 W NEVADA U
JUSTICE ILL 60458
ENG4 URH OGLESBY 1108 U 332-5360
NEW YORK 75 N Y
ENG2 URH FORBES 402 C 332-1085
LAKE ZURICH IL 60047
ENG4 112 E DANIEL C 356-7936
CULUMBUS 21 OHIO
GRAO 513 FAIRLAWN U 367-9002
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 URH BLAISDELL 125 U 332-3472
DES PLAINES IL 60018
GRAD 1107 W GREEN U 344-4181
GLASGOW SCOTLNO GB
ENG4 1211 W CLARK U
CHICAGO ILL 60614
LAS4 409 E CHALMERS C 344-48 12
WHEATON ILL
LAW1 2113 WHITE C
CHICAGO ILL 60620
LAS2 URH SCOTT 340 C 332-1528
GALESBURG ILL 61401
FAA1 202 E DANIEL C
LA GRANGE ILL 60525
LAS3 507 BASH CT C
CHICAGO ILL
ENG4 507 BASH CT C
CHICAGO ILL 60638
LAS3 URH NOBLE 127 C 333-0382
ROCKFORD ILL
GRAD 312 W SPRINGFIELD U 367-0234
MIDDLE VIL N Y
ENG1 URH 6ABC0CK 306 U
CHICAGO ILL 60610
LASl 809 W PENN U
PEORIA ILL 61614
LAS4 1102 S LINCOLN U 344-4205
PEORIA ILL
GRAD URH SHERMAN 951 C 332-4946
ROCHESTER N Y 14625
LASl URH HOPKINS 171 C
OTTAWA ILL 61350
LASl URH NOBLE 220 C
FREEPORT ILL 61032
ENG1 URH GARNER 271 C 332-0755
PALATINE ILL 60067
ENG1 URH WESTON 343 C 332-2014
CHICAGO ILL 60648
FAA4 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
JOLIET ILL
LAS3 URH WARDALL 1025 U 332-452S
WILLIAMSVILLE N Y 14221
VM 1 60 E ARMORY C 332-1605
GRANITE CITY ILL 62042
GRAD 204 W INDIANA U 367-0293
URBANA IL
FAA1 1010 S 2ND C
JOLIET ILL 60436
LA S3 RR 2 U 344-9477
WILHETTE ILL
COM4 RR 2 U 344-6458
WILMETTE ILL
PE 1 RR 2 U
WILMETTE ILL 60091
ENG2 313 E CHALMERS C 344-6254
LA GRANGE PARK ILL" 60528
LAS2 307 E HEALEY C
MARKHAM ILL
FAA4 505 E GREEN C 344-3576
OTTAWA ILL
LAS2 505 E CHALMERS C 344-9741
LAKE FOREST ILL 60045
LAS! URH WARDALL 1005 U 332-4506
CHICAGO ILL 60657
JNL3 302 E ARMORY C 359-4244
GLENVIEW ILL





























1852 E LAKE DR
MALEK FRANCINE KAY
8041 W 42ND CT
HALEK HARTHA HARY
1628 S OAK PARK AV
MALEN ELIZABETH ANN
818 MEADOW LANE
MALEN IAK RICHARD F
517 E 6TH AV
MALERICH JON FREDERI




































863 E 26TH ST
MALL RONALD MARTIN












5726 N RENWOOO AV
MALMGREN PAULA LUANE













MALONEY DAVIO W JR
903 E MAIN
MALONEY DENNIS JAMES




142 S LOCUST ST
MALUW JAMES BARRY







MALTBY WILL IAM E
937 ELDER RO
142
GRAD URH SHERMAN 1364 C 332-5047
TOUBUMACHI JAP
ENG4 CHICAGO ILL 332-4165
CHICAGO ILL
PE 4 706 S WALNUT U 367-8066
CHICAGO ILL
ENG3 URH OGLESBY 524 U 332-5195
ROCKFORD ILL
LASl URH LUNDGREN 12 C 332-0202
ROCKFORD ILL 61103
ENG2 619 BREEN C 356-2886
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAW2 214 W BRAROSLEY C 356-0190
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG3 508 E SPRINGFIELD C 352-8814
CHICAGO ILL
LASl 905 CALIFORNIA U 344-9581
CARPENTERSVIL ILL 60110
GRAD URH DANIELS U 332-2327
COTTONWOOD IDAHO
LAS2 EL PASO ILL 332-1659
FORREST ILL 61741
ENG1 URH VANDOREN 416 C 332-0548
ROCHELLE ILL 60553
LAS4 1724 HENRY C 352-3209
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62704
LAS4 1724 HENRY C 352-3209
SPRINGFIELD ILL
LAS2 URH VANDOREN 26 C 332-0469
LYONS ILL
LAS2 URH WARDALL 1217 U 332-4565
BERWYN ILL 60402
LAS4 URH BUSEY 226 U 332-2610
SYCAMORE ILL
FAA4 URH CARR 315 U 332-3932
GARY INO 46402
LAS4 509 E STOUGHTON C 356-7432
LINCOLN ILL
GRAD 624 E GREEN C 356-7933
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LASl URH WESTON 388 C 332-2044
COLLI NSVILLE ILL 62234
LASl URH WESTON 292 C 332-1977
CALUMET CITY ILL 60409
LAS2 110 E ARMORY C 356-7436
SKOKIE ILL 60077
GRAD 300 S GOODWIN U 344-5977
PATIALA PUNJAB IND
GRAD URH DANIELS 323 U 332-2231
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAO TURNER HALL 307 U 333-3429
PUNJAB IND
LASl URH LAR 236 U 332-2868
LYONS ILL 60534
GRAD URH SHERMAN C 332-4949
UTICA HICH 48087
LAS3 212 E CHALMERS C 344-5693
HOMEWOOD ILL 60430
GRAD URH DANIELS 318 U 332-2226
LUDLOW MASS 01056
LASl 1311 W UNIVERSITY C 352-2882
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
COM3 2319 S 1ST C 344-9693
BROADVIEW ILL 60153
ED 4 902 S 2ND C 356-4432
CHICAGO 45 ILL
LAS4 URH VANDOREN 18 C 332-0461
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAS3 URH BUSEY 202 U 332-2599
GLENWOOD ILL 60425
GRAO 767 W CHURCH C 352-8398
CHAMPAIGN IL_
GRAD" 707 W CHURCH C 352-8398
BROOKLYN 10 N Y
LAS2 604 E ARMORY C
CHICAGO ILL 60656
AGR3 801 IOWA U 344-1266
GALESBURG ILL 61401
LAS3 1301 BUSEY U 344-5868
SAVANNA ILL 61074
AGR2 URH WESTON 352 C 332-2018
JACKSONVILLE ILL 62650
LASl URH HOPKINS 394 C 332-2434
CHICAGO ILL 60656
ENG4 102 E GREEN C 352-3249
GRANITE CITY ILL
EO 1 URH NOBLE 222 C
PEORIA ILL 61614
ED 3 URH LAR 265 U 332-2976
PEORIA ILL
LAS6 305 SUNNYCREST CT U 367-3349
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG4 URH OGLESBY 1105 U 332-5357
CICERO ILL
LASl URH CLARK 323 C 332-0049
MOUNT PROSPECT ILL 60056
GRAD URH SHERMAN 516 C 332-4754
SEATTLE WASH 98102
LAS3 102 E CHALMERS C 359-3232
STEWARD ILL
GRAD URH BARTON 108 C 332-0111
CHICAGO ILL 60620
FAA4 903 E MAIN U 367-3619
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG4 904 W GREEN U 344-3600
CICERO ILL
JNL3 1110 S 2ND C 352-4222
EVERGREEN PK ILL
LAS3 1204 S LINCOLN U 344-3492
MANTENU ILL
LAS3 907 S 4TH C 344-9693
CHICAGO ILL
ENG4 URH SNYDER 206 C 332-1677
CHICAGO 47 ILL
GRAO URH DANIELS 277 U 332-2474
BRIGHTON MICH 38116
ENG1 URH TUWNSEND 428 U 332-4587
ELMHURST ILL 60126
























































TOMAHAWK TR RR 3
MANGIERI CAROL ANN
400 S MAIN ST
MANGOLD GAYLE ANNETT
804 N BEVERLY LN
MANGOLD KEITH ROBERT






























513 N 21ST ST
MANN DIANE ELIZABETH




























ENG2 112 E DANIEL
DESPLAINES ILL
GRAO URH DANIELS 604
HtWORTH YORK ENG
LAS2 URH TAFT 405
CHICAGU ILL 60625














GRAD URH DANIELS 624
SCARSDALE N Y
GRAD 808 S LINCOLN
URBANA ILL 61801






PE 4 308 E ARMORY
SKOKIE ILL
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 338
GRANITE CITY ILL 62040
LAS1 URH ALLEN 63
WOODSTOCK ILL 60098
ENG2 409 E CHALMERS i
OAK PARK ILL 60304
GRAD 2309 S 1ST
JOLIET ILL
LAS1 910 S 3RD
CINCINNATI OHIO 45237
GRAD 804 W CHURCH
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820




ENG6 508 S RACE
RACINE WIS
GRAD 608 E MAIN
URBANA ILL
LAS4 URH WAROALL 510
LONG ISLAND N Y 11105
GRAD 1101 W OREGON
KENILWORTH ILL
ENG1 URH TOWNSEND 428
MT PROSPECT ILL 60056
GRAD URH SHERMAN 425
WAKEFIELD P I
LAS3 1005 S WRIGHT
ABINGDON ILL
LAS4 1204 S LINCOLN
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60004
COM4 313 E ARMORY
ROANOKE ILL
FAA4 1766 VALLEY RD
HARVEY ILL 60426
GRAD 2313 S 1ST
CHICAGO ILL 60625
LAS2 301 E ARMORY
LINCOLNWOOD ILL 60646
AGR2 1002 S LINCOLN
STEWARDSON ILL 62463
LA S3 URH CARR 418
STEWARDSON ILL
GRAD URH SHERMAN 22 7
CHICAGO ILL 60630
LAS2 URH SCOTT 177
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62702
GRAD URH SHERMAN 126
TAMPA FLA 33605
AGR1 408 W ELM
URBANA ILL 61801
AGR3 URH CARR 108
WOODSTOCK ILL
FAA2 1004 W NEVADA
CLARENDON HLS ILL 60514
GRAD URH SHERMAN 754
BROOKLYN N Y 11230
FAA1 URH OGLESBY 1202
RANTOUL ILL 61866
LAW1 URH SHERMAN 655
CHICAGO ILL 60645
ENG2 URH SNYOER 386
MATTOON ILL 61938
FAA3 1110 W NEVADA
FLORA ILL
LAS3 308 E ARMORY
JACKSONVILLE ILL
LAS1 URH BLAISDELL 229
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAS1 URH SCOTT 421
JOLIET ILL
GRAD URH SHERMAN 210
RALEIGH N C 27607
LAS4 505 E WHI TE
COLLINSVILLE ILL
LAS1 URH LAR 134
MANTENO ILL 60950
FAA1 URH ALLEN 271
CHICAGO ILL 60645
ENG3 URH OGLESBY 509
CHESTER ILL
ENG4 URH OGLESBY 702
MANTENO ILL
LAS1 URH GARNER 416
COLLINSVILLE ILL 62234
LAS4 URH WARDALL 1007
LINCOLNWOOD IL 60645
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 311
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62702
GRAD 800 S MATTIS
HOXIE KANS































































1370 W MACON ST
MANNERS GFNE OAVID






































495 E MINERAL ST
MANYIK RAYMOND LEO






410 N RIDGELAND AV
MAPLE ROBERT FRANK










276 E HAZELWOOD ST
MARAN LA RAW
DAVENPORT HALL

































738 S CUYLER AV
MARCINIAK SANDRA LEE
738 S CUYLER AV
MARCO LESLIE STEPHAN
6129 H 82ND PL
MAKCUNI MICHAEL CAN I








9031 W 23RD ST




COM2 URH SCOTT 336
DECATUR ILL 62522
GRAD 404 E GREEN
WEST COVINA CAL 91790
FAA1 URH SCOTT 200
BODNTON N J 07005
ED 3 906 W NEVADA
ROODHOUSE ILL
LAS3 906 W NEVADA
ROODHOUSE ILL
ENG1 501 E DANIEL
ROODHOUSE ILL 62082















ENG4 STA A BOX 2109 I
BANGKOK THAILAND
AGR3 1105 S 4TH I
DIXON ILL
LAS3 URH SCOTT 271 i
PK RIDGE ILL
LAS3 URH SAUNDERS 117
CHICAGO 45 ILL
GRAD 55 E SPRINGFIELD
CHICAGO 44 ILL
LAS3 907 S 3RD
CRYSTAL LAKE ILL 60014
ENG6 206 N HARVEY
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 1205 W UNIVERSITY
MANTUA OHIO
LAS3 501 E SPRINGFIELD <
FREEPORT ILL 61032
LAS2 47 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAS2 611 E DANIEL
DECATUR ILL
GRAD 2504 W WILLIAM
PLATTEVILLE WIS
GRAD URH SHERMAN 1155
CHICAGO ILL 60641
COM3 2108 H WHITE
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ED 1 210 W FLORIDA
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LASl URH LAR 338
OAK PARK ILL 60302
LAS4 1213 W CLARK
WATERMAN ILL 60556
LAS3 URH ALLEN 257
QUINCY ILL
LASl URH FLAGG 414
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 901 W MAIN
VANCOUVER 16 CAN
ED 4 EVERGREEN PK ILL
EVERGREEN PARK IL 60642
LAS3 803 W OREGON
MORTON ILL
GRAO 902 W OREGON
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS4 202 E DANIEL
ELMHURST ILL
GRAD URH SHERMAN 311
ELMHURST ILL
LAS3 URH BABCOCK 325
ELMHURST ILL
LAS2 URH CLARK 207
SKOKIE ILL 60077
GRAO 2003 B ORCHARD ST
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD TURNER HALL 212
KINGSFORO AUST
AGR1 904 W GREEN
ANCHOR ILL 61720
JNL4 112 E DANIEL
DECATUR ILL
AGR4 209 E ARMORY
ELLSWORTH ILL
VM 1 615 W CHURCH
MANSFIELD ILL 61854
LASl URH TRELEASE 1006
MORTON GROVE ILL 60053
LAS4 106 HEALEY
DEKALB ILL
LAS3 URH EVANS 226
TOLUCA ILL
COM3 1204 S LINCOLN
MT PROSPECT ILL
AGR1 URH NOBLE 211
MT PROSPECT ILL 60056
ENG2 URH FURBES 315
MCHENRY ILL 60050
GRAO 301 W SPRINGFIELD
HARVEY IL
AGR1 URH BUSEY 425
OAK PARK ILL 60304
AGR3 URH BUSEY 356
OAK PARK ILL
ENG2 URH WESTON 238
OAKLAWN ILL 60459
ENG2 604 E ARMORY
ELMWOOD PK ILL 60635
AGR1 801 W NEVADA
GREENVILLE ILL 62246
LAS2 URH SCOTT 212
OAKLAWN ILL 60453
LASl 907 S 4TH
CHICAGO ILL 60617
GRAD 1970 D ORCHARD ST
N RIVERSIDE ILL 60547
GRAO 809 W CALIFORNIA
ST ALBANS W VA






















































































































4443 N MANGO AV
MARION JOSEPH G












149 E WILLIAM ST















9217 S 55TH CT
MARKOS HARRY GEORGE























ED 2 910 S 3RD
SKOKIE ILL
LAS1 110 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 526
HIGHLAND PK ILL 60035
LAS1 URH SCOTT 446
SKOKIE ILL 60076
GRAD 409 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO IL
GRAD HYD ENG LAB
PETAH ISR
JNL4 301 E ARMORY
CHICAGO 15 ILL
ED 3 902 S 2ND
CHICAGO ILL
LAS3 HO E ARMORY
CHICAGO ILL
LAS3 310 E GREGORY
WHEELING ILL
LAS4 URH TOWNSEND 379
MT PROSPECT ILL
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO ILL
LAS1 915 W CHARLES
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820




LAS2 706 W OHIO
CHICAGO IL 60645
FAA1 URH WARDALL 513
SKOKIE ILL 60076
LAS3 URH LAR 312
LA GRANGE ILL 60525
LAS3 401 E JOHN
CHICAGO ILL
LAS2 904 S LINCOLN
PEORIA ILL 61614
ENG4 1758 VALLEY RD
EVANSTON ILL 60201
AGR4 1005 S 6TH
OAKLAWN ILL
LAS2 313 E JOHN
ROLLING MEADOW ILL 6000B
PE 4 911 S 4TH
BENSENVlLLE ILL
LAS3 URH VANDUREN 310
PERU ILL 61354
ENG4 706 S WALNUT
FOREST PARK ILL
C0M1 URH SNYOER 306
FOREST PARK ILL 60130
LAS1 URH BARTON 325
ROCKFORD ILL 61103
GRAD 707 S 6TH
GALESBURG ILL 61401
ENG4 607 E PARK
WILMETTE ILL
AGR2 1002 S LINCOLN
CANTON ILL 61520
ENG2 URH CARR 311
CANTON ILL 61520
LAS1 URH LAR 239
CHICAGO ILL 60630
VM 4 VET CLINIC SA
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS4 310 E CHALMERS
JOLIET ILL




LAS3 1615 W WILLIAM
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 106 S 3RD
ESCUNDIDU CA
ENG4 1107 S 3RD
BEMENT ILL
GRAD 901 W SPRINGFIELD
CHICAGO ILL 60628
ED 3 1110 W NEVADA
HAVANA ILL
GRAD 408 W CHURCH
FRANKLIN PARK ILL




AGR1 URH WESTON 250
CHICAGO ILL 60628
JNL3 910 S 3RD
CRETE ILL
LAS3 URH WESTON 446
OAK LAWN ILL
GRAD 2081 A ORCHARD ST
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD URH TAFT 403
PITTSBURGH PA
GRAD 803 W ILLINOIS
CHICAGO ILL 60632
ENG1 604 E ARMORY
CHICAGO ILL 60618
El) 4 URH BLAI SDELL 104
CHICAGO IL 60645
FAA4 904 S 3RD
SKOKIE ILL
GRAD 1108 E MICHIGAN
OEFRFIELD ILL
GRAO URH SHERMAN 155
ITHACA N Y 14850
ENG4 URH CARR 128
HIGHLAND PARK ILL 60035
LAS1 URH FLAGG 42 7
LHiCAGU ILL 60617


















































MARKS RICHARD ELL IS
1111 W UNIVERSITY
MARKS ROCHELLE ELLEN











MARL IN KENNETH L
703 W WASHINGTON
MARLOWt FAYE SUSAN























































































































GRAD Hll W UNIVERSITY U 365-5275
URBANA ILL 61801
ED 2 URH BLAI SDELL 226 U 332-3502
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAS2 URH ALLEN 385 U
DANVILLE ILL 61832
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS C
JOLIET ILL 60432
GRAD 1831 B ORCHARD ST U 344-0237
WOODLAND MICH
GRAD 1006 S 1ST C 352-9058
ST LOUIS MO
LAS2 URH SAUNDERS 123 U 332-3605
EAST ST LOUI S IL 62203
GRAD 703 W WASHINGTON U 344-6387
URBANA ILL 61801
FAA1 URH ALLEN 168 U 332-3281
HUNTLEY ILL 60142
AGR1 URH WARDALL 426 U 332-4381
ROCKFORD ILL
GRAD 307 E HEALEY C 356-5237
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
FAA4 PROSPECT HTS ILL 352-4108
PROSPECT HTS ILL
LAS2 1010 S 2ND C
EAST PEORIA ILL
GRAD 2113 W WHITE C 352-5750
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 2113 W WHITE C 352-5750
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS1 URH FORBES 213 C 332-0952
REYNOLDS ILL 61279
GRAD RANTOUL ILL 359-1879
RANTOUL ILL 61866
LAS4 505 E HEALEY C 332-0841
CHICAGO ILL
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 407 U 332-5503
ELGIN ILL 60120
LAS2 911 S 4TH C 344-9560
ROCK ISLAND ILL 61201
LAS4 704 S BROADWAY U 367-7800
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 URH TOWNSEND 309 U 332-4118
MANTENO ILL
LAS3 URH WARDALL 810 U 332-4463'
POLO ILL
LAS1 URH BLAI SDELL 414 U 332-3552
DES PLAINES ILL 60018
LAS4 205 N BUSEY U 367-2550
STATE COLLEGE PA
ED 4 14 ROXBURY RD U 367-2043
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 401 S 6TH C
LACKAWANNA N Y 14218
LAS2 1204 S LINCOLN U 344-9892
FITHIAN ILL 61844
LAS1 URH SNYDER 182 C 332-1669
LYNDHURST OHIO 44124
FAA2 URH SCOTT 271 C 332-1481
GLENVIEW ILL 60025
GRAO 610 W STOUGHTON U 367-3455
PITTSBURGH PA 15216
LAW1 URH DANIELS 430 U 332-2290
CHICAGO ILL 60629
VM 4 702 W UNIVERSITY C 352-9527
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG1 URH HOPKINS 441 C 332-1356
CHICAGO ILL 60640
COM4 106 E DANIEL C 356-1766
LA GRANGE ILL
GRAD 2911 LAWNDALE C 359-1154
CHAHPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG3 URH CARR 313 U 332-3925
SYCAMORE ILL
FAA1 URH TRELEASE 1022 U 332-5698
HIGHLAND PARK ILL 60035
LAS4 301 E ARMORY C 356-7606
SKOKIE ILL
LAS3 401 E GREEN C 344-1616
ROCK ISLAND ILL
GRAD 2037 B ORCHARD ST U 344-4371
URBANA ILL 61801
FAA4 2037 B ORCHARD ST U 344-4371
MOSCOW IDAHO 83843
GRAD 314 VAN DOREN C 344-9617
CHICAGO ILL 60645
FAA1 409 E CHALMERS C 332-1544
ST CHARLES ILL 60174
PE 4 904 S 3RD C 344-9579
CHICAGO ILL
GRAD 1209 WESTFIELD C 359-2319
NIOTA ILL 62358
LASl URH ALLEN 7 U
AURORA ILL 60505
LASl 401 E OANIEL C
SERENA ILL 60549
ENG2 URH GARNER 328 C 332-0732
SKOKIE ILL 60076
LAS4 URH VANOOREN 314 C 365-2790
KENILWORTH ILL
GRAD 1209 WESTFIELD C 359-2319
NIOTA ILL
AGR1 URH FLAGG 311 C 332-0203
BIG ROCK ILL 60511
PE 1 URH 8ABC0CK 214 U 332-3760
URBANA ILL 61801
AGR4 10 WAYSIDE RD U 365-2881
URBANA IL
LASl EAST MCLINE ILL
EAST MOLINE ILL 61244
GRAO 1509 KIRBY C 359-4065
LANHAM MD 20801
LASl URH NOBLE 221 C 332-0397
AUIHSON ILL 60101
ENG3 1105 S 4TH C 356-7645
CHICAGO ILL
GRAD 2032 6 ORCHARD ST U 344-5669
UKBANA ILL 61801

















22 W 308 THORNDALE
•MARTENS RAINER



























170 W 157 ST
MARTIN DONNA LEE
232 5 BRANDON AV
MARTIN GARY
390 E MAIN ST
MARTIN GERALD ALLEN














407 S OUTER DR
MARTIN JOHN PHILLIP
500 N GREEN ST











724 H MACON ST
MARTIN KATHIE
































' 1127 WILLIAM ST
MARTIN ROBERT IRA
1235-37TH AV










GRAD' 407 S STATE
CHICAGO 47 ILL
LAS1 URH WESlON 426
WESTERN SPRS ILL 60558
LAS2 611 E DANIEL
EVANSTON ILL 60202
C0M1 URH WESTON 488
MARENGO ILL 60152
LASl URH TRELEASE 331
ELMHURST ILL 60126
LASl URH NOBLE 108
MEOINAH ILL 60157
GRAD WILSON TRLR PK
URBANA ILL 61801
LASl URH HOPKINS 221
MENDOTA ILL 61342
FAA3 35 WILSON TRLR PK
URBANA ILL 61801
JNL3 URH BUSEY 161
WATSON ILL
LASl URH NOBLE 217
ARTHUR ILL 61911
LAS2 URH SAUNDERS 331
HAVANA ILL 62644
FAA4 URH EVANS 405
CANTON ILL
LAS3 1204 S LINCOLN
CHICAGO 32 ILL
GRAD URH SHERMAN 408
ELIZABETH N J 07208
LAW3 708 W SPRINGFIELD
CHAMPAIGN IL
ENG1 URH WESTON 300
ROCKFORD ILL 61111
FAA1 URH OGLESBY 1127
ADDISON ILL 60101
LAS4 114 S RACE
MT OLIVE ILL
LAS2 URH WESTON 241
ROCK ISLAND ILL 61201
LASl 604 E ARMORY
HARVEY ILL 60426
GRAD 106 E HEALEY
ROANOKE VA
C0M1 URH HOPKINS 471
SHELDON ILL 60966
LAS4 818 W HILL
EARLVILLE ILL
GRAD WILSON TRLR PK
MT VERNON ILL
GRAD 801 W PARK
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 1827 A ORCHARO ST
CUSHING OKLA




GRAD 301 W SPRINGFIELD
KANSAS CITY MO
FAA4 108 E CLARK
WILMINGTON ILL
LAS3 802 S LINCOLN
SUMUNAUK ILL 60552
FAA2 111 E CHALMERS
PARK FOREST ILL 60466
FAA1 904 W GREEN
HANNIBAL MO 63401
GRAD URH SHERMAN 329
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820




LAS3 715 W MICHIGAN
DECATUR ILL 62522
LASl URH SAUNDERS 124
ARGO ILL 60501
LASl 910 S 3RD
HILLSIDE ILL 60162
GRAD 410 W CHURCH
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 1932 D ORCHARD ST
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD URH DANIELS 297
PEORIA ILL 61614
LAS4 URH BLAISDELL 125
TOMPKINSVILLE KY 42167
GRAD 212 E WHITE
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820




VM 2 705 W OREGON
SOMERSWORTH N H 03878
VM 3 711 W FLORIDA
CATLIN ILL
GRAD 1835 W JOHN
CHAMPAIGN ILL
ED 4 109 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO ILL 60610
ED 4 33 t BRADLEY
LOMBARD ILL 60148
LASl URH HOPKINS 475
MELROSE PARK ILL 60164
FAA4 1404 CURTISS
URBANA ILL
GRAD 1222 JOANNE LN
CAPE GIRARDEAU MO 63701
LAS4 310 E STOUGHTON
ROCK ISLAND ILL 61201





































































































700 E 106TH ST
MARTINEZ ELAINE DEE














2326 W 24TH PL
MARUNA JACQUELINE
1625 S 57TH CT
•MARVEL OR IN EDWARD
812 SE 6TH CT
•MARVICH JACK M
1101 S OAK PARK
MARX JAMES DALE
406 W GRANT ST
MARX LEON IE A
DAMZIGER WEG 16
MARX MICHAEL JAY







MARZEC EL 1ZABETH L
7222 GREENLEAF
•MARZEC REGINALD JOHN















2310 W 50TH PL
MASKEY REBECCA SUZAN
2108 N 6TH ST
MASKO FRANK RICHARD














308 W CRESTWOOD DR
MASON CHARLES RAYMON
114 E CLEVELAND ST
VM 2 URH DANIELS 633
BELVIDERE ILL 61008
LAWl 1213 W CHARLES
SHAKER HTS OHIO 44118
LAS2 802 S LINCOLN
WASHINGTON ILL 61571
JNL3 302 E ARMORY
ARGO ILL
GRAD 2024 6 ORCHARD ST
CRANSTON R I 02905
COM4 SAVOY ILL
SAVOY ILL
LAS3 401 E DANIEL
BENSENVILLE ILL
AGR1 URH BABCOCK 310
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 307 E DANIEL
TONICA ILL 61370
ENG4 315 S DRAPER
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS3 URH SNYDER 260
CARROLLTON ILL
GRAD ST JOSEPH ILL
ST JOSEPH ILL 61873
ED 3 302 E ARMORY
CRETE ILL




GRAD URH DANIELS 305
INVERNESS FLA
LAS2 309 E CHALMERS
DECATUR ILL 62522
LAW2 STA A BOX 205
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61824
LAS2 URH LUNDGREN 411
ROCKFORD ILL 61103
LASl 412 E GREEN
MORTON GROVE ILL 60053
LAS3 URH TRELEASE 401
NILES ILL 60648
LASl URH WESTON 246
LEMONT ILL 60439
LAS4 209 E ARMORY
CHICAGO ILL 60628
LASl URH CLARK 312
CHICAGO ILL 60617
ED 4 207 E JOHN
EAST CHICAGO I ND
FAA2 1108 S 1ST
CHICAGO ILL 60633




FAA2 1002 W OREGON
JOLIET ILL
GRAD 502 E STOUGHTON
CHICAGO ILL 60633
FAA1 URH BLAISDELL 311
CHICAGO ILL 60608
LASl URH ALLEN 79
CICERO ILL 60650
GRAD RANTOUL ILL
FT LAUDERDALE FLA 33301
VM 4 611 W HEALEY
OAK PARK ILL
LASl URH FORBES 288
STREATOR ILL
LAS2 1716 SALEM RD
LUDENSCHEIO GER




LAS4 410 E GREEN
GREENWICH CONN 06832
GRAD 809 W CALIFORNIA
CHICAGO 49 ILL
LAS2 URH SAUNDERS 315
NILES ILL 60648
FAA4 502 W MAIN
CHICAGO ILL 60609
FAA3 205 W ELH
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS4 205 W ELM
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 1202 W MAIN
LASl URH TRELEASE 127
PARK FOREST ILL 60466
LASl URH ALLEN 192
LI8ERTYVILLE ILL 60048
LAS4 409 E CHALMERS
BROOKFIELD ILL
LAS2 URH CARR 410
MUNDELEIN ILL 60060
GRAD 1203 W MAIN
CHICAGO IL 60609
LAS2 URH ALLEN 226
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62702
PE 3 FISHER ILL
FISHER ILL
LAS4 1104 W NEVADA
URBANA ILL 61801
FAA3 407 S STATE
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAW3 702 W UNIVERSITY
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ED 4 1104 W NEVADA
CHICAGO ILL
COM4 301 E ARMORY
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
FAA4 ARLINGTON HTS ILL
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60005
FAA3 703 W NEVADA
PEORIA ILL
AGR4 80d S LINCOLN
































































MASON PAUL GEORGE JR






6566 S ROSS AV
MASON WILLIAM E






16 W 161 64TH ST
MASS RONALD HENRY




















































320 S KNIGHT AV
MATEER DON METZ








4 BEL AIRE DR


































i YKMk DU LAC
ENG1 804 w OREGON U
EAST PEORIA ILL 61611
ENG1 1403 ROSEWOOD C 356-0676
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG1 URH WESTON 423 C 332-2071
ROCK ISLAND ILL 61201
LAS2 URH WESTON 328 C 332-2005
DECATUR ILL 62521




LAS1 URH EVANS 217 U 332-2710
CHICAGO ILL 60621
CUM3 URH 0GL6SBY 802 U 332-5264
BLOOMINGTON ILL
ENG1 1110 S 2ND C 352-4222
OAK PARK ILL 60304
COM3 MANSFIELD ILL
MANSFIELD ILL
ENG2 URH HOPKINS 246 C 332~12?1
HINSDALE ILL 60521
GRAD 1654 VALLEY RD C 352-2378
PALOS PARK ILL
C0M1 110 E CHALMERS C 356-7659
CHICAGO ILL 60645
GRAD 411 E GREEN C 344-3950
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG1 URH WESTON 340 C 332-2011
RANTOUL ILL 61866
LAS3 URH TOWNSEND 579 U 332-4298
PARIS ILL
LAS1 URH LUNOGREN 425 " C 332-0290
GRANITE CITY ILL 62 040
AGR1 904 W GREEN U
CARTHAGE ILL 62321
LAS3 402 t DANIEL C
BEARDSTOWN ILL 62618
GRAD DANVILLE ILL 356-5638
PADUCAH KY
LAS4 1202 W CLARK U 367-3192
DOWNERS GROVE ILL 60515
AVI3 706 S 2ND C 352-0653
QUINCY ILL
LAS3 604 E ARMORY C 344-1266
TOLUCA ILL
LAS2 1411 S PROSPECT C 356-6587
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61822
ENG3 107 E CHALMERS C 352-2596
TEHRAN IRAN
GRAO 1514 GRANDVIEW C 356-3925
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 1731 VALLEY RO C 359-3237
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAO 1106 W CLARK U 365-2365
FLUSHING N Y
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 1131 U 332-5737
FLOSSMOOR ILL 60422
GRAO 509 E STDUGHTON C 356-7979
HARVEY ILL 60426
ED 2 URH WARDALL 312 U 344-4344
PEORIA ILL 61614
LAS4 2305 S 1ST C 367-6405
CHICAGU 35 ILL
LAS1 805 S LINCOLN U
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 1106 EUCLIO C
NORWOOD PARK ILL 60631




GRAD URH SHERMAN C 332-4798
JAMAICA N Y 11432
AGR2 410 E JOHN C 344-9477
PARK RIDGE ILL 60068
LAW1 710 W IOWA U
PARK RIDGE ILL 60068
ENG3 211 E JOHN C 359-5343
CHICAGO 18 ILL
LAS2 1111 S 1ST C 356-3314
PARK RIOGfc ILL 60068
LAS3 807 S BUSEY U
NQRRIDGE ILL 60634
LAS3 URH ALLEN 409 U 332-3226
STREATOR ILL 61364
ENG1 URH SNYOER 489 C
DOWNERS GR ILL 60515
AGR3 URH LAR 172 U 332-2947
WESTCHESTER ILL
C0M1 URH HOPKINS 315 C 332-1267
WESTCHESTER ILL 60153
AGR4 2105 WHITE C 352-2384
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 209 N GOUDWIN U 367-5985
DECATUR ILL 62526
GRAD 2083 A ORCHARD ST U 344-0892
SANTA ANA CAL
ENG4 400 HESSEL C 352-6365
URBANA ILL 61801
LAW3 2014 VAWTER U 367-0679
URBANA ILL 61801
FAA2 103 E ARMORY C 359-2625
RUCKFORD ILL 61107
GRAD 300 S GOODWIN U
GUANABARA BRAZ
LAS1 URH SAUNOERS 426 U 332-3699
SKOKIE ILL ' 60076
LAS1 URH DANIELS 294 U 332-2489
BLUE ISLAND ILL 60406
GRAD 204 E CLARK C 352-8138
SPRINGFIELD PA
ENG2 1111 S 1ST C 356-3314
BLUE ISLAND ILL 60406
COM2 URH GARNER 423 C 332-0H62
BLUE ISLAND ILL 60406
ENG4 302 t GREGORY C 359-3521
CHICAGO ILL
GRAO 300 S GOODWIN U
VEYRItR DU LAC FR
MATH1S MARY ANNE LAS2 611 E DANIEL
119 LUNGWOOO CANTON ILL












ENG1 1008 S 4TH
MINER ILL 61759
LAS1 URH WARDALL 1207
EAST ST LOUI S I LL 62205
AGR2 URH OGLESBY 1121
GRANITE CITY ILL 62042
AGR4 URH TRELEASE 1129
GRANITE CITY ILL
MATSON HARRISON EUGE LAS1 URH WESTON 432
BELLEVILLE ILL 62221
ENG3 412 E GREEN
MOLINE ILL 61265
LAS4 1207 W NEVADA
PALATINE ILL
LAS1 212 E DANIEL
KASBEER ILL 61328
GRAD 211 E WHITE
LITTLE ROCK ARK
GRAD URH DANIELS 362
SHINJUKU TOKYO JAP
GRAD 611 W BRADLEY
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 611 W BRADLEY
PITTSBURGH PA 15232





























GRAD 300 S GOODWIN I
TOKYO JAP
ENG4 1654 VALLEY RD I
DOWNERS GROVE ILL
LAS1 106 E DANIEL I
DECATUR ILL 62521
COM2 910 S 3RD I
BROOKFIELD ILL
MATTEUNI MARSHA MARI FAA2 URH SAUNDERS 408
2213 S 23RD AV BROADVIEW IL 60153
MATTESON DONALD EUGE ENG4 53 E DANIEL
1228 GRANT ST MORRIS ILL
MATTHAI WILLIAM CHAR GRAO 1784 VALLEY RD
9517 W GRANTOSA WAUWATOSA WIS 53222
MATTHEIS BETTY SUE FAA2 URH WARDALL 918
1108 MAYFAIR RD CHAMPAIGN ILL 61822
MATTHEW KENNETH STUA LAS2 110 E ARMORY
6736 N KARLOV LINCOLNWOOD ILL 60646
MATTHEWS CHARLES C VM 1 710 S BROADWAY
3405 N SCHULTZ DR LANSING ILL 60438
MATTHEWS CHARLES CUR GRAD SPRINGFIELD ILL
2020 N 24TH ST SPRINGFIELD ILL
MATTHEWS DALE CURTIS ENG3 URH TOWNSEND 545
738 S EUCLID AV VILLA PARK ILL
MATTHEWS DAVID ALLAN GRAD 1920 D ORCHARD ST
1920 D ORCHARD ST URBANA ILL 61801
MATTHEWS DONALD ALLE C0M1 URH TOWNSEND 260
3140 VERNON AV BROOKFIELD ILL 60513
MATTHEWS LOUISE KELL GRAD URH DANIELS 295
BOX 246 LOUISBURG N C
MATTHEWS PHILIP R LAS1
41 MAPLE CT CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
MATTHEWS SHELDON HAR LAS1 URH WESTON 474
1407 W GREENLEAF CHICAGO ILL 60626
FAA2 309 E JOHN
TALLAHASSEE FLA 32301
LAS1 URH OGLESBY 1012
DECATUR ILL 62526
LAS2 505 E UNIVERSITY
PEORIA ILL
LAS1 URH TOWNSEND 350
FLORA ILL 62839
ENG4 38 CARRIAGE ESTS
URBANA ILL 61801
EO 1 URH LAR 128














336 S EVANSTON AV
MATTSON STEPHEN JOSE LAW1
947 E JACKSON ST MORRI
MATTSUN SUSAN KRISTI LAS1 URH ALLEN 32
284 RICH RD PARK FOREST ILL 60466
MATTSSON JOEL LANGDO GRAD 903 E OREGON
110 S HICKORY ST OENISON TEX
MATULA JOSEPH PAUL GRAD 606 W OHIO
4125 QUINCY ST NE COLUMBIA HTS MINN 55421
MATULIS MICHAEL JOSE AGR1 1004 S 4TH
21 N 8TH AV MAYWOOD ILL <
MATUSEW1CZ MICHELLE LAS1 URH ALLEN 41
3042 N SEMINARY CHICAGO ILL 60613
MATUSIAK LOUIS WAYNE C0M1 311 E ARMORY
1038 WOUOLAND AV BARRINGTON ILL 60010
MATYAS THOMAS IVAN LAS2 203 N HARVEY
510 W ADDISON CHICAGO ILL 60613
















































GRAD 1115 W GREEN U
TUCSON ARIZ 85719
COM4 408 W NEVADA U
CARY ILL
LAS1 URH WESTON 120 C 332-1897
LANSING ILL 60438
MAUCK ELIZABETH JANE LAS2 URH LAR 328 U 332-2893
2702 TUWNWAY RD DANVILLE ILL 61832
MAUCK LAWRENCE MERLE C0M1 URH HOPKINS 315 C 332-1267
1331 HEIOORN AV WESTCHESTER ILL 60153
MAUER KATHLEEN ANN ED 2 URH LAR 109 U 332-2814
122 ST ROBERT DR CAHOKIA ILL 62204
MAUL RICHARD FREDRIC FAA3 103 E ARMORY C 344-5377
1630 S WOODSIDE DR NEW BERLIN WIS
MAULUJNG MARTHA LAS4 907 S WRIGHT C 344-0545
4 LILAC LANE CENTRALIA ILL
MAUPIN hDWARD UWEN AGR 1 URH HOPKINS 469 C 332-1376
WYANET ILL 61379
ENG2 URH GARNER 266 C 332-0732
GALtSBURG ILL 61401
GRAO 10/ S PRAIRIE C 359-1079
CULLlNSVILLb ILL 62234


























21 OAK CREST RD
MAUSER DENNIS JOSEPH
1390 ILLINOIS ST











































3414 W ADELINE ST
MAXWELL RICHARD PIER





MAY DONALD ROBERT LE
RR 3
MAY DOUGLAS ROBERT














10911 S CHURCH ST
MAY ROBERT EDWARD JR
23 W ROCKET CIRCLE
MAY ROGER ALLEN


















8255 S LUELLA AV
MAYt ER1KA LUCI











PE 3 308 E ARMORY
FERGUSON MU 63135
LAS1 610 W DELAhARE
URBANA ILL 61B01
LAS1 610 W DELAWARE
URBANA ILL 61801
AGR1 URH TOWNSEND 515
FAIRBURY ILL 61739
LAS1 URH ALLEN 248
MORTON GROVE ILL 60053
ENG4 306 E DANIEL
MOLINE ILL 61265
LAS3 URH OGLESBY 520
SKOKIE ILL
AVI3 1107 W MAIN
W ORANGE N J
LAS4 URH CARR 423
LA SALLE ILL 61301
FAA4 1112 MAYFAIR RO
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820




VM 4 806 S STATE
CHAMPAIGN ILL
VM 2 53 t GREEN
DIXON ILL 61021
GRAD 1808 C ORCHARD PL
URBANA ILL
LAS1 URH LUNDGREN 105
CHICAGO ILL 60628
LAS1 URH BARTON 24
ROCK ISLANO ILL 61201
GRAD 911 S 4TH
ROCK ISLAND ILL 61201
LAS4 602 S LYNN
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 930
LIBERTYVILLE ILL 60048
ENG4 URH OGLESBY 432
CHICAGO IL 60634
LAS3 URH WARDALL 1102
DUQUOIN ILL
GRAD 1010 E COLORADO
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG1 URH WESTON 394
DE KALB ILL 60115
LAS2 URH LAR 260
ST CHARLES ILL 60174
LAS3 604 E ARMORY
LAGRANGE ILL
LAS4 URH BLAISDELL 127
HOMEWOOD ILL 60430
GRAD 300 S GOODWIN
CHICAGO ILL 60626
GRAD 1208 W CLARK
LAKE FOREST ILL 60045
FAA3 URH VANDOREN 221
PRINCETON ILL
FAA4 1010 E COLORADO
HATTIESBURG MS
ENG3 205 E ARMORY
PEORIA ILL
GRAD 1013 W MAIN
CORPUS CHRISTI TEX
LAS2 URH LAR 175
ROCHELLE ILL 61068
LAS4 URH TOWNSEND 481
PRINCETON ILL
COM2 1111 S 1ST
CHICAGO ILL 60641
LAS2 1106 S LINCOLN
SPRING GROVE ILL 600B1
LAS3 SPRING GROVE ILL
SPRING GROVE ILL




AGR1 604 E ARMORY
ELKHART ILL 62634
ENG3 URH TOWNSEND 207
SALEM ILL
ENG4 809 W STOUGHTON
CHICAGO ILL
FAA1 URH OGLESBY 427
PARK FOREST ILL 60466
ENG4 110 S GREGORY
OSWEGO ILL 60543
PE 4 1009 GRANT PL
URBANA ILL
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 1218
WATERLOO ILL 62298
AGR4 1207 W SPRINGFIELD
CHICAGO ILL 60656
LAS1 409 E CHALMERS
SPRINGGROVE ILL 60081
GRAO 1511 K1RBY
SAN DIEGO CAL 92115
GRAO 408 E STOUGHTON
LINCOLN ILL
LA SI URH OGLESBY 821
CARMI ILL 62821




LAS1 URH ALLEN 343
CHICAGO ILL 60608
LAS4 URH HUPKINS 326
EVANSTUN ILL 60201
EO 1 URH IRELEASE
CHICAGO ILL 60615
ENG4 815 N MCKINLEY
DANVILLE ILL 61832
LAS1 .URH SNYDER 476
EVANSTON ILL 60201
















































































2023 BURL I SON DR
MAYNARD JANICE ELAIN
1201 S STEWART AV
MAYNARO MARGARET B
202 3 BURL I SON
MAYNE DIANA
RR 3 BOX 26
MAYNE FREDERICK HILL






417 E NORTH ST
MAY0RW1TZ LESL IE ELL
8120 PERSHING
MAYS CEDRIC VON
















1026 N PAULIA ST
MAZUMDAR TAP AS



















































LAS1 URH BARTCN 303
ST LOUIS MO 63130
LAS6 1207 W MAIN
QUINCY ILL
ENG4 EHLERS TRAILER PK
LOMBARD ILL
LAS3 URH BABCOCK 309
ROSELLE ILL
ENG1 1004 S 4TH
HICKORY HILLS ILL 60457
ENGl URH HOPKINS 250
MINNEAPOLIS MINN 55416
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS
MT PROSPECT ILL
GRAD 706 S 1ST
PEKIN ILL
GRAD 1104 S BUSEY
CLINTON IOWA 52732
ENGl URH SNYDER 424
CHICAGO ILL 60643
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 415
BLOOMING TON ILL 61701
ED 1 107 N WEBBER
URBANA ILL 61801
AVI2 212 E CHALMERS
PALUS HEIGHTS IL 60463
GRAD 408 E STOUGHTON
DANVILLE VA 24541
LAS1 URH LAR 336
LOCKPORT ILL 60441




ED 1 URH TAFT 32 5
FREEPORT ILL 61032
GRAD 2023 BURLI SON
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 705 W GREEN
NAPERVILLE ILL 60540
GRAD 1105 W OREGON
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS1 URH FORBES 109
KANKAKEE ILL 60901
FAA1 815 W VINE
BRADLEY ILL 60915
GRAD 1007 S MATTIS
DU QUOIN ILL
ED 2 910 S 3RD
ST LOUIS MO 63105
COM4 103 S GREGORY
COLLINSVILLE ILL
ED 3 URH WARDALL 303
FRANKLIN PK ILL
LAS1 105 E DANIEL
CHICAGO ILL 60610
GRAD URH DANIELS 391
RIVERSIDE ILL
ENG4 URH OGLESBY 222
CHICAGO IL 60623
LAS4 URH WARDALL 613
CHICAGO ILL
GRAD 805 W GREEN
CHICAGO ILL
LAS3 410 E GREEN
CHICAGO IL 60617
VM 1 URH DANIELS 125
CHICAGO ILL 60622
GRAD 404 E HEALEY
VARANASI 5 INDIA
PE 4 306 E GREEN
UNIV CITY 30 MO
LAS4 1210 W CLARK
CHICAGO ILL
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO ILL
GRAD URH SHERMAN 312
FAYVILLE MASS
GRAD 1717 GEORGETOWN
PLAINVIEW N Y 11803
ENG4 209 N GOODWIN
CHICAGO HTS ILL 60411
ENG4 310 E JOHN
GLEN ELLYN ILL
LAS1 205 E ARMORY
DANVILLE ILL 61832
ENGl URH GARNER 392
PRINCETON ILL 61356
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 1116
OTTAWA ILL 61350
LAS1 111 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO ILL 60610
LAS3 URH TAFT 102
DANVILLE ILL
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS
CANTON ILL 61520
GRAD URH TRELEASE 214
PLATTSBURG N Y 12910
ENG4
CHATHAM ILL
LAS4 910 S 3RD
PALATINE ILL 60067
LAS1 URH ALLEN 275
PALATINE ILL 60C67












GRAO 1819 VALLEY RO
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820









































































24 HAMILTON OR E

































8300 NE PRAIRIE RD
MEDOW ROBERT MYRON
4042 W LAWRENCE AV
tMEOROW ROBERT ARTHUR
607 W ELM ST
ME0Z1AK JAMES ANTHON
























350 N 1ST ST
MEGG1NSUN SANDRA KAY





































COM3 401 E JOHN C 344-1650
BL00M1NGT0N ILL
GRAD 312 S PRAIRIE C 352-0255
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 1107 W OREGON U 344-3611
CUYAHOGA FALLS OH
LAS1 URH SAONDERS 219 U 332-3630
TAYL0RV1LLE IL 62568
LAS3 710 W OHIO U 356-7820
DOWNERS GROVE ILL
GRAD 418 FAIRLAWN U 367-0676
URBANA ILL
LAS4 904 S 3RD C 344-9828
SKOKIE ILL
GRAD 806 W OHIO U 344-9B76
LINCOLN NEB
COM4 908 W NEVADA U 359-2093
NORTH CALDWELL N J 07007
LAS4 URH LAR 212 U 332-2847
MANTENO ILL
ED 1 4 MEADOW CT C 359-2790
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 602 SCOTTSWOOD U 367-4259
URBANA ILL 61801
ED 3 1110 W NEVADA U 344-0426
CHICAGO 43 ILL
ENG1 URH TOWNSEND 184 U 332-4047
BELLEVILLE ILL 62221
LAS3 URH NOBLE 317 C 332-0413
SKOKIE ILL 60076
LAW3 208 S 1ST C 356-4478
CHICAGO 45 ILL
PE 4 118 S DEWEY U 365-1736
CHICAGO 45 ILL
ENG4 2510 E WASHINGTON U 367-7910
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG3 1104 W STOUGHTON U
ELMHURST ILL 60126
GRAD 615 W UNIVERSITY C 356-8275
ATLANTA GA
ENG1 311 E GREEN C
BRIDGEPORT ILL 62417
GRAD URH SHERMAN 553 C
EVANSTON ILL 60201
ENG4 1211 W CLARK U 367-2038
CHICAGO 9 ILL
GRAD 907 S 2ND C
CHICAGO ILL 60617
LAS2 706 W OHIO U 344-9519
SKOKIE ILL 60076




GRAD 903 W ILLINOIS U
CHICAGO ILL 60630
GRAD 607 W ELM U 367-8561
URBANA ILL
LASl URH FORBES 459 C 332-1125
BENSENVILLE ILL 60106
ENG3 1110 W STOUGHTON U 367-2654
COAL CITY ILL
GRAD 508 W COLUMBIA C 356-8978
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS4 609 W MAIN U 365-1549
PALOS HTS ILL
GRAD 1208 W CLARK U 367-6548
SIMSBORO LA
AGR4 1011 S 1ST C 352-3836
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD CHANUTE AFB ILL
E PALESTINE OHIO 44413
LAS4 1011 S 1ST C 344-0571
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 URH WARDALL 923 U 332-4499
DELAVAN ILL 61734
AGR2 706 S GREGORY U 344-0743
LEROY ILL 61752
AGR3 508 E CHALMERS C 344-1170
ARLINGTON HTS ILL
AGR1 58 E GREGORY C
PAWNEE ILL 62558
LAS3 URH TOWNSEND 368 U 332-4159
SHELDON ILL
LASl URH ALLEN 39 U
SHELDON ILL 60966
AGR1 58 E GREGORY C
AUBURN ILL 62615
GRAO 804 E PENN U 367-8161
URBANA ILL
LASl 804 E PENN U 367-8161
URBANA ILL 61801
PE 3 URH BUSEY 426 U 332-2668
STREATOR ILL
ENG1 1004 S 2ND C
TOLONO ILL 61880
LASl URH WESTON 350 C 332-1908
PEORIA ILL 61606
LAS2 URH CARR 11 U 332-3849
EOWARDSVILLE ILL 62025
LAS3 909 S 1ST C 352-3390
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAO 909 S 1ST C 352-3390
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAW3 1116 W NEVADA U 344-5346
CHICAGO ILL
LAS2 110 E CHALMERS C 356-3806
GLENVIEW ILL
LASl URH LUNDGREN 325 C 332-0277
DUNDEE ILL ' 60118
GRAO 406 E HEALEY C
MHOW MP INDIA
ED 4 713 W OHIO U 344-5427
GENESEO ILL 61254
LAW1 400 BRIAR LN C
EAST PEORIA ILL
LASl URH FORBES 332 C 332-1157
DURAND ILL 61024
GRAD URH LUNOGREN 109 C 332-0219
MT CARMEL ILL 62863

















3719 W 213TH PL
MEINHEIT SUZANNE MAR













9 H CHURCH RD
MEISINGER ROBERT HEN












152 S RUSSELL AV
MEISTER GEORGE PHILL






439 N WEST AV
MEIXNER ROBERT HAY J
439 N WEST AV
*MEKKY AHMEDFADEL A A












2751 W FITCH AV
MELCHERT CARLA JEAN




1338 S NORMAN DR
HELHOUSE DENNIS RAY
20 CIRCLE DR E
MELICHAR GARY ROBERT

































MELTON JAMES WILL IAM
403 S MARSHALL








LAS2 401 E JOHN C 344-1650
PEORIA ILL
LASl 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
L1NC0LNWO0D ILL 60646
AGR4 1111 S 1ST C 356-3314
LINCOLN ILL
LASl 904 W GREEN U 344-1879
CHRISTOPHER ILL 62822
ENG4 URH 0GLES8Y 1216 U 332-5397
BROOKFIELD ILL
GRAO 28 JUNIPER C 352-3325
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD URH OGLESBY 318 U 332-5129
MATTE SON ILL 60443
LAS2 URH BUSEY 355 U 332-2659
MATTESON ILL 60443
AGR1 URH SCOTT 486 C 332-1630
STREATOR ILL 61364
ENG1 URH SCOTT 238 C 332-1456
OFALLON ILL 62269
GRAD 2040 A ORCHARO ST U 344-4671
ALTENBURG MO 63732
ED 4 URH WARDALL 1122 U 332-4546
CHICAGO IL 60626
LASl 805 W OREGON U
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAS2 URH HOPKINS 261 C 332-1228
REDDICK ILL 60961
GRAD 505 E WHITE C
SADDLE RIVER N J 0745 8
LAS4 URH BABCOCK 404 u 332-3812
BERWYN ILL
LASl URH SNYDER 294 C 332-1737
GENEVA ILL 60134
LAS4 URH BUSEY 343 U 332-0513
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 55427
GRAD 304 W LOCUST U 367-9774
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 304 W LOCUST U 367-9774
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS2 URH TAFT 411 C 332-0662
OAKLAWN ILL 60459
ENG1 URH WESTON 217 C
AURORA ILL 60506
ENG1 URH SNYDER 443 C 332-1841
CHILLICOTHE ILL 61523
LAS2 108 S GREGORY U
AURORA ILL 60506
LASl 306 E GREGORY C 356-7995
PLATTSBURGH N Y 12901
LASl URH SCOTT 411 C 332-1576
ELMHURST ILL 60126
ENG2 911 S 4TH C 344-9560
ELMHURST ILL 60127
GRAD STA A BOX 2050 C 344-1281
WASHINGTON D C
FAA2 911 S 4TH C 332-0922
MADISON WIS 53714
LAW3 205 E HEALEY 21 C 356-1054
LINCOLNWOOD ILL 60645
ED 1 URH EVANS 328 U 332-2748
BATAVIA ILL 60510
ENG1 URH HOPKINS 400 C 332-1399
SKOKIE ILL 60076
LAS3 URH SNYDER 368 C 332-1789
FINDLAY ILL
LASl 910 S 3RD C 334-5000
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LASl URH ALLEN 6 U
APPLETON WIS 54911
LASl URH LUNDGREN 123 C 332-0231
DANVILLE ILL 61832
FAA2 URH WAROALL 719 U 332-4447
PALATINE ILL 60067
FAA3 310 E GREGORY C 356-6112
AURORA ILL
ENG2 URH GARNER 219 C 332-0718
MILWAUKEE WIS 53222
ENG1 URH GARNER 396 C 332-0843
N AURORA ILL 60542
LASl URH NOBLE 307 C 332-0405
OTTAWA ILL 61350
LAS4 URH TAFT 108 C 332-0593
CHICAGO 52 ILL
LAS3 URH SNYDER 161 C 332-1656
MT PROSPECT ILL
LAS2 508 E CHALMERS C 344-1170
PARK RIDGE ILL 60068
LAS4 310 E GREGORY DR C 356-6112
BARRINGTON ILL
LAS2 910 W CALIFORNIA U 332-0973
CHICAGO ILL 60656
LAS4 URH TOWNSEND 353 U 332-4152
CHICAGO 31 ILL
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 1108 U 332-5715
DECATUR ILL 62522
LASl URH CARR 404 U 332-3947
CHICAGO ILL 60616
GRAD URH DANIELS 635 U 332-2357
SORENTO ILL 62086
ENG1 1105 S 1ST C 356-7570
CHICAGO ILL 60625
FAA3 102 E CHALMERS C 352-7171
FORT ATKINSON WI
LAS3 307 E HEALEY C 356-4326
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAS3 212 E OANIEL C 356-7908
NORTHBROOK ILL
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 928 U 332-5674
CHICAGO ILL 60643
GRAD 910 S 3RD C
MARSHFIELO MO 65706
VM 2 URH SAUNDERS 415 U 332-3688
CHICAGO ILL 60643
LAS2 URH ALLEN 441 U 332-3247
CHICAGO ILL 60625










































































4749 N LARAMIE AV
MERIWETHER ELLEN RAE
635 E 100TH PL
MERKEL ROBERT RAYMON




























4837 W ADDISON ST
HERRIF1ELD FRANCIS E
1413 WINDING LN
MERRILL HAROLD C JR













GRAD URH SHERMAN 456 C 332-4841
GALESBURG ILL 61401
AGR3 203 S COLER U 367-9816
UR9ANA ILL 61801
GRAD 109 E CHALMERS C 359-4964
SHAWNtE MSSIN KANS 66205
LAS3 203 S COLER U 367-9816
URrtANA ILL 61801
LAS1 URH ALLEN 232 U 332-3163
CARTHAGE ILL 62321
GRAO 404 S BIRCH U 352-0102
SEATTLE 15 WASH
ENG2 402 E DANIEL C 344-1056
CARTHAGE ILL 62321
LAS2 207 E JOHN C 356-8738
PEORIA ILL 61607
GRAD 602 E STOUGHTON C 365-1380
FAR ROCKAWAY N Y 11691
GRAD 606 W OHIO U 344-5812
COVINGTON KY 41011
LAS3 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
LINCOLNWOOD ILL 60646
GRAD 806 W IOWA U
SPRINGFIELD MASS
LAS3 URH TAFT 314 C 332-0290
CHICAGO ILL
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 308 C 332-1260
CHICAGO ILL 60645
ED 1 URH SAUNDERS 306 U 332-3648
ALTON ILL 62002
ENG1 URH SNYDER 456 C 332-1848
CHICAGO ILL 60614
ENG1 URH GARNER 489 C 332-0609
WATSEKA ILL 60970
LAS1 URH SAUNDERS 118 U 332-3600
RIVERSIDE ILL 60546
LAS2 1207 W NEVADA U 344-1459
GLENVIEW ILL 60025
LAS1 URH SAUNDERS 411 U 332-3684
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62702
AGR4 810 W OREGON U
THOMASBORO ILL
AGR1 ST JOSEPH ILL
ST JOSEPH ILL
ENG2 URH TOWNSEND 584 U 332-4303
NEW CITY N Y 10956
GRAO 707 S 6TH C 344-4351
POCATELLO IDAHO 83201
ENG2 911 S 4TH C 344-9560
MILWAUKEE WIS 53226
GRAO 1618 SANGAMON C 359-1192
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
FAA2 402 E DANIEL C 344-0540
LINCOLN ILL 62656
JNL4 1109 S ARBOR C 356-8077
WOODSTOCK ILL
LAS3 1762 VALLEY RD C 367-7773
CHICAGO ILL
GRAD 404 S LINCOLN U
FLUSHING N Y 11355
LASS 1811 CARLE U 344-0858
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 605 S PRAIRIE C 352-0763
WILMETTE ILL
LAW2 105 S VICTOR C 356-2825
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 801 E MICHIGAN U 367-4513
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS2 105 E ARMORY C 356-7585
CHICAGO ILL 60645
COM3 715 W MICHIGAN U 344-6150
CHICAGO ILL
EO 1 URH VANDOREN 219 C 332-0506
CHICAGO ILL 60628
LAS2 URH FORBES 214 C 332-0953
LELAND ILL 60531
,
GRAD 1615 W PARK C 356-8160
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS4 URH CARR 404 U 332-3947
CHICAGO IL 60645
AGR4 405 N RACE U 367-5051
HIGHLAND ILL
ENG4 400 BRIAR LN C 359-2032
DALLAS CITY ILL 62330
LAS3 URH BLAISDELL 211 U 332-3487
BELLEVILLE ILL
LAS3 URH BABCOCK 225 U 332-3771
SHELBYVILLE ILL
LAS4 URH BUSEY 230 U 332-2614
DIXON ILL
JNL3 URH SCOTT 161 C 332-1416
DOWNERS GROVE ILL 60515
LAS3 1006 W CHURCH C
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62703
ENG3 1109 S 4TH C 356-0311
MATTOON ILL
LAS2 URH LAR 316 U 332-2884
CHAMPAIGN IL
LAS1 URH EVANS 1Q7 U
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS1 808 HAWTHORNE U 367-7658
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 312 S 2ND C 356-7432
CHICAGO ILL
LAS2 1413 WINDING LN C 356-3003
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG3 408 E GREEN C 356-7939
OECATUR ILL
ENG3 904 W GREEN U 344-1087
COLLINSVILLE IL
GRAO 1616 CHEVY CHASE C 352-6925
CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAD GENOA ILL 332-4966
GENOA ILL
LAS1 402 E DANIEL C 344-1054
8ERWYN ILL 60405
GRAD 1625 W UNIVERSITY C 352-1474
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAO 2301 BROOKSHIRE C 352-1180
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
MERTZ JEFFREY ALAN












1844 FOX CHASE RD
MESIC OfcNNIS ALLEN































1012 E W1LLC0X AV
MESSMORE SUSAN JEAN






































































2709 W PUEBLO DR
LAST URH HOPKINS 339 C 332-1294
LA GRANGE ILL 60525
GRAJ 409 E CHALMERS C 344-0401
URBANA ILL
COM3 1105 S 4TH C 356-7645
HINSDALE ILL 60521
EO 4 802 W OREGON U 344-1076
EAST ST LCIUI S ILL
C.0M3 URH GARNER 259 C 332-0743
CAIRO ILL 62914
LAS4 1110 W NEVADA U 344-0425
PALATINE ILL
GRAD 1107 S EUCLID C 356-8721
PHILADELPHIA 15 PA
LAS4 905 CALIFORNIA U 344-9581
L1BERTYVILLE ILL
LAS1 URH 0GLES8Y 1226 U
BROOKFIELO ILL 60513
LAS1 URH ALLEN 266 U 332-3319
WILMETTE ILL 60091
GRAD 1212 W CLARK U 367-7877
HAYWOOD ILL 60153
GRAD 1110 W SPRINGFIELD U 344-1942
URBANA ILL
VM 3 512 W SPRINGFIELD C 359-3592
ELLSWORTH ILL
LASl URH SNYOER 432 C 332-1880
GALESBURG ILL 61401
LAS3 URH FORBES 256 C 332-0981
GALESBURG ILL
LAS2 1104 W NEVADA U 344-9617
LINCOLNWOOD ILL 60645
GRAO 4 WOODHAVEN U 643-3561
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 URH VANDOREN 223 C 332-0510
STREATOR ILL
GRAO 509 E GREEN C 344-0906
WORCESTER MASS
LAS4 910 S 3RD C
CHICAGO ILL 60617
FAA2 URH SCOTT 278 C 332-1487
WOODSTOCK ILL 60098
LASl URH GARNER 238 C
CARPENTERSVL ILL 60110
ENG4 1214 JULIE C 352-8743
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 413 U 332-5509
PEORIA ILL 61603
LAS3 URH VANDOREN 411 C 332-0546
LA GRANGE ILL 60525
ED 1 URH BLAISDELL 207 U 332-3483
PARK RIDGE ILL 60068
LAS3 705 S 3R0 C 356-7676
GENEVA ILL
PE 3 1104 BUSEY U
TUSCOLA ILL
LAS3 URH EVANS 323 U 332-2743
CHICAGO IL 60645
LAS3 URH EVANS 323 U 332-2743
CHICAGO IL 60645
GRAO 1712 W GREEN C 352-3529
DUBUQUE IOWA
LASl 1010 2N0 C
WILMETTE ILL 60091
LAW1 701 S BUSEY U 344-4129
URBANA ILL 61801
FAA3 910 S 3RD C
CHICAGO ILL 60655
LAS3 1301 S BUSEY U 352-5316
SPRINGFIELD ILL
LASl 904 W GREEN U
ELGIN ILL 60120
ED 4 106 W IOWA U
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 2108 WHITE C 356-9104
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG3 604 E ARMORY C 344-1266
EAST ST LOUIS ILL 62203
FAA1 202 E DANIEL C
LA GRANGE ILL 60525
LASl URH GARNER 223 C 332-0722
AURORA ILL 60538
FAA4 303 COUNTRY FR C 359-1827
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS3 411 E GREEN C 356-7901
MATTE SON ILL
ENG1 URH BABCOCK 401 U
GRANVILLE ILL 61326
FAA4 802 W ILLINOIS U 344-7052
ELMHURST ILL
LAS4 509 E STOUGHTON C 356-9287
WATSEKA ILL 60970
VH 3 711 W FLORIDA U 344-0010
ASHLAND ILL 62612
LAW1 1506 LINCOLNSHIRE C 344-1261
GREENVILLE ILL 62246
ED 3 1111 S 3RD C 352-4511
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 509 S PINE C 359-4014
DAYTON OHIO 45405
AGR4 1008 S 4TH C 344-1207
NILES ILL
FAA4 1215 W WASHINGTON C 344-0540
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 URH SCOTT 382 C 332-1559
W CHICAGO ILL 60185
COM4 1826 VALLEY RD C 352-4076
CHAHPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS3 2107 WHITE C 344-9518
DECATUR ILL 62521
LAS2 URH LUNDGREN 102 C 332-0215
LINCOLNWOOD ILL 60646
COM3 207 E HEALEY C 356-2712
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
COM2 306 E DANIEL C 344-9541
CLINTON ILL 61727
LAS4 1404 S LINCCLN U 344-3821
HOMEWOOD ILL











3209 E YALE WAY
MEYER JOHN V JR
FACTORY POND RO
MEYER JOHN MAR REN
MEYER JOSEPH MICHAEL
















































MEYERS ALBERT L III
1513 HEDGE RD
MEYERS CHARLES K
RR 2 BOX 360
MEYERS MARC DAVID
7804 S KOLHAR
MEYERS MARCEL YN JOY
4636 N PAULINA
MEYERS NADINE JOY





MEYER SON MARION D














1000 E TOWN SEND ST
MICHAELS CATHLEEN MA
4716 S HARDING AV
MICHAELS GREGORY PAL
1168 6TH ST
MICHAELS MARC IA HELE
4447 GREENVIEW
HICHAELSEN ROBERT H


















612' E 2ND ST
MICHEL JUHN FRANCIS
706 W ELM
LAS2 URH WARDALL 1018 U
SOMONAUK ILL 60552
LAS3 803 U OREGON U
SPRINGFIELD ILL
GRAD 406 W CLARK C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 URH WESTON 306 C
DENVER COLO 80210
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS C
LOCUST VAL LINY 11560
LAS3 402 E ARMORY C
OMAHA ILL
JNL3 212 E DANIEL C
LAGRANGE ILL
LAS4 102 E CHALMERS C
ONARGA ILL
ENG4 URH 0GLES8Y 213 U
CHICAGO IL 60612
EO 4 1106 S LINCOLN U
VILLA PARK ILL
GRAD 2315 S 1ST C
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62707
AGR4 URH LAR 263 U
JOLIET ILL
LAS4 1207 W NEVADA U
PALATINE ILL
LAS3 1004 S 3RD C
WESTERN SPRS ILL
FAA1 URH GARNER 242 C
BELLEVILLE ILL 62221
LAS1 URH OGLESBY 1204 U
MENOON ILL 62351
LAS3 512 E STOUGHTON C
WORDEN ILL
ED 4 2107 WHITE C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS4 URH WARDALL U
GRAYSLAKE ILL 30060
LAS2 53 E GREEN C
HAMPSHIRE ILL 60140
GRAD URH BUSEY 231 U
LOUISVILLE KY 40205
GRAD 511 MITCHEL CT C
CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAD BROWNFIELD TRLR PK U
ATCHISON KANS
COM2 110 E CHALMERS C
BLOOMINGTON ILL 61701
LAS3 URH OGLESBY 827 U
RANKIN ILL
COM2 URH FORBES 242 C
CHICAGO ILL 60617
LAS1 URH TOWNSEND 464 U
LINCOLNWOOD ILL 60646
AGR4 809 W PENN U
LISLE ILL
GRAD 1510 GRANDVIEW C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS3 307 S PRAIRIE C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 58 W ARMORY C
CHICAGO ILL
LAS6 1513 HEDGE RD C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 818 W HILL U
MCHENRY ILL 60050
COM4 505 E CHALMERS C
CHICAGO ILL
LAS2 303 E JOHN C
CHICAGO ILL
GRAD 1408 MCKINLEY C
CHICAGO ILL 60626
ED 3 409 E CHALMERS C
EVERGREEN PARK ILL 60642
FAA3 1202 CAMBRIDGE C
CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAD 1739 W HAVEN C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAO 308 W MAPLE C
MAPLE HTS OHIO




LAS1 URH LUNDGREN 110 C
OAK PARK ILL 60302
LAS3 URH OGLESBY 1124 U
JOLIET ILL
PE 1 910 S 3RD C
STAMFORD CONN 06902
LAS2 61 E JOHN C
EAST ST LOUIS ILL 62203
GRAO URH SHERMAN 513 C
MILWAUKEE WIS 53212
COM2 URH TRELEASE 1118 U
CHICAGO ILL 60632
LAS1 URH GARNER 438 C
LORAIN OHIO 44052
EO 2 409 E CHALMERS C
CHICAGO ILL 60640
GRAD 1107 W GREEN U










































COM3 211 i E DANIEL
EVERGREEN; PK ILL '
GRAD 214! E GREGORY
BRUOKFIELD ILL
AGR'l 312 1 E ARMORY
BERWYN ILL
FAA3 312 E ARMORY
BERWYN ILL





































146 W WOOD ST
MICKELBERRY ORVILLE
3235 E CHESTNUT AV
MICKELSEN DAVID JEFF
611 E ILLINOIS ST
MICKELSEN ROBERT ART
611 E ILLINOIS ST
MICKEN8ECKER KATHLEE
32.48 S GROVE AV
MICKEVICIUS JOHN K




































7510 W 57TH PL
MIGELY WILLIAM GODFR


























1803 E GATE PKWY
MIKOLAITIS WILLIAM B




















1834 N LOTUS AVE
MILoROM ARLENE JOYCE
7641 N BOSWORTH
























GRAD 1012 W DANIEL
SPRINGFIELD ILL 61801
GRAD 205 DELAWARE
ROCKY POINT N Y 11778
FAA4 URH TAFT 205
SAUK VILLAGE ILL 60411
ENG2 URH HOPKINS 304
CALHOUN ILL 62419
COM2 URH SNYDER 395
ELMWOOD PARK ILL 60635
FAA2 410 E GREEN
MORTON GROVE ILL 60053
ENG2 URH OGLESBY 1227
NEW LENUX ILL 60451
LAS2 URH WESTON 416
DECATUR ILL 62521
LAS1 211 E DANIEL
WHEATON ILL 60187
LAS2 211 E DANIEL
WHEATON ILL
LA SI URH LAR 473
BERWYN ILL 60402
GRAD 401 S LINCOLN
CHICAGO IL
LAS2 URH WARDALL 724
ORLANOO FLA
GRAD 909 S 1ST
NORTON KANS
ENG3 URH OGLESBY 907
ROBINSON ILL
LAS2 URH SAUNDERS 203
ELMHURST ILL 60126
LAS1 URH ALLEN 432
CHICAGO ILL 60629
ED 1 312 E DANIEL C
WORTH ILL 60482
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 931 U 334-5677
MUNSTER INO 46321
GRAD 608 S 1ST C
MISSOULA MONT 59801
LAS2 1110 W NEVADA U 344-0425
BENTON IL 62812
COM3 409 E CHALMERS C 332-1190
GLEN ELLYN ILL
LASl URH CARR 323 U 332-3935
NAPERVULE ILL 60540
FAA2 URH SNYDER 254 C 332-1837
WHEATON ILL 60187
LAS4 307 E HEALEY C 344-9442
UNIVERSITY CITY MO
ED 3 1008 S 4TH C 344-1207
HARVEY ILL
AGR2 809 W PENN U 344-4069
LOAMI ILL 62661
ED 4 801 W OHIO U 344-4237
LOAMI ILL
LASl URH SNYDER 492 C 332-1875
ROBINSON ILL 62454
LASl 1004 S 4TH C
SUMMIT ILL 60501
LAW2 1286 CLIFFORD U 344-6943
PALATINE ILL 60067
LAS4 1005 S 6TH C 344-4686
HAMILTON ILL
ENG4 1005 S 6TH C 344-4686
MCHENRY ILL
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS C
ROCKFORD ILL 61107
ENG2 1107 W MAIN U 367-3679
WESTERN SPRS ILL 60558




ENG4 URH SCOTT 282 C 332-1489
BERWYN IL 60402
LASl URH LAR 277 U 332-2985
MELROSE PARK ILL 60160
LAS4 706 S MATHEWS U 344-0137
WOODSTOCK ILL
ENG3 1205 N COLER U 367-4221
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS4 312 E DANIEL C 344-1976
CHICAGO ILL 60620
ENG4 1110 W STOUGF T 0N U 332-1327
CHICAGO IL 60629
ENG1 URH TOWNSEND 366 U 332-4157
ROCKFORD ILL 61108
ENG4 512 E STOUGHTON C 356-0291
ROCKFORD ILL
AGRl URH NOBLE 115 C
chicago ill 60634
c0m1 urh garner 252 c
Arlington hts ill 6ooo5




ED 4 RR 3 C 359-3760
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
FAA2 URH BARTON 304 C 332-0152
ST LOUIS MO 63131
PE 1 112 E JOHN C 352-9365
GLENVIEW IL 60025
COM4 URH SCOTI 280 C 332-1488
GLEN ELLYN ILL
LAS3 1404 S LINCOLN U 344-3821
PRINCETON ILL
GRAO 206 E JOHN C 359-3087
CHICAGO 39 ILL
LASl URH LAR 408 U 332-2911
CHICAGO ILL 60626
COM4 713 S ELM C 359-4059
WESTERN SPRS ILL
LAS2 604 E ARMORY C 344-1266
GLENVIEW IL ' 60025
LAS4 404 DUNCAN RD C 352-2545
GRAYVILLE ILL 62844






1222 M NORDIC ST
MILLER ANDREW JACKSO
3002 W GEORGE ST
MILLER ARNI
6236 N ALBANY AV
MILLER BARBARA ANNE
55 DOVER ST

























6 N 311 CIRCLE AV
MILLER OAVIO BRIAN
729 NE 17TH
MILLER DAVID C JR








RR 2 BOX 166
MILLER OIANE ELLEN
























40 E 3RD ST
MILLER GARY WILLIAM













































ENG2 201 f. GHtFN C 356-4014
MIDLOTHIAN ILL 60445
LAS1 URH WARDALL 612 U 332-4416
BENSENVILLE ILL 60106
LAS3 URH OGLESBY 408 U 332-5150
CHICAGO ILL
LAS1 52 E ARMORY C
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAS2 URH ALLEN U 332-3243
LA GRANGE ILL 60525
LAW1 2311 S 1ST C 344-5307
CENTRAL1A ILL 62801
PE 2 710 W MICHIGAN U 332-3231
OEKALB ILL 60115
PE 3 800 S MATTIS C 351-1017
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS C 332-2037
FLANAGAN ILL 61740
LAS2 URH NOBLE 225 C
MORTON ILL 61550
LAS2 1005 S WRIGHT C 344-0571
ROBINSON ILL 62454
GRAO 1106 W STOUGHTON U 367-0455
SASKATOON SSKTCHHN
LAS4 110 FLORA C 356-1034
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61620
LAS3 URH LAR 413 li 332-2915
DALLAS TEX 75205
GRAD URH SHERMAN 212 C 332-4647
MT MORRIS ILL 61054
GRAD 51 £ JOHN C 356-7186
GREENVILLE S CAR
PE 1 URH FLAGG 313 C 332-0304
CHICAGO ILL 60643
FAA2 409 E CHALMERS C 356-0521
ROSELLE ILL 60172
GRAB 1203 A PARK U 367-6254
OKLAHOMA CITY CKLA 73105
LAS1 401 E DANIEL C
JOLIET ILL 60435
GRAO 1106 W STOUGHTON U 367-4636
URBAN* ILL 61801
COM2 URH GARNER 408 C 332-1813
WAPELLA ILL 61777
FAA1 URH HOPKINS 476 C
CHICAGO ILL 60628
ENG3 LANARK ILL 3S6-3314
LANARK ILL
EO 1 207 E JOHN C 356-8502
CHICAGO ILL 60625
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS C
CHICAGO ILL 60613
LAS2 URH BLAISDELL 326 U 332-3533
LA GRANGE ILL 60525
LAS4 URH DANIELS 368 U 332-2503
UR6ANA ILL 61801
ENG4 810 W INDIANA U 344-0111
URBANA ILL 61801
LAW3 301 COUNTRY FR C
TUSCOLA ILL 61953
FAA2 URH ALLEN 289 U 332-3334
VERONA ILL 60479
LAS3 207 E WHITE C 352-1958
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
COM3 URH OGLESBY 509 U 332-5181
CHICAGO ILL
PE 1 URH SNYDER C
NORTH PEKIN ILL 61554
LAS1 513 S RUSSELL C 356-5922
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
COM3 URH WESTON 386 C 332-2043
WATERLOO ILL
LAS1 1110 S 2ND C 352-4222
COAL CITY ILL 60416
GRAD URH DANIELS 418 U 332-2273
PROSPECT HTS ILL
LAW3 2311 S 1ST C 344-1126
RIVER FOREST ILL
LAS1 604 E ARMORY C
CHICAGO ILL 60629
ENG2 URH TOWNSEND 115 U 332-3997
AURORA COLO 80011
ENG2 910 S 3R0 C 344-5000
LELANO ILL
GRAD 201 N LINCOLN U 365-2017
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 2081 ORCHARD ST U 344-4399
.
BRONX N Y 10458
ED 4 1208 E DELAWARE U 367-6577
URBANA ILL
GRAD URH DANIELS 433 U 332-2291
SILVER SPRING MD
FAA4 211 E CALIFORNIA U 356-3275
ZION ILL
AGR2 URH TOWNSEND 216 U 332-4061
TUSCOLA ILL 61953
LAS2 915 W CALIFORNIA U 344-9581
PALATINE ILL 60067
AGR1 URH SNYDER 412 C 332-1818
INDUSTRY ILL 61440
GRAD 105 E GREEN C 356-8817
BLUE ISLAND ILL 60406
LAS1 URH FLAGG 413 C 332-0329
CHICAGO ILL 60652
EO 1 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
WINNETKA ILL 60093
JNL4 706 S MATTHEW U 344-9444
ARLINGTON HTS ILL
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 1124 U
WAUKEGAN ILL 60085
GRAD 902 W CLARK U
CEDARHURST N Y 11516
GRAD 1112 S ARBCR C 359-1060
ROCKY HILL CONN 06067
AGR3 505 E GREEN C 344-3580
MOUNDS ILL
LAS3 1210 W CLARK U 367-4331
CHICAGO ILL



























































































































LASl URH WESTON 221 C
STERLING ILL 61081
GRAO 22 MAGNOLIA C
MASON MICH 48854
LASl URH TOWNSEND 573 U 332-4292
CHICAGO ILL 60629
AGR4 505 E CHALMERS C 344-4103
STERLING ILL
AGR4 URH ALLEN 404 U 332-3230
BELVIDERE ILL 61008
AGR3 1007 S 3RD C 332-0056
BEECHER CITY ILL 62414
AGR2 1005 S WRIGHT C 344-0571
ELMWOOD PARK ILL 60635
LASl URH SAUNDERS 426 U 332-3699
SKOKIE ILL 60076
LAS2 303 E JOHN C 344-1103
SKOKIE ILL
LAS2 1110 W NEVADA U 344-0114
PEORIA ILL 61614
AGR3 1007 S 3RD C 032-1934
BEECHER CITY ILL
GRAD NORMAL ILL 332-5028
NORMAL ILL 61761
LASl 1010 S 2ND C
EAST ST LOUIS ILL 62205
LASl 604 E ARMORY C
WENONA ILL 61377
LAW3 URH HOPKINS 380 C 332-1315
RIVER FOREST ILL
AGR3 809 W PENN U 344-4069
M0RRIS0NV1LLE ILL
LAS2 URH ALLEN 385 U 332-3372
BELLWOOO ILL 60104
LASl URH LAR 181 U 332-2953
MT CARMEL ILL 62863
LASl 1207 W SPRINGFIELD U
VILLA PARK ILL 60181
LAS4 810 W INDIANA U 344-0111
URBANA ILL 61801
EO 1 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAS3 URH TOWNSEND 480 U 332-4235
LOMBARD IL 60148
FAA1 1114 MAYFAIR RD C 356-4730
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LASl URH SAUNDERS 318 U 332-3660
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAS4 URH WESTON 478 C 332-2111
DECATUR ILL
EO 2 1204 S LINCOLN U 344-1718
PK RIOGE ILL
ED 2 URH WARDALL 920 U 332-4496
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61822
ENG2 1118 W NEVADA U 344-0128
CHICAGO ILL
LAS2 URH SNYOER 224 C 332-1690
LAWRENCE V ILL ILL 62439
LASl 1105 S 4TH C
JACKSONVILLE ILL 62650
FAA1 URH SNYOER 350 C 332-1775
MARION ILL 62959
LASl 904 W GREEN U 344-1879
MULKEYTOWN ILL
ENG2 DECATUR ILL 332-1568
DECATUR ILL




LAS2 1404 S LINCOLN U 344-3821
ELMHURST ILL 60126
ED 3 313 E JOHN C 344-9444
BLOOMINGTON ILL
ED 2 URH NOBLE 215 C 332-0392
PARK RIDGE ILL 60068
GRAD 103 E HEALEY C 332-4841
RIVER FOREST ILL 60305
LASl URH HOPKINS 450 C
CHICAGO ILL 60636
AGR2 FARMER CITY ILL
THEBES ILL 62990
GRAO 502 N STATE C
CHICAGO ILL 60645
AGR3 706 S GREGORY PL U 344-0743
FORREST ILL
GRAD 908 CRESTWOOD U 367-7566
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 307 W CLARK C 352-4339
MECHANICSBURG PA 17055
LAS2 URH SCOTT 160 C 332-1415
FREEPORT ILL 61032
GRAO URH SHERMAN 12 50 C 332-5011
BARRINGTON ILL 60010
LASl URH HOPKINS 176 C
RIVERDALE ILL 60627
LAS4 211 E ARMORY C 352-2167
TINLEY PARK ILL
PE 4 800 S MATTIS C 359-1017
ARCOLA ILL
GRAO URH DANIELS 627 U 332-2351
MODESTO CAL
LAS2 601 S 4TH C
BLANOINSVILLE ILL 61420
GRAO 1105 W OREGGN U 344-3626
MARQUETTE MICH 49855
LASl URH GARNER 132 C 332-0702
EAST MOLINE ILL 61244
LAS2 URH VANOOREN 109 C 332-0473
ROCHESTER ILL 62563
ENG3 216 E GREGORY C 332-1031
TUNICA ILL 61370
GRAO 409 E CHALMERS C 332-2614
CHICAGO ILL 60057
LASl URH FLAGG 330 C 332-0317
BLOOMINGTON ILL 61701
LASl URH TRELEASE 1019 U 332-56<)2
PEORIA HTS ILL 6161',








PE 1 105 E ARMOR
SKOKIE ILL
GRAD 106 N VINE
LINCOLN ILL
MILLER STEVEN VAUGHN ENG3 URH OGLESBV 1004
RR 1 PALESTINE ILL 62451
MILLER STEVEN MOODS LAS4 305 E GREEN
23W310 BUENA VISTA GLEN ELLYN ILL 60137
MILLER SUZANNE V LAS2 907 S WRIGHT
5932 N TRENTON LN PEORIA ILL 61614
ED 3 URH TRELEASE 1204
FAIRBURY ILL
LAS3 URH TRELEASE 323
CHICAGO ILL
VM 4 2 POMPTON PL
URBANA ILL 61801
MILLER SYLVIA ANN

















GRAD 1216 W UNIVERSITY
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS1 URH GARNER 286
PARK RIDGE ILL 60068
AGR4 URH WESTON 290
GERMAN VALLEY ILL 61039
MILLER MILLARD MARSH GRAO 2312 E MAIN
502 M ELM 6 URBANA IL
MILLER WILLIAM CARL ENG2 302 KIRBY
201 S THORNCREST CREVE COEUR ILL 61611
MILLER WILLIAM GOSSE LAS1 904 W GREEN 329
255 CUMNOR AV GLEN ELLYN ILL 60137
MILLER WILLIAM HARRY GRAD RANTOUL ILL
1112-1 FALCON RANTOUL ILL
MILLETT MARK LEWIS FAA3 111 E CHALMERS
631 S FOREST HILL LAKE FOREST ILL 60045
MILLHOUSER ROBERT JO LAS2 URH OGLESBY 910
905 N KASPAR AV ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60004
MILLHOUSER WILLIAM C LAS4 203 N HARVEY
1605 SPENCER WILMETTE ILL
MILLIGAN RICHARO ALA LAW1 901 S 1ST
711 ARGYLE AV FLOSSMOOR ILL 60422
MILLIGAN STUART CARR LAS1 URH WESTON 211
402 E COOK ST MT PULASKI ILL 62548
MILLIGAN SUSAN L LAS4 1102 S LINCOLN
823 S MIAMI FREEPORT ILL 61032
MILLIGAN VICKIE LYNN LAS1 URH BARTON 211
179 N RIDGELANO AV OAK PARK ILL 60302
MILLIKEN ROBERT ANTH GRAD 300 S GOODWIN
806 TULIP COULEE DAM WASH 99916
MILLIKIN PAUL STANLE GRAO DANVILLE ILL
9 SHAOY LN DANVILLE ILL 61832
MILLING PAUL CHARLES LAS4 401 E DANIEL
389 MAPLE ST HERSCHER ILL
MILLIREN ALAN PERSON GRAD 2110 W WHITE 148
2110 M WHITE 148 CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
M1LLNS JAMES G JR ENG1 312 E ARMORY
12 S HIGHVIEH AV ADDISON ILL 60101
MILLOY ROBERT J LAS1 URH MESTON 400
113 SAG USAFE 3272 APO NEM YORK N Y 09057
MILLS BARBARA KAY LAS1 URH WARDALL 1202
3 WESTERN DR DECATUR ILL 62521
MILLS BEATRICE ANN LAS3 409 E CHALMERS
RR 2 PALESTINE ILL
LAS4 URH OGLESBY 828
WAYHART PA 18472
GRAD 210 E STOUGHTON
CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAD 210 E STOUGHTON
URBANA ILL 61801
MILLS GfcOFREY THOMAS COM2 1505 MAYFAIR
1505 MAYFAIR CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
MILLS JOAN ANDREWS GRAD 1208 W MAIN
1208 W MAIN URBANA ILL 61801













COM4 1306 WINDING LN
MORRISON ILL 612
LA SI URH LAR
CHICAGO ILL 606
MILLS STEPHEN WILLIA LAS2 URH TOWNSEND 141
3 WESTERN DR
MILLS STEVEN HARLON
1107 GREEN URBANA ILL
MILLS TERESA KAY LAS4 309 E
ROUTE 2 SHIPMAN ILL







503 N GROVE AV
MILOS THOMAS ANDREW











DECATUR I LL^ 62521




ED 4 902 S 2ND
CHICAGO 45 ILL
LAS3 904 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL
FAA1 URH BUSEY 105
OAK PARK ILL 60302
VM 2 1208 M CLARK
CHICAGO ILL 60636
LAS2 URH VANDOREN 326
61350OTTAWA ILL
GRAD 204 E JOHN
CHICAGO ILL
GRAO 300 S GOCDHIN
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS2 URH WARDALL 1006
CHICAGO ILL 60645
GRAD 300 S GOODWIN
URBANA ILL 61801
MILTON MICHAEL ,STEVE LAW1 58 E ARMORY
3011 M FARGO CHICAGO ILL * 60645
MINALfc bRUCE RAYMONO COM3 URH WESTON 376
10011 ESTELLE DR OES PLAINES ILL
MINCH WILLIAM RAYMUN ENG4 ?b WAYSIDE
26 WAYSIDE DR URBANA ILL 61801
MINOEL CHARLES HOWAR GRAD 1022 W VINE
1022 W VINE CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
MINDHAM STtPHEN J LAS4 1008 N HICKORY
1008 N HICKORY CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
MINOOCK JOHN LEONARD I.AS4 1207 W CLARK
1209 7TH SI LA SALLE ILL 61301
MINDOCK RALPH hlCHAE ENG4 107 W WILLIAMS




































































MINK HARVEY RAY JR




5627 N HAMILTON RD
MINOR DAVID EMING






























113 N STATE ST
MIREMONT LEMONT PIER

















215 E CHICAGO AV





3133 M 84TH ST
MISKOVIC LINDA SUSAN
5731 S TALMAN AV
M1SNER JAMES E JR
113 E HILL ST
MISRA RAMA SHANKER




RT 1 BOX 323
HISSAVAGE ROGER JOSE









HITA JEANNE YVONNE •






203 S 9TH ST
MITCHELL DAN CHARLES













LAS2 711 W GREEN U
DOWNERS GROVE ILL 60515
GRAD CHARLESTON ILL
CHARLESTON ILL 61920
FAA3 1004 S 4TH C
ROCKFORO ILL 61102
COM3 URH GARNER 404 C
DECATUR ILL
LAS2 903 W NEVADA U 344-1931
T0N1CA ILL 61370
LAS! 409 E CHALMERS C
HOMEHOOD ILL 60430
LAS4 URH TOWNSEND 119 U 332-4001
HOMEWOOD ILL 60430
LAS1 URH WESTON 106 C 332-1889
PITTSFIELD ILL 62363
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 523 U 332-5548
ROCK ISLAND ILL 61201
VM 2 URH DANIELS 617 U 332-0617
PEORIA ILL 61614
LAS4 1009 W CALIFORNIA U 344-9696
PEORIA HTS ILL
GRAO 1010 E COLORADO U 365-3258
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS1 URH FORBES 460 C 332-1126
MT VERNON ILL 62864
LAS2 URH FORBES 492 C 332-1151
CHRISTOPHER ILL 62822
LAS3 509 E STOUGHTON C 359-4925
CARTHAGE ILL
LAS1 URH VANDOREN 19 C 332-0462
CHICAGO ILL 60619
LAS4 609 W MAIN U 356-7585
CHICAGO 45 ILL
LAS2 URH TAFT 125 C 332-0606
CHICAGO ILL 60617
ENG3 210 E GREEN C 356-7979
OES PLAINES IL 60016
FAA1 URH LUNDGREN 213 C 332-0245
UNIV CITY MO 63130
AVI1 URH TOWNSEND 354 U 332-4153
MELROSE PARK ILL 60164
C0M1 URH GARNER 492 C 332-0909
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAS3 604 E ARMORY C
CHICAGO ILL 60629
ENG4 502 E STOUGHTON C 356-0480
CHICAGO ILL 60625
LAS3 201 E GREEN C 356-1714
BR10GEVIEW ILL
FAA4 URH LAR 206 U 332-2917
GR1GGSVILLE IL
GRAD 404 EDGEBROOK C 356-7141
NEW ORLEANS LA 70119
LAS3 715 W MICHIGAN U 344-5111
RIVERDALE ILL
ENG1 URH FORBES 319 C 332-1029
CHICAGO ILL 60618
ENG1 URH HOPKINS 296 C 332-1256
CHICAGO ILL 60656
GRAD 25 WOOOHAVEN TRLR U
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS1 URH NOBLE 107 C 332-0365
CHICAGO ILL 60634
LAS3 URH VANDOREN 10 C 332-0457
EVANSTON ILL
GRAD 1211 W CLARK U 359-4337
DOWNS ILL
GRAD 1916 D ORCHARD ST U 344-0534
WOLFVILLE CAN
COM3 301 ARMORY C 332-0874
CHICAGO ILL 60610
LAS3 URH BUSEY 143 U 332-2589
BENSENVILLE ILL
FAA4 406 W OREGON U 367-7884
URBANA ILL 61801
AGR4 715 W MICHIGAN U 344-6150
CHICAGO 52 ILL
ED 1 URH TRELEASE 1219 U 332-5755
CHICAGO ILL 60629
GRAD 103 E STOUGHTON C 356-0607
PLAINWELL MICH
GRAD 909 W CALIFORNIA U
ALLAHABAD UP INDIA
AGR4 URH VANDOREN 206 C 332-0497
WENONA ILL
AGR3 URH WARDALL llwt U 332-4529
H FRANKFORT ILL
LAS1 1004 S 4TH C
WEST FRANKFORT ILL 62896
LAS1 URH SNYDER 476 C 332-1867
STREATOR ILL 61364
LAS3 URH CARR 104 U 332-3856
STREATOR ILL 61364
AV12 URH WESTON 467 C 332-2101
STREATOR ILL 61364
ENG1 1004 S 4TH C
ROCKFORO ILL 61108
FAA4 URH WAROALL 321 U 332-4352
CHICAGO ILL 60640
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 228 U 332-5614
ROCKFORD ILL 61108
ENG1 URH BABCOCK 106 U 332-3723
WAUKEGAN ILL 60085
LAS4 1210 W CLARK U 367-0770
WOOD RIVER ILL
LAS2 209 E ARMORY C 352-7178
PEORIA ILL 61603
EN62 URH SCOTT 156 C 332-1411
ERIE PA
ENG2 1004 S 4TH C
ALTON ILL 62002
LAS2 URH LAR 337 U 332-2901
THORNTON ILL 604 76
LAS1 806 W NEVADA U 344-5333
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAO 310 E DANIEL C 344-2375
ANN ARBOR MICH 48105





















910 W EUCLID 105
MITCHELL MICHELE LYN








































7706 N KOSTNER AV
MIZOCK MITCHELL L

























































MOELLER RAYMOND J JR
2604 182ND PL




ENG3 601 N ELM
HUNTINGTUN N Y 11743
ENG4 703 W OREGON
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAB 1101 S MATTIS
CINCINNATI OHIO 45224
ENG2 URH WESTON 369
BLOOMINGTON ILL 61701
AGR4 1002 S LINCOLN
MARSEILLES ILL
FAA1 511 S PINE
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 URH BLAISDELL 420
ARLINGTON HTS ILL
LAS1 URH ALLEN 73
WATSEKA ILL 60970
ED 1 URH TRELEASE 1016
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LA S3 URH TAFT 204
BERWYN IL 60402
LAS2 410 W GREEN
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS4 206 E GREEN
CHICAGO ILL
GRAD 107 E CHALMERS
DOWNERS GROVE ILL
LAS4 207 S ELM
PALATINE ILL
LAS6 1309 W HILL
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 2044 D ORCHARD ST
WASHINGTON D C







COM3 501 E DANIEL
PARIS ILL
PE 4 310 E JOHN
LA GRANGE ILL
FAA1 1004 S 4TH
CHICAGO ILL 60618
LAS1 URH FORBES 361
CHICAGO ILL 60644
LAS1 501 E DANIEL
CHICAGO ILL 60652
COM2 604 E ARMORY
VILLA GROVE ILL 61956
FAA3 URH WARDALL 520
PEKIN ILL
GRAD URH SHERMAN 564
NAHA OKINAWA
GRAD 606 W OHIO
HIROSHIMA-KEN JAP
LAS1 1105 S 1ST
SKOKIE ILL 60076
LAS1 1105 S 1ST C
SKOKIE ILL 60076
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 1018 U 332-5694
SKOKIE ILL 60076
ENG4
BLUE ISLAND ILL 60406





























LAS1 910 S 3RD
SKOKIE ILL 60076
ENG4 615 S WRIGHT
TAICHUNG TAIWAN
LAS4 URH CARR 120
COLORADO SPRS COLO
LAS1 1103 S COTTAGE GR
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS6 707 S 6TH
CHAMPAIGN ILL 6L820




ENG1 1004 S 4TH
LAKE BLUFF ILL 60044
ENG1 URH OGLESBY 1102
GENESEO ILL 61254
AVI1 1004 S 4TH
LUVINGTON ILL 61937
LAS3 501 W SPRINGFIELD
ARLINGTON HTS ILL
LAS4 103 S 3RD
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 1810 B ORCHARD PL
URBANA ILL
ENG1 URH SCOTT 444
PALOS HTS ILL 60463
FAA1 URH BLAISDELL 330
ELMWOOD PARK ILL 60635
FAA3 1613 VALLEY RD
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
COM4 URH TOWNSEND 522
CHICAGO 55 ILL
LAS2 910 S 3RD
ST LOUIS MO 63118








ENG1 URH BABCOCK 229
CHICAGO ILL 60630
EO 3 904 W GREEN 629
QUINCY ILL
LAS2 URH LAR 260
CHICAGO ILL






































320 E DICKENS AV
MOGUL EDWARD HARRIS








































2614 W THOMAS ST
MOLINA ADOLFO
CARERA 17 SUR 5-41
MOLINAR JOHN LOUIS





























































AGR3 906 S 5TH
PLA1NFIELD ILL
LAS1 URH BABCOCK 318
PARK RIDGE ILL 60068
LAS1 URH FORBES 242
LANSING ILL
VM 1 URH OGLESBY 905
OUINCY ILL 62301
LAS3 URH SCOTT 368
BUFFALO CNTR IOWA
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO ILL 60643
AGR3 1002 S LINCOLN
GILSON ILL
C0M1 910 S 3RD
NORTHLAKE ILL 60164
LAW2 719 S ELM
CHICAGO ILL 60626
COM3 209 E ARMORY
STREATOR ILL
GRAD 404 E HEALEY
CUTTACK ORISSA I ND
COM2 URH NOBLE 204
SPRINGFIELD ILL




LAS4 URH BUSEY 358
TEHRAN IRAN
LAS3 URH SCOTT 338
CARY ILL
LAS3 904 S LINCOLN
BROOKFIELO ILL
ENG1 URH OGLESBY 308
PALOS PARK ILL 60464
GRAD URH DANIELS 272
TYNGSBORO MASS 01879
FAA2 URH BABCOCK 323
HAYWOOD N J 076 07
EO 1 URH TRELEASE
MT PROSPECT ILL 60056
AGR1 URH GARNER 246
LEMONT ILL 60439
LAS1 URH LUNDGREN 416
CHICAGO ILL 60655
LAS2 URH GARNER 358
ELMHURST ILL 60126
LAS4 URH WARDALL 926
SOUTH BELOIT ILL




ENG4 809 W STOUGHTON
ZION ILL
FAA4 1001 W OREGCN
CHICAGO 22 ILL
LAS6 URH SCOTT 471
CALI COLOMBIA
LAS2 604 E ARMORY
BELLEVILLE ILL 62220
FAA1 URH SNYDER 345
MORTON GR ILL 60053
ED 2 URH TRELEASE 824
SKOKIE ILL 60203
GRAD 1205 W MAIN
WESTCHESTER ILL 60153
GRAD 102 N LINCOLN
HUNTINGDON VAL PA 19006
ED 4 URH EVANS 240
BROOKPORT ILL
AGR4 30 BLUE SPRUCE
SORENTO ILL
ENG4 510 S 4TH
HUME WOOD ILL
AGR2 604 E ARMORY
CHICAGO ILL 60655
ENG1 URH OGLESBY 422
NAPERVILLE ILL 60540
LAS2 URH BARTON 417
ROCKFORD ILL 61103
LAS2 1004 S 2ND
VILLA PARK ILL
GRAD 80S W ILLINOIS
LONDON ENG
COM2 202 E DANIEL
FAIRFIELD ILL 62837
GRAD 709 W CHURCH
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 URH HOPKINS 314
WESTCHESTER IL 60153
GRAD URH DANIELS 74
NAUGATUCK CONN 06770
GRAD 1107 W GREEN
OCEAN CITY N J 08226
LAS4 1005 S WRIGHT
MARION ILL
GRAD 508 E STOUGHTON
CHICAGO ILL 60639
GRAD 1107 W GREEN
SIERRA LEONE W AFR
GRAD 509 E STOUGHTON
PALASHBAR RNPR PAK
GRAD 1004 S 1ST
ELGIN ILL




FAA2 URH FORBES 309
ORIENT ILL 62874
LAS3 1008 S LINCOLN
ANTIOCH ILL 60002
LAS2 604 E ARMORY
HOME WOOD ILL 60430
GRAO 182 5 W JOHN
FAIRFAX VA 22030







































































404 E STOUGHTON 4
FAA4 206 S DRAPER
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 1106 U STOUGHTON
GLENCUE ILL
GRAD 624 E GREEN
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
AGK4 1004 M NEVADA
HARVtL ILL
PE 1 409 E
OFALLON ILL
PE 3 302 E
OFALLON ILL





*MONROE DONALD STUART GRAD 403 BROOKWOUD
403 BROOKWOOD
MONROE JEFFREY PAUL










ENG3 URH TOWNSEND 372 I
PRINCETON ILL 61356
GRAD 1110 N LINCOLN I
URBANA ILL
ENG3 709 S 2ND I
MARION ILL
AGR2 801 W NEVADA
FAIRBURY ILL 61739
LAS2 1201 W NEVADA I
PICKENS S C
•MONSEES JAMES EUGENE GRAD 2708 KIRBY i
270B KIRBY CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
MONSER CAROLYN SUE LAS1 URH NOBLE 319
6909 N PATRICIA LN PEORIA ILL 61614
MONSON JOHN FRANCIS ENG3 70S S 3RD
2310 w 80TH ST CHICAGO ILL
MONSSON ANN ELIZABET LAS4 URH TRELEASE 1202
2631 CENTRAL DR FLOSSMOOR ILL
MONSTES WILLIAM EOWA ENG4 S10 E HEALEY
5430 S NEW ENGLAND CHICAGO IL 60638
MONTAGNO MARIANNE C LAS1 URH ALLEN 326
519 VICTORIA CT NAPERVILLE ILL 60540
MONTAGUE CHARLES ERN ENG3 1002 W OREGON
BOX 184 LELAND ILL
MONTAGUE JAMES ROBER AVU URH SNYDER 464
BOX 184 LELAND ILL 60531
•MONTAGUE PHYLLIS R GRAD 1008 STRATFORD
1008 STRATFORO CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
MONTALBANO SANDRA BE LAS2 1202 N NEVADA
4206 FOREST AV BROOKFIELO ILL 60513
MONTANELLI RICHARD G GRAO 58 E ARMORY
1835 ELMWOOD OR HIGHLAND PARK ILL
MONTASSER SAAOIA HAF GRAD URH ALLEN 270
31 STREET 25 DOKKY CAIRO EG
MONTERASTELLI STEVEN AGR1 910 S 3RD
1520 CHAMPLAIN ST OTTAWA ILL 61350
•MONTGOMERY ALBERT G GRAD HOMER ILL
BOX 111 BROOKSTON IND 47923
•MONTGOMERY BOB MEYER GRAD MONTICELLO ILL
460 LONE BEECH MONTICELLO ILL
•MONTGOMERY CHARLES L GRAD DANVILLE ILL
DANVILLE IL
ENG3 312 E ARMORY
LOMBARD ILL
AGR4 707 W SPRINGFIELD
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
•MONTGOMERY FRANK III GRAD 1804 D ORCHARD PL
1804 D ORCHARD PL URBANA ILL 61801
LAS6 404 E GREEN
WATERVILLE MAINE 04901




15 E PLEASANT LN











1727 W 103RD ST





MONTI RUBER T LOUIS
1065 JEFFRY CT
61801URBANA ILL
LAS1 URH LAR 335
CHICAGO ILL 60628
LA SI URH WESTON 288
CHICAGO ILL 60643
MONTGOMERY THOMAS JA LAS3 URH WESTON 288
1727 W 103RD ST CHICAGO ILL
MONTGOMERY THOMAS WA COM4 509 E STOUGHTON
320 8TH LINCOLN ILL
MONTGOMERY WILLIAM L ENG3 URH TOWNSEND 236
PROPETSTOWN ILL
AGR4 409 W GREEN
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS1 URH BUSEY 205
CHICAGO HTS ILL 60411
PE 3 801 W ILLINOIS
LONBARO IL
MONTOOTH OOROTHY JAN AGR1 URH NOBLE 310
BOX H EARLVILLE ILL 60518
MONYPENNY ALICE LAS1 URH CLARK 324
104 E PENN URBANA ILL 61801
MONYPENNY LAURA LAS1 URH ALLEN 271
104 E PENNSYLVANIA URBANA ILL
MONYPENNY LESLIE F LAS2 URH LAR 185
5 SUNNYOALE JACKSONVILLE ILL
MONZURES PETER LOUIS ENG4 409 E CHALMERS
10949 S CAMPBELL CHICAGO ILL 60655
MOUDY DOUGLAS WILLIA C0M1 URH SNYDER 420
68 N HWY 59 BARRINGTON ILL 60010
MOODY ERNEST DUDLEY AGR2 309 E DANIEL
WELOON ILL 61882
GRAD 1786 VALLEY RD
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ED 4 URH , WARDALL 1020
DALTON CITY ILL 61925
ENG1 URH SNYDER 418
ARCOLA ILL 61910
LAS4 310 E JOHN
NORMAL ILL
GRAO 800 S MATTIS
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG4 211 S LOCUST
MACOMB ILL 61455
COM2 1009 W CALIFORNIA
PEORIA ILL




















































































MOON JULIAN L III
437 N 5TH ST
MOON MICHAEL MARK




81 N EL IZABETH
MOON IN RONALD






18 DRUMS RD EXT
MOOKE BARBARA ANN






























































1823 E ILLINOIS ST







































331 S CULLbGE ST
ENG4 1102 W STOUGHTON U 367-5107
BELLEVILLE ILL
LAS2 URH GARNER 102 C 332-0682
ABINGDON ILL 61410
GRAD 210 E MAIN U
SCHENECTADY N Y 12308
LAS1 URH SCOTT 409 C 332-1633
LOMBARD ILL 60148
COM4 305 E JOHN C
CHICAGO ILL 60645
FAA4 708 W SPRINGFIELD C 359-4817
CHICAGO ILL
GRAD 1203 W MAIN U 367-7165
DALHART TEX
FAA1 1004 S 4TH C
SCOTIA N Y 12302
LAS3 URH LAR 214 U 332-2849
HARVARD ILL
GRAO URH SHERMAN 651 C 332-4880
NORMAL ILL
GRAO 1107 W GREEN U 344-4625
URBANA ILL 61B01
C0H1 URH TOWNSEND 351 U 332-4150
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60004
LAS1 705 S LINCOLN U 332-1905
RUSSELLVILLE IND 46175
GRAD 1004 W CLARK U 367-4773
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS2 URH TAFT 418 C 332-0665
GLENCOE IL 60022
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS C
SKOKIE ILL 60076
GRAD 501 S PRAIRIE C
BURLEY IDAHO 83318
ENG3 705 S LINCOLN U 332-0882
CANTON ILL
GRAO 1004 W CLARK U 367-4773
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS1 URH BLAISDELL 327 U 332-3534
EAST ST LOUIS ILL 62204
COM4 710 W OHIO U 344-5921
HILLSIDE ILL
LAW3 409 W CALIFORNIA U 365-1762
MADEIRA BEACH FLA 33708
LAS4 SADORUS ILL
SADORUS ILL 61872
LAS4 918 W NEVADA U
KIRKLAND ILL 60146
ENG4 URH BABCOCK 111 U 332-3728
DE KALB ILL 60115
LAWl 405 W WHITE C 356-4330
MATTOON ILL 61938
GRAD 2607 E CALIFORNIA U 367-3912
URBANA IL
AGR4 1004 S 4TH C
CHICAGO ILL 60641
GRAD JOHNSTON CITY ILL
JOHNSTON CITY ILL
ENG4 1118 W NEVADA U 344-0128
MT PROSPECT ILL
LAS1 401 E JOHN C
CHICAGO ILL 60626




GRAO 708 S 1ST C 352-7389
GLENCOE ILL
LAW2 802 W PARK C 359-4455
BLOOMINGTON ILL
GRAO 704 W OREGON U
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 1107 W GREEN U 344-4625
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS2 URH WARDALL 1104 U 356-2739
HERRIN ILL
GRAD 907 W OREGON U 344-1055
URBANA ILL 61801
AGR2 URH TOWNSEND 265 U 332-4092
WHEATON ILL 60187
LAS3 904 W GREEN U 367-1604
ALTON ILL 62005
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 171 C 332-1177
EUREKA ILL 61530
LAS1 URH LAR 178 U
CHICAGO ILL 60612
FAA1 1207 W SPRINGFIELO U
VILLA PARK ILL 60181
JNL2 904 S LINCOLN U 344-3496
CHICAGO ILL
GRAD NAT HIST BLDG U 356-6936
FT WAYNE IND
GRAO 708 S 1ST C 352-73B9
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS1 109 E CHALMERS C 332-2864
CHICAGO ILL 60612
LAS1 URH EVANS 240 U
MT PROSPECT ILL 60056
AGR4 313 E ARMORY C 356-7766
ROSEVILLE ILL 61473
LAS2 URH TOWNSEND 266 U 332-4093
ROBINSON ILL 62454
LAS1 URH SCOTT 3C9 C 332-1504
CARMI ILL 62821
FAA3 URH HUPKINS 259 C
PEORIA ILL 61605
AGR1 807 S BUSEY U 344-6748
ONEIDA ILL 61467
GRAO 120 7 W OREGON U
GRttN VALLEY ILL 61534
LAS4 307 E DANIEL C 344-1779
GLEN ELLYN ILL
EIJ 2 URH NOBLE 313 C 332-0411
CASEYVILLE ILL 62232
ENG4 602 L STOUGHTON C
WAUKEGAN ILL
COM2 211 I DANIEL C 344-9583
RUCK ISLAND ILL 61201































200 W SMITH ST
MORAN JOHN THOMAS
333 WEBSTER ST









307 W CLARK 104
MORAN THOMAS DENNIS














3551 W 99TH ST
MORELAND DAVID RAY






























































3720 W 81ST ST
GRAD 506 E SPRINGFIELD C 367-8605
ELIOT MAINE
ENG1 URH SCOTT 354 C
ROBINSON ILL 62454
ENG4 1006 S 3RD C 332-5085
CANTON ILL
ENG1 1006 S 3RD C 332-4135
CANTON ILL 61520
LAW1 2305 S 1ST C 344-4118
HINSDALE ILL
LA S3 URH TOWNSEND 116 U 332-3998
RIVEROALE ILL
LAS2 URH BLAISDELL 223 U 332-3499
MT PROSPECT ILL 60056
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 1012 U 332-5689
HAZEL CREST ILL 60429
GRAD URH SHERMAN 957 C 332-4952
FLUSHING N Y 11355
LAS1 URH NOBLE 308 C 332-0406
WAUKEGAN ILL 60085
GRAD 1101 S MATTIS C 359-4265
HOUSTON TEX 77003
GRAD 403 BRIAR LN C 359-4423
RANTOUL ILL 61866
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 916 U 332-5662
AKRON OHIO 44313
LAS3 604 E ARMORY C 344-1227
WYOMING ILL
LAS1 508 E GREEN C
ELMHURST ILL 60126
GRAD URH DANIELS 710 U 332-2366
ST LOUIS MO
AGR3 URH TAFT 225 C 332-0628
HANTENO ILL
LAS1 409 E CHALMERS C 344-4163
W DUNDEE ILL 60118
LAS1 URH ALLEN 63 U 332-3259
CHICAGO ILL 60640
GRAD 2110 W WHITE C 356-0771
CHAMPAIGN ILL
COM2 409 E GREEN C 344-9571
CHICAGO ILL 60636
LASl URH BARTON 204 C 332-0130
EVANSTON ILL 60202
LAS3 904 GREEN ST 328 U
CHICAGO ILL 60622
GRAD 128 S DEWEY U 367-1269
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG2 URH FORBES 409 C 332-1089
NORTHBROOK ILL 60062
LASl URH TRELEASE 1023 U 332-5699
CHICAGO ILL 60645
GRAD 1907 ROBERTA LN C 352-1116
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS4 313 E JOHN C 344-4125
EVERGREN PK 42 ILL
LASl URH WESTON 436 C 332-2078
ARGENTA ILL 62501
GRAD 805 N MCKINLEY C 359-1398
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
FAA1 604 E ARMORY C 344-1266
MOLINE ILL 61265
ENG4 EHLERS TRLR PK U 356-0651
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS4 1005 S 6TH C 344-3615
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
FAA6 URH DANIELS 330 U
MT VERNON IL
GRAD URH SHERMAN C 332-4931
OSWEGO NY
COM3 URH FORBES 359 C 332-1054
HIGHLAND PARK ILL 60035
GRAD 509 S 5TH C 352-0269
CHAMPAIGN IL
GRAD 307 CEOAR C 359-4673
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 108 S 5TH C 356-6544
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
AGR4 1010 E COLORADO U 367-2314
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG3 URH TOWNSEND 328 U 332-4585
MT VERNON ILL 62864
ENG1 409 E CHALMERS C
WESTCHESTER ILL 60153
ENG4 2319 S 1ST C 344-6273
MT VERNON ILL
LAS2 1208 LINCOLNSHIRE C 356-1592
CHAMPAIGN ILL _ 61820
LAS2 URH FORBES 374 C 332-1069
ELMHURST ILL 60126
FAA4 1111 S 1ST C 356-3198
PEORIA HTS 14 ILL
FAA3 807 S BUSEY U
MT CARMEL ILL 62863
GRAD 2080 ORCHARD ST U 344-0375
HUTCHINSON KANS
COM3 1111 S 1ST C 356-3314
FULTON KY
GRAD 2080 D ORCHARD ST U 344-0375
HUTCHINSON KS
FAA1 810 W OREGON U 344-6485
LAWRENCEVlLLE ILL 62439
GRAD 1960 B ORCHARD ST U 344-6169
SWAYZEE IND
LASl URH ALLEN 421 U 332-3231
PEORIA ILL 61604
GRAD FISHER ILL .
FISHER ILL 61843
LASl URH GARNER 200 C 332-0678
MARION ILL 62959
AGR4 1005 S WRIGHT C 344-0571
MORTON ILL
GRAD URH SHERMAN 230 C 332-4665
ROCHESTER NY
FAA3 URH SCOTT 395 C 332-1568
ITASCA ILL
LASl URH TAFT 21 C 332-0580
CHICAGO ILL 60628
C0M1 310 E JOHN C 344-9752
CHICAGO IL 60652
MORGENSTERN JEANNE A LAS4 URH ALLEN 279
1019 CASTLEWOOD LN DEERFIELD ILL 60015
HORIARTY DAVID JOHN LAS2 URH OGLESBY 326
436 S VILLA AV VILLA PARK ILL 60181
MORIARTY EUGENE MART GRAD 805 W PARK
5134 S TALMAN CHICAGO ILL
MORIARTY GEORGE FRAN COM4 URH OGLESBY 326
436 S VILLA AV VILLA PARK ILL
MORIARTY THOMAS FRAN GRAO 910 W NEVADA
40 FLORENCE AV HOLYOKE MA
MORIMITSU CAROLYN VI LAS3 URH HARDALL 516
5241 N BERNARD CHICAGO ILL
HORIN CATHERINE LOUl LASl URH FLAGG 334
523 N DIXON AV DIXON ILL 61021
MORIN MARY THERESE LAS4 URH TAFT 120
SAN DIEGO CAL
ENG3 1111 S 1ST
EVANSTON ILL







MORITZ MICHAEL THOMA LASl URH HOPKINS 386
11610 S HALE AV
MORITZ SANDRA RUTH
200 S 34TH ST
MORITZ SUSAN ADA
200 S 34TH ST
MORK STEVEN ANDREW
11313 S LOWE AV
U
CHICAGO ILL 60643
LASl URH BLAISDELL 410
MATTOON ILL 61938
LASl URH BLAISDELL 302 U
HATTOON ILL 61938
GRAD 702 E GREEN U
CHICAGO ILL 60628
MORLAN EDWARD GEORGE ENG4 1108 W SPRINGFIELD U
732 ENTERPRISE CT CHICAGO HTS IL
MORLEY LARRY JOHN GRAD 2067 A HAZELWO CT U
2067 A HAZLEWD CT URBANA IL
MORLEY MICHAEL JOSEP ENG4 906 S OAK C
8941 _S_ABEROEEN CHICAG9_ILL_ _ 60620
MORONG MICHAEL M





















MORRIS BERTRAM C JR
1431B FAITH DR
ENG2 URH GARNER 425
JUSTICE ILL 60458
GRAO RANTOUL ILL
ELLENVILLE N Y 1Z42S
GRAO 1502 WILEY
OAKLEY ILL
MORRELL LAURENCE JOH GRAD 804 W MICHIGAN
3014 SYLVAN OR FALLS CHURCH VA
MORRELL MICHAEL ALLA AGR1 URH HOPKINS 459
RR 2 PANA ILL 62557
MORRIS ALAN £ LASl 52 E ARMORY
9044 N KEELER AV SKOKIE ILL 60076
PE 4 URH TAFT 212
CHICAGO 17 ILL
LASl URH WESTON 340
RANTOUL ILL 61866
MORRIS BISETTE U U H GRAD 901 W SPRINGFIELD
2 AV 213 SAN MARAEAY ARAGNA VEN
MORRIS CAROLYN SUE LASl URH BLAISDELL 9
101 S EDWARD ST MT PROSPECT ILL 60056
MORRIS DONALD CHARLE C0M1 1010 S 2ND
10714 AVENUE A CHICAGO ILL 60617
MORRIS EOGAR EUGENE GRAD 1105 W OREGON
RR 4 BOX 154 FREDONIA KANS
MORRIS GEORGE EDWARD ENG4 615 W CLARK
615 W CLARK CHAMPAIGN ILL
MORRIS GEORGE QUENTI LAS3 URH TOWNSEND 547
101 S EDWARD ST MT PROSPECT ILL
MORRIS JEFFREY MICHA ENG2 110 E CHALMERS
7912 LOTUS AV MORTON GROVE ILL
MORRIS JUDITH MARGAR JNL3 313 E JOHN
6716 SIOUX CHICAGO ILL 60646
MORRIS LARRY EUGENE ENG4 212 E CHALMERS
LOCKPORT ILL 60441
LAS3 URH BABCOCK 407
POMPTON PLAINS N J
FAA1 URH LAR 427
EVANSTON ILL 60202










201 S COTTAGE GR
MORRIS RENAY
231 21 128TH AV
MORRIS SHARON VIRGIN LAS3 706 S MATHEWS
107 S CANDOTA AVE MT PROSPECT ILL
HORRIS SUSAN WETHER I JNL3 706 S MATHEWS










GRAO URH DANIELS 529 I
MANSFIELD OHIO 44907
LASl 711 ARLINGTON CT I
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61822
GRAO 1105 W OREGON 2
IOWA CITY IOWA 52240
GRAD 705 S 1ST
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
MORRISON BRUCE ANDRE GRAD 510 E STOUGHTON
510 E STOUGHTON CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
MORRISON CATHY ANN LASl URH ALLEN 73
607 E LOCUST ST ROBINSON ILL 62454
MORRISON DONALD EUGE FAA2 303 E CHALMERS
1402 S MAIN ST PARIS ILL 61944
MORRISON DWAYNE IRWI COM3 URH SNYDER 210
118 S 7TH CANTON IL
MORRISON GARY LEE ENG4 904 W GREEN
RR 1 , CARBONDALE IL 62901
MORRISON JAMES LESTE AGR3 311 E GREEN
_
RRJl BERWICK^ILL 61417_
MORRISUN JOHN FORD LAS3 URH TOWNSEND 371
RR 5 PRINCETON ILL
MORRISON JOHN FREDDY ENG3 104 E ARMORY
RR 1 HOMER ILL
MORRISON JOHN RAYMON FAA4 1415 KIRBY
600 MACKINAW AVE CALUMET CITY ILL
MORRISON JOHN STANLE LAW3 2006 VAWTER
711 EUCLID ALTON ILL
MORRISON KEVIN PATRI COM2 211 E DANIEL
2 LARKDALE E RD DEERFIELD ILL 60015
MORRISON MATTHEW G LASl 910 S 3RD
226 B1RCHW00D RD HINSDALE ILL 60521
MORRISON RONALD CHAR ENG4 906 W SPRINGFIELD
1852 46TH ST ROCK ISLAND IL
MORRISON RONALD STEP LAS2 URH HOPKINS 258
225 W CARROLL ST PARIS ILL 61944
MORRISON STEVEN H LAS4 1505 KIRBY
271 HEINE ELGIN ILL 60120









































HOKRISON WILLIAM ABB ENG4 URH TOWNSEND 211
5322 FAIRV1EW
MORROS DONNA M
8213 S ESSEX AV
MORROS SUSAN CHERYL
8213 S ESSEX AV
MORROW DIANE
1467 W FARGO AV
MORROW KATHERINE KEL LAS4 605
605 W IOWA URBANA ILL
MORROW MICHAEL DENNI LAS4 102 N GREGORY
OOWNERS GROVE ILL
LAS4 409 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO 17 ILL
PE 1 910 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL 60617










LAS3 501 E DANIEL C
SULLIVAN ILL
LAS4 1207 W SPRINGFIELD U
CHICAGO 26 ILL
MORROW WILLIAM WALLA ENG3 313 E ARMORY
1011 N EVERGREEN ARLINGTON HTS ILL
MORSE MELISSA LAS4 105 E GREEN
1403 JACKSON KELLE SAN ANTONIO TEX







LAS3 URH WESTON 126
PHILADELPHIA PA
GRAO URH SHERMAN 363
HYDE PARK UTAH 84318
MORSTADT ROBERT ALAN ENG3 URH SNYDER 221
340 TIFFANY DR WAUKEGAN ILL
MORSY FATHY ABDEL AT GRAD 311 E UNIVERSITY
4 SUBBAN ST CAIRO EGYPT
MORTENSEN WILLIAM H JNL3 URH OGLESBY 410
5200 FAIRVIEW AV DOWNERS GROVE ILL
MORTENSON ROGER FERR GRAD URH SHERMAN B47
390 EXECUTIVE DR WHEATON ILL 60187
NORTHLAND JANET LYNN LA SI URH TRELEASE 926
15 RIDGE DR DECATUR ILL 62521
HORTHLAND SUZANNE E ED 3 1106 S LINCOLN
DECATUR ILL
GRAD URH DANIELS 372
LAMONI IOWA 50140
ENG2 702 S MCCULLOUGH
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG1 URH SNYDER 390
ROCKFORD ILL 61108






1346 S JASPER ST
MORTIMORE BETTY fcl









MORTON JOHN FRANKLIN LAS4 2305 S 1ST
528 LOCUST MINONK ILL
MORTON ROSS WILLARD LAS3 URH BABCOCK 325
159 COTTAGE HILL ELMHURST ILL
MORTON SALLY JEAN LASl URH FLAGG 433
200 RIVER BLUFF RD ELGIN ILL 60120
MORTON SUSAN ABIGAIL LASl URH BLAISDELL 114
BOX 203 WAYNE IL
MOSCHEL BRUCE CARY LASl URH SCOTT 456
CHICAGO ILL 60625
LAS3 902 S 2N0
CHICAGO ILL
PE 3 309 E JOHN
SHELBYVILLE ILL

















































705 DOLPHIN DR W
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 2039 D HAZELWO CT U 344-1252
ROCKVILLE CONN
ENG1 URH SNYDER 432 C
DUNDEE ILL 60118
GRAO 2805 E CALIFORNIA
URBANA ILL 61801
PE 2 1111 S 1ST
HIGHLAND ILL 62249
MOSES CHARLES THOMAS LAS4 910 W CALIFORNIA
SHELBYVILLE ILL
LASl URH TOWNSEND 450
ALTON ILL 62005
ED 1 URH SNYDER 244
HCLEANSBORO ILL 62859
LASl URH OGLESBY 210
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60004
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 824
COLUMBIA ILL 62236
MOSHER JEANETTE CARO C0M1 URH ALLEN 254
RR 1 BOX 58A COLUMBIA ILL 62236
MOSKAL BARBARA LOUIS LAS4 309 E JOHN
1537 AUGUSTA BLVD CHICAGO 22 ILL
ENG1 URH BABCOCK 303
CHICAGO ILL 60617
LAS4 505 E CHALMERS
WESTCHESTER ILL








1502 W LILLIAN ST
MOSHER ERIC CLARK

















FAA4 308 E HEALEY
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 URH HOPKINS 467
WASHINGTON ILL 61571
ENG4 602 S RACE
LANHAM MD
LAS4 1856' VALLEY RD
3750 LAKE SHORE DR CHICAGO 13 ILL
MOSS GROVER ZACK











LAS3 409 E CHALMERS
DIXON ILL 61021
FAA4 610 W WASHINGTON
LOGANSPORT IND
LASl URH HOPKINS 417
MENDOTA ILL 61342
ENG3 301 E ARMORY
HIGHLAND PK ILL 60035
COM2 309 E CHALMERS
DECATUR ILL 62352
GRAD 707 W CHURCH
WINNIPEG MAN CAN
MOSSBERGER GREGG LEE LASl URH FORBES 132
13 THRUSH ST CARPENTERSVIL ILL 60110
MOSSIUSSIAN VAROOJAN GRAD URH SHERMAN 7359



























































RR 1 BOX 146

































940 W GUNNISON ST
MOYER CHRISTOPHER AL














































2334 S 60TH CT
HUDRON MAUREEN OOLOR
1503 N MAY ST
ENG4 STA A BOX 2146 C 359-3522
ISFAHAN IRAN
GRAD 802 S LOCUST C 352-6459
TEHERAN IRAN
LASl 301 E ARMORY C
CHICAGO ILL 60617
ENG4 URH TOWNSENO 549 U 332-4276
CHICAGO IL 60649
ENG4 509 E STOUGHTON C 356-5155
CHICAGO IL 60634
LAS2 URH BARTON 403 C 332-0172
GLENVIEW ILL 60025
LAS4 715 W MICHIGAN U 344-0150
RIVEROALE ILL 60627
LAS3 1102 S LINCCLN U 344-4205
EDWARDSVILLE ILL
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS C 332-0109
BERKELEY ILL
FAA4 505 S 4TH C 344-1537
LOMBARD ILL
FAA4 505 S 4TH C 344-1537
LOMBARD ILL 60148




ENG1 105 GREEN C
BLOOMINGTON ILL 61701




ENG2 URH GARNER 265 C 332-0749
MATTOON ILL 61938
AGR3 401 E GREEN C 344-1616
DELAVAN ILL
GRAD URH LAR 22 U 332-2854
WINCHESTER KY 40391
AGR1 402 E DANIEL C 344-0540
KANE ILL 62 054
ENG3 1109 W MAIN U 332-5359
BERWYN ILL
VM 4 RR 3 U 367-0479
URBANA IL
GRAD 907 S 2ND C 356-6040
PHILA PA
AGR3 809 S 5TH C 344-5202
METROPOLIS IL
LAS2 505 E GREEN C
METROPOLIS ILL 62960
GRAD 505 W SPRINGFIELD C 356-4354
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820




GRAD 505 W SPRINGFIELD C 356-4354
CHAMPAIGN ILL
AGR4 705 W PARK C 352-4508
CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAD 506 E SPRINGFIELD C 344-5767
CHARLESTON S C
GRAO 1002 W NEVADA U 344-3697
WITT ILL
AGR4 1415 HONEYSUCKLE C 356-0492
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 504 E WHITE C 359-2737
FREEPORT ILL
ENG2 URH GARNER 269 C 332-0753
CHICAGO ILL 60640
GRAD 609 BREEN C 356-0098
URBANA ILL
PE 1 URH TRELEASE 1212 U 332-5749
CHICAGO ILL 60625
COM2 306 BURKWOOD CT U 367-7909
URBANA ILL 61801
COM3 URH TOWNSEND 112 U 332-3994
BARRY ILL
LASl URH TOWNSEND 134 U 332-4008
HOMEWOOD ILL 60430
FAA4 313 E CHALMERS C 352-4613
STREATOR ILL
GRAD 604 FAIRLAWN U 365-1872
CLARENCE N Y
VM 2 1112 S 2ND C 356-8537
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAO 709 U CHURCH C 367-2373
ST CHARLES ILL 60174
FAA1 URH ALLEN 346 U 332-3214
VILLA PARK ILL 60181
LAW2 SAVOY ILL 344-2383
SAVOY ILL 61874
GRAD 602 E WHITE C 359-3009
WYANOOTTE MICH
ENG4 URH TOWNSEND 424 U 332-4196
FLOSSMOOR ILL
GRAD 705 W OREGON U 344-6369
EAST CHICAGO IND
GRAO AMMAN JORDAN 367-8566
AMMAN JORDAN
ENG2 URH FORBES 495 C 332-1151
CARPENTERSVIL ILL 60110
FAA4 201 E CALIFORNIA U 365-1438
OTTAWA ILL
LASl URH FORBES 371 C 332-1066
MT PROSPECT ILL 60056
LAS3 404 BRIAR LN C 359-3343
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS3 404 BRIAR LN C 359-3343
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG4 805 E MAIN U 365-2106
CHICAGO ILL
LASl URH TRELEASE 1021 U
OAK LAWN ILL 60459
FAA4 7 OAKWOOD U 367-1682
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD URH OANIELS U 332-2137
CICERO ILL 60650

















306 N PINE ST
MUELLER ELIZABETH LI








203 E LAFAYETTE ST
MUELLER J ERIN BARBAR
7829 KENTON AV
MUELLER JERRY LEE










527 S TAYLOR AV
MUELLER ROSS ALLAN
2015 BURL I SON
MUELLER STEVE ROGER
























7117 N RIDGE AV
*MUIR DONALD ALEXANDE














511 N CENTER ST
MULCAHY DANIEL G



































GRAO 1783 VALLEY RD I
CHILTON WIS
FAA1 URH OGLESBY 108 I
PLAINFIELD I NO 46168
GRAD URH DANIELS 76 "i
ST LOUIS MO 63125
LAS3 URH VANDOREN 110 <
TRENTON ILL
GRAD 1101 W OREGON I
LOMBARD ILL
ENG3 905 W CALIFORNIA I
PALOS PK ILL
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 1224 I
HT PROSPECT ILL 60056
LAS1 207 E JOHN I
MAYWOOD ILL 60153
COM3 URH WESTON 124 (
WATERLOO ILL
LAS4 109 E JOHN I
MASCOUTAH ILL
LAS4 1116 W NEVADA I
M1NIER ILL
ENG4 502 W MAIN I
STAUNTON ILL
PE 3 715 W MICHIGAN I
SKOKIE ILL
COM4 912 S 3RD I
DES PLAINES ILL
LAS4 508 E CHALMERS I
HT PROSPECT ILL
FAA6 URH ALLEN 170 I
NORRIDGE ILL 60656.
ED 1 URH NOBLE 110 I
VALHEYER ILL 62295
ENG3 1004 W NEVADA I
LOMBARD ILL
ENG2 604 E ARMORY I
OAK PARK ILL 60304
LAS2 2015 BURLISON I
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG1 URH OGLESBY 409 I
ELMHURST ILL 60126
AGR4 508 E ARMORY I
NORTHBROOK ILL
AGR1 809 W PENN I
TAYLOR RIDGE ILL 612B4
ENG3 URH GARNER 326 I
ELMHURST ILL
LAS3 401 E JOHN I
WATSEKA ILL
JNL4 1107 S EUCLID I
NILES ILL 60648
LAW1 URH DANIELS 424 I
CHICAGO ILL 60630
GRAD RR 1 I
NICOLLET MINN
ENG1 604 E ARMORY
ST LIBORY ILL 62282
FAA1 811 W VINE
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
FAA3 102 ARBOR i
LOUISIANA MO 63353




LAS1 URH WESTON 259
CHICAGO ILL 60645




GRAD 606 W OHIO
HINSDALE ILL 60521
LAS2 1111 S 2ND
PLATO CENTER ILL 60170
AGR4 1003 W MAIN
LIMURU KENYA E AFR
JNL4 618 E DANIEL
ACCORD N V
ENG3 313 E CHALMERS
FOX LK ILL
COM3 1004 S 2ND
COLFAX ILL
GRAO URH SHERMAN 12 54
CORK IRE
LAS1 604 E ARMORY
DAWSON ILL 62520
AVU 505 E GREEN
WORTH ILL 60482
LAS3 910 S 3RD
HARVEY ILL 60426
LAS3 605 S BUSEY
BROOKFIELD ILL
LAS4 409 E GREEN
BLUE ISLAND ILL
COM3 1204 S LINCOLN
PARIS ILL
LAS3 506 E GREEN
BOURBONNAIS ILL 60914
GRAO 308 E GREEN
BUFFALO N Y 14216
FAA1 URH TRELEASE 205
ST LOUIS MO 63122
ED 6 410 N PRAIRIE
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 505 W MAIN
CHICAGO ILL
LAS3 URH SAUNDERS 105
CHICAGO ILL 60655
LAS2 URH ALLEN 105
CHICAGO ILL 60640
AGR1 URH ALLEN 45
CANTON ILL 61520
C0M1 URH SNYDER 462
EAST MOLINF ILL 61244
AGR1 URH TRELEASE 203
CLARENDON HLS ILL 60514











































































9670 S CRANDON AV
MULVANEY LYNNE ROBER












1733 D VALLEY RO
MUNCASTER ALAN W
212 SHOOTING PK RO
MUNCH PAUL THOMAS










330 W AUSTIN AV
HUNGER MICHAEL LEE
RR 3 BOX 200-A





















































213 S PARK ST














AGR1 URH NOBLE 215 (
GREENVILLE ILL 62246
GRAD 307 E GREEN (
URBANA ILL
FAA1 URH LAR 127 t
ROCKFORD ILL 61103
JNL4 1203 W GREEN t
RANTOUL ILL 61866
LAS! URH ALLEN 356 I
CHICAGO ILL 60651
LAS2 URH BLAISDELL 210 I
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61822
COM4 302 E PARK (
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS4 1118 W NEVADA i
MANLIUS ILL
COM2 URH TOWNSEND 509 I
SKOKIE ILL 09046
LAS2 1008 S 4TH I
DECATUR ILL 62521
COM4 307 E HEALEY I
CHICAGO ILL
LAS1 URH LUNDGREN 209 (
MARSEILLES ILL 61341
ENG4 307 HEALEY (
CHICAGO 46 ILL
PE 2 1407 CENTENNIAL I
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG3 306 E GREGORY I
BLOOMFIELD CONN
LAS1 URH GARNER 286 I
DANVILLE ILL 61832
AGR4 1111 JOANNE LN I
ASTORIA ILL
FAA4 1503 CAMBRIDGE I
CHAMPAIGN ILL
JNL4 206 S GREGORY I
PERU ILL 61354
LAS1 910 S 3RD I
N RIVERSIDE ILL 60547
GRAD 605 S ANDERSON I
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAO 605 S ANDERSON I
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 URH ALLEN 307 I
PANA ILL 62557
GRAO 309 E GREEN I
PALMYRA MO




LAS1 URH SAUNDERS 207
CHICAGO ILL 60652




JNL3 URH EVANS 101
CHICAGO ILL 60629
LAS3 411 E GREEN i
LOVES PARK ILL 61111
ENG1 URH HOPKINS 417
MENOOTA ILL 61342
GRAO 808 S 5TH
LEWISTOWN ILL
ENG3 206 E GREEN
CHICAGO ILL 60655
ENG4 2303 S 1 ST
JERSEYVILLE ILL 62052
ENG2 URH SCOTT 476
BRIDGEPORT CONN 06604
ED 4 URH WAROALL 219
VENTURA CAL
C0M1 URH OGLESBY 304
FAIRBURY ILL 61739
ENG4 504 W ELM
METHUEN MASS
GRAO 404 E STOUGHTON
TANASHJ TOKYO ^JAP
AGR3 410 E GREEN
8ELLW00D ILL
C0M1 912 S 2ND
VILLA PARK ILL 60181
COM3 202 E DANIEL
LOCKPORT ILL
FAA2 URH VANDOREN 203
KENMORE N Y 14223
LAS4 URH WARDALL 622
BELLEVILLE ILL 62223
PE 2 URH SAUNDERS 106
GENEVA ILL 60134
GRAD 902 W ILLINOIS
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS1 URH WAROALL 726
BELLEVILLE ILL 62221
ENG2 URH SNYDER 375
CHICAGO ILL 60645
ENG3 816 GERALDINE
CHANUTE AFB ILL 61866
LAS1 910 S 3RD
BELLINGHAM WASH 98225
GRAD 806 S 3RD
SLATON TEX
ED 2 907 S WRIGHT
WESTMONT ILL 60559
GRAD PHYSICS BLDG 211
CINCINNATI OHIO
ENG4 112 E DANIEL
SPRINGFIELD ILL
LAS1 905 W CALIFORNIA
TAYLORVILLE ILL 62568
COM2 URH WESTON 344
MACUMB ILL 61455
GRAD 1817 B ORCHARO PL
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS1 408 U HEALEY
































































































1514 S 60TH CT
MURRAY MICHAEL ANTHO
504 E CHALMERS










































7019 W SCHOOL ST
MUSIL KENNETH JOHN
















RR 2 BOX 359
MUSSULMAN RONALO LYN
RR 2 BOX 359












LAS1 URH NOBLE 410
WEST CHICAGO ILL 60185
FAA4 RACINE WIS
RACINE WIS
ENG4 1105 S 4TH
.
OOELL ILL 60460
COM2 509 E CLARK
CHICAGO ILL
COM4 310 E GREGORY
GRAYSLAKE ILL
LAS4 1207 W NEVADA
CLARENDON HILL ILL
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 310
ROCKFORD ILL 61107
LAS2 URH WARDALL 212
NORRIOGE ILL 60656
LAS3 401 E JOHN
SPRINGFIELD ILL
C0M1 912 S 2N0
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60004
ENG4 221 S LOCUST
BERKELEY ILL
LAS2 410 E JOHN
WAUKEGAN ILL
LAS1 URH BUSEY 317
CHICAGO ILL 60656
FAAl 409 E CHALMERS
CHATSWORTH ILL. 60921
ENG2 URH HOPKINS 358
DELAVAN ILL 61734
LAS1 URH TOWNSEND 470
NAPERVILLE ILL 60540
COM4 209 E ARMORY
ASHLAND ILL
COM4 305 COUNTRY FR
PARK RIDGE ILL 60068
LAS4 URH TRELEASE
VANDALIA ILL
GRAD URH NOBLE 402
WELLINGTON OHIO
COM4 803 W OREGON
CICERO ILL
GRAD 504 E CHALMERS
CHAMPAIGN ILL
ENG1 URH SNYDER 359
QUINCY ILL 62301
LAS3 URH SNYDER 293
ELMHURST ILL
JNL3 URH NOBLE 208
DOLTON ILL 60419
LAS2 GLEN ELLYN ILL
GLEN ELLYN ILL
PE 4 410 E JOHN
ST LOUIS 21 MO
GRAO 211 W OREGON
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG1 URH TOWNSEND 104
ANNA ILL 62906
LAS1 URH ALLEN 315
GRAYSLAKE ILL 60030




LAW2 1848 VALLEY RD
WINNETKA ILL
LAS3 URH SNYDER 346
SPRINGFIELD PA 19064
FAA3 URH GARNER 382
NOBLE ILL
GRAO 707 W CHURCH
WINNIPEG MAN CAN
LAS3 URH SAUNDERS 425
HOME WOOD ILL
GRAD ST ANNE ILL
ST ANNE ILL 60964
GRAD ST ANNE ILL
ST ANNE ILL 60964
LAS3 URH WESTON 252
OLNEY ILL 62450
COM2 URH WESTON 321
NORTHLAKE ILL 60164
LASl URH WESTON 321
NORTHLAKE ILL 60164


































LASl 1001 S 1ST
CHICAGO ILL 60634




LAS2 105 E ARMORY
CHICAGO ILL 6_Q645_
ENG4 URH~ SNYDER 300
RIVERDALE 27 ILL
LAS2 URH LUNOGREN 124
SKOKIE ILL 60076
GRAD 401 E OREGON
PEKIN ILL 61554
GRAO 1807 W WILLIAM
OLIVET MICH 49076
ENG4 312' E ARMORY
DECATUR ILL
ED 3 URH LAR 385
DECATUR ILL
GRAD 1007 W ILLINOIS
DECATUR ILL
LASl URH WARDALL 220
BENSENVILLE ILL 60106
LASl URH HOPKINS 245
MT PROSPECT ILL 60056
COM3 URH SNYDER 461
CALUMET CITY ILL 60409
GRAD 707 S 6TH
NAPPANEE INO 46550
GRAD 503 E STOUGHTON
PARK RIDGE ILL

















































725 E 4TH ST
MYERS DANA WAYNE




206 W WING ST




MYERS JAMES L JR
801 E WALNUT
MYERS JAMES NELSON J
1971 A ORCHARD ST
MYERS JOHN RILEY














































LAS3 URH OGLESBY 318 I
JOLIET ILL 60435
LAS3 604 E ARMORY I
MOLINE ILL
LAS4 2305 S 1 ST (
PARK RIDGE IL
LAS2 URH VANOOREN 125 I
WEST HARTFORD CONN 06107
LAW1 305 W PARK I
DOWNERS GROVE ILL 60515
LAS4 1009 S WESTLAWN I
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS2 URH CLARK 215 I
FLORA ILL 62839
ENG1 URH SCOTT 338 I
OUINCY ILL 62301
LASl 301 E ARMORY I
CHICAGO ILL 60617
AGR1 604 E ARMORY i
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60005
LAS4 1 SHAFFER CT
SHAWNE MISION KANS 66208
ENG2 URH SCOTT 378
WATSEKA ILL 60970
GRAD 503 S LYNN
HANOVER PA 17331
GRAD 1971 A ORCHARD
URBANA ILL 61801
LASl URH TOWNSEND 136
CARTHAGE ILL 62321
LAW1 903 S 4TH
URBANA ILL 61801




ED 1 503 S LYNN
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820




LASl URH WARDALL 625
LA GRANGE ILL 60525
LAW1 307 E WHITE
ROCKFORD ILL
GRAD 702 W CHURCH
ALMA KANS
GRAD URH SHERMAN 409
EUGENE ORE 97403
FAA3 1010 E COLORADO
NORMAL ILL
ENG2 305 E JOHN
CHICAGO ILL 60626




LASl URH BARTON 311
ARLINGTON HTS ILL
FAA3 URH GARNER 311
LANARK ILL
VM 1 2110 W WHITE
ROCKFORD ILL 61108
FAA4 1010 E COLORADO
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG4 URH SNYDER 291
CHICAGO ILL 60644
LAS2 901 S 2ND
LAKE BLUFF ILL 60044
GRAD 101 N BUSEY
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 704 N BROADWAY
KAPUSKASNG ONT CAN
LAS3 URH TOWNSENO 574
PARK FOREST IL
LASl URH TRELEASE 1220




NACCARATO EL ISE F
3543 WISCONSIN
NACE GREGORY ALAN


















RUUTE 3 BOX 16
NAGA1 ALAN KEN

















ENG3 806 W MAIN
SELLERSVILLE PA
FAAl 907 S 4TH
CHICAGO ILL 60617
LASl URH ALLEN 355
CHICAGO ILL 60617
LAS2 1105 S 1ST
HIGHLAND PARK ILL 60035
ED 1 URH LINCOLN 133
HIGHLAND PK ILL 60035
ED 2 1104 W NEVADA
CHICAGO IL




LAH1 1822 VALLEY RD
ROCHESTER ILL 62563
FAA4 1001 S WRIGHT
ELKHORN WIS 53121
EN33 URH CARR 8
MELROSE PK ILL
LASl 1009 W CALIFORNIA
SKUKIE ILL 60076
GRAO URH SHERMAN 551
SCHENECHOY N Y 12309
GRAD 1202 W MAIN
KYOTO JAP
LASl URH BARTON 10
CHICAGO ILL 60647
ENG3 312 E ARMCRY
GENEVA IL

























































535 N 2ND AVE
NAGLE MARY B
1235 W MAIN ST







B118 S UGLESBY AV
NAIDOS PETER GEORGE
170 BERKELEY PL
• NAIK SHUBHADA MOHAN
182B ORCHARD PL
•NA1M0N EDWIN ROLAND
















N 1ST W 26TH AV
NAKASH1MA GERALD N
















909 S 5TH 849
NAPUNIC ROBERT ANDRE






401 E 12TH ST
NARIVELIL VICTOR I




















































1525 t LASALLE AV
NAUTA MICFAEL L
411 W HILL
GRAU URH DANIELS 213
PORTLAND 19 ORE
LAS4 504 E WHITE
ELMHURST ILL 60126
ENG4 310 E JOHN
CANTON ILL
LASl URH NOBLE 327
OTTAWA ILL 61350
LASl URH ALLEN 259
CHICAGO ILL 60626
LAS3 1106 S 3RD
OAK PARK ILL
ENG1 URH GARNER 420
N RIVERSIDE ILL 60547
LAS2 904 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL 60617
GRAO 1006 S 3RD
GLEN ROCK N J 07452
GRAD 182B D ORCHARD PL
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAO 2027 D HAZELWD CT
MILWAUKEE 22 WIS
GRAD 306 N ROMINE
KERALA STATE INDIA
LAS3 910 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL 60640
LASl URH TRELEASE 924
CHICAGO ILL 60638
ENG4 405 E GREEN
CHICAGO ILL 60640
LAS4 1110 W STOUGHTON
ELMHURST IL 60126
GRAD 204 E JOHN
NAHA OKINAWA JAP
ENG2 URH GARNER 466
CHICAGO ILL 60619
GRAO 807 W NEVADA
SAPPORO HOKADO JAP
GRAD 105 E GREEN
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820













LAW3 1807 VALLEY RD
TALLULA ILL
GRAO 403 W WASHINGTON
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG3 URH BABCOCK 201
BRISTOL ILL
GRAO URH SHERMAN 849
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
PE 3 1101 W PENN
CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAD 1306 W CLARK
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 101 S GREGORY
N DELHI 12 INDIA
PE 2 URH TUWNSEND 442
GEORGETOWN ILL 61846
GRAD 604 E ARMORY
KERALA INDIA
LAS3 309 E HEALEY
CHICAGO ILL
LAS4 110 S GREGORY
BELVIOERE ILL
GRAD SOUTH BEND I ND
SOUTH BEND I NO 46637
GRAO 404 E DANIEL
BROOKLYN NY 11218
LASl URH TUWNSEND 528
CHICAGO ILL 60649
GRAO 604 E ARMORY
OLYMPIA WASH 98501
LAS2 URH ALLEN 285
NORMAL ILL 61761
GRAO 201 N LINCOLN
BEIRUT LEBANON




LASl URH GARNER 444
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62702
LAS3 1005 S 6TH
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS4 910 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LASl 907 S 4TH
LINCOLrtWOOO ILL 60646
JNL3 1110 S 2ND
ELMHURST ILL
GRAD 710 W CALIFORNIA
HYDERABAD INDIA
LA S3 907 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL 60645
PE 1 URH SAUNDERS 307
CHICAGO ILL 60645
C0M1 1105 S 1ST
CHICAGO ILL 60644
C0M1 URH HOPKINS 393
CARPENTERSVL ILL 60110
FAA2 710 W OHIO
CHICAGO RIDGE ILL 60415
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS
SAYREVILLE N J
GRAO 1208 W CLARK
CHICAGO ILL 60638
CUM1 URH HOPKINS 354
LA GRANGE ILL 60525
GRAD 306 E THOMPSON
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 1110 S ARBOR
SOUTH RENO I ND 46617




























































NAUYALIS MARY MARC IA









NAV ID LOIS RITA
12 WILSON CT







































6930 E SEVERN PL
•NEEDLES BELVERO EARL
3950 N LAKE SHORE
NEELY ROGER CHARLES




























907 N PRESIDENT ST
NEILS JOHN JOSEPH JR
















RR 3 BOX 300
NEJDL LYNN FRANC INE
2542 5TH AV
NEJUL RUSSELL SCOTT
7956 S ST LOUIS AV
NEKOLA MARY VIRGINIA









LAS4 411 W HILL
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS3 901 S LINCOLN
SPRNG VALLEY ILL
LAS3 URH SAUNDERS 425
PARK FOREST ILL
LASl URH ALLEN 76
CICERO ILL 60650
GRAD 902 S LINCOLN
MOUNTAIN CITY TENN 37683
LAS3 313 E JOHN
WESTVILLE ILL
GRAD 603 S 1ST
PARK FOREST ILL
LAS3 URH TOWNSEND 367
NORTHBROOK ILL 60062
GRAD 506 E SPRINGFIELD
CHICAGO ILL 60629
AGR2 58 E GREGORY
ASHTON ILL 61006
GRAO 403 W HEALEY
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820


































VM 4 1010 E COLORADO
URBANA ILL
LAS4 309 W UNIVERSITY
WESTCHESTER ILL 60153






LASl URH OGLESBY 1220 U 332-5401
HOMEWOOD ILL 60430
ENG1 URH HOPKINS 488 C 332-1388
CHICAGO ILL 60638
LAS3 205 E ARMORY C 356-1847
DES PLAINES ILL
COM4 408 E STOUGHTON C 332-1714
PANA ILL
VM 2 1822 VALLEY RD C 332-5081
MORTON GROVE ILL 60053
GRAD 606 W OHIO U 344-5812
DENVER COLO 80220
GRAD 1009 S MATTIS C 356-1210
CHICAGO ILL 60613
COM2 URH WESTON 465 C 332-2099
LEBANON ILL 62254
GRAD URH SHERMAN 410 C 332-4715
HOLCOMB N Y 14469
C0M1 311 E GREEN C
LA GRANGE ILL 60525
ENG4 MOHOMET ILL 356-9893
MAHOMET ILL 61853
LASl URH NOBLE 408 C 332-0426
PRINCETON ILL 61356
PE 3 910 S 3RD C
CANFIELD OHIO 44406
LAW2 WILSONS TRLR PK U 367-0675
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 612 W CALIFORNIA U 344-4740
OMAHA NB
LAS4 URH NOBLE 325 C 332-0420
STEWARD ILL
ENG1 URH HOPKINS 212 C 332-1194
RIVER FOREST ILL 60305
GRAD URH DANIELS 606 U 332-2330
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAO 1307 W GREEN C 352-3919
WABASH INO
LAS2 408 E ELM U 367-0976
CHICAGO ILL 60625
JNL3 303 E JOHN C 344-1103
CHICAGO IL 60630
GRAD URH DANIELS U 332-2540
WHEATON ILL 60187
FAA4 1504 W WILLIAM C 352-3894
CHAMPAIGN ILL
AGR2 URH WESTON 363 C 332-2009
W FRANKFORT ILL 62896
LAWl URH OGLESBY 1214 U 332-5396
CHICAGO ILL 60625
LASl 307 GREEN C
CHICAGO ILL 60626
LAS3 308 E ARMORY C 356-7542
CHICAGO ILL 60625
'LAS2 URH TOWNSEND 138 U 332-4012
SK0K1E ILL 60077
VM 4 906 E WASHINGTON U 367-0043
URBANA ILL
LAS2 URH CARR 230 U 332-3911
WHEELING ILL 60090
ENG3 URH OGLESBY 711 U 332-5243
NAPERVlLLE ILL
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 101Q U 332-5687
N RIVERSIDE ILL 60547
ENG1 URH TOWNSEND 168 U 332-4032
CHICAGO ILL 60652
GRAD URH DANIELS 494 U 332-2565
CHICAGO IL
LASl URH TRELEASE 724 U 332-5610
LYONS ILL 60534
LASl URH GARNER 12B C
BELLWOOO ILL 60104
FA41 URH WESTON 265 C 332-1957
SMITHFIELD ILL 61477
















































































216 S MAPLEWOOD DR
NELSON JOSEPH RANDAL







































NELSON ROBERT MARK I
2511 W AROMORfc PL
LASJ 1004 S 2ND C 356-4108
ROSELLE ILL
GRAO URH DANIELS 733 U 332-2387
RUCKFORD ILL 61108
ENG4 URH OGLESBY 626 U 332-5227
JUSTICE ILL
ED 3 102 E CHALMERS C 359-3232
ROCKFORD ILL
AVll URH WESTON 471 C
CHICAGO ILL 60630
ENG1 URH TOWNSEND 484 U
DEERFIELO ILL 60015
GRAD 5 BEL AIRE CT C 352-1081
CHAMPAIGN ILL
FAA1 URH CARR 217 U 332-3898
MULINE ILL _ 61265
FAA4 URH WESTON 445 C 332-2087
FRANKLIN PARK ILL
LAS1 URH SAUNOERS 301 U 332-3643
CHICAGO ILL 60648
LAS3 URH BUSEY 260 U 332-2630
EVERGREEN PK ILL
GRAD 410 GLENN U 367-1353
URBANA ILL
GRAO CRYSTAL LAKE ILL 359-1961
CRYSTAL LAKE ILL
LAS3 1202 W NEVADA U 344-1173
GLENVIEW ILL
ENG2 URH TOWNSEND 272 U 332-4099
VARNA ILL 61375
AGR3 1008 S LINCOLN U 344-3901
ALPHA ILL
FAA4 1301 S BUSEY U
MULINE ILL 61265
ENG3 310 E GREGORY C 356-6112
CHICAGO ILL 60630
COM4 211 E DANIEL C 344-95B3
W SPRINGS ILL 60558
ENG4 913 W CHURCH C
JOLIET IL 60432
LAS4 809 STOUGHTON U 365-5223
GLEN ELLYN ILL
COM3 409 E CHALMERS C
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60005
JNL4 310 E DANIEL C 344-2375
CHICAGO ILL
LAS1 URH TOWNSEND 148 U 332-4020
RIVERDALE ILL 60627
FAA3 URH WESTON 471 C 332-0829
CHICAGO 30 ILL
LAS3 URH GARNEH 312 C 332-0781
SOMERSET N J
COM2 URH GARNER 226 C 332-0725
PAXTON ILL 60957
LAS1 URH GARNER 343 C 332-0850
DES PLAINES ILL 60016
LAS4 URH HOPKINS 162 C 332-1174
AURORA ILL
FAA3 URH 0GLES8Y 305 U 332-1072
ROCK ISLAND ILL
GRAD 1974 A ORCHARD ST U 344-4086
SYRACUSE N Y 13210
AGR1 URH NOBLE 309 C
RANTOUL ILL 61866
AGR3 URH CLARK 231 C 332-0026
ROCKFORD ILL 61108
LAS3 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
LINCOLNWOOD ILL 60645
GRAD 2501 MAPLEWOOD C 359-2062
CHAMPAIGN IL
FAA3 501 E DANIEL C 344-1510
MARSHFIELD WIS
ENG3 501 E DANIEL C 344-1510
AURORA ILL
ENG3 1601 S NEIL C 356-3149
URBANA ILL 61801
C0M1 604 E ARMORY C
RANTOUL ILL 61866
LAS4 34 BLUE SPRUCE C
FREEPORT ILL 61032
FAA1 URH SNYDER 440 C 332-1838
CHICAGO ILL _ 60655
GRAD 1104 S BUSEY U 344-4656
LEHONT ILL 60439
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS C 344-6821
CHICAGO ILL
GRAO 1654 VALLEY RD C 352-2378
FISHER ILL
LAS2 URH CARR 319 U 332-3931
AURORA ILL
ED 3 1106 S LINCOLN U 344-3616
CHICAGO ILL
LAS4 409 E CHALMERS C 344-4812
WHEATON ILL 60187
LAS4 1113 S ARBOR C 359-2374
ROCKFORO ILL
LAS1 URH NOBLE 207 C 332-0385
ALEXIS ILL 61412
EO 3 URH BUSEY 143 U
WESTCHESTER ILL
AGR3 907 W ILLINOIS U 344-0695
CHICAGO 18 ILL
LAS2 URH' BARTON 4 C 332-0163
CARMI ILL 62821
GRAD 410 GLENN U 367-1353
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG2 URH HOPKINS 243 C 332-1218
MIDLOTHIAN ILL 60445
LAS2 URH BARTON 4 C 332-01>,3
CARMI ILL 62821
LASl URH HOPKI NS 421 C
CHICAGO ILL 60655
GRAO 405 N GARFIELD C 352-6754
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62704
LASl URH SNYDER 496 C 332-1879
ROLLING MOWS ILL 60008
LASl 52 fc ARMORY C 356-7715
CASEYVILLF. ILL 67232






















NELSON WILL IAM E JR
1731 hAROING BLVD
NELSON WILLIAM EDWAR
























9712 S BRENNAN AV









RR 2 BOX 191
NfcSLER KAREN LOUISE
RR 2 BOX 191
NESPECHAL ROBERT JOH
6418 W 26TH PL
NESPOR JOHN FRANK








3 MIT GHAMR ST
NESTER STEPHEN CLYDE





























7328 N KEYSTONE AV
NETZKY SUSANNE GAY
3045 W FARGO AV
NfcUBAUER CHARLES H J
STAR ROUTE 1 BX 28
NEUBAUER DAV ID WILLI
1104 MAPLEPARK







NEUFELD EL IZABETH M
504 fc STOUGHTON
NEUFELD GERARD J JR
8804 43R0 AV
LAS4 1110 W STOUGHTON
BROOKFIELU IL
LASl URH TOWNSENU 309
BUURBONNAIS ILL 60914
GRAD URH DANIELS 425
GALESBURG ILL 61401
GRAD 1974 A ORCHARD ST
AURORA N Y 13026
LASl URH ALLEN 442
WOODSTOCK ILL 60098
LAS4 715 W MICHIGAN
LA GRANGE PK ILL 60528




ENG1 URH OGLESBY 909
MARENGO ILL 60152
LASl URH WESTON 107
OREGON ILL 61061
GRAD 1107 W GREEN
BATON ROUGE LA
ENG1 URH CARR 325
HOOPESTON ILL 60942
AGR1 URH FORBES 244
MUNOELEIN ILL 60060
GRAD 1010 W GREEN
DETROIT MICH 48206
ENG1 URH WESTON 371
DOWNERS GROVE ILL 60515
GRAD URH DANIELS 292
LA GRANGE PARK ILL 60525
LAS2 210 E JOHN
WILMETTE ILL
LAS2 401 E JOHN
URBANA ILL 61801
C0M1 URH ALLEN 364
PEORIA ILL 61604
EO 4 1204 S LINCOLN
CHICAGO 30 ILL
C0M1 URH OGLESBY 631
ALGONQUIN ILL 60102
FAA3 URH EVANS 406
DARIEN CONN 06820
LAS4 505 E WHITE
CHICAGO ILL
LAS2 301 E ARMORY
CHICAGO ILL 60617
LAS2 311 E GREEN
DECATUR ILL 62522
ENG4 URH TOWNSEND 337
NORTH CHICAGO ILL
LAS2 URH SNYDfcR 244
QUINCY ILL 62301
AGR4 713 W OHIO
GRAYSLAKE ILL
COM2 1004 W NEVADA
,.
HAMPSHIRE ILL 60140
AGR4 710 W OHIO
HAMPSHIRE ILL
ENG4 1110 S 2ND
BERWYN ILL
ENG4 205 W DELAWARE
CHICAGO ILL 60629
GRAO 203 COUNTRY FR
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAO 1838 D ORCHARD PL
SAN LEANDRO CAL 94577
LAS4 URH WARDALL 1117
OAKBROOK ILL




LAS3 311 E GREEN
GARNERVILLE N Y 10923
LAS3 URH OGLESBY 427
INDIANAPOLIS I ND
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 816
LA GRANGE ILL 60525
LAS3 URH TAFT 226
AVISTON ILL
GRAD 801 W GREEN
ARLINGTON VA 22201
LASl URH VANOOREN 23
MELVIN ILL 60952
JNL4 309 E JOHN
MELVIN ILL
GRAD 1825 A ORCHARD PL
MAHARASHTRA INDIA
LASl URH BLAISDELL 207
PARK RIDGE ILL 60068
ENG4 409 E CHALMERS
UNIVERSITY CITY MO 63132
LAS3 313 E ARMORY
PARK RIDGE ILL
LASl URH SNYDER 486
SKOKIE ILL 60076
LASl URH LAR 277
BENSENVILLF ILL 60106
LAS3 910 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL
LASl 910 S 3RD
LINCULNWOOD ILL 60646
ED 3 910 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL




JNL4 URH CLARK 430
MORTUN GROVE ILL
LAS4 409 E CHALMtRS
EVANSTUN ILL
LAS4 409 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO 45 ILL
GRAD 504 E STOUGHTON
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820






















































































6115 H WARWICK AV
NEUSTADT ELIZABETH F












608 N CHICAGO ST
NEVILLE NANCY LEE





















193 W 150TH ST
NEWELL DONALD MARK








702 S RACE ST
NEWMAN LAV ID IRA
913 BEVERLY DR
NEWMAN IAN MOUNT
















677 W 36TH ST
NEwSOME ROBERT EDWAR

















NG PATRICK ShlU CHEU
BOX 104
*NG ROBERT WLUN-FAl
330 W 24TH ST
GRAD 303 E UNIVERSITY
CHAMPAIGN IL
GRAD URH DANIELS 261
JAMAICA N Y 11434
ENG4 602 W ILLINOIS
NILES 48 ILL
PE 4 URH SCOTT 272
NORTHLAKE ILL
GRAD 312 W SPRINGFIELD
CHICAGO ILL
GRAD 312 W SPRINGFIELD
URBANA ILL 61801
FAA3 410 E GREEN
FISHER ILL
ENG4 URH OGLESBY 716
GRANITE CITY ILL
GRAD 507 W CHARLES
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD URH DANIELS 499
WESTPORT CONN
ENG4 905 W CALIFORNIA
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS3 URH OGLESBY 904
PARIS TENN
LAS1 910 S 3RD
HIGHLAND PK ILL 60035
LAS2 URH WARDALL 323
URBANA ILL 61B01
LAS1 URH TOWNSEND 437
CHICAGO ILL 60634
AGR3 409 E CHALMERS
ELMWOOD PK ILL 60635
LAS1 URH BLAI SDELL 217
ROCKFORD ILL 61108

























ENG2 URH OGLESBY 205
VANOALIA ILL 62471
LAS2 1106 S LINCOLN
ROCKFORD ILL 61103
LAS2 901 S 2ND
FLORA ILL
ED 1 URH LAR 262
PECATONICA ILL 61063
PE 3 URH LAR 293
PECATONICA ILL
LASl 713 W SPRINGFIELD
WAUKEGAN ILL 60085
LAS4 409 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO ILL
LA S3 TULUNO ILL
TL1L0N0 ILL
AGR1 URH ALLEN 27
LANARK ILL 61046




GRAD 405 W ILLINOIS
BERWICK ILL
ENG1 URH HOPKINS 395
ROCKFORO ILL 61107
COM2 URH SCOTT 256
LINCOLN ILL 62656
LASl URH SAUNDERS 403
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS2 URH CARR 230
WHEELING ILL 60090
GRAD STA A BOX 2325
CHAMPAIGN IL
LAS4 910 S 3R0
SKOKIE ILL
LAW3 400 BRIAR LN
PEORIA ILL
LAS4 URH OGLESBY 908
SYCAMURE ILL 60178
LAS2 1104 w NEVADA
CHICAGO ILL 60657
LASl 409 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO ILL 60623
LAS4 URH HLA1 SDELL 122
OAK PARK ILL
GRAO 408 N MATHEWS
PT WASHINGTON N Y
GRAO URH DANIELS 211
SAN PEDRO CAL 90731
ENG1 910 S 3RD
NEW LENOX ILL 60451
ENG4 1001 S WRIGHT
CHICAGO 47 IL
GRAO 408 E STOUGHTON
GARDEN CITY KANS 6784fj
LAS2 URH LUNDGREN 1
NIOTA ILL 62358
FNG1 URH TOWNSEND 304
FLORA ILL 62839
LAS2 URH SCOTT 310
CHICAGO ILL 60655
AGR3 805 w OHIO
HAVANA ILL
ED 3 URH VANDOREN 19
BURLINGTON IOWA 52601
GRAD 2006 GALEN
QUALICM BCh BC CAN
LAS4 105 E HEALEY
NORTH ANDOVER MASS























































































724 E 3RD ST
NICHOLS NEAL WARREN
10782 S PEORIA ST
NICHOLS ROBERT COURT
792 CAL, I STA ST
NICHOLS RONALD EUGEN
211 E NORTH ST
NICHOLS SALLY ANN


























RR 2 BOX 181
NICKERSON SUSAN L
411 N ALDINE AV
NICKLAS SANDRA KAY
450 N AYRSHIRE LN
N1CKSARLIAN RALPH S






604 N MAPLE 26
NIC0LA1 DONNA THERES
10010 W 146TH ST
NlLOLAI KEITH H
709 N 4TH AV
NICPON LEONARD JOHN






1526 N SEMINARY AV
NIED JANICE JUDITH



















GRAD 1837 A ORCHARD PL
SINGAPORE 14




FAA3 505 E GREEN
TOWANDA ILL 61776
ENG3 604 E ARMORY
CARY ILL 60013
FAA4 URH BLAI SDELL 317
SKOKIE ILL
COM3 URH SNYDER 309
WHEATON ILL
GRAD 1910 D ORCHARD ST
MIAMI FLA
ENG4 502 E WHITE
BERKELEY ILL
AGR2 201 W BRADLEY
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD URH DANIELS 396
MIAMI FLA 33143
GRAD 707 S 6TH
REDWOOD CITY CAL 94062
LAS4 URH TAFT 121
ROCKFORD ILL
LAS2 401 E JOHN
PARK RIDGE ILL 60068
GRAD NORMAL ILL
NORMAL ILL 61761
LAS4 409 W ILLINOIS
URBANA ILL
GRAD 409 W ILLINOIS
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG4 1107 W OREGON
URBANA ILL 61801
ED 4 1107 W OREGON
URBANA ILL 61801
PE 3 409 E CHALMERS
FORSYTH MO
LASl URH OGLESBY 911
DIXON ILL 61021
ENG3 URH GARNER 472
CHICAGO 43 ILL
LAW3 1012 W DANIEL
KANKAKEE ILL
ENG1 URH SNYDER 402
MT STERLING ILL 62353
PE 1 URH LAR 391
NAPERVILLE ILL 60540
FAA6 805 W SPRINGFIELD
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAO 805 W SPRINGFIELD
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LASl 405 E JOHN
MAC0M8 ILL 61455




GRAD 1005 S 6TH
KEWANEE ILL 61443
GRAD 1706 W PARK
GLEN ELLYN ILL
GRAD 300 S GOODWIN
CHICAGO ILL
GRAD 300 S GOODWIN
WILLIAMS BAY WIS 53191
GRAD 307 W ILLINOIS
CHICAGO ILL 60640
LASl 313 E ARMORY
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62702
LAS2 URH ALLEN 255
QUINCY ILL 62301
LASl 904 W GREEN
CENTRAL SQUARE N Y 13036
GRAD URH SHERMAN 217
PARK RIDGE ILL 60068
LAS2 1102 S LINCOLN
PALATINE ILL 60067
LAS3 URH TOWNSEND 218
LAGRANGE ILL
LAS2 209 E ARMORY
BLOOMINGTON ILL 61701
LASl URH WESTON 236
NAPERVILLE ILL
GRAD 604 N MAPLE
URBANA ILL 61801
EO 3 910 S 3RD
ORLAND PARK ILL 60462
GRAD 206 S 4TH
MAYWOOD ILL
C0M1 URH SCOTT 409
CHICAGO ILL 60641
ED 4 910 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL
LASl URH SNYDER 444
CASEYVILLE ILL 62232
ENG1 URH SCOTT 261
WOODSTOCK ILL 60098
LAS2 URH ALLEN 277
CHICAGO ILL 60652
FAA3 409 E CHALMERS
SKOKIE ILL
ED 3 URH CARR 418
DECATUR ILL
LASl URH LAR 432
BERKELEY ILL 60163
AGR1 URH FORBES 122
BUTLER ILL 62015
ENG1 604 E ARMORY
QUINCY ILL 62301
ENG1 URH FORBES 340
PALATINE ILL 60067
AGR1 1306 W CLARK
RANTUUL IL 61666
LASl URH NOBLE 320
MACOMB ILL 61455


















































































2130 N 75TH AV
NIEMANN DAVID ARTHUR














































3051 W BELDEN AV
*NIMER PEGGY M





NIMZ JOHN EDWARD JR













1010 W GREEN 515
NISHIURA GARY RYUICH































NUBLt ALtXA L ISBETH







LAS2 URH TRELEASE 1006
RIVERSIDE ILL 60546
LAS2 URH SCOTT 236
CHICAGO ILL 60631
LAS3 URH WAROALL 302
PALATINE ILL
LAS1 URH SNYDER 366
ARLINGTON HTS ILL
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 1011
ELMWOOD PARK ILL 60635
AGR4 URH OGLESBY 803
ELMWOOD PARK ILL
LAS4 604 E ARMORY
ALEXANDRIA VA
LAS4 URH OGLESBY 1117
BLUE ISLAND ILL
AGR2 58 E GREGORY
AUBURN ILL 62615
JNL3 URH VANDOREN 319
CHICAGO 55 ILL
ENG1 URH SCOTT 221
HAUKEGAN ILL 60085
FAA2 911 S 3RD
EVERGREEN PK ILL 60642
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 346
WAUKEGAN ILL 60085
AGR4 805 W OHIO
TRENTON ILL 62293
LAS3 505 E CHALMERS
OAK PARK ILL 60302






ENG4 405 N RACE
HIGHLAND ILL
AGR3 1002 S LINCOLN
ORION ILL




GRAD 502 E HEALEY
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 1974 B ORCHARO ST
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 1974 B ORCHARO ST
RANDWICK NSW AUS
LAS3 CHANUTE AFB ILL
ST THOMAS V I 00802
LAS4 509 E GREEN
PARIS ILL
PE 1 URH NOBLE 319
WILMETTE ILL 60091
CQM1 URH FORBES 392
CHICAGO ILL
LAS4 212 E JOHN
HINSDALE ILL
ENG1 212 E JOHN
KEWANEE ILL
GRAO 604 S RACE
PREEMPTION J LL_ , 61276
COM4 608 S STATE
WATSEKA ILL
GRAD URH DANIELS 229
AGR1 RR 2
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ED 1 URH TRELEASE 621
ELGIN ILL 60120
GRAD 1010 S 1ST
BANGKOK THAILAND
GRAD 1010 S 1ST
BANGKOK TAHILAND
LAS1 URH WESTON 360
LOCKPORT ILL 60441
GRAD URH DANIELS 515
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG1 302 E GREGORY
CHICAGO ILL 60619
GRAD 902 W ILLINOIS
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS2 URH WARDALL 917
ROCK ISLAND ILL 61201
LAS4 510 E STOUGHTON
ROCK ISLAND ILL
LAS3 505 E CHALMERS
MCHENRY ILL
LAS1 907 S 4TH
WILMETTE ILL 60091
GRAD 4 POMPTON PL
URBANA ILL 61801




ENG4 1308 DUNCAN RO
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS1 URH BARTDN 111
MURTON GRUVE ILL 60053
LAS2 1203 BLOOMINGTON
DANVILLE ILL 61832
LAS3 1202 Vl NEVADA
PEORIA 14 ILL
AGK2 URH SAUNOtRS 303
CHICAGO ILL 60629
GRAD MUMFORD HALL 300
EZ INIHITTfc NIGERIA
EO 4 URH LAR 205
HARVEY ILL 60646
LAS3 URH TAFT 225
PAX TON ILL
ENG4 URH BARCrtCK 11
WAUKEGAN ILL 600H5
LAW3 105 E JUHN
CHICAGll 26 ILL




















































2805 W NORTH SHORE
NODULMAN LAWRENCE JA
6531 N TALMAN
*NOE MELVIN L JR
















834 W OUTER DR
NOGLE LAWRENCE ELWAY



























1721 S 5TH 202
NOLTE THEODORE C JR
5350 CRAWFORDSVIL
NOLTE WILLIAM JOHN
39 S EDGEWOOD AV
N0MAN1 FARHAD


























































725 MARY JANE ST
NUKRIS LATHER IN t CAS
1104 h UNIVtKSITY
LASl URH BARTON 250 C
ROCKFORD ILL 61103
GRAD 1112 S ARBOR C
CHICAGO ILL 60645




GRAO 1110 W SIOUGHTUN U 367-1608
EUREKA ILL
VM 4 903 W ILLINOIS U
NORMAL ILL




LAS2 1003 S RUSSELL C 352-3883
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61822
LAS4 504 S BUSEY U 344-6364
NAPERVILLE ILL
LASl URH HOPKINS 473 C 332-1380
CHICAGO ILL 60622
LAS2 URH GARNER 216 C 332-07 15
OAK RIDGE TENN 37830
GRAD 916 W HILL C 352-8492
CHAMPAIGN ILL
AGR1 URH GARNER 467 C 332-0891
LONGVIEW ILL 61852
GRAO 708 S 1ST C 352-3391
DARIEN CONN 06280
AGR3 1006 W NEVADA U
CISCO ILL 61830
LAS3 310 E GREGORY C 356-6112
DES PLAINES ILL
LAS2 907 S 3RD C
OAK PARK ILL 60304
FAA2 906 S 1ST C
MCHENRY ILL 60050




COM4 309 E DANIEL C
LIBERTYV1LLE ILL 60604
LAS4 906 S 5TH C 344-6615
JOLIET ILL 60431
COM3 URH GARNER 228 C 332-0750
SENECA ILL
ENG3 906 S GLOVER U
GOLCONDA ILL 62938
GRAD PARK FOREST ILL
PARK FOREST ILL 60466
GRAO 1207 LINVIEW U 367-0315
WACO TEX
FAA3 1004 NEVADA U 344-0700
SPEEDWAY IND 46224










LAS2 URH SAUNDERS 206 U 332-3617
WUODSTOCK ILL 6 0098
ENG1 505 E CHALMERS C
WESTERN SPRS ILL 60558
C0H1 URH WESTON 364 C 332-2027
OAK PARK ILL 60304
LAS3 303 FAIRVIEW C 352-5304
CHAMPAIGN ILL
ENG1 URH GARNER 267 C 332-0751
RICHMOND ILL 60071
ENG3 URH TOWNSEND 515 U 332-4252
TEL AVIV I SR
ENG1 412 E GREEN C
HARVEY ILL 60426
ENG4 RANTOUL ILL 356-4630
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD PHILO RO U 356-9317
RIVERDALE ILL 60627
LAS4 URH TOWNSEND 378 U 332-4169
COLLINSVILLE ILL
EO 3 URH SAUNDERS 103 U
BELLEVILLE ILL 62223
VM 1 ST JOSEPH I LI
BLOOMINGTON ILL 61761
ENG3 505 E WHI TE C
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60005
LAW2 409 w WASHINGTON C 359-4898
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 1200 N GOODWIN U 367-4241
URBANA IL
GRAD 1601 N KILER C 352-9320
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 1814 ORCHARO PL U 344-2200
AUGUSTA GA 30904
LASl URH CARR 226 U
ROCKFORO ILL
COM2 910 S 3RD
BLUE ISLAND ILL
ED 2 URH LAR 105
LA GRANGE PARK ILL 60525
LASl 1005 S 2ND C
CHICAGO ILL 60643
COM4 212 E DANIEL C
MAYWOOD ILL
ENG4 U«H TOWNSEND 166 U
WAUKEGAN ILL
LAS3 1110 W NEVADA U
KANKAKEE IL 60901
FAA2 URH ALLEN 59 U
CHICAGO ILL 60618
LAS4 1207 W SPRINGFIELD U
CHICAGU >L ILL
EO 3 URH LUNDGREN 114 C
MARIUN ILL
LAS3 URH LVANS 22K U
LtHANUN ILL


































































































NOVOSAO DEBORAH LOU I
223 MAY ST
NOVOSEL NICKOLA
1515 RUTH ANN DR
NOVOTA ROBERT EDWARD
110 EDERGR E EN_ DR
NOVOTNY JANE EL 1Z ABE




















3422 W 59TH PL
NOWAK JOSEPH EDWARD
















LAS3 1012 W SPRINGFIELD U
SUGAR GROVE ILL
GRAO 816 W HILL C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 816 W HILL C
CHAMPAIGN ILL
COM2 1209 W CLARK U
CHICAGO ILL 60652
LAS1 URH TAFT 121 C
ROCHESTER N Y 14620
LAS2 URH LUNDGREN 309 C
CHICAGO ILL 60649
GRAO URH DANIELS U
NEW CANAAN CONN 06B40
GRAO AUGtRVlLLE RD U
OSKALOOSA IOWA
LAS3 205 E ARMORY C
VILLA PARK ILL 60181
LAS2 URH HOPKINS 310 C
DECATUR ILL 62526
GRAD 1007 S MATTIS C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS3 URH LAR 225 U
GALENA ILL
GRAD 1604 CORONADO C
HUNTSVILLE ARK










LAS2 1701 SHERIDAN RO
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS4 URH WARDALL 1113
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
COM4 501 S RACE
URBANA ILL




COM4 306 E DANIEL
PARK RIDGE IL
ENG1 URH FORBES 273
PALATINE ILL 60067
LAS2 URH LUNDGREN 117
ITASCA ILL 60143
LAS3 1004 S 2ND
N RIVERSIDE ILL
ED 1 409 E CHALMERS
PARK RIDGE ILL 60068
LAS3 305 E GREEN
BROOKFIELD ILL
ED 2 URH TRELEASE 203
CHICAGO ILL




GRAD 606 W OHIO
LEVITTOWN PA
COM2 URH SNYDER 459
CHICAGO ILL 6062.8
LAS1 URH NOBLE 408
CHICAGO ILL 60617
ENG4 405 W WHITE
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61S20
ENG4 604 E ARMORY
CALUMET CITY ILL
LAS4 1104 W NEVADA
ATLANTA 5 GA




ENG2 URH SNYDER 265
DOWNERS GROVE ILL 60515
ED 1 URH TRELEASE 1109
ELMHURST ILL 60126
LAS3 309 E CHALMERS
CENTRALIA ILL
FAA4 1203 W MAIN
FRANKFORT ILL
GRAD URH SHERMAN 118
LA GRANGE ILL
LAS2 URH BLAISDELL 326
LA GRANGE ILL 60525
GRAD 404 E HIGH
CHICAGO ILL 60649
LAS2 604 E ARMORY
WASHINGTON ILL 61571
AGR3 310 E CHALMERS
WOODSTOCK ILL
LAS2 310 E CHALMERS
WOODSTOCK ILL 60098
LAS2 URH SCOTT 152
ADDISON ILL 60101
GRAD 1114 W NEVAOA
CHICAGO 8 ILL




ENG1 URH HOPKINS 402
CHICAGO ILL 60629
LAS1 URH GARNER 471
KEWANEE ILL 61443
CUM1 409 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO ILL 60618
ENG4 1203 W MAIN
CHICAGO IL 60629
COM4 URH HOPKINS 323
CHICAGO 29 ILL































































































2306 N WILL IAMSBRG
NUTT ALFRED WALTER J

































PE 4 308 E GREEN
CHICAGO 49 ILL
GRAD 302 W AVONDALE
EVERGREEN PARK ILL 60642
GRAD 1008 W GREEN
DETROIT MICH 48221
COM4 302 W AVONDALE
OAK LAWN ILL
C0M1 604 E ARMORY
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820








LAS2 1772 VALLEY RD
SKOKIE ILL
AGR1 URH WESTON 361
COLCHESTER ILL 62326
COM2 209 E ARMORY
ELMHURST ILL 60126
GRAD 300 S GOODWIN
NEW ORLEANS LA 70118
VM 3 503 W GREEN
SKOKIE ILL
LAS1 110 E ARMORY
WILHETTE ILL 60091
C0M1 706 W OHIO
LINCOLNWOOD ILL 60645
LAS2 904 S 3RD
EVANSTON ILL 60203




LAS3 URH BUSEY 232
LK FOREST ILL
LAS1 912 S 2N0
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60004
GRAD WESTMONT ILL
WESTMONT ILL 60559
AGR3 401 E DANIEL
WOODLAND ILL
LAS2 URH WARDALL 422
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61821




AGR3 URH GARNER 296
HADDON HTS N J 08035




LAS3 URH SCOTT 161
RIVERDALE ILL 60627
COM2 1004 S 4TH
MCHENRY ILL 60050
LAW1 URH SHERMAN 360
GALESBURG ILL 61401
ENG2 URH TOWNSEND 518
WAUKEGAN ILL 60085
C0M1 URH TRELEASE 122
ST ANNE ILL 60964
ENG2 URH HOPKINS 376
CHICAGO ILL 60635
ED 3 312 E DANIEL
CHICAGO ILL 60640
COM4 1004 W NEVADA
CHICAGO 34 IjLL






























































OBERG CHfcRYL ALICE E
2209 CAMELLA CT
OBERG MARGARET BETH
512 N OAK KNOLLS
LAS3 1003 W CALIFORNIA U 344-9581
CHICAGO ILL
ENG1 805 W CLARK C 356-1569
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 309 C 332-1261
MAROA ILL 61756
GRAD MOWEAOUA ILL 344-6389
TOLEDO ILL 62468
LAS3 URH BARTON 313 C 332-0159
QUINCY ILL
PE 3 1102 S LINCOLN U 344-1950
DOWNERS GROVE ILL
JNL4 1209 W UNIVERSITY U 367-7218
GLEN ELLYN ILL
LAS1 URH LAR 432 U
AURORA ILL 60506
ENG2 1010 S 2N0 C
WESTMONT ILL 60559
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 341 C
WESTMONT ILL 60559
LAS4 805 W OREGON U 344-4581
PALOS PARK ILL
AGR2 URH SAUNDERS 222 U 332-3633
CHICAGO ILL 60632
GRAO 314 E STOUGHTON C 367-7749
CHICAGO 17 ILL
LAS3 URH WAROALL 1012 U 332-3513
HAZEL CREST IL 60429
FAA2 URH GARNER 239 C 332-0731
HAMDEN CONN
GRAD 503 S WEBBER U 367-8508
URBANA ILL
ENG3 URH GARNER 441 C 332-1547
CHICAGO ILL 60638
LAS4 URH TRELEASE 1216 U 332-5752
ROCKFORD ILL





705 S 1ST SI
OBfcRLt MARY LOUISE


















27 BAY VIEW RD
OBRIEN JOHN FRANCIS
3823 W 106TH ST
OBRIEN JOSEPH ALBERT
1004 E 8TH ST
OBRIEN KAREN NEUENOO










1204 E MAPLE ST
OBRIEN MICHAEL WILLI

















OBRYAN NELSON BOYD J








1614 S 60TH CT
OCHS DAVID NICHOLAS




S SHORE YACHT CLUB
OCHS MYRON HENRY






945 W VILLA DR
OCONNELL DAVID JOSEP












601 S VINE ST
OCUNNOR COLLEEN ANN
601 S VINE ST
OCONNOR DENNIS JOSEP
9823 OGLESBY

















404 N HOME AV
ODA CHRISIINE KlHOKO
4413 N GREENVIEW
ODAFFEK PHARES GL YN
2001 GOLFVIEW
LAS3 804 W OREGON L
MORTON ILL
LAS2 URH LUNDGREN 5 C
PROPHETSTOWN ILL 61277
LAS3 811 W HILL L
AURORA ILL
LAS4 310 E GREGORY C
URBANA ILL 61801
AGR2 4 FLORA. CT C
EAST NIGERIA
ENG4 1007 S OAK C
NERI NIGERIA
LAS3 707 S 6TH C
LA GRANGE ILL 60525
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 321 I
WINFIELD ILL 60190
LAS3 604 E ARMORY C
NAPERVILLE ILL 60540
LAW3 604 W MICHIGAN 1
ROCK ISLAND ILL
GRAD 901 W SPRINGFIELD I
MARBLEHEAD MASS 01945
LAS2 201 E GREEN (
CHICAGO ILL 60655
COM4 505 E CHALMERS (
LOCKPORT ILL
GRAD 408 W HILL (
WASHINGTON ILL 61571
LAS3 706 S MATHEWS I
WOODSTOCK ILL
FAA3 910 S 3RD (
HARVEY ILL 60426
COMl URH FORBES 332 (
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62704
LAS3 URH SAUNDERS 313 1
CRYSTAL LAKE IL
COM2 URH HOPKINS 159 (
KANKAKEE ILL 60901
GRAO 408 W HILL (
WASHINGTON ILL 61571
GRAD 902 W ILLINOIS I
OAK PARK IL
ENG4 606 S PRAIRIE I
PEORIA ILL
GRAD 2001 D ORCHARD ST I
PKVL VICTORIA AUS
GRAD 302 W LOCUST I
URBANA ILL 61801
ED 4 710 W WESTERN I
URBANA ILL 61801






GRAD URH DANIELS 403 I
SALTERS S C 29590
AGR2 311 E ARMORY I
PESOTUM ILL 61863
GRAD 1906 CYPRESS I
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
JNL3 208 E JOHN I
MELROSE PK ILL
ENG4 URH TOWNSEND 554 I
CICERO ILL 60650
ENG2 510 E HEALEY i
WEST LIBERTY ILL
GRAD 1613 VALLEY RD
WABAN MASS 02168
ENG4 412 E GREEN i
CHICAGO ILL 60649




LAS3 URH SNYDER 276
POLO ILL
LAS4 URH TOWNSEND 164
DES PLAINES ILL
COMl 1010 S 2ND
east st louis ill 62205
jnl4 409 e chalmers
park forest ill
las3 1301 s 8usey
east st louis ill 62205
las3 westville ill
godfrey ill 62035
eng1 urh hopkins 462
glen ellyn ill 60137
las2 urh weston 244
glenwood ill
ed 3 302 e armory
kewanee ill 61443
eo 3 302 e armory
kewanee ill 61443
FAA2 1010 S 2ND
CHICAGO ILL 60617
ENG1 408 E GREEN
CHICAGO ILL 60652
LAS1 URH GARNER 262
KANKAKEE ILL 60901
LAS1 1004 S 4TH
KANKAKEE ILL 60901




ED 3 URH BLAI SOELL 320
KANKAKEE ILL
LAS3 URH ALLEN 259
CHICAGO IL 60626
ENG4 617 W HILL
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
FAA3 1202 W NEVADA
PK RIDGE ILL

































































5127 S HAZEL ST
ODEN JAMES RUSSELL
4538 NW 11TH ST
ODENTHAL WILLIAM ART




























1350 ROCKY GAP RD
OERTLEY STASIA LOUIS




































10812 S PEORIA ST
OGOR GERALD JOSEPH
14505 S STATE ST
OGRADY ALICE PATRICI







OGUREK ROBERT FRANC I
9724 ESCANABA AV
OGUT SONER








9425 S MENARD AV
OHARA MICHAEL DENNIS











AGR2 1204 S LINCOLN U 332-3029
WHEATON ILL 60187
LAS1 705 S LINCOLN U
ELMHURST ILL 60126
LAS2 URH BLAISDELL 214 U 332-3490
LA GRANGE IL 60525
AGR4 706 S GREGORY PL U 344-0743
OSWEGO ILL
ED 4 URH LAR 299 U 332-3006
LOMBARD ILL
COM4 312 E ARMORY C 367-7961
CHICAGO 36 ILL
GRAD ST JOSEPH ILL
ST JOSEPH ILL 61873
GRAD 612 LA SELL C
SEATTLE WASH 98178
GRAD CHANUTE AFB ILL
OKLAHOMA CITY OKLA
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 442 C
JOLIET ILL 60436
ED 3 1202 W CLARK U 365-1381
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG3 URH GARNER 218 C 332-0717
ROSELLE IL 60172
GRAD 409 E CHALMERS C
HOOPESTON ILL 60942
LAS1 URH BABCOCK 126 U 332-3743
ALGONQUIN ILL 60102
LAS2 URH WARDALL 1017 U 332-4517
CHICAGO ILL 60640
LAS1 URH LUNOGREN 209 C 332-0241
OTTAWA ILL 61350
ENG1 URH GARNER 386 U 332-0834
WHEATON ILL 60187
LAW2 203 E HEALEY C 356-6614
ALSIP ILL
PE 4 715 W MICHIGAN U 344-6150
MILWAUKEE 17 WIS
ENG1 604 E ARMORY C
VILLA PARK ILL 60181
GRAD 306 DAVIDSON C 356-3992
CHAMPAIGN ILL
FAA3 609 6TH C
NAPERVILLE ILL 60540
ENG3 URH OGLESBY 401 U 332-5145
LOMBARD ILL
GRAO 501 S ELM C 359-4388
BENTON HRBR MICH
LAS4 1204 S LINCOLN U 344-9892
PRINCEVILLE- ILL
ENG2 URH GARNER 256 C 332-0741
PRINCEVILLE ILL 61559
ENG1 URH TOWNSEND 304 U 332-4113
CENTRALIA ILL 62801
ENG4 1812 VALLEY RD C 356-7908
WOOD RIVER ILL
GRAO 2903 SANGAMON . C 352-6298
RIVERSIDE ILL 60546
LAS3 902 S 2ND C 359-3641
CHICAGO ILL
COM4 1808 VALLEY RD C 359-2567
CHICAGO ILL
ENG1 312 ARMORY U
ANTIOCH ILL 60002
LAS4 307 E HEALEY C 344-5172
DOWNERS GR ILL
LAS1 URH VANDOREN 109 C 332-0478
FREEPORT N Y 11520
LAW2 RANTOUL ILL 892-2245
ELGIN ILL
LAS3 1003 W OREGON U 344-1790
CHICAGO ILL 60626
ENG3 URH CARR 225 U 332-3906
ADDISON ILL
ENG2 URH SNYDER 363 C 332-1784
WOODSTOCK ILL 60098
GRAD 1604 CORONADO C 356-6906
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 1604 CORONADO C 356-6906
CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAD 107 E JOHN C 356-8723
FAIR OAKS CAL 95628
ENG2 1006 W CHURCH C
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62703
AVU URH FORBES 238 C 332-0969
CHICAGO ILL 60643
AVI1 URH SNYDER 416 C 332-1822
RIVERDALE ILL 60627
ED 1 URH BARTON 10 C 332-0093
CHICAGO ILL 60647
LAS2 409 E GREEN C 344-9571
ROCKFORD ILL 61108
LAS4 108 S GREGROY U 344-4961
BLANOINSVILLE ILL
GRAD 814 W CHURCH U 367-8939
NIGERIA W AFR
ENG1 URH CARR 206 U 332-3887
CHICAGO ILL 60617
GRAO URH SHERMAN 1153 C 332-4992
ANKARA TURKEY
ENG1 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
SEOUL KOREA
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS C
WHEATON ILL 60187
LAS3 904 S LINCOLN U 344-1391
WOODSTOCK IL
LAS4 211 E JOHN C 359-4353
OAKLAWN ILL
FAA4 URH WESTON 324 C 332-2002
CHICAGO IL
LAS2 906 S 1ST C 352-0238
STREATOR ILL 61364
LAS4 1105 fc DELAWARE U 367-7815
CHICAGU ILL 60628
GRAO 509 E STOUGHTON C 344-6165
PARK RIDGE ILL 60068
COMl URH SCOTT 259 C 332-1469
PARK RIDGE ILL 60068










OHERON JOHN JOSEPH J
































OKEEFE DHIGHT H 111













*OLAFSON GORDON A A




550 E BARBEE AV
OLBRICH THOMAS PETER
RR 1





2319 M 170TH ST
OLOANI ROBERT M JR



























0LIVE1RA RICARDO A M























LAS2 308 E ARMORY C
PEORU ILL 61606
LAS1 409 E CHALMERS C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
AVI1 607 S BROADWAY U
ITASCA ILL 60143
AGR3 1111 S 1ST C
ROCHELLE ILL
ED 1 URH WARDALL 203 " U
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG3 210 E GREEN C
CHICAGO ILL
GRAD 1003 S MATTIS C
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62704
COM2 URH GARNER 482 C
GRANT PARK ILL 60940
FAA1 808 W ILLINOIS U
GRANT PARK ILL 60940
LAS2 207 E JOHN C
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60004
COM4 2020 N MATTIS C
CHICAGO 40 ILL
VM 2 603 W CHURCH C
HOMEWOOD ILL 60430
LAS1 URH CARR 115 U
CHICAGO ILL 60636
JNL4 1101 S MATTIS C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS3 910 S 3RD C
ROCK ISLAND ILL 61201
GRAD 404 E STOUGHTON C
TOKYO JAP
GRAD 508 E WHITE C
S NAGOYA-SHI JAP
ENG4 903 W OREGON U
HONOLULU 22 HAWAII
LAS3 URH SCOTT 372 C
ROSELLE ILL
LAW3 615 W HEALEY C
SPRINGFIELD ILL
JNL4 410 E JOHN C
BENSENVILLE ILL 60601
LAS4 803 W OREGON U
JOPLIN MO
LAS1 URH CLARK 328 C
CHICAGO ILL 60609
ENG1 904 W GREEN U
SASKATOON SASK CAN
AGR1 URH GARNER 267 C
HEBRON ILL 60034
GRAD 2023 A ORCHARD ST U
MANKATO MINN 56001
GRAD 2049 C HAZELWD CT U
LAONER BC CAN
LAS3 URH ALLEN 261 U
CHICAGO ILL
GRAD 1012 1ST C
LOUISVILLE KY 40217
LAS2 1010 S 2ND C
MARENGO ILL 60152
ENG1 912 S 2ND C
RIVERSIDE ILL 60546
GRAD 903 W OREGON U
URBANA ILL 61801
FAA4 URH BUSEY 159 U
HAZEL CREST ILL
LAS3 URH OGLESBY 402 U
HERRIN ILL
AGR3 709 W ILLINOIS U
WHEATON ILL 60187
LAS2 URH SAUNDERS 307 U
WHEATON ILL 60187
GRAD 705 W STOUGHTON U
NORMAN OKLA _ 73069
COM2 URH TOWNSEND 142 U
BARRY ILL 62312
LAS1 URH FLAGG 432 C
PROSPECT HTS ILL 60070
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS C
ELGIN ILL 60120
LAS1 URH ALLEN 430 U
CHICAGO ILL 60645
COM3 2801 SANGAMON C
SKOKIE ILL
FAA2 607 W CHURCH C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD URH SHERMAN 428 C
ANKARA TURK
LAW2 615 W HEALEY C
CHICAGO IL 60625
LAS1 URH SAUNDERS 320 U
WOODSTOCK ILL 60098
COM2 109 JOHN C
LK FOREST ILL
GRAD URH SHERMAN 566 C
LISBON PORT




GRAD 301 S WHEATON C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 URH FORBES 328 C
CHICAGO ILL 60643
GRAO 301 S WHEATON C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 527 U
PARK FOREST ILL 60466
GRAD RANTOUL ILL
RANTOUL ILL 61866
ENG1 211 E DANIEL C
SKOKIE ILL 60076
ENG3 206 E GREEN C
SKUKIE ILL
LAS1 URH VANOOREN 304 C
GRANITE CITY ILL 62040




14301 S NORMAL AV











3200 26TH AVE CT
OLSEN GARY LEE




26 W 285 BLACKHAWK
OLSEN JANE ELLEN











































































1808 W 54TH PL
OLSON MARY BERG























LAS1 URH BLAISOELL 415 U 332-3553
RIVERDALE ILL 60627
LAS2 707 S 6TH C 344-0565
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS1 707 S 6TH C 344-0565
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS1 211 E DANIEL C 344-9583
GLEN ELLYN ILL 60137
LAS1 URH LAR U 332-3058
JACKSONVILLE ILL 62652
ENG1 URH CARR 405 U 332-3948
WHEATON ILL 60187
LAS4 URH CARR 329 U 332-3919
MOLINE ILL
FAA4 CHICAGO ILL 359-4363
CHICAGO 31 ILL
GRAD URH SHERMAN 856 C 332-4929
GREEN BAY WIS
VM 1 URH BABCOCK 121 U 332-3738
WHEATON ILL 60L87
ED 1 URH LAR 383 U 332-3026
DECATUR I LL^ 62522
ED 3 611 E DANIEL " C 344-1840
WESTERN SPRS ILL 60558
LAS1 1004 S 4TH C
MARKHAM ILL 60426
LAS1 URH VANDOREN 207 C 332-0498
PECATONICA ILL 61063
LAS3 307 E DANIEL C 344-1779
PECATONICA ILL
FAA2 URH GARNER 488 C 332-0905
NAPERVILLE ILL
GRAD URH DANIELS 370 U 332-2505
MOLINE ILL 61265
FAA1 910 S 3RD C
TOLEDO OHIO 43606
LAW2 103 N COLER U 367-0126
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS2 907 S 3RD C 332-3761
DOWNERS GR ILL 60515
GRAD 301 W ILLINUIS U 365-1955
URBANA IL
AGR4 1752 VALLEY RD C 356-6812
WATAGA ILL 61488
LAS3 901 LINCOLN U 344-1779
ELMHURST ILL
GRAO 1626 VALLEY RD C 356-8822
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ED 3 409 E CHALMERS C
WAUKEGAN ILL 60085
ED 4 605 S RANDOLPH C 332-2976
CHICAGO 18 ILL
LAS4 401 E DANIEL C 332-1261
HOMEWOOD ILL
ENG4 1203 W MAIN U 367-0283
AURORA 5 ILL
GRAD 2704 JUDITH C 356-5260
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS1 URH FLAGG 409 C
ROCKFORD ILL 61103
COM2 URH WESTON 240 C 332-1938
ROCKFORD ILL 61108
LAS3 URH SCOTT 212 C 332-1437
KNOXVILLE ILL
AGR2 1002 S LINCOLN U 344-3532
PRAIRIE CITY ILL 61470
LAS2 URH TOWNSEND U 332-4229
ELMHURST ILL 60126
LAS2 310 E JOHN C 344-4461
HINSDALE ILL
GRAD 412 w CHURCH C 356-4837
WHEATON ILL
GRAD 611 FAIRLAWN U 367-6483
BUHL IDAHO 83316
C0M1 306 E GREGORY C
ROCKFORD ILL 61107
C0M1 URH BABCOCK 14 U 332-3717
KIRKLAND ILL 60146
LAS4 501 W CALIFORNIA U 367-0819
ROCKFORD ILL
AGR1 URH LAR 188 U 332-2961
HOOPESTON ILL 60942
VM 1 URH SHERMAN 166 C 332-4785
CHICAGO ILL 60646
GRAD 501 S ELM C
CHICAGO ILL 60644
AGR4 URH CARR 430 U 332-3973
HOOPESTON ILL
_
PE 4 711 W CHURCH C 352-2013
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 908 W NEVADA U 332-4913
CHICAGO ILL
ED 3 1106 S LINCOLN U 344-3616
CALUMET CITY ILL
LAS1 URH LUNDGREN 22 C
LA GRANGE ILL 60525
LAS4 2006 D ORCHARD ST U 344-0947
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG4 404 ROMINE U 365-1709
LOVES PARK ILL 61111
LAS2 1207 W NEVADA U 344-6999
LA GRANGE ILL 60525
ENG3 904 W GREEN U
MT VERNON ILL 62864
GRAD 2006 D ORCHARD ST U 344-0947
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS2 URH LAR 396 U 332-3038
ROCKFORD ILL 61107
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 528 U 332-5199
ELMHURST ILL 60127
AGR3 801 W NEVADA U 344-3410
SHERIDAN ILL
GRAD URH DANIELS 376 U 332-5732
BLUOMINGTON ILL 61701
LAS4 301 W ILLINOIS U 365-1955
URBANA IL
LAS1 URH ALLEN 306 U 332-3185
LELAND ILL 60531













111 N MCKENDRIE AV
OLTMANNS ROGER W JR
RR 1
OLOND LOUISE MARIE
9019 S BECK PL
OMALLEY JAMES EDWARD










300 S GOODWIN 50B
OMEARA SANDRA JOHNSO










RR 3 BOX 24
ONDRAKA WILLIAM F JR




































































ORENDORFF SARA ANN P
RR 1
ORfcSKY LAWRENCE JOSE









LAS4 URH OGLESBY 111
N ARLINGTON N J
LAS4 904 W GREEN
WESTERN SPRS ILL
FAA4 605 S RANDOLPH
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
AGR3 URH BUSEY 430
HARTSBURG ILL
ENG1 URH OGLESBY 527
MT MORRIS ILL 61054
ENG4 URH TOWNSEND 250
MIODLETOWN ILL
LAS2 URH ALLEN 117
HUMETOWN ILL 60456
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 603
HARKHAM ILL 60428
COM3 1101 W PENN
CHICAGO ILL
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 319
GLENVIEW ILL 60025
COM2 URH GARNER 475
ESCANABA MICH 49829
LAW1 URH SHERMAN 1159
AURORA ILL 60506
GRAD 300 S GOODWIN
URBANA ILL
LAS4 300 S GOODWIN
URBANA ILL
LAS2 URH HOPKINS 371
CHICAGO ILL 60639
LAS3 URH FORBES 223
CHICAGO ILL
GRAD 911 S LOCUST
BANGKOK THAILAND
GRAO 2105 W WHITE
CHAHPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS3 URH NOBLE 219
BELVIOERE ILL 61008
ENG1 URH SCOTT 300
CHICAGO ILL 60656




GRAD 510 S 4TH
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS
PEORIA ILL 61613
GRAD 211 N COLER
GARDEN CI TY N Y
ENG2 901 W SPRINGFIELD
PALATINE ILL 60067
AGR2 609 W HEALEY
DEER GROVE IL 61243
ENG4 102 W MUMFORD
CHICAGO 28 ILL
C0M1 1113 W CHURCH
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820








GRAD 1816 B ORCHARD PL
QUEZON CITY PHIL
ED 4 URH WARDALL 522
CHICAGO ILL 60651
ENG2 313 E ARMORY
WESTMINSTER MASS 01473
GRAD 909 U ILLINOIS
C0M1 URH HOPKINS
CHICAGO ILL
LAW2 1112 S 2ND
WARREN MICH
GRAO 1112 S 2ND
WARREN MICH
ENG4 108 S GREGOR
CHICAGO ILL






LAS2 508 E ARMORY
BERWYN ILL
GRAO 54 E DANIEL
NEW YORK N Y
LAS4 713 W OHIO
SKOKIE ILL
ENG4 URH FORBES 1
LAGRANGE ILL
AGR2 910 S 3RD
8RU0KFIELD ILL












ENG4 302 E oREGOR
CHICAGO 28 ILL
ENG2 URH SNYDER 3
BtlRUT LEBANON
LA SI URH VANDOREN
FOREST PARK ILL
LAS4 409 E CHALME
CHICAGO ILL






































































471 N CENTER AV
ORLANUINO JANET MARI
909 N 13TH AV
ORLANUINO RICHARD AL






7709 S PHILLIPS AV
URLOWSKI THERESA MAR










3950 LAKE SHORE DR
OROURKE BERNARD JOSE






























819 N GRAND W
ORTON CHARLES NICHOL
803 S SPRUCE


























3823 W 51ST ST
OSBRINK RICHARD DONA


































LAS3 409 E CHALMERS I
MELROSE PARK ILL 60160
COM4 212 E DANIEL
MELROSE PARK ILL
LAS I URH LAR
GLENVIEW ILL 60025
LAS2 910 S 3RD
CHICAGO IL
LAW1 910 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL 60649
AGR1 URH ALLEN 215
WEST FRANKFORT ILL 62896
C0M1 910 S 3RD
HIGHLAND PARK ILL 60035
C0M1 910 E 3R0
HIGHLAND PARK ILL 60035
LAS1 206 E GREEN
N CHICAGO ILL 60064
COM2 URH SCOTT 316
EVANSTON ILL 60201
LAS1 1005 W GREGORY
CHICAGO ILL 60613
FAA1 URH FORBES 212
NORMAL ILL 61761
AGR3 1002 S LINCOLN
LEROY ILL 61752
GRAD URH HOPKINS 180
HOLLIS N Y
LAS4 URH SAUNDERS 111
DANVILLE ILL 61832




LAS4 1110 S 2ND
HUME ILL
LAS3 URH WARDALL 404
NURTHBRUOK ILL




LAS1 910 S 3RD
NORTHBROOK ILL 60062
FAA1 1010 S 2ND
PEORIA ILL 61606




COM2 URH OGLESBY 602
PALATINE ILL 60067
AVI1 URH SNYDER 462
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62702
GRAD URH DANIELS 326
OELAVAN ILL
EO 3 URH LAR 435
NURWALK CAL 90605
ENG2 408 E GREEN
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60004
GRAD URH DANIELS 275
BURNT HILLS N Y


























LAS4 715 W MICHIGAN
WARRENSBURG ILL
GRAO 702 W CHURCH
CHAMPAIGN IL
AGR1 URH EVANS 219
NAPERVILLE ILL 60540
GRAD 712 W WASHINGTON
URBANA ILL
LAS4 702 W CHURCH
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
EO 3 URH CARR 417
OANVILLE ILL
LAS2 1113 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL 60632
LAS3 1113 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL 60629
ED 1 409 E CHALMERS
DEERFIELD ILL 60015
LAS3 URH WARDALL 404
DUNCAN OKLA 73533
LAS4 1003 S MATTIS
PARK RIDGE ILL




GRAD URH DANIELS 266
AGR4 106 E DANIEL C
DONGULA ILL
ENG1 311 t GREEN C
OIXON ILL 61021
PE 4 URH SAUNDERS 104 U
LOCKPORT ILL 60441
PE 3 URH ALLEN 317 U
HARVEY ILL 60426
GKAU 508 WH1 Tt C
CHICAGO ILL
GRAD URH SHERMAN 955 C
DAYTUN UHIC1 45419








































613 E SEMINARY ST







6851 N MENDOTA AV
USTHOFF FREDA IRENE










































260 MT AUBURN ST
OTIS CRAIG HOWE
































































C0M1 1008 S LINCOLN U 344-0391
ONARGA ILL 60955
LAS1 URH NOBLE 421 C
HOFFMAN ESTS ILL 60172
GRAO URH SHERMAN 364 C 332-4827
PHILA PA 19111
ENG2 412 E GREEN C
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62702
LAS2 508 E CHALMERS C 344-1170
CHICAGO ILL 60646
6RA0 1107 W GREEN U 344-4151
URBANA ILL




LAS4 508 E CHALMERS C 344-1171
CHICAGO ILL 60652
LAS3 URH SAUNDERS 108 U 332-3590
GLEN ELLYN ILL
FAA3 706 S MATHEWS U 344-0136
BARRINGTON ILL 60010
LAS1 URH NOBLE 213 C 332-0391
JOLIET ILL 60435
ENG3 URH OGLESBY 722 U 332-5253
ST ANN MO
LAS1 910 S 3RD C 334-5000
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAS4 313 E JOHN C 344-9444
VIRGINIA ILL 62691
C0M1 URH GARNER 390 C 332-0837
CHICAGO ILL 60639
LAS2 URH EVANS 327 U 332-2747
ROCKFORD ILL 61107
AGR3 URH LAR 275 U 332-2983
ROCKFORD ILL
LAS3 URH TOWNSEND 168 U 322-3990
CICERO ILL
LAS2 URH EVANS 224 U 332-2715
HIGHLAND PK ILL 60035
LAS1 1207 SPRINGFIELD U 344-0511
CHICAGO ILL 60651
LAS3 URH ALLEN 450 U 332-3384
GRANITE CITY ILL
LAS3 501 E SPRINGFIELD C
RIVERWOODS ILL 60015
FAAl URH BUSEY 317 U 332-2640
ROCKFORD ILL 61111
LAS4 205 E ARMORY C
ROCKFORD ILL 61111
GRAD URH SHERMAN 258 C 332-4799
TOKYO JAP
GRAD 707 S 6TH C 344-3057
WAT6RT0WN MASS
ENG2 904 W GREEN U 332-5409
MOLINE ILL 61265
LAS4 6 SAFFER CT U 344-9572
KIRKWOOD MO 63122
LAS2 URH GARNER 423 C 332-0862
MELROSE PK ILL 60160
GRAO 911 W MAIN U
LEOMINSTER MASS 01453
ENG4 309 W UNIVERSITY C 344-3600
STICKNEY ILL
GRAD 304 STANAGE C 356-1427
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS4 URH WAROALL 1022 U 332-4522
SPRINGFIELD 3 ILL
LAS4 409 E CHALMERS C 332-3556
QUINCY ILL
LAS3 508 E ARMORY C 332-4448
JOLIET 1L 60435
GRAD 210 E MAIN U 365-2812
FARMINGTON MICH
GRAO 908 N MCKINLEY C 352-1718
PEBBLE BEACH CA
GRAD 2068 C HAZELWD CT U 344-5300
SUNBURST MONT 59482
LAS3 URH TRELEASE 306 U 332-5472
CHICAGO IL 60645
LAS1 1402 SUMMIT RIDGE C 359-1018
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 403 S COLER U
GRAD 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
RAMSEY ILL 62080
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 331 U
COLLINSVILLE ILL
GRAD URH DANIELS 347 U 332-2253
TAIPEI TAIWAN
EO 4 URH SAUNDERS 217 U 332-3628
OTTAWA ILL
GRAD 404 N GOODWIN U
DOWNERS GROVE ILL 60515
LAW2 119 E ROPER C 359-2048
PANA ILL 62557
C0M1 309 E CHALMERS C
DOWNERS GROVE ILL 60515
LAS1 1110 S 2ND C 352-1929
HIGHLAND PARK ILL 60035
ENG2 URH OGLESBY 1008 U 332-5330
NAPERVILLE ILL 60540
ENG3 DtXATUR ILL 332-1311
DECATUR ILL
ENG1 URH HOPKINS 362 C
CAMARGO ILL 61919
LAS4 URH BARTON 326 C 344-4082
DECATUR ILL
LAS2 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
MIDOLETUWN N J 07748
PE 2 402 E DANIEL C 344-0540
HARRISBURG ILL 62946
FAA2 1003 W CALIFORNIA U 344-1050
BEDFORD IND
LAS1 URH ALLEN 458 U
VILLA PARK ILL 60181
AGR3 815 N MCKINLEY C 352-9090
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS2 URH ALLEN 487 U 332-3413
DECATUR ILL 62521
OWEN RAY BuCKLIN JR
510 W ILLINOIS ST












































GRAD 510 W ILLINOIS U 367-1838
URBANA ILL
C0M1 310 GREGORY U
CLARENDON HLS ILL 60514
GRAO RANTOUL ILL
RANTOUL ILL
LAW1 URH SHERMAN 947 C 332-4953
CHICAGO ILL 60643
LAS3 508 E ARMORY C 344-5855
LIBERTYVILLE ILL 60048
GRAO ORH DANIELS 282 U 332-2479
ST LOUIS MO 63113
LAS1 URH ALLEN U 332-3377
DECATUR ILL 62521
LAS1 URH LAR 418 U 332-2920
PARIS ILL 61944
GRAD 1005 W OREGON U 344-1314
MAYWOOD ILL
LAS3 URH OGLESBY 605 U 332-5207
SPRINGFIELD ILL
C0M1 URH SCOTT 469 C 332-1616
HENRY ILL 61537
AGR3 304 W UNIVERSITY U 344-3532
NIOTA ILL
LAS1 URH FORBES 470 C 332-1136
DANVILLE ILL 61832
LAS2 URH NOBLE 317 C 332-0413
CHICAGO ILL 60626




COM4 616 E WRIGHT C
OAK PARK ILL
GRAD 1104 W SPRINGFIELD U 344-1828
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS4 URH TOWNSEND 541 U 332-0846
SULLIVAN ILL
GRAD URH SHERMAN 1050 C 333-2479
TOKYO JAP
ENG4 1900 N DIANA C 356-9427
HARRISBURG ILL
LAS4 1207 W NEVADA U 344-1459
LIBERTYVILLE ILL 60048
AGR4 1012 S 1ST C 356-8847
MACOMB ILL 61455
PAANANEN LORRETTA JA












































136 S LAGRANGE RD
PACKAUSKAS RICHARD J
335 W 107TH PL
PACKER DARRYL WINSOR
62 S MAIN AV
PACKER ROBERTA JOYCE
9100 S EUCLID AV















2079 D HAZLEWD CT
GRAD 102 S GREGORY
CINCINNATI OHIO 4
FAA2 1004 S 4TH
WATERLOO ONT CAN
GRAD 307 E HEALEY
KNOXVILLE ILL 61448
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 730
ELGIN ILL 60120
FAA4 904 W GREEN
SOUTH HOLLAND ILL
LAS2 URH TOWNSEND 539
OAK FOREST ILL 60452
GRAD 109 N BUSEY
URBANA ILL
PE 2 809 W ILLINOIS
COLLINSVILLE ILL
GRAO URH SHERMAN 667
NAMPA IDAHO 83651
FAA4 804 S 1ST
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
COM4 804 S 1ST
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAW1 1208 W SPRINGFIELD
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
C0M1 URH HOPKINS 374
LA GRANGE PK ILL 60528
LAS4 524 FAIRLAWN
URBANA ILL 61801
ED 3 524 FAIRLAWN
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS2 1111 S 1ST
PAXTON ILL 60957
LAS1 910 S 3RD
MT PROSPECT ILL 60056




LAS! URH WARDALL 611
HIGHLAND PK ILL 60035
FAA4 607 S LINCOLN
HIGHLAND PARK ILL
LAS4 311 E JOHN
PARK RIDGE ILL 60068
FAA2 1009 h PENN
LA GRANGE ILL 6052 5
LAS1 URH GARNER 328
CHICAGO ILL 60628
LAS2 210 E JOHN
ALBANY N Y 12208
ED 1 904 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL 60617
LAS3 1009 W PENN
LAGRANGE PK ILL
ED 1 DECATUR ILL
DECATUR ILL 62521
LAS2 1106 S LINCCLN
SUMNER ILL 62466




LAS2 1102 S LINCOLN
BRADLEY ILL
JNL3 URH VANDOREN 319
CICERO ILL










































































2740 N VISTA LN
PAIGE WAYNE LEO
1902 S 23RD AV
PAILLE PHILIP RODNEY
































7700 S LONG, AV
PALCIAUSKAS VYTAUTAS




149 E GOEBEL DR
PALINKAS KLAUS GUNTH
RR 83 BOX 372B
*PAL1T DAVID KUMAR
1507 CENTENNIAL





3323 N KOSTNER AV
PALLEVA THOMAS JOSEP








116 B W AUSTIN AV
PALMATIER FRANCES MA
408 S PATTON AV
PALMATIER NANCY ANN
408 S PATTON AV
PALMBtRG ADEL T











LAS2 RR 1 U 367-2307
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS2 202 E ARMORV C 359-4322
PARK RIDGE ILL 60068
ENG3 409 E CHALMERS C 344-6319
GIBSON CI TY ILL
LAS4 604 E ARMORY C 344-4227
CHICAGO ILL
GRAD 503 S WEBBER U 365-3214
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62704
GRAD 2307 S 1 ST C 344-3627
LEXINGTON IL




LAS3 508 E CHALMERS C 344-1170
OLYMPIA FLOS ILL
GRAD 1007 S 1ST C 356-6713
VENTNOR N J
ENG4 RR 4 C 352-1276
CHAMPAIGN ILL
ENG1 904 W GREEN U
NEW LENOX ILL 60451
GRAD URH DANIELS 186 U 332-2445
BRONX N Y 10462
LAS1 URH TOWNSENO 146 U
PEORIA ILL 61604
AGR3 URH OGLESBV 1207 U 332-5389
ROCHELLE ILL
GRAD 2102 WHITE C 359-1525
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG4 205 E ARMORY C 356-7180
CHICAGO ILL
GRAD 2081 C ORCHARD ST U 344-1408
ST CHARLES IL
ENG4 211 W SPRINGFIELD C 332-4185
CHICAGO ILL 60638
FAA2 URH GARNER 208 C 332-0707
CHICAGO ILL 60649
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 405 U 332-5501
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60004
FAA4 1004 S 3RD C 356-6046
MAY WOOD ILL
AVI 2 604 E ARMORY C
HT CARMEL ILL 62863
ENG2 URH GARNER 120 C 332-0692
MACKINAW ILL 61755
GRAD 1907 SANGAMON C 352-0495
OUTLOOK SASK CAN
LAS2 202 E DANIEL C 352-5151
URBANA ILL 61801
FAA4 802 SUNNYCREST U 365^1292
URBANA ILL
GRAD 404 S PRAIRIE C 344-0240
URBANA ILL 61301
LAS4 URH BLAISDELL 115 U 332-3962
CHICAGO ILL
LAS1 URH TAFT 19 C
BELLEVILLE ILL 62221
LAS4 1102 W STOUGHTQN U 367-5107
SPRINGFIELD ILL
FAA3 URH ALLEN 447 U 332-3253
BERWYN ILL
ENG4 1108 W SPRINGFIELD U 332-4278
CHICAGO ILL 60629
AGR1 URH TRELEASE 704 U 332-5591
BERWYN ILL 60403
LAS6 609 W CALIFORNIA U
SEOUL KOREA
GRAD 408 N GOODWIN U
DELHI INDIA
C0M1 URH GARNER 409 C
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60005
AGR1 1002 S LINCOLN U
RANSOM ILL 60470
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 1228 U
OAKLAWN ILL 60459
GRAD 605 S COLER
CICERO 50 ILL
GRAD 608 N JAMES
BRISTOL R I 02809
JNL3 312 E ARMORY
LOMBARD ILL








GRAD URH SHERMAN 1047
CHICAGO 41 ILL
COM4 URH OGLESBY 519
CICERO IL 60650
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 306
GLEN ELLYN ILL 60137
EO 1 URH LUNDGREN 3
PARK FOREST ILL 60466
LAS1 405 E JOHN
NAPERVILLt ILL 60540
ENG1 URH TOWNSEND 118
LI3ERTYVILLE ILL 60048
LAS2 706 S MATHEWS
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60005
LAS2 706 S MATHEWS
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60005
GRAO 57 EHLERS TRLR PK
LAURIUM MICH
ENG2 205 E ARMORY
LUDLOW ILL 60949
LAW3 57 EHLER TRLR PK
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS4 30J E JOHN
CHICAGO 17 ILL
AGRl 805 W OHIO
ROCK FALLS I LL 61071












































3712 S HIGHLAND AV
PALMER LOIS MARIE

































17 JALAN LABU AYER
PAN1CALI ANTONIO R






























10843 S PARK AVE
PANOZZO ROBERT JAMES




















1515 E BRIDGE ST
PAPt RONALD
370 NIAGARA








LAS2 URH TRELEASE 409 U 332-5505
ROCKFORD ILL 61108
ENG4 URH OGLESBY 1109 U 332-1222
PLAINFIELD ILL
GRAD 1111 JOANNE LN C 356-8785
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG2 URH TOWNSEND 204 U 332-4049
GLENWOOO ILL 60425
LAS3 901 S LINCOLN U
NIAGARA FALLS N Y 14305
GRAD URH EVANS 206 U 332-2704
W STOCKBRIDGE MASS 01266
LAS1 URH SCOTT 290 C 332-1493
MARENGO ILL 60152
LAS3 URH SAUNDERS 112 U
OFALLON ILL 62269
LAS2 URH LAR 132 U 332-2832
OFALLON ILL 62269
AGR2 URH FORBES 372 C 332-1067
BERWYN ILL
LAS1 URH NOBLE 311 C 332-0409
OAK PARK ILL 60302
FAA4 409 E CHALMERS C 344-5000
NORTHBROOK ILL
ENG3 URH TOWNSEND 370 C 332-1004
HIGHLANO IL
FAA1 1111 THEODORE C 352-2041
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS3 205 E ARMORY C 356-1847
WHEATON ILL
GRAD 618 W GREEN C 356-6637
CROTON-HUDSON N Y
ENG2 402 E ARMORY C 344-9713
DANA ILL 61321
ED 4 409 E CHALMERS C 356-7081
ORION ILL
GRAD 404 W SPRINGFIELD C
TALARA PERU
ENG3 URH TOWNSEND 553 U 332-4280
CHICAGO ILL
AVI1 URH SNYDER 414 C 332-1820
ROSELLE ILL 60172
C0M1 URH FORBES 494 C 332-1152
CHICAGO ILL 60645
GRAD 1009 S MATTIS C 359-4675
EDWARDSVILLE ILL 62025
ED 6 814 W OANIEL C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 903 E MICHIGAN U 365-2786
ROCHESTER N Y 14609
GRAD 106 S 4TH C 333-6347
NEW DELHI INDIA
GRAD 207 S WRIGHT C
KANPUR UP INDIA
GRAD URH SHERMAN 658 C 332-4887
SINGAPORE 19 MALAY
GRAD 1818 A ORCHARD PL U 344-0863
S PAULO BRAZ
ENG1 1110 S 2ND C 352-4222
CHICAGO ILL 60638
GRAD 810 W CHURCH C 352-8911
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAW2 810 W CHURCH C 352-8911
HOME WOOD ILL
ENG4 604 E ARMORY C
NILES ILL
AGR4 1202 W NEVADA U 344-1173
MORRIS ILL
GRAD 502 W MAIN U 367-0624
JOLIET ILL 60435
LAS3 604 E ARMORY C
PERU ILL 61354
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 1211 U 332-5748
CLARENDON HLS ILL 60514
AGR4 908 S LINCOLN U
DOWNERS GROVE ILL 60515
GRAD 35 E CHALMERS C 356-8537
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 35 E CHALMERS C 356-8537
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
FAA2 604 E ARMORY C 344-4227
SOUTH BELOIT ILL 61080
FAA3 502 W SPRINGFIELD C
WAUKEGAN ILL 60085
GRAD URH SHERMAN 761 C 332-4912
EDMONTON ALTA CAN
LAS4 409 E CHALMERS C 332-3501
CHICAGO 28 ILL
LAS3 201 E GREEN C 356-4014
E HAZELCREST ILL
GRAO 909 W CALIFORNIA U 344-6457
JABALPUR INOIA
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 1126 U 332-5732
LINCOLNWOOD ILL 60645
GRAD 705 W CALIFORNIA U 344-5765
UP INDIA
LAS3 URH EVANS 205 U 332-2703
LASALLE ILL 61301
LAS2 310 GREGORY C 356-6112
KIRKWOOD MO 63122
GRAO 102 N GREGORY U 367-9524
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 1934 C ORCHARD ST U 333-2807
KAT KFSIA ATHNS GK
GRAO 50 E GREEN C 356-7021
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 509 S 5TH C
FAIRFAX VA
FAA4 LA NAPOLE FR 367-1276
GRAF.TON WI
ENG4 106 E HEALEY C 332-1844
ELMHURST ILL
ENG3 106 E HEALEY C 332-1890
UNIV CITY 30 MO
LASl URH TRELEASE 128 U 332-54 16
CALESBURG ILL 61401
GRAO 1114 W JOHN C 356-9910
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820







PAR ANIL AM JOHNNY
1304 W CLARK
ENG2 911 S 3RD
ST MARYS MO 21686
GRAD URH DANIELS 285
BOMBAY 7 INDIA
GRAD KERALA I ND
URBANA ILL 61801
PARAPEIT1 JOHN CLAUD FAA3 1108 S 1ST




1405 N CEDAR RD
PARISH SHEILA OIANE
ROCKFORD ILL
ED 1 URH LAR 417 U
GENEVA ILL 60134
ENG2 URH BABCOCK 401 U
NEW LENOX ILL
PARCHETA CAROL VIOLA LAS4 URH BUSEY 227 U
181 E ONEIDA ELMHURST ILL
PARCHETA THOMAS GENE LAS1 URH SNYOER 211 C
181 ONEIDA ST ELMHURST ILL 60126
PARDEE WILLIAM JOSEP GRAD URH DANIELS 207 U
VOLGA IOWA
PARDUHN BRUCE RUSSEL ENG4 205 E HEALEY C
7338 S MOZART CHICAGO 29 ILL
•PARENTE DONALD EDWIN GRAD 1012 W SPRINGFIELD U
1012 W SPRINGFIELD URBANA ILL 61801
PARFITT LYNN THERESE LAS1 URH ALLEN U
4125 N MONITOR AV CHICAGO ILL 60634
PARHAMI BIJAN ENG4 BOX 2193 C
22 KHURSHID ST TEHRAN IRAN
PARIS KATHRYN AINSLl LAS1 URH FLAGG 328 C
50 CARNATION DR BELLEVILLE ILL 62221
PARISH JEFFREY LEE GRAD URH SHERMAN 452 C
RR 2 HOWE IND
LAS3 710 W OHIO U
STILMAN VALY ILL
PAR1SI DOMINIC JOSEP ENG4 904 W GREEN U
6051 W 63RD PL CHICAGO ILL 60638
PAR1SI WILLIAM PATRI LAS1 201 E GREEN C
7844 N TRIPP SK0K1E ILL 60076
PARK BYONG YONG GRAD 1211 W MAIN U
1211 W MAIN URBANA ILL 61801
PARK ROBERT MARSHALL FAA2 306 E OANIEL C
421 BURTON AV HIGHLAND PARK ILL 60035
PARK ROBERT THOMAS LAS4 URH OGLESBY 329 U
2317 44TH ST ROCK I SLANO ILL
PARKAY FORREST WINS! GRAD 513 S MCKINLEY C
513 S MCKINLEY CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
PARKE GLENN RAYMONO PE 1 URH FORBES 425 C
OOLTON ILL 60419
ED 2 307 E JOHN C
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAS1 307 E JOHN C
ROCKFORD ILL 61111
PARKER DENNIS WINSLO ENG1 URH HOPKINS 496 U
612 EDEN PARK DR RANTOUL ILL 61866
PARKER ELIZABETH B GRAD 615 W SPRINGFIELD C
615 W SPRINGFIELD CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
PARKER GEORGE ORA JR LA SI URH BABCOCK 22 8 U
2606 GATY AV EAST ST LOUIS ILL 62205
PARKER GLENN RICHARD LAS4 1829 B ORCHARD PL U
1829 B ORCHARD PL URBANA ILL 61801
PARKER HARRY WILLIAM LAS3 904 W GREEN U
117 ELLIOTT C0LL1NSVILLE ILL
PARKER HARVEY W III GRAD 808 S LINCOLN U
20680 CARNIEL AV SARATOGA CAL
ED 4 RANTOUL ILL
RANTOUL ILL 61866














PARKER MARTHA CAROLY LAS2 URH LAR 176
626 BEACH AV LAGRANGE PARK ILL
PARKER MARY ELIZABET LAS1 URH LAR 368
LUCKPORT ILL
LAS3 312 E ARMORY
JOLIET ILL












LAS2 URH ALLEN I
WESTERN SPRS ILL 60558
GRAD RR 1 I
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS4 903 S 4TH I
GLENVIEW ILL
PARKER RANDALL ALLEN LAS3 910 S 3RD I
9542 BRITTA AV FRANKLIN PK ILL
PARKER RAYMOND ENG4 1107 W GREEN
803 CONGRESS ST SCHENECTADY N Y 12303
PARKER RICHARD LEROY LAS1 URH WESTON 111
501 ROCKLAND RD CRYSTAL LAKE ILL 60014
PARKER ROBERT GEORGE GRAO 606 W OHIO
6616 N NEVAOA ST SPOKANE WASH
PARKER ROBERT VERNON ENG3 URH FORBES 302
15604 MYRTLE HARVEY ILL
PARKER RONALD ALAN ENG1 1004 S 4TH
MARION ILL 62959
LAS3 URH BABCOCK 108
DES PLAINES ILL
PARKER THOMAS RICHAR COM4 URH GARNER 373
2537 MAINE QUINCY ILL 62301
PARKERSON DONALD H 1 LAS4 403 BRIAR LN
10814 S SPRINGFIEL CHICAGO 55 ILL
PARKERSON JOANNE K PE 3 403 BRIAR LN
5045 S LACROSSE CHICAGO ILL 60638
PARKES JOHN JOSEPH ENG2 URH HOPKINS 202
2008 S 24TH AV BROADVIEW ILL 60155
PARKH1LL THOMAS SCOT COM4 8 LAKE PARK RD
12 FORESTVIEW RO MAHOMET ILL
PARKHURST CHRISTINA LAS1 URH TRELEASE
1607 W MARGARET PEORIA ILL 61604
PARKHURST GERALD ALL ENG4 1005 S 2ND
RR 2 YORKVILLE ILL
PARKIN LESLIE ANN LAS4 URH EVANS 428
1044 NEW HAVEN AURORA ILL 60506
PARKINS WILLIAM KENT LAS2 409 E GREEN
10925_ S WABASH AV CHICAGO ILL 60628
PARKINSON RICHARD Gl ENG2 URH TOWNSEND 218
1107 LAURA LN
PARKER STUART JOHN
196 N 8TH AV
SAVOY ILL 61874
GRAD 403 E GREEN
CHICKASHA OKLA
LAS4 URH TAFT 105
HARVEY ILL
PARKS CHRISTINE MAR I LASl URH ALLEN 308







































































7128 W 34TH ST



































3928 WREN LANE S
PARSONS GLENDA KAY
RR 1 BOX 370
PARSONS JOHN LAMAR
4 ANCHOR WAY















































2426 W SUPERIOR ST
PASS RICHARD ALAN












2500 HYDE PK AV
FAA2 209 W UNIVERSITY C 332-1023
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG1 URH OGLESBY 1110 U
PEARL ILL 62361
LAS3 901 S LINCOLN U 344-1375
HARVEY ILL
FAA3 501 E OANIEL C 344-1510
ANNA ILL
LAS2 URH EVANS 105 U
AURORA ILL 60506
AGR3 1204 S LINCOLN U 344-1947
FERGUSON MO 63135
LASl URH TOWNSEND 128 U 332-4581
WESTERN SPRS ILL 60558
ENG3 1918 CRESCENT C 356-8681
CHAMPAIGN ILL
ENG4 707 S 6TH C 344-1548
BERWYN ILL
GRAD 805 W HILL U 367-3954
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS4 805 W HILL U 359-4545
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 606 W HIGH U 367-0691
HENNEPIN ILL
GRAD LAFAYETTE I ND
1NDPLS IND 40227
LAS4 404 E WHITE C 359-4875
CHICAGO ILL
GRAO 1400 N DIVISION U 367-7780
COLUMBUS OHIO 43201
COM2 1004 S 2ND C 356-4694
GRANITE CITY ILL 62042
GRAD URH SHERMAN 755 C 332-4096
NEW YORK N Y 10009
GRAO 1102 E PENN U 367-0533
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS4 URH CLARK 221 C 332-0021
WAUKEGAN ILL
LAS2 1801 PLEASANT U 344-6566
URBANA ILL 61801
AGR4 URH NOBLE 419 C 332-0435
ALTON ILL
GRAD URH SHERMAN 846 C 332-4919
PALMYRA N Y 14522
JNL4 2301 S 1ST C
MORTON GROVE ILL
GRAD 1725 PARKHAVEN C 352-7253
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG3 302 E GREGORY C 359-3521
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAO 104 S GREGORY U 344-1454
WINNETKA IL
ENG2 URH OGLESBY 728 U 332-5259
ROLLING MOWS ILL 60008
LAS4 1005 S WRIGHT C 344-0571
BETHALTO ILL 62010
GRAD 706 S 1ST C
ANCHORAGE KY 40223
ENG4 312 E ARMORY C 356-7961
PK FOREST ILL
GRAO URH DANIELS 231 U 332-2190
DREXEL HILL PA 19026
LAS3 1005 S WRIGHT C 344-0571
BETHALTO ILL 62010
LASl URH LAR 728 U
STERLING ILL 61081
AGRl URH ALLEN 426 U 332-3236
DANVILLE ILL 61833
LAS4 308 E HEALEY C
QUINCY ILL
COM4 409 E GREEN C 344-9571
DANVILLE ILL
ENG2 URH GARNER 458 C 332-0882
WAUCONDA ILL 60084
EO 4 2317 S 1ST C 344-0276
CHICAGO 47 ILL
ENG3 URH HOPKINS 365 C 332-1302
OAK LAWN ILL
AGRl URH WARDALL 517 U 332-4369
ITASCA ILL 60143
C0M1 106 E ARMORY C 352-2598
KEWANEE ILL 61443
GRAD 607 W HEALEY C 359-2672
MT VERNON ILL 62864
COM2 1909 JOANNE LN C 356-0110
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61821
ENG4 409 E CHALMERS C
CHICAGO ILL 60622
LAS4 106 E HEALEY C
WESTMONT ILL
GRAD 710 W CHURCH C 359-2494
ENID OKLA
LAS3 604 E ARMORY C
CASEYVILLE ILL 62232
LASl URH TAFT 343 C 332-0648
NILES ILL 60648
GRAO 104 E ARMORY C 359-3823
EDINA MO 63537
GRAO URH WAROALL 1121 U 332-4545
OAKLAWN ILL 60453
GRAD 1806 W WILLIAM C 356-6275
GRANITE CITY ILL 62040
FAA4 6 NEWPORT RO U 367-3813
URBANA ILL
ENG3 604 E ARMORY C
CHICAGO ILL 60612
FAA3 URH GARNER 382 C 332-0833
EDWARDSVILLE ILL
GRAO 1214 THOMAS C 352-0228
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS4 URH GARNER 272 C 332-0756
CHICAGO 15 ILL




LAS2 URH SAUNDERS 225 U 332-3636
EAST ALTON ILL 62024








LAS3 311 E GREEN
PALATINE ILL 60067
LAS1 URH GARNER 244
PALATINE ILL 60067
PATCHAOURAS CHRISTOS ENG4 501 E GREEN
5351 W NORTH AV CHICAGO ILL
PATCHETT JUNE JAEGER GRAD BROCTON ILL
RR 1 BROCTON ILL 61917
*PATEL MOTIBHAI R GRAD VET CLINIC LA
56 MALL RD MHOW MP DISH INDORE INDIA
PATEL MULCHAND S GRAD 617 S WRIGHT
SIPOR GUJARAT INDIA
PATER FRANKLIN GEORG LAS2 URH FORBES 342
235 IKOUUOIS RD HILLSIDE ILL 60162
PATERSUN ANDREW A JR LAW2 207 COUNTRY FR
1218 N HARVEY OAK PARK ILL 60302
PAT6RSON JOHN JAMES LAS4 402 E ARMORY
1216 HARVEY OAK PARK ILL
PATINK1N MARSHA GAIL LAS1 9.10 S 3RD
821B CRANDON CHICAGO ILL 60617
PATINK1N TERRY ALLAN LAS1 907 S 4TH
1741 W PRATT BLVD CHICAGO ILL 60626
PATRICIAN THOMAS J GRAO 404 E WHITE
MAIN ST MONROETON PA
PATRICK GEORGE DEMET GRAO 1418 N MCKINLEY
1418 N MCKINLEY 3 CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 1408 S MATTI
S
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820





RR 1 BOX 95
PATT IRVING THEODORE FAA3 301 E ARMORY





LAS3 URH WARDALL 222
EVANSTON ILL
AGR1 URH HOPKINS 250
DWIGHT ILL 60420
PATTERMAN STEVEN PAU GRAD 1807 ORCHARD PL
688 LEFFERTS AV BROOKLYN 3 N V
PATTERSON CAROL JEAN GRAD 509 E GREEN
428 W MADISON SPRINGFIELD 3 MO
PATTERSUN CHARLES H LAS5 31 LINDEN
1109 S 4TH ST MEMPHIS TENN
PATTERSUN DAVID WILL C0M1 119 E DODSON
119 E DODSON URBANA ILL 61801
PATTERSON DEBORAH AN PE 1 URH TRELEASE 831
601 MURNINGSIDE DR RANTOUL ILL 61866
PATTERSON DONALD LES LAS1 910 S 3RD
118 N KENDALL ST AURORA ILL 60505
PATTERSON ELAINE SUE LAS1 904 S LINCOLN
4 S WALKER CLARENOON HLS ILL 60514
PATTERSUN FRANCINE G LAS3 603 W MAIN
603 W MAIN URBANA ILL 61801
PATTERSON GARRY JOEL GRAO 1008 S BUSEY
1008 S BUSEY URBANA ILL 61801
PATTERSON GEORGE STE LAS3 URH OGLESBY 218
2320 37TH ST ROCK ISLAND ILL 61201
PATTERSON HAROLD GEN ENG4 108 E HEALEY
20 S AVENUE B CANTON IL
PATTERSON HOWARO LEO LA S4 TUSCOLA ILL
607 E WILSON TUSCOLA ILL
PATTERSON JAMES EDWA ENG1 URH SNYDER 443
107 W CYPRESS ELMWOOO ILL 61529
PATTERSON JAMES ROGE COM3 URH HOPKINS 178
262 N CRAIG PL LOMBARD ILL
PATTERSON JEANINE P GRAD GEORGETOWN ILL
330 PINE GEORGETOWN ILL 61846
PATTERSON JOAN THURS PE 4 508 E CHALMERS
1201 HUDSON RD FERGUSON MO
PATTERSON JOHN ROY ENG3 FARMER CITY ILL
BALDWIN ILL
B COM4 603 W MAIN
URBANA ILL
ENG4 112 E JOHN
MT VERNON ILL
















































ENG3 808 W SPRINGFIELD
CHICAGO ILL 60629
PATTERSON RODNEY ALF FAA3 409 E CHALMERS
111 JENNINGS ST DWIGHT ILL 60420
PATTERSON STANLEY D GRAD 2003 A ORCHARD ST
ROUTE 5 BOX 224-A ATHENS ALA 35611
PATTERSON SUSAN CARO LAS2 URH LAR 332
10H S OUNTON ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60005
PATTERSON WILLIAM JR GRAD 201 S PROSPECT
201 S PROSPECT CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
PATTON CARL VERNON J GRAO 809 W NEVADA
CINCINNATI OHIO 45238
COM2 402 W ELM
URBANA ILL 61801
LAW2 800 W CHURCH
DEARBORN MICH 48120
AGR3 URH OGLESBY 628
ELMHURST ILL
PATTON JOHN MCDOWELL FAA3 URH BABCOCK 409
112 N ANDERSON ST MORGANTON N C
PE 2 URH BLAISDELL 324
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61821
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 916
ELMHURST ILL 60126
















PATTON RICHARD FROST C0M1 1101 PENN
709 LASELL CHAMPAIGN ILL 61822
PATTON SHARON F ' GRAD URH SHERMAN
3420 COTTAGE GROVE CHICAGO 16 ILL
PATTON THOMAS D LAS3 601 S 4TH
1717 CHERRY RD SPRINGFIELD ILL 62704
PAUGH STEVEN DALEY LAS4 1009 W CALIFORNIA
514 CHRISTOPHER ST MORRISON ILL
PAUL DIANE LOUISA LAS3 URH WARDALL 219
100 E CHERRY CARLINVILLE ILL
PAUL DONALD DEAN ENG2 URH OGLESBY 830
RR 1 ALTON ILL 62005
PAUL DOUGLAS CHARLES LAS2 1002 W OREGON
1163 W 106TH ST CHICAGO IL 60643
PAUL JEROME ERWIN ENG3 111 E CHALMERS



















































37 ORUIO HILL RD
PAULSEN LENNARO GEOR



















PAULY JOHN JAMES JR




























































112 W JEFFERSON ST
PAYNE JOHN RANDOLPH
38 S ELMWOOD AV
PAYNE JULIA ELLEN
710 CENTER ST
ED 4 205 E HEALEY C 356-4889
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS1 URH OGLESBY 910 U 332-5657
CHICAGO ILL 60625
GRAD 501 N MCCUL LOUGH U
MT RAINIER MD 20822
AGR3 1109 S 4TH C 356-0311
BUSHNELL ILL
LAS4 205 E HEALEY C 356-4889
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAW1 1101 N COLER U 367-9069
ROCK ISLAND ILL 61201
LAS3 URH LAR 286 U 332-3172
CHICAGO ILL
ENG4 2101 W WHITE C 356-4641
SPRINGFIELD^ILL
FAA3 URH BARTON 418 C 332-0178
HOMEWOOD ILL
COM4 301 W ILLINOIS U 367-3392
MT CARROLL ILL
FAA2 URH ALLEN 365 U 332-3359
MT CARROLL ILL 61053
LAS4 301 W ILLINOIS U 344-0776
STREATOR ILL
GRAD URH DANIELS 428 U 332-2288
GREEN BAY WIS 54303
LAS2 URH SAUNDERS 120 U 332-3602
DECATUR ILL 62522
COM4 2319 S 1ST C
ELMHURST ILL
LAS2 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
FLOSSMOOR ILL 60422
FAA4 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
SUMMIT N J 07901
AVI3 URH OGLESBY 325 U 332-5107
ADDISON ILL
LAS2 205 E HEALEY C 344-5000
DOWNERS GROVE ILL 60515
GRAD 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
CHICAGO HTS ILL 60411
ENG4 711 W GREEN ST U 367-9162
ARLINGTON HTS IL 60005
GRAD 618 E DANIEL C 344-3924
GILSON ILL
COM2 803 S 2ND C 356-8726
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS3 1002 W OREGON U 344-4109
SYCAMORE ILL 60178
GRAO 13 MAGNOLIA C
STATE COLLEGE MISS 39762
AGR3 URH FORBES 111 C 332-0929
CALEDONIA ILL
GRAO 1601 N KILER C 356-9577
SACRAMENTO CAL 95820
ENG1 URH OGLESBY 208 U 332-5090
CHICAGO ILL 60620
LAS1 910 S 3R0 C 344-5000
SKOKIE ILL 60076
LAS4 URH WARDALL 325 U 332-4356
CICERO 50 ILL
LA S3 URH BABCOCK 210 U
ARLINGTON HTS ILL
LAS1 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
CHICAGO ILL 60626
ENG4 206 E GREEN C 356-1714
HINSDALE ILL
ENG4 URH OGLESBY 810 U 332-5272
BERWYN ILL 60402
GRAD 2005 EASY U 367-1258
CHICAGO ILL 60609
GRAD 1512 LINCOLNSHIRE C 359-4515
JOLIET ILL 60432
ENG1 201 E GREEN C
S CHICAGO HTS ILL 60411
LAS3 410 S BUSEY U
BROADVIEW ILL
LAS1 URH TOWNSEND 311 U 332-4120
CHICAGO ILL 60629
GRAO URH DANIELS 483 U 332-2556
PAWLING N Y 12564
FAA4 WINNETKA ILL 344-9694
WINN_ETKA JLL
ED 1 URH ALLEN 189 U 332-3294
CHICAGO ILL 60617
ENG3 1109 S 4TH C 344-3563
VILLA RIDGE ILL
LAS1 201 E GREEN C
PALATINE ILL 60067
LAW2 604 E ARMORY C 344-0624
CHICAGO ILL 60643
ENG1 URH CARR 312 U
SAVANNA ILL 61074
ED 1 805 W OHIO U 344-4784
PLAINFIELD ILL 60544
AGR4 805 W OHIO U 344-4784
PLAINFIELD ILL
AGR3 801 W OHIO U 344-4237
PLAINFIELD ILL
CfoAD 1914 B ORCHARD ST U 344-1413
URBANA ILL 61801
LAW1 URH TAFT 202 C 332-0609
OAK BROOK ILL
ENG1 1405 N COLER U 367-3327
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 1008 W STOUGHTON U 367-4713
CHICAGO ILL 60620
LAS3 URH EVANS 223 U 332-2714
NAPERVILLE ILL
GRAD 105 E JOHN C 356-5441
ARCATA CA
LAS2 URH LUNDGREN 403 C 332-0280
EFFINGHAM ILL 62401




COM4 1110 S ARBOR C 356-2932
PALATINE ILL





RR 3 BOX 109
PAYNE LARRY NEWELL
1* NORTHERN OR





602 E STOUGHTON 26
PAYNE NANCY ELIZABET































3355 W LEE ST
PEARL STEPHEN LEE














804 N MAIN ST
PEARSON DAVID ALAN




515 ST LOUIS AV
PEARSON HAROLD JOSEP



























1460 N EAST ST
PEASCOE WARREN JOSEP
1151 14TH ST
















1005 ROYAL ST GEO
PEtHTER EDWARD ALLEN
6504 S WHIPPLE ST
PECHTER EILEEN DIANE





GRAD 903 W ILLINOIS U 344-1265
CLYDE OHIO
JNL4 1756 VALLEY RD C 332-5085
DECATUR ILL
GRAD 1110 S ARBOR C 356-2932
OLNEY ILL 62450
LAS3 URH FORBES 493 C 332-1151
CHRISTOPHER ILL 62822
GRAD 602 E STOUGHTON C 352-6745
CHAMPAIGN ILL
ED 3 URH WARDALL 305 U 332-4337
PALATINE ILL
AVI2 401 E GREEN C
WHEATON ILL 60187
AGR4 108 E HEALEY C
PALATINE ILL 60067
FAA2 1404 S LINCOLN U 332-3216
NEWMAN ILL 61942
GRAO 806 W OREGON U 344-6332
SHELBYVILLE KY 40065
GRAO 211 W VINE C 356-4586
TEHRAN IRAN
LAS3 312 N RUSSELL C 356-4321
CHAMPAIGN ILL
AGR4 508 W GREEN C 344-4069
LACON ILL
GRAO 606 W OHIO U 344-5812
NORFOLK VA
LAS3 URH LAR 483 U 332-0151
WOOD RIVER ILL 62095
AGR3 1202 W NEVADA U
HTCHFIELO ILL
LAS1 URH WESTON 294 C
JOLIET ILL 60432
AGR1 URH TOWNSEND 503 U 332-4240
MARSHALL ILL 62441
AGR3 1106 S LINCOLN U 344-3616
JOLIET ILL
LAS1 410 E JOHN C
FAIRFIELD ILL 62837
ENG1 URH OGLESBY 430 U 332-5171
SKOKIE ILL 60076
GRAD 107 S PRAIRIE C 352-8200
CHICAGO 45 ILL
LAS1 910 S 3RD C 332-5000
OAK PARK ILL 60302
LAS2 URH GARNER 209 C 332-0708
GLENCOE ILL 60022
ENG2 URH OGLESBY 310 U 332-5122
CHICAGO ILL 60625
GRAD 509 S 5TH C
TORONTO 19 ONT CAN
LAS1 URH WARDALL 807 U 332-4460
OTTAWA ILL 61350
GRAO 408 E SPRINGFIELD C 356-0986
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 512 E JOHN C
RIDGEFIELD WASH 98642
ENG3 604 E ARMORY C
MULINE ILL 61265
ENG3 1009 W PENN U 344-95 18
CHICAGO ILL
ENG1 URH GARNER 360 C 332-0814
ROCKFORD ILL 61108
GRAD URH DANIELS 511 U 332-2303
BIRMINGHAM ALA
PE 1 URH ALLEN 368 U 332-3361
ELMHURST ILL 60126




LAS2 1209 MAYFAIR RD C 359-3310
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61822




ENG2 1008 S 4TH C 344-1207
BIGGSVILLE ILL 61418
ED 1 URH TAFT 222 C 332-0625
PEORIA ILL 61603
LAS2 URH CARR 114 U 332-3866
HILLSIDE ILL 60162
LAS3 611 E DANIEL C 344-1840
ELMHURST ILL
VM 4 715 W IOWA U 344-5704
BARRY ILL
vm i urh Sherman 1266 c
RIVERDALE ILL 60627
LAS1 URH GARNER 232 C 332-0728
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62704
LAS3 705 S 3RD C 356-7676
KEWANEE ILL _
__
GRAD 405 W VERMONT U 344-6618
SAN PEDRO CAL
LAS4 605 E CHALMERS C 332-1789
CHICAGO ILL
GRAD 107 E JOHN C 352-7158
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAW1 501 W SPRINGFIELD C 359-2926
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
JNL4 2319 S 1ST C 344-4784
LOMAX ILL
GRAD 502 E STOUGHTON C 352-8219
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
AGR1 809 W PENN U
GOOD HOPE ILL 61438
LAS3 URH GARNER 428 C 332-0356
VILLA PARK ILL
LAS2 508 E ARMORY C 344-0501
NAPERVILLE ILL 60540
LAS1 1105 S 1ST C
CHICAGO ILL 60629
LAS1 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
CHICAGO ILL 60629
LAS3 47 E CHALMERS C 356-7663
CHICAGO ILL




PECK KEN E ENG1
122 S WASHINGTON ROCHELLE ILL
PECK MICHAEL ROBERT LAS1 910 S 3RD
710 BURNS AV FLOSSMOOR ILL
PECK NANCY MACFARLAN GRAD 410 W GREEN
410 W GREEN URBANA ILL
PECK ROBERT KENNIE GRAD 410 W GREEN
BOX 92 NEW LEBANON N Y









4695 W 14TH AV
PECORA SALVATORE DAN GRAD 135 W CLARK
135 W CLARK CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820






PEDERSON PETER EDWAR AGR1
BOX 82 RR 4
PEOICONE MARY AGNES




GRAO 706 S 1ST
HORNSLET DEN
COM3 1004 S 2ND
NESCONSET N Y 11767
1003 S LINCOLN
GOLCONDA ILL 6293 8
FAA1 URH NOBLE 409
ELMWOOD PARK ILL 60635
LAS2 URH ALLEN 165
OLNEY ILL







AGR2 802 S LINCOLN
ELMHURST ILL 60126
LAS2 URH WARDALL 308
LANSING ILL 60438
PEKAR RUSSELL GEORGE LAS1 205 E ARMORY





PEL ANT ANN MARGARET
1909 S WESLEY AV
PELC DIANA JEAN
1425 N UNION ST
PELC PAULETTE AYN
1425 N UNION ST
PELC RUTH ANN
6004 WEST A ST
PELECK JAMES MICHAEL
CHICAGO HTS ILL 60411
LAW3 709 W CHURCH
LINCOLNWOOD ILL




LAS2 URH LAR 416
BERWYN ILL 60402
LAS3 URH WARDALL 717
LINCOLN ILL
LAS1 URH WAROALL 717
LINCOLN ILL 62656
LAS2 URH WAROALL 925
BELLEVILLE ILL 62223
ENG4 21 BLUE SPRUCE
1246 N BOSWORTH AV CHICAGO ILL 60622
PELECK JOHN JEROME PE 4 1838 VALLEY RD
1246 N BOSWORTH CHICAGO ILL 60622
PELFREY PAMELA JEAN ED 3 200 BUENA VISTA
200 BUENA VISTA CHAMPAIGN IL 61820
PEL INI GREGORY EUGEN LAS1 URH NEWMAN 101
4118 N KEENLANO PEORIA ILL 61614
PELKA EUGENE JOHN ENG4 2315 S 1ST
633 MAPLE LASALLE ILL
PELLEGRINU NICHOLAS GRAD 2 SAFFER CT
100 VAN NORDEN RD READING MASS
PELLETIER CHARLES HE LAS1 URH OGLESBY 530
451 HIGHLAND AV ELMHURST ILL 60126
PELLETIER DONALD H GRAD 615 S WRIGHT
307 E MAIN ST NORTH ADAMS MASS








DOWNERS GROVE ILL 60515
LAS4 400 BRIAR LN
BELLWOOD ILL
COM3 4 SAFFER CT
DOWNERS GROVE ILL
ENG3 801 W IOWA
DANVILLE ILL 61832








OAK PARK ILL 60304
LAS2 URH CLARK 308
CHICAGO ILL 60643
LAS2 508 E CHALMERS
OAK PARK ILL 60302
LAS3 501 E DANIEL
ORAOELL N J
PEMBERTON GERALD PHI C0M1 501 E DANIEL
3700 W 93RD ST EVERGREEN PARK ILL 60642
PEMBROKE MICHAEL JAM LAS3 501 E DANIEL
GREEN ACRES DR NAPERVILLE ILL
PENDERGRASS DANIEL B GRAD 502 E HEALEY
502 E HEALEY CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
PENDLETON BETTY FRAN LAS1 RR 3
RR 3 URBANA ILL 61801
PENKA ROBERT JOSEPH GRAO URH DANIELS 233
GREAT BEND KANSAS









PENNELL JAMES CURTIS AGR 1 S RACE ST RD
S RACE ST RD URBANA ILL
PENNELL KAREN LOU AGR2 713 W OHIO
1019 N MICHIGAN AV MARSHALL ILL
PENNING JOHN ARTHUR COM3 508 E ARMORY
42 CHATEAU DR GODFREY ILL
PENNINGTON BEN B GRAD 403 BRIAR LN
403 BRIAR LN CHAMPAIGN ILL
PENNINGTON KAREN BET JNL4 409 E CHALMERS
2026 N NEWLAND CHICAGO ILL 60635
PENNY WILLIAM JOHN GRAD 2704 ALTON
2704. ALTON DR CHAMPAIGN ILL
PENROSE THOMAS RICHA FAA1 URH FORBES 345
2016 OVERDENE AV ROCKFORD ILL 61103
















GRAD 605 S LINCOLN
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG2 URH OGLESBY 1021
EDWARDSVILLE ILL 62025
LAS3 URH OGLESBY 811
OAK PARK ILL 60302
FAA3 905 W CALIFORNIA
HARVARD ILL 60033





































































6 WILLOW HILL RO
PEREBINOSSOFF P R
1109 S ARBOR
PEREIRA AUREA I F
24 RAY
PERILLI MARC ANTHONY


































2130 E 95TH PL
PERLMAN STEVEN DAVID
2130 E 95TH PL
PERLMAN TRUDY KAY

























PERRIER JANICE R P
806 W STOUGHTON
PERRIN DON CHARLES I































LAS2 URH WARDALL 712
WESTCHESTER ILL 60156
AGR4 1744 VALLEY RD
SUMNER ILL 62466
AGR4 311 E ARMORY
ROSSVILLE ILL
LAS3 1744 VALLEY RO
SUMNER ILL
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 1126
VILLA PARK ILL 60181
LAS2 URH WARDALL 1016
LANSING ILL 60438
LAS2 910 S 3RD
EAST PEORIA ILL 61611
I AH1 URH SHERMAN
ST LOUIS MO 63124
GRAD 1109 S ARBOR
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD URH TRELEASE 914
SCHENECTADY N Y 12309
LAS2 URH SNYDER 421
CHICAGO ILL 60651
GRAD URH TOWNSEND 462
CHICAGO ILL . 60630
AGR2 801 W NEVADA
HANNA CITY ILL 61536
COM3 1105 S 1ST
CHICAGO 45 ILL
LAS1 URH ALLEN 74
GLEN ELLYN ILL 60137
LAS1 URH OGLESBY 1011
N CHICAGO ILL 60064
LAS2 604 E ARMORY
DOLTON IL 60419




LAS1 URH OGLESBY 221
THAWVILLE ILL 60968
AGR2 1113 W OREGON
ONARGA ILL
ENG3 URH BABCOCK 211
PIPER CITY ILL
LAS1 URH FORBES 482
CLAYTON MO 63105
LAS3 910 S 3R0
OAK PARK ILL 60302
GRAD 1809 CARLE
HAIFA ISR
COM2 52 E ARMORY
CHICAGO ILL J 60645_




LAS2 URH SNYDER 204
CHICAGO ILL 60617
FAA4 1106 S EUCLID
CHICAGO 17 ILL
ED 2 URH TAFT 318
ELMWOOD PARK ILL 60635
LAH2 2303 S 1ST
EVANSTON ILL
GRAD 405 S NEW
NEW YORK 33 N Y
AGR3 URH OGLESBY 804
DECATUR ILL
GRAO 810 N COLER
TOLEDO 6 OHIO
LAW2 405 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAS1 URH LAR 228
ROCKFORD ILL 61103
GRAD 207 E GREEN
ELMWOOD PARK ILL
GRAO 2307 S 1ST
RICHMOND VA
GRAD 502 W MAIN
UNIVERSITY CITY HO 63130
FAA1 URH SCOTT 445
DOLTON ILL 60419
ENG4 1105 S 4TH
LAGRANGE ILL




































GRAD 212 CRYSTAL LAKE
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS1 907 S WRIGHT
AURORA ILL 60506
GRAD 902 W ILLINOIS
LAWRENCE MASS
COM2 604 E ARMORY
EAST MOLINE ILL 61244
LAS1 URH BLAISDELL 406
WONDER LAKE ILL 60097










GRAD 1962 U ORCHARD ST
PALMYRA MO 63461
LAS4 211 E ARMORY
BtLLEVILLE ILL
LAS2 312 t ARMORY
SHELBYVULE ILL
GRAO 100b S 6TH
MAYWOOD ILL
ENGl 409 E CHALMERS



































































PETERS DONALD F JR
421 BIRCHWOOD RD
PETERS GEORGE GARFIE
101 W PORTER ST
PETERS JAMES JOHN






























507 N 3RD ST
PETERSEN BRUCE LESTE
































922 PARK VIEW AV
PETERSON CHRISTINE L




16 HTH AV SE




FAA3 705 S 3RD C 352-0101
MAYWOOD ILL
LAS1 705 S 3RD C
MAYWOOD ILL
ENG1 706 W OHIO U
MORTON GROVE ILL 60053
LAS1 URH SCOTT 396 C 332-1569
NILES ILL 60648
ED 1 URH CLARK 319 C 332-0045
CHICAGO ILL 60633
COM3 URH TRELEASE 1009 U 332-5686
CHICAGO ILL 60633
LAS2 404 E STOUGHTON C 332-1097
CHICAGO ILL 60651
ENG4 210 E JOHN C
BELVIDERE ILL 61008
LA S3 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
LK ZURICH ILL
ENG3 1205 MAIN U 367-0200
FOREST PARK ILL 60130
GRAD URH SHERMAN 264 C 332-4805
LOMBARD ILL 60148
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS C 332-5569
PARK FOREST ILL 60466
LAS3 303 E JOHN C 344-1103
PK FOREST ILL
AGR4 1508 S MATTIS C 356-1184
FOWLER ILL
JNL3 201 E GREEN C 356-4014
WAUKEGAN IL
LAS3 604 E ARMORY C
HICKORY HILLS ILL 60457
LAW2 907 S 3RD C 332-4830
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
C0M1 URH FORBES 382 C 332-1159
BARR1NGT0N ILL 60010
GRAO 1608 OXFORD C 356-4484
DENTON TEX 76201
ENG3 1008 W NEVADA U 344-9636
LITCHFIELD ILL
LAW1 602 W MICHIGAN U 344-0055
HINSDALE ILL
ENG4 2307 S 1ST C
OGLESBY ILL 61348
GRAD 1B33 C ORCHARD PL U 344-0528
FORT WAYNE I NO
EO 3 1202 W NEVADA U 344-1173
ELBURN ILL
AGR6 5 ALDER CT C 359-2348
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS1 URH ALLEN 287 U 332-3332
ELBURN ILL 60119
GRAD 1308 GRANDVIEW C 356-3692
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS1 URH LAR 428 U
PEORIA ILL 61606
AGR4 LUDLOW ILL 344-1492
LUDLOW ILL
ENGl URH CARR 308 U
CHICAGO ILL 60618
LAS4 616 E DANIEL C 344-0076
PITTSFIELO ILL 62363
COM3 211 E DANIEL C
WATSJKA_IL
GRAD 307 S STATE ~ C 356-9226
NEW BERLIN ILL 62670
LAS3 602 S 5TH C 344-1650
BARRINGTON ILL
AVI2 URH WESTON 289 C 332-1974
DES PLAINES ILL
LAS4 108 E HEALEY C 352-2888
EFFINGHAM ILL
ED 2 URH SCOTT 325 C 332-1520
CISSNA PARK ILL 60924
ENG2 1308 BUSEY U 344-2304
EFFINGHAM ILL 62401
AGR2 1004 W NEVADA U 344-0676
PARK RIDGE ILL 60068
LAS1 907 S 3RD C
AURORA ILL 60505
GRAD 604 N MAPLE U 367-0871
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS1 URH BLAISDELL 402 U 332-3540
DES PLAINES ILL 60018
COM4 1110 W STOUGHTON U 367-9727
CHICAGO ILL
ENG2 305 E JOHN C 344-9424
E ST LOUIS ILL 62204
GRAD 604 N MAPLE U 367-0871
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG4 313 E ARMORY C 359-2506
WHEATON ILL
FAA3 802 W OREGON U 344-0745
TINLEY PK ILL
GRAD 1011 FRANCIS C 352-6229
BLOOMINGTON ILL
GRAD URH CLARK 326 C 332-0052
CHICAGO ILL
COM4 URH OGLESBY 822 U 332-5283
CHICAGO ILL 60626
GRAD 814 S HOLIDAY DR C 352-9200
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
FAA2 URH WARDALL 1105 U 332-4530
CHICAGO ILL 60631
GRAO 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
BLOOMINGTON ILL 61701
GRAO 611 W SPRINGFIELD C 356-3575
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS1 910 S 3RD C 344-5625
ROCKFORD ILL 61107
LAS3 URH BLAISDELL 103 U 332-3450
MOLINE ILL
LAS4 309 E HEALEY C 344-5131
RIVER GROVE ILL
PE 2 URH ALLEN 175 U 332-3285
CUT dANK MONT 5942 7
LAS3 1004 S 2ND C 3S6-4694
LAGRANGE PK ILL
























PETERSUN HARRY WILL I
920 FONTAINE PL
PETERSON JAMES ALVIN




























3048 FOREST GR LN
PETERSON LARRY DEAN







































2815 N MAGELLAN DR
PETERSON WALTER C
FAIR LEA HLS RR 6
PETERSON WAYNE ALLAN






700 E BROWN ST
PETERSONS ANDA RUDIT












425 E CHAMPAIGN AV
PETRANEK PAMELA SUE
1623 S 17TH AV
GRAD BELLEVILLE ILL
RANDOLPH UTAH 84064
LAS4 106 E HEALEY
DES PLAINES ILL
GRAD URH SHERMAN 526
GLEN ELLYN ILL 60137
LAS4 409 E CHALMERS C
HARVARD ILL
COM2 URH FORBES 270 C
TINLEY PARK ILL 60477
LAS1 904 W GREEN U
LOMBARD ILL 60148
COM4 201 E JOHN C
CHICAGO 19 ILL
LAS4 URH BABCOCK 208 U
RIVERDALE 27 ILL
FAA1 604 E ARMORY C
HERSCHER ILL 60941
ENG1 URH GARNER 446 C
PONTIAC MICH 48053
ENG1 1004 S 4TH C
ST LOUIS MO 63137
GRAD 210 E GREEN C
FRESNO CAL
LAS2 702 W WASHINGTON U
WAUKEGAN ILL 60085
COM3 604 E ARMORY C
STREATOR ILL
LAS4 URH LUNDGREN 4 C
CHICAGO ILL
GRAD 1208 BRIARCLIFF U
URBANA ILL 61801 -
LAS4 610 S 3RD C
LOMBARD ILL 60148
LAS4 411 E HEALEY C
LAKE BLUFF 1L 60644
GRAO 611 W SPRINGFIELD C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAO AUGERVILLE RD RR 2 U
BETTENDORF IOWA
LAW1 406 E GREEN U
LYNN CENTER ILL
GRAD 1611 VALLEY RD C
URBANA ILL 61801
FAA2 302 E ARMORY C
MACOMB ILL
LAS3 URH WARDALL 706 U
NILES ILL 60648
LAW2 107 W GREEN C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG1 1109 S 4TH C
DOWNERS GROVE ILL 60515
LAS1 URH WESTON 493 C
RIVERDALE ILL 60627
GRAD 502 W GRIGGS U
MINOOKA ILL
ENG2 610 W STOUGHTON U
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS4 URH BUSEY 229 U
CHICAGO ILL 60643
LAS3 907 S WRIGHT C
DIXON ILL
AGR1 URH LAR 161 U
BATAVIA ILL 60510
VM 2 URH OGLESBY 126 U
ELMWOOD PARK ILL 60635
JNL3 URH ALLEN 305 U
LOVES PARK ILL 61111
LAS1 910 S 3RD C
CHICAGO ILL 60625
GRAD 2009 C HAZELWD CT U
URBANA ILL
C0M1 URH FORBES 366 C
CHICAGO ILL 60652
COM4 2311 S 1ST C
PAXTON ILL
LAS1 UrH GARNER 286 " C
NILES ILL 60648
GRAD 710 W CHURCH C
RIVER FOREST ILL 60305
VM 4 508 W MICHIGAN U
NEW WINDSOR ILL
GRAD 112 E GREEN C
ST PAUL MINN 55106
ENG4 URH TOWNSEND 341 U
MOLINE ILL
AVI2 URH FORBES 238 C
KENT WASH 98031
LAS4 105 E GREEN C
GALESBURb ILL 61401
LAS1 URH LAR 335 U
PALATINE ILL 60067
LAS3 702 GREEN U
MCHENRY ILL 60050
GRAD 1822 3 ORCHARD ST U
WESTMINSTER MD 21157
GRAD AGR ENG BLDG 230 U
PEKIN ILL 61564
COM2 904 W GREEN 313 U
MOLINE ILL 61265
ENG1 306 E GREGORY C
BARTLETT ILL 60103
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS C
HARVARD ILL
LAS2 410 E GREEN C
MAYWOOO ILL 60153
GRAO 1005 S 6TH C
OAK PARK ILL 60302
AGR3 1002 S LINCOLN U
SETJECA ILL
LAS4 306 t GREEN C
MOLINE ILL
ENG2 URH SCOTT 474 C
WESTCHESTER ILL 60156



















































2900 W 102ND PL
PETRI MICHAEL WILLIA












RR 1 BOX 381




PETRONIS GEORGE ALB I


























1081 NEW CIRCLE NE
PETTY WILLIAM DONALD


































202 E 7TH ST
PFEISTER RAYMOND LYN





























PHEBUS WILL IAM E
9 MONTCLAIR RD
PHELAN JAMES HARRY
302 N WILLE ST
LAS1 URH GARNER 338 C
JOLIET ILL 60432
JNL3 2416 6 WASHINGTON I
EVERGREEN PK ILL
ENG3 URH OGLESBY 225 I
BELLEVILLE ILL
JNL3 1301 S BUSEY I
GLEN ELLYN ILL
GRAD 1818 VALLEY RD (
ALTON ILL 62002
JNL3 URH SAUNDERS 303 t
ROCKFORD ILL
ENG2 402 E ARMORY (
CHICAGO ILL 60629
LAS3 303 E CHALMERS C
ELMHURST ILL
GRAD 506 W HEALEY (
ROCKFORD ILL 61109
ENG3 1209 CLARK I
WAUKEGAN ILL




ENG1 URH FORBES (
CHICAGO ILL 60628
GRAD 301 W SPRINGFIELD I
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS4 URH CLARK 330 t
BROOKFIELD ILL
LAW1 910 S 3RD I
CHICAGO ILL 60629
COM4 URH SNYDER 258 I
NORTH CHICAGO ILL
ED 2 URH LAR 227 I
EAST ST LOUIS ILL 62204
AGR2 URH LAP 374 I
NORTHBROOK ILL 60062
PE 1 1206 W PARK I
GLEN ELLYN ILL
FAA1 604 E ARMORY I
BENSENVILLE ILL 60106
FAA2 503 H I TVADA I
URBANA ILL 61801
FAA3 1005 S 2ND I
MT VERNON ILL 62864
ENG1 URH HOPKINS 490 I
CONDOVA ILL 61242
GRAD 51 E JOHN I
CHICAGO ILL 60638
COM2 URH SNYDER 222 I
LEXINGTON KY 40505
LAS4 202 E DANIEL '
ROCKFORD ILL 61103
GRAD 1610 PARKHAVEN >
GUTHRIE OKLA
COM4 URH CARR 206
NORTHLAKE ILL
GRAD 105 S LINCOLN
HARWOOD HTS ILL 60656
AGR3 802 S LOCUST
STERLING ILL
GRAD 2417 E ELM
PERRYSV1CE I ND
ENG4 1212 W CLARK
PEORIA IL
GRAD 2029 B HAZELWO CT
PROVIOENCE R I 02909
COM2 URH OGLESBY 721
ROCKFORD ILL 61107
LAS2 URH SCOTT 263
SHELDON ILL 60966
FAA2 1408 N MCKINLEY
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAO URH DANIELS 109
CHICAGO 41 IL
LAS3 1408 N MCKINLEY
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS3 611 E DANIEL
SPRINGFIELD ILL
GRAD 904 E DELAWARE
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG4 610 E GREEN
MATTOON ILL
AGR1 URH WESTON 107
ASHTON ILL 61006
LAS3 604 E ARMORY
MT CARMEL ILL 62863
AGR4 604 i ARMORY
MT CARMEL ILL
ENG4 2319 S 1ST
CHICAGO ILL
LAS4 307 S PRAIRIE
BELLEVILLE ILL
GRAO URH SHERMAN 124
LITTLE ROCK ARK
GRAD URH DANIELS 264
GENOA ILL 60135
PE 2 611 E DANIEL
TREMONT ILL 61568
GRAD 58 E ARMORY
TRfcMONT ILL 61568
ENG4 806 N GERALDINE
BARTLETT ILL
AGR4 1110 S 2ND
OAKLEY ILL
LAS4 310 E JOHN
TUSCOLA ILL
AGR1 1008 S LINCOLN
OAKLEY ILL 61936
GRAD URH DANIELS 504
NEVADA
EUCLID OHIO














LAS1 URH TOWNSEND 483








































































RR 1 BOX 201
PHILBIN GREGORY JOHN



















•PHILLIPS EDWIN R JR
707 BALBOA DR
PHILLIPS ELLIOTT R
1513 W 79TH ST

















































RK 1 BOX 355
PH1L0 8RA0LEY RALPH
1109 N OUNTON ST
PHILOPOULOS ANDREW C
























2823 W 21ST ST
GRAD URH SHERMAN 523
SCARSDALE N Y 10583
ENG1 URH FORBES 423
CHICAGO ILL 60648
LAS2 802 W OREGON
DECATUR ILL 62522
AGR3 1103 S BUSEY
PLAINFIELD ILL 60544
PE 3 1406 W CHURCH
ELBURN ILL 60119
LAS4 1406 W CHURCH
ELBURN ILL
C0M1 URH OGLESBY 320
EAST ST LOUIS ILL 62204
LAS1 URH ALLEN 458
LA GRANGE ILL 60525
GRAD RANTOUL ILL
EUREKA ILL 61530
JNL3 402 E HIGH
BENSENVILLE ILL
GRAD 612 W HEALEY
NASHVILLE TENN
LAS2 URH BARTON 1
CHICAGO ILL 60628
PE 4 1307 WESTFIELD
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LA SI URH BARTON 417
PALATINE ILL 60067
LAS4 907 S 4TH
NEW ORLEANS 25 LA
LAS4 MAHOMET ILL
MAHOMET ILL
LAS1 310 W WASHINGTON
URBANA ILL 61801
ED 1 1711 MAYFAIR
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820




LAS1 URH HOPKINS 312
CHICAGO ILL 60620
FAA2 1711 MAYFAIR RD
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61822
FAA4 1301 S BUSEY
LITTLE ROCK ARK
GRAD 109 E HEALEY
MOMMOUTH ILL 61462
ENG3 410 E JOHN
PARK RIDGE ILL
GRAD 509 W UNIVERSITY
FREEVILLE N Y 13068
GRAD 1819 C ORCHARD PL
WHITE PLAINS N Y 10606
COM3 1004 S 2ND
KANKAKEE ILL
ENG1 URH SNYDER 473
CHICAGO ILL 60641
GRAD 805 S LINCOLN
URBANA ILL 61801
PE 1 707 SUNNYCREST
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 907 W STOUGHTON
NEW BETHLEHEM PA 16242
VM 1 307 S PRAIRIE
CHICAGO ILL 60645
GRAD 501 N MCCULLOUGH
SILVER SPRINGS MO 20910
GRAD 1902 CYPRESS
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS3 URH SAUNOERS 424
HARVEY ILL 60426
LAS4 907 S 2ND
LA GRANGE PARK ILL
ENG2 URH TOWN St NO 112
BARRY ILL 62312
LAS1 910 S 3RD
CLINTON ILL 61727
AGRl URH HOPKINS 242
WORTH ILL 60482
GRAD 606 W HIGH
URBANA ILL 61801
ED 1 URH TRELEASE 826
CHICAGO IL 60625
FAA1 URH FLAGG 424
CHICAGO ILL 60645
FAA3 1118 W NEVADA
CANTON ILL
PE 1 503 E MUMFORO
URBANA ILL 61801
FAA3 111 E CHALMERS
HAMILTON VA
LAS1 905 W CALIFORNIA
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60004
LAS1 URH OGLESBY 1023
EVERGREEN PARK ILL 60642
ED 4 705 W GREEN
HARVEY IL
LAS4 911 S 4TH
NAPERVILLE ILL
FAA3 1108 S ISf"
ALTON ILL
AGR3 1064 S 1ST
CHFUSMAN ILL
ENG4 302 E GREGORY
MONTICELLO IND
AGRl URH NOBLE 180
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60004
COM4 1110 W STOUGHTON
PARK RIDGE ILL
GRAD URH SHERMAN 14
ATHENS GR
GRAD 1106 S EUCLID I
THONBURI THAILAND
LAS2 URH LAR 202
MARK ILL 61340
FAA1 URH SCOTT 240
LANSING ILL 60438












































































































































PIERCE PATRICIA MAR I






201 S BUSSE RD
PIERCEY JANET LOUISE














2114 N 77TH AV
PIERSON SUSAN GEORGE
OLD ELM ROAD
PIERZ JACO.UEL INE MAR
9350 S MERRILL AV
PIESZKU HENRY JOSEPH











FAA1 1004 S 4TH C
FLOSSMOOR ILL
LAS3 207 E JOHN C 344-4281
AURORA ILL 60506
GRAD 1201 W OREGON U 333-1714
HEROES HILLS P I
LAS1 URH LAR 173 U 332-2948
HIGHLAND PARK ILL 60035
GRAD 1609 HEDGE RD C 359-1396
CHAMPAIGN IL
FAA1 912 S 2ND C 356-7432
PALOS PARK ILL 60464
LAS4 405 E JOHN C 344-0557
HOMER ILL
LAS4 URH WARDALL 303 U 332-4335
RANTOUL ILL 61866
ENG1 URH HOPKINS 289 C
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60005
GRAD 505 E SPRINGFIELD C 356-0419
KINGSTON TENN 37763
EO 1 URH ALLEN 264 U 332-3317
DOWNERS GROVE ILL 60515
LAS3 DANVILLE ILL
DANVILLE ILL 61B32
GRAD URH DANIELS 123 U 332-2155
NAPERVILLE ILL 60540
ED 4 1004 S 3RD C 344-9860
DANVILLE ILL
GRAD 2011 PHILO RD U 367-4216
URBNA IL
ED 1 URH TRELEASE 721 U 332-5607
ILLIOPOLIS ILL 62539
LAS2 URH ALLEN 461 U 332-3395
PARK FOREST ILL 60466
LAS1 URH SAUNDERS 311 U 332-3653
MADISON ILL 62060
ENG4 307 S PRAIRIE C 356-7174
CHICAGO 40 ILL
ENG3 1210 W CLARK U 367-0770
WOODSTOCK ILL
AGR3 905 W CALIFORNIA U 344-9581
WHEELING ILL 60090
LAS1 URH BLAISDELL 228 U
DE KALB ILL 60115
LAS4 URH WARDALL 213 U 332-4321
SHAKER HTS OHIO 44122
LAS2 903 W NEVADA U 344-0776
PEARL CITY ILL 61062
ENG2 804 W OREGON U
VALMEYER ILL 62295
GRAD RR 2 U 365-1495
URBANA ILL 61801
FAA1 102 E CHALMERS C 344-3232
WATERLOO ILL 62298
LAS1 URH SNYDER 236 C 332-1695
MOLINE ILL 61265
LAS3 1110 W NEVADA U 344-0425
MOLINE ILL
AGR3 903 W NEVADA U 344-0776
PEARL CITY ILL
ENG1 URH WESTON 454 C 332-2090
WATERLOO ILL 62298
GRAD RR 2 U 365-1495
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS4 DANVILLE ILL 344-0005
DANVILLE ILL
PE 2 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
HINSDALE ILL
GRAD 1510 CENTENNIAL C 359-1000
CHAMPAIGN ILL
C0M1 1004 W OREGON U 332-0732
WHEATON ILL 60187
LAS4 505 E CHALMERS C 344-5307
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
FAA3 402 E DANIEL C 344-0540
TINLEY PARK ILL
GRAD 1827 W JOHN C 359-4589
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LASl 910 S 3R0 C 344-5000
DANVILLE ILL 61832
LASl URH BARTON 202 C 332-0128
HINSDALE ILL 60521
GRAD 1113 W UNION C 356-3542
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ED 3 409 E CHALMERS C 332-4319
LINCOLN WOOD ILL
LASl URH WESTON 104 C 332-1888
MT PROSPECT ILL 60057
PE 1 URH TRELEASE 230 U 332-5465
CHICAGO ILL 60626
LASl URH GARNER 250 C
YONKERS N Y 10704
LAS4 URH WARDALL 512 U 332-4392
LA SALLE ILL 61301
COM4 1529 LINCOLNSHIRE C 344-9583
ELMHOOD PARK ILL 60635
GRAO CHARLESTON ILL
CHARLESTON ILL 61920
GRAD 1930 C ORCHARD ST U 344-1787
MADISON S D
AGR3 URH WARDALL 316 U 332-4349
KEYESPORT ILL
COM2 1529 KIRBY C
ELMWOOD PARK ILL 60635
LAS3 URH WARDALL 619 U 332-4422
JOLIET ILL 60433
FAA1 URH ALLtN 491 U 332-3415
CHICAGO ILL 60617
GRAD URH SHERMAN 862 C 332-4935
CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAD 1304 N NEIL C 332-)302
KENOSHA WIS
LAS3 201 E GREEN C 352-6897
HARVEY ILL
LASl URH FORBES 469 C 332-1115
LA GRANGE PARK ILL 60525
COM2 URH SCOTT 344 C 332-1532
BELLWOOD ILL 60104














1500 S 4TH ST
PILCHER GEORGE RICHA
1735 JONQUIL TERR
























*P1NDER GEORGE FRANC I















140 8 9TH ST
PINO JACOBO FELIX
3517 CAMELLIA DR
PINSCHMIDT R K JR
16385 PEACOCK LN
PINTER ELIZABETH ANN












1726 E 87TH PL
PIONATI FRANCIS ANTH
205 EUCLID AV





2659 N CENTRAL PK
PIPAS JAMES MOORE
















507 W CHESTNUT ST
PIPER STEPHEN ROBERT
















11248 S NATOMA AV
PISCOPO ANTHONY VINC
609 W HEALEY
JNL3 URH SNYDER 482 C
MT VERNON ILL 62 864
ENG2 URH TOWNSENO 284 U
NORTHBROOK ILL 60062
LAS4 602 W OREGON U
ELMHURST ILL
LAS1 803 W GREEN U
EFFINGHAM ILL 62401
LAS1 307 E JOHN C
PALOS HEIGHTS ILL 60463
LAS4 803 W GREEN U
EFFINGHAM ILL
LAS2 URH SCOTT 369 C
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60004
FAA4 PHILO ILL
PHILO ILL 61864
AGRl 409 W PENN U
BEARDSTOWN ILL 62618
LAS1 URH SAUNDERS 317 U
WAUKEGAN ILL 60089
GRAD 209 EDGEBROOK C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
AGR2 URH SNYDER 270 C
POUND WIS






ENG4 1203 W MAIN
JUSTICE ILL
ENG4 1203 W MAIN
JUSTICE ILL
LAS2 1404 S LINCOLN
LA GRANGE PARK ILL 60528
PE 4 URH FORBES 410
HOLLYWOOD FL
GRAO 300 S GOODWIN
LONDON ONT CAN






ENG3 205 W HIGH
MARSHALL ILL 62441
FAA1 409 E CHALMERS
BATAVIA ILL 60510
GRAD 104 E ARMORY
PANAMA CITY 5 PAN
GRAD LAKEWOOD GARDENS
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS1 URH BLAISDELL 312
GLEN ELLYN ILL 60137
GRAO 311 S PRAIRIE
NEW HARTFORD N Y
ENG1 URH WESTON 254
LAWRENCEVILLE ILL 62439
GRAD 701 W WASHINGTON
SALE_M ORE 97303
GRAD 1108 E MICHIGAN
LOS GATOS CAL 95030
LAS3 URH ALLEN 309
CHICAGO IL 60634
LAS1 311 E GREEN
RIDGEFIELO N J 07657
GRAO 2020 A ORCHARD ST
URBANA ILL 61801
FAA3 1001 S 1ST
ROCKFORD ILL 61103
FAA4 URH TOWNSENO 365
OAK LAWN ILL 60455
ED 4 406 E GREEN
WEST CHICAGO ILL
LA SI 907 S 4TH
CHICAGO ILL 60617
GRAO 709 W CALIFORNIA
NEW CASTLE PA 16101
COM4 302 W LOCUST
CHICAGO 45 ILL
LAS3 310 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO ILL
ENGl URH FORBES 422
CHICAGO ILL 60647
LAS1 URH OGLESBY 505
MOBILE ALA 36601




LAS1 B05 W OHIO
SHARON WIS 53585
AGR2 502 E SPRINGFIELD
SUMNER IL 62466
LAS4 URH WARDALL 1007
SHARON WIS
AGR4 58 E GREGORY
PRINCETON ILL
FAA2 311 E ARMORY
EAST ALTON ILL 62024
GRAD 1213 S ANDERSON
OLNEY ILL
LAS1 URH TOWNSENO 567
PEORIA ILL 61614
GRAD 109 E JOHN
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD URH SHERMAN 415
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60004




LAS2 URH OGLESBY 811
ALTON ILL
GRAO 305 W WASHINGTON
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 305 W WASHINGTON
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS3 501 E SPRINGFIELD
WORTH ILL 60482

































































RR 2 BOX 172
PISTORIUS NANCY JEAN






















101 PARK FOREST RD
PLACE DONALD CHESTER
25 S WESTERN AV
PLACE KENNETH CRAIG






10109 S WINSTON AV
PLAINE DAVID ALLAN
40 FOOT RD








































































309 21ST ST SW
PLUSKER ELLEN SUE
5929 N ST LOUIS
PLUSQUELLEC PAUL LLO
1008 t DELAWARE
GRAD 1005 W OREGON U 344-1314
AKSRY ISTNBUL TURK
LAS3 501 E SPRINGFIELD C
CHICAGO_ILL 60622
GRAO 706 S 1ST C 359-1277
FOREST PARK ILL
LAS1 409 E CHALMERS C 344-0069
BLUE MOUND ILL 62513
LAS1 URH NOBLE 309 C 332-0407
BLUE MOUND ILL 62513
LAS1 URH TAFT 219 C 332-0622
CHICAGO ILL 60629
LAS4 1205 W CHARLES C 356-0443
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
COM4 1204 S LINCOLN U 344-1718
CENTRALIA ILL
LAS3 109 E JOHN C
MT PROSPECT ILL 60056
C0M1 URH 6ARNER 396 C 332-0839
RINARO ILL 62878
GRAD 2309 ROLAND C 356-4884
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 210 E MAIN U
BATAVIA ILL 60510
FAA1 911 S 4TH C 344-9560
EARLVILLE ILL 60518
LAS4 1106 S LINCOLN U 344-3616
SOUTH HOLLAND ILL
LAS3 910 S 3RD C 344-5080
CHICAGO ILL 60615
GRAD URH DANIELS 480 U 332-2553
CRANSTON R I 02920
LAW1 403 BRIAR LN C 352-9566
AURORA ILL 60506
LAS3 904 W GREEN U 344-4957
AURORA ILL
LAS1 S GLENS FALLS N Y
S GLENS FALLS N Y 12801
ENG4 URH SNYDER 163 C 332-1667
BROOKLYN NY
GRAO URH SHERMAN 1247 C 332-5008
CHICAGO ILL 60643
FAA2 409 E CHALMERS C
KULPSVILLE PA
LAS4 1116 W NEVADA U 344-0128
DES PLAINES ILL 60018
LAS1 URH BLAISDELL 414 U 332-3553
OES PLAINES ILL 60018
GRAO 907 H STOUGHTON U 332-5326
EVANSTON ILL 60202
GRAO 1825 H JOHN C 352-4876
MT VERNON ILL 62 864
GRAD 1204 W CALIFORNIA U
BOWLING GREEN OHIO
LAS1 URH NOBLE 218 C 332-0394
MORTON ILL 61550
LAS1 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
WEST DUNDEE ILL 60118
LAS3 907 S 4TH C 344-9693
MORTON GROVE ILL




LAS4 404 N GOODWIN U 367-0967
MORTON ILL
LAS1 505 E CHALMERS C
STERLING ILL 61081
PE 2 402 E ARMORY C 344-4805
WARRENVILLE JL_ 60555
GRAD 504 E SPRINGFIELD C 356-8890
BOYACD-COLOMBIA
COM2 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
CHICAGO ILL 60629
GRAD 15 C LEXINGTON U 367-7003
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS2 URH TOWNSENO 368 U 332-4159
MARENGO ILL
LAS1 URH SNYDER 454 C 332-1847
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60005
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 466 C 332-7072
BERWYN ILL 60402
LAS1 URH WESTON 364 C 332-2027
OAK PARK ILL 60304
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 720 U 332-5056
URBANA ILL 61801
PE 3 1101 W PENN U 344-9469
MANHATTAN ILL
ENG2 URH SNYDER 212 C 332-1678
CHICAGO ILL 60644
LAS2 306 E GREGORY C 356-7995
HARTFORD CONN 06106
ENG2 203 N HARVEY U 367-3827
SPRINGFIELD ILL
FAA2 URH FORBES 286 C 332-3093
ELMHURST ILL 60126
LAS1 105 E ARMORY C 356-7585
CHICAGO ILL 60625
C0M1 110 E ARMORY C 356-7435
SKOKIE ILL 60076
LAS1 URH LAR 303 U 332-2872
CHICAGO ILL 60626
FAA2 1104 W NEVADA U 344-9617
SKOKIE ILL 60203
AGRl URH WESTON 421 C 332-2069
HANNA CITY ILL 61536
LAS1 URH ALLEN 464 U 332-3398
SHEFFIELD ILL 61361
ED 3 912 S 2ND C 352-5632
wheatqn ill
las4 502 e healey c 359-4908
mansfield ill 61854
las2 409 e chalmers c 344-0068
mansfield ill 61854
las4 1202 w nevada u 344-1173
Austin minn
las4 urh vandoren 406 c 332-0541
chicago 45 ill











8837 W 131TH PL
*POCHAN JOHN MICHAEL








3852 E SOMERS AV
POCIUS CHARLES R JR

















POOL I PN IK CAROL JOY






























159 N RIOGELAND AV
POHLMAN PAMELA RAE
125 E MAIN ST
POHLOD PATRICIA ANN
RR 1 BOX 225
POHNAN JAMES ANTON










POL AN ELLEN SUE










419 S CENTRAL AV
POLESKEY CARL JOSEPH








351 S EDGEWOOD AV
POLHILL DENNIS LEE
533 E CENTER ST
POLHILL GARY ALLEN
115 E WASHINGTON
POL IN GLENN MICHAEL











COM3 209 E ARMORY
DANVILLE ILL 61832
ENG1 311 E GREEN
CHICAGO ILL 60623
LAS1 108 N RUSSELL
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
PE 2 421 E JOHN
ORLAND PARK ILL 60462
GRAO 402 S RACE
URBANA ILL
C0M1 URH FORBES 467
RIVERDALE ILL 60627
LAS2 URH GARNER 345
CHICAGO ILL 60630
COM3 409 E CHALMERS
DEERFIELD ILL
FAA3 URH FORBES 200
CUDAHY WIS
LAS1 205 E ARMORY
CHICAGO ILL 60628
LAS1 312 E DANIEL
SOUTH STANDARD ILL 62686
GRAD 607 W HEALEY
BUTLER ILL
LAS3 URH SNYDER 409
CHICAGO ILL 60617
LAW2 2105 W WHITE
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG4 405 S 6TH
CHICAGO ILL 6062B
GRAO 406 N PROSPECT
TAYLORVILLE ILL
COM2 313 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO IL 60646
GRAD 607 E PARK
WILLOWS SPRS ILL
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 802
PALOS HTS ILL 60463
C0N1 910 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL 60645






LAS1 311 E DANIEL
CLAREMONT ILL 62421
LAS3 URH WARDALL 706
CHICAGO ILL
FAA1 505 E GREEN
STICKNEY ILL 60405
LAS3 802 W OREGON
POLO ILL
GRAD 610 W WASHINGTON
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 910 S 3RD
MORTON GROVE ILL 60053
LAS1 910 S 3RD
LINCOLNWOOD ILL 60646
LAS1 URH NOBLE 312
BARTONVILLE ILL 61607
LAS4 409 E CHALMERS
HARTFORD ILL
GRAD 2062 ORCHARD ST
SHELDON IOWA 51201
ENG1 URH CARR 15
OAK PARK ILL 60302
LA S3 508 E CHALMERS
BARRINGTON ILL




LAS1 URH BARTON 114
WESTERN SPRS ILL 60558
ENG4 1203 W MAIN
CHICAGO ILL 60638
LAW3 PARK RIOGE ILL
PARK RIDGE ILL
LAS3 URH BUSEY 301
CHICAGO ILL
_
LAS2 1404 S LINCOLN
STERLING ILL 61081




GRAO 106 E HEALEY
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 706 S MATHEWS
MORTON GROVE ILL 60053
ENG4 117 HEALEY
CHICAGO ILL 60644
LAS4 306 E GREGORY
BELLEVILLE ILL
COM2 306 E GREGORY
BELLEVILLE ILL 62221
AGR1 URH FORBES 292
CULLINSVILLE ILL 62234
AVI 1 URH LAR 366
FRANKLIN PARK ILL 60131
LAS3 URH' FORBES 289
LAGRANGE ILL
LAS3 408 E GREEN
FREEPORT ILL 61032
ENG4 702 W GREEN
FREEPORT ILL
LAS2 110 E CHALMERS
MORTON GROVE ILL
GRAl) 1400 N MCKINLEY
MAHYSVILLE OHIO 43040
LAS2 303 E JOHN
CHICAGO ILL 60617
FAA4 1002 Vi NEVADA
CALUMET CI TY ILL
LAS1 910 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL 61617























































U 344-68 7 3
PULITIS GREGORY D
449 W 79TH ST
POL IT IS NICK D















POLIVKA ROBERT AN fHO
7142 S WHIPPLE
POLIVKA TERRY GEORGE

















2072 A ORCHARD ST
POLLAK JOHN HOWARD
910 S 3RD






























POL SON DUANE ROBERT
12211 93RD AV
•POLSON STEVEN RICHAR











































337 N tUGEWOOD AV
PUUN RAYMUNU StK-YAN




ENG4 310 E GREEN
CHICAGO ILL ' 60620
ENG4
CHICAGO ILL 60620
FAA3 211 E DANIEL
WILMETTE ILL
ENG3 508 E STOUGHTON
PALOS PARK IL 60464
LAW1 2109 WHITE
ROCKFORD ILL 61102
LAS1 409 E CHALMERS
PAWPAW ILL 61353
LAS4 910 S 3RD
EVANSTON IL
LAS1 URH NOBLE 213
BROOKFIELD ILL 60513
ENG4 210 W HESSEL
CHICAGO 29 ILL
COM4 803 W OREGON
CHICAGO 29 ILL
COM I URH FORBES 341
CHICAGO ILL 60629
LAS4 206 E GREEN
CHICAGO 39 ILL
GRAD 52 E DANIEL
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 818
NEW YORK N Y 10012
GRAD 135 W CLARK
CARBONDALE ILL 62901
COM3 609 S 4TH
CHICAGO ILL 60620
LAS3 303 E JOHN
CHICAGO ILL
LA SI URH TAFT 221
PARK FOREST ILL 60466
GRAD 2072
URBANA ILL
LAW3 910 S 3RD
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS2 110 E ARMORY
CHICAGO ILL




LAS4 802 W ILLINOIS
UNION ILL
LAS2 110 ARMORY
HIGHLAND PARK ILL 60035
ENG2 URH SNYDER 162
LA GRANGE ILL 60525
GRAD 108 N BUSEY
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS1 907 S 4TH
HIGHLAND PK ILL 60035
LAS3 608 W ILLINOIS .
URBANA ILL 61801




COM2 URH HOPKINS 157
J0L1ET ILL 60436
LAW3 801 S MATTIS
CHICAGO ILL
LA SI 110 E ARMORY
LINCOLNWOOD IL 60645
PE 1 105 E ARMORY
CHICAGO ILL 60645
ENG2 URH SNYDER 354
PALOS PARK ILL 60464
FAA4 2072 D ORCHARD ST
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 702 W UNIVERSITY
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
FAA3 53 E GREEN
CICERO ILL
FAA1 URH WARDALL 1006
CHICAGO ILL 60617
ED 2 URH TRELEASE 506
WENONA ILL 61377
LAS3 URH SNYDER 409
CHICAGO ILL 60617
GRAD 602 S BUSEY
URBANA ILL




AVI1 412 E GREEN
BELVIDERE ILL
LAS3 URH BLAISOELL 417
RIVERDALE ILL_
ENG3 URH OGLESBY 925
BELVIDERE ILL
GRAO 1973 D ORCHARD ST
VIENNA VA 22180
GRAD 104 W OREGON
URBANA ILL
LAS1 URH NOBLE 415
RIVERDALE ILL 60627
COM3 URH OGLESBY 630
BROOKFIELD ILL
GRAO 1005 S OAK
DETROIT MICH
ENG1 308 E ARMORY
SALEM ILL 62881
GRAD 1201 W OREGON
NEVADA TEX
FAA3 1109 S 4TH
SPRINGFIELD ILL
LAS1 URH GARNER 309
OAKLAHN ILL 60459
FAA4 55 WILSUN TRLR PK
CHAMPAIGN IL 61820
JNL3 URH WESTON 264
LAGRANGE PK ILL






















































































4138 W 81ST PL
POPKO SUSAN ELLEN





POPOV I C NEVEN A
1372 N WOLCOTT
POPP JOSEPH KENNETH
7413 W HORTENSE AV
POPP KATHLEEN MARIE






























ROUTE 1 BOX 45
PORTER JANICE LYNNE










2032 S DOUGLAS AV
PORTER MICHAEL ALLEN







PORTER ROBERT R JR
2633 I HAWTHORN LN
PORTER SUSAN ELAINE
635 N 16TH ST
PORTER VERNON LEE


























113 RUM SON RD
C0M1 204 E MUMFORD
URBANA ILL 61801




ENG2 112 E DANIEL
CHICAGO ILL 60632




ENG1 URH OGLESBY 502
HARVEL ILL 62538




FAA1 311 E ARMORY
BL00M1NGT0N ILL 61701
LAW3 2311 S 1ST
CHICAGO ILL
LAS1 409 E CHALMERS
MELROSE PARK ILL 60160
LAS4 203 N HARVEY
CHICAGO 52 ILL
FAA1 URH NOBLE 412
CHICAGO ILL 60652
LAS1 401 E DANIEL
DECATUR ILL 62526




ENG2 URH FORBES 291
CHICAGO IL 60631
LAS1 URH NOBLE 412
MORTON GROVE ILL 60053




JNL4 910 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL
LAS1 910 S 3RD
WHITE PLAINS N Y 10604
LAS1 URH TOWNSENO 308
BROOKFIELD ILL 60513
ED 4 47 E CHALMERS
OLYMPIAN FIELD ILL




COM3 URH SCOTT 371
GLENWOOD ILL
VM 3 49 MAPLEWOOD
BELFAST MAINE
ENG2 505 E GREEN
DORSEY ILL 62021




LAW2 1016 W HEALEY
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 307 S PRAIRIE
KNOXVILLE ILL 61448
GRAD 901 W SPRINGFIELD
COVINGTON LA 70433
AGR4 2010 SILVER CT W
URBANA ILL
LAS1 URH BABCOCK 10
VILLA PARK ILL 60181
GRAD 311 E JOHN
CHICAGO ILL 60610
ENGl 308 E ARMORY
FLOSSMQOR ILL 60422
ED 2 URH LAR 278
AURORA ILL 60505
LAS1 URH VANDOREN 420
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62704
ENG4 602 S RACE
CARY ILL
LAS1 URH SNYDER 408
MENDOTA ILL 61342






LAS1 URH FLAGG 322
MURPHYSBORO ILL 62966
GRAD 2010 SILVER CT W
URBANA ILL
PE 3 401 E JOHN
HINSDALE ILL 60521
LAS2 110 E CHALMERS
OAK PARK IL 60302




GRAD 300 S GOODWIN
BOGOTA COLOMBIA
GRAD 1010 E COLORADO
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 1010 E COLORADO
URBANA ILL 61801
COM3 311 E GREEN
ROCKFORD ILL




GRAD 112 E GREEN
GREENDALE MO 63133
GRAD URH DANIELS 388
FRIDLEY MINN 55421
GRAD 904 W HILL
























































3689 BASIN VIEW DR
POTICHA CAROLE ELAIN




1906 ILL IN I RD
POTOCKI ALENE OOROTH

























• POTTER WENDELL H JR
102 N GREGORY 9
• POTTER WENDY T
102 N GREGORY 9
POTTS MARTIN GILBERT
124 E DIVISION ST
POTTS NOEL LAWRENCE
























1721 B VALLEY RD
POWELL EDMUND R JR






























8561 W CLARA DR
POWERS DOUGLAS F















' 440 E CRESCENT
ED 4 URH ALLEN
CHICAGO ILL 60634
ENG4 URH GARNER 272 I
CICERO ILL 50560
LAS2 URH BUSEY 101
PLANO ILL 60545
GRAD URH SHERMAN 164
HOLIFAX NS CAN
LAS4 802 W OREGON
CHICAGO 45 ILL
GRAD 706 W MAIN
URBANA ILL
AGR2 902 S 2ND
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62704
FAA2 URH WARDALL 526
CHICAGO ILL 60641




LAS1 URH TRELEASE 222
MELROSE PARK ILL 60160
COM3 URH SAUNDERS 322
MELROSE PK ILL
GRAD 2062 C ORCHARD ST
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD URH OGLESBY 128
HILLSBORO WIS 54634








C0M1 URH NOBLE 42
EDWAROSVILLE ILL 62025
LAS3 URH SCOTT 226
E ST LOUIS ILL
GRAD 102 N GREGORY
URBANA ILL 61801




ENG2 URH TOWNSEND 342
EFFINGHAM ILL 62401
LAS3 URH HOPKINS 239
DECATUR ILL
JNL4 URH SAUNDERS 114
CHICAGO
_2J J LL_ _
LAS3" 309 E CHALMERS
LAGRANGE PK ILL
ENGl 105 PFEFFER RD
URBANA ILL 61801
PE 1 URH BLAISDELL 403
NORMAL ILL 61761
ENGl 910 S 3RD
ITASCA ILL 60143
LAS1 WESTERN SPRS ILL
WESTERN SPRS ILL
ENG2 URH WESTON 410
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62704
LAS4 405 E JOHN
JERSEYVILLE ILL 62052
LAS4 URH WARDALL 624
TUSCOLA ILL
GRAD 1975 B ORCHARD ST
LAWRENCEVILLE ILL
ENG4 1721 VALLEY RD
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61B20
COM4 1116 W NEVADA
WHEATON ILL
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO ILL
COM4 313 E JOHN
BELLEVILLE ILL
LAS3 208 E JOHN
CHENOA ILL
GRAD 714 S RACE
URBANA ILL
LAS1 910 S 3RD
SKOKIE ILL 60076
AGR1 ST JOSEPH ILL
ST JOSEPH ILL 61873
GRAD URH DANIELS 720
WILMETTE ILL 60091




GRAD 1211 W CLARK
URBANA ILL 61801
FAA2 URH WESTON 295
SPRINGFIELD ILL
LAS1 URH OGLESBY 316
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62703
LAS2 904 S LINCOLN
ELGIN ILL 60120
LAS3 604 E ARMORY
BELLEVILLE ILL 62221
LAS1 URH ALLEN 425
NILES ILL 60648
AVI 2 604 E ARMORY
ARLINGTON HTS ILL
FAA6 1210 S COTTAGE GR
BLOOMINGTON IL
LAS4 1004 S 2ND
ELGIN ILL
FAAl URH FORBES 367
ROCKFORD ILL 61103
PE 1 1110 NEVADA
STREATOR ILL

































































120 E SCOTT ST '
POWLESS JAMES KENNET



































PRATT EN DON H
337 W CHESTNUT ST
PRAUER EVELYN JOAN














1828 C ORCHARD PL
PRECURE JOAN FL ICK IN
2017 S ANDERSON
PREDICK PAUL ROBERT















104 W LARUE ST
PRENSNER DOUGLAS STE
BOX 503





HICKORY HILLS RR 3
PRESCOTT JAMES RAMON
437 N MELROSE AV
PRESCOTT JOHN KIMBER



































LAS1 401 E DANIEL C
OLNEY ILL 62450
LAS1 URH FORBES 464 C
MARION ILL 62959
LAS1 1105 S 4TH C
HAZEL CREST ILL 60429
ENG1 URH BABCOCK 306 U 332-3783
CHICAGO ILL 60616
AGR1 URH WARDALL 211 U 332-4319
PARK RIDGE ILL
ENG1 URH SNYDER 406 C 332-1813
ATHENS ILL 62613
AGR3 508 E ARMORY C 344-0501
WILMETTE ILL
GRAD 58 E ARMORY C 356-1120
CHICAGO ILL 60649
ENG4 307 E HEALEY C 332-2050
DES PLAINES ILL
LAS1 URH LAR 116 U 332-2820
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAW3 2006 VAWTER U 367-4297
FULLERTON CAL
LAS3 URH TOWNSEND 380 U 332-4171
ARTHUR ILL .
LAS2 106 E DANIEL C 356-5856
GRANITE CITY ILL 62040
GRAD 306 W WASHINGTON C 359-4007
BIHAR INDIA
VH 3 916 W DANIEL C 352-4740
DANVILLE ILL
LAS2 URH HOPKINS 446 C 032-1361
GRANITE CITY ILL




GRAD 106 N MCCULLOUGH U 367-1267
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG1 URH SCOTT 278 C
CANTON ILL 61520
LAS3 URH SAUNDERS 404 U 332-3677
CHICAGO ILL
VM 1 809 W PENN U 344-4070
BLUE MOUND ILL 62513
JNL3 102 E CHALMERS C 359-3232
RIVERSIDE ILL
LAS3 URH SNYDER 413 C 332-1819
BERWYN ILL 60402
LAS1 URH SAUNDERS 211 U 332-3622
CHICAGO ILL 60629
ENG4 607 W UNIVERSITY C 352-6053
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS4 607 W UNIVERSITY C 352-6053
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 1828 C ORCHARD PL U
URBANA ILL
GRAD 2017 S ANDERSON U 367-9848
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG1 205 E ARMORY C 332-1847
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60004
GRAD 1782 VALLEY RD C
NEW HYDE PARK N Y 11040
LAS4 37 E GREEN C 359-1996
CHAMPAIGNI LL 61820
GRAD 37 E GREEN C 344-9804
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD URH DANIELS U 332-2262
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 2078 B HAZELWD CT U 344-2018
URBANA ILL
ENG2 1002 W OREGON U
CHICAGO ILL 60647
COM4 URH TOWNSEND 167 U 332-4031
STREATOR ILL
GRAD 811 S. LOCUST C 352-1615
PEARLAND TEXAS
AGR2 409 E CHALMERS C 344-2397
DE KALB ILL 60115
GRAD BOX 93 U 333-1870
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS1 URH ALLEN 356 U 332-3350
STERLING ILL 61081
LAS3 URH OGLESBY 631 U 332-1239
ELGIN ILL
LAS4 310 E JOHN C 344-1028
LAKE FOREST ILL
GRAD 2208 EASY U 367-1856
URBANA ILL 61801
C0M1 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
LINCOLNWOOD ILL 60646
ENG1 URH FORBES 311 C 332-1021
COULTERVILLE ILL 62237
LAS3 101 W PARK U 367-3622
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 311 HESSEL C 359-2248
QUINCY ILL 62301
GRAD 5 SAFFER CT U 365-1978
TITUSVILLE PA
ENG1 505 E GREEN' C
BRADLEY ILL 60915
GRAO 406 N MATHEWS U
YORK PA
GRAD 408 S DODSON U 367-6788
HIGHLAND IND 46322
C0M1 URH GARNER 127 C 332-0699
MARTINSVILLE VA 24112.
FAA4 URH GARNER 358 C 332-0812
MOMENCE ILL
PE 1 309 E JOHN C
PRINCEVILLE ILL 61559
ENG2 URH HOPKINS 264 C 332-1231
ALSIP ILL 60658
GRAO 607 W HEALEY C 352-2764
PORT ANGELES WASH 98362
LAS1 URH FLAGG 434 C
RAMSEY ILL 62080
LAS1 3 SQUIRE CT U 365-L297
COVINGTON IND 47932






























171 OAK KNOLL TERR
PRICKETT FRANK DANIE






























109 N RIVER RD
PRINCIC WALTER F









345 PARK LANE OR
PRITCHARO MARIANNE


















3520 N LINDEN LN
PROBST CARL S






8 S DERBYSHIRE LN
PRUCHASKA BETTY ANN




9234 S LOOMIS ST
















GRAD 1305 E GREEN
EAST LANSING MICH 48823




ENG4 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
SKOKIE ILL 60076
FAA3 401 W OREGON U 367-3960
CHICAGO ILL
ENG2 URH FORBES 394 C 332-1081
CHICAGO ILL 60628
GRAO 51 MAPLEWOOD U 365-3253
MA1TU0N IL' '
ENG4 106 N 8USEY U
DECATUR ILL
PE 2 URH HOPKINS 378 C 332-1314
INDPLS IND 46218
LAS3 1010 S 2ND C
MT STERLING ILL
ENG3 501 E DANIEL C 344-1510
DECATUR ILL
LAS2 URH SNYDER 375 C 332-1796
OAK PARK ILL 60304
LAS6 502 W MAIN U 367-7260
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 910 S 3RD C 344-50Q0
HIGHLAND PARK ILL 60035
JNL* 2317 S 1ST C 344-4066
CONESUS N Y
LAS2 URH ALLEN 164 U 332-3278
GLASSBORO N J
GRAD 1011 FRANCIS C 352-8337
OSSEO WIS
ENG1 URH WESTON 350 C
LA SALLE ILL 61301
ED 4 313 E JOHN C 344-6978
PALATINE ILL 60067
ED 1 URH ALLEN 125 U 332-3131
ROBINSON ILL 62454,
FAA3 111 E CHALMERS C 356-9198
MELROSE MASS
GRAD 1603 W HEALEY C
SILVIS ILL 61282
GRAD 1412 N BROADWAY U 367-8875
MANAWA WIS
ENG3 URH BABCOCK 418 U 332-0887
ROSELLE ILL
ED 4 URH WARDALL 1125 U 332-4549
SYCAMORE ILL
LAS1 URH NOBLE 217 C 332-0393
DE LAND ILL 61839
GRAD 1004 E MICHIGAN U 367-7702
URBANA ILL
GRAD 1004 E MICHIGAN U 367-7702
URBANA IL
LA S3 URH BUSEY 427 . U 332-2669
CHICAGO ILL 60612
ED 4 502 W MAIN U 367-2189
FOX RIVER GR ILL 60021
GRAD 410 W CHURCH C 356-B089
GREELEY COLO 80631
COM3 505 E CHALMERS C 344-4394
PEORIA ILL
LAS3 URH EVANS 430 U 332-2776
AURORA ILL
AGR4 105 E STOUGHTON C 356-1157
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ED 2 URH TRELEASE 1012 U 332-5689
MECHANICSBURG ILL 62545
LA SI URH FORBES 102 C
GALESBURG ILL 61401
LAS3 URH LUNDGREN 224 C 332-0254
OLNEY ILL
GRAD 502 W MAIN U 367-9477
_MAPLE J>ARK I LL 601 51
FAA3 4 SAFFER CT U 344-3080
QUINCY ILL
ENG1 904 W GREEN U
GRANITE CITY ILL 62 040
LAS3 904 W GREEN U
CHICAGO ILL 60649
LAS1 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
MORTON GROVE ILL 60053
VM 1 2319 S 1ST C 344-9693
CHICAGO ILL 60617
LAS3 110 E ARMORY C 356-7435
NEW BRUNSWICK N J
LAS2 301 E ARMORY C 356-7656
PEORIA ILL 61614
LAS4 URH SCOTT 470 C 332-1620
PEORIA ILL 61604
AGR1 1301 S BUSEY U
WHEELER ILL 62479
FAA1 URH TOWNSEND 177 U 332-4041
RANTOUL ILL 61866
LAS4 URH WARDALL 1213 U 332-4562
WHEELER ILL
ENG2 401 E GREEN C 344-16L6
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60004
JNL4 508 E ARMORY C 344-5855
LYONS ILL 60534
LAS4 URH OGLESBY 930 U 332-3742
DOWNERS GROVE ILL
ENG3 311 W GREEN C
CHICAGO ILL 60620
LAW1 1102 W NEVADA U
CHICAGO ILL
GRAD 205 W OREGON U
BRUOKLINE MASS 02146
LAS2 1110 W NEVADA U 344-0425
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61822
GRAD 901 W SPRINGFIELD U 352-1876
ATHENS GA
GRAD 203 S WRIGHT C 359-3563
KANKAKEE ILL
ENG4 URH FORBES C 332-1092
CHICAGO ILL





524 HAL I EN TER
PRUKOP HENRYK GEORGE
4406 N WINCHESTER











160B A MAYNARO OR
PRUPP LAWRENCE WAYNE
3127 N SHERIDAN RD
PROSEK ALLEN RICHARD










































































12 w lutton st
puhse Thomas george
RR 5 BOX 260A
PUIG CARLOS HANUEL
6316 N HAMILTON RD
PUKSZTA FAITH MARIE


















805 S LINCOLN 4
PUNCH LINDA GAYLE
1204 W EUCLID
LAS1 URH SAUNDERS 304
PARK RIDGE ILL 60068
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 390
CHICAGO ILL 60640
EO 1 URH ALLEN 106
LEMONT ILL 60439
ENG4 URH TOWNSENO 324
KENOSHA WIS
COM2 1009 W PENN
SPRINGFIELD ILL






LAW1 103 S 3RD
PEORIA ILL 61604
LAS1 URH BABCOCK 403
GLEN ELLYN ILL 60137
CUM3 401 E JOHN
CHICAGO 29 ILL
ENG2 URH SCOTT 462
JOLIET ILL 60436
AGR3 713 W OHIO
CHICAGO ILL
C0M1 911 S 4TH
NAPERVILLE ILL 60540
LAS4 904 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL
LAS3 URH FORBES 250
SKOKIE ILL
ENG4 910 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL 60647
LAS1 910 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL 60647
LAS4 313 E JOHN
CHICAGO 55 ILL
LAW1 URH SHERMAN 1066
ROCKFORD ILL 61108
ENG2 311 E GREEN
ST LOUIS MO 63136
LAS1 URH ALLEN 246
FOREST PARK ILL 60130






ENG4 1110 W STOUGHTON
CHICAGO IS ILL
GRAD 1733 VALLEY RO
LEVITTOWN LINY
ENG1 URH HOPKINS 302
CHICAGO ILL 60651
LAS3 214 E GREGORY
ROCKFORD ILL




LAS4 1009 W CALIFORNIA
MOUNDS ILL 62964
LAS4 608 E STOUGHTON
ARLINGTON HTS ILL
ENG2 URH TOWNSEND 122
CHICAGO ILL 60652
LAS1 URH ALLEN 334
WESTCHESTER ILL 60153
GRAD URH DANIELS 629
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 1008
CHICAGO ILL 60641
GRAD 2029 D HAZELWD CT
URBANA ILL 61801
COM2 710 W OHIO
GLEN ELLYN ILL 60137
GRAD 409 E HEALEY
LEGHTN RD HNG KONG




LAS1 URH VANDOREN 324
WAUKEGAN ILL 60085
ENG2 URH WESTON 264
ROCKFORD ILL 61103
GRAD 2012 A ORCHARD ST
EDMONTON ALTA CAN
GRAD 2012 A ORCHARD ST
EDMONTON ALTA CAN
GRAD 1113 S 2ND
NEW CASTLE PA
LAS4 402 E DANIEL
EDWARDSVILLE ILL
LAS1 604 E ARMORY
PEORIA ILL
LAS1 805 W OHIO
ARLINGTON HTS ILL
AGR4 805 W OHIO
ARLINGTON HTS ILL
AGR1 URH LAR 124
LINOENWOOD ILL
LAS3 907 S 4TH
CHICAGO ILL
GRAO 302 E ILL1N0I
VltNNA AUST
C0M1 URH FORBES 336
FRANKLIN PARK ILL
LAS1 URH GARNER 127
PRAIRIE OU SAC WIS 53578






















































U 344-6109GRAD 805 S LINCOLN
UR8ANA ILL 61801
GRAD 805 S LINCOLN U 344-6109
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS1 URH SAUNDERS 213 U 332-3624














238 W 115TH ST
PURDY GEORGE BARRY






















9634 S 50TH CT
PURYEAR LEE BURNNELL











314 E 11TH ST
PUTNAM DONALD L
3247 W 194TH ST











706 W DIVISION SI
PUZEREWSKI RAYMOND M






6424 N TAHOMA AV
PYSE DIANA LYNN
517 W MORRIS
LAS1 211 E ARMORY
BERKELEY ILL 60163
AGR3 302 E ARMORY
GLEN ELLYN ILL
LAS3 URH LUNDGREN 201
OAK PARK ILL 60302
ENG4 604 N MAPLE
URBANA ILL 61801
FAAl 301 E CHALMERS
OAK PARK IL 60304
AGR3 URH LAR 278
SHABBONA ILL
ENG1 URH HOPKINS 425
CHICAGO ILL 60628
GRAD 1010 W CALIFORNIA
ALAMEUA CAL 94501
GRAD STA A BOX 2365
BIAUVELT N Y
GRAO URH DANIELS 507
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG4 1213 W CLARK
PUNJAB INDIA
GRAO URH DANIELS 714
PUNJAB INDIA
ENG4 URH TOWNSEND 520
CHICAGO ILL
FAAl 604 E ARMORY
MOLINE ILL 61265
LASS 409 E CHALMERS
MT PROSPECT ILL
LAS1 URH FORBES 475
GREAT LAKES ILL 60088




LAS3 URH VANDOREN 112
OAK LAWN ILL
ENG4 112 E DANIEL
MAYWOOD ILL
COM3 409 E CHALMERS
URBANA ILL
FAA2 lll.l S 1ST
BENLD ILL 62009
LAS1 106 E ARMORY
KEWANEE ILL 61443
ENG2 URH HOPKINS 454
PLEASANT HILL ILL 62366
LAS3 URH BLAISDELL 318
STERLING IL
ENG1 URH SCOTT 428
HOME WOOD ILL 60430
LAS3 611 E DANIEL
PEORIA HEIGHTS ILL 61614
LAS2 URH BA8C0CK 315
ROCK ISLAND ILL 61201
GRAO URH LAR 471
ALBANY TEX
LAS1 1010 S 2ND
NAPERVILLE ILL 60540
LAS4 1102 S LINCOLN
BARRINGTON ILL 60010
LAS1 URH LAR 123
NORMAL ILL 61761
FAAl 212 E DANIEL
CHICAGO ILL 60656




COM2 URH FORBES 218
CHICAGO ILL 60646





















































QUASI THEUDORE E JR


























GRAD 205 COUNTRY FR
NEW YORK N Y 10528
GRAD 1103 W OREGON
MADISON WIS 53714
ENG1 604 E ARMORY
STREATOR ILL 61364
LAS1 313 E ARMORY
CLARENDON HLS ILL 60514
AGR1 309 E CHALMERS
MDNEE ILL 60449
ENG4 URH BABCOCK 319
OREGUN ILL 61061
GRAD 702 W PENN
ARLINGTON VA 22202
ENG1 1218 W WASHINGTON
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS1 211 E JOHN
TRIESTE IT
LAS3 URH WARDALL 709
BERKELEY ILL
GRAD 909 W OREGON
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS1 203 E ARMORY
HOME WOOD ILL 60430
LAS2 61 E JOHN
PAHALA HA 96777
LAW2 205 S WRIGHT
WILLIAMSFItLD ILL
COM2 URH CARR 112
EAST ST LOUIS ILL 62203
LAS2 205 S WRIGHT
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 405 E JOHN
PEORIA ILL
JNL3 URH LAR 261
DEERFIELD ILL






















UUINLAN ELLEN KATHLE LAS2 904 S LINCOLN U 344-1391
306 N JAMES ST CHAMPAIGN ILL 61821
QUINLAN PAUL EUGENE GRAD 1817 CRESCENT C 359-3256
RR 2 RANTOUL ILL
QUINN JOHN ANTHONY GRAO 1112 CENTENNIAL C 356-4915
1112 CENTENNIAL DR CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
QUINN KATHLEEN ANN GRAO 803 W ILLINOIS U 344-4431
GRIDLEY ILL 61744
QUINN MICHAEL ALAN GRAD 408 N PRAIRIE C 352-6418
114 WUUDROW AV WILMINGTON DEL
QUINN RICHARD CARTER EN63 URH GARNER 215 C 332-0714
5921 S WOLF RD LAGRANGE ILL
QUINN THOMAS JAMES ENG3 URH CARR 227 U 332-3908
832 COUNTRYSIDE MUNDELEIN ILL
QUINN WILLIAM MICHAE LAS4 EFFINGHAM ILL 352-4039
801 W IOWA URBANA ILL 61801
QUIRIN JAMES OARRELL ENG3 904 W GREEN U
10 N SMITH ST SMITHTON ILL 62285
QUIRIN JOHN LEO ENG4 909 S 3RD C 344-9860
44 N BRAINARD AV LA GRANGE ILL
QUIRK DONALD LAWRENC COM3 FRANKLIN PARK ILL
2513 SCOTT ST FRANKLIN PARK ILL 60131
QUIRK EUGENE FRANCIS GRAD 1402 N MCKINLEY C 356-0998
1060 EDISON AV PH1LA PA
QUIRSFELD DAVID EMIL LAS1 URH FORBES 106 C
117 N REGENCY ARLINGTON HTS ILL
QUIRSFELD FREDERICK COM3 1004 W NEVADA U 344-0676
1710 E LIBERTY DR WHEATON ILL
QUIRSFELD JOHN WALTE COM4 1004 W NEVADA U 344-0676
1710 E LIBERTY DR WHEATON ILL
QUISENBERRY MILDRED GRAO URH DANIELS 349 U 332-2255
11640 CENTRAL AV CHINO CAL 91710
QUIST BRUCE C ELLERY LAS1 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
10457 S RACINE CHICAGO ILL 60643
QUITNU PAUL MICHAEL LAS2 URH OGLESBY 309 U 332-5121
MALTA ILL 60150





QUITON VICENTE ABOBO GRAD 1107 W GREEN
CRISOLOGO ST OOLORES SAMAR PHIL
QUlTSCHAU HANS PETER LAS3 URH SNYDER 278
U 344-3368












GRAD 509 E STOUGHTON
RAWALPIUD1 PAK
RABBE MICHAEL WILLIA ENG 3 309 E OANIEL
KR 2 MASON CITY ILL 62664
RABIANSKI JOSEPH S GRAD 1207 W UNIVERSITY
5550 S SACRAMENTO CHICAGO ILL ..
RABIDEAU LARRY LOUIS ENG6 MAHOMET ILL
8UX 78 MOHOMET ILL 60927
RABIN MICHAEL DENNIS ENG4 702 W GREEN
CHICAGO ILL 60645
FAA1 1104 W NEVADA
SK0K1E ILL
LAS2 1104 W NEVADA
HIGHLAND PK ILL 60035
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS
SKUKIE IL






















3118 W FULLER TON











RADAK0V1CH MARY LAS3 URH ALLEN 317
14141 S SCHOOL 3D RIVERDALE ILL 60627
RADCL1FF JANET LOREN LAS2 URH LAR 273
U 332-3192











LA GRANGE PK ILL




PE 1 308 E ARMORY
CNTRY CLB HLS ILL 60477
AGR4 711 ILLINOIS
NIOTA ILL 62358
RADtMACHER DONN PAUL LAS1 URH GARNER 490
124 S SLEIGHT ST NAPERVILLE ILL 60540
RADtMACHER JANICE LY LAS4 URH BLAI SDELL 123
1105 N PRINCETON ARLINGTON HTS ILL
RAUEMACHER SUSAN CAD AGR3 URH SAUNDERS 7
1700 MANCHESTER RD WHEATON ILL
RADER DIANE LYNN LAS4 URH BUSEY 158
1531 PETERSON DR WABASH IND
RADER LINDA LOUISE LAS2 URH LUNDGREN 411
ROCKFORD ILL
LAS1 URH LAR 113
INGLESIDE ILL 60041
ENG4 1010 E COLORADO
URBANA ILL 61801


























RAD1SUN TAMARRA OANY AGR4 1110 W NEVADA
KR 1 COLUMBIA ILL
RAUlVUJtVIC ELKE J LAS2 2417 E NEVADA
2417 E NEVADA URBANA IL
RADKE WILLIAM EDWARD LASl URH OGLESBY 127
619 SOUTH ST DUNDEE ILL 60118
RAUKtY ROBERT LAWREN ENG3 URH OGLESBY 220
220 MARQUETTE ST PARK FOREST ILL
RAULUFF STUART JAY FAA1 1105 S 1ST








RADOChONSKI PIERRE A ENGl URH HOPKINS 478
2514 E 91ST ST CHICAGO ILL 60617
RADOSAVLJEVIC MILORA ENG4 103 E ^RMORY
5455 _N _SPAULDING CHICAGO I LL
" RAOOSH DAVID JAMES L 3 401 E JOHN
209 W NORTH AV LOMBARD ILL
RADOV ICH VOJISLAV BU ENG2 910 S 3RD
821 PROSPECT ELGIN ILL 60120
RAOTKE MARY JANE LAS4 URH BLAI SDELL 104
10227 CENTRAL PK EVERGREEN PARK IL 60642
RADTKE RICHARO ERNES ENGl 1 SAFFER CT
BOX 227 COMPTON ILL 61318
RADUE ROGER MARTIN LAS3 907 S 3RD
921 TUXEDO BLVD WEBSTER GROVES MO 63119
RADVANOVSKY FRANTISE GRAD URH SHERMAN 353
URH SHERMAN 353 CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
RADY DANIEL JAMES LAS3 106 E HEALEY
7032 W MELROSE CHICAGO ILL 60634
RAOZEVICH WILLIAM AL GRAO 404 E STOUGHTON
6350 S TALMAN CHICAGO ILL
RADZEVICIUS IRENE ED 3 URH BUSEY 416
6615 S CAMPBELL AV CHICAGO ILL 60629
RAECKE DAVID ALBERT GRAO 2421 E NEVADA
2421 E NEVADA URBANA ILL
RAFALSKI BONITA THER LAS3 1609 VALLEY RD C
8141 W BELMONT RIVER GROVE ILL
RAFFEL ALAN HOWARD C0M1 URH OGLESBY 730
3718 W LAWRENCE CHICAGO ILL 60625
RAFFERTY KATHLEEN W LAS2 URH LAR 182
149 BELLWOOD BELLWOOD ILL 60104
RAFFIN MICHAEL THDMA LASl 604 E ARMORY
12458 S LASALLE ST CHICAGO ILL 60628
RAFFOUL ANTOINE ELIA FAA4 1007 S 1ST
BOX 23 DEARBORN MICH 48121
RAF1Q SHAHID ENG2 LAHORE PAK
58-L GULBERG-2 ' LAHORE PAK
RAFOLS ALBERTO PEDRO GRAO 101 S LINCOLN
214 A WALTER OR ROSELLE ILL 60172
RAFOTH THOMAS JAY LAS2 URH CARR 421
428 ASPEN CT NAPERVILLE ILL 60540
RAFTERY TIMOTHY MICH C0M1 URH HOPKINS 250
337 N CENTER JOLIET ILL 60435
RAGINS MARCY BERYL ED 2 1104 W NEVADA
3007 W BIRCHWOOD CHICAGO ILL 60645
GRAD DANVILLE ILL
DANVILLE ILL 61832
LASl 604 E ARMORY
CHICAGO ILL 60628
FAA4 URH TOWNSEND 241
CHICAGO ILL 60652
ENG4 1756 VALLEY RD
CHICAGO IL
RAHHBERG DIANNE LYNN ED 1 URH TRELEASE 1019
515 W NORTHGATE PEORIA ILL
RAHN CHRISTINE LOUIS LAS3 1106 S LINCOLN
453 HERMITAGE DR DEERFIELD IL
RAHN DIANNE ELLEN JNL3 URH LAR 405
ELMHURST ILL
ENGl 1105 S 4TH
ELGIN ILL 60120
AGR3 508 E CHALMERS
STEGER ILL
JNL4 URH WARDALL 619
CHICAGO ILL
GRAD 207 S WRIGHT
CHAMPAIGN ILL
RAIOL ROBERT FRANCIS ENG2 URH GARNER 364
181i S 59TH AV CICERO ILL 60650
RAIM BARBARA ANN LAS3 URH VANOOREN 209
2442 CLARENCE BERWYN ILL 60402
RAIMAN RANDALL GRANT FAA3 310 E GREGORY
219 MIAMI ST PARK FOREST ILL 60466
RA1MER BURTON HURRY GRAD URH SHERMAN 248
3653 PINE GROVE CHICAGO ILL 60613
RAINBOTH WALTER JOHN LASl URH SCOTT 390
110 E 10TH ST DANVILLE ILL 61832
RAINEY PAUL WALLACE GRAD 1710 PAULA
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820





















700 S MULBERRY ST
RAINWATER JULIA JOYC GRAD URH LAR 121
HIGHLAND PK ILL 60035
LASl URH NOBLE 327
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62703




718 S 7TH ST
RAlTHER SIEGBERT W
7758 MEERSBURG
RAJALA JOANNE PATRIC LAS2 URH LAR 223
330 LORRAINE WAUKEGAN IL
RAJAN SURYANARAYAN1A GRAD 111 S BUSEY







RAKERS HAROLD BERNAR PE 4 1008 S 4TH
RR 1 TRENTON ILL
RAKERS JAMES BERNARD ENG2 401 E JOHN
308 E CANEDY SPRINGFIELD ILL
RAKOTUMANANA JEAN-LO ENG4 105 E HEALEY
SNDRNDHYFANDRIANA MADAGASCAR
RAKUNAS RAYMOND JOHN ENG4 1207 W CLARK
6946 S CAMPBELL CHICAGO ILL
RALLO MICHAEL JAMES LASl URH SCOTT 321
LAS3 URH TOWNSEND 171
CHICAGO 44 IL'
GRAD 106 S 4TH
NOOVPUR INDIA
LAS2 URH BLAI SDELL 105
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62704




GRAO 602 W STOUGHTON
MT VERNON ILL

















RALSIUN ROBERT WALLA AGR1 URH HOPKINS 342
BOX 63 CALEOONIA ILL 61011
RAMADAN MALIHA A GRAD 1113 W GREEN
1113 W GREEN URBANA ILL 61801
RAMADAN UMAR ELHAOI GRAD 1113 W GREEN
































































8544 ST LOUIS AV
RAMMON ROBERT DALE
8544 ST LOUIS AV
RAMPA JANET MARIAN










































2113 E BURR OAK LN
RANDAZ20 MARILYN






























































RAPP JOHN PIERCE II
LEVIS LN RR 6
GRAO 511 MITCHELL CT
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD MUK ORD HALL 452
UR8ANA ILL 61801
ED 2 URH TRELEASE 112
DECATUR ILL 62522
AGR3 810 W OREGON
STREATOR ILL
PE 1 URH GARNER 244
SKOKIE ILL , 60076
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 440
SKOKIE ILL 60076
LAS1 URH FLAGG 324
WILMINGTON ILL 60481
LAS4 410 E GREEN
CHICAGJ) ILL 60620
GRAD 609 W MAIN
CHICAGO 47 ILL
GRAO 203 W AVONDALE
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
COM2 URH TOWNSEND 423
DE KALB ILL 60115
GRAD 303 AVONDALE
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
AGR2 907 W ILLINOIS
COLUMBIA ILL 62236
GRAO 203 W AVONDALE
BELOIT WIS
LAS4 URH EVANS 101
PEORIA ILL 61614
FAA2 URH BUSEY 349
ROCK HILL MO 63119
GRAD URH DANIELS 373
APO NEW YORK N Y 09132
GRAD 300 S GOODWIN
BIJNOR UP INDIA
GRAD 300 S GOODWIN
LIDO 01 ROMA IT
GRAD URH SHERMAN 503
KANDY CEYLON
LAS2 URH BLAISDELL 225
AURORA COLO 80010
LAS1 URH VANOOREN 26
OSWEGO ILL 60543
FAA1 904 W GREEN
NORTHBROOK ILL 60062
ENG1 310 E JOHN
EDWARDSVILLE ILL 62025
LA SI URH LAR 115
MARKHAM ILL 60426




LAS3 URH CARR 207
LINDENHURST ILL
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 1105
STICKNEY ILL 60405
AGR2 1116 W NEVADA
TUSCOLA ILL 61953




AGR3 603 S 4TH
RICHVIEW ILL
FAA4 301 E CHALMERS
CENTRAL1A ILL
LAS4 309 E JOHN
EVANSTON ILL
GRAD URH SHERMAN 322
BEDFORD OHIO 44014
AGR4 901 S 2ND
KENNEY ILL
ENG3 URH SCOTT 496
JOLIET ILL 60433
LAS4 513 S PROSPECT
CHAMPAIGN IL
ENG2 513 S PROSPECT
CHAMPAIGN ILL
FAA3 909 S 3RD
NAPERVILLJE li-L




GRAD 1107 W GREEN
DOVER OHIO 44622
JNL3 1005 E PENN
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS2 URH SAUNDERS 309
BLOOMINGTON ILL 61701
FAA1 URH ALLEN 206
CHICAGO ILL 60628
GRAD 502 W MAIN
ROCHELLE ILL 61068




AGR4 58 E GREGORY
SPRINGFIELD ILL
GRAO 300 S GOODWIN
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 309 E GREEN
GUNTUR AP INDIA
GRAD 309 E GREEN
MYSORE INDIA
LASS 1912 D ORCHARD ST
URBANA ILL 61801






















































































3320 W WARNER AV
RASGUS JEROME WAYNE
8221 S WHIPPLE ST
RASHID MOINUOOIN SIR
U OF I MNB 303
RASHID SAAO
D-30 KDA SCHEME 1

























RAT AY BARBARA ANN
1911 CLARENCE
RATCLIFF JANICE ELAI




































RAUH CHARLES G JR
1339 N MENARO AV
RAUSCH JACOB HENRY



















5840 N DRAKE AV







930 N WINNEBAGO ST
LAW1 401 E MICHIGAN
QUINCY ILL 62301
ENG1 URH SNYOER 343
CHICAGO ILL 60630
ENG4 1900 S PHILO RO
BLOOMINGTON ILL
AVI3 507 W WASHINGTON
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS1 URH ALLEN 323
MELROSE PARK ILL 60160
LAS2 URH TOWNSEND 369
PHILA PA 19115
LAS3 604 E ARMORY
SAN ANTONIO TEX 78209
LAS4 1400 N MCKINLEY
CHAMPAIGN IL
GRAO 1400 N MCKINLEY
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG1 URH CARR 308
CHICAGO ILL 60618
FAA4 301 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO IL 60652








AGR1 URH NOBLE 209
GREENVILLE ILL 62246
AGR3 311 E GREEN
PAXTON ILL
VM 4 512 FAIRLAWN
URBANA ILL
GRAD 607 W HEALEY
FOREST CITY IOWA 50436
VH 1 709 W OREGON
STRONGHURST ILL 61480
GRAD 407 W WHITE
WEBSTER GROVES MO 63119
,
GRAD 60 E HEALEY
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAO 211 W VINE
ARDEBIL IRAN
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 1031
MORTON ILL 61550
LAS4 URH OGLESBY 1229
SPRINGFIELD ILL
GRAD SEOHARA UP I ND
SEOHARA INDIA
PE 4 1106 S LINCOLN
BERWYN ILL
LAS3 URH WARDALL 316
DECATUR ILL
GRAD 2083 ORCHARD ST
AVONBERG FERN IRE
LAS3 URH SNYOER 176 .
GLENVIEW ILL
AGR2 URH HOPKINS 413
CARLINVILLE ILL 62626
GRAD 1416 N MCKINLEY
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAO 406 W CLARK
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS1 URH SAUNDERS 213
SKOKIE ILL
COM3 907 S 4TH
CHICAGO ILL
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS
ROCKFORD ILL 61107




GRAD 606 W OHIO
EDWARDSVILLE ILL 62025
LAS4 URH TOWNSEND 339
UTICA MI
GRAD 404 S PRAIRIE
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS1 URH TOWNSENO 138
SKOKIE ILL 60076
GRAD URH OGLESBY 1014
CHICAGO ILL














































GRAD 1208 W CALIFORNIA
CHICAGO ILL 60645
ENG1 912 S 2ND
CHICAGO ILL 60651
ENG2 URH HOPKINS 456
STOCKTON ILL 61085
LAS2 URH LAR 398
MORRISON ILL 61270
GRAD 2027 B HAZELWD CT
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS4 409 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO 49 ILL
ENG3 801 S URBANA
URBANA ILL
LAS1 801 S URBANA
URBANA ILL
GRAD 1205 W MAIN
GUJARAT INDIA
LAW3 7 FISHERS CT
URBANA ILL
VM 4 BONDVILLE ILL
BONDVILLE ILL
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO ILL 60645
ENG1 1008 W NEVADA
LOCKPORT ILL 60441
LASl URH CLARK 324
CHAOWICK ILL 61014
LAW1 107 E JOHN
CHICAGO ILL 60617



















• RAY LEONARD ALAN








12033 S 73RD AV
RAYBURN ERNE,ST H




520 N ALLYN ST







RR 1 BOX 8B
RAYMOND PAULA ANN



















READ WILL IAM THOMAS













































500 W 4TH ST
RECKA ANN FOWLER



































LAS2 URri OGLESBY 707 U 332-
DECAIUR ILL 62521
VM 1- MAHOMET ILL
CARBONDALE ILL 62901
LAS4 1008 S LINCOLN U 344-
LITCHFIELU ILL
GRAD 1114 W SPRINGFIELD U 344-
HUWKH W BENGAL I ND
COM3 URH TRELEASE 512 U
DENVER CO- 80236
LAS2 911 S 4TH C 332-
PALOS HTS ILL 60643
COM2 910 S 3RD C
ELGIN ILL 60120
LAS4 URH LAR 188
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62703
LAS4 1012 W UNIVERSITY
CARBONDALE ILL 62901
ENG4 23 BLUE SPRUCE
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
COM2 409 E CHALMERS
SKOKIE ILL 60077
AGR2 801 W NEVADA
WATSEKA ILL
GRAD 603 S ELM
RAMONA CAL
ED 4 406 E GREEN
WATSEKA ILL
FAA4 410 E JOHN
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62704
ENG1 URH SCOTT 225
BENTON ILL 62812
ENG3 1008 W NEVADA U
E ST LOUIS ILL
AVI2 711 W ILLINOIS U 344-
CONNERSVILLE I ND
LAS6 2109 RAINBOW VIEW U 365-
URBANA ILL
EU I URH ALLEN 396 U 332-
GLEN ELLYN ILL 60137
LAS1 310 E GREGORY C
WESTERN SPRS ILL 60558
ENG1 605 S EDWIN C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG2 112 E DANIEL C
DANFORTH ILL 60930
LAS3 310 E JOHN C
WESTERN SPRS ILL
GRAD 606 W OHIO U
PITTSBURGH PA 15215
LAS1 907 S 3RD C
DANVILLE ILL 61833
AGR1 URH LUNDGREN 324 C
WILMINGTON ILL 60481
LAS3 910 S 3RD C
GLENVIEW ILL 60025
LAS1 URH GARNER 440 i C
CHICAGO ILL 60646
GRAD 57 E CHALMERS
| C
HOUSTON TEX 77018
GRAD 604 E ARMORY C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG4 URH BABCOCK 223 U
ROCKFORD ILL
LAS3 313 E JOHN C
MANSFIELD ILL 61854
PE 1 914 W WILLIAM C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS3 313 E JOHN C
MANSFIELD ILL 61854
AGR4 4 SUTTON PL U
BUFFALO PRARIE ILL
AGR4 4 SUTTON PL U
TAYLOR RIDGE ILL
ENG1 URH FORBES 365 C
CHARLESTON ILL 61920
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS C
LA SALLE ILL 61301
EU 2 URH LUNDGREN 216 C
RANTOUL ILL 61866
ENG2 310 E JOHN C
MARION ILL
LAS1 409 E CHALMERS C
SKOKIE ILL 60076




GRAD 1505 S MATTIS C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
FAA4 URH SNYOER 3C8 C
RIVERDALC ILL
PE 4 516 FAIRLAWN U
URBANA ILL 61801




LASl URH LAR 404 U
LAKE VILLA ILL 60046 \
LAS2 URH ALLEN 465 U
6RUUKFIEL0 ILL 60513
GRAD TERRE HAUTE INO
TERRfc HAUTE IND
LASl URH GARNER 470 C
DANVILLE ILL 61832
LAS3 402 E ARMORY C
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62703
\
LAS2 301 n BIRCH C
MUKPHYS9JRU ILL 62966
FAA2 401 JOHN C
ELMHURST ILL 60126
V4 2 6 PCMPTON PL U
PALATINE ILL 60067
PE 1 409 E CHALMERS C
UANFUhTH ILL 609)0
AuR4 205 COUNTRY FH OR C
RAYMOND ILL
EJ 1 URH IAF T 426 C





























































816 S MILL ST
REDMAN MARY MORRISON



































30 EAST ELM ST LA
























2208 E 69TH ST
REED ROBERT BUSHNELL
532 S MADISON AV
REED RONALD OWEN
















1929 S 8TH AV
REEDY CAROL LUE
806 LILAC LN


























COM3 910 S 3RD C
RIVERDALE ILL 60627
GRAD URH SHERMAN 333 C
CARACAS VENEZUELA
C0M1 URH OGLESBY 1120 U
CHICAGO ILL 60629
LAS2 URH WARDALL 704 U
OLNEY ILL 62450
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS C
OLNEY ILL 62450
GRAD 800 n CHURCH C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
COM3 URH FORBtS 243 C
DECATUR ILL 62526
LASl 910 S 3RD C
WILMETTE ILL
PE 2 1111 S 1ST C
EVANSTON IL 60202
GRAD 300 S GOODWIN U
MILLARTON N
AVI4 1 BLUE SPRUCE C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 1008 n GREEN U
BENSENVILLE ILL 60106
LASl URH HOPKINS 208 C
MONTICELLO ILL 61856
GRAD 702 S BROADWAY U
BENTLEY ALTA CAN
ENG4 312 W CEDAR C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 URH BARTON 18 C
WOODSTOCK ILL 60098
FAA4 409 N WILLI S C
PARKRIDGE ILL 60068
LAS3 409 N WI LLI S C
PEORIA 3 ILL
GRAD 1102 S 2ND C
WHEELING ILL
GRAD MUMFORD HALL 305 U
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 URH EVANS 319 U
CLINTON ILL
LASl 322 COLLEGE CT U
NORMAL ILL 61761
LAS3 910 S 3RD C
CHICAGO ILL 60611
GRAD 901 S LINCOLN U
CARDIF GLAMURGN UK
GRAD 2305 S 1ST C
CATLIN ILL 61817
GRAD 1013 HOLLYCREST C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS3 208 JOHN C
LOCKPORT ILL
AGR2 58 E GREGORY C
ASHMORE ILL 61912
LAS2 URH LAR 407 U
DES PLAINES ILL 60016
ENG2 URH FORBES 367 C
DECATUR ILL
VM 3 702 W MAPLE C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820




PE 3 713 W OHIO I
EAST ST LOUI S ILL
LAS3 1112 W WASHINGTON C
CHAMPAIGN ILL
JNL3 306 E DANIEL C
CHICAGO ILL 60649
ENG4 URH OGLESBY 1203 1.
LAGRANGE ILL
C0M1 URH FORBES 369 C
DECATUR ILL 62521
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS C
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62 704
ENG4 URH TOWNSEND 320 L
BATAVIA ILL
COM2 URH BABCUCK 413 I
LAKE VILLA ILL
FAA4 202 W JOHN C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
FAA3 604 E ARMCRY C
RIVEROALt 27 ILL
LAS2 URH ALLEN 462 I
CHICAGO ILL 60645
AGR1 505 E 0ANI6L (
ATWOOl) ILL 61913
LAS4 404 S 5TH (
MAYWOOD ILL
LAS2 URH LAR 424 t
NAPERV1LLE ILL 60540
LAS4 211 W SPRINGFIELD C
NAPERVILLE ILL
ENG3 URH CARR 324 I
LEi-lUNT ILL
LASl URH LAR 113 I
MT PROSPECT ILL 3056
AGR I URH ALLEN 223 I
MARIUN ILL 62959
LAS3 URH OGLESBY 1224 I
GALESB0R3 ILL
FAA1 URH ALLEN 321 I
GALESBUR., ILL 61401
LAS3 URH BUSEY I
CHICAGU ILL 60652
tlMGl URH UgLESBY 409 I
ROCKFOr.U ILL 611 LI
AGR I 1U04 S 4TH (
LUDLOW ILL 60949
LASl URH GARNER 49o
GRAND RIJGt- ILL 61325
WAD BLUOMINGTON ILL
BLUUMINGHIN ILL 61701
ENG4 1727 LINCOLN Ri)
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61H2,)
ENG3 211 F JOHN


























































RR 1 BOX 67
REETZ HAROLD F JR


















































3103 N 77TH AV
REICHLING HELV1N ROB




5 N HOWARD AV
•REICOSKY DONALD CHAR
WILSONS TRLR PK 57
•REICOSKY JOAN C
57 WILSON TRLR PK
_




















RE RING CALVIN EOWAR








1708 S HIGHLAND AV
REIMANN JOHN WILLIAM





REIMERS TON I PHYLLIS
617 EASTWOOD AV
REIN STEVEN THOMAS
610 E 5TH ST
REINECKE THOMAS JOSE
RR 2 BOX 314
REINER CARL CASPER












507 HESSEL BL VO
AGR1 58 E GREGORY U 356-3152
FARMER CITY ILL 61842
AGR2 1002 S LINCOLN U 344-3532
MILFORD ILL 60953
ENG1 URH BABCOCK 205 U 332-3751
WESTCHESTER ILL 60153
GRAD 2067 B HAZELWD CT U 344-1152
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS C
HARRISBURG ILL 62946
AVI 2 URH FORBES 306 C 332-1017
BROADVIEW ILL 60153
GRAD 211 W SPRINGFIELD C 359-4057
CALVERT CITY KY
ENG3 506 E SPRINGFIELD C 332-0757
WASHINGTON ILL
LAS2 312 E DANIEL C
EVERGREEN PARK ILL 60642
LAS4 508 E ARMORY C 344-0501
SKOKIE ILL
LAS1 URBANA CNTRY CLUB U 367-5488
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG3 203 N HARVEY U 367-9236
OANVILLE IL . 61832
GRAO 1819 D ORCHARD PL U 344-0157
MARKHAM IL
LAS3 802 W OREGON U 344-4683
ELMHURST ILL
AGR2 URH BABCOCK 125 U 332-3890
CARLINVILLE ILL
PE 3 1304 S VINE U 36 7-3483
URBANA IL
COM3 306 E GREGORY C 356-7995
AURORA ILL
LAS3 202 S LYNN U 367-2441
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 202 S LYNN U 367-2441
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 URH LUNDGREN 419 C 332-0286
REO BUD ILL
GRAD 1110 W STOUGHTON U 367-4314
HARON MICH
LAS3 URH BUSEY 349 U 332-2647
MURRYSVILLE PA 15668
AGR2 URH SCOTT 486 C 332-1630
MT STERLING ILL 62353
LAS3 207 W JOHN C 344-1296
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG6 1207 ALTON C 359-4464
CHAMPAIGN ILL 6182
ED 4 URH TAFT 206 C 332-0613
FOREST PARK ILL 60130
COM4 1850 VALLEY RD C 344-0774
ELMwOOO PARK 35 IL
ENG1 URH GARNER 466 C 332-0890
MILWAUKEE WIS 53209
LAS4 205 PELL CIRCLE U 344-6509
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG1 URH GARNER 292 C 332-0769
HILLSIDE ILL 60162
GRAD WILSON TRLR PK U 367-3802
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD WILSON TRLR PK 57 U 367-3802
URBANA ILL 61801
AGR4 210 E GREEN C 352-3496
CALEDONIA ILL
LAS2 URH CARR 410 C 332-1126
EVANSTON ILL 60202
GRAD 812 W ILLINOIS U 344-6760
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 812 K ILLINOIS U 344-6760
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS2 307 E HEALEY C 352-9595
HIGHLAND PARK ILL 60035
GRAD URH DANIELS 5«)8 U 332-2300
CHICAGO ILL 60649
AGR4 911 1ST C 365-1992
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
AGR3 URH WAROALL 208 U 332-4316
E ST LOUIS ILL
AGR3 1111 S 1ST C 332-0909
BELLEVILLE ILL
PE 4 905 S WABASH U 367-6791
AURORA ILL
LAS1 1111 S 1ST C 356-3231
PEORIA ILL 61614
LAS3 URH OGLESBY 818 U 332-5279-
CARMI ILL
GRAD 1837 D ORCHARD PL U 344-4108
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAO 1209 W UNIVERSITY U 367-9757
PEKIN ILL
LAS2 1110 W NEVADA U 332-0129
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60005
LAS2 604 E ARMORY C
FRANKLIN PARK ILL 60131
LAS4 2301 S 1ST C 344-9477
GLENVIEW IL
GRAD 807 W NEVADA U 344-4320
WEST POINT NEB 68788
LAS1 URH NOBLE 210 C
MT PROSPECT ILL 60056
ENG1 URH HOPKINS 439 C 332-1354
ROCK FALLS ILL 61071
JNL3 616 E WRIGHT C 356-0521
LUNG GROVE IL
ENG3 309 E WHITE C 352-2910
OTTAWA ILL 61350
LAS1 URH FORBES 346 C 332-1048
CHICAGO ILL 60647
C0M1 URH SCOTT 291 C 332-1494
SKOKIE ILL 60076
FAA4 904 S LINCOLN U 344-2264
OAK LAWN ILL
COM3 308 E ARMORY C 356-7542
GLEN ELLYN ILL
LAS2 URH WARDALL 1202 U 332-4551
CASEYVILLE ILL 62232
LAS1 507 HESSEL C 352-1362
CHAMPAIGN ILL . 61820
183
REINHART SHIRLEY




3620 W 80TH PL
RE IS CAROLE ANN
220 S FREDRICK ST



































3519 W 59TH ST































_ J510 _5TH_AV_ _
RENKES ROBERT JOSEPH












521 E WALL ST
REPETTO CAVID WILLIA
3629 N KIMBALL AV
REPS ROBERT EUGENE
4945 S ROCKWELL ST
REPULSKI EDWARD F JR






2048 N 7TH ST


















GRAD URH TRELEASE 304 U 332-5480
SASKATOON SASK CAN
AGR1 URH FORBES 382 C
TUSCOLA ILL 61953
ENG3 URH CARR 123 U 332-3875
CHICAGO ILL
LAS4 1106 S LINCOLN U 344-3616
RANTOUL ILL
LAS3 107 E CHALMERS C 359-1320
PONTIAC ILL 61764




ED 4 902 S 2ND C 356-4432
SKOKIE ILL
LAS4 1101 W PENN U 344-9469
DECATUR ILL
ENG2 URH TOWNSENO 507 U 332-4244
BONE GAP ILL 62 815
COM2 910 S 3RD C
CHICAGO ILL 60617
LAS4 108 W VINE C 344-9694
ROCK ISLAND ILL
LAS1 URH NOBLE 420 C
ROCK ISLAND ILL 61201
GRAD 502 W MAIN U 367-1354
ALTAMONT ILL
GRAD 705 W HAINES RD C 356-6379
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61822
GRAD URH DANIELS 265 U 352-7754
JACKSONVILLE ILL
GRAD 1605 VALLEY RD C 359-2487
OXFORD OHIO 45056
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 1121 U 332-5727
CHICAGO HTS ILL 60411
FAA1 409 E CHALMERS C 344-3396
CHICAGO ILL 60628
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS C 344-4339
WATERLOO ILL
LAS1 1116 W NEVADA U 344-1442
GREENVILLE ILL 62246
GRAD 901 W CALIFORNIA U 352-7500
CHICAGO ILL 60629
PE 3 505 E UNIVERSITY C 352-9803
EVERGREEN PK IL
LAS4 518 E GREEN C
WESTCHESTER ILL
LAS3 URH WESTON 322 C 332-2000
CARPNTRSVILE ILL
GRAD 3209 KIRBY C 356-1957
PALMYRA MO
LAS2 URH WARDALL 716 U 332-4443
CHICAGO ILL 60631
GRAO URH DANIELS 244 U 332-2197
EVERETT WASH 98201
LAS4 2305 S 1ST C 344-5580
ELMHURST ILL
AGR1 305 W PARK U 365-1640
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 1702 HEDGE RD C 356-9792
CHAMPAIGN ILL 6182
GRAD 1601 N KILER C 352-2530
HESSTON KANS 67062
GRAD 301 S PRAIRIE C
CICERO ILL
ENG4 214 S DEWEY V U 365-3238
URBANA ILL
C0M1 2817 E MAIN U 367-7965
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG2 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
FESTUS MO 63028
ENG4 201 E JOHN C 356-7515
BUNKER HILL ILL 62014
C0M1 URH WESTON 441 C
STERLING iLL 61061
JNL3 505 E CHALMERS C 344-1300
MORRISON ILL
LAW1 2113 WHITE C
BARTONVILLE ILL
COM2 URH FORBES 293 C 332-1010
FARMINGTON ILL 61531
COM3 211 E DANIEL C 344-9583
TOULON ILL
LAS1 901 S LINCOLN U 332-2786
ABSECON N J 08201
LAS1 URH TOWNSEND 240 U 332-4077
ST HELENS ORE 97051
ENG1 URH WESTON 469 C 332-2103
MORRISON ILL 61270
ENG3 310 E CHALMERS C 344-9442
CHICAGO ILL
LAS3 URH SCOTT 417 C 332-1555
CHICAGO ILL
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 276 C 332-1243
DE PUE ILL 61322
FAA1 URH LAR 101 U 332-2806
RANTOUL ILL 61666
GRAO RISING RD C 356-9218
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 URH GARNER 406 C 332-0850
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62702
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS C 344-1103
JOLIET ILL
GRAD OAK PARK ILL 332-2203
OAK PARK ILL
LAS3 1208 W CALIFORNIA U 344-3707
CHICAGO ILL
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 823 U 332-5639
UNIVERSITY CITY MO 63130
LAS4 URH TOWNSEND 310 U 332-0979
AURORA ILL
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 307 U 332-5473
AURORA ILL 60506
COM2 409 E CHALMERS C
CHICAGO ILL
GRAD 51 E JOHN C
EVANSTON IL








4821 W GEORGE ST





















462 H 125TH PL
REUTELL KENNETH PAUL








































REYNOLDS JAN IS E


















































PE 2 URH WARDALL 521
SKOKIE ILL
ENG1 1004 W NEVADA
ARLINGTON ILL 61312
ENG1 URH WESTON 425
CHICAGO ILL 60641
C0M1 1008 S LINCOLN
STREATOR ILL 61364
FAA4 309 W WHITE
PARK RIDGE ILL 60068
FAA4 802 S LOCUST
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS1 301 E ARMORY
FLOSSMOOR ILL 60422
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 523
ELGIN ILL 60120
LAS1 URH SNYDER 344
DECATUR ILL 62522
LAS2 URH LAR 436
HIGHLAND PARK ILL 60035
COM3 URH BARTON 22
OECATUR ILL
VM 1 URH CARR 126
HIGHLAND PARK ILL 60035
LAS1 URH ALLEN 104
HIGHLAND PARK ILL 60035
ENG3 1107 W GREEN
CHICAGO ILL 60628
ENG1 URH FORBES 340
ADDISON ILL 60101
ENG1 1008 S LINCOLN
WARSAW ILL 62379
LAS3 107 E JOHN
CHICAGO ILL 60639
COM3 6 SAFFER CT
CISSNA PK ILL
GRAD 407 HESSEL BLVD
MURPHYSBORO ILL
AGR2 401 E DANIEL
TOLONO ILL 61880
LAS2 URH WARDALL 620
SKOKIE ILL 60076
GRAD 1202 W GREEN
WYOMING ILL






GRAD 721 W WASHINGTON
CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAD 602 E STOUGHTON
CHICAGO ILL 60643
GRAD 602 E STOUGHTON
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 1106 S 3RD
MIAMI BEACH FLA 33140
LAS3 URH VANDOREN 10
ROCKFORD ILL
GRAD 207 N FAIR
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
AGR4 609 W PENN
CATLIN ILL 61817
PE 2 URH SAUNDERS 7
WITT ILL 62094
GRAD 109 E CHALMERS
ALTONA ILL 61414
GRAD 928 N LINVIEW
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD URH DANIELS 493
GREENVILLE ILL 62246
AVI3 URH TOWNSENO 222
E PEORIA ILL
FAA4 URH WARDALL 1108
PLEASANT PLAIN ILL
LAS3 1103 W OREGON
KANKAKEE ILL
C0M1 URH FLAGG 318
CARBONDALE ILL 62901
ENG4 206 E JOHN
PLEASANT PLANS ILL
LAS1 URH GARNER 442
LOMBARD ILL 60148
EO 3 904 S LINCOLN
SHELDON ILL
PE 1 URH WARDALL 1108
D I VERNON ILL j 62530
COM3 402 E ARMORY
STEGER ILL




GRAD 601 W OREGON
PARK RIDGE ILL 60068
LAS4 710 W OHIO
HETTICK ILL
AGR4 135 W CLARK
HETTICK ILL 62649
LAS3 URH TOWNSEND 245
DOWNERS GROVE ILL
ENG3 URH GARNER 122
FINDLAY IL
ENG1 705 S 3RD
RED BUD ILL 62278




LAS3 WHITE HEATH ILL
WHITE HEATH ILL 61884
ED 1 URH FLAGG 428
BELVIDERE ILL 61008
LAS1 URH WESTON 367
BARTONVILLE ILL 61607
FAA3 URH TUWNSEND 210
PARIS ILL




























































5322 S STATE 501
RHODES HOWARD EDGAR















































































































RICHARDSON EL IN ANN






AGR3 4 SAFFER CT
DIXON ILL 61021
LAS4 105 E DANIEL
CHICAGO ILL 60609
LAS1 910 S 3RD
CENTRALIA ILL
LAS2 1004 S 3RD
PARK FOREST ILL 60466
AGR3 1301 S BUSEY
ROXANA ILL 62084






LAS3 1101 W PENN
GLEN ELLYN ILL 60137
ENG1 URH TOWNSEND 411
BARTONVILLE ILL 61607
LAS2 URH SAUNDERS 227
MIDLOTHIAN ILL 60445
AGR4 907 W ILLINOIS
GREENVILLE ILL 62246
LAS3 URH TRELEASE 1103
ROCKFORD ILL




GRAD 616 E DANIEL
CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAD URH DANIELS 509
CHICAGO ILL 60625
ENG4 2303 S 1ST
MAPLE PARK ILL
GRAD 905 S MATTIS
PARK FOREST ILL 60466
LAS4 1202 W NEVADA
CARTHAGE ILL
GRAD 107 W CALIFORNIA
OSSEO HIS
GRAO 2004 B ORCHARD ST
SOMERSET ENG
GRAD URH SHERMAN 859
PORTLAND OR
COM2 105 E ARMORY
CHICAGO ILL
GRAO URH SHERMAN 315
BELLAIRE TEX
AGR3 1002 S LINCOLN
WATERMAN ILL
AGR4 611 E DANIEL
CARMI ILL
GRAD URH DANIELS 354
MORROW GA 30260
LAS3 URH ALLEN 105
LENA ILL
AGR1 URH GARNER 339
LENA ILL 61048
GRAD 306 E GREEN
BOSTON MA




LAS3 1106 S LINCOLN
PARK FOREST ILL 60466


















ENG2 WONDER LAKE ILL
WONDER LAKE ILL 60097
LAS1 409 E CHALMERS
KANKAKEE ILL 60901
LAS2 106 E ARMORY
KEWANEE ILL 61443
LAS3 2424 E GREEN
URBANA ILL




GRAD 707 S 6TH
YOUNGSTOWN OHIO 44510
GRAD 212 E WHITE
GRAND BLANE MICH
LAS1 URH FLAGG 412
CINCINNATI OHIO 45224
GRAD 1106 S EUCLID
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
FAA4 310 W CALIFORNIA
URBANA 1LL_ 61801
ENG3 URH BABCOCK 329
PEORIA ILL
ENG4 307 W CLARK
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
AGR1 URH BABCOCK 324
PEORIA ILL 61614
LAS1 URH GARNER 111
PEORIA ILL 61604
GRAO URH DANIELS 338
CHICAGO ILL
LAS1 URH SNYDER 225
OLNEY ILL 62450
GRAO URH SHERMAN 1161
BRANDON MAN CAN
LAS2 URH HOPKINS 241
GENEVA ILL 60134




























































ROUTE 2 BOX 135
RICHARDSON JANE ELLE
RR 4










































































































JS17 _L INCOLN _ST_
_
ENG3 1004 S 4TH
PK RIDGE ILL
GRAO 2025 C ORCHARD ST
PARRISH ALA
LAS4 URH BUSEY 104
CASEY ILL
CASl 910 S 3RD
ORLAND PARK ILL 60462
FAA1 URH WESTON 395
PEORIA ILL 61603
LAS2 URH FORBES 456
PARK FOREST ILL 60466
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 228
DANVILLE ILL
ENG4 508 E WHITE
MOLINE ILL
AGR3 URH OGLESBY 1003
FARMINGTON ILL
COM2 URH WARDALL 604
CASEY ILL 62420
ENG3 505 E GREEN
MURPHYSBORO ILL
COM2 910 S 3R0
PALATINE ILL . 60067
FAA3 402 E ARMORY
BROOKFIELD ILL
LAS1 URH WESTON 109
BELVIDERE ILL 61008
LAS1 URH SNYDER 217
WELLE SLEY MASS 02181
COM4 PHILO ILL
PHILO ILL 61864
GRAD 306 N ROMINE
URBANA ILL 61820
LAS4 1204 S LINCOLN
NORTHBROOK ILL
LAS2 URH TAFT 423
SKOKIE ILL 60077
ED 2 1204 S LINCOLN
CLINTON ILL
ENG4 BOX 2425
FOREST PARK ILL 60130
EO 4 511 FAIRLAWN
URBANA ILL 61801




FAA2 URH SCOTT 400
STERLING ILL 61081
LAS2 1004 OREGON
GARRETT PARK MD 20766
LAS4 406 S VINE
URBANA ILL
FAA4 406 S VINE
URBANA IL
GRAD 1109 S ORCHARD ST
STOLBERG RHLD GER
LAS2 505 E CHALMERS
STERLING ILL
LAS1 412 E GREEN
BENSENVILLE ILL 60106




GRAD 504 W ELM
PALOS PARK ILL
LAS2 1207 W NEVADA
MARENGO ILL 60152
C0M1 URH OGLESBY 627
GRANITE CITY ILL 62040




LAS4 604 E ARMORY
PERU ILL
GRAD 901 S 6TH
BENTON KY
LAS1 URH VANDOREN
OAK PARK ILL 60302
GRAD 55 LAKE PARK
CHAMPAIGN IL
LAS1 URH SCOTT 266
VENICE ILL
AGR2 URH FORBES 317
WAPELLA ILL 61777
ENG1 206 S GREGORY
AURORA ILL 60504
PE 3 805 W OHIO
FLAT ROCK ILL
LAS4 611 E DANIEL
HINSDALE ILL
LAS1 409 E CHALMERS
BERWYN ILL 60402
AGR2 1301 S BUSEY
LEBANON ILL 62254
GRAD 1107 W GREEN'
BERWYN ILL
ENG1 URH HOPKINS 416
HUNTLEY ILL 60142
LAW3 208 E CLARK
SKOKIE ILL
ENG1 URH CARR 403
PARK RIDGE ILL 60068
LAS2 URH LAR 392
VILLA PARK ILL 60181
GRAO 1307 LINCOLNSHIRE
CHAMPAIGN IL





























































AGR1 810 W OREGON
REOOICK ILL 60961
LAS2 URH LAR 278
MAPLETON ILL 61547
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 301
JOLIET ILL 60433























5245 N DAMEN AV
RIGOON SUSAN MARIE
"




3706 W 81ST PL
RIGGINS MARVEN PAGE
















































































320 E 5TH ST
RINNE WILLIAM ALFRED













GRAD 1707 W CLARK
CHAMPAIGN ILL
FAA3 1003 S 3RD
DANVILLE ILL 61832
GRAO 901 W SPRINGFIELD
BISHOP TEX 78705
FAA4 604 E ARMORY
BELLEVILLE ILL
AGR4 58 E GREGORY
MORRISON ILL








GRAD 609 W MAIN
UR8ANA ILL 61801
GRAO 604 E ARMORY
NOTRE DAME I ND 46556
LAS3 URH BUSEY 430
CHICAGO ILL
ENG2 URH TOWNSEND 546
ROCKFORD ILL 61103
ENG1 6 SAFFER CT
PRINCEVILLE ILL 61559
LAS2 URH CARR 309
CHICAGO ILL 60645
VM 4 VET CLINIC SA
CHICAGO 43 ILL
PE 4 910 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAS3 1111 W NEVAOA
CARPENTERSVL ILL
LAS4 309 E JOHN
DOWNERS GROVE ILL 60515
LAS2 501 E HEALEY
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
FAA3 905 W CALIFORNIA
BERWYN ILL
GRAD 614 W WASHINGTON
WOOSTER OHIO
LAS3 URH SAUNDERS 9
PARK FOREST ILL 60466
LAW1 URH SHERMAN 963
EUREKA ILL 61530
GRAD 708 S COTTAGE GR
ROCKFORD ILL
.
LAS6 708 S COTTAGE GR
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAO 605 S 4TH
CLEVELAND OHIO 44108
LAS1 310 E GREGORY
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62702
ENG4 604 E ARMORY
WOODSTOCK ILL
LAS2 URH ALLEN 432
LA GRANGE ILL 60525
LAS4 901 W SPRINGFIELD
SPRINGFIELD ILL
GRAO 1106 S EUCLID
EUREKA IL
LAS1 URH SNYDER 311
ROANOKE ILL 61561
LAS3 611 E DANIEL
FREEPORT ILL
GRAD 904 W STOUGHTON
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG2 URH OGLESBY 1011
CLARENDON HLS ILL 60514
LAS4 DANVILLE ILL
DANVILLE ILL 61832
AGR1 1010 S 2ND
STRAS8URG ILL 62465
GRAD 301 E UN1VERSI TY
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ED 3 URH LAR 395
KANKAKEE ILL 60901
GRAO 602 E STOUGHTON
CHARLESTON ILL









AGR1 URH SNYDER 213
NORTHLAKE ILL 60164
COM3 URH TOWNSEND 568
BERWYN ILL
AGR'l URH SCOTT 440
STRAWN ILL 61775
AGR3 1008 W NEVADA
STRAWN ILL




LAS2 URH OGLESBY 905
NAPERVILLE ILL 60540
ED 2 URH TRELEASE 904
RANKIN ILL 60960
LAS1 URH WESTON 496
GRINDLEY ILL 61744






FAA4 1003 S 3RD
MT CARMEL ILL 62863
ENG1 URH GARNER 336
GRANT PARK ILL 60940
LAS2 1004 S 4TH
STERLING ILL 61081






































































































118 S SUNNYSIDE DR





















733 E WALDBURG ST
RIVES KATHRYN MINIFR




1111 MAPLE PARK DR
RIZZI LINO PIO












































LAS1 URH BUSEY 103 U 332-2581
OAK PARK ILL 60302
ENG4 1110 W STOUGHTON U 367-1842
ELPASO ILL
ENG1 URH HOPKINS 464 C 332-1371
WATERLOO ILL 62298
LAS2 URH NOBLE 22 C 332-0360
W00DR1DGE ILL 60515
LAW3 2006 VAWTER U 365-2769
ALTON IL
LAW1 604 E ARMORY C 344-0608
EAST ST LOUIS ILL 62207
LAS4 URH OGLESBY 729 U 332-5260
LA GRANGE PK ILL 60525
FAA3 905 S 2ND C
BATAVIA IL 60510
PE 3 20 MAGNOLIA C 356-9773
CHAMPAIGN IL 61820
LASl URH OGLESBY 231 U 332-5112
LIBERTYVILLE ILL 60048
ENG4 1010 E COLORADO U 367-9066
URBANA ILL
ENG1 302 E GREGORY C
SKOKIE ILL 60076
ENG3 1101 H CLARK U 367-1638
TEHRAN IRAN
ED 2 409 E CHALMERS C 344-4339
PARK RIDGE ILL 60068
ENG2 URH OGLESBY 1021 U 332-5342
CHICAGO ILL 60626
ENG3 URH BABCOCK 414 U 332-3822
CHICAGO ILL
LAS2 URH GARNER 338 C 332-0800
PERU ILL 61354
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS C 344-3487
SAUANNA ILL 61074
LAS2 505 E CHALMERS C 344-4333
MORRISON ILL 61270
LASl 505 E CHALMERS C
MORRISON ILL 61270




LAS2 URH TRELEASE 302 U 332-5468
PONTIAC ILL 61764
ED 2 URH BLAISDELL 14 U 332-3477
BLUE MOUNO ILL 62513
LAS3 206 S GREGORY U 332-5220
JERSEYVILLE IL 62052
C0M1 URH GARNER 215 C 332-0714
ROSSVILLE ILL 60963
ENG3 409 E CHALMERS C 344-0400
CHICAGO ILL 60645
FAA1 URH SCOTT 245 C 332-1463
VALHEYER ILL 62295
GRAO 508 E STOUGHTON C 356-4066
SPRINGFIELD MO 65804
FAA2 907 S 3RD C
LAWRENCEBURG I NO 47025
AVI1 412 E GREEN C
NORTHBROOK ILL 60062
LAS4 407 E STOUGHTON
ELMHURST ILL
GRAD URH SHERMAN 653
MONTERREY HEX
GRAD ELK GROVE ILL
ELK GROVE ILL 60007
GRAD 1960 C ORCHARD ST
SAVANNAH GA
LASl URH NOBLE 220
MT PROSPECT ILL 60056
GRAO 14 BAY TREE
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ED 4 1111 MAPLE PARK
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61B20
LASl URH HOPKINS 444
MELROSE PARK ILL 60160
LAS4 2020 N HATTIS
ELMHURST ILL
LAS2 309 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL 60630



















LAS3 URH EVANS 240
CHICAGO ILL
ENG3 112 E DANIEL
KANKAKEE ILL
LASl URH LAR 103
BREESE ILL
PE 1 URH LAR 2 95
CHICAGO ILL
EO 2 URH VANDOREN 402
MORTON GROVE ILL 600S3
AGR4 URH BUSEY 203
WASHBURN ILL
GRAD 1010 W GREEN 314
URBANA ILL 6L801
ENG1 URH WESTON 459
CARMI ILL 62821
LAS2 URH TAFT 405
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LASl 706 W OHIO
LINCOLNWUOD ILL 60645
LAS2 URH SCOTT 170
MADISON ILL 62060
LAS2 1207 W NEVADA '
GLEN ELLYN ILL 60137
GRAD 109 E HEALEY
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
















































































































































9524 S 49TH AV
ROBINSON EUGENE JUNI
3517 S FEDERAL ST
LAS4 2907 E MAIN
URBANA ILL 61801
AGR4 URH LAR 209
GRIGGSVILLE IL
FAA3 1108 u GREEN
CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAD 7 PLYMOUTH RD
URBANA ILL
LASl 410 E GREEN
ELMHURST ILL 60126
AGR2 URH HOPKINS 304
WESTVILLE ILL 61883
ENG4 37 E GREEN
BUDA ILL
JNL3 405 E CHALMERS
ROCKFORD ILL
GRAO 2012 B "ORCHARD ST
NEWTON CHESTER ENG




LASl URH CLARK 307
MARKHAM ILL 60426
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 210
CHICAGO ILL 60655
ENG1 URH HOPKINS 356
DECATUR ILL 62526
AGR1 URH BLAISDELL 109
GRIGGSVILLE ILL 62340
AGR4 2009 HAZELWD CT
NIANTIC ILL
LASl URH TRELEASE 109
EAST ALTON ILL 62024
COM4 409 E CHALMERS
BERWYN ILL 60403
LAS3 URH WARDALL 1023
SKOKIE ILL
GRAD 718 S ELM
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
AGR3 58 E GREGORY
PESOTUM ILL
GRAD 2009 D HAZELWD CT
NIANTIC ILL
LAS4 2301 S 1ST
EVANSTON ILL
FAA4 403 BRIAR LN
MACOMB ILL 61455
ED 3 URH BUSEY 219
ALTON ILL
GRAO 207 COUNTRY FR
MACOMB ILL 61455
C0M1 URH GARNER 400
ELDORADO ILL 62930
ENG2 URH SCOTT 336
DECATUR ILL 62522
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS
LINCOLNWOOD ILL 60646
LASl 1405 MAYFAIR RD
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 505 E UNIVERSITY
LAS2 URH SAUNDERS 410
URBANA ILL 61801
LAW1 1004 W STOUGHTON
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 1706 S PLEASANT
URBANA ILL 61801
AGR1 1116 W NEVADA
QUINCY ILL 62301
ENG3 904 W GREEN
CHARLESTON IL 61920
GRAO 704 W STOUGHTON
HOFFMAN EST ILL
AGR4 202 E DANIEL
ROCKPORT ILL









GRAD 419 W MAIN
TWIN FALLS IDAHO 83301
LAW1 910 W NEVADA
ROCK ISLAND ILL 61201
GRAO 107 E WHITE
SAVANNAH GA
GRAD 510 E STOUGHTON
SOUTH HOLLAND ILL 60473
GRAD 1956 C ORCHARD ST
NEW ORLEANS LA 70117
LAS2 1301 S BUSEY
LAKE BLUFF ILL 60088
LASl URH SAUNDERS 122
SKOKIE ILL 60076
LAS2 907 S 4TH
CHICAGO ILL 60614
LAS3 URH CARR 219
SKOKIE ILL 60077
AGR1 URH WESTON 342
MELROSE PARK ILL 60164
LASl URH LUNOGREN 19
CAMERON ILL 61423
LAS4 URH WARDALL 1109
PALATINE ILL
ED 3 910 S 3RD
LA GRANGE PARK ILL 60525
GRAD 604 W HEALEY
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
AGR1 URH LAR 188
MOLINE ILL 61265
AGR3 202 E DANIEL
WATERLOO NEB


















































































RR 8 BOX 64
ROBINSON RICHARD BRU


















































































RR 2 BOX 22
RODELL DANIEL EL IAS
6927 S CREGIER AV
ROOEN PATRICK H
ROUTE 1
RODENBURG JOHN R JR
2149 LINDSAY RD
RODERICK MARIANNE C





LAS1 URH HOPKINS 270
CHICAGO ILL 60615




GRAD 1414 N MCKINLEY
COLUMBIA MO. 65201
LAS4 108 E HEALEY
QUINCY ILL
LAW2 1948 VALLEY RO
WILMETTE ILL
AGR3 805 S LINCOLN
CAMERON ILL 61423
AGR1 URH WARDALL 1010
OUEENSVILLAGE N Y 11427
GRAD 2 ONEIL CT
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
FAA2 URH VANDOREN 303
ALTON ILL 62003
GRAD 1206 N NEIL
HOUSTON TEX 77017
PE 4 402 E OANIEL
OECATUR ILL
LAS1 URH TOWNSEND 150
CHICAGO ILL 60617
CUM4 211 E DANIEL
STERLING ILL
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 409
MT PROSPECT ILL 60056
GRAD 612 W NEVADA
URBANA ILL 61801
LAW2 URH SHERMAN 251
WINCHESTER ILL 62694
LAS4 108 E HEALEY
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 2 ONEIL CT
LAKE FOREST ILL
LAS3 910 S 3RD
EAST CHICAGO I NO 46312
AGR4 805 S LINCOLN
CAMERON ILL
GRAD 1601 VALLEY RD
LAGUNA BEACH CAL
VM 4 1115 W WASHINGTON
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
VM 4 1115 W WASHINGTON
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAW3 1106 S EUCLID
FAIRFIELD ILL
LAS4 URH WARDALL 1209
TREMONT ILL
LAS1 URH CLARK 208
GERMANTOWN ILL 62245






LAS3 URH LAR 164
HAZELCREST ILL
GRAD 603 S 1ST
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 2084 B ORCHARD ST
WEXFORD IRE




FAA3 407 S NEW
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LASl 907 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL 60620
LAS3 301 E ARMORY
LINCOLNWOOD ILL
LAS4 URH OGLESBY 1001
CHICAGO 28 ILL
C0M1 URH GARNER 492
PALATINE ILL 60067
LASl URH WESTON 254
LAWRENCEVILLE ILL 62439
GRAD 503 W GREEN
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
COM4 506 W INDIANA
EUREKA ILL
C0M1 URH FORBES 208
CRYSTAL LAKE ILL 60014
LAS3 611 E DANIEL
CRYSTAL LAKE ILL
ENG1 URH TOWNSEND 404
CRYSTAL LAKE ILL 60014
COM4 1527 LINCOLNSHIRE
CHICAGO 26 ILL
COM2 910 S 3RD
LINCOLNWOOD ILL 60645
GRAO 101 S BUSEY
ROCKFORD IL
LAS3 URH LUNDGREN 18
PALATINE ILL 60067
LAS3 URH TRELEASE 612
OGLESBY ILL 61348




GRAO 411 W ILLINOIS
BIRD ISLAND MINN 55310
LASl URH FORBES 496
CHICAGO ILL 60649
VM 1 704 W VERMUNT
CLINTON WIS 53525
C0M1 URH WESTON 412
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62704
GRAD 1611 VALLEY RD
WILLIAMSPORT MD 21795





















































ROOEWALD GORDON E JR
1708 TARA OR
ROOGERS JANICE KAY















1641 E DERRY RD
RODRIGUEZ ADELAIOA F
1121 N 6TH ST







1213 E ROUTT AV
RODRIGUEZ FLORA V






809 W PAULINE ST
ROE DAVID HARTLEY
_ J.007 S MATTIS
ROE MARGARET JANE
809 W PAULINE ST
ROE MARY ELAINE




























RR 1 BOX 97
ROGALLA LYNN PATRICI
2140 N KOSTNER AV
ROGAS JAMES LYNN




















324 E 1ST N
ROGERS DAVID RAY






















515 BASH CT 6
GRAD 1708 TARA
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LASl URH TRELEASE 411
FARMINGTON ILL 61531
AGR2 58 E GREGORY
SHEFFIELD ILL 61361
GRAD 1801 B ORCHARD PL
TOLEDO OHIO 43608
PE 3 809 W PENN
MONMOUTH ILL 61462
GRAD URH DANIELS 329
MARIANNA PA 15345
FAA1 URH LAR 381
PARK FOREST ILL 60466
LAS3 URH BARTON 404
PARK FOREST ILL
GRAD 711 S RANDOLPH
CHICAGO IL
GRAD URH DANIELS 183
HERSHEY PA 17033
LAS4 311 E JOHN
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62702
FAA3 508 S 4TH
ELMHURST ILL 60127
GRAD 300 S GOODWIN
URBANA ILL 61801
LASl URH ALLEN 225
CHICAGO ILL 60623
GRAO 2022 B ORCHARD ST
PUEBLO COLO 81004
LASl URH DANIELS 477
HEREOIA COSTA RICA
GRAO 714 W GREEN
SANSLVDR EL SALVOR
LAS2 1007 S MATTIS
AURURA COLO 80010
GRAD 609 W MAIN
TAYLORVILLE ILL








AGR1 907 W ILLINOI
S
WEST FRANKFORT ILL 62896
FAA3 800 S MATTIS
MORTON ILL 61550
FAA4 800 S MATTIS
MORTON ILL 61550
LAS2 URH WARDALL 207
WATSEKA ILL 60970
COM2 312 E ARMORY
PEORIA ILL
LASl URH HOPKINS 219
PEORIA ILL 61614
LAS2 URH BUSEY 225 »
FREEPORT ILL 61032
FAA2 URH WARDALL 805
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61822
AGR4 URH TAFT 8
EVERGREEN PARK ILL 60642
LASl 604 E ARMORY
MORTON ILL 61550
GRAD 307 E HEALEY
DES PLAINES ILL
LAS2 URH SCOTT 317
BLOOMINGTON ILL 61701
ENG2 URH FORBES 270
OAK FOREST ILL
AGR2 1118 W NEVADA
WINNEBAGO ILL 61088
LAS4 URH ALLEN 285
CHICAGO ILL 60639
ENG1 URH FORBES 488
HILLSIDE ILL , 60162
ED 2 URH VANDOREN 408
MT PROSPECT ILL
LAS2 URH CARR 102
LACON ILL 61540
ENG2 1312 GARDEN LN
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61821
FAA3 URH WARDALL 321
DOWNERS GROVE ILL
LASl URH ALLEN 191
HARVARD ILL 60033
GRAO 922 W CHARLES
MIAMI FLA 33150
LAS2 URH WARDALL 304
CHICAGO ILL 60613
GRAD 611 W STOUGHTON
URBANA ILL 61801
LA S3 URH CARR 205
PARK RIDGE ILL 60068
ENG2 112 E OANIEL
CARLINVILLE ILL 62626
LASl URH GARNER 411
NEWTON ILL 62448
FAA3 514 E JOHN
CHICAGO ILL 60637
AVI1 2317 S 1ST
DES PLAINES ILL 60016





ED 2 URH BLAISDELL 227
OAK PARK ILL 60304
LAS3 1609 VALLEY RD
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820











































FAA3 710 W OHIO
ATLANTA ILL















































212 VAN BUR EN ST
ROHMALLER PAUL LEWIS


















































3808 W ST LOUIS
ROLLO HARGER COOK






















1663 N GILBERT ST
ROMINE KfcEO MARSHALL

















LAW2 111 E CHALMERS
CAHOKIA ILL 62206
FAAl 806 W OHIO
WOOD RIVER ILL 62 095
LAS4 1808 VALLEY RD
CHRISTOPHER ILL
FAA3 110 E ARMORY
CALUMET CITY ILL
ENG1 URH WESTON 262
GLENVIEW ILL 60025
FAA1 URH LAR 468
CHICAGO ILL 60628
GRAD 1010 W GREEN 334
SEOUL KOREA
LAS3 910 S 3RD
MANTENO ILL 60950
GRAO URH DANIELS 197
FRANKLIN MICH
ENG4 1110 W STOUGHTON
CHICAGO 45 ILL
FAA4 1102 S 2ND
PAXTON ILL




AGIO 207 E JOHN
RED BUD ILL
GRAD 1400 N MCKINLEY
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS3 URH CARR 314
SYCAMORE ILL 60178
GRAD 203 W WILLIAM
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820




GRAD 905 S 1ST
GREGORY TEX




AGR1 910 S 3RD
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LA S3 604 E ARMORY
OGLESBY 1.1.1. 61348
LAS4 10 ROXBURY RD
CHICAGO 29 ILL
LAS1 604 E ARMORY
CHICAGO ILL 60651
ENG2 1004 S 2ND
SHUMWAY ILL
ENG2 1004 S 2ND
SHUMWAY ILL
AGR1 URH TAFT 19
WINCHESTER ILL
AGR4 8 ROSEWOOD PL
METROPOLIS ILL 62960
LAS1 URH NOBLE 320
BROCTON ILL 61917
ENG4 307 E HEALEY
BROCTON ILL
LAS4 URH HOPKINS 206
ELMHURST ILL






















FAA3 1107 W GREEN
ST PAUL MINN 55106
ENG1 URH SCOTT 43 8
PEORIA ILL 61605
GRAD 1107 W GREEN
RAPID CITY S 57701
LAS4 310 E GREGORY
BARRINGTON ILL
LAS3 910 S 3RD
DES PLA1NES ILL
GRAO URH SHERMAN 348
CHICAGO ILL
LAS3 URH SCOTT 408
CHICAGO ILL
GRAD 1107 S EUCLID
FREEPORT OHIO
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 1018
SKOKIE ILL 60076
GRAD 610 W CALIFORNIA
UTICA N Y 13501
LAW2 2303 S 1ST
CHICAGO ILL 60655
ENG3 URH TOWNSEND 521
ST ANNE ILL
ENG1 URH TOWNSEND 228
BROOKLYN N Y 11228
GRAD 404 W HIGH
KILLEEN TEX
FAAl 409 E CHALMERS
DANVILLE ILL 61832
LAS2 URH GARNER 452
MONMOUTH ILL 61462
GRAD URH SHERMAN 851
OULUTH MINN 55812
LAS2 URH BARTON 223
LA GRANGE PK ILL 6052 8
LAS2 310 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO ILL 60645
COM4 URH OGLESBY 113
MATTOON ILL
LAS1 202 E GREGORY
CHICAGO IL 60619
LAS1 URH SCOTT 425
RANTOUL ILL 61866




















































RR 3 BOX 147























































546 N ALFRED ST
ROSBOROUGH MICHAEL J
RR 3 BOX 65




























































AGR4 411 W SPRINGFIELD
MILFORD ILL
GRAD 1206 W CALIFORNIA
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS2 URH LUNDGREN 305
CHICAGO ILL 60628
GRAD 705 W STOUGHTON
URBANA ILL 61801
ED 1 URH TRELEASE 921
GLEN ELLYN ILL 60137
LAS3 202 E DANIEL
ELMHURST IL 60126
ENG1 URH GARNER 243
BLUE ISLAND ILL 60406
LAS4 611 E DANIEL
WILMETTE ILL 60091
AVI1 URH SNYDER 414
NORRIDGE ILL 60634
GRAD 901 W SPRINGFIELD
URBANA ILL 61B01
FAAl URH FLAGG 424
CLARENDON HLS ILL 60514
LAS3 401 E DANIEL
ROCKFORD ILL
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 1003
HlLLSBORU ILL 62049
LAS4 URH SAUNDERS 417
LA GRANGE ILL




ENG4 WILSON TRLR PK
ALBION ILL
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS
HAZEL CREST ILL
LAS4 URH LAR 191
GALESBURG ILL
GRAD 907 W STOUGHTON
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 610 W STOUGHTON
URBANA ILL
LAS2 1207 W NEVADA
GLENVIEW ILL
FAAl URH SNYDER 382
NEW YORK N Y 11412
FAA2 1601 PARK HAVEN
CARTHAGE ILL 62321
FAA2 904 W GREEN
KANKAKEE ILL 60901
GRAD NEW YORK N Y
NEW YORK N Y 10452
LAS1 URH OGLESBY 318
WAUKEGAN ILL 60085
AGR2 907 S 3RD
OBLONG ILL 62449
ENG3 408 E GREEN
ELGIN ILL 60120
LAS2 806 W OHIO
ELGIN ILL 60120
LAS2 URH HOPKINS 313
OTTAWA ILL 61350
ENG3 URH OGLESBY 906
SPRI_NGfIELD_ ILL




C0M1 URH BABCOCK 311
EVANSTON ILL 60203
LAS3 URH SNYDER 271
E ST LOUIS ILL
GRAD 1107 W GREEN
URBANA ILL
FAA3 1004 S 4TH
CHICAGO ILL 60625
ED 1 910 S 3RD
MORTON GROVE ILL
AGR1 URH BABCOCK 227
KEWANEE ILL 61443
LAS2 URH NOBLE 227
PEORIA IL
PE 2 URH FORBES 221
NAPLES FLA 33940
COMl 105 E ARMORY
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAS4 1105 S 1ST
CHICAGO 49 ILL
ENG2 URH BABCOCK 303
CHICAGO ILL
LAS4 URH FORBES 425
BRYN ATHYN PA 19009
FAA3 3 PLYMOUTH RD
MORRIS ILL 60450




LAS4 1108 W NEVADA
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS2 1102 W NEVADA
EAST ST LOUIS ILL 62201
LAS3 218 E GREGORY
BEDFORD PK ILL
LAS3 URH VANDOREN 107
SKOKIE ILL 60076
COMl URH SCOTT 386
EVANSTON ILL 60203
LAS1 910 S 3RD
SKOKIE ILL 60076
GRAD 901 W SPRINGFIELD
RUSEDALE N Y 11422
GRAD 1417 MAYFAIR RD
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
EO 3 409 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO ILL
FAA2 URH WARDALL 902
OANVILLL ILL 61832




















































































































6614 N ARTESIAN AV
ROSENBERG MARK RICHA
3418 W 114TH ST
ROSENBERG MICHAEL G
3011 W CHASE
ROSENBERG PAUL H JR
691 CH10ESTER
ROSENBERG RALPH
9840 S YATES AV
ROSENBERG SUE CAROL






LAS2 1109 S 4TH I
SKOKIE ILL 60077
LAS3 47 E CHALMERS I
DETROIT MICH 48221
ENG2 URH WESTON 206 I
MORTON GR ILL 60053
COM2 910 S 3RD I
ELMWOOD PARK ILL 60635
FAA2 URH ALLEN 305 I
OLIVETTE MO
„
VM 1 2319 S 1ST I
CHICAGO ILL 60625
LAS2 URH TOWNSEND 584 I
EVANSTON ILL 60203
GRAO URH DANIELS *
LYNBROOK N Y
FAA3 103 S MCCULLOUGH I
CHICAGO ILL
GRAO 106 E HEALEY I
CHAMPAIGN IL
FAA2 URH BUSEY 304 I
CHICAGO ILL 60640
GRAO 505 E WHITE I
NEW ROCHELLE N Y 10805
FAA1 URH WESTON 286 I
CHICAGO ILL 60645
GRAD 707 S 6TH '
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 511 W OREGON
KARKUP ISR
GRAD 304 S RANDOLPH
FLUSHING N Y
GRAD 806 S RANDOLPH
ALBUQUERQUE N MEX
GRAD 707 S 6TH
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS4 URH BUSEY 304
CHICAGO ILL
GRAO 3 ROSEWOOD PL
NEW YORK N Y 10009
LASS 910 S 3RD
SKOKIE ILL 60067
LAS4 1204 S LINCOLN
CHICAGO ILL
ENG2 CREVE COEUR MO
CREVE COEUR MO
GRAD 800 W CHURCH
CHAMPAIGN IL
FAA2 1118 NEVADA
PROSPECT HTS ILL 60070
LAS2 URH TAFT 103
CHICAGO ILL 60651
ENG2 URH TOWNSEND 369
JACKSON HTS N Y 11370
GRAD 1015 W MAIN
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS4 URH WARDALL 1222
DEERFIELD IL
LAS1 409 E CHALMERS
DAYTON OHIO 45415
LAS2 URH BARTON 402
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAS1 910 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL 60655
LAS3 105 E ARMORY
CHICAGO ILL
ENG3 710 W GREEN
GLEN ELLYN ILL 60137
ENG1 URH GARNER 469
CHICAGO ILL 60617
LAS4 910 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL 60645
COM3 URH TOWNSEND 367
ROSELLE ILL












































1325 E 7TH ST
ROSENBOHM JOHN PHILL


















102 S CHERRY ST
ROSENSTIEL JOE E JR













COM4 2303 S 1ST I
LINCOLNWOOD ILL
C0M1 52 E ARMORY
MORTON GROVE ILL 60053
LASl URH HOPKINS 176
BAYSIDE N Y 11360
LAS3 510 E STOUGHTON
CHICAGO ILL
FAA2 URH HOPKINS 382
BROOKLYN N Y 11230
AGR1 801 W NEVADA
PEORIA ILL 61607
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO ILL
LASl 52 E ARMORY
SKOKIE ILL 60076
LAS3 307 S LINCOLN
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 URH LUNDGREN 103
ELGIN ILL
ENG4 URH TOWNSEND 482
SAN OIEGO CAL
AGR4 508 E CHALMERS
PEORIA ILL
GRAO URH SHERMAN 1248
CHAMPAIGN ,ILL 61820
ENG3 URH HOPKINS 365
CHICAGO ILL
ENG1 URH CARR 124
MORRISON ILL 61270
ENG4 402 E GREEN
FREEPORT ILL
FAA1 910 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL 60625
GRAO 802 S ELM
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820




LAS4 204 E JOHN
SKOKIE ILL 60076














































ROSNER KRISTINE MAR I


































ROUTE 1 BX 334
ROSS RICKEY DEE






























RR 2 BOX 344
ROSSOL JAMES JOSEPH













105 N EMMERSON LN
ROTH DAVID MICHAEL











GRAO 802 S ELM
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG2 URH SNYOER 152
LINCOLNWOOD ILL 60646
LAS3 47 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO ILL 60626
VM 2 2301 S 1ST
PERU ILL 61354
LAS3 URH VANDOREN 306
PEORIA ILL
FAA1 URH SCOTT 238
SILVER SPRING MD 20902
AGR1 505 GREEN
ENFIELD ILL 62835
GRAD 2020 N MATTI
S
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG1 URH HOPKINS 402
CHICAGO ILL 60644




LASl 105 E ARMORY
HIGHLAND PK ILL 60035
LASl URH FLAGG 403
CHICAGO ILL 60631
FAA1 410 E JOHN
MONMOUTH ILL 61462
LASl URH EVANS 423
POMPANO BCH FLA 33060
FAA2 URH WARDALL 402
NORTHBROOK ILL 60062
LAS2 URH TOWNSEND 582
MILLSTADT ILL 62260
ENG1 URH SCOTT 346
NAPERVILLE ILL 60540
FAA1 409 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO ILL 60646








COM2 401 E OANIEL
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61822
LAS3 301 E ARMORY
ROSLYN N Y
LAS2 1116 W NEVADA
NORMAL ILL 61761
LASl 409 E CHALMERS
SCIOTA ILL 61475
LAS2 1005 S WRIGHT
E PEORIA ILL 61611
LAS3 URH LAR 268
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62703
GRAD URH SHERMAN 265
BLAINE WASH 98230
LASl URH SNYDER 396
QUINCY ILL 62301
LASl URH TRELEASE 416
HIGHLAND PARK ILL 60035
PE 3 106 W VERMONT
URBANA ILL 61801
LASl URH LAR 232
JULIET ILL 60436
GRAD URH SHERMAN 520
WYOMISSING PA 19610
LASl 607 E CLARK
DECATUR ILL 62521
LASl URH ALLEN 162
BARRINGTON ILL 60010
COM4 410 E JOHN
MONMOUTH ILL
ENG4 112 E DANIEL
CHICAGO ILL




GRAD 811 S FOLEY
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
JNL3 306 E GREGORY
ROCKFORD ILL
VM 3 2307 S 1ST
CHICAGO >5 _I LL
LAS4 808 S LINCOLN
SKOKIE ILL 60076
FAA4 URH BUSEY 416
EFFINGHAM ILL 62401




ENG3 1002 W NEVADA
BARTUNVILLE ILL
LASl 401 E DANIEL
ROCKFORD ILL 61107
ENG2 201 E JOHN
HUFFMAN ESTS ILL 60172
GRAD 904 W STOUGHTON
URBANA ILL 61801
COM3 1003 W CALIFORNIA
HASBROUCK HTS N J
LASl URH SNYDER 332
MT PROSPECT ILL 60056
COM3 DANVILLE ILL
DANVILLE ILL 61832
ENG1 URH WESTON 250
WINNETKA ILL 60093
GRAD 205 W BEARDSLEY
SPRINGFIELD ILL
LASl URH TOWNSEND 411
PEORIA ILL 61605
AGR4 106 E ARMORY
ROANOKE ILL
























































45 RIVER BLUFF RO
*ROTH KENNETH RAYMOND




4500 CONN AV N W
ROTH LONNIE JANE









































ROTHWELL WILLIAM F J
527 FIELDING RO
ROTKIS WALTER MOLDEN
























162 E JACKSON ST
*ROUK DONALD JAY



























BUX 204-A RR 1
ROVETTO RICHARD PHIL
6550 W TOWERS CR
ROVIN NANCY HELENE







LAW2 502 W MICHIGAN U
NEW YORK NY 11691
GRAO 2074 C ORCHARD ST U 344-5288
ASHLAND ILL 62612
ED 1 URH WARDALL 924 U 332-4379
ELGIN ILL 60120
GRAD 202 S FAIR C 359-1036
ST GENEVIEVE MO
LAS2 410 E GREEN C 332-3389
PARK FOREST ILL 60466
ED 4 1104 W NEVADA U 344-9617
WASHINGTON D C
GRAO 311 E SPRINGFIELD C 332-2500
FOREST HLS N Y
LAS4 1116 W NEVADA U 352-8517
BERWYN ILL
GRAD 505 S 1ST C 356-8010
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
C0M1 106 E DANIEL C 356-1766
CHICAGO ILL 60639
GRAD 902 S LINCOLN U 344-0901
ST LOUIS MO 63108
FAA6 705 W STOUGHTON U 367-8964
FT WAYNE IND
LASl 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
LINCOLNWOQD ILL 60646
LAS4 108 E HEALEY C 359-4586
LINCOLNWOOD 46 ILL
PE 4 710 W OHIO U 344-6541
EDGE WOOD ILL
LAS2 GLEN ELLYN ILL
GLEN ELLYN ILL 60137
LAW2 502 W MICHIGAN U 359-3962
CHICAGO ILL 60626
LAS3 910 S 3K0 C 344-5000
COLLINSVILLE ILL
LAS2 URH SAUNDERS 124 U 332-3606
LINCOLNWOOD ILL
GRAD 604 S LINCOLN U 344-5106
BROOKLYN N Y
LASl URH HOPKINS 274 C 332-1241
BENSENVILLE ILL 60106
LAS3 URH CLARK 439 C 332-0084
EVANSTON ILL 60201
LASl URH NOBLE 21 C 332-0359
EMINGTON ILL 60934
LAS2 URH WARDALL 812 U
CREVE COEUR MO 63141
GRAD URH SHERMAN 532 C 332-4770
GARY IND
LAW2 305 E GREEN C 344-6185
SKOKIE ILL 60076
LAS3 URH TRELEASE 607 U 332-5564
SKOKIE ILL
LAS4 713 S 6TH C 344-1902
CHARLOTTE 8 N CAR
LAS4 1004 S 2ND C 356-7683
CHICAGO ILL
LASl URH SNYDER 472 C
CINCINNATI OHIO 45237
ENG3 505 E GREEN C 344-5695
INOIANPLS 40 IND
LASl URH FORBES 121 C
CHICAGO ILL 60645
GRAD 604 E ARMORY C 344-3350
DECATUR ILL 62526
JNL4 202 E JOHN C 356-2730
KEWANEE ILL
ED 3 409 E CHALMERS C
CANTON ILL 61520
GRAD 624 E GREEN C
FLUSHING N Y 11366
LASl URH FORBES 240 C 332-0971
DOWNERS GROVE ILL 60515
AGR3 312 E DANIEL C 344-0671
GRAYVILLE ILL
LASl 621 W HILL C 356-3185
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS5 2203 EASY U 367-4697
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 URH WESTON 460 C 332-2094
ELMHURST ILL
GRAO 24 TULIP TREE C 352-7396
CHAMPAIGN IL
LAS3 501 E GREEN C 344-6656
OUINCY ILL
GRAD 182 5 B ORCHARD PL U
CHICAGO ILL 60609
GRAO 1102 S 2ND C 356-2740
WEBSTER GROVES MO 63119
LAS2 URH SNYDER 314 C 332-1750
DANVILLE ILL 61833
GRAD 1825 B ORCHARD PL U 352-5993
CHICAGO 30 IL
GRAD 408 E STOUGHTON C
LETART W VA 25253
AGR1 MAHOMET ILL
MAHOMET ILL 61853
FAA3 901 S 2ND C 352-9541
CHICAGO IJ-L 6061_6
FAA3 URH EVANS 337 U 332-2753
BLOOMINGTON ILL 61701
GRAD 1213 W CLARK U 367-6420
FLORI SSANT MO
LASl URH TOWNSEND 235 U 332-4072
PARK FOREST ILL 60446
LAS4 URH WARDALL 720 U 332-4448
PARK FOREST ILL
GRAD 307 W CLARK C 359-4264
HAMPSHIRE ILL
ENG1 1009 W PENN U 344-9518
LINCOLNWOOD ILL 60646




LAS3 1111 S 1ST C 356-3314
DkCATUR ILL
ENG4 904 W GREEN U
WARREN ILL 61087
ROWE GARY NEIL








233 W ELIZABETH ST
ROWE MARIANNE RENEE


































419 W HIGH ST
ROYDES RONA LUCEILLE
108 E 7TH ST







12 E 3RD ST
ROYSTER TIMOTHY


























22 N YALE AV
RUBEN BONNIE CAROL







































LAS3 URH OGLESBY 203 U 332-5085
EAST MOLINE ILL
AGRl URH FORBES 244 C 332-0975
HENRY ILL 61537
COM3 711 W GREEN U 367-9162
ELMHURST ILL 60126
AGR3 909 S 3RD C 344-9860
HARVARD ILL 60033
LASL URH SAUNDERS U 332-3674
CALUMET CITY ILL 60409
LASl URH SAUNDERS 401 U 332-3674
CALUMET CITY ILL 60409
PE 3 1202 W MAIN U 359-3000
GLENVIEW ILL
GRAD 605 S 4TH C 356-2647
RICHLAND WASH
LAS3 URH WARDALL 223 U 332-4330
E PEORIA IL 61611
FAA4 411 E GREEN C
ELGIN ILL
JNL3 URH LAR 332 . U 332-2896
ROCKFORD ILL




AGRl 309 E CHALMERS C
TREMONT ILL 61568
GRAO 917 W DANIEL C 356-1628
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
COM4 108 HEALEY C 356-2483
BETHESDA MD
PE 1 URH SAUNDERS 330 U 332-3672
CHRISTOPHER ILL 62822
FAA1 URH SCOTT 392 C
EAST MOLINE ILL 61244
GRAD 803 S LOCUST C 359-1978
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS4 905 W CALIFORNIA U 344-9581
PARK RIDGE ILL
GRAD TABALPUR MP INDIA
MP INDIA
GRAO 908 W CALIFORNIA U 344-4105
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS4 505 E WHITE C 356-3967
PEORIA ILL
GRAD 904 W ILLINOIS U
OIL CITY PA
GRAD 50 E CHALMERS C 359-3611
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 605 S 4TH C 356-2647
PINOLE CAL




PE I URH GARNER 342 C 332-0804
ROCKFORD ILL 61103
GRAD 215 HESSEL C 359-3464
WELLS MAINE 04090
LAS2 1005 S 2ND C
CHICAGO ILL 60629
COM3 1204 JULIE C 352-3932
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LASl 1010 S 2ND C 356-0521
PARK FOREST ILL 60466
ED 4 1207 W NEVADA U 344-4751
CHICAGO 23 ILL
FAA3 URH BLAISOELL 317 U 332-3524
JOLIET ILL 60435
LAS2 URH LAR 330 U 332-2894
BERWYN ILL 60402
LAS3 803 W OREGON U 344-6443
COLLEGE VI LLE IND 47979
LAS2 505 E CHALMERS C 344-1092
PARK RIOGE ILL 60068
LAS2 1202 W NEVADA U 344-1173
GLENWOOD ILL 60425
LAS3 URH BABCOCK 407 U 332-3815
BROOKLYN N Y
LAS2 106 E DANIEL C 356-1766
ROCKFORD ILL
COM3 URH SNYDER 388 C 332-1801
VILLA PK ILL
LAS3 URH BLAISOELL 120 U 332-3467
CHICAGO ILL 60626
C0M1 1003 N JAMES C 352-8129
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LASl URH TRELEASE 530 U 332-5556
CHICAGO ILL 60649
LASl URH TRELEASE 823 U 332-5639
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62702
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS C 344-5113
NAPERVILLE ILL 60540
GRAD 403 HARVEY U
BENSENVILLE ILL 60106
LASl 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
BENSENVILLE ILL 60106
ED 3 902 S 2ND C 359-3812
CHICAGO ILL 60625
LASl 706 W OHIO U
CHICAGO ILL 60645
FAA1 409 E CHALMERS C 344-1316
HIGHLAND PARK ILL 60035
AGRl 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
SKOKIE ILL 60076
LASl URH GARNER 396 C 332-0848
CHICAGO ILL 60625
LAS3 310 E DANIEL C 332-2575
MURTON GROVE ILL
LAS3 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
CAIRO ILL 62914
COM3 907 S 4TH C 344-9693
CHICAGO ILL 60657
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS C 332-0473
HIGHLAND PARK ILL
COM2 910 S 3R0 C
CHICAGO ILL . 60617































































































12002 S TIMBER LN
RUtTTEN ISABELLE C
330 S 23RD ST
RUFENER WILLIAM H JR
ROUTE 1 BOX 161-A

















1323 E NEBRASKA AV
RUHL JOHN ALLEN
7516 NEW MARKET DR
LAS2 URH BUSEY 207 U 332-2604
FARINA ILL 62838
LAW1 209 E CLARK C
HIGHLAND PARK ILL
VM 4 23 MAGNOLIA C 359-2987
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS4 409 E CHALMERS C 344-4481
HIGHLAND PARK ILL
GRAD POTOMAC ILL 352-1552
POTOMAC ILL.
LAS3 2006 S VAWTER U 367-2691
CHICAGO 17 ILL
LAS3 706 W OHIO U 344-9519
SKOKIE ILL
FAA1 URH TRELEASE 308 U
NAPERVILLE ILL 60540
ED 3 405 E JOHN C 344-0557
CHICAGO HTS ILL
GRAO 605 E CHALMERS C 344-4543
CHICAGO ILL
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS C 344-6621
CHICAGO ILL
LAS1 URH OGLESBY 910 U 332-5302
PEKIN ILL 61554
AGR1 705 LINCOLN U
LE ROY ILL 61752
GRAD 808 W SPRINGFIELD U 365-1284
URBANA IL
GRAD URH SAUNDERS 316 U 332-3658
INDPLS IND 46224
C0M1 910 W CALIFORNIA U
OBLONG ILL 62449
GRAO 312 W SPRINGFIELD U 367-0234
WICHITA KANS
LAS3 802 W OREGON U 344-5784
SYCAMORE ILL
LAS1 10S E ARMORY C
SKOKIE ILL 60076.
GRAD 205 COUNTRY FR G 116-7166
CHAMPAIGN ILL
COM3 409 E CHALMERS C 344-3773
GURNEE ILL
GRAD 807 S VICTOR C 356-9607
CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAO 404 E ELM U
ENGLISH TOWN N J
GRAD WELDON ILL
WELDON ILL 61882
COM4 URH GARNER 462 C 332-0886
GALESBURG IL
ENG1 52 E ARMORY C 356-7715
SKOKIE ILL 60076
ED 4 47 E CHALMERS C 356-7663
JOLIET ILL
JNL3 URH TRELEASE 529 U 332-5554
BERKELEY ILL




GRAD 1103 W HILL U
HANOVER N H 03755




LAS1 URH HOPKINS 426 C 332-1348
CHICAGO ILL 60640
COM4 1111 W WASHINGTON C 344-5978
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD URH SHERMAN C 332-4960
LYNDHURST OHIO 44124
AGR1 1208 W MAIN U
NOBLE ILL 62868
PE 2 410 E GREEN C 356-5143
WASHINGTON ILL 61571
ENG4 1208 W MAIN U 367-3392
NOBLE ILL 62868
COM4 1204 S LINCOLN U 344-3520
MARENGO ILL 60152
GRAD 1113 JOANNE LN C 359-3089
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS1 URH LAR 277 U 332-2985
MT PROSPECT ILL 60057
LAS2 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
MARION ILL 62959
GRAD 708 S 3RD C 344-0570
BLOOMINGTON IND 47401
ENG1 604 E ARMORY C
DAVENPORT IOWA
ED 3 URH LAR 463 U 332-3045
GLENVIEW ILL 60025
LAS2 URH HOPKINS 446 C 332-1361
GRANITE CITY ILL 62 042
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 802 U 332-5619
PALOS PARK ILL 60464
FAA2 907 S WRIGHT C 344-0545
PALOS PARK ILL 60464
GRAD URH DANIELS 352 U 332-2258
LA CROSSE WIS
GRAD 807 W NEVADA U 344-4320
BANKS ORE 97106
PE 3 715 W MICHIGAN U 344-5111
HAMMOND IND
COM2 URH HOPKINS 472 C
PARIS ILL 61944
ED 1 URH NOBLE 222 C 332-0398
DECATUR ILL 62522
LAS1 URH GARNER 393 C 333-0840
METROPOLIS ILL 62960
ENG2 URH WESTON 352 C 332-2018
CHICAGO ILL 60652
LAS1 URH VANDOREN 419 C 332-0550
NORTHBROOK ILL 60062
GRAD 218 E GREGORY C 352-1260
ORANGEVALE CAL 95662.
GRAD 508 W ILLINOIS U
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 219 C 332-1201
PEORIA ILL 61603
GRAD 506 W WASHINGTON C 359-3650
BETHESDA MD
RUHTER DON FREDRICK













RUMOR E ANNE MARIA
706 E JEFFERSON
RUMORE CHARLES ALBER




















1828 A ORCHARD PL
RUPNOW JIM ALLEN
2410 E MAIN 14
RUPNOW SUSAN MOTTER











































RUSSELL GEORGE A III
1501 MAYWOOO ST
RUSSELL JOSEPH MICHA







































JNL4 206 E GREEN
ADDISON ILL
FAA2 310 E GREGORY
COLLINSVILLE ILL 62234
CUM1 1004 W NEVADA
BUNKER HILL ILL 62014
ENG3 904 W GREEN
EVERGREEN PARK IL 60642
GRAO 1414 N MCKINLEY
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 1414 N MCKINLEY
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAW1 URH SHERMAN 259
CHICAGO ILL 60634




LAS4 2307 S 1ST
EFFINGHAM ILL 62401
GRAD RR 2
GRAND RAPIDS MICH 49506
AGR1 604 E ARMORY
PESOTUM ILL 61863
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 607
LAKE VILLA ILL 60046
LAS1 911 S 4TH
ROCKFORD ILL 61101
LAS4 911 S 4TH
ROCKFORD ILL
FAA3 1004 W NEVADA
WAUKEGAN ILL
LAS1 URH TOWNSEND 242
TERRE HAUTE IND 47803
ED 2 904 S LINCOLN
QUINCY ILL 62301
GRAD 1828 A ORCHARD PL
URBANA ILL 61801
VM 3 2410 E MAIN
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAO 2410 E MAIN
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 310 E GREGORY
DECATUR ILL
LAW3 615 W HEALEY
CRYSTAL LAKE ILL




LAS4 1602 S GROVE
URBANA ILL
COM2 URH LAR 117
MORTON ILL 61550
LAS3 URH VANDOREN 205
BATAVIA ILL
ENG1 904 W GREEN
BYRON ILL 61010
GRAD 103 S MAPLE
COLO SPRINGS COLO 80907
GRAD 1805 BROADMOOR
PEKIN ILL 61554
LAS2 703 W ILLINOIS
WINNETKA ILL 60093
LAS3 URH GARNER 404
DECATUR ILL




LAW2 800 S MATTIS
PRINCETON ILL 61356
ENG4 112 E DANIEL
MORTON ILL
PE 4 310 E JOHN
COLLINSVILLE ILL




ED 2 URH BLAISDELL 105
CHICAGO ILL
ENG3 606 E FAIRLAWN U 367-9873
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61822
COM3 URH SNYDER 264 C 332-1751
CHICAGO ILL
ENG3 904 W GREEN U
ORION ILL 61273
GRAD URH TRELEASE 614 U
WEST MIFFIN PA 15122
LAS4 508 E ARMORY C 344-0501
GLEN ELLYN ILL
GRAD 607 FAIRLAWN U 367-6818
URBANA ILL 61801
COM4 1005 W HILL C 356-6547
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS3 508 E ARMORY C 344-0501
CHICAGO ILL
GRAO 109 W WASHINGTON U 367-5384
EVANSTON ILL 60201
ENG1 URH SCOTT 452 C 332-1605
GLEN ELLYN ILL 60137
FAA4 306 E WHITE C 352-46 76
FT WAYNE IND
LAS1 URH NOBLE 23 C 332-0361
PARK RIDGE ILL 60068
ED 2 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
HILMETTE ILL 60091
FAA2 URH LAR 486 U 332-3064
WESTRN SPRNGS ILL 60558
LAS3 706 S GREGORY PL U 344-0743
ROCKFORD ILL
ED 3 305 E JUHN C 344-6928
MDWEAQUA ILL
GRAD 2008 B HAZELWD CT U 344-4456
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD MIOOLESfcX ENG 344-6600
MIDDLESEX ENG












































4213 N MASON AV
RUTZ PATRICIA ANN





















































































1103 M CHURCH 4
RYCZ KtNNETH EUGENE







AGR2 1008 S LINCOLN U 344-3901
VIROEN ILL 62690
ED 2 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAW1 312 S PRAIRIE C 332-2108
LYONS ILL 60534
FAA4 URH EVANS 10 U 332-3112
BLACKSBURG VA
LAS1 URH WESTON 315 C 332-1992
BELLWOOD ILL 60104
ED 3 405 E JOHN C 344-0557
MASON CITY ILL
GRAD 1010 E COLORADO U 365-1125
URBANA ILL 61801
FAA6 1201 W HEALEY C 356-3176
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
AGR2 58 E GREGORY C 356-3152
LEROY ILL 61752
GRAO 1107 W GREEN U 344-3299
GHENT N Y 12075
LAS1 110 E CHALMERS C
MORTON GROVE ILL 60053
LAW1 2309 S 1ST C 344-5000
CHICAGO ILL 60617
GRAD 705 W UNIVERSITY C 344-9710
CHICAGO ILL
LAS1 URH SAUNDERS 328 U 332-3670
HIGHLAND ILL 62249
LAS2 604 £ ARMORY C
ROCK ISLAND ILL 61201




LAS2 708 W HIGH U 356-2730
KEWANEE ILL
LAS1 URH BA8C0CK 429 C
WAUKEGAN ILL 60085
LAS3 URH WARDALL 910 U 332-4487
GODFREY ILL
GRAD 408 E STOUGHTON C
KANSAS CITY MO 64131
GRAD 606 W STOUGHTON U 367-3398
URBANA IL
LAS3 503 w' GREEN U 344-3711
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD URH SHERMAN 747 C 332-4898
ANDERSON IND
FAA4 709 N ORCHARD U 332-2025
NORTHLAKE ILL
GRAD URH DANIELS 378 U
QUEENS VILLAGE N Y 11428
ENG1 URH HOPKINS 392 C
CARLINVILLE ILL 62626
LAS1 URH ALLEN 426 U 332-3236
MIDLOTHIAN ILL 60445
AGR1 URH NOBLE 211 C 332-0389
LA GRANGE ILL 60525
LAS3 URH SAUNDERS 220 U 332-3631
CHICAGO ILL 60609
GRAD 102 N GREGORY U 344-0866
SYRACUSE 7 N Y
LAS2 URH BARTON 210 C 332-0134
JOLIET ILL 60435
PE 1 URH HOPKINS 275 C
LOMBARD ILL 60148
COM3 201 E GREEN C 356-4014
CHICAGO ILL 60634
LAS3 203 N HARVEY U 367-5308
LAGRANGE ILL
LAS4 1404 GRANOVIEW C 359-4625
SPRINGFIELD ILL
ENG1 604 E ARMORY C 344-1266
MT VERNON ILL 62 864
ED 4 1115 MAYFAIR RD C 356-4460
CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAD 2101 W WHITE C 352-9172
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
PE 4 CHICAGO ILL 332-4516
CHICAGO ILL
LAS2 URH LAR 102 U 332-2807
CHICAGO ILL 60630
ENG3 URH BABCOCK 309 U 332-3786
OAKLAWN ILL
ENG1 URH SNYDER 468 C
OAK FOREST ILL 60452
LAW1 800 W CHURCH C 352-2790
NAPERVILLE ILL
LAS4 1008 S 4TH C 344-1207
FREEPORT IL
LAS3 URH VANDOREN 315 C 352-7361
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS3 604 E ARMORY C
PERU ILL 61354
ED 4 URH WARDALL 1121 U 332-4545
CLARENDON HLS ILL
ENG3 URH TOWNSEND 113 U 332-3995
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62703
ENG2 URH GARNER 110 C 332-0688
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62704
LAS4 910 W NEVADA U 344-4755
CHICAGO 17 ILL
ENG4 709 W CHURCH C 352-5800
SPRINGFIELD ILL 61820
EO 4 709 W CHURCH C 352-5800
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 URH CLARK C 333-0033
CHICAGO ILL
LAW1 1103 W CHURCH C 359-1950
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 1103 W CHURCH C 359-1950
CHAMPAIGN ILL
ENG1 URH CARR 414 U 332-3957
WESTCHESTER ILL 60153
LAS2 903 W NEVADA U 344-1719
HAMPTON ILL
GRAO 409 E CHALMERS C 344-4016
RUCKFORD ILL 61108
LAS2 URH WESTON 342 C 332-1615
BERWYN ILL 60403
RYMAROWICZ SUSAN B
836 S AUSTIN BLVD
RYMAS CHRYSILIS MARI






2325 S 20TH AV
RZECHULA CASEY SCOTT
5400 W OTTO
LAS3 URH LUNDGREN 211
OAK PARK ILL 603C
ENG2 URH ALLEN
CHICAGO ILL 6063
FAA3 308 E ARMORY
OAK PARK ILL 603C
ENG3 904 GREEN
CHICAGO ILL 6062
LAS2 URH ..ALLEN 61
BROADVIEW ILL













































300 S GOODWIN 302
SACIUK HELEN HIKAWYJ
300 S GOODWIN 302
SACK SUSAN MARY
3801 W 76TH PL
SACKETT MICHAEL RAYM












1424 W MACON ST
SADOORIS SHARON ANN






9043 S EUCLID AV
SAELE MARTIN PETER













SAFFOLD GUY STARK 11





















4250 N MARINE DR
SAGI DIANE LOUISE
1330 BRUMMEL ST
GRAD URH SHERMAN 359 C 332-4822
SAIGON VIET NAM
LAS2 1007 W CLARK U 367-8649
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 1007 W CLARK U 367-8649
URBANA ILL
LAW1 707 S 6TH C 332-5393
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS1 907 S 4TH C
CHICAGO ILL 60645
ED 3 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
CHICAGO ILL
GRAD 302 W LOCUST U 367-1789
MAKATI RIZAL PHIL
LAS1 52 E ARMORY C
HIGHLAND j>ARK ILL 60035
LAS1 URH ALLEN 202 U 332-3143
AURORA ILL 60505
FAA2 505 E GREEN C
DIXON ILL 61021
ED 4 306 E GREGORY C 356-7995
CALUMET CITY ILL
GRAD URH SHERMAN 1053 C 332-4970
ENGLEWOOD N J
GRAD 900 W PARK C 352-8570
REONA INDIA
GRAD 1103 W OREGON U
W PALM BCH FLA 33405
LAS4 URH BUSEY 335 U 332-2652
CHICAGO ILL
LAS3 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
SKOKIE IL




GRAD 300 S GOODWIN U 344-3106
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 300 S GOODWIN U 344-3106
URBANA ILL 61801
LASl URH NOBLE 1215 C 332-0405
CHICAGO ILL 60652
LAS3 1010 S 2ND C 352-0440
GRAYVILLE ILL
GRAD 1205 W MAIN U 367-8093
DES MOINES IOWA 50314
LAW2 URH SHERMAN 1365 C 332-5048
LONG ISLAND CTY NY 11104
ED 2 910 S 3RD C
BAYSIOE N Y 11360
LAS4 106 HEALEY C 332-1907
SKOKIE ILL
LAS4 URH OGLESBY 724 U
CHICAGO ILL 60629
FAA3 URH LAR 104 U 332-2809
DECATUR ILL
AGR3 312 E DANIEL C 344-0671
MOWEAGUA ILL 62550
GRAD 300 S GOODWIN U 344-0267
PESHAWAR PAK
GRAD 908 W NEVADA U 344-4022
URBANA ILL 61801
LASl URH TOWNSEND 322 U 332-4131
CHICAGO ILL 60617
ENG1 URH HOPKINS 302 C
CHICAGO ILL 60632
GRAO URH SHERMAN C
SUNNYVALE CAL 94087
LAS4 310 E JOHN C 344-9752
CARY ILL
GRAD 1110 S ARBOR C 352-5744
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ED 2 1202 W NEVADA U 344-1173
STREATOR ILL 61364
LAS4 409 E CHALMERS C 332-0497
STREATOR ILL
PE 4 803 W OREGON U 344-5451
KANSAS CTY 31 MO
LAS3 1008 S 4TH C 344-1207
CHICAGO ILL 60610
LASl URH ALLEN 321 U 332-3193
GALESBURG_ ILL 6140JL_
AGR3 1103 S BUSEY U 344-4495
SYCAMORE ILL




ENG3 309 E CHALMERS C 332-2032
WAUKEGAN ILL
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS C 332-3056
WILMETTE ILL 60091
LAS4 701 S BROADWAY U
CHILLICOTHE ILL




FAA4 52 E ARMORY C 356-7715
CHICAGO ILL


































1915 N 76TH AV
SAKEN ELLEN ANITA








































1918 E LILLIAN LN
SALN KURT LEE
















712 E NEW YORK AU
*SALSGIVER JAMES ALLE
1825 D ORCHARD PL
SALT I EL JOHN
1204 W CALIFORNIA
SALTSGAVER KAREN LYN












200 VALLEY VIEW DR
*SAMAROTTO ROBERT L
516 N STATE ST







8030 N KEWTON AV
FAA4 106 E ARMORY
HILO HA
LAW3 911 S MATTIS
CHICAGO ILL 60645
ENG4 1772 VALLEY RO
CHICAGO 30 ILL




LAS4 601 MITCHELL CT
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG2 URH OGLESBY 619
RIVERSIDE ILL 60546
ENG4 601 MITCHELL CT
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 1102 S LINCOLN
OAK PARK ILL 60302
LAS2 907 S 4TH
CHICAGO ILL 60617
GRAO 102 E ARMORY
BUNKYO-KU JAP
LAS3 URH ALLEN 335
CHICAGO ILL •
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 618
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60005
GRAD 806 W GREEN
URBANA ILL
VM 2 URH CARR 4
BROOKLYN N Y 11209
ENG4 URH TOWNSEND 405
ELMWOOD PARK IL 60635
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 212
SKOKIE ILL 60076
GRAD 306 E GREEN
CHICAGO ILL
LAS1 910 S 3R0
CHICAGO ILL 60645
GRAD URH DANIELS 115
MINTO-KU TOKYO JAP
GRAD STA A BOX 2274
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
EO 1 URH NOBLE 120
ROCKFORD ILL 61107
GRAD URH SHERMAN 214
CHICAGO ILL 60614
LAW2 URH SHERMAN 462
CHICAGO ILL 60608
LAS3 URH BARTON 422
NILES ILL
FAA2 1002 W OREGON
STONE PARK I'LL
FAA4 706 S 1ST
BERWYN ILL
LAS1 706 W OHIO
EVANSTON ILL 60201
GRAD URH SHERMAN 1148
CHIHUAHUA MEX
VM 3 1317 S STATE
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS4 307 W CLARK
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG4 URH TOWNSEND 279
CENTRALIA ILL
LAS1 110 E ARMORY
CHICAGO ILL 60625
ENG2 404 S 6TH
MACOMB ILL 61455
ENG4 1107 W OREGON
CALEDONIA ILL
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 306
PARK FOREST ILL 60466
ENG3 106 E DANIEL
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60018
LAS2 106 E DANIEL
GURNEE ILL 60031
ENG2 502 E WHITE
DOWNERS GROVE ILL 60515




LAW1 508 E STOUGHTON
CHICAGO ILL 60649
ENG1 URH CARR 412
BARRINGTON ILL 60010
AVI2 505 E CHALMERS
60554SUGAR GROVE ILL
FAA4 605 W CLARK
URBANA ILL
FAA1 207 E GREEN
UARORA ILL 60505
GRAD 1825 D ORCHARD PL
URBANA ILL
GRAD 1204 W CALIFORNIA
URBANA ILL
ED 2 604 S PRAIRIE
LOMBARD ILL 60148
COM2 910 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAS4 1856 VALLEY RD
SKOKIE 4 IL.L
GRAD 604 N MAPLE
CRYSTAL LAKE ILL 60014










GHAD GIBSON CITY ILL
GIBSON CITY ILL
GRAO URH DANIELS 191
ALEXANDRIA EG

























































4217 W 149TH ST
SAMET DEAN ALLEN








4516 W 65TH ST
SAMPLE LAWRENCE RAY
RR 2 BOX 164
SAMPLE MICHAEL DAVID




































513 W CROWN ST
SANDBERG JERI ELIZAB
































4104 N PARK ST
SANDERS RICHARO PAT
1420 E FOREST AV
SANDERS TODD RICHARD






























JNL4 312 E ARMORY
MIDLOTHIAN ILL
ENG2 409 E GREEN
GIBSON CITY ILL
ENG2 904 W GREEN
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAS1 URH BABCOCK 225
OAK FOREST ILL 60452
GRAD 902 W ILLINOIS
BEIRUT LEBANON
ENG4 1780 VALLEY RD
CHICAGO IL 60629
ENG4 505 E GREEN
BRIGHTON ILL
AGR4 URH WESTON 390
PORT BYRON ILL 61275
FAA2 905 W CALIFORNIA
RICHMOND VA 23235
LAS1 URH LAR 181
WATSEKA ILL 60970
ED 1 URH BUSEY 433
WESTERN SPRS ILL 60558
GRAD 1107 W GREEN
TACOMA WASH 98422
GRAD 300 S GOODWIN
LEVIS QUE CAN
LAS1 URH NOBLE 124
BALTIMORE MD 21215




ENG1 URH SNYDER 282
PALATINE ILL 60067
ENG4 609 W MAIN
CHICAGO ILL 60639
LAS2 URH SCOTT 476
EVANSTON ILL 60201
GRAD 408 E STOUGHTON
CENTER HARBOR N H 03226
GRAD 1107 W GREEN
CONCORD CAL
LAS4 1107 W GREEN
URBANA ILL
LAS2 URH TAFT 27
LISLE ILL 60532
GRAD URH SHERMAN 458
MINNEAPOLIS MINN 55435
ENG6 403 E PENN
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS1 URH GARNER 132
PRINCETON ILL 61356
PE 1 URH TRELEASE 723
MOLINE ILL 61265
LAS3 202 E DANIEL
JULIET ILL
LAS1 URH NOBLE 408 •
DES PLAINES_1LL _ 60016_
LAS4 309 E CHALMERS
CLARENDON HLS ILL
FAA2 311 E GREEN
HORGANTON N C 28655
FAA3 URH BUSEY 332
SALINA KANSAS




LAS3 1202 W MAIN
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG4 URH TOWNSEND 349
RANTOUL ILL 61866
LAS4 1202 W MAIN
URBANA ILL 61801
AGR4 URH TOWNSEND 233
HOMEWOOD ILL 60430
VM 3 709 W VERMONT
YORKVILLE ILL
AGR2 706 S MATHEWS
YORKVILLE ILL 60560
EO 1 URH ALLEN 136
ELK GROVE VI L ILL 60007
GRAD 216 E GREGORY
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG1 URH SNYDER 238
WESTMONT ILL 6055 9
GRAD 800 W CHURCH
WHEATON ILL 60187
FAA4 1101 S EUCLID
MOLINE ILL
PE 1 URH NOBLE 117
PITTSBURGH PA 15236
AGR'l URH BUSEY 245
CHICAGO ILL 60645
GRAD 904 S LOCUST
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
AGR1 410 E GREEN
CHICAGO ILL 60623
LAS4 902 S 2ND
CHICAGO 17 ILL
LAS4 902 S 2ND
CHICAGO 45 ILL
FAA1 URH tOWNSEND 404
CRYSTAL LAKE ILL 60014
GRAD 502 E HEALEY
CHAMPAIGN ILL
COM3 409 E CHALMERS
WEST COVINA CAL 91791
LAW3 URH SHERMAN 848
CHICAGO ILL
ENG4 URH TOWNSEND 571
SWAN CREEK ILL
COM3 907 S 4TH
CHICAGO IL 60617
LAS1 409 E CHALMERS
MATTOON ILL 61938
LAS4 52 E ARMORY
CHICAGO 13 ILL

















































































17 W 311 DEERPATH
•SARAL TULSI BHATIA


































































300 W WILLIAMS ST
SAUER CATHLEEN MARIE





*SAUER LINOA L '
402 E HIGH
SAUER MARK











GRAO URH DANIELS 237 U 332-2190
OHUNBURI THAILAND
FAA3 207 E WHITE C
KERMANSHAH IRAN
PE 4 1109 W MAIN U
CHICAGO ILL 60647
LAS3 URH WESTON 226 C 332-1931
DECATUR ILL
GRAO 1107 W GREEN U 344-4775
CUOOAPAH A P INDIA
LAS1 903 W NEVADA U
HYDE PARK PR 00927
ENG2 313 E CHALMERS C
HARTFORD CONN 06105
LAS3 URH SCOTT 374 C 332-1554
SPRINGFIELD ILL
LAS1 URH SAUNDERS 411 U 332-3684
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62704
LAW1 508 E WHITE C 352-3634
OAK PARK ILL 60302
LAS3 1111 S 3RD C 359-3050
BERWYN ILL 60402
GRAO 2404 KIRBY C 352-1971
CHAMPAIGN ILL
FAA4 1106 S 3RD C 359-4281
WILMETTE ILL
LAS1 URH WESTON 338 C 332-2009
CHICAGO ILL 60652
ED 1 URH SAUNDERS 326 U 332-3668
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS4 1204 S LINCOLN U 344-3415
BENSENVILLE ILL
GRAD 1973 A ORCHARD ST U 344-0415
LUCKNOW UP INDIA
GRAD 407 E STOUGHTON C 352-6172
GLEN DALE W VA 26038




GRAD 603 S 1ST C 352-8077
GREEN BAY WI
GRAD RR 3 C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG1 URH SNYDER 469 C 332-1860
BETHESDA MD 20014
GRAO 1206 STOUGHTON U 365-1446
LONDON ONT CAN
ENG1 URH GARNER 240 C
PROSPECT HTS ILL 60070
LAW1 DES PLAINES ILL 344-2199
DES PLAINES ILL
LAS1 URH GARNER 402 U
CHICAGO ILL 60611
LAW2 1847 VALLEY RD C 352-0388
DEERFIELD IL
LAS3 URH WARDALL 513 U 332-4393
OTTAWA ILL
LAS1 URH FORBES 436 C 332-1109
MONTICELLO ILL 61856
FAA1 URH BARTON 124 C 332-0124
MONTICELLO ILL 61856
LAS3 104 S MCCULLOUGH U 332-3092
LA GRANGE ILL 60525
LAS3 104 S MCCULLOUGH U 344-4678
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS C 344-4339
LAGRANGE ILL 60625
GRAD 803 N PROSPECT C 352-6371
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 803N PROSPECT C "352-6371
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 313 E JOHN C 344-9444
ADDISON ILL 60101
GRAD 406 E HEALEY C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 106 E ARMORY C 332-1522
ROSELLE ILL
LAS2 URH WAROALL 904 U 332-4481
MARSHALL ILL 62441
LAS2 URH SCOTT 490 C 332-1633
HILO HA 96720
LAS1 910 S 3RD C
CHICAGO ILL 60626
LAS4 1008 W NEVADA U 344-9710
SKOKIE ILL 60203
COM2 412 LOUISIANA C 35.6-3389
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61821
LAS1 410 E GREEN C
LEAF RIVER ILL 61047
GRAD 51 E CHALMERS C 359-1090
VANOALIA ILL
LAS1 51 E CHALMERS C 359-1090
VANOALIA ILL 62471
GRAD DAVENPORT HALL U 356-3232
MADUGULA AP INDIA
ED 4 311 NEVADA U
BOURBONNAIS ILL
LASl 910 S 3RD C
WYOMING ILL 61491
LASl URH TAFT 326 C 332-0651
PEORIA ILL 61614
FAA2 611 E DANIEL C 344-1840
PEORIA ILL
ENG4 611 W HEALEY C 359-4739
GLENVIEW ILL
LAS4 402 E HIGH U 365-1032
URBANA ILL 61801
COM4 2006 VAWTER U 367-6445
SAN FRAN CAL
LAS3 URH VANDOREN 321 C
PEORIA HTS ILL
FAA4 402 E HIGH U 365-1032
UR8ANA ILL 61801
COM3 313 E ARMORY C 356-7766
CHICAGO 49 ILL
LASl URH TAFT 21 C
JGNESBORO ILL 62952
ENG4 URH TOWNSENO 438 U 332-420?















































2034 B ORCHARD ST
SAWIN STEVEN PAUL




































400 SPRING HILL DR
SAYERS STEPHEN RICH


































108 N ST CLAIR
GRAO PHYSICS BLDG 255 U
PITTSBURGH PA 15217
GRAO 502 E HEALEY C 356-8607
CHICAGO ILL 60643
LAW3 1006 S 1ST C 356-9857
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 401 S 6TH C
A8RTILERY MON BRIT
GRAD STA A BOX 2410 C 344-4633
FERNLEIGH ONT CAN
LASl URH GARNER 450 C 332-0918
ELMHURST ILL 60126
LASl URH FLAGG 411 C
EFFINGHAM ILL 62401
ED 1 URH SAUNDERS 328 U 332-3670
HIGHLAND ILL 62249
JNL3 URH VANDOREN 319 C 332-0528
HIGHLAND ILL
LAS2 1106 S 3RD C 352-2058
AURORA ILL 60506
GRAD 2044 A ORCHARD ST U 344-6722
WILLOW SPRINGS ILL 60980
LAS4 619 RICHARDS LN C 359-3854
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61822
LAS3 404 E STOUGHTON C 356-2327
CHICAGO 10 ILL
GRAD 503 HARDING U 367-0618
URBANA ILL 61801
ED 4 58 E ARMORY C 352-5585
CHICAGO ILL
LAS3 URH VANDOREN 102 C 332-0471
CHICAGO ILL
LAS2 URH WARDALL 225 U 332-4332
CHICAGO ILL 60630
ENG4 URH SNYDER 312 C 332-1748
CHICAGO IL 60618
LASl URH LAR 326 U 332-2892
WOOD RIVER ILL 62 095
LASl URH BUSEV 204 U 332-2601
GODFREY ILL 62035
GRAO 408 W CHURCH C 352-5347
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAO 408 W CHURCH C 352-5347
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 2034 B ORCHARD ST U 344-5356
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAO 2034 B ORCHARD ST U 344-5356
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS4 509 U MAIN U 367-2586
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS2 URH WARDALL 906 U 332-4483
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 URH ALLEN 193 U 332-3297
STREATOR ILL
GRAD 908 S RACE U 367-0428
BERWYN PA
LAS2 2315 S 1ST C
SERENA ILL 60549
ENG4 505 E WHITE C
ROSEVILLE ILL 61473
AGR4 2315 S 1ST C
OSWEGO ILL
LAS3 URH WARDALL 809 U 332-4442
OTTAWA ILL
LAS3 904 S LINCOLN U 344-3496
RUCK ISLAND ILL
LAS4 URH ALLEN 445 U 332-3251
BELLEVILLE ILL 62223
ENG3 URH TOWNSEND 178 U 332-4042
ROSICLARE ILL
GRAD 1107 W GREEN U 344-6231
GWALIOR MP INDIA
GRAD 810 S 3RD C 344-2359
CHICAGO ILL
LASl 910 S 3RD C
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62704
JNL4 2311 S 1ST C 344-2131
LODA ILL
ENG1 311 ARMORY C
WILMINGTON ILL 60481




LASl 1215 S 4TH C
ROSELLE ILL 60172
LASl URH CARR 427 U
ROSELLE ILL 60172
C0M1 URH TRELEASE 716 U
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62703
LAS4 1118 W GREEN C 352-5812
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
AGR1 409 E CHALMERS C
PEORIA ILL 61614
LAS2 1203 W GREEN U 356-0521
PEORIA ILL 61614
COM2 URH OGLESBY 903 U 332-5295
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60005
LASS 707 W CLARK C 356-5985
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS4 910 S 3R0 C 344-5000
CHICAGO ILL 60638
GRAO 607 N ORCHARD U 367-1680
SALEM ILL
LASl 212 E DANIEL C 356-7908
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62702
AGR4 106 E PARK C
CHICAGO ILL
GRAO 706 S BROADWAY U 365-1470
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 401 S LINCOLN U 344-2090
SACRAMENTO CAL 95825
VM 4 1503 KIRBY C 356-0774
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS3 412 W ELM U 367-5207
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAU 2307 S 1ST C 344-3627
LOUISVILLE KY
GRAD 412 W ELM U 367-5207
0UNED1N FLA











63 E PLEASANT LK
SCHACHOWSKOJ SERGEJ







SCHACHT ER DAVIO SEYM
10806 S VERNON
SCHACHTROP FRANCIS M






15 WESTERN AV HTS
SCHAEFER MARY CHRIST
































RT 2 BOX 137
SCHAFFER SHELDON ART














836 N DUNTON AV
SCHALL ROBERT JOSEPH
301 W OAK ST
SCHALL ER GAIL LINDA
9360 S PLEASANT
SCHALLER LINDA JEAN
442 S 24TH AV
SCHAMBACH DUANE D


































314 E CHESTNUT ST
SCHAUBERT DANIEL HAR
BOX 327




LAS3 207 E JOHN C 356-8738
CARBONDALE ILL 62901
GRAD 1011 W ILLINOIS U
ST PAUL MINN 55110
GRAD 1011 W ILLINOIS U
MINNEAPOLIS MINN 55404
GRAD 1 WESTWOOD PL U 365-1340
URBANA ILL
GRAD 703 LA SELL DR C 356-3467
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG3 1118 W NEVADA U
DES PLAINES ILL 60016
LAS4 310 S PRAIRIE C 356-1439
CHICAGO 28 ILL
AGR1 409 E CHALMERS C
PEORIA HTS ILL 61614
FAA1 URH LAR 108 U 332-2813
KENOSHA WIS 53140
GRAO 311 W SPRINGFIELD C 356-9423
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS1 URH VANDOREN 427 C 332-0558
HATTOON ILL 61938
FAA4 1607 PARK HAVEN C 352-6487
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS4 1008 S 4TH C 344-1207
TOLEDO 14 OHIO
GRAO 615 W GREEN C 356-2364
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
COM3 2006 S VAWTER U
CHICAGO ILL 60613
EO 2 URH LAR 422 U 332-2922
CHICAGO ILL 60613
GRAD URH GARNER 280 C 332-0762
SCHOHARIE N Y
AGR3 URH WARDALL 1103 U 332-4528
WASHINGTON ILL
ED 3 409 E CHALMERS C 332-5440
MILWAUKEE WIS 53216
AGR4 URH TOWNSEND 366 U 332-4157
HARVARD ILL 60033
VM 2 911 S MATTIS C 356-0898
CHICAGO ILL 60645
GRAD 215 W JOHN C 359-2570
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
AGR4 805 W OREGON ST U 344-2071
FRANKLIN GROVE ILL
LAS1 105 E ARMORY C 356-7585
NORTHBROOK ILL 6 0062
LAS2 1104 NEVADA U 344-48 49
NORTHBROOK ILL
COM3 505 E GREEN C 344-3563
METROPOLIS ILL
LAS1 URH NOBLE 210 C 332-0388
ELMIRA N Y 14905
EO 4 311 E GREEN C 356-9787
CARY ILL
GRAD 2062 B ORCHARD ST U 344-4182
URBANA ILL 61801
FAA2 907 W MAIN U 344-9735
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG1 URH SNYDER 363 C
VENICE ILL 62090
LAS1 URH OGLESBY 1024 U 332-5345
SKOKIE ILL 60203
ED 3 47 E CHALMERS C 356-7663
AURORA ILL
LAS1 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
OTTAWA ILL 61350
ENG2 URH TOWNSEND 239 U 332-4076
METAMORA ILL 61548
LAS4 306 E GREGORY C 356-7995
ARLINGTON HTS ILL
ENG1 904 W GREEN U
FAIRBURY ILL 61739
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 1002 U 332-5679
CHICAGO ILL 60620
LAS3 313 E JOHN C 344-6444
BELLWQOD ILL
AGR3 106 E ARMORY C 359-4936
ELGIN ILL 60120
LAS1 301 E CHALMERS C 356-7675
ANNANDALE VA 22003
LAS2 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62704
GRAD 1104 H STOUGHTON U 367-8015
BIRMINGHAM MICH 48010
ENG4 102 W MUMFORD U 344-4417
CHICAGO 19 ILL
LAS3 106 E HEALEY C 332-1964
CHICAGO IJ. 60626_
LAS4 2303 S 1ST C
BERKELEY ILL 60163
LAS1 URH ALLEN 239 U 332-3169
BELLWOOO ILL 60104
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS C
BROOKLYN N Y 11234
LAS4 903 W NEVADA U 344-1931
SPRINGFIELD ILL
GRAD 1603 VALLEY RD C 352-4651
DANVILLE ILL
LAS2 URH SAUNDERS 226 U 332-3637
FRANKLIN PARK ILL 60131
LAW1 105 E GREEN C
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAS3 URH TRELEASE 604 U 332-5561
CHICAGO ILL
ENG3 URH SNYDER 428 C 332-1833
SKOKIE ILL
LAS1 URH WESTON 123 C 332-1900
OLNEY ILL 62450
GRAD URH WARDALL 814 U 332-44b7
SPRINGFIELD PA
ED 4 1110 W NEVADA U 344-3025
OLNEY ILL





























222 N PROSPECT AV
































SCHELL RICHARD M JR




4414 72ND AV W
SCHELL ENBERGER ROBER
529 MAPLE LN
SCHELL ING GERALO THO
2206 SOUTHWOOD DR
SCHELL ING MARILYN SU
SCHELLSCHMIDT ANN HA
2620 N DECHMAN AV
SCHEMSKE DOUGLAS W












90 E WILLOW ST
SCHER DORR IE MERLE
1344 SUNNYSIDE
SCHER JOEL HOWARD





























ENG3 603 S BUSfcY U 332-3924
SHATTUC ILL
ENG3 1110 W SPRINGFIELD U 344-1942
SAUNEM1N ILL
LAS2 1404 S LINCOLN U 344-3821
PONTIAC ILL 61764
AGR1 805 W OHIO U 344-4784
GREENVILLE ILL 62246
LAS1 URH TOWNSENO 445 U 332-4208
DEER GROVE ILL 61243
AGR3 409 E CHALMERS C
LONG GROVE ILL
C0M1 2073 D ORCHARD ST U 344-6490
WATSEKA ILL 60970
FAA4 409 E CHALMERS C 344-5731
FREEPORT ILL
FAA1 904 W GREEN U 344-4957
EVANSVILLE I ND 47713
ED 1 URH WARDALL 317 U 332-4348
CHICAGO ILL 60645
C0M1 907 S 4TH C 344-9693
CHICAGO ILL 60645
FAA2 1010 S 2ND C 356-0521
DOWNERS GROVE ILL 60515
ED 3 713 W OHIO U 344-5427
ARLINGTON HTS ILL
LAS1 URH FORBES 346 C 332-1048
MUNDELEIN ILL 60060
LAS2 1104 NEVADA U 332-5736
SKOKIE ILL 60067
LAS2 1008 4TH C 344-1207
ELHHURST ILL
LAW1 2301 S 1ST C
HINSDALE ILL 60521
LAS1 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAS1 409 E CHALMERS C
GODFREY ILL 62035
ED 2 URH ALLEN 43 U 332-3112
LAKE ZURICH ILL 60047
C0M1 URH ALLEN 166 U 332-3280
LEBANON ILL 62254
LAS3 URH ALLEN 132 U 332-3135
BELLEVILLE ILL 62223




FAA1 706 S STATE C 359-3558
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 711 S RANDOLPH C 333-3684
GROVES TEX
LAS2 105 E ARMORY C 356-7685
CHICAGO ILL 60626
GRAD 405 E GREEN C 344-4364
BALA CYNWYD PA 19004
LAS1 URH FORBES 110 * C 332-0928
ROCHESTER ILL 62563
ENG3 6 SHAFFER CT U 332~5104
CISSNA PK ILL
LAS1 904 W GREEN. U 344-4995
BELLEVILLE ILL 62221
LAS4 URH HOPKINS 416 C 332-1338
FAIRPORT N Y
LAS4 URH SAUNDERS 217 U 332-3628
TACOMA WASH 98466
C0H1 URH SCOTT 240 C 332-1458
BATAVIA ILL 60510
GRAD 2206 SOUTHWOOD C 356-6803
CHAMPAIGN IL
LAS2 313 E JOHN C 344-9444
LEAF RIVER ILL 61047
LAS1 URH WARDALL 220 U
PEORIA ILL 61603
LAS2 URH FORBES 100 C 332-0927
PROSPECT HTS ILL 60070
JNL4 1110 STOUGHTON U 367-5974
ROSELLE ILL
LAS1 211 E DANIEL C
ROSELLE ILL 60172
LAW3 2319 S 1ST C 344-4855
SKOKIE ILL
AGR4 2020 N MATHIS C 356-7515
CHICAGO IL
GRAD URH DANIELS 704 U 332-2360
NEW YORK N Y 10463
GRAD 1110 W STOUGHTON U 367-2654
COAL CITY ILL 60416
FAA1 URH WARDALL 913 U 332-4490
HIGHLAND PARK ILL 60035
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 807 U 332-5269
NILES ILL 60648
GRAD ROUTE 2 U 367-2993
URBANA ILL 61801
FAA3 904 S 3RD C 344-6818
PT WASHINGTON N Y
AGR1 801 W NEVAOA U 344-3410
LAWRENCEVILLE ILL 62439
AGR4 801 W NEVADA U 344-3410
CLAREMONT ILL
LAS1 910 S 3RD C 332-5444
DECATUR ILL
COM2 202 E DANIEL C 356-5151
ROCHELLE ILL 61068
LAS1 604 E ARMORY C

































































*SCHIEL JOSEPH B JR
463 N PENNSYLVANIA
SCHIELD SUSAN ARLET




















1840 S OAK PARK
SCHILL KATHRYN JOAN

































































SCHLESINGER TON I C
1604 H1NMAN AV
AGR1 URN OGLESBY 1116
WAPELLA ILL 61777
FAA2 URH CLARK 412
BELLWOOD ILL 60104
GRAD 108 E HEALEY
CHICAGO 49 ILL
ENG1 URH GARNER 354
CHICAGO ILL 60634
AGR2 313 E CHALMERS
CLINTON ILL 61727




GRAD URH DANIELS 240
EL PASO TEX 79902
GRAD URH SHERMAN 546
MARISSA ILL 62257
FAA1 URH SNYDER 324
MARISSA ILL 62257
GRAD 1008 S BUSEY
WEST BEND WIS
GRAD URH TRELEASE 214
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG4 1756 VALLEY RD
OAK LAWN IL
FAA3 1102 S LINCOLN
JOLIET ILL 60435
GRAD 2031 A ORCHARD ST
WILKES BARRE PA 18702
GRAD URH ALLEN 177
WAUSAU WIS 54401
AGR1 URH SCOTT 486
AURORA ILL 60506




LASS 910 S 3RD
WALTHAM MASS
ED 2 URH VANDOREN 405
MORTON GR ILL 60053
ENG1 910 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAW1 2301 S 1ST
ESSEX FELLS N J 07021
LAS3 1202 W NEVAOA
ORLAND PK ILL 60462
ENG2 604 E ARMORY
AURORA ILL 60506
GRAD 1203 W MAIN
BERWYN ILL
LAS3 URH TRELEASE 705
LOMBARD ILL 60148
LAS2 1200 W CLARK
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
AGR1 58 E GREGORY
ELKHART ILL 62634
LAS3 401 E DANIEL
MATTOON ILL
LAS2 604 E ARMORY
BURNSIDE ILL 62318
LAS2 1105 S 1ST
CHICAGO ILL 60617
LAS4 502 W ELM
HIGHLAND PARK ILL
LAS1 URH NOBLE 309
FAIR LAWN N J 07410
LAS1 URH ALLEN
AURORA ILL 60505
COM2 604 E ARMORY
AURORA ILL 60506
FAA3 211 E ARMORY
NEWTON MASS 02158
LAS1 URH LAR 365
GLENVIEW ILL 60025
EO 4 408 W ILLINOIS
URBANA ILL 61801
JNL3 1204 S LINCOLN
DECATUR ILL
JNL2 410 E GREEN
CHICAGO IL
GRAD 34 E CHALMERS
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 34 E CHALMERS
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 702 W WASHINGTON
RIVERSIDE ILL 60546
LAS1 910 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL 60617
LAS2 1404 S LINCOLN
YORKVILLE ILL 60560
LAS1 URH WESTON 406
YORKVILLE ILL 60560
LAS3 311 E GREEN
SANTA CRUZ CAL 95060
VM 1 URH BABCOCK 106
ONARGA ILL 60955
GRAD 1202 N LINCOLN
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS1 409 E CHALMERS
WILMETTE ILL
ENG3 214 E GREGORY
FAIRVIEW ILL 61432
LAS2 6 ROSEWOOD PL
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62704
COM2 110 E ARMORY
SKOKIE ILL
ENG1 904 W GREEN
HAMMOND IND 46323
ENG2 409 E CHALMERS
SKOKIE ILL 60076
GRAD 404 E WHITE
EAST MEADUW N Y
LAS2 URH SCOTT 410
SKUKiE ILL 60076
C0M1 110 E ARMORY
SKUKIE ILL 60076
































































17 W POPLAR ST
SCHLICKSUP MARY E
3210 N L1NNHILL CT
SCHLIE LAVERNE ARTHU








































1835 D ORCHARD PL
SCHHERLING SUSAN FRE
1835 D ORCHARD PL
SCHMICHER JUDITH WAN
99 N OELAPLAINE RD
SCHMID MARGARET EVA














3920 13 TH ST
SCHMIDT EVA HARRIET








1005 W FRANCIS DR
SCHMIOT GREGORY GLEN
510 N MAPLE ST
SCHMIDT JAMES ANGELL






























1108 S 6TH ST
SCHMIDT THOMAS CHARL
26 S 21ST AV
SCHMIDT TIMMY LINN







COM2 URH SCOTT 344 C 332-1532
MASCOUTAH ILL 62258
LAS1 URH BARTON 13 C 332-0095
PEORIA ILL 61604
GRAD 610 W GREEN U 332-2304
ROCKFORD ILL
GRAD 512 E STOUGHTON C 356-6388
DES PLAINES ILL
ENG3 907 S 4TH C 344-9693
CHICAGO ILL
LAS4 URH LAR 465 U 332-3047
SPRINGFIELD ILL
ENG4 210 W HESSEL C 352-6942
EVERGRN PK 42 ILL
LAS1 509 W UNION C 356-1781
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820




GRAO 311 SPRINGFIELD C
MT HOLLY N J
LAS2 915 W MICHIGAN U 344-6150
CASEY ILL 62420
LAS2 1005 S 2ND C
LEMONT ILL 60439
GRAO 901 S 1ST C
AKRON OHIO 44314
ENG1 URH SCOTT 246 C 332-1464
PEKIN ILL 61554
LAS1 711 W ILLINOIS U 344-5075
GALENA ILL 61036
LAS2 URH LAR 122 U 332-2824
DEERFIELD ILL 60015
LAS4 506 E GREEN U 367-6398
CHICAGO ILL 60656
ENG2 URH OGLESBY 816 U 332-5277
CHICAGO ILL 60628
LAS6 211 ARCADIA DR C 356-1718
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS1 URH LAR 303 U 332-2872
GRANITE CITY ILL 62040
FAA3 412 E GREEN C
AURORA ILL 60506
GRAD 1835 ORCHARD PL U 344-1247
URBANA ILL
LAS4 1835 D ORCHARD PL U 344-1247
URBANA ILL
PE 1 URH TRELEASE 502 U 332-5528
RIVERSIDE ILL 60546
GRAD URH DANIELS 345 U 332-2251
OSHKOSH WIS 54901
GRAD 312 W JOHN C 352-8716
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG2 URH WESTON 402 C 332-2053
COLUMBIA ILL 62236
LAS1 URH LAR 196 U 332-2967
HIGHLAND PARK ILL 60035
LAS1 URH BLAISDELL 213 U 332-3489
THOMASBORO ILL 61878
GRAO 408 N MATHEWS U 367-0170
TONDER DEN
GRAD 1211 W CLARK U 367-0967
URBANA J L_L 61801
VM 1 311 E GREEN C
MOLINE ILL 61265
JNL4 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
ELMWOOD PARK IL
AGR2 58 E GREGORY C 359-2566
MT PULASKI ILL 62548
LAS1 URH ALLEN 423 U 332-3233
STREATOR ILL 61364
LAS2 404 EDGEBROOK C
GIBSON CITY ILL 60936
ENG4 1005 W FRANCIS C 356-1998
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS1 URH BABCOCK 210 U
MT PROSPECT ILL 60056
ENG3 URH BABCOCK 331 U 332-3808
BERWYN ILL
COM3 URH OGLESBY 209 U 332-1084
SPRINGFIELD ILL
GRAD 1828 VALLEY' RD C 356-4527
KANKAKEE ILL
GRAD 1828 VALLEY RD C 356-4527
KANKAKEE ILL
LAS2 URH EVANS 417 U
POLO ILL 61064
ENG4 108 E HEALEY C 352-3365
MENDOTA ILL
ENG2 1006 W NEVADA U
LANSING ILL 60438
LAS3 710 W OHIO U 344-6212
LAGRANGE ILL
ED 1 URH LAR 199 U 332-2970
MORTON GROVE ILL 60053
ENG4 URH TOWNSEND 165 U 332-4028
MT PROSPECT ILL
LAS3 URH SNYDER 482 C 332-1881
LOMBARD ILL
ENG4 1506 LINCOLNSHIRE C 344-6559
SKOKIE ILL
COM3 6 SAFFER CT U 344-9572
NASHVILLE ILL
LAS4 URH NOBLE 18 C 332-0356
URBANA IL
LAS2 1209 W OREGON U 332-5292
URBANA ILL 61801
VM 1 806 W OHIO U 344-5075
ST CHARLES ILL 60174
COM4 RR 1 U 356-0378
MAYWOOD ILL
FAA1 URH SNYDER 418 C
OREGON ILL 61061
ENG4 URH TOWNSEND 234 U 332-4071
BAKTONVILLE ILL
FAA4 1108 S 1ST C 359-2011
EVANSVILLE 11 IN


















1706 S ROUTE 31
SCHMITT THOMAS GEORG
1606 N COURT ST
SCHMITT WILL IAH C




































4020 N MANGO AV
SCHNEIOER HOWARD S
2944 W JEROME














1723 E 74TH ST
SCHNEIDER ROGER B












































7725 S YATES AV
FAA4 313 E CHALMERS C
YORK PA
LAS2 URH BUSEY 328 U
ELMHURST ILL 60126
PE 2 1207 W SPRINGFIELO U
BERWYN ILL 60402
ENG2 URH TOWNSEND 109 U
PEORIA ILL 61604
LAS4 802 W ILLINOIS U
MCHENRY ILL •
LAS3 309 E JOHN C
WATERLOO ILL
GRAD 1805 VALLEY RD C
CHAMPAIGN ILL
AGR1 604 E ARMORY C
MCHENRY ILL 60050
AVI3 1004 3RD C
MCHENRY ILL
LAS1 410 E JOHN C
CARLINVILLE ILL 62626
LAS2 URH SAUNDERS 323 U
MOLINE ILL 61265
GRAD 807 W NEVADA U
CHICAGO IL
AGR2 604 E ARMORY C
PANA ILL 62557
LAS2 URH SCOTT 157 C
CHICAGO ILL 60617
GRAD URH SHERMAN 453 C
785 LOERRACH W GER
ENG4 1008 S BUSEY U
MILFORD ILL
GRAD 204 W GREEN U
URBANA ILL
LAS1 1106 S 3RD C
CHICAGO ILL 60649
LAS2 URH TAFT 124 C
LA GRANGE ILL 60525
LAS2 313 E JOHN C
CHICAGO ILL 60649
LAS1 910 S 3R0 C
CHICAGO ILL 60645
AGR4 901 S 2ND C
NOKOMIS ILL
AGR2 URH ALLEN 208 U
LENZBURG ILL 62255
AGR3 305 E JOHN C
BELLEVILLE 3 ILL
LAS2 105 E ARMORY C
CHICAGO ILL 60645
ENG1 505 E GREEN C
METROPOLIS ILL 62960
COM2 1770 VALLEY RD C
CHICAGO ILL 60652
ENG1 URH GARNER 368 C
CHICAGO ILL 60634
COM3 110 E CHALMERS C
CHICAGO ILL
LAS1 1010 S 2ND C
CARPENTERSVILLE IL 60110
JNL2 URH LAR 382 U
STREATOR ILL
AGRl 58 E GREGORY C
BUCKINGHAM ILL 60917
LAS4 URH TAFT 324 C
MAYWOOD ILL
LAS1 URH SNYDER 361 C
LENZBURG ILL 62255
LAS1 1105 S 1ST C
CHICAGO ILL 60645
COM3 URH SNYDER 461 C
CHICAGO ILL 60617
FAA3 307 E JOHN C
CHICAGO ILL
GRAD 409 E CHALMERS C
WILMETTE ILL
AGR4 601 W CLARK C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
C0M1 URH TOWNSEND 303 U
WlNNETKA ILL 60093
LAS2 407 E STOUGHTON C
NORRIOGE IL
LAS4 506 N GARFIELD C
CRYSTAL LAKE ILL




LAS3 404 E DANIEL C
CHICAGO ILL 60645
ENG1 1805 CLOVER LN C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS3 110 E ARMORY C
CHICAGO ILL
C0M1 URH FORBES 419 C
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60004
ENG4 1758 VALLEY C
EVANSTON ILL 60203
GRAO 2113 W WHITE C
WlNNETKA ILL 60093
ENG3 1008 S 4TH C
ROCK ISLAND ILL
ED 1 URH BLA1S0ELL 215 U
CHICAGO ILL 60652
GRAO URH SHERMAN 1356 C
CHICAGO 41 ILL
AGR4 809 W PENN U
GRAND RIOGE ILL
COM4 1646 VALLEY RD C
ALTO PASS ILL 62905
LAW1 1646 VALLEY RD C
CARBONDALt ILL 62901
GRAO URH SHERMAN 121 C
ST LOUIS MO 63131
LAS1 910 S 3RD C
WlNNETKA ILL 60093
ENG3 410 E JOHN C
MOUNT PROSPECT IL




































































1065 19TH AV NE
SCHOLL JACK HOWARD























SCHONSETT EDWARD D J
7703 S ABERDEEN ST
SCHOO VALERIE GAE

































SCHRAFT DORIS MAR IE




1705 S 12TH ST





6228 S KOMENSKY AV
•SCHRAUT RUSSELL W JR
.















103 N MERCER AV
SCHRIVER JANE ELIZAB
35 W PLEASANT
•SCHROCK DELL IS DARRE














RR 3 BOX 91
FAA1 URH OGLESBY 831 U
ALGONQUIN ILL 60102
LAS3 604 E ARMORY C
PERU ILL 61354
LAS2 611 E DANIEL C 344-1840
FREEPORT ILL 61032
GRAD 2069 HAZELWD CT U 344-4744
RANTOUL IL
GRAD 2069 D HAZELWD CT U 344-4744
MILWAUKEE WI
GRAD 2037 D ORCHARD ST U 344-2376
CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAD 107 w CALIFORNIA U 367-4833
ROCHESTER MINN 55901
ENG4 508 E WHITE C 332-5309
LOUISVILLE 7 KY
AGR4 1113 W OREGON U 344-0733
ARROWSMITH ILL
FAA1 URH HOPKINS 256 C
OAK PARK ILL 60304
GRAD BEMENT ILL
BEMENT IL
GRAD 1005 S WEBBER U 367-6921
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS3 URH WESTON 226 C 332-1931
DECATUR ILL
GRAD 1005 S WEBBER U 367-6921
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 2109 WHITE C 359-2938
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ED 4 2109 W WHITE C 359-2938
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
AGR4 1116 W NEVADA U 344-0205
LENA IL
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 805 U 332-5607
CHICAGO ILL
COM3 206 E GREEN C 356-4014
QUINCY ILL
ENG3 1010 S 2ND C
CHICAGO ILL 60620
LAS2 ROSELLE ILL 332-0474
ROSELLE ILL 60172
AGR2 URH WESTON 378 C 332-2040
WENONA ILL 61377
LAS4 1901 REBECCA C 352-6787
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
AGR4 706 W CHURCH C 352-5445
LOUISVILLE ILL
LAS1 202 E DANIEL C 352-5251
CHESTER ILL 62233
LAS3 904 S LINCOLN U 344-1391
CHICAGO ILL
GRAD 606 W OHIO U 344-58 12
ESSEXVILLE MICH
GRAO 605 S STATE C 352-0957
NEW YORK N Y
FAA4 URH HOPKINS 328 » C 332-1280
PARK RIOGE ILL
LAS1 URH BUSEY 230 U 332-2614
DIXON ILL 61021
LAS4 509 S 5TH C 344-0788
LEWISBURG PA 17837
LAS4 2305 S 1ST C 344-4614
WHEELER ILL
ENG1 URH SCOTT 364 C 332-1544
WHEELER ILL 62479
LAS3 1202 W NEVADA U 344-1173
LAGRANGE PK ILL
ENG3 904 W GREEN U
CHICAGO ILL 60628
AGR3 URH TAFT 220 C 332-0623
BRIDGEPORT ILL
LAS3 409 t CHALMERS C 344-5423
DEERFIELD ILL 60015
LAS3 URH BUSEY 143 U 332-2588
BENSENVILLE ILL
ENG4 606 S PRAIRIE C 332-3865
OREGON ILL
GRAD 1005 S 6TH C 333-1714
LAFAYETTE I NO
ENG2 1004 S 2ND C 356-7683
DEERFIELD ILL 60015
LAS2 URH WESTON 432 C 332-2077
WAUKEGAN ILL
FAA1 URH CARR 205 U 332-3886
CHICAGO ILL 60629




GRAD 909 W MAIN U 367-4720
ROXBURY N Y 12474
LAS2 907 S 4TH C 344-9693
UNIVERSITY CITY MO 63130
COM3 URH OGLESBY 408 U 332-5153
BENSENVILLE ILL
ENG3 1116 W NEVADA U 344-0205
NORTHBROOK ILL
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS C
ELMHURST ILL 60126
LAS2 301 E ARMORY C 356-2606
CHICAGO ILL 60618
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 1122 U 332-5728
BLOOMINGTON ILL 61701
AGRl URH VANDOREN 412 C
FREEPORT ILL 61032
GRAD 909 S MATTIS C 352-1589
FARGO N D 58102




GRAD 1322 HONEYSUCKLE C 356-9489
ROXBORO QUE CAN
LAW1 1505 KIRBY C
P0NT1AC ILL 61764
ENG1 305 E JOHN C
MT CARROLL ILL 61053
LAS1 URH WESTON 100 C 332-1886
GIBSON CITY ILL 60936
FAA3 1010 S 2ND C




609 W WARRIOR DR
SCHRUEOER DALE WAYNE














16B30 W NORTH AV
SCHROEDER LORING W






3 74 OAK ST
SCHROEDER PHILIP J
301 LINCOLN ST




















7540 N RIDGE AV
SCHUCH PAUL MICHAEL







SCHUERING ER IC ROGER
1026 N 20TH ST
SCHUERMAN ROBERT L J













































































8 W BEKWYN AV
IZ GERALD THUMA
RAINBOW UH
LAS3 URH TRLLEASE 217
ROUND LK ILL
AVI1 URH SCOTT 450 I
NEW LENOX ILL 60451
LAS1 URH FORBES 404 I
PEORIA ILL 61604
ENG3 URH WESTON 294
COLUMBIA ILL
LAS2 URH CARR 302
GRAND RIDGE ILL 61325
GRAD 604 E ARMORY
WILMETTE ILL 60091
FAA3 611 E DANIEL
WESTCHESTER ILL
ENG3 1111 S 1ST
NORTHBROOK ILL
FAA2 103 E ARMORY
BROOKFIELD WIS 53005
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 328
PALATINE ILL 60067
AGR4 URH WESTON 318
GIBSON CITY ILL
LAS4 210 E JOHN
SHORE WOOD WIS 53211
LAS3 310 E JOHN
ELMHURST ILL
AVI2 708 U HIGH
GLENVIEW ILL 60025
LAS3 912 S 2ND
ELMHURST ILL
FAA4 611 E DANIEL
DECATUR ILL
LAS1 1102 W PARK
CHAMPAIGN ILL 6182_0_
ENG3 401 E DANIEL
DIXON ILL 61021
LAW2 609 W HEALEY
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS1 URH FLAGG 432
CHATSWORTH ILL 60921
ENG2 910 S NEW
PONTIAC ILL 61764
GRAD 1603 W HEALEY
URBANA ILL
PE 1 408 E PENN
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD URH SHERMAN 763
CHICAGO ILL 60645
ENG1 604 E ARMORY
MOKENA ILL 60448
LAW2 617 W HEALEY
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS1 1001 S WRIGHT
HOFFMAN ESTS ILL 60172
LAS1 URH ALLEN 478
SKOKIE ILL
ENG1 URH SNYDER 452
QUINCY ILL 62301
ENG4 912 S 2ND
DECATUR ILL
LAS3 URH CARR 315
WEST CHICAGO ILL 60185
LAS2 508 E CHALMERS
ADDISON ILL 60101
FAA2 URH TAFT 107
ITASCA ILL 60143
C0M1 URH FORBES 375
PALATINE ILL 60067
LAS4 URH BUSEY 321
CHICAGO 45 ILL
LAW2 508 W ELM
CHICAGO ILL 60639
COM3 1808 VALLEY RD
MT VERNON ILL
LAS1 URH BLAISDELL 419
CAHOKIA ILL 62206
GRAO 108 E JOHN
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 1007 S ANDERSON
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 1007 S ANDERSON
URBANA ILL
LAS3 URH WARDALL 816
SKOKIE ILL
ENG4 804 W PARK
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61821
LAS2 URH LAR 387
ELMHURST ILL 60126
LAW2 58 E HEALEY
CHICAGO IL 60620
LAS1 105 £ ARMORY
NORTHBROOK ILL 60062
LAS2 URH VANDOREN 424
DANVILLE ILL
FAA3 109 6 JOHN
MT PROSPECT ILL
FAA2 306 E DANIEL
MT PROSPECT ILL 60057




VM 1 URH SCOTT 162
GODFREY ILL 62035
ENG1 URH WESTON 213
GODFREY ILL 62035
ENG3 403 S RANDOLPH
MT CARMEL ILL 62863
C0M1 MAHOMET ILL
MAHOMET ILL 61853
LAS3 URH BLAISDELL 128
DllWNERS GROVE ILL
ENG2 404 S 5TH
ROCHESTER MICH 48063
LAW2 510 E ST0UGH7UN
CHICAGO ILL 60626
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 416
RUCKFORO ILL 61108
FAA2 212 E DANIEL
CHICAGO ILL
KAA1 URH GARNER 232
GLtNWUUU ILL 60425
U 332-5452 *SCHULTZ JEFFREY ALAN
285 ARCH RD
C SCHULTZ KENNETH MARK
3900 W GLENLAKE
C 332-1086 SCHULTZ LAURA ANN
218 MEMORIAL DR
C 332-1979 SCHULTZ LAURA LYNN
732 LAFAYETTE ST
U 332-3914 SCHULTZ LINDA JEAN
6951 N MCALPIN
C SCHULTZ MARCIA CLAIR
2657 W HOWARD ST
C 344-1840 *SCHULTZ PETER FRANK
510 FAIRLAWN
C 356-3231 SCHULTZ RICHARD M
326 W JACKSON
C SCHULTZ TERRY ALLEN
147 S KENNICOTT
U 332-5139 SCHULTZ THOMAS EOWAR
ARENZVILLE RO
C 332-1995 SCHULTZ THOMAS WILLI
RR 2
C 356-3675 SCHULTZ WILLIAM JOSE
1646 N 18TH AV
C 344-9752 SCHULTZE ROGER DEAN
601 SHERIDAN ST
U 332-2057 *SCHULZ ALAN WALTER
2013 S 19TH AVE
C 356-7432 SCHULZ DANIEL ROBERT
127 GRACE LN
C 344-1840 SCHULZ HELEN SHEPHER
2102 S 18TH AV
C 352-2547 SCHULZ PETER
1972 A ORCHARD ST
C 344-1261 SCHULZ ROBERT GORDON
50 N BROADVIEW
C 352-7282 SCHULZE EOWARO TERRY
502 W MAIN
C SCHULZE GORDON DAVID
25 N YEW ST
C 356-7901 SCHUMACHER EDWARD G
3129 KENILWORTH AV
C 356-9394 *SCHUMACHER GEORGE C
2N560 ARDHORE AV
U 367-8155 »SCHUMACHER KENNETH N
801 S^ VINE
C 332-4914 SCHUMACHER KURT GREG
3129 KENILWORTH AV
C SCHUMACHER RICHARD W
8555 S PEORIA ST
C 352-7195 *SCHUMACHER TERRY H
2N560 AROMORE AV
C 344-1343 SCHUMAKER JOHN WALDLI
3021 E HARRISON
U 332-3408 SCHUMAN CHARLES STUA
629 W PHILADELPHIA
C SCHUMAN PETER A
17 LOVELL ST
C 356-7432 SCHUMM MARILYN JEAN
405 LAUREL
U 344-4489 SCHUMOW ELINOR CAROL
7822 PHILLIPS
C 344-1170 *SCHUNK CONSTANCE C
,
205 E HEALEY
C 332-0592 SCHUNK DALE HANSEN
205 E HEALEY
C SCHUNK MARCIA ANN
3015 N WISCONSIN
U SCHUPACK STUART ALLE
6111 N DAMEN
U 332-4939 *SCHURMAN DONALD LEE
BOX 2185
C 359-2567 SCHURHAN KATHRYN V
i 1012 W CLARK
U 332-3557 SCHURTER NEILL PAUL
772 BLUFF CITY
C 356-1411 SCHUSSLER EDWARO G I
234 S DEWEY
U 367-5660 SCHUSTEFF HELENE
8712 N OLCOTT AV
U 367-5660 SCHUSTER CARL JOHN
I 8211 W EASTWOOD AV
U 332-0594 SCHUSTER DONALD DEAN
203 ANNA ST
C SCHUSTER JAMES EDWAR
602 SUMMIT
U 332-3030 SCHUSTER RONALD ROBE
11 MANTUA CT
359-1362 SCHUSTER STEWART ARN
8945 S MERRILL
356-7585 SCHUSTER TERRY JEROM
4847 A LOUISE
332-0557 SCHUTT ERNEST GEORGE
124 S CRAIG PL
332-0906 SCHUTT PAULA LORENE
205 14TH AV
344-9541 SCHUTT RODERICK HENR
124 S CRAIG PL
344-3901 SCHUTZ RONALD WALTER
6701 S BENNETT AV
332-1417 SCHUWERK WILLIAM A J
1416 OAK ST
332-1918 SCHUYLER PETER JAMES





332-3475 SCHWAB JULIE ANN
25 3RD OR
352-4719 SCHWAB SCOTT JAY
3123 W CHASE AVE .
352-6772 SCHWABE RETTA ROSALI
106 BENDER
332-5511 SCHWAGER ELIZABETH A
1707 S 4TH









C0M1 URH TRELEASE 830
CHICAGO HTS ILL 60411
LAS3 410 E GREEN
AURORA ILL
FAA3 508 E ARMORY
CHICAGO ILL 60646




LAS1 1002 W OREGON
WOODSTOCK ILL 60098
FAA4 URH FORBES 228
ARLINGTON HTS ILL




FAA3 1111 S 2ND
MELROSE PARK ILL 60160
ENG1 409 E CHALMERS
CHENOA ILL 61726
ENG4 205 N BROADWAY
BROADVIEW ILL
ENG3 1108 S 1ST
BARRINGTON ILL
LAS3 205 N BROADWAY
BROADVIEW ILL
GRAD 1972 A ORCHARD ST
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG3 309 E CHALMERS
LOMBARD ILL 60148
ENG4 910 W CALIFORNIA
URBANA ILL 61801
ED 3 URH TOWNSEND 451
11542GLEN COVE N Y
ENG2 412 E GREEN
BERWYN ILL 60402
GRAD 306 W IOWA I
VILLA PARK ILL 60181
GRAD 801 S VINE I
URBANA ILL 61801_
LAS1 412 E GREEN I
BERWYN ILL 60402
AGR4 URH HOPKINS 366
CHICAGO ILL
GRAO 306 W IOWA
VILLA PARK ILL 60181
ENG3 49 CARRIAGE ESTS
DECATUR ILL 62526
GRAD 106 E GREEN
YORK PA 17404
LAS3 URH FORBES 463
ELGIN ILL 60120
LAS2 313 E JOHN
LIBERTYVILLE ILL 60048
ED 3 409 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO ILL 60649
LAS4 205 E HEALEY
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS4 205 E HEALEY
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 312 E DANIEL
PEORIA ILL 61603
LAS4 URH WESTON 318
CHICAGO ILL
GRAD 1012 W CLARK
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
FAA2 1012 W CLARK
URBANA ILL 61801
LAW3 1010 E COLORADO
ELGIN ILL
LAW3 234 S DEWEY
URBANA ILL
LAS1 URH ALLEN 477
NILES ILL 60648
ENG1 URH SNYOER 491
NORRIOGE ILL 60656
ENG3 402 S 6TH
BARTONVILLE ILL
AGR4 106 E ARMORY
JOLIET IL 60435
ENG1 URH GARNER 313
PARK FOREST ILL 60466




LAS1 1110 S 2ND
LOMBARD ILL 60148
GRAO 408 E STOUGHTON
ROCK FALLS ILL 61071
ENG3 1110 S 2ND
LOMBARD ILL
LAS1 907 S 4TH
CHICAGO ILL 60649
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 407
CHESTER ILL 62233
FAA4 .1101 W PENN
MILWAUKEE 17 WIS




las1 urh vandoren 426
decatur ill 62521
















































GRAO 1961 D ORCHARD ST
URBANA ILL 61B01
































SCHWARTZ CARL W II


























3750 LAKE SHORE DR
SCHWARTZ JULIE LOUIS
1013 E VINE ST
SCHWARTZ LAWRENCE BA
952 A GLENCOE RD
SCHWARTZ LEE JEROME
3300 N LAKE SHORE
SCHWARTZ LENARD CARL









LAS2 URH TOMNSEND 348
DECATUR ILL 62526
LAS1 604 S 3RD
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS2 URH SNYDER 315
HAMBURG ILL 62045
GRAO 2004 B ORCHARD ST
URBANA ILL ' 61801
LAS4 1205 W MAIN
MANITO ILL
AGR3 409 E CHALMERS
HARVEY ILL 60426
ENG3 112 E DANIEL
NORTHBROOK ILL
LAS1 URH SCOTT 474
DANVILLE ILL 61832
LAS2 52 E ARMORY
SKOKIE ILL 60076
LAS1 URH NOBLE 207
NILES ILL 60648
FAA3 807 W MAIN
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS4 309 E HEALEY
CHICAGO 25 ILL
LAS1 910 S 3R0
SKOKIE ILL 60076
C0M1 52 E ARMORY
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAS4 904 S 3RD
CHICAGO 45 ILL
GRAD 1605 VALLEY RO
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ED 1 URH ALLEN 373
OAK PARK ILL 60302
GRAO 1406 N MCKINLEY
GAINESVILLE FLA
LAS2 URH HOPKINS 152
CLIFTON N J 07014
LAS1 URH GARNER341
CHICAGO ILL 60617




LAS1 URH FORBES 240
GLENCOE ILL 60022
GRAD 1201 W NEVADA
CHICAGO ILL 60657
LAS1 910 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL 60645
FAA2 710 W OHIO
DES PLAINES ILL 60016
LAS1 1106 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL 60645
ED 1 URH NOBLE 110
CHICAGO ILL 60617
•SCHWARTZ PAUL MICHAE
306 N HARVEY 2
SCHWARTZ PAUL MORTON






10 S 501TH GLENN
SCHWARZ DIANNE MAURE
606 GOODING ST


































9310 N FRYE RD
SCHWEITZER WILLIAM P















GRAO 306 N HARVEY
URBANA ILL
GRAD 401 S RACE
TERRE HAUTE I NO 47802
AGR1 409 E CHALMERS
MORRISON ILL 61270
LAS1 910 S 3RD
SKOKIE ILL 60076
FAA3 909 S 3RD
HINSDALE ILL 60521
PE 3 URH BLAISDELL 422
LA SALLE ILL 61301
GRAD 309 E HEALEY
BERWYN ILL 60402
COM2 1404 S LINCOLN
MORTON GR ILL 60053
AGR1 URH ALLEN 195
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60005
LAS3 910 S 3RD
OFALLON ILL 62269
VN 2 1823 W JOHN
PRINCETON ILL 61356
GRAD 1113 S ARBOR
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 308 E HEALEY
CRYSTAL LAKE ILL 60014
LA S3 URH BABCOCK 402
CHICAGO ILL 60630




C0M1 910 S 3RD
BUFFALO GROVE ILL 60090
C0M1 2320 PHINNEY
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAW1 URH CARR 116
MORRISONVILLE ILL
GRAD 1008 W STOUGHTON
BROOKLYN N Y 11219
LAS1 809 W PENN
MONMOUTH ILL 61462
LAS4 506 W NEVADA
BEAVER DAM' WIS 53916
LAS1 URH LAR 372
PEORIA ILL 61614
LAS1 URH OGLESBY 924
HINSDALE ILL 60521
LAS3 URH TAFT 112
DOWNERS GROVE ILL
COM4 URH WESTON 378
OAK PARK ILL
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 1225
EDWARDSVILLE ILL 62025
LAS4 1106 S LINCOLN
PEORIA ILL
GRAD 2101 W WHITE
NEW HAVEN MO
ENG3 313 E ARMORY
OTTAWA ILL

























































SCHWIMMER SAN FOR R












BAYBERRY HILL RD 6
SCHWULST WARREN PAUL
201 MAIZEFIELD AV
SCI FRANK MICHAEL JR
2305 S 1ST 304
SCIPPER LINDA LOIS






















524 S EOGEWOOD AV
•SCOTT DONALD HOWARD


















5408 W OTTO PL
SCOTT LINDA ANN





LAS2 1010 S 2ND C 356-0521
LITCHFIELD ILL 62056
VM 1 URH CARR 7 U
PEOTONE ILL 60468
GRAD URH SHERMAN 16i C 332-4780
CHICAGO ILL 60626
PE 1 URH SAUNDERS 330 U 332-3672
CHRISTOPHER ILL 62822
GRAD 312 E CLARK C
TRENTON N J 08609
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 1221 U 332-5757
MCHENRY ILL 60050
FAA3" 1108 S 1ST C 359-2011
BEAVER DAM WIS
AGR1 URH SCOTT 260 C 332-1478
BLOOMING TON ILL 61701
GRAD URH SHERMAN 318 C 332-4690
MAHOPAC N Y 10541
FAA1 1108 S 1ST C 359-2011
BLOOMINGTON ILL 61701
ENG4 STA A BOX 2232 C 344-6073
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD URH DANIELS 499 U 332-2570
COLUMBUS MISS
AVI 2 609 S 4TH C 356-7809
BELLWOOO ILL 60104
LAS2 604 E ARMORY C 344-1266
CHICAGO ILL 60628
AGR1 URH SAUNDERS 419 U 332-3692
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 702 E GREEN U 367-8163
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD NUC ENG LAB 214 U 367-0428
MINOEN LA 71055
ENG4 204 E CLARK C 352-8157
EAST ALTON ILL 62024
GRAD 1105 N COLER U 365-2478
URBANA ILL 61801
PE 3 URH BLAISDELL 123 U 332-3470
GLEN ELLYN ILL 60137 4
LAS3 602 E STOUGHTON C 352-3172
WINCHESTER ILL
LAW1 809 S 1ST C 359-4684
PLAINFIELD ILL 60544
LAS1 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
LOMBARD ILL 60148
GRAD 1412 HOLLY HILL C 356-8814
CHAMPAIGN ILL
ENG2 815 N MCKINLEY C 356-0717
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS3 31 EHLER TRLR PK U 356-7995
PALATINE ILL
LAS2 410 E JOHN C 344-9477
FINDLAY ILL 62534
COM2 604 E ARMORY C
EAST ST LOUIS ILL 63131
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 627' U 332-5583
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS4 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
MORRIS ILL
COM3 31 EHLERS TRLR PK U 344-3200
CICERO ILL
LAS1 URH VANDOREN 322 C 332-0531
PANA ILL 62557
LAS3 URH WESTON 322 C 332-2000
OAK LAWN ILL
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 107 U 332-5419
PANA ILL 62557





















SCOTT ROBERT C III
















2053 B ORCHARD ST
SCOTT TIMOTHY RALPH











LAS3 URH BARTON 8 C
WESTERN SPRS ILL 60558
GRAD RR 3 C 367-1574
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
EO 1 URH LUNDGREN 17 C 332-0207
SEYMOUR ILL 61875
JNL4 904 S LINCOLN U 344-4529
MAHOMET ILL
ENG1 901 S 1ST C 356-4729
LOVES PARK ILL 61111
GRAO URH DANIELS 384 U 332-2519
ANTIOCH ILL 60002
JNL3 URH WARDALL 1212 U
FAIRFIELD ILL 62837
ENG1 URH TOWNSENO 564 U 332-4283
FRANKLIN ILL 62638
PE 2 URH GARNER 346 C 332-0808
PONTIAC ILL.
PE 1 112 E JOHN C
BIGGSVILLE ILL 61418
GRAD 1823 VALLEY RD C 359-2662
CHICAGO ILL 60637
GRAD 407 E STOUGHTON C 352-4886
NURWOOD PA
FAA3 412 W CHURCH C 344-3078
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS3 904 S LINCOLN U 344-1392
PONTIAC ILL
LAS3 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
HIGHLAND ILL 62249
LAS2 508 E ARMORY C 344-0501
WESTERN SPRS ILL 60558
GRAD 606 W OHIO U 344-5812
FAIRMONT W VA
PE 2 URH SCOTT 291 C 332-2001
CANTON OHIO 44704
GRAD 2053 B ORCHARD ST U 344-4058
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS2 1303 ADAMS U 367-9692
URBANA ILL 61801
COM4 207 S ELM C 359-4462
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS3 URH TRELEASE 408 U 332-5504
CHICAGO 47 ILL
LAS4 2110 BURLISON U 344-5852
URBANA ILL
FAA2 2110 BURLISON U 344-5852
URiANA ILL 61801




•SCRANTON DELBERT OEA GRAO CLINTON ILL













PE 2 URH WARDALL 722
PAYSON ILL
LAS2 URH ALLEN 26
GLENVIEM ILL 60025
ED 2 RR 2
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS1 604 E ARMORY
MULBERRY GROVE ILL 62262
SCROGGS LYNNE ANNETT FAA3 508 E ARMORY
RR 4 PRINCETON ILL
SCUOAMORE SHULAR R ENG1 604 E ARMORY
614 N GLENWOOD _PJ._ AURORA ILL 60506
•SCULL IN MICHAEL ' GRAD 1403 GARDEN LN
.
510 UNIVERSITY AV ITHACA N Y 14850
SCULLY BRUCE WILLIAM LAS3 1009 W PENN
700 VINE HIGHLAND PARK ILL
SCULLY GEORGIA WARRI LAS4 302 E ARMORY
5418 N SHERIDAN RD PEORIA ILL
SCUTERI GLENN ANDREW LAS1 URH FORBES 459
GOLF RD ROUTE 2 JOLIET ILL 60432
SEABERG ROBERT JOHN ENG1 301 E CHALMERS
OAKLAWK ILL 60453
LAS4 URH WARDALL 205
CHICAGO ILL
LAS2 310 E GREGORY
LA GRANGE PK ILL 60528
GRAD RR 2
URBANA ILL
GRAD 503 BASH CT
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 503 BASH CT
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820








SEABOLD WALTER G JR









*SEAGREN DOUGLAS JOHN GRAD 1211 W CLARK
268 CORNELL AV DES PLAINES ILL
*SEAGREN JULIE S AGR4 1211 W CLARK
268 CORNELL DES PLAINES ILL














LAS2 ARLINGTON HTS ILL
ARLINGTON HTS ILL
ENG4 2307 S 1ST
CHICAGO ILL 60620
FAA4 URH SAUNDERS 13
HOLLYWOOD ILL
ED 1 URH NOBLE 222
PARK FOREST ILL 60466
LAS3 URH WARDALL 1210
ST CHARLES ILL 60174
ED 4 311 E GREEN
CAMP POINT ILL 62320
PE 1 URH ALLEN 17
FOREST PARK ILL 60130
LAS1 URH SAUNDERS 325
GLEN ELLYN ILL 60137








SEAVEY SUZANNE MARIE ED 3 713 W OHIO
910 WILLIAM ST RIVER FOREST ILL
SEBAT FRANK LAS3 904 W GREEN
34 MAYWOOO DR DANVILLE ILL
SEBEK JAMES JOSEPH LAS1 URH SCOTT 211
2816 S HIGHLAND AV BERWYN ILL 60402
SEBERT RONALD MARK LAS4 1315 GRANDVIEW
2311 W RIVIERA DR PEORIA ILL 61614
SEBRIGHT TERENCE FAY LAS3 URH BABCOCK 208
203 W N 3RD ST SHELBYVILLE ILL
SEBRING RANDAL WILLI VM 2 URH OGLESBY 914
1314 GARDEN LN CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
SECEMSKY REBECCA REG ED 2 URH TRELEASE 216
6644 N ROCKWELL ST CHICAGO ILL 60645
SECHOVICZ JOHN RICHA GRAO 801 N RANDOLPH
801 N RANDOLPH CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
SECOR GARY LEE EN.G3 1109 S 4TH
2074 E PRAIRIE DECATUR ILL
•SECORO JEFFREY RICHA COM3 208 W JOHN
208 W JOHN CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
SECREST LAWRENCE M
RR 3 BOX 86
SEDLACEK CAROL ANN
5733 MAIN ST

























3 RAJ SAMPAN LN
SEEVERS ALLEN DALE






443 GRtEN BAY RD
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS C
ELGIN ILL
ED 1 URH FLAGG 309 C
MORTON GROVE ILL 60053
GRAD 509 S 5TH C
BELLE VERNON PA
LAS4 URH OGLESBY 1228 U
PEKIN ILL
COM3 1010 S 2ND C
LA GRANGE ILL 60525
LAS4 1107 S 3RD C
CHICAGO IL
LAW1 URH SHERMAN 1057 C
ACTON MASS 01780
LAS3 706 S MATHEWS U
ELMHURST ILL
GRAO 61 E JOHN C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG3 205 E HEALEY C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 1205 E DELAWARE U
KANKAKEE ILL
FAA1 907 S 4TH C
CHICAGO ILL 60644
AGR4 310 E GREGORY C
WHITE HALL ILL
FAA1 URH SNYDER 445 C
INDPLS IND 46256
GRAD 300 S GOODWIN U
BHAYAOTHAILAND
COM3 702 W WASHINGTON U
DECATUR ILL 62526
LAS2 308 E ARMORY C
CHICAGO ILL 60635
LAS2 110 E CHALMERS C
SKOKIE ILL 60076
LAS1 910 S 3RD C




















































































1736 E 85TH ST
SEIOENFELD GLENN K J




















































2006 A ORCHARD ST
•SELIVONCHICK DANIEL
935 SEMINOLE J»
LAS1 URH ALLEN 206 U 332-3147
ROSLYN HTS N Y 11577
ED 2 2 HAMPTON CT C 356-9778
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS3 URH TOWNSEND 403 U 332-4176
CHICAGO ILL
FAA1 URH SNYDER 439 C 332-1837
WARREN PA 16365
GRAD 2055 D ORCHARD U 344-5435
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS1 URH BABCOCK 317 U 332-3794
STREATOR ILL 61364
LAS1 URH GARNER 490 C
EFFINGHAM ILL 62401
LAS3 URH BABCOCK 226 U 332-3772
EFFINGHAM ILL
AGR4 URH TOWNSEND 170 U 332-1452
EFFINGHAM ILL
ENG1 1210 W CLARK U 367-0770
WOODSTOCK ILL 60098
GRAO 502 W GRIGGS U 367-9839
OTTAWA ILL 61350
AGR1 URH FORBES 292 C
BELLEVILLE ILL 62221
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 1105 U 332-5357
SPARLANO ILL 61565
GRAO URH SHERMAN 362 C 332-4825
BROOKLYN N Y_ ll.235.-__
LAS2 1860 VALLEY RD C 344-1583
SKOKIE ILL 60076
GRAD 1831 ORCHARD PL U 344-3184
URBANA ILL
VM 2 2001 COUNTRY SQI U 365-1694
URBANA ILL
GRAO 2001 COUNTRY SQI U 365-1694
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS1 URH GARNER 469 C 332-0893
CHICAGO ILL 60617
LAW2 211 W SPRINGFIELD. C 332-4537
WAUKEGAN ILL
C0M1 URH TRELEASE 1109 U 332-5716
ELMHURST ILL 60126
AGR1 URH BUSEY 319 U 332-2641
GLENVIEW ILL 60025
LAS4 1008 W CLARK U 367-3907
DECATUR ILL
LAS3 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
CHICAGO ILL
GRAO 1103 E DELAWARE U 365-2236
URBANA ILL 61801
FAA1 910 S 3RD C
SHAWNE HISSON KANS 66208
GRAO 7 WESTWOOD U 365-1492
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS4 709 ILLINOIS U
CHICAGO ILL
GRAO 1836 D ORCHARD PL U 344-6701
RANGOON BURMA
GRAD 213 W JOHN C 332-2350
TOKYO JAP
LA S3 URH ALLEN 299 U 332-3343
WASHINGTON ILL
AGR1 URH WESTON 452 C 332-2089
CARMI ILL 62821
ENG2 URH SNYDER 313 C 332-1040
TAYLOR RIDGE ILL 61284
ENG1 313 E ARMORY C
MOLINE ILL 61265
LAS4 URH TRELEASE 1112 U 332-5719
DEKALB ILL
JNL4 309 E HEALEY C 344-1806
CHICAGO 52 ILL
ENG1 URH SNYDER 468 C 332-1859
DEERFIELD ILL 60015
LAS4 URH ALLEN 413 U 332-3225
HONOLULU HA 96822
ENG1 URH HOPKINS 423 C
MT PROSPECT ILL 60056
ENG4 URH OGLESBY 1108 u 332-5360
ROCKFORD ILL
LAW1 URH SNYDER 480 C 332-1869
CHICAGO ILL 60640
LAS3 715 W MICHIGAN U 352-9370
HENRY ILL
ENG4 206 E GREEN C 352-6897
MT PROSPECT ILL
COM2 309 E CHALMERS C 344-1895
BERWYN IL
GRAD 503 W GREEN U 365-1450
COLUMBIA S C
GRAO 2006 A ORCHARD ST U 344-2160
URBANA ILL 61801














SELLERS DIANE L COOK
1002 W NEVADA
SELLERS KATHLEEN ANN
5350 BIG HOLLOW RD
SELLERS MICHAEL W
BOX 427
SELLERS RUBIN ALL ISO







GRAD 1106 S 2ND C 352-2464
STATEN ISLAND N Y 10304
GRAD 1704 VALLEY RD C 352-9705
HARWOOD N D 58042
FAA4 URH SNYDER 308 C 332-1746
HAZEL CREST ILL
LAS4 1111 S 1ST C 356-3314
BARRING TON ILL
AGR1 URH LAR 334 U 332-2898
PARK RIDGE ILL 60008
LAS3 409 CHALMERS C
MORRISON ILL
LAS4 1002 W NEVADA U 344-3697
URBANA ILL 61801
FAA1 URH TRELEASE 923 U 332-5669
PEORIA ILL 61614
ENG3 409 E CHALMERS C 332-1219
HINES IL
LAS2 1106 S LINCOLN U 344-3616
BARRINGTON ILL 60010
FAA1 URH LAR 111 U 332-2815
WALWORTH WIS 53184
LAS4 611 W HEALEY C 359-4739
GLENVIEW ILL
FAA2 911 S 3RD C




225 S INDIANA AV




•SELVIDGE LEWIS R JR
608 S STATE
SELVO GERALD VICTOR




3950 LK SHORE DR













6145 N SHERIDAN RD
SEMES E DANIEL
1906 S 48TH CT
SENFFNER CARL LEE
RENMICK RD RR 3
SENN ARNOLD RALPH
















































4838 W 28TH ST
SERCZYK KENNETH LOUI
12251 S STATE ST
SEREIKA JOAN URSULA












22 CLIFFORO TERR 9
*SERNEL GUROON EOWARO










725 S LUOMIS ST
SERSHON PATRICIA MAR
RR 3 BOX 200
SERSON JOHN BRADLEY






316 W HAWTHORNE ST
ENG1 URH GARNER 446
MORTON ILL 61550
ED 3 URH SCOTT 174
BLUE ISLAND ILL 60406
LAS2 URH SCOTT 413
HILLSBORO ILL 62049
GRAD 608 S STATE
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
COM3 205 E ARMORY
CARL1NVILLE ILL 62626
ENG1 URH HOPKINS 490
CARLINVILLE ILL 62626
LAS3 907 S 4TH
CHICAGO ILL
LAS2 508 E ARMORY
FLOSSMOOR ILL
GRAO 506 S GREGORY
MANILA PHIL
LAS1 910 S 3RD
PITCAIRN PA 15140
EO 2 URH LAR 212
GLEN ELLYN ILL 60137
ENG1 401 E GREEN
ROLLING MOWS ILL 60008
FAA3 603 NEVAOA
SYDNEY NS CAN
COM3 URH 8ABC0CK 424
CHICAGO ILL 60626
GRAD 707 S 6TH
CICERO ILL 60650
LAS1 URH SNYDER 474
LUCKPORT ILL 60441
JNL3 906 W NEVADA
CHICAGO ILL
LAS1 410 E GREEN
CHICAGO ILL 60649
ED 4 508 E ARMORY
WOODSTOCK ILL 60098
LAS1 1215 S 4TH
WOODSTOCK ILL 60098
GRAD 1975 C ORCHARO ST
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 URH TRELEASE 701
OAK LAWN ILL




GRAD 1820 C ORCHARD PL
BURLESON TEX 7602 8
GRAD 301 E WHITE
ARLINGTON VA
FAA4 1208 W CALIFORNIA
OBLONG IL
LAS4 URH OGLESBY 621
DECATUR ILL
COM4 1205 W MAIN
CHICAGO ILL
GRAD 101 E JOHN
KANSAS CITY KANS 66101
GRAO URH SHERMAN 1166
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
VM 3 508 W GREEN
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
EO 1 URH VANDOREN 425
MORTON GROVE ILL 60053
ENG3 URH TOWNSEND 321
CANTON IL
FAA2 409 E CHALMERS
OAK PARK ILL 60304
AGR2 58 E GREGORY
RANTOUL ILL 61866
ENG4 311 E JOHN
EAST PEORIA ILL
GRAD 2101 W WHITE
ELMHURST ILL
GRAD 2101 w WHITE
ELMHURST ILL
GRAO 1013 W MAIN
MAMARONECK N Y
GRAO 2317 S 1ST
CICERO 50 ILL
FAA1 412 E GREEN
CHICAGO ILL 60628
GRAO URH SHERMAN 403
CHICAGO ILL 60609
PE 3 URH FVANS 315
UNIVERSITY CITY MO
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 830
HERSCHER ILL 60941
LAS4 URH HAKOALL 1125
WESTCHESTER ILL
PE 4 313 E JOHN
LYONS ILL
ENG4 411 E GREEN
CHICAGO IL
GRAO 212 E CLARK
SAN FRAN CAL 94117
GRAO 204 N GREGORY
CHICAGO ILL 60622
GRAO URH CLARK 212
CHICAGO ILt 60639
PE 4 204 N GREGORY
CHICAGO ILL 60622
LAS3 1609 VALLEY RD
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG4 502 S TOUGH TON
SKOKlfc IL 60076
ENG4 1109 W MAIN
CHICAGO ILL 60607
LAS2 URH TAFT 412
ANTIOCH ILL 60002
ENG4 1008 S 4TH
PALUS PARK ILL
JIML4 1009 W CALIFORNIA
8ATAVIA ILL
GRAD URH DANIELS 371
BRADENVILLE PA 15620
































































901 N MCKINLEY AV
SETH OUNALD FRANCIS
422 N SEYMOUR AV
SETH SHARAD CHANDRA



































RR 2 BOX 61
•SEYMOUR ALLISON J JR















SHACK ET BONNIE SUE






























835 N CUYLER AV
•SHAH BARBARA JEAN JU

















SHALLOW JACK PAUL II












GRAO 901 N MCKINLEY
CHAMPAIGN ILL
C0M1 URH TOWNSEND 179
MUNOELEIN ILL 60060
GRAD URH DANIELS 215
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD URH SHERMAN 850
POTTSTOWN PA
LAS3 URH TOWNSEND 403
CHICAGO ILL
GRAD 401 S 6TH
TAKOMA PARK MD 20012
LAS1 URH TAFT 209
GRAYSLAKE ILL 60030
AGR1 1002 S LINCOLN
CHANDLERVILLE ILL 62627
GRAD 300 S GOODWIN
PALO ALTO CAL 94303
LAS2 1010 S 2ND
DECATUR ILL 62526
COM3 612 W CALIFORNIA
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD URH NOBLE 126
LELAND ILL
LAS3 URH TOWNSEND 333
OUINCY ILL
LASI 308 E ARMORY
BELVIOERE ILL 61008
LAS4 URH NOBLE 18
URBANA ILL 61801
FAA3 605 W NEVADA
URBANA ILL
LASI 209 E ARMORY
ELGIN ILL 60120
LASI URH ALLEN 256
YORKVILLE ILL 60560




ENG4 URH GARNER 364
ELGIN ILL 60120
GRAD 307 S PRAIRIE
ST PAUL MINN 55H7
LAS4 URH NOBLE 104
DECATUR ILL
AGR1 1110 S 2ND
BAYLIS ILL 62314
ENG4 510 E STQUGHTON
ROSSVILLE ILL
C0M1 URH WESTON 392
STREATOR ILL 61364
LAS4 303 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO 28 ILL
GRAD 1107 W GREEN
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 407 E STOUGHTON *
GLOUCESTER VA
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 920
CHICAGO ILL 60625
GRAO URH DANIELS 118
LACONIA N H 02912
ENG1 URH WESTON 404
PLANO ILL 60545
LAS3 604 E ARMORY
LA SALLE ILL 61301
LAS3 1102 S LINCOLN
FAIRFIELD ILL
AGR3 401 E JOHN
CHATSWORTH ILL




LASI URH OGLESBY 505
8L00MINGT0N ILL 61701
AGR2 401 E JOHN
CHATSWORTH ILL
FAA3 102 E CHALMERS
OLNEY ILL
GRAD 902 W ILLINOIS
STERLING ILL 61081
ENG1 URH GARNER 218
DECATUR ILL 62526
AGR3 URH TOWNSEND 113
KlNMUNDY ILL
LASI 307 E DANIEL
BARRINGTON ILL 60010
LAS3 URH LAR 405
OAK PARK ILL 60302
ED 3 1008 W CLARK
MOLINE ILL 61265
GRAD 703 W ILLINOIS
NAINI TAL UP INDIA
ENG4 1319 HEDGE RD
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GKAD 1101 S MATTIS
MOREHEAD KY
LAS4 404 E STOUGHTON
TEHRAN IRAN
LAS4 106 E HEALEY
RUCKFORD ILL
LASI URH HOPKINS 288
ROCKFORD ILL 61103
LASI URH VANDOREN 424
SKOKIE ILL 60076
LAS2 URH TAFT 322
WESTERN SPRINGS IL 60558
ENG4 404 E STOUGHTCN
ARLINGTON HTS ILL
LAS3 URH SCOTT 163
CHESAPEAKE CTY MD
GRAD HORT FIELD LAB
URBANA ILL 61801
PE 3 1207 W NEVADA
DANVILLE ILL
PE 3 1207 W NEVADA
DANVILLE ILL














































































































































J S SHAEMA VIL
SHARMA OM PRAKASH
SULTAN SINGH BANEL









905 S JOLIET ST




















AGR1 URH OGLESBY 404 U
BRADFORD ILL 61421
COM2 URH BABCOCK 114 U 332-3731
PALESTINE ILL 62451
C0M1 604 E ARMORY C
MT PROSPECT ILL 60056
AGR1 URH LUNDGREN C 332-0210
ATHENS ILL 62613
LAS2 URH BLAISDELL 3 U 332-3436
VILLA PARK ILL 60181










EO 1 910 S 3RD
CINCINNATI OHIO 45237
ENG4 2303 S 1ST
PARK FOREST ILL
GRAD URH DANIELS 218
MONTREAL 26 CAN
GRAD 407 S STATE
CHICAGO ILL
ED 3 303 E JOHN
OLYMPIA FLDS ILL
LAS2 910 W CALIFORNIA
TAYLORVILLE ILL 62568
COHl 110 E ARMORY
CHICAGO ILL 60649
LAS3 904 S 3RD
SKOKIE ILL
LAS1 URH BLAISDELL 203
OAK PARK ILL 60304
ED 4 1104 W NEVADA
CHICAGO 49 ILL
LAS1 105 E ARMORY
SKOKIE ILL 60076
JNL3 409 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO ILL
LAS2 1104 W NEVADA
HIGHLAND PARK ILL 60035
GRAD 503 W GREEN
LINCOLNWOQD ILL 60645
LAS1 URH BLAISDELL 201
SKOKIE ILL 60077
GRAD 209 E CLARK
NEW BRITAIN CONN 06052
LAS2 1104 W NEVADA
SKOKIE ILL 60076
GRAD 1010 S 1ST
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS1 URH ALLEN 473
CHICAGO ILL 60628
LAS4 301 E ARMORY
CHICAGO ILL
AVU URH HOPKINS 296
BLOOMFIELD N J 07003
LAS1 URH VANOOREN 19
AMBOY ILL 61310
LAS1 910 S 3RD
EAST CHICAGO I NO 46313
ENG2 URH SNYDER 310
CHICAGO ILL 60645












LAS3 URH EVANS 140
CHICAGO ILL
GRAD 107 E HEALEY
BANGOR PA
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 431
HIGHLAND PK ILL 60035
LAS3 303 E JOHN
ELGIN ILL
ENG4 1209 N MARKET
CHICAGO ILL 60626
GRAD 909 W CALIFORNIA
PAHUPIKA8AS INDIA
GRAD 605 W OREGON
BULNDSHHR UP INDIA
GRAD 710 W CALIFORNIA
PUNJAB INDIA
GRAD 300 S GOODWIN
MORADABAD INDIA










FAA3 1004 S 4TH
WATERTOwN WIS 53094
C0M1 URH OGLESBY 919
RIVER FOREST ILL 60305
ENG4 610 E GREEN
EUREKA ILL
GRAD URH DANIELS 505
WHITE BEAR LK MINN 55110
GRAD DANVILLE ILL
DANVILLE ILL 61832
LAS1 1005 S 2ND
LYONS ILL 60534





















































807 BLACK HAWK DR











9000 N TRIPP AV
SHAW BERNARD EVAN






































































































LAS4 901 S 2ND C 359-4572
TAMPA FLA 33611
FAA4 1113 S 3RD C 359-4775
PARK FOREST ILL
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 419 U 332-5514
ASHTON ILL 61006
AGR1 1008 S 4TH C
LANARK ILL 61046




JNL3 URH TOWNSEND 104 U 332-3987
DANVILLE ILL
FAA1 URH SCOTT 245 C
ROCKFORD ILL 61108
LAS1 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
SKOKIE ILL
LASl URH GARNER 294 C
PEORIA ILL 61614
PE 1 715 S BROADWAY U 367-4672
URBANA ILL 61801
FAA1 URH SCOTT 200 C
YORKTOWN HTS N Y 10598
GRAD 503 W ILLINOIS U 367-8935
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 URH BUSEY 357 U 332-2661
ELGIN ILL 60120
PE 3 705 W SPRINGFIELD U 367-1634
URBANA ILL
GRAD 204 S GREGORY U
NORMAL ILL 61761
GRAO 2901 CLIFTON U 367-8268
URBANA ILL
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 521 U 332-5546
BARRINGTON ILL 60010
PE 1 715 S BROADWAY U 367-4672
URBANA ILL 61801
VM 3 803 W OREGON U 344-1044
WOODSTOCK ILL
GRAD 1207 N MARKET C 356-5490
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LASl 706 S 2ND C
SKOKIE ILL 60076
AGR4 URH LAR 211 U 332-2846
RANTOUL ILL 61866
COM3 904 W GREEN U 344-6242
CHICAGO ILL 60611
EO 4 RANTOUL ILL
RANTOUL ILL
PE 1 705 W SPRINGFIELD U 367-163*
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG3 803 W OREGON U 344-1356
LOVINGTON ILL
GRAD 1207 N MARKET C 356-5490
SPRINGFIELD OHIO
GRAD 432 FAIRLAWN U
ELGIN ILL 60120
COM2 URH HOPKINS 259 C 332-1226
MASON CITY ILL 62664
GRAD 1824 A ORCHARD PL U 344-4969
BAGHDAD IRAQ
COM4 502 E HEALEY C 352-2846
PEORIA ILL
LASl 904 S 3RD C 344-9579
HIGHLAND PARK ILL 60035
LASl URH ALLEN 171 U
WESTERN SPRS ILL 60558
AGR1 2010 D ORCHARD ST U 344-4537
URBANA ILL 61801
PE 1 URH TRELEASE 1108 U 332-5715
LA SALLE ILL 61301
GRAD 2010 D ORCHARD ST U 344-4537
EUREKA ILL
LASl 904 W GREEN U
AURORA ILL 60505
LAS2 URH BLAISDELL 7 U 332-3440
CHICAGO ILL
LAS3 lil3 W UNIVERSITY U 365-2189
URBANA ILL
FAA1 1617 S MATTIS C 356-3438
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
AGR1 604 E ARMORY C
SYCAMORE ILL 60178
FAA3 1617 S MATTIS C 356-3438
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
COM2 312 E ARMORY C 356-7961
CULLOM ILL 60929
AGR2 801 W NEVADA U 344-3410
VILLA GROVE ILL 61956
LASl 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAS2 1111 S 1ST C 332-1574
MAHOMET ILL 61853
C0M1 604 E ARMORY C 344-1266
WASHINGTON ILL 61571
GRAD 1111 S 3RD C
GREENSBURG I NO 47240
LASl URH WESTON 121 C 332-1898
PARK FOREST ILL 60466
LASl 311 E ARMORY C 352-4453
NAPERV1LLE ILL 60540
LASl 207 E JOHN C 356-8738
WESTVILLE ILL 61883
LAS3 URH TOWNSENO 406 U 332-4179
HIGHLAND PK ILL
GRAD 1107 W GREEN U 344-0486
URBANA ILL 61801
FAA4 1306 SILVER U 365-2777
TUURAK VICT AUST
GRAD 254 DEWEY U 367-1870
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS4 URH TRELEASE 1017 U 332-5693
CORONA CAL
LAS4 105 E GREEN C 359-3328
RIVERSIDE CAL 92504
AGRl 402 E DANIEL C 344-0540
AURORA ILL 60506
LAS3 705 W STOUGHTON U
DES PLAINES ILL 60016




SHELTON BROOKS EDWAR LAS1 409 E CHALMERS
906 S ELIZABETH ST CARBUNDALE ILL 62901
•SHELTUN ELLEN DAVIS GRAD 506 S MATHEWS
506 S MATHEWS B
•SHELTON KEITH RAY




GRAO 506 S MATHEWS
CHATHAM VA
LAS4 802 W OREGON
EVANSTON ILL 60202
SHELTON STEPHEN EOGE ENG3 10 JUNIPER
1432 14TH ST MuLINE ILL 61265
SHELTON STEVEN MICHA AGR 1 58 E GREGORY
RFD 3 SULLIVAN ILL 61951
SHELUS PETER ALBERT GRAO URH DANIELS 113
CHICAGO ILL 60629
LAS1 1105 S 1ST
CHICAGO ILL 60645














SHEPARO DOUGLAS WILL AVI2 607 E WHITE
508 N VALE AV ROCKFORD ILL
SHEPARO LLOYD STANLE LAS2 112 £ DANIEL
1306 N 11TH ST PEKIN ILL
SHEPARO MARTIN HOWAR LAS1 1205 W MAIN
6622 N CHRISTIANA LINCOLNWOOD ILL
SHEPARD MICHAEL JAME LAS2 302 E JOHN
1405 N CROSS ROBINSON ILL
SHtPARD PATRICIA GA I JNL4 URH WARDALL 603
2928 TWIN OAKS DR HIGHLAND PARK ILL
SHEPARO RANDALL DAVI AGR2 1002 S LINCOLN
RR 1 JERSEYV1LLE ILL 62052
SHEPARD WILLIAM LEWI FAA4 110 E ARMORY
2928 TWIN OAKS DR HIGHLAND PARK ILL 60035
SHEPARDSON SHARON AN LAS2 904 S LINCOLN
10837 S ST LOUIS CHICAGO ILL 60655




LAS1 URH TRELEASE 208
MT CARMEL ILL
GRAD 208 N HARVEY
LEONA TEX
GRAD URH DANIELS 273
GREENVILLE OHIO










•SHEPLEY PAUL E JR
1407 S MATTIS
SHEPPARD MICHAEL EDW FAA4 102 E CHALMERS
315 H PATTERSON ST RUODHOUSE ILL
SHEPPARD PATRICIA E LAS3 URH LAR 483
213 BENDER AV EAST ALTON ILL
SHEPPARD SANDRA LYNN GRAD BOODY ILL
BOX 102 BOODY ILL
















•SHEPPELMAN KEITH DUA AGR4 1004







3RDSHER JUDITH RENEE LASl 910 S
9417 N KILDARE SKOKIE ILL
SHERAS MICHAEL MAURI LAW2 1505 KIRBY
60076




2081 B ORCHARD ST
•SHERE MADELINE Z










LAS2 URH WARDALL 420
CHICAGO ILL 60645
GRAO 2081 B ORCHARD ST
URBANA ILL
GRAD 2081 B ORCHARD ST
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS2 URH ALLEN 139
CHICAGO ILL 60630
LAS3 410 E JOHN
WAUKEGAN ILL
LASl URH SAUNDERS 906
SKOKIE ILL 60076
ENG1 URH OGLESBY 111
JAMESTOWN OHIO 45335
•SHERIDAN JOHN JOSEPH GRAD 1942 B ORCHARD ST
554 SOUTH ST TEWKSBURY MASS 01876
SHERIDAN KATHLEEN L ED 4 URH SAUNDERS 15
9956 CHARLES ST CHICAGO 43 ILL
SHERIDAN MARY KATHLE GRAD 1203 W MAIN
123 W RICHMOND PEORIA ILL
SHERIDAN MAUREEN L GRAD URH DANIELS 485
30 RIDGE RD CANAJOHARIE N Y
SHERIDAN THOMAS MICH LAS4 402 E ARMORY
4433 CONCORD SKOKIE ILL
SHERMAN DAVID HAROLD LAS3 58 E ARMORY
. _
1742 E. 84TH ST CHICAGO 17 ILL
SHERMAN EOWARD ROBER GRAD URH WESTON 430
1300 MIDLAND AV YQNKERS N Y
•SHERMAN GLENN HOWARD ENG4 1605 VALLEY RD
RR 1 BOX 144A PALATINE IL 60067
SHERMAN JEFFREY A JNL4 110 E ARMORY
5910 N CAMPBELL CHICAGO ILL 60645
SHERMAN PATRICIA MAR LASl URH EVANS 203
111 JULIA PL EAST ST LOUIS ILL 62203





















SHERMAN STEVEN MARC LASl URH OGLESBY 419 U 332-5160
803 WUOULANO DR
SHERMAN VIVIAN ADELE ED 2 910 S
SKUKIE ILL
DOWNEY ILL
ENG4 2303 S 1ST
EAST ST LOUIS ILL 62203




8022 N KEELER 60076
•SHERMER WILLIAM DUAN GRAO 502 W GRIGGS
6611 PARKWOOD PL ST LOUIS MO
SHERRICK CAROL ANN EO 2 URH TRELEASE 124
206 S ORCHARD CR PARK FOREST ILL 60466
SHERRICK STEVEN KEIT LAS3 310 fc DANIEL
1105 CENTENNIAL DR CHAMPAIGN ILL
SHERROD DANIEL WALLA LASl 1102 S WABASH
1102 S WABASH URBANA ILL 61801
SHEKRUW JEANNE E GRAO 1607 HOLMSIROM
3103 RIDGE RD LANSING ILL 60438
SHERRY HAROLD RAYMUN PE 2 211 E ARMORY
680 N GRACE ST LOMBARD ILL 60148
U 332-5432
SHERWIN CATHERINE L














169 N GROVE 1
SHEVIAK CHARLES JOHN
































































345 5 HU AM DONG









1340 W BROADWAY 5
SHINNtRS THERESA ANN
BOX 363
SHIPLEY ROBERT ELL 10
27 6REENCR0FT
•SHIPLEY WILLIAM MAUR
437 N MAY ST
SHIPPEt STEPHEN
6.29 W HAMMOND ST_
SHIPTON CURT C
500 S CLINTON AV
SHIRK JAMES ARLO
5 CHERRYWOOD LN






SHIRLEY RICHARD H JR
404 E 2ND S
SH1RRUN MOSHE
5956 N WINTHROP AV
SHISHIOA MARK KEN







LASl URH OGLESBY 512 U 332-5184
SHAKER HTS OHIO 44122
GRAD 407 S STATE C 352-9539
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LASl 110 E ARMORY C 356-7435
CHICAGO ILL 60657
FAAl 311 E GREEN C
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62702
GRAD 301 S WRIGHT C 359-1803
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
VM 1 906 W SPRINGFIELD U
PRINCETON ILL 61356
LAS4 508 E ARMORY C 352-1463
OAK PARK ILL
LAS3 URH OGLESBY 319 U 332-5130
ARLINGTON HTS ILL
LAS4 1104 U NEVADA U 344-9617
BIRMINGHAM 13 ALA
EO 4 902 S 2ND C 356-4432
CHICAGO 45 ILL
LAS3 URH TOWNSEND 518 U 332-4255
ELWOOO IL
LAS4 URH TOWNSEND 172 U 332-4036
OAKLAWN ILL
ENG2 1116 W NEVADA U 344-5000
CHICAGO ILL




GRAO 300 S GOODWIN U 344-1993
URBANA ILL 61801
LASl 1810 CRESCENT C 359-3227
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS4 1808 VALLEY RD C
RUSHVILLE ILL
LASl URH OGLESBY 725 U 332-5256
BROADVIEW ILL 60155
GRAD ARCOLA ILL 367-0837
ARCOLA ILL 61910
GRAD 506 S MATHEWS U
ATLANTA GA 30309
LASl URH HOPKINS 442 C 332-1357
LISLE ILL 60532
GRAD URH DANIELS 206 U 333-0655
URBANA ILL 61801
LASl URH SCOTT 441 C 332-1599
HAMMOND IND 46327
GRAD 1527 LINCOLNSHIRE C 356-4728
URBANA ILL 61801
LASl URH SNYDER 223 C 332-1689
CHICAGO HTS ILL 60411
AGR1 58 E GREGORY C 356-3152
ALEXIS ILL 61412
GRAD 2064 D ORCHARD ST U 344-4379
FLUSHING N Y 11354
LAS4 609 W HEALEY C 356-0940
DECATUR ILL
GRAD BLOOMINGTON .ILL 356-6609
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS2 URH BARTON 222 C 332-0144
MUNOELEIN ILL 60060
LASl URH LUNDGREN 103 C 332-02 16
PARK FOREST ILL 60466
GRAD 113 W WASHINGTON U
WAIANAE HA
GRAD URH DANIELS 123 U 332-2156
OKAYAMA CTY JAP
FAAl URH LAR 127 U 332-2781
PHOENIX ARIZ 85016
COM4 503 N ELM C 352-6639
OLNEY ILL 62450
LAS2 909 W ILLINOIS U 332-2240
FRANKLIN PARK ILL 60131
LASl URH LAR 477 U 332-2788
FOX RIVER GR ILL 60021
GRAD 1012 W MAIN U 367-1276
SUHCHOON-KUN KOREA
GRAD 603 FAIRLAWN U 367-8209
SEOUL KOREA
GRAD 1109 W WILLIAM C 352-2376
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS3 47 E CHALMERS C 356-7663
SKOKIE ILL
ENG2 505 E GREEN C 344-3561
ST ELMO ILL 62458
ED 1 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
CHICAGO ILL 60645
PE 4 512 E STOUGHTON C 344-3502
CENTRALIA ILL
LAS3 313 E JOHN C 344-1562
GRAYSLAKE ILL 60030
FAA4 27 GREENCROFT C 352-4610
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS2 206 E JOHN C
AURORA ILL 60506
LASl 409 E CHALMERS C
MUNOELEIN ILL 60060
LAS3 209 E ARMORY C 359-1329
UAK PARK ILL
LAW2 1403 MUMFORD U 367-7749
BLOOMINGTON ILL 61701
FAA3 URH SNYDER 163 C 332-1654
LAKE VILLA IL
GRAO 901 S LINCOLN U 344-0385
OMAHA NEB 68104
AGR4 809 W PENN U 344-4069
WASHBURN ILL
COM2 410 E JOHN C 344-9477
CARL1NVILLE ILL
GRAO 110 E JOHN C
CHICAGO ILL 60626
LASl LRH GARNER 332 C 332-0798
CHICAGO ILL 60640
GRAD 1307 PAULA C 359-1166
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820








SHIVELY JOHN ERNEST LAS'! 506 E HEALEY C 332-1630
17409 S HARLEM TINLEY PARK ILL 60477
SHIVELY LOUISE E LAS3 506 E HEALEY C 332-3280
17409 S HARLEM AV TINLEY PK ILL
SHLENS EDMUND NORTON GRAD 210 H SPRINGFIELD C 359-3023
210 W SPRINGFIELD CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
COM2 110 E ARMORY C 356-7435
HIGHLAND PK ILL 60035
COM3 407 E FLORIDA U 367-4326
URBANA ILL
SHOCKLEY GLENN ARGEL PE 2 URH FORBES 221 C 332-0960
216 M MAIN ROCHESTER ILL 62563
SHOEMAKER OAVID CRAI COM4 1207 N LINCOLN U 365-1339
1207 N LINCOLN URBANA ILL 61B01
SHOEMAKER RICHARD LE GRAD URH DANIELS 429 U 332-2289
1811 NEWARK SE GRAND RAPIDS Ml
SHOGER NEAL GLENN CUM2 URH WESTON 268 C 332-1960
RR 2 BOX 49 OSWEGO ILL 60543
SHOKOFF JAMES GEORGE GRAD 2048 C HAZELWD CT U 344-2042
2048 C HAZELWD CT URBANA ILL 61801
ENG2 URH SNYDER 318 C 332-1754
LOMBARD ILL 60148
LAS1 1105 S 1ST C
FLOSSMOOR ILL 60422
SHOLLENBERGER OEBORA AGR2 URH ALLEN 457 U 332-3391
918 MICHIGAN AV EVANSTON ILL 60202
SHUNKHILER JIMMY L LAS5 MONTICELLO ILL
1001 E NORTH MONTICELLO ILL 61856
SHONKWILER LARRY RAY AGR4 1318 S ALMS C 359-2970
RR 2 MONTICELLO ILL
SHOOK CbCILE DEGANT GRAD URH DANIELS 482 U 332-2555
1 BRIARCLIFF RD LARCHMONT N Y
SHUUK ROBERT CHARLES ENG4 URH TOWNSEND 154 U 332-4026
401 COLORADO AVE STREATOR ILL
SHOUK ROGER LYNN ENG2 201 E GREEN C 356-1714
WAUKEGAN ILL 60085
ENG3 214 E GREGORY C
CUBA ILL 61427
LAS1 URH SNYDER 410 C 332-1816
BATAVIA ILL 60510
SHOLANO RONALD CARL












SHORES BARBARA SYLVI GRAD 400 BRIAR LN
BIRMINGHAM ALA




1021 N CENTER ST
SHORES DANN CLARK
3333 RICHMOND AV
SHORTLE ROBERT HAWOR ENG1 203 E
234 COLUMBIA AV TIPTUN I NO 4607
SHORTNESS JOHN MALCO LAS3 URH CARR 431
LONDON MILLS ILL
SHGSTROM GENE VICTOR LAS3 URH WESTON 110
BOX 157 MAZON ILL
SHGSTROM JANE ANGELA PE 4 URH CLARK 319
243 FOREST AVE RIVER FOREST ILL
SHOTKfc LINDA SUE ED 4 URH SAUNOERS 412
5025 N FRANCISCO CHICAGO 25 ILL
















ENG4 805 E MAIN
ROBINSON ILL
LAW1 207 DEWEY
OAK PARK ILL 60304
LAS4 207 DEWEY
OAK PARK ILL 60304
GRAO 1306 LINCOLNSHIRE
LINCOLN ILL
GRAO 701 W INDIANA
URBANA ILL 61801
SHOWALTER PERRY BENT GRAD 1202 W MAIN
623 N 3RD ST VINCENNES I NO
SHOWALTER RALPH EOWI GRAD 1008 W STOUGHTON
BOX 213 ARDEN N C 47607
SHOWERS KATHLEEN ANN LAS1 903 W NEVADA
ROUTE 1 BELOIT WIS
SHOWN HUGH WAYNE ENG4 401 E DANIEL
ATHENS ILL
SHOWTIS WILLIAM JOHN COM2 604 E ARMORY
4501 W 88TH ST HOMETOWN ILL 60456
ShRADER RALPH WILLIA GRAD 2024 BURLI SON
7 COLBY LN PENSACOLA FLA
SHREFFLER BETTY ROSE LAS2 URH BLAI SDELL 320
BOX 63 BONFIELO ILL 60913
SHRElBAUM MARK CHARL LAS4 605 S 4Th
6027 N JERSEY CHICAGO ILL
SHREVE RONNIE ORVAL AVI1 616 SPRINGFIELD
RR 1 CISNE ILL 62823
SHREWSBURY JOAN MAR I FAA1 URH NOBLE 215
5318 GIODINGS ST CHICAGO ILL 60630
GRAO TURNER HALL 307
URBANA ILL 61801

















1752 E 74TH ST
SHUCHTER CAROL L
3038 W FARGO AV
IVERDALE ILL 60627
LAS4 802 W OREGON
CHICAGO 45 ILL
GRAD 1008 W GREEN
TAICHUNG TAIWAN
ED 3 1106 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL













9001 S CLYDE AV
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS C 344-0004
CHICAGO ILL
SHUGARS HENRY GORDON GRAD 309 E HEALEY C 352-8122
BOX G ROSCOE ILL 61073
SHUKLA TRIVENI PRASA GRAD 1107 W GREEN U 344-0084
UAIRY MFG BLDG 104 URBANA ILL 61801
ShULAR MAKCIA LYNN LAS2 URH LAR 328 U 332-2843
DANVILLE ILL 61832
GRAO URH SHERMAN 1252 C 332-5012
SALI SBURY N C 28144
GRAD 1403 HONEYSUCKLE C 352-4532
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS3 212 E CHALMERS U
STREATOR ILL 61364











SHULMAN AVERY NEAL LAS1 110 E CHALMtRS
9101 S YATES CHICAGO ILL 60617
SHULMAN RICHARD WALT GRAO 102 LINCOLN
URBANA ILL 61801
FAA4 608 W CHURCH
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
PE 2 URH EVANS 435
FREEPORT ILL 61032
SHULTZ KENNETH LOWEL PE 2 410 W CHURCH
410 W CHURCH CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
SHULTZ PAUL STEPHEN ENG3 URH BABCOCK 410
129 STURTZ ST BARRINGTON ILL
SHUMAKER CLARENCE MA COM4 501 E DANIEL
6321 CORNELL ST OTTAWA ILL




LAS2 802 W OREGON
SANDWICH ILL 60548
SHUMWAY DAVID LUCIUS LAS1 URH SNYDER 356
RR 2 ASSUMPTION ILL 62510
SHUMWAY DOR ICE OWIGH VM 2 URH DANIELS 530
RR 2 ASSUMPTION ILL 62510
SHUPACK MARTIN ALAN LAS3 URH SCOTT 332
1506 S JOHNSON DR ENID OKLA
SHUPE CHARLES EDWARD AGR2 58 E GREGORY

















LAS1 URH NOBLE 315
CHICAGO ILL 60649
LAS3 110 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO ILL
ENG1 URH FORBES 440
61111813 RIVERSIDE BLVD LOVES PARK ILL
SHURTS RITA MARIA LAS3 URH LAR 393
RR 1 HILLSDALE ILL 61257















4216 N WHIPPLE ST
SIATT WAYNE JOEL
2942 N W1SNER AV










GRAD 2004 S VINE
URBANA ILL 61801
ED 4 1102 S LINCOLN
PARK RIDGE ILL
ENG3 102 E CHALMERS
WILL1AMSVILLE ILL
LAS4 802 W OREGON
WARRENSBURG ILL
LAS3 1113 S ARBOR
CHICAGO ILL
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 444
CHICAGO ILL 60619
PE 4 506 E SPRINGFIELD
CHICAGO IL 60618





GRAD 406 N ELM
CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAO 406 N ELM
CHAMPAIGN ILL
AGR4 URH HOPKINS 361 C
ST FRANCISVL ILL 62460
FAA1 402 E ARMORY C
ROCKFORD ILL 61103
SICHTA MARGARET ANNE ED 2 URH WARDALL 824 U
524 W RIDGE ST LANARK ILL 61046
SIDDIQU1 AHMAD HASAN GRAD DAVENPORT HALL 309 U
VARANASI CANTT UP INDIA
S10DIQUI ISLAM AHMED GRAD 710











ED 3 910 S
SKOKIE ILL
FAA4 708 W HIGH
SMITHTOWN N Y
PE 1 URH WARDALL 702
BEMENT ILL 61813





GRAD 611 w SPRINGFIELD
COLUMBUS OHIO 43228
SIDOR MARTIN ANTHONY VM 2 103 S MCCULLOUGH
1504 S BELMONT ARLINGTON HTS ILL 30005
SIDWELL JOSEPH CHARL LAS4 3 SUTTON PL
3 SUTTON PL URBANA ILL
SIEBE JAN LOUIS ENG4 311 W NEVADA
102 E SOUTH ST MASCOUTAH ILL
SIEBENTHAL RONALD LE FAA4 1008 W NEVADA
1008 W NEVADA URBANA ILL 61801
SIEBERT DENNIS CHARL ENG4 URH OGLESBY 1007
216 BLACKHAWK TERR BENSENVILLE ILL
SIEBERT DONNA GENE FAA1 URH CLARK 331
1607 MARGARET LN DE KALB ILL 60115
S1EB0LD BRUCE ANDREW LAS1 409 E CHALMERS
300 S LOUIS ST MT PROSPECT ILL 60057
SIEBRECHT MARGARET A GRAD 105 E JOHN
105 E JOHN CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
SIEDBAND LEONARD BUR LASl URH TOWNSEND 513
5017 FAIRVIEW LN SKOKIE ILL 60076
SIfcFERT OALE FREDERI LAS2 501 E DANIEL
120 W COLE AV • MT CARROLL ILL 61053
C0M1 URH GARNER 215
FAIRFIELD ILL 62837
LAS4 1209 W CLARK
FAIRFIELD ILL
LAS4 URH CARR 124
MORRISON ILL
ENG6 205 E HEALEY
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
AGR4 910 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL
SIEGAN JEROLD NATHAN LAS4 609 W MAIN
2825 W JARVIS CHICAGO 45 ILL
SIEGEL ARLEEN ELLA ED 4 1104 W NEVADA
8846 S MERRILL AVE CHICAGO 17 ILL
SltGEL BRENT M COM2 52 E ARMORY
3O00 W FARGO CHICAGO ILL 60645
SIEGEL CATHY ROSE FD 1 910 S 3RD
1171 ELM PARK DR CINCINNATI UH 1 45216
SIEGEL tLEANOR HEATH LASl URH TRELEASE 331
126 S MENARD AV CHICAGO ILL 60644
SIEGEL HOWARD SHELDU GRAD 1009 W FRANCIS
1009 W FRANCI CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
204
SIEFERT LARRY KARL
106 NW 4TH ST
SIEFERT MALEN REX

































































SIEGEL LINDA FAYE ED 2 904 S 3RD
534 W STRATFORD PL CHICAGO ILL 60613
SIEGEL MARTIN ALAN LAS3 URH BABCOCK 327
8105 S EUCLID AV CHICAGO ILL
SIEGEL RICHARD AURUM LAS3 1105 S 1ST
1349 GREENLEAF CHICAGO ILL
SIEGEL RUNALD FLOYD COM3 105 E ARMORY
SKOKIE ILL
PE 1 URH TRELEASE
SKOKIE ILL













SIEuERT MICHAEL GUST LAS4 310 E
604 E 3R0 PANA ILL
S1EGERT WILLIAM MART LAS1
1735 217TH PL SAUK
SIEGLE RUTH ANN LAS1
10507 S PROSPECT CHICAGO ILL 60643
SIEGLER RICHARD OENN FAA2 URH SNYDER 250
1024 S CLARENCE OAK PARK ILL 60304
SIEGLER ROBERT STUAR LAS2 110 E CHALMERS
1808 KEENEY ST EVANSTON ILL 60202
SIEGLER TERRY ALLAN AGR4 URH SNYDER 239
1024 CLARENCE OAK PARK ILL
SIfcGMAN FRED HENRY CUM1 907 S 4TH
242 LINOEN PARK PL HIGHLAND PARK ILL 60035
SIEGMUND RALPH CHARL ED 4 712 W OREGON
206 5TH ST AURORA ILL 60505
SIEGRIST BEVERLY ANN LAS2 URH LAR 217
RR NIOTA ILL 62358
SIEGRIST JAMES IVAN VM 2 508 W MICHIGAN
5 BARN LN JACKSONVILLE ILL 62650
SIEGWARTH DAVID PHIL GRAD 2077 B HAZELWD CT
2077 B HAZELWD CT URBANA ILL
SIEKMAN NORMAN ROY ENG3 1004 W NEVADA
191ST C CENTRAL TINLEY PK ILL
S1EKMANN HENRY CHARL COM3 604 E ARMORY
520 LAFAYETTE DR BELLEVILLE ILL
AGR4 311 E JOHN
CHAMPAIGN ILL














3353 N KILPATR1CK 60641
SIEMERS PAUL TIMOTHY LAS4 311 E JOHN C 356-6030
311 E JOHN CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
SIEMILLER GERALO LER ENG4 1900 OIANA LN C 367-9764
2520 DEMPSTER ST DES PLAINES ILL
SIEMS MARY LOU
1416 N MARKET
SI EN I GUI DO
VIA ALP I 5
PE 1 1416 N MARKET C 356-2659
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAW2 208 E CLARK C
ROME IT
SIENKO FREDERICK THO GRAD 1211 W CLARK U 367-4632
500 FRANCIS ST JOLIET ILL 60432
SIEPKER FRANK GROVES LAW3 1807 VALLEY RD C 356-5379
1869 KENTUCKY QUINCY ILL
SIERACKI NANCY L ED 3 409 E CHALMERS C 344-2397
10042 CRANDON CHICAGO ILL 60617
SIERACKI RAYMOND JOS ENG1 URH GARNER 368 C 332-0822
5311 W PENSACOLA CHICAGO ILL 60641
GRAD 108 S 5TH C 359-2390
ASHLAND WIS
GRAO URH SHERMAN C
PHNOMPENH CAMBODIA
GRAO 911 W MAIN U 333-0208
URBANA ILL
LAS1 URH NOBLE 209 C 332-0387
WHITE HEATH ILL 61884
LAS1 URH LUNDGREN 14 C 332-0204
910 N STRATFORD RO ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60004











1321 EL IDA ST
SIGNORETTI LANA MAE
514 N GALENA RD
SIGOLOFF SANDRA JOY
JANESVILLE WIS
LAS2 URH LAR 375
PEORIA HTS ILL
ED 4 904 S 3RD
53545
U 332-3021
559 BONHOMME WOODS OLIVETTE 32 MO
SIGSWORTH GRANT W1LK GRAO URH SHERMAN 252
300 HUMBER AV OSHAWA ONT CAN
S1KICH JAMES ANTON COM2 308 E ARMORY
615 N CENTER NAPERVILLE ILL 60540






















LAS1 URH ALLEN 375
MORTON GROVE ILL 60053
GRAD 719 S ELM
1321 HEATHERFLD LN GLENVIEW ILL
SILBER STEVEN KEITH LAS1 URH HOPKINS 373
8140 S ODELL AV BRIDbEVlEW ILL 60455
*SILBERHORN DENNIS M AGR4 2057 A ORCHARD ST
BOX 68 RR 3 BELVIDERE ILL
SILBERMAN JANET LYNN LASl URH CLARK 219
3020 W GRANVILLE CHICAGO ILL 60645
ENG1 1105 S 1ST
EVANSTON ILL 60202
LASl URH SNYDER 493
SKOKIE ILL 60076
SILES MADONNA MARGAR LAS2 ORH TRELEASE 817
7457 KEENEY ST NILES ILL 60648
»SILHA EDWARD JOHN JR GRAO 106 N MCCULLOUGH
106 N MCCULLOUGH URBANA ILL' 61801
S1LHA SUSAN PECHAN AGR3 106 N MCCULLOUGH
106 N MCCULLOUGH URBANA [L 61801










ENGl 305 E JOHN
CHICAGO ILL 60655
SILIGMUELLER DALE SC CuMl URH SNYDER 246
760 PARKSIDE
*S1L IKOVITZ RONALD G






GRAD 1922 B ORCHARD ST U 344-4427
URBANA IL
LAS3 URH TRELEASE 630 U 332-6586
ROCK ISLAND ILL
COM3 807 S BUSEY U 344-1973
LEWISTUWN ILL
SILLET1I DUN NICHOLA LAS3 804 W OREGON
4410 DUNBAR PL ROCKFORO ILL
SILLETT1 ROBERT JOSE LAS4 214 GREGORY
4*10 DUNBAR PL RuCKFORD ILL
U 344-5059
GKAU 713 W ILLINCIS
TOULON ILL
SILLIMAN NANCY MITCH GRAD 713 W ILLINOIS
713 W ILLINOIS URBANA ILL 61801
SILVA-TULLA F ENGl URH GARNER 238
452 RAFAEL LAMAR EXT ROOSEVELT PR 00918
SILVER BARRY STEWART LASl URH BABCOCK 411
6529 N CICERO LINCOLNWOOD ILL 60646
SILVER DEBORAH ELLEN LAS3 409 E CHALMERS
9335 EWING AV EVANSTON ILL 60203
SILVER HOWARD BARRY COM3 URH GARNER 458
5701 N SHERIDAN RD CHICAGO ILL 60626
SILVER MICHAEL DUANE LAS2 URH WESTON 275
837 HIBBARD RD WILMETTE ILL
SILVER STEVEN LESLIE LAS2 110 E CHALMERS
3624 w GROVE ST SKOKIE ILL 60077
SILVER VICKY DALE LAS2 URH WARDALL
9101 SKOKIE BLVD SKOKIE ILL 60076
LAS4 URH BLAISDELL 120
CENTRALIA ILL
SILVERMAN BRIAN JOEL COM4 308 E WHITE
6230 N TALMAN CHICAGO ILL 60645
SILVERMAN CHERYL ANN LAS4 URH WARDALL 226
8425 S KILPATRICK CHICAGO 52 ILL
LASl URH SCOTT 386
EVANSTON ILL 60202
LASl 910 S 3RD
EVANSTON ILL 60203
EO 4 1104 W NEVADA
HIGHLAND PK ILL
GRAO URH DANIELS
FLOSHING N V 11367
LAS2 910 S 3RD
SKOKIE ILL 60076
SILVERMAN NANCY JOSE LAS5 1516 WAVERLY
1516 WAVERLY CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
SILVERMAN RICHARD BL LAW2 1821 W JOHN
2851 W RASCHER CHICAGO ILL 60625
SILVERMAN RONALD B LASl URH CARR 331
HIGHLAND PARK ILL 60035



















SILVERMAN STEVEN ELL LASl 105 E
3905 W BIRCHWOOO SKOKIE ILL
SILVERMAN TERI ELLEN EO 2 47 E CHALMERS
2420 W ARTHUR CHICAGO ILL 60645
SILVERSTEIN HOWARD T GRAD 1973 C ORCHARD ST
1973 C ORCHARO ST URBANA ILL 61801
S1LVERWO0D JAMES RAL LAS4 1009 W PENN
1625 B W 103RD ST CHICAGO 43 ILL
SILVEY SUSAN MALINDA FAA1 312 E DANIEL
402 W 5TH MT CARMEL ILL 62863
SILVIS SUSAN LYNN FAA3 URH VANDOREN 210
18346 PERTH HOMEWQOD ILL
SIMANTON JAMES M1CHA ENGl URH SCOTT 478
22W746 HACKBERRY GLEN ELLYN ILL 60137




























RR 1 SEASON ILL
SIMERL LOREN MERRIIT LAS4 302 W IOWA
302 W IOWA URBANA ILL
SIMKIN EDWARD ELLIS LAS4 218 E GREGC
6531 N iACRAMENTO CHICAGO IL
SIMKIN JODITH ED 2 902 S 2ND




































FAA4 URH LAR 231
LANSING ILL





SIMMONS ROXANE MURIE GRAD URH SHERMAN 420




411 N M1SS0UR I ST
SIMMONS WILBER DEAN
NASHVILLE TENN 37203
ENG2 URH GARNER 241
CARMI ILL 62821
LAS3 URH TAFT 121
ATWOOD ILL
GRAD 904 CENTENNIAL






5138 N AVERS AV
AGR2 URH OGLESBY 518
ALBION ILL
LAS3 505 E GREEN
EDELSTEIN ILL 61526
























GRAD 806 W OREGON
FOWLER ILL 62338




6225 N HARDING AV
SIMON MARK FREDERICK ENG4 301 C
8733 N RIOGEWAY SKOKIE ILL
SIMON MIRIAM RUTH GRAO URH DANIELS 472
5138 N AVERS CHICAGO ILL 60625
SIMUN NITA HELAINE EO 2 303 E JOHN
6322 N RIDGEWAY AV CHICAGO ILL 60645
SIMON PEGGY LYNN AGR4 ORH WARDALL 924
RT 2 PRINCETON ILL
SIMUN ROBERT ALBERT PE 1 URH HOPKINS 242
10622 S HARDING CHICAGO ILL 60655





































SIMUNICH WILL IAM LOU


















3200 LAKE SHORE DR
S1MUNSEN HARRY LEE
















2341 OE COOK CT S
SIMPSON JAMES RAY










SIMPSUN ROBERT W JR
53 CRANCH ST
SIMS BRENOA JO









SIMS MILDRED J LURTZ
1006 STRATFORD DR
SIMS NANCY MUEUER














3551 W 98TH ST
SINADINUS CHRISTINE
























LAW I URH SHERMAN H6) C
CLARENCt N Y 14221
LASl URH SNYOER 316 C
BLOOMINGTON ILL 61701
GRAD URH DAMCLS 123 U
PEIALUMA CAL 94952
LASl URH TRELEASE 616 U
HUFFMAN ESTS ILL 60172
GRAD 1201 W OREGON U
SAO PAULO BRAZ
GRAD 404 E WHITE C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LASl 409 E CHALMtRS C
LAKE BLUFF ILL
LAS3 URH FORBES 241 C
JOLIET ILL
ED 1 URH ALLEN 358 U
ELMHURST ILL 60126
GRAO 2024 BURLISON U
PHILADELPHIA PA
COM4 105 E ARMORY C
CHICAGO ILL
ED 1 1727 LINCOLN RD C
OLIVET ILL 61860
GRAD URH BUSEY 331 U
JANE LEW W VA 26378
GRAD 907 W STOUGHTCN U
COLUMBUS OHIO 43214
LASl URH VANDOREN 412 C
PALOS HIS ILL 60463
LAS3 110 E ARMORY C
CHICAGO 14 ILL
JNL4 1104 W NEVADA U
CHICAGO ILL 60614
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS C
CHICAGO ILL 60617
ENG2 310 E GREGORY C
LISLE ILL 60532
GRAD 1712 K1RBY C
TUCKER GA 30084
LAS3 910 S 3RD C
ROLLING MOWS ILL 60008
GRAO 1950 A ORCHARD ST U
URBANA ILL 61801
FAA3 12 LEXINGTON U
PITTSBURG PA 15221
LAS3 501 E OANIEL C
FAIRFIELD ILL
GRAD 1015 W UNION C
CHAMPAIGN ILL
ED 1 URH OGLESBY 907 U
PARK RIDGE ILL 60068
ENG4 304 E DANIEL C
CHAMPAIGN ILL
AGR2 URH TOWNSENO 251 U
JACKSONVILLE ILL 62650
ENG3 URH WESTON 386 C
PRAR DU RCHR ILL
LAS3 310 E JOHN C
MUNROEVILLE PA 15146
.AGR4 URH WARDALL 202 U
CHICAGO ILL 60638
LAS3 202 E DANIEL C
CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAD 901 W SPRINGFIELD U
QUINCY MASS
LASl URH NOBLE 422 C
DU QUOIN ILL 62B32
AGR4 1610 MAYNARO C
LIBERTY ILL
LAS3 URH SNYDER 154 C
MARION ILL
FAA1 URH TRELEASE 1225 U
OAK LAWN ILL 60453
AGR2 URH ALLEN 334 U
LIBERTY ILL 62347
ED 4 1006 STRATFORD C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
AGR4 1610 MAYNARD C
TAYLOR RIDGE ILL
'
C0M1 1101 u PENN U
MATTOON ILL 61938
AGR2 URH LAR 437 U
LIBERTY ILL 62347
AGR3 809 W PENN U
LIBERTY ILL
AGR1 URH NOBLE 209 C
LIBERTY ILL 62347
LAS3 112 E DANIEL C
QUINCY ILL 62301
FAA3 URH BABCOCK 328 U
ALTON ILL
LAS4 URH TOWNSENO 563 U
EVERGRN PK 42 ILL
LAS3 URH VANDOREN 210 C
N RIVERSIDE ILL
GRAO 307 E HEALEY C
ST LAMBERT QUE CAN
LAS3 URH TAFT 305 C
CORNELL ILL
LASl 904 W GREEN U
JERSEYVILLE ILL 62052




LAS3 2422 E OREGON U
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAO 512 W UNI VERSI TY C
CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAD 706 S URBANA U
URBANA ILL 618U1
GRAD URH DANIELS 317 U
MOSCOW USSR
LASl 110 fc CHALMERS C
CHICAGO ILL 60645
ED 1 URH NUBLE C
CHICAGO ILL 60645























































































RK 3 BOX 53
S1SS0RS OANIEL LELAN
244 B HARRISON ST
SISTER BAHR M JANICE
912 MARKET ST



















1026 N DOUGLAS AV
SISTER MAZUR0WSK1 M
19711 HAWTHORNE
SISTER MCCANN MARY J
1400 W PARK






GRAO URH SHERMAN 548 C 332-4355
RGHTAK PANJAB I NO
GRAD 300 S GUOOWIN U 333-342'*
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAU 58 E ARMORY C 359-1534
PUNJAB INDIA
GRAD 1103 W OREGON U 333-1547
DELHI INDIA
GRAD TURNER HALL 17 U 344-0664
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAO 205 W HIGH U 367-1201
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 1103 W OREGON U
KANPUR 12 UP INDIA
AGR1 URH WESTON 113 C
IRVING ILL 62051
LAS3 URH SNYDER 289 C 332-1732
BROADVIEW ILL
GRAD URH CARR 418 U 332-3961
UE KALB ILL 60115
CUM4 311 E ARMORY C 352-4453
ROSSVILLE ILL
GRAD 300 S GOODWIN U
BESSEMER ALA 35020
AGR1 306 S LINCOLN U 344-0899
MASON CITY ILL 62664
GRAO 300 S GOODWIN U
MONTGOMERY ALA 36106
FAA3 508 E CHALMERS C 344-1171
PEK1N ILL
LAS4 URH WARDALL 305 U 332-3493
CHICAGO 26 ILL
GRAD 806 W GREEN U 365-3256
BANGKOK THAILAND
ED 2 URH TRELEASE 428 U 332-5523
OAK PARK IL 60304
LASl 411 E GREEN C
LOVES PARK ILL 61111
FAA1 URH HOPKINS 438 C
PEORIA ILL 61604
GRAO EVANSTON ILL 356-5548
EVANSTON ILL 60201
LAS4 404 E STOUGHTON C 332-5167
PEURIA ILL
ENG1 URH GARNER 366 C 332-0820
MILFORD ILL 60953
LAS3 URH WESTON 388 C 332-2044
LA SALLE ILL
LAS2 URH TOWNSENO 219 U 332-4064
DIXON ILL 61021
FAA3 1409 W HEALEY C 359-1280
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG2 URH GARNER 421 C 332-0860
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60004
GRAD URH DANIELS 171 U 332-2430
SCOTTSBURG I ND
GRAD 2020 N MATTIS C 356-4330
CHICAGO 16 ILL
GRAO 1010 W CALIFORNIA U 344-0040
HANNA CITY ILL
COM4 URH WESTON 368 C 332-2031
CHICAGO 29 ILL
GRAD URH DANIELS 724 U 332-2380
CALCUTTA 9 INDIA
GRAD 301 S ELM C 356-7000
ST ANNE ILL
GRAD 216 E GREGORY C 356-3477
OAKLAWN ILL
LASl URH FORBES 496 U 332-1154
ALTON ILL 62002
FAA4 1503 KIRBY C 359-4158
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS3 1503 KIRBY C 359-4158
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ED 2 URH TAFT 407 C 332-0658
CHICAGO ILL 60625
LAW3 400 BRIAR LN C 356-5379
MORRIS ILL
LAS2 505 E CHALMERS C 344-3116
MUNDELEIN ILL
GRAD URH SHERMAN 454 C 332-4839
QUEZON CITY PHIL
LAS3 307 S PRAIRIE C 352-2935
EOWARDSVILLE ILL 62025
AGR2 URH WESTON 275 C 332-0909
BELVIDERE ILL 61008
LASl URH BABCOCK 221 U
GLENVIEW ILL 60025
GRAD 1405 W PARK U 367-2232
LA CROSSE WIS
GRAD URH SHERMAN 116 C 332-4620
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD URH SHERMAN C
LATHAM N Y 12140
GRAD URH SHERMAN 307 C 332-4679
MAKQUETTt MICH 49855
GRAD 1005 S 6TH C 344-0530
CHICAGO ILL 60624
GRAD URH SHERMAN 507 C 332-4747
CLEVELAND OHIO 44120
GRAD 105 N COLER U 367-3584
CULLMAN ALA 35055
GRAD 1405 W PARK U 367-2232
LA CROSSE WIS
GRAD 1405 W PARK U 367-2232
ATCHISON KAN
GRAO PALOS PARK ILL
PALOS PARK ILL 60464
GRAU URH SHERMAN 309 C 332-4681
BELLEVILLE ILL 62221
GRAD URH SHERMAN C 332-4674
DETROIT MICH 4B20J
LAS4 URH SHERMAN C 312-4619
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAU 1405 W PARK U 367-2232
WICHITA KANS 67218
GRAO 105 U COLER U 367-3584
CULLMAN ALA 35055




SISIEK SCHRADER H M
320 E RIPA AV
SISfER TEUFEL NARY L
MARVKNULL SISTERS
SISTER WEAVER MARY A
































































































5212 W FOSTER AVE
SKOGLUNO GERALD EVER

















108 S MEYERS ST
GRAO 1405 W PARK U
ST LOUIS MO 63125
GRAO 604 E ARMORY C
MARYKNOLL N Y 10545
GRAD URH DANIELS 252 U
CHICAGO ILL 60634
PE 1 702 N LINCOLN
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG3 505 E, GREEN C
SULLIVAN ILL
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 831 U
CHICAGO ILL 60625
COM4 2303 S 1ST C
JUL. It T ILL
ENG4 505 E GREEN C
EVANSTON ILL
GRAO 1113 W GREEN U
WASHINGTON DC 20011
FAA3 1104 W NEVADA U
EVANSTON ILL
LAS3 1005 S WRIGHT C
PARK FOREST ILL
CUM1 URH SNYDER 470 C
PARK FOREST ILL 60466
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 918
WINCHESTER ILL 62694
LAS3 910 S 3RD C
CHICAGO ILL 60631
LAS3 URH OGLESBY 705 U
STREAMWOOD ILL
LAS2 802 W OREGON U
WILLIAMSVILLE N Y 14221
LAS2 URH BLAISDELL 110 U
PARK FOREST ILL 60466
GRAD 603 S 1ST C
CHICAGO ILL 60631
GRAD 1108 BRIARCLIFF U
B0URB0NNA1S ILL
LAS1 306 E GREGORY C
GRANITE CITY ILL 62 040
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 386 C
CHICAGO ILL 60643
ENG3 1110 W SPRINGFIELD U
CHICAGO ILL
COM! 3 FLORIDA CT U
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS1 URH SAUNDERS 218 U
EAST PEORIA ILL 61611
AGR1 907 S 3RD C
MASON CITY ILL 62664
LAS2 912 W PARK C
CHAMPAIGN ILL
ENG2 1010 S 2ND C
DONDEE ILL 60118
COM2 611 E ARMORY C
CHICAGO ILL
GRAD 1206 W CLARK U
GJOVIK NORW
GRAD 607 E PARK C
COLONIA N J
FAA2 905 W GREEN U
BEECHER ILL
FAA1 URH OGLESBY 202 U
PLAINFIELD I ND 46168
LAS2 MONTICELLO ILL
MONTICELLO ILL
AGR4 1004 W NEVAOA U
DES PLAINES ILL 60016
LAS1 URH ALLEN 332 U
MT PROSPECT ILL 60056
ENG1 211 E JOHN C
CARY ILL 60013
ENG4 512 E WHITE C
ROBINSON ILL
FAA4 906 W NEVADA U
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS4 URH WARDALL 612 U
LINCOLNWOOD 45 ILL
GRAD 906 W NEVADA U
URBANA ILL 61801
FAA2 812 W PENN U
MORTON ILL
GRAD 1006 W CLARK U
WAYNE N J
LAS1 URH SAUNDERS 206 U
ASTORIA ILL 61501
GRAD 408 E STOOGHTON C
HILLS60R0 ILL 62049
LAS3 402 E DANIEL C
DANVILLE ILL 61832
LASl 204 t JOHN C
TRENTON ILL 62293
GRAD 2016 B ORCHARD ST U
JACKSONVILLE ILL 62650
PE 4 206 E SIOUGHTON C
BERWYN ILL 60402
FAA3 URH TRELEASE 318 U
AURORA ILL
GRAO 202C N MATTI S C
BERWYN ILL
EO 4 URH SAUNDERS 111 U
CHICAGO 30' ILL
LAS3 1004 W NEVADA U
ARLINGTUN HTS ILL
ENG4 309 S STATE C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LASl URH OGLESBY 206 U
AURORA ILL 60538
ENG3 112 E DANIEL C
HINSDALE ILL
LASl URH NOBLE 420 C
HINSDALE ILL 60521
ED 3 URH WARDALL t>02 U
CHICAGO ILL 60643
AVI 3 708 W HIGh U
ELMWUOO PARK ILL 60635
GRAD RANTOUL ILL
RANTOUL ILL 61866















































































































































SLAYTON ROBERT S JR
108 E HICKORY ST
SLEDZ CATHERINE MARI
9209 S 51ST AV
SLEUZ HENRY WALTER












2025 BURL I SUN
SLIGER HERBERT J Jk
1406 PHILO RD
SLIVA OSCAR JOSEPH





ENG2 201 E JOHN
HOFFMAN EST ILL 60173
FAA4 310 PRAIRIE PL
OLYMPIA FIELDS ILL




GRAD 105 S LYNN
PROVO UTAH
EO 1 URH ALLEN 457
WESTERN SPRS ILL 60558
ENG2 910 N ALAGNA
CHICAGO ILL 60617
LAW2 URH SHERMAN 350
EAST MOLINE ILL 61244
ENG2 604 E ARMORY
LA SALLE ILL 61301
LAS3 URH BUSEY 301
CALUMET CITY ILL
LAS2 1202 W NEVADA
KANSAS CITY KANS 66102
GRAD 57 E JOHN
TOLEDO OH
GRAD URH SHERMAN 765
BROOKINGS S D 57006
PE 3 URH WARDALL 518
MAOISON ILL
LAS3 URH LAR 363
BERWYN ILL 60402
ENG4 1804 C ORCHARD PL
CHICAGO 17 ILL
LASl 505 E CHALMERS
ROCK ISLAND ILL 61201
ENG1 URH GARNER 315
DIXON ILL 61021
ENG4 301 E ARMORY
SKOKIE ILL




LAS4 URH EVANS 339
CHICAGO 29 ILL
FAA4 303 E JOHN
CHICAGO IL
AGR1 501 E DANIEL
HODSON ILL 61748
GRAD 2309 S 1ST
MORRISON ILL
AGR1 URH BABCOCK 120
HOPEDALE ILL 61747
AGR3 URH CARR 103
VILLA PARK ILL
LAS2 1008 S 4TH
CHICAGO ILL 60652
ENG3 URH HOPKINS 368
DURAND ILL
COM4 102 E CHALMERS
OAK LAWN ILL
GRAD 603 W GREEN
URBANA ILL 61801
AGR4 809 W PENN
AUGUSTA ILL
LAS3 URH TAFT 116
CHICAGO ILL
FAA4 307 S PRAIRIE
ROCKFORD ILL
FAA3 809 W GREEN
CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAD 2051 B ORCHARD ST
MANITOWOC Wl
LAS4 ORH BUSEY 221
ROCKFORD ILL 61102
GRAD 1805 W WILLIAM
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAO 1005 S WRIGHT
ORBANA ILL 61801
FAA4 617 W SPRINGFIELD
GALES3URG ILL
ENG1 812 W DELAWARE
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
COM3 706 W OHIO
CHICAGO ILL
FAA1 910 S 3RD
EVANSTON ILL 60203
PE 4 URH BARTON 112
CHICAGO IL 60645
LAS3 305 N JOHN
BAD AXE MICH 48413
GRAD 1219 W OANIEL
LOS ANGELES CAL 90066
AGR1 1002 S LINCOLN
GOOD HOPE ILL 6143 8
AVI2 904 W GREEN
FAIRBURY ILL 61739
LA S3 URH VANDOREN 324
OAK LAWN ILL
LASl URH HOPKINS 468
OAKLAWN ILL 60453
LASl URH BARTON 402
CHICAGO ILL
COM2 409 E CHALMERS
ARGO ILL
GRAD ORH DANIELS 417
FENTON MO
FAA2 313 E JOHN
MElMOOTA ILL
ENG1 911 S 4TH
RUCK ISLAND ILL 61201
AGR1 2025 BURLI SCN
URBANA ILL 61801
COM2 1406 PHILO RD
UR3ANA ILL 61801
ENG2 106 t DANIEL
BROOKFIELO ILL 60513
LAS2 307 E JUHN
WILMETTE ILL 60091
CUM1 30b E GRtEN






























































































3414 S 57TH CT
SLOCUM RUTH SIGNE










311 E JOHN 16
SLOTHOWER MARY LOUIS






1921 W HOOD AV 1A
SLOTT OONN RICHARD





SLOVAK CHARLES J III
4199 CONCORD
SLOVER JOHN ASHBY JR
800 4TH AV
SLOWIK JOHN HENRY

























































LAS1 URH TRELLASE 1116 I
ROCK ISLAND ILL 61201
LAS1 URH LAR 488 I
LA GRANGE ILL 60525
AGR3 309 E JOHN (
OAK PARK ILL
LAS1 URH ALLEN 61 I
OAK PARK ILL 60304
LAS2 506 E WHI TE I
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LA SI 506 E WHITE I
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 2002 GALEN I
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS1 910 S 3RD I
CHICAGO ILL 60649
ENG1 401 E JOHN I
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62703
LAS2 307 E DANIEL I
STREATOR IL
LAS3 ORH NOBLE 427 i
MCLEAN VA
LAS1 URH ALLEN 319
CLEVELAND HTS OHIO 44118
GRAD 408 E STOUGHTON
EVANSTON ILL 60201
LAS1 URH OGLESBY 923
THOMSON ILL 61285
LAS2 910 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL
AGR4 1102 S LINCOLN
CICERO 50 ILL
LAS4 URH WARDALL 921
PALOS HTS ILL
LAS2 505 E CHALMERS
DURAND ILL 61024
FAA3 501 E SPRINGFIELD
PROSPECT HTS ILL
LAS3 1109 S 4TH
DUNDEE ILL
LAS1 URH TOWNSEND 509
DUNDEE ILL 60118
GRAD 311 E JOHN
CHAMPAIGN ILL
COM4 1404 S LINCOLN
DIXON IL




LAS2 409 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO ILL
C0M1 URH SNYDER 420
WHEATON ILL 60187
LAS3 611 E DANIEL
PEORIA ILL 61604
LAS4 1010 S 2ND
JOLIET ILL 60435
GRAD 108 E HEALEY
BEAUMONT TEX 77703
LAW2 2319 S 1ST
SILVIS ILL 61282
GRAD URH DANIELS 634
BALTIMORE MD 21220
ENG1 URH TOWNSEND 240
ROXANA ILL 62084












LAS2 713 W SPRINGFIELD
WAUKEGAN ILL 60085
AGR2 1009 w PENN
WILMETTE ILL 60091
LAS1 URH CLARK 324
PACKWOOD IOWA 52580
LAS1 910 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL 60645
ENG4 1009 W CALIFORNIA
NOB NORFOLK VA




LAS2 URH 8USEY 249
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 307 E HEALEY
SUFFOLK ENG
AGR4 905 S 6TH
ALEXIS ILL
C0M1 URH SNYDER 442
PUSEN ILL 60469
FAA3 112 E JOHN
POSEN ILL
GRAD URH DANIELS 525
ORANGEBURG S C 29115
GRAD MAHOMET ILL
MAHOMET ILL 61853
FAA4 505 W UNIVERSITY
HOME WOOD ILL
AGR4 URH VANDOREN 303
GLEN ELLYN ILL
GRAO 506 S MATHEWS
FOREST CI TY N C
GRAD 2075 B ORCHARD ST
URBANA ILL
LAS3 910 S 3RD
ISLANi) LAKE ILL





332-5722 SMELCER WILMA JEAN
' 606 PINE ST
332-3066 SMICKLAS KATHLEEN M
1257 W 95TH PL
344-4874 SMICKLAS PAMELA ESTH
1257 W 95TH PL
332-3258 SH I0 JANICE MARIE
1632 W 21ST ST
359-4975 *SMID ROBERT JOHN
459 KENT RD
359-4975 SMIEJEK ROBERT JOSEP
8121 EXCHANGE AV
352-6947 SMILER ILENE CECELIA
3205 MAPLE LN




344-1779 SMILEY JERRY LEE
RR 3
332-0442 SMILEY JOHN MILTON
332-2792 SMILEY TawRENCE~KEnT~
SMILEY LOIS LAWRENCE
332-5314 SMILEY SANDRA SERENA
710 CATHY LN
344-5000 SMILGIS FRANCIS DENN
9142 BARBERRY LN
344-4205 SMISKO MARSHA JEAN
2325 LAFAYETTE ST




332-0524 SMITH ALICE JEANNE
710 WESTGATE RD
356-0311 SMITH ALICE MARIE
RR 4 BOX 157
332-4246 SMITH ALLAN JOHN
10 HARTLAND AV
344-4881 SMITH ALLEN GLEN
2018 BURLISON OR
344-3265 SMITH AMELIA EDITH
RR 1
344-5000 SMITH ANDREW J
69-HB 188TH ST 1A
>V. W ! SMITH ANNA BETH
1017 FRANKLIN ST
332-3198 SMITH ARLENE FAY S
133 GLENOALE RD
826 SMITH ARNOLD LADD
71-66 252TH ST
344-1840 SMITH ARNOLD RAY
RR 1
344-6615 SMITH BARBARA MARIE
101 CYNTHIA CT
" '''•• SMITH BONNIE ANN
URH WARDALL 713
344-4855 SMITH BRUCE HAROLD
409 N I ST
332-2356 SMITH BRUCE WAYNE
U OF I DH GEOG
332-4077 SMITH BRUCE WERNER
4 GALE CT
SMITH CAMILLA ANN
BOX 100 RR 2
332-3760 SMITH CAROL RICKEY
341 E CHURCH
352-2011 SMITH CAROL SUE
227 N HOUSTON
SMITH CAROLYN S A
114 W MUMFORD
U 367-7588 SMITH CHARLENE EDWIN
901 N POPLAR
SMITH CHARLES LEE JR
367-4756 SMITH CHARLOTTE PULL
1503 S WESTERN
•"•!() SMITH CHRISTIANA KOL
1708 W PARK
332-0050 SMITH CHRISTINA ROTH









332-2623 SMITH DAVID GENE
609 PORTER ST
352-3568 SMITH OAVID HARRIS J
825 ROBINHOOD LN
344-5263 SMITH DAVIO LEE
1619 S 15TH AV
SMITH DAVIO MORRIS
101 W PARK
359-1902 SMITH DAVIO QUINTIN
2255 ROBINWOOO ST




356-36H5 SMITH DtNNIS EUGENE
RR 1
332-0516 SMUh DENNIS VAUGHN
721 EDITH
344-3506 SMITH DENNIS WILLIAM
1002 S WASHINGTON
344-64R0 SMITH DIANA COLEEN
175 W UAK LN
344-5000 SMITH OlANNA LYNNE
BOX 10394
332-3270 SMITH DIXIE DELL
RR 1 BOX 532
344-1173 SMITH DONALD LLOYD
KK 2
208
LAS1 URH ALLEN 255
WAUKEGAN ILL 60085
LAS1 URH WARDALL 1203
CHICAGO ILL 60643
LAS2 URH WARDALL 811
CHICAGO ILL 60643




LAS1 201 E GREEN
CHICAGO ILL 60617
LAS3 302 E ARMORY
HAZEL CREST ILL
ENG4 URH TOWNSEND 254
DANVILLE ILL
GRAD 705 W MAIN
ERIE PA 16508
LAS4 2311 S 1ST
PARIS ILL
LAS1 1010 S 2ND
EAST LYNN I LL 60932
_
ENG3 1010 S 2ND
EAST LYNN ILL
GRAD EAST LYNN ILL
EAST LYNN ILL
GRAD 57 E CHALMERS
CARDEFF CAL
ENG4 URH OGLESBY 1028
HICKORY HILLS ILL 60457
AGR2 URH BLAISOELL 431
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60004
LAS4 910 S 3RD
MONEE ILL 60449
ENG1 108 W HIGH
SAN JOSE ILL 62682
AGR4 URH EVANS 217
DEERFIELO ILL
GRAD URH ALLEN 177
DOVER DEL 19901




LA SI URH LAR
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 URH WESTON 216
FLUSHING N Y
ED 2 611 E DANIEL
DANVILLE ILL
ED 4 RANTOUL ILL
RANTOUL ILL 61866
GRAD 53 E JOHN
BELLEROSE N Y 11426
GRAO 114 W MUMFORD
CARMI ILL
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS
DURAND ILL 61024
JNL4 URH WARDALL 713
URBANA ILL 61801
FAA1 URH FORBES 406
MONMOUTH ILL 61462
GRAO 1956 D ORCHARD ST
URBANA ILL
COM2 1008 S LINCOLN
PEKIN ILL 61554
ED 2 1202 W NEVADA
LOCKPORT ILL 60441
PE 4 14 MAPLEWOOD
LOVINGTON ILL
LAS1 910 S 3RD
TAYLORVILLE ILL 62566
GRAD 114 W MUMFORD
URBANA ILL 61801
ED 3 2013 C ORCHARD ST
CHAHPAIGN ILL 61820
FAA1 URH SCOTT 339
TILINE KY 42083
FAA4 1503 S WESTERN
CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAD 1708 W PARK
CHAMPAIGN ILL
ED 3 URH VANDOREN 411
MORTON ILL 61550




LAW1 57 E JOHN
RIVERDALE ILL 60627
AGR3 URH GARNER 291
MT CARROLL ILL
ENG2 URH TOWNSEND 326
DANVILLE ILL 61832
GRAD 306 E WHITE
LA GRANGE PK ILL 60525
GRAD 403 BRIAR LN
MAYWOOD ILL 60153
LAW1 101 W PARK
URBANA ILL 61801






ENG2 1111 S 1ST
BUWEN ILL 62316
ENG3 408 E GREEN
DANVILLE ILL 61832
LAS2 201 C JOHN
PARK RIDGt IL 60068
LAS1 URH NOBLE 113
DtCATUR ILL 62526
GRAD URH SHERMAN 110
KNUXVILLE TtNN 37919
GRAO 805 S LINCOLN
MU.NRuE WASH
AGR1 1008 S LINCOLN

























































2213 S PHILO RO
SMITH DOUGLAS L INDSL
47 N ASHLAND
SMITH EDWARD JULIAN














RR 1 BOX 103
•SMITH GERALD ALLEN
415 S OODSON OR
SMITH GERALD EDWARD









LAS4 URH ALLEN 197 U 332-3301
ALLERTON ILL 61810
EO 3 2213 S PHILO RD U 367-0567
URBANA ILL
LAS4 BELLFLOWER ILL 367-9694
LAGRANGE ILL
LAS4 1105 S 1ST C 356-7570
CHICAGO 45 ILL
LAS4 1008 S BUSEY U 344-6511
ALGONQUIN ILL
GRAO 2042 B ORCHARD ST U 344-4675
FALL RIVER MASS
GRAO 706 M SPRINGFIELD C 359-1232
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAO 1602 W JOHN C 359-2483
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS1 URH OGLESBY 502 U 332-5174
CHICAGO ILL 60628
ENG2 URH FORBES 267 C 332-0991
ROCKFORO ILL 61102
AGR2 809 W PENN U 344-4069
OSWEGO ILL 60543
ENG4 415 S DODSON U 367-9681
URBANA ILL 61801
JNL4 205 E ARMORY C 356-1848
ELMHURST ILL
LAS3 BOX 190 U 365-1214
ELGIN ILL 60120
ENG4 202 N WOODS U 367-4741
OTTAWA ILL
EO 2 409 E CHALMERS C 344-5000
GLEN ELLYN ILL 60137
LAS2 URH SNYDER 240 C 332-1698
DECATUR ILL 62526
•SMITH HOWARD DUANE
2739 N 98TH ST
SMITH HOWARD WAYNE
1904 W GRAND AV
•SMITH JACK BRUCE
202 E SPRINGFIELD






SMITH JAMES EDWARD J
1446 BRISTOL
SMITH JAMES GORDON




























1809 N 10TH ST
















































ENG4 202 E SPRINGFIELD
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG2 URH SCOTT 306
ALSIP ILL 60658
FAA4 202 E GREGORY
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
FAA4 901 S 1ST
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 URH WESTON 102
WESTCHESTER ILL 60156
GRAD 704 E GREEN
RUSTON LA 71270
PE 1 801 VENTURA
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 2009 B HAZELWD CT
UPLAND CAL 91786
LAS1 URH ALLEN 201
STERLING ILL 61081
GRAD 5 WILLOWBROOK CT
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS3 URH BARTON 416
EVERGREEN PK ILL
GRAD URH DANIELS 503
MONTICELLO ARK












GRAD URH CARR 416
ALEDO ILL
LA S3 606 W WHITE
SPRINGFIELD ILL
GRAD 1008 N WILLIS
CHAMPAIGN ILL
ENG4 502 E SPRINGFIELD
ARMSTRONG ILL
AGR1 URH HOPKINS 213
PARK FOREST ILL 60466
JNL3 409 E CHALMERS
MORRIS ILL
GRAD 1804 W WILLIAM
NOBLE ILL 62868
GRAO 607 SUNNYCREST CT
URBANA ILL
AVI3 1111 S 1ST
BOWEN ILL




GRAD 19 BLUE SPRUCE
CHAMPAIGN ILL
FAA3 URH TAFT 20
OAKBROOK ILL
LAS3 1108 S LINCOLN
GLEN ELLYN ILL 60137
ENG1 1004 S 4TH
CHICAGO ILL
GRAO 1001 Vi UNIVERSITY
PT WASHINGTON OHIO
LAS1 URH LINCOLN 314
SKOKIE ILL 60076
GRAO 2042 B ORCHARD ST
CHICAGO ILL
EO 1 URH ALLEN 243
MARION ILL
LAS4 313 E JOHN
LOMBARD ILL
LAS1 604 E ARMORY
ROCKFORD ILL
LAS2 1004 S 2ND
MOLINE ILL









































































1129 W LOCUST ST
SMITH NANCY DELLA
.4838 W 97TH ST
SMITH NANCY LOUISE














































































207 E JEFFERSON ST
SMITH RONALD WAYNE
100 S EUCLID ST
SMITH ROSLYN MARIAM
3536 W 115TH PL
SMITH RUSSEL EUGENE
RR 1
PE 2 URH VANDOREN 20 C 332-0147
CHICAGO ILL 60652
ED 2 260S MELROSE C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS4 RICHMOND INO
RICHMOND I NO 47374
LA SI 907 W ILLINOIS U 344-0659
CARTHAGE ILL 62321
LAS1 306 E GREEN C 352-5332
CAMP POINT ILL 62320
AGR3 409 E CHALMERS C 344-4257
ROCHESTER ILL 62563
JNL3 1404 S LINCOLN U 344-3821
PINCKNEYVILLE ILL
AVI1 401 E JOHN U
FORREST ILL 61741
LAS2 804 W OREGON U 356-0521
CHICAGO ILL 60613
GRAO 55 E CHALMERS C
CHARLESTON ILL 61920
LA S3 URH BABCOCK 7 U 332-3710
TOPEKA KAN
GRAD 302 W LOCUST U 367-1359
URBANA ILL 61801
AGR2 58 E GREGORY C 356-3152
SHELBYVILLE ILL 62565
LAS3 URH OGLESBY 925 U 332-5316
BELVIDERE IL
LA S3 URH LAR 294 U '
OAK LAWN ILL
FAA3 URH LAR 395 U 332-3037
CHAPPAQUA N Y 10514
ENG4 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
CHICAGO ILL
LAS4 604 N MAPLE U 367-1616
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAO 1835 C ORCHARD PL U 344-6704
BERKELEY CAL 94702
LAS3 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
WAVERLY ILL 62692 '
ENG4 502 W MAIN U 367-8921
PEORIA ILL
GRAD 306 E WHITE C 359-4518'
LA GRANGE PARK ILL 60525
ENG1 URH GARNER 292 C 332-0769
BELL WOOD ILL 60104
AGR4 101 N ELM C 344-4843
IVESDALE ILL
GRAD LORAL MOBILE HM PK U 367-8968
BROOKINGS S D 57006
COM3 URH HOPKINS 182 C 332-1184
CASEYVILLE ILL
LAS1 URH LAR 187 U 332-2960
GIBSON CITY ILL 60936
LAS3 URH CLARK 226 C 332-0023
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 1008 S BUSEY U 344-6511
URBANA ILL
EO 3 209 GREEN C
DANVILLE ILL
FAA4 URH CARR 105 U 332-3857
DECATUR ILL
ENG2 1301 WAVERLY C 356-4594
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61822
LAS1 URH TOWNSEND 346 U
SHELDON ILL 60966
COM4 15 CARRIAGE ESTS U 367-0812
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 603 E CHALMERS C 344-1592
BATTLE CREEK MICH 49015
ENG1 URH SNYDER 209 C
PEKIN ILL 61554
LAS4 713 S 6TH C 344-1902
LYONS IL 60534
AGR2 801 W NEVADA U 344-3410
'
ARROWSMITH ILL 61722
ENG2 URH WESTON 260 C 332-1952
WOODLAND ILL 60974
GRAO 401 S WILLIS C 356-1687
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 1303 GARDEN LN C 356-3112
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS3 607 E CALIFORNIA U
URBANA ILL 61801
C0M1 1111 S 1ST C
DE KALB ILL 60115
LAS1 110 E CHALMERS C
DANVILLE ILL 61832
ENG2 308 E ARMORY C 356-7542
OEERFIELD ILL 60015
COM4 309 E CHALMERS C 356-1894
LAGRANGE ILL
LAS3 URH BABCOCK 208 U 332-3754
HIGHLAND ILL
LAW1 URH SHERMAN 367 C 332-4830
FAIRBURY ILL 61739
LAW1 URH SHERMAN 246 C 332-4787
JUL It I ILL 60435
ED 4 714 DOVER PL C 352-6963
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS3 308 E ARMORY C 356-7542
CHICAGO ILL 60656
AGR4 810 W OREGON U 344-6485
FINOLAY ILL
AGR3 1002 S LINCOLN U 344-3532
LORAINE ILL
COM4 2101 WHITE C 356-5464
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS4 806 W MAIN U
BELLEVILLE ILL 62223
AGR3 801 W NEVADA U 344-3410
STONINGTON ILL
_
LASi- URH GARNER 261 C 332-0745
OFALLON ILL 62269
ENG1 URH GARNER 468 U 332-0892
EAST PEORIA ILL 61611
AGR4 1007 S 1ST C 356-6333
CHICAGO 55 ILL




































































SMITH WILLIAM C JR






48 N JEFFERSON AV









































607 W 6TH ST
SNAPP SONIA TIL TUN
,109 KENTUCKY AV
SNAPP WILLIAM DORSEY
217 N 3RD ST
SNkAU MICHAEL VERNON
25 HARMON DR
PE 2 105 E ARMORY (
CHICAGO ILL
LAS4 1404 S LINCOLN t
HARRISBURG ILL 62946
LAS3 1005 S WRIGHT (
FREEPORT ILL
GRAO 101 N BUSEY I
KITTANNING PA
LAS1 URH GARNER 254 I
PEKIN ILL 61554
AGR4 URH EVANS 426 I
ROCHELLE ILL
LAS1 105 E ARMORY I
CHICAGO ILL 60645
COM4 107 E JOHN I
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 2009 B HAZELWD CT I
UPLAND CAL 91786
LAS4 URH GARNER 270 <
NORTHBROOK IL
AGR2 URH CARR 228 I
TALLULA ILL 62688
FAA2 URH OGLESBY 1221 I
FT WAYNE IND 46805
GRAD 1002 W NEVADA I
DECATUR ILL 62526
LAS4 URH 'CARR 419 I
DECATUR ILL
LAS4 1104 W NEVADA I
CHICAGO ILL
LAS2 URH ALLEN 9
HOME WOOD ILL 30430
LAS1 URH FLAGG 314 I
NORTHBROOK ILL 60062
LAS2 URH LAR 160 I
FREEPORT ILL 61032
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 630
OLYMPIA FIELDS ILL
GRAO 1603 VALLEY RD I
ELMORE MINN 56027
GRAD 311 S PRAIRIE l
CHAMPAIGN ILL
AGR4 809 W PENN
WOODLAWN ILL
LA S3 URH HOPKINS 224
DECATUR ILL
LAS2 URH WESTON 323
OAK FOREST ILL 60452
LAS4 307 E HEALEY
DWIGHT ILL
GRAD 510 S ELM
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 609 W OHIO
URBANA ILL 61801






GRAO 1003 S MATTIS
CHRISTOPHER ILL 62822
LA SI URH HOPKINS 334
DECATUR ILL 62526
LAS3 910 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL
LAS4 URH HOPKINS 296
CHICAGO ILL 60652
AGR2 1002 W OREGON
CASEY ILL 62420
ENG3 URH SCOTT 178
EAST PEORIA ILL
LAS1 URH FORBES 388
AMBOY ILL 61310
AGR1 212 E CHALMERS
COLUMBIA ILL 62236
GRAD 101 N BUSEY
KITTANNING PA
LAW1 2013 C ORCHARD ST
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
PE 1 URH FORBES 128
CHICAGO ILL 60621
FAA2 URH TAFT 427
WEST CHICAGO ILL 60135
VM 1 1110 W STOUGHTON
CHICAGO ILL 60646
LAS4 312 E ARMORY
CHICAGO 20 ILL




COM2 201 E GREEN
MARKHAM IL 60426
ENG3 URH CARR 8
FRANKLIN PK ILL
LAS4 107 W WILLIAM
CHICAGO 45 ILL
LAS1 URH NOBLE 20
CHICAGO ILL 60645
COM4 907 S 4TH
SKOKIE ILL




GRAD 303 COUNTRY FR
WOUDSTOCK ILL 60698




ENG4 502 W GRIGGS
WHEATON ILL




LAS3 205 E ARMORY
GEORGETOWN ILL






















































SNEATH RAYMOND L JR
2600 ORCHARD AV
SNEOEKER ROBERT JOHN




1307 S 8TH AV
•SNELL JAMES LEROY























































































602 £ NORTH ST '
SNYDER SUZANNE
732 N CLIFTON CT
SNYDER TERRY LEE












2958 W 38TH PL
SObESKI KATHRYN JOAN





GRAD 606 W UH1U U 344-5812
WILMINGTON DEL
LAS3 408 E GREEN C 3S6-T939
MELROSE PARK ILL ,60164
AGR3 910 W CALIFORNIA U
OAK LAWN ILL
AGR3 URH EVANS 301 U 332-2728
HAYWOOD ILL
ENG4 815 N MCKINLEY C 352-0702
CREVE COEUR ILL
AGR3 302 W GREEN U 367-5361
OTTAWA ILL
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 818 U 332-5634
DECATUR ILL 62521
LAS4 URH TOWNSEND 220 U 332-4065
OTTAWA ILL
EO 4 1204 S LINCOLN U 344-6233
PARK RIDGE ILL
LAS4 205 E ARMORY C 356-1847
KEWANEE ILL
ENG3 3 SALEM RD U
OLNEY ILL
GRAD URH SHERMAN 449 C
SCHENECTADY N Y
LAS1 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
HOOPESTON ILL 60942
LAS2 URH SCOTT 219 C 332-1444
DES PLAINES ILL 60016
LAS3 508 E STOUGHTON C 352-4667
DOWNERS GROVE ILL
GRAD URH SHERMAN 213 C 332-4648
ALBUQUERQUE N M
VM 1 LORAL TRLR PK U
CARTHAGE ILL 62321
GRAD 1411 W PARK U 365-1825
URBANA ILL
LAS5 RANTOUL ILL
DE KALB ILL 60115
GRAD 1832 D ORCHARD PL U 344-3385
URBANA ILL
GRAD URH SHERMAN 224 C 332-46 59
BRIDGEPORT CT
ENG4 1702 W PARK C 356-0085
FARMERSVILLE ILL
ENG4 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
CHICAGO ILL
VM 1 RANTOUL ILL
STERLING ILL
LAS2 URH ALLEN 165 U 332-3279
CHICAGO ILL 60629
LAS4 1102 S LINCOLN U 344-4205
CHICAGO 43 ILL
LAS4 1106 S LINCOLN U 344-3617
PEORIA ILL
GRAD 912 W CHURCH C 352-5851
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAW1 511 MITCHELL CT C
PEORIA ILL 61604
GRAO 212 N MCCULLOUGH U 332-1951
FRANKLIN PK ILL 60131
GRAD 209 E WHITE C 352-0196
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 URH LAR 308 U 332-2877
CLINTON ILL
LAS3 URH SCOTT 315 C 332-1510
FRANKLIN PK ILL
FAA2 1009 W PENN U 332-1568
DECATUR ILL 62522
COM3 URH OGLESBY 1126 U 332-5377
MOL INE_ ILL
LAS1 URH SNYDER 441 C
GLEN ELLYN ILL 60137
GRAD 912 W CHURCH C 352-5851
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 1102 S LINCOLN U 344-4205
DANVILLE ILL
GRAD 1118 W HEALEY C 356-7049
CHAMPAIGN ILL .61820
GRAD 703 E COLORADO U 365-1695
ST CHARLES ILL
GRAD 1118 W HEALEY C 356-7049
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 1102 S LINCOLN U 344-0557
BUSHNELL ILL 61422
LAS2 URH TAFT 424 C 332-0671
CALUMET CITY ILL 60409
LAS4 URH WESTON 424 C 332-2072
OAK LAWN ILL
GRAD URH DANIELS 181 U 332-2440
SEATTLE WA
LAS3 URH SCOTT 406 C 332-1507
HULL ILL
FAA2 706 S MATHEWS U 344-0136
MT PROSPECT ILL
GRAD 209 E WHITE C 352-0196
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS1 URH FORBES 436 C 332-1109
MONTICELLO ILL 61856
LAS3 302 E ARMORY C 356-4639
PEORIA ILL
C0M1 501 E DANIEL C
STREATOR ILL 61364
ENG3 907 S 3RD C 332-5199
WESTERN SPRS ILL 60558
GRAO URH DANIELS 84 U 332-2410
SEOUL KOREA
GRAD 910 W NEVADA U 344-3488
KOWLOON HONG KONG
LAS2 47 E CHALMERS C 356-7663
CHICAGO ILL 60625
GRAD 205 E HEALEY C 356-0436
NEW YORK 74 N Y
AVI2 401 W BUENA VISTA C 352-7765
CHICAGO ILL
LAS4 713 W OHIO U 344-5427
ELMWOOD PK 35 ILL
GRAD 102 E ARMORY 9 C
URBANA ILL 61801





14*59 S GREEN ST
SOBOL HOLLY JAN
8001 S COUNTY LINE
SOBOLEWSKI JAMES M
311 E LAKE SHORE
SOBOTA JAMES STANLEY
















































9611 S CRANOON AVE





IN 410 FOREST AV
SOKOLOWSKI STEPHEN J
4852 S LINDER AV





STA A BOX 2029
SOLDWEDEL PERRY DEAN
3 REULING CT
SOLER NIL DA M
BOX 7232
SOLGANICK IRWIN JAY




















3950 LAKE SHORE DR
SOLOMON LAURIE
4l5 W 37TH ST
SOLOMON LINDA CAROL
6329 N MONTICELLO









550 WHITE OAK DR
SOLTER MARY MARGARET






870 HALF DAY RD
*SOMERS JAMES NORBERT
1401 E LAUREL
ENG3 505 b GREEN C 344-JUb^
HARVEY ILL 60426
LAS4 706 S MATHEWS C 344-0136
HINSDALE ILL
ENG1 1004 S 4TH C
ROUND LAKE ILL 60073
C0M1 URH OGLESBY 106 U 332-5063
CHICAGO ILL 60618
LAS3 URH ALLEN 348 U 332-3216
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62702
LAS3 402 E ARMORY C 344-9713
GENEVA ILL
LAS2 301 E ARMORY C 356-7606
SKOKIE ILL 60076
LAS2 210 E JOHN C 352-8790
DECATUR ILL
LAS4 URH WARDALL 322 U 332-4353
DOWNERS GROVE ILL
GRAO 1712 CAROLYN C 359-4273
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 1778 VALLEY RD C 352-1162
FLUSHING MICH
LAS1 URH WARDALL 608 U 332-4412
STREATOR ILL 61364
LAS4 URH TOWNSEND 477 U 332-4232
STREATOR ILL
PE 4 211 E DANIEL C 344-6899
WILHETTE ILL
GRAD URH EVANS 330 U 332-2750
STREATOR ILL
ED 3 910 S 3R0 C 344-5000
CHICAGO ILL
LAS2 105 E ARMORY C 356-7585
CHICAGO ILL 60645
ENG2 109 E JOHN C
DECATUR ILL 62526
JNL3 212 E DANIEL C 356-7908
BELLWOOD ILL
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 105 U 332-5417
BEAROSTOWN ILL 62618
FAA3 409 E CHALMERS C 344-0033
JULIET ILL 60435
LAS2 URH LUNDGREN 323 C 332-0275
MELROSE PARK ILL 60160
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 1010 U 332-5332
CHICAGO ILL 60617
GRAD 212 E STOUGHTON C 356-9398
CHICAGO ILL
GRAD 212 STOUGHTON C 356-9398
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61801
ED 4 301 W UNIVERSITY C 352-3707
JOLIET ILL 60436
LAW3 311 W CLARK C 352-3143
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
EO 4 902 S 2N0 C 356-4432
CHICAGO ILL
GRAO 307 E HEALEY C 359-2750
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
AGR2 1104 W NEVADA U 344-5617
BEACHWOOD OHIO 44121
C0M1 409 E CHALMERS C
GLEN ELLYN ILL 60137
LASl URH CARR U 332-3890
CHICAGO ILL 60638
GRAD 307 E GREEN C 344-0794
TAMPA FLA
ENG4 URH TOWNSEND 267 U 332-4081
CHICAGO 34 ILL
GRAD TOLONO ILL 365-1881
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS3 1111 S 1ST C 356-3314
PEKIN ILL
GRAD URH SHERMAN 111 C 332-4615
SANTURCE PR 00916
LAS3 URH GARNER 324 C 332-0793
CHICAGO ILL
GRAD 504 E SPRINGFIELO C 356-9572
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAO URH SHERMAN 1061 C
SPRINGFIELD MASS 01118
LAS1 311 E ARMORY C
HANOVER PK ILL 60J.03__
LAS2 URH SNYOER 290 C 332-1733
SPRINGFIELO ILL 62704
LAW2 1603 W HEALEY C 356-9394
KANKAKEE ILL
LAS1 105 E ARMORY C
SKOKIE ILL 60076
LAS1 URH BLAISDELL 303 U 332-5510
MILLVILLE N J 08332
GRAD 1404 N MCKINLEY C 352-6157
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 306 N ROMINE ' U 367-6468
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS1 907 S 4TH C 344-9693
CHICAGO ILL 60617
GRAD 213 E CHALMERS C 356-5636
WILMINGTON 2 DEL
LAS1 URH ALLEN U 332-3217
CHICAGO ILL 60645
GRAD 1404 N MCKINLEY C 352-6157
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAO 306 N ROMINE U 367-6468
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 907 S 4TH C 344-9694
CHICAGO ILL
AGR1 URH FORBES 288 C
STREATOR ILL 61364
LAS4 211 W SPRINGFIELO C 332-4133
NAPERVILLE ILL
LAS1 409 E CHALMERS C
EUWAROSVILLE ILL 62025
AGR1 805 W OHIO U 344-4784
EFFINGhAM IL 62401
LASl URH SAUNDERS 211 U 332-3622
6EACHWU00 OHIO 44121
FAA1 URH TAFT 12 C 332-0574
HIGHLAND PARK ILL 60035
GRAO 1401 E LAUREL U 365-1778
URBANA ILL 61801
SOMERS LUCKY LANDT





























. 2008 C HAZELWD CT
*SONIER JOSEPH IVAN

























































































COM3 905 W CALIFORNIA U 344-9581
ARLINGTON HTS ILL
JNL4 URH SAUNDERS 402 U 332-3675
DULTON ILL 60419
ENG1 URH TOWNSEND 542 U
PARK RIDGE ILL 60068
AGR2 URH BABCOCK 304 U 332-3781
KENNEY ILL 61749
AGR3 URH OGLESBY 303 U 332-1698
MENDOTA ILL




GRAD URH DANIELS 625 U 344-9804
URBANA ILL 61801
LASl 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
CHICAGO ILL 60617
PE 4 902 S 2ND C 356-0640
CHICAGO 17 ILL
LAW1 605 W UNIVERSITY C
CHICAGO ILL 60043
COM4 404 E STOUGHTON C 352-8786
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAO 1206 W CALIFORNIA U 344-4238
SEOUL KOREA
GRAO 1102 W CLARK U 367-9192
JUNNAM KOREA
GRAO 2008 C HAZELWD CT U 344-4472
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 2008 C HAZELWD CT U 344-4472
URBANA ILL 61801
LASl URH BLAISDELL 302 U 332-3509
WESTERN SPRS ILL 60558
ENG1 URH OGLESBY 1112 U 332-5364
DES PLAINES ILL 60016
LASl URH TOWNSEND 415 U
SKOKIE ILL 60076
LASl 1101 W PENN U
PEORIA ILL 61614
LASl URH LAR 239 U
CHICAGO ILL 60649
GRAD 907 W STOUGHTON U 367-3830
CHICAGO ILL 60613
ENG4 URH TOWNSEND 569 U 332-4288
SPRINGFIELO ILL 62702
ED 2 904 S LINCOLN ' U 344-1391
MAHOMET ILL 61853
LASl URH OGLESBY 1119 U 332-5370
MT VERNON ILL 62864
ED 3 409 E CHALMERS C 344-1938
LOUISVILLE KY
GRAD URH DANIELS 360 U 332-2495
TAIPEI TAIWAN
LASl URH NOBLE 221 C
SKOKIE ILL 60076
ENG1 604 E ARMORY C
CHICAGO ILL 60630
GRAD 51 E CHALMERS C 352-2472
ALBUQUERQUE N M 87103
VM 2 707 S 6TH C 344-4603
SLE ILL 60532
COM2 309 PFEFFER RD U 367-2700
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS2 URH LAR 328 U 332-2893
BELLEVILLE ILL 62221
GRAD 804 S LOCUST C 359-3094
ROMA IT
GRAD 804 S LOCUST C 359-3094
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS2 URH ALLEN 474 U 332-3404
WAUKEGAN ILL 60085
GRAD 1612 W WILLIAM C 352-9418
CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAD 1005 S MATTIS C 356-8731
VERMILLION S D 57069
LAS4 1101 W PENN U 344-9469
LAGRANGE PARK ILL
LAS3 710 W OHIO U 344-6212
DES PLAINES ILL
LAW3 1012 S 1ST C 352-7439
CHICAGO ILL
ENG4 URH TOWNSEND 414 U 332-41B7
HILLSIDE ILL
FAA1 URH FORBES 396 C 332-1165
PALOS VERGES CAL
JNL4 302 E ARMORY C 359-4322
ARLINGTON HTS ILL
LASl URH ALLEN U 332-3242
CHICAGO ILL 60625
FAA1 URH ALLEN 11 U 332-3092
LINCOLNWOOD ILL 60646
LASl 409 E CHALMERS C 344-0440
CHICAGO ILL _ 60626
FAA1 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
CHICAGO ILL 60626
AGR1 URH SAUNDERS 304 U 332-3646
PARK RIDGE ILL 60068
LAS3 URH SNYDER 421 C 332-1827
CHICAGO IL 60628
LASl 1315 S GRANDVIEW C 352-8349
LINCOLNWUOD ILL 60646
LAS2 URH UGLESBY 1123 U 332-5374
SKOKIE ILL 60077
LASl URH TRELEASb 1220 U 332-5756
CHICAGO ILL 60645
ENG4 808 S 5TH C 344-0800
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 108 HEALEY C 356-2483
W DUNDEE ILL
ENG1 URH OGLESBY 1225 U 332-5406
LIBtRTYVJL ILL 60048
ENG4 808 S LINCOLN U 344-4901
URBANA ILL 61801
LASl 1006 W NEVADA U
MT OLIVE ILL 62069
GRAU 105 t HEALEY C 356-5008
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820







3513 NE BREVIS ST
SOUTHON EDWARD HENRY




















SI-' ANGLER SUZANNE PAM
















































402 E FLORIDA AV
•SPEERS RICHARD COOK
301 COUNTRY FR DR
SPEERS ROBERT LEWIS
246 S WESTERN AV
SPEIER PATRICIA MAR I





































GRAD 1105 W OREGON
BEREA OHIO 44017
COM2 1009 W PENN
PEORIA ILL 61603
LAS1 URH SNYDER 466
BERWYN ILL 60402
LAS1 URH ALLEN 483
LYONS ILL 60534
ENG1 URH SCOTT 318
LOMBARD ILL 60148
ENG3 URH OGLE SB Y 926
CHICAGO ILL 60624
PE 4 605 S NEIL
CHICAGO 13 ILL
ENG2 106 E DANIEL
COLLINSVILLE ILL 62234
LAS1 604 E ARMORY
GLEN ELLYN ILL 60137
LAS4 URH BUSEY 143
CHAMPAIGN ILL




AGR1 409 E CHALMERS
VARNA ILL. 61375













AGR1 1118 W NEVAOA
DANFORTH ILL 60930
FAA4 105 E GREEN
CHICAGO 51 ILL
LAS2 105 E GREEN
CHICAGO ILL 60651
GRAD 1727 VALLEY RD
CHAMPAIGN ILL
FAA2 802 W OREGON
GRANITE CITY IL 62040
GRAO 706 RACE
BROOKLYN N Y
LAS1 URH VANDOREN 8
ROCKFORD ILL 61102
LAWl 407 W WHITE
GLENCOE ILL 60022
GRAD 611 W DELAWARE
URBANA IL
LAW3 801 S MATTIS
HIGHLAND PARK ILL
FAA3 105 E ARMORY
HIGHLAND PARK ILL
GRAD URH DANIELS 475
WASHBURN WIS
LAW3 609 HARWOOD CT
DECATUR ILL
FAA4 609 HARWOOD CT
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
AGR2 URH GARNER 124
FARMERSVILLE ILL 62533
GRAD 807 W NEVADA
LYMAN NEB 69352
LAS1 910 S 3RD
BARRINGTON ILL 60010
LAS2 110 E ARMORY
RUCK ISLAND ILL 61201




AGR4 313 E JOHN
TABLE GROVE ILL 61482
ENG2 1004 W OREGON
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 301 COUNTRY FR
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAWl 1101 N COLER
AURORA ILL 60506















ENG4 718 W WASHINGTON
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS4 604 E ARMORY
BEMENT ILL
LAS1 604 E ARMORY
ROCK ISLAND ILL




ED 4 MAHOMET ILL
MAHOMET ILL
AGR4 1207 W SPRINGFIELD U
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS1 URH NOBLE 207 C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
AGR1 410 W CHURCH C
GARRETT ILL 61927
GRAD 1111 W MAIN
URBANA ILL
GRAO URH DANIELS 88
SIERRA LEONE
ENG2 URH WESTON 402
JACKSONVILLE ILL 62650
ENG4 302 E GREGORY
RiJUDHUUSE ILL
GRAD 906 W NEVADA
URUANA ILL 61801



















































309 S 5TH ST
SPENCER SHIRLEY ANN




















2616 W JARUIS AV
SPEROTTO EDWARD DAVI



























































































LAS1 910 S 3RD (
LINCOLNWUUD ILL 60646
GRAD 213 W ILLINOIS
URBANA ILL
LAS1 1006 W NEVADA I
CARMI ILL 62821
GRAO 100 5 S 6TH I
THOMASVILLE GA 31792
ENG1 URH SCOTT 419 I
BEARDSTOWN ILL 62618
AGR2 409 E CHALMERS I
FAIRMOUNT ILL 61841
GRAO 402 S LYNN I
CHAMPAIGN IL
GRAD 1005 S OAK
ERIE PA
GRAD 707 S LOCUST
CARBONOALE ILL
GRAD 45 E MAIN
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
FAA2 URH VANDOREN 2 03
LAKE BLUFF ILL 60044
COM2 401 E GREEN
FLANAGAN ILL 61740
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS
ROSELLE ILL 60172
LAS3 907 S 4TH
CHICAGO ILL
ENG2 URH SCOTT 223
LOMBARD ILL 60148
FAA2 910 S 3RD
EVANSVILLE WIS 53536
LAS4 URH TOWNSEND 481
HICKORY HILLS ILL 60457
LAS1 URH SAUNDERS 228
HIGHLAND PK ILL 60035
VM 3 2111 W WHITE
WASHBURN ILL
LAS1 URH WESTON 104
EAST ST LOUIS ILL 62203
COM3 1010 S 2ND
STOCKTON ILL 61085
LAS4 303 E CHALMERS
EVANSTON ILL
LAS1 URH WARDALL 421
LA MOILLE ILL 61330
LASS 112 E JOHN
SKOKIE ILL
LAS2 URH WARDALL 605
CHICAGO ILL 60645
JNL4 602 W OREGON
LINCOLN WOOD 45 ILL
FAA2 409 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAS4 910 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL
LAS1 URH TOWNSEND 273
CHICAGO ILL 60617
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 1111
DOWNERS GROVE ILL 60515
GRAD DANVILLE ILL
HOLBROOK MASS 02343
LAS2 910 S 3RD
CHICAGO HTS ILL 60411
ENG2 904 W GREEN
WARREN ILL 61087
AGR3 URH BABCOCK 11
LENA ILL 61048
ENG1 1102 W NEVADA
CHICAGO ILL 60619
LAS3 207 E JOHN
SANDOVAL ILL
COM2 604 E ARMORY
HILLSBORO ILL 62049
ENG3 URH TOWNSEND 169
MARSHALL ILL
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 269
CHICAGO ILL 60646
GRAD 404 E DANIEL
URBANA ILL




LAS1 URH ALLEN 395
STOCKTON ILL 61085
COM2 110 E ARMORY
CHICAGO IL 60617
LAS3 URH BABCOI ' 424
CHICAGO IL 60645
LAS2 52 E ARMORY
SKOKIE ILL 60076
AGR1 URH LUNDGREN 1
PLEASANT PLNS ILL 62677
PE 2 URH LAR 193
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAS1 501 E DANIEL
LOSTANT ILL 61334
AVI2 URH OGLESBY 522
CHICAGO ILL 60620
ENG4 604 E ARMORY
HARVEY ILL 60426
ENG1 URH GARNER 419
FLORA ILL 62839
AGR2 URH TOWNSEND 319
CHICAGO ILL 60617
PE 1 URH SNYDER 369
CHICAGO ILL 60608
COM4 URH BABCOCK 326
PERU ILL
COM2 312 E ARMORY
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60005
LAS1 910 S 3RD
WOOOOALE ILL 60191
LAS2 910 S 3RD
WUOO DALE ILL 60191
ENG4 400 BRIAR LN
NORTHLAKk IL 60164










































































































































































STAFFORD MARK WILL [A
URH CARR 104
GRAD 111 S BUSEY U 367-0189
CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAD 1852 VALLEY RD C 333-0171
NEWPORT R I
ENG1 1010 S 2ND C 356-0521
RAYMOND ILL 62560
COM2 1010 S 2ND C
DANVILLE ILL 61832
GRAD 603 W SPRINGFIELD C 332-3753
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ED 3 URH SNYOER 202 C 332-1671
ELGIN ILL 60120
PE 2 405 E JOHN C 344-0557
LOCKPORT ILL 60441
COM2 URH SCOTT 222 C 332-1447
VILLA PARK ILL 60181
LAS1 URH SNYOER 170 C 332-1659
MARTINSVILLE ILL 62442
GRAO 104 N MCCULLOUGH U 367-7954
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS1 105 E ARMORY C
CHICAGO ILL 60645
GRAD 520 FAIRLAWN U 367-4694
CENTRALIA ILL
LAS2 URH FLAGG 431 C 332-0347
LISLE ILL 60532




LAS2 URH SNYDER 365 C
HILLSBORO ILL 62049
AGR1 URH CLARK 238 C 332-0032
MORTON ILL 61550
GRAD 606 W OHIO U 344-5812
FULLERTON CAL
LAS2 1110 W NEVAOA U 344-5055
PALATINE ILL 60067
AGR1 URH SCOTT 436 C 332-1595
JOLIET ILL 60436
GRAD 905 S 1ST C 356-7959
SOUTHFIELD MICH
LAS1 URH GARNER 461 C 332-0885
ROCK ISLAND ILL 61201
FAA3 308 E ARMORY C 352-9781
TAYLORVILLE ILL 62568
LAS4 409 E CHALMERS C 344-5000
CHICAGO 28 ILL
GRAD 1107 W OREGON U 344-2104
TULSA OKLA 74105
GRAD HUNTINGDON VAL PA
HUNTINGDON VAL PA 19006
LAS4 313 E ARMORY C 356-7766
SPRINGFIELD ILL
LAS4 1744 VALLEY RD C 356-1417
OLNEY ILL
LAS1 URH VANDOREN C 332-0507
CHICAGO ILL 60651
GRAD URH DANIELS 426 U 332-2286
MADRAS-34 INDIA
GRAD 705 W CALIFORNIA U 344-5765
NEW DELHI 14 INDIA
GRAD 401 S LINCOLN U 344-2090
EGMORE MADRAS I ND
_
LAS3 URH SAUNDERS 308 U 332-3650
LANSING ILL
LAS1 URH CARR 5 U 332-3843
LANSING ILL 60438
ED 1 1001 E FLORIDA U 367-0060
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD STA A BOX 2404 C
IRONTON MO 63650
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 319 U 332-5130
ARLINGTON HTS ILL
ENG1 URH TOWNSEND 381 U 332-4172
LA GRANGE ILL 60525
LAW2 411 W GREEN U 367-0280
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS1 URH WESTON 200 C 332-1882
WHEATON ILL 60187
PE 4 1101 W PENN U 344-9469
WHEATON ILL
VM 2 714 W CALIFORNIA U 367-3487
CHICAGO ILL
ENG4 207 N GOOOWIN U 359-2673
CHICAGO ILL
GRAD 401 N MCKINLEY C 356-2900
BERKELEY CAL
LAS3 1102 S LINCOLN U 344-6488
CHICAGO ILL
GRAD URH SHERMAN 125 C 332-4629
BEDFORD IOWA 50833
ENG4 RANTOUL ILL 332-5168
RANTOUL ILL 61866
ENG1 URH TOWNSEND 422 U 331-4951
CHESTERFIELD HO 63017
GRAD 501 S RANDOLPH C 352-5816
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS1 URH ALLEN 137 U 332-3139
ROCKFORD ILL 61103
ENG3 508 E SPRINGFIELD C 356-8814
CHICAGO 17 ILL
ENG4 107 E JOHN C 359-3308
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
AGR1 409 E CHALMERS C
RANTOUL ILL 61866
GRAD 1816 VALLEY RD C 359-4074
LOMBARD ILL
GRAD 403 W NEVADA U
LEVITTOWN PA
LAW3 404 E FAIRLAWN U 367-6510
URBANA ILL
LAS3 URH EVANS 411 U 332-2764
WINCHESTER MASS 01890
LAS2 URH WARDALL 413 U 332-4369
EDWARDSV1LLE ILL 62025
ENG1 URH WESTON 202' C 332-1910
NAPERVILLt ILL 60540





RR 1 BOX 108
STAGNER WALTER C JR






















131 N ELMWOOD AV
STAINTON EMMA SWAN


































3320 N ROCKY BEACH
STAMM GARY MELVIN
RR 1 BOX 216
STAMM RICHARD EDWARD
















1103 S 11TH ST
STANEK BARBARA JANE










445 N 700TH fc
STANFORD MEREDITH A






















263 W 10TH ST
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 404
AVON ILL 61415




ENG2 1016 W CHARLES
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61822
AGR1 313 E JOHN
ENFIELD ILL 62835
GRAO STA A BOX 2139
MAMARONECK N Y
CUM4 707 S 6TH
MOLINE ILL




AGR2 801 W NEVADA
ENFIELD ILL 62835
ENG2 206 E GREEN
GLENVIEW ILL 60025
LAS1 URH WESTON 127
JAMESTOWN N Y 14701
LAS2 URH SNYDER 244
NORMAL ILL 61761
ED 1 URH TRELEASE
PALATINE ILL 60067
LAS4 702 W WASHINGTON
BATAVIA ILL
FAA4 702 W WASHINGTON
EVANSVILLE 15 I ND
GRAD 304 W IOWA
URBANA IL
GRAD URH DANIELS 214
BROOKLYN N Y 11205
LAS4 1004 S 2ND
SPRINGFIELD ILL
COM3 URH OGLESBY 331
CHICAGO ILL
FAA3 1407 W PARK
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ED 3 1002 W NEVADA
NEWTON ILL 62448
FAA1 207 E JOHN
LOAMI ILL 62661
GRAD 9063 S VINE
CASEY ILL 62420
LAS4 501 S PRAIRIE
DWIGHT ILL
GRAO 305 COUNTRY FR
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 715 S ELM
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 305 COUNTRY FR
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG3 2026 N MATTIS
N AURORA ILL 60542
LA S3 URH TAFT 123
DEERFIELD ILL
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 517
PEKIN ILL 61554
ENG1 401 E JOHN
MCHENRY ILL 60050
LAS2 URH SNYDER 389
E CARONDELET ILL 62240
ENG4 URH CARR 208
CHICAGO ILL 60618
ED 1 URH BUSEY 305
WESTERN SPRS ILL 60558
LAS3 1101 W PENN
WESTRN SPRNGS ILL
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 1116
CHICAGO ILL 60645
VM 2 1205 PHILO RD
URBANA ILL 61801
AVI1 URH SCOTT 392
EAST MQLINE ILL 61244
ENG3 URH GARNER 410
GRANITE CITY ILL
LAW1 URH WESTON 330
WAUKEGAN ILL 60085
GRAD URH DANIELS 334
TERRE HAUTE I ND
ED 4 1107 S 3RD
LA GRANGE ILL 6052 5
LAS2 1107 S 3RD
LA GRANGE ILL 60525
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 626
ROCKFORO ILL 61102






LAS3 ILLINI TOWER 1213
ST CHARLES ILL 60174
ENG2 402 E DANIEL
ROCK ISLAND ILL 61201
GRAD 37 E GREEN
WILDER VT 05088
COM4 202 E DANIEL
MARION IN
LAS3 URH TOWNSEND 139
PEORIA ILL
GRAD 922 W CHURCH
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS4 URH SNYDER 388
DEERFIELD ILL 60015
EO 2 URH VANDOREN 308
ELMHURST ILL 60126
PE 1 URH ALLEN 415
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
FAA3 URH GARNER 494
AURORA ILL 60538
AGR2 409 E CHALMERS
DECATUR ILL 62522
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 605

































































STANKUS MAUREEN EVEL PE 3 910 S 3RD
8142 S RICHMOND CHICAGO ILL 60652

















LAS2 URH OGLESBY 1207
MT CARMEL ILL 62863
GRAD 2410 E MAIN
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG1 URH SCOTT 288
DECATUR ILL 62526
GRAD 2410 E MAIN
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS1 URH SCOTT 270
MT CARMEL ILL 62863
GRAD SCHIFF ESTATES
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAO URH SHERMAN 1156
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
STANONIS AUDREY JEAN LAS1 URH FLAGG 427
2035 BIRCH ST DES PLAINES ILL 6001B




STANS ELL JANE OLIVER GRAD 511 W SPRINGFIELD
4606 N PAULINA CHICAGO ILL
STANTON CATHERINE G LAS1 URH ALLEN 475
3642 POPLAR RD FLOSSMOOR ILL 60422
STANTON GEORGE LARUE ENG4 209 E HEALEY
2125 BRENTWOOD OR SPRINGFIELD ILL 62704
STANTON JOSEPH EOWAR ENG3 306 E GREGORY
542 MUHLENBERG AV WENONAH N J
STANTON RICHARD HEAT GRAD 406 E GREEN
1525 GEORGINA AVE SANTA MONICA CAL
STAPERT JOHN CHARLES GRAD 402 W OREGON
402 W OREGON URBANA ILL 61801
STAPLES JOHN WILLIAM GRAD 207 E CLARK
207 E CLARK 3 CHAMPAIGN ILL
STAPLETON MARY LOU LAS4 URH LAR 411
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62704
GRAO 1601 VALLEY RD
LEONARD TEX .
LAS1 URH BUSEY 154
CHICAGO ILL 60632
PE 4 211 E DANIEL
BERKELEY ILL











STARK MARILYNN DIANN LAS2 1404 S LINCOLN
MASON CITY ILL 62664
LAS4 604 E ARMORY
OTTAWA ILL 61350
ENG3 112 E DANIEL
BEL AIR MD









STARKEY JAMES ANDREW LAS1 910 S 3RD
236 KEYSTONE RIVER FOREST ILL 60305
STARKEY JOSEPH WILLI LAS4 904 W ILLINOIS
2417 GRAND AV
STARKMAN GARY LEE




LAS4 105 E ARMORY
CHICAGO ILL
ED 3 307 E JOHN
CHICAGO ILL 60626





715 N CHURCH ST
STARR GREGORY ALBERT LAS2 211 E
802 M BROADMOOR RO PEORIA ILL
DALLAS TEX 75208
ED 2 URH WARDALL 503
BROOKFIELD ILL 60513




















LAS1 1601 S ANDERSON
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 910 S 3RD
CHICAGO IL 60645
LAS3 URH OGLESBY 623
BOURBONNAIS ILL
ENG4 305 S NEIL
LINCOLNWOOD ILL 60645
ENG4 URH SCOTT 372
CHICAGO 39 ILL
GRAD 1905 E MICHIGAN
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 602 E STOUGHTON
BAYSIDE N Y
LAS3 904 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL 60617
STARR WILLIAM ERNEST FAA 2 URH FORBES 124












STAUBER LOUIS F JR
8080 LONG AV
EFFINGHAM J LL _ _624Ql_
GRAD 604 E ARMORY
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
STASEK WILLIAM ROBER ENG3 URH OGLESBY 604
18 W JACKSON ST VILLA PARK ILL
COM3 212 E DANIEL
BELLEVILLE ILL 62223
STASUKA1TIS KAREN AN LAS2 URH TRELEASE 1107
6641 S RICHMOND CHICAGO ILL 60629
STASULIS ALFRED WAYN AGR3 901 S 2ND
4547 S HERMITAGE CHICAGO ILL 60609
GRAD 1310 GRANDVIEW
TORONTO 19 CAN
FAA1 604 E ARMORY
CHICAGO ILL 60608
GRAD 1950 C ORCHARD ST
JOHNSTOWN PA 15904
STATON JOSEPH MICHAE ENGl URH GARNER 393
RR 1 BELKNAP ILL 62908
STATT MARY ELIZABETH GRAD URH LAR
389 RUGBY AV ROCHESTER N Y 14619
SIAUB JANE CARLISLE FAA3 URH BUSEY 337
WHEATON ILL 60187
ENGl URH FORBES 445
MORTON GROVE ILL 60053
STAUDfcR LOUIS FRANC I ENG2 URH SCOTT 252
NOKOMIS ILL 62075
GRAO 706 S 1ST
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAO 1011 S LOCUST
CHAMPAIGN ILL
STAUFEENBtRG STEPHEN FAA2 URH SNYDER 371




STAUOTt ROBERT G JR


































































6043 S SAWYER AV
STAYART GREGORY ALAN































1020 E LAKE SHORE
STEER STEVEN ALLEN
1020 E LAKE DR















































































GRAD 309 W SPRINGFIELD C 356-9432
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 508 E STOUGHTON C 352-5037
NICKERSON KANS
ED 1 URH OGLESBY 1226 U 356-7645
MONMOUTH ILL 61462
ENG4 609 E PARK C
CHICAGO ILL 60629
LAW2 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
CHICAGO ILL 60646
LAW1 800 W CHURCH C
SKOKIE ILL 60076
LAS3 207 E JOHN C 356-8502
PARK FOREST IL
ED 1 URH FLAGG 434 C
CHICAGO ILL 60643
GRAD URH SHERMAN 210 C 332-4645
LEAWOOD KANS
LAS1 211 E ARMORY C 356-5132
EVERGREEN PARK ILL 60642
GRAD URH DANIELS 414 U 332-2274
NORMAL ILL
GRAD 707 S 6TH C 344-1035
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 307 E HEALEY C 356-8053
KIRKVILLE N Y
GRAD 713 W WASHINGTON U 344-6510
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 1109 S ARBOR C 359-4628
BIRMINGHAM ALA
GRAO 19 DUNELLEN U 367-9537
URBANA ILL 61801
AGR3 URH EVANS 215 U 332-2709
HAVANA ILL
LAS2 URH SCOTT 366 C 332-1506
EFFINGHAM ILL 62401
FAA3 604 E ARMORY C 344-1266
ELGIN ILL 60120
ED 4 1005 S WRIGHT C 344-0571
SPRINGFIELD ILL
LAS1 URH FORBES 110 C 332-0928
SPRINGFIELO ILL 62707
C0M1 URH TOWNSEND 510 U 332-4247
BALBOA HTS C Z
COM4 WESTCHESTER ILL
WESTCHESTER ILL
LAS2 410 E JOHN C 344-8477
LINCOLN ILL 62656
GRAD 205 E GREEN C 359-4460
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAO 406 BRIAR LN C
WESTVILLE ILL 61883
LAS3 907 S 4TH C 344-3036
CHICAGO ILL
FAA1 URH BABCOCK 122 U 332-3739
EL PASO ILL 61738
LASl URH TAFT 18 C 332-0577
MARION ILL 62959
AGR3 508 S 4TH C 356-1522
CROPSEY ILL
LASl URH WESTON 204 C
MT PROSPECT ILL 60057
AGR2 URH SCOTT 256 C 332-1467
LINCOLN ILL 62656
LAS4 URH WARDALL 1022 U 332-4522
CHICAGO ILL 60641
ED 4 605 S BUSEY U 344-5694
MAGNOLIA ILL
LAS4 901 LINCOLN U 344-0385
OSHKOSH WIS 54901
ED 1 URH TRELEASE 830 U 332-5646
DOWNERS GROVE ILL 60515
LASl 106 E ARMORY C
GALESBURG ILL 61401
C0H1 URH FORBES 482 C
AURORA ILL 60505
LASl URH TOWNSEND 269 U 332-4096
PARIS ILL 61944
AGR3 URH TOWNSEND 259 U 332-4091
PARIS ILL
LASl URH LAR 331 U 332-2895
PARIS ILL 61944
LAW3 209 E CLARK C 352-2536
CHAMPAIGN ILL ^1820
GRAD 209 E CLARK C 352-2536
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ED 3 URH OGLESBY 321 U 332-5132
AURORA COLO 80010
LAS4 302 E ARMORY C 359-4244
PALATINE ILL
GRAD 307 E WHITE C 344-0128
OE KALB ILL 60115
LASl URH BABCOCK 206 U 322-3752
GLENCOE ILL 60022
LASl 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
SKOKIE ILL 60016
LAS2 907 S 4TH C 344-4138
LINCOLNWOOD ILL 60646
FAA2 409 E CHALMERS C
CHICAGO ILL 606J£ _
GRAD 1611 VALLEY RD C 359-2573
PHOENIX ARIZ 85014
LASl URH TRELEASE 931 U 332-5677
SKOKIE ILL 60077
LASl URH TRELEASE U 332-5652
SKOKIE ILL 60076
FAA1 URH LAR U 332-2911
CHICAGO ILL 60626
LAS3 URH OGLESBY 913 U 332-5296
SKOKIE ILL
LAS4 1005 CALIFORNIA U
NORMAL 2 ILL
AGR1 URH ALLEN 364 U 312-3358
AURORA ILL 60506
LAS4 303 E JC1HN C 344-1103
CHICAGO 45 ILL
LAS2 URH BUSEY 306 U 3 12-26T7
SKOKIE ILL 60077










429 S SUMMIT AV
STEINBACH PHYLLIS JE
1327 BROADWAY ST
STEINBACH SUSAN MAR I
9106 CONSTANCE
STEINBECK RICHARD PA












































2225 S 6TH ST
STEININGER ELLEN
618 M STATE ST
STEININGER JOHN A










423 S MELVIN ST
STEINHANN CHRISTI M








1215 E 15TH ST
STEJSKAL THOMAS ALAN








1315 S WENONAH AV




3321 S CUYLER AV
STEMHEDEL ROBERT JR
551 F H PARK AV
STEMUEOEL SANDRA LEE
















YMCA 5TH t 20TH ST
•STENMAN BERNICE V E
404 S BIRCH







LAS2 907 S 4TH
CHICAGO ILL 60645
ENG1 201 E JOHN
VILLA PARK ILL 60181
LAS2 URH LAR 409
QUINCY ILL 62301
LAS1 409 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO ILL 60617
GRAO 707 S 6TH
CHICAGO ILL
GRAD 1400 N MCKINLEY
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 313 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO IL
LAS3 303 E JOHN
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAS1 URH ALLEN 64
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAS3 706 W OHIO I
CHICAGO ILL 60637
ENG4 502 E WHITE I
CHICAGO ILL 60617
LAS1 910 S 3RD t
CHICAGO ILL 60625
GRAO 302 W HEALEY I
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS1 910 S 3RD •
CHICAGO ILL 60617
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 623 I
MOLINE ILL 61265
LAS1 URH TOWNSEND 528 I
FAIRFIELD ILL 62837
AGR3 207 E JOHN I
ONARGA ILL
COM3 102 E CHALMERS I
BLOOMING TON ILL
EO 1 URH ALLEN 408
CHICAGO ILL 60617
COM3 110 E ARMORY I
CHICAGO ILL
LAS2 URH ALLEN 298
CHICAGO ILL 60617_
GRAD 1117 W CHARLES '
CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAD 101 N BUSEY >
URBANA ILL 61801
COM4 URH LAR 281
OBLONG ILL
C0N1 401 E DANIEL
NT PULASKI ILL 62548
LAM3 1514 GRANDVIEW
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAW2 609 S RANDOLPH
SPRINGFIELD ILL
GRAD URH SHERMAN 512
GENEVA ILL
LAS4 111 S LINCOLN
NAPERVILLE ILL 60540
LA S3 604 E ARMORY
QUINCY ILL 62301
LAS2 206 E GREEN
QUINCY ILL 62301
LAS3 URH LAR 367
WOODSTOCK ILL
ENG3 112 E DANIEL
AURORA ILL
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 238
GIBSON CITY ILL 60936
AGR1 URH TRELEASE 730
PLANO ILL 60545
ENG4 URH TOWNSEND 284
NORTHBROOK ILL
LAS3 203 N HARVEY
GLEN ELLVN ILL 60137
LAS1 URH VANDOREN 108
HILLSBORO ILL 62049
ENG1 URH SCOTT 438
LOMBARD ILL 60148
LAS1 URH WESTON 344
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60004
FAA3 806 W GREEN
DOWNERS GROVE ILL
JNL4 108 E HEALEY
OAK PARK ILL
GRAD 607 W HEALEY
MILWAUKEE WIS
PE 3 URH SAUNOERS 15
BERWYN ILL 60402
GRAD 902 S LOCUST
LAS3 URH CARR 321
NORTHBROOK ILL




LAS2 URH pARTON 202
LIBERTYVILLE ILL 60048
GRAD 105 E GREEN
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 URH TAFT 10
WOODSTOCK ILL 60098
LAS1 907 S 4TH
CHICAGO ILL 60649
COM3 107 E JOHN
ROCK ISLAND ILL
AGR1 604 E ARMORY
EDWARDS ILL _ 61_528_
LAS1 201 E GREEN
DECATUR ILL 62521
AGR4 811 W MAIN
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 509 S 4TH
ROCK ISLAND ILL 61201


























































































2401 N MAIN ST
STEPHENS KIRK HAROLD
22 W 538 BALSAM DR



















731 N ROCKFORD _AV
_
EO 3 URH ALLtN 197
CHICAGO ILL 60620
GRAD 411 W CALIFORNIA
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 URH LAR 131
CHICAGO ILL
FAA4 208 E STOUGHTON
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LA S3 URH BLAISOELL 428
WESTCHESTER ILL




ENG3 112 E DANIEL
BATAVIA ILL
LAS4 910 S 3RD
DES PLAINES ILL
LAS2 601 E COLORADO '
URBANA ILL 61801
AGR4 508 E CHALMERS
JOLIET ILL








LA SI URH NOBLE 413
CHICAGO ILL 60613
LAS1 910 S 3RD
OLYMPIA FLDS ILL 60461
ENG2 1003 W ILLINOIS
SOUTH BOSTON VA 24592
ENG1 1009 W PENN
GLEN ELLYN ILL 60137
AGR2 910 S 5TH
SOUTH BOSTON VA 24592
LAS4 URH HAROALL 1112
AURORA ILL
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS
DES PLAINES ILL 60016
C0M1 URH BABCOCK 120
MARKHAM ILL 60426
COM4 101 E DANIEL
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS4 101 E DANIEL
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ED 2 URH TRELEASE 1001
LA GRANGE PARK ILL 60528
LAS2 URH LAR 378
CHICAGO ILL 60620
ENG4 1105 S 1ST
CHICAGO 26 ILL
















































666 UNION ST 3
STEVENS JAMES EOWARD
9116 W 120TH ST
STEVENS JOHN NEIL











LAS3 1104 W NEVADA
CHICAGO ILL
LAS4 URH WARDALL 114
CHICAGO 45 ILL
LAS1 URH SAUNOERS 218
STERLING ILL 61081
ED 1 409 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO ILL 60645
FAA2 URH TRELEASE 521
SKOKIE ILL 60076
ED 1 URH LAR
EVANSTON ILL 60202
LAS1 604 E ARMORY
NORTHBROOK ILL 60062




ED 4 1102 S LINCOLN
ST LOUIS MO 63124
LAS2 910 S 3RD
LINCOLNWOOO ILL 60645
ENG3 URH CARR 225
MCHENRY ILL
ENG2 URH TOWNSEND 584
SKOKIE ILL 60077
GRAO URH CARR 316
EAST PEORIA ILL 61611
COM3 URH TOWNSEND 213
E PEORIA ILL
ENG2 URH WESTON 389
NEPONSET ILL 61345
AGR4 1202 W NEVADA
MORTON ILL 61550
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS
MACOMB ILL 61455
EO 2 910 S 3R0
WINNETKA ILL 60093
GRAO 804 S FOLEY
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS1 URH EVANS 202
FAIRBURY ILL 61739
GRAD 804 S FOLEY
CHAMPAIGN IL
GRAO 1003 S 1ST
CLAYTON ILL
GRAD 401 S 6TH
SANTURCE P R
ENG3 801 W IOWA
PALOS PK ILL
AGR4 URH CARR 10
CHICAGO ILL
C0M1 1109 W MAIN
CHICAGO ILL 60646
LAS1 URH BUSEY 361
CHICAGO ILL 60635
GRAO 1602 W CHARLES
CHAMPAIGN ILL













































































STEVENSON JAMES M IV
WORCESTER ACRES
STEVENSON JAMES RICH







































STEWART RICHARD H JR
SHAGBARK DR
STEWART RICHARD TYLE
















4839 W 99TH ST
STGERMAINE MARY G






























ST I GL I AN I DANIEL J J
1010 W GREEN 514
STILES RANOALL JAY
RR 2
ST ILES WILLIAM J
314 PILGRIM AV
STILING MATTHEW L
333 EVANS ST B
STILL STEVEN MICHAEL
KR 4
LAS2 URH-*LAI SDELL 224
HOMEWOOD ILL 60430
ENG4 501 E DANIEL
ROCKFORD ILL
GRAD 708 W GREEN
URBANA ILL
GRAD 722 S FOLEY
SPRINGFIELD ILL
GRAD 804 S LOCUST
SUMNER IOWA 50674
GRAD URH SHERMAN 108
GLADSTONE ILL 61437
GRAD URH DANIELS 348
BALTIMORE MD
VM 3 605 S 3RD
WORCESTER PA
ENG3 URH SCOTT 370
BUNKER HL ILL
GRAO 211 W ELM
URBANA ILL 61801
ED 2 URH WARDALL 724
HOMEWOOO ILL 60430
GRAD 404 E STOUGHTON
SALEM ILL
LAS2 URH BLAI SDELL 15
QUINCY ILL 62301
LAS4 URH GARNER 278
FINOLAY ILL
LAS1 URH GARNER 100
KEWANEE ILL 61443
GRAO URH DANIELS 727 '
RENSSELAER N Y 12144
LAS4 URH SNYDER 150
CHICAGO ILL 60634
LAS1 1605 W CHURCH
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS4 310 E JOHN
ORLANDO FLA
GRAD 607 W HEALEY
TAMPA FLA 33610




LAS3 313 E ARMORY
LINCOLN ILL
LAH1 2317 S 1ST
GALESBURG ILL 61401
LAS2 URH WAROALL 721
BENTON ILL 62812
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS
AURORA ILL 60538
ED 1 URH LAR
EVANSTON ILL 60201




CQM1 URH SNYOER 342
MARSEILLES ILL 61341
ENG1 URH HOPKINS 344
EVANSTON ILL 60202
LAS3 112 E DANIEL
HOMEWOOD ILL 60430
LAS2 URH ALLEN 124
ELMWOOD PARK ILL 60635
ENG1 URH SNYDER 400
COULTERVILLE ILL 62237
GRAD URH SHERMAN 1360
P I TTSBURGH ^A
_ i 522
9
LAS3 1209 W CLARK
EVANSTON ILL




LAS1 ARLINGTON HTS ILL
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60004
GRAO 1708 CLOVER LN
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
AGR3 URH SAUNDERS 306
CLARENDON HLS ILL
ENG1 301 E ARMORY
OAK PARK ILL 60302
GRAD 31 E JOHN
CHAMPAIGN ILL








COM2 URH TOWNSEND 214
GLENVIEW ILL 60025
GRAO 1203 E UNIVERSITY
BAILEYS HARBOR Wl
ENG1 URH BABCOCK 203
THAWVILLE ILL 60968
AGR3 709 GREGORY PL
LONDON MILLS ILL
LAS1 907 S 3RD
MT PROSPECT ILL 60056
LAS3 URH CARR 12
ALTON ILL 62002
AGR4 203 E ARMORY
OUNOAS ILL 62425
GRAO 409 W ILLINOIS
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD URH DANIELS 514
URBANA ILL
ENG4 501 E DANIEL
MT CARROLL ILL
GRAD 702 W UNIVERSITY
WENTZVILLE MO 63385
ENG4 URH TOWNSENO 565
WILLIAMSVILLE N Y 14221
























































































12 E BLUFF ST
STINE OWEN JAY




URH TR Eh EASE 514
STINNETT CHARLES LEE
























1309 N 50TH ST
STITT JOHN HART1NG J
2118 E MINER
STITZEL STANTON FRAN
1976 N 19TH AVE
STJAMES ANTOINETTE L
11643 S JUSTINE








58 S PADINA RD
STLUKA THOMAS HAROLD
9020 N KEDVALE AV
STOCK CHARLES EDWARD





LAS1 910 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL 60617
GRAO 608 W DELAWARE
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 1833 ORCHARD PL







GRAD URH TAFT 126
CAVE CITY KY 42127
AGR1 809 W PENN
TALLULA ILL _ 62688
PE 2 302 E ARMORY
FAIRFAX VA
GRAD ELEC ENG BLOG
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 409 U NEVADA
FRIEOBERG GER
FAA2 URH TOWNSEND 160
DANVILLE ILL 61832
LAWl 107 W CALIFORNIA
DANVILLE ILL 61832
FAA2 1108 S 1ST
BREMEN INO 46506
LAS3 URH ALLEN 304
EDWAROSVILLE ILL









CALUMET CITY ILL 60409
LAS3 1009 E CALIFORNIA
MT CARHEL ILL 62836
FAA1 312 E DANIEL
MT CARMEL ILL 62863
ENG3 URH SCOTT 365
HOOPESTON ILL
LAS3 URH LAR 292
WESTCHESTER ILL
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 340
CHANNAHON ILL 60447
ENG1 311 E ARMORY
SPEER ILL 61*79
GRAO 404 E DANIEL
WEST CHESTER PA
GRAO 1313 HEDGE RD
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS1 1111 ARBOR
EAST ST LOUIS ILL 62204
LAS3 904 GREEN
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60004
PE 4 2305 S 1ST
MELROSE PARK ILL
LAS3 105 E DANIEL
CHICAGO ILL 60643




LAS4 503 E STOUGHTON
ELMHURST ILL 60126
GRAO 911 S LOCUST
TORONTO 5 ONT CAN
LAS2 904 W GREEN
SKOKIE ILL 60077
ENG1 URH SNYDER 362
WOODSTOCK ILL 60098
AGR1 URH SCOTT 420
FARINA ILL 62838
FAA1 1004 S 4TH
PITTSBURGH PA 15237





























































LAS4 ROCK ISLAND ILL
ROCK ISLAND ILL 61201
LAS2 URH LAR 486
LA GRANGE PK ILL 60528






LAS4 30B E OREGON
URBANA ILL 61801
C0M1 URH HOPKINS 267
WATSEKA ILL 60970
ENG1 URH GARNER 415
KEWANEE ILL 61443











HIGHLAND PARK ILL 60035
ENG3 URH GARNER 391
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAO
GRAD 2065 C ORCHARD ST
LA GRANGE PARK ILL 60625
GRAD 2065 C ORCHARD ST
LA GRANGE PARK ILL 60525
FAA1 311 E ARMORY
NORMAL ILL 61761
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 506
KIRKWOOD MO



























































































RR 2 BOX 60
STOFFEL H RONALD




BUX 113 RR 2
STOKER DOUGLAS F





































RR 1 BOX 187



























5131 N 10TH ST























8523 N KEELER AV
STONE MARC JAY
2540 W SUMMER DALE
STONE PAUL FRED
2929 N PINE GR
STONE PAUL LEE















FAA2 1207 W NEVADA U 344-1459
BARRINGTON ILL 60601
COM2 URH TOWNSEND 582 U 332-4301
BELLEVILLE ILL 62223
COM3 206 E GREEN C 356-4014
HARVEY ILL
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 923 U 332-3514
HAMPSHIRE ILL 60140
FAA4 1110 S 2ND C 352-4222
GIBSON CITY ILL
LAS2 URH FORBES 362 C 332-1057
RUCKFORD ILL 61108
GRAD 1707 PRINCETON C
CHAMPAIGN ILL
ENG4 URH HOPKINS 352 C 332-1292
BKOWNSTOWN ILL
GRAD 1412 BRIARCLIFF U 365-2732
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG1 508 E SPRINGFIELD C
DECATUR ILL 62521
ti) 4 508 E CHALMERS C 344-1170
CHICAGO 52 ILL
ED 2 URH ALLEN 407 U 332-3224
WAUKEGAN ILL 60089
GRAD 1207 W UNIVERSITY U 367-7577
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS1 URH GARNER 363 C 332-08 17
WAUKEGAN ILL 60085
GRAD 301 COUNTRY FR C
KENILWORTH N J
AGR1 URH SNYDER 358 C 332-1779
CHESTNUT ILL 62518
LAS3 510 E STOUGHTON C 356-2873
LINCOLN ILL
LAS1 URH NOBLE 121 C 332-0377
CHESTNUT ILL 62518
GRAD 301 COUNTRY FR C 332-4745
CHMAPAIGN ILL 61820
VM 3 1 BEL AIRE CT C 352-2525
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 904 S LINCOLN U 334-1391
OUINCY ILL 62301
GRAD URH FORBES 330 C 332-1038
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS1 URH SAUNDERS 209 U
EVANSTON ILL 60202
ENG1 1111 S 2ND C 352-4858
EUREKA ILL 61530
LAW2 1014 S OAK C 352-4654
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS4 505 E HEALEY C 356-3314
GRIOLEY ILL
AGR1 1111 S 2ND C 352-4858
EL PASO ILL 61738
GRAO URH DANIELS 210 U 332-2165
BROOKLYN N Y 11224
AGR4 1212 JOANNE LN C 352-7235
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS1 52 E ARMORY C
SK0K1E ILL 60076
LASl 505 E HEALEY C
GRIOLEY ILL 61744
AGR2 1111 S 2ND C 352-4858
EUREKA ILL 61530
LASl 1105 S 1ST C 356-7570
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAS2 URH HOPKINS 411 C 332-1333
JUY ILL
GRAO GIBSON CITY ILL
GIBSON CITY ILL
PE 4 URH LAR 281 U 332-2987
CHICAGO 16 ILL
LASl URH SAUNDERS 108 U 332-3590
MT ZION ILL 62549
ENG1 1010 S 2ND C
PHILA PA 19141




ENG4 URH TOWNSEND 520 U 332-4257
WAUKEGAN ILL
LASl 910 S 3RD C
EVANSTON ILL 60202
LASl 806 W MAIN U 367-9940
MORTON GROVE ILL 60053
GRAO 1605 VALLEY RO C 359-2984
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
COM2 902 S 2ND C 332-3406
SK0K1E ILL 60076
GRAD VILLA GROVE ILL
HARVE"Y ILL 60426
GRAO 407 E STOUGHTON C 359-1171
BONITA CAL 92002
LAS2 311 E GREEN C 344-9445
PAXTON ILL 60957
LASl URH F0R8ES 266 C 332-0990
DES PLAINES ILL 60016
LASl 1105 S 1ST C
SKOKIE ILL 60076
ENG1 904 W GREEN U
CHICAGO ILL 60625
COM3 910 S 3R0 C 344-5QO0
CHICAGO ILL
LAW1 1410 N MCKINLEY C 352-7356
SULLIVAN ILL 61951
LASl URH SCOTT 338 U
ELMHURST IL
PE 4 27 MAPLEWOOD U 367-3913
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAO 1203 W MAIN U 365-1120
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD URH SHERMAN 854 C 332-4927
CHICAGO ILL 60621
LAS4 LRH TOWNSEND 482 U 332-0824
DU«INERS GROVE ILL
PE 2 805 W OHIO U 344-4784
WARRENSBURG ILL 62513

















4928 W 29TH ST
STURCH STEPHEN D






2113 S BOUDREAU DR

















STOUT JUL IE KAY
1235 JUOY AV













40 W SUNRISE OR
STOVALL THOMAS STUAR
40 W SUNRISE OR
•STOWE DAVID WILLIAM


















3921 S OAK PARK
STRAKA RICHARD MICHA
























103 N BENTON ST
•STRATIGAKIS MCK P



















ENG1 URH SCOTT 258
E PEORIA ILL 61611
LASl URH FLAGG 426
PRINCETON ILL 61356
LAS2 508 F ARMCRY
PEORIA ILL 61604
LASl URH TRELEASE 924
CHICAGO ILL 60638
LAS3 910 S 3RD
CICERO ILL 60650
GRAD URH SHERMAN 657
LINDENHURST N Y 11757
CUM1 URH TAFT 408
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG4 2113 S BOUDREAU
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 2113 S BOUDREAU
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 1808 B ORCHARD PL
HULETT WY
LAS4 401 E GREEN
DEKALB ILL
LASl URH NOBLE 113
PARK RIOGE ILL 60068
GRAD 105 E GREEN
CHICAGO ILL
LAS4 1010 W CLARK
CHAMPAIGN ILL
ENG1 URH GARNER 213
ROCHELLE ILL 61068
C0M1 URH TAFT 110
CARLINVILLE ILL 62626
FAA2 604 S 3RD
LK ZURICH ILL
ENG1 1004 S 2ND
DE KALB ILL 60115
FAA2 URH WARDALL 922
BRIDGEPORT ILL 62417
VM 1 408 W SPRINGFIELD
OLNEY ILL 62450
LASl URH BARTON 324
CHATHAM ILL 62629
ED 4 1207 W NEVADA
CHATHAM IL 6262 9
VM 1 URH BABCOCK 3
SPRINGFIELD ILL
GRAD 103 E CHURCH
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG2 505 E GREEN
FAIRFIELD ILL 62837
LAS4 URH TOWNSEND 569
EVANSVILLE I NO




LAS2 106 E ARMORY
ROCHESTER N Y 14618
FAA4 SYCAMORE ILL
SYCAMORE ILL
AGR1 702 W WASHINGTON
HINDSBORO ILL 61930
AVI2 URH WESTON 218
BARRINGTON ILL 60010
GRAD URH SHERMAN
E SYRACUSE N Y 13057
LAS2 URH FORBES 373
CHICAGO IL 60617
LAS4 URH GARNER 108
CHICAGO ILL 60625
ENG1 URH SCOTT 388
EVANSTON ILL 60201
ENG4 910 S 3RD
STICKNEY ILL




LASl 1105 S 1ST
LINCOLNWOOD ILL 60646
LASl URH LAR 236
SKOKIE ILL 60076
ENG1 URH SCOTT 444
LOCKPORT ILL 60441
LAS2 1202 W NEVADA
CHICAGO ILL 60631
ED 1 URH ALLEN 264
WAUKEGAN ILL 60085
ENG2 206 S GREGORY
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62704
LASl URH TAFT 221
CHICAGO ILL 60614
FAA1 604 E ARMORY
FLUSHING N Y 11367
GRAD URH DANIELS 435
MIAMI FLA
GRAD 606 W OHIO
COVINGTON KY
LAS3 810 W OREGON
NE» ATHENS ILL
ENG3 604 -S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL 60644
ED 2 URH LAR 118
MUNTICELLU ILL 61856
LAS2 1005 S WRIGHT
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60005
LAS2 URH GGLtSBY 823
WOOD RIVER ILL 62095
GrtAD 502 M MAIN
VALPARAISO IND 46383
EU 1 URH WAROALL 817
KANSAS CI TY MO 64131

































































501 W ST CHARLES
STRNAD BRUCE CLAYTON
1010 W GREEN 321
STROBL CECILIA ALICE
















516 S PROSPECT AV
STROM WARREN ELOF






































EO 4 1113 S 2ND
RUCKFORD ILL
LAS3 807 W MAIN
JOLIET ILL
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS
LINCOLNWOOD ILL
LAS4 910 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL 60626
LAS4 106 N GREGORY
CHICAGO ILL
LAS3 URH WARDALL 705
CHICAGO ILL
COM3 URH OGLESBY 809
OREGON ILL 61061
LAS1 URH TOWNSEND 579
DOWNERS GROVE ILL 60515
FAA1 URH NOBLE 409
DANVILLE ILL 61832
GRAD 403 W NEVADA
ABBOTSFORD WIS 54405
LAS1 301 E ARMORY
CHICAGO ILL 60617
ENG3 411 E GREEN
SKOKIE IL 60076
LAS3 1007 N DIVISION
HIGHLAND PK ILL
LAW2 207 COUNTRY FR
EVANSTON ILL
LAS1 URH LAR 488
BRADFORD ILL 61421
ENG2 6 SAFFER CT
PRINCEVILLE ILL 61559
ENG1 URH SNYDER 406
PRINCEVILLE ILL 61559




LAS3 1004 S 4TH
LASALLE ILL 61301
GRAD 603 W GREEN
EARLVILLE ILL 60518
COM3 URH FORBES 245
CHICAGO ILL
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 388
SPRING GROVE ILL 60081
C0M1 313 E CHALMERS
SPRING GROVE ILL 60081
GRAD 1002 W WILLIAM
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 107 E CHALMERS
GRAND RAPIDS MICH 49508
GRAD 419 W MAIN
JACKSONVILLE FLA 32210
AGR2 URH FORBES 386
NAPERVILLE ILL 60540




GRAD 808 S LINCOLN
ELMHURST ILL 60126
GRAD URH DANIELS 321
URBANA ILL
LAS3 URH BLAISDELL 128
WESTMONT ILL
AGR3 URH WESTON 350
MARIETTA ILL




LAS2 210 E JOHN
GENESEO ILL 61254
LAS2 405 E JOHN
GENESEO ILL 61254
ENG1 URH OGLESBY 1002
DES PLAINES ILL 60016
COM2 1111 S 1ST
PARK RIDGE ILL 60068
JNL3 302 E ARMORY
PARK RIDGE ILL
LAW2 719 ELM
MAPLE PARK ILL 60151
GRAD 707 S 6TH
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 617 W SPRINGFIELD
BUFFALO N Y 14216
ENG4 103 S 3RD
HOME WOOD ILL
ED 2 URH LAR 423
HOMEWOOD ILL 60430
GRAD 617 W SPRINGFIELD
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS4 501 W CALIFORNIA
HUME WOOD ILL
ENG1 URH SNYDER 419
ROCKFORO ILL 61109
LAS1 1004 S 4TH
CHICAGO ILL 60608
LAW3 804 S LOCUST
RUSHVILLE IL
GRAO MT PLEASANT TEX
MT PLEASANT TEX 75455
LAS2 URH SCOTT 473
LA SALLE ILL
GRAO 308 S 4TH
CORPUS CHRI STE TEX
LAS3 URH SAUNDERS 315
LAGRANGE PK ILL
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 1112
DEKALB ILL 60115
LAS1 URH SNYOER 489
ELMWOOD PARK ILL 60635
GRAD URH DANIELS 248
BALTIMORE MD
































































STRUTIN MICHELE SHE I
363 WESTGATE
STUARK BARBARA IRENE
824 N PAULINA ST
STUART MARY SUSAN
411 N SCOVILLE AV
STUBBINS CLAYTON ALL





STUCK EMEYER RAY A
BOX 133







RR 1 BOX 555
STUEBE JOHN WALTER

































RR 3 BOX 227X
STURM SYLVIA JEAN



































SUCHAN RICHARD AN TUN
4611 S ARTHUR AV
SUCHERMAN EDWARO S















LAS2 URH GARNER 293
BLOOMINGDALE ILL 60108




GRAO 2020 N MATT1S
MULINE ILL 61265
GRAD ail S MATTIS
LINCOLNWOOD ILL
LAS1 URH VANDOREN 309
PARK FOREST ILL 60466
LAS4 902 S 2ND
PARK FOREST ILL
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO ILL 60622
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS





GRAD 909 W ILLINO
PITTSBURGH PA
COM2 603 S BUSEY
BURLINGTON ILL
ENG4 URH HOPKINS 322
ROCK ISLAND ILL
LAS3 910 S 3RD
DOWNERS GROVE ILL 60515
JNL3 410 E JOHN
CHICAGO IL
LAS2 URH LUNDGREN 104
DUNDEE ILL
LAS1 URH CARR 420
HOOPESTON ILL
GRAD 605 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL 60613
AGR3 URH WARDALL 809
PEORIA ILL
GRAD 1601 N MCKINLEY
CHAMPAIGN ILL
AGR1 URH HOPKINS 413
BELLEVILLE ILL 62221
ENG2 102 E CHALMERS
WATERLOO ILL 62298
LAS1 URH NOBLE 410
WATERLOO ILL 62296
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS
PROSPECT HTS ILL 60070
LAS4 URH LAR 166
WAUKEGAN ILL
LAS1 URH OGLESBY 1127
EOINBURG ILL
ENG3 61 E JOHN
FREDERICK MD
JNL4 1207 W CLARK
LA SALLE ILL
LAS3 1010 S 2ND
PETERSBURG ILL






GRAD 503 W GREEN
BELIVDERE ILL
EO 1 URH LAR 333
BARRINGTON ILL
ENG3 801 W NEVADA
CROSSVILLE ILL
AGR1 801 W NEVADA
CROSSVILLE ILL
COM3 URH BABCOCK 421 U
WESTRN SPRNGS ILL
FAA3 URH BUSEY 341 U
ALEDO ILL
LAS3 URH ALLEN 205 U
NEW ATHENS ILL
GRAO URH SHERMAN 662 C
JOLIET ILL 60435
GRAO 1101 W STOUGHTON U
LOUISVILLE 14 KY
JNL4 URH WARDALL 1120
CHICAGO 39 ILL
GRAD URH DANIELS 188 U
LEWISTON N Y 14092
ENG4 1106 S EUCLIO C
CHICAGO ILL 60644
GRAD DAVENPORT HALL 309 U
KAKINADA 2 AP I NO
LAS6 DAVtNPORT HALL 309 U
KAKINADA-2 INDIA
LAS1 URH OGLESBY 1218 U
QU1NCY ILL 62301
LAS1 URH OGLESBY 1024 U
EVANSTON ILL 60201
GRAO 408 E STOUGHTON C
PHILA PA 19135
ENG2 409 E CHALMERS C
GRAYSLAKE ILL 60030
LAS4 1102 S LIKCCLN U
GRAYSLAKE ILL
AGR1 313 E ARMORY C
BROOKHLLO ILL 60513
LAS2 URH SNYOER 267 C
SKOKIE ILL 60077
GRAO 909 W OREGON U
CHICAGO ILL
LAS1 URH TRELEASf 204 U
CHICAGO ILL 60631
LAS! URH WESTON 112 C
CHICAGO ILL 60641
ENG2 URH HOPKINS 232 C
SOUTH RIVER N J 08882
LAS3 910 S 3RD C
PRENTICE ILL





























































2500 GREEN BAY RD
SUELTMAN IERRY ENDfcR




















933 S GREENWOOD RD
SUKACH JOHN THOMAS

















SULK IN RONNA DIANNE




729 S 4TH ST
SULLIVAN CHESTER S
S ST JOSEPH CT
SULLIVAN EDWARD E JR
506 S GREGORY PL
SULLIVAN GAIL ANN
211 LORRAINE RO



























933 WOO OL AWN RD
SULLIVAN STEPHEN




































1810 S VINE ST
ENG2 URH SCOTT 308 C 332-1503
EVANSTON ILL 60201
LAS4 602 E STOUGHTON C 359-4466
FREEPORT ILL 61032
ENG1 URH OGLESBY 630 U 332-5231
WILMETTE ILL 60091
LAS2 URH TOWNSEND 319 U 332-4128
CHICAGO ILL 60625
ED 2 URH VANOOREN 326 C 3 32-0535
EVANSTON ILL 60202
LAS4 503 E JOHN C 344-1964
PARK FOREST ILL
ENG4 URH SCOTT 463 C 332-1613
CHICAGO ILL 60625
GRAD CRYSTAL LAKE ILL
CRYSTAL LAKE ILL 60014
ENG2 408 E GREEN C
EDWARDSVILLE ILL 62025
GRAD 309 E GREEN C 367-666 1
BEIRUT LEBANON
AGR1 URH ALLEN 19 U
PLATO CENTER ILL
LAS2 303 E CHALMERS C 359-4809
WHEATON ILL 60187
FAA1 URH SCOTT 296 C 332-1499
DES PLAINES ILL 60016
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 911 U 356-0521
CHICAGO ILL 60626
ENG2 1904 MELANIE LN C 356-9185
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 107 E JOHN C
VILLA PARK ILL
LAS2 102 E CHALMERS C 359-3232
EVANSTON ILL 60202






LAS1 URH WARDALL 626 U 332-4429
VILLA PARK ILL 60181
LAS4 409 E CHALMERS C 359-4104
HIGHLAND PK ILL
ED 1 URH EVANS 233 U 332-2722
CHICAGO ILL 60626
LAS4 403 BRIAR LN C 359-4905
MATSEKA ILL
ENG2 URH WESTON 461 C 332-2095
PEORIA HTS ILL 61614
GRAD 506 S GREGORY PL U 344-3759
URBANA ILL 61B01
LAS3 1202 W NEVADA U 344-1173
GLEN ELLYN ILL
GRAD 1 SUTTON PL U 367-9472
URBANA ILL 61601
GRAD 214 W WASHINGTON C
BUFFALO N Y 14221
LAS3 URH SAUNDERS 415 U 332-3688
PRINCETON ILL 61356
LAS1 URH TAFT 423 C 332-0670
WOODSTOCK ILL 60098
AGR2 409 E CHALNERS C
ROLLNG MEADOWS ILL 60008
PE 2 805 W OHIO U 344-1667
MONMOUTH ILL 61462
LAS3 URH TRELEASE 1204 U 332-5741
RANTOUL ILL 61866
ENG2 905 W GREEN U
AURORA ILL 60505
LAS4 AURORA ILL 344-3447
AURORA ILL
GRAD CLINTON ILL
CLINTON ILL . 61727
LAS1 URH FLAGG 425 C 332-0341
CHENOA ILL _ _ 61726_
LAS2 URH WARDALL 611 U 332-4355
GLEN ROCK N J
LAS4 URH SAUNDERS 14 U 332-3582
WOODSTOCK ILL
ENG3 205 E ARMORY C 356-1848
GLENVIEW ILL
LAS4 111 E CHALMERS C 356-9198
OAK PARK ILL
FAA4 1007 S 3RD C 356-9894
LA GRANGE ILL
GRAO 1507 KIRBY C 352-1356
MIAMI FLA 33158
GRAD 406 E GREEN U 367-5100
STREATOR ILL
GRAD 1507 KIRBY C 352-1356
MIAMI FLA
ED 1 URH TRELEASE 925 U 332-5671
SKOKIE ILL 60076
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 107 U 332-5064
PARK FOREST ILL 60466
LAS3 910 S 3RD C
TAYLORVILLE ILL 62568
LAS1 URH WESTON 128 C
EVANSTON ILL 60202
COM3 301 £ ARMORY C 356-7606
TAYLORVILLE ILL
ENG4 URH TOWNSENO 378 U 332-4169
PARK RIDGE ILL
LAS1 102 W FLORIDA U 367-6503
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 1418 N MCKINLEY C 359-3235
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAW3 812 W MAIN U 367-5223
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 709 W CHURCH C 352-1823
TORONTO 17 ONT CAN
GRAD URH SHERMAN 1246 C 332-5007
CHICAGO ILL 60646




LAS3 1504 W PENN . U 344-6036
URBANA ILL

































































1823 S HARLEM AV
SUSIE BOBBIE JEAN
119 ST CLAIR DR
SUSINA LAWRENCE MILA
717 W MAIN ST
SUSKIN KENNETH EDWAR
1645 E 50TH ST
SUSLER BEVERLY ANN






3800 N LK SHORE DR
SUTCLIFFE LINDA BETH




106 E HITT ST
SUTF1N WILLIAM SCOTT




5710 S TALMAN AV







111 N HICKORY DR
SUTIS ROBERT WILLIAM
1014 N 18TH AV
SUTKER ALLAN NATHAN














147 N BROOKSIOE AV
SUTTER ROBERT JOHN
RR 2
GRAD URH SCOTT 230 C 332-L453
ATHENS OHIO 45701
VM 4 708 W NEVADA U 344-5437
WAVERLY ILL
ENG2 505 E GREEN C 344-3512
CASEYVILLE ILL 62232
GRAO 800 S MATTIS C 352-8901
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG3 313 E ARMORY C 356-3920
8L00MINGT0N ILL
GRAD 2006 S VINE U 367-1750
URBANA ILL 61801
FAA2 URH HOPKINS 445 C 332-1360
CHATHAM ILL 62629




ED 4 800 W CHURCH C 352-2644
N LITTLE ROCK ARK 72117
LAS1 602 BURKWOOD CT U 367-6470
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG3 311 E ARMORY C 352-4453
WESTCHESTER ILL
GRAD 907 BROADMOOR C 356-5293
OREGON CITY ORE
GRAD 502 FAIRLAWN U 367-9961
SPRINGVILLE UTAH 84663
GRAD 806 W GREEN U 367-1933
TAINAN TAIWAN
ENG4 1211 W CLARK U
CHICAGO ILL 60637
LASl URH TAFT 309 C 332-0638
ELGIN ILL 60120
FAA2 910 S 3RD • C 332-0903
DOWNERS GR ILL 60515
GRAD URH DANIELS 106 U 3 32-2133
WASHINGTON D C
LAS2 URH FORBES 416 C 332-1096
PEORIA ILL 61614
FAA3 508 E CHALMERS U 344-0683
MOLINE ILL
COM2 1101 W PENN U 344-9469
PARIS ILL 61944
ENG2 URH TOWNSEND 519 U 332-4256
ROSCOE ILL 61073
LAW2 1101 S MATTIS C 359-4849
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
AGR3 1203 W MAIN U 344-1266
BROOKFIELD ILL




LAS3 604 E ARMORY C
CHICAGO ILL 60623
COM3 1772 VALLEY RD C 332-1669
SKOKIE ILL
FAA1 URH ALLEN 242 U 332-31T2
TUSCOLA ILL 61953
LAW2 1106 S EUCLID C 359-4249
CARLINVILLE ILL 62626
AGR4 608 S STATE C 332-3713
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
AGR1 URH TRELEASE 907 U 332-5654
BERWYN ILL 60402
LAS2 URH VANDOREN 105 C 332-0474
MARQUETTE HTS ILL 61554
C0M1 URH SNYDER 364 C 332-1785
GENOA ILL 60135
LAW2 502 W MICHIGAN U 359-3962
CHICAGO ILL 60615
LAW2 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
DECATUR ILL 62521
LASl URH BLAISDELL 213 U 332-3489
DECATUR ILL 62522
LAS4 109 E JOHN C
CHICAGO IL 60625
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 109 U
CHICAGO ILL 60613
LASl URH TRELEASE 911 U 332-5658
CHICAGO ILL 60617
LAS2 URH BABCOCK 123 U 332-3740
CINCINNATI OHIO 45209
ENG2 URH OGLESBY 1005 U 332-5327
MT MORRIS ILLILL 61054
ENG4 URH OGLESBY 928 U 332-5319
DUNDEE JUL
GRAD 207 W VINE C 333-2901
COLLEGE PARK MD 20742
ENG1 URH FORBES 386 C 332-1074
CHICAGO ILL 60629
C0M1 URH SCOTT 394 C 332-1567
ROCK ISLAND ILL 61201
LAS3 URH LUNDGREN 315 C 332-0269
CHICAGO HTS ILL
GRAD URH DANIELS 117 U
LACHINE QUE CAN
LAS4 311 E GREEN C 344-3803
L1NDENHURST ILL
LAS2 501 E DANIEL C 344-1510
MELROSE PARK ILL 60160
LASl 1105 S 1ST C 356-7570
CHICAGO ILL 60629
LAS2 1105 S 1ST C 356-7570
CHICAGO ILL 60629
GRAD URH SHERMAN 162 C
BIRMINGHAM MICH 48010
LAS2 URH BARTON 125 C 332-0125
CHICAGO ILL 60629
ENG2 URH TOWNSEND 267 U 332-4094
FAIRBURY ILL 61739
AGR4 601 S 4TH C 356-2629
FARMER CITY ILL
LASl URH SAUNDERS 406 U
CHICAGO ILL 60632
GRAD URH DANIELS 173 U 332-2432
ROOSEVELT N Y 11575




SUTTLE BRUCE BOEHMER GRAD 505 S RACE
505 S RACE URBANA ILL 6
SUTTLE MARCIA KAY LAS1 FISHER ILL
FISHER ILL 6
SUTTUN FREOERICK RAY LAS4 311 E GREEN
913 BENTON ST ELDORADO ILL
SUTTON JOEL BRETT LAS2 1914 HARDING
1914 HARDING URBANA ILL 6
SUTTON KENNETH CHARL ENG1 URH CARR 309
2601 BORDEAUX ROCKFORD ILL 6
SUTTUN LEE ANDER GRAD 207 E HEALEY
32 W 19TH ST CHICAGO HTS ILL 4
SOTTON MELINDA LEIGH LAS3 802 M OREGON
1842 78TH CT ELMWOOD PARK ILL
SUTTON REID EDWARD 1 LAS3 505 E GREEN
286 OAKLEY E ALTON ILL
SUTTON RICHARD HYRUM GRAD 1913 CRESCENT
1913 CRESCENT
SUTTON ROBERT ALAN
3308 33RD AV CT
SUTTON RONALD LEE
RR 1 BOX 97
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG3 URH OGLESBY 305
ROCK ISLAND ILL

























LAS4 1103 W MAIN
CHICAGO 40 ILL
SUZUKI WARREN NOBORU GRAD 1107 W GREEN
144 BATES ST HONOLULU 17 H I
SVANOE RICHARD F GRAD 901 W CALIFORNIA
_80 ISLAND BAY LN SPRINGFIELD, ILL 62707
SVARAS JONAS VYTAUTA AGR3 604 E ARMORY
4527 S SACRAMENTO CHICAGO ILL 60632
SVARAS MARIJA BIRUTE AGR3 409 E CHALMERS
4527 S SACRAMENTO CHICAGO ILL 60632
LAS4 URH TAFT 216
BERWYN IL
ED 1 URH LAR 201
STREATOR ILL 61364
FAA3 URH SAUNOERS 302
OREGON ILL

















LAS3 10 LEMON TREE
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 1206 W STOUGHTDN
METROPOLIS ILL
SWAIN CHARLES EUGENE GRAD 1807 BROAOMOOR






LAS1 URH BARTON 12
MACOMB ILL 61455
LAS2 URH ALLEN 15
DES PLAINES ILL 60018
SWAIN ROSS CHADBOURN FAA4 1088 W ILLINOIS
SPRINGFIELD ILL
ENG3 408 E GREEN
WINNEBAGO ILL 61088
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 1221
DIXON ILL 61021
ENG1 URH TOWNSEND 540
LOMBARD ILL 60148
LAS2 URH HARDALL 1116
CHICAGO ILL 60630
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 125
GRANITE CITY ILL 62040
GRAD 202 E GREGORY
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 1414 N MCKINLEY
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820















SWANGREN PAMELA ROSE LAS1 601 E BUSEY
BOX 240 J RR 3 ROSELLE ILL
SWANLUND SHARON LQUI ED 3 611 E DANIEL
3006 BURRMONT RD ROCKFORD ILL 61107
SWANStN RICHARD MCEW COM4 URH OGLESBY 710
731 E WOODLAWN RD LAKE FOREST ILL
JNL4 1004 S 2ND
ELGIN ILL
LAW2 617 W SPRINGFIELD
ROCKFORD ILL 61108
SWANSON BARBARA LYNN AGR4 URH ALLEN 325
RR 1 BOX 215 BELVIDERE ILL 61008
SWANSON BARTON MARSH ENG1 URH SNYDER 390
3811 TENNESSEE DR ROCKFORD ILL 61108
SWANSON CURTIS JAMES GRAD 505 W WASHINGTON
5255 N ST LOUIS CHICAGO ILL
SWANSON DAVID ARNOLD LAS2 URH FORBES 113
3974 N RIVER RD PORT HURON MICH 48060
SWANSON DAVID HERBER ENG1 401 E GREEN







SWANSON DONALD E JR
42 CARRIAGE PL
SKOKIE ILL 60076
FAA3 604 E ARMORY
JOLIET ILL 60433
COM4 42 CARRIAGE PL
.
URBANA ILL 61801
SWANSON ELIZABETH JE GRAD 311 E JOHN
ABINGTON PA
GRAD 1418 N MCKINLEY
CHICAGO 41 ILL
LAS3 URH OGLESBY 316
LYNN CENTER ILL
SWANSON JAMES, STANFO GRAD 1826 C ORCHARD PL
223 ASHLEY ST BELLINGHAM WASH 98225



















'FAA2 207 E JOHN
TOLONO ILL
LAS4 904 W GREEN
CHICAGO ILL
ED 4 1203 W MAIN
ROCKFORD ILL
COM3 URH OGLESBY 1018
LOMBARD ILL
SWANSON JOAN MARGARE LAS3 URH CLARK 406
15227 LINCOLN AV HARVEY ILL
SWANSUN JOHN LAWRENC ENG2 URH SCOTT 316

















































4130 N MEADE AV
SWANSON MARCIA H
3211 PARK 16TH ST
SWANSON PAUL ARTHUR
1601 N 16TH AV
SWANSON RAYMOND F














1512 E HENDRYX LN
SWANSON SUZANNE MAR I
1001 ROBINHOOD LN










PKHL MBL ESTS 287
SWARINGEN ROY A JR
2252 SHERWOOO^DR
SWARTLEY LOREN CHARL































603 S MAIN ST








































PE 4 705 W HIGH U
PRINCETON ILL
LAS3 URH WARDALL 1106 U
CHICAGO ILL 60652
GRAD 306 E GREEN C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 URH ALLEN 23 U
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60005
LAS1 URH FORBES 394 C
CHICAGO ILL 60634
LAS3 42 CARRIAGE PL U
MOLINE ILL 61265
LAS2 URH SNYDER 292 C
MELROSE PARK ILL
COM3 401 E JOHN C
LAGRANGE PK ILL
GRAD 112 E CHALMERS C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS4 URH OGLESBY 808 U
LYNN CENTER ILL
GRAO 416 FAIRLAWN U
URBANA ILL
LAS4 705 W HIGH U
RICHMOND ILL
ED 2 715 W MICHIGAN U
MOLINE ILL 61265
GRAD 505 W WASHINGTON U
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 508 E CHALMERS C
PEORIA ILL
FAA1 URH BARTON 314 C
LA GRANGE PARK ILL 60525
LAS4 901 S LINCOLN U
PEORIA ILL
LAS1 URH NOBLE 31 C
LA GRANGE ILL 60525
COM2 1116 W NEVADA U
KINGSTON ILL 60145
IAS2 URH BLAISDELL 302 U
BELLEVILLE ILL




GRAD 606 W OHIO U
WINSTON SALEM N C
AGR3 409 E CHALMERS C
STERLING ILL 61081
AVI1 URH SNYDER 438 C
MORTON GROVE ILL 60053
LAS4 URH GARNER 278 C
HIGHLAND PARK ILL
LAS2 URH ALLEN 485 U
EMINGTON ILL 60934
GRAD 1101 S MATTIS C
WILMETTE ILL
GRAD 508 STOUGHTON C
LAGRANGE PK ILL
ENG4 502 W MAIN U
MELVIN ILL
ENG1 604 E ARMORY C
MELVIN ILL 60952
AGR4 1116 BROADMOOR C
ROCKFORD ILL
FAA4 1116 BROADMOOR C
ROCKFORD ILL
LAW3 503 N MCCULLOUGH U
URBANA ILL
LAS2 904 W GREEN U
DUNLAP ILL 61525
GRAD URH SHERMAN C
CHICAGO ILL 60618
FAA3 4 SAFFER CT U
GILMAN ILL
ENG4 607 S URBANA U
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS4 803 S COLER U
LAKE FOREST ILL 60045
ENG4 910 W CALIFORNIA U
GILMAN ILL
LAS4 1504 W JOHN C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS1 607 S URBANA U
URBANA IL 61801
GRAD 2307 S 1ST C
CHICAGO 28 ILL
ENG6 2902 CLIFTON U
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS2 URH SAUNDERS U
CHICAGO ILL 60645
AGR4 707 HAWTHORNE U
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 492 C
HANNIBAL MO 63401
LAS3 308 E ARMORY C
AFFTON 23 MO
LAS4 910 S 3RD C
CHICAGO 45 ILL
LAS4 1202 W MAIN U
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 URH OGLESBY 627 U
PAXTON ILL
LAS1 URH CARR 201 U
PAXTON ILL 60957
GRAD 307 S WRIGHT C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 201 E JOHN C
CHICAGO ILL 60651
COM4 910 S 3RD C
CHICAGO ILL
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 108 U
ROCKFORD ILL 61103_
LAS1 202 W VERMONT U
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 307 S PRAIRIE C
AURORA ILL 60505
LAS2 1105 S 4TH C
PK FOREST ILL


















































LAW2 201 COUNTRY FR
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS3 1110 W NEVADA
LANSING ILL
VM 4 907 M OREGON
CHICAGO 32 ILL




GRAD 306 M COLUMBIA
MILAN ILL 61264
LAS3 706 W PARK
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS4 312 E ARMORY
ACGONQUIN IL
LAS4 409 E CHALMERS
PARK RIDGE ILL
LAS3 URH SCOTT 469
CHICAGO ILL
ENG4 URH SNYDER 312
CHICAGO ILL 60622




GRAO 2031 C ORCHARD ST
RIZAL PHIL
GRAD 2059 A ORCHARD ST
OILIMAN RIZAL PHIL
LAS4 409 E CHALMERS
PAXTON ILL
AGR1 URH HOPKINS 275
FLORA ILL 62839
LAS1 URH FORBES 107
EAST PEORIA ILL 61611
GRAD 1203 W MAIN
ADIS ABAB ETHIOPIA
GRAD 608 S 5TH
CAIRO EG UAR
LAS2 URH FORBES 459
SHEFFIELD ILL 61361
AGR4 809 W PENN
CANTON ILL
LAW2 1211 H CHURCH
CHICAGO ILL
GRAD URH DANIELS 104
COLON PAN




LAS2 URH GARNER 476
CHICAGO ILL 60640
GRAD URH SHERMAN 411
KUMOGAYA-SHI JAP
FAA4 URH CARR 415
CHICAGO ILL
ENG3 117 W DELAWARE
ROCKFORO ILL 61108
GRAO 1924 C ORCHARD ST
URBANA ILL 61801.
GRAD 2035 C ORCHARD ST
LOS ANGELES CAL 90033
FAA4 BARRANCO PERU
BARRANCO-LIMA PERU
GRAD 2035 C ORCHARD ST
URBANA ILL 61801
C0M1 URH SNYDER 432
P_EORIA ILL- 61614
LAS4 URH WARDALL 1012
PEORIA ILL 61614
ENG4 602 E STOUGHTON
ELMHURST ILL
ED I URH TRELEASE 1219
GROSSE POINTE MICH 48230
COM2 805 S BUSEY
HARVEY ILL 60426
LAS1 213 EDGEBROCK DR
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS1 URH OGLESBY 206
AURORA ILL 60505
AGR2 807 S BUSEY
HEYWORTH ILL
LAS2 503 BURKWOOD CT
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG1 URH GARNER 221
HOMEWOOO ILL 60430
LAS3 307 E DANIEL
OAK LAWN ILL 60453
LAS1 URH TRELEASE
CHICAGO ILL 60640
LAS4 604 E ARMORY
WAUKEGAN ILL


















































ROUTE 1 BOX 89
SWIONTKOWSKI MARK S




1010 W LINCOLN HWY
SWITZER RALPH V JR
310 S KNIGHT AVE
SWITZER WILLIAM L II
1205 W MAIN
SWOFFORD STEPHEN LEE












608 5TH AV S
SYLT1E PAUL WARREN
SYLVAN ALLEN JAY










134 E SILVER SPR
SYPUTA STEPHEN EDWAR





















• SZCZEPKOWSKI KAREN L
7159 S SACRAMENTO
SZEPESSY MARY JEAN









ENG1 tJRH SCOTT 362
CHICAGO ILL 60643
ENGL URH FORBES 446
CHICAGO ILL 60618
ENG2 URH WESTON 261
RUCKFURD ILL 61108
COM2 URH GARNER 443
CHICAGO ILL 60638
PE 3 URH CLARK 313
MOLINE ILL 61265
AGR4 1613 VALLEY RD
CHAMPAIGN ILL




ED 4 URH OGLESBY 1211
CHICAGO 31 IL
GRAD 205 W HIGH
CHARLESTON ARK
LAS3 1008 W NEVADA
MUNDELEIN ILL 60060
ENG3 604 E ARMORY
ALTON ILL 62002
AGR1 URH SNYDER 475
FARMER CITY ILL 61842
LAS2 911 S 4TH
EVANSTON ILL 60201
FAA4 111 S LINCOLN
CORPUS CHRISTI TEX 78411
C0M1 URH OGLESBY 1124
BLOOMINGDALE ILL 60108




VM 3 312 W CHURCH
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
PE 3 805 W OHIO
EDINBURG ILL
LAS2 1008 M OREGON
LONDON NW 3 ENG
ENG3 107 E CHALMERS
DURAND IL
GRAD 706 S 3RD
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS1 URH SNYDER 426
MUNDELEIN ILL 60060
FAA2 209 E ARMORY
CHICAGO ILL 60629
FAA1 URH BABCOCK 323
JACKSONVILLE ILL 62650
ENG2 URH OGLESBY 703
DE KALB ILL 60115
LAS4 1003 S MATTIS
PARK RIDGE ILL
GRAD 1205 W MAIN
URBANA ILL 61801
AVI1 URH OGLESBY 926
LAKE FOREST ILL 60045
LAS3 URH OGLESBY 716
OUINCY ILL
GRAD URH DANIELS 288
BERWYN ILL 60402
GRAO 409 E CHALMERS
WINSCHOFEN NETH
GRAD 502 W GRIGGS
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 1305 E MCHENRY
URBANA ILL 61801
LAW1 HOMER ILL
LA CROSSE WIS 54601
GKAD 101 W OREGON
PORTER MINN
COM3 URH OGLESBY 922
CHICAGO ILL
LAS3 1004 S 4TH
JOLIET ILL 60432
GRAD 401 S LINCOLN
SEOUL KOREA
LAS2 URH WESTON 332
CATLIN ILL 61817
GRAO 1101 W UNIVERSITY
LARAMIE WY
LAS2 URH SCOTT 343
MILWAUKEE WIS 53217
LAS1 URH TOWNSEND 439
ELMWOOD PARK ILL 60635
GRAD 606 U LINCOLN
URBANA ILL
AVI2 209 E JOHN
PALATINE ILL 60067
AGR1 URH ALLEN 9
MORRIS ILL 60450
ENG3 313 E CHALMERS
BLOOMINGTUN ILL
LAS3 201 E JOHN
MELROSE PK ILL
LAS2 URH BARTON 1
LANSING ILL 60438
LAS1 URH BABCOCK 305
CHICAGO ILL 60618
GRAO 1008 S ORCHARD ST
URBANA ILL
LAS2 802 W OREGON
MONTICELLO ILL 61856
COM4 504 S BUSEY
NAPERV1LLE ILL
FAA3 503 S LYNN
CHICAGO ILL 60629




FAA1 URH TRELEASE 113
CHICAGO ILL 60634
EJ 2 URH BUSEY 228
NILES ILL 60648
GRAD 802 W ILLINCIS









































































*TABUJARA JOSEF INA A
52 G AGLIPAY ST
TACH1CK CAROL ANN
4 MERIDIAN TERR











675 N 6TH AVE
•TAFFE WILLIAM GAVIN
7735 S EUCLID AV
TAFT-BARROWS C A
























































415 W SOUTH ST













las3 409 e chalmers
chicago ill
eng1 505 e chalmers
westchester ill 60153
agr2 1004 w nevada
danforth ill 60930
las3 urh busey 232
woodstock ill
grad urh blaisdell 216
surabaia indonesia
las1 urh snyder 232
chicago ill 60649
las2 urh taft 416
chicago ill 60640
grao urh sherman 266
ageo japan






















































1321 N GOOD AV
TANUON HARI LAL SING
U OF I TH 513
TANOY ARTHUR JOSEPH
















1003 S MATT IS
TANNENBAUM DEIDRE EL


















3651 N NORDICA AV
TANTON RICHARO WILLI
TANZER SANDRA JEAN








1209 S WESTERN AV





































100 E SUNSET DR
TASA RONALD D
100 E SUNSET DR





















'736 CHLRRY TREE LN
TAUNIS PAULA CATHER I
1707 UREGUN AV
TAUSIG CARL M JR
70* HAWTHORNE
ED 3 611 E DANIEL
PARK RIDGE ILL
GRAD TURNER HALL 513
URBANA ILL
COM* 309 E HEALEY
CHICAGO *5 ILL
ED 1 URH TRELEASE 1027
CHICAGO ILL 606*9
LAS2 ORH WARDALL *19
CHICAGO ILL 606*5
LAS* URH WARDALL 1220
HONG KONG
ENG2 URH OGLE SB Y 63
ELGIN ILL 60121
LAS* URH WARDALL 912
DOLTQN ILL 60*19
GRAO 81* N PROSPECT
CHICAGO 31 ILL
C0M1 URH SCOTT *67
LA GRANGE ILL 60525
GRAD 1003 S MATTIS
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 1209
SKOKIE ILL 60076
LAS3 105 E HEALEY
CHICAGO ILL 606*6
LAS2 URH FORBES 393
DANVILLE ILL 61835
LAS3 302 E ARMORY
SKOKIE ILL
JNL3 303 E JOHN
CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAD 207 W JOHN
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAW2 904 W GREEN
URBANA ILL
GRAD 207 W JOHN
UNION CITY PA
FAA3 211 E DANIEL
MURRI S PLNS N J
LAS1 201 E GREEN
CHICAGO ILL
LAS1 1008 S *TH
CAZENOVIA ILL
LAS2 URH WARDALL *26
EVERGREEN PARK ILL 606*2
LAS* URH WARDALL 722
CHICAGO ILL 60657
LA SI URH ALLEN 8
HERRIN ILL 629*8
ENG3 70* S 3RD
WOODSTOCK ILL
ED 1 1209 S WESTERN
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61822
GRAD 710 W CHURCH
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 710 W CHURCH
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAO 703 W OREGON
URBANA ILL
LAS3 URH SAUNDERS *27
CHICAGO ILL
ENG3 *08 E GREEN
CHICAGO ILL 60617
LAS1 URH FLAGG *23
CHICAGO ILL 6063*
GRAD 1832 A ORCHARO PL
FARGO N D 58102
GRAD 502 W MAIN
ANGLE TON TEX
LAS1 URH OGLESBY 125
CHICAGO ILL 606*6
COM2 URH BABCOCK *11
CALUMET CITY ILL 60*09

















GRAO 102 N GREGORY
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS* 102 N GREGORY
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS* 907 W MAIN
MT PORSPECT ILL
LA S3 URH LAR 183
DECATUR ILL
FAA2 URH FORBES 286
VILLA PARK ILL 60181
FAA* URH FORBES 286
VILLA PARK ILL 60181
GRAO 1910 C ORCHARD ST
TAFT TEXAS
COM3 1105 S *TH
PARK FOREST ILL
LAS3 910 S 3R0
BENSENVILLE ILL
ENG3 100* W NEVADA
STEWARDSON ILL 62*63
GRAD 1111 S 3RD
ENGLEWOOD FLA 33533
LAS* 1202 W NEVADA
EAST MOLINE ILL
PE * 1101 W PENN
MATTUON ILL
LAS1 URH TRFLEASE 922
PALUS PARK ILL 60*6*
AGR2 URH LAR 298
FLURA ILL 62839
LAS1 URH NOBLE 115.
ULNEY ILL 62*50
GRAO *07 W GREEN
OLIVETTE 32 MO















































































































































































712 S S URBANA
TAYLOR VIRGINIA W
109 E CHALMERS 6
FAA4 309 W WHITE
EAST ST LOUIS ILL
GRAD 603 W CHURCH
E ST LOUI S ILL
GRAO 102 N GREGORY
LAWRENCEVILLE ILL
GRAD 207 W OREGON
OSMOND NEB






FAA4 501 W PENN
URBANA ILL
ENG1 URH HOPKINS 362
VILLA GROVE ILL 61956
LAS1 URH LAR 123
EVANSTON ILL 60202
ED 3 910 S 3RD
QUINCY ILL
GRAD 1975 A ORCHARD ST
SALT LK CITY UTAH 84108
LAS1 URH ALLEN 362
MARSHALL ILL 62441
ENG2 URH SCOTT 275
DOWNERS GROVE ILL 60515
AGR1 URH BLAISDELL 12
ARTHUR ILL 61911
LAS1 URH WARDALL 519
DOWNERS GROVE ILL 60515
LAS3 URH LAR 398
COLLINSVILLE ILL 62234
ENG1 URH CARR 204
CHENOA ILL 61726




LAS1 URH TAFT 426
WASHINGTON D C 20003
LAS2 URH TOWNSEND 475
DECATUR ILL 62526
AGR1 URH SCOTT 450
FAIRFIELD ILL 62837
LAS1 311 E GREEN
JOLIET ILL 60435
LAS3 205 E ARMORY
TUSCOLA ILL
LAS4 1644 VALLEY RD
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG2 URH HOPKINS 408
DUPO ILL 62239
GRAD 203 COUNTRY FR
SHARON PA
LAS! URH BLAISDELL 102
TUSCOLA ILL 61953
C0M1 URH GARNER 106 I
ELMHURST ILL 60126
GRAD 806 W JOHN I
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ED 2 URH VANDOREN 22*
WENTZVILLE MO 63385
GRAO 109 E CHALMERS
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG2 URH FORBES 390
E ALTON ILL 6202*
AGR3 1106 S LINCOLN
DECATUR ILL
LAS1 URH ALLEN 351
MURRAYVILLE ILL 6266B
LAS1 URH BABCOCK 15
EVANSTON ILL 60201
GRAD 509 S 6TH
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS1 URH ALLEN 324
WAUKEGAN ILL 60085
LAS2 16*4 VALLEY RD
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 URH LAR 397
GLENVIEW ILL
LAS1 URH ALLEN 362
MARSHALL ILL 62441
LAS3 URH TOWNSEND 571
HARRISBURG ILL




LAS1 URH NOBLE 422
DU OUOIN ILL 62832
LAS3 202 E DANIEL
GREAT LAKES ILL
LAS1 60* E ARMORY
VILLA GROVE ILL 61956
AGR3 1002 S LINCOLN
CATL1N ILL
FAA1 URH SNYDER 250
MORRIS ILL 60*50
LAS3 901 S 2ND
CISNE ILL 62823
LAS1 URH WESTON *73
ANCUNA ILL 61311
ENG4 306 E STOUGHTON
INGLESIDE ILL
COM3 201 E JOHN
DEERFIELO ILL
ENG* 1301 MCHENRY
URBANA ILL ' ':«
LAS1 910 S 3RD.,.
COLLINSVILLE ILL 6223*
LAS3 106 F DANIEL
MT PROSPECT ILL 60057
GRAO URH SHERMAN 226
MA1IU0N ILL
LAS3 1202 W NEVADA
URBANA ILL








































































19802 S MOKENA ST
TEAL LINDA LOUISE




























RT 2 BOX 711














































TENG NELSON N H
1104 W SPRINGFIELD
TENNANT HARRY RALPH
119 S KASPAR AV
TENNER GERALD MARTIN




















2727 N RICHHONO ST
ENG4 909 W ILLINOIS U
ALHAMBRA CAL 91801
LAS4 1209 W OREGON U
GLEN ELLYN ILL
FAA4 5 QUINCE C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG2 URH SCOTT 244 C
ARENZVILLE tLL 62611
C0M1 604 E ARMORY C
DIXON ILL 61021
LAS2 URK LAR 203 U
MOUNT PROSPECT ILL 60056




COM4 1012 S 1ST C
MOKENA ILL 60448
FAA3 URH TAFT 210 C
SANDWICH ILL 60548
LAS2 109 E CHALMERS C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAO URH SHERMAN 106 C
MEMPHIS TENN 38112
COM4 404 EOGEBROOK C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAO 2107 W WHITE C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS4 1110 W NEVADA U
CHICAGO HTS ILL
PE 3 401 E JOHN C
CHICAGO HTS ILL 60411
FAA3 501 E SPRINGFIELD C
ELMHURST ILL 60126
LAS J 1105 W UNIVERSITY U
LAKE FOREST ILL 60045
GRAO 702 E CALIFORNIA U
URBANA ILL
LAS2 702 E CALIFORNIA U
URBANA ILL 61801
LAW1 623 HILL C
OLNEY ILL 62450
LAS4 URH TRELEASE 1117 U
MADISON ILL
ENG3 33 BLUE SPRUCE C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS3 URH SCOTT 341 C
LK VILLA ILL
PE 4 URH HOPKINS 182 C
CLARENDON HLS ILL
C0H1 URH HOPKINS 425 C
N RIVERSIDE ILL 60547
ENG1 URH FORBES 292 C
QUINCY ILL 62301
LAW2 3216 CAMERON C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 822 U
MORTON GROVE ILL 60053
ED 2 1104 W NEVADA U
CHICAGO ILL 60617
LAS4 510 W STOUGHTON U
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 URH BUSEY 326 U
CHICAGO ILL
LAS1 508 W BRADLEY C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 102 N GREGORY U
WAHOO NEB 68066
LAS1 URH GARNER 436 C
LEBANON ILL 62254
AGR1 URH WARDALL 704 U
TOWANDA ILL 61776
LAS4 409 E CHALMERS C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ED 4 1005 S WRIGHT C
ELMHURST ILL
AGR3 801 W NEVADA U
TO WANDA ILL
LAS2 URH GARNER 266 C
SILVER SPRINGS HO 20903
GRAD 605 BURKWOOD CT U
URBANA ILL
GRAO 502 W GRIGGS U
LOUISVILLE ILL 62858
ED 2 605 BURKWOOD CT U
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS4 908 W CALIFORNIA U
DOWNERS GROVE ILL 60515
GRAD 705 W ELM U
URBANA ILL 6L801
GRAD 705 W ELM U
URBANA ILL
LAS3 606 W WHITE C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 1104 W SPRINGFIELD U
URBANA ILL 61801
ENGl URH BABCOCK 12 7 U
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60005
LAW2 310 S PRAIRIE C
CHICAGO ILL 60649
LAS3 402 S 6TH C
BARTONVILLE ILL
LAS1 URH ALLEN 287 U
EVANSTON ILL 60203
GRAD 906 S 1ST C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 706 S 1ST C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
VM 4 801 W OREGON U
LA GRANGE PK ILL
EO 1 910 S 3RD C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS1 URH FLAGG 325 " C
CHICAGO ILL 60645
GRAD 1107 W GREEN U
SUMIDA-KU JAP
ENGl 412 E GREEN C
CHICAGO ILL 60615


































































1107 W GREEN 429
TERREAULT BERNARD


































136 S WESTERN AV
TETTEH PHILIP AMARH











THACKABERRY MARK D J





























4 S CRESCENT DR
THAYER FREDERICK D I
4037 HARVEY AV
ThAYER GARY RICHARD
217 W 5TH ST




















THEOBALD WILL IAM FRA
321 N WASHINGTON
LAS2 1 HILL ST CT
FREEPORT ILL 61032




AGR1 URH TRELEASE 917
SHANNON ILL 61078
AVI1 505 E GffEEN
CHICAGO ILL 60628
GRAD 1107 W GREEN
URBANA ILL
GRAD 909 W MAIN
URBANA ILL
C0M1 309 S RUSSELL
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
PE 2 910 S 3RD
PARK FOREST IL 60466
LAS2 501 E DANIEL
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61821
C0M1 URH TOWNSEND 528
BARRINGTON ILL 60010
ENG3 URH TOWNSEND 119
HOMEWOOD ILL 60430
ENG2 URH SCOTT 269
BATAVIA ILL 60510
GRAD 214 E GREGORY
NJALA SIERRA LEONE
ED 4 904 S LINCOLN
GLEN ELLYN ILL
LAS3 808 S 5TH
DECATUR ILL
COM3 801 W HEALEY
CHAMPAIGN IL
LAS1 URH NOBLE 321
CHICAGO ILL 60638
GRAD 1209 W MAIN
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 1205 W MAIN
AURORA ILL 60506
GRAO 1620 LOCKRAVEN RD
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG4 1101 W PENN
GLENVIEW ILL
LASl URH WARDALL 1208
ROANUKE ILL 61561
ENG2 206 E GREEN
AURORA ILL 60506
ENG4 718 S STATE
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS2 910 S 3RD
ROCKY RIVER OHIO 44116
PE 1 URH NOBLE 319
LA GRANGE PK ILL 60525
GRAD 206 HESSEL
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 816
WILLOW SPRINGS ILL
ED 1 212 E CHALMERS
DOWNERS GROVE ILL 60515
GRAD 707 S 6TH
MELROSE PARK ILL 60160
LAS4 509 W MAIN
ATLANTA GA
GRAD 509 W MAIN
ALBANY GA
ED 3 URH EVANS 325
MELVIN ILL
LAS2 7 REGENT CT
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 406 E HEALEY
BARODA GUJARAT IND
GRAD MIN i, MET LAB
MADRAS 1 INDIA
GRAO 804 W CHURCH
FREOERICKTOWN MO 63645
COM3 URH LAR 318
ELMHURST ILL
GRAD 910 S 5TH
MONTREAL QUE CAN
ED 3 1204 S LINCOLN
LAS VEGAS NEV




GRAD 205 E HEALEY
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 205 S LYNN
OGDEN UT
LAW2 830 W MAPLE
JACKSONVILLE ILL
GRAO 201 N GOODWIN
WESTERN SPRGS ILL
GRAD URH DANIELS 94
GRANT NEB
GRAO 201 N GGODWIN
DEERFIELD ILL
GRAD 61 E JOHN
W0L8ACH NEB
LASl URH ALLEN 19
AURORA ILL 60505
COM3 706 E CALIFORNIA
URBANA ILL
FAA4 1202 W NEVADA
KENSINGTON MD 20795
FAA3 904 W GREEN
BROOKFIELD WIS
LASl URH GARNER 313
PARK FOREST ILL 60466
LASl URH OGLESBY 409
PARK FOREST ILL 60466
FAA3 904 M GREEN
HICKSVILLE N Y






































































THEMIS ALBERT G JR
545 E 169TH ST
THIEL ERIC GEORGE




984 S MYRTLE AV
TH1EMAN GREGORY GEOR
1122 N PATTON AV
THIES GREGORY THOMAS
806 S 4TH ST






















THOMA ARTHUR JOHN JR





























THOMAS EL IN DOLEEN
306 N 3RD AV
•THOMAS EVAN EDWARD




34 MAGAZINE GAP RD
THOMAS GENE LEROY










9531 S DAHEN AV
THOMAS JOHN DAVID
2311 RANCHLAND















726 S SLEIGHT ST
THOMAS MARCUS MAORIC
' 1001 S LYNN
THOMAS MICHAEL PARKS
316 N WRIGHT SI
THOMAS NORMAN EARL
109 YALE AV
GRAD 1932C ORCHARD ST
ATHENS ATTICA GR
LAS2 306 E DANIEL
CHICAGO ILL__ 60652
GRAD 1010 W GREEN 630
TH0NBUR1 THAILAND
LAS2 611 E DANIEL
WESTMONT ILL 60559
GRAD 612 W HEALEY
OSLO 2 NORW
ENG1 URH WESTON 473
HURPHYSBORO ILL
FAA3 1005 S 2ND
SOUTH HOLLAND ILL 60473
FAA1 910 S 3RD
NAPERV1LLE ILL 60540
LAS2 URH SAUNDERS 201
DANVILLE ILL 61833
LASS 904 W GREEN
KANKAKEE ILL
FAA1 310 E GREGORY
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60004
ENG1 URH SCOTT 424
EFFINGHAM ILL 62401
FAA4 904 S LOCUST
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS1 204 E JOHN
SUMMERFIELD ILL 62289
ENG3 URH TOWNSEND 271
CARLINVILLE ILL 62626
LAS2 URH VANDOREN 222'
JOLIET ILL
.
LAS3 306 W JOHN
CHAMPAIGN ILL




GRAD URH DANIELS 516
URBANA ILL 6)801
GRAD 409 E CHALMERS
SALT LAKE CTY UTAH 84102
LAS1 URH GARNER 375
DOWNERS GROVE ILL 60515
ENG3 205 E ARMORY
OSCO ILL 61274
LAS2 URH GARNER 336
SKOKIE ILL 60076
LAS4 707 S 6TH
CLINTON ILL
ENG4 707 S 6TH
OAK PARK ILL
ENG1 URH WESTON 125
AURORA ILL 60505
FAA3 715 W MICHIGAN
NAPERVILLE ILL 60540
GRAO 1107 W GREEN
URBANA IL






LAS4 110 S GREGORY
CHICAGO 8 ILL
FAA1 501 E DANIEL
LANSING ILL 60438
GRAD 2078 C HAZELWD CT
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 404 W CALIFORNIA
URBANA ILL 61801




LAS3 409 E CHALMERS
NEW WINDSOR ILL 61465
LAW3 PRAIRIE VIEW CT
NEW WINDSOR ILL
,
GRAD 714 W CALIFORNIA
PATOKA ILL
GRAO 2015 C ORCHARD ST
HONG KONG
ENG3 URH OGLE SB Y 902
DEPUE ILL




ENG3 URH OGLESBY 1007
BENSENVILLE ILL
GRAD 1003 S ANDERSON
BERWYN ILL
GRAD 108 W CALIFORNIA
CHICAGO ILL 60643
LAS3 310 E JOHN
0U1NCY ILL
GRAO 1001 S OAK
WINNETKA ILL
ED 4 1607 CORNELL
CHAMPAIGN ILL
ED 1 URH TAFT 419
GLENVIEW ILL 60025
AGR4 203 N LYNN
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
VM 1 40 ROXBURY RD
URBANA ILL 61801
EO 2 40 ROXBURY RD
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 URH NOBLE 404
CHICAGO 52 ILL
LAS3 URH VANDOREN 312
NAPERVILLE ILL
ENG3 1001 S LYNN
URBANA ILL 61801
LA SI URH FORBES 132
NAPERVILLE ILL 60540























































































1641 E LAWRENCE ST
THOMPSON DIXON ARTHU




























200 GLEN PARK AV
THOMPSON JOHN CHARLE

























3244 S HAMILTON AV
•THOMPSON PHILIP E,



















3907 W KANE AV
THOMPSON THOMAS EXCE
154 S HAMLIN
LAS2 URH BUSEY 261 I
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62702
FAA4 110 S GREGORY I
URBANA ILL 61801
FAA2 URH FORBES 395 I
BELOIT WIS 53511
LAS4 1102 W NEVADA I
EAST ST LOUIS ILL
LAS1 URH GARNER 104 I
MORRIS ILL 60450
LAS4 URH BUSEY 330 I
CHICAGO IL 60631
LAS2 URH SAUNDERS 410
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 URH FORBES 263 '
ROSSVILLE ILL
COM3 505 E CHALMERS i
DECATUR ILL
COM2 URH GARNER 108 i
DOWNERS GROVE ILL 60515
LAW1 1852 VALLEY RD
FLORA ILL 62839
ENG3 911 S 4TH
CROPSEV ILL 61731






AGR4 805 W OHIO
QUINCY ILL
LAS4 URH TRELEASE 308
DECATUR ILL 62521
ENG1 URH SNYDER 491
MORRISON ILL 61270
LAW1 910 S 3RD
QUINCY ILL 62302




JNL3 URH WESTON 274
BROOKFIELD ILL
LAS3 URH LAR 307
VILLA PARK ILL
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 307
VILLA PARK ILL 60181
COM3 URH NOBLE 427
HILLSIDE ILL
GRAO 2317 S 1ST
CHICAGO ILL 60628
ENG3 URH SCOTT 178
RIVER GROVE ILL
FAA2 305 E JOHN
THORNTON ILL 60476




LAS1 URH NOBLE 312
HINSDALE ILL 60521
LAS2 URH ALLEN 105
CHICAGO ILL 60657
LAS2 805 W OHIO
SHEFFIELD ILL 61361
LAS4 URH SNYDER 220
PARK FOREST ILL
GRAD 510 E STOUGHTON
TORONTO 19 ONT CAN
LAS3 310 E GREGORY
SPRINGFIELD ILL
LAS4 1607 W GREEN
CHAMPAIGN iL
LAW3 506 W GREEN
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAW1 910 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL 60632
ENG2 URH SCOTT 260
ATLANTA ILL








AGR4 1106 S LINCOLN
CLINTON ILL




COM! URH ALLEN 166
CANTRALL ILL 62625
GRAD 708 E PENN
URBANA ILL 61801
JNL3 802 W OREGON
CHICAGO ILL
GRAD 5 LEMON TREE
W CHICAGO ILL 60185
AGR1 405 E JOHN
URBANA ILL 61801





















LA S3 URH WARDALL 406
KANEVILLE ILL
GRAD 509 W MAIN
WEST CHICAGO ILL
LASI 207 E JOHN
MC HENRY ILL 60050


































































1 BEOKU LN CNGOTWN
THOMSON CHRISTINE RU
2511 GREELEY AV
THOMSON JAMES U N















THOREN STANLEY A JR
1417 N NORTHWEST
THORNBRUGH KARL JAY
1300 S SUHM IT DR
•THORNBURG DAVID D
































413 OAK KNOLLS AV
•THORSHEIM HOWARD IVE
1002 W SPRINGFIELD


























TICE BOB WARNSING JR
RR 2
TICE DAVID DWIGHT





















•TIEN COR INN E GRAY
607 W IOWA
TIEN JAMES PEI CHUN
8 SOMERSET RD
LAS1 URH ALLEN 217 U
CHICAGO ILL 60651
LAS2 1502 S LINCOLN U
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 216 E GREGORY C
FRETWN SItRA LEONE
FAA3 1005 S WRIGHT C
EVANSTON ILL' 60201




FAA4 1001 S 1ST C
MT H0RE8 WI S
GRAD 1104 S BUSEY U
STUARTS DRAFT VA 24477
GRAD 105 E HEALEY C
CLARENDON HLS ILL 60514
LAS1 505 E CHALMERS C
ROCK ISLAND ILL 61201
COM2 505 E CHALMERS C
ROCK ISLAND ILL 61201
COM4 URH CARR 118 U
NAPERVILLE ILL
COM3 912 S 2ND C
PARK RIDGE IL
ENG3 URH TQWNSEND 545 U
ROSSELLE ILL •_
GRAD 502 W MAIN U
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 1208 N WALNUT C
SEATTLE WASH
GRAD 502 W MAIN U
EVANSTON ILL 60201
LAS4 1204 S LINCOLN U
HINSDALE ILL 60531
AGR1 1010 W HILL C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
FAA4 410 W GREEN U
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 910 S 3RD C
VILLA PARK ILL 60181
ED 4 1202 W NEVADA U
ASHLAND ILL
FAA3 1202 W NEVADA U
ASHLAND ILL
LAS2 803 W OREGON U
POTOMAC ILL
ENG1 URH HOPKINS 443 C
SKOKIE ILL 60076
GRAD 1404 MCKINLEY C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 1828 VALLEY RD C
WATSEKA ILL
AGR3 1616 W LOCK RAVEN C
CHAMPAIGN IL
LAS2 URH WARDALL 1011 U
HOFFMAN ESTS ILL 60172
FAA4 LA NAPOLE FR
GLENVIEW ILL
FAA4 1003 S 3RD C
GLENVIEW ILL
LAS1 URH ALLEN 446 U
ROCKFORO ILL 61107
GRAD 1002 W SPRINGFIELD U
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS2 URH WARDALL 919 U
DANVILLE ILL 61832
ENG1 1110 S 2ND C
ROCKFORD ILL 61108
ED 1 URH WARDALL 221 U
HUNTLEY ILL 60142
FAA3 1108 S 1ST C
HUNTLY ILL
ENG4 URH GARNER 212 C
DECATUR ILL 62522
LAS4 206 E GREEN C
CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAD URH SHERMAN 423 C
N ARLINGTON N J 07032
AGR3 URH LAR 174 U
PALOS HEIGHTS ILL
FAA2 1009 PENN U
EVANSTON ILL 60201
LAS4 410 E GREEN C
CHICAGO ILL
GRAO 1509 N KILER C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
C0H1 402 E ARMORY C
FLORA ILL 62839
LAS1 URH SNYDER 209 C
PEKIN ILL 61554
LAS4 401 E DANIEL C
GREENVIEW ILL__
LAS3 911 S 4TH C
BENSENVILLE ILL
ED 4 610 W STOUGHTON U
DELAVAN ILL 61734
JNL4 903 W NEVADA U
CRYSTAL LAKE ILL 60014
LAW1 1110 STOUGHTON U
AURORA ILL 60538
LAS1 2014 BURLISON U
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 301 S PRAIRIE C
GRANVILLE OHIO
GRAO 412 FAIRLAWN U
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 307 W CLARK C
STOUGHTON WIS 53589
LAS3 907 S WRIGHT C
MENDON ILL
ENG4 302 E GREGORY C
LITCHFIELD ILL 62056
LAS1 URH VANDOREN 25 C
WESTERN SPRS ILL 60558
GRAD 607 W IOWA U
URBANA ILL 61801


























































481 W 8TH ST
TIERNEY BRIDGET K




















94 HOL BROOK RD
TIKKALA TERRY JOHN








909 S MATTIS 6
TILLMANNS MELANIE A






























530 E PARK BLVD
TINDALL CHARLES ROBE




22 W 520 BURR OAK





RR 3 BOX 52
T1N1CH ANDREW JOSEPH
304 W 118TH ST
T1NKHAM GEORGE WARRE
TINKHAM SPENCER FELT
ROUTE 10 BOX 365
TINNEA JOHN SUMNER

























TUBER DIANE AL I X
7959 S KOLMAR
TOBEY LEE HAL







LAS1 205 E ARMORY C
CHICAGO HTS ILL 60411
FAA1 URH LAR 101 U 332-2806
BATAVIA ILL 60510
LAS1 409 E CHALMERS C
CLARENDON HLS ILL 60514
LAS4 1003 w CALIFORNIA U 344-9581
LAGRANGE ILL
GRAD 707 W WHITE C 352-2578
MURPHYSBORO ILL
LAS1 URH SNYDER 246 C
EVANSTON ILL 60202
GRAD URH DANIELS 492 U
REDWOOD FALLS MINN 56283
GRAD 1204 W OREGON U 352-6653
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 4 WESTWOOD PL U 365-2134
URBANA ILL
GRAD 4 WESTWOOD PL U 365-2134
URBANA ILL
GRAD URH DANIELS 728 U 332-2384
HUDSONVILLE MICH 49426
LAS1 URH SCOTT 464 C 332-1614
CHICAGO HTS ILL 60411
ENG1 URH SCOTT 408 C 332-1573
ROCHELLE ILL • 61068
ED 4 50 ROXBURY RD U 367-9468
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS4 URH BUSEY 341 U 332-2654
AURORA ILL
GRAD 909 S MATTIS C 356-1418
ROCHESTER 10 N Y
GRAD 909 S MATTIS C 356-1418
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS4 410 E GREEN C 352-7820
ROSEMONT ILL 60016
FAA2 906 S 1ST C
MT PLEASANT MICH 48858
LAS2 403 S RANDOLPH C 356-0521
MT CARMEL I LL
_
62863
LAS4 409 E CHALMERS C 332-5437
HINSDALE ILL
ENG4 308 E ARMORY C 356-7542
RIVERSIDE ILL
LAS1 URH OGLESBY 431 U 332-5172
GEORGETOWN ILL 61846
LAS4 1208 E MICHIGAN U 367-0678
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS1 URH ALLEN 251 U 332-3305
BROADVIEW ILL 60153




LAS2 904 S LINCOLN » U 344-1391
LOUISVILLE KY 40207
GRAD 1911 CRESCENT C 352-2657
CHAMPAIGN ILL
AGR3 706 S 2ND C
OUINCY ILL 62301
AGR3 URH EVANS 337 U 332-2753
MACOMB ILL
LAS3 103 E MICHIGAN U 367-7616
URBANA ILL 61801
FAA3 1108 S 1ST C 359-2011
VILLA PARK ILL
LAS4 URH GARNER 432 C 332-0868
SOUTH HOLLAND ILL
ENG4 309 E DANIEL C 344-4328
MILAN ILL
LAS1 URH SAUNDERS 325 U 332-3667
GLEN ELLYN ILL 60137
ENG4 404 E STOUGHTON C 344-0855
HONG KONG
COM4 1111 S 1ST C 356-3231
CRYSTAL LAKE ILL
AGR1 705 S LINCOLN U
MARSHALL ILL 62441
LAS1 310 E CHALMERS C 344-9442
CHICAGO ILL 60628
ENG2 804 W OREGON U 344-0957
KIRKWOOD ILL
GRAD URH SHERMAN 756 C 332-4907
CHARLOTTE N C
C0M1 212 E DANIEL C 352-4430
MT PROSPECT ILL 60057
LAS3 URH BABCOCK 413 U 332-3826
CHICAGO ILL
LAS1 URH GARNER 238 C 332-0730
BROADLANDS ILL 61816
ENG4 604 S 3RD C 359-4461
GETTYSBURG PA
GRAD 1011 S 1ST C 352-6863
SHARON PA 16146
ENG4 209 E JOHN C 344-9424
CHICAGO IL 60639
ED 3 URH BLAISDELL 208 U 332-3484
SCHILLER PK ILL
LAS3 705 W SPRINGFIELD U 352-0295
CHAMPAIGN ILL
AGR3 805 W OREGON U
REYNOLDS ILL 61279
AGR1 URH FLAGG 318 C 332-0306
SKOKIE ILL 60076
GRAD 1011 W ILLINOIS U 344-1858
MAHASAMUNO MP IND
LASl URH GARNER 438 C 332-0870
WlLMETTE ILL 60091
LASl URH BARTON 13 C 332-0095
PEORIA ILL 61604
LAS4 409 £ CHALMERS C 344-6047
CHICAGO 52 ILL
EO 3 601 S 4TH C 356-8195
DOWNERS GR ILL
FAA1 URH TAFT 421 C 332-0668
PONTIAC ILL 61764
ENG4 URH OGLESBY 828 U 332-5289
BUURBONNAIS ILL































RR 1 BOX 167
TOENJES RICHARD EDMI






905 S CHERRY LN
TOFT THOMAS ANTON








































2015 D ORCHARD ST
TOMKO SANDRA K THAYE



















BOX 8203 UN IV STA
TONESS ODIN ALF JR
107 E DANIEL
*TONEY JOE DAVID
300 S GOODWIN 501
TONG HUACHING
1932 B ORCHARO ST
*TONG TA-TUNG CHING













• 707 E CONGRESS AV
GRAO URH SHERMAN 650
BROOKLYN N Y 11210
LAS4 URH SAUNDERS 115
PARK RIDGE ILL
LAS1 URH NOBLE 122
CHICAGO ILL 60626
LAS1 310 E JOHN
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60004
LAS2 1404 WAVERLY
CHAMPAIGN ILL
COM3 907 S 4TH
CHICAGO ILL
LAS1 URH FORBES 465
ROCKFQRD ILL 61103
LAS4 URH ALLEN 298
CHICAGO ILL 60623
LAS2 313 E CHALMERS
FLORA ILL 62839
LA SI URH TAFT 319
CHICAGO ILL 60625
C0M1 URH SNYDER 382
COEUR OALENE IDAHO 83814
ED 2 302 E ARMORY
PARK FOREST ILL 60466
LAS4 URH ALLEN 392
FREEPORT IL
AGR1 803 S 2ND
MILFORD ILL 60953






LAS1 URH 0GLES8Y 211
LOMBARD ILL 60148
LAS1 URH OGLESBY 507
LOMBARD ILL 60148
GRAO 404 E STOUGHTON
TOYONAKA JAPAN
LAS1 URH GARNER 459
RIVERDALE ILL 60627
LAS3 URH TRELEASE 704
MELROSE PK ILL 60164
LAS1 URH SNYDER 282
BENSENVILLE ILL 60106
FAA4 URH OGLESBY 1116
ARCADIA CAL 91006
EO 1 805 W OHIO
MINONK ILL 61760
GRAD URH SCOTT 480
GRANITE CITY ILL
GRAO URH DANIELS 303
JABALPUR MP INDIA
LAS3 610 S CHICAGO
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
C0M1 URH CARR 122
AURORA ILL 60505
ENG2 URH WESTON 491
ROCK ISLAND ILL
GRAO URH WARDALL 614
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60005
ENG3 311 W NEVADA
QUINCY ILL 62301
LAS2 URH BUSEY 328
PALOS PARK ILL 60464
LAS1 706 S 2N0
CHICAGO ILL 60634
ENG1 311 E GREEN
CHICAGO ILL 60634
ENG1 URH WESTON 394
WAUKEGAN ILL 60085
PE 4 212 E DANIEL
HAMMOND IND
AVI1 303 E CHALMERS
BARTLETT ILL 60103
GRAO 2015 D ORCHARD ST
URBANA ILL 61801
ED 4 2015 D ORl iARD ST
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS1 313 E ARMORY
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62707




AGR4 401 E DANIEL
ROSEVILLE ILL
GRAO 2032 D ORCHARD ST
VA WATER SUREY ENG
FAA1 URH WESTON 354
CARTHAGE ILL 62321
LAS1 211 E DANIEL
BLOOMINGTON ILL 61701
LAS2 URH WESTON 273
SKOKIE ILL 60077
LAS3 604 E ARMORY
JOLIET ILL 60433
GRAD 107 E DANIEL
AUSTIN TEX
GRAD 107 E DANIEL
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 300 S GOODWIN
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 1932 B ORCHARD ST
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAO 1932 B ORCHARD ST
URBANA ILL 61801
FAA1 URH TRELEASE 920
RIVERDALE ILL 60627























































































407 S LA SALLE ST
TOSAW THOMAS EDWARD
800 S MATTIS 1
TOSCANO JOSEPH MICHA
2612 S 58TH AV
TOSCHAK DIANA STEPHA























TOW ELL WILLIAM P





































3600 LAKE SHORE DR
TRACY CATHERINE ROSE
3723 BROOKVIEW RD






















LAS2 URH TRELEASE I
PERU ILL 61354
LAS3 910 S 3RD I
PERU ILL 61350
ENG1 URH TOWNSEND 478 I
PARK RIDGE ILL 60068
LAW1 51 JOHN {
BELVIOERE ILL 61008
LASl URH ALLEN 187 I
CHICAGO ILL 60626
GRAO 1614 W PARK I
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS2 202 E DANIEL I
PAW PAW ILL 61353
GRAO 408 E STOUGHTON I
PACIFIC GROVE CAL
GRAD 707 S GREGORY PL I
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAO 300 S GOODWIN I
COLOMBIA S A
LAS2 URH SAUNDERS 119
CHICAGO ILL
LASS URH WARDALL 812
CHICAGO ILL
GRAD 203 E ARMORY i
CHICAGO ILL 60630
ENG1 URH TOWNSEND 2 83
CHICAGO ILL 60644
PE 1 URH BLAISDELL 221 >
AURORA ILL 60505
PE 4 800 S MATTIS
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG4 URH TOWNSEND 318
CICERO ILL 60650
LAS3 1202 W NEVADA
CICERO ILL 60650
GRAD 509 E STOUGHTON
ALHAMBRA CAL
GRAO 1108 S LINCOLN
OTTAWA ILL 61350
GRAD 103 S GREGORY
NAGPR MHRSHTRA IND
ENG4 URH TOWNSEND 146
CHICAGO IL 60620
ENG1 URH FORBES 294
BERWYN ILL 60402
GRAD URH DANIELS 278
PORTAGE VI LLE MO 63873
PE 1 110 E ARMORY
GLENCOE ILL
ENG1 410 E JOHN
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS4 1105 S 4TH
PARK FOREST ILL
GRAD 1201 N COLER
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 1005 S WRIGHT
SKOKIE ILL




AVI1 URH BABCOCK 113
LAKE_ ZURICH. ILL 60047
LASl URH TAFT 409
VILLA PARK ILL 60181




GRAD 512 W PARK
ELMHURST ILL 60126
LAS3 URH SNYDER 138
LITCHFIELD ILL
LAW1 URH BABCOCK 416
DECATUR ILL 62521
AGR3 505 E GREEN
EFFINGHAM ILL
LASl 409 E CHALMERS
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62704
GRAD URH DANIELS 18
TOKYO JAP
LASl URH TRELEASE 622
GLEN ELLYN ILL 60137
COM3 303 E CHALMERS
EDWARDSVILLE IL
ENG2 URH BABCOCK 325
GLEN ELLYN ILL 60137
AGR3 1106 S LINCOLN
BELLEVILLE ILL 62223
GRAO 605 W UNIVERSITY
CHICAGO 25 ILL
ENG1 URH OGLESBY 1121
MOLINE ILL 61265






C0M1 URH FORBES 442
ROCKTON ILL 61072
GRAO 300 S GOODWIN
MURRAY KY
GRAD 300 S GOODWIN
MURRAY KY 42072
GRAD 204 E JOHN
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820




LASl 910 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL 60645
AVI1 306 E GREGORY
CHICAGO ILL 60652
LAS4 1215 JOANNE LN
PEORIA ILL





















































9326 S EL IZABETH
TRAMM MARTHA ANN
464 ENQS AV
IRAN JUSEPH DINH C
696 TRONG MNH GRNG
TRANDEL DAVID VICTOR
300 S EDWARD ST
TRANKINA WILLIAM WAY
































512 N GLASGOW RD
TRAVIS RICHARD BRUCE
2556 CONTRY CLB RD
TRAVIS SHERRIE LEE












































450 W 126TH ST
TRE0N1S JANICE ELAIN
8600 S KENNETH AV
TREPAN1TIS TU SING S
323 OAKLEY AV
TRESEMER JOHN ALBERT
















1107 W GREEN 430
TRIMBLE DEBORAH LYNN
77 E FAIRFAX AV
TRIMBLE DOLLY PRICE
RR 2




ENG1 URH HOPKINS 240
CHICAGO ILL 60620
LA SI URH LAR 136
KANKAKEE ILL 60901
GRAU 612 E PARK
SAIGON S VIETNAM
ENG3 308 F ARMORY
MT PROSPECT ILL
PE 2 DANVILLE ILL
DANVILLE ILL
GRAD URH WESTON 280
AUBURN ILL
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS
RIVER GRUVE ILL 60171
GRAD 1930 D ORCHARD ST
WASHBURN ILL
ENG2 URH BARTON 123
MAYWOOD ILL 60153
AGR1 1118 W NEVADA
PARIS ILL 61944
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 1111
BARRINGTON ILL 60010
LAS2 110 E ARMORY
WOOD RIVER ILL
AGR4 1002 S LINCOLN
FORREST ILL
LAS2 URH WESTON 324
MOWEAQUA ILL 62550
COM2 904 W GREEN
PARK RIDGE ILL 60068
LAS2 URH SAUNDERS 314
WOODSTOCK ILL
LAS3 1207 W NEVADA
GLEN ELLYN ILL




LAS1 205 E ARMORY
PUNTIAC ILL 61764
LAS4 URH EVANS 308
DECATUR ILL
COM3 URH OGLESBY 719
OLYMPIA FIfcLDS ILL
LAS3 URH TAFT 205
CHICAGO IL 60613
ED 4 1106 S LINCOLN
CHICAGO 17 ILL
LAW3 URH SHERMAN 349
EVANSTON ILL
GRAD 502 W SPRINGFIELD
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
VM 2 6 POMPTON
PARK FOREST ILL
LAS1 1005 S 2ND
NORTH CHICAGO ILL 60064
ENG2 1010 S 2ND
BLUE ISLAND ILL 60406
ENG3 1004 W NEVADA
BLUE ISLAND ILL
GRAD 403 BRIAR LN
CHICAGO HTS ILL
PE 2 URH VANDOREN 108
HUMER ILL 61849
LAW3 1107 S 3RD
OAK BROOK ILL
AGR2 URH GARNER 365
HOMER ILL 61849
GRAD 624 E GREEN
BURLINGTON WASH
LAS2 URH SCOTT 336
BLOOMINGTON ILL 61701
LAS2 URH LAR 422
CHICAGO ILL 60645




ENG4 604 W PARK
CHICAGO ILL 60644
C0M1 110 E ARMORY
PARK FOREST ILL 60466
LAW2 807 MATTIS
PARK FOREST ILL 60466
GRAD -508 E STOUGHTON
UNIV PK PA 16802
LAS1 308 E ARMORY
DANVILLE ILL 61832
ENG3 URH CARR 9
CHICAGO ILL
LAS3 URH VANDOREN 116
CHICAGO ILL
LAS3 903 W NEVADA
ROCKFORD ILL
ENG1 URH FORBES 440
LOVES PARK, ILL 61111
ENG4 1008 S 4TH
M1DDLET0N WIS
GRAD 2082 C ORCHARD ST
MEXICO DF 19 MEX




LAS3 URH LUNDGREN 309
CHICAGO ILL
LAS3 URH SNYDER 325
CHICAGO IL 60645
PE 3 309 E CHALMERS
CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAD 1107 W GREEN
URBANA ILL
























































1107 W GREEN 430
TRIMBLE RICHARD THOM





















































TRUTT 1ER JUNE ANN
RR 5 BOX 395
TROUGHTON JEAN ANN



























TRULL EY JANE FRIEOA




607 S YALE AV
TRUMAN ROBERT HAYWAR






















440 N 2ND ST
TSENES GEORGE D
6409 S KILPATRICK
VM 2 707 W SPRINGFIELD
TRIMBLE ILL 62470
GRAD 1107 W GREEN
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 2047 A HAZELWD CT
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG2 URH TOWNSEND 280
CHOLON 8 VIET NAM
GRAD 300 S GOODWIN
FAIZABAD INDIA
GRAO 705 W CALIFORNIA
DWARAHAT INDIA
COM4 407 E STOUGHTON
HUMBOLDT ILL
LAS2 URH LAR 430
QUINCY ILL 62301
LAS4 715 W MICHIGAN
LA GRANGE PARK ILL 60525
LAS4 309 E JOHN
JOLIET ILL
AGR1 58 E GREGORY
FAIRMOUNT ILL 61841
C0M1 URH WESTON 360
SKOKIE IL
JNL4 711 W ILLINOIS
ADDISON ILL
LAS3 901 S 2ND
LOMBARD ILL 60148
COM2 URH BLAISDELL 401
BENLD ILL
GRAD 314 S ELM
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAW1 904 W GREEN
ASHTON ILL 61601
ENG2 802 S OHIO
PONTIAC ILL 61764
LAS4 303 E JOHN
ROCK ISLAND ILL
ENG2 1004 S 2ND
TAYLORVILLE ILL 62568
LAS1 URH WARDALL 822
WESTERN SPRS ILL 60558
AGR2 URH WESTON 390
YATES CITY ILL 61572
ED 4 508 E CHALMERS
MAKION ILL
LAS4 805 S 6TH
WOODSTOCK ILL
LAS1 URH ALLEN 211
KANSAS ILL 61933
VM 2 1604 CORONADO
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG3 MAHOMET ILL
MT VERNON ILL 62864
ED 4 1604 CORONADO
OAK PARK ILL
LAS2 1005 S WRIGHT
RIVER FOREST ILL 60305
GRAD URH DANIELS 350
KOKOMO I NO
LAS1 URH ALLEN 273
ROCKTON ILL 61072
GRAD 1114 W NEVADA
JOLIET ILL




AGR2 URH OGLESBY 731
LA ROSE ILL 61541
FAA1 URH TAFT 421
MORTON GROVE ILL 60053
GRAD 906 W SPRINGFIELD
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG3 212 E CHALMERS
SUMNER ILL 62466
GRAD URH DANIELS 333
FT WAYNE IND
VM 2 2810 W WILLIAM
CHICAGO ILL
PE 3 302 E ARMORY
ELGIN ILL
PE 4 302 E ARMORY
ELGIN ILL
LAS1 URH FORBES 342
AURORA ILL 60506
FAA4 URH BUSEY 106
WATSEKA ILL 60970




ENG3 105 E GREEN
ARLINGTON HTS ILL
GRAD 1215 JOANNE LN
MILWAUKEE WIS 53218
LAS1 URH CLARK 305
LANE ILL 61750
GRAD 906 S MAPLE
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS2 1116 W NEVADA
CHICAGO ILL 60639
GRAD 503 E STOUGHTON
YORKVILLE N Y
GRAD 506 S MATHEWS
TAIPEI TAIWAN
GRAD 1010 W GREEN 484
YUNLNG SHEN TAIWAN
ENG2 505 E GREEN
CHICAGO ILL 60616
GRAD 506 S MATHEWS
HSON-HNA TAIWAN
GRAD 615 S WRIGHT
TAIPEI TAIWAN
GRAD 304 W HILL
BALDWINSV1LLE N Y
GRAD 304 W HILL
LYKENS PA




















































































TUCKER JAHES H JR
ROUTE 4 BOX 402-F
TUCKER JAMES JOSEPH











315 N GROVE AV
TUCKER MARILOu
RR 1















N PLEASANT HILL RO
TUCKER VICTORIA LYNN





































G M KEMPAL BLVD























EN&3 409 E HEALEY C 332-
CAUSEHAY HONG KONG
GRAD DAVENPORT HALL U 333-,
ATHENS GR
GRAO 506 S GREGORY PL U 344-
TAIPEI TAIWAN
GRAD 103 E HEALEY C 359-
TOANNINA GREECE
GRAD 508 E WHITE C 359-
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
COM2 URH SCOTT 340 C 332-
LISLE ILL 60532
GRAO 107 E CHALMERS C 359-
LOS ANGELES CAL 90036
VM 2 33 E CHALMERS C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
AGR2 1404 S LINCOLN U 344-
NEWMAN ILL 61942
ED 4 910 S 3RD C 344-
LINDEN N J
GRAD RR 2 U 365-
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 1527 LINCOLNSHIRE C 356-
MOBILE ALA 36609
ENG3 412 E GREEN C
HINSDALE ILL 60521
ENG4 305 E JOHN C 344-
DANA ILL
las2 urh clark 234 c 332-
maywood ill 60153
las3 urh allen 139 u 332-
bradford ill
faa3 904 s lincoln u 332-
barrington, ill
la s3 39 maple wooo u 367-
mendon ill
faa1 urh trelease 106 u
oak park ill 60302
agr3 907 w illinois u 344-
bradford ill




grad 6 oneal ct c 356-
C08DEN ILL 62920
LAS1 1904 COUNTRY SQI U 365-
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD URH DANIELS 279 U 332-
CLEVELAND OHIO 44112
GRAD RR 2 U 365-
URBANA ILL 61801
LAW2 39 MAPLEWOOD U 367-
MENDON ILL 62351
AGR4 1002 S 2ND C 356-
EAST PEORIA 8 ILL
LAS1 URH LAR 394 U 332-
EAST PEORIA ILL 61611
GRAD 6 ONEIL CT C 356-
COBDEN ILL 62920
COM3 1701 W CLARK C 352-
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 704 W STOUGHTON U 367-
PROVO UTAH 84601
GRAD 709 S RANDOLPH C 356-
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
COM4 501 E DANIEL C 344-
WENONA ILL
LAS4 410 E GREEN C 332-
GODFREY IL
GRAD 1117 HOLIDAY PARK C 356-
CHAMPAIGN ILL
COM3 1004 S 4TH C 344"
ENG2 505 E GREEN C 344-
CHICAGO HEIGHTS IL 60411
GRAD URH DANIELS 267 U 332-
MCKEE SPORT PA
LAS1 URH SAUNDERS 229 U 332-
ROCKFORD ILL 61108
FAA4 905 E DELAWARE U 365-
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 1825 PARKDALE C 359-
WEST LAFAYETTE IN
AGR3 URH BUSEY 361 U 332-
LAGRANGE ILL
GRAD 300 S GOODWIN U 344-
NIAGRA FLS ONT CAN
GRAD 601 N PROSPECT C 352-
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG4 508 E STOUGHTON C 352-
CHICAGO ILL
GRAO 2047 C HAZELWD CT U 344-
URBANA ILL
GRAD 208 E GREEN C
ANKARA TURK
GRAD 1110 WESTFIELD C 359-
CHAMPA1GN ILL 61820
ENG4 903 W OREGON U 332-
URBAN/L ILL 61801
GRAO URH DANIELS 126 U 332-
LAW1 URH WESTON 230 C 332"
GLEN ELLYN ILL
GRAD 205 COUNTRY FR C
LINCOLNWOOD ILL 60646
ENG4 32 SALEM RD U 367-
WASHINGTON ILL
LAS1 32 SALEM RD U 367-
WASHINGTON ILL 61571
LAS4 604 S 3RD C 352-
PARIS ILL
LAS1 URH WESTON 409, C 332-
KINGSTON ILL 60145
ED 3 509 S 5TH C
MARKHAM ILL 60426
LAS1 910 S 3RD C 344-
MORTON GROVE ILL 60053
GRAD 611 W HEALEY C 352"
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
3937
TURBOW MARVIN EUGENE GRAO 611 W HEALEY
611 W HEALEY
TURCO RICHARD PETER






5312 W 22N0 PL
TUREK JAMES RICHARD
5729 W 23RD ST
TUREK MARK EDWARD




GRAD 2020 N MATTIS I
FAIR LAWN N J
LAS2 302 E ARMORY I
MARION ILL 62959
LAS1 604 E ARMORY I
WHEELING ILL 60090
ENG4 512 E STOUGHTON
CICERO ILL
PE 3 1103 W HILL
CICERO ILL 60650
ENG1 URH SCOTT 426
VILLA PARK ILL 60181
GRAO URH ALLEN 370
PANA ILL 62557
TURK IS MARTIN EDWARD COM4 URH TOWNSEND 453
239 E EDGEMONT LN PARK RIDGE ILL
TURKOWSKI DAVID STAN GRAO 408 E STOUGHTON
1535 PARK AV NORTH CHICAGO ILL 60064
TURKOWSKI JAMES BRIA LAS1 1004 S 4TH
47 E ILLINOIS AV AURORA ILL 60505
TURKOWSKI ROBERT WAL LAS2 URH SNYDER 288
1535 PARK AV N CHICAGO ILL 60064
TURNBEAUGH LYNN ELLE LAS1 URH SAUNDERS 327
119 N OAK ST COTTAGE HILLS ILL 62018




TURNBULL RICHARD POR ENG1 205 E ARMORY
3905 22N0 AV ROCK ISLAND ILL 61201
TURNBULL WILLIAM THO LAS3 URH OGLESBY 610
722 GREENWOOD RD WHEATON ILL
TURNER ALBERT EUGENE LAS3 URH SNYDER 156
11 GRENADIER CT DEERFIELD ILL 60015
TURNER BERNARD CHARL LAS2 1003 W ILLINOIS
303 S MAIN ST
TURNBULL PATRICIA B
1508 LINCOLNSHIRE
175 N SUMNER AV








ENG3 URH BABCOCK 203
THAWVILLE ILL
ENG1 URH HOPKINS 232
LA GRANGE ILL 60525
FAA6 501 KENWOOD
DAYTON OHIO
ENG3 20 BLUE SPRUCE
_GREEN ACRS TRLR CT EFFINGHAM ILL . . 62401.
TURNER IAN BRUCE GRAD 4 LEXINGTON DR
115 SCOTT HALL WESTERVILLE OHIO 43081
TURNER JAHES EDWARD LAS2 705 S 3RD
BOX 319 MITCHELL AURORA ILL
TURNER JAMES RICHARD GRAD MAHOMET ILL
730 HARRISON ST MT VERNON ILL 62864
TURNER JANE ANN LAS3 URH BUSEY 156
2655 W ALMORA TERR ELGIN IL 60120
TURNER JERRY LYNN COM4 URH OGLESBY 529
RR 1 MONTICELLO ILL
TURNER JILL ELAINE C0M1 URH LUNOGREN 17
RR 1 MAHOHET ILL 61853
TURNER KATHERINE SUE LAS1 405 E JOHN
2004 RAINBOW VIEW URBANA ILL 61801
TURNER KATHY ALTA LAS2 409 E CHALMERS
207 JULIE DR KANKAKEE ILL 60901
TURNER KENNETH WAYNE ENG4 709 W MAIN
709 W MAIN URBANA ILL
TURNER LUCILLE MARGA GRAO URH DANIELS 3
RR 1 CENTERVILLE PA 16404
TURNER MARY AVALEE LAS3 URH LAR 318
207 JULIE DR KANKAKEE ILL
TURNER MICHAEL ALLEN LAS2 URH WESTON 223
821 N 5TH ST CHILLICOTHE ILL 61523
TURNER MICHAEL KENT FAA3 2311 S 1ST
QUINCY ILL
ED 4 1202 W NEVADA
DECATUR ILL







































TURNER THOMAS EDWARD LAS2 310 E
1008 S 20TH QUINCY ILL
TURNEY DAVID EDMUND GRAD 111 S BUSEY
919 N CROSS ST WHEATON ILL
TUR0WSK1 EILEEN DIAN ED 1 URH TAFT 419
2101 KRISTAN AV NORTH CHICAGO ILL
TURPEN CLAUOETTE LEA LAS1 313 E JOHN
60187
60064






VM 2 URH TRELEASE 913
OAKBROOK ILL 60523
VM 3 901 W SPRINGFIELD
URBANA ILL 61801
TURSMAN LUCINDA LOUI LAS2 URH WARDALL 1016 U
CHICAGO ILL 60643
ENG6 105 S LINCOLN
FRANKLIN WIS 53132
FAA3 106 E HEALEY
AURORA ILL
LAS4 1112 S FOLEY
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
AGR4 1112 S FOLEY
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS3 401 E DANIEL
URBANA ILL
LAS4 503 E STOUGHTON
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS2 80S W OHIO
WEST YORK ILL 62478
LASl 805 W OHIO
WEST_YORK_ ILL 62478
TUTTOILMONDO LVNNE M LAS3 URH LAR 233
RR 1 RANTOUL ILL
TVROIK VALERIE RUTH LASl URH ALLEN 175
1525 ERNIE PYLE DR OAK BROOK ILL 60521
TWARANOVICA JOSEPH A GRAD 1827 C ORCHARD PL
802 S URBANA URBANA ILL 61801
TWARDOSZ SANDRA LOUI LAS3 URH LAR 360
13101 MUSKEGON AV CHICAGO ILL
10000 LEAVITT ST
TUSKA STEPHEN DAVIO
8361 S 27TH ST
TUTT RONALD WAYNE














































































65 FEITOW VIL I
*TZENG MARJORIE KAO
2030 C ORCHARD ST
LAS1 207 E JOHN
BETHALTO ILL 62010
AGR2 904 H GREEN
DARMSTADT ILL 62255
COM4 2307 S 1ST
CHICAGO 45 ILL
ENG1 1008 S LINCOLN
HARDIN ILL ' 62047
ENG4 URH TOWNSEND 412
CALUMET PARK ILL
GRAD 704 S GREGORY PL
UR8ANA ILL 61801
ENG1 URH SCOTT 204
ROCK ISLAND ILL 61201
PE 2 URH VANDOREN 321
BELLWOOD ILL 60104
ED 1 URH TRELEASE 908
HINSDALE ILL 60521
LA SI URH TOWNSEND 284
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS4 103 E ARMORY
FERGUSON MO 63135
GRAO 303 ELMWOQD RD
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 708 S 3RD I
CLEVELAND OHIO 44107
GRAO URH SHERMAN 654 I
PARK FOREST ILL
LAW2 609 H MAIN I
YORKVILLE ILL
GRAD 4 SQUIRE CT I
URBANA ILL
GRAD 2030 C ORCHARD ST I
CHUNGHO TAPE TAWAN


















700 ELK INS AV A-
1
UGOLINI DONNA LEE







































73 E 4TH NORTH
UMHOLTZ CLYDE ALLAN




















ENG1 URH OGLESBY 719
CANTON ILL 61520
LAS2 40? E CHALMERS
MORRISON ILL 61270
GRAO 502 W MAIN
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS4 302 W MAIN
URBANA ILL 61801
AGR4 809 W PENN
SPARTA ILL
GRAD 1107 W GREEN
ANKARA TURK
LAS4 47 E CHALMERS
COLUMBUS 9 OHIO
FAA1 URH FORBES 222
ELKINS PARK PA 1
LAS2 1207 W NEVADA
LAKE FOREST ILL
AGR3 URH OGLESBY 306
LENA ILL
LAS1 URH CARR 423
CHICAGO ILL 60629
GRAD 402 BRIAR LN
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAO 800 W WHITE
CHAMPAIGN ILL
COM4 URH BLAISDELL 429
LANSING ILL
LAS2 104 E JOHN
CHICAGO ILL
LAS2 312 E ARMORY
DOWNERS GROVE ILL 09757
LAS3 212 E DANIEL
HIGHLAND PK ILL




GRAD 113 S DEWEY
ELKHART I ND
ENG4 URH OGLESBY 521
CHICAGO IL 60619
GRAD 105 N ELM
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS3 1102 W NEVADA
EAST ST LOUIS ILL
LA S3 903 W NEVADA
EMERSON N J
GRAD 1306 E FLORIDA
URBANA ILL 61801
COM4 URH TOWNSEND 416
VILLA PARK ILL
FAA4 209 E ARMORY
HENDOTA ILL
GRAD 904 W GREEN
SALT LAKE CITY UT 84103
LAS3 505 E GREEN
CENTRALIA ILL
GRAD URH DANIELS 96
DALLAS TEX 75225
EO 3 409 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO ILL
ED 1 URH ALLEN 307
LINCOLNWOOD ILL 60646
GRAD 912 S LYNN
URBANA ILL 61801




LAS1 URH ALLEN 77
WAVERLY ILL 62692


























































































































URBAN I AK JEROME CHES















RR 1 BOX 121
URITZ HELENE
7917 S CRANDON
























GRAD 2311 S 1ST
PEORIA ILL
LAS1 904 W GREEN
WESTERN SPRS ILL 60558
A6R3 URH LAR 127
TOKYO JAP
ENG4 1658 VALLEY RO
CHICAGO ILL 60617
AGR3 602 E CHALMERS
BUTLER It
ENG3 904 W GREEN"
MT MORRIS ILL 61054
LAS1 401 E DANIEL
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62704
FAA4 107 W CALIFORNIA
URBANA ILL 61801
AGR2 107 W CALIFORNIA
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS2 URH ALLEN 10B
DUNDEE ILL 60118
ENG1 102 E CHALMERS
ROCKFORD ILL 61111
COM4 2305 S 1ST
ROCKFORO ILL 61111








ENG1 URH BABCOCK 290
HUDSON ILL 61748
PE 4 501 E DANIEL
DECATUR ILL
JNL4 910 S 3RD
PINCKNEYVILLE ILL 62274
ENG3 904 W GREEN
NEOGA ILL 62447
ENG1 409 E CHALMERS
BOURBONNAIS ILL 60914
LAS1 URH ALLEN 383
CHICAGO ILL 60644
ENG4 502 W MAIN
ARGO ILL
GRAD URH DANIELS 493
ROCKFORD ILL. 61108
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS
DES PLAINES ILL 60016
ENG4 410 S BUSEY
NEW 4.EN0X ILL 60451
AGR4 58 E GREGORY
HOOPPOLE ILL
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS .
CARPENTRSVILE ILL
LAS1 URH LAR 112
NORTHBROOK ILL 60062
LAS1 904 W GREEN
SOUTHPORT CONN 06490
ENG3 URH TOWNSEND 176
STREATOR ILL
LAS2 1204 LINCOLN
LA GRANGE PK ILL 60528
LAS3 URH WESTON 204
WESTMONT ILL
GRAO 1105 N COLER
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS2 310 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO ILL
GRAD 304 N ROMINE
URBANA ILL 61801
FAA3 URH VANDOREN 211
BELLWOOO ILL
ENG1 604 E ARMORY
CHICAGO ILL 60609
ENG2 URH GARNER 106
GARNER IOWA 50438
AGR2 URH WARDALL 626
GREEN VALLEY ILL 61534
AGR4 902 S 2ND
CHICAGO 17 ILL
ENG4 URH OGLESBY 826
SKOKIE IL 60076
AGR1 201 E JOHN
CHICAGO ILL 60646



















GRAD 406 E MAIN
MADISON WIS 53703
LAS4 URH ALLEN 13
HARVEY ILL 60426
GRAD 211 W SPRINGFIELD
NILES ILL 60648
GRAD 404 E WHITE
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
COM2 URH SCOTT 322
CHICAGO ILL 60647
FAA4 706 S MATHEWS
DES PLAINES ILL
GRAO 509 E STOUGHTON
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820

































VACENCAK ALEXANDER GRAD MONTICELLO ILL
STODDARD ACRES MONTICELLO ILL 51856







FAA3 URH WARDALL 908
WESTVILLE ILL























2837 N AUSTIN AV
VALDES R1CHAR0 A
6604 M FOSTER AV
VALDEZ DAVID













































VAN DRESER JODY K
629 S STEWART
*VAN DYCK DAVID EDWIN
307 CATHERINE ST















































2009 B HAZELWD CT
VANCLtAVE JAMES ROBE
1103 S HOLLYCRFST
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 719
MINONK ILL 61760
GRAD 604 N MAPLE
EVERGREEN PK ILL
LAS2 804 W OREGON
ALTAMONT ILL 62411
LAS3 URH OGLESBY 706
MACOMB ILL
LAS1 309 E JOHN
CRESTWOOD ILL 60445
LAS1 URH FLAGG 306
BELLEVILLE ILL 62223
ENG3 106 E DANIEL
WOOODALE ILL
GRAD 1011 W CLARK
SALT LAKE CTY UTAH 84103
GRAD URH SAUNDERS
CHICAGO ILL 60634
GRAD 309 W ELLS
CHICAGO ILL 60656




GRAD 1107 W GREEN
QUEZON CITY PHIL
GRAD 1107 W GREEN
QUIAPO MANILA PHIL
_
LAS2 1314 GARDEN LN
CHAMPAIGN IL
ENG3 604 E ARMORY
EFFINGHAM ILL
VH 3 URH OGLESBY 114
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS4 URH BUSEY 332
ANTIOCH ILL




LAS2 URH BLAISDELL 222
WESTERN SPRS ILL 60558
GRAD 604 E ARMORY
DECATUR ILL
ENG3 408 E STOUGHTON
BR00KF1ELD ILL
FAA4 705 W UNIVERSITY
EVANSTON ILL
GRAD 1012 S 1ST
NEW YORK N Y 10463
LAS3 URH TOWNSEND 415
HILLSIDE ILL






LAS1 212 E DANIEL
BELLEVILLE ILL 62223
GRAD 205 N MCKINLEY
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG3 URH OGLESBY 900
MINONK ILL
LAS3 URH TAFT 16
CRETE ILL
LAS3 URH EVANS 317
LOMBARD ILL
LAS3 2080 A ORCHARD ST
WASHINGTON ILL
GRAD PRAIRE VEW TRLR CT
GRAND HAVEN MICH 49417
COM3 URH TOWNSEND 307
LANSING ILL
ENG2 STA A BOX 2056
JRONS LKOT HNG KNG
FAA3 URH BUSEY 354
LAGRANGE ILL
LAS1 URH FORBES 392
LA GRANGE ILL 60525
ENG3 URH SNYDER 428
ROCKFORD ILL
LAS4 810 W CHURCH
BLOOMINGTON ILL
ENG4 810 W CHURCH
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
COM2 409 E GREEN
GIBSON CITY ILL 60936






GRAD 311 E JOHN 4
PRINCETON ILL 61356
ENG2 1111 S 1ST
EAST GREENBUSH N Y 12061
FAA4 ALTON ILL
ALTON ILL
LAS3 53 E GREEN
ALTON ILL 62002
C0M1 URH TOWNSEND 313
ROCKFORD ILL 61107
FAA1 URH FORBES 400
INDPLS IND 46260
GRAD WHITE HEATH ILL
WHITE HEATH ILL 61884




GRAD 203 E HEALEY
WESTERN SPRS ILL 60558
AGR4 BLACKDUCK MI NN
DANVILLE ILL 6183?
GRAD 2029 A HAZELWD CT
UR3ANA ILL









































































































25' N WISE AV
VANDERZEE ROBERT E
64 S CLINTON AV
VANDEVENDER JANET KA





629 S STEWART AV
VANDUYN THEODORE W J












306 E CRAWFORD ST
VANGROENOU WILLEM B
1834 A ORCHARD PL
VANGUNTEN KATHERINE
520 N WAIOLA AV
VANHAECKE JOHN ALLEN


































GRAO 300 S GOODWIN I
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS2 310 E GREGORY (
PARK FOREST ILL 60466
LAS1 URH FLAGG 423 (
PARK FOREST ILL 60466
LAS3 604 E ARMORY C
ROCK ISLAND ILL 61201
LAM3 MOLINE ILL
MOLINE ILL
LAS1 URH BLAISDELL 5 (
OEERFIELD ILL 60015
ENG3 URH TOWNSEND 213 I
E PEORIA ILL
FAA1 409 E CHALMERS <
KEWANEE ILL 61443
LAS2 501 E DANIEL I
ELMHURST ILL
GRAD 1826 D ORCHARD PL I
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS2 1204 E PENN I
CHAMPAIGN ILL
FAA4 306 E GREGORY I
CHICAGO 28 ILL
GRAD 311 E CLARK I
CHAMPAIGN ILL
ENG2 206 S GREGORY I
WHITE HALL ILL 62092
ED 3 904 S LINCOLN I
FLOSSMOOR ILL
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS I
PARK RIDGE ILL 60068
GRAD MAHOMET ILL
MAHOMET ILL 61853
ED 3 MAHOMET ILL
MAHOMET ILL 61853
AGR4 409 E CHALMERS I
JOLIET IL
GRAO 705 W NEVADA
NEW JYORK NY
AGR5 ST JOSEPH ILL
ST JOSEPH ILL
ENG4 401 E GREEN
WHEATON ILL 60187
JNL4 616 E DANIEL
MORRISON ILL 61270




LAS2 905 W CALIFORNIA
CARPENTERSVIL ILL 60110
AVI2 910 S 3RD
ALEXANDRIA VA 22306




GRAD 106 S 4TH
BAYSHORE N Y
LAS3 1706 W GREEN
CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAD 403 N RACE
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG4 URH CARR 127
CULLOM ILL
FAA1 URH EVANS 304
LOMBARD ILL 60148
ENG1 URH TOWNSEND 551
ROCKFORO ILL 61103
LAS1 URH TOWNSEND 384
AURORA ILL 60506
LAS1 URH FLAGG 311
PARK FOREST ILL 60466
GRAD 1107 W GREEN
EFFINGHAM ILL

















ED 1 URH EVANS 209
LA GRANGE PARK ILL 60525
AGR1 1004 S 4TH
ANTIOCH ILL
LAS4 806 S OAK
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS4 806 S OAK
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS1 1111 S 1ST
WESTERN SPRS ILL
LAS1 904 W GREEN
GENEVA ILL




LAS2 URH SCOTT 258
E PEORIA ILL 61611
AVI4 URH TOWNSEND 222
EAST PEORIA ILL
LAW1 404 E STOUGHTON
MT PULASKI ILL 62548
LAS1 URH GARNER 493
AURORA ILL 60538
LAS1 URH ALLEN 115
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60005
GRAD 112 E GREEN
SPRINGFIELD IL
ENG4 1727 W HENRY
ROCKFORD ILL


























































502 U MAIN 317
•VANOSDOL JOHN ARTHUR
401 E MAIN ST
VANOSTRAND ROBERTA L





































7236 S MERRILL AVE









RR 3 BOX 175
VARYU DONALD LESLIE
6506 N OLYMPIA AV
VASAK JOHN MICHAEL
























































LAS4 409 E CHALMERS
NORTHBROOK ILL
LAS2 2072 B ORCHARD ST
MURRISON ILL 61270
GRAD 502 W MAIN
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 2072 B ORCHARD ST
MORRISON ILL 61270
ENG1 URH BARTON 225
HENRY ILL 61537
ENG4 312 E ARMORY
WASHINGTON ILL 61571
LAS1 URH WARDALL 220
DECATUR ILL 62526
AGR1 URH ALLEN 281
FRANKFORT ILL 60423
GRAD URH DANIELS 280
NICKERSON KANS
LAS3 604 E ARMORY
CHICAGO ILL 60628








JNL4 URH LUNDGREN 311
EAST MOLINE ILL 61244
ENG4 505 E UNIVERSITY
SPRINGFIELD OHIO 45506
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 122
PEORIA ILL
GRAO 605 S 4TH
SAN ANTONIO TEX 78228
GRAD URH DANIELS 496
NEVADA IOWA 50201
LAS2 604 E ARMORY
MOLINE ILL 61265
LAS2 URH BLAISDELL 224
DIXON ILL 61021
GRAD 601 W ILLINOIS
TRIVANDRUM 4 INDIA
FAA1 URH HOPKINS 157
GLEN ELLYN ILL 60137
LAS4 URH CLARK 232
CHICAGO 49 ILL
ENG3 911 S 3RD
MOLINE ILL
VM 2 URH CARR 4
MAQUON ILL
AGR2 807 S BUSEY
MAQUON ILL
FAA3 URH SCOTT 325
WAUKEGAN ILL
LAS1 URH ALLEN 453
NAPERVILLE ILL 60540
LAS2 1111 S 1ST
CHICAGO ILL
GRAD 801 S VINE
CRETE NEB
LAS1 604 E ARMORY
SPRING VALLEY ILL 61362
FAA4 1106 S 3RD
JACKSON HTS N Y 11372
ENG4 310 E GREEN
CHICAGO ILL




GRAO 111 S BUSEY
NEW DELHI 5 INDIA
GRAD 1005 S PRAIRIE
CHAMPAIGN ILL
AGR3 108 S GREGORY
FAIRFIELD ILL
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 177
CHICAGO ILL 60632
LAS1 URH FORBES 338
ZION ILL 60099
GRAD 501 W CALIFORNIA
URBANA ILL 61801
PE 3 409 E CHALMERS
OLNEY ILL 62450
ENG2 URH GARNER 473
TISK1LWA ILL 61368
C0M1 1002 W TREMONT
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61821
AGR2 801 W OHIO
OREGON ILL
ENG1 907 S 3RD
OBLONG ILL
FAA4 1003 S 3R0
TISKILWA ILL
ENG1 URH SNYDER 415
OXFORD OHIO 45056
AVI2 URH OGLESBY 609
RIVER GROVE ILL 60171
FAA1 URH HOPKINS 470
MUNDELEIN ILL 60060





CORAL GABLES FLA '33146
ENG2 406 W ELM
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG1 URH FORBES 491
FREEPORT ILL 61032
.
ENG2 URH TOWNSEND 539
OAK FOREST ILL 60452
LAS4 URH CARR 231
THAWVILLE ILL
LAS4 1202 W MAIN
ELMHURST ILL .60126






















































































































" VERCLER DENNIS" BRENT
RR 2
VEREECKE MELANIE C










19 N WINDSOR OR
•VERMILLION MARY G




RR 1 BOX 134A
VERPLAETSE JAMES ALF






1819 A ORCHARD PL
VERVERS L INDA LEA
4608 PERSHING RD







2300 S 12TH AV
VEVERKA JOYCE ANN
2300 S 12TH AV
•VEZGA TABORDA C A








605 E OGDEN AV
VICK MAURICE ROBERT





ENG2 URH HOPKINS 312 C 332-1264
DOWNERS GROVE ILL 60515
LAW3 106 E JOHN C 356-0913
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS3 201 E JOHN C 356-7515
PK RIDGE ILL
GRAO 3205 CAMERON C 352-2696
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61620
PE 3 402 E DANIEL C
CHICAGO ILL
AGR4 205 N BUSEY U 332-0508
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 205 N BUSEY U 367-4371
ELY MINN 55731
ENG1 URH WESTON 309 C 332-1986
LA GRANGE PARK ILL 60525
LAS1 URH LUNDGREN 205 C 332-0239
BELLEVILLE ILL 62223
AVI1 URH TOWNSEND 179 U 332-4043
CHICAGO ILL 60622
LAS4 108 E HEALEY C 332*-4262
CHICAGO ILL 60622
LAS1 205 E GREEN C 356-1906
CHICAGO ILL 60622
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 502 U 332-5528
WAUKEGAN ILL 60085
GRAD 2053 A ORCHARD ST U 344-5187
MADRAS KILPAUK I ND
LAW2 URH SHERMAN 1052 C 332-4969
CHICAGO IL 60638
FAA3 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
WILMETTE ILL 60091
LAS4 904 S 3RD C 344-9579
PEORIA ILL 61614
LAS3 211 E DANIEL C 344-2022
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD URH SHERMAN 263 C 333-3944
ATHENS GR
GRAO 1009 W SPRINGFIELD U 367-4669
MADURAI MADRAS I ND
GRAD URH SHERMAN 128 C 332-4632
SKOKIE ILL 60076
LAS4 1210 W CLARK U 367-0770
WOOD RIVER ILL
LAS4 907 S WRIGHT C
EDWARDSVILLE ILL
FAA3 604 E ARMORY C 344-4889
OAK PARK ILL
LAS3 1204 S LINCOLN U 344-9892
CICERO 50 ILL
COM3 URH CARR 317 U 332-3929
NEW CANTON ILL
COM2 URH SCOTT 206 C 332-1432
PEORIA ILL 61603
AGR3 312 E ARMORY C 356-7961
ATKINSON ILL
ENG2 1105 S 1ST C 356-7570
CHICAGO ILL 60646
ENG2 401 E DANIEL C 344-1261
GILLESPIE ILL 62033
LAS3 710 W OHIO U 344-6212
ALEXANDRIA LA
COM3 313 E JOHN C 332-3452
OTTAWA ILL
LA SI URH SNYDER 292 C
CHENOA ILL 61726
LAS2 URH ALLEN 341 U 332-3209
KEWANEE ILL 61443
GRAO 701 W WASHINGTON U 344-6200
KALAMAZOO MICH 49001
FAA2 URH LAR 481 U 332-3059
NORTH PEKIN ILL 61554
FAA1 URH LUNDGREN 125 C 332-0233
PEORIA ILL 61604
LAS2 910 S 3RD C
PARK FOREST ILL 60466
LAS1 URH CLARK 213 C 332-0016
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60004
AGR3 PHILO ILL
PHILO ILL 61864
GRAO 903 W OREGON U 344-1790
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 1608 WILLIAMSBURG C 359-1358
BREMEN IND
ENG2 URH HOPKINS 264 C 332-1231
GENESEO ILL 61254
LAS3 1104 W NEVADA U 344-6668
ROCK ISLAND IL
GRAD 1819 A ORCHARD PL U 344-5215
OOWNERS GROVE IL
GRAD 1819 A ORCHARD PL U 344-5215
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 URH WARDALL 408 U 332-4364
DOWNERS GROVE ILL
GRAD 706 S 1ST C 359-3431
CANTON 10 OHIO
FAA4 1114 W NEVADA 8 U 344-4698
MARION ILL
LAS1 URH LAR 226 U 332-2859
NAPERVILLE ILL 60540
ED 1 URH LAR 498 U 332-3074
N RIVERSIDE ILL 60547
PE 1 URH LAR 498 U 332-3074
N RIVERSIDE ILL 60547
GRAD 1914 C ORCHARD ST U 344-4106
MARACA1B0 VENZUELA
ED 3 URH ALLEN 66 U 332-3261
BENLD ILL
COM3 310 E GREGORY C 356-6112
SPRINGFIELD ILL
COM3 URH FORBES 262 C 332-0986
DANVILLE ILL
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS C
NAPERVILLE IL
FAA4 6 SAFFER CT U 344-3407
GALATIN GATWY MONT
FAA1 URH LAR 196 U 332-2967
LOUISVILLE KY 40228




ED 4 URH TRELEASE T20 U 332-5606
CHICAGO IL 60649
FAA1 URH LAR 105 U 332-2810
MACOMB ILL 61455
JNL3 URH EVANS 333 U 332-2751
MACOMB ILL
VIOAS DANIEL FRANCIS JNL4 827 W MAPLE C 352-1671
827 W MAPLE CHAMPAIGN ILL
VIDEBECK JAMES NIELS ENG4 210 W HESSEL C 352-6942
14501 S TORRENCE BURNHAM ILL 60633 .
VIEHMEYER LARRY ALLE GRAD 112 E GREEN C 356-1918
112 E GREEN CHAMPAIGN ILL
VIERTEL WILLIAM ARTH GRAD 2068 D HAZELWO CT U 344-4410
315 KENSINGTON PL SYRACUSE N Y 13210
GRAD 311 KELLY CT C 352-9575
BENTON ILL
PE 4 1103 M HILL U
CHICAGO ILL 60617
GRAO 2021 C ORCHARD ST U 344-4388
ESTON SASK CAN
VIUNOCCHI JUDY DIANE LASS 1652 VALLEY RD C
1197 GRIFFITH RD LAKE FOREST ILL 60045
VIGU FRANCESCO MARIA GRAD 504 H ELM U 367-6164
504 W ELM URBANA ILL 61801
VIGSTEDT CARL ROBERT C0M1 URH SCOTT 291 C
5 S FORREST ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60004
V1ITA JOHN WAYNE ENG2 URH SCOTT 460 C 332-1610
2803 CARDINAL DR ROLLING MEADOW ILL 60008
GRAD URH DANIELS 285 U 332-2482
BOMBAY 22 INDIA
PE 4 411 E GREEN C 3*4-9434
VICKERY FRANCINE
7219 S PAXTON AV
VI DA CAROL ANN












1341 PORTSMOUTH AV WESTCHESTER ILL 60153
GRAD URH SHERMAN 215
AURORA ILL 60538
LAS2 URH EVANS 305
CICERO ILL 60650
GRAD 506 S GREGORY PL
STA CRZ MANLA PHIL
GRAO 404 E STOUGHTON
PARK RIDGE ILL 60068
VINCENT BARBARA ALLI LAS1 URH ALLEN 260
1418 FOREST AV RIVER FOREST ILL 60305
VINCENT CAROL FRANCE AGR3 URH BLA1SDELL 425
470 RIVER GLEN RD W CHICAGO ILL
LAS3 205 E ARMORY
ORION ILL
COM3 1110 W STOUGHTON
UNIV CITY MO































VINTAR JAMES STANLEY LAS1 URH HOPKINS 386
SUMMIT ILL 60501
GRAD 512 W CALIFORNIA
NAINI-TAL UP INDIA
AGR1 1215 S 4TH
SKOKIE ILL 60076
ENG1 311 E GREEN
HUDSON ILL 61748
GRAD URH SHERMAN 663
DEER PARK N Y
LAS3 URH BLAISDELL 428
BELLWOOD ILL
PE 3 URH ALLEN 479
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62707
ENG1 URH SCOTT 309
7428 W 56TH PL
*VIRK KASHMIR SINGH










29 W HAZEL DELL
V1TALI ALBERT LOUIS
RR 2 TAYLORVILLE ILL 62568
VITEK FRANK JOHN AVI 1 502 E WHITE
4315 CENTER AV LYONS ILL
VITOUX MICHAEL EDWAR LAS4 904 W GREEN
610 S EVERGREEN ARLINGTON HTS ILL
VITUCCI MICHAEL PAUL LAS1 402 E ARMORY
2209 TYSON RD BROADVIEW ILL _ _60153„
VIVIRITO WAYNE MICHA LAS1 URH HOPKINS 214
5512 N WASHINGTON NORWOOD PARK ILL 60656
VIZZA WILLIAM KANE GRAD 1321 FREDRICK
424 WESTMORLAND ST BELLE VERNON PA 15012









PROSPECT HTS ILL 60070
LAW2 609 W MAIN
WESTERN SPRS ILL 60558






ENG4 1007 S 1ST
GREAT FALLS MONT 59401
VOEGELE JAMES WALDEN ENG1 URH HOPKINS 358
210 FAIRWAY LN CARPENTERSVI L ILL 60110
VOEGELE ROGER PAUL ENG4 1408 N MCKINLEY
1408 N MCKINLEY CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
VOEGTLE MICHAEL THOM COM2 604 E ARMORY
4311 N LOWELL CHICAGO ILL 60641
VOELLER DONALD JAMES GRAD 505 W MAIN










4534 B HICKORY ST










LAS2 URH VANOOREN 308
ELMHURST ILL 60126
ENG4 WILSON TRLR PK
EL PASO ILL
GRAD 606 W OHIO
COLUMBIA PA
GRAO 707 W SPRINGFIELD















LAS2 URH WESTON 218
ALTAMONT N V 12009
GRAD RANTOUL ILL
RANTOUL ILL 61866
VU&tLZANG HAROLD GEN AGR 1 URH HOPKINS 424
RR 2 BOX 269 BEECHER ILL 60401
VOCltK DANIEL E GRAD 2302 ROLAND
2J02 ROLANO CHAMPAIGN ILL I
VCbT EUGENE IRVIN GRAD 801 W HILL








JNL3 URH LAR 393
HILLSDALE ILL
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 209
VILLA PARK ILL 60181
ENG1 410 E JOHN
SALEM ILL 62881
•VOGT SUSAN RICHARDSO GRAO 1203 MI TCHUM
1203 MI TCHUM
VOGT THERESA LOU




LAS1 URH FLAGG 329
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60004
GRAO URH DANIELS 622
LUCKNOW INDIA
VOIGHTMANN JAMES PAU LAS1 URH WESTON 127
4001 LIBERTY BLVD WESTMONT ILL 60559
VOIGT CHARLES EDWARD LAS1 URH SCOTT 425
RR 1 BONFIELD ILL 60913
VOIT DONALD RAYMOND COM4 1850 VALLEY RD
BELLWOOD ILL









VOLAND MARY ELIZABET ED 2 805 W OHIO
RR 2 CHENOA ILL
VOLCHKO MARIANNE M LAS1 URH LAR 376















616 S BLOOM INGTON
•VOLL RONALD WILFRID
57 AUBURN SE




AGR2 106 S COTTAGE GR U
WAKEFIELD ILL 62472
AGR 2 WOODHAVEN HOMES PK U
URBANA ILL 61801
PE 4 509 E STOUGHTON C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG4 URH TOWNSEND 176 U
STREATOR ILL 61364
GRAD 403 E MAIN U
GRAND RAPIDS MICH 49506
VOLLMER ROBERT GORDO LAS4 902 W ILLINOIS U
9249 N PARKSIDE AV MORTON GR ILL
VOLLRATH JEAN MARLEN LAS1 URH LUNDGREN 225 C
7125 W 177TH PL TINLEY PARK ILL
VOLLRATH PATRICIA RU LAS1 207 E JOHN C
315 MORGAN ST ELGIN ILL 60120
VOLLRATH VICTORIA AN LAS4 1204 S LINCOLN U
1904 E CASTLE BLOOMINGTON ILL
VOLTAGGIO MARY ELLEN JNL4 1110 W NEVADA U
204 MERTON AV GLEN ELLYN ILL 60137
VONBEHREN AUGUST ALA ENG1 URH WESTON 408 C
1607 HOMEWOOD SPRINGFIELD ILL 62704
VONOERHAAR STEPHEN P LAS3 409 E CHALMERS C
QUINCY ILL
ENG3 URH FORBES 236 C
DANVILLE ILL






5804 S KOLMAR AV
VONDRASEK GARY FRANK GRAD 911 W MAIN
RR 2 LEMONT ILL
VONESH SUSAN JOAN LAS2 101 FLORA
101 FLORA DR CHAMPAIGN ILL
VONGRAEVE BERNARD P GRAD URH SHERMAN 455
44 RAVINE PK CRSNT WEST HILL ONT CAN
VONNAKME MARK CONRAD C0M1 URH SNYDER 261
1051 FRANKLIN CARLYLE ILL 62231
VONOPPEN MATTHIAS K GRAD 505 E OREGON
3136 GARTOW NIEOERSACHSEN GER
VONSTERNBERG JOAN CA LAS1 URH ALLEN 383
7927 S HERMITAGE CHICAGO ILL 60620
LAS3 507 W COLUMBIA
EAST LANSING MICH 48823
LAW2 507 W COLUMBIA
PARK RIOGE ILL 60068
GRAD 1711 CRESCENT
ONARGA ILL
VOORHEES JOHN ADDISO GRAD 901 W SPRINGFIELD
1308 S MAIN ST HARRISONBURG VA 22801
VOORHEES PAULA MAE AGR 1 URH ALLEN 345
1108 STRATFORD OR PEORIA ILL 61614
VOORHEES RUTH STEVEN GRAD 1711 CRESCENT
1711 CRESCENT DR CHAMPAIGN IL
VOORHEIS JAMES LARRY FAA4 STA A BOX 2111
RR 1 HUTSONVILLE ILL
VOREIS CHARLES OWAYN AGR4 601 W SPRINGFIELD
601 W SPRINGFIELD CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
VOREIS MARY ANN G ED 4 601 W SPRINGFIELD
_
_601_W_ SPRINGFIELD CHAMPAIGN^ ILL 61820















EVERGREEN PK ILL 60642
FAA4 203 S WRIGHT
AURORA ILL
GRAD PEBBLE BEACH CAL
PEBBLE BEACH CAL
COM3 212 E DANIEL
HARVARD ILL
VOSECKY DAVID EDWARD ENG3 302 GREGORY
1501 OSTRANOER LAGRANGE PK ILL




















VOTAVA JEANNETTE ROS PE 4 URH LAR 369
3216 S LOMBARD BERWYN ILL
URBATflT ILL 61801
LAS2 201 E GREEN
RIVER GROVE ILL
ENG1 URH WESTON 375
OAKLAWN ILL 60453
LAS4 611 W HEALEY
LAGRANGE PARK ILL
ENG1 URH SCOTT 175
CHICAGO ILL 60631
COM4 2020 N MATTIS
CHICAGO 46 ILL
AGR1 URH TAFT 321
ROCK ISLAND ILL 61201
LAS1 309 E CHALMERS
HINCKLEY ILL 60520
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 1122







































































518 E HARDING AV
VUCHA PETER RUHL















































1972 B ORCHARD ST
MADE PAMELA REYNOLDS























WAGNER CATHER INE L
224 W NORTHRIDGE
WAGNER CHERRYL ANN















1815 E JOHNS AV
WAGNER FRANK LEE
610 S MORGAN ST
WAGNER GILBERT A
8118 S HARVARD ST
WAGNER GREGORY CHARL
2291 MAYFIELD OR
GRAD 406 N EDWIN C
CLEVELAND HTS OHIO 02139
GRAD 406 N EOMIN C
CLEVELAND OHIO 44121
LAS1 URH OGLESBY 725 U 332-5256
BROOKFIELD ILL 60513
LAS3 604 E ARMORY C
CHICAGO ILL 60617
LAS2 310 E GREGORY C 356-6112
DOWNERS GROVE IL 60515
LAS1 URH SCOTT 156 C 332-1411
BERWYN ILL 60402
LAS3 206 W EUREKA C 352-7267
FAA3 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
LA GRANGE PARK ILL
LAS1 URH TOWNSEND 283 U 332-4110
WEST CHICAGO ILL 60185
COM3 1111 S 2ND C 332-1302
CHICAGO 29 ILL
LAS1 URH SCOTT 456 C
EVANSTON ILL 60202
LAS4 URH TRELEASE U
GLENVIEW ILL
LAS4 508 E CHALMERS C 344-1170
CHICAGO ILL 60617
LAS1 604 E ARMORY C 344-1266
MT VERNON ILL 62 864
LAS1 URH GARNER 232 C
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62704
LA SI URH WARDALL 1223 U
NORTHBROOK ILL 60062




LAS4 1103 W MAIN U 367-1609
URBANA ILL 61801
AGR2 1002 S LINCOLN U 344-3532
EDINBURG IL 62531
COM4 106 E HEALEY C 332-2027
CICERO 50 ILL
FAA2 1111 W SPRINGFIELD C 356-5217
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS1 URH BABCOCK 206 U 332-3257
LANSING ILL 60438
GRAD 106 E ARMORY C 352-1972
ALTAMONT ILL 62411
ENG1 URH SCOTT 400 C
FREEBURG ILL 62243




GRAD 107 W CALIFORNIA U 365-2404
ANDOVER N J
FAA1 URH EVANS 204 U 332-2702
PARK RIDGE ILL 60068
LAS1 URH FORBES 454 C 332-1122
SMITHSHIRE ILL 61478
GRAD 21 OAKWOOD U 367-6252
AKRON OHIO 44319
ENG4 112 E JOHN C 352-9365
MACOMB ILL 61455
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 325 C 332-1277
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62702
GRAD 1107 W GREEN U 344-3724
URBANA ILL 61801
JNL4 409 E CHALMERS C 344-0501
WEST FRANKFORT ILL
LASl 1006 W NEVADA U
NOBLE ILL 62868
GRAD URH SHERMAN 62 C 332-4979
CHICAGO ILL 60641
LAS4 306 E GREGORY C 356-7995
DES PLAINES ILL
PE 2 URH ALLEN 25 U 332-3100
EVANSTON ILL 60202
FAA1 URH SNYDER 466 C
GRANITE CITY ILL 62 040
LAS3 URH VANDOREN 27 C 332-0470
ZION ILL
AGR4 1002 S LINCOLN U 344-3532
MILLEDGEVILLE ILL 61051
ENG2 LAWRENCEV1LLE ILL 332-1087
LAWRENCEVILLE ILL 62439
ENG1 201 E JOHN C
XENIA ILL 62899
ENG4 1114 W ILLINOIS U 344-4316
BELLEVILLE ILL 62223
ENG3 1010 S 2ND C 359-3521
GULCONDA ILL
LAS3 1005 S WRIGHT C 344-0571
PEORIA ILL
GRAO 210 W ILLINOIS U
PLENTYWOOD MONT 59254
GRAD 1203 W PARK U 367-1473
MONROE WIS
COMl URH WESTON 474 C 332-2108
CHICAGO ILL 60626
ENG1 723 S STATE C 352-5930
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
AVI6 304 FAIRLAWN U 367-3378
METAMORA ILL 61548
LAS2 URH ALLEN 179 U 332-3289
AURORA ILL 60504
ENG2 URH TOWNSEND 535 U 332-4264
EVANSTON ILL 60202
COMl 604 E ARMORY C 332-1290
DECATUR ILL 62521
LAS3 URH SCOTT 265 C 332-1475
OLNEY ILL
FAA4 208 E GREEN C 332-5066
CHICAGO ILL 60620










21154 S LOCUST ST
WAGNER LAWRENCE JOHN
805 S WALNUT















9249 S LOOM IS
WAGNER V1CKI SUE


























































100 N INDIANA AV
WALDBUSSER GARY JAY












RR 1 BOX 160
WALENGA KAREN MARIE




1547 W DUNOEE RD
WALHUS PAUL TERRY










7815 S CENTRAL AV
COM3 804 W OREGON i) 332-1955
DUBOIS ILL
ENG1 409 fc CHALMERS C 344-1266
ST CHARLES ILL 60174
ENG2 501 E DANIEL C 344-1510
PONTIAC ILL 61764
LASl URH BARTON 225 C 332-0147
LITCHFIELD ILL 62056
COMl 910 S 3RD C
MATTE SON ILL 60443
ENG3 313 E ARMORY C 356-7766
ARLINGTON HTS ILL
EO 1 URH TRELEASE U 332-5653
CHICAGO ILL 60617
PE 1 URH ALLEN 483 U 332-6411
BERWYN ILL 60402
GRAD 508 E SPRINGFIELD C 356-7349
TOPEKA KANSAS
LAS2 URH SCOTT 402 C
AUROA ILL 60506
LAS2 402 E ARMORY C
STREATOR ILL 61364
GRAD BIO W PARK U 365-2327
URBANA ILL 61801
JNL4 1005 W GREGORY U 332-3228
NORTHBROOK ILL
LAS3 URH SCOTT 158 C 332-1413
CHICAGO ILL 60620
LASl URH FLAGG 327 C 332-0314
8ENSENVILLE ILL 60106
LAS2 404 S 6TH C 352-2188
LAWRENCEVIL ILL 62439
PE 4 URH CLARK 212 C 344-3849
LAWRENCEVILLE ILL
COM4 903 S 4TH C 344-1809
BADEN PA
GRAO 1208 W WILLIAM C 352-3018
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAO E JOHN C
DELHI 6 INDIA
LASl URH OGLESBY 211 U 332-5093
LOMBARD ILL 60148
FAA3 1 SAFFER CT U 344-5000
ROCK ISLAND ILL




LAS3 URH GARNER 462 C 332-0886
CRETE ILL
LASl URH SNYOER 426 C
BELVIDERE ILL 61008
JNL4 URH BLAISDELL 4 U 332-3437
BELLEVILLE ILL 62223
A&R2 URH SCOTT 492 C 332-1635
GREENVILLE ILL 62246
GRAD URH DANIELS 364 U 332-2499
REEDSPORT ORE 97467
LAS3 213 W JOHN . C 344-0504
ALBION ILL 62806
LAS3 1742 VALLEY RD C 352-5436
BOURBONNAIS ILL
GRAO 1742 VALLEY RD C 352-5436
BOURBONNAIS ILL
LAS2 1742 VALLEY RD C 352-5436
BOURBONNAIS ILL 60914
GRAD 110 S DEWEY U 367-2607
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 802 W OREGON U 332-3662
AURORA ILL
LAS2 URH SAUNDERS 401 U 332-3674
URBANA ILL 61801
AGR4 URH WARDALL 1102 U 332-4527
DANVILLE ILL 61832
LAS3 505 E WHITE C
CHICAGO ILL 60645
AVI6 806 S LOCUST C 356-2827
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAO 27 RAINTREE C 352-0339
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS4 URH EVANS 427 U 332-2773
PARK FOREST ILL
LASl URH LAR 373 U
CHICAGO ILL 60617
GRAD 1410 HOLLYCREST C 359-3124
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS3 URH WESTON 266 ' C 332-1958
MORTON ILL
COM3 805 W OREGON U 332-5190
PROPHETSTOWN ILL
ENG2 408 E GREEN C 356-7674
INDIANAPOLIS I NO 46222
LAS3 URH CARR 211 U 332-2101
WAUKEGAN ILL
LAS3 URH SNYDER 350 C 332-1775
CLINTON ILL
LASl URH SNYDER 482 C 332-1881
CHICAGO ILL 60620
FAA3 313 E JOHN C 344-9444
MENOOTA ILL
AGR3 URH TOWNSEND 433 U 332-4198
HENRY ILL
LAS2 URH CLARK 222 C 332-0022
CICERO ILL 60650
£AS3 URH CLARK 302 C 332-0035
A.MB0Y ILL 61310
FAA2 URH SNYDER 315 C
PALATINE ILL 60067
FAA4 201 STOUGHTON U 367-9469
CHESTERFIELO MO
LAW3 URH SNYDER 130 C 332-1647
ST ELMO ILL
EJ 2 805 W OHIO U 344-4784
ARMINGTON ILL 61721
FAA3 URH TRELEASE 809 U 332-5626
CHICAGO ILL 60611
GRAD 704 W STOUGHTON U 352-6948
URBANA ILL 61801




WALKER DONALD CARL E
165 E BUND
WALKER CUANE DAVID













• WALKER GARY HELVIN
BOX 82
WALKER GEORGE LENWOR
53 HAVEN DALE DR
WALKER GEORGE WARREN


















645 S 21ST AV
WALKER LINDA KAY
916 E SENECA PL
WALKER MARSHA ANNE



































































WALLACE JOHN KEAY II











ENG2 URH SCOTT 254 C
BRADLEY ILL 60915
FAA2 1207 W NEVADA U 344-1459
PALESTINE ILL 62451
LAS3 105 E DANIELS C 359-2961
JACKSON MISS
AGR2 URH WESTON 200 C
GIBSON CITY ILL 60936
GRAO 1729 VALLEY RD C 359-4339
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
FAA3 1118 W NEVADA U
CANTON ILL 61520
AGR3 409 E CHALMERS C 332-2035
MA20N ILL
LAW2 1208 W BRAOLEY C
CARLYLE ILL 62231
LAS4 URH DANIELS 306 U 332-1689
KINGSTON 8 JAM WI
C0M1 URH TOWNSEND U 332-4590





LAW3 703 S BROADWAY U 367-4295
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAO 103 S MAPLE U 367-8277
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 2030 D ORCHARD ST U 344-5560
FT WORTH TEX
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 1130 U 332-5381
ROBINSON ILL 62454
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS C 344-3046
LEBANON ILL 62254
GRAD 708 S RACE U 365-1451
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 URH GARNER 321 C 332-0790
CHICAGO ILL
LAS2 URH BLAISDELL 330 U 332-3537
MAY WOOD ILL 60153
LAS3 URH ALLEN U 332-3207
PEORIA ILL 61603
GRAO URH TAFT 327 C 332-0652
BRADLEY ILL 60915
LAS3 URH TOWNSEND 210 U 332-4055
TOPEKA ILL
LAS4 903 BURKWOOD U 365-1544
URBANA ILL
ED 2 405 E JOHN C 344-0557
DECATUR ILL
GRAD 708 S RACE U 365-1451
URBANA ILL 61801
AGR1 URH ALLEN 425 U 332-3235
BARRINGTON ILL 60010
AGR1 1002 S LINCOLN U 344-3532
HAMINGTON ILL 61721
COM4 1014 S OAK C 359-1954
CHICAGO IL
COM3 URH OGLESBY 618 U 332-0777
E PEORIA ILL
LAS3 604 E ARMORY C
CHICAGO ILL 60619
GRAO URH SHERMAN 250 C 332-4791
MT ALBRT AUCKLO NZ
LAS1 904 W GREEN U
JACKSQN MISS 39203
LAS3 2006 S ANDERSON U 367-7290
URBANA IL
LAS2 105 E ARMORY C 356-7585
CHICAGO ILL 60645
ENG3 KANKAKEE ILL 332-2091
KANKAKEE ILL 60901
LAS4 203 S WRIGHT C
CHICAGO ILL 60638
LAS1 URH GARNER 490 C 332-0907
CRYSTAL LAKE ILL 60014
VM 4 422 FAIRLAWN U 365-3209
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS4 409 E CHALMERS C 344-5000
SPRINGFIELD ILL
LAS1 URH SCOTT 493 C 332-1636
MONTICELLO ILL 61856
COM4 URH OGLESBY 924 U 332-5315
CHICAGO ILL
GRAD 608 S RANDOLPH C 352-6354
CHAMPAIGN ILL. 61820
LAS4 608 S RANDOLPH C 352-6354
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS4 802 W OREGON U 344-4754
OLNEY ILL
LAS2 410 E GREEN C 332-2825
ELGIN ILL
LAS4 URH BABCOCK 308 U 332-3785
CRYSTAL CITY MO
C0M6 105 S MCCULLOUGH U 367-4463
CHAMPAIGN ILL
COM2 URH FORBES 396 C 332-1064
DES PLAINES ILL 60016
LAS3 308 E ARMORY C 352-3806
JOLIET ILL
LAS2 1102 S LINCOLN U 344-1953
ROCKFORD ILL 61103
AGR3 BLACKDUCK MINN 332-3845
PEOTONE ILL
FAA2 URH SCOTT 289 C 332-1492
WOOD RIVER ILL 62 095
LAS4 1017 W JOHN C 352-9628
"URBANA ILL 61801
AGH1 809 W PENN U
HARMON ILL 61042
LAS4 401 E DANIEL C 344-4132
MARION ILL
FAA2 URH SCOTT 289 C ' 332-1412
WOOD RIVER ILL 62095
C0M1 URH TAFT 319 C 332-0644
DANVILLE ILL 61832
LAS1 URH SCOTT 215 C 332-1440
SOUTH HULLAND ILL 60473
GRAD 1107 W GREEN U 344-0301
KENILWORTH ILL
WALLACE ROBERT RAY
986 E HUMES RD
WALLACE SALLY FOSTER





























WALLER WILLIAM ST ITE


















































































510 S PARK AV
WALTER B OL 1VER
BUX 527
LAS3 URH SCOTT 274 I
MEMPHIS 16 TENN




LAS1 URH SCOTT 461
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60004
AGR1 URrl HUPKINS 309
CLINTON ILL 61727
FAA1 URH FORBES 244





GRAO 408 S ELM
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG2 502 E WHITE
MACOMB ILL 61455
JNL4 106 N GREGORY
ELGIN ILL




LAS3 309 E JOHN
CHICAGO ILL 60615
ENG3 1217 W SPRINGFIELD
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS1 705 S LINCOLN
PARK FOREST ILL 60466
C0M1 910 S 3R0
MORRISON ILL 61270
LAS2 URH TAFT 306
HIGHLAND PK ILL 60035
GRAO 708 BREEN
CHAMPAIGN ILL
FAA1 410 E JOHN
MT PROSPECT ILL 60056
LAS1 URH ALLEN 352
GLEN ELLYN ILL 60137
LAS4 912 S 2ND
PALATINE ILL 60067
FAA3 904 S LINCOLN
LA GRANGE ILL 60525
LAS3 URH SAUNDERS 231
PALATINE ILL
ENGl URH FORBES 446
ROCKFORD ILL 61107
GRAD URH SHERMAN 1060
TOLONO ILL 61880
ENG2 URH OGLESBY 418
BELLEVILLE ILL 62221
ENG4 1101 W CLARK
JACKSONVILLE ILL 62650
GRAD 1306 PHILO RD
URBANA ILL
JNL4 107 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO ILL
GRAO 704 W CALIFORNIA
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 211
DES PLAINES ILL 60016
LAS4 1527 KIRBY
SKOKIE ILL
AGR2 910 S 3RD
TAYLORVlLLE ILL 62568
C0M1 URH SCOTT 200
HOME WOOD ILL 60640
COM2 505 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO ILL 60631
ENG4 512 E STOUGHTON
NORTH RIVERSIDE IL
LAS3 URH LAR 186
LA GRANGE ILL 60525
LAS4 802 W OREGON
ARLINGTON HTS ILL
ENG3 313 E ARMORY
OTTAWA ILL




LAS1 URH SNYDER 321
EVANSTON ILL 60201
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 731
MCHENRY ILL 60050
LAS1 URH BARTON 223
MIDLOTHIAN ILL 60445
GRAD 403 BRIAR LN
BRIDGEWATER N Y 14626




AGR1 URH TOWNSEND 140
FARMER CITY ILL 61842
LAS3 208 E JOHN
HOME WOOD ILL
AGR3 409 E CHALMERS
CAMPUS ILL 60920
LAW3 1006 S 1ST
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG2 212 E DANIEL
CHICAGO ILL 60631
ENGl 604 E ARMORY
DURANO ILL 61024
LAS4 1004 S 4TH
CHICAGO ILL 60652
GRAO 512 F STOUGHTON
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
AGR2 809 W PENN
ALPHA ILL
GRAD 408 W MICHIGAN
CLOOUET MINN
LAS1 URH TOWNSEND 440
STEELEVILLE ILL 62288





















































































WALTERS MICHAEL S N
































169 CHUNG SHAN RO
WANG JAMES PAYTON





WANG RAYMOND C T
2 SHIN-PU LEE
WANG SHIRLEY H
25 LN 17 YUNG KAY
WANG THERESA SHUYI
6 HOPING E RD
WANGARD ROBERT EUGEN











WARD BARBARA EL IN






























703 BIG HOLLOW RD
ENG3 904 W GREEN
JERSEYVILLE ILL
ED 1 URH NOBLE 318
GRAND RIDGE ILL 61325
GRAD 602 E STOUGHTON
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG4 705 W CALIFORNIA
URBANA ILL 61801
AGR2 URH BABCOCK 128
GRAND RIDGE ILL 61325
LAS4 910 S 3RD
GODFREY ILL
LAS3 1211 W CLARK
PRINCETON ILL
LAS1 URH SCOTT 154
ELMHURST ILL 60126
LAS1 604 E ARMORY
CICERO ILL 60650
LAS4 103 E ARMORY
WESTERN SPRS ILL
PE 2 1102 S LINCOLN
MATTE SON ILL
ENG2 URH HOPKINS 228
MONTICELLO ILL 61856
LAS3 912 S 2ND
GRANITE CITY ILL
LAS4 309 E CHALMERS
BOURBONNAIS ILL
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 1122
FRANKFORT ILL 60423
VM 3 1306 W CLARK
TRINIDAD B W I
LAS3 URH WARDALL 802
DIXON ILL
LAS3 URH SCOTT 265
MONTICELLO ILL
ENG4 406 BRIAR LN
ROCKFORD ILL
ENG1 URH SCOTT 495
ROCKFORD ILL 61108
LAS1 URH BABCOCK 302
HINSDALE ILL 60521
LAS1 URH FLAGG 420
OAK PARK ILL 60302
LAS1 809 S 5TH
BELL WOOD ILL 60104
GRAO URH SHERMAN 1357
GLASSBORO N J
VM 2 ARCOLA ILL
ARCOLA ILL
GRAO URH DANIELS 319
HURRICANE W V 25526




ED 4 URH WARDALL 322
DOWNERS GROVE ILL 60515
GRAO 306 S 5TH
E PITTSBURGH PA 15112
GRAD 813 W MAIN
TAICHUNG TAIWAN
GRAD 206 W WILLIAM
TAIWAN CHINA
FAA4 207 E WHITE
CHICAGO 19 ILL




GRAD 1008 W MAIN
TAIPEI TAIWAN
GRAD 506 S GREGORY PL
TAIPEI TAIWAN
GRAD 1208 W CALIFORNIA
TAIPEI TAIWAN
LAW2 102 E ARMORY
CHICAGO ILL 60610
PE 4 309 E JOHN
CHICAGO 22 ILL
GRAD 604 W VERMONT
URBANA ILL
ENG4 409 E CHALMERS
NORRIDGE ILL 60656
ENG2 URH BABCOCK 105
NORTHBROOK ILL 60062
GRAD 624 E GREEN
WATFORD ENG
ED 1 URH FLAGG 42 8
LOMBARD ILL 60148
LAS1 URH TAFT 211
WESTCHESTER ILL 60153
ENG2 1110 S 2ND
DECATUR ILL 62521
ED 3 611 E DANIEL
AURORA ILL .60506
C0M1 URH TOWNSEND 470
NAPERVILLE ILL 60540
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS
MT VERNON ILL 62864
LAS1 URH NOBLE 421
MT PROSPECT ILL 60004
LAS1 URH SAUNDERS 8
GLEN ELLYN ILL 60137
FAA4 604 N MAPLE
URBANA ILL
GRAD 510 W SPRINGFIELO
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820




COM3 1111 S 1ST
CHICAGO ILL 60649
GRAD URH DANIELS 223
WILMETTE ILL
LAS3 408 E GREEN
GLEN ELLYN ILL 60137


























































WARDROPE JUDITH MAR I
6845 W CRANDALL AV
WARE SUSAN ELISE
3400 LAKE SHORE OR
WARE THOMAS EDWIN












217 N BUCHANAN ST
WARING GEORGE R
8003 W POTOMAC AV
WARMA AMY MARIE











ENG1 URH WESTON 408
RANTOUL ILL 61866
LAS3 URH WARDALL 1212
WORTH ILL
LAS4 910 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL 60657
LAS2 211 E ARMORY
RIVERFOREST ILL
COM2 402 E DANIEL
PINCKNEYVILLE ILL 62274
LAS4 URH CLARK 311
MAYWOOD ILL 60153
ENG2 412 E GREEN
DORCHESTER ILL 62 020
LAS1 URH GARNER 408
BOURBONNAIS ILL 60914
LAS1 710 W CHIO
LOMBARD ILL 60148
ED 3 URH LUNDGREN 314
EOWARDSVILLE ILL
LAS2 1209 W CLARK
MILWAUKEE WIS 53218
LAS1 URH SAUNOERS 403
OFALLON ILL 62269
ENG3 609 S 4TH
JOLIET ILL 60435
LAS3 904 S LINCOLN
LAKE BLUFF ILL
EO 4 1102 S LINCOLN
LAKE BLUFF ILL
LAS4 1005 S WRIGHT
LAKE BLUFF ILL
FAA1 URH ALLEN 59






































































WARREN WILLIAM T III





WARWICK CHARLES E JR
1102 MCHENRY
WARZYNSKI LEONARD F
7701 W 65TH ST
WASETIS ALAN DALE
_
_RIVARD RD BOX 7
WASETIS CHERYL MAE




1613 S HIGHLANO AV
WASHBURN ROBERT BRUC












8119 W FARRAGUT AV
GRAD 502 E UNIVERSITY C 356-9109
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
FAA2 URH SNYDER 393 C 332-1806
POCAHONTAS ILL 62275
AGR3 URH BUSEY 160 U 332-2596
POCAHONTAS ILL




GRAD 502 W MAIN U 365-1203
GALVESTON TEX
FAA1 401 E JOHN C
DECATUR ILL ' 62526
LAS4 710 S BROADWAY U 344-0128
BELL WOOD ILL
GRAD 409 W UNIVERSITY C 356-6763
MOUND MINN
AGR1 URH CARR 117 U
LISLE ILL 60532
GRAD 512 S 4TH * C 344-6779
HINSDALE ILL 60521
LAS1 URH WESTON 444 C 332-2086
LOMBARD ILL 60148
GRAD URH OGLESBY- 1029 U 332-5350
ALEXIS ILL 61412
LAS3 506 S LINCOLN U 344-5681
OEERFIELD ILL
GRAD 1111 S 3RD C
GARDEN CITY GA 31408
GRAD URH SHERMAN 1258 C 332-5019
MARTIN TENN 38237
ENG1 700 DOVER PL C 352-1757
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG1 URH SCOTT 459 C 332-1609
MORRIS ILL 60450
GRAO 2809 MAPLEWOOD C 356-8704
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG2 URH OGLESBY 622 U 332-5231
ELGIN ILL 60120
LAS1 URH SAUNDERS 221 U 332-3632
EAST PEORIA ILL 61611
GRAD 104 N 6TH C 356-1273
CHICAGO IL
FAA1 1004 S 4TH C
ELGIN ILL 60120
FAA3 700 DOVER PL C 352-1757
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 512 E STOUGHTON C 356-6383
NURRIOGE ILL
COM2 1009 W PENN U 344-9518
MOLINE ILL 61265
LAS1 604 E ARMORY C
MINONK ILL 61760
GRAD 3214 CAMERON C
PARIS TENN 38242
LAS2 URH TOWNSEND 216 U 332-4061
COLFAX ILL 61728
LAS3 502 W ELM U 352-8814
WESTRN SPRNGS ILL
LAS1 URH FORBES 378 C 332-1072
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS2 204 E JOHN C 332-0870
ARGO ILL 60501
ENG1 URH SCOTT 494 C 332-1637
BOURBONNAJS ILL 60914 _
__
FAA4 1202 W NEVADA U 344-1173
BOURBONNAIS ILL
ENG2 308 E HEALEY C 332-0763
CHICAGO ILL 60637
LAS3 URH WESTON 389 C 332-2045
FREEPORT ILL
ENGl 412 E GREEN C
PALATINE ILL 60067
LAS1 URH ALLEN 211 U 332-3151
KANSAS ILL 61933
LAS4 309 E JOHN C 344-9814
KANSAS ILL 61933
LAS3 URH TOWNSEND 564 U 332-4252
PRETORIA SOUTH AFR
LAS1 405 HESSEL C 359-4897
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAW2 MAHOMET ILL
MORTON GROVE ILL 60053














































































































BOX 167 RR 3
•WATTS GRAEME hENRY
2 HULLAND ST EP ING
WATTS LAWRENCE R
504 N SPRING ST
WATTS LEONARD DUANE






1223 FLORAL SI NW
LAS3 URH WESTON 282 C 332-1971
CALUMET CITY ILL
C0M1 URH HOPKINS 211 C 332-1193
WHEELING ILL 60090
AGR4 803 W OREGON U 344-1356
SHOBONIER ILL
ED 2 508 E ARMORY C 344-0501
LA GRANGE ILL 60525
GRAD 1403 HOLLYCREST C 356-7381
REGO PARK 74 N Y
LAS3 URH BARTON 323 C 332-0167
MORTON GROVE ILL
LAS4 URH SAUNDERS 104 U 332-3586
CRETE ILL 60417
FAA6 208 W PENN U 367-8090
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 486 C 332-1387
ELDORADO ILL 62930
LAS4 URH BARTON 407 C 332-0065
CHICAGO 9 ILL
LAS1 URH BLAISDELL 210 U 332-3486
CHICAGO ILL 61801
GRAD URH DANIELS 725 U 332-2381
TOKYO JAP ,
AVI2 URH FORBES 322 C 332-1032
ELGIN ILL 60120
GRAD 711 W CHURCH C 352-2640
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 711 W CHURCH C 352-2640
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
COM4 1404 W SPRINGFIELD C 356-1894
DES PLAINES ILL
LAS2 URH CARR 125 U 332-3877
OAKLAWN ILL 60459
LAS3 212 E OANIEL C 356-7908
EOINBURG ILL
ENG4 312 E ARMORY C
HOMEWOOD ILL
PE 2 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
DES PLAINES ILL 60016
ENG1 URH SCOTT 182 C
CHICAGO ILL 60641
ENG3 1008 W NEVADA U
ALTON ILL
ENG2 311 E GREEN C
ALTON JLL 62002
LAS1 202 E GREGORY C 332-3971
CHICAGO ILL 60609
AGR3 802 S LINCOLN U 344-2044
NEOGA ILL
LAS3 URH SCOTT 417 C 344-5000
AURORA ILL 60506
LAS1 URH FORBES 332 C
MOKENA ILL 60448
GRAD URH DANIELS 180 U 332-2439
PLANT CITY FLA 33566
FAA1 URH SCOTT 389 C
AURORA ILL 60506
GRAD 602 E STOUGHTON C 356-5747
SANTA PAULA CAL
LAS3 URH BUSEY 257 U 332-2627
QUINCY ILL
GRAD URH SHERMAN 959 C 332-4954
NAPERVILLE ILL
AGR1 410 E JOHN C 344-9477
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 2048 D HAZELWD CT U 344-0499
URBANA ILL 61801
VM 1 URH WARDALL 1003 U 332-4504
NORMAL ILL
PE 3 URH ALLEN 404 U
LA GRANGE PARK ILL 60525
AGR2 1204 S LINCOLN U 332-3202
PARIS ILL 61944
FAA3 URH WARDALL 1026 U 332-45-26
NORMAL ILL
ENG1 URH FORBES 294 C 332-1011
ROCKFORD ILL 61103
ENG1 1001 S 1ST C 359-2093
HOFFMAN ESTS ILL 60172




ENG4 URH TOWNSEND 549 U 332-4276
COAL CITY IL 60416
C0M1 910 S 3RD C
OAK PARK ILL 60304
JNL4 1410 N MCKINLEY C 359-4778
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAW3 511 MITCHEL CT C 359-4571
SPRINGFIELD ILL
JNL4 URH LUNDGREN 112 C 332-0222
GRANITE CITY ILL 62040
ED 3 URH BUSEY 302 U 332-2633
SPRINGFIELD ILL
LAW1 405 W WHITE C 356-4330
WINCHESTER ILL 62694
LAS1 706 W IOWA U 344-5546
URBANA ILL 61801
AGR2 311 E DANIEL C 344-1437
CALEDONIA ILL
ED 3 1005 S WRIGHT C 344-0571
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS4 810 W CHURCH C 352-5151
OLNEY ILL
AGR2 URH SCOTT 472 C 332-1622
RUCKFORD ILL 61103
GRAD 1609 VALLEY RO C 352-9357
NEW S WALES AUS
FAA3 700 DOVER PL C 352-1757
ELGIN ILL 60120
LAS1 URH SCOTT 296 C 332-1499
ASSUMPTION ILL 62510
LAS2 URH WARDALL 807 U 332-4460
OTTAWA ILL 61350
LAS1 URH BLAISDELL 6 U 332-3439
DIXON ILL 61021
GRAD 109 E CLARK C



















LAS2 802 W OREGON
MACOMB ILL 61455
LAS4 910 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL 60629
ENG4 URH TOWNSEND 438
PARIS ILL
LAS4 505 E GREEN
MARSHALL ILL
GRAD CHANUTE AFB ILL
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
AGR2 805 W OHIO
NEWMAN ILL 61942
AGR3 801 W NEVADA
NEWMAN ILL
LAS3 802 VENTURA RD
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS1 1105 S 1ST
CHICAGO ILL 60625
WAXMAN BERNARD MICHA GRAD 106 E HEALEY
UNIVERSITY CITY MO 63130
GRAD 1906 D ORCHARD ST
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 1906 D ORCHARD ST
URBANA ILL 61801
COM2 1204 S LINCOLN
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62704








1316 S GRAND W
WAYLAND CHERYL
309 E CQNRON
WAYNE MICHAEL HUMMEL PE 4 411 E GREEN I
1721 W 100TH PL CHICAGO ILL
•WEAKLEY JCMHN ROBERT PE 3 601 W OREGON I
601 W OREGON URBANA ILL 61801
WEAKLEY WILLIAM MONR ENG3 URH OGLESBY 802
1 WACH OR BLOOMINGTON ILL
•WEARING ALEXANDER JA GRAD 412 W GREEN I
1107 W GREEN 225 URBANA ILL 61801
WEARING MARYLIN FRAN GRAD 803 W ILLINOIS
534 PEARL 206 DENVER COLO 80203
•WEARING ROSEMARY J GRAD 412 W GREEN
1107 W GREEN 225 URBANA ILL 61801
WEATHERHEAD MARY ANN LAS1 URH BLAISDELL 112
526 LAUREL AV WILMETTE ILL 60091
WEATHERS GARY BRENT C0M1 1301 S BUSEY
23 E WEST ST RIDGEFARM ILL 61870
WEATHERS VICTOR LYNN COM2 1301 S BUSEY
23 E WEST ST RIDGEFARM ILL 92870
WEATHERWAX BEVERLY A ED 3 1106 S LINCOLN
VILLA PARK ILL
LAS2 URH LAR 426
DIXON ILL 61021
GRAD 808 S URBANA
URBANA ILL
GRAD 1942 D ORCHARD ST
AURORA ILL
AGR1 505 E GREEN
MARTINSVILLE ILL 62442
GRAD 1942 D ORCHARD ST
MCLEAN VA
ENG1 URH SCOTT 223
DES PLAINES ILL 60018
COM4 RR 2
URBANA ILL 61801
WEAVER RICHARD BUCKL C0M1 URH FORBES 443
21211 LOCUST MATTESON ILL 60443
WEAVER ROBERT LOREN ENG3 URH WESTON 424
209 E GRAHAM ST DIXON ILL
WEAVER WALTER LESLIE GRAD 1203 W MAIN
450 W JACKSON WEBSTER GR 19 MO
WEBB BRUCE RONALD LAS1 URH SCOTT 394
774 KENILWORTH GLEN ELLYN ILL 60137
WEBB CHARLOTTE ELAIN FAA1 URH ALLEN 5
2131 MAC ARTHUR DR GLENVIEW ILL 60025
WEBB DAVID LEE LAS1 URH SNYDER 340
227 TEE RD CARPENTERSVL ILL 60110
WEBB GREGORY ROBERT LAS4 708 S 6TH
461 MAIN ST WEST CHICAGO ILL
WEBB GROVER CLEVELAN AGR3 512 E STOUGHTON
SIMPSON ILL
GRAD 909 S 1ST
STREATOR ILL 61364




LAS3 URH ALLEN 164
1101 DELPHINIOM DR BILLINGS MT 59102
WEBB KAREN LYN LAS3 508 E CHALMERS
RR 1 EWING ILL
WEBB KATHLEEN SHARON LAS4 URH BUSEY 235
212 E WASHINGTON
WEAVER DIANNE SUE



































































WEBBER NED M JR
221 W WASHINGTON
WEBBER ROBERT CHAPMA ENG3 410 E JOHN
421 BOBOLINK RD MT PROSPECT ILL
WEBER BARBARA JANE GRAD URH SHERMAN 431
141 PRINCETON PL DUBUQUE IOWA
WEBER CHARLES ROBERT ENG4 2309 S 1ST
423 COTTAGE AVE GLEN ELLYN ILL
WEBER CHARLES SCOTT ENG2 URH CARR 114
LITTLETON CO




LAS1 URH SNYDER 321
EWING ILL 62836
C0M1 URH WESTON 421
LANSING ILL 60438
LAS2 103 E ARMORY
EFFINGHAM ILL
LAS1 1111 S 1ST
GLENVIEW ILL 60025
LAS3 URH GARNER 241
LANSING ILL
AGR2 409 E CHALMERS
CLINTON ILL
ENG2 URH SCOTT 177







LAS3 904 W GREEN 421
CHICAGO ILL 60629



























333 W UNION ST
WEBEK FRANK JERALO
WEBER GLENN CHARLES































































































409 TIL TON PARK DR
WEEKS RICHARD W II




1551 b WHITE DR
«EENING KAR IN E
PET I IT LANE
WEEiE KEITH CUOL IOGE
3749 KKIGHTWUOD
LAS1 ORH SNYDER 423 C 332-1829
COLLINSVILLE ILL 62234
GRAD 1501 WAVERLY C 356-0375
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS1 URH FLAGG 314 C 332-0305
EVANSTON ILL 60201
LAS3 URH LUNDGREN 15 C 332-0205
EDWARDSV1LLE ILL 62025
LAW2 205 E HEALEY C 352-0853
BOGOTA IL 61426
COM2 801 W ILLINOIS U 332-1099
NILES ILL 60648
ENG3 URH TOWNSEND 208 U 332-5302
ANCHOR ILL
ENG2 1008 S 4TH C 344-1207
CHENOA ILL 61726
ENG4 URH CARR 106 U 332-3858
ANCHOR ILL
LAS2 URH WARDALL 426 U 332-4381
EVANSTON ILL 60201
LAS1 ORH TRELEASE 422 U 332-5517
PALUS HTS ILL 60463
ENG1 URH GARNER 419 C 332-0858
AURORA ILL 60505
ENG3 URH TOWNSEND 333 U 332-4134
JOLIET ILL
FAA3 URH LUNDGREN 217 C 332-0249
CARY ILL 60013
AGR1 URH OGLESBY 711 U 332-5243
THAWVILLE ILL 60968
ENG3 1007 S 1ST C 359-3521
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS1 URH LAR 194 U
DIXON ILL 61021
ENG1 URH GARNER 338 c 332--0800
LOCKPORT ILL 60441
ENG4 616 E DAMEL C 344--0758
AURORA ILL
AGR2 URH BABCOCK 408 u 332--3809
BUSHNELL ILL 61422
ED 1 URH TAFT 419 c 332--0666
CHICAGO ILL 60625
FAAl 505 W MICHIGAN u 344 -67 74
URBANA ILL 61801
AGR2 207 E JOHN c
POLO ILL 61064
ED 2 1102 S LINCOLN u 344--4205
CHICAGO ILL 60646
C0M1 1010 S 2ND c
AURORA ILL 60505
AGR2 1301 S BUSEY u 356 -7976
SAVANNA ILL
ENG1 904 W GREEN u
AURORA ILL 60506
LAS3 URH HOPKINS 174 c 332 -1180
OLNEY ILL 62450
GRAD 1206 W MAIN u 367 -8959
ALGONQUIN ILL 60102
AGR1 1301 S BUSEY
WAKEFIELD ILL 62472
ENG3 1105 S 4TH
HINSDALE ILL
ENG1 705 S RACE
URBANA ILL 61801
VM 3 URH OGLESBY 313
SHELDON ILL 60966
GRAD 602 E STOUGHTON
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 URH NOBLE 117
KANKAKEE ILL 60901
LAS1 URH ALLEN 109
HINSDALE ILL 60521
GRAD 711 W CHURCH
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS3 311 E GREEN
NORTH BELLMORE N Y 11712
LAS4 309 E HEALEY
CHICAGO ILL 60620
PE 1 103 LINCOLN
KANKAKEE ILL 60901
AGR3 URH ALLEN 381
KANKAKEE ILL
FAA4 URH WARDALL 210
RUCKFORD ILL
ENG4 410 E JOHN
URBANA ILL




FAA4 405 E GREEN
WILLIAMSVILLE ILL
LAS3 715 W MICHIGAN
MATTOON ILL
GRAD URH DANIELS 434
WASHINGTON D C 20016
LAS2 URH LAR 323
ROCK ISLANO ILL 61201
GRAD 401 HESSEL
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 7 SAFFER CT
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61822
LAS3 1004 W NEVADA
A')DIEVILLE ILL
FAA2 URH HOPKINS 382
SCOTCH PLAINS N J 07076
AGR2 58 E oREGORY
SHARON WIS 53585
GRAO 701 w UNIVERSITY
DE KALB ILL 60115
GRAD 58 E ARMORY
ARGO ILL
LAS2 URH HOPKINS 265
ROCKFORD ILL 61107
GKAD RAN TOOL ILL
RANTOUL ILL
VM 4 URH DANIELS 479













































12223 S 73RD CT
WEI CATHERINE KUEN
146 CHAO CHOW ST
WEI JEANNE *
4421 N PAUL INA

































































105 N BUWMAN AV
WEINBERG CATHERINE E














240 GREEN BAY KD
WEINDRUCH LARKY NORM
1618 18TH AV 29











4624 W ELM TERR




LAS2 802 W GREEN I
FLATROCK ILL
GRAD 1101 S WABASH I
PHILADELPHIA 11 PA
COM4 911 S 4TH (
ELGIN ILL
GRAD URH SHERMAN 861 I
MENOMUNEE FLS WIS 53051
LAS3 412 E GREEN I
CHICAGO ILL 60638
LAS1 URH SAUNDERS 102 I
BEECHER ILL 60401
LAS1 URH CLARK 338 (
CHICAGO ILL
LAS2 ORH VANOOREN 410 I
PALOS HEIGHTS ILL
GRAO URH DANIELS 255 I
TAIPEI TAIWAN
LAS2 URH BLAISDELL 223 I
CHICAGO ILL 60640
LAS4 706 W GREEN I
WATERLOO ONT CAN
FAA6 305 W OREGON I
URBANA ILL 61801
AGR2 708 W HIGH
WEST POINT ILL 62380
GRAD 16 COACHMAN
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG4 URH CARR 322
BELLEVILLE ILL 62221
LAS2 URH TAFT 304 i
NAPERVILLE ILL 60540




LAS3 URH BUSEY 431
COLLINSVILLE ILL 62234
COM4 510 W GREEN
OTTAWA ILL
ENG3 307 S RANDOLPH
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG1 501 E DAMEL
MORTON ILL 61550
LAS3 209 E HEALEY
PEORIA ILL 61614
COM2 209 E HEALEY
PEORIA ILL 61614
AGR2 URH TRELEASE 604
MORTON ILL 61550
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS
DECATUR ILL
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 436
DES PLAINES ILL 60016
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 1107
EDGE WOOD ILL 62426
LAS1 LRH VANOOREN 27
WAUKEGAN ILL 60085
LAS2 URH TAFT 204
NILES ILL 60648
LAS1 URH VANDOREN 305
ELMHURST ILL 60126
LAS1 URH FLAGG 325
ELMHURST ILL 60126
LAS3 910 S 3RD
ELMHURST ILL




GRAD URH DANIELS 730
MANCHESTER MO
LAS3 110 E ARMORY
HIGHLAND PARK ILL 60035
LAS1 910 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL 60645
COM3 304 S 3RD
CARPNTRSVIL ILL
COM3 1004 W NEVADA
CHICAGO ILL
EU 4 904 S LINCOLN
QUINCY ILL




LAS3 1012 N BUSEY
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS.4 802 W OREGON
CHICAGO ILL
FAA4 URH BABCOCK 112
PALATINE ILL
AVI 1 904 W GREEN
CARTHAGE ILL 62321
FAA2 210 N HARVEY
CHICAGO ILL 60646
LAS2 URH WARDALL 312
HOME WOOD ILL 60430
LAw2 607 W WHITE
GLENCOE ILL 60022
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS
WINNETKA ILL 60093
COM2 301 E ARMORY
ROCK ISLAND ILL 61201
COM3 301 E ARMORY
ROCK ISLAND ILL
LAW3 1603 W HEALEY
PEORIA ILL
LAS1 URH BARTON 224
SKOKIE ILL 60076
LAS1 URH CARR 425
CHICAGO ILL 60625
GRAO 902 W ILLINOIS
FT LEE N J 07024
LAS3 1104 NEVADA
SKOKIE ILL

















































LAS3 303 E JOHN
CHICAGO 45 ILL




1030 EDGEBROOK LN GLENCOE ILL 60022
MEINER RICHARD ARDEN LAS1 URH SCOTT 441
1649 PARKVIEW AV WHITING I ND 46394
WEINER TERRY LINN LAS1 URH FORBES 441
18311 S ANTHONY AV CNTRY CLUB HLS ILL 60477
WE1NGLASS CLAIRE ANN LAS2 910 S 3RD
7431 CHAPPEL AV CHICAGO ILL 60649
WEINHOLD PAUL MARTIN LAS2 602 E STOUGHTON
1192 WESTVIEW ROCHELLE ILL
WEINHOUSE VALERIE MA LAS3 URH SAUNDERS 117
1055 OAK RIOGE OR GLENCOE ILL
WEIN1NGER DAVIO ALAN LAS3 1105 S 1ST
5754 N CHRISTIANA CHICAGO ILL
WEINLAND LINDA LORRA LAS1 URH TRELEASE 507
1132 CARDINAL LN NAPERVILLE ILL 60540
WEINMANN KLAUS JUERG GRAO 33 E DANIEL
714 7TH ST LAWRENCEVILLE ILL
WEINMANN SIGRIO BIRK GRAD 33 E DANIEL
WINDMUHLENSTR 40 3165 HANIGSEN GERM













GRAD 207 W CLARK
CHICAGO ILL
ED 1 910 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL
_
COM2 910 S 3RD
GREAT NECK N Y
WEINSTEIN STEVEN IRA GRAD URH SNYDER 330
36 E 38TH ST BAYONNE N J 07002
WEINSTEIN STUART LES LAS4 1506 LINCOLNSHIRE
6917 N MCALPIN CHICAGO 46 ILL
WEINSTEIN SUSAN LYNN LAS1 URH ALLEN
8540 N DRAKE SKOKIE ILL 60077
WEINTHALER JEANNE M LAS1 URH NOBLE 122
903 S CLIFTON PARK RIOGE ILL 60068
WEINTRAUB ALAN IRWIN LAS4 1208 W CALIFORNIA
8033 S MERRILL CHICAGO 17 ILL
WEINTRAUB BARI LAS4 1104 W NEVADA
2800 MONTEVALLO RD BIRMINGHAM 13 ALA
WEINTRDB MEDA REBECC LAS2 URH TRELEASE 908
6251 N HAMLIN CHICAGO ILL 60645
WEIPERT LINDA OIANNE LAS2 910 S 3RD
4532 WOODWARD AV DOWNERS GROVE ILL 60515
COM3 31 FORSYTHIA
SPRINGFIELD ILL






WEIRICH BRUCE ROBERT LAS1 206 GREGORY
614 E NEW YORK ST AURORA ILL











LAS1 URH FORBES 473
NORRISTOWN PA 19401
GRAD 1005 S 6TH
PARK RIOGE ILL
LAS3 310 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO ILL
WEISBERG ANNETTE RUT FAA2 47 E CHALMERS
6434 N FRANCISCO CHICAGO ILL 60645
WEISBERG BETTE MAXIN ED 4 1104 W NEVADA
8159 SAGINAW CHICAGO 17 ILL
WEISBERG DAVID RICHA ENG1 907 S 4TH
6705 N MOZART CHICAGO ILL 60645
WEISE EVA-MARIA U LAS3 1109 W STOUGHTON
1109 W STOUGHTON URBANA ILL 61801
WEISE RICHARD CHARLE AGR3 1009 W CALIFORNIA
442 CHICAGO AV DOWNERS GROVE ILL
WEISE ROBERT WILLIAM GRAD 509 STOUGHTON














LAW2 914 W HILL
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS1 914 W HILL
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS3 914 W HILL
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS3 303 E JOHN
MORTON GROVE ILL
WEISER MALCOLM JAMES LAS1 URH WESTON 494
RR 1 OWANECO ILL 62555
WEISHAR MICHAEL CHAR ENG1 URH FORBES 356
817 N 5TH SPRINGFIELD ILL 62702
WEISMAN JACQUELINE ED 3 URH TRELEASE 507
4429 N WHIPPLE CHICAGO ILL 60625
WEISMAN JEANNE DOROT FAA3 URH TRELEASE 1212
4429 N WHIPPLE CHICAGO ILL
WEISMAN LARRY EDWARD LAS1 105 E
5925 N DRAKE CHICAGO ILL
WEISMAN MICHAEL JOEL LAS1 301 E
6534 N HOYNE CHICAGO ILL































LAS2 110 E CHALMERS
GLENCOE ILL 60022
LAS1 910 S 3RD
CLEVELAND OHIO 44118
LAS2 910 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL
ENG4 1006 S MATTIS
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAW1 58 E HEALEY
CHICAGO ILL
LAS2 URH TOWNSEND 409
POUGHKEEPSIE N Y 12603
PE 1 910 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL 60615
LAS2 1105 S 1ST
CHICAGO ILL 60645
GRAD URH SHERMAN 764
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS1 URH BLAI SD6LL 327
CHICAGO ILL 60626
FAA2 1006 S MATTIS
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ED 4 106 t HfcALtY
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820





























































ED 3 1104 W NEVADA
CHICAGO ILL
GRAD 108 E JOHN
CHICAGO ILL 60645
COM2 907 S 4TH
CHICAGO HTS ILL 60411
WEISS MITCHELL SIMON GRAD 106 E HEALEY
CHICAGO ILL
LAS4 URH VANDOREN 226
CHICAGO ILL
FAA1 URH CARR 427
OUINCY ILL 62301
ENG3 110 E ARMORY
SKOKIE ILL
LAS3 URH GARNER 454
CHICAGO HTS ILL














871 N MCLEAN BLVD MEMPHIS TENN 38107
WEISSENBERG ROGER C GRAD 1907 ROBERTA LN
827 N CENTRAL AV ROCKFORD ILL 61103
WEISSENBORN PAMELA A LAS4 URH CLARK 334
758 SPRING AURORA ILL 60505
WEISSHAPPEL ROBERT N ENG4 601 W GREEN
305 E HARDING AV LA GRANGE PARK IL
WE1SSK0PF RICHARD DA LAS1 URH SNYDER 160
2100 W FARGO CHICAGO ILL 60645
WEISSMAN BARRY MARTI LAS4 506 E SPRINGFIELD
2941 W COYLE CHICAGO ILL
WEISSMAN OEBRA NAOMI LAS3 910 S 3RD
208 VALLEY VIEW DR WILMETTE ILL 60091
WEISSMAN MARCIA E ED 4 907 W OREGON
907 W OREGON URBANA ILL 61801
WEISSMAN ROBERT J VM 4 907 W OREGON
44 DELMAR PL DELMAR N Y
WEISSMAN ROBERT MERR LAS3 1102 COUNTRY LN
1102 COUNTRY LN CHAMPAIGN ILL
WEISSMANN CAROL HOEH LAS3 910 S 3RD
MOLINE ILL 61265
FAA1 910 S 3RD
BELLEVILLE ILL 62223
FAA4 URH WESTON 289
BROWN DEER WIS 53223
LAW1 URH SHERMAN
EVANSTON ILL
WEITZENFELD KATHY AN JNL3 706 S MATHEWS
OTRS SP-24 NAS NORFOLK VA 23511





8522 N 63RD ST
WEITZ BARRY ALLEN
234 CUSTER
1019 S ANDERSON URBANA ILL















FAA2 807 S BUSEY
LEWISTOWN ILL 61542
LAS1 401 E GREEN
CHICAGO ILL 60628
COM3 URH BARTON 22
SMITHFIELD ILL




LAS4 706 W CHURCH
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
WELCH MARGARET KATHR LAS4 1106 S LINCOLN
133 NOTTINGHAM RD SPRINGFIELD ILL
WELCH MARLENE CLARK
170 5 W CLARK
WELCH MARY
7425 N ROUTE 88
WELCH MICHAEL CLEGG
508 S CHESTNUT ST
ED 4 1705 W CLARK
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 URH ALLEN 377
PEORIA ILL 61614
C0M1 URH OGLESBY 105
KEWANEE ILL 61443
WELCH RICHARD CHARLE FAA1 URH BABCOCK 117
3506 N STERLING
WELCH STEVEN LOUX












FAA2 112 E JOHN
BARRINGTON ILL
GRAD 609 W MAIN
BUSHNELL ILL
GRAD 502 W OREGON
URBANA ILL 61801
AGR3 URH OGLESBY 306
LENA ILL
FAA3 102 E CHALMERS
JOLIET ILL 60435
WELLBORN GAIL EL IZAB LAS4 URH WARDALL 303
BOX 57 WASHINGTON MISS 39190
WELLER ARTHUR RANDAL LAS1 907 S 3RD









LA GRANGE ILL 60525
LAS1 1109 BRIARCLIFF
URBANA ILL 61801
AGR3 URH LAR 177
DWIGHT ILL 60420
ENG3 302 E GREGORY
HINDSBORO ILL 61930
AGR2 58 E GREGORY
DWIGHT ILL 60420

























LAS2 URH WARDALL 913
DANVILLE ILL 61833





WEST PEORIA ILL 61604
GRAO 1612 H UNION
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 1011 S LOCUST
MACOMB ILL 61455
GRAD 2002 JOANNE LN
DETROIT MICH 48201
GRAD 311 E SPRINGFIELO
FORT WORTH 7 TEX
FAA2 1005 S WRIGHT
MONMOUTH ILL 61462
FAA1 URH BABCOCK 330
INUPLS IND 46201





































































2428 S 8TH AVE
HELSCH THOMAS R ICHAR
117 N MAIN ST
HELSH JOHN JOSEPH






























HENDLING MILL IAM HAR


























322 BLUE RIDGE OR
HENZEL SHARON ELIZAB
HENZEL TERRY LEE


















1903 S 61ST CT






























ENG3 212 S DEWEY
URBANA ILL 61801
COM2 311 E ARMORY
HICKORY HILLS ILL
LAS4 URH FORBES 104
N RIVERSIDE ILL
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 464
HATERLOO ILL 62298




PE 3 URH OGLESBY 520
CHICAGO 26 ILL
GRAD 706 W GREEN
TAIPEI TAIWAN
GRAD 2804 W OANIEL
CHAMPAIGN IL
LAS1 URH NOBLE 321
CHICAGO ILL 60647
ENG4 910 S 3RD
PARK RIDGE ILL
ENG1 URH SCOTT 495
LA MOILLE ILL 61330
ENG1 URH HOPKINS 220
GRANITE CITY ILL 62040
LAS2 URH HARDALL 607
OAKLAND ILL 61943
ENG4 502 E HHITE
LOUISVILLE iZ KY
PE 1 URH LAR 387
ELMWOOD PARK ILL 60635
FAA1 1108 S 1ST
OOWNERS GROVE ILL 60515
AGR3 58 E GREGORY
DEWITT IL
ENG4 102 E CHALMERS
OAK PARK ILL
GRAD 2111 W WHITE
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
AGRl URH SNYDER 495
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60004




FAA4 URH TOHNSEND 436
ROCKFORD ILL
LAS3 206 E GREEN
SKOKIE ILL
FAA1 URH FORBES 316
ELMHURST ILL 60126
ENG2 URH FORBES 316
ELMHURST ILL 60126
PE 1 ST JOSEPH ILL
ST JOSEPH ILL 61873
GRAD 1 FISHER CT
URBANA ILL 6L801
ENG2 211 E DANIEL
EFFINGHAM ILL
COM4 202 S LINCOLN
MAY WOOD ILL
AGRl URH SCOTT 182
WARRENSBURG ILL 62573
COM3 201 E JOHN
PARK RIDGE IL
ENG1 505 E GREEN
BELLEVILLE ILL 62223
AGRl 805 H OHIO
KENT ILL 61044
FAA1 URH HOPKINS 382
APPLETON HIS 54911
LAS2 1105 S 1ST
CHICAGO ILL 60645
ENG2 URH FORBES 294
CHICAGO ILL 60634






GRAD 2070 A ORCHARD ST
URBANA ILL 61801
ED 2 URH ALLEN 499
PARK FOREST ILL 60466
LAS2 URH FORBES 291
ROSELLE ILL 60172





























PE 3 308 E ARMORY
CHICAGO ILL




GRAD 615 S WRIGHT
BROOKLYN 18 N Y
LAS4 30 TULIP TREE DR
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG1 URH SCOTT 42 8
MT PROSPECT ILL 60056
LAS3 URH BABCOCK 343
LENA ILL




FAA3 URH VANDOREr, 110
TRENTON ILL

































































28 W 2ND ST
WESSEL VERLE KEITH




11556 S HAMLIN AVE
WESSELS THOMAS GEORG
1629 JONATHAN













































































COM4 310 E JUHN C 344-9576
HINSDALE ILL
LAS1 URH SCOTT 414 C
HIGHLAND PARK ILL 60035
LAW2 705 S RANDOLPH C 356-6026
HIGHLAND PARK ILL 60035
ED 1 URH TRELEASE 916 U 332-5662
SKOKIE ILL 60076
LAS1 1710 RIOGE RD C 352-4535
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 1708 H GREEN C 356-6600
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS3 303 E JOHN C 344-1103
CHICAGO ILL 60649
LAW2 502 H MICHIGAN U 362-6397
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAS3 1106 S LINCOLN U 344-3616
SIDNEY ILL
COM3 501 E DANIEL C 344-1510
DELAVAN ILL *
GRAD 1505 KIRBY C 352-2123
WALSH ILL 62297
AGRl URH TOHNSEND 567 U 332-4286
HAMPSHIRE ILL 60140
GRAD 405 E GREEN C
GRAFTON OHIO 44044
FAA4 704 N RANDOLPH C 352-2972
CHAMPAIGN ILL
FAA4 704 N RANDOLPH C 352-3972
CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAO 518 E GREEN C 356-4178
OLYMPIA FIELOS ILL
ENG2 URH SCOTT 273 C 332-1483
TRENTON ILL 62293
GRAD 904 W GREEN U 333-4604
PRINCETON ILL 61356
EO 2 URH TRELEASE 1007 U 332-5684
ROCKTON ILL 61072
LAS4 903 W NEVADA U 344-1931
CHICAGO 55 ILL
PE 3 806 H CHURCH C 332-4199
ROCKFORD ILL
LAS3 705 S 1ST C 356-0635
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAO 705 S 1ST C 356-0635
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS4 URH TRELEASE 613 U 332-5575
CHICAGO ILL
LAS1 405 E JOHN C 344-0556
OMAHA ILL 62871
GRAD 406 H GREEN U 365-1378
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS1 URH VANDOREN 308 C 359-3787
CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAD STA A BOX 2271 C 332-4006
CHICAGO ILL 60639
ENG2 409 E CHALMERS C
MIDOLEPORT N Y 14105
LAS4 URH VANDOREN 308 C 359-3787
CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAD 3223 CAMERON C 332-4606
SEARCY ARK
LAS3 URH WARDALL 512 U 332-4392
GILLESPIE ILL
LAS1 201 E GREEN C
OAKLAWN ILL 60459
FAA2 1010 S 2ND C 356-0521
GREEN BAY HIS 54304
PE 4 105 E JOHN C 359-2879
RIVER FOREST ILL
GRAO URH SHERMAN 366 C 332-4829
SEOUIM WASH 98382
LAS1 1005 S 2ND U
MATTOOM ILL 61938
LAS4 505 E GREEN C 344-3575
PRINCETON ILL
AGR3 711 W GREEN U 367-9162
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62701
LAH3 613 H SPRINGFIELD C 332-0902
OAKLAHN ILL
GRAO CHANUTE AFB ILL
BROWNS VALLEY MINN
FAA2 URH OGLESBY 1019 U
EOWARDSVILLE ILL 62025
COM2 URH HOPKINS 462 C 332-1369
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62704
GRAD
GRAD 2057 D ORCHARD ST U 344-5917
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG1 URH TOWNSEND 504 U 332-4241
STREAMWOOD ILL 60103
FAA4 901 W CALIFORNIA U 344-5415
GLEN ELLYN ILL
FAA3 URH LAR 486 U 3 32-3064
GLENELLYN ILL 60137
AGRl URH HOPKINS 288 C 364-4366
DAWSON ILL 62520
FAA4 405 E JOHN C 344-0557
ARGENTA ILL
GRAD 2207 PHILC RD U 367-5307
MOUNTAIN PARK OKLA
LAS3 401 E JOHN C 344-3870
GLEN ELLYN ILL
LAS4 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
GLEN ELLYN ILL
AGR3 BLACKDUCK MINN 332-1670
JACKSONVILLE ILL
JNL4 102 E CHALMERS C 359-3232
JACKSONVILLE 3 ILL
FAA3 URH WESTON 446 C 332-2089
OAK LAWN ILL
ENG4 907 S WRIGHT C 344-6675
NEWINGTON 11 CONN
ENG2 URH CARR 119 U 332-3871
RUCKFuRD ILL 61108
COM4 110 E CHALMERS C 356-7659
CHICAGO ILL




































*WEY JING SHIANG SU
125 KAI SHAN RD
*WEY THOMAS JIINGCHYU
300 S GOODWIN 404
WEYAND KENNETH BERNA
2304 5TH ST


















WHALEY MICHAEL R F
405 BARBARA AV
WHALLEY JUDI K0MAK1







WHEELER DAVID FRANC I
















205 E HIGH ST
WHEELER WILLIAM LEE
103 WS 1ST ST
WHEELES MARK CAMERON

























WHITAKER WILLARD F I
602 S SIRhET






ED 3 1204 S LINCOLN
CLINTON ILL
ENG2 1705 MAYFAIR RD
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61822
COM4 804 W CHURCH
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 URH GARNER 112
VILLA PARK ILL 60181
ENG4 URH BABCOCK 431
CHICAGO 41 ILL
l.Awl 801 S VINE
OAKLAWN ILL
ED 4 802 W OREGON
STRONGHURST ILL 61480
ENG4 1211 W CLARK
CHICAGO ILL 60640
ED 4 409 E CHALMERS
WESTERN SPRNGS ILL








ED 2 910 S 3RD
DEERFIELO ILL 60015
LAW2 804 S LOCUST
LINCOLNWOOD ILL 60646
ED 1 URH TAFT 103
CHICAGO ILL 60617
GRAD 300 S GOODWIN
TAINAN TAIWAN
GRAD 300 S GOODWIN
URBANA IL
AVI4 URH SCOTT 442
PERU ILL 61354




LAS2 URH CARR 14
PEKIN ILL 61554
LAS1 508 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO ILL 60652
AGR1 URH TAFT 321
WENONA ILL 61377





























LAS2 904 W GREEN
DALTON GA
GRAD 205 W CALIFORNIA
LOS ANGELES CAL 90016
GRAD 205 W CALIFORNIA
SEAL BEACH CAL
GRAD 408 E STOUGHTON
PHILADELPHIA PA
LAS3 508 E GREEN
CHICAGO ILL
ENG3 2182 WHITE
ORLAND PARK ILL 60462
GRAD DANVILLE ILL
DANVILLE ILL 61832
ENG1 URH SNYDER 350
MARION ILL 62959
LAS1 URH WARDALL 605
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60004
PE 2 805 W OHIO
MARIETTA ILL
FAA2 410 E GREEN
PARK FOREST ILL
AGR4 907 W ILLINOIS
WYOMING ILL
LAS2 910 S 3RD
EVANSTON ILL 60203
ENG3 202 E DANIEL
MONTICELLO ILL
LAS1 URH GARNER 122
FINDLAY ILL 62534




LAS2 1004 S 2ND
NAPERVILLE ILL 60540
C0M1 URH SCOTT 344
AURORA ILL 60506
LAS3 1209 W OREGON
CHICAGO 20 ILL
ENG4 508 W GREEN
CHAMPAIGN IL
LAS3 302 E ARMORY
PARK RIDGE ILL 60068
GRAD URH SHERMAN
MILAN ILL 61264
AGR3 409 E CHALMERS
DEERFIELD ILL 60015
FAA3 URH WARDALL 902
AVON ILL 61415
ENG1 311 E ARMORY
GRAYSLAKE ILL 60030
LAS1 URH TOWNSEND 313
NEOGA ILL 62447
AGR3 201 E GREEN
DANVILLE ILL
GRAD 1012 S 1ST
FAIRFIELO IOWA 52556
LAS3 904 S LINCOLN
PEORIA ILL
AGR1 .711 W GREEN
RULLING MUWS ILL 60008


























































1740 W GRAND BLVD
WHITE DOUGLAS BRIAN





























































WHITE RALPH ROBERT J
505 E 6TH ST
WHITE RAYMOND DEAN

























GRAD URH DANIELS 478 U 332-2551
SHEBOYGAN WIS
FAA4 URH EVANS 225 U 332-2716
GREENVILLE N C
LAS2 110 E ARMORY C 356-7435
CHICAGO IL 60649
JNL3 URH TAFT 212 C 332-0619
GLENARM ILL
LAS2 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
AURORA ILL 60506
LAS2 URH LAR 378 U 332-3023
ROCKFORD ILL 61102
GRAD 808 S 5TH C 344-4440
LEWISTOWN ILL
GRAD 1962 B ORCHARD ST U 344-0379
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 495 C 332-1395
CHARLESTON W VA 25302
AGR4 WHITE HEATH ILL
WHITE HEATH ILL
ENG4 URH TOWNSEND 334 U 332-4135
FARMERSVILLE ILL
PE 4 2319 S 1ST C 344-0123
COLCHESTER ILL
FAA2 URH VANOOREN 124 C 332-0489
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62703
JNL4 314 N COLER U 367-6814
PARK RIDGE ILL
GRAD 403 BRIAR LN 116 C
DETROIT MICH 48208
ENG2 1009 W CALIFORNIA u
MT PROSPECT ILL 60056
ED 2 1201 W CHURCH C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LASl URH SCOTT 359 C 332-1936
HIGHLAND ILL 62249
GRAD 1806 GARDEN HILLS C 356-0152
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LASl URH LAR 477 U
CHICAGO ILL 60619
LAS4 202 E WASHINGTON C 356-4804
CHAMPAIGN ILL
C0M1 URH FORBES 212 C 332-0951
TOWANDA ILL 61776
LAS2 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
CHESTERFIELO MO
GRAD URH DANIELS 193 U 332-2450
NORMAL ILL 61761
LAS3 URH CARR 303 U 332-3915
RUSSELL ILL
LAS3 201 S WRIGHT C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LASl URH ALLEN 201 C 332-3142
STERLING ILL 61081
LAS4 1008 W OREGON U 344-5000
WASHINGTON C
JNL4 808 N LINCOLN U 359-2451
PARK RIDGE ILL
ENG1 410 S BUSEY U
ROLLING MOWS ILL 60008
ENG2 401 E JOHN C 344-1650
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61821
GRAD 601 S 5TH C 356-7043
LIMA OHIO




GRAD 502 W SPRINGFIELD C
ELYRIA OHIO 44035
LAS3 207 E JOHN C 356-8502
LA GRANGE ILL 60525
C0M1 URH BLAISOELL 9 U
MT PROSPECT ILL 60056
GRAO COVINGTON I NO
COVINGTON IND
ED 4 707 E FLORIDA U 365-2957
URBANA ILL
LAS4 URH BABCOCK 110 U 332-3727
ALGONQUIN ILL
GRAD 503 W GREEN U 367-0565
URBANA ILL 61801
FAA5 1729 VALLEY RD C 359-4218
ARCOLA ILL
LASl 110 E ARMORY C 356-7435
HIGHLAND PARK ILL 60035




ENG1 URH FORBES 390 C 332-1077
CHICAGO ILL 60619
ENG4 707 S BIRCH U 367-2975
NEOGA ILL
ENG4 BEMENT ILL 332-1046
VILLA PARK ILL 60181
AGR4 108 HEALfcY C 352-6030
PEORIA ILL 61614
LAS2 105 E ARMORY C 356-7585
CHICAGO ILL 60617
LAS2 1105 W OREGON U 344-1777
EAST PEORIA ILL 61611
COM4 1505 KIRBY C 359-1694
CHICAGO ILL
GRAD 302 BARR U 367-0644
HAVANA ILL
LAS2 URH SNYOER 242 C 332-1700
HINSOALE ILL 60521
GRAO URH SHERMAN 460 C 332-4845
GALESaURG ILL 61401




FAA1 URH WESTON 450 C 332-2125
ELMHURST ILL 60126
LAS4 ft05 S NEIL C
SKUK1E ILL 60076















301 S PINE ST
WHITE WILLIAM RAYMON
























501 W ADAMS ST
•WHITIS NOEL LEE
354 E WATER ST
WHITLOCK DOUGLAS M
1913 BROPHY











415 S W 4TH AV
WHITMAN VICTORIA LOU




2017 C ORCHARD ST
•WHITMORE NANCY LVNNE






RR 1 BOX 106
WHITNEY JAMES CRAVAT
1121 BIRCH OR 5
WHITNEY JOHN CHARLES


























46 i MAIOLA AV
•WH1TT1NGT0N BOBBY L
_





















FAA4 URH WAROALL 703
DANVILLE ILL
LA SI URH VANDOREN 19
CARLOCK ILL 61725
AGR1 409 6 CHALMERS
ROBINSON ILL 62454
LA S3 URH LAR 2 74
AURORA ILL 60506
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 116
ROCKFORD ILL 61107
LAS3 911 S 3R0
MT PROSPECT ILL 60057
ENG2 URH SCOTT 324
BLOOMINGTON ILL 61701
LAS1 URH BLAISDELL 323
ROCKFORD ILL 61102
GRAO 2009 S COTTAGE GR
URBANA ILL 61801




GRAD 107 S DEWEY
URBANA ILL
GRAD 107 S DEWEY
URBANA ILL
FAA4 LA NAPOLE FR
CHICAGO ILL
GRAO 707 S 6TH
CHICAGO ILL
PE 3 302 E JOHN
CHICAGO 52 ILL
FAA1 URH SNYDER 295
WHITING IND 46394
LAS1 URH ALLEN 363
PARK FOREST ILL 60466




ENG4 201 E JOHN
PARK RIDGE ILL
COM2 409 E CHALMERS
GREENVILLE ILL 62246
ENG3 URH EVANS 404
HARRISBURG ILL 62946
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 1120
GREENVILLE ILL 62246
COM3 309 E CHALMERS
CANTON ILL






































GRAD 2017 C ORCHARD ST U
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 URH OGLESBY 123 U
CALUMET CITY ILL
PE 1 URH ALLEN 476 u
CALUMET CITY ILL 60409
AGR4 409 E CHALMERS C
WINNEBAGO ILL
LAS3 URH OGLESBY 928 U
ELGIN ILL 60120
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 346 C
WAUKEGAN ILL 60085
LAS4 612 W NEVADA U
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAO 506 W CLARK C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG4 31 MAPLEWOOO U
CHICAGO IL
GRAD 1008 W MAIN U
KENT OHIO 44240
GRAO 1529 LINCOLNSHIRE C
MOUNT UNION PA 17066
VM 1 1001 S WESTERN C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG1 URH FORBES 211 C
EARLVILLE ILL 60518
ENG4 1510 WINSTON C
CHICAGO 35 ILL
GRAD 1834 B ORCHARD PL U
JAMAICA WI
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS C
KANKAKEE ILL
GRAD 306 OAVIOSON C
LAWTON OKLA
GRAD 306 DAVIDSON C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820




ENG3 1110 W STOUGHTON
BRACEVILLE ILL
ENG2 202 E JOHN
DECATUR ILL 62521
GRAD 2001 WILLOW RD
URBANA ILL 61801
C0H3 310 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO ILL
GRAD 53 E CHALMERS
BANGKOK THAILAND
GRAD 53 E CHALMERS
RATBURI THAILAND
COM4 1202 H NEVADA
CRETE ILL
LAS1 910 S 3RD
NEW BERLIN ILL 62670
LAS1 URH SNYDER 486
CHICAGO ILL 60634


































































3230 N KEATING AV
WIEDMAN JAMES EDWARD
501 N 3RD ST
WIEGANO JOHN MARK
130 B E OAKWOOD RD
WIEGANO STEVEN ANORE
130 E OAKWOOD RD
WIEGEL DOROTHY JEAN




























5525 OAK CENTER OR
WIERTELAK JAMES BURT














7109 W 81ST PL
WIETING MARK WILLIAM

































GRAD 601 W WASHINGTON
WINTHROP HRBR ILL
GRAD 2313 S 1ST
GREENDALE WIS 53129




FAA3 URH SCOTT 395
N LIBERTY IND
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO ILL 60634
LAS2 URH FORBES 352
EAST ALTON ILL 62024
ED 1 URH ALLEN 378
GLENWOOD ILL 60425
LAS4 508 E ARMORY
GLEN ELLYN ILL
C0M1 604 E ARMORY
DEERFIELD ILL 60015
LAS1 URH NOBLE 121
LANARK ILL 61046
ENG2 112 E DANIEL
BELLEVILLE ILL 62221
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 1118
BERWYN ILL 60403
FAA1 1108 S 1ST
EAST PEORIA ILL 61611
AGR4 8 ROSEWOOD PL
METROPOLIS ILL




ENG1 URH GARNER 211
EAST PEORIA ILL 61611
ENG1 PEORIA ILL
EAST PEORIA ILL 61611
LAS4 307 E DANIEL
AMBOY ILL
LAS1 URH WESTON 463
AMBOY ILL 61310
LAS4 URH TOWNSEND 472
PALATINE ILL
LAS3 URH WARDALL 1023
BELLEVILLE ILL
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 422
NORTHBROOK ILL 60062
JNL3 1006 W NEVADA
MT VERNON ILL
LAW1 612 LA SELL
FRANKLIN PARK ILL 60131
ENG4 509 E STOUGHTON
CHICAGO 33 ILL
GRAD 308 W HIGH
ST PAUL MN 55104
LAW1 710 W CHURCH
CHICAGO ILL
LAS2 URH NOBLE 117
LACON ILL 61540
LAW2 2319 S 1ST
CICERO ILL
FAA3 308 W ELM
GLENVIEW ILL
COM2 URH OGLESBY 510
OAK LAWN ILL
GRAO URH DANIELS 380
OAKLAWN ILL 60453
COM2 URH OGLESBY 111
CHICAGO ILL 60629
GRAD 711 S RANDOLPH
ELGIN ILL 60120
LAS1 710 W OHIO
PARIS ILL 61944
GRAD URH DANIELS 394
PINE BLUFF ARK 71601
ENG4 509 E STOUGHTON
BROCTON ILL
ED 1 CHICAGO ILL
CHICAGO ILL 60617
LAS1 604 E ARMORY
WESTVILLE ILL 61883
ENG1 URH GARNER 240
OAKLAWN ILL 60459
GRAD 514 E JOHN
LOMBARD ILL




ENG2 URH GARNER 346
ROCKFORD ILL 61102
AGR1 URH BABCOCK 227
EL PASO ILL 61738
LAS1 412 E GREEN
EAST MOLINE ILL 61244
LAS4 409 E GREEN
LAGRANGE PARK ILL
C0M1 708 W WASHINGTON
URBANA ILL 61801
AGR3 URH WESTON 102
EASTON ILL
AGR3 305 E JOHN
ONEIDA ILL




ENG2 310 E GREGORY
LA GRANGE PK ILL 60525
LAS4 706 S COLER
URBANA ILL 61801








































































































GRV AV 67 ROT SPRS
MIL HAM GARY EUGENE
1425 W CIRCLE RD
WILHAM GREGORY LYNN































































6004 W EDDY ST




1 734 N LUNA AV
LAS3 1204 S LINCOLN
WESTCHESTER ILL
VM 4 305 W CHARLES
CHAMPAIGN ILL
ENG4 URH TUWNSEND 419
GILLESPIE ILL
LAS2 311 E GREEN
DES PLAINES ILL 60016
LAW1 812 W MAIN
WESTCHESTER ILL
CuMl 212 E DANIEL
WESTCHESTER ILL 60153
VM 4 305 CHARLES
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS3 905 M CALIFORNIA
EVERGREEN PARK IL 60642
FAA6 604 W MAIN
ROCKFORD ILL 61107
GRAD 709 W NEVADA
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 URH SNYDER 171
BELLEVILLE ILL
COM3 URH SCOTT 440
COLUMBIA ILL
LAS1 URH ALLEN 394
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62704
LAS2 URH ALLEN 449
WAUKEGAN ILL 60089




ENG2 1215 W CHARLES
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61622
COM3 912 S 2ND
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61B20
GRAD 403 S 3RD
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG4 403 S 3RD
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 618 E DANIEL
FRESNO 2 CAL
ED 1 URH VANDOREN 412
FREEPORT ILL 61032
ENG1 308 E ARMORY
CARY ILL
FAA4 409 E CHALMERS
PEORIA 5 ILL




GRAO URH SHERMAN 260
SKOKIE ILL
VM 3 903 H OREGON
BELKNAP ILL
LAS1 907 S 3RD
PONTIAC ILL A1764
ENG3 1758 VALLEY KD
CHICAGO IL 60617
LAS3 601 W UNIVERSITY
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG3 112 E DANIEL
CISSNA PARK ILL
ED 1 URH ALLEN 438
CHICAGO ILL 60617
LAS2 URH WARDALL 409
LA GRANGE ILL 60525
VM 3 1505 KIRBY
CHICAGO ILL




GRAD 807 H NEVADA
URBANA ILL 61801
COM4 2305 S 1ST
EVANSTON ILL
FAA4 804 W DANIEL
CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAD 807 W HILL
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 705 W ELM
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 705 W ELM
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
FAA4 707 S BROADWAY
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS1 URH LAR 383
WYOMING ILL 61491
GRAD 704 E MAIN
CORPUS CHRISTI TEX 78411
GRAD 1101 S MATTIS
EDMONDS WASH
ENG3 505 E GREEN
ZION ILL
LAS3 910 S 3RD
WHEATON ILL
FAA3 URH SCOTT 475
KENTWQOD LA




C0M1 706 S 2ND
CHICAGO ILL 60647
GRAD 135 W CLARK
HUTCHINSON KANS
GRAD 2311 RAINBOW VIEW
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS2 URH TOWNSEND 205
METAMORA ILL 61548
ENG1 URH HOPKINS 290
CHICAGO ILL 60634
LAS2 URH LAR 118
MANITO ILL 61546
LAS3 URH LAR 311
DES PLAINES ILL 60016















































































6105 TRYON GR RD
WILLIAMS CHARLES DAV




14522 ST LOUIS AV












































604 S CENTRAL AV
WILLIAMS JOSEPH LEE








1650 N MAIN ST
WILLIAMS KENNETH LLO


















2640 W 90TH ST
WILLIAMS MARK B













LAS1 1010 S 2ND
ELMHURST ILL 60126
LAS4 501 W CALIFORNIA
ROCKFORD IL
ENG2 409 E CHALMERS
ELMHURST ILL 60126
ED 2 URH ALLEN 65
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60004




LAS3 URH TRELEASE 323
JULIET ILL
LAW2 205 W UNIVERSITY
CHICAGO ILL 60630
GRAD 2301 S 1ST
CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAD 610 W STOUGHTON
PROVO UTAH 84601
VM 3 2012 CURETON
URBANA ILL
VM 2 1822 VALLEY RD
RICHMOND ILL 60071
GRAD 1107 W GREEN
JONESBORO LA
FAA4 815 N MCKINLEY
CHAMPAIGN ILL
LAS1 1009 GRANT PL
MIDLOTHIAN ILL 60445





GRAD 1103 PHILO RD
URBANA ILL
LAS1 210 E JOHN
DECATUR ILL 62521
JNL4 106 N GREGORY
MOUNT CARROLL ILL
JNL4 803 W OREGON
MAZON ILL
GRAD 913 N LINCOLN
URBANA ILL 61801
C0M1 911 S 4TH
MT PROSPECT ILL
LAS4 URH GARNER 460
CHICAGO HTS ILL
GRAD 1517 W HEALEY
GIRARD ILL 62640
ENG4 2101 W WHITE
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 906 W CHURCH
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS4 610 W STOUGHTON
HASBROUCK HTS N J 07604
GRAD 601 N LYNN
MT RSKLL ACKLND NZ
GRAD 508 GRIGGS
URBANA ILL
LAS5 2022 D ORCHARD ST
URBANA ILL 61801
PE 1 URH TRELEASE 325
MAYWOODJLL '«««*
ENG3 402 E ARMORY
ROSCOE ILL 61073




GRAD 2082 B ORCHARD ST
MOBILE ALA 36609
LAS1 URH SCOTT 264
CASEY ILL. 62420
GRAO 1976 A ORCHARD ST
URBANA ILL 61801




LAS1 910 S 3RD
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62704
ENG1 URH BABCOCK 422
DECATUR ILL 62526
GRAD 1109 S ARBOR
E ST LOUIS ILL 62203
COM2 211 E ARMORY
CHICAGO ILL 60631




LAS2 URH TRELEASE 712
DECATUR ILL 62521
LAS2 URH TAFT 412
LA GRANGE ILL 60525
LAS1 1004 W OREGON
DECATUR ILL 62521
ED 1 URH WARDALL
SALEM ILL 62881
GRAD 601 N LYNN
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS4 404 E STOUGHTON
EVERGREEN PK ILL
LAS2 706 W OHIO
SKOKIE ILL 60077
ENG1 URH FLAGG 430
PITTSFIELO ILL 62363
GRAD 619 w HILL
SULLIVAN ILL
GRAD 1103 PHILO RD
BOURBONNAIS ILL 60914
















































































































332 W 17TH ST
WILLIAMS RICHARD LEE




















8536 S VERNON AV
WILLIAMS SHIRLEY B
300 S GOODWIN 306
WILLIAMS STEVEN
WILLIAMS STEVEN M














































































210 E SANGAMON 8
WILNER DOUGLASS OWEN
RR 2 BOX 400A
WILSEY BARBARA ANN
214 SHADOLE AV
LAW1 2503 TRAFALGAR SO. C
KANKAKEE ILL 60901
LAS1 URH ALLEN 134 U
CUTLER ILL 62238
LAS3 URH WESTON 416 C
DECATUR ILL
GRAD 1218 W HEALEY C
FREMONT NEB 68025
GRAD 1012 S 1ST C
AKRON OHIO 44320
ENG4 57 E JOHN C
YOUNGSTOWN OHIO
GRAD 2022 D ORCHARD ST U
ESSEX FELLS N J
GRAD URH DANIELS 736 U
DENVER COLO 80209
ENG1 URH TOWNSEND 173 U
CRESSKILL N J 07626
AGR4 909 S LINCOLN U
LAGRANGE ILL
LAS1 1105 S 4TH C
FISHER ILL 61843
ENG4 135 W CLARK C
LA GRANGE PARK ILL
AGR3 1111 S 1ST C
LINDENWOOO ILL
LAS5 53 E JOHN C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
COM3 URH WAROALL 716 L
LINCOLN ILL
LAS1 URH NOBLE C
CHICAGO ILL 60619
GRAD 1107 W GREEN U
URBANA ILL
C0M1 URH WESTON 412 C
LONGVIEW ILL 61852
ENG1 312 E ARMORY C
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60005
FAA3 URH SNYDER 289 C
ROCKFORD ILL
GRAD 2307 S 1ST C
ROCKFORD ILL
GRAD 1723 GEORGETOWN C
CHAMPAIGN IL
LAS4 209 S POPLAR I
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 107 E CHALMERS (
CHICAGO ILL 60619
GRAD 1307 W GREEN C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS1 URH SCOTT 259 C
RIVERTON ILL 62561
ED 4 URH CLARK 209 (
WHEATON ILL
LAS1 URH LUNOGREN 202 I
CHICAGO ILL 60619
ENG4 34 BLUE SPRUCE (
JENTON ILL
GRAO 1014 HOLIDAY (
WILLIAMSPORT PA 17702
ED 3 URH WARDALL 309 I
CHICAGO IL 60649
GRAO WILSON TRAILER PK I
ROCHESTER MINN 55902
GRAD 201 COUNTRY FR (
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG1 URH GARNER 386 I
COAL CITY ILL 60416
ENG2 URH WESTON 256 I
HYDE PARK N V
LAS2 910 S 3RD I
BLOOMINGTON ILL 61701
AGR4 207 E HEALEY <
MONMOUTH IL
LA S3 URH LAR 306 I
LITTLE ROCK ARK
GRAD 1611 W CLARK I
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS3 URH OGLESBY 919 I
VALLEY STATION KV
AGR1 URH HOPKINS 200 t
GALENA ILL 41036
AGR4 312 t DANIEL I
RIDGE FARM ILL
ENG3 604 E ARMORY I
PERU ILL 61354
ENG1 URH FORBES 467 I
HARVEY ILL 60426
LAS1 URH ALLEN 196
AKRON OHIO 44320
LAS4 1102 S 2ND '
PINE BLUFF ARK
AGR2 URH OGLESBY 426
CENTRALIA ILL 62801
GRAD URH SHERMAN 232
RICHMOND KY
AGR4 1752 VALLEY RD
MALTA ILL 60150
AGR1 URH TAFT 321
MAZON ILL 60444
AGR3 FOREST CITY ILL
FOREST CITY ILL
LAS1 URH SCOTT 150
COAL CITY ILL 604L6
GRAO 807 W NEVADA
CHICAGO ILL 60649
LAS3 311 E GREEN
DES PLAINES ILL
FAA1 URH SCOTT 389
GODFREY ILL 62035






ENG1 URH HOPKINS '90
MUNDELEIN ILL 60060
LASl 910 S 3RD
MUNDELEIN ILL 60060
WILSON ALAN JODELL













































WILSON LARRY I FE
WR'SON LTKTUA v-akUL






































































ENG1 URH SCOTT 342 C 332-1530
HILLSBORO ILL 62049
LASl 509 W VERMONT U 344-6060
URBANA ILL 61801
ED 2 URH BARTON 302 C 332-0150
BARTLETT ILL 60103
COM4 707 S 3RD C 344-1266
CHICAGO ILL 60619
LAS2 1207 W SPRINGFIELD U 332-2886
ST LOUIS MO 63112
AGR4 505 W VERMONT U 344-6060
URBANA ILL
LASl URH BARTON 302 C 332-0150
WATSEKA ILL 60970
ENG3 1111 S 2ND C
HOMETOWN ILL 60456
AGR4 1010 E COLORADO
WEST LIBERTY ILL
ENG1 URH FORBES 470
OANVILLE ILL 61832
ENG1 URH SCOTT 338
CLINTON ILL 61727
ENG1 505 E GREEN
OMAHA ILL 62871
LASl 105 E DANIEL
CHICAGO ILL
ENG1 URH HOPKINS 343
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62702
ENG4 URH TOWNSEND 133
RIVERSIDE ILL
GRAD 611 S STATE
CHAMPAIGN ILL
COM3 401 E JOHN
PEORIA HTS ILL 61614
ED 4 508 E ARMORY
CHICAGO ILL
LASl 1004 S 4TH
ISLAND LAKE ILL 60042
GRAD 207 E GREEN
TUCSON ARIZ 85711
LASl 910 S 3RD
PAXTON ILL 60957
ENG3 URH TOWNSEND 546 U
HENRV ILL
ENG6 1307 W CLARK C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
COM3 409 E CHALMERS C
AfcSEY ILL
lA~S2" 409 E CHALMERS C
ST CHARLES ILL 60174
LASl URH BLAISOELL 230 U
PEORIA ILL 61604
LASl 603 S 4TH C
RIDGE FARM ILL 61W0
PE 4 URH WARDALL 224 U
RUCKFORD 8 ILL
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS C
DEERFIELO ILL
FAA3 1004 S 2ND C
KANKAKEE IL
AGR4 702 W WASHINGTON U
HARRISBURG ILL
COM3 603 S 4TH C
CHRISMAN ILL 61924
ENG4 1102 W STOUGHTON U
SPRINGFIELD ILL
FAA4 1207 W SPRINGFIELD U
DOWNERS GROVE ILL 60515
GRAD 1 SAFFER CT U
PHILA PA 19141
LAS4 URH SAUNDERS 230 U
CHICAGO ILL 60630
LASl URH SCOTT 396 C
WESTVILLE ILL 61883
AGR1 1004 OREGON U
CHICAGO HTS ILL 60411
LAW2 502 W MICHIGAN U
SKOKIE ILL 60076
FAA4 111 S LINCOLN U
JOLIET ILL
LAS3 706 W CHURCH C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
AGR3 1005 W CALIFORNIA U
SULLIVAN ILL
GRAD 1613 VALLEY RD C
PONTIAC ILL
AGR1 URH TRELEASE 1127 U
ARTHUR ILL 61911
FAA3 1102 S LINCOLN U
FLOSSMOOR ILL 60422
ENG4 5 VILLARD CT C
JENNINGS 36 MO
LAS3 409 E CHALMERS C
WESTMONT ILL 6055 9
ED 4 1104 S BUSEY U
CHICAGO ILL 60630
FAA4 1215 JOANNE LN C
PEORIA ILL
GRAO 2001 B ORCHARO ST U
FAYETTEVILLE ARK 72701
ENG4 URH CARR 110 U
JOHNSTON CITY ILL
GRAD 19 E UNIVERSITY C
CHAMPAIbN ILL 61820
GRAD 1715 CAROLYN C
CHAMPAIGN ILL
ED 3 715 W MICHIGAN U
DEKALB ILL
GRAD 604 N MAPLE U
LAMESA TEX 79331
COM3 308 E ARMORY C
LAMESA TEX
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 230 U
EVERGREEN PK ILL























































1803 JO ANNE OR
WINCE MARTHA VIOLA
1803 JOANNE OR
ENG1 907 S 3RD
PERU ILL 61354
AGR3 URH EVANS 324
PERU ILL






GLEN ELLYN ILL 60137
LAW2 705 S RANDOLPH
ST LOUIS MO 63119
LAS2 805 W OREGON
CHICAGO ILL
WlNDECKER RICHARD CH GRAD 1101 W STOUGHTON
102 COLEMAN AV CHATHAM N J
WINDEL80RN AUGOEN FR LAS2 URH WESTON 461
1701 LIVINGSTON EVANSTON ILL 60201
WINDHORST WILLIAM DA FAA4 307 S (INCOLN
3002 MILLER AV S CHICAGO HTS ILL
WIN0M1LLER ROBERT A PE 1 URH SNYOER 478
110 LAFEVER ST OSSIAN IND 46777
HINELAND SHARON LOUI AGR4 URH TRELEASE 801
HAMBURG ILL
JNL3 302 E ARMORY
ELGIN ILL
LAS1 910 S 3R0
MORTON GROVE ILL 60053
WINER JOYCE CAROL
216 N WESTON AV
WINtR LARRY G
7240 BECKWITH
WINFIELD DAVID ALLAN GRAD 509 E STOUGHTON
lil S WAIOLA LA GRANGE ILL




1574 W WOOD ST
SALEM ILL
LAS3 207 E JOHN
PARK FOREST ILL
LAS6 809 S 5TH
DECATUR ILL 62522
WINGAOtK THOMAS ARTH LAW2 1101 W OREGON
1717 BASSWOOD LN MT PROSPECT ILL
WINGATE DAVID LEE LAS1 URH HOPKINS 442
78 ELM ST CRYSTAL LAKE ILL 60014
WINGET CHARLES RICHA LASS 1105 S 4TH
1406 16TH ST LAWRENCEVILLE ILL
WINGLER EDWARD FELL I GRAD URH SHERMAN 1347
312 W WOOD HILLSBORO ILL
WINJE GILBERT LAWREN GRAD 24 E CHALMERS
BOX 284 GRANITE FALLS WASH 98252
WlNKELHAKE CLAUOIA J LAS1 URH ALLEN 313
URBANA ILL 61801
L LAS6 205 E MUMFORD
URBANA ILL 61801
WINKELMAN DAVID ALAN LAS1 604 ARMORY
343 SUMAC RD HIGHLAND PK ILL 60035
WINKELMANN CHRISTINE LAS2 903 W NEVADA
210 OAKWOOD CR WASHINGTON ILL 61571
WINKLEMAN LARRY JAME LAS1 501 DANIEL
5924 CLEVELAND ST MORTON GR ILL 60053
WINKLER DALE PAUL LAS3 902 W CALIFORNIA
1017 N WAVERLY PL JOLIET ILL 60435
WINKLER JOHN ALAN CUM4 URH GARNER 224
58 WALNUT ST SAVANNA ILL
WINKLER LOUIS MICHAE LAS1 1004 S 4TH
315 RUSSET LN HIGHLAND PARK ILL 60035
WINKLER RICHARD E JR LAS4 23 WILSON TRLR PK
23 WILSON TRLR PK URBANA ILL 61801
WINKLER RICHARD GEOR LAS3 URH GARNER 268
120 S DERBYSHIRE ARLINGTON HTS IL
WINN DOROTHY LILLIAN LAS1 URH TAFT 406
5544 N OLCOTT CHICAGO ILL 60656
WINN GREGORY MICHAEL COM2 URH CARR 112












































GRAO 911 S 1ST
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG4 URH WESTON 132
CHICAGO IL 60656
LAS1 URH WESTON 406
WOODRIVER ILL 62095
GRAO WOOD RIVER ILL
WOOO RIVER ILL 62095
AGR3 209 E JOHN
CLARENDUN HLS ILL 60514
GRAO 2059 B ORCHARD ST
URBANA ILL 61801
•WINSTON ANDREW SPENC GRAO 1604 CORONADO
1738 W JUNEWAY CHICAGO ILL 60626









ED 1 URH ALLEN
CHICAGO ILL 60617
AGR1 405 E JOHN
WINSLOW ILL 61089
LAS2 URH ALLEN 297
NEW YORK N Y
•WINTER BRIAN PATRICK GRAD 201 E CALIFORNIA
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 106 N VINE
WINNETKA IL
C0H6 212 E DANIEL
RIVER FOREST ILL 60305
LAS1 901 S LINCOLN
HIGHLAND PARK ILL 60035
ED 4 URH OGLESBY 526
ROSCOE ILL





















LAS3 1004 S 3RD
ATHENS ILL
PE 4 313 E JOHN
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60004
LAS2 URH TAFT 104
WAUCONOA ILL 60084
W1NTERMUTE ROBERT LE LAS1 URH SCOTT 276
424 S 7TH AV LA GRANGE ILL 60525
WINTERS CAROLYN RAE LAS2 URH ALLEN 361
1410 AMES AV ZION ILL 60099
WINTERS CYNTHIA RUTH LAS4 URH WARDALL 406
SHIRLANO ILL
WINTERS GLENN CURTIS GRAO URH DANIELS 65
2085 CENTER RD AVUN UHIU 44011
WINTERS MARY VFRONIC LAS2 URH VANDUREN 225






































WIRKA ROBERT CASEY J




10 E HERON DR
W1RTH JOHN STEPHEN




2065 VAN HOE SEN AV
WISDOM PAUL E JR
RR 1
WISE CAROL SUE







































RR 1 BOX 59
WISSMILLER JAMES ELW
WITCZAK BARBARA MARY




326_ N GRANT. ST









































309 SW 11TH ST
WITT PETER ARTHUR
3308 CASTLE HTS
LAS2 206 E GREEN C 356-40 14
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60004
LAS1 URH SAUNDERS 107 U 332-3589
ROSEVILLE ILL 61473
GRAD 1724 HENRY C
ENGLEWOOD COLO 80110
GRAD 1505 KIRBY C 352-3111
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAS3 603 E CHALMERS C
WEBSTER GROVES MO 63119
GRAO 309 W VINE C 352-3509
ESMOND IL
ENG1 1010 S 2ND C
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60005
LAS3 305 E JOHN C
PALATINE ILL 60067
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 328 U 332-1141
PALATINE ILL 60067
GRAD 1976 C ORCHARD ST U
MINNEAPOLIS MINN 55412
ENG3 URH FORBES 278 C 332-1002
FRANKLIN PK ILL
GRAD 808 S LINCOLN 1 U
NEW YORK CITY N Y 10461
GRAD CARLOCK ILL
CARLOCK ILL
AGR4 903 W NEVADA U 344-0776
PANA ILL
LAS2 URH FORBES 209 C 332-0948
TABLE GROVE ILL 61482
GRAD 809 S 1ST C
STOCKTON ILL 61 085
AGR4 URH BABCOCK 428 U 332-3811
MACON ILL
AGR3 903 W NEVADA U 344-0776
PANA ILL 62557
C0H1 URH WARDALL 1024 U
CEDARVILLE ILL 61013
LAS2 904 S LINCOLN U 344-1391
CEDARVILLE ILL 61033
LAS3 211 E DANIEL C 344-9583
RUSHVILLE ILL
GRAD 809 S 1ST C
JACKSON MISS
LAS4 404 E STOUGHTON C 352-0884
CHICAGO ILL 60649
LAS1 URH SCOTT 422 C 332-1587
MT CARMEL ILL 62863
LAS2 801 W IOWA U 332-1005
CHICAGO ILL 60640
LAS2 907 W ILLINOIS U 344-0695
BROWNS ILL 62818
GRAD 509 S 5TH C
JOLIET ILL
VM 2 805 E MAIN U 367-4437
METROPOLIS ILL
LAS1 URH ALLEN 78 U 332-3269
SOUTH BEND IND 46635
AGR2 809 W PENN U
ROCKTON ILL 61072
COM2 308 E ARMORY C 356-7542
CHICAGO ILL 60630
GRAO URH SHERMAN 334 C 332-4706
QUINCY ILL 62301
GRAD 502 E STOUGHTON C 356-9853
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS1 URH LUNDGREN 303 C 332-0259
SHERMAN ILL 62684
AGR1 409 E CHALMERS C 352-5151
COOKSVILLE ILL
LAS4 DANVILLE ILL 344-0005
CICERO 50 ILL
LAS3 URH GARNER 260 C 332-0744
OAKLAWN ILL
LAS2 URH TOWNSEND 448 U 332-4211
HINSDALE ILL_
LAS1 URH SNYDER 245 C 332-1703
OAKLAWN ILL 60453
ENG4 111 S BUSEY U 367-4643
URBANA ILL 61801
ED 4 111 S BUSEY U 167-4643
URBANA ILL 61801
LAW1 URH SHERMAN 950 C 332-4594
HERSCHER ILL 60941
LAS3 210 E JOHN C
ROXANA ILL 62084
C0M1 604 E ARMORY C
EAST ST LOUIS ILL 62205
ENG2 604 E ARMORY C
GRANVILLE ILL 61326
ENG1 URH FORBES 488 C
PARK FOREST ILL 60466
ENG4 705 W SPP'NGFIELD U 367-8054
GRANVILLE IL 61326
GRAD 505 E WHITE C
RIVERDALE MD 20840
LAS1 URH GARNER 417 C 332-0856
CHICAGO ILL 60622
LAS1 URH SAUNOERS 122 U 332-3604
ROCKFORD ILL 61103
COM4 2303 S 1ST C 356-7542
CHICAGO 44 ILL
GRAD 1829 D ORCHARD PL U 344-4323
WATERLOO ONT CAN
LAS2 508 E CHALMERS C 356-1171
L1BERTYVILLE ILL 60048
ENG4 501 E DANIEL C 344-1510
LIBERTYVILLE ILL
LAS3 URH WESTON 239 C 332-1937
OLNEY ILL
LAS4 URH WARDALL 1105 U 332-4530
CuLLINSVILLE ILL 62234
LAS3 1805 C ORCHARD PL U 344-4555
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS1 URH LUNDGREN 202 C 332-0236
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS3 505 E GREEN C 344-3511
FAIRFItLD ILL
GRAD 1805 C ORCHARD PL U 344-4555







1725 E 91ST PL
MITTIG CURT FRANKLIN














9253 N LINGER AV
WITZIG ROBERT JOHN






1416 W 9TH ST
WLODARCZYK JOANN
43 W HELLEN RD
HLOOEK ROBERT ANDREW


















































34 W 14TH ST
WOJSLAW ROBERT STANL



































COM4 1838 VALLEY RD
ARLINGTON HTS ILL
ENG3 904 W GREEN
BLUE ISLAND ILL 60406
LAS3 1106 S EUCLID
CHICAGO ILL
GRAD 805 W PARK
CHICAGO IL
FAA4 607 E WHITE
BURLINGTON IA
LAW3 1774 VALLEY RD
NORTHBROOK ILL
PE 2 906 COLLEGE CT
CHATSWORTH ILL 60921
GRAO 108 E HEALEY
BROOKFIELD ILL
ENG1 URH GARNER 488
PEORIA HEIGHTS ILL 61614
LAS4 511 W OREGON
URBANA ILL 61801




LAS1 URH TRELEASE 904
GRIDLEY ILL 61744
ENG4 106 E HEALEY
GRIDLEY ILL
LAS3 207 E JOHN
DIXON ILL
ED 3 URH BLAISDELL 223
PALATINE ILL
ENG4 URH TOWNSEND 554
CICERO ILL 60650
GRAD URH DANIELS 634
CHOLON S VIET NAN
GRAD 808 W CALIFORNIA
SAN WN HSNG TAIWAN
GRAD 808 W CALIFORNIA
MIA-LI TAIWAN
LAS3 409 E CHALMcRS
BLOOMINGTON ILL 61701
ENG4 801 W ILLINOIS
ST PETER ILL
LAS3 URH ALLEN 96
PEKIN ILL
GRAD 905 S 1ST
BUFFALO 10 N Y




LAS1 409 E CHALMERS
WAUKEGAN ILL 60085
COMl URH GARNER 315
OIXON ILL 61021
LAS1 406 N 1ST
CHICAGO ILL 60621
LAS4 611 E DANIEL
GENEV ILL
GRAD URH SHERMAN 464
CHAPEL HILL N C 27514
ENG4 301 E CHALMERS
NORTHBROOK ILL
LAS3 907 W ILLINOIS
NORTHBROOK ILL 60062
COMl URH FORBES 426
LASALLE ILL 61301
GRAD 107 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO ILL
ENG4 803 W OREGON
CHICAGO 29 ILL




LAS4 1301 S BUSEY
WESTCHESTER ILL 60153
LAS1 1503 W CHARLES
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
PE 4 913 WEBBER
MORTON GROVE ILL
LAS3 URH GARNER 268
CHICAGO HTS ILL
LAS1 URH WESTON 317
CHICAGO HTS ILL 60411
LAS1 URH BLAISDELL 212
rmr.,»GO ILL <t 0633
LAS1 1006 W NEVADA
CALUMET CITY ILL 60409
COM2 URH VANDOREN 205
FOREST PARK ILL 60130
LAS4 709 S RACE
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG4 709 S RACE
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS2 URH LAR 498
WESTCHESTER ILL 60153
LAS1 URH TOWNSEND 114
LOCKPORT ILL 60441
COMl 1004 S 2ND
STERLING ILL 61081
JNL4 1105 S 1ST
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 URH BARTON 125
CHICAGO ILL 60641
LAS3 URH BABCOCK 109
SKOKIE ILL
LAS1 URH CARR 306
AURORA ILL 60538
COM2 URH BABCOCK 413
MT PROSPECT ILL 60057
LAS1 311 E GREEN
NORTHBROOK ILL 60062
AGR3 409 E CHALMERS
FAIRMOUNT ILL
ENG1 URH SNYDER 492
HOMEWOOD ILL 60430
ENG4 705 W UNIVERSITY

























































WOLF JOHN JACOB JR



































































441 S YALE AV
WOLFREO TIMOTHY ROBE















































PE 3 105 E ARMORY I
SKOKIE ILL
GRAD URH DANIELS 9
HAVERTOWN PA 19083
LAS2 910 S 3RD I
SKOKIE ILL 60076
LAS1 110 E CHALMERS I
CHICAGO ILL 60645
PE 1 URH SNYDER 392
VILLA PARK ILL 60181
LAS2 110 E CHALMERS l
CHICAGO ILL 60645
GRAO 1109 W DANIEL I
SPRINGFIELD IL
AGR2 1113 W OREGON
MACOMB ILL 61455
LAS3 910 S 3RD
SKOKIE ILL






LAS1 URH OGLESBY 1009
GRAYSLAKE ILL 60030
AGR3 URH LAR 298
FLORA ILL
ED 4 SIDNEY ILL
SIDNEY ILL 61877
LAS1 URH NOBLE 324
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAS4 URH WARDALL 1106
CLIFTON ILL
COM3 503 N PR0SPEC1
HOLINE ILL 61265
LAS3 110 E ARMORY
CHICAGO ILL
ENG3 106 E HEALEY
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS3 URH LAR 234
MT PROSPECT ILL
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 1105
BERWYN ILL 60403
LAS1 420 E ARMORY
FLORA ILL 62839
LAS3 302 E ARMORY
PEKIN ILL
FAAl URH LAR 334
PARK RIDGE ILL 60068
GRAD 608 E CHALMERS
EVANSTON ILL
PE 3 URH WESTON 320
ELGIN ILL




LAS1 301 E ARMORY
CHICAGO ILL 60645
ENG1 URH FORBES 425
PALOS HEIGHTS ILL 60463




LAS3 206 E CLARK
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 URH WESTON 339
ROCKFORD ILL 61107
LAS1 URH VANDOREN 404
VILLA PARK ILL 60181
GRAD URH DANIELS 533
INDPLS IND 46205
FAAl URH ALLEN 5
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62707
LAS3 907 S 4TH
SPSPRINGFIELD ILL




JNL3 910 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL
EO 3 902 S 2ND
CHICAGO ILL
JNL4 615 W HEALEY
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 2105 W WHITE
URBANA ILL
JNL4 615 W HEALEY
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 824
MORTON GROVE ILL 60053
GRAD 709 W CALIFORNIA
KANSAS CITY MO 64114




GRAC 914 W WHITE
CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAD 914 W WHITE
CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAO 1106 S EUCLID
SKOKIE ILL
FAA4 URH WARDALL 811
CHICAGO ILL
LAS4 610 N BROADWAY
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG1 313 E ARMORY
EVERGREEN PARK ILL 60642
GRAD 1010 E COLORADO
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 URH WAROALL 1117
EVERGREEN PK ILL
EO 1 URH TRELEASE 822
WILMETTE ILL 60091


































































157 S WEST AV
WOLTER GAYLA JEAN
1161 OAK KNOLL OR
WCLTEK NURBERT FRANC












2920 20TH AV S
•WONG CHI SONG
59 NGAI TSIN WAI
*WONG CHUN MUI PANG
















213 FAYUEN FLAT B













1805 N DRURY LN
WONSOWICZ JOHN ROBER





WOO TONY CHENG HSIAN
25 LOCK RD 7
WOO WILLIAM MAN-FEI
28 MING YOEN ST W














































ENG2 2 ROSEWOOD PL U 367-6166
SKOKIE ILL 60076
LAS1 URH TAFT 209 C 332-0616
LEMONT ILL 60439
FAA1 URH LAR 2i9 U 332-2782
WESTERN SPRS ILL 60558
LAS2 URH BARTON 125 C 332-0125
CICERO ILL 60650
LAS2 URH HOPKINS 150 C 332-1165
DOWNERS GROVE ILL 60515
LAS1 URH BLAISDELL 206 U 332-3482
DANVILLE ILL 61832
LAS1 URH OGLESBY 228 U
ELMHURST ILL 60126
AGR3 URH BL/ISDELL 425 U 332-3563
LAKE FOREST ILL
LAS4 URH OGLESBY 508 U 332-5180
ANTIOCH ILL
GRAD 2307 S 1ST C 344-6012
CARLINV1LLE ILL
LAS3 307 N MCKINLEY C 356-5889
CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAD URH SHERMAN 209 C 332-4644
DENISON TEX 75020
LAS4 106 E DANIEL C 356-1766
ANNA ILL 62906
LASl URH TRELEASE 616 U 332-5572
EAST ST LOUIS ILL 62201
GRAD 1209 W UNIVERSITY, U 367-2055
SEATTLE WASH
GRAD 1107 W GREEN U 344-4243
KUWLOON HONG KONG
LAS4 1107 W GREEN J 344-4243
FANLING HONG KONG
FAA4 809 W SPRINGFIELD U 367-7538
HONG KONG
ENG3 1012 W MAIN U 344-2348
KOWLOON HONG KONG
LAS3 URH SAUNDERS 202 U 332-3613
CHICAGO IL 60616
LASl 1105 S 4TH C
BRAOLEY ILL 60915
ENG4 306 S 5TH C 359-3387
HUNGHUM HONG KONG
GRAD 409 E HEALEY C
HONG KONG
GRAD ORH SHERMAN 1351 C 332-50^4
EDMONTON ALTA CAN
LAS2 STA A BOX 2370 C
KOWLOON HONG KONG
LAS4 206 S HARTLE U 352-3481
KOWLOON HONG KONG
GRAD 404 E STOUGHTON C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LASl 206 S HAkTLE 6 U
KOWLOON HONG KONG
LAS2 URH HOPKINS 326 C 332-1278
HONOLULU HA 96816
GRAD 706 W GREEN U 367-1933
STILLWATER OKLA 74074
GRAD URH DANIELS 533 U 332-2323
BANGKOK THAILAND
LAS2 305 E JOHN C 344-9424
ARLINGTON HTS ILL
ENG4 502 E SPRINGFIELD C 352-8760
NORRIOGE ILL 60634
LASl URH BARTON 302 C 332-0150
FREEPORT ILL 61032
ENG4 1304 W CLARK U 367-3844
HONG KONG
ENG4 1304 W CLARK U 367-3844
KOWLOON HONG KONG
LAS3 607 E WHITE C
HONG KONG
LAS5 1204 BRIARCLIrr U 356-9420
UR8ANA ILL 61801
LAS3 505 E CHALMERS C 344-9741
CARLYLE ILL 62231
GRAD 1977 D ORCHARD ST U 356-2864
BOULDER COLO
LAS4 1007 S 1ST C 332-1233
ROCK ISLAND ILL
COM4 904 W GREEN U 344-5452
MT VERNON ILL 62864
GRAD 1977 D ORCHARD ST U 344-0875
RICHMOND 28 VA
GRAD URH DANIELS 299 U 332-2492
OAKLAND MAINE 04963
LAS3 1005 S 2ND C
ALLENDALE ILL 62410
GRAD 1902 C ORCHARD ST U 344-5234
OGDEN UTAH
COM3 2103 W WHITE C 352-4859
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 232 S DEWEY U 367-9833
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 1107 W OREGON U 344-2104
URBANA ILL 61801
ED 3 MONTICELLO ILL 365-1967
MONTICELLO ILL 61856
LASl URH SAUNDERS 4 U 332-3572
SULLIVAN ILL 61951
ENG1 PESOTUM ILL
MILTON N Y 12547
GRAD 1204 BRIARCLIFF U 367-9420
DALLAS TEX
LASl URH LAR 487 U 332-3065
DECATUR ILL 62521
GRAD 1832 C ORCHARD PL U 344-5578
ROSSFORD OHIO 43460
GRAD 1105 W OREGON U 344-0940
ORANGE N J
GRAD 1516 MARIGOLD LN C 356-4146
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 URH TAFT 124 C 332-0605
LA GRANGE ILL 60525
GRAD URH SHERMAN 405 C 332-47 10
CARBONDALE ILL 62901
LAS2 URH BUSEY 243 U 332-2621
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62703
WOOD WILLIAM BERRY






ENG1 URH CARR 121
RANTOUL ILL 61866
ENG3 214 E GREGORY
ELLISVILLE ILL 61431
ENG3 226 S DEWEY
URBANA ILL 61801
WOODALL MARY BRINKER LAS4 226 DEWEY
ORBANA ILL 61801
FAA4 405 W ILLINOIS
FLORISSANT MO







WOODHOUSE DAVID CONL FAA2 910 S 3RD
304 HIGH POINT RD PEORIA ILL
WOOOMANSEE DONALD E
G E CO R&D LAB
WOODRUFF BENJAMIN W
515 OTT RO
WOODRUFF DANIEL THOM LAW1 905 S 2ND
1308 S 3RD MATTOON ILL
WOODRUFF LOIS WRIGHT GRAD 905 S 2ND
61529
61614
GRAD 805 S LINCOLN
SCHENECTADY N Y
GRAD 605 S 4TH
COLUMBIA S C
DES PLAINES ILL 60016
COM4 DANVILLE ILL
DANVILLE ILL 61832
LASl 1114 W ILLINOIS
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62705
LAS4 409 E CHALMERS
SKOKIE ILL 60076
AGR3 URH CARR 228
CARLINVILLE ILL
WOODS ELIZABETH ANNE GRAD 406 E SPRINGFIELD
3B08 MESSANIE ST JOSEPH MO
WOODS EMMETT MICHAEL AVI2 URH FORBES 306
300 OAKRIDGE AV HILLSIDE ILL 60162
WOODS JOHN A FAA4 1103 S 1ST
2346 CLOVER LN NORTHFIELD ILL 60094














RR 1 BOX 167
WOODS ROBERT JAMES
242 N WOLF RD
WOODS STEPHEN JOE
402 W MOORE PL
FULTON ILL
LAS2 URH BABCOCK 329
PEORIA ILL 61614
AGR4 809 W PENN
TAYLORVILLE ILL
FAA1 URH GARNER 125
WHEELING ILL 60090
LAS2 URH GARNER 250
MCLEANSBORO ILL 62859
WOOCS THOMAS STEPHEN GRAD 300 S GOODWIN
103 BEECH ST 19 AUBORN ALA 36830
WOODS WILLIAM FRANC I LAS2 211 E DANIEL
909 W CHARLES CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
WOOOUL BARBARA LOUIS PE 3 710 W OHIO
123 PRYOR DR SCOTT AFB ILL
WOODWARD CARL STANLE LAS2 205 E ARMORY
1605 HIGH RIDGE WESTCHESTER ILL
WOODWARD RANDAL PAUL AGR2 702 W WASHINGTON
HULL ILL 62343
GRAD 2017 D ORCHARD ST
MARIETTA ILL 61459






WOOOYARD MARION EUGE ENG4 URH GARNER 339
MATTOON ILL 61938
FAA3 910 S 3RD
SERGEANT BLUFF I A 51054
AGR1 URH OGLESBY 518
GREENUP ILL 62428
GRAD 403 S POPLAR
URBANA ILL 61801









1312 WILLOUGHBY RD BIRMINGHAM 16 ALA
WOOLLEY GARY VALENTI GRAD URH BABCOCK 316
1108 LINDEN AV
UOOLLEY GRETCHEN




LAS3 409 E CHALMERS
OAK PARK ILL 60302
GRAD 1213 W MAIN
URBANA ILL 61801
WOOLSEY THOMAS RICHA LASl URH WESTON 463
105 HOLLOW AV







LAS4 URH EVANS 439
EDWARDSVILLE ILL
WORBOYS CHARLES HOWA LAS2 1116 W NEVADA
121 E MECHANIC ROCKTON ILL 61072
WORBY DONALD GEORGE GRAD 1005 S LOCUST
200 RENFREW AV DWIGHT ILL 60420
WORCESTER CYNTHIA AN LAS4 307 E HEALEY
4921 WOODLAND AV WESTERN SPRS ILL 60558
WORCESTER PETER FRAN ENG4 URH TOWNSEND 341
407 W MAIN MARSHALLTQWN IOWA 50158
WORCESTER ROBERT PAR LAS4 308 E ARMORY
401 GEORGE ST ALTON ILL
WORK CAROL LYNN PE 3 1404 S LINCOLN
5838 W SCHOOL ST CHICAGO ILL
WORKMAN JOHN PHILLIP GRAD 300 S GOODWIN
300 S GOODWIN URBANA ILL 61801
WORKMAN LAWRENCE ROB GRAD 620 W HEALEY
620 W HEALEY CHAHPAIGN ILL 61820
WORKMAN ROBERT EUGEN GRAD URH TOWNSEND 362
23787 WONNETA PKWY WESTLAKE OHIO 44091
WORKMAN STEVEN EUGEN COMl KEWANEE ILL
218 S WEST ST KEWANEE ILL 61443
WORLEY CHARLES KENNE ENG3 904 W GREEN
27 N 12TH ST BELLEVILLE ILL 62221
WORLEY JIMMY WELDON GRAD 1976 D ORCHARD ST
WICHITA FALLS TEX 76309
LAS2 207 E JOHN
MT MORRIS ILL 61054
LAS4 1976 D ORCHARD ST
WICHITA FALLS TEX 76301
FAA1 URH SCOTT 345
THOMPSONVILLE ILL 62890
WORIMER JONFRED KEITH A&R3 803 W OREGON
RR 1 GREEN VALLEY ILL
WORRALL HAROLD WAYNE ENG4 713 SPRINGFIELD
RR 1 MURRAYVILLE ILL 62668
WORSHAM MICHAEL DAVE ENG3 402 E ARMORY
622 N LINCOLN ADDISON ILL
WORSHAM PATRICK MICH COMl 904 W GREEN



























































































727 S CHESTNUT ST
WRAY PAUL WILLIAM
9716 S KARLOV 107
WREN BILLY WAY^E
1745 N 57TH ST
WRENC CHERYL SUSAN
4952 BRAEWILD RD









80 1ST S SHORES AV
WRIGHT CRAIG WILLIAM
981 N WEST ST
WRIGHT DANA EILEEN








17 W 354 HALSEY
WRIGHT HAROLD OOELL
101 E NATOMA





















































6210 N SHERIDAN RD




GRAD 2078 D HAZELWD CT
BROOKLYN N Y 11215
LAS2 1008 W NEVADA
OAK PARK ILL
LASl URH TRELfcASfc 808
TINLEY PARK ILL 60477
FAA4 624 S 5IH
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820




GRAO 702 W MICHIGAN
URBANA ILL
LASl URH HOPKINS 440
CHICAGO ILL 60628
LAS4 410 E GREEN
EVANSTON ILL
FAA2 201 E GREEN
EVANSTON ILL 60201
GRAD 1 ROSEWOOD PL
URBANA ILL 61801
FAA3 1207 W NEVADA
APO NEW YflRK N Y 09011
LAS4 1009 S 2ND
CHICAGO ILL 60622
ENG4 URH OGLESBY 307
LOMBARD ILL 60148
LAS3 1202 W NEVADA
GLENVIEW ILL
ENG1 URH GARNER 415
KEWANEE ILL 61443
COM2 URH FORBES 417
OAKLAWN ILL
LASl URH BABCOCK 221
EAST ST LOUIS ILL 62204
LASl 409 E CHALMERS
ROCKFORD ILL 61107
LASl URH GARNER 296
PARIS ILL 61944
ENG2 302 E GREGORY
RANCHO CORDOVA CAL
ENG1 URH HOPKINS 240
MATTOON ILL 61938
FAA1 904 W GREEN
PEORIA ILL 61614
LAS2 URH BUSEY 337
DECATUR ILL 62521
FAA3 URH FORBES 489
GALESBURG ILL
LAS4 1202 W NEVADA
EAST ST LOUIS ILL
COM4 1101 W PENN
PARIS ILL
ENG4 URH TOWNSENO 413
MAGNOLIA ILL 61336
GRAD URH DANIELS 93
DEMITT ARK
ENG3 206 E GREEN
VILLA PK ILL
LAW1 103 S 3RD
ADDISON ILL




ENG4 610 W STOUGHTON
WHEATON ILL 60187
AGR2 58 E GREGORY
TUSCOLA ILL
GRAO UKH SHERMAN 201
SHELBY N C 28150
PE 4 1101 W PENN
CHAMPAIGN ILL
ED 1 URH TRELEASE 926
DECATUR ILL 62521
C0M1 URH TRELEASE 228
GREENVIEW ILL 62642
GRAD 203 W OREGON
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD URH DANIELS 355
BLAIR NEB 68008
LASl URH BLAISDELL 305
AURORA ILL 60506
LAS4 505 E GREEN
METROPOLIS IL
LASl 505 E GREEN
METROPOLIS ILL 62960
ED 3 409 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO ILL 60652
LAS3 802 W OREGON
ROCKFORO ILL




GRAO 502 E HEALEY
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 URH F.ORBES 310
FINOLAY ILL 62534
AGR1 212 E DANIEL
BEMENT ILL
LASl URH ALLEN 194
COLLINSVILLE ILL 62234
LAS3 1009 W PENN
GLEN ELLYN ILL
COM3 401 E JOHN
CHICAGO ILL 60655
GRAO 508 E STOUGHTON
CHANDLER QKLA
GRAO 401 S LINCLLN
WELLESLEY HLS MASS 02181
GRAD URH DANIELS 322
CARBONDALE ILL
FAA2 1005 S WRIGHT
PEORIA ILL 61614
GRAO URH DANIELS 735
HUNTINGDON VAL PA 19006
GRAO 1107 w GREEN





























































1400 N 5TH AV
WR0NK1EWICZ ROBERT D
5053 W SCHUBERT AV
WRiALA JOAN BARBARA
2125 W CHICAGO AV
WRZES1NSKI KAREN SUE




24 MIN SHENG LN 1

















2014 B ORCHARD ST
WUELLNER SANORA MAR I
3116 W 173R0 ST
WUELLNER WILLIAM W













































1326 E GROVE ST
WYLIE LAURENCE TOWNE

























LAW1 URH SCOTT 330
RIVER GROVE ILL
LAS2 URH TAFT 322
NAPERVILLE ILL 60540
LAS3 URH BLAISDELL 408
CHICAGO 31 ILL




GRAO 108 E HEALEY
CLINTON ILL
ENG2 1010 S 2ND
MELROSE PARK ILL 60160
ENG2 URH SCOTT 373
CHICAGO ILL 60639
LAS4 URH WARDALL 612
CHICAGO ILL
LAS3 URH LAR 473
VIENNA VA 22180
GRAD 712 W OREGON t
PINTUNG TAIWAN
GRAD 1002 W NEVADA I
CHANGHAU TAIWAN
FAA2 URH CARR 118 I
HONG KONG
AGR3 URH TOWNSENO 511 I
KOWLOON HONG KONG
GRAD URH DANIELS 333 I
TAIPEI TAIWAN CHIN
GRAO 201 N LINCOLN I
TAICHUNG TAIWAN
GRAO 402 S LINCOLN I
SAN FRANCISCO CAL
ENG2 ELK GROVE ILL
ELK GROVE VIL ILL 60007
COM2 URH TOWNSENO 560 I
MASCOUTAH ILL 62258
ENG2 604 E ARMORY I
CARLYLE ILL 62231
GRAO 2014 B ORCHARD ST I
URBANA ILL 61B01
LAS3 URH LAR 439 I
HAZEL CREST ILL
ENG1 URH CARR 413 I
HAZEL CREST ILL 60429
LASl URH FLAGG 322 I
EUREKA ILL 61530
fcNGl URH SNYDER 452 I
EUREKA ILL 61530
LAS3 URH TAFT 320 '
LA SALLE ILL 61301
LAS4 904 S 3RD t
CHICAGO ILL 60645
ENG1 URH SCOTT 224 I
HICKSVILLE N Y 11801
LASl URH SNYOER 410 >
SIDNEY ILL 61877
LAS2 705 S LINCOLN I
SIBLEY ILL 61773
LASl URH SNYDER 404 I
SIBLEY ILL 61773
GRAD URH DANIELS 339
NEW YORK N Y 10465
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS I
PARK RIDGE ILL 60068
LAS2 313 E JOHN I
BELLEVILLE ILL 62223
ENG4 106 E DANIEL '
WESTCHESTER ILL
LASl URH SCOTT 418 I
WHITE HALL ILL 62092
ENG3 URH OGLESBY 1219
PK RIDGE ILL




ENG2 URH OGLESBY 1221
PARK RIDGE ILL 60068
LAS2 URH LAR 375
ATKINSON ILL 61235
GKAO 505 E GREEN
GENESEO ILL
LAS2 505 E GREEN
GENESEO ILL 61254
COM2 505 E GREEN
GENESEO ILL 61254
LASl URH HOPKINS 236
GENOA ILL 60135
ENG1 410 E JOHN
BLOOMINGTON ILL 81701
LAS2 URH SCOTT 482
LAKE FOREST IL
LASl URH TRELEASE 820
PEORIA ILL 61614
LASl URH SCOTT 294
NORTHBROOK ILL 60062
LAS3 604 E ARMORY
DECATUR ILL 62521
JNL4 53 E JOHN
MACOMB ILL
LAS4 604 W NEVADA
HARVEY ILL 60426
LAS4 728 S STATE
MURTON GROVE ILL
LAW3 409 W GREEN
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
COM4 URH FORBES 127
LOMBARD ILL
LAS4 508 E WHITE
QUINCY ILL
GRAO 1114 W NEVADA
CHICAGO ILL
LASl 201 E GREEN
WAUKEGAN ILL 60085
























































YACKEL HALTER CARL J
529 PAKK DR
YACUE DUNALO CRAIG





































253 E PELLS ST
YANCEY MARY LYNNE
880 OAK SPRING LN
YANCELL MARTHA ALICE














YANG VIRGINIA I CHI
10021 N 146TH ST
YANG VIVIAN E PING
10021 W 146TH ST















RK 2 BOX 369
YAROLtY SERENA SAVAG




128 W 9TH PL
YARUM NITZA





104 S CHARLES ST
YAU LEUPOLDO OY




3200 N LAKE SHORE
YAW ROBERT R IES




2014 D URCHARO ST
YAXLEY 1HUMAS EDWARD






810 W CHURCH 8
GRAD 2307 S 1ST
KENILWORTH ILL 60043
GRAD 2307 S 1ST
KENILWORTH ILL
LAS2 URH OGLESBY 311
WILMINGTON DEL 19803
GRAD 1005 W OREGON
MADANPUR UP I ND
AGR2 URH BUSEY 307
DANVILLE ILL 61833
LAS3 52 E ARMORY
CHICAGO ILL 60625
GRAD 107 N COLER
UNIVERSITY CITY MO
LAS1 URH EVANS 137
MEMPHIS TENN 38117
GRAD STA A BOX 2080
KABUL AFGHANISTAN
AGR4 402 E ARMORY
BEASON ILL
JNL2 107 S 3RD
ROCKFORD ILL
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 922
MUNSTER 1ND 46321
ED 3 601 S 4TH
LAGRANGE ILL
LAS3 105 S VICTOR
STAUNTON ILL
ENG3 URH HOPKINS 254
GLENWOOD ILL 60425
ENG2 309 E CHALMERS
STRONGHURST ILL 61480
JNL4 503 E STOUGHTON
TOKYO JAP
FAA1 URH TAFT 207
ST CHARLES ILL 60174
ENG4 URH GARNER 360
CHICAGO IL 60625
GRAD URH DANIELS 715
TOKYO JAP
ENG3 WANCHAI HONG KONG
WANCHAI HONG KONG
LAS3 706 S MATHEWS
PAXTON ILL
GRAO URH VANOOREN 202
LIBERTYVILLE ILL 60048
FAA2 URH TAFT 26
HERRIN ILL 62948
GRAD PHYSICS BLDG 211
VILLA NOVA PA 19085
GRAD 1002 W NEVADA
TAICHUNG TAIWAN
ENG1 URH OGLESBY 1030
HUNTSVILLE ALA 35801
GRAD 102 N LINCOLN
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 813 W MAIN
URBANA ILL
GRAD 1107 W GREEN
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 1107 W GREEN
LAS3 802 W OREGON
ORLAND PK ILL
LAS1 URH LAR 477
ORLAND PARK ILL 60462
GRAD 1207 HOLIDAY PARK
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS2 URH SNYDER 310
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAS1 URH FLAGG 409
MORTON GROVE ILL 60053
ENG2 URH FORBES 486
MORTON GROVE ILL 60053
ENG1 URH BABCOCK 230
MORTON GROVE ILL 60053




LAS4 305 E JOHN
BELLEVILLE ILL
GRAD 1211 W CLARK
OAKLAND CAL
LAS3 1514 HEDGE RD
PAKK FOREST ILL 60466
LAW1 609 W ILLINCIS
MESA ARIZ 85201




ENG4 URH CARR 110
ARLINGTON HTS ILL
LAS2 401 E DANIEL
EDWARDSVIL II L 62025
bKHU UKH UMfVltt.5 407
URBANA ILL
COM4 311 E ARMORY
GLENVIEW ILL
LAH2 1821 < JOHN
chicago ill 60657
'.as1 803 w oregon
galesburg ill 61401
grad 2014 d orchard st
urbana ill 61801
grad 2c14 orchard st
orbana ill 61siu




CUM3 URH OGLESBY 1125
LEXINGTON ILL
AGR4 810 W CHURCH































































1305 N WASSON ST
YEE FLORA LEEGOEY
44 BLUE RIDGE AVE
YEE SHIRLEY
























615 E HICKORY ST
YERKE RONALD LEE
2008 A HAZELWD CT
YESINOWSKI JAMES PAU
159 E WALNUT ST
YESINOWSKI JANE CARO
159 E WALNUT ST
YESLIN KATHERINE JUO
2555 W RASCHER
















































2743 W WILSON AV
YOSHIKAMI ROGERS T
2255 A PALOLO A.v
YOSHIKAWA ATSUSH1
1-14-4 NERIMA









614 S SCHOOL ST
YOUMANS CAVID KEITH




801 N LONG BOX 7
YOUNG ARNOLD MICHAEL






GRAO 311 W GREEN C 352-1473
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAD 803 W GREEN U 344-1057
BERWYN ILL
JNL3 604 E ARMORY C 344-1227
STREATOR ILL
LAS4 URH EVANS 429 U 332-2775
GREEN BROOK N J
LAS1 URH LAR 497 U 332-3073
ST CHARLES ILL 60174
GRAD 1010 W CALIFORNIA U
GRAO 1103 W OREGON U
ED 2 URH TRELEASE 727 U 332-5613
WAUKEGAN ILL 60085
LAS2 301 E ARMORY C 356-7606
LINCOLNWOOO ILL 60646
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS C
WILMETTE ILL 60091
ENG3 URH TOWNSEND 509 U 332-4246
PERU ILL
ENG1 412 E GREEN C
PERU ILL 61354
GRAD 706 W GREEN U 367-1933
CHAMPAIGN ILL
GRAD 305 W VERMONT U 36-7255
TAIPEI TAIWAN
AGR2 508 E CHALMERS C 344-1170
MENDOTA ILL 61342
GRAD 305 COUNTRY FR C 333-1169
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
FAA2 URH LAR 273 U 332-2981
EVANSTON ILL 60202
COM3 URH OGLESBY 504 U 332-5176
FAIRBURY ILL
GRAD 2008 A HAZELWD CT U 344-4465
URBANA ILL
LAS1 URH HOPKINS 292 C 332-1252
OGLESBY ILL 61348
LAS3 URH TAFT 411 C 332-0662
OGLESBY ILL 61348
COM3 409 E CHALMERS C 332-3644
CHICAGO ILL
LAS2 104 E GREEN C
HONG KONG
GRAD 1120 WESTFIELO C 356-8185
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG4 1012 W MAIN U 344-2348
KOWLOON HONG KONG
GRAD 1827 ORCHARD PL U
WONJU KNGWND KOREA
LAS4 409 E CHALMERS C 332-0671
PEORIA ILL 61604
LAS2 URH HOPKINS 210 C 332-1192
MONTICELLO ILL 61856




LAS4 1207 W NEVADA U 344-5433
DUNLAP ILL
ED 1 URH NOBLE 417 C 332-0433
DUNLAP ILL 61525
GRAD 300 S GOODWIN U 344-6101
UR8ANA ILL 61801
LAS1 1908 GALEN C
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
AGR2 1908 GALEN C 359-2291
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61822
LAS3 404 S 6TH C 352-2188
WINTHROP HRBR ILL 60096
EO 3 1102 S LINCOLN U 344-4205
PEORIA ILL 61614
GRAD 1829 B VALLEY RD C 356-2389
ANN ARBOR MICH
GRAO URH DANIELS 243 U 332-2196
SEOUL KOREA
FAA1 604 E ARMORY C
CHICAGO ILL 60637
C0M1 URH HOPKINS 470 C 332-1377
MUNDELEIN ILL 60060
ENG3 201 E JOHN C
LOMBARD ILL
COM3 1111 ARBOR C 356-1847
HT PROSPECT ILL
AGR4 510 E HEALEY C 352-2742
WILLOW HILL ILL
PE 1 URH TRELEASE 1016 U 332-5692
CHICAGO ILL 60625
GRAD URH DANIELS 399 U 332-2532
HILO HA 96720
LAS3 URH SAUNDERS 202 U 332-3613
CHICAGO ILL 60625
GRAD URH DANIELS 328 U 332-2236
HUNOLULU HA 96816
GRAD URH DANIELS 735 U 332-7389
NRIMA-KU TOKYO JAP
ENG2 207 E GREEN C 356-7617
HONOLULU HA 96822
FAA3 1118 W NEVADA U
CHICAGO ILL 60651
LAW3 106 N BUSEY U 365-1571
MORRISON ILL
GRAO 705 W HIGH U 367-8937
URBANA ILL 61801
LASl URH SAUNOERS 4 U 332-3572
MT PROSPECT ILL 60056
ED 3 DANVILLE ILL 332-4047
OANVILLE ILL 61832
COM4 510 E HEALEY C 356-7927
CHICAGO 19 ILL





























3900 N CICERO AV
•YOUNG GEORGE JACOB
RR 1 BOX 69
YOUNG HARRY CHIN


























6033 N DAM EN
YOUNG RICHARD CRAIG


































212 VASSAR SE 4









231 N RIDGE ST
YOUNGQUIST JAMES ART





























LAS3 706 S 3RD
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAO 802 W ILLINOIS
TANTZE TAIWAN
LAS3 URH TAFT 208
CUBA ILL
COM3 505 E GREEN
HICKORY HILLS ILL 60453
AGR3 411 FAIRLAWN
URBANA ILL 61801
AGR3 1103 S BUSEY
CISSNA PK ILL
ENG2 URH OGLESBY 718
CHICAGO ILL 60641
AGR4 104 E JOHN
AUBURN ILL
ENG1 URH WESTON 450
CHICAGO ILL 60623
LAS2 1104 W NEVADA
CHICAGO ILL 60617
LAS3 604 E ARMORY
FREEPORT ILL








LAS3 104 E JOHN
CHILLICOTHE ILL
LAS1 URH LAR 487
DECATUR ILL 62521
GRAO 1920 C ORCHARD ST
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS1 105 E ARMORY
SKOKIE ILL 60076
JNL3 URH SAUNDERS 421
CHICAGO ILL 60634
FAA3 310 E GREGORY
WHITE HEATH ILL
LAS1 URH TRELEASE 608
CHICAGO ILL 60645
ENG4 URH TOWNSEND 322
OREGON ILL
LAW3 1111 S 3RD
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 1405 PERKINS RD
URBANA ILL
FAA4 908 W NEVADA
FOREST HILLS N Y
COM2 24 MAPLEWOOD
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS3 505 E GREEN
HICKORY HILLS ILL 60453
GRAD 1405 PERKINS RD
URBANA ILL 61801




AGR1 URH NOBLE 221
GAYS ILL 61928
GRAO 706 S 3RD
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
COM2 308 E ARMORY
DECATUR ILL 62521
FAA4 604 E ARMORY
M0NT1CELL0 I'LL
LAS3 310 E JOHN
LEWISTOWN ILL
LAS1 URH FLAGG 429
CHICAGO ILL 60637
ENG3 313 E ARMORY
JACKSONVILLE ILL
GRAD 411 W GREEN
CLEVELAND OHIO 44111
GRAD 403 S 3RD
ALBUQUERQUE N M 87106




FAA3 307 E DANIEL
PECATONICA ILL
ENG2 URH WESTON 296
RICHMOND VA 23225
FAA4 508 E CLARK
ARCOLA ILL
LAS4 506 E GREEN
CHICAGO ILL >' S
ENG1 1006 NEVADA
LOCKPORT ILL 60441
LAS1 URH TOWNSEND 583
MT PROSPECT ILL 60056
VM 4 40 CARRIAGE PL
URBANA ILL
GRAD 40 CARRIAGE PL
URBANA ILL
LAS4 URH HOPKINS 316
JOLIET IL
LAS3 1110 S 2ND
ROCKFORD ILL
LAS1 1004 S 4TH
ST ELMO ILL 62458
GRAD 1965 B ORCHARD ST
GRAND RAPIDS MICH 49504
GRAD 615 S WRIGHT
URBANA ILL
GRAD MORRILL HALL 320
TAOYUAN TAIWAN
GRAD 102 E ARMORY
STA MESA HTS PHIL

































































9532 S BENSLEY AV
YUEN SIK KEE
18 TONG SHUI RD
YULE NATALIE JANE
30 HAMMOND
YURI EC 1 DEANNA LOUIS
III S LEE
YURKOVICH OAVID PAUL




2605 S ROHLWING RD
YURTIS BEVERLY ANN














3111 W 53RD ST
ZABINSKI WALTER JOHN





































• ZAJIC CHRISTOPHER J
1712 CRESCENT
ZAKARAS DALIA MARIA






















2017 W HADDON AV
ZALUSKY DENNIS L.UNE
100 N 21ST AV
ZANChU WILLIAM FR NK
8126 S LOTUS AV
ZANDER ANDREW THOMAS









GRAD 508 W OREGON U 367-1928
TAICHNG TAIWN CHIN
GRAD 806 W CALIFORNIA U 344-5876
TAIPbl TAIWAN
LAS1 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
DANVILLE ILL 61833
JNL4 307 E JOHN C 344-2129
CHICAGO IL 60617
ENG2 806 W CALIFORNIA U
NORTH PT HONG KONG
LAS4 307 S PRAIRIE C 352-5651
CARIBOU MAINE
LAS2 1007 H OREGON U 332-3651
BLOOMINGTON ILL 61701
AGR3 URH TOWNSEND 560 U 332-4590
CANTON ILL 61520
GRAD 2309 S 1ST C 359-4515
JOLIET ILL
PE 2 URH WESTON 296 C 332-1981
PALATINE II, L 60067
FAA4 405 £ SPRINGFIELO C 332-0231
PALOS HEIGHTS ILL
LAW1 753 MATTIS C 344-3715
SKOKIE ILL
ENG3 608 E STOUGHTON C 356-6842
CHICAGO ILL 60616
LAS3 URH TRELEASE 511
CHICAGO IL 60644
COM2 803 S 2ND
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG4 705 W HIGH
URBANA IL
ENG1 313 E CHALMERS
HOFFMAN ESTS ILL 60172
COM3 508 E SPRINGFIELD
CHICAGO ILL
LAS1 URH SNYDER 472
CHICAGO ILL 60628
LAW3 1804 VALLEY RD
HIGHLAND PARK ILL
GRAD 1306 S STATE
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
LAS3 204 E JOHN
OAK PARK IL




LAS4 105 E GREEN
MARTINSVILLE ILL
ENG3 TAYLOR RIDGE ILL
TAYLOR RIDGE ILL
FAA4 URH CARR 429
GREEN BAY WIS 54302
ENG1 URH SNYDER 415
ROCHELLE ILL 61068
PE 3 URH LAR 264
WOOD RIVER ILL
GRAD 2020 N MATTIS
MADISON WIS 53716
ENG4 502 E SPRINGFIELD
MORTON GROVE ILL 60053
GRAD 108 E HEALEY
MARINFTTE WIS 54143
LAS2 303 E JOHN
CHICAGO ILL 60645
ENG4 1017 W UNION
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 213 E CHALMERS
BOYD WIS
LA SI URH NOBLE 418
CHICAGO ILL 60645




LAS1 URH WARDALL 1124
ROCKFORD ILL 61102
LAS3 1924 B ORCHARD
URBANA ILL
LAS3 308 E ARMORY
JOLIET ILL
GRAD URH SHERMAN 267
TERRYVILLE CONN 06786
LAS2 URH SNYOER 376
CHICAGO ILL 60626
ED 3 URH VANDOREN 318
SPRINGFIELD ILL 62702
FAA4 903 E WASHINGTON
SPRINGFIELD ILL















































332-1530LAS2 URH SCOTT 342
MELROSE PARK ILL 60160
ENG1 URH CARR 209 U
OAKLAwN ILL 60459




LAS2 URH CARR 122 U 332-3874
MT PROSPECT ILL 60057
ENG4 904 E GRtEN U
BERWYN ILL 6Q402









902 S LOUISA ST
ZAPF JOHN WAYNE
1259 fc 96TH ST
ZAPF LINDA KAY
RR 1 BOX 367






























ZAY CAN I EL PETER
5408 W 23R0 PL
ZAYNE STEPHEN LOUIS










2108 N RICHMOND ST
ZEBARTH THOMAS LEE
QUARTERS 4302C







707 N RUBY 3
ZEOROW JOHN DANIEL










































932 WOO OL AND OR
•ZELLER JUSEPH ROBERT
RR 2 BOX 483
tZELLMER CAROL W
2038 B HAZELWD CT
•ZELLMER DAVID LOUIS







GRAD 904 M GREEN
BUFFALO N Y 14216
GRAD 604 E ARMORY
PEURIA ILL




LAS2 URH SAUNOEKS 224
CHILLICOTHE ILL 61523
ENG4 1111 S 2ND
PEORIA ILL
GRAO 905 S 1ST
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
GRAD 905 S 1ST
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG2 URH SNYDER 352
SKOKIE ILL 60077
LAS2 907 S 4TH
EVANSTON ILL 60202
LAS2 URH ALLEN 327
nOWNERS GR ILL 60515
uji URH GARNtK 33i
CHICAGO RIDGE ILL
FAA4 707 S 6TH
WESTERN SPRS ILL
LAS3 910 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL 60645
ENG2 URH WESTON 219
GLEN ELLYN ILL 60137
LASl URH SNYDER 171
RUCKFORD ILL 61108




ENG1 URH FORBES 476
AUBURN ILL 62615
LAS3 URH VANDOREN 209
CHICAGO ILL 60625
AGR4 106 E HEALEY
CICERO 50 ILL
LASl URH HOPKINS 396
CHICAGO ILL 60632
GRAD 601 E HIGH
URBANA ILL 61801
bNGl URH HOPKINS 374
CICERO ILL 60650
ENG3 604 E ARMORY
PERU ILL 61354
COM3 310 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO ILL
ENG1 URH SNYDER 243
CHICAGO ILL 60647
COM4 509 E GREEN
USAF ACADEMY COLO 80840
FAA1 URH BUSEY 428
EVERGREEN PARK ILL 60642
LAS3 501 E GREEN
CHICAGO ILL 60638
FAA3 801 W IOWA
EAU CLAIRE WIS 54701
GRAD 1207 W MAIN
ELLENSBURG WA
AVI1 URH HOPKINS 350
NAPERV1LLE ILL 60540




COM2 URH OGLESBY 1027
CHICAGO ILL 60620
COM3 202 E DANIEL
MOMENCE ILL
ED 3 URH LAR 184
EFFINGHAM ILL 62401




FAA4 URH EVANS 235
HILLSIDE ILL 60162
FAA1 URH BARTON 220
URBANA ILL 61801
ENG4 70S W SPRINGFIELD
JULIET ILL
PE 1 URH BARTON 3
ARLINGTON HTS ILL 60004
LAS2 URH NOBLE 208
AURORA ILL 60538
GRAD 1604 HOLMSTRCM
OES PLAINES ILL 60016
FAA2 802 W OREGON
CHICAGO ILL 60625
LASl 1106 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL 60649
ED 2 902 S 2ND
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LASl 910 S 3RD
CHICAGO ILL 60616
LAS2 1105 S 1ST
CHICAGO ILL 60645
EO 1 URH TRE LEASE 921
GLEN ELLYN ILL 60137
ED 4 904 S 3RD
CHICAGO 45 ILL
tNGl URH FORBES 454
WHEELING ILL 60090
FAA4 505 W UNIVERSITY
DUNDEE ILL
GRAD 2038 B HAZELWD CT
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAO 2038 B HAZtLWD CT
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS4 211 W SPRINGFIELD
CHICAGO ILL
GRAO 1400 u WASHINGTON
CHAMPAIGN ILL

















































ZEMAN ARTHUR FRANK 1
1133 RAGO AV
ZEMAN CARUL ANN





























ZIARKO MITCHELL J JR
17529 MAPLE Sx

































540 S CHICAGO AV
ZIEHER WILLIAM RICHA
7651 W TALCOTT AV
ZIEM1NSKI LOUISE MAR
10528 BENSLEY AV
ZIERCT CONRAD H III








902 E MAIN ST
ZIMA PAUL JOHN
100 TWIN LAKES DR
ZIMKA JEROME EDMUND




5508 HYDE PK BLVD
ZIMMERMAN BRUCE ALAN


























1212 W GALENA 8LVD
ZIMMERMAN MARY SUSAN
3935 W CURNEL IA AV
LAS2 URH UGLtSBY 122 U 332-5075
DEERFIELD ILL 60015
AGR3 URH ALLEN 2 U 332-3084
WESTMONT ILL 60559
LASl URH NOBLE 120 C 332-0376
DOWNERS GROVE ILL 60515
LASS 205 E ARMORY C 356-1847
WESTCHESTER IL 60153
GRAD URH OANIELS 476 U 332-2549
DEERBROOK WIS 54424
AVU 112 JOHN C
CICERO ILL 60650
AGR2 47 E CHALMERS C 356-7663
CHICAGO ILL
COM3 715 W MICHIGAN U 344-6150
CHICAGO ILL
LASl URH GARNER 474 C
MARENGO ILL 60152
PE 6 2410 E MAIN 16 U 365-2989
URBANA ILL 61801
LAW3 2410 E MAIN U 365-2989
URBANA ILL
LASl URH SNYDER 319 C 332-1755
KANEVILLE ILL 60144
LASl 502 E SPRINGFIELD C 352-8760
RUCKFORD ILL 61107
LAS2 URH HOPKINS 482 C 332-1386
PEORIA ILL 61605
LAS4 604 E ARMORY C 344-1253
DECATUR ILL
LAS3 907 S 3RD C
CHICAGO ILL 60642
LASl URH SCOTT 240 C
LANSING ILL 60638
EO 2 URH CLAKK 304 C 332-0036
PHILA PA 19151
ENG2 803 S PRAIRIE C 352-8201
HINSOALE ILL 60521
GRAD 1103 FOOTHILL C 352-1781
CHAMPAIGN ILL 61820
ENG3 ORH TOWNSEND 248 U 332-1294
JOLIET ILL 60435
LAS4 URH WARDALL 826 U 332-4478
CHICAGO 25 ILL
LAS4 58 E ARMORY C 352-6697
DESPLAINES ILL
VM 3 1510 GRANDVIEW C 356-8586
FAIRBURY ILL
COM4 305 E GREEN C 359-4550
EVANSTON ILL
ENG1 URH FORBES 471 C 332-1137
HARVEY ILL 60426
LAS6 RR 1 U
URBANA ILL 61801
AGR3 1607 W CHALRES C 356-2984
CHAMPAIGN IL
FAA4 202 E DANIEL C 352-5151
DES PLAINES ILL
LASl URH FLAGG 307 C 332-0298
ROCK ISLAND ILL 61201
GRAD 401 N CARSON C 352-0201
ROCK ISLAND IL
ENG3 URH SNYDER 177 C 332-1666
CHICAGO ILL
LAS4 1110 W NEVADA U 344-0425
BERWYN ILL
ENG2 URH FORBES 246 C 332-0°"
KANKAKEE ILL 60901
ENG4 URH TOWNSEND 346 U 332-4145
CHICAGO ILL
LAS2 URH BARTON 14 C 332-0096
CHICAGO ILL 60617
LAS4 URH OGLESBY 111 U 332-5078
ALLENTOWN PA 18103
COM4 912 W CHURCH C 356-2257
PARIS ILL
GRAD URH SHERMAN C
FLUSHING N Y 11365
LASl URH VANDOREN 16 C 332-0460
CHICAGO ILL 60645
ENG3 URH SCOTT 204 C 332-1431
DANVILLE ILL
LAS2 URH TOWNSEND 450 U 332-4213
PEKIN ILL 61554
VM 1 910 S 3RD C
CHICAGO ILL 60647
GRAD 1603 VALLEY RD C 352-4651
URBANA ILL
FAA1 URH TAFT 119 C 332-0600
CHICAGO ILL 60637
ENG1 URH WESTON 345 C 332-2016
HAYWOOD ILL 60153
FAA3 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
SKOKIE ILL
COM4 1109 W MAIN U 356-4858
MORTON GROVE ILL
GRAO 5 OUNELLEN U 365-1069
URBANA ILL 61801
PE 1 907 S 4TH C
CHICAGO ILL 60645
COM4 307 C HEALEY C 356-3421
OAK PARK ILL
FAAl URH BABCOCK 305 C
TUNICA ILL 61370
GRAO 1912 A ORCHARD ST U 344-1181
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS4 URH EVANS 415 U 332-2765
ROANOKE ILL
GRAD 1203 W MAIN U 365-2451
WAUKESHA WIS 53186
GRAD 1503 KIRBY C 356-1720
HUNTINGTN WDS MICH
LAS3 1004 S 4TH C
MENDOTA ILL 61342
AGR2 URH SNYDER 220 C 332-1686
CHICAGO ILL 60049
PE 2 904 S LINCOLN U 332-4452
AURORA ILL 60506























2725 S 44TH ST
ZINK JEROME FRANCIS


























































2087 LA HARPE ST
ZOBEL DELORES JEAN



























FAA2 907 S WRIGHT C 344-0545
GENESEO ILL 61254
FAA4 AURORA ILL 344-1650
AURORA ILL
VM 1 URH DANIELS 510 U
RIVER FOREST ILL 60305
LAS4 901 S 1ST C 356-4029
CHICAGO 25 ILL
LAS1 706 W OHIO U
SKOKIE ILL 60076
LAS1 910 S 3RD C 344-5000
MACOMB ILL 61455
GRAD URH SHERMAN 310 C 332-4682
BENSENVILLE ILL 60106
GRAO 602 E STOUGHTON C 332-4821
MILWAUKEE WIS
ENG3 URH OGLESBY 620 U 332-5221
WORTH ILL
LAS4 WILSON TRLR PK U 367-7132
GRANITE CITY ILL
ENG1 URH OGLESBY 927 U 332-5318
ROCKFORD ILL 61107
LAS1 URH LAR 178 U 332-2785
CHICAGO ILL 60645
GRAD 1108 W NEVAOA U 344-4532
LIMA OHIO
GRAD URH DANIELS 209 U 332-2164
TOLEDO 7 OHIO
VM 3 911 S MATTIS C 356-3893
NEW HYDE PK LI NY
GRAD 205 E GREEN C 359-4969
CHICAGO ILL 60645 r
GRAD 205 E GREEN C 359-4969
CHICAGO ILL 60645
ENG1 1209 W CLARK U
JERSEYVILLE ILL 62052
ED 1 1204 W CLARK U 365-2376
URBANA ILL 61801
AVU URH OGLESBY 1004 U 332-5326
DOWNERS GROVE ILL 60515
LAS3 URH HOPKINS 316 C 332-1268
CHICAGO ILL. 60645
ENG1 305 E JOHN C
CHICAGO ILL 60625
LAS3 URH WARDALL 1224 U 332-4572
WAUKEGAN ILL 60085
JNL3 404 W ILLINOIS U
BERWYN ILL
LAS4 404 W ILLINOIS U
BERWYN ILL 60402
LAS3 904 W GREEN U 344-4995
PROSPECT HTS ILL 60070
FAA4 808 W INDIANA U
URBANA ILL 61801
GRAO 802 S WESTLAWN C 356-5420
OGOEN UTAH
LAS1 301 E ARMORY C
HIGHLAND PARK ILL
LAS2 303 E JOHN C
CHICAGO 45 ILL
ENG2 URH FORBES 466 C 332-1132
ROANOKE ILL
AGR1 URH ALLEN 238 U 332-3168
CHICAGO HTS ILL 60411
FAA1 URH BARTON 23 C 332-0103
WAUKEGAN ILL 60085
ED 1 URH SAUNDERS 318 U 332-3660
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAS1 907 S 4TH C 344-9693
LINCOLNWOOD ILL 60646
LAW1 1505 KIRBY C
CHICAGO ILL
FAA4 URH ALLEN 447 U 332-3253
BERWYN ILL
AGR1 604 E ARMORY C
LA SALLE ILL 61301
PE 4 508 E ARMORY C 344-0501
PALATINE ILL
ED 3 URH ALLEN 494 U 332-341.8
HIGHLAND ILL 62249
LAS1 URH OGLESBY 1025 U 332-5346
NAPERVILLE ILL 60540
LAS4 URH TOWNSEND 305 U 332-1102
CHICAGO 29 ILL
LAS1 URH WESTON 426 C
CHICAGO ILL 60645
LAS4 1834 VALLEY RD C 356-5290
MORTON GROVE ILL
LAS1 URH SCOTT 411 C 332-1576
MORTON GROVE ILL 60053
ENG1 URH SCOTT 494 C 332-1637
BELVIDERE ILL 61008
GRAD 502 W GRIGGS U
WILLOW GROVE PA 19090
FAA4 2305 S 1ST C 344-4118
LANSING ILL
LAS2 205 E ARMORY C 357-1841
BL00M1NGT0N ILL
LAS4 409 E CHALMERS C 344-5338
CHICAGO 25 ILL
ZOPP GERALD MARTIN J LAWl URH SHERMAN 966
8454 OAK AV NILES ILL 606
ZORDAN BARBARA ANN LAS1 URH LAR 198
322 N HENRIETTA AV ROCKFORD IL 611
ZORNS JAMES ROBERT LAS3 1730 PAULA
1730 PAULA CHAMPAIGN ILL 618
ZRNIC DUSAN GRAn URH DANIELS
ZSCHAU MAR l IN A

























































































5536 N OKETO AV
ZYSKOWSKI RONALD PET
ENG1 308 E ARMORY
MARTINSVILLE ILL 62442




GRAD URH DANIELS 295
WHITESTONE N Y 11357
LAS2 409 E CHALMERS
CHICAGO ILL 60645
PE 1 907 S 3RD
PARK FOREST ILL 60466
COM4 52 E ARMORY
CHICAGO ILL
LAS1 URH SAUNDERS 108
NOKOMIS ILL 62075
COM2 URH BABCOCK 324
PETERSBURG ILL
FAA1 URH ALLEN 11
LINCOLNWOOD ILL 60646
FAA2 URH WARDALL 223
OES PLAINES ILL 60016
ENG4 URH TOWNSEND 217
CHIGAGO ILL




ENG4 URH GARNER 464
CHICAGO ILL
AVU 908 S 1ST
ORLANO PARK ILL 60462
JNL4 URH TOWNSEND 576
ELMWOOD PARK ILL
AGR2 58 E GREGORY
NEW HOLLAND ILL
LAS3 401 E DANIEL
PRINCETON ILL
C0M1 URH SNYDER 494
PLAINFIELD ILL 60544
LAS1 URH ALLEN 187
WESTERN SPRS ILL 60558
LAS3 310 E GREGORY
WESTRN SPRNGS"ILL
FAA1 409 E CHALMERS
AURORA MINN 55705
GRAD URH DANIELS
BROOKLYN N Y 11210
ENG1 URH SNYDER 338
CHICAGO ILL 60639
FAA3 URH LAR 235
DECATUR ILL 62526
GRAO 2307 S 1ST 203
CHICAGO ILL 60631
GRAD URH SHERMAN 1149
CHICAGO ILL




LAS4 URH BUSEY 115
ST CHARLES ILL
FAA2 806 W OHIO
LANSING ILL
LAS4 URH BABCOCK 421
LANSING_I_LL
LAS3 URH SAUNDERS 112
LANSING ILL
LAS2 URH TRELEASE 524
CHICAGO IL 60625
LAS1 URH BARTON 303
UNIVERSITY CITY MO 63130
GRAO 210 E JOHN
CHICAGO ILL 60625




GRAO 311 E SPRINGFIELD
CINCINNATI OHIO 45237
AGR3 1002 S LINCOLN
PREEMPTION ILL
GRAD 107 E CHALMERS
AKRON OHIO 44313
AGR2 805 W OHIO
PREEMPTION ILL 61276
GRAO 1002 E WASHINGTON
URBANA ILL 61801
LAS1 URH OGLESBY 631
CHICAGO ILL 60629
LAS1 URH WESTON 338
HARVEY ILL 60426
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1306 ANTHONY DRIVE, CHAMPAIGN
Skip The Yellow Pages








£ BUCK GILBERT, R. PH./
Pharmacy
* PRESCRIPTIONS
Reasonably Priced and Accuratly Filled
PIPES (Imported) - MAGAZINES - PHOTO FINISHING
COSMETICS - GREETING CARDS - JEWELRY
URBANA CHAMPAIGN
ON CAMPUS ON CAMPUS
344-3952 344-0679
708 S. GOODWIN U.
THUNDERBIRD COURT"
602 E. DANIEL C.
"6TH AT DANIEL"
EVERYTHING FOR THE PIPE USER IN




. . . you can't afford to wander aimlessly down the road of
life. Plan the direction now. We can provide the tested road
map with the BENEFACTOR, a complete insurance and
financial plan.
You've got a lot of things going for you right now.
You're young . . . and you're in college. That makes you a
preferred risk. The BENEFACTOR will cost you less.
Ask your local College Life representative.
V. DALE rO/All. C.L.C. & ASSOCIATES
P.O. Box 66 205 West Springfield • Champaign, Illinois • 356-8363
Gordon M. Capes, C.L.U. * Jess Little * Gary Wienken * Paul Wonrnll
The College Life Insurance Company of America




17 Taylor St. , C 356-0501
ADDING MACHINES
Aabells - Paul Lauterborn
117 N. Walnut, C 356-1357
Marchant Calculator Division, SCM
Corp.
807 1/2 S. Neil, C 352-9208
AIR CONDITIONING
Aabells - Paul Lauterborn
117 N. Walnut, C 356-1357
Chief Heating & Air Conditioning Co.
703 S. Glover, U 365-2121
Dever Heating Co.
207 S. Water, C 352-2702
AIR TRAVEL
Doddson Travel Agency
707 S. 6th St. , C 344-4000
Mid-America Travel Agency




Robert S. Hutchens, President
17 Taylor Champaign 356-0501
;«®5ffi
Every effort has been made to have correct and valid informa-
tion throughout this directory. Inquiries pertaining to this direc-
tory should be addressed to:
Plains Publications
P.O. Box 5152 Ph. POrter 2-3768
2141 Baylor Lubbock, Texas




FLIGHT TRAINING 'AIR-AMBULANCE SERVICE
RENTAL • OXYGEN EQUIPPED
ILLINI AVIATION ^na^o^ted





ARCHE rjFAR. AMERICAN, HOYT BOWS
Little "Denver rArcherij
OLD ORCHARD LANES HOME 365-1725
ROUTE 45 N. SAVOY. CHAMPAIGN BUS 822-5614
AMBULANCE
24 HOUR EMERGENCY SERVICE
CALL
ARROW AMBULANCE SERVICE










Long Distance Ambulance Specialists
CALL
352 -1212
505 S. Chestnut Champaign
A-l Limousine & Charter Service
BY RADID CAB CD.
Air Conditioned Cadillacs - Special Rates
CHARTER SERVICE An V place 0ut f Town
Any Time
24 E. Marshall Champaign -J 352-3121
AIR TRAVEL (Cont.)
Trelease, Sidney B.
703 S. Wright St. , C 344-0101
AIRPORT SERVICE
A-l Limousine & Charter Service
2 4 E. Marshall St. , C 352-3121
Avis Rent-A-Car
Univ. of 111. Airport 822-5442
Beasley Cab, Inc.
515 N. Market, C 352-0031
Checker Cab
515 N. Market, C 352-0031
Yellow Cab
515 N. Market, C 352-0031
AIRPORTS
Illini Aviation, Inc.




919 W. White St. , C 356-7061
AMBULANCE SERVICE
Arrow Ambulance Service
602 S. 1st, C 35 6-0593
Illini Aviation, Inc.
2 mi. no. of 5 Pts. - Rte. 45,
No. U 3 67-8441
Smith, Bob Ambulance Service
505 S. Chestnut, C 352-1212
ANNUITIES
Mass. Mutual Life Insurance Co. -
Dave Downey
425 Illinois Bldg. , C 356-7264
APARTMENTS
Community Development
1101 E. University Ave. , U. .365-3661
O'Malley Apartments - Over 100 Units
Ofc. 313 E. Green St. , C. . 344-0270
APPLIANCES
McClellan Electric Store
124 W. Main St. , U. 367-2015
APPLIANCES-SMALL
Aabells - Paul Lauterborn
117 N. Walnut, C 356-1357
ARCHERY PRACTICE RANGES
Little Beaver Archery




ART SUPPLIES & EQUIPMENT
Follett's U of I Book & Supply Store, Inc.
627 S. Wrights 365-1368
2-
ART SUPPLIES-ALTO PARTS
ART SUPPLIES & EQUIPMENT (Cont.)
T B A Sales
80 8 Dennison Dr. , C 35 6-7271
AUTOMOBILE RENTALS
Avis Rent-A-Car
210 E. University, C 356-5979
Budget Rent-A-Car
1509 S. Neil, C 352-7959
Illini Union Book Store
715 S. Wright St. , C 333-2050
University Book Store
610 E. Daniel St. , C.
AUCTIONS
Lamb's Quality Auction
1600 N. Oak St. , C 35 9-1412
AUTOMOBILE DEALERS-NEW
Arrowhead Lincoln - Mercury, Inc.
50 - 52 E. Springfield, C 352-4114
Maxey Motors
315 S. Neil, C 356-0568
Rogers Chevrolet
Congress & Tanner, Rantoul. 892-961 6
Sullivan Chevrolet Co.
500 N. Walnut, C 352-4275
Twin City Pontiac Co.
1313 S. Neil St. , C 356-1801
AUTOMOBILE DEALERS-USED
Arrowhead Lincoln - Mercury, Inc.
50 - 52 E. Springfield, C 352-4114
Smith, Gene Auto Sales
414 - 502 S. Neil, C 352-5141
AUTOMOBILE PARTS
101 Auto Ranch
1600 E. University, U 367-4451
20% DISCOUNT
TO UNIVERSITY
FACULTY & STAFF AVIS
RENTA CAR
• AVIS Rents All Makes Of Xew Cars
Features Plymouth
• By Day, Week, Or Month
• Insurance And All Gas & Oil Included








WE BUY-SELL USED FURNITURE
Harold & John Lamb John Lamb
Owners Auctioneer




50-52 E. Springfield C. 352-4114
SALES SERVICE
NEW & USED CARS & TRl CKS





OPEN TILL 9 PM WEEK DAYS & 6 PM ON SATURDAYS
ROGERS CHEVROLET




CHAMPAIGN - CORNER WASH. &
WALNUT
URBANA - 500 S. VINE
CHEVROLET
352-4275
GENE SMITH AUTO SALES
"A Lot Of The Best"
ALL MAKES and MODELS - CURRENT and USED
414 S. Neil C. 352-5141
BUDGET RENT A CAR
\eed a car for any reason?
LOWEST RATES - WEEKEND SPECIALS
352-7959
7 509 S. Neil Champaign
'At The Ramada
Cottage"
TWIN CITY PONTIAC Co.
PONTIAC-TEMPEST




1202 E. WASHINGTON 365-1212
Friendly Community-Wide Banking
Since 1861
FREE PARKING . DRIVE-UP WINDOWS
Phone 352-6501
Bank of Illinois















Best, Jack Gulf Station
1202 N. Prospect Ave. , C. ..352-1801
Bingham, Joe Auto Body Shop
405 S. Neil, C 352-1621
Drollinger Auto Repair
302 N. Race St. , U 367-4532
Hanson's Auto Repair
1202 E. Washington, U 365-1212
Rogers Chevrolet
Congress & Tanner, Rantoul. 892-9616
Twin City Radiator, Inc.
Auto Repair & Wrecker Service -
Open 24 Hrs.
210 E. University Ave. , C. . 352-5111
BAKERIES
Eisner Food Stores
909 W. Kirby, C 352-6711
710 N. Neil, C 356-1834
501 S. Neil, C 352-5105
Country Fair, C 352-6793
1303 Colorado, U. 367-0720
400 S. Broadway, U 367-8487
Mrs. Myers Cake Cottage
Decorated Cakes Only-Free Delivery
1408 Anthony Dr. , C 352-1408
BANKS
Bank of Illinois
112 W. Church, C 352-6501
Busey First National Bank
201 W. Main St., U 367-8411
Champaign County Bank & Trust Co.
102 E. Main St. , U 367-4086
©WATCH THAT CHILD!
CHAMPAIGN COUNTY
BANK & TRUST CO.
MAIN AT BROADWAY, URBANA
* TRUST SERVICE * FARM MANAGEMENT
* ILLINI CHECKS * AUTO FINANCING
* BANK BY MAIL FACILITIES * NIGHT DEPOSITORY
MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORP.
* SIDEWALK TELLER SERVICE • DRIVE IN WINDOW
DRIVE IN WINDOW OPEN
LOBBY ENTRANCE OPEN
9 A.M. To 5:30 P.M.
9 A.M. To 2:30 P.M.
SAT. 9 A.M. To NOON
367-4086
ACROSS FROM THE COURTHOUSE




328 N. Neil, C 356-7855
BARBER SHOPS
Albers Barber Shop
1314 1/2 W. Church, C 359-1941
Wally's Barber Shop
904 W. Green St. (Hendrick
Dorm) 344-3897
BEAUTY COLLEGES
Avenue School of Beauty Culture
209 1/2 E. University, C 352-7833
Tulley School of Beauty Culture
406 N. Neil, C 356-7565
After Dec. 1 356-7765
BEAUTY SALONS
Carlos' Hair Stylists
Thunderbird Court, 710 S.
Goodwin, U 344-3130
323 N. Neil, C 352-7835
Claudine's Beauty Salon
703 S. 6th St. , C 344-2181
Lincolnshire Beauty Salon
1607 S. Prospect, C 356-4912
Matthews Hair Stylists
221 W. Main St. , U 367-0945
BILLIARDS
Illini Union, The
Ground Floor - On Campus. . 333-252 6
BLUEPRINTERS
Stocks', Joe Blueprint & Photography
510 N. Neil, C 359-1661
123 N. Race, U 365-1011
BOOK BINDING
Lincoln Press, The
811 N. Lincoln Ave. , U 365-2613
BOOKSTORES
Illini Union Book Store
715 S. Wright St. , C 333-2050
University Book Store
610 E. Daniel St. , C 344-0726
BOOKS-PAPERBACKS
Illini Union Book Center, The
Illini Union - On Campus. , . .333-0437
BOTTLING COMPANIES
Champaign Coca-Cola Bottling Co.
1201 S. Neil St., C. 359-1761
Pepsi-Cola Bottling Co.
130 6 Anthony Dr. , C 352-412 6
BOWLING LANES
Illini Union, The
Ground Floor - On Campus. . 333-2415
BUILDERS HOME
Stahnke, Erich W. - Gen. Contractor
206 E. Thompson, U 367-0556
BUILDING MATERIALS
Champaign Builders Supply Co.
30 E. John St. , C 352-4288
BUILDING-PREFABRICATED
Harshbarger Building & Supply Co.




Complete Beauty Services With Advanced
Beauticians & Technicians
ON CAMPUS







Hair Shaping Our Specialty
Ample Parking
y <j_ (V2 Block West Of Busey Bank)
'\ao» 221 W. Main U. 3fi7-n993 36.7-0945
INLAND Steel Buildings
HARSHBARGER BUILDING AND SUPPLY
811 S. Glover St. Urbana 367-4945
344-3130 352-7835












CROWN TRANSIT LINES, INC




Complete Tour & Travel Service
120 S. Walnut Champaign
TWIN CITY TENT & AWNING Co.
/•/ It's Anything To Do With Canvas —
Synthetic Fabrics . . . .WE DO IT!
LAWN FURNITURE COVERS - TARPAULINS
AWNINGS - SALES & SERVICE
506 S. First St. Champaign 352-4330
Onutter^nok
EVERYTHING FOR THE PHOTOGRAPHER
North Mall — Lincoln Square Urbana 365-1731
MEL'S CATERING
SERVICE
CATERING FOR ALL OCCASIONS










Illini - Swallow Lines, Inc.
118 S. Walnut, C 352-4234
Union Bus Station
118 S. Walnut, C 352-4234
CAFETERIAS
Ran - Lee Cafeteria
400 N. Broadway, U. 367-3913
CALCULATORS
Marchant Calculator Division, SCM
Corp.
807 1/2 S. Neil, C 352-9208
CAMERA SHOPS
Shutter Shop, The
148 Lincoln Square 365-1731
CAMPUS TOURS
Illini Union, The
Room 115 - On Campus 333-3668
CANVAS
Twin City Tent & Awning Co.
506 S. 1st St., C 352-4330
CARPET-RUG & FURNITURE CLEANING
Champaign - Urbana Rug Cleaners
606 N. Walnut, C 352-7871
CATERING SERVICE
Chuck Wagon Diner
317 S. Neil C 3 52-5658
Eisner Food Stores




48 E. Springfield, C 356-1328
107 W. University, U 365-3379
Mel's Catering Service
1002 Foothill, C 352-1112
CHARTER SERVICE
Illini Aviation, Inc.
2 mi. no. of 5 Pts. - Rte. 45,
No. U 3 67-8441
CHARTER SERVICE-LOCAL
Champaign - Urbana City Lines, Inc.
501 N. 5th St. , C 352-9100
CHECK CASHING
Illini Union, The
Main Desk - On Campus. . . . 333-3685
CHECKING ACCOUNTS
Busey First National Bank
201 W. Main St. , U 367-8411
CHILD CARE
ABC Care Center




208 N. 1st St., C 352-2880
White Line Laundry, Inc.
723 S. Neil St. , C 352-4206
CLOTHING-WESTERN
Happy J's Western Store
216 N. Broadway, U.
COMMERCIAL ART SUPPLIES
University Book Store
610 E. Daniel St. , C 344-0726
CONCRETE-CONTRACTORS
Quality Foundation Co. - Urbana
Poured concrete foundations,
Flat work r. . 367-8344
CONCRETE-REDI-MIX




Stahnke, Erich W. - Gen. Contractor
206 E. Thompson, U. 367-0556
Wright, Durwood - Builder
1107 Cambridge Dr. , C 356-4902
COSMETICS
Buck 1 s Pharmacy
708 S. Goodwin, U 344-3952
602 E. Daniel, C 344-0679
DANCING SCHOOLS
Arthur Murray Dance Studio





610 E. Daniel St. , C 344-0726
DELICATESSENS
Eisner Food Stores
909 W. Kirby, C 352-3412
501 S. Neil, C 352-6211
1303 Colorado, U. 367-0797





Bakers Dozen Donut Shop
802 W. University, U 365-1922
Mister Donut
1505 N. Prospect, C 356-4797
Lando PI.
,





610 E. Daniel St. , C 344-0726
DRUG STORES
Baker' s Drugs
114 E. University, C, 352-7994
^s^a
WHITE LINE LAUNDRY & DRY CLEANERS
One of Champaign — Urbana's Largest Cleaners
SANITONE
Green Stamps With AIJ Dry Cleaning
723 So. Neil St Champaign 352-4206
517 So. Goodwin Urbana 344-1175
808 So. 6th St. Champaign , 344-0030
WATCH THAT CHILD!
ERICH W. STAHNKE
GENERAL CONTRACTOR AND HOME BUILDER
PHONE-













Lando Place So. 6th St.
344-0925
BAKER'S DRUGS
HARRY J. BAKER,, Jr., R. Ph.
FREE PRESCRIPTION DELIVERY





ALL SIZES - WESTERN CLOTHES
SQUARE DANCERS - RIDERS - ETC.





708 S. Goodwin, U 344-3952
602 E. Daniel, C 344-0679
Walgreen Co.




708 S. GOODWIN CHAMPAIGN 344-3932
602 E. DANIEL CHAMPAIGN 344-0679
Potter Service, Inc.
RESIDENTIAL SERVICE & REPAIRS
COMMERCIAL & INDUSTRIAL
1211 N. BERKLEY URBANA 367-4074




WE HAVE PERMANENT AND TEMPORARY WORK AVAILABLE
Administrative * Accountants
Draftsmen * Engineers * Salesmen
Trainees * Factory * Stenographers
Typists * Legal Secy's * Secretaries * File Clerks
CALL
359-1617 |
"Located In The University
Federal Savings & Loan Building"
111 E. GREEN CHAMPAIGN
THE WRIGHTWAY : ffi'?l™ Kinds
PLACEMENT SERVICE^ IZZ 1$ R t* No Cost To egister
_ .. ___
--„., , * No Fees To Employe:
Call 352-8301 Anytime
627 1/, S WRIGHT (Above Follett's)
7he Qlotetm,






802 N. CUNNINGHAM URBANA
DUPLICATING MACHINES & SUPPLIES
Maginn Office Equipment Co.
606 S. 6th St., C 356-2559
DUPLICATING SERVICE
Illini Union, The
Room 125c - On Campus 333-3068
ELECTRIC MOTORS
Carr's Electric Service
514 N. Neil St. , C 352-4104
ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS
Morton Electric
79 E. Kenyon Rd. , C 356-0232
Potter Electric Service, Inc.
1211 N. Berkley, U.
,
367-4074
Square Deal Electrical Contracting, Inc.
Kerr & Eastern Avenues, U. . .367-1196
EMPLOYMENT AGENCIES
Avail-AbUty Of Champaign-Urbanalnc.
Ill E . Green, C 359-1617
Illiana Teachers Service
Grade-High Schl-College Positions
313 E. Green St. , C 344-0270
Wrightway Placement Service, The
627 1/2 S. Wright, C 352-8301
ENGINEERING SUPPLIES
Follett's U of I Book & Supply Store, Inc.
627 S. Wright, C 365-1368
Illini Union Book Store




610 E. Daniel St.
,
C ,344-0726
ENGINEERING & DRAFTING SUPPLIES
Stocks', Joe Blueprint & Photography
510 N. Neil, C 359-1661
123 N. Race, U 365-1011
ENTERTAINMENT
Village Inn Pizza Parlor




119 Lincoln Square Mall, U. .367-0212
FIRE ALARMS
Alarm Service, Inc.
208 S. Chestnut, C 359-3914
FIRE EXTINGUISHERS
Simpson Distributing Co.
615 N. Cunningham Rd., U. .3 67-2140
FLORISTS
Blossom Basket Florist, The
802 N. Cunningham Rd.
, U. .367-8354
Boyd's Flowers & Gifts







609 E. Green St. , C. 334-0051
Fritz Flower Shop.
Five Points, U. 367-8476
Halberstadt Florist
703 S. Race St. , U. 367-4335
FUEL OIL
Hart Oil Co.
2706 N. Lincoln Ave. , U 367-5434
FUNERAL HOMES
Heath & Sons Funeral Home
201 N. Elm, C •. 352-52 31
Renner - Wickoff Chapel, Inc.
1900 S. Philo Rd. , U 367-1122
FURNACES
Dever Heating Co.
207 S. Water, C 352-2702
FURNITURE
Arnold's Urbana Furniture
208 W. Main St. , U 367-5414
Carter Furniture
410 N. Vine St. , U 367-4066
Grand Leader Furniture Co.
126 E. University Ave. , C. . .352-5959
Keck' s Furniture
204 W. University, C 352-7604
Sackett's Furniture
119 E. University, C 352-5216
FURNITURE REFINISHING
Bix Service Co.




614 E. Green St., C 352-3676
Blossom Basket Florist, The
802 N. Cunningham Rd., U. .367-8354
Colberts
1602 S. Neil, C 356-1331
Follett's U of I Book & Supply Store, Inc.
627 S. Wright, C 356-1368
Rogards
123 W. Park, C 359-1795
Taylor, Lois - Music, Art, Gifts
514 E. John, C 344-0775
GLASS
Bacon & Van Buskirk
719 S. Neil St. , C 35 6-6471
GOLF COURSES




609 E. GREEN ST. <l I PHONE 344-0051
FRITZ FLOWER SHOP
WE TELEGRAPH FLOWERS
FIVE POINTS URBANA 367-8476
Cotifoi
THE HOME OF NAME BRANDS
4 FURNITURE
OPEN MON.. THURS. & FRI. EVENINGS
3 BLOCKS N. OF LINCOLN SQUARE
410 N. Vine St. Urbana 367-4066
Golf Lessons By Appointment
Complete Line Of Golf Equipment
Dick Naughtin PGA Professional
Mahomet, Illinois 586-9925
COLBERTS
Lewis S. Colbert — Marilyn R. Stalter
OUR DISTINCTIVE KITCHEN
BATHROOM & FIREPLACE ACCESSORIES
MAKE FINE GIFTS
Open Mon. Evenings & All Day Sat.
1602 S. Neil Champaign 356-1331
-Hunting For The Unusual
or Unique Gift ???
GIFTS • BOOKS • PARTY GOODS
STATIONERY • SCHOOL & ART SUPPLIES
123 W.Park
{ 359-1795 C ham pa ign




• Drive— In Service






719 S. Neil St.
Champaign
Also At Lincoln Square 365-3406
KECKS FURNITURE
PARK FREE AT OUR FRONT DOCX
KROEHLER*BROYHILL*BASSETT*TELL C1TY*SEALY
MERSMAN*SIMMONS*BIGELOW*MOHAWK*BARWICK*DAYSTROM
Open Mon. & Fri. Eve Complete Decorating Service
Till 9 P.M.




708 S. Goodwin, U 344-3952
602 E. Daniel, C 344-0679
Follett's U of I Book & Supply Store, Inc.
627 S. Wright, C 365-1368
GROCERY STORES
Eisner Food Stores
909 W. Kirby, C 352-6711
710 N. Neil, C 356-1834
501 S. Neil, C 352-5105
Country Fair, C 352-6793
1303 Colorado, U 367-0720
400 S. Broadway, U. 367-8487
Hill's I G A Foodliner
710 W. University, U 365-1644
Rusk Groceries
404 E. Green St. , C 352-3555
FIND IT IN THE BUYERS' GUIDE
Urbana* Linco







Thunderbird Court, 710 S. Goodwin,
U 344-3130
323 N. Neil, C 352-7835
HARDWARE STORES
Ace Hardware
107 W. Springfield, C 35 6-6454
Black & Co.
112 W. Green, C 352-5167
HEARING AIDS
Smallwood Hearing Aid Center
212 N. Walnut, C 352-7222
HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING
Chief Heating & Air Conditioning Co.
703 S. Glover, U. 365-2121
HOBBY & MODEL CONSTRUCTION
C - U Model Raceways, Inc.
Behind Zayre's at Country Fair
250 Country Fair Dr.
, C. . . . 359-2221
HOTELS
Urbana - Lincoln Hotel
In Lincoln Square 3 67-1101
@OmfttfMty @0*Ki<€ !
and wondering what to serve ? Then let Eisner's prepare it for you.
Just call one of our Cooked Foods Centers near you — one, two, or
three days in advance, depending on the size of your meal. Then
pick up your order when you need it. It's as easy as a phone call.
Oiden, you* complete meal! ..
from any one of Eisner's 4 Cooked Food Centers in
the Champaign - Urbana area.
• 909 W. Kirby







/4hcC t£ you fnefien...
to prepare all your meals yourself . . . remember,
EISNER'S IS YOUR COMPLETE FOOD STORE!
Shop the one nearest you, including Country Fair





803 W. Oregon, U 344-2330
Oregon North
804 W. Oregon, U 344-2330
Su Casa
807 S. Busey, U 344-2330
ICE
G & H Ice
806 S. Mattis, C.
401 W. Kirby, C 35 6-6221
INSTALLMENT LOANS
Busey First National Bank
201 W. Main St. , U 367-8411
INSURANCE
Investors Syndicate Life & Annuity Co.
108 Hessel Blvd. , C 356-8326
Trelease, Sidney B.
703 S. Wright St. , C 344-0101
INSURANCE - AUTO
Brya Insurance
at Goldblatt's in Country Fair,
C 356-8321
Cogdal & Hobbs
119 S. Race St., U 367-4041
DeLong Insurance Agency
302 W. Springfield, C 35 6-720 6
INSURANCE - FIRE
Brya Insurance
at Goldblatt's in Country Fair,
C 356-8321
Cogdal & Hobbs
119 S. Race St. , U 367-4041
INSURANCE - GENERAL
Bresee, H. R. & Co.
602E. Green, C 356-7211
Brown, F. Smysor Agency
506 E. Stoughton, C 359-1739
FIND IT FAST! —





• AUTO • HOME •
LIFE INSURANCE
REDUCED RATES
PAY BY THE MONTH
Open 9 AM To 9 PM Weekdays 9 To 5 Sat.
NO OBLIGATION - QUOTATION MAILED TO YOU
DENNY BRYA ^ Goldblatt's Credit Dept. FRANK BRYA
country Fair shop. Center C.







• CONTINENTAL • INA
• HOME
PHONE 367-4041
119 SOUTH RACE ST. URBANA
H. R. BRESEE & CO






• Continental Ins. Group
• Western Casualty & Surety
• Continental Casualty
• American Casualty
• Fidelity & Deposit
• Trinity Universal
• Indiana Ins. Co.
SERVICING U. OF I. INSURANCE NEEDS
FOR OVER A THIRD OF A CENTURY
602 E. GREEN ST. CHAMPAIGN 356-7211
-11-









STATE FARM INSURANCE CO.'S
Good AUTO
Student LIFE • FIRE
Discount







Let Us Plan Your Insurance & Investments
• Nationwide Mutual Insurance Company
• Nationwide Mutual Fire Insurance Company
• Nationwide Life Insurance Company
• Heritage Securities, Inc. Mutual Funds
802 W. Pennsylvania 344-2000
SINGLETON INSURANCE AGENCY
• MOTORCYCLES • BONDS
• HOMEOWNERS • FIRE
• ACCIDENTS. HEALTH • AUTO
900 S Mattis Champaign 352-7885
INSURANCE - GENERAL Con't
DeLong Insurance Agency
302 W. Springfield, C 356-7206
James, R. W. State Farm Insurance Co.
204 W. Springfield, C 352-7651
Millers Mutual of Illinois
Gordan H. Morrow, Agent. .. 35 6-6196
Monier & Morrissey
113 N. Neil St. , Suite 302,
C 352-2718
Scott, Ken Agency - All Types Insurance
212 W. Green, C 356-4671
Singleton Insurance Agency
900 S. Mattis Ave. , C 352-7885
State Farm Insurance - Mike Blanzy
602 S. 1st, C 352-7827
Voigtlander Agency
802 W. Pennsylvania, U. . . . 344-2000
INSURANCE - HEALTH
Brya Insurance
at Goldblatt's in Country Fair,
C 356-8231
DeLong Insurance Agency
302 W. Springfield, C 35 6-720 6
INSURANCE - HOSPITALIZATION
Bresee, H. R. & Co.
6th & Green St. , C 356-721]
INSURANCE - LIFE
American United Life
Kenneth C. Kellerhals, Gen. Agent
Student Life Administrator
2505 S. Neil, C 352-7201
Brya Insurance
at Goldblatt's in Country Fair,
C 356-8321
Business Men's Assurance Co.
W. Wayne Wettman, C. L. U.
501 W. Church St. , C 352-1312
College Life Insurance Co. of America
V. Dale Cozad, CLU, & Assoc.
205 W. Springfield, C 356-8363
Agents: Gordon M. Capes, CLU;
Jess Little; Gary Wienken, Paul
Wonnell
Connecticut General Life Insurance Co.
Jas. McGinty, Jr., CLU, Mgr.
Dist. Sales Ofc. 501 S. 6th St. ,
C 352-0557
DeLong Insurance Agency
302 W. Springfield, C 356-7206
12-
INSURANCE- LIFE - LOCKSMITHS
INSURANCE-LIFE (Cont.)
Equitable Life Assurance Society of the
U. S.
5 32 Robeson Bldg. , P. O. Box 1001,
C 352-8851
Metropolitan Life Insurance Co.
119 W. Elm St. , U 367-1115
United of Omaha - Affiliate, Mutual of
Omaha Student Life, Educational
Endowment, Retirement Income
110 1/2 N. Neil, C 352-5272
INSURANCE-MORTGAGE
Brya Insurance




Lincoln Square Balcony 365-2 842
INVESTMENT SECURITIES
Morrow, Gordon H.




108 Hessel Blvd. , C 356-8326
JANITORIAL SUPPLIES
Janitor Supplies, Inc.
Maintenance Supplies & Paper Products
1612 S. Neil, C 356-3728
JEWELRY
Buck' s Pharmacy
708 S. Goodwin, U 344-3952
602 E. Daniel, C 344-0679
LAMPS
Lamp Shop, The
80 8 W. University, U 367-3323
LANDSCAPING
Bundy Horticultural Service
503 E. California, U. 367-5022
LAUNDRIES
Champaign Laundrocoin
107 W. John St. , C 356-7943
LIBRARIES
Illini Union Browsing Room, The
Illini Union - On Campus. . . .333-2475
LOANS
Bank of Illinois
112 W. Church, C 352-6501
Central Finance Loans
304 S. Neil, C 352-4201
Champaign County Bank & Trust Co.




, C. . . .' 352-0585
Liberty Loan Corp.
114 N. Walnut, C 356-9001
LOCKSMITHS
Dave & Harry Locksmiths
116 E. University, C 352-5034
COMPLETE PERSONAL & BUSINESS INSURANCE
ROBERT J. MILUM
Motorcycle Insurance Specialist






• Investors Mutual, Inc.
• Investors Stock Fund, Inc.
• Investors Selective Fund, Inc. £^ /
• Investors Variable Payment Fund, Inc.
• Investors Syndicate Of America, Inc.






108 HESSEL BLVD CHAMPAIGN
THE LAMP SHOP
Lamps • Shades • Parts • Repair
"EVERYTHING FOR YOUR LIGHTINC NEEDS"
U. of I. Student Discounts
808 W. University Urbana 367-3323




Mutual of Omaha can help
you pay the cost of doctors, hos-
pitals, treatments, drugs — up to
$10,000.00 worth on a deductible,
share-the-risk basis. Find out all
about this low-cost plan. Call or
write—
S. B. STOTTRUP AGENCY, Inc.
Arthur L. Cox, Manager





MUTUAL OF OMAHA INSURANCE COMPANY
Life Insurance Affiliate: United of Omaha

















Low Cost Bank Financing
Trailer Insurance
Let Us F inance
Your Mobile Home Sale
"^ 367-1314











5 Minutes West of Champaign On I 74
% Mile From Lake of The Woods
Mahomet, Illinois 586-2076
WAhxm Motel
AIR CONDITIONED - TELEVISION
1 MILE SOUTH OF I 74
ON US 45
PHONE (217) 367-8912





150 Air Conditioned Rooms-Heated Pool.
Commercial, University and Family Rates.
Complimentary Limousine Serviee for
Companies and Official U. of I. Visitors.






Ron's Campus Locksmith Shop
502 1/2 E. Green St. , C 352-3829
LOST & FOUND SERVICE
Illini Union, The
Room 1 15 - On Campus 333-162 9
LUMBER
Smith, Fred A. Lumber Co.
395 N. Race, U 365-3371
MAGAZINES
Buck' s Pharmacy
708 S. Goodwin, U 344-3952
602 E. Daniel, C 344-0679
TIME: College Students vote it America' s
most important magazine and their own
personal favorite. Available at Special
Student Rates that save up to 50 percent
MASONRY CONTRACTORS
Millikan Masonry
304 Kerr Ave. , U 367-6904
METAL FABRICATORS
Leichner Manufacturing Co.
1510 N. Neil, C 352-5480
MOBILE HOMES
McKee Mobile Homes, Inc.




612 N. Cunningham Rd. , U. .365-1511
MODEL CAR RACING CENTERS
C - U Model Raceways, Inc.
Behind Zayre's at Country Fair
250 Country Fair Dr . , C 359-2221
MOTELS
Chief Illini Motel
Five Points, U 367-8377
Howard Johnson's Motor Lodge
Interstate 74 & US 45, U 367-8331
Sheraton Hotels & Motor Inns
505 N. Cunningham 367-5471
Wilson Motel
814 N. Cunningham Rd. , U. .367-8912
PATRONIZE YOUR ADVERTISERS
M Dealer For RollohomePacemaker — Hilton365-1511Route 45 Urbana612 N. Cunningham Rd.
-14-
MOVING & STORAGE - OFFICE SUPPLIES & FURNITURE
MOVING & STORAGE
Associated Transfer & Storage
815 E. University, U 367-8006
Chester & O 1 Byrne Transfer Co.
401 Kenyon Rd. , C 352-512 3
Clifton Movers
Hwy. 136 W. , Rantoul 892-2173
Hutchcraft Van Service, Inc.
1708 N. Lincoln Ave. , U 365-3333
Lincoln Land Moving & Storage, Inc.
1304 W. Bradley, C 356-6428
Mayflower Moving & Storage
410 N. Vine St. , U 367-1118
MUSIC-ARRANGING & COMPOSING
Rofran Enterprises
5 Rainbow Court, U 367-907 6
MUSIC STORES
Baldwin Piano & Organ Co.
105 N. Neil, C 352-7026
Curry's Music Shoppe
710 S. Goodwin Ave. , U 344-3232
Emerson Piano House, Inc.
309 S. Neil, C 356-4341
Pearson Piano & Organ Co.-Wurlitzer,
Knabe, Cable, Zenith, Motorola
1302 W. University, U 365-3439
School Music Service, Inc.
101 E. Green, C 35 6-182 8
Taylor, Lois - Music, Art, Gifts
514 E. John, C 344-0775
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS-REPAIRING
Logue's Violin Repair & Sales
802 W. Hill, C 352-6163
MUTUAL FUNDS
Investors Diversified Services
108 Hessel Blvd. , C 356-8326
Morrow, Gordon H.
Mutual Funds, Stocks, Bonds,
Insurance 344-5929
NOTARY SERVICE
Illini Union Information Office, The
Illini Union - On Campus. . . 333-4666
OFFICE SUPPLIES
Folletts U of I Book & Supply Store, Inc.
627 S. Wright, C 365-1368
OFFICE SUPPLIES & FURNITURE
Rogards
123 W. Park, C -.359-1795
It's Convenient—













1708 N. Lincoln Ave. Urbana 365-3333
LINCOLN LANDjjgD ®^i|fc Moving & Storage, Inc.






MAYFLOWER MOVING & STORAGE








CHESTER & O'BYRNE TRANSFER CO
401 Kenyon Rd. Champaign 352-5123
BALDWIN PIANO & ORGAN
COMPANY
..for the sight and sound of tine music
PIANOS ORGANS
.GUITARS AMPLIFIERS
















OIL-FUEL - PIPE SHOP
HART OIL COMPANY
M©bil Products
"BETTER HEAT WITH OIL HEAT"
(AT I 74) PHONE 367-5434
2706 N. LINCOLN AVE. URBANA
THINNES OIL COMPANY











602 E. DANIEL CHAMPAIGN
OIL-FUEL
Hart Oil Company
2706 N. Lincoln Ave. , Urbana367-5434
Sunray DX Oil Co. - Raymond DeWitt,
Agent
410 S. Chestnut, C 352-8317
Thinnes Oil Co.
510 S. Chestnut, C. . ... 352-252 1
OPTICIANS
Berns, Dr. & Associates
113 N. Walnut, C 356-642 1
Levine, Dr. Stuart S.
113 N. Walnut, C 356-6421
OPTOMETRISTS
Berns, Dr. & Associates
113 N. Walnut, C 356-6421
Levine, Dr. Stuart S.
|
White, William B. Dr.
113 N. Walnut, C 356-6421
PAINT
Bacon & Van Buskirk
719 S. Neil St. , C 356-6471
Sandwell's - The Paint People
109 N. Walnut, C 356-8351
PAINTING CONTRACTORS
Smith, Larry D. - Painting Contractor
1109 W. Columbia, C 356-8538
PAWN SHOPS
Curly' s Pawn & Gun Shop
109 S. Walnut, C 359-1414
PHARMACIES
Buck' s Pharmacy
708 S. Goodwin, U. 344-3952
602 E. Daniel, C 344-0679
PHONOGRAPH RECORDS
Discount Records, Inc.
603 S. Wright St. , C 352-3822
PHOTO FINISHING
Stocks', Joe Blueprint & Photography
510 N. Neil, C 359-1661
123 N. Race, U 365-1011
PHYSICIANS
Kelso, Thos. W.MDThos. R. Skaggs MD
Diseases of Infants & Children
301 E. Springfield, C 356-8358
PHYSICIANS & SURGEONS
Karich, Anthony F. MD
510 E. Daniel St. , C 344-3596
Stilwell, L. M. T. MD
510 E. Daniel St. , C 344-1222
PIPE SHOP
Buck' s Pharmacy
602 E. Daniel, C 344-0679
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PIZZA - RECORDING SERVICE
PIZZA
Chicken Delight
307 S. Neil, C 356
Pizza Hut
1112 W. University, U 367
Village Inn Pizza Parlor
1801 W. Springfield Ave. , C.359
PLASTERING CONTRACTORS
Drewitch, E. T.
2004 S. Race, U 344
PLUMBING CONTRACTORS
Illini Plumbing & Heating, Inc.
2100 S. Neil St. , C 352
PRINTERS
Printing Impressions Corp.
113 N. Market, C
Stipes Printing
10 Chester St. , C 356
PSYCHIATRY
Rothes, Wolfgang, M. D.
615 Harding St. , U 367
PUBLISHERS
Stipes Publishing
10 Chester St. , C 356
REAL ESTATE
Brown, Mildred - Realtor.
200 3 Golfview. 3 65
Cogdal & Hobbs
119 S. Race St.
,
Gorden Real Estate




52 E. Green St. , C
Taylor, Marge - Realtor
711 1/2 S. Neil, C 35 6
or, 352
Trelease, Sidney B.
703 S. Wright St. , C 344
Voigtlander Agency
' 802 W. Pennsylvania, U....344
RECORDING SERVICE-SOUND & VIDEO
Rofran Enterprises
5 Rainbow Court, U 3 67
Your Church H—d* You





















R.A. Stipes, Jr. • M.L. Hecker, Jr.-« R.A. Watts
PRINTING • OFFSET PRINTING
Specializing in State And National
Association Printing and Mailing
10 Chester St. Champaign 356-8391
Your University Directory is published through
the interest and support of the merchants listed
in the yellow pages. Shop the classified section.
PLAINS PUBLICATIONS
MILDRED BROWN REALTOR





"IN REAL ESTA TE BUSINESS SINCE 1953"
URBANA 334-2330 ILLINOIS
STIPES PUBLISHING CO.
R.A. Stipes, Jr. • M.L. Hecker, Jr. • R.A. Watts
TEXTS • LABORATORY MANUALS
SYLLABI .WORKBOOKS





i^kent Gru.mmett - Salesman 71lK2 S. Neil**'10**
#5 RAINBOW COURT, URBANA - 367-9076
COMPLETE MUSICAN and RECORDING SERVICES
• recording studios • phonograph records produced

















307 S. Neil C. 356-9051
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RECORDS - RESTAURANTS
it's not STRANGE !
• folding chairs — Party Tents
we Rent
; BANQUET TABLES
TWIN CITY TENT - AWNING COMPANY
506 S. First St. Champaign 352-4330
CHICKEN DINNERS
CHICKEN BY THE BUCKET










Wliscount records, inc.* A Branch of a Coast— to-Coast Chain
* All records factory fresh & guaranteed.
* Special
—
Order service of no extra cost
* Huge selection of BUDGET LPJs in every category
* The most COMPLETE stock of LP records in town
"....ANP WE ARE MUSIC.-ORIENTED.
PHONE 352-3822
603 S. WRIGHT ST. - CHAMPAIGN
Come In — Browse Around!
Of New York





• PRIME RiB • CHILDREN'S MENU
• STEAKS • DAILY SPECIALS
• SEAFOODS • FLAMING DINNERS
SNACK SHOP
BANQUET & MEETING ROOMS








Discount Records, Inc 352-3822
603 S. Wright St.
, C.
FolletHs U of I Book & Supply Store, Inc.





Twin City Tent & Awning Co.
506 S. 1st St., C 352-4330
RENTALS-AIR CONDITIONERS
Dever Heating Co.
207 S. Water, C 352-2702
RENTALS-STORES & YARDS
Champaign Tool Rental, Inc.
411 N. Wright, C 352-7068
RESTAURANTS
Brass Rail Restaurant of New York
505 N. Cunningham Rd. , U. .365-3444
Chicken Delight
307 S. Neil, C 356-9051
Chuck Wagon Diner
317 S. Neil, C 352-5 65 8
Curry 1 s Cafe
102 W. Main St. , U 367-9234
Dog 'n Suds, Inc.
702 W. Bloomington Rd., C.356-7296
202 E. Green St.
, C 352-1931,
1201 S. MattisAve., C 359-2689
Pioneer & Prospect Ave. , C. .35 6-0302









THREE CHAMPAIGN LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU
PIONEER & PROSPECT AVE
356-0302
202 E. GREEN ST.
352-1931
1201 S. MATTIS AVE
359-2689
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RESTAURANTS - ROOFING & SIDING
RESTAURANTS (Cont.)
Italian Village
509 N. Cunningham Rd. , U. .367-7911
Kentucky Fried Chicken
48 E. Springfield, C 356-1328
107 W. University, U 365-3379
Pizza Hut
1112 W. University, U 367-9022
Ran - Lee Cafeteria
400 N. Broadway, U 367-3913
Red Wheel Restaurant
407 West University 367-7555
Sirloin House
On Campus 6th & Daniel. . . 344-0150
1004 W. University U 365-1941
515N. Neil,C 356-3911
Village Inn Pizza Parlor




1904 E. Main St.
, U. 367-4834
RESTAURANTS - CARRY OUT
Red Wheel Restaurant
407 West University 367-7.555
RESTAURANTS DRIVE-IN
Top Boy
1212 N. Prospect 358-1414
1909 W. Springfield 356-2121
RESTAURANT EQUIPMENT & SUPPLIES
Restaurant Equipment & Supply Co.
207 E. University, C 352-3556
ROOFING
Hitchins Roofing Co.
1602 N. Cunningham Rd.
, .U 356-3311
ROOFING & SHEET METAL
Petry Roofing & Sheet Metal Co.
1611 S. Neil, C 352-7 631
ROOFING & SIDING
Johnson, R. L. & Sons




R. L JOHNSON & SONS
CONTRS.
ROOFING SIDING & GUTTERING





358-1414 • DRIVE-UP WINDOW
1909 W. SPRINGFIELD • WALK-UP SERVICE





11 AM - MIDNIGHT SUN-THURS
11 AM - 2 AM FRI & SAT
1112 West University Urban
a
^'FOOD
• WE USE USDA CHOICE
BONELESS TOP ROUND
• WE MAKE OUR OWN
BEEF BAR-B-Q
GOOD HOME COOKED FOODS
Closed Sundays & Holidays




FEATURING • • •
• Special sandwiches
created for young
people on the go











service — just stop in
or call 367-7555
Open Mon thru Thurs.
6 AM till midnight
FRI & SAT - ALL NITE




ON CAMPUS - 6th & Daniel 344-0150
1004 W. University, Urbana 365-1941
515 N. Neil, Champaign 356-3911
ALSO IN SPRINGFIELD / KANKAKEE / CARBONDALE
WHEAT ' S STEAK HOUSE
1904 E. MAIN ST. URBANA 367-4834
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'Your Home For Saving s'




Motor Tune Ups - Brakes
Automatic Transmission Repair




F r e e w a v




BRAKES - AIR CONDITIONING
FLORIDA & PHILO Rd. Urbana 365-1452
THE ILLINOIS COMPANY INC
MEMBERS
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
AMERICAN STOCK EXCHANGE
MIDWEST STOCK EXCHANGE
Corporate & Tax Exempt Bonds - Mutual Funds
34 Main Champaign 352-5201
ALUMINUM SIDING




TRADEMARK ALUMINUM COMPANY OF AMERICA
v /
the quality you'd expect from ALCOA
ALL NEW DECORATOR COLORS
BUY DIRECT and SAVE!
LOW MONTHLY PAYMENTS
APPROVED INSTALLATIONw CALL DAY OR NITE356-7061MONARCH
MODERN PRODUCTS
WINDOWS SHUTTERS.-- DOORS - AWNINGS
SAVINGS & LOAN ASSOCIATIONS
Champaign Loan & Building Assoc.
411 W. University, C 352-7607
First Federal Savings & Loan Assoc.
205 W. Park, C 356-7268
University Federal Savings & Loan
Assoc.
Ill E. Green St. , C 352-7881
SCHOOL SUPPLIES
Folletfs U of I Book & Supply Store, Inc.
627 S. Wright, C 365-1368
Illini Union Book Store
715 S. Wright St. , C 333-2050
University Book Store 344-0726
610 E. Daniel St. , C.
SERVICE STATIONS
Best, Jack Gulf Station
1202 N. Prospect Ave. , C...352-1801
Bickers Gulf Service
1503 N. Neil St. , C 359-3014
Charley' s Mobil Service
2704 N. Lincoln Ave. , at I 74,
U 367-6161
Hessel Park Texaco
401 W. Kirby, C 352-6015
Jim 1 s Freeway
611 E. University, C 359-3022
Mike's Marathon Service
Florida & Philo Rd. , U 365-1452
Sarneckis Enco Service
312 E. Green St. , C 356-7482
Taylor Conoco
1102 S. Vine, U 367-9841
Taylor's Shell Service
515 S. Neil, C 356-0672
SHAVER SERVICE
Aa bells - Paul Lauterborn
117 N. Walnut, C 356-1357
SHOES
Sholem's Good Shoes
8 Main St. , C 352-5911
Lincoln Square, U 367-1414
SIDING
Monarch Modern Products
919 W. White St. , C 356-7061
SPEEDOMETER REPAIR
Gupton Speedometer Repair
1104 W. University, U 367-6731
STATISTICAL SUPPLIES
University Book Store 344-0726
610 E. Daniel St. , C.
STOCK & BONDS BROKERS
Illinois Co. , Inc. , The
20- 34 Main St. , C 352-520 1
STONE - TRAVEL AGENCIES
STONE
Luther Falls Stone Co.
606 E. Main St. , U 365-3369
STORM WINDOWS
Monarch Modern Products







40 E. University, C 356-4703
TAXIS
Beasley Cab, Inc.
515 N. Market, C 352-0031
Checker Cab
515 N. Market, C 352-0031
Radio Cab Service
24 E. Marshall St. , C 352-0077
Yellow, Cab




313 E. Green St. , C 344-0270
TELEVISION SALES & RENTAL
Dillman's TV Sales & Rental
901 E. Main St. , U 365-2721
TEXTBOOKS
Folletf s U of I Book & Supply Store, Inc.
627 S. Wright, C 356-1368
Illini Union Book Store







Busey First National Bank
201 W. Main St. , U 367-8411
TIRES
Frey Tire Co.
1309 S. Neil, C 356-3739
Kirby 1 s Firestone Dealer Store
303 W. Main St. , U 367-0512
TITLE COMPANIES
Chicago Title' & Trust Co.
17 Taylor St. , C 356-0501
TRAVEL AGENCIES
' Carter' s Travel Service
117 Lincoln Square, U 365-3316
Doddson Travel Agency
707 S. 6th St. , C 344-4000
Mid-America Travel Agency
610 E. Green St. , C 344-1600
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LUTHER FALLS STONE COMPANY
Building Stone For All Purposes
• Cut Stone • Landscaping Stone • Flagstone •
• Veneers • Marble • Garden Statuary •
We Can Cut & Shape to Customer Dimension




TRUNKS - CAMPING EQUIPMENT
HEADQUARTERS FOR LEVIS
40 E. University Champaign 356-4703
YELLOW CAB CO.^ 352-0031
CHECKER CAB v* 352-0031
UNDER SAME MANAGEMENT
515 N. MARKET C.
AIRPORT
SERVICE
24 HOUR RADIO DISPATCHED
SERVICE
S^ RATES FOR OUT OF TOWN TRIPS





CH AMPAIGN-URB ANA'S- LARGEST AGENCY
707 S. Sixth St. Champaign
PATRONIZE YOUR ADVERTISERS
THE OREGON
MEN'S INDEPENDENT STUDENT HOUSING
ROOM & BOARD OR ROOM ONLY
803 W. OREGON URBANA 344-2330
TRAVEL AGENCIES - VENDING SERVICE
AIR-SEA-TRAVEL-TOURS
"OVER 20 YEARS' EXPERIENCE IN TRAVEL COUNSELING"
FOREIGN and DOMESTIC TRAVEL
HOTEL RESERVATIONS — TOURS — CRUISES
STEAMSHIP and AIRLINE TICKETS AT OFFICIAL RATES















62 7% S WRIGHT
* Thesis T yping
* Term Papers
* A 11 T yping
* Multilith Service
* Printing




Your University Directory is published through
the interest and support of the merchants listed




World Leader In Complete Vending And
Background Music Service
1512 West Frontage Rd. Champaign 356-8631
TRAVEL AGENCIES Con't
Parkhills 1 Tours Travel Agency
120 S. Walnut, C 359-1675
Trelease, Sidney B.
703 S. Wright St., C 344-0101
TROPHIES & ENGRAVING
Marex Co. , The
506 1/2 W. Columbia, C 359-1331
TRUCK DEALERS NEW AND USED
Riegel, R. W. Motor Trucks, Inc.
808 W. Bradley, C 352-4187
TRUCKING
Terminal Warehouse & Transfer Co.
815 N. Randolph, C 356-4300
TRUCKS-PARTS & SERVICE
Riegel, R. W. Motor Trucks, Inc.
80 8 W. Bradley, C 352-4187
TRUCKS-RENTALS
Avis Rent-A-Car
210 E. University, C 35 6-5979
TRUST SERVICE
Champaign County Bank & Trust Co.




806 N. Randolph, C 352-6223
TYPEWRITERS-SALES & SERVICE
Shay Office Equipment Co.
119 S. Neil, C 356-1371
TYPING SERVICE
Campus Steno Service - Multilithing,
Theses, Manuscripts
308 W. White St. , C 356-0409
Wrightway, The
627 1/2 S. Wright, C 352-8301
UNIVERSITY INFORMATION
Illini Union Information Office, The
Illini Union - On Campus. . . .333-4666
VACUUM CLEANERS
Aabells - Paul Lauterborn
117 N. Walnut, C 356-1357
VENDING SERVICE
Eastern Illinois Canteen Service, Inc.
1512 W. Frontage Rd. (Anthony Dr.),
US 74 W. 356-8631
*8]ai; ELECTRIC?- STANDARD PORTABLERENTAL - PURCHASE PLAN









WATER CONDITIONING - XEROX COPIES
WATER CONDITIONING
Culligan Water Conditioning
1414 S. Neil St. , C 356-0534
Miracle Water Products
813 N. Lincoln Ave. , U. 367-7112
WELDING SUPPLIES
Claudin Welding Supply
11 Logan St., C 352-4661
WELDING SUPPLIES & EQUIPMENT
Depke Welding Supplies
80 6 W. Bradley, U 367-1139
XEROX COPIES
Stocks', Joe Blueprint & Photography
510 N. Neil, C 359-1661





DEPKE WELDING SUPPLIES, he
Labratory Supplies, Gases & Equipt.
Regulators, Safety Equipment
806 W. Bradley Urbana 367-1139
NUMBERS FREQUENTLY CALLED
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'THE PERFECT SETTING FOR
ANY COLLEGE ORGANIZATION
TO ENJOY A RELAXING
AFTERNOON OR EVENING








• 22 SELECTIONS OF
GOURMET PIZZA
• SOFT DRINKS
• CRISP TOSS SALAD
ENTERTAINMENT WEEKENDS
* DIXIELAND
* BANJO & PIANO
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
11:30 A.M. - 12 MIDNITE SUN-THURS
11:30 A.M. - 2 A.M. FRI. & SAT.
LOCATED AT THE CORNER OF




715 S. WriaU St.
A deportneif of tbe llliii Uiioi
4% discount
Complete Stock of Textbooks













"it's finger lickin good"
ORDER BY
SNAK - DINNER - FAMILY BOX
BUCKET OR BARREL
IDEAL FOR PARTIES - PICNICS - CLUBS
OR UNEXPECTED GUESTS
Contact Us For Your Banquets
and Social Functions
SANDWICHES - POLISH SAUSAGE
BARB-Q BEEF - PORK TENDERLOIN





48 E SPRINGFIELD - C.
(WE DELIVER AT THIS ADDRESS ONLY)
365-3379
Inside Dining & Carry-Out
107 W UNIVERSITY - U.
OPEN 24 HOURS
DAILY
7 DAYS A WEEK
OUR FAMOUS CHUCKWAGON
SPECIALTIES
• BUSINESS MEN'S LUNCHES
• KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN
• AGED US CHOICE STEAKS
• VARIETY OF LUNCHES DAILY








317 S. NEIL — CHAMPAIGN
BILLIARD ROOM
A Campus Center dedicated to serve








• SERVICE DINING ROOMS
• VENDING DINING ROOM
• SNACK BAR
• BOWLING LANES
• MERCHANDISE DESK
HOOK CENTER






